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AN ARMY : ITS ORGANIZATION AND MOVEMENTS.

SECOND PAPER.

Having, in the preceding paper, de-

scribed the general organization * of an

army, we proceed to give a succinct

account of some of the principal staff

departments, in their relations to the

troops.

Army organization— notwithstand-

ing the world has always been engaged

in military enterprises—is of compara-

tively recent institution. Many of the

principles of existing military systems

date no farther back than to Frederic

the Great, of Prussia,. and many were
originated by Napoleon. Staff depart-

ments, particularly, as now constituted,

are of late origin. The staff organiza-

tion is undergoing constant changes.

Its most improved form is to be found
in France and Prussia. Our own staff

system is of a composite, and, in some
respects, heterogeneous character—not

having been constructed on any regu-

lar plan, but built up by gradual accre-

tions and imitations of European fea-

tures, from the time of our Revolution

* Since that article was written, some changes
of detail have been made, but the principles re-

main the same.
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till the present. It has, however,

worked with great vigor and efficiency.

The staff of any commander is usu-

ally spoken of in two classes—the de-

partmental and the personal—the lat-

ter including the aides-de-camp, who
pertain more particularly to the person

of the commander, while the former

belong to the organization. Of the

departmental staff, the assistant adju+-

tant-generals and assistant inspector-

generals are denominated the
\
general

staff,' because their functions extend'

through all branches of the organiza-

tion, while the other officers are con-

fined exclusively to their own depart-

ments.

The chief of staff is a recent French

imitation. The first officer assigned in

that capacity was General Marcy, on:

the staff of General McClellan, in the

fall of 1861. Previous to that time the

officers of the adjutant-general's depart-

ment—on account of their intimate re-

lations with commanding officers, as

their official organs and the mediums
through which all orders were trans-

mitted—had occupied it. The duties
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of these officers, however, being chiefly

of a bureau character, allowing them

little opportunity for active external

supervision, it has been deemed neces-

sary to select for heads of the staffs,

officers particularly qualified to assist

the commander in devising strategical

plans, organizing, and moving troops,

etc. ; competent to oversee and direct

the proceedings of the various staff de-

partments ;
untrammelled with any

exclusive routine of duty, and able in

any emergency, when the commander
may be absent, to give necessary orders.

For these reasons, although the innova-

tion has not been sanctioned by any

law, or any standing rule of the War
Department, and although its propriety

is discussed by many, the custom of

assigning officers as chiefs of staff has

become universal, and will probably be

permanent. The extent and character

of their duties depend, however, upon

themselves, being regulated by no or-

ders, and the high responsibilities at-

tached to the position in France have

not thus far been assumed by the offi-

cers occupying it here. In the French

service, the chief of staff is the actual

as well as the nominal head of the or-

ganization ; he supervises all its opera-

tions ; he is the alter ego of the com-

mander. In the Waterloo campaign,

for instance, Marshal Soult was the

chief of Napoleon's staff, and the em-

peror attributed his disaster, in part, to

some of the orders issued by the mar-

shal.

Our limits will not permit a descrip-

tion of the duties pertaining to the va-

rious members of the staff, but we pass

to the consideration of those depart-

ments, the operations of which most

directly affect the soldier, are indispen-

sable to every army, and are most inter-

<esting to the public.

Let us first consider the quarter-

masterh department, which, from the

character and diversity of its duties, the

amount of its expenditures, and its in-

fluence upon military operations, may
he ranked as among the most impor-

tant. This department provides cloth-

ing, camp and garrison equipage, ani-

mals and transportation of all kinds,

fuel, forage, straw, and stationery, an

immense variety of the miscellaneous

materials required by an army, and for

a vast amount of miscellaneous expen-

ditures. It is, in fact, the great busi-

ness operator of a military organization.

In an active army, the success of move-

ments depends very much on its effi-

ciency. Unless the troops are kept prop-

erly clothed, the animals and means of

transportation maintained in good con-

dition, and the immense trains moved
with regularity and promptness, the

best contrived plans will fail in their

development and execution.

The department, at the commence-

ment of the war, had supplies in store

only for the current uses of the regular

army. When the volunteer forces were

organized it became necessary to make
hasty contracts and purchases to a large

amount ; but as even the best-informed

members of the Government had no

adequate prevision of the extent and

duration of the war, and of the neces-

sary arrangements for its demands, a

considerable period elapsed before a

sufficient quantity of the required ma-

terials could be accumulated. Those

were the days of ' shoddy ' cloth and

spavined horses. The department,

however, exhibited great administrative

energy, under the direction of its able

head, General M. C. Meigs, and has

amply provided for the enormous de-

mands upon it.

Depots for the reception of supplies

are established in the large cities,

whence they are transferred as required

to the great issuing depots near the

active armies, and from them to the

depots in the field. Thus, the main

depots of the Army of the Potomac are

at Washington and Alexandria—a field

depot being established at its centre,

when lying for any length of time in

camp. Only current supplies are kept

on hand at the latter, and no surplus

is transported on the march, except the
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required amounts of subsistence and

forage.

A great deal is said in connection

with military movements, of ' bases of

operation.' These are the points in

the rear of an army from which it re-

ceives supplies and reinforcements, and

with which its communications must

at all hazards be kept open, except it

has means of transportation sufficient

to render it independent of its depots

for a considerable period, or unless the

country traversed is able to afford sub-

sistence for men and animals. When
an army marches along a navigable

river, its secondary base becomes mov-
able, and it is less confined to the ne-

cessity of protecting its rear. In Vir-

ginia, however, the connection of the

Army of the Potomac with Washing-

ton is imperative, and this fact ex-

plains the contracted sphere of the

operations of that army.

The transportation of supplies is

limited by the ability of the Govern-

ment to provide trains, and by the abili-

ty of the army to protect them ; for

large trains create large drafts on the

troops for teamsters, pioneers, guards,

etc. An army train, upon the most

limited allowance compatible with free-

dom of operations for a few days, away
from the depots, is an immense affair.

Under the existing allowances in the

Army of the Potomac, a corps of thirty

thousand infantry has about seven

hundred wagons, drawn by four thou-

sand two hundred mules ; the horses

of officers and of the artillery will bring

the number of animals to be j)rovided

for up to about seven thousand. On
the march it is calculated that each

wagon will occupy about eighty feet

—

in bad roads much more ; consequently

a train of seven hundred wagons will

cover fifty-six thousand feet of road

—

or over ten miles ; the ambulances of a

corps will occupy about a mile, and the

batteries about three miles ; thirty

thousand troops need six miles to

march in, if they form but one column

;

the total length of the marching col-

umn of a corps is therefore twenty miles,

even without including the cattle herds

and trains of bridge material. Readers

who have been accustomed to think

that our armies have not exhibited

sufficient energy in surmounting the ob-

stacles of bad roads, unbridged streams,

etc., will be able to estimate, upon the

above statements, the immense diffi-

culty of moving trains and artillery.

The trains of an army have been prop-

erly denominated its impedimenta, and

their movement and protection is one

of the most difficult incidental opera-

tions of warfare— particularly in a

country like Virginia, where the art of

road making has attained no high de-

gree of perfection, and where the forests

swarm with guerillas.

To an unaccustomed observer the

concourse of the trains of an army, in

connection with any rapid movement,

would give the idea of inextricable

confusion. It is of course necessary to

move them upon as many different

roads as possible, but it will frequently

happen that they must be concentrated

in a small space, and move in a small

number of columns. During the cele-

brated ' change of base ' from Rich-

mond to Harrison's Landing, the trains

were at first obliged to move upon only

one road—across White Oak Swamp

—

which happened fortunately to be wide

enough for three wagons to go abreast.

There were perhaps twenty-five hundred

vehicles, which would make a contin-

uous line of some forty or fifty miles.

While the slow and toilsome course of

this cumbrous column was proceeding,

the troops were obliged to remain in

the rear and fight the battles of Savage

Station and White Oak Swamp for its

protection. A similar situation of

trains occurred last fall when General

Meade retired from the Rappahannock,

but fortunately the country presented

several practicable routes. It is on a re-

treat, particularly, that the difficulty

of moving trains is experienced, and

thousands of lives and much valuable

material have been lost by the neglect
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of commanding officers to place them

sufficiently far in the rear during a

battle, so as to permit the troops to fall

back when necessary, without interrup-

tion.

A march being ordered, supplies ac-

cording to the capacity of the trains,

are directed to be carried. The pres-

ent capacity of the trains of the Army
of the Potomac is ten days' subsistence

and forage, and sixty rounds of small-

arm ammunition—the men carrying in

addition a number of days' rations, and

a number of rounds, upon their per-

sons. When the wagons reach camp

each evening, such supplies as have been

expended are replenished from them.

As a general rule the baggage wagons

camp every night with the troops, but

the exigencies are sometimes such that

officers are compelled to deny them-

selves for one or even two weeks the

luxury of a change of clothing—the

wagons not reaching camp, perhaps,

till after midnight, and the troops re-

suming their march an hour or two

afterward. Those who indulge in sa-

tires upon the wearers of shoulder

straps would be likely to form a more

correct judgment of an officer's posi-

tion and its attendant hardships, could

they see him at the close of a fort-

night's campaign. Like the soldier,

he can rely on nothing for food or

clothing except what is carried by
himself, unless he maintains a servant,

and the latter will find a few blankets,

a coffee pot, some crackers, meat, su-

gar, coffee, etc., for his own and his

employer's consumption, a sufficient

burden.

Let us see how the supplies of the

quartermaster's department are distrib-

uted.

At stated periods, if circumstances

permit—usually at the first of each

month—the regimental quartermasters,

after consultation with the company
officers, forward through their supe-

riors to the chief quartermasters of

corps, statements of the articles re-

quired by the men. These are consoli-

dated and presented to the chief quar-

termaster of the army, who orders them
from Washington, and issues them from

the army depot—the whole operation

requiring about a week. The number
of different hinds of articles thus drawn
monthly is about five hundred ; the

quantity of each kind depends on the

number of men to be supplied, and the

nature of the service performed since

the previous issue. If there has been

much marching, there will be a great

demand for shoes ; if a battle, large

quantities of all kinds of articles to

replace those lost on the battle field

will be required.

An infantry soldier is allowed the

following principal articles of clothing

during a three years' term of service :

1st Tear. 2d Year. 3d Year.

Cap, 1 1 1

Coat, 2 1 2

Trowsers, ... 3 2 3

Flannel shirt, . . 3 3 3

Drawers, ... 3 2 2

Shoes, .... 4 4 4

Stockings, ... 4 4 4

Overcoat, ... 1

Blanket, .... 1 1

Indiarubber blanket, 1 1 1

The prices of these are stated each

year in a circular from the department,

and, as the soldier draws them, his cap-

tain charges him with the prices on the

company books. The paymaster de-

ducts from his pay any excess which

he may have drawn, or allows him if

he has drawn less than he is entitled

to. The clothing is much cheaper than

articles of the same quality at home.

Thus, according to the present prices,

a coat costs $7.30 ;
overcoat, $7.50

;

trowsers, $2.70; flannel shirt, $1.53;

stockings, 32 cents ; shoes, $2.05.

The commissary department provides

exclusively the subsistence of the

troops. Each soldier is entitled to the

following daily ration

:

Twelve ounces of pork or bacon, or one

pound four ounces of fresh beef.

One pound six ounces of soft bread or
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flour, or one pound of hard bread,

or one pound four ounces of corn

meal.

To every one hundred men, fifteen

pounds of beans or peas, and ten

pounds of rice or hominy.

To every one hundred men, ten pounds

of green coffee, or eight pounds of

roasted, or one pound and eight

ounces of tea.

To every one hundred men, fifteen

pounds of sugar, four quarts of vine-

gar, one pound four ounces of can-

dles, four pounds of soap, three

pounds twelve ounces of salt, four

ounces of pepper, thirty pounds

of potatoes, when practicable, and

one quart of molasses.

Fresh onions, beets, carrots," and tur-

nips, when on hand, can be issued in

place of beans, peas, rice, or hominy,

if the men desire.

They can also take in place of any part

of the ration an amount equal in val-

ue of dried apples, dried peaches,

pickles, etc., when on hand.

A whiskey ration of a gill per day

per man can be issued on the order of

the commander, in cases of extra hard-

ship. It is, however, rarely issued, on

account of the difficulty of finding room

for its transportation in any consider-

able quantities. Moreover, whiskey, in

the army, is subject to extraordinary

and mysterious leakages, and an issue

can scarcely be made with such care

that some drunkenness will not ensue.

When lying in camp, sutlers and others

sell to the soldiers contrary to law, so

that old topers usually find methods of

gratifying their appetites—sometimes

sacrificing a large proportion of their

pay to the villains who pander to them.

The utmost vigilance of the officers

fails to detect the methods by which
liquor is introduced into the army.

When a cask is broached in any se-

cluded place, the intelligence seems

communicated by a pervading electri-

cal current, and the men are seized

with a universal desire to leave camp

for the purpose of washing, or getting

wood, or taking a walk, or other praise-

worthy purposes.

The total weight of a ration is some-

thing over two pounds, but in march-

ing, some articles are omitted, and but

a small quantity of salt meat is carried

—fresh beef being supplied from the

herds of cattle driven with the army.

A bullock will afford about four hun-

dred and fifty rations, so that an army
of one hundred thousand men needs

over two hundred cattle daily for its

supply.

In camp the men can refrain from

drawing portions of their rations, and
the surplus is allowed for by the com-

missaries in money , by which a com-

pany fund can be created, and expend-

ed in the purchase of gloves, gaiters,

etc., or luxuries for the table. A hos-

pital fund is formed in the same way

—

by an allowance for the portions of the

rations not consumed by the patients

—

and is expended in articles adapted to

diet for the sick. The rations are am-

ple and of good quality, though the

salt meat is rather tough occasionally,

and the consistency of the hard bread

is shot-proof. Company cooks are al-

lowed, and in camp they contrive to

furnish quite appetizing meals. Their

position is rather difficult to fill, and

woe is the portion of the cook not

competent for his profession. The
practical annoyances to which he is

subject make him realize to the fullest

extent ' the unfathomable depths of

human woe.' On the march the men
usually prefer to boil their coffee in tin

cups, and to cook their meat on ram-

rods—without waiting for the more

formal movements of the cooks. To
reach camp before sunset, after a twen-

ty-mile march, to pitch his little shelter

tent, throw in it his heavy arms and

accoutrements, collect some pine twigs

for a couch, wash in some adjacent

stream, drink his cup of hot, strong

coffee, eat his salt pork and hard bread,

and then wrap himself in his blanket

for a dreamless slumber, is one of the
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most delicious combinations of luxuri-

ous enjoyment a soldier knows. To-

morrow, perhaps, lie starts up at the

early reveille, takes his hasty breakfast,

is marshalled into line before the ene-

my, there is a shriek in the air rent by

the murderous shell, and the soldier's

last march is ended.

The next department we shall con-

sider is that of ordnance, which sup-

plies the munitions and portions of ac-

coutrements.

The subject of artillery is perhaps

the most interesting of the great num-

ber connected with warfare. In the

popular estimation it overshadows all

others. All the poetry of war cele-

brates the grandeur of

' Those mortal engines whose rude throats

The immortal Jove's dread clamors counter-

feit.'

The thunder of great guns and the

dashing of cavalry are the incidents

which spontaneously present them-

selves to the mind when a battle is

mentioned. Perhaps the accounts of

Waterloo are responsible for this. The
steady fighting of masses of infantry,

having less particulars to attract the

imagination, is overlooked ; the fact,

preeminent above all others in military

science, that it is the infantry which
contests and decides battles, that artil-

lery and cavalry are only subordinate

agencies— is forgotten. So splendid

have been the inventions and achieve-

ments of the last few years in respect

to artillery, as illustrated particularly

at Charleston, that some excuse may
easily be found for the popular miscon-

ception. A few remarks presenting

some truths relative to the appropriate

sphere of artillery and its powers, and
stating succinctly the results which

have been accomplished, may be found

interesting.

"Without entering into the history of

artillery, it will be sufficient to state

that the peculiar distinguishing excel-

lence of modern improvements in can-

non is the attainment of superior effi-

ciency, accuracy, and mobility, with a

decrease in weight of metal. A gun of

any given size is now many times su-

perior to one of the same size in use

fifty or a hundred years ago. It is not

so much in big guns that we excel our

predecessors—for there are many speci-

mens of old cannon of great dimen-

sions ; but by our advance in science

we are able so to shape our guns and
our projectiles that with less weight of

material we can throw larger shot to a

greater distance and with more accu-

racy. A long course of mathematical

experiment and calculation has deter-

mined the exact pressure of a charge

of powder at all points in the bore of a

cannon during its combustion and evo-

lution into gas. These experiments

have proved that strength is principally

required near the breech, and that a

cannon need not be of so great length

as was formerly supposed to be neces-

sary. We are thus able to construct

guns which can be handled, throwing

balls of several hundred pounds'

weight. Another splendid result of

scientific investigation is the method

adopted for casting such monster guns.

In order that the mass of metal may
be of uniform tenacity and character, it

should cool equably. This has been se-

cured by a plan for introducing a stream

ofwater through the core of the casting,

so that the metal cools both within and

without simultaneously.

About the time that the Italian war

commenced, the subject of rifled cannon

excited much popular interest. Exag-

gerated expectations were formed of

the changes to be produced by them

in the art of warfare. Many saw in

them the means of abolishing war en-

tirely. Of what use is it, they said, to

array armies against each other, if they

can be destroyed at two or three miles'

distance ? At the commencement of

our own contest there was an undue

partiality for rifled ordnance. Almost

every commander of a battery desired

to have rifled guns. The more correct

views of the thoroughly accomplished

artillery officers to whom was confided
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the arrangement of this branch of the

service, and actual experience, have

dissipated the unfounded estimate of

their utility for field service, and estab-

lished the proper proportions in an ar-

tillery force which they should com-

pose. It has been ascertained that

fighting will never be confined to long

ranges—that guns which can throw

large volumes of spherical case and

canister into lines only a few hundred

yards distant are as necessary as ever.

The necessity for rifled cannon arose

from the perfection of rifled muskets.

When these arms reached such a de-

gree of excellence that horses and gun-

ners could be shot down at a distance

of one thousand yards, the old-fash-

ioned smooth-bore artillery was de-

prived of its prestige. To retrieve this

disadvantage and restore the superiori-

ty of artillery over musketry in length

of range, methods of rifling cannon for

field service became an important

study. For assailing distant lines of

troops, for opening a battle, for dis-

persing bodies of cavalry, for shelling

intrenchments, for firing over troops

from hills in their rear, rifled guns are

of invaluable service. But, notwith-

standing troops are now universally

armed with muskets of long range,

no battle of importance is fought with-

out close engagements of the lines. The
alternate advances and retreats of the

infantry, firing at distances of less than

one hundred yards, charging with fixed

bayonets and frantic shouts, will al-

ways characterize any battle fought

with vigor and enthusiasm. In such

conflicts, wide-mouthed smooth bores,

belching their torrents of iron, must
play a conspicuous part.

Another fact, which will perhaps

surprise the general reader, is that the

form and character of projectiles have
been matters of as much difficulty,

have received as much investigation,

and are of as much importance, as the

shape and character of the guns. In

fact, rifled pieces would be compara-

tively ineffective except- projectiles

adapted to them had been invented.

It was necessary that projectiles of

greater weight, of less resistance to the

atmosphere, and of more accuracy of

flight, than the old round shot, should

be introduced. To accomplish these

ends several things were necessary : 1st,

the projectiles should be elongated ; 2d,

they should have conical points ; 3d,

the centre of gravity should be at a

proper distance in front of the centre

;

4th, there should be methods of steer-

ing them so that they should always

go point foremost through the whole

curve of their flight ; 5th, they should

fit the gun so as to take the rifles, yet

not so closely as to strain it. To attain

these and other requisites, innumerable

plans have been devised. The projec-

tile offering the best normal conditions

is the arrow ; it has length, a sharp

point, centre of gravity near the head,

and feathers for guiding it (sometimes

so arranged that it shall rotate like

a rifled ball). Improved projectiles,

therefore, both for muskets and cannon,

correspond in these essentials to the

first products of man in the savage

state.

"We cannot, in this article, further

discuss either such general principles

or those of a more abstruse character,

in their application to artillery, but

will briefly state a few facts relative to

its employment—confining ourselves

exclusively to the field service.

The guns now principally used for

battles, in the Northern armies, are 10

and 12-pmmder Parrotts, three-inch

United States rifles, and light 12-pound-

er smooth bores. The distinguishing

characteristic of the Parrott guns is

lightness of construction, secured by

strengthening the breech (in accord-

ance with the principles mentioned a

few paragraphs back) with a band of

wrought iron. This has been applied

to guns of all sizes, and its excellence

has been tested by General Gillmore in

the reduction of Forts Pulaski and

Sumter. The three-inch guns are made
of wrought iron, are of light weight,
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but exceedingly tenacious and accurate.

The 12-pounders, sometimes called

Napoleons, are of bronze, with large

caliber, and used chiefly for throwing

shell and canister at comparatively

short distances.

The greatest artillery conflict of the

war (in the field) occurred at Gettys-

burg. For two hours in the afternoon

of the memorable third day's battle,

about four hundred cannon were filling

the heavens with their thunder, and

sending their volleys of death crashing

in all directions.

It was estimated that the discharges

numbered five or six a second ; in fact,

the ear could hardly detect any cessa-

tions in the roar. The air was con-

stantly howling as the shells swept

through it, while the falling of branch-

es, cut from the trees by the furious

missiles, seemed as if a tornado was in

the height of its fury : every few min-

utes, a thunder heard above all other

sounds, denoted the explosion of a

caisson, sweeping into destruction, with

a cataract of fire and iron, men and
animals for hundreds of feet around it.

The effect of such a fire of artillery is,

however, much less deadly than any

except those who have been subject to

it can believe. The prevalent impres-

sion concerning the relative destruc,-

tiveness of cannon and musketry is an-

other instance of popular error. In the

first place, all firing at over a mile dis-

tance contains a large proportion of

the elements of chance, for it is impos-

sible to get the range and to time the

fuses so accurately as to make any con-

siderable percentage of the shots effec-

tive ; and in the next place, except

when marching to a close conflict, the

men are generally protected by lying

down behind inequalities of the ground,

or other accidental or designed de-

fences. The proportion killed in any
battle by artillery fire is very small.

Lines of men frequently lie exposed to

constant shelling for hours, with small

loss
;
in fact, in such cases, old soldiers

will eat their rations, or smoke their

pipes, or perhaps have a game of poker,

with great equanimity.

No portion of the military servict

has been more misrepresented than tht

medical department. An opinion seems

to prevail quite extensively that tht

army surgeon is generally a young
graduate, vain of his official position,

who cares little for the health of the

soldier, and glories in the opportunities

afforded by a battle for reckless opera-

tions. Such an opinion is altogether

fallacious. In the regiments there are

undoubtedly many physicians who
have adopted the service as a resource

for a living which they were unable to

find at home, but the majority are ex-

actly the same class of professional

men as those who pursue useful and

honorable careers in all our cities and

villages. "When a physician is called

upon at home, it happens in a majority

of cases—as every honest member of

the profession will admit—that there

is little or no necessity for his services.

Too sagacious to avow this, he gravely

makes some simple prescription, and

as gravely pockets his fee. In camp,

however, the potent argument of the

fee does not prevail, and men who run

to the doctor with trifling ailments, by

which they hope to be relieved from

duty, receive a rebuff instead of a pill.

They instantly write letters complain-

ing of his inhumanity. In regard to

operations, it is a frequent remark by

the most experienced surgeons that

lives are lost from the hesitancy to am-

putate, more frequently than limbs are

removed unnecessarily.

The medical department of an army,

like every other, is controlled by a

system, and it is this which regulates its

connections with the soldier more than

the qualifications of individual sur-

geons. In the army the system takes

care of everything, even to the minutest

details. Hygienic regulations for pre-

serving the salubrity'of camps and the

cleanliness of the troops and their

tents, are prescribed and enforced.

Every day there is a ' sick call,' at
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which men who find themselves ill pre-

sent themselves to the surgeons for

treatment. If slightly affected, they

are taken care of in their own quarters

;

if more seriously, in the regimental

hospitals ; if still more so, in the large

hospitals established by the chief medi-

cal officer of the corps; and if neces-

sary, sent to the Government hospitals

established at various places in ' the

country. To the latter almost all the

sick are transferred previous to a march.

To be ill in the army, amid the con-

stant noises of a camp, and with the

non-luxurious appliances of a field hos-

pital, is no very pleasant matter ; but

the sick soldier receives all the atten-

tion and accommodation possible under

the circumstances.

To every corps is attached a train of

ambulances, in the proportion of two

or three to a regiment. They are

spring wagons with seats along the

sides, like an omnibus, which can,

when necessary, be made to form a bed

for two or three persons. With each

train is a number of wagons, carrying

tents, beds, medicine chests, etc., re-

quired for the establishment of hos-

pitals. On the march, the ambulances

collect the sick and exhausted who fall

out from the columns and have a sur-

geon's certificate as to their condition.

When a battle is impending, and the

field of conflict fixed, the chief medical

officers of the corps take possession of

houses and barns in the rear, collect

hay and straw for bedding, or, if more
convenient, pitch the tents at proper

localities. A detail of surgeons is

made to give the necessary attendance.

While the battle proceeds, the lightly

wounded fall to the rear, and are there

temporarily treated by the surgeons

who have accompanied the troops to

the field, and then find their way to

the hospitals. If the fighting has passed

beyond the places where lie the more

dangerously wounded, they are brought

to the rear by the ' stretcher bearers

'

attached to the ambulance trains, and

carried to the hospitals in the ambu-

lances. Sometimes it happens that the

strife will rage for hours on nearly the

same spot, and it may be night before

the ' stretcher bearers ' can go out and

collect the wounded. But the surgeons

make indefatigable exertions, often

exposed to great danger, to give their

attention to those who require it. At
the best, war is terrible—all its ' pomp,

pride, and circumstance ' disappear

in the view of the wounded and

dead on the field, and of the mangled

remnants of humanity in the hospitals.

But everything that can be devised and

applied to mitigate its horrors is pro-

vided under the systematized organiza-

tion of the medical department. In the

Army of the Potomac, at least, and un-

doubtedly in all the other armies of the

North, that department combines skill,

vigor, humanity, and efficiency to an

astonishing degree. Its results are ex-

hibited-not only in the small mortality

of the camps, but in the celerity of its

operation on the field of battle, and

the great proportion of lives preserved

after the terrible wounds inflicted by

deadly fragments of shell and the still

more deadly rifle bullet. Military sur-

gery has attained a degree of profi-

ciency during the experiences of the

past three years which a layman cannot

adequately describe ; its results are,

however, palpable.
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JNONE:

A TALE OF SLAYE LIFE IN EO.ME.

CHAPTER VIII.

Raising himself with an assumed

air of careless indifference, in the hope

of thereby concealing the momentary

weakness into which his better feelings

had so nearly betrayed him, Sergius

strolled off, humming a Gallic wine song.

iEnone also rose ; and, struggling to

stifle her emotion, confronted the new
comer.

She, upon her part, stood silent and

impassive, appearing to have heard or

seen nothing of what had transpired,

and to have no thought in her mind
except the desire of fulfilling the duty

which had brought her thither. But

iEnone knew that the most unobserv-

ant person, upon entering, could not

have failed at a glance to comprehend

the whole import of the scene—and

that therefore any such studied pre-

tence of ignorance was superfluous.

The attitude of the parties, the ill-dis-

guised confusion of Sergius, her own
tears, which could not be at once en-

tirely repressed—all combined to tell

a tale of recrimination, pleading, and

baffled confidence, as plainly as words

could have spoken it. Apart, there-

fore, from her disappointment at being

interrupted at the very moment when
her hopes had whispered that the hap-

jnness of reconciliation might be at

hand, ^Enone could not but feel indig-

nant that Leta should thus calmly

stand before her with that pretence of

innocent unconsciousness.

' Why do you come hither ? Who
has demanded your presence ?

' iEnone

cried, now, in her indignation, caring

but little what or how she spoke, or

what further revelations her actions

might occasion, as long as so much had
already been exposed.

1 My lady,' rejoined the Greek, rais-

ing her eyes with a well-executed air

of surprise, c do I intrude ? I came but

to say that in the antechamber there

is-.'

' Listen !
' exclaimed iEnone, inter-

rupting her, and taking her by the

hand. ' Not an hour ago you told me
about your quiet home in Samos—its

green vines—the blue mountains which

encircled it—the little chamber where

your mother died, and in which you

were born—and the lover whom you

left weeping at your cruel absence.

You spoke of your affection for every

leaf and blade of grass about the place

—and how you would give your life

itself to go back thither—yes, even your

life, for you would be content to lie

down and die, if you could first return.

Do you remember ?
'

' Well, my lady ?

'

' Well, you shall return, as you de-

sired. You have been given to me
for my own ; and whether or not the

gift be a full and free one, I will

claim my rights under it and set you

free. In the first ship which sails from

Ostia for any port of Greece, in that ship

you may depart. Are you content,

Leta?'

Still holding her by the hand, iEnone

gazed inquiringly into the burning

black eyes which fastened themselves

upon her own, as though reading the

bottom of her soul. She could not as

yet believe that even if the Greek had

actually begun to cherish any love for

Sergius, it could be more than a pass-

ing fancy, engendered by foolish com-

pliments or ill-judged signs of admira-

tion, and therefore she did not doubt

that the offer of freedom and restora-

tion would be gratefully received. Her

only uncertainty was with regard to

the manner in which it would be lis-

tened to—whether with tears of joy or

with loud protestations of gratitude
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upon bended knees; or whether the

prospect of once again visiting that

cottage home and all that had so long

been held dear, would come with such

unpremeditated intensity as to stifle all

outward manifestations of delight, ex-

cept, perhaps, that trembling of the

lip or ebb and flow of color which is

so often the surest sign of a full and

glowing heart.

For a moment Leta stood gazing up

into the face of her mistress, uttering

no word of thanks, and with no tear of

joy glistening in her eye, but with the

deepened flush of uncontrollable emo-

tion overspreading her features. And
yet that flush seemed scarcely the token

of a heart overpowered with sudden

joy, but rather of a mind conscious of

being involved in an unexpected di-

lemma, and puzzled with its inability

to extricate itself.

' My mistress,' she responded at

length, with lowered gaze, it is true

that I said I would return, if possible,

to that other home of mine. But now
that you offer me the gift, I would not

desire to accept it. Let me stay here

with you.'

iEnone dropped the hand which till

now she had held ; and an agony of

mingled surprise, suspicion, disappoint-

ment, and presentiment of evil swept

across her features.

' Are you then become like all others ?

'

she said with bitterness. ' Has the

canker of this Roman life already com-

menced to eat into your soul, so that

in future no memory of anything that

is pure or good can attract you from

its hollow splendors ? Are thoughts

of home, of freedom, of friends, even of

the trusted lover of whom you spoke

—

are all these now of no account, when
weighed against a few gilded pleas-

ures ?

'

. Why, indeed, should I care to re-

turn to that home ? ' responded the girl.

' Have not the Roman soldiers trodden

down those vines and uprooted that

hearth ? Is it a desolated and stricken

home that I would care to see ?

'

' False—false !
' cried .zEnone, no

longer regardful of her words, but only

anxious to give utterance—no matter

how rashly—to the suspicions which

she had so long and painfully re-

pressed. ' It is even more than the

mere charms of this imperial city which

entice you. It is that you are my ene-

my, and would stay here to sting the

hand that was so truly anxious to pro-

tect you—that for your own purposes

you would watch about my path, and

ever, as now, play the spy upon my ac-

tions, and—

'

' Nay, nay !
' cried the Greek, her

flashing eye and erect attitude in strong

contrast with the softened tone in

which, more from habit than from pru-

dence, she had spoken. ' When have I

played the spy upon you ? Not now,

indeed, for I have come in, not believ-

ing that I was doing harm, but simply

because my duty has led me hither. I

came to tell you that there is a stranger

—an old man—standing in the court

below, and that he craves audience

with you. Is this a wrong thing for

me to do ? Were I to forbear perform-

ance of this duty, would not my neg-

lect insure me punishment ?

'

iEnone answered not, but, by a

strong effort, kept back the wwds that

she would have uttered. Still angry

and crushed with the sense of being

deceived, and yet conscious that it was'

not a noble or dignified thing to be in

disputation with her own slave, and

that there was, moreover, the remote

possibility that the girl was not her

enemy, and might really dread return-

ing to a desolated and devastated

home, what could she say or do' ? And
while she pondered the matter, the

door again opened.
' And this is he of whom I spoke.

Do you doubt me now ?
' exclaimed the

Greek, in a tone in which a shade of

malicious triumph mingled with soft re-

proach. And she moved away, and left

the room, while iEnone, lifting her eyes,

saw her father standing before her.

' A plague take the wench who has
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just left you ! ' he muttered. ' Did
she not tell you that I was below ? I

sent word by her, and here she has left

me for half an hour kicking my heels

together in the courtyard. And I

might have stayed there forever, if I

had not of myself found my way up.

Even then, there were some who would

have stopped me, deeming me, perhaps,

too rough in appearance to be allowed

to ascend. But I told them that there

was a time when members of the

house of Porthenus did not wait in

antechambers, but stood beside the

consuls of the old republic, and I

touched the hilt of my dagger ; and

wThether it was the one argument or

the other which prevailed, here I am.'

With a grim smile the centurion

then threw himself down upon a settee

near the door, arranged as properly as

possible the folds of his coarse tunic,

drew his belt round so as to show more

in front his dagger with richly em-

bossed sheath—the sole article of court-

ly and ceremonious attire in which he

indulged— and endeavored to assume

an easy and imposing attitude. For an

instant he gazed around the room, ob-

servantly taking in its wealth of mosaic

pavement, paintings, statuary, and va-

ses. Then, as he began to fear lest he

might be yielding too much of his

pride before the overbearing influence

of so much luxury, he straightened

himself up, gathered upon his features

a hard and somewhat contemptuous ex-

pression, and roughly exclaimed

:

1 Yes, by the gods, the Portheni lived

with consuls and proconsuls long be-

fore the house of Vanno began to rise

from the dregs and become a house at

all. And the imperator knows it, and
is jealous of the fact, too, or else he

would the better acknowledge it.

"What, now, is that ?
' he added, point-

ing to the central fresco of the ceiling.

' It is—I know not for certain, my
father—but I think— '

' Nay, but I know what it is. It is

the old story of the three Vanni over-

coming the five Cimbri at the bridge

of Athesis. No great matter, nor so

very long ago, even if it were true. But
why did he not paint up, instead, how
the founder of the Portheni, with his

single arm, slew the ten Carthaginians

under the aqueduct of Megara ? Is not

now your family history a portion of

his own ? His jealousy prevented him,

I suppose ; though I doubt not that,

when in his cups with his high asso-

ciates, he often boasts of his connection

with the house of Porthenus. And yet

he would let the only relic of the family

starve before assisting him.'

^Enone stood as in a maze of confu-

sion and uncertainty. Were the trials

of the day never to end ? First her

unsatisfactory strife and pleading with

her husband
;
then the undignified con-

test with her own slave into which she

had been betrayed ; and now came this

old man—her father, to be sure—but

so much the more mortifying to her, as

his vulgarity, querulous complaining,

and insulting strictures w^ere forced

upon her ears.

' Are you not comfortable ? What
more can he or I do for you ?

' she

said, with some impatience.
1 Ay, ay ; there it is,' growled the

centurion. ' One person must have all

luxuries—paintings, silver, and the

like ; but if the other has only mere

comforts, an extra tunic, perhaps, or a

spare bit of meat for a dog, what more

can he want ? But I will tell you what

you can do ? And it is not as a gift, I

ask it. Poor and despised as he may
be, no one can say that the centurion

Porthenus is a beggar. It is as a fair

matter of business that I offer it.'

' Well, my father ?

'

' It is this : I have two slaves, and

can afford to keep only one of them,

particularly as but one can be of use

to me. Will the imperator purchase

the other ? I will give it for a fair

price, and therefore no one can say that

I have asked for anything beyond a

proper trade, with which either side

should be well satisfied.'

iEnone listened with a blush of
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shaine for her father overspreading her

face. It did not occur to her that the

slave rejected as useless could be any-

other than the hunchback, whom her

husband had bestowed upon the cen-

turion a few days before ; and for the

receiver to try to sell back a gift to the

giver was a depth of meanness for

which no filial partiality or affection

could find an excuse.

' I will show him to you,' cried the

centurion, losing a little of his gruff-

ness in his eagerness to effect a transac-

tion, whereby, under the thin guise of

a simple trade, he could extort a ben-

efit. ' I have brought him with me,

and left him below. You will see that

he is of good appearance, and that the

imperator will be pleased and grateful

to me for the opportunity of possessing

him.'

So saying, Porthenus strode to the

head of the stairway, and issued his

commands in a stern voice, which

made the vaulted ceilings of the palace

ring. A faint, weak response came up
in answer, and in a moment the slave

entered the room.
' Is this the one of whom you spoke ?

'

faltered ^Enone, unable for the moment
to retain her self-possession as she be-

held, not the angular, wiry form of the

hunchback, but the careworn and slim

figure of Cleotos. ' I thought—indeed

I thought that you spoke of the inferior

of the two.'

'Ay, and so I do,' responded her

father. ' Of what use to me can this

man be ? The other one, indeed, is

of tenfold value. There is no slave in

Borne like unto him for cleaning armor

or sharpening a weapon, while to run

of an errand or manage any piece of

business in which brains must bear

their part, I will trust him against the

world. But as for this man here, with

his weak limbs and his simple face

—

do you know that I did but set him to

polish the rim of a shield, and in his

awkwardness he let it fall, and spoiled

the surface as though a Jewish spear

had stricken it.'

^Enone remained silent, scarcely lis-

tening to the words of her father, while,

in a troubled manner, she again men-

tally ran over, as she had done hundreds

of times before, the chances of recogni-

tion by the man who stood before her.

' But listen to me still further,' con-

tinued the centurion, fearful lest his

disparaging comments might defeat

the projected sale. ' I only speak of

him as he is useful or not to me. To
another person he would be most val-

uable ; for, though he cannot polish

armor, he can polish verses, and he can

write as well as though he were edu-

cated for a scribe. For one favored of

fortune like the imperator Sergius

Vanno,' and here again the centurion

began to roll the high-sounding name
upon his tongue with obvious relish,

' who wishes an attendant to carry his

wine cup, or to bear his cloak after him,

or to trim his lamps, and read aloud his

favorite books, where could a better

youth than this be found ?

'

iEnone, still overpowered by her

troubled thoughts, made no response.

' Or to yourself,' eagerly continued

the centurion, ' he would be most suit-

able, with his pale, handsome face, and

his slender limbs. Have you a page ?

'

' I have my maidens,' was the an-

swer.

' And that amounts to nothing at

all,' asserted her father. ' A plebeian

can have her maidens in plenty, but it

is not right that the wife of a high and
mighty imperator,' and here again the

words rolled majestically off his tongue,
' should not also have her male attend-

ants. And the more so when that wife

has been taken from an ancient house

like that of Porthenus,' he added, with

a frown in derogation of any tendency

to give undue importance to her pres-

ent position. ' But with this Cleotos

—come forward, slave, and let yourself

be seen.'

Cleotos, who, partly from natural

diffidence, and partly from being

abashed at the unaccustomed splendor

about him, had, little by little, from
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his first entrance, shrunk into a corner,

now advanced
; and iEnone, once more

resolutely assuring herself that, with the

changes which time, position, difference

of place and costume had thrown

about her, she could defy recognition,

summoned all her courage, and looked

him in the face. It may have been

with an unacknowledged fear lest, now
that she saw him so freely in the broad

daylight, some latent spark of the old

attachment might burst into a flame,

and withdraw her heart from its proper

duty ; but at the first glance she felt

that in this respect she had nothing to

dread. In almost every particular, Cle-

otos had but little changed. His cos-

tume was but slightly different from

that which he had always been accus-

tomed to wear ; for the centurion, in

view of the chance of effecting a profit-

able sale, had, for that occasion, made
him put on suitable and becoming at-

tire. The face was still youthful—the

eye, as of old, soft, expressive, and un-

hardened by the ferocities of the world

about him. As iEnone looked, it

seemed as though the years which had

passed rolled back again, and that she

was once more a girl. But it also

seemed as though something else had
passed away—as though she looked not

upon a lover, but rather upon a quiet,

kindhearted, innocent friend—one who
could ever be dear to her as a brother,

but as nothing else. What was it

which had so flitted away that the same

face could now stir up no fire of passion,

but only a friendly interest ? Some-

thing, she could not tell what ; but she

thanked the gods that it was so, and

drew a long breath of relief.

But it was none the less incumbent

upon her, for the sake of that present

friendship and for the memory of that

old regard, to cast her protection over

him. For an instant the thought flashed

across her that it would be well to pur-

chase him, not simply for a page, but

so that she could have him in the way
of kind treatment and attention until

some opportunity of restoring him to

his native land might occur. But then

again was the danger that, if any great

length of time should meanwhile elapse,

unconsidered trifles might lead to a

recognition. No, that plan could not

be thought of. She must keep a pro-

tecting eye upon him from a distance,

and trust to the future for a safe work-
ing out of the problem.

' It cannot be,' she murmured, in

answer, half to her father, half to her

own suggestion.

' 'Tis well,' muttered the centurion,

rising with an air of displeasure which

indicated that he thought it very ill.

' I supposed that it would be a kind-

ness to the imperator or to youi&elf to

give the first offer of the man. But it

matters little. The captain Polidorus

will take him any moment at a fair

price.'

' You will not send him to the cap-

tain Polidorus ?
' exclaimed iEnone in

affright. For at once the many atroci-

ties of that man toward his slaves rose

in her mind—how that he had slain

one in a moment of passion—how that

he had deliberately beaten another to

death for attempting to escape to the

catacombs—how that stripes and torture

were the daily portion of the unfor-

tunates in his power—and that, not by

reason of any gross neglect of their du-

ty, but for the merest and most trifling

inadvertencies. Better death than such

a fate.

'Pah! What can I do ?
' retorted

Porthenus, skilfully touching the chord

of her sympathies, as he saw how sensi-

tive she was to its vibrations. ' It is

true that Polidorus is no fawning wo-

man, and that he greets his slaves with

the rod and the brand, and what not.

It is true that he thinks but little of

sending one of them to Hades through

the avenue of his fishponds. But that,

after all, is his affair, and if he chooses

to destroy his property, what should it

matter to me ? Am I so rich that I can

afford to lose a fair purchaser because

he may incline to hang or drown his

bargain ? Such self-denial may suit
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the governor of a province, but should

not be expected of a poor centurion.'

iEnone trembled, and again the im-

pulse to make the purchase came upon

her. Better to risk anything for her-

self—recognition, discovery, suspicion,

or misconstruction, than that her friend-

ship should so far fail as to allow this

poor captive to fall into the hands of

a brutish tyrant. There was a purse

of gold in the half-opened drawer of a

table which stood near her ; and, in

sore perplexity, she raised it, then let

it fall, and again lifted it. As the cen-

turion listened to the ring of the metal,

his eyes sparkled, and he prepared to

apply new arguments, when Cleotos

himself sprang forward.

' I know nothing about this Polidorus

of whom they speak,' said he, drop-

ping upon one knee at her feet. ' And
it is not to save myself from his hands

that I ask your pity, most noble lady.

There is much that I have already suf-

fered, and perhaps a little more might
make no difference, or, better yet, might

close the scene with me forever. It is

for other reasons that I would wish to

be in this house—even as the lowest,

meanest slave of all, rather than to live

in the halls of the emperor Titus him-

self. There is one in this house, most

noble lady, from whom I have long

been cruelly separated, and who—what
can I say but that if, when I was a free

man, she gave me her love, now, in my
abasement, she will not fail with that

love to brighten my lot ?

'

^Enone started. At hearing such

words, there could be but one thought

in her mind—that he had actually rec-

ognized her, and that, without waiting

to see whether or not she had forgotten

him, and certainly knowing that in any

event her position toward him had be-

come changed, he was daring to covert-

ly suggest a renewal of their old rela-

tionship. But the next words reas-

sured her.

' We lived near each other in Samos,

my lady. I was happy, and I blessed

the fates for smiling upon us. How

was I then to know that she would be

torn away from me upon the very day

when I was to have led her to my own
home ?

'

' You say that she is here ? Is it—do

you speak of Leta ?
' cried iEnone.

' Leta was her name,' he responded,

in some surprise that his secret had

been so promptly penetrated before he

had more than half unfolded it. ' And
she is here.'

There wras to iEnone perhaps one

instant of almost unconscious regret at

learning that she had been forgotten

for another. But it passed away like

a fleeting cloud—banished from her

mind by the full blaze of happiness

which poured in upon her at the

thought that here at last was what

would counteract the cruel schemes

which were warring against her peace,

and would thereby bring sure relief to

her sorrow.

' And she is here,' repeated Cleotos.

' When at the first she was torn from

my side, most noble lady, I would have

died, if I could, for I did not believe

that life had any further blessing in

store for me. But, though the Roman
armies were cruel, the fates have been

kind, and have again brought us near.

It was but a week ago that, as I looked

up by the moonlight at these palace

walls, I saw her. Can it be, that after

so long a time, the gods meant I should

be brought near, to have but this one

glimpse of happiness, and then again

be sundered from it ?

'

' It cannot be—it was not meant to

be,' exclaimed iEnone, with energy

;

and again lifting the purse of gold,

she placed it in the centurion's .hand.
1 There, I will purchase your slave,' she

said. ' Take from this his proper price,

and leave him with me.'

CHAPTER IX.

The centurion received the purse

with ill-dissembled joy. Had he been

fully able to control himself, he would
doubtless have maintained a quiet air

of dignified self-possession, befitting
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one giving full value for what he had
received, and therefore not expected to

exhibit any peculiarly marked or lively

satisfaction. But the affair had been

concluded so suddenly, and with such

a liberal confidence in his discretion,

that, for the moment, his hands trem-

bled with excitement, and his face

shone with avaricious pleasure.

Then he began to count out the gold

pieces, gleefully dropping some into his

pouch, and reluctantly putting others

back into the purse. From the first he

had established in his own mind the

valuation which he would place upon

the slave ; and he had taken care to

make his calculation upon such a lib-

eral scale that he could well afford to

consent to a large deduction, if it were

required of him. Now he reasoned

that, as his child had merely told him
to take out what was proper, there

could be no impropriety in paying

himself at the highest possible price.

She would never mind, and there were

many comforts which he needed, and

wThich an extra gold piece or two would

enable him to procure for himself.

Then, as he weighed the purse and

pondered over it, numerous wants and

requirements, which he had hardly

known until that time, came into his

mind. He might supply them all, if

he were not too timid or scrupulous in

availing himself of an opportunity such

as might never come to him again.

Had even his first valuation of the

slave been a sufficient one ? He ought

certainly to consider that the man could

read and write, and wras of such beauty

and grace that he could be trained to

a most courtly air ; and it was hardly

proper to sell him for no more than the

price of a couple of gladiators, mere

creatures of bone and brawn. And, in

any event, it was hardly probable that

-ZEnone knew the true value of slaves,

or even remembered how much her

purse had contained.

Thus meanly reflecting, the centurion

dropped more of the gold pieces into

his pocket, all the while eying the

slave wTith keen scrutiny, as though

calculating the market value of every

hair upon his head. Then, wTith a

sigh, he handed back the purse, most

wx>fully lightened of its contents, and

turned from the room, endeavoring to

compose his features into a decent ap-

pearance of sober indifference, and mut-

tering that he would not have allowed

himself to be betrayed into giving up

such a prize so cheaply had it not been

that he had an especial regard for the

imperator Sergius Vanno, and that the

house of Porthenus had never nourished

mere traders to wrangle and chaffer

over their property.

In one of his conjectures he had been

correct. It wras little that iEnone

knew or cared about the price she was
paying. Had the purse been returned

to her entirely empty, she would have

thrown it unheedingly into the drawer,

and have never dreamed but that all

had been rightly done. There was

now but one idea filling her heart.

She thought not about money nor any

imprudence which she was commit-

ting, nor yet upon the chance of recogni-

tion. She only reflected that the clay of

her triumph had come—that at the sight

of the long-absent lover, Leta would

abandon the wrong (.path in which she

had been straying, would throw her-

self into his arms, would tell him how,

through the loss of him, she had be-

come reckless, and had allowed her

suffering mind to become perverted

from the right—but that now all was

again wrell ; and thus confessing and

being forgiven, would, in the ever-

present joy of that forgiveness, lead

for the future a different life, and, in-

stead of a rival, become to her mistress

a friend and ally.

Glowing with this bright hope,

iEnone scarcely noticed the shuffling

departure of the centurion, but, fixing

her eyes upon the captive, keenly scru-

tinized his appearance. Not that it was

likely that Leta, in the first flush of her

joy at meeting him, would notice or

care in what guise he was presented,
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so long as the soul which had so often

responded to her own was there. But

it was well that there should be noth-

ing neglected which, without being

directly essential to the production of a

proper impression, might be tributary

to it.

The inspection was satisfactory.

Not only was the dress of the captive

clean, neat, becoming, and suitable to

his station, but his appearance had
undergone visible improvement since

.ZEnone had last seen him. The rest and
partial composure of even the few in-

tervening days had sufficed to restore

tone to his complexion, roundness to

his cheeks, and something of the old

merry smile to his eyes. And though
complete restoration was not yet effect-

ed, enough had been accomplished to

show that there was much latent beauty

which wTould not fail to develop itself

under the stimulant of additional rest

and kindly treatment.

' Go in, thither,' said iEnone, point-

ing to the adjoining room, in which

Leta was occupied. ' "When you are

there, you will—it will be told you
what you are to do.'

Cleotos bowed low, and passed

through into the other room ; and
iEnone followed him with a glance

which betrayed the longing she felt to

enter with him and witness the meet-

ing of the two lovers. But a sense of

propriety outweighed her curiosity and
restrained her. It was not right, in-

deed, that she should intrude. Such
recognitions should be sacred to the

persons directly interested in them.

She would therefore remain outside,

and there await Cleotos's return. And
as she took into her hands a little parch-

ment ode which lay upon her table,

and nervously endeavored to interest

herself in it, she delightedly pictured

the sudden transport of those within

the next room, and the beaming joy
with which, hand in hand, they would
finally emerge to thank her for their

newly gained happiness.

In the mean time, Leta, having de-
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livered her message, and received her

rebuke for the interruption, had retired

to the other room, and there, as usual,

resumed her daily task of embroidery.

Bending low over the intricate stitches

and counting their spaces, her features,

at a casual glance, still bore their im-

press of meek and unconscious humility,

so far did her accustomed self-control

seem to accompany her even when
alone. But a more attentive scrutiny

would have detected, half hidden be-

neath the fringed eyelids, a sparkle of

gratified triumph, and, in the slightly

bent corners of the mouth, a shade of

haughty disdain ; and little by little,

as the moments progressed, these indi-

cations of an inner, irrepressible nature

gained in intensity, and, as though her

fingers were stayed by a tumult of

thought, her work slowly began to slip

from her grasp.

At length, lifting her head, and, per-

haps, for the first time realizing that

she was alone and might indulge her

impulses without restraint, she abruptly

threw«from her the folds of the em-
broidery, and stood erect. Why should

she longer trifle with that weak affair

of velvet and dyes ? Who was the

poor, inanimate, and tearful statue in

the next room, to order her to complete

those tasks ? What to herself were the

past deeds of the Yanni, that they

should be perpetuated in ill-fashioned

tapestry, to be hung around a gilded

banquet hall ? By the gods ! she

would from that day make a new his-

tory in the family life ; and it should

be recorded, not with silken threads

upon embroidered velvet, but should

be engraved deeply and ineffaceably

upon human hearts !

Standing motionless in the centre of

the room, with one foot upon the half-

completed tapestry, she now for the

first time, and in a flash of inspiration,

gave shape and comeliness to her pre-

viously confusedly arranged ideas. Until

the present moment she had had but

little thought of accomplishing any-

thing beyond skilfully availing herself
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of her natural attractions so as to climb

from her menial position into some-

thing a little better and higher. If,

in the struggle to raise herself from

the degradation of slayery, she were

obliged to engage in a rivalry with her

mistress, and, by robbing her of the

affection naturally belonging to her,

were to crush her to the earth, it was a

thing to be deplored, but it must none

the less be done. She might, perhaps,

pity the victim, but the sacrifice must

be accomplished all the same.

But now these vague dreams of a

somewhat better lot, to be determined

by future chance circumstances, rolled

away like a shapeless cloud, and left in

their place one bright image as the set-

tled object of her ambition. So lofty,

so dazzling seemed the prize, that an-

other person would have shrunk in dis-

may from even the thought of striving

for it, and even she, for the moment,

recoiled. But she was of too deter-

mined a nature to falter long. The
higher the object to be attained the

fewer would be the competitors; and

the greater the chance of success to un-

wearying determination. And if there

were but one chance of success in a

thousand, it were still worth the strug-

gle.

This great thought which stimulated

her ambition was nothing less than the

resolution to become the wife of the

imperator Sergius. At first it startled

her with its apparent wild extrava-

gance
; but little by little, as she

weighed the chances, it seemed to be-

come more practicable. There was, in-

deed, nothing grossly impossible in the

idea. Men of high rank had ere now
married their slaves, and the corrupted

society of Rome had winked at mesal-

liances which, in the days of the re-

public, would not have been tolerated.

And she was merely a slave from acci-

dental circumstances—being free born,

and having, but a month before, been

the pride and ornament of a respect-

able though lowly family. Once let

her liberty be restored, and the scarcely

perceptible taint of a few weeks' serf-

dom be removed from her, and she

would be, in all social respects, fully

the equal of the poor, trembling maid
of Ostia, to whom, a few years before,

the patrician had not been ashamed to

stoop.

This bar of social inequality thus re-

moved, the rest might be in her own
hands. Sergius no longer felt for his

wife the old affection, under the im-

pulse of which he had wedded her

;

and the few poor remains of the love

which he still cherished, more from

habit than otherwise, were fast disap-

pearing. This was already so evident

as to have become the common gossip

of even the lowliest slaves in the house-

hold. And he loved herself instead, for

not only his actions, but his words had

told her so. A little more craft and

plotting, therefore—a little further dis-

j)lay of innocent and lowly meekness

and timid obedience—a few more well-

considered efforts to widen the conjugal

breach—a week or two more persistent

exercise of those fascinations which

men were so feeble to resist—jealousy,

recrimination, quarrels, and a divorce

—and the whole thing might be ac-

complished. In those days of laxity,

divorce was an easy matter. In this

case there was no family influence upon

the part of the wife to be set up in op-

position—but merely an old centurion,

ignorant and powerless. A few writ-

ings, for form's sake—and the day

that sent the weeping wife from the

door might install the manumitted and

triumphant slave in her place.

All aglow with the ravishing pros-

pect—her eager hopes converting the

possible into the probable, and again,

by a rapid change, the probable into

the certain, the Greek stood spurning

the needle work at her feet. Then

glancing around, the whim seized upon

her to assume, for a moment in ad-

vance, her coming stately dignity. At

the side of the room, upon a slightly

elevated platform, was a crimson lounge

—iEnone's especial and proper seat.
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Over one arm of this lounge hung, in

loose folds, a robe of purple velvet,

with an embroidered fringe of pearls

—

a kind of cloak of state, usually worn

by, her upon the reception of cere-

monious visits. To this lounge Leta

strode, threw herself upon it, drew the

velvet garment over her shoulders, so

that the long folds fell down gracefully

and swept the marble pavement at her

feet, and there, half sitting, half re-

clining, assumed an attitude of courtly

dignity, as though mistress of the pal-

ace.

And it must be confessed that she

well suited the place. With her lithe,

graceful figure thrown into a position

in which the gentle languor of unem-

barrassed leisure was mingled with the

dignity of queenly state—with her

burning eyes so tempered in their bril-

liancy that they seemed ready at the

same instant to bid defiance to imper-

tinent intrusion, and to bestow gracious

condescension upon suppliant timidity

—with every feature glowing with that

proper pride which is not arrogance,

and that proper kindliness which is

not humility—there was probably in all

Rome no noble matron who could as

well adorn her chair of ceremony. Be-

side her, the true mistress of the place

would have appeared as a timid child

dismayed with unaccustomed honors
;

and in comparison, the empress herself

might not fill her throne in the palace

of the Caesars with half the grace and
dignity.

Then, as she there sat, momentarily

altering her attitude to correspond the

better with her ideas of proper bear-

ing, and gathering into newer and
more pleasing folds the sweeping

breadths of the velvet mantle, the door

was slowly swung open, and there glid-

ed noiselessly in, clad in its neat and
coarse tunic, the timid figure of her old

lover Cleotos.

For an instant they remained gazing

at each other as though paralyzed.

Cleotos—who had looked to see her in

her simple white vestment as of old,

and had expected at her first glance to

rush to her arms, and there be allowed

to pour forth his joy at again meeting

her, never more to part—beheld with

dismay this gorgeously arrayed and
queenly figure. This could not be the

Leta whom he had known, or, if so,

how changed ! Was this the custom-

ary attire of slaves in high-placed

families ? Or could it be the token of

a guilty favoritism ? His heart sank

within him ; and he stood nervously

clinging against "the door behind him,

fearing to advance, lest, at the first

step, some terrible truth, of which he

had already seemed to feel the premo-

nitions, might burst upon him.

And she, for the moment, sat aghast,

not knowing but that the gods, to

punish her pride and ambition, had
sent a spectre to confront her. But
being of strong mind and but little

given to superstitious terrors, she in-

stantly reasoned out the facts of his

simultaneous captivity with herself and
coincidence of ownership

; and her sole

remaifting doubt was in what manner
she should treat him. They had parted

in sorrow and tears, and she knew that

he now expected her to fall into his

arms and there repeat her former vows
of constancy and love. But that could

not be. Had he come to her but an

hour before, while her dreams of the

future were of a vague and unsatisfac-

tory character, she might have acted

upon such an impulse. But now, a

glorious vision of what might possibly

happen had kindled her ambition with

brighter fires than ever before ; and

could she surrender all that, and think

again only upon starving freedom in a

cottage home ?

' Is it thou, Cleotos ? Welcome to

Rome !

' she said at length, throwing

from her shoulder the purple cloak,

and approaching him. As she spoke,

she held out her hand. He took it in

his own, in a lifeless and mechanical sort

of way, and gazed into her face with a

strange look of inquiring doubt, which
momentarily settled into an expression
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of deeper apprehension. The black-

ness of despair began to enter into his

soul. Now that she was divested of her

borrowed richness, she looked more

like herself, and that was surely her

voice uttering tones of greeting ; but

somehow her heart did not seem to be

in them, and, for a certainty, this had

not been her wonted style of wel-

come.
' I thought,' she continued, ' that

thou wert slain. Certainly when I

parted from you ere you fled into the

mountains—

'

' You know that I tied not at all,' the

interrupted, the color mounting into

Ms temples. l Why do you speak so,

Leta ? I retired to the mountains to

meet my friends there and with them
carry on the defence ; and, previous

thereto, I conducted you to what I be-

lieved to be a place of safety. And I

fought my best against the foe, and

was brought nigh unto death. This I

did, though I can boast of but a weak
and slender frame. And it is hard

that the first greeting of one so well

loved as you should be a taunt.'

' Nay, forgive me,' she said. ' I doubt

not your valor. It was but in forget-

fulness that I spoke. I meant it not

for a taunt.' And in truth she had not

so meant it. It was but the inad-

vertent expression of a feeling which

the sight of his feeble and boyish figure

unwittingly made upon her—an inca-

pacity to connect deeds of valor with

apparent physical weakness. But this

very inability to judge of his true na-

ture by the soul that strove to look into

her own rather than by material im-

pressions was perhaps no slight proof

of the little unison between her nature

and his.

' Sit down here,' she continued, ' and

tell me all that has happened to you.'

And they sat together, and he briefly

told her of his warlike adventures, his

wound, his captivity, his recognition

of herself, and his successful attempt to

be once more under the same roof with

her. And somehow it still seemed to

him that their talk was not as of old,

and that her sympathy with his misfor-

tunes was but weak and cheerless ; and

though he tried to interweave the cus-

tomary words of endearment with his

story, there was a kind of inner check

upon him, so that they came not readily

to his lips as of old. And she sat, try-

ing to listen, and indeed keeping the

thread of his adventures in her mind
;

but all the while finding her attention

fail as she speculated how she could

best give that explanation of her feel-

ings which she knew would soon be

demanded of her.

' And here I am at last, Leta—as

yourself, a slave !
' he concluded.

' Courage, my friend !

' was her an-

swer. ' There are very many degrees

and fates reserved for all in this old

Home, and much for every man to learn.

And many a one who has begun as a

slave has, in the end, attained not only

to freedom, but to high honor and sta-

tion.'

' If the gods were to give me honor

and station, far be it from me to refuse

the gift,' he said. ' But that, of itself

alone, would not content me, unless you
were there to share the good with me.

And with yourself I would crave no

other blessing. We are slaves here,

Leta, but even that fate may have its

mitigations and happiness for us.'

She was silent. How could she tell

it to him ? But his suspicions, at first

vague, were now aroused by her very

silence into more certainty.

' Tell me,' he cried, again taking her

hand, ' tell me my fate : and if sorrow

is to come upon me, let it come now.

It seems as though there were indeed

evil tidings in store for me. The blight

of anticipated evil even weighed upon

me ere I passed yonder hall, and when
I knew no reason why I should not find

you loving of heart and humble of de-

sire as in other days. Is it all gone ?

Are you no longer the same ? This

tawdry velvet in which I found you

arrayed—is it the type of a something

equally foreign to your nature, and
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which imperial Rome has thrown

about you to aid in crushing out the

better feelings of your heart ?

'

' My friend, my brother,' she said at

length, with some real pity and some

false sorrow, ' why have we again met ?

Why is it now forced upon me to tell

you that the past must always be the

past with us ?

'

He dropped her hand, and the tears

started into his eyes. Much as the

words and gestures of the last few min-

utes had prepared him for the an-

nouncement, yet when it came, it smote

him as though there had been no pre-

monition of it ; so lovingly had his

heart persisted in clinging to the faint

hope that he might have been mis-

taken. A low wail of anguish burst

from his lips.

' And this is the end of all ?
' he

sobbed.

' Think only,' she said, ' think only

that I am not worthy of you.'

' The old story—the old story which
has been repeated from the beginning

of the world,' he cried, stung into life

by something of heartlessness which
he detected in her affected sympathy.
1 The woman weaves her toils about

the man—gilds his life until there is

no brightness which can compare with

it—fills his heart with high hopes of a

blissful future—so changes his soul

that he can cherish no thought but

of her—so alters the whole tenor and
purpose of his existence that he even

welcomes slavery as a precious boon be-

cause it brings him under the same

roof with her. And then—some other

fancy having crossed her mind—or an

absence of a week or two having pro-

duced forgetfulness—she insults him
with a cruel mockery of self-unwor-

thiness as her sole apology for per-

fidy.'

4 Nay,' she exclaimed, half glad of an

excuse to quarrel with him. ' If you
would rather have it otherwise, think,

then, that I have never loved you as

I should, even though I may have
imagined that I did.'

1 Go on,' he said, seeing that she hes-

itated.

' I know,' she continued, * that in

other days you have had my words for

it, uttered, indeed, in sympathy and

truth, as I then felt them. But I was

a simple girl, then, Cleotos. The sea

before me and the mountains behind

bounded all my knowledge of the world.

The people whom I saw were but few.

The tastes I had were simple. Is it

wonderful that I should have listened

to the first one who spoke to me of

love, and should have imagined that

my heart made response to him ? But

now, now, Cleotos—

'

1 Now, what ?
' he exclaimed. ' Would

you say that now you have seen the

world better and think differently %

What is there in all that you have since

known that should change you ? Is it

that the sight of war and tumult—of

burning towns and bleeding captives

—

of insolent soldiers and cruel taskmas-

ters can have made you less in favor

with our own native, vine-covered re-

treat, with its neighborhood of simple

peasantry ? Or would you say that

since then you have met others whom
you can love better than me ? Whom,
indeed, have you seen but weary pris-

oners like myself, or else unpitying

conquerors whose love wTould be your

shame ? You blush, Leta ! Pray the

gods that it be not the latter ! Strug-

gle sternly with yourself to realize that

you are merely for the moment fasci-

nated by the unaccustomed splendors

of this swarming city ; and that after

its first brightness has worn off from

your dazzled eyes, your soul may re-

turn to its native, pure simplicity and

innocence, and—and to me.'

' Speak not so, Cleotos,' she respond-

ed. 'My eyes are not dazzled with

any splendors ; but for all that, our

ways now and forever lie in different

directions. We are slaves, and can

give little heed to our affections. Our
only course must be for each to strive

to rise above this serfdom ; and if, in

doing so, either can help the other, it
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must be done—but in friendship, not in

love. To you, through good conduct,

there may open, even in slavery, many
posts of influence and profit ; and, in

so much, of better worth than our own
boasted liberty with poverty. And as

for me—I see my destiny already beck-

oning me to a position such as many a

free Roman woman might envy.'

Speaking thus obscurely of her anti-

cipated grandeur—to be gained, per-

haps, by abasement, but none the less

in her mind certain to end in such

legitimate position as might sanctify

the previous steps thereto—her face

again lit up with a glow of pride, as

though she were already the powerful

patrician's wife. And revelling in such

dreams, she saw not the agony which

overspread her listener's face as he read

her thoughts partly awrong, and be-

lieved her content to throw herself away
forever, in order to gain some tempo-

rary exaltation as a wealthy Roman's

plaything.

' And when that day does come,' she

continued, ' if, for the memory of our

old friendship, I can help to elevate

you to some better sphere—

'

' Enough ! No more !
' he cried bit-

terly ; and starting from her, he fled

out of the room. It were hard enough

that he should lose her, harder yet that

he should hear her marking out for her-

self a life of ruin for some temporary

gain, but harder than all, that she

should dare to mistake his nature so

far as to insult him with the promise

of aiding his prosperity through such

an influence.

' Let me go hence !
' he cried, in his

agony, to iEnone, who, still radiant

with her newly discovered hope, met

him at the door. ' Send me to the

captain Polidorus—anywhere—only let

me leave this house !

AMERICAN SLAVERY AND FINANCES.

BY HON. EOBEKT J. WALKER.

[The following article, from the pen of Hon.

R. J. Walker, forms the Appendix to the vol-

ume just published in England, and now ex-

citing great attention there, containing the

various pamphlets issued by him during the

last six months. The subjects discussed em-
brace Jefferson Davis and Repudiation, Re-

cognition, Slavery, Finances and Resources

of the United States. It would be difficult to

overestimate the effect of these Letters abroad.

As our readers already possess them in the

pages of The Continental, we enable them to

complete the series by furnishing the ensu-

ing Appendix. It closes with an extract from

an ' Introductory Address ' delivered by Mr.

Walker before the National Institute, at Wash-
ington, D. C.j, giving a short account of the

various improvements and discoveries made
by our countrymen in the Inductive Sciences.

As showing to England what a high rank we
had even then taken in the world of science,

and pointing out to her the number and fame

of our savants, it will be read with just pride

and interest. As the Address was delivered in

1844, it of course contains no details of our

marvellous progress since that date in science

and discovery.

—

Ed. Continental.]

We have seen by the Census Tables,

if the product 'per capita of the Slave

States in 1859 had been equal to that

of the Free States for that year, that

the additional value produced in 1859

in the Slave States wTould have been

$1,531,631,000. Now as our popula-

tion augmented during that decade

35.59 per cent., this increased, value, at

that ratio, in 1869 would have been

$2,052,332,272. If multiplying the

amount each year by three only, instead

of 3fV/o, the result, during that decade,

would have been as follows :
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Product of 1860
" 1861

1862

1863

1864

1865

1866

1867

1868

1869

$1,559,039,962

1,605,811,060

1,654,085,391

1,703,707,952

1,754,819,198

1,807,464,773

1,861,688,716

1,917,539,377

1,975,065,558

2,034,317,524

Total augmented

product of the

decade . .

$17,873,539,511

That is, the total increased product

of the Slave States, during the decade

from 1859 to 1869, would have been

$17,873,539,511, if the production in

the Slave States had been equal, per

capita, to that of the Free States. This,

it will be remembered, is gross product.

This, it will be perceived, is far below

the actual result, as we can see by com-

paring the real product of 1869, $2,052,-

332,272, as before given, with the

$2,034,317,524, as the result of a multi-

plication by three each year.

The ratio of the increase of our

wealth, from 1850 to 1860, as shown by
the census, was much greater than that

of our population—namely, 126.45 per

cent. Multiplying by this ratio (126.45),

the result would be an additional prod-

uct in 1869, in the Slave States, of

$3,427,619,475. But our wealth in-

creases in an augmented ratio during

each decade.

Thus, the ratio of the increase of our

wealth, as shown by the census, was as

follows

:

From 1820 to 1830, 41 per cent.

" 1830 to 1840, 42 "

" 1840 to 1850, 64 "

" 1850 to 1860, 126.45 "

Thus, the increase of our wealth from

1840 to 1850, was more than 50 per

cent, greater than from 1830 to 1840
;

and from 1850 to 1860, nearly double

that from 1840 to 1850. At the same
duplicate ratio, from 1850 to 1870, the

result would be over 250 per cent. That

such would have been a close approx-

imation to the true result, is rendered

still more probable by the fact, that the

product of 1859, as shown by the census,

was 250 per cent, greater than that of

1849.

If, then, instead of 126.45 per cent.,

we were to assume 250 per cent, as the

ratio, the result would be in 1869,

$5,297,708,612, as the increased product

of the Slave States that year, if the

ratio per capita were equal to that of

the Free States. If we carry out these

ratios from 1859 to 1869, either of 126.45,

or of 250, into the aggregate of the de-

cade, the results are startling. Assum-

ing, however, that of the population

only, we have seen that the aggregate

result in the decade from 1859 to 1869

was over seventeen billions of dollars,

or largely more than ten times our debt

incurred by this rebellion.

When, then, I reassert the opinion,

heretofore expressed by me, that as the

result of the superiority of free over

slave labor, our wealth in 1870, and es-

pecially in each succeeding decade, as

a consequence of the entire abolition

of Slavery in the United States, will be

far greater, notwithstanding the debt,

than if the rebellion had never occurred,

there is here presented conclusive offi-

cial proof of the truth of this statement.

We have seen that our wealth increased

from 1850 to 1860, 126.45 per cent.,

whilst that of England, from 1851 to

1861, augmented only at the rate of 37

per cent.

Applying these several ratios to the

progress of the wealth of the United

Kingdom and the United States, re«

spectively, in 1870, 1880, 1890, and

1900, the result is given below.

We have seen by the census, that our

national wealth was, in

1850, . . . $7,135,780,228

1860, . . . 16,159,616,068

Increase from 1850 to 1860, 126.45

per cent.

England, from 1851 to 1861, 37 per

cent.
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Assuming these ratios, the result

Would be as follows

:

UNITED KINGDOM.

1861, wealth, $31,500,000,000

1871, " 43,155,000,000

1881, " 59,122,350,000

1891, " 80,997,619,500

1901, 110,966,837,715

UNITED STATES.

1860, wealth, $16,159,616,068

1870, " 36,593,450,585

1880, " 82,865,868,849

1890, " 187,314,353,225

1900, " 423,330,438,288

Thus, it appears by the census of

each nation, that, each increasing in

the same ratio respectively as for the

last decade, the wealth of the United

States in 1880 would exceed that of

the United Kingdom $23,743,518,849
;

that in 1890 it would be much more

than double, and in 1900, approaching

quadruple that of the United Kingdom.

When we reflect that England in-

creases in wealth much more rapidly

than any other country of Europe, the

value of these statistics may be esti-

mated, as proving how readily our na-

tional debt can be extinguished with-

out oppressive taxation.

These are the results, founded on the

actual statistics, without estimating the

enormous increase of our national

wealth, arising from the abolition of

Slavery. We have seen that, by the

official tables of the census of 1860, the

value of the products of the United

States, so far as given, for the year

1859, was $5,290,000,000. But this is

very short of the actual result. The
official report (pages 59, 190, 198 to

210) shows that this included only the

products of ' agriculture, manufactures,

mines, and fisheries.' In referring to

the result as to ' manufactures,'' at page

59 of his official report before given,

the Superintendent says :
' If to this

amount were added the very large ag-

gregate of mechanical productions be-

low the annual value of $500, of which

no official cognizance is taken, the re-

sult would be one of startling magni-

tude.''

1. This omission alone, for gross

product, is estimated at $500,000,000.

2. Milk and eggs, fodder, wood,
poultry, and feathers, omitted, gross

products, estimated at $350,000,000.

3. Gross earnings of trade and com-
merce, including freights, &c, by land

and water, $1,000,000,000.

4. Gross earnings of all other pur-

suits and business, including all other

omissions, $1,000,000,000.

Total gross products of 1860, as thus

estimated, $8,140,000,000, of which the

amount for the Free States, as estimated,

is $6,558,334,000, and for the Slave

States, $1,581,666,000.

I have heretofore referred to the vast

influence of education as one of the

principal causes of the greater product

per capita in the Free than in the Slave

States, of the much larger number of

patents, of inventions, and discoveries,

in the former than in the latter.

At the April meeting of 1844, upon

the request of the Society, I delivered

at Washington (D. C.) the Introductory

Address for the National Institute, in

which, up to that date, an account was
given by me of ' the various improve-

ments and discoveries made by our

countrymen in the inductive sciences.'

On reference to that address, which was
published at its date (April, 1844),

with their bulletin, it will be seen that,

from the great Franklin down to Kin-

nersley, Fitch, Rumsey, Fulton, Evans,

Rush, the Stevenses ofNew Jersey, Whit-

ney, Godfrey, Rittenhouse, Silliman, J.

Q. Adams, Cleveland, Adrain, Bow-
ditch, Hare, Bache, Henry, Pierce,

Espy, Patterson, Nutty, Morse, Walker,

Loomis, Rogers, Saxton, and many
others ; these men, with scarcely an

exception, were from the Free States.

EXTRACT.

And, first, of electricity. This has

been cultivated with the greatest suc-

cess in our country, from the time when
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Franklin with his kite drew down elec-

tricity from the thunder cloud, to that

when Henry showed the electrical cur-

rents produced by the distant lightning

discharge. In Franklin's day the idea

prevailed that there were twTo kinds of

electricity, one produced by rubbing

vitreous substances, the other by the

friction of resinous bodies. Franklin's

theory of one electric fluid in all bod-

ies, disturbed in its equilibrium by fric-

tion, and thus accumulating in one

and deserting the other, maintains its

ground, still capable of explaining the

facts elicited in the progress of modern

discovery. Franklin believed that elec-

tricity and lightning were the same,

and proceeded to the proof. He made
the perilous experiment, by exploring

the air with a kite, and drawing down
from the thunder cloud the lightning's

discharge upon his own person. The

bold philosopher received unharmed

the shock of the electric fluid, more

fortunate than others who have fallen

victims to less daring experiments.

The world was delighted with the dis-

coveries of the great American, and for

a time electricity was called Franklin-

ism on the continent of Europe ; but

Franklin was born here, and the name
was not adopted in England. While

Franklin made experiments, Kinnersley

exhibited and illustrated them, and
also rediscovered the seemingly oppo-

site electricities of glass and resin.

Franklin's lightning rod is gradually

surmounting the many difficulties with

wrhich it contended, as experience at-

tests the greater safety of houses pro-

tected by the rod, properly mounted,

whilst the British attempt to substitute

balls for points has failed. This ques-

tion, as to powder magazines, has lately

excited much controversy. Should a

rod be attached to the magazine, or

should it be placed upon a post at some
distance ? This question has been

solved by Henry. When an electrical

discharge passes from one body to an-

other, the electricity in all the bodies

in the neighborhood is affected. Henry

magnetized a needle in a long con-

ductor, by the discharge from a cloud,

more than a mile from the conductor.

If a discharge passes down a rod, at-

tached to a powder house, may it not

cause a spark to pass from one recepta-

cle for powder to another, and thus in-

flame the whole ? The electrical ple-

num, which Henry supposed, is no

doubt disturbed, and to great dis-

tances ; but the effect diminishes with

the distance. If all the principal con-

ductors about a building can be con-

nected with a lightning rod, there is no

danger of a discharge ; for it is only in

leaving or entering a conductor that

electricity produces heating effects ; but

if not, the rod is safer at a moderate

distance from the building. The rate

at which electricity moved was another

of the experiments of Franklin. A wire

was led over a great extent of ground,

and a discharge passed through it.

No interval could be perceived between

the time of the spark passing to and

from the wire at the two ends. Not
long since, Wheatston of England, aid-

ed by our own great mechanic, Saxton,

solved the problem. This has induced

Arago, of France, to propose to test

the rival theories of light, by similar

means—to measure thus a velocity, to

detect which has heretofore required a

motion over the line of the diameter

of the earth's orbit.

In galvanism, our countrymen have

made many important discoveries. Dr.

Hare invented instruments of such great

power as well to deserve the names of

calorimeter and deflagrator. The most

refractory substances yielded to the

action of the deflagrator, melting like

wax before a common fire. Even char-

coal was supposed to be fused in the

experiments of Hare and Silliman. and

the visionary speculated on the possi-

bility of black as well as white dia-

monds. Draper, by his most ingenious

galvanic battery, of two metals and

two liquids, with one set of elements,

in a glass tube not the size of the little

finger, was able to decompose water.
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Faraday, of England, discovered the

principle, that when a current of elec-

tricity is set in motion, or stopped in

a conductor, a neighboring conductor

has a current produced in the opposite

direction. Henry proved that this

principle might be made available to

produce an action of a current upon
itself, by forming a conductor in the

whirls of a spiral, so that sparks and

shocks might be obtained by the use

of such spirals, when connected with a

pair of galvanic plates, a current from

which could give no sparks and no

shocks. Henry's discoveries of the ef-

fects of a current in producing several

alternations in currents in neighboring

conductors—the change of" the quality

of electricity which gives shocks to the

muscles into t?at producing heat, and

vice versa—his mode of graduating

these shocks—his theoretical investiga-

tions into the causes of these alterna-

tions—are abstruse, but admirable

;

and his papers have been republished

throughout Europe. The heating ef-

fects of a galvanic current have been

applied by Dr. Hare to blasting. The
accidents which so often happen in

quarries may be avoided by firing the

charge from a distance, as the current

which heats the wire, passing through

the charge, may be conveyed, without

perceptible diminution, through long

distances. A feeble attempt to attribute

this important invention of Dr. Hare

to Colonel Pasley, an English engineer,

has been abandoned. This is the mar-

vellous agent by which our eminent

countryman, Morse, encouraged by an

appropriation made by Congress, will,

by means of his electric telegraph, soon

communicate information forty miles,

from Washington to Baltimore, more

rapidly than by whispering in the ear

of a friend sitting near us. A telegraph

on a new plan at that time, invented

by Mr. Grout, of Massachusetts, in 1799,

asked a question and received an an-

swer in less than ten minutes through a

distance of ninety miles. The telegraph

of Mr. Morse will prove, I think, su-

perior to all others ; and the day is not

distant when, by its aid, we may per-

haps ask questions and receive replies

across our continent, from ocean to ocean,

thus uniting with steam in enlarging

the limits over which our Republic may
be safely extended.*

Many of our countrymen have con-

tributed to the branch which regards

the action of electrified and magnetic

bodies. Lukens's application of mag-

netism to steel (called touching), the

compass of Bissel for detecting local

attraction, of Burt for determining the

variation of the compass, and the ob-

servations on the variations of the nee-

dle made by Winthrop and Dewitt, de-

serve notice and commendation. Not
long since, Gauss, of Germany, invented

instruments by which the changes of

magnetic variation and force could be

accurately determined. Magnetic ac-

tion is ever varying. The needle does

not point in the same direction for

even a few minutes together. The
force of magnetism, also, perpetually

varies. ' True as the needle to the pole

'

is not a correct simile for the same

place, and, if we pass from one spot to

another, is falsified at each change of

our position ; for the needle changes

its direction, and the force varies. En-

larged and united observations, em-

bracing the various portions of the

world, must produce important results.

The observations at Philadelphia, con-

ducted by Dr. A. D. Bache, and now
continued by him under the direction

of the Topographical Bureau, are of

great value, and will, it is hoped, be

published by Congress. Part of them

have already first seen the light in Eu-

rope—a result much to be regretted,

for we are not strong enough in science

to spare from the national records the

contributions of our countrymen.

These combined observations, pro-

gressing throughout the world, are of

* This address was made and published sev-

eral months before any electric telegraph line

wa6 in operation, and is believed to be the first

prediction of the success of this principle, as

Continental or Oceanic.
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the highest importance. The University

of Cambridge, the American Philosoph-

ical Society, and Girard College have

erected observatories ; and one con-

nected with the Depot of Charts and

Instruments has been built in this city

last year by the Government, and thor-

oughly furnished with instruments for

complete observations. The names of

Bache, Gillis, Pierce, Lovering, and

Bond are well known in connection

with these establishments.

A magnetic survey of Pennsylvania

has been made by private enterprise,

and the beginning of a survey in New
York. Loomis has observed in Ohio,

Locke in Ohio and Iowa, and to him

belongs the discovery of the position

of the point of greatest magnetic in-

tensity in the Western World. Most

interesting magnetic observations (now

in progress of publication by Congress)

are the result of the toilsome, perilous,

and successful expedition, under Com-

mander Wilkes, of our navy, by whom
was discovered the Antarctic continent,

and a portion of its soil and rock

brought home to our country.

The analogy of the auroral displays

with those of electricity in motion,

was first pointed out by Dr. A. D.

Bache, whose researches, in conjunction

with Lloyd of Dublin, to determine

whether differences of longitude could

be measured by the observations of

small simultaneous changes in the posi-

tion of the magnetic needle, led to the

knowledge of the curious fact, that

these changes, which had been traced

as simultaneous, or nearly so, in the

continent of Europe, did not so extend

across the Atlantic.

Kindred to these two branches are

electro-magnetism and magneto-elec-

tricity, connected with which, as dis-

coverers, are our countrymen Dana,

Green, Hare, Henry, Page, Rogers, and

Saxton. The reciprocal machine for

producing shocks, invented by Page,

and the powerful galvanic magnet of

Henry, are entitled to respectful notice.

This ^prce, it was thought, might be

substituted for steam ; but no experi-

ments have as yet established its use,

on any important scale, as a motive

power. The fact that an electrical

spark could be produced by a peculiar

arrangement of a coil of wire, connect-

ed with a magnet, is a recent discov-

ery ; and the first magneto-electric ma-

chine capable of keeping up a contin-

uous current was invented by Saxton.

Electricity and magnetism touch in

some points upon heat. Heat produces

electrical currents ; electrical currents

produce heat. Heat destroys magnet-

ism. . Melted iron is incapable of mag-

netic influence. Reduction of tempera-

ture in iron so far decreases the force,

that a celebrated philosopher made an

elaborate series of experiments to ascer-

tain whether a great reduction of tem-

perature might not develop magnetic

properties in metals other than iron.

This branch of thermo-electricity has

received from us but little attention.

Franklin's experiments, by placing dif-

ferently colored cloths in the snow, and

showing the depth to which they sank,

are still quoted, and great praise has

been bestowed abroad on a more elab-

orate series of experiments, by a de-

scendant of his, Dr. A. D. Bache, prov-

ing that this law does not hold good

as to heat, unaccompanied by light.

The experiments of Saxon and Goddard
demonstrate that solid bodies do slowly

evaporate. It is proper here to men-

tion our countryman, Count Rumford,

whose discoveries as to the nature and

properties of heat, improvement n\

stoves and gunnery, and in the struc-

ture of chimneys and economy of fuel,

have been so great and useful. •

Light accompanies heat of a certain

temperature. That it acts directly to

increase or decrease magnetic force, is

not yet proved ; and the interesting

experiments made by Dr. Draper, in

Virginia, go to show that it is without

magnetic influence. The discussion of

this subject forms the branch of optics,

touching physical science on the one

side, the most refined, and the highest
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range of mathematics on the other.

Rittenhouse first suggested the true ex-

planation of the experiment, of the ap-

parent conversion of a cameo into an

intaglio, when viewed through a com-

pound microscope, and anticipated

many years Brewster's theory. Hop-

kinson wrote well on the experiment

made by looking at a street lamp

through a slight texture of silk. Josce-

lyn, of New York, investigated the

causes of the irradiation manifested by

luminous bodies, as for instance the

stars. Of late, photographic experi-

ments have occupied much attention,

and Draper has advanced the bold

idea, supported by experiment, that

the agent in the so-called photography,

is not light, nor heat, but an agent dif-

fering from any other known principle.

Henry has investigated the luminous

emanation from lime, calcined with sul-

phur, and certain other substances, and

finds that it differs much from light in

some of its qualities.

Astronomy is the most ancient and

highest branch of physics. One of our

earliest and greatest efforts in this

branch was the invention of the mar-

iner's quadrant, by Godfrey, a glazier

of Philadelphia. The transit of Venus,

in the last century, called forth the re-

searches of Rittenhouse, Owen, Biddle,

and President Smith, near Philadel-

phia, and of Winthrop, at Boston.

Two orreries were made by Ritten-

house, as also a machine for predicting

eclipses. Most useful observations, con-

nected with the solar eclipses, from

1832 to 1840, have been made by Paine,

of Boston. We have now well-supplied

observatories at "West Point, Washing-

ton, Cambridge, Philadelphia, Hudson,

Ohio, and Tuskaloosa, Alabama; and

the valuable labors of Loomis, Bartlett,

Gillis, Bond, Pierce, Walker, and Ken-

dall are wTell known. Mr. Adams, so

distinguished in this branch and that

of weights and measures, laid last year

the corner stone of an observatory at

Cincinnati, where will soon be one of

the largest and most powerful tele-

scopes in the world. Most interesting

observations as to the great comet of

1843 were made by Alexander, Ander-

son, Bartlett, Kendall, Pierce, Walker,

Downes, and Loomis, and valuable as-

tronomical instruments have been con-

structed by Amasa Holcomb, of Massa-

chusetts, and Wm. J. Young, of Phila-

delphia.

It is difficult to class the brilliant

meteors of November the 13th, 1833.

If such meteors are periodic, the dis-

covery was made by Professor Olm-

sted ; and Mr. Herrick, of New Haven,

has added valuable suggestions. The
idea that observers, differently placed

at the time of appearance and disap-

pearance of the same meteor, would
give the means of determining differ-

ences of longitude, was first applied in

our own country, where the difference

of longitude of Princeton and Phila-

delphia was determined by observa-

tions of Henry and Alexander, Espy

and Bache. In meteorology our coun-

trymen have succeeded well. Dr.

Wells, of South Carolina, elaborated

his beautiful and original theory of the

formation of dew, and supported it by

many well-devised and conclusive ex-

periments. The series of hourly obser-

vations, by Professor Snell and Captain

Mordecai, are well known ; and the

efforts of New York and Pennsylvania,

of the medical department of the army,

and its present enlightened head, Dr.

Lawson, have much advanced this

branch of science. The interesting

question, Does our climate change ?

seems to be answered thus far in the

negative, by registers kept in Massa-

chusetts and New York. There are

two rival theories of storms. That of

Redfielcl, of a rotary motion of a wide

column of air, combined with a pro-

gressive motion in a curved line. Espy

builds on the law of physics, examines

the action of an upmoving column of

air, shows the causes of its motion and

the results, and then deduces his most

beautiful theory of rain and of land

and water spouts. This he puts to the
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test of observation ; and in the inward

motion of wind toward the centre of

storms, finds a striking verification of

his theory. This theory is also sustain-

ed -by the overthrow or injury, in the

recent tornado at Natchez, of the

houses whose doors and windows were

closed, while those which were open

mostly escaped unhurt. Mr. Espy

must be considered, not only here, but

throughout the world, as at the head

of this branch of science. This subject

has been greatly advanced by Professor

Loomis, whose paper has been pro-

nounced, by the highest authority, to

be the best specimen of inductive rea-

soning which meteorology has pro-

duced. The most recent and highly

valuable meteorological works of Dr.

Samuel Forry are much esteemed.

Many important discoveries in pneu-

matics were made by Dr. Franklin and

Count Romford, and the air pump was

also greatly improved by Dr. Prince,

of Salem.

Chemistry, in all its departments, has

been successfully pursued among us.

Dana, Draper, Ellet, Emmet, Hare, the

Mitchells, Silliman, and Torrey, are

well known as chemical philosophers

;

and Booth, Boye, Chilton, Keating,

Mather, R. Rogers, Seybert, Shepherd,

and Vanuxen, as analysts; and F.

Bache, Webster, Greene, Mitchell, Silli-

man, and Hare, as authors. In my
native town of Northumberland, Penn-

sylvania, resided two adopted citizens,

most eminent as chemists and philoso-

phers, Priestley and Cooper. The latter,

who was one of my own preceptors,

was greatly distinguished as a writer,

scholar, jurist, and physician, as well

as a chemist. Priestley, although I do
not concur in his peculiar views of the-

ology, was certainly one of the most
able and learned of ecclesiastical wri-

ters, and possessed also a mind most

vigorous and original. His discover-

ies in pneumatic chemistry have ex-

ceeded those of any other philosopher.

He discovered vital air, many new
acids, chemical substances, paints, and

dyes. He separated nitrous and oxy-

genous airs, and first exhibited acids

and alkalies in a gaseous form. He
ascertained that air could be purified

by the process of vegetation, and that

light evolved pure air from vegetables.

He detected the powerful action of

oxygenous air upon the blood, and first

pointed out the true theory of respira-

tion. The eudiometer, a most curious

instrument for fixing the purity of air,

by measuring the proportion of oxygen,

was discovered by Dr. Priestley. He
lived and died in my native town, uni-

versally beloved as a man, and greatly

admired as a philosopher. Chemistry

has actively advanced among us dur-

ing the present century. Hare's com-

pound blowpipe came from his hand
so perfect, in 1802, that all succeeding

attempts of Dr. Clark, of England, and
of all others, in Europe and America,

to improve upon it or go beyond the

effects produced, have wholly failed.

His mode of mixing oxygen and hydro-

gen gases, the instant before burning

them, was at once simple, effective,

and safe. The most refractory metallic

and mineral substances yielded to the

intense heat produced by the flame of

the blowpipe. In chemical analysis,

the useful labors of Keating, Vanuxen,

Seybert, Booth, Clemson, Litton, and
Moss, would fill many volumes. In

organic chemistry, the researches of

Clark, Hare, and Boye were rewarded

by the discovery of a new ether, the

most explosive compound known to

man. Mitchell's experiments on the

penetration of membranes by gases,

and the ingenious extension of them

by Dr. Rogers, are worthy of all praise.

The softening of indiarubber, by Dr.

Mitchell, renders it a most useful ar-

ticle. Dyer's discovery of soda ash

yielded him a competence. Our coun-

trymen have also made most valuable

improvements in refining sugar, in the

manufacture of lard oil and stearin

candles, and the preservation of timber

by Earle's process. Sugar and molasses

have been extracted in our country
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from the cornstalk, but with what, if

any profit, as to either, is not yet de-

termined. No part of mechanics has

produced such surprising results as the

steam engine, and our countrymen have

been among the foremost and most dis-

tinguishd in this great and progressive

branch. When Rumsey, of Pennsyl-

vania, made a steamboat, which moved
against the current of the James River

four miles an hour, his achievement

was so much in advance of the age,

as to acquire no public confidence.

When John Fitch's boat stemmed the

current of the Delaware, contending

successfully with sail boats, it was

called, in derision, the scheme ~boat. So

the New Yorkers, when the steamboat

of their own truly great mechanic,

Stevens, after making a trip from Ho-

boken, burnt accidentally one of its

boiler tubes, it was proclaimed a fail-

ure. Fulton also encountered unbound-

ed ridicule and opposition, as he ad-

vanced to confer the greatest benefits

on mankind by the application of

steam to navigation. So Oliver Evans,

of Pennsylvania (who has made such

useful improvements in the flour mill),

was pronounced insane, when he ap-

plied to the Legislatures of Pennsyl-

vania and Maryland for special privi-

leges in regard to the application of

steam to locomotion on common roads.

In 1810 he was escorted by a mob of

boys, when his amphibolas was moved
on wheels by steam more than a mile

through the streets of Philadelphia to

the river Schuylkill, and there, taking

to the water, was paddled by steam to

the wharves of the Delaware, where it

was to work as a dredging machine.

Fulton's was the first successful steam-

boat, Stevens's the first that navigated

the ocean, Oliver Evans's the first high-

pressure engine applied to steam navi-

gation. Stevens's boat, by an accident,

did not precede Fulton's, and Stevens's

engine was wholly American, and con-

structed entirely by himself, and his

propeller resembled much that now in-

troduced by Ericsson. Stevens united

the highest mechanical skill with a

bold, original, inventive genius. His

sons (especially Mr. Robert L. Stevens,

of New York) have inherited much oi

the extraordinary skill and talent of

their distinguished father. The first

steamboat that ever crossed the ocean

was built by one of our countrymen,

and their skill in naval architecture has

been put in requisition by the Emperor
of Russia and the Sultan of Turkey.

The steam machines invented by our

countrymen to drive piles, load vessels,

and excavate roads, are most ingenious

and useful. The use of steam, as a

locomotive power, upon the water and
the land, is admirably adapted to our

mighty rivers and extended territory.

From Washington to the mouth of the

Oregon is but one half,* and to the

mouth of the Del Norte but one fourth,

of the distance of the railroads already

constructed here ; and to the latter

point, at the rate of motion (thirty

miles an hour) now in daily use abroad,

the trip would be performed in two
days, and to the former in four days.

Thus, steam, if we measure distance by

the time in which it is traversed, ren-

ders our whole Union, with its most

extended limits, smaller than was the

State of New York ten years since.

Steam cars have been moved, as an ex-

periment, both here and abroad, many
hundred miles, at the rate of sixty miles

an hour ; but what will be the highest

velocity ultimately attained in common
use, either upon the water or the land,

is a most important problem, as yet

entirely unsolved. Our respected citi-

zens, Morey and Drake, have endeav-

ored to substitute the force of explosion

of gaseous compounds for steam. The
first was the pioneer, and the second

has shown that the problem is still

worth pursuing to solution. An ener-

getic Western mechanic made a bold

but unsuccessful effort to put in opera-

tion an engine acting by the expansion

of air by heat ; and a similar most in-

genious attempt was made by Mr.

* Now only one tenth.
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Walter Byrnes, of Concordia, Louisiana

;

as also to substitute compressed air,

and air compressed and expanded, as

a locomotive power. All attempts to

use air as a motive power, except the

balloon, the sail vessel, the air gun, and

the windmill, have thus far failed ; but

what inventive genius may yet accom-

plish in this respect, remains yet unde-

termined. There is, it is true, a mile

or more of pneumatic railway used be-

tween Dublin and Kingstown. An air

pump, driven by steam, exhausts the

air from a cylinder in which a piston

moves ; this cylinder is laid the whole

length of the road, and th.8 piston is

connected to a car above, so that, as

the piston moves forward on the ex-

haustion of the air in front of it, the

car is also carried forward. The ori-

ginal idea of tills pneumatic railway

was derived from the contrivance of an

American, quite unknown to fame,

who, as his sign expressed it, showed
to visitors a new mode of carrying the

mail,* more simple, and quite as valu-

able, practically, as this atmospheric

railway. The submerged propeller of

Ericsson, and the submerged paddle

wheel, the rival experiments of our

two distinguished naval officers, Stock-

ton and Hunter, are now candidates for

public favor
; and the Princeton on the

ocean, as she moves in noiseless majesty,

at a speed never before attained at sea,

seems to attest the value of one of these

experiments, while the other is yet to

be determined. The impenetrable iron

steam vessel of Mr. Stevens is not yet

completed, nor have those terrific en-

gines of war, his explosive shells, yet

been brought to the test of actual con-

flict.

In curious and useful mechanical

inventions, our countrymen are unsur-

passed, and a visit to our new and
beautiful Patent Office will convince

the close observer that the inventive

genius of America never was more ac-

* This idea unquestionably originated in the
United States, but was improved last year, and
has been introduced by Mr. Rammel, of England.

tive than at the present moment. The
machines for working up cotton, hemp,

and wool, from their most crude state

to the finest and most useful fabrics,

have all been improved among us. The
cotton gin of Eli Whitney has altered

the destinies of one third of our coun-

try, and doubled the exports of the

Union. The ingenious improvements

for imitating medals, by parallel lines

upon a plain surface, which, by the

distances between them, give all the

effects of light and shade that belong

to a raised or depressed surface, invent-

ed by Gobrecht and perfected by Spen-

cer, has been rendered entirely auto-

matic by Saxton, so that it not only

rules its lines at proper distances and

of suitable lengths, but when its work
is done it stops. In hydraulics, we
have succeeded well ; and the great

aqueduct over the Potomac at George-

town, constructed by Major Turnbull,

of the Topographical Corps, exhibits

new contrivances, in overcoming ob-

stacles never heretofore encountered in

similar projects, and has been pro-

nounced in Europe one of the most

skilful works of the age.

The abstract mathematics does not

seem so well suited to the genius of our

countrymen as its application to other

sciences. Those among us who have

most successfully pursued the pure

mathematics, are chiefly our much-

esteemed adopted citizens, such as

Nulty, Adrain, Bonnycastle, Gill, and
Hassler. Bowditch was an American,

and is highly distinguished at home and
abroad. Such men as Plana and Bab-

bage rank him among the first class,

and his commentary on the ' Mecariique

Celeste ' of Laplace, has secured for

him a niche in the temple of fame, near

to that of its illustrious author. An-
derson and Strong are known to all

who love mathematics, and Fischer

was cut off by death in the commence-

ment of a bright career. And may I

here be indulged in grateful remem-

brance of two of my own preceptors,

Dr. R. M. Patterson and Eugene Nulty.
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The first was the professor at my Alma
Mater (the University of Pennsylvania)

in natural philosophy and the applica-

tion of mathematics to many branches

of science. He was beloved and re-

spected by all the class, as the cour-

teous gentleman and the profound

scholar ; and the Mint of the United

States, now under his direction, at

Philadelphia, has reached the highest

point of system, skill, and efficiency.

In the pure mathematics Nulty is un-

surpassed at home or abroad. In an

earlier day, the elder Patterson, Elli-

cot, and Mansfield cultivated this

branch successfully in connection with

astronomy.

A new and extensive country is the

great field for descriptive natural his-

tory. The beasts, birds, fishes, reptiles,

insects, shells, plants, stones, and rocks

are to be examined individually and

classed
;
many new varieties and species

are found, and even new genera may
occur. The learned Mitchell, of New
York, delighted in these branches.

The eminent Harlan, of Philadelphia,

and McMultrie were of a later and more

philosophic school. Nuttall, of Cam-
bridge, has distinguished himself in

natural history, aad Haldeman is rising

to eminence.

Ornithology is one of the most at-

tractive branches of natural history.

Wilson was the pioneer ; Ord, his biog-

rapher, followed, and his friend Titian

Peale ; Audubon is universally known,

and stands preeminent ; and the learned

Nuttall and excellent and enthusiastic

Townsend are much respected. Most

of these men have compassed sea and

land, and encountered many perils and

hardships to find their specimens.

They have explored the mountains of

the North, the swamps of Florida, the

prairies of the West, and accompanied

the Exploring Expedition to the Ant-

arctic, and round the world. As bot-

anists, the Bartrams, Barton, and Col-

lins, of Philadelphia, Torrey, of New
York, Gray and Nuttall of Cambridge,

Darlington, of Westchester, are much

esteemed. The first botanical garden

in our country was that of the Bartons,

near Philadelphia ; and the first work
on botany was from Barton, of the

same city. Logan, Woodward, Brails-

ford, Shelby, Cooper, Horsfield, Col-

den, Clayton, Muhlenburg, Marshall,

Cutler, and Hosack, were also distin-

guished in this delightful branch.

A study of the shells of our country

has raised to eminence the names of

Barnes, Conrad, Lea, and Raffinesque.

The magnificent fresh-water shells of

our Western rivers are unrivalled in

the Old World in size and beauty.

How interesting would be a collection

of all the specimens which the organic

kingdom of America presents, properly

classified and arranged according to

the regions and States whence they

were brought ! Paris has the museum
of the natural history of France, and
London of Great Britain ; but Wash-
ington has no museum * of the United

States, though so much richer in all

these specimens.

In mineralogy, the work of Cleve-

land is most distinguished. Shepherd,

Mather, Troost, Torrey, and a few

others, still pursue mineralogy for its

own sake ; but, generally, our mineral-

ogists have turned geologists, studying

rocks on a large scale, instead of their

individual constituents, and vieing with

their brethren in Europe in bold and

successful generalization, and in the

application of physical science to their

subject. Maclure was one of the pio-

neers, and Eaton and Silliman contrib-

uted much to the stock of knowledge.

This school has given rise to the great

geological surveys made or progressing

in several of the States. Jackson, in

Maine, Hitchcock, in Massachusetts

:

Yanuxen, Conrad, and Mather, in New
York ; the Rogerses, in New Jersey,

Pennsylvania, and Yirginia ; Ducatel,

in Maryland ; Owen and Locke, in the

West ; Troost, in Tennessee ; Horton,

in Ohio ; the courageous, scientific, and

* We now have several Buch museums in

"Washington.
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lamented Nicolet, in Missouri, Iowa,

and Wisconsin, have made contribu-

tions, not only to the geology of our

country, but to the science of geology

itself, which are conceded to be among
the most valuable of the present day.

The able reports of Owen and Nicolet

were made to Congress, and deserve the

highest commendation.

In geographical science, the explora-

tions of Lewis and Clark ; of Long,

Nicolet, and the able and intrepid

Fremont ; the effective State survey of

Massachusetts ; the surveys of our pub-

lic lands ; the determination of the

boundaries of our States, and espe-

cially those of Pennsylvania, by Ritten-

house and Elliott ; of part of Louisiana,

by Graham and Kearny ; of Michigan,

by Talcott ; and of Maine, by Graham
;

have gained us great credit. The na-

tional work of the coast survey, begun

by the late Mr. Hassler, and prosecuted

through all discouragements and diffi-

culties by that indomitable man, has

reflected honor upon his adopted coun-

try, through the Government which

liberally supported the work, and

through whose aid it is now progress-

ing, under new auspices, with great

energy.* The lake survey is also now
advancing under the direction of Cap-

tain Williams, of the Topographical

Corps. Among the important recent

explorations, is that of the enlightened,

untiring, and intrepid Fremont, to

Oregon, which fixes the pass of the

Rocky Mountains within twenty miles

of the northern boundary of Texas.

Lieutenant Fremont is a member of the

Topographical Corps, which, together

with that of Engineers, contains so

many distinguished officers, whose la-

bors, together with those of their most

able and distinguished chiefs, Colonel

Totten and Colonel Abert, fill so large

a portion of the public documents, and
are so well known and highly appre-

ciated by both Houses of Congress and

* Our Coast Survey, as commenced by Hassler,

and being completed by Bache, is admitted in Eu-
rope to be the best in the world.
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by the country. The Emperor of Rus-

sia has entered the ranks of our Topo-
graphical Corps, and employed one of

their distinguished members, Captain

Whistler, to construct his great railroad

from St. Petersburg to Moscow. The
travels of our countrymen, Stephens, to

Yucatan and Guatemala, to Egypt,

Arabia, and Jerusalem, and of Dr.

Grant to Nestoria, have increased our

knowledge of geography and of antiqui-

ties, and have added new and striking

proofs of the truths of Christianity.

Fossil geology occupied much of the

time and attention of the great philoso-

pher and statesman, Jefferson, and he

was rewarded by the discovery of the

megatherium. The mastodon, exhumed
in 1801 , from the marl pits of New York,

by Charles Wilson Peale, has proved

but one of an order of animal giants.

Even the tetracaulodon, or tusked mas-

todon, of Godman, upon which rested

his claims to fame, is not the most cu-

rious of this order, as the investigations

of Hayes and Horner have proved.

This order has excited the attention,

not only of such minds as Cooper, Har-

lan, and Hayes, but has also occupied

the best naturalists of France, Britain,

Germany, and Italy.

Fossil conchology has attracted the

attention of Conrad, the Lees, and the

Rogerses, not only calling forth much
ingenuity in description and classifica-

tion, but also throwing great light

upon the relative ages of some of the

most interesting geological formations.

The earthquake theory of the Rogerses

is one of the boldest generalizations,

founded upon physical reasoning,

which our geologists have produced.

In the parallel ridges into which the

Apalachian chain is thrown, they see

the crests of great earthquake waves,

propagated from long lines of focal

earthquake action, more violent than

any which the world now witnesses.

The geologist deals in such sublime con-

ceptions as a world of molten matter,

tossed into waves by violent efforts of

escaping vapors, cooling, cracking, and
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rending, in dire convulsion. He then

ceases to discuss the changes and for-

mation of worlds, and condescends to

inform us how to fertilize our soil,

where to look for coal and iron, copper,

tin, cobalt, lead, and where we need

not look for either. He is the Milton

of poetry, and the Watt of philosophy.

And here let me add, that the recent

application of chemistry to agriculture

is producing the most surprising results,

in increasing and improving the prod-

ucts of the earth, and setting at de-

fiance Malthus's theory of population.

In medicine, that great and most

useful branch of physics, our country-

men have been most distinguished.

From the days of the great philosopher,

physician, patriot, and statesman, Ben-

jamin Rush, down to the present

period, our country has been unsur-

passed in this branch ; but I have not

time even to give an outline of the

eminent Americans, whose improve-

ments and discoveries in medicine have

contributed so much to elevate the

character of our country, and advance

the comfort and happiness of man.

Rush, one of the founders of this branch

in America, was one of the signers of

our Declaration of Independence, and

his school of medicine was as inde-

pendent and national as his course in

our Revolutionary struggle. Statistics

are chiefly concerned, as furnishing the

facts connected with government and

political economy, but they are also

ancillary to physics. The statistical

work of Mr. Archibald Russell, of New
York, which immediately preceded the

last census, contained many valuable

suggestions, some of which were adopt-

ed by Congress ; and had more been

incorporated into the law, the census

would have been much more complete

and satisfactory. The recent statistical

work of Mr. George Tucker, of Virginia,

on the census of 1840, is distinguished

by great talent and research, and is in-

valuable to the scholar, the philoso-

pher, the statesman, and philanthro-

pist.

THE CROSS.

Holy Father, Thou this day

Dost a cross upon me lay.

If I tremble as I lift,

First, and feel Thine awful gift,

Let me tremble not for pain,

But lest I may lose the gain

Which thereby my soul should bless,

Through mine own unworthiness.

Let me, drawing deeper breath,

Stand more firmly, lest beneath

Thy load I sink, and slavishly

In the dust it crusheth me.

Bearing this, so may I strength

Gather to receive at length

In turn eternal glory's great

And far more exceeding weight.
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No, I am not crushed. I stand.

But again Thy helping hand

Reach to me, my pitying Sire :

I would bear my burden higher,

Bear it up so near to Thee,

That Thou shouldst bear it still with me.

He, upon whose careless head

Never any load is laid,

With an earthward eye doth oft

Stoop and lounge too slothfully :

Burdened heads are held aloft

With a nobler dignity.

By Thine own strong arm still led,

Let me never backward tread,

Panic-driven in base retreat,

The path the Master's steadfast feet

Unswervingly, if bleeding, trod

Unto victory and God.

The standard-bearer doth not wince,

Who bears the ensigns of his prince,

Through triumphs, in his galled palm,

Or turn aside to look for balm ?

Nay, for the glory thrice outweighs

The petty price of pains he pays !

Till the appointed time is past

Let me clasp Thy token fast.

Ere I lay it down to rest,

Late or early, be impressed

So its stamp upon my soul

That, while all the ages roll,

Questionless, it may be known
The Shepherd marked me for His own

;

Because I wear the crimson brand

Of all the flock washed by His hand

—

For my passing pain or loss

Signed with the eternal cross.
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THE ENGLISH PRESS.

iv.

It was in January, 1785, that there

appeared, for the first time, a journal

with the title of The Daily Universal

Register, the proprietor and printer of

which was John Walter, of Printing

House Square, a quiet, little, out-of-the-

way nook, nestling under the shadow
of St. Paul's, not known to one man
in a thousand of the daily wayfarers

at the base of Wren's mighty monu-
ment, but destined to become as fa-

mous and as well known as any spot

of ground in historic London. This

newspaper boasted but four pages,

and was composed by a new process,

with types consisting of words and syl-

lables instead of single letters. On New
Year's day, 1788, its denomination was

changed to The Times, a name which

is potent all the world over, whither-

soever Englishmen convey themselves

and their belongings, and wherever the

mighty utterances of the sturdy Anglo-

Saxon tongue are heard. It was long

before the infant ' Jupiter ' began to

exhibit any foreshadowing of his fu-

ture greatness, and he had a very diffi-

cult and up-hill struggle to wage. The

Morning Post, The Morning Herald, The

Morning Chronicle, and The General

Advertiser amply supplied or seemed to

supply the wants of the reading public,

and the new competitor for public fa-

vor did not exhibit such superior abili-

ty as to attract any great attention or

to diminish the subscription lists of its

rivals. The Morning Herald had been

started in 1780 by Parson Bate, who
quarrelled with his colleagues of The

Post, This journal, which is now the

organ of mild and antiquated conser-

vatism, was originally started upon
liberal principles. Bate immediately

ranged himself upon the side of the

Prince of Wales and his party, and thus

his fortunes were secured. In 1781 his

paper sustained a prosecution, and the

printer was sentenced to pay a fine of

£100, and to undergo one year's im-

prisonment, for a libel upon the Russian

ambassador. For this same libel the

printers and publishers of The London

Courant, The Noon Gazette, The Gazet-

teer, The Whitehall Evening Journal, The

St. James's Chronicle, and The Middlesex

Journal received various sentences of

fine and imprisonment, together with,

in some cases, the indignity of the pil-

lory. Prosecutions for libel abounded

in those days. Horace Walpole says

that, dating from Wilkes's famous No.

45, no less than two hundred informa-

tions had been laid, a much larger num-

ber than during the whole thirty-three

years of the previous reign. But the

great majority of these must have fallen

to the gound, for, in 1791, the then at-

torney-general stated that, in the last

thirty-one years, there had been seventy

prosecutions for libel, and about fifty

convictions, in twelve of which the

sentences had been severe—including

even, in five instances, the pillory. The

law of libel was extremely harsh, to

say the least of it. One of its dogmas

wras that a publisher could be held

criminally liable for the acts of his

servants, unless proved to be neither

privy nor assenting to such acts. The

monstrous part of this was that, after

a time, the judges refused to receive

any exculpatory evidence, and ruled

that the publication of a libel by a

publisher's servant was proof sufficient

of that publisher's criminality. This

rule actually obtained until 1843, when
it was swept away by an act of Parlia-

ment, under the auspices of Lord Camp-

bell. The second was even worse ; for

it placed the judge above the jury, and

superseded the action of that dearly

prized safeguard of an Englishman's
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liberties, it asserting that it was for

the judge alone, and not for the jury,

to decide as to the criminality of a

libel. Such startling and outrageous

doctrines as these roused the whole

country, and the matter was taken up

in Parliament. Fierce debates fol-

lowed from time to time, and the as-

sailants of this monstrous overriding

of the Constitution—for it was nothing

less—were unremitting in their efforts.

Among the most distinguished of these

were Burke, Sheridan, and Erskine, the

last of whom was constantly engaged

as counsel for the defence in the most

celebrated libel trials of the day. In

1791, Fox brought in a bill for amend-

ing the law of libel, and so great had

the change become in public opinion,

through the agitation that had been

carried on, that it passed unanimously

in the House of Commons. Erskine

took a very prominent part in this

measure, and, after demonstrating that

the judges had arrogated to themselves

the rights and functions of the jury,

said that if, upon a motion in arrest of

judgment, the innocence of the de-

fendant's intention was argued before

the court, the answer would be, and

was, given uniformly, that the verdict

of guilty had concluded the criminality

of the intention, though the consider-

ation of that question had been by the

judge's authority wholly withdrawn

from the jury at the trial. The bill

met with opposition in the House of

Lords, espcially from Lord Thurlow,

who procured the postponement of the

second reading until the opinion of

the judges should have been ascer-

tained. They, on being appealed to,

declared that the criminality or inno-

cence of any act was the result of the

judgment which the law pronounces

upon that act, and must therefore be

in all cases and under all circumstances

matter of law, and not matter of fact,

and that the criminality or innocence

of letters or papers set forth as overt

acts of treason, was matter of law, and
not of fact. These startling assertions

had not much weight with the House
of Lords, thanks to the able arguments

of Lord Camden, and the bill passed,

with a protest attached from Lord

Thurlow and five others, in which they

predicted ' the confusion and destruc-

tion of the law of England.' Of this

bill, Macaulay says :
* Fox and Pitt are

fairly entitled to divide the high honor

of having added to our statute book

the inestimable law which places the

liberty of the press under the protection

of juries.' Intimately connected with

this struggle for the liberty of public

opinion was another mighty engine,

which was brought to bear, and that

was the Public Association, with its

legitimate offspring, the Public Meet-

ing. The power and influence which

this organization exerted were enor-

mous, and, though it was often em-

ployed in a bad or unworthy cause

—

such, for instance, as the Protestant

agitation, culminating in Lord George

Gordon's riots in 1780—yet it has been

of incalculable advantage to the prog-

ress of the state, the enlightenment of

the nation, and the advancement of

civilization, freedom, and truth. Take,

for instance, the Slave-Trade Associa-

tion, the object and scope of which are

thus admirably described by Erskine

May, in his ' Constitutional History of

England '

:

' It was almost beyond the range
of politics. It had no constitutional

change to seek, no interest to promote,
no prejudice to gratify, not even the
national welfare to advance. Its clients

were a despised race in a distant clime
—an inferior type of the human family
—for whom natures of a higher mould
felt repugnance rather than sympathy.
Benevolence and Christian charity were
its only incentives. On the other hand,
the slave-trade was supported by some
of the most powerful classes in the

country—merchants, shipowners, plant-

ers. Before it could be proscribed,

vested interests must be overborne

—

ignorance enlightened—prejudices and
indifference overcome—public opinion
converted. And to this great work
did Granville Sharpe, Wilberforce,
Clarkson, and other noble spirits de-
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vote their lives. Never was cause sup-

ported by greater earnestness and ac-

tivity. The organization of the society

comprehended all classes and religious

denominations. Evidence was collect-

ed from every source to lay bare the

cruelties and iniquities of the traffic.

Illustration and argument were inex-

haustible. Men of feeling and sensi-

bility appealed with deep emotion to

the religious feelings and benevolence

of the people. If extravagance and bad
taste sometimes courted ridicule, the

high purpose, just sentiments, and elo-

quence of the leaders of the movement
won respect and admiration. Tracts

found their way into every house, pul-

pits and platforms resounded with the

wrongs of the negro
;
petitions were

multiplied, ministers and Parliament
moved to inquiry and action

Parliament was soon prevailed upon to

attempt the mitigation of the worst
evils which had been brought to light,

and in little more than twenty years

the slave trade was utterly condemned
and prohibited.'

And this magnificent result sprang

from a Public Association. In this, the

most noble crusade that has ever been

undertaken by man, the newspapers

bore a conspicuous part, and though,

as might be expected, they did not all

take the same views, yet they rendered

good service to the glorious cause. But

this tempting subject has carried us

away into a rather lengthy digression

from our immediate topic. To return,

therefore :

In 1786 there was a memorable ac-

tion for libel brought by Pitt against

The Morning Herald and The Morning

Advertiser, for accusing him of having

gambled in the public funds. He laid

his damages at £10,000, but only ob-

tained a verdict for £250 in the first

case, and £150 in the second. In 1789

John Walter was sentenced to pay a

fine of £50, to be exposed in the pil-

lory for an hour, and to be imprisoned

for one year, at the expiration of which

he was ordered to find substantial bail

for his good behavior for seven years,

for a libel upon the Duke of York. In

the following year he was again prose-

cuted and convicted for libels upon the

Prince of Wales, the Duke of York,

and the Duke of Clarence, but, after

undergoing four months of his second

term of one year's imprisonment, he

was set free, at the instance of the

Prince of Wales. The last trial for

libel, previous to the passing of Fox's

libel bill, was that of one Stockdale,

for publishing a defence of Warren

Hastings, a pamphlet that was consid-

ered as libellously reflecting upon the

House of Commons. However, through

the great exertions of Erskine, his

counsel, he was acquitted.

In 1788 appeared the first daily even-

ing paper, The Star, which continued

until 1831, when it was amalgamated

with The Albion. The year 1789 is

memorable for the assumption of the

editorship of The Morning Chronicle by

James Perry, under whose management

it reached a greater pitch of prosperity

and success than it ever enjoyed either

before or since—greater, in fact, than

any journal had hitherto attained. One

of the chief reasons of this success was

that he printed the night's debates in

his next morning's issue, a thing which

had never before been accomplished

or even attempted. Another secret of

Perry's success was the wonderful tact

with which, while continuing to be

thoroughly outspoken and independent,

he yet contrived—with one exception,

hereafter to be noticed—to steer clear

of giving offence to the Government.

He is thus spoken of by a writer in The

Edinburgh Review : ' He held the office

of editor for nearly forty years, and

he held firm to his party and his prin-

ciples all that time—a long time for

political honesty and consistency to

last ! He was a man of strong natural

sense, some acquired knowledge, a

quick tact, prudent, plausible, and with

great heartiness and warmth of feeling.'

His want of education, however, now
and then betrayed him into errors, and

a curious instance of this is, that on

one occasion, when he meant to say

' epithalamia,' he wrote and printed

' epicedia,' a mistake which he corrected
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with the greatest coolness on the fol-

lowing day thus :
' For ' epicedia ' read

1 epithalamia.'

'

The next event of importance is the

appearance of Bell's Weekly Messenger,

in 1796, a newspaper that met with

immediate success, and is the only one

of the weeklies of that period which

have survived to the present time. The
year '96 is also remarkable for an ac-

tion brought by The Telegraph against

The Morning Post, for damages suffered

by publishing an extract from a French

paper, which purported to give the in-

telligence of peace between the Em-
peror of Germany and France, but

which was forged and surreptitiously

sent to The Telegraph by the proprietors

of The Morning Post. The result was

that The Telegraph obtained a verdict

for £100 damages. In 1794, The Morn-

ing Advertiser had been established by

the Licensed Victuallers of London,

with the intention of benefiting by its

sale the funds of the asylum which that

body had recently established. It at

once obtained a large circulation, inas-

much as every publican became a sub-

scriber. It exists to the present day,

and is known by the slang sobriquet

of the ' Tub,' an appellation suggested

by its clientele. Its opinions are radi-

cal, and it is conducted not without a

fair share of ability, but, occasionally

venturing out of its depth, it has more
than once been most successfully and
amusingly hoaxed. One of these cases

was when a correspondent contributed

an extraordinary Greek inscription,

which he asserted had been recently

discovered. This so-called inscription

was in reality nothing but some Eng-
lish doggerel of anything but a refined

character turned into Greek.

In 1797, Canning brought out The

Anti-Jacobin as a Government organ,

and Gifford—who began life as a cob-

bler's apprentice at an out-of-the-way

little town in Devonshire, and after-

ward became editor of The Quarterly

Review in its palmiest days—was in-

trusted with its management. The

Anti-Jacobin lasted barely eight months,

but was probably the most potent satiri-

cal production that has ever emanated

from the English press. The first talent

of the day was engaged upon it ; and

among its contributors we find Pitt,

Lord Mornington, afterward Marquis

of Wellesley, Lord Morpeth, afterward

Earl of Carlisle, Jenkinson, afterward

Earl of Liverpool, Canning, George

Ellis, Southey, Lord Bathurst, Adding-

ton, John Hookham Frere, and a host

of other prominent names at the time.

The poetry of The Anti-Jacobin—its

strongest feature—has been collected

into a volume, which has passed

through several editions. This journal

was the first to inaugurate ' sensation

'

headings ; for the three columns which

were respectively entitled ' Mistakes, 7

' Misrepresentations,' ' Lies,' and which

most truculently slashed away at the

opponents of the political opinions of

The Anti-Jacobin, decidedly come under

that category.

"We have now arrived at another era

of persecution. Those were ticklish

times, and Pitt, fearing lest revolution-

ary theories might be promulgated

through the instrumentality of the

press, determined to tighten the reins,

and curb that freedom of expression

which, after an interval of rest from

prosecution, was manifestly degenerat-

ing. Poor Perry was arraigned on a

charge of exhibiting a leaning toward

France, and he and his printer were

fined and sent to prison. Pitt really

appears to have had good ground for

action, in one instance, at least, for The

Courier had made certain statements

which might fairly be construed as

hostile to the Government, and favor-

able to France. Moreover, it was stated

in the House of Commons by the at-

torney-general, that a parcel of un-

stamped newspapers had been seized in

a neutral vessel bound to France, con-

taining information ' which, if any oue

had written and sent in another form

to the enemy, he would have commit-

ted the highest crime of which a man
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can be guilty.' Among other things,

the departure of the West India fleet

under the convoy of two frigates only

was noticed, and the greatest fears

were expressed for its safety in conse-

quence. Another thing mentioned was,

that as there was to be a levy en masse

in this country, the French would not

be so ill advised as to come here, but

would make a swoop upon Ireland.

A bill was brought forward, the chief

provisions of which were that the pro-

prietors and printers of all newspapers

should inscribe their names in a book,

kept for that purpose at the stamp

office, in order that the book might be

produced in court on occasion of any

trial, as evidence of the proprietorship

and responsibility, and that a copy of

each issue of every newspaper should

be filed at the stamp office, to be pro-

duced as good and sufficient evidence

of publication. A vehement debate

followed, in the course of which Lord
"William Russell declared the bill to be

an insidious blow at the liberty of the

press ; and Sir W. Pulteney said that

' the liberty of the press was of such a

sacred nature that we ought to suffer

many inconveniences rather than check

its influence in such a manner as to

endanger our liberties ; for he had no

hesitation in saying that without the

liberty of the press the freedom of this

country would be a mere shadow.' But
the great speech of the debate was that

of Sir Francis Burdett, who did not

then foresee that the time would come
when he himself should make an at-

tack upon the press.

' The liberty of the press,' he said,
' is of so delicate a nature, and so im-
portant for the preservation of that
small portion of liberty which still re-

mains to the country, that I cannot al-

low the bill to pass without giving it

my opposition. A good Government,
a free Government, has nothing to ap-

prehend, and everything to hope from
the liberty of the press ;

it reflects a
lustre upon all its actions, and fosters

every virtue. But despotism courts
shade and obscurity, and dreads the
scrutinizing eye of liberty, the freedom

of the press, which pries into its secret

recesses, discovering it in its lurking
holes, and drags it forth to public de-

testation. If a tyrannically disposed
prince, supported by an unprincipled,

profligate minister, backed by a no-
toriously corrupt Parliament, were to

cast about for means to secure such a
triple tyranny, I know of no means he
could devise so effectual for that pur-
pose as the bill now upon the table.'

Spite, however, of this vigorous op-

position, the bill passed, and among
other coercive measures it decreed

heavy penalties against any infringe-

ment of the stamp act, such as :
' Every

person who shall knowingly and wil-

fully retain or keep in custody any

newspaper not duly stamped, shall for-

feit twenty pounds for each such un-

stamped newspaper he shall so have in

custody '
—

' every person who shall

knowingly or wilfully, directly or in-

directly, send or carry or cause to be

sent or carried out of Great Britain any

unstamped newspaper, shall forfeit one

hundred pounds,' and ' every person

during the present war who shall send

any newspaper out of Great Britain

into any country not in amity with his

Majesty, shall forfeit five hundred

pounds.' Stringent measures these,

with a vengeance ! The onslaught ini-

tiated by Parliament was well second-

ed by the judges, and Lord Kenyon

especially distinguished himself as an

unscrupulous (the word is not one

whit too strong) foe to the press. To
such an extent was this persecution

carried, that the printer, publisher, and

proprietor of The Courier were fined

and imprisoned for the following

' libel ' upon the Emperor Paul :
' The

Emperor of Russia is rendering him-

self obnoxious to his subjects by va-

rious acts of tyranny, and ridiculous in

the eyes of Europe by his inconsistency.

He has now passed an edict prohibit-

ing the exportation of timber deal,' etc.

To fine a man £100 and imprison him
for six months for this was a little

overstepping the mark, and a reaction

soon followed, as a proof of which may
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be noticed the act 39th and 40th

George III., cap. 72, which allows the

newspaper to be increased from the old

regulation size of twenty-eight inches

by twenty to that of thirty inches and

a half by twenty.

William Cobbett now makes his bow
as an English journalist. He was al-

ready ncUorious in America, as the au-

thor of the ' Letters of Peter Porcupine,'

published at Philadelphia ; and, upon

his return to England, he projected an

anti-democratic newspaper, under the

title of The Porcupine, the first number

of which appeared in November, 1800.

It was a very vigorous production, and

at once commanded public attention

and a large sale. Nevertheless it was

but short lived, for the passions and

fears to which it ministered soon

calmed down ; and, its occupation being

gone, it naturally gave up the ghost

and died. Among other celebrities

who now wrote for the newspapers are

Porson, the accomplished but bibulous

Greek scholar and critic ; Tom Camp-
bell, several of whose most beautiful

poems first appeared in the columns of

The Morning Chronicle, Charles Lamb,
Southey, Wordsworth, and Mackintosh.

These last five wrote for The Morning

Post, and raised it, by their brilliant

contributions, from the last place among
the dailies—its circulation had actually

sunk to three hundred and fifty before

they joined its ranks—to the second

place, and caused it to tread very close-

ly upon the heels of The Chronicle. Tom
Campbell, besides his poetry, wrote

prose articles, and was also regularly

engaged as a writer in The Star. Por-

son married James Perry's sister, and
many scholarly articles which graced

the columns of The Morning Chronicle

toward the close of the eighteenth cen-

tury are generally believed to have
emanated from his pen. Mackintosh
had written foreign political articles in

The Oracle and Morning Chronicle, but,

marrying the sister of Daniel Stuart,

the proprietor of The Morning Post and
The Courier, he transferred his services

to those journals, as well as occasion-

ally to The Star, which belonged to a

brother of Stuart. Southey and Words-

worth's contributions to Stuart's papers

were principally poetry. Charles Lamb's

contributions were principally short,

witty paragraphs, which he contributed

to any of the papers that would receive

them, and for which he received the

magnificent remuneration of sixpence

each ! Coleridge had first appeared in

the newspaper world as a contributor

of poetry to The Morning Chronicle, but

was soon after regularly engaged upon
The Morning Post and The Courier.

Some of his prose articles have been

collected together into a volume, and

republished with the title of ' Essays

on His Own Times.' He was especially

hostile to France, and the best proof

of the ability and vigor of his anti-

Gallican articles is that Napoleon ac-

tually sent a frigate in pursuit of him,

when he was returning from Leghorn

to England, with the avowed intention

of getting him into his power if possi-

ble. The First Consul had endeavored

to get him arrested at Rome, but Cole-

ridge got a, friendly hint—according to

some from Jerome Bonaparte, and ac-

cording to others from the Pope, who
assisted him in making his escape.

Bonaparte had probably gained intelli-

gence of the whereabout of Coleridge

from a debate in the House of Com-
mons, in the course of which Fox said

that the rupture of the Peace of Amiens

was owing to Coleridge's articles in Tlie

Morning Post, and added tnat the

writer was then at Rome, and there-

fore might possibly fall into the hands

of his enemy. Napoleon was very

much irritated by the attacks upon
him in The Morning Chronicle as well as

by those in Cobbett's Political Register

—The Porcupine under a new name

—

the Courrier Francois de Londres—the

French emigres' paper—and DAinbigu,

which was rather a political pamphlet,

published at periodical intervals, than

a regular newspaper. He therefore

thought proper peremptorily to call
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upon the English Government to put

these papers down with a high hand.

But the British cabinet sent this noble

reply

:

' His Majesty neither can nor will in

consequence of any representation or

menace from a foreign power make any
concession which may be in the small-

est degree dangerous to the liberty of
the press as secured by the Constitution

of this country. This liberty is justly

dear to every British subject ; the Con-
stitution admits of no previous re-

straints upon publications of any de-

scription ; but there exist judicatures
wholly independent of the executive,

capable of taking cognizance of such
publications as the law deems to be
criminal ; and which are bound to in-

flict the punishment the delinquents
may deserve. These judicatures may
investigate and punish not only libels

against the Government and magistracy
of this kingdom, but, as has been re-

peatedly experienced, of publications
defamatory of those in whose hands the
administration of foreign Governments
is placed. Our Government neither
has, nor wants, any other protection
than what the laws of the country af-

ford
; and though they are willing and

ready to give to every foreign Govern-
ment all the protection against offences

of this nature which the principles of
their laws and Constitution will admit,
they can never consent to new-model
those laws or to change their Constitu-
tion to gratify the wishes of any for-

eign power.'

But Napoleon indignantly declined

to avail himself of the means of redress

suggested to him, and continued to

urge the English Government ; who at

length made a sort of compromise, by
undertaking a prosecution of Peltier,

the proprietor of ISAmbigu. Mackin-

tosh was his counsel ; and in spite of

his speech for the defence, which
Spencer Perceval characterized as ' one

of the most splendid displays of elo-

quence he ever had occasion to hear,'

and Lord Ellenborough as ' eloquence

almost unparalleled,' Peltier was found

guilty—but, as hostilities soon after

broke out again with France, was never

sentenced. The best part of the story,

however, is, that all the time ministers

were paying Peltier in private for writ-

ing the very articles for which they

prosecuted him in public ! This did
not come out until some years after-

ward, when Lord Castlereagh explained

the sums thus expended as ' grants for

public and not private service, and for

conveying instructions to the Continent

when no other mode could be found.'

The trial of Peltier aroused a strong feel-

ing of indignation in the country
; the

English nation has always been very

jealous of any interference with its

laws at the dictation of any foreign

potentate, as Lord Palmerston on a re-

cent occasion found to his cost.

Cobbett was soon after tried for a

libel—not, howrever, upon Napoleon,

but upon the English Government.

There must have been an innate ten-

dency in Cobbett's mind to set him-

self in opposition to everything around

him, for whereas he had made America

too hot to hold him by his anti-repub-

lican views, he now contrived to set

the authorities at home against him by
his advanced radicalism. He had to

stand two trials in 1804, in connection

with Robert Emmet's rebellion. On the

second of these he was fined £500, and
Judge Johnson, one of the Irish judges,

who was the author of the libels com-

plained of, retired from his judicial

position with a pension. These reflec-

tions in question upon the Irish au-

thorities would hardly be called libels

now-a-days, consisting as they did

chiefly of ridicule and satire, which

was, after all, mild and harmless

enough. In 1810, Cobbett got into

trouble again. Some militia soldiers

had been flogged, while a detachment

of the German Legion stood by to

maintain order. Cobbett immediately

published a diatribe against flogging

in the army and the employment of

foreign mercenaries. He was indicted

for a ' libel ' upon the German Legion,

convicted, and sentenced to two yoars'

imprisonment, to pay a fine of £1,000,

and to find security in £3,000 for his

good behavior during seven years—

a
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sentence which created universal dis-

gust among all classes, and which was

not too strongly designated by Sydney

Smith as ? atrocious.'

The Oracle—which, by the way,

boasted Canning among its contribu-

tors—was rash enough to publish an

article in defence of Lord Melville.

The House of Commons fired up at

this, and, led on by Sheridan

—

quantum

mutatus ab illo !—Fox, Wyndham, and

others, who had formerly professed

themselves friends to the liberty of the

press, but who were now carried away

by the virulence of party spirit, caused

the publisher to be brought before

them, and made him apologize and

make his submission upon his knees.

In 1805 appeared The News, a paper

started by John Hunt and his brother

Leigh, then but a mere boy, but who
had, nevertheless, had seme experience

in newspaper writing from having been

an occasional contributor to The Travel-

ler, an evening paper, that was after-

ward amalgamated with The Globe,

which still retains the double title.

The year 1808 was fruitful in prosecu-

tions for libels, but is chiefly remark-

able for the appearance of Hunt's new
paper, The Examiner. This was con-

ducted upon what was styled by their

opponents revolutionary principles, an

accusation which Leigh. Hunt after-

ward vehemently repudiated. This

same year also gave birth to the first

religious paper which had as yet ap-

peared, under the name of The Instruc-

tor, as well as to The Anti-Oallican,

which seems to have quickly perished

of spontaneous combustion, and The

Political Register, an impudent piracy

of the title of Cobbett's paper, and di-

rected against him. In 1809, Govern-

ment passed a bill in favor of news-

papers, to amend some of the restric-

tions under which they labored. This

was done on account of the high price

of paper : and yet in the following

year another attempt was made to ex-

clude the reporters from the House of

Commons. These men had always

done their work well and honestly,

although in their private lives some of

them had not borne the very best char-

acter. A capital story is told of Mark
Supple, an Irish reporter of the old

school, who was employed on The

Chronicle. One evening, when there

was a sudden silence in the midst of a

debate, Supple bawled out :
' A song

from Mr. Speaker.' The members
could not have been more astonished

had a bombshell been suddenly dis-

charged into the midst of them ; but,

after a slight pause, every one—Pitt

among the first—went oif into such

shouts of laughter, that the halls of the

House shook again. The sergeant- at-

arms was, however, sent to the gallery

to ascertain who had had the audacity

to propose such a thing ; whereupon

Supple winked at him and pointed out

a meek, sober Quaker as the culprit.

Broadbrim was immediately taken into

custody ; but Supple, being found out,

was locked up in a solitary chamber to

cool his heels for a while, and then

having made a humble apology, to the

effect that ' it was the dhrink that did

it,' or something of the kind, was set at

liberty. But the reporters at the period

of this unjust and foolish exclusion

—

for it was successful for a time—were a

very different class of men ; and Sheri-

dan told the House that ' of about

twenty-three gentlemen who were now
employed reporting parliamentary de-

bates for the newspapers, no less than

eighteen were men regularly educated

at the universities of Oxford or Cam-
bridge, Edinburgh or Dublin, most of

them graduates at those universities,

and several of them had gained prizes

and other distinctions there by their

literary attainments.' It was during

this debate that Sheridan uttered that

memorable and glowing eulogium upon

the press which has been quoted in the

first of the present series of articles.

It has been shown that at one time

the church was the profession which

most liberally supplied the press with

writers ; but now the bar appears to
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have furnished a very large share, and

many young barristers had been and

were reporters. The benchers of Lin-

coln's Inn endeavored to put a stop to

this, and passed a by-law that no man
who had ever been paid for writing in

the newspapers should be eligible for a

call to the bar. This by-law was ap-

pealed against in the House of Com-

mons, and, after a debate, in which

Sheridan spoke very warmly against

the benchers, the petition was with-

drawn upon the understanding that

the by-law should be recalled. From
that time to the present, writing in the

newspapers and reporting the debates

have been the means whereby many of

the most distinguished of our lawyers

have been enabled to struggle through

the days of their studentship and the

earlier years of their difficult career.

The last attempt of the House of

Commons against the press culminated

in Sir Francis Burdett's coming for-

ward in its behalf, and, in an article in

Cobbett's paper, among other things

he asserted that the House of Commons
had no legal right to imprison the

People of England. In acting thus, Sir

Francis amply atoned for the ridiculous

attempt which, prompted by wounded
vanity, he had made a few years before

to engage the interference of the House

of Commons in his behalf in what be

called a breach of privilege—the said

breach of privilege consisting merely in

an advertisement in The True Briton of

the resolutions passed at a public meet-

ing to petition against his return to

Parliament. The results of his bold

attack upon the power of the House of

Commons, his imprisonment, the riots,

and lamentable loss of life which fol-

lowed, are so well known as to render

any particularizing of them here un-

necessary. Originating with this affair

was a Government prosecution of The

Day, the upshot of which was that

Eugenius Roche, the editor—who was
also proprietor of another flourishing

journal, The National Register—one of

the most able, honorable, and gentle-

manly men ever connected with the

press, of whom it has been truly said

that ' during the lapse of more than

twenty years that he was connected

with the journals of London, he never

gained an enemy or lost a friend,' was
most unjustly condemned to a year's

imprisonment.

The next important event is the trial

of the Hunts for a libel in The Examiner

in 1811. Brougham was their counsel,

and made a masterly defence ; and,

though Lord Ellenborough, the pre-

siding judge, summed up dead against

the defendants—the judges always ap-

pear to have done so—the jury acquit-

ted them. Yet Brougham in the course

of his address drew the following un-

favorable picture of the then state of the

press

;

' The licentiousness of the press has
reached to a height which it certainly

never attained in any other country, nor
even in this at any former period. That
licentiousness has indeed of late years

appeared to despise all the bounds
which had once been prescribed to the

attacks on private character, insomuch
that there is not only no personage so

important or exalted—for of that I do
not complain—but no person so hum-
ble, harmless, and retired as to escape
the defamation which is daily and
hourly poured forth by the venal crew
to gratify the idle curiosity or still less

excusable malignity of the public. To
mark out for the indulgence of that

propensity individuals retiring into the

privacy of domestic life—to hunt them
down and drag them forth as a laugh-

ing stock to the vulgar, has become in

our days with some men the road even
to popularity, but with multitudes the

means of earning a base subsistence.'

Soon after this trial and another

provincial one connected with the same
' libel '—one gets quite sick of the word

—in which the defendants were found

guilty in spite of Brougham's exertions

in their behalf and the previous ver-

dict of the London jury in the case of

the Hunts, a debate arose in the House

of Commons on the subject of ex-officio

informations generally, and especially

with regard to their applicability to the
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case of newspapers. In the course of

this debate Lord Folkestone charged

the Government with partiality in their

prosecutions, and said :

i It appears

that the real rule which guides these

prosecutions is this : that The Courier

and the other papers which support the

ministry of the day, may say whatever

they please without the fear of prose-

cution, whereas The Examiner, The In-

dependent Whig, The Statesman, and

papers that take the contrary line, are

sure to be prosecuted for any expres-

sion that may be offensive to the min-

ister '—an accusation which was de-

cidedly true.

In 1812 the Hunts were again prose-

cuted for a libel upon the. Prince Re-

gent, and sentenced to be imprisoned

two years, and to pay a fine of £500.

But the imprisonment was alleviated

in every possible way, as we gather

from Leigh Hunt's charming descrip-

tion of his prison in his Autobiography.

1 1 papered the walls with a trellis of
roses ; I had the ceiling colored with
clouds and sky ; the barred windows
were screened with Venetian blinds

;

and when my book cases were set up
with their busts and flowers, and a

pianoforte made its appearance, per-

haps there was not a handsomer room
on that side of the water There
was a little yard outside, railed off from
another belonging to a neighboring
ward. This yard I shut in with green
palings, adorned it with a trellis, bor-

dered it with a thick bed of earth from
a nursery, and even contrived to have
a grass plot. The earth I filled with
flowers and young trees. There was an
apple tree from which we managed to

get a pudding the second year. As to
my flowers, they were allowed to be
perfect.'

We have now arrived at a period

which may almost be called that of

the present, inasmuch as many well-

known names which still continue to

adorn our current literature first begin

to appear, together with many others,

the bearers of which have but recently

departed from among us. Cyrus Red-
ding, John Payne Collier, and Samuel
Carter Hall still survive, and, it is to be

hoped, are far off yet from the end of

their honorable career ; and William

Hazlitt, Theodore Hook, Lord Camp-
bell, Dr. Maginn, Dr. Croly, Thomas
Barnes, William Jordan, and many
others, belong as much to the present

generation as to the past. Among
other distinguished writers must be

mentioned Jeremy Bentham and David

Ricardo, who contributed articles of

sterling merit upon political economy

and finance to the newspapers, and es-

pecially to The Morning Chronicle, in

which journal William Hazlitt succeed-

ed Lord Campbell, then ' plain John
Campbell,' as theatrical critic. Cyrus

Redding was at one time editor of

Galignani's Messenger, and was after-

ward connected with The Pilot, which

was considered the best authority on

Indian matters, and in some way or

another, at different times, with most

of the newspapers of the day. John P.

Collier wrote in The Times and Morn-

ing Chronicle, Thomas Barnes in The

Morning Chronicle and Champion, Croly

and S. C. Hall in The New Times—

a

newspaper started by Stoddart, the

editor of The Times, after his quarrel

with Walter— Maginn in The New
Times, Standard, John Bull, and many
others, William Hazlitt in The Morning

Chronicle, Examiner, and Atlas, and

Theodore Hook in John Bull, of which

he was the editor.

In 1815, the advertisement duty,

which had hitherto stood at three shil-

lings, was raised to three shillings and

sixpence, and an additional halfpenny

was dapped on to the stamp duty.

There were then fifty-five newspapers

published in London, of which fifteen

were daily, one hundred and twenty-

two in the provinces of England and

Wales, twenty-six in Scotland, and

forty-nine in Ireland.

And here let us pause to consider the

position which the press had reached.

It had survived all the attempts made

to crush it ; nay, more, it had tri-

umphed over all its foes. Grateful to

Parliament, whenever that august as-
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semblage befriended it, and standing

manfully at bay whenever its liberties

had been threatened in either House,

it had overcome all resistance, and

Lords and Commons recognized in it

a safe and honorable tribunal, before

which their acts would be impartially

judged, as well as the truest and most

legitimate medium between the rulers

and the ruled. The greatest names of

the day in politics and in literature

were proud to range themselves under

its banners and to aid in the glorious

work of extending its influence, devel-

oping its usefulness, and elevating its

tone and character; and the people at

large had learned to look upon it as

the firm friend of national enlighten-

ment, and the most trustworthy guard-

ian of their constitutional liberties.

LIFE ON A BLOCKADER.

Life in the camp and in the field has

formed the staple of much writing since

the commencement of the war, and

all have now at least a tolerable idea

of the soldier's ordinary life. Our sail-

ors are a different matter, and while we
study the daily papers for Army news,

we are apt to ignore the Navy, and for-

get that, though brave men are in the

field, a smaller proportion of equally

brave serve on a more uncertain field,

where not one alone but many forms of

death are before them. Shot and shell

it is the soldier's duty to face, and the

sailor's as well, but one ball at sea may
do the work of a thousand on shore

:

it may pass through a vessel, touching

not a soul on board, and yet from the

flying splinters left in its path cause

the death of a score ; its way may lie

through the boilers, still touching no

one, and yet the most horrible of all

deaths, that by scalding steam, result.

It may chance to hit the powder maga-

zine, and sudden annihilation be the

fate of both ship and crew ; or, passing

below the water line, bring a no less

certain, though slower fate—that

which met the brave little Keokuk at

Charleston, not many months since.

Life at sea is a compound of dangers,

and though the old tar may congratu-

late himself in a stormy night on being

safe in the maintop, and sing after

Dibdin

—

' Lord help us ! how I pitys

All uuhappy folks on shore '

—

to the majority of our present Navy,

made up as it is, in part at least, of

volunteer officers and men, it is essen-

tially distasteful, and endured only as

the soldier endures trench duty or

forced marches—as a means of sooner

ending the Rebellion, and bringing

white-winged Peace in the stead of

grim War.

The history of our ironclads, from

their first placing on the stocks, to the

present time, when Charleston engross-

es them all, is read with avidity, but

few know anything of life on our block-

aders, or, thinking there is not the dig-

nity of danger associated with them,

take little or no interest in what they

may chance to see concerning them.

Those who have friends on blockade

duty may be interested to know more

of their daily life than can be crowded

into the compass of home letters, and

the writer, one of the squadron off Wil-

mington, would constitute himself his-

torian of the doings of at least one ship

of the fleet.

Wilmington, Charleston, and Mobile,

alone remain of all the rebel ports, but
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it is with the first we have to do

—

where it is, how it looks, &c.

Right down the coast, some 450 miles

from New York, and a hundred or

more from the stormy cape of Hatteras,

you will see the river which floats the

merchandise to and from the docks at

Wilmington, emptying into the ocean

at Cape Fear, from which it takes its

name. The river has two mouths, or

rather a mouth proper, which opens to

the south of the cape, and an opening

into the side of the river, north of the

cape called New Inlet. Perhaps more

seek entrance by this inlet than the

mouth, which is guarded by Fort Cas-

well, a strong, regularly built fort, once

in Union hands, mounting some long-

range English Whitworth guns. One
other fort has been built here since the

commencement of the war. This inlet

is guarded by a long line of earthworks,

mounted by Whitworth and other guns

of heavy caliber. Wilmington lies some

twenty miles from the mouth, and fif-

teen north of New Inlet.

One great characteristic of this coast

is the columns of smoke, which every

few miles shoot up from its forests and
lowlands. All along the coasts may be

seen mounds where pitch, tar, and tur-

pentine are being made. These prim-

itive manufactories for the staple of

North Carolina are in many places

close down to the water's edge, whence
their products may easily be shipped

on schooners or light-draft vessels,

with little danger of being caught by
the blockaders, who draw too much
water to make a very near approach to

shore. So much for the coast we
guard ; now for ourselves.

Our vessel, of some thirteen hundred
tons, and manned by a crew of about

200 all told, reached blockade ground
the early part of March. Our voyage

down the coast had been unmarked by
any special incident, and when at dusk,

one spring afternoon, we descried a
faint blue line of land in the distance,

and knew it as the enemy's territory,

speculation was rife as to the prospect

of prizes. About 11 p. m. a vessel

hove in sight, which, as it neared,

proved to be a steamer of about half

our tonnage. Our guns were trained

upon the craft, but, instead of running,

she steamed up toward us. We struck

a light, but it was as loth to show its

brightness as the ancient bushel-hidden

candle. A rope was turpentined, and

touched with burning match, but the

flame spread up and down the whole

spiral length of the rope torch, to the

infinite vexation of the lighter. Fierce

stampings and fiercer execrations swift-

ly terrorized the trembling quartermas-

ter, who, good fellow, did his best, and

then, frightened into doing something

desperate, made this blaze. We hailed

them while waiting for fire to throw

signals, letting them know who we
were ; but the wind carried away our

shoutings, and the vessel actually seem-

ed inclined to run us down. Worse yet

—what could the little vixen mean ?

—

a bright light, flashed across her decks,

showed gathering round her guns a

swift-moving band of men. Her crew

were training their guns upon us for

our swift capture or destruction : she

could not see our heavy weight of

metal, for our ports were closed. She

might be a friend, for so her signal

lights seemed to indicate ; but if of our

fleet, how should we let her know in

time to save the loss of life and irrepar-

able harm a single ball from her might

do ? She had waited long enough for

friendly signals from us, and the wind,

which swept our shouts from hearing,

brought to us from them, first, questions

as to who we were, then threats to

fire if we did not quickly tell, and then

orders passed to the men at the fore-

most gun :
' One point to the starboard

train her !
'—words which made their

aim on us more sure and fatal. ' Bear

a hand with that fire and torch ! Be

quick, for God's sake, or we'll have a

shot through us, and that from a friend,

unless we blaze away like lightning

with our rockets.' The crew were step-

ping from the gun to get out of the
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way as it was fired ; the captain of the

gun held the lock string in his hand

;

but the instant had not been lost, and

our rockets, springing high in air, told

our story. Danger is past : we learn

they are not only friends, but to be

neighbors, and steam in together to our

post rather nearer the shore than other

vessels here.

Days pass on in watching, and as yet

no foreign sail. We study the line of

our western horizon, and find it well

filled in with forts, embrazures, earth-

works, black-nosed dogs of war, and

busy traitors. As time goes on, a new
thing opens to the view : a short week
ago it seemed but a molehill : now it

has risen to the height of a man, and

hourly increases in size. Two weeks,

and now its summit is far above the

reach of spade or shovel throw, and

crowned by a platform firmly knit and

held together by well-spliced timbers.

As to its object we are somewhat du-

bious, but think it the beginning of an

earthwork fortress, built high in order

that guns may be depressed and

brought to bear on the turrets of any

Monitors which might possibly come

down upon this place or Wilmington.

At night we draw nearer to the shore,

watching narrowly for blockade run-

ners, which evade us occasionally, but

oftener scud away disappointed. One
night or early morning, 3 a. m. by the

clock, we tried to heave up anchor

;

the pin slipped from the shackles, and

the anchor, with forty fathoms of chain

attached, slipped and sank to the bot-

tom in some eight fathoms of water.

The next day we steamed into our

moorings of the previous night and

sought to drag for it. While arrang-

ing to do so, we saw a puff of smoke

from the shore. Bang ! and a massive

cannon ball tcre whizzing over our

heads. The shore batteries had us in

their range, and the firing from the far-

reaching Whitworth guns grows more

rapid. Puff after puff rolls up from the

long line of battery-covered hillocks,

under the bastard flag, and the rolling

thunder peals on our ears trith the

whizzing of death-threatening balls.

Oh ! the excitement of watching and
wondering where the next ball will

strike, and whether it will crush a hole

right through us, wasting rich human
life, and scattering our decks with torn-

off limbs and running pools of blood.

Quickly as possible we up anchor and

away, and soon are out of reach of balls,

which splash the water not a ship's

length from us. Even then we invol-

untarily dodge behind some pine board

or other equally serviceable screen ; and

a newspaper, if that were nearest, would

be used for the same purpose—so say

those who have tasted many a naval

fight. In fact, the dodge is as often

after the ball has hit as before, as this

story of one of our brave quartermas-

ters will prove : Under fire from rebel

batteries, he noted the cloud of smoke

which burst from one of the fort's em-

brazures—watched sharply for the ball

—heard the distant roar and its cutting

whiz overhead—watched still further,

saw it fall into the sea beyond, and

then sang out to the captain, ' There it

fell, sir !
' and like lightning dodged

behind a mast, as though the necessity

had but just occurred to him.

As our rebel friends see their shot

falling short of us, the firing ceases,

and thus harmlessly ends the action

which for a few moments threatened so

much, teaching us the folly of too near

approaches to land, or attempts to bat-

ter down, to which we have often been

tempted, the earthworks daily erecting.

It is folly to attempt it, because the

disabling of these few blockade steam-

ers would open the port to all wTho

choose to barter with our Southern

foes ; and, en passant, this will explain

why here and elsewhere the rebels build

their works under the very noses of our

men-of-war. Thus a vessel runs the

blockade, and takes into them English

Whitworth guns, which send balls fly-

ing through the air a good five miles,

and whose range is longer than our far-

famed Parrott rifled cannon. These
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Whitworths they place concealed in

hillsides, or in forests back of the places

where they build the regular fort to

protect them. If our vessels approach

to batter down these germs of forts, fire

is opened on us from these long ran-

gers, and nine chances out of ten we are

disabled before we can so much as

touch them with our guns ; so that for

ourselves we accomplish nothing, there-

by benefiting them.

Week days and Sundays pass on alike

as far as outside incident is concerned,

but new features in each other open to

view as time goes on. Naval discipline

develops the bump of reverence, or at

any rate fosters it for a time, and to

the volunteer in his first days or weeks
passed on board a man-of-war, the dig-

nified captain in the retirement of his

cabin is an object of veneration, and
the slight peculiarities of some other

officers, merely ornamental additions to

shining characters. On a Sunday, for

instance, in the early part of the cruise,

the said bump receives as it were a

strengthening plaster, at the sight of

officers and men in full dress—the first

resplendent in gold-banded caps—mul-
tiplied buttons—shining sword hilts,

et cetera, et cetera, and the men in

white ducks, blue shirts, et cetera, scat-

tered about the decks in picturesque

groups. The captain, from the fact of

his occupying a private cabin, and see-

ing the officers merely to give orders or

receive reports in the line of their duty,

comes but little in contact with them,

and, as there is a certain idea of gran-

deur in isolation, obliges a degree of

reverence not accorded to those with
whom one is in constant intercourse.

A slight feeling of superiority always
exists in the minds of those of the re«--O
ular navy over the volunteer officers,

and though at first the ward-room mess
all seemed ' hail fellow, well met,' fa-

miliarity develops various traits and
tendencies, which, in a mess of eight or

nine, will not be persuaded to form a

harmonious whole. Our lieutenant, for

instance, who, in the first days of the

VOL. VI.-

cruise, appeared a compound of all the

Christian graces, and a ' pattern of a

gentleman,' develops a pleasant little

tendency to swear viciously on slight

provocation, and, though rather afraid

to indulge his propensities to the full,

lest the rules of naval service be vio-

lated, and disgrace follow, still recre-

ates himself privately, by pinching the

little messenger boys till they dance,

and gritting his teeth, as if he longed

to do more, but didn't dare. It is won-

derful how salt water develops char-

acter. Our (on land) debonnaire, chival-

rous executive, is merged in the swear-

ing blackguard as far as he can be ; and
yet strange as it may seem, no man can

be braver in time of danger, or appar-

ently more forgetful of self. Our pay-

master, too, has suffered a sea change :

the gentleman is put away with his

Sunday uniform, and taken out to air

only when it is politic to do so : wine
and cigars, owned by somebody else,

occasion its instant appearance. No
man on ship can show more deference

for another's feelings where the captain

is concerned ; no man more thorough

disregard where the sailors come into

question. Yet this man has also his

redeeming points or point, made per-

ceptible by a solitary remark, remem-
bered in his favor at times when the

inclination has been to call him a hypo-

critical scoundrel. One of the mess,

rather given to profanity, said to him
one day :

' Paymaster, what's the rea-

son you never swear ?
'

' Because,' was
the answer, ' I never set an example at

home which I would not wish my chil-

dren to follow, and so I've got out of

the way of it.'

Various criticisms might be made on

officers and men : there are characters

enough among them to furnish material

for a volume. Some are moderately

patriotic, but would have been as much
so on the other side, had as strong in-

ducements been held out in the way of

'loaves and fishes.' Others love the

cause for itself, and hold life cheap if

its sacrifice may in any way advance it.
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Blockade duty is perhaps a harder

test of this love than actual field

service ; and as months pass on, it be-

comes almost unendurable. The first

few days can be taken up in sight see-

ing on board, and the most novel of

these said sights is the drill which fol-

lows the daily call to quarters. The
rapid roll of the drum is the signal

:

here, there, everywhere, on berth deck,

spar deck, quarter deck, men spring to

their feet, jump from their hammocks,

and every door and passage way is

blocked up by the crowd, who rush to

their respective quarters, and about the

armory, each seeking to be the first,

who, fully equipped with cutlass, gun,

and sabre-bayonet affixed, shall be in

his place. Another instant, and all

stand about their several guns in rows,

awaiting orders from their officers, who
sing out in clear commanding tones, as

though a real fight were impending

:

' Pass 9-inch shell and load !
' They

drive it home. ' Now run out ! train

her two points off port quarter
; elevate

for five hundred yards ! Fire ! Run
her in ! Run out starboard gun ! Run
her home ! Train her three points off

starboard quarter ! Fire !

'

High up on the bridge of the hurri-

cane deck, stands the first lieutenant,

overlooking the men as they work the

guns, train, load, run out, and mimic

fire. Suddenly he shouts through the

trumpet :
' Boarders and pikemen at

port quarter ! First boarders advance !

Second boarders advance ! Repel

boarders ! Retreat boarders ! Pike-

men cover cutlass division ! Fire !

Repel boarders ! ' The second hand
scarcely sweeps over a quarter of its

dial before the men have crowded

around the port bulwarks, and are

slashing the air with a most Quixotic

fury—then crouch on bent knee, to make
ready their pistols, while in their rear,

marines and pikemen, musket and rifle

armed, snap their pieces, and pour into

an imaginary foe a vast volley of im-

aginary balls ; then pierce the air with

savage bayonet thrusts. The farce, and

yet a most useful farce, is gone through

with. The retreat is ordered to be

beat, and all retire ; refill the armory

with their deadly rifles and side arms,

and then return to their respective

watches, work, or recreation—some
gathering round a canvas checker

board
; some polishing up bright work

;

others making pants, shirts, or coats,

or braiding light straw hats. Some
are aloft, and watching with eager eyes

to catch the first glimpse of a sail on
the distant horizon ; and this he must
do from his loftly outlook before the

officer of the deck or quartermaster

espies one, as they sweep the sky with

their long-reaching glasses—else he

may suffer reprimand and prison fare.

These and our meals are epochs

which measure out the time, between

which the minutes and hours pass most

wearily, and are filled with longings for

home or some welcome words from

there, the next meal, or the drum beat

to quarters. Said one to me whose
time is not used up as is that of the

watch officers, by four-hour watches

twice in the twenty-four hours :
' When

breakfast's done, the next thing I look

forward to is dinner, and when that's

done, I look for supper time, and then

wait in patience till the clock strikes

ten, and the * master at arms ' knocks

at our several doors, saying :
' Four

bells, gentlemen ; lights out, sirs.' ' So

time drags often for weeks together.

No new excitement fills the head with

thought, and more or less of ennui

takes hold on all. In fact, some con-

sider life on shipboard not many re-

moves from prison life ; and a man over-

flowing with the sap of life, whose mus-

cles from head to foot tingle for a good

mile run across some open field, a

tramp through a grand forest, or climb

of some mountain crag, and who loves

the freedom of good solid terra firma

—he, I say, feels like a close-caged lion.

After every calm comes a storm, and

so, after weeks of listless waiting, doing

nothing, seeing nothing, hearing noth-

ing, a very gale of bustle comes on.
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' Sail ho !
' comes from the lookout

aloft. ' One point off our starboard

bow ! '
l Man the windlass and up an-

chor ! ' shouts the officer of the deck,

as the strange sail bears down steadily

toward us, finally showing signals

which tell us she's a friend and brings

a mail. The Iroquois steams out to

meet her ; their anchors drop, and they

hold friendly confab. We, too, soon

come up, and hear that letters, papers,

fresh meat, and ice await us, on the

good old Bay State steamer Massachu-

setts. "We prepare to lower boats and

get our goodies, when we are told from

the Iroquois that a sail lies far off to

the K. N. E., and are ordered off on

chase. 'It never rains but it pours,'

think we. Letters, goodies, and now
a chance at a prize !

' Begone dull

care ! '
' Ay, ay, sir

!
' responds swift-

vanishing ennui, as our eyes are strain-

ed in the direction we were told the

vessel was seen. No sign of one yet

;

but as we enter on our second mile, our

lookout cries for the first time :
' A

sail ! dead ahead, sir !

' After a five

miles' run, we near the vessel sufficient-

ly to make out that she is the brig

Perry, one of Uncle Sam's swiftest sail-

ing vessels, and so we quit chasing, and

return to get our letters and provisions

ere the Massachusetts starts again. An
hour from our first meeting we are

back, and find her heaving anchor to

be off, for she runs on time, and may
not delay here ; so haste away with the

boats, or we lose mails, provisions, and

all. The boat returns well laden with

barrels of potatoes, quarter of beef, and

chunks of ice, but no mail. ' Letters

and papers all sent on board the Iro-

quois,' says the Massachusetts ; so if we
have any, there they are, but no word
of any for us is sent ; so with hearts dis-

appointed, but stomachs rejoicing in

the prospect of ice water and fresh

meat, we settle down.

Our tongues, under red-tape discipline,

keep mum, but inwardly we protest

against this deprivation, brought about

by the wild-goose chase on which we

were ordered. Well, to-morrow the

State of Georgia is expected down from

Beaufort, and she will bring us a mail,

we hope. The morrow comes, and at

daydawn she heaves in sight, just halt-

ing as she nears the flagship, to report

herself returned all right, and then

down toward us—with a mail, we trust.

She is hardly ten ship's lengths away,

when she spies a sail to southward,

notifies us, and we both make chase.

She is deeply laden, we but lightly, so

we soon outstrip her, and overtake the

sail, which is a schooner, and looks sus-

picious, very. We order her to ' heave

to,' which order is wilfully or unwit-

tingly misunderstood. At any rate she

does not slacken her speed, till she finds

our guns brought to bear, and we
nearly running her down. Then she

stops : we send a boat with officers and

men to board her and see if we have

really a prize, and all is excitement.

One officer offers his share for ten dol-

lars—another for twenty—a third for a

V, and one for fifty cents ; but would-be

salesmen of their shares are far more

numerous than buyers. And soon the

boat returns, reporting the vessel as

bound for Port Royal, with coffee,

sugar, and sutlers' stores. Her papers

are all right, and she may go on with-

out further hinderance. Now back to

the State of Georgia for our mails.

' Our mails ! our mails !
' is the hungry

cry of our almost homesick hearts. As

we get within hailing distance, we sing

out for our letters, and are answered

:

1 While you were chasing the schooner,

we left your mail on board the Iro-

quois.' * The devil you did !
' say some

in bitter disappointment, but red . tape

demands that we wait till the flagship

sees fit to signal us to come for letters.

The hours pass wearily. We have

waited weeks for home news, and, now
that it is here, we must wait again—

a

day, two days—a week even, if it suits

the flagship's convenience. At last the

signals float and read :
' Letters for the

; come and get them.'

At last ! The seals are broken and we
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read the news. One tells of a sick

mother, dying, and longing to see her

son. Another is fromM 's lady love :

we know by the way he blushes, the

fine hand and closely written pages,

and various other symptoms. And our

fleet of ironclads are busy at Charles-

ton. Heaven help the cause they work
for ! Now we must hasten with our

answers, to have them ready for send-

ing at a moment's notice, when it is

signalled :
' A vessel bound North, and

will carry your mails, if ready.'

As the sun goes down, the horizon is

lit up with bonfires stretching along

the coast for miles. ' These fires mean
something,' we say knowingly ; ' depend

upon it, the rebs expect some vessel in

to-night.' Nothing came of it, how-

ever, though the following afternoon

we saw a steamer with two smoke
stacks come down the river and take a

look, perhaps to see as to her chances

of getting out that night. The twilight

darkened into night, and night wore on

into the small hours, and now we gazed

into the gloom anxiously, for at this

time, if any, she would seek to run out.

With straining eyes and the most in-

tense quiet, we listen for the sound of

paddle wheels. A stranger passing

along our decks, seeing in the darkness

the shadowy forms of men crouched in

listening attitudes, would have fancied

himself among a body of Indians

watching stealthily some savage prey.

The night passes on
;
gray dawn tells

of the sun's approach, and soon his

streaming splendor lights up sea and
land. We look to see if our hoped-for

prize still waits in the river, but no

—

she is not there. The day wears on
and still no signs of her. If she has

slipped by us, it is through the mouth
and not the inlet, we feel sure, but still

are chagrined, and, doubting the possi-

bility of ever catching one, go to bed

with the blues.

The next day we brighten up a little,

to be saddened the more, for the Mas-

sachusetts on her return trip tells us

that, so far from there being good news

from Charleston, we have only the

worst to hear. The brave little Keo-

kuk is riddled with balls and sunk,

and the fleet of ironclads have retired

from before the city. It is a costly ex-

perience, though it may yet bear pre-

cious fruit, for they tell us it has re-

vealed what was necessary to make our

next attack successful. What it is, we
cannot learn, the authorities meaning

in the future, doubtless, to wait till

deeds have won them praise, before

they make promises of great work.

Night draws on again, and we move
in toward shore. Signal lights are

burning, and huge bonfires, built be-

hind the forests, that their glare may
not light up the water, but their reflec-*

tion against the background of the sky

shows blockade runners the lay and

bearings of the land. Something will

surely be done to-night, and we keep

vigilant watch. Two o'clock a. m.,

and a sound is heard, whether of pad-

dle wheels, surf on the beach, or blow-

ing off of steam, we cannot tell. ' It's

paddle wheels,' says our ensign, and

reports quickly to the captain. The
first lieutenant springs on deck, a steam

whistle is heard, so faint that only

steam-taught ears know the sound, and

word is passed to slip our chain and an-

chor, and make chase in the direction

of the sound. They spring to the chain

and work with a will to unshackle it

quickly, but things are not as they

should be ; the hammer is not at hand,

and the pins not fixed for speedy slip-

ping out, even when struck a sharp,

heavy blow. ' I think I see a dark ob-

ject off" the direction of the sound we
heard, sir,' says some one. * Confound

the chain ! will it never unshackle ?

'

they exclaim, as they seek to unloose it.

At last it slips, we steam up, and are

off in pursuit, but which way shall we
turn, and where shall we chase ? There

is no guiding sound now, and we pad-

dle cautiously on, spending the balance

of the night in this blind work, feeling

for the prize which has slipped from

our fingers, for, as day dawns, we see a
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large steamer, safe under the walls of

the fort. If disappointments make
philosophers, we ought to rank with

Diogenes.

The next day is filled with growls

and ' ifs ' and ' ands,' and if this had

been so and so,' and ' but for that neg-

lect, which we shall know how to avoid

next time,' etc., etc. The afternoon of

another day comes on, and then a sail

is descried, and off we go after it.

Seven or eight miles' run brings us

close to it ; still it pays no attention,

but keeps straight on. The captain

orders a ball to be fired across her

bows, which explodes so near as to

splash great jets of water over them.

Her crew and captain strike sail, and

let go halliards, while they fly behind

masts, down cockpit, or wherever they

can get for safety. Finding no further

harm is meant than to bring them to,

they answer back our hail—say they

are going to Beaufort, quite a different

direction from the one they are head-

ing—and seem generally confused. As

an excuse they say their compass is

out of order, and as they appear to be

wreckers, we allow them to go on with-

out further molestation, and steam back

to our moorings, consoling ourselves by

the fact that these bootless chases are

using up coal, and thereby hastening

the time of our going to Beaufort to

coal up, where we shall have a chance

to step once more on terraJirma.

Another night passes, and there are

no indications of runners having tried

to escape us ; but at sunrise we see, far

to the south, a schooner, and soon the

flagship signals that a prize has been

taken by one of our fleet. It looks very

much like the schooner we let go yes-

terday, and our head officers swear, if it

is that schooner, never to let another go
so easily. One declares the vessel is

loaded with cotton, and worth at least

$100,000, but that, notwithstanding,

he will sell his share for $500 in good
gold. No one bids so high. Our en-

sign offers his for one dollar, and the

paymaster sells his to the surgeon for

fifty cents, the magnificence of which

bargain the latter learns from the cap-

tain, who says his share will be about

seven and a half cents ! We steam

alongside, and learn that our prize is

the schooner St. George, bound for

Wilmington, via the Bermudas, with a

cargo of salt, saltpetre, etc., and worth

perhaps four thousand dollars. We
send our prize list on board the flag-

ship, and have a nice chat over the

capture. It puts us in good humor,

and our vessels chassee around each

other till afternoon, when we separate,

to hear shortly that the schooner, on
being searched, has disclosed rich mer-

chandise, gold, Whitworth guns, &c,
hidden under her nominal cargo of

salt. So hurra again for our prize

list ! This almost makes up for the loss

of the steamer.

As we are on the point of letting go

our anchor, the distant boom of cannon
is heard, and the flagship orders us to

repair to the seat of danger with all

speed. We haste away, and as we go,

hear a third -gun fired. It comes from

the direction of the brig Perry, and we
cut through the water toward it, at a

twelve-knot rate, for a good half hour,

but hearing no more firing, put in near

the shore to watch for the rebel vessel,

as we think those guns were intended

to put us on our guard. It soon grows
dark ; lights are ordered out, and each

man blinds his port. No talking above

a whisper must be heard
; we are to be

still as an arctic night. Midnight

passes, and lights still flicker along the

shore. It is so dark we cannot see the

land, though not more than a mile from

it, and only know what it is by our

compass and bearings, and the fires

which lighten up the clouds in spots

right over them. One, two, and three

o'clock have passed ; no sail or sound

yet, and the night so dark we cannot

see a ship's length away. Half past

three, and we begin to heave anchor.

The rattle of the chains is just enough

to drown the sound of paddle wheels

should a steamer approach, and the
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sound of her own wheels would in turn

drown our noise ; so if one does run

in to land, it may be over us, for any

warning we should have of its where-

about.

Suddenly the acting master jumps,

looks for an instant across the bows
into the thick darkness, and bids a boy

report to the captain and lieutenant ' a

vessel almost on us.' The man at the

windlass is stopped, unshackles the

chain, and lets the anchor go with a

buoy attached. Captain and lieutenant

come on deck, and order to blaze away
with our fifty-pound Parrott. Crash !

through the still air rings the sharp re-

port, and the ball goes whizzing

through the gloom, in the direction

the vessel was seen. The bright flash

of the gun, and the thick cloud of

smoke make the darkness tenfold more
impenetrable. For half an hour, we
chase in every direction, then fire again

toward the shore. It is just four ; a

gray light is working up through the

mist, and we catch the faintest glimpse

of the Daylight, one of our fleet. A
few minutes later, and we see a speck

near the shore, which the spyglass

shows to be the steamer we chased and

fired after in the night. The surf beats

about her ; in her frantic efforts to es-

cape, she in the darkness has been run

ashore by our close pursuit. We steam

up, to get within range and destroy, if

we cannot take her, when the Daylight,

now*discovering her, opens fire. Once,

twice, three times she has banged away
a broadside at the rebel sidewheel, and
now the batteries on shore in turn open

fire on her. The sea fog hangs like a

shroud over and between us' and the

land, which looms up mysteriously,

stretching its gray length along the west-

ern horizon. Spots of fire bursting from

the midst of it, tear through the fog cloud

right at us. It seems, in its vast, vague

undefinedness, rather an old-time drag-

on, with mouth spouting fire and thun-

der, than harmless earth. The smoke
of our own guns settles around us ; our

ears ring with our own firing : the ex-

citement of the moment is intense. The
jets of flame seem to spout right at one,

and the inclination to dodge becomes

very strong. The Daylight has stopped

firing : what is the matter ? The fog

lifts slightly, and as the flagship ad-

vances to join in the fight, we see that

the Daylight is moving back to reload

and let her pass in, which she does, en-

tering the circle of the rebel fire be-

tween us and them. She finds it out

quickly, for their guns are brought to

bear on her, and the balls strike the

water frightfully near. She turns, but,

as she leaves the fiery circle, delivers,

one after the other, a whole broadside

of guns, followed by the Penobscot,

who too gives them a few iron pills.

From six to eight A. m., the vessels

gather in a cluster at safe distance from

the land, and the commanders of the

different vessels repair on board the

flagship to consult what next shall be

done. Meanwhile the spyglass shows

crowds of rebels along the shore, and
great efforts seem to be making to get

the steamer off. Puffs of steam and
clouds of black smoke from her chim-

neys show that she is blowing off

steam, firing up, and pushing hard

against the shore. Now her paddle

wheels are working ; her stern is afloat.

Again and again it is reported, ' She's

getting herself off the beach ; she'll

soon be off
!

' but it does not appear to

hasten the powers that be, who appa-

rently have decided that, as it will not

be high tide till nearly one p. St., she is

safely aground till then.

Finally, after long delay, it is decided

that all hands shall be piped to break-

fast, and we go in for a regular fight

afterward. So the boatswain blows

his whistle, and each man goes to his

mess. Breakfast is leisurely gone

through with, and then the drum beats

all to quarters. And now it looks like

serious work. Men gather round their

guns eager for battle, and the surgeon

stands ready, instruments before him,

for whatever may come. But hardly

are they ready for the fight, when the
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rebel steamer, with its traitor flag float-

ing high in air, has extricated itself

from the beach, and is steaming down
the coast as fast as it can go. The

golden opportunity is lost—was lost

when the morning hour was spent in

unnecessary discussion, eating, and

drinking. Still they try to make up

for lost time by rapid firing now, for

she may be taking in a precious and

comforting cargo of arms and other,

stores of war. The shots fall close

about her, but a little short. Whit-

worth guns protect her as she goes, for

our steamers dare not venture too near

land, lest some long-range ball smash

through their steam chests. The bat-

teries from which the rebels fired were

mostly erected after the steamer ran

ashore, and seemed to consist princi-

pally of field pieces and guns hastily

drawn to the spot, with no earthworks

to protect them. This speedy work of

theirs was in strong contrast to our

slow motions. With a spyglass we
could see telegraph poles stretched

along the shore. The steamer had
probably not been ashore one hour,

when eight miles south to the fort, and
eight or ten miles north to Wilming-

ton, the news had spread of its arrival,

and busy hands bestirred themselves,

dragging up guns and ammunition to

cover their stranded prize. As soon as

sunlight lit up the beach, squads of

men were seen pulling at ropes to work
the vessel off the sandy beach. While
they were thus engaged, breakfast was
being quietly eaten on board our ves-

sels ! We kept up our fire till the

steamer got under the guns of the fort

and out of our reach, and then retired
;

and so ended our chase in nothing but

noise and smoke.

We have given the reader a clue to a

little of the inefficiency of the Wil-

mington blockade. In our next paper,

we shall endeavor to picture some of

the effects of naval life on character,

and the strange experiences one can

have on shipboard, even in the monot-

ony of life on a blockader.

BUCKLE, DRAPER; CHURCH AND STATE.

FOURTH PAPER.

In the first paper of this series, refer-

ence was made to the Principles of

Unity and Individuality as dominating

over distinctive epochs of the world's

progress ; and certain characteristics

of each epoch were pointed out wmich

may be briefly recapitulated. Up to a

period of time which is commonly said

to commence with the publication of

Lord Bacon's Novum Organum, the pre-

ponderating tendency in all the affairs

of Society—in Government, in Religion,

in Thought, in Practical Activities

—

was convergent and toward Consolida-

tion, Centralization, Order, or, in one
word, Unity ; with a minor reference

only to Freedom, Independence, or In-

dividuality. A change then took place,

and the Tendency to Unity began to

yield, as the major or chief tendency in

society, to the opposite or divergent

drift toward Disunity or Individual-

ity, which gradually came to be pre-

eminently active. The Spirit of Disin-

tegration which thus arose, has exhib-

ited and is still exhibiting itself in Re-

ligious affairs, by the destruction of the

integrality of the Church, and its di-

vision into numerous sects ; and in the

State, by the Democratic principle of

popular rule, as opposed to the Monar-

chical theory of the supremacy of one.
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We have now arrived, in the course

of our development as a race, at the

culminating point of the second Stage

of Progress—the Era of Individuality.

The predominant tendency of our time

in things Religious, Governmental, In-

tellectual, and Practical, is toward the

utter rejection of all clogs upon the

personal freedom of Man or Woman.
This is seen by the neglect into which
institutions of all kinds tend to fall,

and the disrespect in which they are

held ; in the movements for the aboli-

tion of Slavery and Serfdom ; in the

recognition of the people's right of

rule, even in Monarchical countries

;

more radically in the Woman's Rights

Crusade, and in the absolute rejection,

by the School of Reformers known
as Individualists, of all governmental

authority other than that voluntarily

accepted, as an infringement of the in-

dividual's inherent right of self-sov-

ereignty.

This Spirit of Individuality, this de-

sire to throw off all trammels, and to live

in the atmosphere of one's own person-

ality, exhibits itself in a marked degree

in the literature of our day. It is the

animating spirit of John Stuart Mill's

work ' On Liberty '—a work which, as

the writer has elsewhere shown, was
substantially borrowed, although with-

out any openly avowed acknowledg-

ment of indebtedness, from an Ameri-

can publication. It is this spirit which

has inspired some of the most remarka-

ble of Herbert Spencer's Essays ; and
is distinctively apparent in the Fourth

one of the Propositions which Mr.

Buckle affirms to be ' the basis of the

history of civilization ; ' and in the gen-

eral tenor of Prof. Draper's Intellectual

Development of Europe.

The gist of this doctrine of Individ-

uality, as it is now largely prevalent in

respect to the institutions of the Church

and the State, and which is squarely

affirmed in the proposition above men-
tioned, is this : Men and Women do
not wish nor do they need a Spiritual

Society to teach them what to believe,

nor a Political Society to teach them
what to do. If they are simply left

alone, they will thrive well enough. An
Ecclesiastical Organization is not only

useless, but positively injurious ; it is a

decided hinderance to the progress of

humanity ; and the same is true of a

Civil Organization, except in so far as

it serves the purpose of protection to

person and property.

It is intended to show in this article

the erroneousness of this doctrine ; to

point out that Religious and Political

Institutions have, in the past, been

great aids to human advancement

;

that they are still so ; and will be in

the future. In this manner we shall

meet the arguments of those who re-

gard such institutions as having always

been unnecessary and a hinderance ; and

of those who, while considering them

as essential in the past, believe that

they are now becoming obsolete, are

detrimental to the cause of human
progress, and in the future to be wholly

dispensed with.

Mankind in its entirety resembles a

pyramid. At the base are the ignorant

and superstitious nations of the earth,

comprising the great majority of its in-

habitants. A step higher includes the

next greatest number of nations, in

which the people are less ignorant and

less degraded, but still very low as re-

spects organization and culture. So,

as we rise in the scale of national de-

velopment, the lines of inclusion con-

tinually narrow, until we reach the

apex, occupied by the most advanced

nation or nations.

That which is true of nations is so

of classes and of individuals composing

classes. Every community has its nat-

ural aristocracy, its superior men and

women. These constitute the top of

the pyramid of Society ; and comprise

those inwhom intellectual powers, moral

purposes, and practical capacities are

most highly developed and combined.

Below them comes the somewhat larger

body of persons who are less endowed
in respect to the qualities just enumer-
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ated. Below these comes, in turn, the

still greater congregation who are still

less gifted ; and so on, the number in-

creasing as the range of general capa-

city decreases, until we reach the layer

which embodies the great mass of So-

ciety ; who, though measurably affec-

tionate, well-intentioned, and docile,

are ignorant, superstitious, and simple

minded, wanting in any large degree

of high moral purpose, and constantly

prone to the development of the vi-

cious and depraved passions incident

to this lower stratum of life.

It is evident that to meet the needs

of these widely different grades of in-

dividuals, widely different manners,

customs, and institutions are indis-

pensable. Culture, delicacy, and intel-

ligence have their own attractions,

which are wholly diverse from those

of crudeness, coarseness, and simplicity.

The surroundings which would bring

happiness to the lover of art or the

man of large mental endowment, would
render miserable the peasant who still

lacked the development to appreciate

the elegancies of refinement ; while the

tidy cottage and plain comforts which
might constitute the paradise of the

humble and illiterate rustic, would be

utterly inadequate to the requirements

of larger and more highly organized

natures.

The Constitution and Structure of

Society should be of such a nature,

therefore, for the purposes of human
growth and happiness, as to allow the

needs and wants of every one of its

members to be adequately supplied. As
yet there has been no such arrangement

of our social organization. In nations

governed by Monarchical or Aristo-

cratic rule, the institutions of the coun-

try are made to satisfy the demands of

the privileged classes ; with scarcely

any reference to the wants of the mass-

es. In Democratic communities, the

opposite method is adopted ; and the

character of their public organizations

and of their public opinion—the latter

always the most despotic of institutions

—is determined by the average notions

of the middle class, which ordinarily

furnishes the bulk of the voters ; with

little consideration to the desires of the

higher or the necessities of the lower

orders.

The institutions of any people, civil

or religious, are, therefore, representa-

tive, in the main, of the state of devel-

opment of the dominant and control-

ling class in the community. In a Mo-
narchical or Aristocratic nation it is

the upper portion of the body politic

whose condition is chiefly indicated.

In this case, the manners, customs,

laws, etc., of the country are in advance

of the great body of the people, who
have yet to grow up to them. In Dem-
ocratic states, the manners, customs,

laws, etc., conform to the stage of ad-

vancement which the majority of the

people have reached. They are thus

above the level of the lower classes, wTho
are not sufficiently developed to par-

ticipate in their full benefits ; and below

the capacity of the superior ranks,

who, though fitted for the right use

and enjoyment of more liberal and

higher social adaptations, are neverthe-

less obliged to cramp their natures

and dwarf their activities to the meas-

ure of the capacities of the more numer-

ous circle of citizens.

Three classes have thus far been

named as the personnel of any Society.

There is, however, a body of individ-

uals which, although made up of per-

sons from the three classes above indi-

cated, constitute, in a peculiar sense, a

distinct order. This includes the Phi-

losophers, Poets, Scientists—the Think-

ers of all kinds—who are in advance

of the best institutions of either Mon-
archical or Democratic countries

; who
see farther into the future than even

the great bulk of men of intelligence

and high development ; who especially

understand the transient nature and

inadequate provisions of existing so-

cieties, and feel the need of better con-

ditions for intellectual, social, and moral

growth.
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It is from this body of men that

the incentives to progress chiefly

spring. They behold the errors which

encumber old systems—they are, in-

deed, too apt to conceive them as

wholly composed of errors. To them,

the common and current beliefs appear

to be simply superstitious. It irks

them that humanity should wallow in

its ignorance and blindness. They
chafe and fret against the organizations

which embody and foster what they

are firmly convinced is all false. The
Church is, in their eyes, only a vast ag-

glomeration of priests, some of them
self-deceived through ignorance ; most

of them not so, but deliberately bol-

stering up an obsolete faith for place,

profit, and power. The State, both as

existing in the past and now, is like-

wise, in their understanding, a tremen-

dous engine of tyranny, keeping the

light of knowledge from the masses

;

withholding liberty ; and hindering

the prosperity of mankind.

That there is much truth in such

opinions, too much by far, is not to be

denied. That Society needs regenera-

tion in all departments of its life—po-

litical, religious, industrial, and social

—is plainly apparent. But there is an

essential omission in the kind of reform

which is spontaneously taking place at

this time, and which is lauded by Mill,

Buckle, Spencer, Draper, and the ad-

vanced Thinkers of the day generally,

as the true direction in which change

should be made ; an omission which
will bring Society to disastrous revolu-

tion, even, it may be, to fatal overthrow,

unless supplied.

The tendency of modern reform in

reference to the institutions of Church

and State—and these, in the sense in

which they are here used, include all

other institutions—is, as has been said,

to do away with the former altogether,

and to restrict the latter to the sole

functions of protection of person and
property. Reformatory ideas come, it

has also been said, from that small cir-

cle of men and women in Society, who

are in advance of the general develop-

ment of the age even as represented in

the superior class—meaning by this, the

class which, in the average estimate, oc-

cupies the highest position
; as, for in-

stance, the Aristocracy in England, and
the Wealthy Families of America.

Human Society, in all its Institu-

tions, has been, thus far in the his-

tory of the world, a thing of spontane-

ous, Instinctual, or automatic growth.

There has never been and is not to-

day, so far as is publicly known, any

Science of Social Organization ; any

System of Laws or Principles embody-
ing the true mode of Social Construc-

tion. There has not been, in other

words, any discovery of the right Prin-

ciples upon which the affairs of man-
kind should be conducted in reference

to their mutual ' relationships ; and
hence, there is no real knowledge, but

only conjecture, of what are the right

relations. Might has always been the

accepted Right and the only Standard

of Right in the regulation of Society.

The opinions of the Ruling Power give

tone to human thought and action.

While Kings and Oligarchies were in

the ascendency, the Standard of Right

—the King's or the Oligarchs' will

—

were based on his or their ideas of

right. Later, when the People secured

the conduct of their own affairs, the

voice of the Majority became the voice

of God, as expressed in the popular

motto : Vox populi, vox Dei.

Having then no Standard of true So-

cial Organization, it is natural, though

short sighted, that the reformatory par-

ty—perceiving the insufficiencies and

drawbacks of our present Societary

Arrangements, feeling that they have

no need of the Governmental and Reli-

gious institutions of the day, that these

are, indeed, rather hinderances than

aids to their progress—should think

that the people of the whole world, of

the civilized nations, or of one civilized

nation, at least, were in like state of

preparation, and that those Institutions

could be safely and advantageously dis-
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pensed with. There could scarcely be

a greater mistake. There are but com-

paratively few individuals in the world

who are so highly developed in their

intellectual and moral capacities, and

in practical ability also, as to be com-

petent to be a law unto themselves in

the general conduct of life. The great

mass of mankind, even in the most ad-

vanced communities, need still the

guiding hand of a wisely constituted

and really paternal Government, and

the religious admonitions of a true

priesthood. The greatest danger with

which Society is threatened in modern

times, arises from the lack of these es-

sential concomitants of any high civil-

ization. The degradation, squalor, ig-

norance, and brutality of the lowest

classes ; the irreverence, disrespect, dis-

honesty, and moral blindness of the

middle orders ; and the apathy, heart-

lessness, unscrupulousness, selfishness,

cupidity, and irreligion of the upper

stratum of Society, are alike due to the

absence of a rightly organized State,

which should command the allegiance,

and of a rightly constituted Church,

which should absorb the devotion,

of the whole community.

The Constitution of Society must be

moulded with reference to the charac-

ter of the individuals in it. Of these,

some are sagacious, executive, intel-

ligent, benevolent, sympathetic, philan-

thropic, self-reliant
;
possessed of all the

qualities, in fine, which inspire respect

and confidence in their fellow men, and
cause them to be recognized as leaders.

Others are timid, ignorant, feeble-

minded, credulous, prone to lean upon
others, hero worshippers

;
people whose

natural bent it is to follow some one in

whom they put faith. The sentiment

of loyalty is inherent in the human
breast, and will find an object whereon

to fasten. At one time it is an Alexan-

der ; then a Washington, a Napoleon,

or a "Wellington
; at another, a Clay, a

Webster, or a Grant. There are ranks

and orders in Society as there are ranks

and orders among individuals. And as

the inherent rank of an individual is,

as a general rule, recognized and ac-

corded, no matter what may be the

social constitution of the land in which

he lives, so it is with classes. Theo-

retically, all individuals and orders are

equal in the United States. But the

Law of Nature is stronger than the

laws of man ; and the men and women
of superior endowment in moral pow-

er, intellectual force, or practical abil-

ity, receive the voluntary homage of

those who feel themselves to be in-

ferior.

In considering the nature of the In-

stitutions which Society needs, we have

simply to consider by what mode we
may best provide for the normal tend-

encies which ever have been and ever

will be active in man. It is not in our

power to change these tendencies, nor

to prevent their play. But we may so

order our social polity as to assist their

natural drift, or to obstruct it. In the

one case, the affairs of the community
are conducted with harmony, and with

the least possible friction. In the oth-

er, they are discordant, and are forced

to reach their proximately proper ad-

justment through antagonism and

struggle. It is the difference between

the ship which flies swiftly to her des-

tined port with favoring winds, fair

skies, and peaceful seas, and one which
struggles wearily to her harbor through

adverse gales and stormy waves, bat-

tered, broken, and tempest tossed. The
great mass of the people have always

looked to the more highly developed

of their race for practical guidance in

the secular concerns of life, .and for

spiritual guidance in religious things.

That they have done so, and that the

Church and the State have been large

factors in the sum of human progress,

we shall presently see. We shall also

see brought out more distinctly and

clearly the fact, that the dominant

classes in Society, whether the form of

Government be a Monarchy, an Oli-

garchy, or a Democracy, are, in the

main, and except, perhaps, in transi-
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tional epochs, the classes who possess,

in reality, superior capacities of the

quality the age most requires in its

leaders.

In the earliest ages of the world,

when brute force was regarded as the

highest attribute of greatness, the men
of might, the renowned warriors, the

Nimrods and the Agamemnons, occu-

pied the highest pinnacle of Society,

and received homage from their fellows

as supreme men. Of their age they were

the supreme men. To our enlightened

epoch, the fighting heroes of the past

are but brutal bullies a little above the

level of the animals whose powers and
habits they so sedulously emulated.

But if we plant ourselves in thought

back in that savage era, if we reflect

that its habits and instincts were al-

most wholly physical, that the chief

controlling powers of the time were the

arm of might and superstition, and if

we ponder a moment upon the force of

will, the dauntless courage, the inexora-

ble rigor, the terrible energy, the cease-

less activity, and the gigantic personal

strength which must have combined in

a single man to have enabled him to

rule so turbulent and so animal a peo-

ple ; we shall be apt to understand that

the only being who could, in that age,

stand first among his fellows, must have

been the superior brute of all.

If we consider still further the fero-

cious natures of the men of that time,

we shall perceive the necessity which

existed for a strong Government, regu-

lating all the affairs of Society, and ad-

ministered by the most severe and sav-

age chieftain ; one who could hold all

others in subjection by the terror of his

might, preserve a semblance at least of

order in the community, and protect

his subjects from outside wrong.

But what could hold Mm in subjec-

tion—an irresponsible despot, without

human sympathy, without any awa-

kened sense of moral responsibility,

capricious, self-willed, ambitious, lust-

ful, vindictive, without self-control, and
possessing absolute power over the

lives and property of his subjects ?

Nothing but the dread of an offended

God or gods. And, as a consolidated

despotism, wielded by brute force, was
the best form of Government possible

in this age ; so a worship based chiefly

upon the incitements and terrors of re-

tributive law—the holding out of in-

ducements of reward for the good, and
of determents of direful punishment

for the wicked, in a future world—was
the best religion for which the time

was prepared.

Tracing the history of the world

down to later times, we shall find the

same state of things in society at large,

until a period which it is difficult to

fix, but which, we may say, did not

fairly begin until the beginning or the

middle of the eighteenth century.

Down to that time, physical force was
the dominant element among the na-

tions. The great warriors were still

the prominent men upon the stage of

action, though many of the brutal

characteristics of the earlier ages had
disappeared. The people were still ig-

norant, credulous, childlike, and looked

to the Feudal Aristocracy for direction

and support—an Aristocracy founded

on superiority of warlike talent ; thus

fitly representing the leading spirit of

the age, and the proper guardians of

the people in this warlike time. The
Catholic Church, and, at a later period,

the Protestant sects, held the upper

classes from oppressing the lower,

and taught the latter to respect and

defer to the former. The Feudal Lords

were thus the Social providence and

protection of the poor and weak, think-

ing and acting for them in things be-

yond their range of capacity ; while

these, in turn, performed the agricul-

tural and other labors to which they

were competent. Each class occupied

its appropriate position and fulfilled its

legitimate calling. The superior or-

ders held the superior situations ; and

were recognized for what they really

were, leaders and guides. The masses

of the community were faithful and
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obedient as followers. The Church in-

spired each with a feeling of devotion

to duty, protected the subject and con-

trolled the ruler. In its function of a

Governmental arrangement, the Feudal

System was admirably adapted to the

necessities of the time. In its religious

capacity, the Catholic Church was the

bulwark of Social order during the

Middle Ages.

About the period of time mentioned

above, the warlike spirit which had
theretofore pervaded the world and

controlled its destinies, began to yield

before the enlightenment of civilization.

Commercial, industrial, and intellec-

tual pursuits commenced to assume the

leading position among the interests

of Society. At the same time physical

force and hereditary blood began to

give way, as tokens of superior charac-

ter, to intellectual greatness and execu-

tive commercial ability. The struggle

which then commenced between the

Aristocracy of Birth and the Aristoc-

racy of Genius in all its forms, mental

or practical, is still pending in the Old

World. In America it has declared

itself in favor of the latter. The only

Noblemen here recognized are those of

Nature's make—those who bear in their

organizations and culture the stamp of

superiority. These are, in the main,

quickly recognized and acknowledged

;

whether they exhibit their genius in

the field of Literature, Science, Inven-

tion, Government, Religion, Art—or in

the thousand Commercial and Indus-

trial Enterprises which are characteris-

tic of this era, and especially of this

country.

With the breaking up of the Feudal

System and the advent of modern com-

mercial activities, a great change took

place in the organization of Society.

Under this system a community was, as

has been indicated, made up in such a

manner that the whole body formed,

so to speak, one family, having mutual

interests ; each individual performing

those functions—for the benefit of the

whole—for which he was, as a general

rule, best fitted. The most warlike,

sagacious, executive—those, in short,

who were best capacitated for leaders

and protectors, being at the head, and

looking after the welfare of the whole
;

while others occupied such stations and

rendered such services as their qualifi-

cations made them adequate to, in

subordination to these leaders. Thus

the interests of community were linked

immediately together. They formed

a grand Cooperative Association, in

which each member recognized his ob-

ligations to the whole body of associ-

ates, and to every individual associate,

and measurably fulfilled those obligations

as they were understood at that day.

The poor were not left to fall into star-

vation and misery for the want of

work ; there were no paupers ; and the

rich and powerful classes did not neg-

lect the affairs of the indigent and

weak as those who had no claim upon

them. On the contrary, they felt that

mankind were the children of one

Father, and their brethren. They felt

that their superior powers devolved

upon them accompanying responsibili-

ties ; that because they were compara-

tively far seeing and strong, they were

bound by all the nobler sentiments of

manhood to watch over and guide the

short sighted and the feeble. Under
the inspiration of the Catholic Church

—a Church whose persistent efforts

were ever devoted in a marked degree

to the amelioration of the physical no

less than the spiritual conditions of

humanity, a Church which strove in

the darkest hours of its history and al-

ways to stand between the helpless and

suffering and their oppressors—they

accepted this office and fulfilled its

functions. To the best of their under-

standing—with the light they then

had, considering the times in which

they lived, and the state of the world's

progress—they executed well and faith-

fully the duties which pertained to it.

Far better, indeed, as we shall present-

ly see, than the opulent and powerful

perform the same duties in our day.
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With the commencement of more
peaceful times and the gradual civiliza-

tion of Society, the necessity of personal

protection which had, in great measure,

given rise to the Feudal System, passed

away. Civil law acquired the protective

power which had formerly resided in the

arm of physical force. Travel became
safe. The accumulations of industry

were less liable to be wrenched from

their legitimate owner by the hand of

the robber. There was a rapid open-

ing up of intelligence among the masses.

Individual energy was stimulated.

Commerce received a wonderful impe-

tus. The bounds of personal freedom

were enlarged. Men felt no longer the

necessity of association for the sake of

safety. They felt, moreover, the rest-

less surging of new-born powers within

them ; and longed to give them exer-

cise. So the old forms of community
life were slowly broken up. Individ-

uals embarked in various enterprises

;

now no longer consociated with others

in mutual cooperation, but for their in-

dividual benefit. Thus competitive in-

dustry gradually supplanted the old

method of cooperative or associated in-

dustry, as seen in its crude and imper-

fect form, and the inauguration of the

false and selfish system which still pre-

vails began.

There could be but one result to a

mode of commercial and industrial

traffic and a system of labor and wages

which pits the various classes of Society

together in a strife for the wealth of

the world, the fundamental principle

of which strife is, that it is perfectly

right to talce advantage of the necessities

of our neighbors in order to obtain their

meansfor our own enrichment.

For this was the principle which in-

stinctively sprang up in the world as

the basis of business, and which has

never been changed. Traffic originated

in the necessities of life, and was ex-

tended by the desire to obtain wealth.

Each individual perceived some want in

his neighbor, and forthwith proceeded

to supply this want, charging just as

muchfor the thing supplied as the desire

for the article or his need of it would

force the person supplied to pay;
witlwut reference to tfte equitable price,

estimated with respect to the labor be-

stowed in supplying the want. This

principle of trade, originating in the

most complete selfishness, and, viewed
from any high moral point, both un-

just and dishonest, has always been

and is to-day the fundamental principle

of our Political Economy. That 'a

thing is worth what it will bring,' is a

basic axiom of all trade. The only

price which is recognized in commerce
is the market price ; which is, again,

wliat a commodity will bring. What
a commodity will bring is what the

necessities of mankind will make them
pay. Thus is exhibited the curious

spectacle of the existence of a Religion

which inculcates good will and love to

our neighbor as the foundation of all

true civilization and virtue, coexisting

side by side with a Commercial Sys-

tem, a relic, like slavery, of ancient bar-

barism, which forces all men to traffic

with each other on the principle that our

neighbor is an object of legitimate prey.

Of course, in a System of Competitive

Industry thus carried on, the wealth

of the world would fall into the hands

of those of superior powers
; while the

feeble, the stolid, and the ignorant

would be left poor and helpless. And,

as the different classes of the community
would be no longer directly associated

with each other in their labors and in-

terests, but would be, on the contrary,

competitors—and as the fact that there

had been free competition wrould be

held by all classes to absolve them

from any responsibility as to each

other's welfare—it would inevitably

result that the weaker orders should

fall into indigence, degradation, wretch-

edness, starvation, and premature death.

Such has been the case. With the

advent of Competitive Industry in Eu-

rope and America—to confine ourselves

to these countries—with the disintegra-

tion of the Social System in which the
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different classes were associated in mutu-

ally dependent and cooperative efforts

;

with the abrogation, on the part of the

superior body of citizens, of all respon-

sibility for, and direct interest in, the

affairs and comfort of the lower orders,

has come Pauperism, Social Instability,

and a degree of misery and depravity

among the poorest of the masses, never

before known in the history of the

world, all things being taken into con-

sideration. It is a well-known saying

of Political Economists, that the rich

are daily growing richer, and the poor

poorer. It might be added with truth :

and more degraded and dangerous.

The effects of this method of Com-
petitive Industry upon the higher class-

es have been scarcely less injurious,

though in a different direction. It has

bred an intense selfishness and an

apathy in respect to the sufferings of

others which no lover of his race can

contemplate without emotions of an-

guish. Not only is the idea of any

effort for the permanent relief of the

poorer classes, for taking them under

special care and making their welfare

the business of Society, not entertained

by any large number of persons ; but

those who do feel keenly the necessity

of such a step, and whose sympathies are

aroused by the sufferings of the masses

around them, are too deeply imbued

with the ease-loving spirit ofthe age, too

much wedded to their own comfort, to

take any active measures for the realiza-

tion of their desires, or to forego their

momentary interests to secure them.

The rich heap up riches by the

iniquitous trade-system which drifts

the earnings of the laborers into their

net, and are dead to the call of those

whom they are, unconsciously in most

cases, defrauding. Nay ! they even

struggle to wring from them the largest

possible amount of work for the small-

est possible pay ! Day by day they

grow more exacting as they grow
wealthier; day by day the laboring

orders sink into more harassing and
hopeless conditions. Had the functions

of Government in our own country and
in England been those only of protec-

tion to persons and property ; had not

the general and local authorities in

some degree assisted the oppressed toil-

ers ; had not the Church by her ad-

monitions and pleadings kept some
sparks of feeling alive in the breast of

the people of this money-getting age,

and stimulated somewhat their benev-

olence, the laboring classes of England
and America would long since have

sunk to utter destitution. Nor would
this have been all. For when the mass

of the people reach such a point ; when
they are driven to despair, as they are

now fast being driven, and would long

ago have been driven but for the cir-

cumstances stated, then comes the ter-

rible reaction, the frightful revolution,

the upheaval of all order, anarchy, and

—who shall tell what else ? The Riot

of July is still ringing its solemn warn-

ing—all unheeded—in the ears of this

people. Society has yet and speedily

to lift the masses out of their ignorance,

poverty, squalor, and accompanying
brutality, or to sink awfully beneath

their maddened retaliation.

In thus criticizing the Industrial

Polity of modern times as, in the re-

spects indicated, inferior to that of the

Feudal System, the writer does not

wish to be understood as affirming any

more than is really said. The idea which
it is desired to express is this : that

the plan upon which this system was
founded—the mutual interdependence

of classes and their reciprocally cooper-

ative labor—was far superior to the

method of Competitive Industry now
in vogue ; and the true type—when
rightly carried out, without the draw-

backs and the evils of the Feudal Sys-

tem—of Social organization. That

there are compensations in our modern

mode, and that, on the whole, Society

advances in adopting it, is true. But

it will take a further step in advance

when it reverts to that plan on the

footing above indicated ; when it

adopts the plan without the evils which
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in an ignorant and undeveloped age

necessarily accompanied it.

It has not been forgotten that the

Church has arrayed itself, to no small

extent, against the advent of new
knowledge ; that the State has sup-

pressed the enlarging tendencies of in-

dividual liberty ; and that both have

been, in this way and in other ways,

as Mr. Buckle and Professor Draper

have clearly shown, clogs upon the

hurrying wheels of the nations. It is

precisely because they have been and are

still so, that they served and do serve

the cause of progress.

It has been previously stated that

new truths come from the body of ad-

vanced Thinkers, who constitute a

fourth and comparatively small class

in the community. The discoverer of

a new truth sees the immense advan-

tages which would accrue to Society

from a knowledge of it, and is eager for

its immediate promulgation and accep-

tance ; and, if it be of a practical na-

ture, for its incorporation into the

working principles of the Social polity.

This may be true. But there is another

verity of equal importance, which ordi-

narily he does not take into considera-

tion, namely : that the great mass of

the people who form Society are not pre-

pared for the change which he contem-

plates. They comprehend and act more

slowly than the Thinkers. The novelty

must be brought home to their under-

standings gradually, and assimilated.

Old forms of thought, old associations,

encrusted prejudices, the deep-seated

opinions of years must be modified be-

fore the new will find a lodgment in

their convictions.

It is well that the Thinker should

urge with impetuous and ardent zeal

his side of the case ; that he should

insist upon the immediate adjustment

of thought or activity in accordance

with advanced right. It is true that

he will not instantly succeed. It is

equally true that, with human nature

and Society as they now are, he would
destroy all order if he did. Men can

live only in that portion of truth which

they are competent to appreciate.

Place the Indian in the heated city, and
make him conform to the usages of

city life, he pines and dies. If it were

possible to take away from the igno-

rant and child-minded races of the

earth or portions of community their

superstitious faith, and substitute the

higher truths of a more spiritual inter-

pretation, yet would they not subserve

their religious purposes. So, when the

new verity is held up to view, to the

great mass who cannot understand it,

it is no truth, but a lie. They oppose

it. Thus the discovery becomes known.

Discussion excites new thought. The
Thinkers array themselves upon one

side, urging forward ; the State and the

Church, representing the body of So-

ciety, take the other, standing sturdily

still, or hesitating, doubting either the

validity of the alleged truth or its uses.

Between the clash of contending opin-

ions the new ideas take shape in the

awakened minds which are prepared

for them. These come shortly to be

the majority. The State and the

Church gradually and imperceptibly

modify their methods or their creeds

;

and so, safely and without disaster, hu-

manity takes a step in advance.

It would be better, indeed, if this

slow process were not necessary. When
the whole scope of Fundamental Truths

is apprehended ; when a Science of the

Universe is known ; when truth is no

longer fragmentary ; and when there

is mutual confidence and cooperation

among the different classes of com-

munity, it will not be necessary. But

until then, any attempt to force an in-

stantaneous acceptance of new truths

or an immediate inauguration of new
methods upon the mass of the people

will only serve, if successful, to over-

throw order in Society, and introduce

Social anarchy in its stead. From such

an attempt came the chaos of the

French Revolution ;—from an endeavor

to inaugurate ideas essentially correct

among a people noway ready to com-
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pretend them rightly. The Conserva- Through the instrumentality of the

tive Element is as essential to the well- Thinkers, the Church, and the State, the

being of society as the Progressive, world has been brought slowly, steadily,

To eliminate either is to destroy its and safely along the path of progress,

balanced action ; and to give it over to now gaining in one way, and now in an-

stagnation on the one hand, or to other ; at times abandoning one line of

frenzy on the other. The Thinkers of advance, only to go ahead upon a differ-

the past have done, and those of the ent one
;
yet always moving onward, and

present are doing, good work for hu- standing to-day, in spite of its seeming

manity, on the Progressive side. The retrogressions, at the highest point of

Church and the State of the past have development which it has ever touched,

done, the Church and the State of the The Church and the State of the fu-

present are doing, good work for hu- ture will be the subject of subsequent

manity, on the Conservative side, consideration.

LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN.

For months that followed the triumph the rebels had boasted they wrought,

But which lost to them Chattanooga, thus bringing their triumph to nought

;

The mountain-walled citadel city, with its outposts in billowy crowds,

Grand soarers among the lightnings, stern conquerors of the clouds

!

For months, I say, had the rebels, with the eyes of their cannon, looked down

From the high-crested forehead of Lookout, from the Mission's long sinuous crown

Till Grant, our invincible hero, the winner of every fight

!

Who joys in the strife, like the eagle that drinks from the storm delight

!

Marshalled his war-worn legions, and, pointing to them the foe,

Kindled their hearts with the tidings that now should be stricken the blow,

The rebel to sweep from old Lookout, that cloud-post dizzily high,

Whence the taunt of his cannon and banner had affronted so long the sky.

Brave Thomas the foeman had brushed from his summit the nearest, and now

The balm of the midnight's quiet soothed Nature's agonized brow

:

A midnight of murkiest darkness, and Lookout's dark undefined mass

Heaved grandly a frown on the welkin, a barricade nothing might pass.

Its breast was sprinkled with sparkles, its crest was dotted in gold,

Telling the camps of the rebels secure as they deemed in their hold.

Where glimmered the creek of the Lookout, it seemed the black dome of the night

Had dropped all its stars in the valley, it glittered so over with light

:

There were voices and clashings of weapons, and drum beat and bugle and tramp,

Quick Sittings athwart the broad watchfires that spotted the grays of the camp

:

Dark columns would glimmer and vanish, a rider flit by like a ghost

;

There was movement all over the valley, the movement and din of a host.

'Twas the legion so famed of the ' White Star,' and led on by Geary the brave,

That was chosen to gather the laurel or find on the mountain a grave.

They crossed the dim creek of the Lookout, and toiled up the sable ascent,

Till the atoms black crawling and struggling in the dense upper darkness were blent.

VOL. VI.—
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Mists, fitful in rain, came at daydawn, they spread in one mantle the skies,

And we that were posted below stood and watched with our hearts in our eyes;

We watched as the mists broke and joined, the quick flits and the blanks of the fray

;

There was thunder, but not of the clouds; there was lightning, but redder in ray;

Oh, warm rose our hopes to the 'White Star,' oh, wild went our pleadings to heaven;

We knew, and we shuddered to know it, how fierce oft the rebels had striven

;

We saw, and we shuddered to see it, the rebel flag still in the air

;

Shall our boys be hurled back ? God of Battles ! oh, bring not such bitter despair

!

But the battle is rolling still up, it has plunged in the mantle o'erhead,

We hear the low hum of the volley, we see the fierce bomb-burst of red
;

Still the rock in the forehead of Lookout through the rents of the windy mist shows

The horrible flag of the Crossbar, the counterfeit rag of our foes :

Portentous it looks through the vapor, then melts to the eye, but it tells

That the rebels still cling to their stronghold, and hope for the moment dispels.

But the roll of the thunder seems louder, flame angrier smites on the eye,

The scene from the fog is laid open—a battle field fought in the sky

!

Eye to eye, hand to hand, all are struggling ;—ha, traitors ! ha, rebels, ye know
Now the might in the arm of our heroes ! dare ye bide their roused terrible blow ?

They drive them, our braves drive the rebels ! they flee, and our heroes pursue !

We scale rock and trunk—from their breastworks they run ! oh, the joy of the view

!

Hurrah, how they drive them ! hurrah, how they drive the fierce rebels along

!

One more cheer, still another ! each lip seems as ready to burst into song.

On, on, ye bold blue-coated heroes ! thrust, strike, pour your shots in amain

!

Banners fly, columns rush, seen and lost in the quick, fitful gauzes of rain.

Oh, boys, how your young blood is streaming ! but falter not, drive them to rout

!

From barricade, breastwork, and riflepit, how the scourged rebels pour out

!

We see the swift plunge of the caisson within the dim background of haze,

With the shreds of platoons inward scudding, and fainter their batteries blaze

;

As the mist curtain falls all is blank ; as it lifts, a wild picture out glares,

A wild shifting picture of battle, and dread our warm hopefulness shares

;

But never the braves of the ' White Star ' have sullied their fame in defeat,

And they will not to-day see the triumph pass by them the foeman to greet

!

No, no, for the battle is ending ; the ranks on the slope of the crest

Are the true Union blue, and our banners alone catch the gleams of the west,

Though the Crossbar still flies from the summit, we roll out our cheering of pride

!

Not in vain, ye heroes of Lookout ! brave Union boys ! have ye died !

One brief struggle more sees the banner, that blot on the sky, brushed away,

When the broad moon now basking upon us shall yield her rich lustre to-day

:

She brings out the black hulk of Lookout, its outlines traced sharp in the skies,

All alive with the camps of our braves glancing down with their numberless eyes.

See, the darkness below the red dottings is twinkling with many a spark

!

Sergeant Teague thinks them souls of the rebels red fleeing from ours in the dark

;

But the light shocks of sound tell the tale, they are battle's fierce fireworks at play

!

It is slaughter's wild carnival revel bequeathed to the night by the day.

Dawn breaks, the sky clears—ha ! the shape upon Lookout's tall crest that we see,

Is the bright beaming flag of the ' White Star,' the beautiful Flag of the Free !

How it waves its rich folds in the zenith, and looks in the dawn's open eye,

With its starred breast of pearl and of crimson, as if with heaven's colors to vie

!

' Hurrah !
' rolls from Moccasin Point, and ' Hurrah !

' from bold Cameron's Hill

!

4 Hurrah !
' peals from glad Chattanooga ! bliss seems every bosom to fill

!
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Thanks, thanks, ye heroes of Lookout ! brave Union boys ! during Time

Shall stand this, your column of glory, shall shine this, your triumph sublime !

To the deep mountain den of the panther the hunter climbed, drove him to bay,

Then fought the fierce foe till he turned and fled, bleeding and gnashing, away

!

Fled away from the scene where so late broke his growls and he shot down his glare,

As he paced to and fro, for the hunter his wild craggy cavern to dare

!

Thanks, thanks, ye heroes of Lookout ! ye girded your souls to the fight,

Drew the sword, dropped the scabbard, and went in the full conscious strength of youi

might

!

Now climbing o'er rock and o'er tree mound, up, up, by the hemlock ye swung t

Now plunging through thicket and swamp, on the edge of the hollow ye hung

!

One hand grasped the musket, the other clutched ladder of root and of bough

:

The trunk the tornado had shivered, the landmark pale glimmering now,

And now the mad torrent 's white lightning ;—no drum tapped, no bugle was blown

—

To the words that encouraged each other, and quick breaths, ye toiled up alone !

Oh, long as the mountains shall rise o'er the waters of bright Tennessee,

Shall be told the proud deeds of the ' White Star,' the cloud-treading host of the free !

The camp-fire shall blaze to the chorus, the picket-post peal it on high,

How was fought the fierce battle of Lookout—how won the Grand Fight of the Sky !

ONE NIGHT.

i.

From the window at which I write,

in these November days, I see a muddy,
swollen river, spread over the meadows
into a dingy lake ; it is not a pictur-

esque or a pretty stream, in spite of its

Indian name. Beyond it the land

slopes away into a range of long, low

hills, which the autumn has browned

;

the long swaths of fog stretching be-

tween river and hill are so like to them
and to the dissolving gray sky that

they all blend in one general gloom.

This picture filling my eye narrows

and shapes itself into the beginning of

my story : I see a lazy, dirty river on
the outskirts of a manufacturing city

;

where the stream has broadened into a

sort of pond it is cut short by the dam,
and there is a little cluster of mills.

They all belong to one work, however,
and they look as if they had been set

down there for a few months only

;

' contract ' seems written all over them,

and very properly, for they are running

on a Government order for small arms.

There is no noise but an underhum of

revolving shafts and the smothered

thud of trip hammers. Ore dust black-

ens everything, and is scattered every-

where, so that the whole ground is a

patchwork of black and gray ; else-

where there is snow, but here the snow

is turned to the dingy color of the

place. It is very quiet outside, being

early morning yet ; a cold mist hides

the dawn, and the water falls with a

winter hiss ; the paths are indistinct,

for the sky is only just enough lighten-

ing to show the east.

The coal dust around one door shows

that the fires are there ; a cavernous

place, suddenly letting a lurid glow

out upon the night, and then black

again. It is only a narrow alley through

the building, making sure of a good

draft ; on one side are the piles of coal,

and on the other a row of furnace doors.
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The stoker is sitting on a heap of cin-

der. He is only an old man, a little

stooping, with a head that is turning

ashes color ; his eye is faded, and his

face nearly expressionless, while he sits

perfectly still on the heap, as if he were

a part of the engine which turns slowly

in a shed adjoining and pants through

its vent in the roof. He has been sit-

ting there so long that he has a vague

notion that his mind has somehow gone

out of him into the iron doors and the

rough coal, and he only goes round

and round like the engine. Yet he

never considered the matter at all, any

more than the engine wanted to use its

own wheel, which it turned month after

month in the same place, to propel it-

self through the world
;
just so often

he opened and shut each door in its

turn, fed the fires, and then sat down
and sat still.

He was looking at a boy of six,

asleep at his feet on a pile of ashes and

cinder, which was not so bad a bed,

for the gentle heat left in it was as

good as a lullaby, and Shakspeare long

ago told us that sleep has a preference

for sitting by hard pillows. The child

was an odd bit of humanity. An acci-

dent at an early age had given it a

hump, though otherwise it was fair

enough ; and now perhaps society

would have seen there only an animal

watching its sleeping cub. Presently

the boy woke and got on his feet, and
began to walk toward the cold air

with short, uncertain steps, almost fall-

ing against a furnace door. The old

man jumped and caught him.
' Ta, ta, Nobby,' he said, ' what's

thou doin' ? Them's hotter nor cender.

Burnt child dreads fire—did knowst

'twas fire ?

'

He had a sort of language of his

own, and his voice was singularly harsh,

as if breathing in that grimy place so

long had roughened his throat.

' There, go, Nobby, look thee out an'

see howst black she is. Ta, but it's

hawt,' and he rubbed his forehead with

his sleeve ;
' it's a deal pity this hot

can nawt go out where's cold, an' peo-

ple needin' it. Here's hot, there's cold,

but 'twill stay here, as it loved the

place 'twas born—home, like. Why,
Net, that thee ?

'

There was no door to the place to

knock at or open, but the craunch of a

foot was heard on the coal outside, and

a girl came in, moist and shivering.

The stoker set her down in a warm
corner, and looked at her now.

' Is thee, my little Net ?
' he re-

peated.

' Yes, and I've brought your break-

fast, father ; ' 'twas striking six before

I come in.'

' Too early, my girl, sleep her sleep

out. Here's hot an' cosey like, an'

time goes, an' I could wait for break-

fast, till I'm home. I'll nawt let my
little girl's sleep.'

' No, father, I couldn't sleep after

five, anyway ; and I thought I must

bring your breakfast to-day. You'll

walk back through the cold easier after

something hot to eat.'

' That's my dear little girl. Shiver-

in' yet, she is. There, lay down on

this,' raking out a heap of fresh ashes,

' them warm an' soft like, an' go ye to

sleep till I go.'

1 No, I must heat your coffee,' she

answered, steadying the pot before one

of the furnaces with bits of coal.

' 'Ware that door doan' fly back an'

hurt ye ; them does so sometimes.'

' Yes, I'll be careful. Why, you've

got Whitney here !

'

' He come down to-night, Net. By
himself, somehow, though I doan' knaw
how Lord kep1

his short feet from

the river bank an' the floom. An' he

couldn't go back, nor I couldn't go

with him. He's slep' on the cender,

nice ; all's a cradle to Nobby.'
1 Yes, cinder's a good bed, when the

eyes are shut,' said the girl, bitterly.

' The coffee was smoking hot when I

started, but it's cold out this morning,

so there's all this to be done over.'

1 Yes, outdoors has cooled it. The

world was hungry, like, an' wanted to
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eat it. Small nubbin' for all the world,

but it stole the hot an' the smell o' the

meat.'

The girl did not reply to this bit of

pleasantry. She was about eighteen,

and her face would have been strikingly

pretty except for the eager, hungering

look of the eye ; but in every motion,

every look, and even the way in which

she wore her neat and simple clothing,

there was the word ' unsatisfied.'

Finally, she brought coffee and meat

to him.

' Here, Net, take ye a sip,' said he

;

* 'twill warm ye nice. Shiverin' yet she

is ; 'deed the mornin's clammy cold

;

there's naw love in thet. Drink ! I

cawnt take ye home so, an' my time's

most up ; it's gettin' light.'.

But she refused it, and sat and

watched him as he ate, never taking

her eyes from his face.

' Father,' she presently said, ' what
do you do here ?

'

The old stoker laughed :
' Do, my

girl ? Why, keep up the fires. It's

like I'm a spoke in a wheel or summut.

I keeps the fires, an' the fires makes the

angeen go, an' thet turns the works
thet makes the pistols, so't folks may
kill theirsel's. There's naw peace any-

wheres in the world.'
1 1 didn't mean that ; but what do

you do the rest of the time ? Don't

you think ? Aren't you tired of this

place, father ?

'

1 Sometimes it's like I think so ; but
how's the use, my Net ? Here's rough,

an' here's rough too,' touching his

chest. ' On smooth floors, such as I

couldn't work, if we could get there.

How's the use o' bein' tired ? We've got

to keep steady at summut. It's best to

be content, like Nobby there ; cender's

as good a bed as the king's got.'

' Well, if you were tired, you're going

to rest now, so I wish you were.'

' What's that mean ?

'

4 You've got through here, that's

all,' cried the girl, with a smothered
sob.

He set down his pot of coffee and his

pail : ' Who told ye so ?
' he de-

manded.
' Margery Eames.'

Catching the girl's hand, the old

man half dragged her through the

opening into a yard devoted to coal

storage. Picking their way through

the spotted mire, they entered a shed

where trip hammers were pounding in

showers of sparks, stepped over a great

revolving shaft, and came to a stair-

way ; up, up, to the fifth floor, where

the finishing rooms were.

Faint daylight was straggling

through the narrow windows, and
most of the lamps were out, those that

were burning being very sickly, as if

they did it under protest. A number
of women were employed here, because

much of the work was merely automat-

ic, and just now men were scarce and

women would work cheaper. The
women were coarse and rough, rather

the scum of the city—perhaps some

might have fallen ; but the place was

noisome and grimy, with a sickening

smell of oil everywhere, repulsive

enough to be fit for any workers.

The stoker and his daughter walked

to the farther end, and came to where

a little group of women were sitting

round a bench ; one of the group tipped

a wink to the rest.

1 How's coal an' fires now, Adam ?

'

she said.

'Did ye tell my girl anythin' ? ' he
demanded.

' Of course I did.'

I What was't then ?

'

' Well,' said she, wiping her greasy

hands on the bosom of her dress, ' I

watched on the road for her this morn-

ing, an' I told her.'

' What?'
I I told her she needn't try to put

on airs, she was only a stoker's daugh-

ter, an' he'll not have that place any

more.'

* Did ye knaw she didn't knaw't ?

'

1 Yes. What do you care, old dusty 1

She's got a good place.'

' Yes, she has, Lord's good for't.'
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i Shall we fight it out, Adam ? Hold
on till I wipe my hands.'

' Nawt till one can fight by hersel',

Margery. I forgive yer spite, an' hope

Lord woan' bring it back to ye ever.

What's said can nawt be helped. Come,

Net.'

' You're a mean creature, Margery, to

tell him that,' said one, after they were

gone. ' I expected to hear you tell him
about the place his girl's got. Lord !

he's innocent as a baby about it, an'

thinks she's on the way up, while every-

body else knows it, an' knows it's the

way down.'

' 'Tis that,' said Margery, ' but I've

that much decency that I didn't say it.

Let the old man take one thing at a

time ; he'll know it soon enough when
she fetches up at the bottom.'

' What did you want to trouble old

Adam for ?

'

' Because I did !
' cried the woman,

with a sudden flash ;
' because I like

to hurt people. Pm been struck, an'

stabbed, an' bruised, an' seared, an'

people pointin' fingers at me, whose

heart wasn't fouler'n theirs, if my lips

were. It's all cut an' slash in the

world, an' the only way to get on with

pain when you're hit, is to hit some-

body else. I'd rather find a soft spot

in somebody than have a dollar give

me, sure's my name's Margery. What
business has he to have any feelin's,

workin' year after year down there in

the coal ? Why haven't people been

good to ine ? I never come up here

into this grease
;
people sent me ; an'

when hit's the game I'll do my part.

I hope his girl's a comfort to him ; he'll

be proud enough of her some time, you

see.'

Adam seated his girl again, opened

the doors one after another, and raked

and fed the fires ; then he shut them,

and stood his rake in the corner, and

seated himself.

' Well, it's come out,' he said ;
' but

I didn't mean ye should know, yet.

Margery's ill willed, but it's like she

didn't think.'

* I oughtn't to have told you till after

to-morrow, father.'

' There's how't seems hard, thet it

must come to Christmas. An' when
I've been here so long, twenty year

noo, Net.'

' Oh, don't call me that any more,

father ; I don't like it.'

'Why nawt, little girl? What
should I call her ? You used to love

to hear it.'

' Not now, not now,' said the girl, in

a choking voice, 'not to-day, not till

Christmas is over. Call me Jane.'

* Yes, twenty year ago I come here, an'

I've been settin' on them piles o' cen-

cler ever sence. 'Deed I most love them

doors an' the rake an' poker. I've hed

my frets about it sometimes, but I doan'

want to go though.'

' And I say it's a shame in them to

use you so ! ' cried the girl. ' Making

their money hand over hand, and to go

and grudge you this ash hole, for the

sake of saving 1 They'll get no good

from such reckoning. I wish their

cruel old mill would burn down !

'

' No, Jane, hold hersel' ! Here's fire

—should Z do it ?

'

' Its Cowles's work. I hate him.'

1 The mill's their own, Jane ; they

gev me what they liked ; I've no claim.

Mr. Cowles do as he think best for

t'mill.'

' Then to do it just now ! I hope his

dinner'll be sweet.'

' I nawt meant my girl to knaw't till

Christmas wor done. But ye'll nawt

mind it, Jane, ye'll nawt ! We'll nawt

lose Christmas, too, for it come for us.

Mr. Cowles doan' own thet. We'll hev

thet anyhow, an' keep it. She'll nawt

fret hersel', my little girl !

'

Jane did not answer.

' We'll get on somehoo, Lord knaws

hoo. We never starved yet, an' you've

got a good place. It'll all be right, an'

Christmas day to-morrow !

'

' I got a good place ! Oh, father !

'

' Why, Jane, I thought so. Doan'

they use her well ?

'

4 Yes, they do,' quickly answered the
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girl ; ' I don't know why I spoke so.

I'm a bit discontented, perhaps, but

don't you fear for me, father ; and we
mustn't fret—anyway, till after to-

morrow.'
' She's nawt content, is she ?

' said

the stoker, settling his head into his

hands. ' I've hed my frets, too, alone

here, thinkin' summut like I should

liked to knaw books, an' been deffer-

ent, but it's like I'd nawt been content.

Lord knows. 'Deed I loves them doors

an' the old place here, but seems as if

summut was sayin' there's better things
;

it's like there is, but nawt for such as

me. I doan' care for mysel', but I'd

like to hev more to gev my little girl.'

' You give me all you've got, father,

and I ought to be satisfied.- But I'm

not—it's not your blame, father, but I

know I'm not,' she said, with sudden

energy. ' I don't know what I want

;

it's something—it seems as if I was

hungry.'

* Nawt hungry, Jane ! She's nawt

starvin' !

'

' No, I don't want any more to eat,

nor better clothes,' she said, getting out

the words painfully. ' It's something

else ; I can't tell what it is, unless I'm

hungry.'

'Well, I knaw I

her,' said the man
knaw my little girl,

thinkin' of ?

'

The fire-glow on the girl's face hid

any change that may have come there,

and she only drew a little farther away,

without answering.

' I've nawt seen many people, Jane,

but sometimes I likes an' dislikes, as

Nobby does, an' I doan' like Mm. An'

I doan' like him to be nigh my girl

;

there's naw truth in him. I wish she'd

say she'll hev naw more speech with

him.'

' No, no, father, don't ask me that.

I don't care for him, but I can't promise

not to speak to him—I do ! I do ! Oh,

father !
' sobbed the girl, ' everything

comes at once !

'

The old man drew her head on his

doan' understan'

sadly. ' I doan'

Is it Mm she's

knee, and even his rough voice grew
softer, talking to his ' little girl.' He
bent and kissed her.

' I wish 'twere nawt so,' he said

;

' but mebbe I'm wrong. Lord keep

my little girl, an' we'll nawt fret, but

be happy to-morrow.'

Another man came in with a big

tread. It was the engineer, a hale,

burly fellow, with a genuine, rollicking

kindness. He tossed the boy into the

air, pinched Jane's cheek, and gave

his morning salutation in several lusty

thumps on the stoker's back.

' Rippin' day this'll be, Adam,' said

he ;
' say t'won't, an' I'll shake your

ribs loose. Just such a day's I like to

breathe in
; an' when I've set all night

in my chair there, not sleepin' of course,

but seein' that everlastin' old crosshead

go in an' out, an' that wheel turnin'

away just so fast an' no faster, I swear

I do go to sleep with my eyes open

;

an' when it gets light such a day's this,

I get up an' shake myself—this fash-

ion,' giving him an extra jerk. ' Keep
up heart, Adam

; I know it, an' I don't

know what Cowles is thinkin' of. I

don't want to crowd you out, an' you
ought to be the last one to go. I'd quit

'em for it myself, afford it or not, only

'twon't do you no good.'

' Merry Christmas, Mr. Grump !

'

cried Nobby, rubbing his eyes.

' You've slept over, my young 'un,'

laughed the engineer ;
' you're one day

ahead. Of course the palty mill must
run to-morrow. Mine don't, I warrant.

My machinery runs on a fat turkey,

twenty pound if he's an ounce. That's

me.'

* Yes, and we've got a turkey too,'

chimed Nobby.
' I warrant you have. An' he had as

good an appetite when he wTas alive as

anybody else's turkey ; them fellows

do gobble their grub quite conscien-

tiously, fattin' 'emselves without know-
in' or carin' whether rich or poor'll eat

'em. Til bet yours's as fat an' good's

Mr. Prescott's, or old Cowles's—damn
him ! No, I don't mean quite that, so
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near Christmas, but he ought to be

choked with his own dinner, I'll say-

that. Keep up good heart, Adam ; an'

now clear out, every one ! cut home to

yer breakfasts ! My watch now, an' I

won't have one of ye round—scud

!

or wait a minute an' I'll pitch ye out.'

II.

After his breakfast, Adam walked

back to the factory. He was wonder-

ing, as he went along, why they should

begin with him if they wanted to save

expense. Eighteen dollars a month
was a good deal to him, but what was
it to the mill ? Every turn of the

water wheel, he thought, made more
money than his day's wages. But pos-

sibly Mr. Prescott had found out that

his son fancied Jane, and meant to

drive them out of town. The very day

that Mr. Prescott saw him first, Mr.

Cowles, the manager, told him he

wasn't needed any longer, that the un-

der engineer would see to the fires.

That was punishing him for another's

fault—just the way with rich men ; and

for a while he almost hated Mr. Pres-

cott.

Adam Craig had had a peculiar life,

as he thought. He wanted education,

money, and such other things, besides

something to eat and wear ; but they

never came to him, and he drifted into a

place at the machine shops, and got the

stamp put on him, and then went his

round year after year with less and less

thought of stepping out of it. Yet he

always believed he once had some un-

common stuff in him, and he claimed

his own respect for having had it, even

if he had lost it now ; he had his own
way of proving it too. His wife was
the mirror by which he judged himself.

She was a German woman, whom he

found in the city hospital ; or rather

she found him, shot through the throat

by the accidental discharge of a rifle.

She was just from the fatherland, and

could not speak a word of English

;

with his swollen head he could not

speak at all ; but she watched him

through it, and by the signs of that

language which is common to all na-

tions, they managed to understand each

other, and signalized the clay of his re-

covery by marrying. This wras the

pride of Adam's whole life, and con-

vinced him he was made capable of

being somebody ; he held his wife to

be a superior woman, and her appreci-

ation was a consolation that never left

him. ' She knawed me,' he used to say,

' she saw into me better nor I did.'

And though he would talk stoutly

sometimes for democracy, he had an

odd notion that marrying a Continental

European ga\e him some sort of dis-

tinction ; and all his troubled talks

with himself ended in his saying :
' Ah,

well, if I'd been born in Germany, I

might been somebody.'

Adam watched for Mr. Cowles most

of the forenoon, determined to ask

about his dismissal ; at last the man-

ager strolled through the shops, and

Adam made a desperate effort, and

went to him. He turned short about,

as the stoker spoke.

' Mr. Cowles, was ye told to send me
away ?

'

1 Told ! Who should tell me ?

'

* But I thought—I thought Mr. Pres-

cott might said summut—

'

' Do you suppose he concerns him-

self about you ? I'm master here, and

I don't ask what I shall do.'

Adam took hope :
' Hev ye said sure

I must go, Mr. Cowles ? I've been here

so long, an' noo I'm old. I've got gray

at t'inill,' touching his head as he

spoke.

' You've had your wages regular,

haven't you ? ' said Cowles, roughly.

' I don't inquire how long you've been

here. Would I keep an old lathe that

was worn or that I had no use for, be-

cause I'd had it a good while ? Stay

round to-day, if you like, and then go.'

' But eighteen dollars is nawt much
to t'mill,' said Adam, humbly ;

' doan'

be hard, an' gev me a chance, a chance

to help mysel' ! T'winter's hard, an'

I've a family !

'
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* Did I make your family ? You
should have thought of that long

ago. Stand out of the way, if you're

done/

The stoker clung to the doorpost.

' Summut else I could do—there must

be summut—ye knaw summut else, Mr.

Cowles ?

'

1 Something else to do, you fool

!

"What could you do—run the engine ?

tend the planers ? If I wanted you

at all, I should keep you where you

were.'

He moved off at this. Adam seated

himself on the familiar cinder heaps

and grieved in his simple way, for a

time feeling almost bitter.

Little Nobby's deformity was one of

the strange things that made Adam
think. Several years before, he had
the child with him at the factory one

night, just old enough to walk a little.

In Adam's momentary absence the boy

managed to get upon a box near one

of the furnace doors, and, rolling

against the blistering iron, was horri-

bly burned
;
yet unaccountably he did

not die, but grew bent into a scarred,

shapeless body, though his face was a

sweet, childish one, innocent of fire.

Nobby, as Adam called him after that,

was a silent preacher to the stoker.

When a clergyman asked him once if

he was a Christian, he pointed to Nob-

by's back

:

' I knaw there's a Lord,' he said, ' or

else Nobby'd died, burnt so sore thet

way ; an' I knaw He's good, or Nobby'd

been a fool a'terward, like children thet

burn theirsel's. Saved Nobby from

dyin' an' from bein' worse nor dead,

both, Lord meant him good.'

The boy was Adam Craig's grand-

son. His firstborn, Tom, was wild, and

went to sea—the old story—leaving

wife and unborn child for his father to

look to. Six years had gone—the

seventh began at New Year's ; the boy

was born, burnt, saved alive, and not

idiotic ; its mother had died ; Adam's
life was outrunning the child's, and he

would soon have to leave it to go on

by itself; but his faith in his son's re-

turn never shook.

' Him'll come back,' he would say,

simply, and in perfect confidence, ' I

knaw't well. Lord never burnt Nobby
for nawt. Him's nawt dead ; him'll

come back some time, I knaw.'

in.

Adam went back at noon, and found

something else to take his thoughts

:

Nobby was in his pains—a sad rem-

nant of his terrible mishap. These

were irregular, and he had been free for

several months, but he had been ex-

posed to the cold to-day. There was

little to be done. At such times Adam
could only cry over him, hold him in

his arms while he was twisting his

crooked body so that it would hardly

stay in or upon anything, and say :

' Poor, poor Nobby. Him'll nawt

die, Katry ; but how can he live ?

Lord send back Tom !

'

Jane was busy somewhere, and did

not come home till evening. Her

father had been turned out of his place

;

Nobby was in his pains again, after

they had been hoping he wouldn't have

any more ; and to-morrow was Christ-

mas ! As she said, everything came at

once. Things seemed to swim before

her eyes—Nobby's pain was the most

real of all—and as she could not help

him, she wanted to get out of sight.

It was all true. Aching and longing

intolerably for something more than

she had known, she had met Will Pres-

cott—and he had loved her—he said

so ; and he had promised her books

and pictures, and chances for travel

and study.

She went into the best room, already

trimmed for to-morrow ; the Christmas

tree was clustered with gifts and with

candles ready for lighting, and the

motto was on the top, i Oott zur hulfe.''

Jane looked it all over, and her lip

quivered.

' This is pure and honest, as it says,'

said she ;
' andPm a lie myself, cheating

father. Christmas to-morrow ! 'twon't
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last long ; if he only knew I go to—

I

won't say the word—would lie ever

care about me again ?

'

She went into the other room for her

shawl.

' Hes my little girl got to go out to-

night ? ' said Adam. ' Well, there's

to-morrow. Doan' stay late, Net,' kiss-

ing her good-by.

She pulled the hood over her face

and went out, taking the road to the

city, never slackening her pace till the

lights along the way grew thicker, and

she came upon the pavements. Cross-

ing the great thoroughfare, she turned

into a narrow street, and from that

descended a short flight of steps into a

narrower one lit only by a great lamp

in front of a door, with the word
c Tcmzliam ' above it ; she went in here

unhesitatingly. A large room with a

bar on one side, small tables in the

middle, and a stage at the farther end
;

some tables had occupants, drinking

and looking at several women dancing

on the stage. This was Jane's ' place ;

'

the dance house wanted her face at its

tables, and as there was nothing else

open, in very desperation she went.

She turned into a smaller room where

the private tables were, to which she

belonged ; at first they had tried to

teach her to dance, but she would not

learn. The furniture was worn, with a

slimy polish in spots ; an unclean, sti-

fling smell in the air ; a few coarse prints

of racers and champions hung around

;

and in one place a drunken artist had
sketched one night a Crucifixion on the

wall ; the owner was angry enough,

but something held back his hand from

touching it, and it staid there, covered

by an old newspaper.

As Jane laid away her shawl and

hood, a woman came forward to meet

her.

' What are you here for ? ' she said,

fiercely ;
' this is Christmas eve ! there's

none for me—I wish I could cry, but

my tears are dried up,' snatching her

tawdry cap from her head and stamp-

ing on it ;
' but you're not a devil yet.

Go home, if you've got a home ! out

the back way—quick !

'

The woman caught her shoulder,

pulled away the paper, and pointed to

the picture on the wall.

' Look at that ! When I see that, I

think sometimes I'm in hell ! What
has that got to do with me ? Do you
want to get out of the reach of that ?

Go home, go home,' shaking her furi-

ously.

' I can't ! I can't !
' cried Jane, des-

perately. ' He won't let me. 'Twas

here or the street, I thought ; I've been

here three weeks, and to-night's no

more'n other nights.'

A voice called in the front room, and

the woman put on her cap and ran in
;

Jane stood where she left her. She

hardly knew what moved her to-night

;

she saw her own body walking about,

tense and foreign, as though some pos-

session had it ; she had felt a new,

strange kind of strength all day, after

she had her cry out. She looked up at

the picture again, saying slowly to her-

self:

' It's for them—Iv'e got father, and
mother, and sister, and brethren.'

Nine o'clock struck, and people be-

gan to come in ; there was likely to be

a rush to-night, and the players in the

front room commenced their liveliest

round of operatic airs. One after an-

other turned into the side room, and

the calls for service grew lively. Jane

moved among them mechanically,

thinking all the while of Nobby tossing

in his pain ; of the tree waiting for

to-morrow ; of her father turned out of

his place ; of the rent and the grocer's

bill that were about due ; and of her

own wages, pretty much all that was

left. Was it such a terrible sin to be

there— for them ? Then she shivered

to think she might be sliding down.

No, no, she would be kept—they should

be taken care of, but she -wouldn't fall

while she had them to think of. A hot

flush colored her face as she thought

of young Prescott, confusing her so

that she almost stumbled. What
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would lie think if he knew where she

worked ? No matter, he shouldn't

know it. He would take her out of

this by and by, and after that she would

tell him all about it, and what she did

it for, and he would love her all the

better for it.

The hours struck and went by, and

the room grew hotter and noisier.

Once the tables were emptied ; but a

fresh party came in, and their leader

waved them to seats with maudlin

politeness. He was a handsome young

man, partly drunk already ; he pushed

the woman he had with him into a

chair, and dropped into another himself.

His back was toward Jane ; she stood

still a minute, then walked slowly, as

if something dragged her, till she

could see his face.

The glass she held fell from her

hand with a crash, but she stood dumb
and white, and clung trembling to the

table. He started, but gave her a nod.

' You, Will Prescott ! Oh, my God !

'

' You here, Jane ! And you're one

of 'em too ! I didn't think it quite so

soon.'

She did not seem to hear the last

words. The blood surged back to her

face, and she sank at his feet.

' No, no,' she moaned, * I'm not, I'm

not—I'm only here. You won't think

worse of me, Will, seeing I did it for

them? I must work somewhere, and

this was all I could find. Say you

don't think that ! Say you believe

me !'

He smiled in a drunken way, with-

out speaking.

' Say it, Will ! Say you love me, and
take me out of this !

'

' Ho, ho ! that's a devilish good
one ! You're here, and so'm I ; I'm

just a little merry to-night—couldn't

wait till to-morrow. We're well met,

Jane—these are my friends ; here's my
most par-ticular friend,' laying his hand
on his companion's shoulder.

The girl seemed to be stunned so

that she did not understand.
' See it, hey ? ' Say you love me !

'

You do it beautifully, Jane—do some
more. Did you ever think I loved you ?

—Oh, yes ! and that I wanted to marry

you—of course ! If your face hadn't

looked prettier'n it does now, damn me
if I'd ever looked twice at it

!

'

He turned his chair a little.

' What's that !

' he screamed, catch-

ing sight of the painting on the wall.

' Take it away ! You put it there, you

wretch !

' staring at it with his eyes

fixed.

The noise brought the owner to the

door—a burly Dutchman.
' Landlord, put that thing away

—

cover it up ! Damnation ! Do I want

to come here to be preached at ?
'

' Who pulled that paper off, I say ?

'

said the man. ' I pinned The Clipper

over it. You did it, I swar ! Be off

with yer !

'

' Oh, let her stay, Lumpsey,' said a

woman that came in from the bar

;

4 she'll be one on 'em when she gits

round.'

' I won't ; I won't have nobody here

that's better'n we be no longer. Here's

yer pay ; an' now, missis, start yerself,

an' don't yer come nigh here agen

'thout yer'll behave decent an' be one

on us.'

He tossed some bank notes toward

her, took her by the shoulders, and

shoved her out, shutting the door upon
her.

IV.

Everybody had gone out on Christ-

mas eve—darting about in sleighs ; at

service in the churches ; at a party

given in their set ; shopping, as if their

lives depended on it. Buying, selling,

visiting, looking, the city was all astir.

In the churches, soberly gay with ever-

green trimming, like a young widow
very stylish in black, but very proper

withal, people were listening to the

anthems, and everything about the

place was wide awake, unless it was
the chimes taking a nap until twelve

o'clock ; drygoods men ran to and fro,

dropping smiles, and winding them-
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selves up in a great medley reel of silks,

laces, and things of virtu in general

;

next door, the booksellers were resplen-

dent in dazzling bindings, pictures and

photographs of everything and every-

body, all of which were at everybody's

disposal—take 'em all home, if you

pleased ; livery stables were as bare as

if there had been an invasion of the

country that day, and smiling keepers

touched their pockets, and shook their

heads pityingly at late comers ; and

even in the markets jolly butchers

laughed, and sawed, and cut, and

counted their money—and those leath-

ery fellows that were never jolly, sud-

denly found out a new commercial

maxim, that jollity is the best policy,

and they fell to laughing too. ' Christ-

mas is coming ! ' thought everybody.
i Christmas is coming !

' and some of

the lively small bells in the towers, not

grown yet to years of ripe discretion,

whispered to each other, and had to

bite their tongues to keep from shout-

ing it right out.

The dance house and the narrow al-

ley left behind, Jane was in the street

too ; she went with the crowd, pulling

her hood so as to hide her face. She

glanced at the costly goods that lay in

confusion on the counters of the stores,

and smiled bitterly, taking hold of her

own cheap dress ; the sleighs almost

ran over her, they shot back and forth

so wildly, to her whirling brain ; a

German air that a band was playing on

a serenade somewhere in the distance

seemed to roar in her ears like thun-

der. She stopped before a confection-

er's. The hot smell of meats came up
through the grating where she stood

;

the window was ablaze with gas, piled

high with pyramids of glittering frost,

which rose out of a heaped profusion

of carved lobster and turkey, and fruits

and candies ; she saw girls with pretty

faces and nice dresses waiting on the

fashionable crowd inside, and said to

herself that she ought to be there.

Some one touched her. It was a girl

younger than herself, who stood glar-

ing at the window, shivering in her

ragged clothing ; her eyes looked un-

naturally large out of her sharp, pinched

face, daubed with tears and dirt.

' Look a' thar !
' she cried eagerly,

catching Jane's arm, ' see them ! "Why

ben't them mine ? Why ben't I in

thar, a buyin' o' them ? I ort to ride,

ortn't I ? Why ben't I got nice things

on, like a' them thar ? Pinchin' Dave's

got my dress for three shillin' to-night

—the last un I been a savin' ; must ha'

some drink, so't I'd be forgettin'—to-

night, to-night, ye see, I say—hoh !

'

Giving a wild laugh, the girl ran off.

A man inside was looking angrily

through the window ; so Jane turned

from the thoroughfare, and finally

struck into the road by which she came.

The street lamps had given way to the

moon. The flats adjoining the city

were all white except marshy spots

;

passing two tall buildings, that made
a sort of gateway, the country spread

to the sky unbroken, except where

rows of dreary houses, shadowy with-

out the twinkle of a light, stood on

some new land ; this was not the fash-

ionable road, and it was empty. How
pure and cool it was ! In the city,

there was straggling moonlight, dark-

ened by the brick walls, but no moon
;

out here, the moon had just broken

from a bank of cloud low down, piled

on a bank of snow, all looking snowy

and alike, the horizon line being hardly

distinguishable ; the light poured from

the edge in a shining flood, and rippled

without a sound over the crisp, crusted

snow—all of one kin, cold, sparkling,

desolate.

Jane noted nothing of this; she

walked dizzily along the road. Only

one day since morning, after living a

whole lifetime in that ! She scooped

up a handful of snow, and rubbed it

furiously into her face and eyes, they

burned so ; her eyes were dry, melting

the snow without feeling wet any.

Clear back in the morning, Margery

Eames met her ; then the day dragged

along as if it never would go, and she
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ate nothing but the tears she swal-

lowed
;
going down those steps, through

that dreadful door, waiting on those

tables—the evening, till Will Prescott

came in. She had wanted so to have

what others had, to study, to paint

—

such things as she had seen, and she

couldn't make a stroke ! to learn to

sing, as she had heard them sing in the

churches ; to see Germany, that her

mother had told her about ; she want-

ed to be loved—not like father and

Nobby, but another way too ;
she had a

right to have such things—other people

had them. He had praised her, stroked

her hair ; said she was too pale, but no

matter, she'd brighten up by and by

;

she was his little bluebell he had found

in the woods, that he was going to

make over into a red rose ; she should

have everything she wanted, and go

with him everywhere, pretty soon

—

only be patient ; if he could wait,

couldn't she ? And she had been pa-

tient, without telling father about it,

though somehow he found out ; she

had waited in the road an hour more

than once for a kind word and a smile

as he rode by ; she had borne with her

hard fare, and waited for him to do

the things he promised ; and after she

had t$ go into the dance house, she

hated it most for his sake—she hated

him to kiss her, for fear he'd find some

taint on her lips of the place she went

to ; she thought of him all the while,

to keep up courage ; of course it was
for father and Nobby she did it, but

he helped her. It was all over now.

She came to the bridge over the

river, and stopped on it. Just then

she happened to think of a choral her

mother liked to sing :
' A mighty for-

tress is our God.' A fortress—not hers.

Did He sometimes turn against people

and crowd them—who crowded the

girl at the confectioner's window ? "Was

there any God at all ? Not in the city

;

only two sorts of people were there,

who either lived in fine houses, and had
no souls at all, or else went about the

streets, and had lost them. Was there

any God out here ? If there was, He
wouldn't have let Mr. Cowles turn her

father off, and she wouldn't be out in

the cold ; there wasn't any anywhere.

Jane looked down at the water. It

was muddy, but it gave a wavering re-

flection as the wind ruffled it ; now and

then a piece of driftwood glided from

under the bridge, and was borne along

toward the factory clam. Her mind
flashed round to the factory, and home,

and the Christmas tree for to-morrow,

and she laughed bitterly. Jump

!

She had lost Mm, all that had been

keeping her up so long—he never meant

to marry her, though he said so, and

she believed him. Everything went

with that love ; what was there left ?

What matter what came now ? Jump !

But father and Nobby ? She couldn't

leave them unprovided for. Money,

money ! she must have money, for

them.

The bells began to chime very softly,

as they always did at twelve o'clock

of this night in the year. They seemed

to say :
' Come ! come ! come !

' She

caught at the sound. There was money
in the city, and one way yet to earn it.

' They're calling me !
' she cried,

clutching her dress wildly with both

hands ;
' they're pushing me into hell

—why shouldn't I go ? They'll have

money, and I'm gone already.'

She turned, and walked back with-

out faltering, to the edge of the city,

and stopped between the two buildings.

There was an alley close by, like one she

knew so well ; by the noise there was

revel in it. She hesitated a minute,

crouching out of sight in the shadow

of the buildings.

' Don't stop here ! ' she muttered to

herself ;
' now as well as any other

time !
' and turned into the alley. The

light was streaming from a cloor near

the middle, and a man in sailor's dress

came out and caught a glimpse of her

creeping along close to the wall.

' Hey, lass ! ' he said, ' merry Christ-

mas to ye ! 'Rived in port to-day.

Been a cruisin'. Locker full, an' all
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hands piped ashore. What craft be

you—a Dutch galley ? Sail down a

bit, till I get within speakin' distance.'

She only staggered closer against the

wall.

' Beatin' off, hey ? "Well, lass, come
an' drink to better acquaintance.'

1
It's the first time, but I'll go—I'll

go with you,' she answered. She fol-

lowed lTim to the door. The gas flared

full on his face, and she gave a mortal

scream.

' Brother Tom !

'

He made a headlong clutch at her,

but she broke away, leaving a fragment

of her dress in his hand, and flew round
the corner out of his sight.

She ran blindly through several

streets, but finally she regained the road,

and never stopped her headlong speed

till she leaned against the door of

Adam Craig's cottage. She pushed

the door open softly, and went in.

Quick as she had been, her brother was
there already, standing by Nobby's

bed ; Adam Craig was there, but his

back was turned.

' Did you—tell him ? ' she whispered.

Her brother nodded, and put out his

hand. She took it, with a half hesita-

tion.

' He understands,' he whispered, an-

swering the question of her eyes.

The old stoker turned around. She

made a move to shrink away, but he

caught her, and drew her to his breast,

crying and sobbing

:

' Lord, Lord, Lord's good !

' he cried,

' thank Him for't ! She's saved, niy

little girl ! I've found more'n I've lost,

to-day. Oh, she's pure yet, she's saved

—she's nawt lost, my girl, she's nawt

!

I didn't knaw't ! didn't knaw what
she was doin', but it's all right noo !

We'll never want any more, but if Net'd

been lost—but she's nawt, nawt—she's

nawt gone, she's here, an' harm never'll

come nigh her any more ! I knowed
Tom'd come back, an' now Net ! they

both hev saved each other, Lord's good

for't !

'

' But Nobby ? ' she whispered.

' Lord brought us one, an' noo He's

goin' to take back t'other,' said Adam.
The child was twisting in his father's

arms in the height of his pain.

' I knaw noo why 'twas I went away
thet mornin', an' Nobby got t'bump,'

said Adam, looking on sadly.

The young sailor made no answer.

The partial drunkenness of his first

night on shore was gone, and he only

held his suffering child, wiping the

drops from its face. So they stood

watching, and the horn*; went on.

' Zuhoret !

' cried Adam's wife. ' Die

Weihnachtsglocken !

'

It was the bells, ringing out the full

morning carol. The child was lying

on his bed ; he brightened up a little,

then shut his eyes wearily, and stopped

writhing. For little Nobby it that

moment became true that

' Christ was born on Christmas day.'

APHORISM.—NO. VII.

The sufficient reason why the com-

mon developments of intellect are so

poor, is not so much in the want of

native capacity, as in the low moral

estate of our nature. Our hearts are

so dry, our better affections so dull,

that we are not the subjects of stimulus

adequate to the calling forth of efforts

suitable to the necessities of the case.

Here and there, one is so richly en-

dowed in mind, that his love of science

or art may suffice to tax his powers to

the full : but a world could never be

constituted of suc*h geniuses. The mass

of men, if ever to be led up to any high

plane of mental life, must be so under the

promptings of affections and passions

which find their excitement in the more

practical spheres of our existence.
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JAMES FENIMORE COOPER ON SECESSION AND
STATE RIGHTS.

In the earlier numbers of The Spirit

of the Fair, the newspaper published

by a committee of gentlemen for the

benefit of the New York Metropolitan

Fair, appeared a series of very remark-

able papers from the pen of James

Fenimore Cooper, the American novel-

ist.* The history of these papers is

very curious, as announced by the edit-

ors of The Spirit of the Fair, in their

introductory, as follows

:

'UNPUBLISHED MSS. OF JAMES FENIMOEE
COOPER.

1 Our national novelist died in the
autumn of 1850

;
previous to his fatal

illness he was engaged upon a histori-

cal work, to be entitled ' The Men of
Manhattan,' only the Introduction to
which had been sent to the press. The
printing office was destroyed by fire,

and with it the opening chapters of this

work ; fortunately a few pages had
been set up, and the impression sent to

a literary gentleman, then editor of a
popular critical journal, and were thus
saved from destruction. To him we
are indebted for the posthumous articles

of Cooper, wherewith, by a coincidence
as remarkable as it is auspicious, we
now enrich our columns with a contri-
bution from the American pioneer in
letters.'

Many readers at the time passed over

these papers without the careful atten-

tion which they deserved. Others,

who perused them more thorough-

ly, were struck with the remarkable

prescience which the great writer's

* The stereotype plates of The Spirit of the

Fair, in which the Cooper articles originally ap-

peared, are owned by Mr. Trow. Bound volumes
of these interesting papers, containing a record
of days eo full of patriotism, charity, and inci-

dent, may be obtained on application to him.
We give this piece of information to our readers,
not doubting that many of them will be glad to

avail themselves of the opportunity to possess
them—an opportunity which may soon pass away
in the rapid development of present events.—
Editor Continental.

thoughts exhibited on topics which

the events now passing before us lend

a tremendous interest. Cooper, it must

be remembered, uttered his views on
' Secession,' ' State Rights,' etc., upward
of fifteen years ago, and at a period

when the horrors of rebellion, as a con-

sequence of slavery, were little foreseen

as likely to succeed those years of peace

and prosperity. Had these opinions

been published at the period intended

by their wTiter, they would doubtless

have been pronounced visionary and
illogical. By a singular succession of

events, however, the MS. has been hid-

den in the chrysalis of years, until, lo !

it sees the light of day at a period

when the prophetic words of their au-

thor come up, as it were, from his

grave, with the vindication of truth

and historic fidelity.

For the benefit of those who have

not read these papers in the newspaper

where they originally appeared, we
make the following extracts, feeling

assured that no man interested in pass-

ing events, or in the causes which led

to them, can fail to recognize in these

passages the astonishing power and

comprehensiveness of the mind that

fifteen years ago discussed these vital

topics. Let it be remembered, too, that

their author was a man whose sympa-

thies were largely with his countrymen,

not less of the South than of the North,

and that it was doubtless with a view

of warning his Southern friends of the

danger which hovered over the ' insti-

tution ' of slavery, that they were writ-

ten. Probably had they appeared in

print at that time, they would have pro-

duced no effect where mostly effect was

aimed at ; but now that they ha^e ap-

peared, when the small cloud of evil

pointed out has spread over the South-

ern land and broken into a deluge of
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devastation, they will at least prove

that the words of warning were not

perishable utterances signifying noth-

ing.

SECESSION.

' The first popular error that we shall

venture to assail, is that connected

with the prevalent notion of the sover-

eignty of the States. We do not believe

that the several States of this Union

are, in any legitimate meaning of the

term, sovereign at all. We are fully

aware that this will be regarded as a

bold, and possibly as a presuming

proposition, but we shall endeavor to

work it out with such means as we may
have at command.

' We lay down the following prem-

ises as too indisputable to need any

arguments to sustain them : viz., the

authority which formed the present

Constitution of the United States had

the legal power to do so. That au-

thority was in the Government of the

States, respectively, and not in their

people in the popular signification, but

through their people in the political

meaning of the term, and what was
then done must be regarded as acts

connected with the composition and

nature of governments, and of no mi-

nor or different interests of human
affairs.

' It being admitted, that the power

which formed the Government was le-

gitimate, we obtain one of the purest

compacts for the organization of hu-

man society that probably ever existed.

The ancient allegiance, under which
the colonies had grown up to impor-

tance, had been extinguished by solemn

treaty, and the States met in Conven-

tion sustained by all the law they had,

and backed in every instance by insti-

tutions that were more or less popular.

The history of the world cannot, prob-

ably, furnish another instance of the

settlement of the fundamental contract

of a great nation under circumstances

of so much obvious justice. This gives

unusual solemnity and authority to the

Constitution of 1787, and invests it

with additional claims to our admira-

tion and respect.

' The authority which formed the

Constitution admitted, we come next

to the examination of its acts. It is ap-

parent from the debates and proceed-

ings of the Convention, that two opin-

ions existed in that body ; the one

leaning strongly toward the concentra-

tion of power in the hands of the Fed-

eral Government, and the other desir-

ous of leaving as much as possible with

the respective States. The principle

that the powers which are not directly

conceded to the Union should remain

in first hands, would seem never to

have been denied ; and some years

after the organization of the Govern-

ment, it was solemnly recognized in an

amendment. We are not disposed,

however, to look for arguments in the

debates and discussions of the Conven-

tion, in our view often a deceptive and

dangerous method of construing a law,

since the vote is very frequently given

on even conflicting reasons. Different

minds arrive at the same results by dif-

ferent processes ; and it is no unusual

thing for men to deny each other's

premises, while they accept their con-

clusions. We shall look, therefore,

solely to the compact itself, as the most

certain mode of ascertaining what was

done.

' No one will deny that all the great

powers of sovereignty are directly con-

ceded to the Union. The right to

make wTar and peace, to coin money,

maintain armies and navies, etc., etc.,

in themselves overshadow most of the

sovereignty of the States. The amend-

atory clause would seem to annihilate

it. By the provisions of that clause

three fourths of the States can take

away all the powers and rights now
resting in the hands of the respective

States, with a single exception. This

exception gives breadth and emphasis

to. the efficiency of the clause. It will

be remembered that all this can be

done within the present Constitution.
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It is a part of the original bargain.

Thus, New York can legally be de-

prived of the authority to punish for

theft, to lay out highways, to incor-

porate banks, and all the ordinary in-

terests over which she at present exer-

cises control, every human being within

her limits dissenting. Now as sover-

eignty means power in the last resort,

this amendatory clause most clearly

deprives the State of all sovereign pow-

er thus put at the disposition of Con-

ventions of the several States ; in fact,

the votes of these Conventions, or that

of the respective Legislatures acting in

the same capacity, is nothing but the

highest species of legislation known to

the country ; and no other .mode of

altering the institutions would be le-

gal. It follows unavoidably, we repeat,

that the sovereignty which remains in

the several States must be looked for

solely in the exception. What, then, is

this exception ?

'It is a provision which says, that

no State may be deprived of its equal

representation in the Senate, without

its own consent. It might well be

questioned whether this provision of

the Constitution renders a Senate in-

dispensable to the Government. But

we are willing to concede this point

and admit that it does. Can the vote

of a single State, which is one of a

body of thirty, and which is bound to

submit to the decision of a legal ma-
jority, be deemed a sovereign vote ?

Assuming that the whole power of the

Government of the United States were

in the Senate, would any one State be

sovereign in such a condition of things ?

We think not. But the Senate does
viot constitute by any means the whole

•>r the half of the authority of this Gov-

ernment ; its legislative power is divid-

ed with a popular body, without the

concurrence of which it can do noth-

ing ; this dilutes the sovereignty to a

degree that renders it very impercepti-

ble, if not very absurd. Nor is this all.

After a law is passed by the concur-

rence of the two houses of Congress, it

vol. vi.—

6

is sent to a perfectly independent tri-

bunal to decide whether it is in con-

formity with the principles of the great

national compact ; thus demonstrating,

as we assume, that the sovereignty of

this whole country rests, not in its peo-

ple, not in its States, but in the Govern-

ment of the Union.
' Sovereignty, and that of the most

absolute character, is indispensable to

the right of secession : nay, sovereign-

ty, in the ordinary acceptation of the

meaning of the term, might exist in a

State without this right of secession.

We doubt if it would be held sound

doctrine to maintain that any single

State had a right to secede from the

German Confederation, for instance;

and many alliances, or mere treaties^

are held to be sacred and indissoluble

;

they are only broken by an appeal to

violence.

' Every human contract may be said1

to possess its distinctive character.

Thus, marriage is to be distinguished

from a partnership in trade, without

recurrence to any particular form of

words. Marriage, contracted by any

ceremony whatever, is held to be a

contract for life. The same is true of

Governments : in their nature they are

intended to be indissoluble. We doubt

if there be an instance on record of a

Government that ever existed, under

conditions, expressed or implied, that

the parts of its territory might separate

at will. There are so many controlling

and obvious reasons why such a privi-

lege should not remain in the hands

of sections or districts, that it is un-

necessary to advert to them. But after

a country has rounded its territory,

constructed its lines of defence, estab-

lished its system of custom houses, and

made all the other provisions for se-

curity, convenience, and concentration,

that are necessary to the affairs of a

great nation, it would seem to be very

presumptuous to impute to any partic-

ular district the right to destroy or

mutilate a system regulated with so

much care.
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i The only manner in which the right

of secession could exist in one of the

American States, would be by an ex-

press reservation to that effect in the

Constitution. There is no such clause

;

did it exist it would change the whole

character of the Government, rendering

it a mere alliance, instead of being that

which it now is—a lasting Union.

But, whatever may be the legal princi-

ples connected with this serious subject,

there always exists, in large bodies of

men, a power to change their institu-

tions by means of the strong hand.

This is termed the right of revolution,

and it has often been appealed to to

redress grievances that could be re-

moved by no other agency. It is un-

deniable that the institution of domes-

tic slavery, as it now exists in what are

termed the Southern and Southwestern

States of this country, creates an inter-

est of the most delicate and sensitive

character. Nearly one half of the en-

tire property of the slaveholding States

consists in this right to the services of

human beings of a race so different

from our own as to render any amalga-

mation to the last degree improbable,

if not impossible. Any one may easily

estimate the deep interest that the

masters feel in the preservation of their

property. The spirit of the age is de-

cidedly against them, and of this they

must be sensible ; it doubly augments

their anxiety for the future. The nat-

ural increase, moreover, of these human
chattels renders an outlet indispen-

sable, or they will soon cease to be

profitable by the excess of their num-
bers. To these facts we owe the fig-

ments which have rendered the South-

ern school of logicians a little presum-

ing, perhaps, and certainly very sophis-

tical. Among other theories we find

the bold one, that the Territories of the

United States are the property, not of

the several States, but of their individ-

ual people ; in other words, that the

native of New York or Rhode Island,

regardless of the laws of the country,

has a right to remove to any one of

these Territories, carry with him just

such property as he may see fit, and
make such use of it as he may find con-

venient. This is a novel copartner-

ship in jurisdiction, to say the least,

and really does not seem worthy of a

serious reply.' \

' SLAVEKY.

' The American Union has much
more adhesiveness than is commonly
imagined. The diversity and com-
plexity of its interests form a network

that will be found, like the web of the

spider, to possess a power of resistance

far exceeding its gossamer appearance

—one strong enough to hold all that it

was ever intended to enclose. The slave

interest is now making its final effort

for supremacy, and men are deceived by

the throes of a departing power. The
institution of domestic slavery cannot

last. It is opposed to the spirit of the

age ; and the figments of Mr. Calhoun,

in affirming that the Territories belong

to the States, instead of the Govern-

ment of the United States; and the

celebrated doctrine of the equilibrium,

for which we look in vain into the

Constitution for a single sound argu-

ment to sustain it, are merely the ex-

piring efforts of a reasoning that can-

not resist the common sense of the na-

tion. As it is healthful to exhaust all

such questions, let us turn aside a mo-

ment, to give a passing glance at this

very material subject.

4 At the time when the Constitution

was adopted, three classes of persons

were ' held to service ' in the country

—

apprentices, redemptioners, and slaves.

The two first classes were by no means
insignificant in 1789, and the redemp-

tioners were rapidly increasing in num-

bers. In that day it looked as if this

speculative importation of laborers

from Europe was to form a material

part of the domestic policy of the

Northern States. Now the negro is a

human being, as well as an apprentice

or a redemptioner, though the Consti-

tution does not consider him as the
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equal of either. It is a great mistake

to suppose that the Constitution of the

United States, as it now exists, recog-

nizes slavery in any manner whatever,

unless it be to mark it as an interest

that has less than the common claim to

the ordinary rights of humanity. In

the apportionment, or representation

clause, the redemptioner and the ap-

prentice counts each as a man, whereas

five slaves are enumerated as only three

free men. The free black is counted as

a man, in all particulars, and is repre-

sented as such, but his fellow in slavery

has only three fifths of his political

value.'

' THE LOVE OF UNION.

1 The attachment to the Union is

very strong and general throughout

the whole of this vast country, and it

is only necessary to sound the tocsin to

bring to its maintenance a phalanx

equal to uphold its standard against

the assaults of any enemies. The im-

possibility of the Northwestern States

consenting that the mouth of the Mis-

sissippi should be held by a foreign

power, is in itself a guarantee of the

long existence of the present political

ties. Then, the increasing and over-

shadowing power of the nation is of a

character so vast, so exciting, so attrac-

tive, so well adapted to carry with it

popular impulses, that men become
proud of the name of American, and
feel unwilling to throw away the dis-

tinction for any of the minor considera-

tions of local policy. Every man sees

and feels that a state is rapidly advan-

cing to maturity which must reduce

the pretensions of even ancient Rome
to supremacy, to a secondary place in

the estimation of mankind. A century

will unquestionably place the United

States of America prominently at the

head of civilized nations, unless their

people throw away their advantages

by their own mistakes—the only real

danger they have to apprehend : and
the mind clings to this hope with a

buoyancy and fondness that are becom-
ing profoundly national. We have a

thousand weaknesses, and make many
blunders, beyond a doubt, as a people

;

but where shall we turn to find a paral-

lel to our progress, our energy, and in-

creasing power ? That which it has

required centuries, in other regions, to

effect, is here accomplished in a single

life ; and the student in history finds

the results of all his studies crowded,

as it might be, into the incidents of the

day. 1

APHORISMS.—NO. VIII.

' "We shall never know much while

we have so many books.'

Such was my thought, many years

ago ; and such does all my observation

and experience still confirm. Knowl-
edges we may have, even if we do read

much : but not much knowledge.

But, some will ask, if one has true

ideas, though derived from others—is

not that knowledge? Yes, if he has

ideas : but propositions expressing them
are not enough : one may have many

of these, and know but little. For ex-

ample, let us suppose Locke right about

the mind's coming into existence as a

sheet of white paper—a man may re-

ceive this, and yet not know it. See

how easily this may be tested. White

paper will receive any impression you

please : can the human mind receive

the impression that two and two are

five, or that a part is equal to the whole ?

Locke could have answered this, and

seemed to save his theory. The bor-

rower from Locke cannot.
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THE RESURRECTION FLOWER.

If a traveller in Egypt were to bow
before the Sphynx, and receive a nod

in return, lie could scarcely be more

surprised than I was to-day, upon see-

ing a little, dried-up thing—the re-

mains of what had once bloomed and

faded ' 'mid beleaguering sands '

—

spring into life and beauty before my
very eyes. All theAbbott Collection con-

tains nothing more rare or curious. Old,

perhaps, as Cheops, and apparently as

sound asleep, it is startled at the touch

of water, and, stretching forth its tiny

petals, wakes into life as brightly as a

new-born flower.

No one could believe, upon looking

at this little ball, hanging on its fragile

stem, and resembling both in color and

shape a shrunken poppy-head, or some

of the acorn tribe, what magical results

could arise from merely wetting its sur-

face—yet so it is.

Sleeping, but not dead, the flower is

aroused by being for an instant im-

mersed in water, and then supported in

an upright position. Soon the upper

fibres begin to stir. Slowly, yet visi-

bly, they unfold, until, with petals

thrown back in equidistant order, it

assumes the appearance of a beautifully

radiated, starry flower, not unlike some

of the Asters in form. Resting a mo-

ment, it suddenly, as though inspired

by some new impulse, throws its very

heart to the daylight, curving back its

petals farther still, and disclosing beau-

ties undreamed of even in the loveliness

of its first awakening.

To say that, in general effect, its ap-

pearance resembles the passion-flower

is to give but a poor description, and

yet one searches in vain for a more

fitting comparison. Lacking entirely

the strong contrasts in color of the lat-

ter, it yet wears a halo of its own, un-

like any other in the whole range of

floral effects.

When viewed through a powerful

lens, the heart of the flower, which, to

the naked eye, lies flooded in a warm,
colorless light, assumes the most ex-

quisite iridescent hues, far more beau-

tiful than the defined tints of the pas-

sion-flower. Melting to the eye in its

juiciness and delicacy, yet firm in its

pure outline and rounded finish, it

bears the same relation to that chosen

type of the great Suffering, that peace

bears to passion, or that promise bears

to prayer.

Soon the aspect ofthe flower changes.

As though over the well-spring of its

eternal life hangs some ruthless power
forcing it back into darkness, before an

hour has passed, we can see that its

newly-found vigor is fading away. The
pulsing light at its heart grows fainter

and fainter—slowly the petals raise

themselves, to drop wearily side by
side upon its bosom—and finally, its

beauty vanished, its strength exhaust-

ed, it hangs heavy and brown upon its

stem, waiting for the touch that alone

can waken it again.

This rare botanical wonder, bloom-

ing one moment before admiring eyes,

and next lying dried and shrivelled in

a tomb-like box, is not without its le-

gendary interest, though the odor of

its oriental history has, by this time,

been nearly blown away by that sharp

simoom of investigation, which has al-

ready whirled so many pretty fables and

theories into oblivion.

The story of the flower, as given in

1856, by the late Dr. Deck, the natural-

ist, is as follows

:

While travelling on a professional

tour in Upper Egypt, eight years be-

fore, engaged in exploring for some lost

emerald and copper mines, he chanced

to render medical service to an Arab
attached to his party. In gratitude, the

child of the desert formally presented
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to him this now-called 'Resurrection

Flower,' at the same time enjoining

upon him never to part with it. Like

the fabled gift of the Egyptian, it was

supposed to have ' magic in the web

of it.' The doctor was solemnly as-

sured by the Arab, and others of his

race, that it had been taken ten years

before from the breast of an Egyptian

mummy, a high priestess, and was

deemed a great rarity ; that it would

never decay if properly cared for ; that

its possession through life would tend

to revive hope in adversity, and, if bur-

ied with its owner, would ensure for

him hereafter all the enjoyments of the

Seventh Heaven of Mahomet. When
presented, this flower was one of two
hanging upon the same stem. Dr.

Deck carefully preserved one ; the twin

specimen he presented to Baron Hum-
boldt, who acknowledged it to be the

greatest floral wonder he had yet seen,

and the only one of its kind he had
met with in the course of his extensive

travels.

For years the doctor carried his treas-

ure with him everywhere, prizing it for

its intrinsic qualities, and invariably

awakening the deepest interest when-

ever he chanced to display its wondrous

powers. During the remainder of his

life he caused the flower to open more
than one thousand times, without pro-

ducing any diminution of its extraor-

dinary property, or any injury to it

whatever. It is proper to state that,

though closely examined by some of

the most eminent naturalists, both at

home and abroad, no positive position

in the botanical kingdom was ever as-

signed to it—indeed to this day it re-

mains a waif in the floral world, none

having determined under what classifi-

cation it belongs.

I need not say that the doctor, while

gratefully accepting the gift of his Arab
friend, quietly rejected the accompany-
ing superstitions. Subsequent trials

and proofs positive confirmed his

doubts of its hope-inspiring power,
while his inclination and good old

prejudices tempted him to forego the

delights of the Seventh Heaven by be-

queathing his treasure to his friend and
pupil, Dr. C. J. Eames, of New York,

than whom none could regard it with

a truer appreciation, or recognize its

exquisite perfection with a feeling near-

er akin to veneration.

It has now been in the possession of

Dr. Eames for several years, and has, in

the mean time, been unfolded many
hundred times, still without any de-

terioration of its mysterious power. It

opens as fairly and freshly to-day, as

when, under Egyptian skies, more than

sixteen years ago, its delicate fibres,

heavy with the dust of ages, quivered

into a new life before the astonished

eyes of Dr. Deck.

Well-named as, in some respects, it

seems to be, this marvel of the botan-

ical world has already given rise to not

a few discussions among the scientific

and curious, some earnestly proclaim-

ing its right to the title of ' Resurrec-

tion Flower,' and others denying that

it is a flower at all. Indeed, in its un-

folded state, its resemblance to a flat-

tened poppy-head, and other seed ves-

sels, offers strong argument in favor of

the latter opinion. In alluding to it,

one uses the term ' flower ' with de-

cided ' mental reservation '—beautiful

flower, as it seems to be when opened

—and speaks of its ' petals ' with a dep-

recating glance at imaginary hosts of

irate botanists. Some, it is true, still

insist that it is a dona Jide flower ; but

Dr. Deck himself inclined to the belief

that it was the pericarp or seed vessel

of some desert shrub, rare indeed, as

few or none like it have appeared in

centuries, yet not without its analogies

in the vegetable world.

The famous Rose of Jericho (not that

mentioned in the Apocrypha, or the

very common kind peculiar to the far

East, but that long-lost variety prized

by the Crusaders as a holy emblem of

their zeal and pilgrimage) was, in all

probability, a member of the same

genus to which the c Resurrection
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Flower ' belongs. This opinion is sup-

ported by the fact that resemblances of

the ' flower,' both open and closed, are

sculptured upon some of the tombs of

the Crusaders—two, in the Temple

Church of London, and several in the

Cathedrals of Bayeux and Rouen in

Normandy, where lie some of the most

renowned followers of Peter the Her-

mit.

A brother of Dr. Deck, engaged in

antiquarian research in the island of

Malta, discovered the same device

graven upon the knights' tombs, and

invariably on that portion of the

shield, the ' dexter chief,' which was

considered the place of highest honor.

This gentleman has also furnished the

following quotation from an old monk-

ish manuscript, describing ; a wonder

obtained from Jerusalem by the holy

men, and called by them the ' Star of

Bethlehem,' as, if exposed to the moon
on the eve of the Epiphany, it would

become wondrous fair to view, and like

unto the star of the Saviour ; and with

the first glory of the sun, it would re-

turn to its lowliness.'

Doubtless the old chroniclers, had

they lived in these days of evidence

and ' solid fact,' would have given some

credit to the heavy dews peculiar to

moonlight nights, an exposure to which

would assuredly have produced all the

effect of immersion upon the flower.

The fact of so close a representation

of the ' Resurrection Flower ' being up-

on the tombs of the Crusaders, added

to the circumstance that in his Egyp-

tian researches he had never met with

any allusion to it, induced Dr. Deck to

discard the story of its Egyptian origin

as untenable. ' I have unwrapped

many mummies myself,' he wrote, ' and

have had opportunities of being pres-

ent at unrolling of others of all classes,

and have never discovered another Res-

urrection Flower, nor heard of any one

who had ; and in the examination of

hieroglyphics of every age and variety,

I never discovered anything bearing

the remotest resemblance to it. Those

who are conversant with the wonderful

features of the Egyptian religion and

priestcraft, will observe how eagerly

they seized upon and deified anything

symbolical of their mysterious tenets,

and transmitted them to posterity, fig-

ured as hieroglyphics ; and it is but

natural to presume that this homely-

looking flower, with its halo, so typical

of glory and resurrection, would have

ranked high in their mythology, if it,

and its properties, had been known to

them. Moreover, an examination of

the elaborate works of Josephus, Hero-

dotus, King, and Diodorus, so full in

their description of Egyptian mytholo-

gy, has failed to elicit any description

or notice of it whatever.'

Nearly every one has read of the fa-

mous Rose of Jericho (Anastatica hiero-

chontina) or Holy Rose—a low, gray-

leaved annual, utterly unlike a rose,

growing abundantly in the arid wastes

of Egypt, and also throughout Pales-

tine and Barbary, and along the sandy

coasts of the Red Sea. One of the

most curious of the cruciferous plants,

it exhibits, in a rare degree, a hygro-

metric action in its process of repro-

duction. During the hot season it

blooms freely, growing close to the

ground, bearing its leaves and blos-

soms upon its upper surface ; when
these fall off, the stems become dry

and ligneous, curving upward and in-

ward until the plant becomes a ball

of twigs, containing its closed seed-ves-

sels in the centre, and held to the sand

by a short fibreless root. In this con-

dition, it is readily freed by the winds,

and blown across the desert, until it

reaches an oasis or the sea ; when,

yielding to the ' Open Sesame ' of water,

it uncloses, leaving nature to use its

jealously guarded treasures at her will.

The dried plant, if carefully pre-

served, retains for a long time its hy-

grometric quality. "When wet, it ex-

pands to its original form, displaying

florets (?) not unlike those of the elder,

but larger, closing again as soon as the

moisture evaporates. Hence it is rev-
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erenced in Syria as a holy emblem.

The people call it Kaf Maryam,, or

Mary's Flower, and many superstitions

are held regarding it, one of which is,

that it first blossomed on the night on

which our Saviour was born. Growing

everywhere, upon heaps of rubbish and

roofs of old houses, by the wayside, and

almost under the very door-stones, it

creeps into the surroundings of the peo-

ple, weaving its chains of white, yel-

low, or purple flowers while sunshine

lasts, and, when apparent decay over-

takes it, teaching its beautiful lesson

of Life in Death. Who can cavil at the

thought which raises it to a symbol of

that Eternal Love forever weaving end-

less chains from heart to heart, no spot

too lowly for its tendrils to penetrate,

or too dreary for its bloom.

Some specimens of the Anastatica

have been carried to this country by

travellers. One, in the cabinet of Fish-

er Howe, Esq., of Brooklyn, and brought

by him from Jericho fourteen years ago,

still retains its remarkable habit ; and

another, older still, is in the possession

of Dr. Eames.

Among the plants which exhibit curi-

ous phases of hygrometric action might

be cited some of the Fig Marigolds

(Mesembryanthemum) ; also the Scaly

Club Moss (Lycopodium). The latter,

after being thoroughly withered, will,

if laid in water, gradually expand, turn

green, and assume the appearance of a

thriving plant. When again dried, it

becomes a brown, shrunken mass, capa-

ble, however, of being revived ad libi-

tum.

Some species of Fungi also exhibit a

similar property—and all have observed

with what promptitude the various

pine and larch cones cover their seed

in a storm, or even when it ' looks

like rain.' I remember being once not

a little puzzled in trying to open a

drawer that some weeks before had
been filled with damp pine cones.

Upon becoming dry, each individual

had attempted a humble imitation of
the genii in the ' Arabian Nights,' ex-

panding to its fullest extent, only to be

subjugated by being cast again into

the water.

Some of the Algae exhibit properties

similar to that of the Club Moss ; and

a marine plant known as the Califor-

nian Rock-rose is still more curious.

Clinging closely to the rocks, and feed-

ing upon some invisible debris, or, like

certain orchids, drawing its sustenance

from the air (for the rocks upon which

it grows, sometimes are lifted far above

the water), it attains an enormous size,

being in some instances as large as a

bushel basket. It is not without a cer-

tain jagged beauty of contour, resem-

bling, more than anything else, clusters

of Arbor Vitas branches cut out of wet
leather, and meeting in the centre.

Once torn from its stony bed, the Rock-

rose curls up into an apparently tangled

mass of network, having the general

outline of a rose, but it will at any time,

upon being immersed in water, assume

its original appearance. I have seen a

fine specimen of this plant open and
close, for the hundredth time, years

after it had been taken from the rock.

The Hygrometric Ground Star ( Geas-

trum hygrometricum), found in many
portions of Europe, is well known

;

nearer home, we have a variety (Geas-

trum Saratogensis) differing in some re-

spects from its transatlantic relative,

which is of a warm brown color, and

flourishes in gravelly soil.

The American variety grows abun-

dantly in the drifting sands of Saratoga

County, N. Y. It has no stem or root,

excepting here and there a fine capillary

fibre by which it clings to the ground.

When dry, it contracts to a perfect

sphere, is rolled by the wind across the

sand, and (according to the account

given by Dr. Asa Fitch, who has

had a specimen in his possession for

twenty years) shakes a few seeds from

the orifice at its summit at each revo-

lution. This seed ball also possesses

the power of opening when moistened,

changing its spherical form to that of

an open flower about two inches iu
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diameter. When opened, it displays

eight elliptical divisions, resembling

petals. These are white as snow on the

inside, and traversed by a network of

small irregular cracks, while their outer

surface resembles kid leather, both in

color and texture.

The Ground Star differs in habit from

the ' Resurrection Flower,' which never

yields its seed unless expanded by
moisture (if Dr. Deck's theory be cor-

rect), and is not nearly as intricate or

beautiful in construction as the oriental

relic. Indeed, to this day, the ' Resur-

rection Flower,' as one must call it for

want of a better name, remains without

a known rival in the botanical world.

From time to time, brief notices con-

cerning it have been published ; and

where writers, sometimes without hav-

ing seen the original, have claimed the

knowledge or possession of similar spe-

cimens, they have become convinced of

their mistake on personal inspection.

Even the plants alluded to in a short

accomit, given eight years ago, in a

leading New York periodical, as being

the same as the ' Resurrection Flower,'

proved, on comparison by Dr. Eames,

to be entirely different.

Although it is by no means certain

that the plant in Baron Humboldt's

collection, and that owned by Dr.

Eames, are the only individuals of their

kind in existence, the fact of their great

rarity is well established. As far as I

have been able to ascertain, there is

but one ' Resurrection Flower ' in

America.

That new plants might be obtained

from this lonely representative of its

race few can doubt ; but to this day

the germs exposed so temptingly at

each awakening, have never been re-

moved. Old as it is, it has never done

its work, the only seeds it has sown

being those of inquiry and adoration

in the minds of all who have witnessed

its marvellous powers.

Whether the pretty oriental tale of

its origin be true or not—and it re-

quires an oriental faith to believe it in

the face of contradictory evidence

—

none can gaze upon that little emblem

of 'Life in Death'—so homely and

frail, and yet so beautiful and so eter-

nal—without peculiar emotion.

What drooping, weary soul, parched

with the dust of earth, but sometimes

longs to be forever steeped in that

great Love in which it may expand

and bloom—casting its treasures upon

Heavenly soil,—and glowing evermore

with the radiance of the Awakening.

RECOGNITION.

Now in the chambers of my heart is clay,

And form and order. A most sacred guest

Is come therein, and at his high behest

Beauty and Light, who his calm glance obey,

Flew to prepare them for his regal sway.

Now solitude I seek, which once, possessed,

I fled ; now, solitude to me is blessed,

Wherein I hearken Love's mysterious lay,

And hold with thee communion in my heart.

That thou art beautiful, thou who art mine-

That with thy beauty, Beauty's soul divine

Has filled my soul, I muse upon apart.

In the blue dome of Heaven's eternity,

Rising I seem upborne by thoughts of thee.
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THE SEVEN-HUNDREDTH BIRTHDAY OF A GERMAN
CAPITAL.

Most of our countrymen look upon

Germany as all one. The varieties of

outlandish customs, costumes, and dia-

lects observed among our emigrant pop-

ulation from that land are little no-

ticed, and never regarded as marking

districts of the fatherland from which

they severally sprung. One of the

most fruitful themes of pleasant hu-

mor and biting sarcasm in our periodi-

cal literature and in the popular mouth,

is the ignorance betrayed by enlight-

ened foreigners, and especially foreign

journalists, in regard to the geography

of our country ; as though America

were, par excellence, the land, and on
whatever other subject the world might,

without meriting our contempt, fail to

inform itself, our country, not only in

its glorious history and more glorious

destiny, but in the minuter details of

the picture, must be understood and
acknowledged. This charge of igno-

rance is not unfounded. Often have I

been not a little amused when an intel-

ligent German has inquired of me as a

New Yorker, with the sure hope of

news from his friend in Panama, or

another to learn how he might collect

a debt from a merchant at Valparaiso,

or a third to be informed why he re-

ceived no answers to letters addressed

to friends in Cuba, and so on. But if

the tables were turned upon us, there

is no point on which we should be

found open to a more fearful retribu-

tion than on this. I know an American

gentleman of education—and he told

me the story himself—who applied at

Washington for letters to our diplo-

matic representatives in Europe, and

who had sufficiently informed himself

to be on the point of sailing for several

years' residence abroad, and still, when
letters were handed him for our consul-

general at Frankfort and our minister

in Prussia, asked, with no little con-

cern, whether a letter to our minister in

Germany could not be given him. I

knew a correspondent of a New York
journal fearfully to scourge a distin-

guished German for his ignorance of

American geography. The same per-

son, after months of residence in Mu-
nich, having about exhausted the re-

sources which it offered him for his cor-

respondence, gave a somewhat detailed

account of the affairs of Greece, in

which he referred to King Otho as

brother of King Lewis of Bavaria, al-

though almost any peasant could have

told him that the latter was father to

the former.

Indeed, there is nothing strange

about this, unless it be that any one

should deem himself quite above the

class of blunders which he satirizes.

It is less to be wondered at that one

should continue to hurl his satiric

javelins at those who commit the same

class of errors with himself, since he

seldom becomes aware of his own ridic-

ulous mistakes. In regard to Germany,

our people know but its grand divi-

sions and its large cities ; and of its

people among us but their exterior dis-

tinctions, and mainly those offered to

the eye, arrest attention. We meet

them as servants or employes in kitch-

ens, shops, and gardens, and on farms,

or as neighbors, competitors, or asso-

ciates in business. At evening we sep-

arate, and they go to their own domes-

tic or social circles, where alone the na-

tive character speaks itself freely forth

in the native language and dialect.

There only the homebred wit and hu-

mor freely flow and flash. There the

half-forgotten legends and superstitions,

the utterance of which to other ears

than those of their own people is for-

bidden—perhaps by a slight sense of
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shame, perhaps by the utter failure of

language,—together with the pastimes

and adventures of their native villages

or districts, are arrested in their rapid

progress to oblivion, as they are occa-

sionally called forth to amuse the dull

hours or lighten the heavy ones of a

home-sick life in a foreign land. Could

we but half enter into the hearts of the

peasant Germans who move among us,

and are by some regarded as scarcely

raised in refinement and sensibility

above the rank of the more polished

domestic animals of our own great and

enlightened land, we should often find

them replete with the choicest elements

of the truly epic, the comic, and the

tragic.

How seldom do the people of differ-

ent lands and languages learn to under-

stand each other—become so well ac-

quainted as to appreciate each other's

most engaging traits ? The German
emigrant seeks a home among us, and

desires to identify himself with us.

The costume of his native district is

thrown off as soon as he needs a new
garment, often much sooner. His lan-

guage is laid aside except for domestic

use and certain social and business

purposes, as soon as he has a few words

of ours. These words serve the ends of

business, and rarely does he ever learn

enough for any other purpose. The
other parts of the man remain con-

cealed from our view. He is to us a

pure utilitarian of the grossest school.

His pipe suspended from his mouth, his

whole time given to his shop, his farm,

or his garden, and to certain amuse-

ments unknown to us, he is deemed to

vegetate much like the plants he growrs,

or to live a life on the same level with

that of the animal he feeds, incapable

of appreciating those higher and more

refined pleasures to which we have

risen—in other words, the true type of

dulness and coarseness. An intelli-

gent Welshman once told me that he

could not talk religion in English nor

politics in Welsh. So with the Ger-

mans among us. Their business and

politics learn to put themselves into

English, their religious, domestic, and
social being remains forever shut up in

the enclosure of their mother tongue,

and from this we rashly judge that

what they express is all there is of

them. We have never considered the

difficulty of transferring all the utter-

ances of humanity from their first and

native mediums to foreign ones. It is

easy to learn the daily wants of life or

the formal details of business in a new
language. Here words have a uniform

sense. But the nice shades and turns

of thought which appear in the hap-

piest and most delicate jets of wit and
humor, and which form the great sta-

ples of pleasant social intercourse, de-

pend upon those subtile discrimina-

tions in the sense of words which are

rarely acquired by foreigners. One
may have all the words of a language

and not be able to understand them
in sallies of wit. How nicely adjusted

then must be the scales which weigh
out the innumerable and delicate bits

of pleasantry which give the charm to

social life ! The words to relate the

legends connected with the knights

and castles of chivalry, saints, witches,

elves, spooks, and gypsies, the foreign-

ers among us never acquire, or at least

never so as to have the ready and deli-

cate use of them in social life, until

their foreign character has become

quite absorbed in the fully developed

American, and the taste, if not the ma-

terial for picturing the customs and

legends of the fatherland are forever

gone.

It is mainly North Germany with

whose institutions we have become

more or less familiar through our news-

paper literature, and the numbers of

students who have from time to time

gone thither for educational purposes.

Some acquaintance has also been made
with Baden and Wirtemberg, in South

Germany, as these principalities have

a population mainly Protestant ; and

Heidelberg, at least, has been a favorite

resort for American students. But the
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same is not true of Catholic South Ger-

many. Munich's collections and insti-

tutions of art—mainly the work of the

late and still living King Lewis I.

—

have, indeed, become generally known.

Mary Howitt, in her ' Art Student in

Munich,' has given us some graphic

delineations of life there. The talented

and witty Baroness Tautphoens has

done us still better service in her < Ini-

tials ' and ' Quits,' in relation both to

life in the capital and in the moun-

tains
;

yet the character, institutions,

and customs of the people remain an

almost unexplored field to the Ameri-

can reader.

In the middle of the twelfth century

Munich was still an insignificant vil-

lage on the Isar, and had not even been

erected into a separate parish. About

this time Henry the Lion added to his

duchy of Saxony, that of Bavaria, and

having destroyed the old town of Foehr-

ing, which lay a little below the site

of Munich on the other side of the

river, transferred to the latter place the

market and the collection of the cus-

toms, which had till then been held by

the bishops of Freising with the im-

perial consent. The emperor Frederic

I., in the year 1158, confirmed, against

the remonstrances of Bishop Otho I.,

the doings of Henry. The duke has-

tened to surround the village with a

wall and moat to afford protection to

those who might choose to settle there,

and in twenty years it had become a

city. But the duke fell into disgrace

with the emperor, and the latter re-

voked the rights he had granted ; but

this was like taking back a slander

which had already been circulated.

The effect had been produced. Munich
was to become a capital.

Bishop Otho's successor would gladly

have destroyed the infant city and the

bridge which had been the making of

it. In consequence, however, of his

early death, this beneficent purpose to-

ward his see of Freising remained un-

executed. The next successor con-

tinued the same policy. He built a

castle with the design of seizing the

trading trains which should take the

road to Munich, perhaps deeming this

the best way of magnifying his office

as a leader in the church militant. But
before he could achieve his purpose of

cutting off all supplies from the rival

town, and turning trade and tribute

all to his own place, a new defender of

the rising city had sprung up in the

house ofWittelsbocher—the same which
still reigns over the kingdom of Bavaria,

—and the matter of the feud was finally

adjusted by the quiet surrender of the

bridge and the tolls to the city.

The imperial decree, therefore, of

1158, must be regarded as having laid

the foundation of Munich as a city, and
accordingly the seven hundredth anni-

versary of its founding was celebrated

in the year 1858. I shall place a notice

of this fete at the head of the list of

those which occurred during my resi-

dence in that capital.

It was a part of the plan that the

ceremony of laying the foundation of a

new bridge over the Isar should be

performed by the king. This was
deemed specially appropriate, because

the springing up of the city had de-

pended upon a bridge over the river to

draw thither the trade which had
gone to the old Freising. This occurred

on Sunday, and I did not see it. I

never heard, however, but that his

majesty acquitted himself as well in

this stone mason's work as he does in

the affairs of court or state—just as

well, perhaps, as one of our more dem-

ocratic Chief Magistrates, accustomed

to splitting rails or other kinds of man-

ual labor, would have done. I took a

walk with my children at evening, and

met the long line of court carriages re-

turning, followed by a procession on

foot, the archibishop, with some church

dignitaries, walking under a canopy

and distributing, by a wave of the

hand at each step of his progress, his

blessing to the crowds which thronged

both sides of the broad street. Some,

perhaps, prized this more than we did,
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but I do not suppose that there was
anything in the nature of the blessing

or in the will of the benevolent prelate

to turn it from our heretical heads.

The other parts of this celebration

consisted in dinners, plays in the the-

atres, a meeting at the Rathhaus, at

which were read papers on the devel-

opment of Munich for the seven hun-

dred years of its existence, and a pro-

cession, the whole occupying about a

week. I shall only notice specially the

procession, and in connection with it

the art exhibition for all Germany,

which closed at the same time, having

been in progress for three months
; for

the two greatly contributed to each

other.

The illustrated weekly, published at

Stuttgart by the well-known novelist

Hacklaender, under the title of Ueber

Land? und Meer, refers to these festivi-

ties in the following terms :

' Munich, the South German metrop-
olis of art, was, during the closing days
of September, transformed into a fes-

tive city. The German artists had as-

sembled from all parts of the country,
that they might, within those walls,

charmed by the genius of the muses,
wander through the halls in which
the academy had collected the best
works of German art, and take counsel
upon the common interests, as they had
formerly done at Bingen and Stutt-

gart. The artists and the magistracy
vied with each other in preparing happy
days for the visitors—an emulation
which was crowned with the most de-
lightful results. The artists' festival,

however, was but the harbinger to the
the city of the great seventh centennial
birthday festival of the Bavarian capi-

tal, which had been so long in prepara-
tion, and was waited for with such im-
patience. Concerts and theatres opened
the festal series. Services in all the
churches of both confessions consecrated
the coming days, and the laying of the
foundation of the new bridge over the
Tsar, leading to the Maximilianeum,
formed, historically, a monumental
memorial for the occasion. Favored
by the fairest of weather, the city cele-

brated the main festival on the 27th of

September. It was a historical proces-

sion, moved through all the principal

streets of the city, and caused departed
centuries to pass in full life before the
eyes of the citizens and the vast assem-
blage of strangers there present. It

was no masquerade, but a true picture

of the civilization of the city, from its

first appearance in history to the pres-

ent day

—

( a mirrored image,' says a
chronicler of the festival, ' of times
long since gone by.

' The twelfth century opened the

procession—representations of the pres-

ent time in science, art, and industry,

as developed under the reigns of Lewis
and Maximilian, which have been so

promotive of all that is great, closed it

up. But one voice was heard in re-

gard to the success of this festival.'

The plan was to let representatives

of the people for this whole period of

seven hundred years pass before the eyes

of the spectators in the fashions and

costumes of their respective ages, bear-

ing the implements or badges of their

several guilds or professions. The
preparation had been begun months

beforehand. Artists had been em-

ployed to sketch designs. The best

had been selected. The costumes were

historical. We see sometimes in every

part of our country, costumes extem-

porized from garrets for old folks' con-

certs and other like occasions, but gen-

erally they do not correspond with

each other, or with the performances.

The result is committed to accident.

The actors wear what their meagre

wardrobes of the antique furnish. The
wider the divergence from present

fashions the better. Chance may bring

together the styles of a dozen succes-

sive periods, and render the whole

without coherence. In such an exhibi-

tion our interest is felt simply in the

grotesque. It shows us how a coun-

tenance familiar to us is set off by a

strange and outlandish costume. It

represents no history. Such was not

this procession. Its front had twelfth

century costumes of peasants, burghers,

and even the ducal family. So down
to the very day of the festival ; for

statues of the present royal family on

open cars closed up the long line. It
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did not seem indeed quite right that

the successive ages of the dead should

pass before us living, and the living

age alone lifeless. In one part of the

procession was an imperial carriage of

state drawn by six horses, a man in

livery leading each horse, with all the

necessary footmen, outriders, and out-

runners. The whole was antiquity and

novelty happily combined. The cos-

tumes and insignia of all classes, with

the tools and implements of all handi-

crafts, from the day when Duke Henry

and Bishop Otho, seven hundred years

before, had had their petty bickerings

about the tolls of a paltry village, down
to the present day, the whole trans-

formed into a living panorama, and

made to pass in about four hours be-

fore the eye.

To set forth great things by small, a

bridal pair remove from the East and

settle in our Western wilds. In a score

of years they return to their native

place, wearing the very garments in

which they had stood up and been pro-

nounced husband and wife. The pic-

ture is equal to a volume of history

and one of comedy, the two bound in

one. But here, instead of a score of

yearn we have a score of ages, reaching

back to a period farther beyond that

great popular movement in which

modern society had its birth, than that

is anterior to our own age. If all the

costumes, fashions, implements, and

tools of the house, the shop, and the

field, insignia and liveries, from those

of the first Dutch settlers of New Am-
sterdam, down to those of New York's

belles, beaux, and beggars of the pres-

ent day, should be made to pass in. re-

view before us, how absurdly grotesque

would be the scene ! That veritable
1 History of New York from the Begin-

ning of the World to the End of the

Dutch Dynasty, by Diedrick Knicker-

bocker,' has perhaps shaken as many
sides and helped digest as many dinners

as almost any book since Cervantes

gave the world his account of the ad-

ventures of his knight Don Quixote,

and yet this great historical work hints

but a part of that picture, though

doubtless greatly improved by the au-

thor's delicate touches, which would

pass before us in a procession illustrat-

ing two centuries of New York's his-

tory. Using such hints, the reader

may partially judge of the impression

made by this setting forth of seven cen-

turies of a capital of Central Europe,

and yet one can hardly tell, without

the trial, whether he would rather smile

at the grotesqueness of the pageant, or

be lost in the profound contemplation

of the magnificent march of history

reenacted in this drama.

This procession spoke but to the

eye. It was but a tableau, dumb,

though in its way eloquent. It de-

tailed no actions ; it only hinted them.

It simply presented the men who acted,

clad in the outward garb, and bearing

the tools and weapons of their day.

The cut of a garment, the form of a

helmet or halberd, a saddle or a scmi-

tar, a hoe or a hatchet, or the cut of

the hair or the beard, may speak of the

heart and soul, only, however, by dis-

tant hints. But just as the representa-

tion is less distinct and detailed, is it a

mightier lever for imagination to use

in raising again to life centuries which

had long slept in the dust. The super-

structure of history, indeed, which we
should rear upon such a basis, would

be wide of the truth on one side, just

as the narratives and philosophical dis-

quisitions which come to us under that

name are on the other. History gener-

ally relates those things in which all

ages have been most alike—the. same

which have ' been from the beginning

and ever shall be '—the intrigues of

courts and of diplomacy—varied mainly

by the influence of the religion of the

Bible, as at first persecuted, then rising

by degrees to a rank either with or

above the state, and becoming a perse-

cuting power, and then finally modify-

ing and softening down the native

rudeness of the human race, until mu-
tual and universal tolerance is the re-
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suit ; court life, diplomacy, and war,

however, remaining and still to remain

the perpetual subjects of historical com-

position. But between this elevated

range and the humble one of burghers'

tools and costumes, lies a boundless

field of aspect, variegated with all the

forms which checker social and domes-

tic life. Oh !—thought a little group

of American spectators occupying a

room near the corner of Ludwig and

Theresien streets—could we but rend

the veil of time which conceals Munich's

seven hundred years of burgher and

peasant life, how odd, how rude a scene

would present itself! The reader's

fancy may make the attempt. I will

aid a little if I can, and there was in-

deed some material furnished in ad-

dresses prepared for that occasion, and
in some other papers which have come
into my hands.

The people of that little village on
the banks of the Isar were but the

owners and tillers of the barren soil.

Nearly a century (1238) after Henry

the Lion had surrounded it with walls,

and a local magistracy had been chosen

;

when two parishes—those of St. Peter

and St. Mary—had been already long

established, we find a schoolmaster

signing, doubtless by virtue of his

office, a certificate of the freedom of a

certain monastery from the city cus-

toms. That the school teacher must,

ex officio, sign such papers, spoke vol-

umes. How few could have had the

learning, for it must indeed be done in

Latin. And then the history of the

city runs nearly a century back of this

date. What was the burgher life of

that first century of Munich's history ?

It is but the faintest echo that answers.

Schools there were at that day and long

before. Nay, the cloister schools were

already in decay ; but more than three

hundred years were yet to elapse before

the rise of the Jesuit schools. Three

hundred years ! How can we, of this

age of steam, estimate what was slowly

revolving in society in those years?

In 1271 we find an order of the bishop

of Freising requiring the parish rector

to have a school in each parish of the

city ; half a century later than this we
meet documentary evidence that school

teaching had assumed a rank with

other worldly occupations, and was no
longer subject to the rector of the

parish. If I could but set the reader

down in a school room of that day, I

might forego any attempt to portray

the times ; but, alas ! I cannot. He
would, however, doubtless see there

groups of boys—for I half suspect that

this was before girls had generally de-

veloped the capability of learning—the

faces and garments clean or smutty,

showing the grade of social progress

which had been gained, for wre may
presume that the use of soap and water

had been to some extent introduced,

and if so, I have erred again, for the

dirty and the ragged did not go to

school. These could do without educa-

tion. "We should see, too, the beaming

or the dull and leaden eye—if, indeed,

the eye spoke then as now—proclaim-

ing the master's success or failure. And
then the schoolmaster, the chief figure

in the group, would be found to have

the otium cum dignitate, and especially

the former, in a higher sense than is

now known. And what was the staple

information which circulated among
the people ? Of this we know more.

It was was made up of adventures of

knights, miracles wrought by the host,

by crucifixes and Madonnas, and ap-

paritions of saints, leading some em-

peror or prince to found a church or

monastery—a kind of history which few

churches or other religious institutions

want. If there was less of life in the

humanity of that age than we have at

present, there was as much more in

other things ;
for even those holy pic-

tures and statues could move their eyes

and other parts. They found various

ways of expressing approbation of the

pious, and frowning upon scoffers.

Crucifixes and Madonnas, carried by

freshets over barren fields, brought fer-

tility. The devil, too, figured more
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largely in the narratives of days before

printed books formed the basis of edu-

cation. He generally appeared in the

persons of giants and witches, which

latter were his agents by special con-

tract. Their freaks had all shades of

enormity, from the slight teasing of the

housewife in her baking and churning

to the peril of life and limb and endless

perdition. The devil sometimes com-

ing in one of these forms endangered

the lives of the quiet people of the city

by formally dismissing the watch be-

tween the hours of eleven and twelve

o'clock at night. So hundreds of

things which he has become too genteel

in our day to practise.

The founding of the city was near

the close of that great movement known
as the crusades. What a world of ma-

terial these furnished to be used in

popular education ! The feats of

knights, instead of assuming distinct

forms and being stereotyped and told

to them in books, were surrendered to

the popular mouth for preservation and
propagation. Saints, angels, and de-

mons attached themselves from time to

time to these circulating myths. Ori-

ginal characters often dropped out, and
the discrimination of the wisest be-

liever i i the real and ideal, became

confused. Then came the period of the

Hussite war. This gave rise to many a

miracle of divine judgment. The Bo-

hemian mocker of the holy mass, or of

some wonder-working statue of the

'

Virgin, is pursued with divine ven-

geance. The Jews—how suggestive

the name, in the history of mediaeval

Europe, of mystery, miracle, and mur-
der !—were early allowed to settle in

Munich. They were assigned to a par-

ticular street. In the year 1285 a story

was started—it had been long stereo-

typed, and editions of it circulated in

every part of Christendom—of the

murder of a Christian child. A perse-

cution of the Jews was the result—one
hundred and forty were burned in their

own houses—and the poor Israelites

must doubtless suffer without redress,

although many of them were then, as

they now are, bankers and brokers to

the spiritual and temporal lords. Not
far from the same time the ducal mint

was destroyed, because the people were

enraged to find the metal in their coin

gowing alarmingly less. For this the

city must pay a fine.

From our first knowledge of this

town it continued gradually, but very

slowly, to advance in intelligence—we
should rather say from century to cen-

tury than from year to year ; for dur-

ing this period progress was too slow

to be perceptible, unless the observa-

tion were verified by the pillars erect-

ed to mark the boundary lines between

successive centuries. The inquirer into

the past often sighs out the wish that

art had found a way to transmit full

impressions of all departed generations

to the latest living one. Perhaps he

prudently limits the desired favor to

himself, otherwise the wish would not

be wise ; its realization would place

every lazy observer upon the same level

with the studious investigator. The
cumbrous details, too, of sixty centuries

piled upon one mind would crush it,

unless human nature were a very differ-

ent thing from that which we now be-

hold. It is in accordance with a wise

plan of Providence that the deeds of

past ages should perish with them, ex-

cept the few needed to cast their gleam

of light upon the world's future path-

way. We are made capable of rescuing

just enough for the highest purposes

of life, not enough to overwhelm and

burden us in our march toward the

goal before us. It is thought by some

that the point and finish of the ancient

Greek authors, as compared with the

moderns, is attributable to the fact

that they were less perplexed with ac-

cumulated lore and the multiplication

of books and subjects of study. Their

minds were not subject to the dissipat-

ing effects of large libraries, and daily

newspapers with telegraphs from Asia,

Africa, and Hesperia. I shall not dis-

cuss this question. The amount of in-
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formation handed down from past ages

even now is but as the spray which
rises above the ocean's surface to the

vast depths which lie below. The his-

torical fossils of those ages are there-

fore left to exercise the genius of the

Cuviers of historical inquiry. As that

naturalist could, from a single bone of

an extinct animal species, make up and

describe the animal, so have inquirers

into the past succeeded in picturing a

departed age from the few relics left

of it. Hence we are treated occasion-

ally with such agreeable surprises in

the march of history as the discovery

of Pompeii, Herculaneum, and Nineveh.

The genius of our Wincklemanns,

Champollions, Humboldts, and Lay-

ards has found a worthy field. Such

days as that I am attempting to de-

scribe, representing seven centuries of

a modern capital before the admiring

eyes of the present generation of its

people, become possible. Instead of

the monotony of a perpetual observa-

tion, we have the charm of alternate

lulls and surprises.

This picture has a further likeness to

the naturalist's description made from

the fossils of extinct genera of animals.

In the latter the animal is made to

stand before us. We have the data

necessary to infer his habits. But we
see him not perfect in his wilderness

home of unnumbered ages past. "We

see him not the pursuer or the pur-

sued ; we hear not the fierce growls or

the plaintive note of alarm or distress.

These we must imagine. So, too, the

slowly and peacefully moving train

which passes our windows, setting

forth the sleeping centuries of this city.

There is the emperor in state—dukes

in ducal magnificence— knights in

armor with horses richly and fancifully

caparisoned—citizens in the dress of

their times—the various mechanics' and

traders' guilds, with their implements,

their badges and their banners, with

priests thickly scattered through the

whole line, which is ever changing as

the representatives of one age succeed

those of another. The whole is calm

and quiet. The fierce contests, the

angry broils, private and public—now
throwing the whole city into a ferment

of innocent alarm, now deluging its

streets with blood—the rage of plagues,

sealing up the sources of human ac-

tivity, and causing the stillness of the

grave to settle over the scene—all these

we must supply ; and surely the

thoughtful mind is busy in doing this

as it contemplates the passing train.

We conceive rival claimants for the

ducal throne, contending, regardless of

dying counsel, until death again settles

what death had thrown open to con-

test. Everything which has ever trans-

pired on the theatre of the world's

great empires, may be conceived as

enacted on this narrower stage. The

difference is less in talents and prowess

than in the extent of the field and the

numbers of actors.

From the period of the Reformation

down we can form the picture with

more distinctness. Seehofen, son of a

citizen of Munich, while a student at

Wittenberg, received Luther's doc-

trine, and through him many of his

townsmen. The most learned and able

opponent whom the Reformer had to

encounter was John Eck, chancellor of

the Bavarian University of Ingolstadt

—one of the most renowned at that day

in Europe—which, by removal to the

capital, has now become the Universi-

'ty of Munich. In 1522 Duke William,

of Bavaria, issued an edict forbidding

any of his people to receive the re-

formed doctrine. Bavaria, therefore,

remained Catholic, and Munich became

the headquarters of German Catholi-

cism. The electoral duke, Maximilian,

of Bavaria, was head of the Catholic

league which carried on the 'Thirty

Years' War' against the Protestants

under Gustavus Adolphus, king of

Sweden, in the early part of the seven-

teenth century. The city is full of say-

ings derived from this whole period,

such as to leave us no ground to won-

der that few Catholics are inclined to
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become Protestants. The only Protes-

tant church in the city was built with-

in the last thirty years. It is but a few

years since the house was still shown

in Scudlinger street, in which Luther,

in his flight from Augsburg, whither he

had been called to answer for his teach-

ing before Cardinal di Vio in 1518,*

stopped, his horse all in a foam, to take

a drink, and in his hurry forgot to pay

for the piece of sausage which he ate.

In the market place was a likeness of

Luther and his ' Katherl.' f There are

also numerous derisive pictures, such

as the Reformer riding upon a swine,

with a sausage in his hand, which,

however, all originated in the mockery

of the Jews, who were afterward com-

pelled to surrender some of them to

the leading spirit of the Reformation.

At Saurloch, a little distance south of

Munich, there were still, in 1840, to be

seen pictures of Luther and his wife in

a group made up of chimney sweeps,

buffoons, aDd many others of the class.

As this age passed before the eyes of

the spectators, they would doubtless

give it new life by attributing to it the

spirit exemplified in these choice and

tasteful pictures and sayings, amusing

at this day, doubtless, to both parties.

The period of the ' Thirty Years'

War ' and the visit to Munich of Gus-

tavus Adolphus has left more sayings

and monuments, and thus do more hon-

or to the people. After the Catholic

victory near Prague, in 1620, the elector

celebrated a public entry into the city

amid the jubilations of the people and

the Jesuits. A pillar was erected in

remembrance of the victory, and dedi-

cated, eighteen years afterward, to the

Virgin, in accordance with a vow. The
city was also variously adorned. The
rejoicing was somewhat premature. In

1632 the duchess and ducal family had
to remove to Salzburg for safety, whith-

er they carried with them the bones of

St. Benno, the patron saint of the city,

* Luther was not in Munich at that time, if

indeed he ever was.

t Catharine Bora, Luther's wife.
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and other valuables. The king of Swe-

den entered the walls under a promise,

which he had made in consideration

of three hundred thousand florins, to

be paid to him by the people, to se-

cure them against fire, sword, and

plunder. Ladies freely gave up their

precious ornaments to make up the

amount. But they failed. The con-

queror took forty-two priests of the

religious orders, and twenty respectable

citizens, as hostages for the payment.

These wandered around with his camp
for three years, and then all returned

except four, who died during the time.

The traditions of the people give the

king credit for having strictly abstained

from plunder, and executed the only

man who transgressed his rule, al-

though the citizens failed on their part.

How beautifully the brilliant and the

glorious mingle with the sad and the

sombre in the picture which we form

of this age as the passing train brings

it before our minds ! How religion,

variously tinged with the sable hues of

superstition, wrought upon that age !

The Swedish king, the moment victory

turns in his favor, dropping upon his

knees in the midst of the dead and the

dying, the clouds of smoke and dust as

yet unsettled, pours out his soul in fer-

vent prayer and thanksgiving.* He
but represents his army and his age.

The Catholic army are not less devout

in their way. Germany is full of mon-

uments and sayings of this period.

Those of Munich are of the Catholic

side.* There stands in a public square

an equestrian statue of colossal size, in

bronze, of the elector Maximilian, head

of the Catholic League—his pillar to

the Virgin still stands— and the great

general of the League, Count Tilley,

represented in bronze, is among the

prominent objects viewed by the visit-

or to this capital. On the other hand,

the greatest organization in Europe

for the aid of Protestants in Catholic

lands, having branches everywhere,

* Vide Schiller's ' Geschichte des dreisig-

jahrigen Kriegee.'
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"bears the name of Gustavus Adolphus.

Let the reader then conceive the vis-

ions which flit through the minds of

the spectators as this age passes in re-

view before them.

But here I shall close this part of the

picture. The description of the city

as it now exists belongs in other con-

nections. It has been suggested, as

greatly adding to the interest of this

birthday festival of the capital, that it

concurred in time with the exhibition

of the art of all Germany in the Crystal

Palace. Although the two had no nat-

ural connection, yet they became so in-

tertwined in fact as not easily to be

separated. I shall therefore just touch

upon the art display.

Works of art are dry subjects of de-

scription, and that too just in the pro-

portion of their exquisiteness to be-

hold. Things made for the eye must
be presented to the eye. Works of a

coarse and comic nature can, indeed,

be described so as to produce their

effect. Here, for instance, is a railroad-

station man. Such in Bavaria, dressed

in their quaint little red coats, must
stand with the hand to the hat as if in

token of profound respect for the train

while it passes. This one, when lath-

ered and half shaved, was suddenly

called by the train, and in this predica-

ment he stands while it passes. The
best new work in the exhibition was
one in water colors by Professor

Schwind, of Munich, setting forth the

popular German myth of the seven ra-

vens. It sold to a prince for seven

thousand florins. I know better than

to attempt a description. The ' Raising

of Jairus 1 Daughter,' a picture sent on

by the king of Prussia, gave the best

impression I have ever had of life once

departed, and now suddenly beginning

again to quiver on the lip and gleam

in the eye ; or as Willis has it

:

'And suddenly a flush

Shot o'er her forehead and along her lips,

And through her cheek the rallied color ran
;

And the still outline of her graceful form

Stirred in the linen vesture
;

'

thus changing the sadness of the family

assembled round the couch into a lustre

sympathetic with that of her own re-

opened eyes.

These specimens have been given to

show that such subjects are incapable

of description. The exhibition contin-

ued from June to October, and the col-

lection was so extensive that a shorter

period would have been scarcely suffi-

cient for the study of works exhibited.

During this time the characteristic en-

thusiasm and jealousies of the artists

were variously exemplified. The de-

lightful hours spent in walking through

these halls will be among my latest re-

membrances.

This whole festive period culminated

with the closing days of September.

The city had been unusually full all

summer, but as its great birthday fes-

tival approached, the crowds thickened,

until its capacity for lodging room had
been transcended. All parts of Ger-

many were represented, nor did dele-

gates from the rest of the civilized

world fail.

The question naturally arises, whether

New York, Boston, or Philadelphia has

a history which would appear well in

such a drama ! Although our history

extends back over little more than one

fourth of the period occupied by that

of Munich, it might afford this mate-

rial. The annals of public events

would be found preserved with great

fulness and distinctness— the archives

of city and state councils and of the

churches would supply the needed

facts—but who could furnish the fash-

ions, tools, and implements of each suc-

cessive age from that of the Pilgrim

fathers to that of the great rebellion ?

Who would perform the labor of re-

search necessary to ascertain what they

were ? Where is the American court,

supported at an expense of several mil-

lions per annum, to preserve all these

in collections, or to get them up for

court theatres ? Who would pay for

making all these for a procession of

twenty thousand persons, with all the
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necessary horses and carriages ? And be obliged to leave such exhibitions to

surely, if we could not feel the confi- those countries which have hereditary

dence that everything was historical, heads, and, making a virtue of neces-

all our interest in the display would be sity, console ourselves with the thought

gone. I am apprehensive that we shall that we have something better.

THE DANISH SAILOR.

Far by the Baltic shore,

"Where storied Elsinore

Rears its dark walls, invincible to time
;

Where yet Horatio walks,

And with Marcellus talks,

And Hamlet dreams soliloquy sublime
;

Though forms of Old Romance,

Mail-clad, with shield and lance,

Are laid in ' fair Ophelia's ' watery tomb,

Still, passion rules her hour,

Love, Hate, Revenge, have power,

And hearts, in Elsinore, know joy and gloom.

Grouped round a massy gun

Black sleeping in the sun,

The belted gunners list to many a tale

Told by grim Jarl, the tar,

Old Danish dog of war,

Of his young days in battle and in gale.

The medal at his breast,

The single-sleeved blue vest,

His thin, white hair, tossed by the Norway breeze,

His knotted, horny hand,

And wrinkled face, dark tanned,

Tell of the times when Nelson sailed the seas.

Steam-winged, upon the tides

A gallant vessel glides,

Two royal flags float blended at her fore,

Gay convoyed by a fleet,

Whose answering guns repeat

The joyous ' God speeds ' thundered from the shore.
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1 Look, comrades ! there she goes,

Old Denmark's Royal Rose,

Plucked but to wither on a foreign strand

;

Can Copenhagen's dames

Forget their country's shames

—

Her sons, unblushing, clasp a British hand ?

•

' Since that dark day of shame

Which blends with Nelson's fame,

When the prince of all the land led us on,

I little thought to see

Our noblest bend the knee

To any English queen, or her son.

' What the fate of battle gave

To our victor on the wave,

Was as nothing to the bitter, conscious sting,

That our haughty island foe

Struck a sudden, traitor blow,

In the blessed peace of God and the king.

' Ay, you were not yet born ;

'

On that cursed April morn,

When they sprang like red wolves on their prey,

And our princeliest and best

By our humblest lay at rest,

In the heart's blood of Denmark, on that day.

' And now, their lady queen,

O'er our martyrs' graves between,

Stoops to cull our cherished bud for her heir,

And the servile, fickle crowd

Shout their shameless joy aloud,

All but one old crippled tar

—

who was there !

1 Till the memory shall fail

Of that treach'rous, bloody tale,

Or the grief, and the rage, and the wrong,

Shall enforce atonement due,

On some Danish Waterloo,

To be chanted by our countrymen in song,

' I will keep my love and truth

For the Denmark of my youth,

Nor clasp hands with her enemies alive
;

Ay, I'd train this very gun

On that British prince and son,

Who comes here, in his arrogance, to wive.
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* When I gave my good right arm,

And my blood was spouting warm
O'er my dying brother's face, as we lay,

I played a better part,

I bore a prouder heart,

Than the proudest in that pageant bears to-day.

1—There floats the Royal Bride,

On that unreturning tide ;

—

By the blood of all the sea-kings of yore,

'Twere better for her fame,

That Denmark sunk her shame

Where the maelstrom might drown it in his roar !

'

There was silence fbr a space,

As they .gazed upon his face,

Dark with grief, and with passion overwrought

;

When out spoke a foreign tongue,

That gunner-group among

:

1 Neow old Jarl ses the thing he hed'nt ought.

* This idee of keeping mad
Half a cent'ry, is too bad

;

'Tis onchristian, and poor policy beside
;

For they say that the young man
Has the ' brass to buy the pan,'

And her folks are putty sure that he'll provide. 1

The old seaman's scornful eye

Glanced mute, but stern reply,

And the Yankee vowed and swore to me, the bard,

That old Jarl, that very night,

By the northern moon's cold light,

Talked with Hamlet's father's ghost in the back yard.
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AMERICAN CIVILIZATION.

There are two opposite standpoints

from which American civilization will

be regarded both by the present and

future generations ; opposite both in

respect to the views they give of Ameri-

can society and the judgment to be

formed thereon : so opposing, in fact,

that they must ever give rise to con-

flicting opinions, which can only be

reconciled in individual instances by
the actual occurrence of great events,

and never when dealing with generali-

ties. These two far distant points of

view are the foreign and the native.

We are, more perhaps than any other

nation in existence, a peculiar people.

Our institutions are new and in most

respects original, and cannot be judged

by the experience of other nations.

Our manner of life and modes of

thought— all our ideas of individual

and national progress, are sui generis,

and our experience, both social and

political, as based upon those ideas,

has been similar to that of no other

race which history records. Hence to

the foreign historian or philosopher

our inner life is a sealed book ; he can

neither understand the hidden springs

of action which govern all the move-

ments of our body j)olitic, nor appre-

ciate the motives or the aspirations of

the American mind : in a word, he can

never be imbued with the spirit of our

intellectual and moral life, which alone

can give the key-note to prophecy, the

pitch and tone to true and impartial

history. And he who, reasoning from

the few d priori truths of human na-

ture, or from those characteristics which

the American mind possesses in com-

mon with that of the Old World, shall

pretend to treat of our systems and our

intellectual life, or to map out our fu-

ture destiny, will be as much at fault

as the historian of a thousand years

ago who should attempt to portray the

events of this our day and generation.

The historian of American civilization

must not only be among us, but of us

—one who is able not only to identify

his material interests with those of the

great American people, but also to par-

take of our moral habitudes, to be ac^

tuated by the same feelings, desires,

aspirations, and be governed by the

same motives. By such an one alone,

who is able to understand our moral

life in all its phases and bearings, can

a clear and truthful view be taken of

the great events which are continually

agitating our society, and their bearings

upon our present and future civilization

be correctly estimated.

It is precisely from lack of this sym-

pathy and of appreciation of the diffi-

culties under which we have labored,

that America has suffered in the opin-

ion of the world. For the foreign view,

looking upon us not as a new people,

but as the offshoot of an old and culti-

vated race, has conceded to us little

more than a certain mechanical inge-

nuity in fitting together the parts of an

edifice built upon a foundation already

laid for us away back in the ages—

a

carrying out of plans already perfected

for us, and requiring little of originality

for their development ; forgetting that

oftentimes the laying of the foundation

is the easiest part of the work, while

the erection and embellishment of the

superstructure has taxed the efforts of

the loftiest genius. In so far as regards

the development of the national mind,

the strengthening of the originating

and energetic faculties, and the capa-

bility of profound and well directed

thought arising therefrom, we are, as a

race, deeply indebted to our progeni-

tors of the Old World, and we have

reaped therefrom a great advantage

over other nationalities in their incep-

tion. But aside from these benefits, the

cultivation of the race before the set-

tlement of our country has been rather
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a hamper upon our progress. For

here was to be inaugurated a new civil-

ization, upon a different basis from

and entirely incompatible with that of

the Old World ; here was to be estab-

lished an idea antagonistic to those of

the preexisting world, and evolving a

new and more progressive social life,

which needed not only a new sphere

and new material, but also entire free-

dom from the restraints of the old-time

civilization. And it is harder to un-

learn an old lesson than to learn a new.

The institutions and modes of thought

of the Old World are to the last degree

unfavorable to the progress of such a

nationality as ours. Their tendency

being toward the aggrandizement of

the few and the centralization of power,

renders them wholly incompatible with

that freedom of thought and action,

that opening up of large fields of exer-

tion as well as of the road to distinc-

tion and eminence, with all their in-

centives to effort, which are the very

life of a majestic republic stretching

over a large portion of the earth's sur-

face, embracing such mixed nationali-

ties, and founded upon principles of

progress both in its physical and men-

tal relations which have rendered it in

very truth a new experiment among
the nations. We had first to forget the

divine right of kings, and the invidious

distinctions of class, with all their deep-

seated and time-honored prejudices,

and to start forward in a different and
hitherto despised path toward which

the iron hand of our necessity pointed,

and in which all men should be consid-

ered equal in their rights, and the po-

sition of each should depend, not upon

the distance to which he could trace

a proud genealogy, but upon the ener-

gy with which he should grapple with

the stern realities of life, the honesty

and uprightness with which he should

tread its path, and the use he should

make of the blessings which God and
his own exertions bestowed upon him.

We had to learn the great but simple

lesson that

' The rank is but the guinea's stamp,

The man 's the man for a' that ;

'

and in so doing, to accept, for a time,

the position of the Pariahs of Christen-

dom, through the imputation of de-

grading all things high and noble to

the rank of the low and vulgar, of

casting the pearls of a lofty and en-

nobled class before the swinish multi-

tude, of throwing open the doors of the

treasury, that creatures of low, plebeian

blood might grasp the crown jewels

which had for ages been kept sacred to

the patrician few ; in a word, we had
to take upon ourselves all the odium
of a despised democracy—a moral

agrarianism which should make com-

mon property of all blessings and privi-

leges, and mingle together all things,

pure and impure, in one common hotch-

potch of corruption and degradation.

Greater heresy than all this was not

then known, and the philosopher of to-

day has little conception of the sacri-

fice required of those who would at

that time accept such a position.

Another and not less important les-

son which our ancestors had to ]earn

was, that national prosperity which

depends upon the learning and refine-

ment or energy of a certain privileged

class, can never be otherwise than

ephemeral ; that the common people

—

the low plebeians, whom they had been

taught to consider of the least impor-

tance in the state, are in reality the

strength of the land ; and that in the

amelioration of their condition, in the

education and mental training of the

masses, while at the same time placing

before them the highest incentives to

individual exertion, lies the only sure

basis of an enduring prosperity—that

the only healthful national growth is

that 'which is made up of the individ-

ual strivings of the great mass rather

than the self-interested movements of

the few ; and as a consequence of this

truth, that the privileged minority is

really the least important of the two

classes in any community. In the in-

fancy of government, when a rude and
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unlettered people are little able to take

care of themselves, the establishment

of class distinctions is undoubtedly

conducive to progress, as it tends to

unite the people, thereby counteract-

ing the thousand petty jealousies and

strifes and bickerings which invariably

beset an infant people, and to organize

and systematize all progressive effort.

It is, in fact, a putting of the people to

school under such wholesome restraints

as shall compel them forward while

guarding them against those evil influ-

ences which militate against their pros-

perity. But in the course of events the

time comes when these restraints are

no longer necessary, but rather become

hampers upon the wheels of progress
;

and when that period arrives, all these

invidious distinctions should, in a well-

regulated state, gradually disappear

and give place to that freedom which is

essential to individual advancement as

the basis of national power. Trained as

our ancestors had been to consider these

distinctions divinely appointed, it was

no easy task for them to abrogate so aged

and apparently sacred a system, and

nothing but the material evidence be-

fore their eyes in the experience of their

own society, convincing them that such

a course was an actual necessity of their

future well-being, could have induced

them so to depart from the teachings

of their progenitors. Nor was it less

difficult to determine how far these

safeguards of the olden time might

safely be dispensed with, or where or

how deeply the knife should be applied

which, in the fallibility of human judg-

ment, might possibly cut away some

main root of their social organization.

Here was required the exercise of the

profoundest wisdom and the most care-

ful discretion—wisdom unassisted by

any experience in the past history of

the world other than that of the utter

failure of all past experiments in any

way similar to their own. To us of to-

day, viewed in the light of intervening

experience and of the increased knowl-

edge of human affairs, this may seem a

little thing ; but to them it was not so,

for the path was new and untried, and
they were surrounded by the thickest

of darkness. Thus it will be seen that

in the founding of our system there

were great difficulties, which only the

loftiest aims and the utmost firmness

and determination in the cause of the

good and the true, with the liveliest

sense of the necessities and the yearn-

ings of human nature, and the true end

of all human existence, could have over-

come,—difficulties which, with all the

cultivation of their past, rendered their

task not less arduous than that of the

founders of any community recorded in

history even among the rudest and
most savage of peoples. And for all

their energy and perseverance the world

has not yet given them the credit which
is their due, although the yearly devel-

oping results of their labors are gradu-

ally restoring them to their proper po-

sition in the appreciation of humanity.

And the time will come when their

memory will be cherished all over the

earth as that of the greatest benefactors

of the human kind. As the Alpine

glacier year after year heaves out to its

surface the bodies of those who many
decades ago were buried beneath the

everlasting snows, so time in its revo-

lutions heaves up to the view of the

world, one by one, the great facts of

the buried past, to be carefully laid

away in the graveyard of memory, with

a towering monument above them to

mark to all succeeding ages the spot

where they have wrought in the inter-

est of humanity.

Another evil effect of this same for*

eign view is to lead the world to ex-

pect of us, the descendants of an old

and polished civilization, more than is

warranted by the facts of our history

or even by the capabilities of human
nature in its present stage. And this,

too, arises from a false estimate of the

difficulties which have beset us on ev-

ery side, and from the paucity of the

world's experience, and consequent

knowledge, of such experiments as our
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own. The march of human advance-

ment has but just begun in this its new

path ; and it is but little wonder that,

excited by our past successes, and stim-

ulated to an inordinate degree as their

ideas of progress have become through

the new truths which our efforts have

brought to light, the friends of human

freedom all over the world should ex-

pect from us more astonishing develop-

ments, more rapid progress, than is

compatible with the frailties and falli-

bilities of our humanity. Hence in

the light of this morbid view our great-

est successes are looked upon as some-

what below the standard which our

advantages demand.

With the foreign view we, as a na-

tion, have nothing to do. We must be

content to act entirely independently

of the opinions of the outside world,

being only careful steadfastly to pursue

the path of right, leaving to future ages

to vindicate our ideas and our motives.

So only can we possess that true na-

tional independence which is the foun-

dation of all national dignity and

worth, and the source of all progress.

We must free ourselves from all the

hampering influences of old-time dog-

mas and worn-out theories of social

life, content to submit to the aspersions

of Old-World malice, confident that

time will prove the correctness of our

policy. So only can we throw wide

open the doors of investigation, and

give free scope to those truths which

will not fail to follow the earnest striv-

ings of a great people for the purest

right and the highest good.

In estimating any civilization at its

true value, the law of God is obviously

the highest standard. Yet in these

days of divided opinion and extended

scepticism, when scarcely any two hold

exactly the same religious views, and

when all manner of beliefs are pro-

fessedly founded on Holy Writ, such a

comparison would only result in as

many different estimates as there are

reflecting minds, and the investigation

would be in no degree advanced. Even

the moral sense of our own community

is so divided upon the distinctions of

abstract right, that the application of

such a standard to our civilization

would only open endless fields of use-

less because interested and bigoted dis-

cussions.

There are two other and more feasi-

ble methods of conducting such an in-

vestigation ; the first of which is that

of comparing our own civilization with

that ofEurope ; marking the differences,

and judging of them according to our

knowledge of human nature and the

light of past experience and analogy.

Yet such a course presents the serious

objection of preventing an impartial

judgment through the strong tempta-

tion to self-laudation, which is in itself

the blinding of reason as well as the

counteraction of all aspirations for a

still higher good.

The third and last method is that

which takes cognizance of the most ob-

vious and deeply felt evils connected

with our own system, and reasoning

from universally conceded principles

of abstract right, and from the highest

moral standard of our own society, to

study how they may best be remedied

and errors most successfully combated.

From such a course of investigation

truth cannot fail to be evolved, and

the moral appreciation of the thinker

to be heightened. For such a method

presents less danger of partiality from

local prejudices, religious bias, or na-

tional antipathy. And such is the

method which we shall endeavor to

pursue.

Judging from mankind's sense .of

right, of justice, and of that moral no-

bility which each individual's spiritual

worthiness seems to demand, a pure

democracy is the highest and most per-

fect form of government. But such a

system presupposes a perfect humanity

as its basis, a humanity which no por-

tion of the earth has yet attained or is

likely to attain for many ages to come.

Hence the vices as well as the weak-

nesses of human nature render certain
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restraints necessary, which are more or

less sever% according as the nation is

advanced in moral excellence and in-

tellectual cultivation, and which must

gradually disappear as the race pro-

gresses, giving place to others newer

and more appropriate to the changing

times and conditions of men. Under

this view that progress in the science

of government is alone healthy which

keeps exact pace with the moral prog-

ress of the nation, and tends toward a

pure democracy in exactly the degree

in which the people become fitted to

appreciate, to rationally enjoy, and

faithfully guard the blessings of perfect

liberty. Too rapid progress leads to

political anarchy by stimulating, to a

degree unsustained by their acquire-

ments and natural ability, the aspira-

tions of the ambitious and the reckless,

thereby begetting and nationalizing a

spirit of lawlessness which grasps con-

tinually at unmerited honors, and

strives to make all other and higher

considerations bend to that of individ-

ual advancement and personal vanity.

The truth of this position is seen in the

utter failure of all attempted democratic

systems in the past, which may be

traced to this too eager haste in the

march of human freedom, ending in-

variably in the blackest of despotism,

as well as from the fact in our own his-

tory that every era of unusual political

corruption and reckless strife for posi-

tion and power, has followed close

upon the moral abrogation of some one

of those safeguards which the wisdom
of our fathers threw around our politi-

cal system.

On the other hand, advancement

which does not keep pace with the ex-

pansion of thought, the intellectual de-

velopment, and consequent capacity of

the people for self-government, not

only offers no encouragement to effort,

but actually discourages all striving,

and blunts the appetites of the search-

ers for truth, It fossilizes the people,

retards the march of intellect by its re-

actionary force, and rolls backward the

wheels of all progress, till the nation

becomes a community of dull, content-

ed plodders, fixed in the ruts of a by-

gone age, suffering all its energy and

life to rust away, day by day, in inac-

tion. Such we find to be the case with

those nations of the Old World which

are still ruled by the effete systems of a

feudal age. The governmental policy

and the intellectual status of the masses

mutually react upon each other, effec-

tually neutralizing all progress, whether

moral or physical.

For these reasons that nicely gradu-

ated mean between political reckless-

ness and national old fogyism, which

alone guarantees an enduring progress,

is the object of search to all disinter-

ested political reformers. For only by

following such a golden mean, in which

political reform shall keep even pace

with intellectual and moral advance-

ment, can physical and mental progress

be made mutually to sustain each other

in the onward march. Yet this mean
is extremely difficult to find, for though

we be guided by all the experience of

the past, and earnestly and sincerely

endeavor to profit by the failures as

well as the successes of those who have

gone before us, the paths of experiment

are so infinite and the combinations of

method so boundless, that the wisest

may easily be led astray. Hence the

failures of the republics of the past,

however pure the motives and lofty the

aims of their founders, may be attrib-

uted to a leaning to one side or the

other of this strait and narrow way,

which lies so closely concealed amid

the myriad ramifications of the paths

of method. The slightest divergence,

if it be not corrected, like the infinites-

imal divergence of two straight lines,

goes on increasing to all time, till that

which was at first imperceptible, be-

comes at last a boundless ocean of in-

tervening space, which no human effort

can bridge.

To say that we, as a nation, are fol-

lowing closely this golden mean, that

our wisdom has enabled us to discover
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that which for so many ages has re-

mained hidden from men, were simply

egotistical bombast ; for it were to as-

sert that with us human nature had

lost its fallibility and human judgment

become unerring. Yet we may safely

assert that no system exists at the pres-

ent day which so clearly tends toward

the attainment of such a mean, and

which contains within itself so many
elements of reform, as our own. For

ours is a system of extreme elasticity, a

sort of compensation balance, construct-

ed with a view to the changing climate

of the political world, and capable of

accommodating itself to the shifting

condition of men and things. And
this not by forcing or leading public

sentiment, but by yielding to it. Thus

while it is founded upon, and in its

workings evolves, so many lofty and

ennobling truths, keeping constantly

before the eyes of the people lessons of

purity and moral dignity, acting as a

check upon the visionary and a safe-

guard to our liberties, it nevertheless

yields quietly to the requirements of the

times, and changes according to the

necessities of the governed, thus being

far from proving a hamper upon our

intellectual advancement, but, on the

contrary, leaving free and unimpeded

the paths of national progress. And it

is one of the most distinctive features

of our institutions that, while few for-

eign Governments admit of much
change without danger of revolution,

with us the most thorough reforms may
be consummated and the greatest

changes effected without danger of

ruining the waves of our society. For
with us change is effected so gradually

and in such exact consonance with the

necessities of the people as to be almost

imperceptible, and to afford no handle

to the turbulent and designing revolu-

tionist. The gratification of legitimate

ambition is guaranteed, but our system

utterly revolts against the sacrifice of

the public good to the inordinate crav-

ings of personal ambition or aggran-

dizement. It is in recognition of this

principle of gradual change that the

politician of to-day hesitates not to

avow and to advocate principles which

twenty years ago he deemed the height

of political absurdity. It is not ab-

stract truth that has altered, but the

necessary modification of theories re-

sulting from the altered condition and

exigencies of society. Were this truth

not recognized, no statesman could for

many years retain his hold upon the

popular appreciation, for he would at

once be branded with inconsistency and

incontinently thrown aside as an un-

safe counsellor. Hence the hackneyed

phrase, ' ahead of the times,' contains

within itself a deep and important

meaning, since it is but a recognition

of the fact that relative right and

wrong may change with the condition

of society, and that theories may be

beneficial in a more advanced stage,

which at present would be noxious in

the extreme, and that, in consequence,

he is an unsafe leader who grasps at

some exalted good without making

sure of the preliminary steps which

alone can make such blessings durable

—who would, at a single leap, place

the nation far ahead in the race of im-

provement, without first subjecting it to

that trial and discipline which are ab-

solutely necessary to fit it for a new
sphere. And the extreme disfavor

with which such agitators are regarded

by society is an evidence of the safe-

guard which our institutions contain

within themselves, which, by moulding

the minds of the people to a proper

appreciation of the blessings of limited

reform and of the inevitable and neces-

sary stages and degrees of progress, as

well as of the danger of too sudden and

radical change, effectually counteract

the evil influence of the unmethodical

and empirical reformer.

Our Government, in its form, can in

no sense of the word be called a demo-

cracy, however much its workings may
tend toward such a result in some far-

distant future. It is founded in a rec-

ognition of the fact that however equal
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all men may be in their civil and polit-

ical rights—however the humblest and

most ignorant member of the com-

munity may be entitled to ' life, liberty,

and the pursuit of happiness,' all men
are not equal either in intellectual en-

dowments or personal acquirements,

and consequently in their influence

upon society, or equally fitted either to

govern or to choose their rulers. Our

ancestors recognized the fact that the

people are not, in the democratic sense

of the term, fitted to govern themselves.

Hence they threw around their system

a network of safeguards, and adopted,

and firmly established restraints to

counteract this principle of democratic

rule, without which our infant republic

would soon have fallen to pieces by the

force of its own internal convulsions.

And time has proven the wisdom of

their course, and we shall do well if we
shall reflect long and deeply before we
essay to remove the least of those re-

straints, remembering that when once

the floodgate is opened to change, the

eternal tide is set in motion, and a prece-

dent established which will prove dan-

gerous if it be not carefully restrained

within the limits of the necessities of

the times.

To draw an illustration from the

constitution of our body politic : we
find that the people meet in their pri-

mary elections, and choose a represent-

ative to their State legislature, which

representative is, theoretically, consider-

ably advanced above his constituents in

intellect, and in knowledge and expe-

rience of governmental affairs, and of

the necessities of the nation ; by whom,
in conjunction with his colleagues

—

and not by the people themselves—

a

Senator is chosen to represent the State

in the national Congress,—which Sena-

tor, in his turn, theoretically, is elevated

above his constituents, not by the for-

tuitous circumstance of birth or of

worldly possessions, but in point of in-

tellect and acquirements, and conse-

quent capacity to govern. Again, the

people do not directly choose their

President, but select certain electors, to

whose superior wisdom and judgment
is intrusted the task of determining who
is most fitted to rule the nation for the

coming presidential term. In the single

instance of the representative to Con-

gress do the people choose directly from

among themselves. And this was

adopted as a wise precaution that he,

springing directly from their midst,

owing both his present and future po-

sition to their suffrages, more closely

identified with them in interest, and

partaking more nearly of their modes
of thought, and who from the shortness

of his term might easily be displaced

if he should prove recreant to his trust,

thus having every inducement to cor-

rectly represent the sentiments and pro-

tect the rights of his constituents,

might act as a check upon that other

house, which, further removed in every

respect from the people, elected more
in accordance with the aristocratic

institutions of the mother country,

and from this exalted and exclusive

position, and long term of office, more
liable to aristocratic influences, might

be tempted to combine for the consoli-

dation of power and the gratification

of personal ambition, even at the ex-

pense of the liberties of the people.

Such is the theory of our form of Gov-

ernment ; the practical working of it

has altered with the times. While the

form of the Constitution is still ob-

served to the letter, the spirit is, in a»

great measure, abrogated. The people

now choose only those representatives

whose sentiments are well known and

whose future course can safely be predi-

cated—only those electors who stand

pledged to cast their votes for a desig-

nated candidate. Yet even now there

is nothing to prevent those representa-

tives from pursuing a course entirely

opposed to all previous professions, and

the known wishes of their constituents

—nothing to hinder those electors from

casting their votes for some third party,

or combining to place in the executive

chair some unknown person whom the
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people have not chosen or desired

;

nothing, if only we except the eternal

odium and political damnation of pub-

lic opinion. Yet it may well be ques-

tioned if this same public opinion be

not after all the safest custodian of the

public interest, the most powerful re-

straint which could be imposed upon

these representatives of the people to

compel them to a strict performance

of their trust.

Yet while, as we have said, a pure

democracy is but another term for the

highest type of civilization, the fact

that our form of Government is not in

any sense of the word a democracy, is

no argument against our civilization,

but rather in its favor. For it is but a

recognition of the fact that no people

on earth is yet fitted for a pure democ-

racy as a basis of their institutions : it

is an adapting of ourselves to that state

of things for which we are most fitted,

instead of grasping at some Utopian

scheme of perfection, which the com-

mon sense of the nation tells us is be-

yond our present capacity. On the

other hand, it is a frank acknowledg-

ment of our own defects and frailties.

As the ' yvcoQt o-eavrov ' of the heathen

philosophers contained within itself

the germ of all individual philosophy

and moral progress, so does it compre-

hend the whole problem of national

growth and progress. It is only the

rudest, most ignorant and barbarous

nation that arrogates to itself perfec-

tion : it is that nation only which, con-

scious of no defects, sees no necessity

for reform, and has no incentive thereto.

The consciousness of defects, both phys-

ical and moral, is the life of all reform,

and hence of all progress ; while the

capacity to detect error in our system

implies the ability for thorough reform,

and the cultivation which underlies

such knowledge implies the inclination

to effect it. The establishment of a

pure democracy in our midst, in the

present state of human advancement,
were evidence of a lack of that civiliza-

tion which depends upon earnest

thought and a proper appreciation of

the present capabilities as well as the

frailties and imperfections of our hu-

manity.

We have seen that while, in the mat-

ter of choosing our rulers and legisla-

tors, our institutions are, in their practi-

cal workings, democratic, in form they

are by no means so. This cannot long

remain so. An empty form is of little

value, and ere many years the country

will either return to the principles of

the olden time—which in the present

advanced state of public sentiment is

not likely—or else sweep away the

form and simplify the whole system.

Already the question has begun to be

agitated of submitting the presidential

vote directly to the people without in-

tervention of electors. But it may
well be doubted whether, in the light

of the political corruption of to-day,

even this be not too great an advance

upon the democratic principle for the

moral condition of our people. For

many years our country has been the

victim of a demagoguism, resulting

from the working of this very princi-

ple, and the question admits of serious

discussion whether, instead of abrogat-

ing the form, a return to the spirit of

the Constitution, while, at the same

time, holding strictly amenable those

to whom this important choice is in-

trusted, would not result in a pure and

more statesmanlike administration of

public affairs. For the elector, being

held politically responsible for the con-

duct of the candidate for whom his

vote was cast, and for all the evils re-

sulting from mal-administration, would
soon learn that to be faithful is not

less important than to be wise, and

that his political interest was identified

with the well-being of the country.

But it is one of the evils of our rapid

progress that the past is looked upon

with such disfavor as to effectually pre-

vent a return even upon the path of

error. In the pride of our civilization

the simpler theories of the olden time

are despised as unworthy of, if not
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wholly unfitted for, our present exalted

intellectuality. The principle is ig-

nored that reform may sometimes be

effected by retracing the steps of years.

Hence reform in this particular must

either adopt the dangerous experiment

of establishing the pure democratic

principle, or else devise some third

plan which shall charm by its novelty

at the same time that it is founded

upon some evident and abiding truth.

And in this connection another great

evil becomes evident which is in itself

a fault of our civilization, and not a

defect arising from any fundamental

error in our system ; an evil which,

although always predominant, has been

more active in its workings, more in-

jurious in its effects during the present

war than ever before. It is the spirit

of bitter, uncharitable, and even mali-

cious opposition of the minority to the

acts and theories of the party in pow-
er, forgetting that no great evil was
ever yet effectually counteracted by op-

position, which only fans the flame and

makes the fire burn hotter. And while

no good can be effected by such oppo-

sition, its direful effect is to divide the

councils of the nation, to paralyze the

executive arm in all times of great

emergency, to render but half effectual

every great national enterprise, to make
wavering the national policy, to exas-

perate political parties more and more

against each other, thereby dividing

the people and weakening the national

life and progress, preventing all concen-

tration of effort and unanimity of pur-

pose, and—worst of all—subjecting the

country periodically to the violent

shock of opposing systems, according

as parties alternate in power, tossing

the ship of state in the brief period of

a four years' term from one wave of

theory to another, and opposing one,

only to be hurled back as violently as

before. Can it be doubted that such a

state of affairs is injurious to prosperi-

ty and either political or social advance-

ment ? Were the results of every Ad-

ministration for good, there would be

less danger ; but radical evils cannot

but result from the bitter partisanship

of the party in power, and when the

scale is reversed and the opposite party

gains the ascendency, the new Admin-
istration has scarcely time to correct

the errors of its predecessors and to

establish its own theory, ere the popu-

lar tide ebbs and flows again in the

opposite direction, the ins are out and

the outs are in, and again the alterna-

tion begins. Certainly party divisions

are the life of a republic, from their

tendency to counterbalance each other,

and periodically reform abuses, thus

keeping the vessel in the straight

course
;
yet when those divisions reach

the point which we see in our midst to-

day, when the avowal of any principle

or theory by the one party, however

just or beneficial it may seem, is but

the signal for the uncompromising hos-

tility and bitter denunciation of the

opposition, who seek to make of it a

handle to move the giant lever of polit-

ical power, unmindful of the wants and

the urgent necessities of the land—

a

hostility having for its basis the single

fact that the new measures are unfor-

tunately advocated by the opposite

party—then such divisions become not

only injurious to the body politic, but

a foul blot upon the civilization of our

day and nation. This is perhaps put-

ting the question in a strong light

;

but, admitting that we have not yet

reached that point, are we not swiftly

drifting in that direction ? Let every

candid thinker put the question to

himself and ponder it deeply, remem-

bering, while looking for the ultimate

result, that it was the bitter hostility

of opposing factions which ruined the

republics of old, and which to-day con-

vulse many that might otherwise take

rank among the most powerful and

progressive nations of the earth, neu-

tralizing their progress, and holding

them constantly suspended above the

gulf of anarchy and desolation.

Ask the oppositionist of to-day what

he proposes or expects to accomplish
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by his hostility to the powers that be,

and he will answer to little purpose.

A vague idea is floating in his brain of

some \ good time coming ' for his party,

yet he knows very little what or when

this good time shall be, living on in

the hope of some unknown event which

shall reverse the political chessboard.

The opposition of to-day is that of ultra

conservatism to radicalism, of which

the tendency of the one is toward the

stationary, that of the other to the

rapidly progressive. The so-called con-

servative, apparently blind to the re-

sult, and looking to a return of the na-

tion to the worn-out theories of the

past as the result of the efforts of his

clique, is straining every nerve to para-

lyze the arm of the Government, and

to neutralize the effect of every great

achievement, doing everything in his

power to exasperate the large majority

who are endeavoring to sustain the

country in her hour of peril, seemingly

unconscious that in so doing he is not

only working steadily to defeat his

own purpose, but also paving the way
for the destruction of his faction. For

he is endeavoring to drag the country

backward along the track of years—an

object which, as all history proves, can

never be effected with any progressive

race ; on the contrary, such nations

have ever owed their ruin to the in-

evitable tendency to too rapid advance-

ment. Again, by embittering the feel-

ings of his opponents toward himself

and his coadjutors, he is effectually

preventing any future reconciliation

and cooperation of the divided factions,

in which only could he hope for suc-

cess, and raising up a powerful opposi-

tion which will counteract all his future

efforts.

A purer civilization would look at

this question of party divisions in a

different light, recognizing it as an in-

stitution of Providence, whereby great

good may be effected when its benefits

are properly appreciated, and at the

same time as a terrible engine of de-

struction when misused or not properly

controlled. A purer civilization would

recognize and candidly acknowledge

every element of good in the theories

of even the fiercest opponents, and

heartily cooperate in every enterprise

whose tendency was to the national

good, working steadily and cheerfully

side by side with rivals and political

opposers, and confining its own oppo-

sition strictly to those measures of

which the effect is, judged'by its own
standard, obviously evil. The role of

the true reformer is to glide quietly

along with the tide of events, becom-

ing reconciled to those measures which,

though contrary to his own convic-

tions, are nevertheless too firmly estab-

lished to admit of being shaken by his

most powerful efforts ; and so while

carefully avoiding all unnecessary an-

tagonisms, all useless stirring up of old

bitternesses, to seek so to identify him-

self with the current of events, and so

to become part and parcel of the na-

tion's political life and progress, as to

be enabled to guide into the channel

of future good the movement which at

first started awry. Even where the

vessel has widely diverged from the

path of good, and follows that which

leads to inevitable destruction, it is his

part, instead of wasting his powers in

useless struggles to stay her course, to

continue on as part and parcel of the

precious freight, seeking opportunity so

to guide the erring prow that she shall

be gradually diverted from the evil

course toward some distant and ad-

vanced point of the forsaken track,

without being violently dragged back

along her wake. So reaching at last

the accustomed course, the good ship

will still be far advanced upon her

way with all the benefits of past ex-

perience of evil to act as a warning

against future digressions from the

established path of progress. It will

be time enough then to point out the

dangers she has escaped, and to argue

the absurdity of the olden theories

which have so seriously interfered with

her navigation. By such a course alone
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will he secure the respect of his oppo-

nents, and the love and admiration of

those who never fail to appreciate ster-

ling integrity of purpose, uprightness

of motives, and persevering effort in the

cause of the public good, which is that

of the right and the true ; and so only

will he quiet and disarm that factious

spirit which would otherwise be ever

ready to start into a violent opposition

at his first effort in the public cause.

Nor must such a course imply time-

serving or sycophancy, or the least

concealment of any of the loftiest and

noblest sentiments. In any matter of

wrong, where the voice and the concen-

trated effort of the true philanthropist

can avail to check the nation's career,

the voice of the reformer should not

fail to be raised in its most powerful

tones, and all his energy exerted to

form such political and social combina-

tions as shall effect his purpose. But

in those stages which are prominent in

every nation's progress, when the tide

of public opinion sets full and irresisti-

bly in one direction, sweeping along all

thought and energy in its course,

against which it were madness to con-

tend until the tempest shall have worn
itself out by its own violence—more
especially when the great questions in-

volve a mere difference of opinion as to

the results of important measures or

the general tendency of the public

policy—then, when opposition would
only serve to arouse a factious or dis-

putatious spirit, his part is to glide

quietly along with the popular move-

ment, acquiescing in and reconciling

himself to the condition of affairs till

such time as the public sentiment is

ripe, and the circumstances fitting for

the advocacy aud the triumph of his

own views ; meanwhile letting no op-

portunity escape to guide the national

mind and direct the nation's strivings

to such a consummation.

By such a course only can he effect

great results and make durable the

establishment of his own cherished

principles.

CHURCH MUSIC.

From the earliest Christian period

of which we have any knowledge, mu-
sic has been employed in the public

worship of Christian communities. Its

purposes are, to afford to the devotion

of the worshippers a means of expres-

sion more subtile than even human
speech, to increase that devotion, and

to add additional lustre and solemnity

to the outward service offered to God.

Music has a wonderful power in stir-

ring the souls of men, in (so to speak)

moving the soil of the heart, that the

good seed sown by prayer and instruc-

tion may find ready entrance, and a

wholesome stimulus to facilitate growth.

Now, it is the duty of all concerned in

the ordering of public worship to see

that the music employed tends to effect

these ends.

In the year 1565, the composers of

church music were in the habit of em-

ploying so many and well-known secu-

lar melodies, and of rearing upon them

and upon their own inventions such

complicated and unintelligible contra-

puntal structures, that the church au-

thorities took the matter seriously in

hand, and there is no knowing what

might have been the final sentence, had

not Giovanni Pierluigi da Palestrina

brought his genius to the rescue, and,

in sundry compositions, especially in a

six-part mass, dedicated to Pope Mar-
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cellus II., shown that science need not

exclude clearness, and the possibility

of hearing the words sung, and that

the truly inventive artist has no need

to seek his themes in inappropriate

spheres.

In this day we run little risk of ship-

wreck through too great an amount of

science, Scarlatti and Bach would

laugh at the efforts styled ' canon ' and
* fugue,' by the aspiring tyros of the

present age. Our difficulties arise, not

from musical complexity, but from

want of suitableness, adaptation, and

characterization, together with the ever-

increasing feud between choir and con-

gregational singing. In some churches

on the Continent of Europe, these two

latter modes are happily blended, cer-

tain services or portions of services

being left to the choir, and the remain-

der being entrusted to the entire con-

gregation. Of course this arrangement

is only practicable where there is a cer-

tain variety in the musical portion of

the service. Where the singing of

hymns (in the ordinary sense of the

phrase) is the only musical form used

m the worship, such differences would
be difficult to establish, and a variety

of circumstances must determine which

of the two modes, or what combination

of them, be selected by the congrega-

tion. Even where splendor is studi-

ously avoided, all desire order and de-

cency in the conduct of public worship,

and such order is painfully violated

where discordant sounds or unsuitable

selections of music are permitted to

distract attention and disturb devotion.

A ragged carpet, faded fringes, or

dingy window panes, would speedily

find a reformer ; and surely the sensi-

tive, defenceless ear has as good a claim

to exact order as the more voluntary

sense of seeing. Better, indeed, no
music, than such as binds the wings of

the soul to earth instead of aiding them
to fly heavenward.

The above remarks apply as well to

choir as to congregational singing.

Let us suppose now that the mere pri-
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mal foundation—the mechanical execu-

tion—be respectably good; that the

congregation or choir have been taught

to sing in tune ; that all be harmonious

and properly balanced ; in short, that

the auditory nerves be spared any very

severe shock—and what then will we
ordinarily find ? A few good old

church melodies, almost lost amid a

dreary maze of the most recent droning

platitudes, or a multitude of worldly

acquaintances, negro minstrelsy, ancient

love ditties, bar room roundelays, pas-

sionate scenes from favorite operas,

with snatches from instrumental sym-

phonies, concertos, or what not ! Mu-
sic, as I have said, is even more subtile

in its power of expression than speech,

and the new words, which we may per-

haps not even hear, can never banish

from our minds the old impressions

associated with the melody. The ears

may even be cognizant of the holy sen-

timents intended to be conveyed, but
the mind's eye will see Sambo, ' First

upon the heel top, then upon the toe
;

r

the love-lorn dame weeping her false

lover, ' Ah, no, she never blamed him,

never ;

' a roystering set of good fel-

lows clinking glasses, ' We won't go
home till morning ;

' Lucia imploring

mercy from her hard-hearted brother

and selfish suitor ; Norma confiding

her little ones to the keeping of her

rival ; or perhaps the full orchestra at

the last ' philharmonic,' supplying the

missing notes, the beginning and the

end of some noble idea, now vainly

struggling with the difficulties and in-

congruities of its new position, its

maimed members mourning their in-

completeness, its tortured spirit long-

ing for the body given by the original

creator.

Are we Christians then so poor that

we must go begging and stealing shreds

and patches from our more fortunate

secular brethren ? Has music deserted

us to dwell solely in the camps of the

gypsying world ? If so, there must be

some fault among ourselves, for music

is a pure gift from God, the only earthly
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pleasure 'promised us in heaven. Such

imputation would indeed be a libel

upon the almost infinite variety in the

character of music, and its power of

consecration to the very loftiest ends.

Ah S there we fear is the rub. The

character of music ! That seems to have

been forgotten. If all these melodies

be adapted to their original aims, can

they be suited to new ones so differ-

ent ? Is there really in musical form,

rhythm, melody, and harmony, no ca-

pacity for any real expression ? Will

the same tune do as well for a dance as

for a prayer, for a moonlight serenade

as for an imploration of Divine mercy ?

Now we have no quarrel with dances

;

they are innocent and useful in their

proper place ; human love is a noble

gift from the Almighty ; we are not

shocked by a good drinking song, pro-

vided the singers be sober ; operas

might be made highly instrumental in

elevating the tone of modern society

;

and we listen reverentially to the grand

creations of the masters ; but, in addi-

tion to all these, we require a music

adapted to signify the relations between

ourselves and our Heavenly Father, a

music which shall express adoration

and love, praise and thanksgiving, con-

trition and humble confidence, which

shall implore mercy and waft prayer to

the very gates of the abode of omnipo-

tence. Let such music be simple or

complex, according to the thought to

be rendered or the capacity of the exe-

cutants, let it be for voices, for instru-

ments, or for a blending of the two,

but let it always be appropriate to the

subject, and rise with the thought or

emotions to be conveyed. Who can

tell what would be the effect of such a

church music ? What a feeling of

earnestness and sincerity would it not

lend to services now often marred by

the shallowness or meretricious glitter

of their musical portions ? The range

is wide, the field broad ;
there is scope

for grandeur, sublimity, power, jubila-

tion, the brightest strains of extatic joy,

mourning, pathos, and the passionate

pleading of the human soul severed

from its highest good ; but all should

be in accordance with the dignity of

the personalities represented : on the

one hand, the Father and Creator of

all, and on the other, the weak, erring,

dependent creature, made, neverthe-

less, in the image of his Creator, and

for whom a God thought it no unwor-

thiness to live, to suffer, and to die.

Have we any such music ? Yes—

a

little
; but that little is not always the

best known nor the most frequently

employed. Are there any composers

now capable of writing such ? Are the

composers of genius, or even of talent,

sufficiently earnest and devout ? for

here we want no shams. Each one

must answer these questions in accord-

ance with his own experience. The
practical question is, What can be done

toward an amelioration of the present

state of affairs, not confined to this

continent, but unhappily only too prev-

alent everywhere ? Let the head of the

musical department of every church

service begin by weeding from his re-

pertory all trash, whether profane or

simply stupid and nonsensical. As the

number of musical creations remaining

will not be very large, let him retain

for the present all that are not posi-

tively bad or inane ; a few old song

melodies have, through long usage,

lost their original associations, and

hence, though perhaps only imperfectly

adapted to devotional purposes, are yet,

on the whole, unobjectionable, and per-

haps better than many modern inven-

tions.

An idea seems prevalent that, to

write words for music is an easy task,

and hence the many wounds inflicted

upon both music and poetry in their

frequent union. When a melody is to

be composed for a set of verses, the

same melody to be sung to every verse,

the composer naturally examines the

general tone and form of the poem.

These of course determine his selection

of rhythmical character, of time, key,

movement, etc. The melody is con
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structed upon the basis ofthe first verse.

To the words embodying the most im-

portant thoughts or feelings, he gives

the most important, the emphatic

notes, striving to make the sound

a faithful and intensifying medium
whereby to convey the sense. His

work is then done, as the same melody

is to be repeated to every verse, and

the end sought will have been attained

if the poet have carefully fulfilled Ms
part. But if he have introduced in-

equalities into his rhythm, or have

given unimportant words the places

occupied by important ones in the first

verse, so that an emphatic note will

fall upon an ' in,' or a ' the,' or some

similar particle, the effect will be bad,

and the result unsatisfactory to all con-

cerned. Old association, or intrinsic

beauty of poetry or melody may, in

rare cases, render such blemishes toler-

able, but the creator of a new work
should strive to avoid all blemishes,

and at least aim at perfection.

If to each good religious poem we
possess, or may hereafter possess (be

that poem psalm, hymn, sequence, lit-

any, prayer, or form of doctrine), we
could attach, or find attached, the mu-
sical form best adapted to its highest

expression, what delight would we not

experience in its rendering ? Some
such poems might, by reason of old

associations, or of especial adaptation,

be always sung to the same melodies,

while to others might be accorded

greater facilities for variety. This only

by way of suggestion. The common
practice of selecting melodies for verses,

hap-hazard, with regard only to the

' metre,' of course destroys all possibil-

ity of any especial characterization.

If the original ' marriage ' have been a

congenial one, a divorce, with view to a

second union, rarely proves advisable.

The same verses may bear another

musical rendering, but the music will

very rarely endure adaptation to other

verses.

But we left our maestro di capella
t

our head of the music in any religious

assemblage, weeding his repertory.

A difficult task ! for, to sound princi-

ples of discrimination he must add the

best counsel and the widest informa-

tion he can procure from every com-

petent quarter, not narrow nor one-

sided, but commensurate with the

breadth, the world-wide diffusion of the

subject.

"We cannot hope for very speedy prog-

ress in this matter, so large a share of

its advancement depending upon gen-

eral, real and proper musical cultiva-

tion; but if each one interested will

think the matter over seriously and in-

telligently, and do the little that may
lie in his power, a beginning will have

been made, which may in the end lead

to grand, beautiful, and most precious

results.

APHORISM.—NO. IX.

Our Saviour says of life :
1 1 have

power to lay it down, and power to

take it again.' We have not such pow-
er in our own hands; but our Lord
holds it for us, so that our position is

independent of the world, and of the

power of evil, just as His was
; and as

in His case He did resume more than
He laid down, so will be given to us by
the same Almighty hand more than any
creature has to surrender for the high-
est objects of existence-

Such doctrine, I may add, is not, in

its essence, merely Christian : it . has

been the common sentiment of our race,

that one of the highest privileges of our

being is to sacrifice ourselves, in various

modes and degrees, for the good of our

fellow men ; and those who cheerfully

do this, even if it be in the actual sur-

render of life, are esteemed blessed, as

they are also placed above others in the

ranks of honorable fame, and held to be

secure of the final rewards of a heaven'

ly state.
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Life op William Hickling Prescott. By
George Ticknor. Boston: Ticknor &
Fields. 1864.

There are no discordant voices on either

side of the Atlantic with regard to the litera-

ry merits of William H. Prescott. Truth,

dignity, research, candor, erudition, chaste

and simple elegance, mark all he has ever

written. His noble powers were in perfect

consonance with his noble soul. His strict

sense of justice shines in all its brilliancy, in

his evident desire to tell the truth, and nothing

but the truth, of every character appearing

in his conscientious pages. No current of

popular prejudice, however strong, swerves

him from his righteous path ; no opportunity

for glitter or oratorical display ever misleads

him ; no special pleading bewilders his read-

ers ; no ' might is right ' corrupts them

His genius is pure, dramatic, and wide ; his

comprehension of character acute and clear

;

his characterization of it, chiselled and chaste;

his ready comprehension of magnanimous

deeds evinces his own magnanimity ; his cor-

rect understanding of various creeds and

motives of action proves his own wide Chris-

tianity ;
chivalry was known to him, because

he was himself chivalrous ; and we have rea-

son to rejoice that the field in and through

which his noble faculties were developed, was

the vast and varied one of history. We
doubt if any one ever read his works with-

out forming a high conception of the charac-

ter of their author, a conception which will

be found fully realized in the excellent Life

given us by George Ticknor. If no one is

qualified to write the Life of a man, save one

who has familiarly lived with him, who but

Mr. Ticknor could have given us such a

biography of Prescott? This advantage,

together with the similarity of literary tastes,

the common nationality in which their spheres

of labor lay, their long friendship, their

congeniality of spirit, with the mental qualifi-

cations brought by Mr. Ticknor to his task

of love, renders his production one of inesti-

mable value. It is indeed full of sweet, grave

charm, and thoroughly reliable. In these

pages we see how it was that no man ever

found fault with or spoke disparagingly of

Prescott—we find the reason for it in the per-

fect balance of his conscientious and kindly

character. He was in the strictest sense of

the words lord of himself,' mulcting him-

self with fines and punishments for what he

regarded as his derelictions in his labors,

compelling himself to pursue the tasks which

he had determined to achieve. There is no

more interesting record than that of his con-

stant struggles to conquer the effects of his

growing blindness, none more inspiriting

than the results of his efforts. He loved and

lived among his books ; his last request was

that his body should be placed among them

ere it was given to the grave.

This delightful biography, which has been

received so warmly, both at home and abroad,

was originally published in an elegant quarto

volume, illustrated in the highest style of art,

and an edition was printed which was con-

sidered quite too large for the present times.

But the edition was soon exhausted, and

Messrs. Ticknor & Fields have now given us

the Life in a 12mo volume, thus placing it

within the means of all readers. We rejoice

at this, because Prescott belongs to us all:

while his life is dear to the scholar and lover

of his kind, it furnishes some of the most

important lessons to Young America. Such

a man is a true national glory. We close

our imperfect notice with a short extract

from Mr. Ticknor's preface :
' But if, after all,

this memoir should fail to set the author of

the 'Ferdinand and Isabella' before those

who had not the happiness to know him per-

sonally, as a man whose lifo for more than
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forty years was one of almost constant strug-

gle—of an almost constant sacrifice to duty,

of the present to the future—it will have

failed to teach its true lesson, or to present

my friend to others as he stood before the

very few who knew him as he was.

* ' Virtue could 6ee to do what virtue would

By her own radiant light, though sun aud moon
Were in the flat sea sunk.'

'

Sermons, Preached at Trinity Chapel, Brigh-

ton, by the late Rev. Frederick W. Ro-
bertson, M. A., the Incumbent. Fifth

Series. Boston : Ticknor& Fields. 1864.

For sale by D. Appleton & Co., New York.

The sermons of Mr. Robertson are very

popular in England. They are remarkable

for clearness and excellence of style, and

earnestness of purpose. Many noble lessons

are to be drawn from them, even by those

who differ with the author on sundry points

of doctrine. We wish, however, for the

credit of theological exactness, that he had

been somewhat more careful in stating the

views of his adversaries. Referring to the

use of indulgences, he says :
' The Romish

Church permits crime for certain considera-

tions.' The Roman Catholic doctrine as ac-

tually held is, that an indulgence is a remis-

sion of a portion of the earthly or purgato-

rial punishment due to any sin, after it has

been duly repented of, confessed, abandoned,

and restitution made so far as possible. It

can consequently never mean a pardon for

sins to come, as is often ignorantly supposed,

and is apparently a reminiscence of the an-

cient practice of canonical penances inflicted

on penitents.

Just now, when the entire scientific world

is being convulsed by the attempted substi-

tution of some inflexible law for a personal

God with a living will, it is not strange that

some phase of the same idea should creep

into even the purest theology, and that in

Mr. Robertson's theory of prayer we should

find traces of the rigidity characterizing
4
ultra predestinarian' as well as 'develop-

ment ' schemes of creation.

We cannot better conclude than by quot-

ing the following passage from the sermon

on ' Selfishness,' a home thrust to nearly all

of us :
' It is possible to have sublime feel-

ings, great passions, even great sympathies

with the race, and yet not to love man. To
feel mightily is one thing, to live truly and

charitably another. Sin may be felt at the

core, and yet not be cast out. Brethren,

beware. See how a man may be going on

uttering fine words, orthodox truths, and

yet be rotten at the heart.'

Woman and her Era. By Eliza W. Farn-
ham. ' Every book of knowledge known
to Oosana or Yreehaspatee, is by nature
implanted in the understandings of women.'
— Vishnu Sarma. In 2 volumes. New
York: A. J. Davis & Co., 274 Canal
street.

This is a book which will excite violent

criticism, and call forth opposition, as all

new statements invariably do. Its author

says it is twenty-two years since its truths

took possession of her mind, and that they

are as firmly grounded among the eternal

truths for her, as are the ribbed strata of the

rocks, or the hollows of the everlasting sea.

Mrs. Farnham attempts to prove the supe-

riority of woman in all, save the external

world of the senses, the material structure

of the work-a-day world. She regards the

knowledge and acceptance of this fact as of

vital importance to the order of society, the

happiness of man, the development of his

being, and the improvement of the human
race. Her argument is not the sentimental

one so often profaned in our midst. She

traces the proofs of her assertions to the most

profound sources, presents them in her acute

analyses and philosophical arguments, and

draws practical applications from them. She

is sincere in her convictions, and able in her

arguments ; she sets up a high standard of

womanly excellence for noblesse oblige, and

teaches faith in God and humanity.

We have not space to follow Mrs. Farn-

ham's argument : it would require a review

rather than a cursory notice. She shows

that there is an intuitive recognition of the

superiority of woman in the universal senti-

ments of humanity, that man's love when

pure assumes the superior qualities- of the

woman loved, that he looks to her to aid

him in his aspirations for a better life than

he has lived before ; but woman never pro-

poses to herself a reform from any gross or

vicious habit by reason of her first lesson in

love. The reverse is more apt to be the

case.

In man the love of power is an infernal

passion, because its root is self love ; in wo-

man, it is a divine impulse, connected only

with the love of noble uses. Our author is
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no advocate for women's rights, there being

two orders of human capacities, masculine

and feminine. Man is master of the outer

world : woman cannot cope with him there

;

her sphere is freer, deeper, higher, and of

more importance to the future destinies of

the race. This book will be sharply criticized

by the clergy, pure and good men, but

always hard on woman, although she keeps

the lamp of faith trimmed and burning in

the churches, believing her always a mere

subordinate of man, and utter submission to

him her chief virtue. The lady-killers and

men of pleasure will scorn it, for it exposes

many of their claims and vices, which they

labor to hide with glittering veils of dazzling

sophisms. Will our women read it? We
think not. Mrs. Farnham treats of difficult

subjects, with the freedom and innocence of

an anatomist ; but will our fair and shrink-

ing students enter the dissecting room, even

to learn some of the secrets of life ?

We differ from Mrs. Farnham in many
important particulars. We think she has

made some errors fatal to the well-being of

her system. But she has entered upon a

new path, one in which there are indeed lions

upon the way ; she has advanced freely and

boldly through its dangers ; her aims have

been generous and sincere ; she has given the

mature a suggestive and thoughtful book

;

and shall we not greet her when she returns

with her hard-won trophies from the mystical

land of earth's fair Psyches ?

* O woman I lovely woman 1 nature made thee

To temper man ; we had been brutes without

youl

Angels are painted fair to look like you
;

There's in you all that we believe of heaven I

'

The Holy and Profane States. By Thomas
Fuller. With some Account of the Author
and his Writings. Boston : Little, Brown
& Co. For sale by D. Appleton & Co.

A book from quaint old Fuller will always

find its audience ready to receive it. It is

only by contrasting his works with those of

his contemporaries that we can do him full

justice. He was an eminent historian and

divine of the Church of England, in the

stormy times of Charles I. and the Common-
wealth. He made his first appearance as an

author in 1631, in a poem entitled 'David's

hainous Sin, heartie Repentance, and heavie

Punishment.' He was much beloved in his

day, following faithfully as chaplain the

fortunes of the royal army. As a writer,

every subject is alike to him* if dull, he

enlivens it ; agreeable, he improves it ; deep,

he enlightens it; and if tough, grapples

bravely with it. As he was unwilling to go

all lengths with either party, he was abused

by both. The storms which convulsed the

Government, had only the effect of throwing

him upon his own resources, and he thus

produced the various works which won the

admiration of his contemporaries, and

through which he still receives the gratitude

of posterity, keeping his memory still green

in our souls. The table of contents in the

present volume is very varied, the chapters

are short, and treat of familiar and home-

like topics.

Familiar Quotations : Being an Attempt
to Trace to their Sources Passages and
Phrases in Common Use, chiefly from
English Authors. By John Bartlett.
Fourth edition. Boston : Little, Brown &
Co. 1864.

The compiler of this book says the favor

shown to former editions has encouraged

him to go on with the work and make it

still more worthy. The object has been to

present the general reader with such quota-

tions as he would readily recognize as old

friends. The index of authors is a wide one,

placing before us at a glance many of the

names treasured in our memories ; the index

of subjects, alphabetically arranged, covers

seventy closely printed pages, and is exceed-

ingly well ordered. We consider such books

as of great value, planting pregnant thoughts

in the soul, and affording rich illustrations.

We cheerfully commend Mr. Bartlett's ex-

cerpts. They are well chosen, and the bind-

ing, paper, and print of the book are admi-

rable.

Arnold and Andre. An Historical Drama.
By George Calvert, author of ' Scenes

and Thoughts in Europe,' and ' The Gen-
tleman.' Boston: Little, Brown & Co.

1864.

Mr. Calvert says, ' an historical drama be-

ing the incarnation—through the most com-

pact and brilliant literary form—of the spirit

of a national epoch, the dramatic author, in

adopting historic personages and events, is

bound to subordinate himself with conscien-

tious faithfulness to the actuality he attempts

to reproduce. His task is, by help of imagi-
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native power, to give to important conjunc-

tures, and to the individuals that rule them,

a more vivid embodiment than can be given

on the literal page of history—not to trans-

form, but to elevate and animate an enacted

reality, and, by injecting it with poetic rays,

to make it throw out a light whereby its

features shall be more visible.' A just theory

and well stated ; and in ' Arnold and Andre,'

our author has subordinated himself with

conscientious faithfulness to historic truth,

and is always correct and dignified ; but the

imaginative gift of deep insight is wanting,

and the fire of genius kindles not the heart

of the stately record to reveal its hidden

power and pathos.

History of the Romans Under the Empire.

By Charles Merivale, B.D., late Fellow

of St. John's College, Cambridge. From
the fourth London edition. With a copious

Analytical Index. Vol. III. New York :

D. Appleton & Co., Broadway.

Merivale's third volume commences with

the proceedings upon the death of C^sar,

and concludes with the Imperial Administra-

tion, thus containing one of the most inter-

esting and important periods of Roman
history. Antonius, Octavius, Cicero, Cleo-

patra, Octavia, Csesarion, Herod, Antipater,

Mariamne, Agrippa, etc., make part of the

brilliant array rekindled before us. We
have no doubt that the readers of ancient

history will gladly avail themselves of the

opportunity to possess themselves of Meri-

vale's work.

Selections from the Works of Jeremy
Taylor. With some Account of the Au-
thor and his Writings. Boston: Little,

Brown & Co. 1864.

Bishop Heber says, when speaking of the

three great English divines, ' Hooker is the

object of our reverence, Barrow of our admi-

ration, and Jeremy Taylor of our love.'

Taylor was a man of devout and glowing

soul, of imaginative genius, so that, whatever

may have been the prejudices of his times,

the restrictions of his creed, his thoughts are

still fresh and captivating, his quaint pages

full of interest. He loved his Master, and

his love glows through much of his writing.

He was an accomplished scholar, and in

spite of his contests with 'Papists,' a kind-

hearted man. His biographer says :
' To sum

up all in a few words, this great prelate had

the good humor of a gentleman, the elo-

quence of an orator, the fancy of a poet, the

acuteness of a schoolman, the profoundness

of a philosopher, the wisdom of a chancellor,

the sagacity of a prophet, the reason of an

angel, and the piety of a saint, devotion

enough for a cloister, learning enough for a

university, and wit enough for a college of

virtuosi.'

These selections are judiciously made, and

will commend themselves to ail readers of

taste. It is a good sign to see Jeremy Taylor

and old Fuller reappearing among us.

Poems. By Frederick Goddard Tucker-
man. Boston: Ticknor & Fields. 1864.

Mr. Tuckerman has given us a volume of

philosophically thought, tenderly and purely

felt, and musically rhythmed poems. No
roughness disfigures, no sensualism blights,

no straining for effect chills, no meretricious

ornament destroys them. The ideas are

grave and tender, the diction scholarly, and

if the fire and passion of genius flame not

through them, they seem to have been the

natural growth of a heart

' Hearing oftentimes
The still sad music of humanity.'

Thoughts on Personal Religion. Being

a Treatise on the Christian Life, in its two
Chief Elements, Devotion and Practice.

By Edward Meyrick Goulburn, D. D.,

Prebendary of St. Paul's, Chaplain to the

Bishop of Oxford, and one of her Majesty's

Chaplains in Ordinary. First American,
from the fifth London edition. With a

Prefatory Note, by George H. Houghton,
D. D., Rector of the Church of the Trans-

figuration, in the City of New York. New
York : D. Appleton & Co., 443 and 445
Broadway. 1864.

This is, in the main, an excellent work on

practical religion. From its fervent spirit

and sound common sense, it came very near

being such a one as we could have recom-

mended for the perusal and attentive study

of the great body of Christians in our coun-

try. Unfortunately, the author, by sundry

flings at other Christian communities, and by

the use of nicknames, as Quaker, Romanist,

Dissenter, etc., in speaking of them, has re-

stricted its usefulness chiefly to the mem-

bers of his own communion, the Protestant

Episcopal Church. To such, it will doubtless

prove highly satisfactory and beneficial. A
very few omissions would have procured for
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it the wide range of acceptance and power

of working good to which its intrinsic excel-

lence would then have entitled it. When
will oar religious writers learn that the

great battle now is not among the various

sections of the Christian camp, but with an

outside enemy, indefatigable, learned, plausi-

ble, and every day gaining ground ? Who
can tell but that a careful examination of, and

more accurate acquaintance with the princi-

ples and practice of divisions serving under

the same great Captain, might dissipate many

a prejudice, and reconcile many a difficulty?

One of the first requisites is, that all learn to

know and k> speak the truth about one

another.

The Spirit of the Fair. 1864. 'None
but the brave deserve the Fair.' Editorial

Committee: Augustus R. Macdonough,
Chairman; Mrs. Charles E. Butler, Mrs.

Edward Cooper, C. Astor Bristed, Chester

P. Dewey, James W. Gerard, jr., William
J. Hoppin, Henry Sedgwick, Frederick

Sheldon, Charles K. Tuckerman. New
York: John F. Trow, Publisher, 50
Greene street.

In recommending to our readers this neat-

ly bound volume of the daily product of the

great ' Metropolitan Fair,' we cannot do

better than extract the little introductory

notice of the publisher, who says: 'By the

request of many patrons of the ' Spirit of

the Fair,' the publisher purchased the stereo-

type plates and copyrights of the paper, for

the purpose of supplying bound copies for

permanent preservation. The talented ladies

and gentlemen who conducted the * Spirit

of the Fair,' during its brief and brilliant

career, have, by their well-directed efforts,

made a volume worthy of preservation, both

from its high literary excellence, and from

the recollections with which it is associated.

Its pages are illuminated with the writings

of the most distinguished authors. Every

article in the paper first saw the light of

print in the ' Spirit of the Fair.' Poets,

Historians, Statesmen, Novelists, and Essay-

ists furnished contributions prepared ex-

pressly for its columns ; and their efforts in

behalf of the noble charity which the paper

represented, should alone entitle the volume

to be cherished as a most valued memento

and heirloom.

' The publisher, therefore, presents this

volume to the public, in the hope that it

will not only gratify the reader of the pre-

sent, but that it will assist to preserve the

' Spirit of the Fair ' for the reader of the

future.'

The Little Rebel. Boston : J. E. Tilton

& Co. 1864. For sale by Hurd & Hough-
ton, New York.

A very interesting book for the little ones.

It presents vivid pictures of New England

life, and is fragrant and dewy with fresh

breezes from the maple bush, the hillside,

and the pasture lands. The style is excel-

lent, and the matter as sprightly and enter-

taining as it is simply natural and morally

improving.

The Poet, and other Poems. By Achsa W.
Sprague. Boston: William White & Co.,

158 Washington street. For sale by A. J.

Davis, New York.

' Miss Sprague was chiefly known to the

world as a trance lecturer under what claimed

to be spirit influence. Although speaking in

the interest of a faith generally unpopular,

and involved in no slight degree in crudities,

extravagance, and quackery, she was herself

neither fool nor fanatic. She was a true

child of nature, direct and simple in her

manners, and impatient of the artificiality

and formal etiquette of fashionable society.'

These poems are characterized by great ease

of style, flowing rhythm, earnestness in the

cause of philanthropy, and frequently contain

high moral lessons. But it is somewhat

strange that the poems of trance writers and

speakers, so often marked by exquisite, va-

ried, and delicate chimes of ringing rhythm,

of brilliant words, of spai-kling poetic dust

blown from the pages of great writers, and

drifting through the world, should so seldom

give us those great granite blocks of origin-

ality, which must constitute the enduring

base for the new era therein announced. Is

there nothing new in the world beyond the

grave which they deem open to their vision ?

We ask this in no spirit of censure or cavil,

for we have no prejudice against the school

of spiritualistic literature, save where it mili-

tates against the faith in our Redeemer.
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As a nation we are fast losing that

reverence for the powers that be which
is enjoined by Holy Writ, and without

which no form of government can be

lasting, no political system can take a

firm hold upon the affections of the

people. The opposition press teems

with vituperation and personal abuse

of those whom the people themselves

have chosen to control the public poli-

cy and administer the public affairs.

The incumbent of the Presidential

chair, so far from receiving that respect

and deference to which his position

entitles him, becomes the victim of

slander and vilification, from one por-

tion of the country to another, on the

part of those who chance to differ with
him in political sentiments. Even
beardless boys, taking their cue from
those who, being older, should know
better, are unsparing in the use of such
terms as 'scoundrel,' 'fool,' 'tyrant,'

as applied to those whom the people
have delighted to honor, either uncon-
scious or utterly heedless of the disgust

with which their language inspires the
older and more thoughtful. And thus
it has become a recognized fact that no
man's reputation can withstand the
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trial of a four years' term of service in

the Presidential office. While this is

in a great measure the reaction from

the king worship of the Old World, it

is nevertheless a blot upon our civiliza-

tion, a departure from those lofty and

noble sentiments which characterize

every advanced stage of human intel-

lect, in which the supremacy and invio-

lability of the law is acknowledged,

and in which the ruler is reverenced as

the representative and impersonation

of the law. And as, in such a stage,

respect for the magistrate and the law

mutually react upon each other, so in

the present state of affairs the tendency

is, in the course of time, to reach from

the ruler to the edict which he admin-

isters, and thus to beget a disrespect

and disregard of law itself, paving the

way to that violence and mob rule

which, in the present state of humani-

ty, must inevitably attend the establish-

ment of the democratic principle.

The remedy is to be found in reform

in the education of our youth, whereby

the utmost respect for the law and for

those by whom it is administered shall

be inculcated as the groundwork of all

patriotism and national progress, while
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at the same time cultivating a loftier

appreciation of the blessings of social

order and harmony, and of well-regu-

lated liberty of thought, speech, and

action, and a purer standard of right.

Yet even this will be of little avail ex-

cept in connection with the abatement,

through the strong good sense of a

thinking and upright people, of that

national nuisance of bitter and unmerci-

ful political partisanship of which we
have spoken, all of whose tendencies

are to evil, and so removing from the

eyes of our youth a low, unworthy, and

degrading example, which they are too

prone to follow. The child will tread,

to a great degree, in the steps of the

father, and the whole course of his in-

tellectual life be governed, more or

less, by the principles and prejudices

which he is accustomed every day to

hear from the lips of a parent, who is

necessarily the teacher and, in a great

measure, the moulder of his infant

mind. How careful, then, ought every

parent to be of the principles which he

inculcates and the examples which he

sets in his conversation, especially when
that conversation is directed to a con-

demnation of the motives or the acts

of the ruling powers !—lest the child be

some time inclined to enlarge upon his

views, and carry his deductions farther

than he himself ever dreamed, till he

shall finally be led into a contempt of

the institutions as well as of the rulers

of his native land, through a father's

teaching, and so grow up an embryo
traitor, ready at the first signal to em-
bark in any revolutionary scheme or

wild enterprise of visionary reform,

such as have been and are still the dis-

turbers of our national prosperity. For
an example of such a result in our day
we have but to look at the youth of

the Southern States, whose fiery trea-

son, far exceeding that of their elders,

is nothing more than the outgrowth,

the legitimate extension and develop-

ment of that bitter denunciation of

rulers who chanced to be unpopular

with their fathers, of that unrestrained

license of speech which left nothing

untouched, however sacred, however

holy it might be, which chanced to

stand in the way of gross and sordid

interest. The ideas of the hot-blooded,

fire-eating Southern youth of to-day,

the recklessness and the treason, the

denationalizing spirit of revolution and

blood which so readily manifests itself

in contempt of the old flag, and the

direst hatred of all that their fathers

held sacred and laid down their lives

to sustain—all this is but the idea, in-

tensified and developed, of the South-

erner of a bygone generation ; it is but

the natural deduction from his conver-

sation and life, pondered over by the

child, fixed deeply in his heart as the

teaching of a revered tutor, and carried

out, by a natural course of reasoning,

to its extreme in the parricidal rebel-

lion of to-day. And yet that idea was,

in its inception, apparently harmless

enough, being nothing more than that

denunciation and vituperation of the

political leaders and the ruling powers

which chanced to be in the opposition,

whereby the child was in due course

of time weaned from his country, and

taught to look lightly upon and speak

lightly of that which of old time was

only mentioned with love and reverent

awe.

Nor is this the only reform which is

needed in the education of our youth.

The phrase ' completing one's educa-

tion ' is used to-day with utter looseness,

and applied to that period when the

youth leaves the school or college for the

busy walks of life. How much of error

is contained in such an application of

the term he well knows who, after some

years of world life, can look back upon

his college days and see what a mere

smattering of knowledge he gained

within the ' classic shades,' and how
poorly educated he was, in any and every

sense of the word, how ill fitted for the

realities of work-day life, when first he

emerged in self-sufficient pride from

the sacred walls, and launched boldly

out upon the world. At the time
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when, according to the popular accep-

tation of the term, the education is

completed, it is in truth but just be-

gun ;
and he who, upon the slender

capital of college lore, should set him-

self up for a finished man, one compe-

tent to take upon himself the duties,

responsibilities, and labors of active

life, would soon find to his sorrow that

he was yet but a babe in wisdom, and

yet needed a long and severe discipline

ere he could be considered one of the

world's workers. In the few years de-

voted, in our country, to the education

of youth, little more can be done than

to teach them the value of knowledge

and the proper method and system of

its acquisition, leaving to the exertions

of the after years that education of the

mind and development of the intellec-

tual powers which constitute the fin-

ished man. And this should be the

object of all our schools, for females as

well as for males, to inculcate the truth

that the true education begins where

the schools leave off, and depends en-

tirely upon the scholar himself, aided

only by that groundwork of prepara-

tion, that systematizing of effort, im-

parted by the tutor in the tender years.

This end should be ever before the

teacher's eyes, and the whole course of

study adjusted with a view thereto.

And the instruction imparted should

be of such a character as most thor-

oughly to fit the student for future

study, giving him a firm foothold upon
the most essential branches of knowl-
edge, from which he may advance stead-

ily and securely when left to himself;

frequently warning him that this is but
the beginning of great things, and that

the abstrusities of wisdom, wherein is

all its 8esthetic beauty and its holiness

—all its moral good—lies far beyond,

where it can only be reached by the

most patient, persevering, and unremit-

ting toil ; not forgetting, at the same
time, to point out the glorious reward
which awaits the seeker of truth. The
effect of such a system would soon be
felt, not only in our national life, but

in our very civilization. For thus

would be thrown out upon our society,

year after year, a class of thinkers, of

earnest, working, strong-minded men
and women, searchers after truth and
disciples of the highest good, instead

of the crowd of half-fledged intellectual

idlers who yearly emerge from our

schools with the conceited idea that

the course of study is finished, the

paths of investigation fully explored,

and that life is henceforth a holiday

from study. Under such a giant im-

pulse our society could not but ad-

vance with enormous strides in all that

pertains to true civilization, since think-

ers would then be the rule instead of

the exception, and talent almost uni-

versal, which is now, like angels' visits,

comparatively ' few and far between.'

This is no Utopian vision : it is a reali-

ty within the scope of human exertion

and the capacity of our people of to-

day, if men would but exert themselves

to such an end, and properly apply the

energy and labor which is now too

often exerted upon unworthy and tri-

fling objects. The realm of knowledge

is so boundless that a lifetime is little

enough and short enough to give to

mortals even a smattering of that sea

of wisdom which swells around the

universe, and he alone can claim to be

a seer who devotes the whole of a long

existence to the investigation of truth

;

and only when this fact is impressed

upon the minds of youth can they be

made to appreciate their true position

in existence, and made efficient workers

in the great cause of humanity.

Yet all education is vain, all intellec-

tual development is of little benefit, all

civilization hollow in its nature and

ephemeral in its duration which lacks

the moral element. And by the word
moral in this connection is intended to

be understood not only what is usually

conveyed in the term morality, but also

all religion. It is a well-established

fact, more particularly exemplified in

our own history, that all political par-

ties founded upon an ephemeral is-
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sue, inevitably disappear with the final

adjustment of the questions upon which

they are based, having nothing left to

rest upon. So it is in the affairs of

nations. In the weakness of human
nature and the fallibility of all human
prescience, no system or theory can be

devised which shall endure through all

time, which shall not become effete,

useless, and even erroneous in the

progress of human development, and in

the ever-shifting condition of human
society. Hence any government and
society founded upon a system of mere-

ly human devising, must, in the prog-

ress of events, fall to pieces, and give

place to the results of a new and young-

er development. The law of God, as

contained in Divine revelation, is alone

unchangeable, unmodifiable. It is

adapted to meet the requirements of all

lands and all ages, to answer all the

necessities of which human nature is

capable, even to its extremest verge of

development. Hence all political sys-

tems are durable only in proportion as

they, in their organization, conform to

the precepts of Divine law.

We have used the term ' moral ele-

ment ' as necessarily comprehending all

religion, for the reason that upon reli-

gion is necessarily based all true moral-

ity. There is nothing in the physical,

and more especially in the intellectual

world, without a final cause ; and that

so-called morality which exists entirely

separate and distinct from religion, can

be based upon nothing other than self-

interest, which, under different condi-

tions and circumstances, would as un-

hesitatingly lead to evil. The ' moral

man ' without religion could as easily

be evil minded and dissolute in a com-

munity purely evil as he is upright and
honorable in a civilized and enlightened

community of to-day, for the reason

that his morality is nothing more than

deference to a certain standard of honor
—in other words, to the tone of the so-

ciety by which he is surrounded, bring-

ing with it all the benefits of high

public estimation and a lofty position

in society, which tone it must follow,

be it good or bad : it is founded and
built up in self-interest. Yet this very

tone of society, and all these stand-

ards of honor and uprightness, when
traced to their origin, are found to arise

from the precepts of revelation. We
are all, physically and intellectually,

the creatures of circumstance. Expe-

rience moulds and develops the intel-

lect. Our moral natures are not innate,

but solely and entirely the result of the

influences by which we are surrounded.

There is in the soul no absolute stand-

ard of right ; if there were, upright-

ness would be the same the world over.

But the right of the heathen is a differ-

ent thing from that of the Christian

;

the right of the Chinese or the Japanese

is a different thing from that of more

enlightened nations ; the right of one

Christian community is different from

that of another ; and this because right,

considered distinct from religion, is rel-

ative, and subject to all the modifica-

tions of different conditions of society.

The ' Evil, be thou my good ' of Mil-

ton's Satan is a delicate recognition

of this fact. But absolute right is a

thing unknown to human nature; it

can never be innate, but comes from

without. It can only be apprehended

by the intellect as a thing of God, a

part of His nature, given to us as a law,

a rule of action, which we can accept

or not, taking upon ourselves the con-

sequences of its rejection. There can

be no standard of absolute right other

than the law of God ; there can be no

other invariable and eternal rule of hu-

man action.

And if this position be true of indi-

viduals, most assuredly is it true of na-

tions, which are but individuals in the

concrete, subject to the same vicissi-

tudes, governed by the same laws,

physical and moral, and following the

same path of development. Only that

form of government which recognizes

the Supreme Being as the chief of

rulers, and His law as the source and

model of all human law, can be sure
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of truth and justice on its side, both in

its dealings with other nations and in

its regulation of its own internal affairs.

Only such a form can work steadily for

the advancement of its people, both by

leading them forward and by smooth-

ing the rugged path to perfection, and

removing every obstacle which impedes

the national progress. However near

the principles of our Government may
approach to those of the Divine law,

there is still room and urgent necessity

for reform. Yet, in the universal dis-

favor into which theocracies have fall-

en, and in the intense desire which per-

vades our people to avoid the compli-

cated evils of a union between church

and state, every attempt .to unite reli-

gious principles with those of govern-

ment is looked upon with positive

alarm; and justly so, since the experi-

ence of past centuries proves that both

thrive best in separate spheres, however

near they may approach each other in

the abstract, and that when united, the

one is apt to prove a hamper on the

other, through the introduction of error

and corruption ; while, separated, they

act as a mutual restraint, each tending

to control the abnormal development

of the other. For these reasons reform

in this particular must move from the

people to the government, not from

the government to the people.

And here we come to the root of the

whole matter, to the field where reform

is most needed, that is, in the moral

condition of our society. While there

are few nations in which there is such

a diversity of religious views and mul-

tiplicity of religious sects, there are few

peoples which are so proverbially irre-

ligious as our own. Yet our condition

in this respect is rather a neutral one

than otherwise, for while we are with-

out any positive immorality which
should make us preeminent above other

nations for vice, there is, nevertheless,

in our midst, little of that simple, trust-

ing, unquestioning faith, which is the
* substance of things hoped for and the

evidence of things not seen '—little of

that all-pervading and all-powerful rev-

erence for sacred things, that deep reli-

gious feeling which forms a portion of

the very life of most of the nations of

the Old World. This is nothing more

than the reaction of the stern Puritan

tenets of the colonial times. It is the

logical result of those dark and gloomy

theories which aimed to make religion

not only unpalatable but absolutely re-

pelling to the young and the ardent,

causing them to fly to the opposite ex-

treme of throwing aside religion to ' a

more convenient season,' when the

pleasures of life should have lust their

charm, and they themselves should be

drawing near the close of their pilgrim-

age. That theory which made a deadly

sin of that which was at worst but a

pardonable misdemeanor and perhaps

wholly innocent in its nature, could not

fail in time to react violently, first

through the process of disgust, then

through that of inquiry, and finally to

the carrying of speculation to extremes,

and practically pronouncing harmless

and innocent that which was really

vice. The popular mind, rebounding

from the Puritan ideas, did not pause

to discriminate between the truth and

error which were so intimately mingled

in their system, but, sweepingly de-

nouncing all the theories whose most

prominent characteristics were revolt-

ing, involved in the denunciation and

rejection much of pure and simple

truth, and ran rapidly along the path

of revolution, heedless of every warning,

unchecked by the obstacles which

Truth threw in its way, down to the

present time of amost universal loose-

ness.

Another effect of this rebellion of the

national mind against the Puritan the-

ories is seen in the almost yearly inau-

guration of some new sect in religion,

in a land which is already so crowded

with diverse and antagonistic religious

organizations that it might be termed

the land of sects. However right or

wrong in a religious point of view, the

Puritans committed the great social
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mistake of establishing a new church,

instead of working earnestly to reform

the old in those respects in which it

seemed to them to have fallen into er-

ror, thereby destroying the unity of the

Christian world. Had the movement
stopped here, less harm would have

been done
; but it was not of the na-

ture of things that it should be so.

The establishment of the principle that

purity of worship and of belief was to

be sought, and diversity of religious

opinion to be gratified in separation

and the erection of new organizations,

rather than in the endeavor to purify

the old and established form, at once

threw wide open the door of schism,

and with it, in the end, that of scepti-

cism. The movement once begun could

neither be checked nor controlled by
any human effort. Others claimed the

right which they themselves had exer-

cised, and the result was soon seen in

the separation of one after another de-

nomination from the Puritan Church,

each, in its turn, to be divided into a

score of sects, according as circum-

stances should alter religious views.

Were the principles of true religion in

themselves progressive, were the teach-

ings of the gospel inadequate to or un-

fitting for all possible stages of human
progress, or were they capable of de-

velopment, the world might then have

been the gainer. Or, again, were rea-

son infallible, the separation of the

churches would be an incalculable

blessing, by securing to all minds a

free investigation upon religious sub-

jects. But infidelity desires no more
powerful coadjutor than human reason

in its freest exercise, because it is so

liable to be led away by sophistry, and

its invariable tendency is to reject as

myths and fables all things which it

cannot comprehend or for which it can-

not see a material cause. Perfect rea-

son is the twin brother and strongest

supporter of faith ; but reason as it ex-

ists in the present development of hu-

manity is its most deadly antagonist.

The age of reason has fallen upon us,

and its result is seen in a practical scep-

ticism pervading the whole of our So-

ciety, which in its extent and its in-

jurious effects j^ut to the blush the

wildest speculations of the most radical

German metaphysicians. Every day

we see around us men of no religious

profession, and little if any religious

feeling, calmly facing death without a

tremor, without a thought of the awful

beyond. And though the application

of the term infidel to such a man would
not fail to arouse his fiercest indigna-

tion, his indifference to the events and

the fate of the great hereafter can arise

from nothing else than an utter disbe-

lief in the teachings of Holy Writ, in

the truths of Christianity. Such men
are but types of a class, and that class

a very large portion of our population.

The evils of religious divisions are

plain to be seen, even if they consisted

in nothing more than the division and

consequent weakening of Christian ef-

fort. The church of God, torn by in-

ternal dissensions, becomes almost pow-

erless for the spread of the gospel, the

greater portion of its strength and

energy being exhausted in bolstering

up its different branches as against

each other, and in proselytizing within

itself. Where, if united, a small por-

tion of its wealth and energy would
suffice to support in a flourishing con-

dition the worship of a great people,

leaving an immense surplus to be di-

rected to the evangelization of the hea-

then world, now, in its divided state,

its power and immense material re-

sources are squandered in the support

of innumerable fragments, each one of

which costs as much in labor and in

means as would suffice to sustain the

religion of the whole country if united.

Worse than even this, the incessant

bickerings of the Christian world tend

to invalidate, in the minds of the un-

believers, not only among the heathen,

but among ourselves, the teachings of

that Word which is its professed guide.

The ' See how these Christians hate

each other I ' is to reflecting minds out-
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side the church's pale, an almost un-

conquerable argument against that re-

ligion which professes to be founded

upon love. Hence arises a great por-

tion of that practical infidelity of which

we have spoken, and which is the bane

of our civilization. No nation can be

truly great or noble or progressive

without religion, and by as much as

we are departing, in our every-day life,

from the pure teachings of the gospel,

by so much are we tending to our inev-

itable downfall. The people must have

some high standard of moral excel-

lence, something to elevate and purify

the tone of society, to lead their aspira-

tions upward away from the petty toils

and cares and vexations, from the sor-

did desires and the animal" propensities

of life, in order to prevent them from

falling into that decay which is inevi-

tably the result of corruption, following

hard upon a devotion to mere self-in-

terest. We are, in a great measure, a

nation of materialists, too much de-

voted to the pursuit of selfish and so-

called practical aims, too little to the

spiritual and the ethereal. Reform

must come, else the soul will become

gross and grovelling, and the nobler

part of our natures, the more delicate

and refined sympathies of the heart, the

finer faculties of the intellect, will rust

away with disuse, and the whole race

become sensual, and finally effete, how-
ever brilliant may be its individual ex-

ceptions. From what direction the

needed reform is to come it is not for

us to say. That Almighty Providence

which overrules an erring world wT
ill

doubtless provide a way for the regen-

eration of His people. The first great

step is to awaken the people to a sense

of the necessity of such a change, and

some more powerful means must be

employed to the accomplishment of

that end than have ever yet been ap-

plied to our civilization. And the

apostle who, in the hands of God, shall

be the means of arousing the slumber-

ing faith of our people, of awakening

them to a full sense of the danger, and

of imparting new energy to the recu-

perative powers of the race, will win for

himself a loftier position in the world's

appreciation than has yet been con-

ceded to any mere mortal.

Another great and manifest evil in

our society, and one closely connected

with that of which we have just spoken,

is the inordinate love of wealth, and

the elevation of the money god to the

highest seat in our temple of worship.

Human nature craves distinction. The
divisions and castes in the society of

the Old World, from the present day

back to the remotest ages, is not only

an evidence, but a practical exemplifi-

cation of this fact. The abolition of all

these distinctions consequent upon the

establishment of our republican govern-

ment upon the ground of political

equality, swept away from our ancestors

almost the only means of gratifying this

innate propensity. A hard-working,

practical, agricultural people, with no

literature, and little if any cultivation

of the fine arts, there was but one road

to distinction open to the mass of the

population, and that lay through the

avenues of wealth. Hence it was but

natural that affluence should take the

place of the hereditary honors of the

olden times, and that the people should

bow to the only distinction, however

spurious it might be, wdiich elevated

any portion of themselves above their

fellows. With all the evils connected

with a hereditary aristocracy, the dis-

tinction which attends upon a nobility

is in a great measure an ideal one. It

is not either its wealth or power which

constitutes its charm, but a certain

nameless something pertaining to the.

ideal, which affects not only the ten-

ants and retainers, but even our repub-

lican selves. It may well be questioned

whether we have been the gainers by

substituting for such distinctions a

gross and material one, affecting the

bodily senses alone—the animal part

of our nature—and which contains little

either to expand the mind or exalt the

aspirations. With us but comparatively
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few can become distinguished in the

ranks of literature or of art, or, indeed,

in any of the higher or intellectual

branches of human attainment ; hence

for the great mass there is but one road

to distinction, one object to claim every

exertion—the pursuit of wealth. And
as a natural consequence, we see every

art, every profession hinging upon this

motive. Most of the evils connected

with the administration of our public

affairs, the fraud and corruption which

are so prominent, the quadrennial

scramble for place, with its consequent

degrading of those positions which
should be those of the highest honor,

may be traced to this one source.

More than this, we find the so-called

aristocracy of our great cities— a

moneyed one purely—excluding from

its ranks those who earn their liveli-

hood in the pursuit of literature and
art, and who, if true to their profes-

sions, are entitled to the very highest

rank in society. There are of course

exceptions, but not more than sufficient

to prove the rule. A striking exempli-

fication of the power of wealth among
us is seen in these days of shoddy,

when those who have hitherto moved
in the humblest circles suddenly take

their positions among the ' upper ten

thousand,' and are treated with a defer-

ence to which they have all their lives

been strangers, by virtue of a successful

contract or a towering speculation.

The effect of such a state of things upon
our civilization is easy to be seen. A
low motive is sure to bring down its

followers to its own level. A people

without a lofty and ennobling object is

sure to fall into decay. The grasping

spirit which everywhere pervades our

society is fast lowering our people to

the level of a race of mercenary job-

bers. Truth, justice, honor, purity,

and even religion, are in a great meas-

ure lost sight of in the general scramble

for gold, until the strictest integrity,

the most self-sacrificing honesty, are

beginning to be looked upon as mar-

vels, and we have won for ourselves

among the nations of the world the

unenviable title of worshippers of the
i almighty dollar.' Keligion itself is

twisted and distorted into every imagin-

able shape to bring it into harmony
with our all-absorbing pursuit : all our

ideas of public policy and of social

progress are made to depend upon and
modified by this unworthy motive.

We mean not to include those individ-

uals who, with loftier motives and a

true appreciation of man's spiritual

capabilities, are prominent among us,

battling earnestly in the cause of true

progress ; we are speaking of the mass

of our population. Those few are the

goodly leaven who are yet to prove the

regeneration of our race. Bad as is the

state of affairs in this respect, it will,

if left to itself, become infinitely worse

as each succeeding year rolls around,

for the spirit of greed is progressive in

its nature, growing fatter and fatter

upon its success.

Yet, in another point of view, this

same strife for wealth is one great secret

of American prosperity and progress.

It is the motive power to that energy

which has peopled the wilderness,

erected as if by magic a mighty re-

public among the savage wilds, and,

above all, spread American ideas, and

with them the germ of human liberty,

over the whole broad earth. To this

spirit of greed upon our shores the Old

World owes much of its advancement

and most of those useful inventions

which are fast revolutionizing humani-

ty itself. But we are not considering

it in this light ; we are viewing it in

its moral aspect, that respect in which

it most strongly affects true civilization,

which must soon fall away and lapse

into the condition of the ages long

past, if it be not sustained by an en-

during moral and religious element.

The moral advancement must keep

pace with the intellectual, else the lat-

ter will some day reach that point

where extremes meet, and have its

weary journey to commence again.

It is to be hoped that this evil is al-
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ready on the wane. It is to be hoped

that the present stirring up of bur so-

ciety from its uttermost depths, with

its consequent exploding of wornout

theories, which have hitherto held their

places only through our national leth-

argy—with its sweeping away of old-

time prejudices, and mingling together

of elements which have hitherto exist-

ed distinct and aloof from each other,

will result in bringing true merit to

the surface, in awakening our people

to a loftier appreciation of the good

and the true, thereby establishing a

higher moral standard among us ; that

purer motives will henceforth actuate

our society. The fears which are enter-

tained by some that the present war

will prove a severe shock to our civil-

ization, are not sustained by the facts

which are everywhere appearing around

us. The frequent demands upon the

generosity and forbearance of a great

people, the constant calls for the exer-

cise of the noblest qualities, the most

self-sacrificing devotion, and that too in

support of a great principle rather than

of any present material interest, the

very necessity for an exalted civiliza-

tion and intellectual development on

the part of the masses, which shall

enable them to see in that principle the

groundwork of all their future well-

being, both as regards material pros-

perity and political position, are con-

stantly bringing before the people, in

a clearer light than ever before, the

blessings of honor and uprightness, the

necessity of national purity, and devel-

oping a moral element in our midst,

whose good effects will far outbalance

the ephemeral and spasmodic immoral-

ity and vice which a state of war usual-

ly engenders. Our people are becoming

acquainted with those blessings of indi-

vidual well-doing and those principles

of philanthropy to which they have

for so long been comparative strangers.

And it is this, together with the unveil-

ing, through the present convulsion, of

those errors, both in our political sys-

tem and in our society, which have so

nearly proved our ruin, which will

make this war in very truth the great-

est blessing that has ever befallen us.

And if this moral progress shall be
such and so great as to throw down
the golden calf from his throne and
make the place of honor the reward of

true merit alone, then shall we have

cause, for the remotest generations, to

thank God for this seeming calamity

which has fallen upon us.

And these same facts, standing out

as shining lights in the darkness, tend

to show that we are, after all, not quite

so sordid as we seem ; that, with all

our worship of the money god, there

is yet, away down in the great Ameri-

can heart, a wealth of strong, true, gen-

erous feeling, ready at the first call of

sorrow and of suffering to spring forth

and scatter its golden blessings even

beyond the seas. It is not alone that,

years ago, when we were at peace and

at the height of prosperity, many ships

left our shores laden down with food,

the voluntary contributions of the

American citizen to his starving breth-

ren of the Emerald Isle ; though this

of itself was enough to place our civil-

ization on a level with that of the most

polished nation of the Old World.

But even now, when we are struggling

for our very existence, when every

energy and every material resource is

being exerted to stem the tide of inter-

nal dissensions and crush out the hydra

of internal treason ; at a time when the

mother country has gone to every

length short of open war to aid and

assist those who are striving for our

downfall, and her press is exhausting

every epithet of vituperation and scur-

rilous abuse of us, who are battling so

earnestly in our own defence, and who
are entitled by every truth of human
nature to her warmest sympathy—

a

press which, adopting the phraseology

of its Secession friends and allies, scru-

ples not to place the civilization of the

slaveholcling States far in advance of that

of the ' Northern mudsills '—even now,

when the cry of the starving operatives
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of the English mills comes to us across

the water, forgetting for the time all

the abuse and maltreatment we have

received, all the enmity and bitter hos-

tility which the traitorous perfidy of

England has engendered, more than one

full-freighted vessel has left our ports

bearing grain to those whom their own
proud aristocracy is either powerless or

too niggardly to sustain. Is this not

evidence of a civilization considerably

advanced beyond any which history has

yet recorded ?—a civilization based

upon the golden rule of Christianity,

and upon that still more precious com-

mand :
' Love those that hate you, and

do good to those that persecute you.'

For it is in its moral aspect that every

civilization must in the end be judged

;

and that society which develops such

noble principles and feelings as these,

which manifests itself in this higher re-

gion of spiritual excellence, in the ex-

ercise of these finer feelings of the heart,

is certainly nearest to perfection, in

that it follows most closely the law of

God, the truths of divine revelation.

When instances such as these occur on

the part of any of the older nations of

the ^world, it will do for them to boast

of a civilization superior to ours ; but

until their faith is shown by their

works, suffering humanity the world

over will accord to us the palm. Nor
will it answer to ascribe to us an un-

worthy motive in this matter—a desire

to win credit in the eyes of the world.

An individual might, with some degree

of plausibility, fall under such an im-

putation, but a great people does not

move spontaneously and unitedly in

one direction from such a motive, since

none but a pure and just principle can

produce unity in the masses. Such an

unworthy and degrading motive is the

property of individuals, not of nations,

even if it were possible for such an idea

to be conceived at one and the same

time by a multitude of minds. No ! it

was the spontaneous expression of a

deep and pervading principle of Ameri-

can society—of American humanity—

a

free outpouring of the American heart

;

and as such it will stand upon the page

of history as the evidence of a civiliza-

tion behind none of its age.

Nor is this the only mark of the

moral awakening of our people. In-

stances are every day appearing in our

midst of this truest of charity, not the

least of which are the ' wood proces-

sions ' of the "Western cities and towns

;

those long lines of wagons laden with

fuel and provisions for the families of

the absent soldiers, whose sole object

and motive is the comfort of those

whose protectors and supporters are

sustaining the country's honor in the

field ; evidences more striking than the

founding of charitable institutions or

benevolent societies, since the latter

may, and too often does, arise from the

most selfish and vainglorious motive,

while in the former the individual is

lost in the many who press eagerly to

bear their part in a noble work, in this

spontaneous outpouring of true and

heartfelt benevolence. From this same

spirit arises the wonderful success

which attends the efforts of sanitary

commissions and soldiers' aid associa-

tions in alleviating the sufferings and

softening the privations of our soldiers

in the field. With such evidences con-

stantly appearing before our eyes of the

deep and noble feelings of the Ameri-

can heart, who can doubt that our civ-

ilization is a progressive one, our en-

lightenment equal ? Who can doubt

the capacity of the American people for

good, or look with foreboding upon our

future ?

Another important sign of the times,

as evincing our advancing civilization,

is the revival of art in our midst. In

the midst of all our bustle and toil and

eager strife for gain, there has ever

been a something wanting to the 'com-

pleteness of our life, a something to fill

and satisfy that yearning of the soul

for aesthetic beauty, which is at once

an evidence of its progress and its ca-

pacity for diviner things. Too long

have we been absorbed by the desires
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of our animal nature, in whose pursuit

there is little gratification to that finer

portion of our inner selves which will

not be silenced by anything short of

the deepest degradation. The people

—the great people—need something

—

something higher, more ennobling, more

tender—to fill the vacant spot in their

hearts and homes, to preserve the bal-

ance between the animal and the spiri-

tual part of their lives, and to clothe

their surroundings with a higher and

holier significance than can arise from

the events and associations of the work-

day life. In art the missing link is

found, and whether it be the simple

ballad in the evening circle or the

modest print that graces the humble

cottage walls—and the humbler the

habitation the deeper the manifestation,

because the more touching—it is but

the expression of the people's apprecia-

tion of the needs, the capacities, and

the holier aspirations of the better part

of humanity. Hence the revival of art

has a deep significance ; it is something

more than a forced, an exotic, and

hence ephemeral growth ; it is the

manifestation of the awakening of the

people to the aesthetic sentiment ; it is

the actual result of the intellectual and

moral needs of society ; it is in itself

the striving of a great people for the

beautiful and true. And as such it

has a broad and deep foundation in the

godlike in human nature, which shall

insure not only its permanence but its

progress as long as the good and the

true have any influence whatever upon
our society. That we have had, until

a comparatively late period, no art

among us, is the result not of a lack of

capacity to comprehend the beautiful,

but of the intense and all-absorbing

passion for gain which has so nearly

proved the bane of our society by shut-

ting out the consideration of better

things : that art has so suddenly re-

vived in our midst is a proof that, so

far from having our humanity, our po-

litical position, our very civilization

itself swallowed up in the love of the

almighty dollar, as has been predicted

of us by foreign wiseacres, we have

been aroused to our danger and to a

true appreciation of the better part of

existence ; which is itself an evidence

of the elasticity and the recuperative

energy of our social system.

In literature our progress is not so

flattering. In its effects upon civiliza-

tion a literature can only be judged by
that portion of it which touches the

popular heart, which descends to the

humblest fireside, and is most eagerly

sought after by the ploughboy and the

operative. All other, however bril-

liant it may be—and the more brilliant

or profound the farther it is generally

removed from the minds of the masses

—is to them but as the stars of a

winter night, cold and distant, radiat-

ing little warmth to the longing soul,

too far away to awaken more than a

faintly reflected admiration. He who
said, ' Give me to write the songs of a

people, and I care not who makes their

laws,' touched the tender spot in the

great heart of humanity
; he was a sage

in that truest of philosophy, the study

of human nature. Though we have

our princes in every branch of litera-

ture, who are the result of and an honor

to our civilization, yet for their own
results in moulding the tastes, the hab-

its, and the intellects of the common
people, in contributing to their ad-

vancement, they fall far below the ef-

forts of the veriest penny-a-liner. It is

a lamentable fact of our society that

while the more solid literature scarcely

pays, the flashiest of so-called ' flash

literature ' brings down the golden

shower. The writer of the lowest pos-

sible order of literary productions is

enriched, and his name is familiar in

the remotest corners of the land, while

our monarchs of literature are often-

times poverty stricken and compara-

tively obscure ; and that because the

latter is confined to a comparatively

small audience and patronage, while

the former speaks to and for the masses

;

and, as a natural consequence, the for-
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mer controls the tastes of the greater

portion of the reading community, and

that too for anything but good, since

he reaps his golden harvest by pander-

ing to the basest of appetites, the lowest

of sensibilities and sympathies ; thus

retarding rather than accelerating the

intellectual advancement of the people,

this being his material interest.

And how great is the responsibility

of those who thus speak to the ear of

the simple and the unlearned ! how
terrible the retribution they are heap-

ing up for themselves in the great here-

after, for thus prostituting talent which

might be made eminently useful in

leading the minds of the common peo-

ple to the highest and noblest of truths

;

in making purer and better in every

sense of the word ! The idea that the

province of literature, even of fiction, is

simply to amuse, is exploded in the

light of advancing civilization. Every

writer has a higher mission, and accord-

ingly as he discharges the duty which

his faculty lays upon him, is he true or

false to the true end of his existence, a

success or a failure in the world of in-

tellect and morality. The mission of

all literature is to make mankind both

wiser and better, and the writer who
fails to appreciate and act upon this

truth is worse than a useless cumberer

of society ; he is a curse to his age,

and, however great his present fame,

will most assuredly be forgotten with

the passing away of his generation.

For does not all human effort resolve

itself into this one thing ? Is there

any work which we call good or great,

or even important, which is not in-

tended in some way to benefit man-

kind ? Else we were but butterflies,

and our works but mists. In the past

ages the world has not seen and appre-

ciated this fact ; but the world of to-

day does appreciate it, and will cer-

tainly set every worker upon his prop-

er pedestal, high or low, according as

nis efforts have conduced or not to the

welfare of humanity.

Present reform in this particular is

not to be looked for; it must be ex-

ternal rather than internal. Could the

whole mass of light literature be at

once and forever swept out of exist-

ence, the people would soon acquire a

love of solid reading as ardent as that

which now pervades the lower stratum

of our society for ' yellow-covered

'

trash. For the love of knowledge is

innate, and the people would necessari-

ly seek for and find amusement in such

reading as could not fail to instruct

and educate, to revive this love of

knowledge, and fan it into an ardent

flame. But this cannot be done. The
people will ever seek that reading

which is most congenial to their pres-

ent tastes and habits, and there will

ever be found a legion of those who are

eager to supply this sort of mental

pabulum—if it can be so called—for

the sake of the golden equivalent. For

these reasons, the literature of the com-

mon people must ever follow, not lead,

their civilization ; it must continue to

be the outward and visible sign of their

progress, instead of the inward and

spiritual grace by which it is pervaded

and sustained ; and reform must be in-

augurated and consummated in those

other influences which tend to mould

the moral man, and which must be so

guided as to destroy all these low and

grovelling tastes, by lifting the man
into a higher plane of being, in which

the animal shall be wholly subservient

to the spiritual. Hence the province

of the true philanthropist lies in those

other paths which we have pointed

out, rather than in this, since in them

lies the prospect of success whose fruits

will in this most clearly appear.

It is a significant fact that the

foreign view points to but two blots

upon our society, and that foreign de-

tractors harp continually upon these,

and these alone, as evidences of the

backwardness of our civilization—
the institution of slavery and the riots

which occasionally disgrace our large

cities. For in the light of the facts and

experience of to-day, such a position is
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simply a yielding of the whole ques-

tion. When it is considered that the

few riots with which we are afflicted

—

few in comparison with those which so

often convulse European society—are

almost invariably incited and. sustained

by our foreign population, and that

portion of it, too, latest arrived upon

our shores, it will be seen with what

injustice the evil is laid at the door of

American society. It is, in fact, noth-

ing else than the outbreak of the long-

accumulated, and long-suppressed dis-

content and misery of European lands,

which, for the first time for centuries,

finds vent upon the shores of a land of

political and social liberty—a reaction

of the springs long held down by the

iron hand of tyranny—a violent restora-

tion of that natural elasticity which

had so nearly been destroyed by ages

of social degradation. The mob law,

the frequent resort to the pistol and
the bowie knife, and the universal so-

cial recklessness of our own citizens of

the Southern States, is the effect of the

institution of slavery, and falls within

the discussion of that question, with

the disapperance of which they must
inevitably depart.

Were African slavery a permanent
feature in our midst, the argument
against our civilization would be un-

answerable. But it has maintained its

ground in spite of, rather than as the

result of or in connection with the spirit

of our institutions. It has hitherto

been suffered to exist as an acknowl-

edged evil, solely because th? disastrous

results attending its sudden abolition

have been justly feared as greater than
any which could at present arise from
its continuance. Yet at no period has

the American people ceased to look

forward to some future time when it

might safely be rooted out. Our faith

has ever been strong, and our confi-

dence in the ultimate triumph of the

right unshaken. That time has come.
The present war, from whose inaugu-
ration the question of slavery abolition

was—on our part, at least—entirely

absent, has given the opportunity which

our people have not failed to seize.

To crush out the rebellion without

meddling with the institutions of the

South was at first the main spring of

the war
;

Jiat justitia, ruat ccelum, is

now the voice of the whole people

;

and the very fact that the nation has so

earnestly taken hold of the work, so

sternly determined to sacrifice every-

thing but its existence to the demoli-

tion of this bloody god, is of itself an

evidence of the purity of our civiliza-

tion. We have not been dead to the

principles of truth and justice involved

in this question ; we have been but

biding our time, plainly seeing and
carefully noting the direful effects of

slavery upon our social organization,

and ' heaping up wrath against the day
of wrath.' And now, with the blessing

of God upon our efforts, the present

war will not cease until the death blow
is given to the accursed institution with

all its attendant evils. We, as a peo-

ple, are fully aroused and sternly deter-

mined henceforth to let nothing stand

in the way of our social advancement,

however time-honored and cherished

may have been the obstacle. And when
these evils have all been swept away,

as they assuredly will be, we shall stand

forth among the nations in all the glory

of a pure and enlightened civilization,

and challenge the world to produce a

nobler record, to point out a happier,

more prosperous, more truly progressive

people.

With the close of the present war
will arise another important question,

bearing not less strongly than that of

slavery upon our ultimate civilization.

The slaveholding States are to be, in a

measure, repeopled. The tide of immi-

gration which has so long and so

steadily streamed toward the West

will be for some time diverted to the

fertile plantations of the South. Not
only the soldiers of the North, to whom
the war has opened what has hitherto

been to them almost a terra incognita,

will seek new homes within the sunny
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climes
; but the flood of foreign immi-

gration, which, upon the vindication

of our national integrity and power,

will quickly double itself in comparison

with that of former years, and sweep

toward this new and inviting field

;

and the distinctive feature of Southern

society—of so-called ' Southern chiv-

alry '—will soon be swallowed up in the

torrent. And what then shall we have

to fill its place ? The crude ideas of

foreign tyros in the school of freedom,

the conflicting religious, social, and

political theories of European revolu-

tionists, the antagonistic policies of a

hundred different nationalities. All

this, in connection with the difficulties

arising from the freeing of so large an

African population, will prove a severe

trial to our national civilization, and

call for the exercise of the profoundest

wisdom, the most careful discrimina-

tion, and the most patient forbearance

on the part of our rulers and statesmen.

And most assuredly the times will

themselves produce the men most fitted

for the care of such interests and the

decision of such questions. Though
there is need of the firm hand, the ut-

most watchfulness, and the strongest

exertion on the part of every citizen as

well as statesman, it is not to be feared

that the result will in the end be dis-

astrous to our progress. For the genius

of the American people was never yet

at fault. We have handled similar

questions before ; we are handling a

more important one now, and our ca-

pabilities and our power of develop-

ment are such that we need not fear but

that we shall be enabled to cope with

the exigencies of the future. That

genius which has built up a powerful

nation here in the wilderness, which

has developed to such a degree ihe re-

sources of the land and the capacities

of the people, which has conceived

and executed in so short a time such a

social and moral revolution, has in it

too. much of the godlike to suffer the

work to fall through from any incapa-

city to deal with the legitimate conse-

quences of its action. The power to

inaugurate and carry through the

work necessarily implies the capacity

to establish and render permanent its

results, to guide the ship when the

storm is past. It will find the ways
and means ; the times themselves will

develop new truths, which will make
the task less difficult than it seems to

us of to-day. Such is the feeling of the

people ; and this same noble faith and

confidence in our own capacities, this

turning a deaf ear to all the possibili-

ties of failure, and looking with a never-

failing trust, a soul-felt faith, to the

triumph of our cause and of our civili-

zation, is our greatest strength, while it

is, at the same time, a conclusive evi-

dence that we are on the high road of

true progress, that our civilization is

not a thing of yesterday, to-day, or to-

morrow, but of the eternal ages.

APHORISM.—NO. X.

' It is a frequent result of poverty to

make men rich—a common curse of

wealth to make them poor.' Poverty,

making us feel our dependence upon

God, almost compels us to an acquaint-

ance with Him—this leads us to accept

Him as the one Infinite Benefactor ; and

so gives us wealth that can never fail

:

but riches, by encouraging our natural

love of independence, is too apt to keep

us away from our Heavenly Father, and

thus plunge us into such poverty as

admits of no actual relief. In this view

there is something to hope for in the

present distresses of our country. Rarely

have so many people felt that their de-

pendence must be upon the mercy of

God ; and rarely, if ever, have so many,

with such earnestness, appealed to the

Father of all on the occasion of a wide-

spread calamity. This must result in a

closer union with the Infinite Giver, and

thus in a great increase of true riches.
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THE ENGLISH PKESS.

"V.

How had The Times been getting on

all these years? Slowly but surely.

At first, as has been already stated,

feeling its way with difficulty amid a

host of obstacles, long-established and

successful rivals, Government prosecu-

tions abroad, and personal crotchets

and peculiarities at home. John Wal-

ter, its founder, retired from the man-

agement of the paper in 1803, and died

in 1812, having lived to see his literary

offspring grow up into a strong young

giant, with thews and sinews growing

fuller and firmer every day, tossing his

weighty arms in every direction, but

never aimlessly ; and with his vigorous

feet firmly planted, expanded chest,

and head boldly erect, fearlessly stand-

ing forward in the very first rank of

the champions of freedom. Mr. Wal-

ter's son John succeeded him in the

management in 1803 ; and, under his

abler and more enlightened administra-

tion, the paper rapidly increased in

importance. He opened his columns

to all comers, and whenever any com-

munication appeared to possess more

than average ability he endeavored to

engage the writer of it as a regular con-

tributor. He perfected the system of

reporting, and the reports in The Times

soon began to be fuller and more exact

perhaps even than Perry's in The

Chronicle. He especially turned his

attention to the foreign department of

his journal, and no trouble or expense

was spared in obtaining intelligence

from abroad. This had been one of the

strong points with the elder Walter,

and he had always striven to be the

first to communicate important foreign

news to the world—thus, for instance,

The Times was the first newspaper

which announced the execution of

Marie Antoinette. This element was
now greatly strengthened and devel-

oped, correspondents were engaged in

all the chief cities of Europe, and, as

time progressed, in other quarters of

the world as well, letters from whom
appeared as regularly and as early as

the post-office authorities would allow

;

arid a regular system of expresses from

the Continent was organized. But the

Government, who saw and felt the grow-

ing greatness of The Times, placed every

possible hinderance in the way—it was

not then the custom for the Premier to

invite the editor to dinner—and the

letters and foreign packages were de-

layed in every possible manner—the

machinery of the custom house being

even employed for that purpose—in

order that the Government organs

might at least get the start. But fair

means and foul alike failed to win over

the young journalistic athlete to the

ministerial side, and this illiberal and

selfish policy was at length compelled

to give in, beaten at all points. But

there was one thing which was des-

tined to give The Times supremacy, at

which the younger Walter began to

work soon after the reins of power fell

into his hands—and that was steam.

Great strides had been made in the art

of printing. The first metal types ever

cast in England were those of Caxton,

in 1720. Stereotype printing had been

first suggested by William Ged, of

Edinburgh, in 1735, and was perfected

and brought, into general use by Til-

lock, in 1779. The printing machine

had been originated by Nicholson, in

1790, and an improved form of it, made

of iron, the invention of Earl Stanhope,

was in general use in 1806. Thomas
Martyn, a compositor of The Times,

invented some further modifications,

and was aided by the younger Walter.

Owing, however, to the violent oppo-

sition of his fellow workmen, the ex-
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periments were carried on under the

greatest secrecy ; but the elder Walter

could not be induced to countenance

them, and consequently nothing came

of them. In 1814, Koenig and Bauer,

two German printers, conceived the

idea of printing by steam, and the

younger Walter, now by his father's

death permitted to do as he liked, en-

tered warmly into their project. The

greatest silence and mystery was ob-

served, but the employes of The Times

somehow or other obtained an inkling

of what was going on, and, foreseeing a

reduction in their numbers, vowed the

most terrible vengeance upon every-

body connected with the newfangled

invention. Spite of their threats, how-
ever, the necessary machinery was
quietly prepared and erected, and one

morning, before day had broken, Mr.

Walter called his printers together, and
informed them that that day's issue

was struck off by steam. This ever-

memorable day in the history of jour-

nalism was Monday, the 28th of No-
vember, 1814. Loud murmurs and
threats were heard among the work-

men, and burning down the whole

affair was the least thing suggested

;

but Mr. Walter had taken precautions,

and, showing his work people that he

was prepared to meet any outbreak on
their part, no violence was attempted.

Since then The Times has been regu-

larly printed by steam. Various im-

provements in steam machinery have

from time to time been patented, and
Hoe's gigantic machines—the produc-

tion of that country the most prolific

of all the world in useful inventions,

America—seemed to show that the

limit of the application of steam to

printing had been reached. But a

machine still more wonderful—a ma-

chine that possessed all the skill of

human intelligence and ten times the

quickness of human fingers—a machine

for composing by steam, was shown at

the International Exhibition in Lon-

don, in 1862. Printing by steam at

once raised the circulation of The Times

enormously, as was but natural, from

the facilities which it afforded of a

rapid multiplication of copies ; and

under the editorship of Thomas Barnes

it soon reached the first place in jour-

nalism. But Walter himself was not

idle, and was always on the lookout

for fresh and rising talent. On one

occasion, being at a church in the

neighborhood of his country seat in

Berkshire, he was very much struck by

the sermon which was preached by a

new curate. After the service he went

into the vestry, and had a long conver-

sation with the preacher, the result of

which was that he told him that a

curacy was not a very enviable position,

and that he would do much better to

go to London, and write for The Times

at a salary of £1,000 a year. It is need-

less to add that the offer was not de-

clined.

In 1817, The Literary Gazette was
brought out by William Jordan, as an

organ of literature and the fine arts,

and, until The Athenamm was estab-

lished, it was without a rival of any

consequence. But its circulation de-

clined, and, after Jordan's death, dwin-

dled down to a very small number. In

1862 its name was changed to The

Parthenon, or rather, to speak more

correctly, The Parthenon arose as a new
publication from the ashes of The Lit-

erary Gazette. But change- of name

did not produce change of circum-

stances, and, before many numbers had

appeared, The Parthenon was privately

offered for sale at the low sum of £100,

but, failing to meet with a purchaser, it

gave up the ghost early in 1863. In

1817, Lord Sidmouth made a terrific

onslaught upon the press. He issued

a circular to the different lord lieu-

tenants of the counties, to the effect

that any justice of the peace might is-

sue a warrant for the apprehension of

any person charged with printing a

libel. One result of this circular and

the vigorous prosecutions which en-

sued was that William Cobbett for a

while gave up printing his Political
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Register, and went away to America,

from whence he did not return for two

years. He stated his reasons for adopt-

ing this course in his paper, as follows :

' I do not retire from a combat with
the attorney-general, but from a combat
with a dungeon, deprived of pen, ink,

and paper. A combat with the at-

torney-general is quite unequal enough

;

that, however, I would have encoun-
tered. I know too well what a trial by
special jury is

;
yet that or any sort of

trial I would have stayed to face. But
against the absolute power of imprison-

ment, without even a hearing, for time
unlimited '—an act had been passed
which gave the secretary of state power
to suspend the habeas carpus act— ' in

any jail in the kingdom, without the
use of pen, ink, and paper, and without
communication with any soul but the
keepers—against such a power it would
have been worse than madness to at-

tempt to strive.'

But the Government met with a

notable check in the case of William

Howe, the bookseller. Howe was
thrice tried for libel, and, despite the

exertions of Lord Ellenborough, who
descended from the judicial bench to

the barrister's table, was thrice acquit-

ted. Persecution after this languished

for a while, but in 1819 were passed

those stringent measures which are

known as the Six Acts. One of these

gave the judges the power, upon the

conviction of any person a second time

of the publication of a seditious libel,

to punish him with fine, imprisonment,

banishment, or transportation. But
such monstrous enactments were not

suffered to pass unchallenged, and the

result of several animated debates was
that the obnoxious words banishment

—a novelty in English jurisprudence

—

and transportation were withdrawn,

but the remaining provisions of the

Six Acts were carried in all their rigor.

But amid much harm, some good was
doubtless effected, for certain provisions

were introduced into the act which
declared certain inferior newspapers,

which had hitherto evaded the stamp
act, by calling themselves pamphlets

vol. vi.—

9

and not newspapers, because they only

commented upon the news of the day,

to be henceforth liable to the stamp

duties. This really did good service to

the better class of journals, by sweeping

away a swarm of newspapers which, by

the quibble above mentioned, were en-

abled to undersell them.

John Bull was started in 1820, with

the avowed object of espousing the

King's side, and covering the Queen and
her friends with obloquy. Theodore

Hook was the editor, but very few per-

sons were in the secret. Every man or

woman who was conspicuous as a friend

of the Queen was duly gibbeted, and
any tittle-tattle gossip or scandal that

could be ferreted out against them was

boldly printed in the most unmistaka-

ble terms. Trial for libel failed to dis-

cover the real proprietors, editor, and

writers, and the men who stood their trial

as printer, publisher, proprietor, etc.,

were manifestly mere shams, men who
would swear to anything and undergo

any amount of imprisonment for the

consideration of the smallest coin of

the realm. The scandalous details in

John Bull attracted the public at once,

and by the time it reached its sixth

number, the circulation had risen to ten

thousand, while the first five numbers

were reprinted over and over again,

and the first and second were actually

stereotyped. But it began to be whis-

pered about that Hook was the editor,

whereupon he printed and signed a let-

ter denying the rumor in the most in-

dignant terms. This letter was supple-

mented by an editorial, from which
the following is an extract

:

' The conceit of some people is amus-
ing, and it has not unfrequently been
remarked that conceit is in abundance
where talent is most scarce. Our read-

ers will see that we have received a let-

ter from Mr. Hook, disowning and dis-

avowing all connection with this paper.

.... We are free to confess that two
things surprise us in this business. The
first, that anything which we have
thought worthy of giving to the public
should have been mistaken for Mr.
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Hook's ; and secondly, that such a person

as Mr. Hook should think himself dis-

graced by a connection with John BulV

After the death of the Queen, Hook
devoted himself to the demolition of

the Whigs and Radicals. Joseph Hume
was his especial target, and was dished

up week after week with a decidedly

original Latin garnish :
' Ex humili

potens—From a surgeon to a member
of Parliament ;

' ' Jiumili modi loqui—
To talk Scotch like Hume ;

' ' Nequis

humasse velit—Let no one call Hume an

ass,' etc., etc. John Bull sustained a

great many convictions for libel, and

its dummies were frequently impris-

oned, but they never betrayed Hook,

who retained the editorship until his

death in 1841. Somewhere about this

time The Britannia, a Conservative

journal, of a few years' standing, was
incorporated with it. It had mean-
while considerably moderated its tone,

and at the present day enjoys a fair

circulation among steady-going people

—chiefly country gentlemen, old ladies,

and parsons—who obstinately cling to

Tory principles.

John Bull was not the only news-

paper which was prolific in libels, and
perhaps at no time were scandalous at-

tacks upon public and private persons

more common. Mr. Freemantle, writ-

ing to the Marquis of Buckingham, in

1820, says

:

' The press is completely open to
treason, sedition, blasphemy, and false-

hood, with impunity I do not
know whether you see Cobbett's Inde-
pendent Whig, and many other papers
now circulating most extensively, and
which are dangerous much beyond any-
thing I can describe.'

This is a sweeping censure, but, al-

lowing for a little personal irritation,

natural enough under the circum-

stances—he had been lampooned him-

self—is true of a great portion of the

press. The supply was regulated by
the demand, and the character of the

wares purveyed depended upon the

Wants of the market. Editors found

that scandal was eagerly devoured by
their subscribers, and they did not

therefore hesitate or scruple to gratify

the prevailing tastes of the day. But
the better class of papers were not able

to keep clear of the law of libel, even

though they did not condescend to

pander to the vitiated tastes of the mul-

titude. Many of them had to sustain

actions for merely reporting proceed-

ings before the police magistrates and
in the law courts, and many a rascal

solaced himself for the disagreeables

attending a preliminary examination at

the police court for a criminal offence,

by a verdict in his behalf in a civil ac-

tion against any newspaper that had
been bold enough to print a report of

the proceedings. This kind of action

originated from a ruling of Lord Ellen-

borough, that it was ' libellous to pub-

lish the preliminary examination before

a magistrate previously to committing

a man for trial or holding him to bail

for any offence with which he is

charged, the tendency of such a publi-

cation being to prejudice the minds of

the jurymen against the accused, and
to deprive him of a fair trial.' This

monstrous and at the same time ab-

surd doctrine remained in force for

many years, but is now happily no
longer the law of the land.

The Times had now reached the pin-

nacle of prosperity, and its claims to

be considered the foremost of journals

were^ no longer disputed. The circu-

lation of The Morning Chronicle had
dwindled during the latter years of

Perry's life, and after his death did not

revive very much under Black, his suc-

cessor. Brougham, Talfourd, and Al-

derson were among the writers in The
Times, and Captain Sterling, whose

vigorous, slashing articles first gained

for The Times the title of the ' Thun-

derer,' was regularly engaged upon the

staff at a salary of £2,000 a year and
a small share in the profits. But the

Government still steadily set its face

against it, and in 1821 Mr. Hume loudly

inveighed against the ministry in the
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House of Commons for not sending

Government advertisements to The

Times, instead of to otherjournals, which

did not enjoy a tithe of its circulation.

The arrangements of the post, office

were a great hinderance to the diffusion

of newspapers, since the charge for the

carriage of a daily journal was £12 14s.,

and for a weekly £2 4s. a year. The
number, therefore, that was sent abroad

by this channel, either to the Continent

or our own colonies, was very small.

In 1810 the whole number thus de-

spatched was but three hundred and

eighty-three, and in 1817 it had fallen

to two hundred and seventy-one, owing

to the increase in the charges demanded
by the post-office authorities, who were

actually allowed to put the money in

their own pockets ; and in 1821 it was
only two hundred and six. The circu-

lation through the kingdom of Great

Britain itself was not entirely free, in-

asmuch as every newspaper sent through

the post office was charged for by
weight, at an exorbitant rate, unless it

was franked by a member of Parlia-

ment. This regulation continued in

force until 1825, when an act was
passed which provided that newspapers

should be sent through the post free,

on condition that they were open at

both ends, and had no other writing

upon the cover than the necessary ad-

dress. At the same time the ridiculous

acts which limited the size of news-

papers were done away with, and every

printer was henceforth permitted to

print his journal upon any sized sheet

he pleased. Two important conces-

sions were also made to the press at this

date, one in the House of Commons,
and the other in the House of Lords.

In the former, a portion of the strangers'

gallery was set apart for the exclusive

use of the reporters ; and in the latter,

reporters were permitted to be present

for the first time. Previously to this,

if any one had been rash enough to

attempt to take any notes, an official

would pounce upon him, and, with an
air of offended dignity well befitting

that august assembly, strike the offend-

ing pencil from his grasp !

In 1825, Joseph Hume attempted to

get the stamp duty reduced on news-

papers to twopence, and the advertise-

ment duty to one shilling; and in 1827
he tried to gain an exemption from
the stamp act for political pamphlets

;

but he was defeated on each occasion.

In 1827, The Standard was started as a
Tory organ, under the auspices of a
knot of able writers, the chief of whom
were Dr. Giffard, the editor, Alaric At-

tila Watts, and Dr. Maginn. It has

always possessed a good connection

among the Conservative party, but has

never been a very profitable concern.

After the abolition of the stamp duty

its price was reduced to twopence, and
in 1858 to one penny, and it was the

first of the daily journals to offer a

double sheet at that price. In recent

times the Letters of ' Manhattan ' have
given an impulse to its circulation,

from their novelty of style—an impulse

which was probably further aided by
the ridiculous but widely believed as-

sertion that those letters had never

crossed the Atlantic, but were penned
beneath the shadow of St. Paul's.

The following statistics of newspa-

pers in the chief countries of Europe in

1827, will probably prove interesting

:

France, with a population of—in round

numbers—thirty-two millions, possessed

490 journals ; the Germanic Confedera-

tion, with a population of thirteen mil-

lions, 305 ; Prussia, with a population

of twelve millions, 288 ; Bavaria, with a

population of four millions, 48 ; the

Netherlands, with a population of six

millions, 150 ; Sweden and Norway,

with a population of four millions, 82
;

and Denmark, with a population of two

millions, 80. Great Britain, with a pop-

ulation of twenty-three millions, far

outstripped them all, for she boasted

483 newspapers ; but was yet compelled

to yield the palm to her Transatlantic

kinsmen, for the United States, at the

same date, with a population of twelve

millions, circulated the unequalled nuni-
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ber of 800. In looking at these figures,

one cannot help being struck with the

enormous disproportion between the

journals of Roman Catholic and Prot-

estant countries—a disproportion which

is so significant that comment upon it

is unnecessary. But the difference is

still more plainly shown if we take two

capitals. Rome, with a population of

one hundred and fifty-four thousand,

possessed only 3 newspapers, while

Copenhagen, with a population of

one hundred and nine thousand, en-

joyed the advantage of having 53.

The London papers were 100, the Eng-

lish provincial papers 225, the Irish

papers 85, the Scotch 63, and the Welsh

10. The number of stamps issued was

more than twenty-seven millions, of

which London alone consumed more

than fifteen millions ; the number of ad-

vertisements was seven hundred and

seventy thousand, of which London

supplied nearly a half; and the amount

of advertisement duty was £56,000, of

which London contributed £22,000.

The year 1829 is remarkable for the

first appearance of The Times with a

double sheet, consisting of eight pages,

or forty-eight columns. This great

step in advance must have quite an-

swered the expectations of its spirited

proprietor, for in 1830 The Times paid

to Government for stamps and adver-

tisement duty no less than £70,000.

The day of perfect freedom was begin-

ning to dawn upon the press, although

it took a quarter of a century to re-

move the last fetter, the stamp, and

still longer, if we take into considera-

tion the paper duty, which was re-

moved in 1862. First came the aboli-

tion of the most oppressive portion of

Lord Castlereagh's Six Acts, next jthe

advertisement duties, and finally the

stamp. The high price of the stamp,

fourpence, kept the better journals at

sevenpence, but a numerous class of

unstamped journals at twopence sprang

up in defiance of the law, and were al-

lowed for a time to go on unchecked.

They had a large circulation, one of

them, The London Dispatch, attaining

to twenty-five thousand a week. Grow-
ing bolder with their impunity, they

indulged in the most abominable trash

and the most frantic sedition and trea-

son. They were of course prosecuted

and punished, but they were never

finally destroyed until the reduction

of the stamp duty. They did good in-

directly, for they formed one of the

strongest arguments in favor of the

abolition of that obnoxious impost.

In 1833 a battle royal raged between

Daniel O'Connell and the press ; but, as

might have been expected, Dan was no

match for the hydra-headed antagonist

he had been rash enough to provoke.

The quarrel originated in a complaint

made by the Liberator of a misrepre-

sentation of a speech of his, and he did

this in so intemperate a manner that

the reporters published a letter in The

Times, in which they expressed their

determination never again to report a

speech of O'Connell's until he had apol-

ogized for the insults he had levelled

at them. O'Connell vainly attempted

to put the machinery of the House of

Commons in motion against them, but,

after repeated efforts, was obliged to

give in. His attacks were principally

levelled at The Times—which then

counted among its contributors the

brilliant names of Macaulay, Thack-

eray, and Disraeli—for he and John
Walter were bitter foes. But he evoked

several powerful defenders of the press,

first and foremost among whom was
Sir Robert Peel.

In 1834 the system of condensing the

speeches in Parliament, and placing the

summary before the leading articles,

was first introduced into The Times by
Horace Twiss. At this date there oc-

curred a great schism between the pro-

prietors and writers of The Sun, some

of whom seceded, and brought out The

True Sun, in opposition to that eccen-

tric planet which always rises in the

evening despite the general conviction

of mankind that the sun is the lumi-

nary of the day. Douglas Jerrold, La-
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man Blanchard, and, greatest of all,

Charles Dickens, commenced their ap-

prenticeship to literature in this jour-

nal, which enjoyed, however, but a

fleeting existence. Jerrold afterward

started a paper of his own, which

failed, and then became editor of

Lloyd's Weekly London Newspaper, a

post which he retained until his death,

and which has since been ably filled by

his son Blanchard Jerrold. Laman
Blanchard became the editor of The

Courier, but resigned it when it became

a Tory organ, and was one of the ori-

ginal writers in and proprietors of

Punch. Dickens transferred his ser-

vices to The Morning Chronicle, in the

columns of which the Sketches by Boz
first appeared. Several acts of Parlia-

ment relating to newspapers were passed

at this period. In 1833 the advertise-

ment duty was reduced from three

shillings and sixpence to one shilling

and sixpence in England, and one

shilling in Ireland. In 1834 an act was
passed by which the newspapers of

those foreign countries in which Eng-
lish journals were admitted free of post-

age, were allowed to enter Great Brit-

ain on the same terms. In 1835 a bill

was passed to relieve the press from

the action of common informers, and
placed them under the jurisdiction of

the attorney-general alone ; and an-

other, which forbade newspapers to

publish lectures delivered at literary

and scientific institutions, without the

permission of the lecturer.

The time was now fast approaching

for the reduction of the stamp duty.

Government was getting wearied of the

war with the hydra-headed unstamped
monster, and at last adopted the only

expedient likely to be successful in

putting it down, which was to place

the higher-class journals in a position

to rival them. From 1831 to 1835

there had been no less than seven hun-
dred and twenty-eight prosecutions, of

which the year 1835 alone had pro-

duced two hundred and nineteen. This
fact, joined to the influential agitation

which was now being made for the

repeal, caused the Government to de-

cide upon bringing in a measure of re-

lief. It took six months and an im-

mense deal of speechifying to bring this

measure to maturity ; but at last, in

1836, the stamp duty was reduced from

fourpence to one penny, being one half-

penny less than it had been originally

fixed at in 1760. The Tories were the

great friends of this reduction, and

Lord Lyndhurst, who had been instru-

mental in abolishing many of the most

oppressive enactments with which the

measure had been clogged, wished to

do away with the duty altogether.

There was of course a loss to the rev-

enue at first. In the first half year of

the new duty, the number of stamps

issued was 21,362,148, realizing £88,-

502. In the corresponding previous

half year, under the old scale, the num-
ber of stamps had been 14,874,652, and
the amount paid, £196,909, so that in

six months the number of stamped

newspapers had increased by about one

half.

In 1837, The Economist was started

by John Wilson, and attracted great

attention by its statistical and politico-

economical articles. Wilson afterward

became secretary of the treasury, and,

having been sent to India, died there,

to add one more to the many illustrious

victims that our Indian empire has ex-

acted. In 1838 a most amusing hoax

was perpetrated upon The Morning

Post and Morning Chronicle, which an-

nounced the death of Lord Brougham,

and published a most elaborate biog-

raphy of him. But the next day there

came a letter from Lord Brougham,

declaring that he was still alive and

hearty. The joke, however, did not

end here—for people were ill natured

enough to assert that he had been the

author of the rumor himself, in order to

learn what the world would say about

him ; and so widespread had this sec-

ond rumor become, that Lord Brougham

was compelled to write another letter

contradicting it.
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The next great event in the history

of journalism is the commercial libel

case, Boyle versus Lawson, the print-

er of The Times. Barnes had died,

and had been succeeded by John T.

Delane, a nephew of Mr. Walter, as

editor, who still continues to occupy

that responsible post. The matter ori-

ginated thus : In May, 1841, The Times

published a letter from the Paris corre-

spondent, containing the particulars of

an organized system of forgery on a

gigantic scale, which had been agreed

on by certain persons, whose names

were published in full. The plan was
to present simultaneously at the chief

Continental cities letters of credit pur-

porting to emanate from Glynn & Co.,

the London bankers. The confederates

had fixed the sum they meant to realize

at one million, and had actually se-

cured more than £10,000 before the

plot was discovered. One of them was

Boyle, a banker, of good position, at

Florence, and he brought an action for

libel and defamation. He pressed on

the trial, but The Times maintained its

ground, and at an enormous expense

despatched agents all over the Conti-

nent to collect evidence. The Times

triumphantly succeeded in proving the

truth of what it

—

The Times is always

spoken and written of as an individual

—had printed ; but as the old law—the

greater the truth the greater the libel

—

still existed, the jury were compelled

to find a verdict for the plaintiff, which
they did, with one farthing damages,

and the judge clinched the matter by
refusing the plaintiff his costs. Uni-

versal joy was expressed at the result

of the trial, and public meetings were

called together in London and the

chief Continental cities for the purpose

of making a subscription to defray the

expenses of The Times in defending the

action. The proprietors, however, de-

clined this, but said that, at the same
time, they should feel much grati-

fied if a sum of money were raised for

some public object in commemoration
of the event. Accordingly it was de-

cided to found two scholarships in per-

petuity for Christ's Hospital and the

City of London School at the Univer-

sities of Oxford and Cambridge, to be

called the Times' Scholarships, and the

nomination to them to be placed in

the hands of the proprietors of The

Times in perpetuity. Two marble

tablets were also voted, at the cost of a

hundred and fifty guineas each, with

commemorative inscriptions, one to be

placed in The Times office and the

other in the Royal Exchange. Two
somewhat similar tablets were also

placed in Christ's Hospital and the

City of London School. For these pur-

poses the sum of £2,700 was very

quickly subscribed, the lord mayor
leading off with ten guineas. If any-

thing had been wanting to place The

Times upon the pinnacle of preemi-

nence among journals, this famous trial

firmly established it there, and ever

since it has been looked up to as an

oracle of the commercial world. But

The Times was not contented to rest

quietly on its oars. It was ambitious,

and looked farther afield. In 1845, its

vigor, enterprise, and disregard of ex-

pense were exemplified in a remarkable

manner. The Times had been in the

habit of sending a special courier to

Marseilles, to bring its Indian de-

spatches, and thus anticipate the regu-

lar course of the mail. The French

Government threw every possible ob-

stacle in the courier's way, and The

Times took Lieutenant Waghorn, the

originator of the Overland Route, into

its pay. In October, 1845, a special

messenger met the mail on its arrival

at Suez on the 19th. Mounted on a

dromedary, he made his way, without

stopping, to Alexandria, where Wag-
horn awaited him with a steamer.

Waghorn came ma Trieste—special

post horses and steamers and trains

being ready for him at the various

points of the route—and he reached

London on the morning of the 31st, in

time for his despatches to appear in the

morning's issue of the paper. The re-

/
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suit of this was that The Times

reached Paris with the Indian news

from London before the regular mail

had reached that city from Marseilles.

The next noticeable enterprise of The

Times was the sending out commission-

ers to investigate the condition of the

poor and laboring population of Lon-

don in 1847, an enterprise which was

crowned with the most satisfactory re-

sults. The Times has always been the

firm friend of the poor, and its columns

are always open to the tale of distress.

No case is advocated until it has been

thoroughly investigated ; but when
once it has been mentioned in The

Times, subscriptions pour in on all

sides. At the commencement of each

year especially, The Times publishes

gratuitously appeals from public chari-

ties, and during last January the sums

received through those appeals reached

the large amount of £12,000. The last

great exploit of Tlie Times was the

sending forth a special correspondent

with the English army to the Crimea,

a precedent which it has followed up
since in China, India, Italy, Ameri-

ca, and Schleswig-Holstein. But this

was not the first occasion that report-

ers had accompanied our armies, for

Canning despatched reporters with the

troops sent to Portugal in 1826. The
tactics of The Times are very general-

ly misunderstood and misrepresented.

Whatever objections cavillers and op-

ponents may urge, and with truth too

—for the course taken by The Times

is not to be praised on all occasions

—

it cannot be denied that The Times is

the first journal in the world, a posi-

tion which it has reached by its enter-

prise, vigor, and ability. It has fre-

quently proved its disinterestedness,

and during the great railway mania
of 1845, while it was receiving no less

a sum than £6,000 weekly for adver-

tisements, constantly cautioned its

readers against the prevailing madness,

and persistently predicted the crash

that was certain to follow. The Times,

while it appears to lead, in reality

waits upon public opinion, and hence

the accusations of inconsistency and
tergiversation so freely lavished upon
it. The Times is the printed breath

of public opinion. It throws out a

feeler, perhaps, though not quite at

first, accompanied by some decided ex-

pression of opinion, and carefully

watches the effect upon the public

mind. Should that effect be different

to what was expected, The Times

knows how to veer round with the

popularis aura. This is not always,

however, done so skilfully but that the

act is apparent. It is not the most

dignified course that a journal which

aspires to be—and which is—the lead-

ing journal of Europe ought to pursue

;

but The Times knows human nature,

and knows, too, that were it to adopt

any other course, it would fall from its

high estate, and become a mere party

organ. Moreover, The Times possesses

an enormous prestige—deservedly won,

as this article has endeavored to show

—and that, in a conservative country

like England, is considerably more than

half the battle.

In 1842 appeared the first pictorial

newspaper, The Illustrated London News.

It was started by Herbert Ingram, who
began life as a provincial newsboy, and

died, in the vigor of his age, member of

Parliament for his native town. It was

a success from the first, so great that

numerous competitors sprang up and

endeavored to undersell it. But these

were all vastly inferior, and one by one

withered away, the most persistent of

them at last passing into the hands of

The Illustrated London News, which now
enjoys a larger circulation than any

other weekly newspaper, amounting to

about six millions a year !

There was a satirical paper at this

time, called The Age, which, being of a

strongly libellous character, was con-

tinually feeling the weight of the law.

It did not improve in character as it

grew older, and its editor, Tommy
Holt, was proved upon a trial to have

received bribes to suppress a slander
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that he had threatened should appear

in his paper. This same Tommy Holt

was very successful in inventing ' sensa-

tion ' headings for his columns, and by

no means either delicate or scrupulous

in so doing. There was another ras-

cally paper of the same description,

called The Satirist, which was at last

finally crushed by the Duke of Bruns-

wick, the result of several actions for

libel. Among other new literary oddi-

ties at this time may be mentioned The

Fonetic Nuz, the organ of those enthu-

siastic reformers who were endeavoring

to accomplish a revolution in our or-

thography. It lasted, however, but a

very short time.

The year 1850 saw the initiation of

the final campaign directed against the

only remaining burdens of the press.

Mr. Ewart and Mr. Milner Gibson

brought forward a motion for the re-

peal of the advertisement duty, but

were defeated by two hundred and eight

votes to thirty-nine. But they were

not cast down by their want of success,

but manfully returned to the charge.

In 1851, they procured the appointment

of a committee to inquire into the ques-

tion, and in 1852, gathering strength,

like William of Orange, from each suc-

cessive defeat, they brought forward a

triple set of resolutions, one for the

abolition of the advertisement duty,

another levelled at the stamp, and the

third for the repeal of the paper duties.

They carried the first, but lost the

others. In 1854, Mr. Gibson made a

fresh motion concerning the laws affect-

ing the press, and received a promise

that the subject should receive the

early attention of the House ; and in

1855, Sir G. C. Lewis, then chancellor

of the exchequer, who had hitherto

opposed the repeal of the duty, brought

in a bill for its abolition. After a

struggle in both Houses the measure

passed, and received the royal assent

on the 15th of June.

In following up this final struggle,

we have passed over one important

period, the railway mania in 1845,

which gave birth to no less than twen-

ty-nine newspapers, entirely occupied

with railway intelligence, in London,

besides many others in the provinces.

Only two of these have survived, for

the other two railway newspapers

which still exist were established be-

fore that memorable madness fell upon
the nation. Of these, Herapath's Journal

is the oldest and best, and is the oracle

of the Stock Exchange on railway mat-

ters. There are some slight symptoms
of the madness returning in the present

year, as far at least as the metropolis is

concerned, and one new railway journal

has just been started in consequence.

There are many amusing anecdotes told

of newspapers at this epoch, of which

we will quote one. One of these rail-

way organs had published and paid

for, from time to time, lengthy and
elaborate reports of the meetings of a

certain company, supplied by one of

the staff of reporters. At length the

editor told the reporter that he thought

it was high time for the company to

give the paper an advertisement, after

all the favorable notices that had been

given to the undertaking in question.

The reporter acquiesced, and promised

to get the order for an advertisement,

but putting it off from time to time,

the editor was induced to make in-

quiries for himself; whereupon he had
the extreme satisfaction of learning

that no such company had ever existed,

and that the elaborate reports of meet-

ings, speeches, etc., had been entirely

fabricated by his ingenious employe

!

An endeavor was made last year to re-

suscitate one of these defunct daily

journals, The Iron Times, and Tommy
Holt was the editor. It lingered for

some weeks, and then smashed utterly.

The editor called the contributors to-

gether, and told them that there was

nothing to pay them with—nothing in

fact remained but the office furniture.

1 Take that, my boys,' said he, ' and

divide it among you.' This was accord-

ingly done, and one man marched off

with a table, another with a chair, a
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third with a desk, a fourth with an

inkstand, and so on !

When the stamp duty was abolished

as a tax, it remained optional with the

publishers to have any number of their

issue stamped they pleased for trans-

mission through the post. The num-

ber of stamps thus issued in the first

six months after the repeal was 21,646,-

688, whereas the number in the corre-

sponding period of 1854, when the tax

still existed, was 55,732,499. The num-

ber of stamps issued in the year 1854

to the principal newspapers was as

follows : Times, 15,975,739 ; Morning

Advertiser, 2,392,780 ; Daily News,

1,485,099 ; Morning Herald, 1,158,000
;

Morning Chronicle, 873,500 ; The Globe,

850,000 ; and The Morning Post, 832,-

500. Of the weeklies, The Illustrated

London News was then the second,

5,627,866 ; The News of the World, a

Liberal, unillustrated journal, started in

1843, standing first, with 5,673,525

(the price of this paper is now reduced

to twopence, and it is an admirably

conducted journal) ; Lloyd's Weekly

Newspaper, 5,572,897; The Weekly Times,

price one penny, 3,902,169 ; Reynolds's

Weekly Newspaper, also a penny journal,

which is best described by the epithet
1 rabid,' 2,496,256 ; The Weekly Dispatch,

price fivepence, an advanced Liberal

journal, which is emphatically the

workingman's newspaper, and originally

started in 1801, 1,982,933 ; BelVs Life

in London, 1,161,000. Of the provincial

newspapers, The Manchester Guardian

heads the list with 1,066,575, followed

by The Liverpool Mercury, with 912,-

000, and The Leeds Mercury, with 735,-

000. Foremost among the Scotch

newspapers stands The North British

Advertiser, with 808,002 ; and the Irish

paper with the largest circulation was
The Telegraph, with 959,000. Of the

London literary papers the chief was
The Examiner, with 248,560. With
one or two exceptions, the circulation

of these journals may be considered to

have increased enormously. There are

now published in Great Britain 1,350

different newspapers, of which 240 are

London papers, 20 being dailies, 776

English provincial papers, 143 Irish,

140 Scotch, 37 Welsh, and 14 are pub-

lished in the British Isles. Many of

these enjoy but a limited circulation, as

naturally follows from the narrow limit

they assign to themselves. Thus sev-

eral trades have their special organs, as

for instance, the grocers, the bakers,

and even the hairdressers among others.

Before concluding this article it will

be well to notice a few of the leading

journals which have not been men-
tioned. The Daily Telegraph was ori-

ginally started at twopence, in 1855, by
Colonel Sleigh, but he, getting behind-

hand with his printers to the amount
of £1,000, sold them the paper for an-

other £1,000, and in their hands it has

since remained. The price was re-

duced to a penny, and, under the new
management, its circulation rapidly in-

creased. The Standard dealt a heavy

blow at it in 1858, by coming out sud-

denly one morning, without any pre-

vious warning, as a double sheet. This

first number was given away in the

streets, in vast quantities, thrown into

omnibuses and cabs, pitched into shops

and public houses, and so on. The sale

of The Telegraph so decreased that it

was found necessary to enlarge it to

the same size as The Standard, when
its circulation rose again immediately.

It has now the largest circulation in

the world, more than 100,000 daily, a

much larger London circulation than

The Times, though a smaller provincial

and foreign sale; and its clear profits

are variously stated by persons -who

profess to be well informed, at different

sums, the least of which is £20,000 a

year. The chief causes of its success

are its independent and uncompromis-

ing tone, the great pains it takes to gain

early intelligence—it has frequently

anticipated The Times itself in foreign

news—and the vigorous and able social

articles of Mr. George Augustus Sala.

The Daily News was started as a Liberal

and Reform journal in 1846. An enor-
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mous sum of money was sunk in estab-

lishing it, for it was not at first success-

ful. Charles Dickens was the first edit-

or, but politics were not much in the

line of the genial and unrivalled novel-

ist, and he was soon succeeded by John
Forster and Charles Wentworth Dilke,

whose connection with the South Ken-

sington Museum and the great Exhibi-

tion has made him a knight, a C. B.,

and a very important personage. The

Daily News is now one of the ablest and
most successful of London journals,

and has had and still enjoys the assist-

ance of the best writers of the day in

every department. The line which
this journal has always maintained to-

ward America will forever earn it the

admiration and gratitude of the United

States. Another firm friend of the

great republic is The Morning Star, the

organ of Mr. Bright and the Manches-

ter school, started in 1856. In addition

to its political claims, it has a great

hold upon the public as a family news-

paper, by the careful manner in which
everything objectionable is excluded

from its columns. Its twin sister, born

at the same time, is called The Evening

Star. Bell's Life in London, a weekly

journal, was originally brought out in

1820, and, although it has more than

one successful rival to contend against,

it still maintains its preeminence as the

first English sporting paper. It is very

carefully edited, each department being

placed under a separate editor, and is

the great oracle in all matters relating

to sports and games. The history of

one of the ablest contributors to this

journal, who wrote some most charm-

ing articles on fly-fishing and other

kindred topics, under the signature of

* Ephemera '—though he was said never

to have thrown a fly in his life—is a

very sad one. His name was Fitz-

gerald, a man of good family and con-

nections, married to a lady with £1,200

a year, and living in a good house at

the West End. But the alcoholic de-

mon had got hold of him. He would

disappear for days together, and then

suddenly present himself at the oflBce

of the paper with nothing on but a

shirt and trousers. He would then sit

down and write an article, receive his

pay, go away and purchase decent

clothes, return home, and live quietly

perhaps for a month, when he would

—

to use a prison phrase—break out again

as before. He was last seen, in the

streets of London, in a state of complete

intoxication, being carried upon a

stretcher by two policemen to the po-

lice cell, where he died the same night.

At the head of the Sunday papers

stands The Observer, founded in 1792.

Like The Globe, it is extremely well in-

formed upon all political matters, for

very good reasons. It spares no ex-

pense in obtaining early news, and is

an especial favorite with the clubs.

The Era is the great organ of the

theatrical world, but joins to that

speciality the general attributes of an

ordinary weekly journal. It was estab-

lished in 1837. The Field, which
calls itself the country gentleman's

newspaper, is all that it professes to be,

and a most admirable publication, treat-

ing of games, sports, natural history,

and rural matters generally. It was
started by Mr. Benjamin Webster, the

accomplished actor manager, in 1853.

But to particularize the principal pa-

pers, even in a short separate notice of

a few lines, would far transgress the

limits at our disposal. All the profes-

sions are well supplied with journals

devoted to their interests, and it is im-

possible here to dwell upon them or

those which represent literature and

the fine arts. With regard to religious

papers, their name is legion, and they

w?ould require a separate article to be

fairly and honestly considered. Punch,

too, and his rivals, dead and living, are

in the same category, and must, how-

ever reluctantly, be passed over. Two
curiosities, however, of the press must

be mentioned. Public Opinion was
started about two years and a half ago.

It consisted of weekly extracts from

the leading articles of English and for-
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eign journals, and scraps of news, and omissions, which he trusts will be par-

other odds and ends. It has succeeded doned and overlooked when his princi-

mainly from its cost of production pal object is borne in mind. That ob-

being so slight, owing to its paste-and- ject has been to give a general outline

scissors character, a*id also because it of the history of the press, and especial-

freely opens its columns to correspond- ly of its struggles against ' the powers

ents de rebus omnibus, who are willing which be ; ' and, though tempted now
to buy any number of copies for the and again—he fears too often for the

pleasure of seeing themselves in print, patience of his readers—to wander

The Literary Times, in addition to re- away into particularities, he has always

views of books, professed to criticize endeavored to keep that object in view,

the leading articles in the various pa- Above all, he hopes he has at least been

pers, but, after an existence of some six successful in showing the truth of that

months or so, one Saturday morning sentiment which was first publicly ex-

The Literary Times was non est inventus, pressed as a toast at a Whig dinner, at

In concluding this series of articles, the Crown and Anchor tavern, in 1795 :

which has run to a much greater length ' The liberty of the press—it is like the

than he originally intended, the writer air we breathe—if we have it not, we
is conscious of many shortcomings and die !

'

OUR MARTYRS.

Lightly the river runs between

Hanging cliffs and meadows green.

Blackly the prison, looking down,

Frowns at its shadow's answering frown.

Shut from life in his life's fresh morn,

Crouches a soldier, wounded and worn.

Chained and starved in the dungeon grim,

Day and night are alike to him
;

Save that the murmurous twilight air

Stings his soul with a deeper despair.

Day by day, as the taunting breeze

Wafts him the breath of orange trees,

He fancies in meadows far away
The level lines of odorous hay

;

And sees the scythes of the mowers run
In and out of the steady sun.

Night by night, as the mounting moon
Climbs from his eager gaze too soon,

The gleams that across the gratings fall,

Broken and bright, on the prison wall,
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Seem the tangles of Northern rills,

Like threads of silver winding the hills.

When, sinking into the western skies,

The sun aslant on the window lies
;

And motes that hovered dusty and dim,

Golden-winged through the glory swim :

He drops his head on his fettered hands,

And thinks of the fruitful Northern lands.

Between his fingers' wasted lines,

Tear after tear into sunlight shines,

As, wandering in a dream, he treads

The ripened honey of clover heads

;

Or watches the sea of yellow grain

Break into waves on the windy plain
;

Or sees the orchard's grassy gloom

Spotted with globes of rosy bloom.

Through the shimmer of shadowy haze

Redden the hills with their autumn blaze.

The oxen stand in the loaded teams

;

The cider bubbles in amber streams

;

And child-like laughter and girlish song

Float with the reaper's shout along.

He stirs his hands, and the jealous chain

Wakes him once more to his tyrant pain

—

To festered wounds, and to dungeon taint,

And hunger's agony, fierce and faint.

The sunset vision fades and flits,

And alone in his dark'ning cell he sits :

Alone with only the jailers grim,

Hunger and Pain, that clutch at him

;

And, tight'ning his fetters, link by link,

Drag him near to a ghastly brink
;

Where, in the blackness that yawns beneath,

Stalks the skeleton form of Death.

Starved, and tortured, and worn with strife
;

Robbed of the hopes of his fresh, young life ;-

Shall one pang of his martyr pain

Cry to a sleepless God in vain ?
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A TALE OF SLAVE LIFE IN ROME.

CHAPTER X.

But though. iEnone's sanguinely con-

ceived plan for Cleotos's happiness had

so cruelly failed, it was not in her

heart to yield to his passionate, unre-

flecting demand, and send him away

from her, even to a kinder home than

he would have found at the house of

the captain Polidorus. It would but

increase his ill fortune, by enforcing

still greater isolation from every fount

of human sympathy. Though the affec-

tion of the wily Leta had been with-

drawn from him, her own secret friend-

ship yet remained, and could be a pro-

tection to him as long as he was at her

side ; and in many ways she could yet

extend her care and favor to him, until

such time as an outward-bound vessel

might be found in which to restore him

to his native country.

Whether there was any instinct at

the bottom of her heart, telling her

that in the possibility of trying events

to come his friendship might be equally

serviceable to her, and that, even in the

mere distant companionship of a slave

with his mistress, she might feel a cer-

tain protecting influence, she did not

stop to ask. Neither did she inquire

whether she wished to retain him for

his own benefit alone, and without

thought of any happiness or comfort to

be derived by her from his presence.

Had she been accustomed closely to

analyze her feelings, she might have

perceived, perhaps, that, in her grow-

ing isolation, it was no unpleasant

thing to look upon the features and
listen to the tones which carried her

memory back to her early days of pov-

erty, when, except for a short interval,

her life had been at its happiest. But
had she known and acknowledged all

this, it would not have startled her, for

she would have felt that, in her heart,

there was not the slightest accompany-

ing shade of disloyalty. Her nature

was not one to admit of sudden trans-

fers of allegiance. It was rather one

in which a real love would last forever.

"When the first romantic liking for

Cleotos had consumed itself, from the

ashes there had sprung no new passion

for him, but merely the flowers of ear-

nest, true-hearted friendship. And it

was her misfortune, perhaps, that the

real love for another which had suc-

ceeded would not in turn consume it-

self, but would continue to flourish

green and perennial, though now seem-

ingly fated to bask no longer in the

sunshine of kindly words and actions,

but only to cower beneath the chill of

harsh and wanton neglect.

Cleotos therefore remained—at first

passing weary days of bitter, heart-

breaking despondency. His lost liberty

he had borne without much complaint,

for it was merely the fortune of war,

and hundreds of his countrymen were

sharing the same fate with him. But

to lose that love upon which he had

believed all the happiness of his life

depended, was a blow to which, for a

time, no philosophy could reconcile

him—the more particularly as the man-

ner in which that loss had been forced

upon him seemed, to his sensitive na-

ture, to be marked by peculiar severity.

To have had her torn from him in any

ordinary way—to part with her in

some quarrel in which either side might

be partially right, and thenceforth

never to see her again—or to be obliged

to yield her up to the superior claims

of an open, generous rivalry—any of

these things would, in itself, have been

sufficient affliction. But it was far

worse than all this to be obliged to
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meet her at every turn, holding out her

hand to him in pleasant greeting, and

uttering words of welcoming import

;

and all with an unblushing appearance

of friendly interest, as though his rela-

tions with her had never been other

than those of a fraternal character, and

as though, upon being allowed her mere

friendship, there could be nothing of

which he had a right to complain.

At first, in the agony of his heart, he

had no strength to rise above the

weight which crushed him, and to obey

the counsels of his pride so far as to

play before her a part of equally as-

sumed indifference. To her smiling

greetings he could return only looks

of bitter despair or passionate entreaty

—vainly hoping that he might thereby

arouse her better nature, and bring her

in repentance back to him. And at

first sight it seemed not impossible

that such a thing might take place

;

for, in the midst of all her change of

conduct and wilful avoidance of allu-

sion to the past, she felt no dislike of

him. It was merely her love for him that

she had suppressed, and in its place

there still remained a warm regard.

If he could have been content with her

friendship alone, she would have grant-

ed it all, and would have rejoiced, for

the sake of olden times, to use her in-

fluence with others in aid of his up-

ward progress. Perhaps there were

even times when, as she looked upon

his misery and thought of the days not

so very far back, in which he had been

all in all to her, her heart may have

been melted into something of its for-

mer affection. But if so, it was only

for a moment, nor did she ever allow

the weakness to be seen. Her path

had been taken, and nothing now could

make her swerve from it. Before her

enraptured fancy gleamed the state

and rank belonging to a patrician's

wife ; and as she wove her toils with

all the resources of her cunning, the

prize seemed to approach her nearer

and nearer. Now having advanced so

far, she must not allow a momentary

weakness to imperil all. And there-

fore unwaveringly she daily met her

former lover with the open smile of

friendly greeting, inviting confidence,

mingled with the same indescribable

glance, forbidding any renewal of love.

And so days passed by, and Cleotos,

arousing from his apathetic despair,

felt more strongly that, if the lapse of

love into mere friendship is a misfor-

tune, the offer of friendship as a substi-

tute for promised love is a mockery

and an insult : his soul rebelled at being

made a passive party to such a bar-

gain ; and he began himself to play the

retaliatory part which a wronged na-

ture naturally suggests to itself. Like

Leta, he learned to hold out the limpid

hand in careless greeting, or to mutter

meaningless and cold compliments,

and, in any communication with her,

to assume all the appearances of in-

different acquaintanceship. At first,

indeed, it was with an aching heart

struggling in his breast, and an agony

of wounded spirit tempting him to cast

away all such studied pretences, and to

throw himself upon her mercy, and

meanly beg for even the slightest re-

turn of her former affection. But grad-

ually, as he perceived how vain would

be such self-abasement, and how its

display would rather tend to add con-

tempt to her indifference, his pride

came to rescue him from such a course
;

and he began more and more to tune

the temper of his mind to his actions,

and to feel something of the same cold-

ness which he outwardly displayed.

Not but that for a while such a dis-

position was forced and unnatural ; and

however steadily composed he felt,

and strongly fortified in his stubborn

pride, a look or a word from her would

have brought him again a willing slave

to her feet. But that look or word

was not given. Perhaps, in her eager

struggle after the glittering prize which

she had held out before herself, she

disdained the love which had once de-

lighted her; perhaps, actuated by a

purer and less selfish motive, her friend-
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ship for Cleotos forbade her, in mere

wanton pride, to keep open the wound

which she had made. "Whatever the

reason, the withdrawal of the fascina-

tions which had once attracted him,

gave his mind leisure and opportunity

to reason with itself in more quietude

and composure than could have been

expected. And, as he more and more

began to realize how closely she was

wrapped up in her ambition, to the ex-

clusion of any gentler feeling, and how,

under the stimulant of her infatuated

hopes, she was allowing herself each

day to act with less guarded resolu-

tion, there were times when he found

himself asking whether she had indeed

changed from what she had been, or

whether, on the contrary, she had not

always, at heart, been the same as now,

and his conception of her true character

been at fault.

But, in proportion as the veil of error

seemed lifted from his soul, letting

calm content once more shine in upon

him, so, on the other hand, did a night

of despair slowly settle upon iEnone.

By no reasoning could she longer urge

upon herself the belief that the neglect

with which her lord treated her could

be traced to any inoffensive cause.

Claims of court—urgency of military

duties— exactions of business might

easily account for transitory slights,

but not for long-sustained periods of

indifference, unbroken by a single word
of kindness. And as days passed by
and this indifference continued, until

at times seeming ready to give place to

openly expressed dislike, and her ears

became more and more accustomed to

words of hasty petulance, and Sergius

grew still deeper absorbed in the infat-

uation which possessed him, and less

careful to conceal its influences from

her, and the Greek girl glided hither

and thither, ever less anxious, as she

believed her triumph more nearly as-

sured, to maintain the humble guise

which she had at first assumed, iEnone
felt that there had indeed come upon
her a sorrow from which there could

be no escape. There were a hundred

methods of relief from it which hourly

occurred to her agitated mind, but one

after another was in turn laid aside, as

she felt that it would but aggravate the

evil, or as the opportunity to employ it

was not given her. To make open com-

plaint of her wrongs and try to drive

Leta from the house—to humble herself

before her, and thereby strive to move
her pity—to reproach Sergius for his

neglect, and demand that, since he no

longer loved her, he would send her

back to her native place, away from

the hollow world of Rome—to assume

toward him, by a strong effort of will,

a like indifference—to watch until she

could find some season when his better

nature appeared more impressible, and

then to throw herself before him, as

she had once before done, and plead

for a return of his love—these and like

expedients fruitlessly passed in review

before her. All in turn failed in

promise of relief ; and at times it seemed

as though the only course left to her

was to lie down in her sorrow and

die.

It was no uncommon thing then, as

now, for the husband to neglect his

wife. All Rome rang with the fre-

quent story of marital wrong. But
those were days in which the matron

did not generally accept her desertion

with meekness. Brought up in a fe-

vered, unscrupulous society, she had
her own retaliatory resources ; and if

no efforts were sufficient to bring back

the wandering affection, she could rec-

ompense herself elsewhere for its loss,

secure that her wrongs would be held

as a justification, and that her associ-

ates, equally aggrieved and avenged,

would applaud her course. But with

^Enone, brought up in a provincial

town, under the shelter of her own na-

tive purity and innocence, no such idea

could find countenance. Even the

thought which sometimes dimly pre-

sented itself, that by some harmless

coquetry she might perhaps excite her

husband's jealousy, and thereby chance
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to win back his love, was one which

she always stifled in its beginning as

weak and unworthy.

But the recompenses of friendship

were still left to her, and it was surely

doing no wrong to accept them. There-

fore the more she realized that her

source of real happiness was becoming

estranged from her, so much the more

did she feel naturally drawn toward

the society of Cleotos. To her, of

course, he was not a mere slave, but

rather a person of equal birth with her-

self, who had been beaten down by the

same fate which had elevated her. And
in conversation with him, it was easy

to carry her mind back to her early

home, and for a little while forget her

present misery. And he, in turn, hav-

ing been repulsed where he had placed

his highest hopes of happiness, and

imbittered with the disappointment,

was not at all loth to transfer, in all

innocence, his devotion to one who ex-

tended such kindly condescension to-

ward him. It therefore happened that

the two were naturally drawn much
together, and, for a time, without at-

tracting invidious notice. Those were

days in which the association between

master and slave was often of an inti-

mate character. To the lower class of

slaves, indeed, there could be no famil-

iar approach. It was sufficient for

them that at times they could look

upon the faces of their owners from a

distance. But above these, were con-

verging circles, each rising in rank and
responsibility, until there were those

who stood at their owners' right hands,

more in the position of friends and con-

fidants than of menials. Of these was
Cleotos, whose winning face and grace-

ful mien, joined to his natural abilities

and his valued accomplishments, would

have insured him a higher position

than that of most captives, even if he

had not been assisted by the partiality

of his mistress.

It was his duty to announce her

guests, to trim the lamps at which she

read, to read to her when she felt in-

disposed to do so for herself, to indite

her correspondence—and generally to

superintend all those little elegancies

and demands of social life which re-

quire grace or mental ability in their

execution. These offices naturally kept

him near her during much of each day
—and when ^Enone and he were alone,

and no task was before him requiring

immediate completion, it was but to be

expected that a mingling of curiosity

and friendly interest should lead her to

question him upon his past life, his

home, his associates, even his thoughts.

And often it as naturally happened

that, while he spoke, the music of his

voice lulled her into forgetfulness of all

but the past, and she would find her-

self unconsciously relaxing from the

somewhat frigid dignity which she

felt called upon to assume, until her

features must have glowed with some

expression of her former familiar kind-

ness. For she would be suddenly

startled back into her forced propriety

by a strange and troubled look of puz-

zled thought flitting across his face—

a

look which she could read and analyze

better than he could ; for it told her

that, without any real suspicion of the

truth, he was wondering at the likeness

of that beaming face which bent over

him to something which he had seen

elsewhere in the past.

There was one morning that he sat

before her by a little table where he

had been writing a letter at her dicta-

tion. The letter was folded and sealed,

and then ensued one of those vacant

intervals when each, having no press

ing task at hand, remains for a few

moments listlessly thinking what shall

be done next. At that instant Leta

passed through the room—bowing low

as she moved before her mistress, and
throwing out toward Cleotos from the

corner of her dark eye one of those

aggravating looks in which friendly

interest in him and pleasure at his sight

were mingled with a certain cruel

warning against any renewal of past

memories. Cleotos retorted with a
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similar careless greeting, expressive of

simple friendliness, unconscious of any

warmer emotion. But he had not yet

perfectly learned his part ; for, as Leta

passed out of the room, the quiver of

his lip showed how difficult had been

the task of mastering his forced smile

even for that moment.
' Poor boy !

' said yEnone, as she wit-

nessed the effort. * You have not yet

learned not to love her.'

* Not yet, indeed, my mistress,' he

responded. ' But it seems as though I

knew the task better than last week,

and would know it still better a week
ience. What can I say ? It is not to

be thought that I should lapse in a

moment into real indifference, even

though I may find out that she is un-

worthy of love. There cannot but be

an interval during which the heart will

struggle against the judgment, and
lead to foolish longings after what has

passed.'

' True, indeed,' said iEnone.
' And still, in my heart, I sometimes

almost think that I have never loved

her,' he continued in a reflective,

dreamy tone
;

' that I have been under

a spell—have been made the slave of

certain outward fascinations, which
have fettered my judgment. Can it be

that one will think he loves and yet

does not ?

'

' It is indeed hard to answer, I sup-

pose.'

' It must be hard ; for wherein, after

all, is the difference between being and
thinking to be ? But yet it seems as

though there were times, even long past

and before this captivity, when, being

in our own land, and with nothing to

disturb us or make us doubtful of the

future, I looked upon her with a

strange kind of fear — wondering
whether, though I loved her with so

strong a passion, it might not rather be
the passion of an unlasting, unsatisfy-

ing slavery of thought, than of a calm,

lifelong trustfulness. And now it seems
to me that if I ever had this feeling—

vol. vi.—11

for I cannot certainly tell whether I

ever had or only now imagine it—it

seems to me as though it were an inner

instinct warning me against evil ; for

day by day I see more clearly that there

has been some veil over my soul, hiding

it from a clear perception of what was
suitable for it.'

' And you begin to dislike her ? ' in-

quired iEnone.

' Not so,' he said. ' Nor do I know
whether I ought to do so, if I could.

I believe now that she does not, and
perhaps never has loved me, but I must
forgive her for all that. She may have

tried to do so, and for a time have
thought that she did, and the true blame
may all the while have rested with me
alone. With her strong, unbending

temperament, fearless of correction, and
jealous of all control, how, indeed,

could she long cling to one of such a

tranquil and yielding nature as myself ?

That she loved me not, proves not that

she could love no one ; and though
she now seems so coldly heartless and
so rashly heedless of her fame, yet who
knows what she might have been if fet-

tered by the love of a spirit more im-

perious than her own ? Who can tell

how the great good that is within her

might then have conquered the evil,

and her soul have spurned its pres-

ent headstrong course, and gloriously

aroused itself to its sole great duty of

love and innocent trustfulness ?

'

' These, indeed, are very far from

being words of dislike,' said iEnone

;

1 and they only prove that you still

love her, or you would not so readily

excuse her.'

i Neither have I denied that I love

her yet,' he said. ' But it is not with'

as blind an affection as before. Her
touch, her words, her smile—if given'

with real love—would still please me as

of old ; and yet I should feel that there

was something gone from me forever.

Even if we were restored to our own'

isle, with no enemy near or rival to in-

terrupt us, I could not but henceforth
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feel that destiny had not meant her for

me, so much would her stronger nature

be ill assorted with my own. And
sometimes—

'

' Well ?

'

' Sometimes—now that this thraldom

of my spirit is passing off—there comes

back to me the memory of another face,

a gentle, loving face—which, if it were

possible ever to see it again, I have too

long forgotten, but which, if I may not

see it more, I should, for my own sake,

have forgotten long ago. But all this,

honored mistress, can be of no interest

to you, and therefore it were foolish to

mention it.'

' Nay, speak to me of it,' murmured
^none ; and, struggle as she would, the

telltale blood began to flow up into

her face. ' Is there any woman who
does not care to listen to a love story ?

'

she added, as though in excuse for her

curiosity.

' It is but a common love tale,' he
said, ' and the more so that nothing

came of it. A few stolen interviews

—

a few promises exchanged—and then a

parting forever. That is all.'

' But where and when was this ?

'

' Six years ago, at Ostia. For, though
a Greek, I have been in this land before

now. I was a sailor then, and in that

port I met her. Met her and loved
her, and promised to return again.

And for a while I meant to do so
; but

on our passage back our ship was
wrecked. I could not at once find place

upon another, and so took employment
on the shore—none the less, however,
intending some day to come back and
claim her. What shall I say ? It is

the old story. The sea is wide, and I

could interchange no tidings with her.

Ill success followed me, and I could

not return to Ostia. Then, little by
little, as the months drifted past, and
I believed her lost to me, her image
began to fade from my memory. And
then I saw Leta ; and under the spell

of that new charm, it seemed to me as

though the other one had lost all

grasp upon my mind. Not altogether,

though, for even at the height of my
later love, I have always borne about

me the last keepsake that she had
given me.'

1 Let me see it, what it is like,' said

.^Enone, faintly ; and in obedience to

her command, and perhaps wondering

a little that she should take such inter-

est in so simple a story, Cleotos drew

from beneath his tunic a thread with a

coin dangling at the end.

The tears struggled into iEnone's eyes

as she gazed upon the token. It was

a poor little silver coin of the time of

the first Caesars—one of the few curiosi-

ties of her father's family—and which

she had given to her lover as the most

precious thing belonging to her. She

remembered that when, in that last

stroll by the shore, she had hung it

about his neck with her own hands,

and had made him promise always to

keep it, she had received from him a

similar token—a bright silver piece of

Vespasian, and had placed it near hei

heart, while murmuring similar vows

He had kept his word, and she had not

kept hers. For the moment, she felt

even guilty of bad faith, forgetting that

when she afterward gave her more ma-

ture affection to Sergius, it was only her

duty to lay aside all that even whis-

pered of past promises.

' I could not bear to part with it,' he

said ;
' for it still spoke to me of her

friendship, if not of her love. And a

superstitious thought came into my
mind that I might some day see her

again, and that, though we should not

meet as lovers, yet she might, perhaps,

be pleased to learn that I had not en-

tirely forgotten her. Would she not,

noble lady, do you think ?

'

1 She does—that is, it surely should

so move her,' said iEnone.
' So have I still worn it,' he contin-

ued. ' And somehow each day brings

back the recollection of her more faith-

fully to me. Whether it is because

this other absorbing love is passing
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from my heart, and leaving to me

greater freedom of thought—or wheth-

er it is that Ostia is now so near to me

that I daily hear of it and see its cos-

tumes in the streets, and thus my recol-

lection of the place is kindled anew

—

or whether it is
—

'

* Is what ? ' said ^Enone, encour-

agingly.

' I know not how to dare say it,' he

stammered. 'It is a presumption, in-

deed, but I mean it not for such. I

would say that there is something in

your face, most noble mistress— a look

—a flash of thought—a glance of the

eye—a something I know not what,

which reminds me of her whom I knew

so many years ago. So that sometimes,

were it not for the difference of dress

and all else around you, so much at va-

riance with what had been her state, I

could almost forget the lapse of years,

and imagine that—Pardon, most noble

lady ! I meant not to offend !

'

For she had arisen ;
and now, drawn

to her full height, was looking down
upon him with all the coldness of pa-

trician dignity that she could summon
to her aid. He, too, arose, and stood

trembling opposite her. For a mo-

ment they remained gazing upon each

other ; he aghast at the apparent con-

sequences of his remark, reproaching

himself for having so inconsiderately

raised her anger by daring to compare,

even in feature, a lowly country girl

with her, and despairingly asking him-

self what he should do to restore him-

self to her favor—she more and more

wrapping herself in a disguise of out-

ward pride and haughty bearing, lest

by some chance his unsuspecting eyes

might detect the truth, and yet inward-

ly bleeding at the heart to think that

she could not reveal herself to him and

promise him her friendship, in full con-

fidence that his love for her would not

return and bring new distress upon

them. Then suddenly, while each

stood wondering what course to take,

a light step was heard in the outer hall,

and the poet Emilius entered.

CHAPTER XI.

At the interruption, .Enone hastily

reseated herself ; while Cleotos, in obe-

dience to a quick and significant motion

of her finger, remained in the room,

and, resuming his position at the table,

prepared to continue his writing. The

poet Emilius could not, of course, fail

to notice this somewhat confused alter-

ation of posture, but no suspicion of

having intruded upon an embarrassing

scene crossed his mind. He merely saw

a proudly erect mistress and a cowering

slave ; and it was no unusual thing to

interrupt a Roman lady in the act of

giving even corporeal correction to her

attendant, nor did the stranger's en-

trance always cause the punishment to

cease.

' Has the caitiff been insolent ? ' he

exclaimed, in gallant tone, as he ap-
.

preached and seated himself before her.

' Has he dared to look too rebelliously

upon so charming a mistress ? If so,

permit that I may chastise him for

you. It is not fit that such fair hands

should be obliged to wield the rod.'

' Nay, it is nothing,' she said. ' Noth-

ing, indeed, needing much reproof; and

it is all past now. And wherefore have

we lately seen so little of you ?

'

' Commands of court—the claims of

Parnassus—all these, fair lady, have

withheld me from heretofore giving to

beauty its proper meed of admiration

and worship. To speak more plainly,

I have undertaken, by order of our

emperor, the not ungrateful task of

weaving a few poetical sentiments to

be recited at the opening of our new
amphitheatre. And in order that the

results of my labor might not lessen my
already acquired fame, I judged it most

prudent to seclude myself for the past

few days from the gayeties of the world,

and give myself up to study and medi-

tation. Though, after all, I could not

deny, if closely questioned, that my
seclusion was but little productive of

results ; for, upon being tempted out

one evening, sorely against my judg-

ment, to a feast at the house of the
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comedian Bassus, the true poetic in-

spiration overtook me at the end of my
third goblet, and, calling for parch-

ment, I there accomplished, in one

short hour, the greater portion of my
task.'

' Then, I presume that your ode,

unlike your other works, will be of a

cheerful and lively character, more

especially as it is written for such a

festive occasion.'

' Scarcely, perhaps, what the world

^ould call altogether lively, though

here and there a thread of playful

thought may gleam upon the more
sober texture of the basis. I have rath-

er judged it proper that, for the due

celebration of an event of such won-

drous magnificence, I should give utter-

ance to deeper and more lasting senti-

ments, so as to fit the minds of the

spectators for a higher comprehension

of its true significance. But, if you

wish, I will read aloud a few of my
thoughts ; and be assured that so far

no eye has seen the scroll, not even the

august eye of the emperor Titus him-

self.'

iEnone inclined her head in assent,

and he drew from the breast of his

tunic a small roll of parchment, care-

fully wrapped in a covering of embroi-

dered silk.

1 I commence, of course, by an ad-

dress to the emperor, whom I call the

most illustrious of all the Csesars, and
liken unto Jove. I then congratulate

the spectators not only upon living in

his time, but also upon being there to

bask in the effulgence of his majesty

;

his countenance being the sight most

to be desired, and the games and com-

bats being merely accessory thereto.

After which, I speak to the gladiators

and captives ; and prove to them how
grateful they should be to the gods for

allowing them the privilege of dying

in such an august presence.'

' Is it such a privilege, do you think ?

'

inquired iEnone.
1 Perhaps not a privilege, but cer-

tainly no great hardship. The trained

gladiators surely cannot complain, for

they have voluntarily assumed the

risks ; and as for the captives, the most

of them will some day die a violent

death of some kind or another, and,

therefore, why not now, attended by

the decent observances of the games

and the applause of all the Roman peo-

ple ? But to proceed. From thence I

speak of death—its pleasures and its

recompenses ; showing that, if there be

a future life, the gods have done wisely

to withhold its exact nature from us,

and that, whatever uncertainties may
exist in other respects', nothing can be

more true than that those who now die

in the arena will, in another world, find

their highest felicity in the privilege of

looking up from a distance at the loved

emperor in whose honor they perished,

and beholding him enjoying, through

adoption, the society of the inhabitants

of Olympus. I then—but it is useless

to detail all the argument. I will read

the poem itself; or rather, if you so

permit, I will let this scribe of yours

read it for me. Perhaps, upon hearing

it from another's mouth, I may be led

to make still further corrections.'

Handing the manuscript with all

care to Cleotos, the poet leaned back

with eyes closed in delicious revery,

now and then arousing himself to cor-

rect some defective emphasis or unsatis-

factory intonation, the tolerance of

which, he imagined, would mar the

proper effect of the production, or,

with persistent desire for praise, mo-

mentarily calling closer attention to

such passages as appeared to him de-

serving of especial commendation—and

generally omitting no opportunity of

exacting that entire admiration to

which he believed his genius entitled

him. Apart from a somewhat extrava-

gant display of high-strained metaphor,

the poem had merit, being bold in

scope, sonorous and well rounded in

tone, and here and there gracefully

decked with original and pleasing

thoughts. Throughout the whole,

however, the singular propensity of the
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author for indulgence in morbid and

gloomy reflection found its usual devel-

opment, while every line was laden with

lofty maxims of moral philosophy,

mingled with urgent incentives to the

adoption of a virtuous career ;—all, in

themselves, both unexceptionable and

praiseworthy, but, nevertheless, having

a strange sound in the ears of those

who recognized them as the utterances

of one whose conversation was always

flippant and puerile, and whose daily

life, in the enormity and uninterrupted

persistency of its profligacy, rendered

him the acknowledged leader of all

that was most disreputable and con-

taminating in Roman society.

At length, the reading having been

fully completed, and the listener's pow-

ers of flattery exhausted, the author

carefully rewrapped his poem in its

silken cover and carried it away, to

read it, in turn, to other noble ladies,

with the same transparent pretence of

giving exclusive hearing of it to each.

For a few moments iEnone remained

in thoughtful silence, with her head

bowed upon her hand ; recalling the

scattered fragments of the sonorous

verses, and wondering why it was that,

when each line had seemed so perfect

in itself, and every thought so pure and

noble in its purport and conception, the

whole should have left upon her mind
such an undefinable impress of dissatis-

faction.

Cleotos, with unobtrusive scrutiny,

seemed to read her thoughts, for, at

the first intimation of her perplexity, he

said

:

* It is because the author of those

verses has not sincerely felt the full

meaning of what he has there written.

For, with whatsoever display of inge-

nious and artistic skill fair sounding

maxims of morality may be expressed,

yet, if they come not from the heart,

their utterance must seem hollow and
unreal. I do not know this author

—

how or where he lives. It may be that

in his daily life he is outwardly all

that could be desired. But I know

this—that he has written about virtue

and death, not because he loves the one

and fears not the other, but simply

because, by a display of well-toned

periods, he may more surely hope to

gain the applause of the arena and the

smiles of the court.'

' But why should not these senti-

ments, though called into being by
personal ambition alone, give equal

pleasure as if springing directly from

the heart ? Are they not, after all, as

true ?

'

' Nay, honored mistress, neither are

they true. This is again where they

fail to please ; for in your soul there is

an instinct, though you may not know
of it, which forbids that such cold and

unsatisfactory reasoning should bring

you comfort. He speaks of death : is

it cheering to be told that, though the

gods have appointed death to every

person, they have given it, not as a

veiled mercy, but rather as a dreadful

fate—that there is no certainty about

our future condition, but that, if we are

destined to live again, it may be with
the same evils encompassing us which
bind us now—and that the slave may
then still be a slave, destined forever to

look up to and worship the high and
mighty ones who trampled on him
here ?

'

' That is, in truth, no comfort,' said

iEnone. And she bowed her head

upon her hands, and sadly thought

how worthless to her would be the

gift of eternal life, if her present sorrows

were to follow her. ' But what can we
do ? If it were possible to discover

and believe in some other fate, telling

us that death, instead of being a dread-

ed pang, is a boon and relief to the sick

and weary and oppressed—

'

' There is a book,' said Cleotos—and

for a moment he hesitated, as though

fearful of proceeding— ' there is a book

which I have read, and which tells us

all this. It says that death is not

merely a fate, but is a source of bless-

ing
; since it leads to a world where

the sufferings of this life shall be recom-
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pensed with abundant joy, not to the

ricli merely, but more especially to the

poor and lowly.'

' Where is that book ?
' cried iEnone,

with sudden energy, as the wondrous

depth and power of the sentiment

flashed upon her. ' Where can I see

and read it ? He who can talk like

that, must surely have said still more ?

'

' I have not that book,' answered

Cleotos. ' I have only this little copy

of a small portion of it
;

' and he hesi-

tatingly drew from beneath his tunic a

single small leaf of discolored parch-

ment, closely filled with Greek charac-

ters. ' But being at Corinth, a year

ago, I was permitted to see the book
itself, and to hear portions of it read.

It was written to a Christian church

there, by one Paul, a leader of that

sect.'

At the word ' Christian ' the first im-

pulse of iEnone was to shrink back,

not knowing but that even the presence

of one who had ever come into contact

with any of that despised sect might

be injurious to her. For at once she

began to recall many of the tales which

she had heard to its discredit—its

members hiding as outcasts in the

caves and dens of the earth—their re-

peated insults to the gods—their proud

and unaccountable worship of a male-

factor—their sacrifice of infants—and

other exaggerations and calumnies, be-

gotten in malice or ignorance, and

thence widely spread, making it not

hard to believe that the only fate fit

for those to whom they related was a

life of persecution and a cruel death in

the arena.

But only for a moment did this in-

stinctive horror control her. The sin-

gle doctrine which she had just heard

advanced already began to bear its

fruits. It seemed, indeed, not unlikely

that one who could write such truths,

and those, his disciples, who could so

gratefully treasure them up, might not,

after all, be wantonly wicked, but, at

the worst, might be merely victims of

mistaken zeal. And then, in turn, she

thought of much that had been related

to her in their favor. During her life

at Rome, indeed, she had heard no
mentiou of the Christian sect, unless

accompanied with sneers or contempt.

But she remembered how that in Ostia,

while she was yet a very young girl,

she had heard it sometimes whispered

that the Christians were kind and lov-

ing to all the world, and free from

many sins in which other men openly

exulted, and that, through their great

love for their founder, they organized

charities which had never before been

even thought of—and how that once,

when she had been very sick, a strange

woman had nursed her into health and

refused all payment for it, alleging

that her religion bade her give herself

up to such tasks— and how that she

had once seen pass by, one who was
pointed out to her as a holy man among
the sect—whose name indeed she could

not remember, but whose mild and

serene expression yet lived in her recol-

lection. It was hardly possible that

one whose face was so radiant with

universal love and benevolence as to

impress itself thus lastingly upon the

heart of a young child could have been

very wicked. Nor did it seem likely

that Cleotos, whose greatest weakness

was that his life had been almost too

innocent and trusting, could speak well

of a sect which worthily ought to be

persecuted. And then again she

thought upon that little book to the

sect at Corinth, and she bade Cleotos to

read a verse or two. He did so. At
another time she might have listened as

she had listened to the moral maxims

of the poet Emilius—judging well of

it, perhaps, for the beauty of its words,

but, beyond that, regarding it simply

as some new and more original ex-

pression of long-accepted philosophy.

But now, in her trouble, she felt that

there was something in it beyond all

known philosophy—a new development

of faith, appealing to the heart, and

speaking comfort to all who were in

misery. It surely could not be that
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such words were the emanations of an

evil influence.

' Art thou—answer me, Cleotos—art

thou one of the sect of Christians ?

'

she inquired.

' How can I tell ? ' he responded.

' I have so often asked that question

of my heart, and yet have not been

able to understand what it has said to

me. There are times when I think

that I must pray only to the gods of

Olympus, and that all I have heard or

read about other gods must be untrue.

And again, when I read this little

parchment of mine, and remember other

like things that have been told to me,

and see how they all speak of death as

1a relief to the sorrowing, and of am
other life in which the down trodden

and the captive shall be recompensed

for what they have suffered here, and

know that I am one of those who need

such recompense—then I think that

perhaps the only true God is the God
of the Christians, But I can learn so

little about it all, that I cannot, from

my own judgment, determine which

must be right.'

• Perhaps,' thoughtfully responded

iEnone, ' it may be that if you tell

me all you know about it, I may be

able to assist your conclusions. Who
knows what light I myself need, or

how much of good we may borrow

from this new religion ? It cannot be

wrong to examine for one's self, and
the gods will not be angry if we gain

good doctrine even from wrong sources,

so long as it may make us better. To-
morrow, therefore, let us begin.'

Upon the morrow, therefore, and for

many succeeding days, the mistress and
the slave spent stolen moments in grop-

ing after the truth of that faith which
makes the high and the low equal. It

was a blind search, for neither of them
had any definite comprehension of the

history and doctrine upon which the
new religion had been founded. Cleo-

tos had enjoyed the best opportunities
of acquainting himself with it, having
naturally, iu his wanderings about the

East, and in his contact with the poor

and enslaved of many lands, heard

much respecting the Christian churches

and their belief; but having had no

instructor, a great portion of what he

had thus received came to him in but

distorted and puzzling array. And
iEnone could not comprehend how,

when the gods ruled Rome, and Rome
had scattered the Jews, one whom the

Jews had had the power to slay could

be greater than all. But between them,

for their study, lay the leaf of parch-

ment, closely covered with writing, be-

side which the proudest and choicest

philosophy of Rome seemed mockery
;

and though they could not understand

its full meaning, they knew that it

spoke such good words that, at the

least, though it may have come from

erring men, it was no less worthy to

have come from a God. Whatever the

real nature of the faith itself, here was

certainly a proof that among its attri-

butes were mercy and peace and broth-

erly love toward all.

What might have been the conse-

quences if iEnone had been free to pur-

sue the investigation as far as she

wished—to send for other books to aid

her—to consult more learned teachers,

who, though perhaps hiding in secret

shelter, were yet attainable with proper

search, cannot be known. It is not

improbable that, in the end, one more
might have been added to the list of

those few Roman women of high de-

gree who even then gave up all their

rank and state in order to share the

persecutions of the Kazarenes. But it

was otherwise ordered. Already indi-

cations, each slight in itself, but alto-

gether of important bearing, began to

present themselves before her, warning

her that jealous eyes were watching

her, and that, if she would avoid the

consequences of misconstruction, she

must bring her feeble investigations

to a close.

Until now, Leta, in her struggle to

alienate the husband from the wife, had

been actuated simply by the exigencies
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of her ambitious policy. Bearing in

her heart no especial hatred toward her

mistress, she would willingly have

spared her, had not the circumstances

of the case seemed to require the ruin

of the one preliminary to the exaltation

of the other. But now, other incentives

to her efforts were added. First in her

mind came jealousy of Cleotos ; for

though she had cast him off, and bade

him stifle the yearnings of his heart,

and, by the cool exercise of intellect

and craft alone, seek a better fortune

for himself, it was hardly natural that

she should feel pleased to have him
so soon appear to take her at her word.

She would have better liked to see him
display more prolonged sorrow for her

loss. Then came jealousy of JSnone,

who had apparently been able to con-

sole him so early. And mingled with

all this, there began to press upon her

a startling thought—one which she at

first contemned as unlikely and absurd

—but Avhich, though continually driven

away, so obstinately returned and com-

mended itself to her attention with

newTer plausibility, that at last she be-

gan to give bitter and anxious heed to

it. What if this constant communica-

tion between ^Enone and Cleotos were

to result in a mutual love ? It was no

uncommon thing in those days for the

high-born lady to cast her eyes upon

the slave. How mortifying to herself,

then, if, while she had been exerting

all her powers of fascination, taxing

the utmost resources of her intellect,

and making of her whole existence one

labored study for the purpose of gain-

ing an undue influence over the lord,

Cleotos, without art or disguise or ap-

parent effort, or any advantage other

than that afforded by his simple-hearted,

trusting nature, should have quietly

won from the other side of the house a

victory of almost equal importance ?

And further than this—what if the lord

were to perish in some brawl or by the

hired assassin of a rival house ; and

iEnone, released from her thraldom,

and despising conventional scruples

—

as again was not uncommon among the

Roman ladies of that day—were to ex-

alt her favorite with legal honors, and

thus make herself, Leta, his slave ?

This, to be sure, was an improbable

chance ; but a mind as active as her

own did not disdain to foresee and pro-

vide against all contingencies.

Then, in addition to everything else,

she became absorbed in the one over-

whelming and bitter reflection, that

after all her sacrifice and labor, the an-

ticipated success might be escaping her.

It is true that, thanks to her efforts, the

distance between Sergius and iEnone

had widened, until it seemed that there

could never be a perfect reunion ; but

all this, if the state of partial neglect

which had existed in the beginning

could be relied upon as an indication,

was a consequence which might easily,

in time, have come of itself. It is true

that Sergius had yielded himself a will-

ing victim to the unlawful fascinations

thrown around him ; but yet Leta could

not avoid seeing that he regarded her

not with the deep, earnest love which

she had hoped to inspire, but rather

with the trifling carelessness of one

giving himself up to the plaything of

the hour. Not having, from the very

first, been chary of the sidelong glance

and the winning smile, and whatever

grace of style or manner could tempt

him to pursuit, as an illusive appear-

ance of success seemed to beckon her

onward, her heart at times grew des-

perate with the apprehension that all

had been in vain. For Sergius, con-

tent that the wife whom he neglected

did not disturb his repose with idle

complaints, had no thought of inflict-

ing any deeper injury upon her, being

well satisfied to have her remain and

confer honor upon him by the grace

with which she maintained the dignity

of his house. And though well pleased

to sun himself in Leta's smile, there

never came to him the thought that

the slave could be worthy of any exal-

tation, or that her highest ambition

could prompt her to desire more than
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a continuance of the companionship

with which he honored her. All this

Leta began to dimly see ; and there

were times when, strive to hide it from

her heart as she would, it seemed as

though he might be even growing

weary of her.

Thus tormented with doubt and

jealousy and the constantly increasing

suspicion of baffled ambition, how was

she to act ? To accept her situation as

a decree of fate, to fawn upon the mis-

tress like a patient slave, and, if the

lord were to tire of her in the end and

give himself up to other captivations,

to submit unmurmuringly to the un-

avoidable necessity ? All this some

might consent to do; but- surely not

one like herself, gifted with indomita-

ble will, and stung to desperation with

the sense of great and irreparable sacri-

fices. To her there could be but one

course. She must abandon her slow

and cautious policy, and seek the earli-

est opportunity to urge the matter to

its crisis. If, by sparing no watchful-

ness or ingenuity, or by the exercise of

bold and vigorous manoeuvring, she

could produce a quarrel and final sep-

aration between Sergius and his wife,

it might not be impossible for her to

impress upon him how much she was
necessary to his happiness, and thereby

elevate herself into the vacant place.

And if unsuccessful, at the least she

would be but sharing a ruin which

would fall like an avalanche upon all

alike.

THE FIRST CHRISTIAN EMPEROR.

The last great imperial persecution

of the Christians under Diocletian and

Galerius, which was aimed at the entire

uprooting of the new religion, ended

with the edict of toleration of 311 and
the tragical ruin of the persecutors.

Galerius died soon after of a disgusting

and terrible disease (morbus pedicularis),

described with great minuteness by
Eusebius and Lactantius. ' His body,'

says Gibbon, ' swelled by an intemper-

ate course of life to an unwieldy cor-

pulence, was covered with ulcers and
devoured by innumerable swarms of

those insects which have given their

name to a most loathsome disease.'

Diocletian had withdrawn from the

throne in 305, and in 313 put an end
to his imbittered life by suicide. In

his retirement he found more pleasure

in raising cabbage than he had found

in ruling the empire ; a confession we
may readily believe. (President Lin-

coln, of the United States, during the

dark days of the civil war, in Decem-

ber, 1862, declared that he would gladly

exchange his position with any com-

mon soldier in the tented field.) Maxi-

min, who kept up the persecution in

the East, even after the toleration edict,

as long as he could, died likewise a

violent death by poison, in 313. In

this tragical end of their last three im-

perial persecutors the Christians saw a

palpable judgment of God. The edict

of toleration was an involuntary and

irresistible concession of the incurable

impotence of heathenism and the inde-

structible power of Christianity. It left

but a step to the downfall of the one

and the supremacy of the other in the

empire of the Caesars.

This great epoch is marked by the

reign of Constantine I. He understood

the signs of the time, and acted accord-

ingly. He was the man for the times,

as the times were prepared for him by

that Providence which controls both

and fits them for each other. He
placed himself at the head of true
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progress, while his nephew, Julian the

Apostate, opposed it, and was left be-

hind. He was the chief instrument for

raising the church from the low estate

of oppression and persecution to well-

deserved honor and power. For this

service a thankful posterity has given

him the surname of the Great, to which

he was entitled, though not by his

moral character, yet doubtless by his

military and administrative ability, his

judicious policy, his appreciation and

protection of Christianity, and the far-

reaching consequences of his reign.

His greatness was not indeed of the

first, but of the second order, and is to

be measured more by what he did than

by what he was. To the Greek Church,

which honors him even as a canonized

saint, he has the same significance as

Charlemagne to the Latin.

Constantine, the first Christian Caesar,

the founder of Constantinople and the

Byzantine empire, and one of the most

gifted, energetic, and successful of the

Roman emperors, was the first repre-

sentative of the imposing idea of a

Christian theocracy, or of that system

of policy which assumes all subjects to

be Christians, connects civil and reli-

gious rights, and regards church and

state as the two arms of one and the

same divine government on earth.

This was more fully developed by his

successors, it animated the whole Mid-

dle Age, and is yet working under va-

rious forms in these latest times

;

though it has never been fully realized,

whether in the Byzantine, the German,

or the Russian empire, the Roman
church- state, the Calvinistic republic

of Geneva, or the early Puritanic colo-

nies of New England. At the same

time, however, Constantine stands also

as the type of an undiscriminating and

harmful conjunction of Christianity

with politics, ofthe holy symbol ofpeace

with the horrors of war, of the spiritual

interests of the kingdom of heaven with

the earthly interests of the state.

In judging of this remarkable man
and his reign, we must by all means

keep to the great historical principle,

that all representative characters act

consciously or unconsciously as the free

and responsible organs of the spirit of

their age, which moulds them first be-

fore they can mould it in turn, and that

the spirit of the age itself, whether

good or bad or mixed, is but an instru-

ment in the hands of Divine Providence,

which rules and overrules all the actions

and motives of men.

Through a history of three centuries

Christianity had already overcome the

world, and thus rendered such an out-

ward revolution, as has attached itself

to the name of this prince, both possi-

ble and unavoidable. It were extreme-

ly superficial to refer so thorough and

momentous a change to the personal

motives of an individual, be they mo-
tives of policy, of piety, or of supersti-

tion. But unquestionably every age

produces and shapes its own organs, as

its own purposes require. So in the

case of Constantine. He was distin-

guished by that genuine political wis-

dom, which, putting itself at the head

of the age, clearly saw that idolatry had
outlived itself in the Roman empire,

and that Christianity alone could

breathe new vigor into it and furnish

its moral support. Especially on the

point of the external catholic unity, his

monarchical politics accorded with the

hierarchical episcopacy of the church.

Hence from the year 313 he placed

himself in close conection with the

bishops, made peace and harmony his

first object in the Donatist and Arian

controversies, and gave the predicate

' catholic ' to the church in all official

documents. And as his predecessors

were supreme pontiffs of the heathen

religion of the empire, so he desired to

be looked upon as a sort of bishop, as

universal bishop of the eternal affairs

of the church. All this by no means

from mere self-interest, but for the good

of the empire, which, now shaken to

its foundations and threatened by bar-

barians on every side, could only by

some new bond of unity be consolidated
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and upheld until at least the seeds of

Christianity and civilization should be

planted among the barbarians them-

selves, the representatives of the future.

His personal policy thus coincided with

the interests of the state. Christianity

appeared to him, as it proved in fact,

the only efficient power for a political

reformation of the empire, from which

the ancient spirit of Rome was fast de-

parting, while internal civil and reli-

gious dissensions and the outward pres-

sure of the barbarians threatened a

gradual dissolution of society.

But with the political he united also

a religious motive, not clear and deep,

indeed, yet honest, and strongly infused

with' the superstitious disposition to

judge of a religion by its outward suc-

cess, and to ascribe a magical virtue to

signs and ceremonies. His whole fami-

ly was swayed by religious sentiment,

which manifested itself in very different

forms, in the devout pilgrimages of his

Helena, the fanatical Arianism of Con-

stantia and Constantius, and the fanat-

ical paganism of Julian. Constantine

adopted Christianity first as a supersti-

tion, and put it by the side of his hea-

then superstition, till finally in his con-

viction the Christian vanquished the

pagan, though without itself develop-

ing into a pure and enlightened faith.

At first Constantine, like his father,

in the spirit of the Neo-Platonic syn-

cretism of dying heathendom, rever-

enced all the gods as mysterious pow-

ers ; especially Apollo, the god of the

sun, to whom in the year 308 he pre-

sented munificent gifts. Nay, so late

as the year 321 he enjoined regular con-

sultation of the soothsayers in public

misfortunes, according to ancient hea-

then usage ; even later, he placed his

new residence, Byzantium, under the

protection of the God of the Martyrs

and the heathen goddess of Fortune

;

and down to the end of his life he re-

tained the title and the dignity of a

Pontifex Maximus, or high priest of the

heathen hierarchy. His coins bore on

the one side the letters of the name of

Christ, on the other the figure of the

sun-god, and the inscription Solinvictus.

Of course these inconsistencies may be

referred also to policy and accommoda-
tion to the toleration edict of 313. Nor
is it difficult to adduce parallels of per-

sons who in passing from Judaism to

Christianity, or from Romanism to

Protestantism, have honestly so wavered

between their old and their new posi-

tion, that they might be claimed by
both. With his every victory over his

pagan rivals, Galerius, Maxentius, and
Licinius, his personal leaning to Chris-

tianity and his confidence in the magic

power of the sign of the cross increased

;

yet he did not formally renounce hea-

thenism, and did not receive baptism

until, in 337, he was laid upon the bed
of death.

He had an imposing and winning

person, and was compared by flatterers

with Apollo. He was tall, broad shoul-

dered, handsome, and of a remarkably

vigorous and healthy constitution, but

given to excessive vanity in his dress

and outward demeanor, always wearing

an oriental diadem, a helmet studded

with jewels, and a purple mantle of

silk richly embroidered with pearls

and flowers worked in gold. His mind
was not highly cultivated, but natural-

ly clear, strong, and shrewd, and sel-

dom thrown off its guard. He is said

to have combined a cynical contempt

of mankind with an inordinate love of

praise. He possessed a good knowl-

edge of human nature and administra-

tive energy and tact.

His moral character was not without

noble traits, among which a chastity

rare for the time, and a liberality and

beneficence bordering on wastefulness

were prominent. Many of his laws and

regulations breathed the spirit of Chris-

tian justice and humanity, promoted

the elevation of the female sex, im-

proved the condition of slaves and of

unfortunates, and gave free play to the

efficiency of the church throughout the

whole empire. Altogether he was one

of the best, the most fortunate, and the
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most influential of the Roman emperors,

Christian and pagan.

Yet he had great faults. He was far

from being so pure and so venerable as

Eusebius, blinded by his favor to the

church, depicts him, in his bombastic

and almost dishonestly eulogistic biog-

raphy, with the evident intention of

setting him up as a model for all future

Christian princes. It must, with all

regret, be conceded, that his progress

in the knowledge of Christianity was

not a progress in the practice of its vir-

tues. His love of display and his prod-

igality, his suspiciousness and his des-

potism, increased with his power.

The very brightest period of his

reign is stained with gross crimes,

which even the spirit of the age and

the policy of an absolute monarch can-

not excuse. After having reached,

upon the bloody path of war, the goal

of his ambition, the sole possession of

the empire, yea, in the very year in

which he summoned the great council

of Nicaea, he ordered the execution of

his conquered rival and brother-in-law,

Licinius, in breach of a solemn promise

of mercy (324). Not satisfied with

this, he caused soon afterward, from

political suspicion, the death of the

young Licinius, his nephew, a, boy of

hardly eleven years. But the worst of

all is the murder of his eldest son, Cris-

pus, in 326, who had incurred suspi-

cion of political conspiracy, and of

adulterous and incestuous purposes to-

ward his stepmother Fausta, but is

generally regarded as innocent. This

domestic and political tragedy emerged

from a vortex of mutual suspicion and

rivalry, and calls to mind the conduct

of Philip II. toward Don Carlos, of

Peter the Great toward his son Alexis,

and of Soliman the Great toward his

son Mustapha. Later authors assert,

though gratuitously, that the emperor,

like David, bitterly repented of this

sin. He has been frequently charged

besides, though it would seem altogeth-

er unjustly, with the death of his sec-

ond wife Fausta (326 ?), who, after

twenty years of happy wedlock, is said

to have been convicted of slandering

her stepson Crispus, and of adultery

with a slave or one of the imperial

guards, and then to have been suffo-

cated in the vapor of an overheated

bath. But the accounts of the cause

and manner of her death are so late

and discordant as to make Constantine's

part in it at least very doubtful.

At all events Christianity did not

produce in Constantine a thorough

moral transformation. He was con-

cerned more to advance the outward

social position of the Christian religion,

than to further its inward mission. He
was praised and censured in turn by

the Christians and pagans, the ortho-

dox and the Arians, as they successive-

ly experienced his favor or dislike. He
bears some resemblance to Peter the

Great, both in his public acts and his

private character, by combining great

virtues and merits with monstrous

crimes, and he probably died with the

same consolation as Peter, whose last

words were :
' I trust that in respect of

the good I have striven to do my
people (the church), God will pardon

my sins.' It is quite characteristic of

his piety that he turned the sacred

nails of the Saviour's cross, which He-

lena brought from Jerusalem, the one

into the bit of his war horse, the other

into an ornament of his helmet. Not a

decided, pure, and consistent character,

he stands on the line of transition be-

tween two ages and two religions ; and

his life bears plain marks of both.

When at last on his deathbed he sub-

mitted to baptism, with the remark,

' Now let us cast away all duplici-

ty? he honestly admitted the conflict

of two antagonistic principles which

swayed his private character and public

life.

From these general remarks we turn

to the leading features of Constantine's

life and reign, so far as they bear upon

the history of the church. "We shall

consider in order his youth and train-

ing, fje vision of the cross, the edict
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of toleration, his legislation in favor of

Christianity, his baptism and death.

Constantine, son of the co-emperor

Constantius Chlorus, who reigned over

Gaul, Spain, and Britain till his. death

in 306, was born probably in the year

272, either in Britain or at Naissus

(now called Nissa), a town of Dardania,

in Illyricum. His mother was Selena,

daughter of an innkeeper, the first wife

of Constantius, afterward divorced,

when Constantius, for political reasons,

married a daughter of Maximian. She

is described by Christian writers as a

discreet and devout woman, and has

been honored with a place in the cata-

logue of saints. Her name is identi-

fied with the discovery of the cross and

the pious superstitions of the holy

places. She lived to a very advanced

age, and died in the year 326 or 327,

in or near the city of Rome. Rising by

her beauty and good fortune from ob-

scurity to the splendor of the court,

then meeting the fate of Josephine, but

restored to imperial dignity by her

son, and ending as a saint of the Cath-

olic church : Helena would form an

interesting subject for a historical nov-

el illustrating the leading events of the

Mcene age and the triumph of Chris-

tianity in the Roman empire.

Constantine first distinguished him-

self in the service of Diocletian in the

Egyptian and Persian wars ; went

afterward to Gaul and Britain, and in

the Praetorium at York was profclaimed

emperor by his dying father and by the

Roman troops. His father before him
held a favorable opinion of the Chris-

tians as peaceable and honorable citi-

zens, and protected them in the West
during the Diocletian persecution in

the East. This respectful, tolerant re-

gard descended to Constantine, and the

good effects of it, compared with the

evil results of the opposite course of

his antagonist Galerius, could but en-

courage him to pursue it. He reason-

ed, as Eusebius reports from his own
mouth, in the following manner :

' My
father revered the Christian God, and

uniformly prospered, while the em-

perors who worshipped the heathen

gods, died a miserable death ; there-

fore, that I may enjoy a happy life and
reign, I will imitate the example of my
father and join myself to the cause of

the Christians, who are growing daily,

while the heathen are diminishing.'

This low utilitarian consideration

weighed heavily in the mind of an

ambitious captain, who looked forward

to the highest seat of power within the

gift of his age. Whether his mother,

whom he always revered, and who
made a pilgrimage to Jerusalem in her

eightieth year (a. d. 325), planted the

germ of the Christian faith in her son,

as Theodoret supposes, or herself be-

came a Christian through his influence,

as Eusebius asserts, must remain unde-

cided. According to the heathen Zosi-

mus, whose statement is unquestion-

ably false and malicious, an Egyptian,

who came out of Spain (probably the

bishop Hosius of Cordova, a native of

Egypt, is intended), persuaded him,

after the murder of Crispus (which did

not occur before 326), that by convert-

ing to Christianity he might obtain

forgiveness of his sins.

The first public evidence of a posi-

tive leaning toward the Christian reli-

gion he gave in his contest with the

pagan Maxentius, who had usurped the

government of Italy and Africa, and is

universally represented as a cruel, dis-

solute tyrant, hated by heathens and

Christians alike. Called by the Roman
people to their aid, Constantine march-

ed from Gaul across the Alps with an

army of ninety-eight thousand soldiers

of every nationality, and defeated Max-

entius in three battles ; the last in Oc-

tober, 312, at the Milvian bridge, near

Rome, where Maxentius found a dis-

graceful death in the waters of the

Tiber.

Here belongs the familiar story of the

miraculous cross. The precise day and

place cannot be fixed, but the event

must have occurred shortly before the

final victory over Maxentius in the
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neighborhood of Rome. As this vision

is one of the most noted miracles in

church history, and has a representa-

tive significance, it deserves a closer

examination. It marks for us on the

one hand the victory of Christianity

over paganism in the Roman empire,

and on the other the ominous admixture

of foreign, political, and military inter-

ests with it. We need not be surprised

that in the Nicene age so great a revo-

lution and transition should have been

clothed with a supernatural character.

The occurrence is variously described,

and is not without serious difficulties.

Lactantius, the earliest witness, some
three years after the battle, speaks only

of a dream by night, in which the em-

peror was directed (it is not stated by
whom, whether by Christ, or by an an-

gel) to stamp on the shields of his sol-

diers * the heavenly sign of God,' that

is, the cross with the name of Christ,

and thus to go forth against his enemy.

Eusebius, on the contrary, gives a more
minute account, on the authority of a

subsequent private communication of

the aged Constantine himself under

oath—not, however, till the year 338, a

year after the death of the emperor, his

only witness, and twenty-six years after

the event. On his march from Gaul to

Italy (the spot and date are not speci-

fied), the emperor, while earnestly pray-

ing to the true God for light and help

at this critical time, saw, together with

his army, in clear daylight toward

evening, a shining cross in the heavens

above the sun, with the inscription:

' By this conquer ;
' and in the following

night Christ himself appeared to him
while he slept, and directed him to

have a standard prepared in the form

of this sign of the cross, and with that

to proceed against Maxentius and all

other enemies. This account of Euse-

bius, or rather of Constantine himself,

adds to the night dream of Lactantius

the preceding vision of the day, and

the direction concerning the standard,

while Lactantius speaks of the inscrip-

tion of the initial letters of Christ's

name on the shields of the soldiers.

According to Rufinus, a later historian,

who elsewhere depends entirely on Eu-

sebius, and can therefore not be regard-

ed as a proper witness in the case, the

sign of the cross appeared to Constan-

tine in a dream (which agrees with the

account of Lactantius), and upon his

awaking in terror, an angel (not

Christ) exclaimed to him :
' Hoc vince. 1

Lactantius, Eusebius, and Rufinus are

the only Christian writers of the fourth

century, who mention the apparition.

But we have besides one or two heathen

testimonies, which, though vague and

obscure, still serve to strengthen the

evidence in favor of some actual occur-

rence. The contemporaneous orator

Nazarius, in a panegyric upon the em-

peror, pronounced March 1, 321, ap-

parently at Rome, speaks of an army

of divine warriors and a divine assist*

ance which Constantine received in the

engagement with Maxentius ; but he

converts it to the service of heathenism

by recurring to old prodigies, such as

the appearance of Castor and Pollux.

This famous tradition may be ex-

plained either as a real miracle imply-

ing a personal appearance of Christ, or

as a pious fraud, or as a natural phenom-

enon in the clouds and an optical illu-

sion, or finally as a prophetic dream.

The propriety of a miracle, parallel

to the signs in heaven which preceded

the destruction of Jerusalem, might be

justified by the significance of the vic-

tory as marking a great epoch in his-

tory, namely, the downfall of paganism

and the establishment of Christianity

in the empire. But even if we waive

the purely critical objections to the

Eusebian narrative, the assumed con-

nection, in this case, of the gentle Prince

of peace with the god of battle, and

the subserviency of the sacred symbol

of redemption to military ambition, is

repugnant to the genius of the gospel

and to sound Christian feeling, unless

we stretch the theory of divine accom-

modation to the spirit of the age and

the passions and interests of individuals
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beyond the ordinary limits. We should

suppose, moreover, that Christ, if he

had really appeared to Constantine ei-

ther in person (according to Eusebius)

or through angels (as Rufinus and So-

zomen modify it), would have exhorted

him to repent and be baptized rather

than to construct a military ensign for

a bloody battle. In no case can we
ascribe to this occurrence, with Euse-

bius, Theodoret, and older writers, the

character of a sudden and genuine con-

version, as to Paul's vision of Christ on

the way to Damascus ; for, on the one

hand, Constantine was never hostile to

Christianity, but most probably friend-

ly to it from his early youth, according

to the example of his father ; and, on

the other, he put off his baptism quite

five and twenty years, almost to the

hour of his death.

The opposite hypothesis of a mere

military stratagem or intentional fraud

is still more objectionable, and would

compel us either to impute to the first

Christian emperor, at a venerable age,

the double crime of falsehood and per-

jury, or, if Eusebius invented the story,

to deny to the ' father of church his-

tory ' all claim to credibility and com-

mon respectability. Besides, it should

be remembered that the older testi-

mony of Lactantius, or whoever was
the author of the work on the Deaths

of Persecutors, is quite independent of

that of Eusebius, and derives addition-

al force from the vague heathen rumors
of the time. Finally the Hoc vince,

which has passed into proverbial sig-

nificance as a most appropriate motto

of the invincible religion of the cross,

is too good to be traced to sheer false-

hood. Some actual fact, therefore,

must be supposed to underlie the tra-

dition, and the question only is this,

whether it was an external, visible phe-

nomenon or an internal experience.

The hypothesis of a natural forma-

tion of the clouds, which Constantine

by an optical illusion mistook for a

supernatural sign of the cross, besides

smacking of the exploded rationalistic

explanation of the New Testament

miracles, and deriving an important

event from a mere accident, leaves the

figure of Christ and the Greek or Latin

inscription, ' By this sign thou shalt

conquer! ' altogether unexplained,

We are shut up, therefore, to the

theory of a dream or vision, and an

experience within the mind of Constan

tine. This is supported by the oldest

testimony of Lactantius, as well as by
the report of Rufinus and Sozomen, and

we do not hesitate to regard the Euse-

bian cross in the skies as originally a

part of the dream, which only subse-

quently assumed the character of an

outward objective apparition, either in

the imagination of Constantine or by a

mistake of the memory of the historian,

but in either case without intentional

fraud. That the vision was traced to

supernatural origin, especially after the

happy success, is quite natural and in

perfect keeping with the prevailing

ideas of the age. Tertullian and other

ante-Nicene and Nicene fathers attrib-

uted many conversions to nocturnal

dreams and visions. Constantine and

his friends referred the most important

facts of his life, as the knowledge of

the approach of hostile armies, the dis-

covery of the holy sepulchre, the found-

ing of Constantinople, to divine revela-

tion through visions and dreams. Nor
are we disposed in the least to deny

the connection of the vision of the cross

with the agency of Divine Providence,

which controlled this remarkable turn-

ing point of history. We may go far-

ther and admit a special providence, or

what the old divines call a 'procidentia

specialissima ; but this does not neces-

sarily imply a violation of the order of

nature or an actual miracle in the shape

of an objective personal appearance of

the Saviour. We may refer to a some-

what similar, though far less important,

vision in the life of the pious English

Colonel James Gardiner. The Bible

itself sanctions the general theory of

providential or prophetic dreams and

nocturnal visions through which divine
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revelations and admonitions are com-

municated to men.

The facts, therefore, may have been

these : Before the battle, Constantine,

leaning already toward Christianity as

probably the best and most hopeful of

the various religions, seriously sought

in prayer, as he related to Eusebius, the

assistance of the God of the Christians,

while his heathen antagonist, Maxentius,

according to Zosimus, was consulting

the sibylline books and offering sacrifice

to the idols. Filled with mingled fears

and hopes about the issue of the con-

flict, he fell asleep, and saw in a dream
the sign of the cross of Christ with a

significant inscription and promise of

victory. Being already familiar with

the general use of this sign among the

numerous Christians of the empire,

many of whom no doubt were in his

own army, he constructed the labarum*

afterward so called, that is, the sacred

standard of the Christian cross with

the Greek monogram of Christ, t which

he had also put upon the shields of the

soldiers. To this cross-standard, which

now took the place of the Roman ea-

gles, he attributed the decisive victory

over the heathen Maxentius.

Accordingly, after his triumphal en-

trance into Rome, he had his statue

erected upon the forum with the la-

barum in his right hand, and the in-

scription beneath :
' By this saving

sign, the true token of bravery, I have

delivered your city from the yoke of

the tyrant.' Three years afterward the

senate erected to him a triumphal arch

of marble, which to this day, within

sight of the sublime ruins of the pagan
Colosseum, indicates at once the decay

of ancient art and the downfall of hea-

thenism
; as the neighboring arch of

Titus commemorates the downfall of

Judaism and the destruction of the

temple. The inscription on this arch

of Constantine, however, ascribes his

victory over the hated tyrant, not only

to his master mind, but indefinitely also

to the impulse of Deity ; by which a

Christian would naturally understand

the true God, while a heathen, like the

orator Nazarius, in his eulogy on Con-

stantine, might take it for the celestial

guardian power of the urbs edema.

At all events the victory of Constan-

tine over Maxentius was a military and

political victory of Christianity over

heathenism ; the intellectual and moral

victory having been already accom-

plished by the literature and life of the

church in the preceding period. The
emblem of ignominy and oppression *

* Adfictipov, also \d$ovpov ; derived, not from

labor, nor from Acupupov, i. e. prczda, nor from

Aa/3e7V, but probably from a barbarian root, other-

wise unknown, and introduced into the Roman
terminology, even before Constantine, by the

Celtic or Germanic recruits. Comp. Du Cange,

Glossar., and Suicer, Thesaur. s. h. v. The
labarum, as described by Eusebius, who saw it

himself (Vita Const, i. 30), consisted of a long

spear overlaid with gold, and a cross piece of

wood, from which hung a square flag of purple

cloth, embroidered and covered with precious

stones. On the top of the shaft was a crown
composed of gold and precious stones, and con-

taining the monogram of Christ (see next note),

and just under this crown was a likeness of the

emperor and his sons in gold. The emperor told

Eusebius (1. ii. c. 7) some incredible things about

this labarum, p. g. that none of its bearers was
ever hurt by the darts of the enemy.

t X and P, the first two letters of the name
of Christ, so written upon one another as to

make the form of the cross : yfr or -R or ^JAj

(t. e. Christos—Alpha and Omega, the beginning

and the end), and similar forms, of which Miinter

(Sinnbilder der Alten Christen, p. 36 sqq.) has

collected from ancient coins, vessels, and tomb-

stones more than twenty. The monogram, as

well as the sign of the cross, was in use among
the Christians long before Constantine, probably

as early as the Antonines and Hadrian. Yea, the

standards and trophies of victory generally had

the appearance of a cross, as Minucius Felix,

Tertuilian, Justin, and other apologists of the

second century told the heathens. According

to Killen (Ancient Church, p. 317, note), who
quotes Aringhus (Roma Subterranea, ii. p. 567)

as his authority, the famous monogram (of course

in a different sense) is found even before Christ

on coins of the Ptolemies. The only thing new,

therefore, was the union of this symbol in its

Christian sense and application with the Roman
military standard.

* Cicero says, pro Raberio, c. 5 : ' Nomen
ipsum crucis absit non modo a corpore civium

Romanorum, sed etiam a cogitatione, oculis, au-

ribus.' With other ancient heathens, however,

the Egyptians, the Buddhists, and even the abo-

rigines of Mexico, the cross seems to have been
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became thenceforward the badge of

honor and dominion, and was invested

in the emperor's view, according to the

spirit of the church of his day, with a

magic virtue. It now took the place

of the eagle and other field badges, un-

der which the heathen Romans had

conquered the world. It was stamped

on the imperial coin, and on the stand-

ards, helmets, and shields of the sol-

diers. Above all military representa-

tions of the cross the original imperial

labarum shone in the richest decora-

tions of gold and gems ; was intrusted

to the truest and bravest fifty of the

body guard ; filled the Christians with

the spirit of victory, and spread fear

and terror among their enemies ; until,

under the weak successors of Theodo-

sius II., it fell out of use, and was

lodged as a venerable relic in the im-

perial palace at Constantinople.

Before this victory at Rome (which

occurred October 27, 312), either in the

spring or summer of 312, Constantine,

in conjunction with his Eastern col-

league, Licinius, had published an edict

of religious toleration, now not extant,

but probably a step beyond the edict

of the still anti-Christian Galerius in

311, which was likewise subscribed by
Constantine and Licinius as co-regents.

Soon after, in January, 313, the two
emperors issued from Milan a new edict

(the third) on religion, still extant both

in Latin and Greek, in which, in the

spirit of religious eclecticism, they

granted full freedom to all existing

forms of worship, with special reference

to the Christian. This religion the

edict not only recognized in its exist-

ing limits, but also—what neither the

in use as a religious symbol. Socrates relates

(H. E. v. 17) that at the destruction of the temple

of Serapis, among the hieroglyphic inscriptions,

forms of crosses were found which pagans and

Christians alike referred to their respective re-

ligions. Some of the heathen converts, conver-

sant with hieroglyphic characters, interpreted

the form of the cross to mean the Life to come.

According to Prescott (Conquest of Mexico, iii.

338-340) the Spaniards found the cross among
the objects of worship in the idol temples of

Anahnac.
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first nor perhaps the second edict had
done—allowed every heathen subject

to adopt it with impunity. At the

same time the church buildings and

property confiscated in the Diocletian

persecution were ordered to be re-

stored, and private property-owners to

be indemnified from the imperial treas-

ury.

In this notable edict, however, we
should look in vain /or the modern

Protestant and Anglo-American theory

of religious liberty as one of the univer-

sal and inalienable rights of man. Sun-

dry voices, it ; is true, in the Christian

church itself, at that time and even

before, declared firmly against all com-

pulsion in religion. But the spirit of

the Roman empire was too absolutistic

to abandon the prerogative of a super-

vision of public worship. The Con-

stantinian toleration was a temporary

measure of state policy, which, as in-

deed the edict expressly states the mo-

tive, promised the greatest security to

the public peace and the protection of

all divine and heavenly powers, for em-

peror and empire. It was, as the result

teaches, but the necessary transition

step to a new order of things. It open-

ed the door to the elevation of Chris-

tianity, and specifically of Catholic

hierarchical Christianity, with its ex-

clusiveness toward heretical and schis-

matic sects, to be the religion of the

state. For, once put on an equal foot-

ing with heathenism, it must soon, in

spite of numerical minority, bear away
the victory from a religion which had
already inwardly outlived itself.

From this time Constantine decided-

ly favored the church, though without

persecuting or forbidding the pagan

religions. He always mentions the

Christian church with reverence in his

imperial edicts, and uniformly applies

to it, as we have already observed, the

predicate of catholic. For only as a

catholic, thoroughly organized, firmly

compacted, and conservative institution

did it meet his rigid monarchical in-

terest, and afford the splendid state and
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court dress he wished for his empire.

So early as the year 313 we find the

bishop Hosius of Cordova among his

counsellors, and heathen writers ascribe

to the bishop even a magical influence

over the emperor. Lactantius, also,

and Eusebius of Csesarea belonged to

his confidential circle. He exempted

the Christian clergy from military and

municipal duty (March, 313) ; abol-

ished various customs and ordinances

offensive to the Christians (315) ; facili-

tated the emancipation of Christian

slaves (before 316) ; legalized bequests

to catholic churches (321) ; enjoined

the civil observance of Sunday, though

not as dies Domini, but as dies Soils, in

conformity to his worship of Apollo,

and in company with an ordinance for

the regular consulting of the haruspex

(321) ; contributed liberally to the

building of churches and the support

of the clergy ; erased the heathen sym-

bols of Jupiter and Apollo, Mars and

Hercules from the imperial coins (323) ;

and gave his sons a Christian educa-

tion. This mighty example was fol-

lowed, as might be expected, by a gen-

eral transition of those subjects who
were more influenced in their conduct

by outward circumstances than by in-

ward conviction and principle. The

story, that in one year (324) twelve

thousand men, with women and chil-

dren in proportion, were baptized in

Rome, and that the emperor had
promised to each convert a white gar-

ment and twenty pieces of gold, is at

least in accordance with the spirit of

that reign, though the fact itself, in all

probability, is greatly exaggerated.

Constantine came out with still great-

er decision, when, by his victory over

his Eastern colleague and brother-in-

law, Licinius, he became sole head of

the whole Roman empire. To strength-

en his position, Licinius had gradually

placed himself at the head of the hea-

then party, still very numerous, and

had vexed the Christians first with

wanton ridicule, then with exclusion

from civil and military office, with

banishment, and in some instances per-

haps even with bloody persecution.

This gave the political strife for the

monarchy between himself and Con-

stantine the character also of a war of

religions ; and the defeat of Licinius in

the battle of Adrianople, in July, 321,

and at Chalcedon, in September, was a

new triumph of the standard of the

cross over the sacrifices of the gods

;

save that Constantine dishonored him-

self and his cause by the execution of

Licinius and his son.

The emperor now issued a general

exhortation to his subjects to embrace

the Christian religion, still leaving

them, however, to their own free con-

viction. In the year 325, as patron of

the church, he summoned the council

of Nice, and himself attended it ; ban-

ished the Arians, though he afterward

recalled them
;
and, in his monarchical

spirit of uniformity, showed great zeal

for the settlement of all theological

disputes, while he was blind to their

deep significance. He first introduced

the practice of subscription to the ar-

ticles of a written creed and of the in-

fliction of civil punishments for non-

conformity. In the years 325-329, in

connection with his mother, Helena, he

erected magnificent churches on the

sacred spots in Jerusalem.

As heathenism had still the prepon-

derance in Rome, where it was hal-

lowed by its great traditions, Constan-

tine, by divine command as he sup-

posed, in the year 330, transferred the

seat of his government to Byzantium,

and thus fixed the policy, already initi-

ated by Domitian, or orientalizing and

dividing the empire. In the selection

of the unrivalled locality he showed

more taste and genius than the founders

of Madrid, Vienna, Berlin, St. Peters-

burg, or Washington. With incredible

rapidity, and by all the means within

reach of an absolute monarch, he turned

this nobly situated town, connecting

two seas and two continents, into a

splendid residence and a new Christian

Rome, ' for which now,' as Gregory of
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Nazianzen expresses it, ' sea and land

emulate each other, to load it with their

treasures, and crown it queen of cities.'

Here, instead of idol temples and al-

tars, churches and crucifixes rose

;

though among them the statues of

patron deities from all over Greece,

mutilated by all sorts of tasteless adap-

tations, were also gathered in the new
metropolis. The main hall in the pal-

ace was adorned with representations

of the crucifixion and other Biblical

scenes. The gladiatorial shows, so

popular in Rome, were forbidden here
?

though theatres, amphitheatres, and

hippodromes kept their place. It

could nowhere be mistaken, that the

new imperial residence was', as to all

outward appearance, a Christian city.

The smoke of heathen sacrifices never

rose from the seven hills of New Rome,

except during the short reign of Julian

the Apostate. It became the residence

of a bishop, who not only claimed the

authority of the apostolic see of neigh-

boring Ephesus, but soon outshone the

patriarchate of Alexandria, and rivalled

for centuries the papal power in an-

cient Rome.

The emperor diligently attended di-

vine worship, and is portrayed upon

medals in the posture of prayer. He
kept the Easter vigils with great devo-

tion. He would stand during the

longest sermons of his bishops, who al-

ways surrounded him, and unfortunate-

ly flattered him only too much. And
he even himself composed and deliv-

ered discourses to his court, in the Latin

language, from which they were trans-

lated into Greek by interpreters ap-

pointed for the purpose. General invi-

tations were issued, and the citizens

flocked in great crowds to the palace

to hear the imperial preacher, who
would in vain try to prevent their loud

applause by pointing to heaven as the

source of his wisdom. He dwelt mainly

on the truth of Christianity, the folly

of idolatry, the unity and providence
of God, the coming of Christ, and the

judgment. At times he would severe-

ly rebuke the avarice and rapacity of

his courtiers, who would loudly ap-

plaud him with their mouths and belie

his exhortations by their works. One

of these productions is still extant, in

which he recommends Christianity in a

characteristic strain, and in proof of its

divine origin cites especially the fulfil-

ment of prophecy, including the sibyl-

line books and the Fourth Eclogue of

Yirgil, with the contrast between his

own happy and brilliant reign and the

tragical fate of his persecuting prede-

cessors and colleagues.

Nevertheless he continued in his later

years true, upon the whole, to the tol-

eration principles of the edict of 313,

protected the pagan priests and temples

in their privileges, and wisely abstained

from all violent measures against hea-

thenism, in the persuasion that it would
in time die out. He retained many
heathens at court and in public office,

although he loved to promote Chris-

tians to honorable positions. In sev-

eral cases, however, he prohibited idol-

atry, where it sanctioned scandalous

immorality, as in the obscene worship

of Venus in Phenicia ; or in places

which were especially sacred to the

Christians, as the sepulchre of Christ

and the grove of Mamre ; and he caused

a number of deserted temples and

images to be destroyed or turned into

Christian churches. Eusebius relates

several such instances with evident

approbation, and praises also his later

edicts against various heretics and

schismatics, but without mentioning

the Arians. In his later years he seems,

indeed, to have issued a general prohi-

bition of idolatrous sacrifice ; Eusebius

speaks of it, and his sons in 341 refer

to an edict to that effect ; but the repe-

tition of it by his successors proves

that, if issued, it was not carried into

general execution under his reign.

With this shrewd, cautious, and

moderate policy of Constantine, which

contrasts well with the violent fanati-

cism of his sons, accords the postpone-

ment of his own baptism to his last
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sickness. For this he had the further

motives of a superstitious desire, which

he himself expresses, to be baptized in

the Jordan, whose waters had been

sanctified by the Saviour's baptism,

and no doubt also a fear that he might

by relapse forfeit the sacramental remis-

sion of sins. He wished to secure all

the benefit of baptism as a complete

expiation of past sins, with as little

risk as possible, and thus to make the

best of both worlds. Deathbed bap-

tisms then were to half Christians of

that age what deathbed conversions

and deathbed communions are now.

But he presumed to preach the gospel,

he called himself the bishop of bishops,

he convened the first general council,

and made Christianity the religion of

the empire, long before his baptism !

Strange as this inconsistency appears

to us, what shall we think of the court

bishops who, from false prudence, re-

laxed in his favor the otherwise strict

discipline of the church, and admitted

him, at least tacitly, to the enjoyment

of nearly all the privileges of believers,

before he had taken upon himself even

a single obligation of a catechumen ?

When, after a life of almost uninter-

rupted health, he felt the approach of

death, he was received into the number
of catechumens by laying on of hands,

and then formally admitted by bap-

tism into the full communion of the

church in the year 337, the sixty-fifth

year of his age, by the Arian (or prop-

erly Semi-Arian) bishop Eusebius of

Mcomedia, whom he had shortly be-

fore recalled from exile together with

Arius ! His dying testimony then was,

as to form, in favor of heretical rather

than orthodox Christianity, but merely

from accident, not from intention. He
meant the Christian as against the hea-

then religion, and whatever of Arian-

ism may have polluted his baptism,

was for the Greek Church fully neutral-

ized by the orthodox canonization.

After the solemn ceremony, he promised

to live thenceforth worthily of a dis-

ciple of Jesus ; refused to wear again

the imperial mantle of cunningly woven
silk, richly ornamented with gold ; re-

tained the white baptismal robe ; and
died a few days after, on Pentecost,

May 22, 337, trusting in the mercy of

God, and leaving a long, a fortunate,

and a brilliant reign, such as none but

Augustus, of all his predecessors, had
enjoyed. ' So passed away the first

Christian emperor, the first defender

of the faith, the first imperial patron

of the papal see, and of the whole East-

ern Church, the first founder of the

holy places, pagan and Christian, or-

thodox and heretical, liberal and fanat-

ical, not to be imitated or admired, but

much to be remembered, and deeply to

be studied.'

His remains were removed in a gold-

en coffin by a procession of distin-

guished civilians and the whole army,

from Mcomedia to Constantinople, and
deposited, with the highest Christian

honors, in the Church of the Apostles,

while the Roman senate, after its an-

cient custom, proudly ignoring the

great religious revolution of the age,

enrolled him among the gods of the

heathen Olympus. Soon after his

death, Eusebius set him above the

greatest princes of all times ; from the

fifth century he began to be recognized

in the East as a saint ; and the Greek

and Russian Church to this day cele-

brates his memory under the extrava-

gant title of Isapostolos, the ' Equal of

the Apostles.' The Latin Church, on

the contrary, with truer tact, has never

placed him among the saints, but has

been content with naming him ' the

Great,' in just and grateful remem-

brance of his services to the cause of

Christianity and civilization.

Constantine marks the beginning of

the downfall of ancient and classical

paganism. Still it dragged out a sickly

old age for about two hundred years

longer, until at last it died of incurable

consumption, without the hope of a res-

urrection.

The final dissolution of heathenism

in the Eastern empire may be dated
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from the middle of the fifth century.

In the year 435, Theodosius II. com-

manded the temples to be destroyed or

turned into churches. There still ap-

pear some heathens in civil office and

at court so late as the beginning of the

reign of Justinian I. (527-567). But

this despotic emperor prohibited hea-

thenism as a form of worship in the

empire on pain of death, and in 539

abolished the last intellectual seminary

of it, the philosophical school of Athens,

which had stood nine hundred years.

At that time just seven philosophers

were teaching in that school, the shades

of the ancient seven sages of Greece—
a striking play of history, like the

name of the last West-Roman emperor,

Romulus Augustus, or, in contemptu-

ous diminutive, Augustulus, combining

the names of the founder of the city

and the founder of the empire.

In the West, heathenism maintained

itself until near the middle of the sixth

century, and even later, partly as a

private religious conviction among
many cultivated and aristocratic fami-

lies in Rome, partly even in the full

form of worship in the remote prov-

inces and on the mountains of Sicily,

Sardinia, and Corsica, and partly in

heathen customs and popular usages,

like the gadiatorial shows still extant

in Rome in 404, and the wanton Lu-

percalia, a sort of heathen carnival, the

feast of Lupercus, the god of herds,

still celebrated with, all its excesses in

February, 495. But, in general, it may
be said that the Graeco-Roman heathen-

ism, as a system of worship, was buried

under the ruins of the Western empire,

whiCn sank under the storms of the

great migration. It is remarkable that

the northern barbarians labored with

the same zeal in the destruction of idol-

atry as in the destruction of the empire,

and really promoted the victory of the

Christian religion. The Gothic king

Alaric, on entering Rome, expressly

ordered that the churches of the apos-

tles Peter and Paul should be spared,

as inviolable sanctuaries ; and he

showed a humanity, which Augustin

justly attributes to the influence of

Christianity (even perverted Arian

Christianity) on these barbarous people.

The Christian name, he says, which

the heathens blaspheme, has effected

not the destruction, but the salvation

of the city. Odoacer, who put an end

to the Western Roman empire in 476,

was incited to his expedition into Italy

by St. Severin, and, though, himself an

Arian, showed great regard to the cath-

olic bishops. The same is true of his

conqueror and successor, Theodoric the

Ostrogoth, who was recognized by the

East-Roman emperor Anastasius as

king of Italy (a. d. 500), and was like-

wise an Arian. Thus between the bar-

barians and the Romans, as between

the Romans and the Greeks, and in a

measure also the Jews, the conquered

gave laws to the conquerors. Chris-

tianity triumphed over both.

This is the end of Graeco-Roman

heathenism, with its power, wisdom,

and beauty. It fell a victim to a slow

but steady process of incurable con-

sumption. Its downfall is a sublime

tragedy which, with all our abhorrence

of idolatry, we cannot witness without

a certain sadness. At the first appear-

ance of Christianity it comprised all

the wisdom, literature, art, and politi-

cal power of the civilized world, and

led all into the field against the weap-

onless religion of the crucified Naza-

rene. After a conflict of four or five

centuries it lay prostrate in the dust

without hope of resurrection. With
the outward protection of the state, it

lost all power, and had not even • the

courage of martyrdom ; while the

Christian church showed countless

hosts of confessors and blood-witnesses,

and Judaism lives to-day in spite of

all persecution. The expectation that

Christianity would fall about the year

398, after an existence of three hundred

and sixty-five years, turned out in the

fulfilment to relate to heathenism it-

self.

The last glimmer of life in the old
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religion was its pitiable prayer for toler-

ation and its lamentation over the ruin

of the empire. Its best elements took

refuge in the church, and became con-

verted, or at least took Christian

names. Now the gods were dethroned,

oracles and prodigies ceased, sibylline

books were burned, temples were de-

stroyed, or transformed into churches,

or still stand as memorials of the vic-

tory of Christianity.

But although ancient Greece and

Rome have fallen forever, the spirit of

Graeco-Roman paganism is not extinct.

It still lives in the natural heart of

man, which at this day as much as

ever needs regeneration by the spirit

of God. It lives also in many idola-

trous and superstitious usages of the

Greek and Roman Churches, against

which the pure spirit of Christianity has

instinctively protested from the begin-

ning, and will protest, till all remains

of gross and refined idolatry shall be

outwardly as well as inwardly over-

come, and baptized and sanctified not

only with water, but also with the

spirit and fire of the gospel.

Finally, the better genius of ancient

Greece and Rome still lives in the im-

mortal productions of their poets, phi-

losophers, historians, and orators—yet

no longer an enemy, but a friend and
servant of Christ. What is truly great

and noble and beautiful can never

perish. The classic literature had pre-

pared the way for the gospel, in the

sphere of natural culture, and was to

be turned thenceforth into a weapon
for its defence. It passed, like the Old

Testament, as a rightful inheritance, into

the possession of the Christian church,

which saved those precious works of

genius through the ravages of the mi-

gration of nations and the darkness of

the Middle Ages, and used them as

material in the rearing of the temple

of modern civilization. The word of

the great apostle of the Gentiles was
here fulfilled :

4 All things are yours.'

The ancient classics, delivered from the

clsemoniacal possession of idolatry, have

come into the service of the only true

and living God, once ' unknown ' to

them, but now everywhere revealed,

and are thus enabled to fulfil their true

mission as the preparatory tutors of

youth for Christian learning and cul-

ture. This is the noblest, the most

worthy, and most complete victory of

Christianity, transforming the enemy
into friend and ally.

CAUSES OF THE MINNESOTA MASSACRE.

If great public phenomena do not

come by chance, then there were causes

for the Minnesota massacres, by the

Sioux, in 1862-7

3, quite apart from the

aboriginal cruelty and ferocity of the

Indian nature. We all know that the

carnal Indian man is a bad enough fel-

low at the best, and capable of dread-

ful crimes and misdemeanors, if only to

gratify his whim or the caprice of the

moment. And when he is bent upon
satiating his revenge for some real or

imaginary wrong, I would back him in

the horrible ingenuity of his devices

for torture, in the unrelenting malice

of his vengeance, against any— the

most fierce and diabolical—of all the

potentates in the kingdoms of eternal

and immutable evil

!

But the white man has always had

the advantage of the red man. He
was his superior in knowledge, power,

and intellect ; and came, for the most

part, of that lordly race, the issue of

whose loins already occupy all the chief

countries within the zones of civiliza-

tion. He knew, therefore, when he

first began to deal with the Indian,
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what manner of man he was, what his

enlightenment was, and how far it

reached out into the darkness where

all is night ! He knew that this wild,

savage, untamable redskin could not

be approached, reconciled, traded with,

or stolen from, by adopting, in his

case, the usages and courtesies of civil

life, as we understand them, but that

his own peculiar laws, customs, and

manners must be studied and con-

formed to, if any headway were to be

made in his regard and confidence.

At no time, from the beginning to

the present day and hour, has any

white man been so fuddled in his wits

as to suppose that the Indian could

either act or talk like a clergyman of

any recognized Christian denomination.

It was too much, therefore, to expect

from him that he should exhibit any

of the fine charities and warm affec-

tions which distinguish the Christian

character. He was a redskin, implaca-

ble in his hate, not altogether trust-

worthy even in his friendships, and
jealous of his reputation and the tradi-

tions of his race. Nor was he without

manhood either. A brave, bloody,

mocking and defiant manhood ! capable

of the endurances of the martyr, exhib-

iting sometimes the sublimest self-sacri-

fice and courage.

Whether out of these wild and savage

materials there lay anywhere, at any

time, the human or divine power to

mould a civilized community, does not

appear upon the record. It is certain,

however, that after all the far-too-late

attempts to transfigure these savages

into the likeness of a down-East Yan-

kee, or, better still, into the similitude

of a Western farmer, no permanent good

results are likely to ensue.

The red man and the white are sep-

arated indeed by the prodigious dis-

tances (ethnologically speaking) not

only of race and language, but of noble

tradition and glorious history. They
could never amalgamate in blood, or in

the so-called natural sympathies of man.

They seem to be born enemies ! as their

feelings and their instincts apparently

teach them when they come into con-

tact with each other. They cannot ex-

ist side by side. A mightier than they

holds the destinies of both in His

hands. He has tried the redskins. He
has given them a good chance upon
the earth, and they have failed to do
anything but kill buffalo and breed

like rats—often burrowing like rats—re-

fusing to dig and plant the teeming,

beneficent earth which had been com-

mitted to their charge ; and preferring,

generally, the life of a vagabond loafer

to that of a thrifty, careful husband-

man.

I do not blame them. They are as

God made them, and man left them

;

for, I suppose, their forebears—some-

where afar off in Asia, perhaps, in the

dim, immemorial ages—had all passed

through the various phases of the civ-

ilization of their time, and that they

did not grow out of the tail of any

gorilla. It is not for profane man to

inquire what possible reason there

could be for the perpetuation—let alone

the creation—of such a useless, boot-

less race. There they are, occupiers of

the soil for unknown centuries—before

the white man ever saw their faces

—

many thousands of them still squat-

ting there, cleaving, like bereaved Au-
tochthons, to the bosom of the dear old

mother who had whelped and so long

nurtured them ; and trying to make
themselves believe that they are still

masters of the continent.

What they were made for at all, I do

not pretend to divine. The Divine

Maker of all knows be3t, and what He
does is its own justification—satisfying

the wellnigh insatiable cry of the uni-

verse for universal justice. They are

the saurians of humanity ; and it is re-

markable that the idea of ' progressive

development'—if I may be pardoned

for making use of a term in modern

philosophy about which there has been

so much assumption and canting—it is

remarkable that this idea, vphich the

name of saurian suggests, should run
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through all nature, and be embodied

in her finest forms and intelligences*

There is a considerable distance be-

tween the saurian and good Master

Adam, the gardener of Eden ; but it

seems to me, after all, that this brutal,

foul, obscene monster of the prime, was

only Adam in the making. He came

after him, a long way, at all events;

and if geology had been fashionable in

his time, and he a savant, he might have

Chalked out for himself a very fine ped-

igree.

For this strange, eccentric Nature,

who meant man from the beginning,

and failed to realize her ideal because

of those horrible nightmare dreams of

which these saurians, mastodons, mam-
moths were the visible representatives,

did, nevertheless, make, in every suc-

ceeding world (for every crust of this

planet is the crust of a dead world),

higher and higher organizations—until,

at last, she gave to man his inscrutable

birth!

That was, no doubt, a great triumph

of power and genius ! Man is a noble

animal, the finest of all living fellows !

et cetera ! et cetera ! But what sort of

a fellow was he when he came, in his

spindles and shacklebones, from the

womb of the All-mother ? Was he a

Caucasian, or a Mongolian, a Negro, a

Malay, or a Bosjesman ?—this last being

an effigy of man so abominable that no

race that I have heard of will include

him even as a lodger in the parish set-

tlements !

Mark ! what a sameness, and yet

what an infinite variety, there is in all

the operations and purposes of Nature !

She does not grow us men out of our

mothers, but babes—helpless, pitiably,

tearfully helpless lobes ! — ignorant

;

who must grow into the perfect stature

and the mature mind of men. Is not

this babe also a saurian in its little

way ? Does a wider gap separate the

saurian from the man, than that which

separates the tiny babe from some

Bacon or Raleigh ? The law of nature

is progress. It is often, nay, always, a

very slow thing—but how sure ! how
inevitable ! how beneficent in its re-

sults ! She never makes worse after

bad—and those weird opium monsters

of the foreworlds were unspeakably

bad !—but always she makes of bad bet-

ter
;
and of better she has made her

best, at present. In the light of this

law, were any one mad enough to grope,

he might come to the conclusion that

the first man (or race of men) was any-

thing but a grandee in mind, person,

or estate
;
and that our seemingly puz-

zled but at last most wonder-working
mother, ycleped Nature, made some
very ugly attempts at man before she

reached the climax of her imagination

and her power as it obtains in the man
Caucasian

!

I regard all the colored races—and
with no malice or evil of any sort in

my heart toward them—as first experi-

ments in the gamut of human creation.

Neither ethnology nor any other ology

will pull out of my consciousness—let

alone my active intellect—the belief

that these were the oldest, the primor-

dial races, or the descendants of such,

and that the white Caucasian man, with
his noble brain and heart, his match-

less person, was an afterthought, the

brightest since her birth-thought of

the earth's creation. Look into the

face of any upgrown modern Indian

!

It is an old face, as if the accumulated

wrinkles of, not ' forty,' but a hundred
• centuries ' had ploughed their marks
there. They seem to belong to the

dawn of time ; while our Caucasian man
is ever young and beautiful, the born

master of all things.

We must deal with races according

to their faculty, and credit them ac-

cording to their faculty. If we fail, we
fail in wisdom—and in prudence, which

is a valuable attribute of wisdom. Ex-

pect not grapes from thistles ! Expect

no virtue—unless it relates to his own
selfishness or his own tribe—from an

Indian, or from very many other men !

It must not be forgotten, however,

that Indians are people who, to say
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the least of them, are fashioned in the

likeness of men. Here, as elsewhere,

Nature sticks to her old plan, and will

not budge an inch. In the chart of the

Indian's nature are mapped out the

same feelings, instincts, passions, the

same organs and dimensions as belong

to the highest race, or the highest race

of the mixed races. She will have no

nonsense about her red children, nor

about her black. There they are, as

she (for purposes of her own, not par-

ticularly clear) intended them to be

—

men, alive, oh !—not descendants of

Monboddo's ape, nor of Du Chaillu's

gorilla, but men proper and absolute

!

with their duties, responsibilities, and

destinies.

Seeing, therefore, that the Indian

(our American Indian, with whom we
have now to do) has all the faculties

—

however defaced and blurred by long

centuries of bloody crimes, which they

regard not as crimes, but as virtues

—

seeing that these red, thriftless, bloody-

minded Indians have all the human
faculties intact—although, it may be,

not so bright as those of some of our

own people who call themselves Ameri-

cans—is it not possible that by fair and

manly dealing with them, by a just

trade, and conscientious regard for the

sanctity of treaty rights and obliga-

tions—that you, whom it may more

particularly concern, might so win their

good will as to make them friends in-

stead of enemies ? The devil that lies

at the bottom of all savage natures is

easily roused, not at all so easily laid

again, and as easily kept in his own
place. Indians are not incapable of

friendship, nor of good faith, although

-the best require a great deal of looking

after—and close looking, too ! But

what I want to urge is this : that if

you always appeal to the worst pas-

sions of the redskin, rob him of his

rights and property, cheat him by false

promises, deceive him at all hands, and
then mock him when he knocks at

your door for credit or charity, that

he and his may live, you cannot much

wonder if, obeying his traditions, his

religion, and the dictates of his savage

nature—now maddened into fury and
reckless of consequences—he indulges

in the frightful havoc, the relentless

murders and burnings, which have so

lately marked his trail in Minnesota.

Let no one suppose for a moment,

from what I have now said, that I de-

sign to offer any apology, any excuse

for the nameless and unpunishable

crimes which these miscreants have

perpetrated. I have no pity and no

compassion for them, and surely no

word either which I desire should be

construed, in this respect, to their fa-

vor. I go with the old Scotch judge

—a rigid Antinomian ! who, having

tried and convicted a Calvinist as rigid

as himself, asked him what he had to

say why the sentence of the law should

not be pronounced against him.
* My lord,

1

said the prisoner, ' it's a

bad job ; but I was predestined to do it
!

'

Whereupon his lordship replied

:

' Ay ! ay ! my cannie laddie ! an' I

was predestined to hang ye for't.'

So while I set forth the necessary,

evil nature of the Indian, and the con-

sequent necessity of his bloody deeds,

I also insist upon the necessity of hang-

ing him for it.

I plead not for the Indian of Minne-

sota, after these most shocking, most

appalling butcheries. I love my own
race ; and not a man, woman, or child,

who was sacrificed by these monsters,

but their wounds were my wounds, and

their agonies tore my heart to the very

core. Henceforth I shall never see an

Indian but I shall feel the ' goose flesh *

of loathing and horror steal over my
Adam's buff! But you, my beloved

friends of Minnesota ! you who have

suffered so much in your families and

homes during the massacre, are you

sure that you did all you could do as

citizens and rulers in this land to see

even-handed justice dealt out between

the corrupt Government agencies and

storekeepers, and the helpless Indians ?

Had these last no just and reasonable
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ground of complaint ? complaint of

the General Government, complaint of

the delays in their payment, complaint

of the swindling of the storekeepers

and traders ?

They had sold their lands, and gone

away to their reservations. But the

money for their lands—promised so

faithfully at such a time—where was
that money ? Non est I The Indians

depended on it, trusted to the certainty

of its coming as the saint trusts in the

promises. They came for it—often, in

their history, in the depth of winter,

for hundred of miles, through an in-

hospitable forest ; their wives, children,

and braves starving—many of them left

behind in the wilderness to die ; their

only weapon made of coarse nails,

lashed with wire, and this they called

a gun barrel, and with this they killed

what game was killed by the way.

This did not happen in Minnesota,

it is true ; but events as horrible and

sickening as this did happen, and

brought with them consequences more
horrible still, which will never be for-

gotten while the State exists or the

language lasts. Scenes were enacted

at that ' Lower Agency ' which were

disgraceful to human nature, and the

victims were invariably the redskins.

Once when Red Iron came there, at the

summons, or rather after the repeated

summons of Governor Ramsay, it turned

out that nearly four hundred thousand

dollars of the cash payment due to the

Sioux, under the treaties of 1851-'2,

were paid to the traders on old indebt-

edness ! How much of this enormous

sum was really due to the traders it is

bootless now to inquire ; although it

is pretty certain, from what we know
of similar transactions, that not a

twentieth part of it was due to them.

Mr. Isaac Y. D. Heard, who has writ-

ten a ' History of the Sioux War and

Massacres of 1862 and 1863,' who is an

old resident of Minnesota of twelve

years' standing, acted with General

Sibley in his expedition against the

savages in 1862, and was recorder of

the military commission which tried

some four hundred of the participants

in the outbreak—has not been deterred

by the just hatred which the Minnesota

people nurture against the Indians, and

which they will keep hot until their

rifles have exterminated the whole

brood of them, from saying a brave

word respecting the iniquities perpe-

trated by rascal peddlers and official

prigs against the Indians which were

the immediate causes of the massacre

and the subsequent wars.

The Indian was subjected to all sorts

of frauds, little and big—the smaller

thieves thinking that they also must

live, no matter at whose expense, al-

though I demur to the proposition.

Why should they stop at stealing a

thousand or two, more or less, while

that four hundred thousand swindle

leered at them so wickedly over the

left shoulder, mocking at all law and

justice, and scot free from all punish-

ment ? These ' traders ' could charge

what sums they liked against the In-

dian, and get them too ;
for there was

no one to defeat or check their rapacity.

Mr. Heard tells us that no less a sum
than fifty-five thousand dollars was
claimed by one Hugh Tyler, as due to

him by the Indians, when the great

swindle just alluded to was committed

;

and that he was paid out of the accru-

ing funds. This man was a stranger in

the country, an adventurer, who went

out into the wilderness ' for to seek his

fortune ; ' and it is curious to read the

items of which his little bill, fifty-five

thousand, is composed. Here they

are : For getting the treaties through

the Senate ; for * necessary disburse-

ments'' in securing the assent of the

chiefs. Very curious and instructive

items they are, to all who consider

them. To say nothing of the corruption

of the Senate which the first item sig-

nifies, if it has any meaning at all, there

is the guilty record of the ' necessary

disbursements,' or, in other words, bribes,

paid to chiefs for betraying their coun-

try and their race. This was a part of
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the regular machinery of the Agencies.

All their plans were cut and dried, and

they had men to carry them out. They

could not stir a peg without the assent

of the chiefs ; and when they found a

man too noble to be a traitor, they got

the Governor to break him as a chief,

and invest a more pliable, accommo-

dating redskin with his rank and title.

Through the influence of bad men, and

by the forging of lying documents,

which the Indians could not read, and

which were never interpreted to them
except to cheat them as to their con-

tents and meaning, they have always

managed to get their treaties signed

;

after which the newly made chiefs could

not so much as take the liberty to beg

a pipe of tobacco of them.

As a sample of their infamous deal-

ings, we take the following excerpt from

Mr. Heard's book, page 41 :

' In 1857, a trader, pretending that
he was getting them to sign a power
of attorney to get back the money
which had gone to the traders under
the treaty of 1851 and 1852, obtained
their signatures to vouchers, by which
he swindled them out of $12,000.
Shortly after, this trader secured the
payment of $4,500 for goods which he
claimed (falsely, it is said) to have been
stolen. About the same time a man in

Sioux City was allowed a claim of
$5,000 for horses, which he also al-

leged to have been stolen.
' In 1858, the chiefs were taken to

Washington, and agreed to treaties for

the cession of all their reservations
north of the Minnesota, for which, as

ratified by the Senate, they were to
have $166,000 ; but of this amount they
never received a penny until four years
afterward, when $15,000, in goods, were
sent to the Lower Sioux, and these
were deducted out of what was due
them under former treaties. The In-

dians, discovering the fraud, refused to

receive them for several weeks, and only
consented to take them after the Gov-
ernment had agreed to rectify the mat-
ter. Most of the large amount due under
these treaties, went into the pockets of
traders, Government officials, and swin-
dlers generally.

' The Indians were grievously disap-
pointed with their bargains, and from
that time the control of affairs passed

from the chiefs—who, it was believed,

had been bribed—to the young men.
They had now nearly disposed of all

their lands, and received scarcely any-
thing for them. They were six thou-
sand two hundred in number, and their

annuities, when paid in full, were hardly
fifteen dollars apiece.

' Their sufferings,' continues Mr.
Heard, ' were often severe, especially

during the winter and spring previous
to the massacres.'

Their crops failed them ; a heavy fall

of snow, late in the season, came to in-

crease their miseries, and delayed the

spring hunts. The Sissetons, of Lac
Traverse, had to eat their horses and
dogs—and at least fifteen hundred of

the old men, women, and children had

to be supported by the Government at

an extra expense ; and this was so in-

adequately done that some died of

starvation.

The history of these iniquities is no

new thing in Indian affairs. It is, from

first to last, a record of the most shame-

less lying and fraud. The Agency seems

to have been established there as a sort

of Jonathan Wild's shop, for the pur-

pose of carrying on the trade of thiev-

ing. What did these storekeepers—who
credited the Indians for tobacco and
rum, for bread and beef, for clothing,

and such other luxuries as they had
come to regard as necessaries—care for

the winter prospects of the wretched In-

dians, after they had lined their pock-

ets with that four hundred thousand

dollars ? Not a dime ! And when
subsequently it was found that only

half the regular Government payment

would be handed over to the Indians

during the next year, these storekeepers

— on the 'Wild' plan—not only re-

fused to give them credit for articles

indispensable to life in the wilderness,

but insulted them to boot ; and this so

exasperated the proud, revengeful na-

ture of the Indian, that he remembered

it afterward in many a bloody murder

which he committed, and the innocent

suffered for the guilty !

Mr. Heard acquits the Agency, and
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all connected with it, of being in any

way the causes of this outbreak. But

his own statements of their dealing with

the Indians hardly bear him out in his

judgment. I do not mean to say that

the people of the Lower Agency were a

whit worse in such dealings than those

of the Upper, or any other similar

Agency. It is an understood thing,

and mercilessly practised, that the In-

dian shall be fleeced whenever the

white man has a chance to fleece him.

It is the law and the gospel of these

Agencies ; and we must not allow our-

selves to be hoodwinked in this mat-

ter by the mistaken humanity of Mr.

Heard.

And yet, if we think of it, there could

not have been devised a more evil

scheme, either against the natives or

the settlers, than these wellnigh irre-

sponsible Agencies. From all parts of

the Union, from every country of the

Old World, emigrants had come to

settle in the beautiful Minnesota State

;

they had built themselves good, sub-

stantial houses, ploughed, fenced, and
planted their rich and prosperous

farms, conquered the savage wilderness

into blooming cornfields, orchards, and

gardens—and here was their true El

Dorado ! where they hoped to live in

peace, plenty, and security. They were

not afraid of the savages, but their

wont was to make friends of them, and

to be their friends, entertaining them
at their homes when they visited the

settlements, and doing all they could

—with some exceptions—to perpetuate

among them a good feeling and an in-

telligent understanding.

To a certain extent, and in some

cases, they succeeded in this straight-

forward diplomacy. But the predis-

position of the reds to enmity with the

whites was still there, slumbering only,

not eradicated ; nor could all the kind-

ness and generosity of the whole Cau-

casian heart, heaped upon them in the

most lavish profusion, ever root it out.

Nature put it there—I wish she hadn't

—for reasons of her own, just as she

put murder into the cruel heart and

brain of the tiger in the jungle.

There was this ' original sin,' there-

fore, to contend against always, with-

out reference to any tangible causes or

provocations. All knew this. All

knew, from the youngest to the oldest,

that the true policy of the whites was
to conciliate the Indians. They knew
his inextinguishable memory of wrongs,

his dreadful vengeance, his power, and
his constant opportunity to do irrepar-

able mischief. And, as I said, the

settlers were, for the most part, anxious

to smoke the pipe of peace and friend-

ship with him.

But what was the good of all this ?

What, think you, did it avail in the

councils of the savages, when they sat

over their fires discussing their wrongs

and prospects ? What the good-heart-

ed settlers did in the way of reconcilia-

tion and good will was undone a thou-

sandfold at the Agency. It is true that

the Agency had become necessary to the

subsistence of the Indian, and that this

fact made him bear much which, undei

other circumstances, he would instantly

have resented and punished. But they

well knew how they were robbed ; and

when did a wrong of that, or any sort,

pass muster upon the Indian's roll of

vengeance ? Every fraud against an

Indian, every lie told him, every broken

promise, every worthless article sold to

him at the Agency, was more than a

set-off to any act of kindness shown to

him by the settlers. Add to these local

crimes, the great error of the Govern-

ment in unduly withholding the Indian

payment for their lands—and you have

the Indian's casus lelli, the grounds, or

some of them, on which he justified

himself to his own bloody and remorse-

less conscience, for his inhuman deeds !

For the Indian keeps a conscience,

such as it is ; but of a truth, better

no conscience than an Indian's con-

science ! It is like an appeal to hell,

one's appeal to this ! all the accursed

passions imprisoned there coming up

from their limbos, their eyes glaring
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with the malice of ineradicable hate,

and bloodshot with murder, to support

the conscience, and strengthen its reso-

lution for an unspeakable vengeance.

But, after all, this poor devil is really

to be pitied for his ignorance and bru-

tality, and as really to be killed with-

out mercy. He is in the way of civiliz-

ation, and must go to the wall. I find

that Nature herself is utterly pitiless

;

that she cares neither for white nor red,

nor for any other color or person, but,

like a horrible, crashing car of Jugger-

naut, she rolls steadily forward, astride

the inevitable machinery, crushing all

wTho oppose her.

But this digression is no apology, in

the matter of its argument, for the In-

dian Agents, who must have been aware,

long before the outbreak took place,

that their frauds were fast culminating

in the Indian mind, and that every

fresh wrong they did to them was only

bringing nearer by a step the indis-

criminate massacre of the settlers.

There were other causes, however,

besides these, to enrage and madden
them, which must not be lost sight of.

Our Government had prohibited their

sanguinary wars upon the Chippewas,

and they regarded this as an act of

wanton tyranny. They were bred in

the faith that war is the true condition

of an Indian man, and that peace was
made for women and children. War
was the only outlet for their power, the

only field in which they could distin-

guish themselves and win immortal re-

nown. All the great kingdoms of

knowledge and literature were shut

against them as with walls of brass.

They could not read or write, and
their leisure was passed in idle gossip,

or in deliberations on infernal schemes

against the white man to revenge them-

selves for their wrongs.

It was not a wise thing to do, I

think ; although, no doubt, it was hu-

mane enough, as we understand hu-

manity. Did not the ' dragons of the

prime tear other in their slime,' and
so thin out the horrible race, until Na-

ture herself put the final claws of an-

nihilation upon them ? Why, in mercy,

then, do we try to prevent the inevi-

table ? War is a great clearer of the

atmosphere ; and one of our poets,

Coleridge, I believe, says that ' Carnage

is God's daughter ' ! a bold figure of

rhetoric, not without its apparently

sufficient apologies. Why not let the

Sioux and Chippewas, or any other of

the wild, irreclaimable brood, fight their

bloodiest, and do their prettiest to help

Nature, who seems bent on the exter-

mination of all inferior races ? They

have got to die, any way !—that is a

great consolation !—and if the philan-

thropists at Washington had only left

them to themselves, they would have

died by mutual slaughter—great num-
bers of them—long ago, and saved said

philanthropists from the crime of kill-

ing them, which they are now doing,

by inches !—a far more cruel way of

dying.

I was much pleased, when last sum-

mer they were upraided for doing a

little war against the Chips, in spite of

Washington, with the sarcastic reply

of a chief, who said :
' Our Great

Father, we know, has always told us it

was wrong to make war
;
yet now he

himself is making war, and killing a

great many. Will you explain this to

us ? We do not understand it
!

' This

was a hit, a palpable hit, let who will

reconcile it.

Mr. Heard gives us the following

brief statement of the manner in which

treaties are made with the Indians ; and

I earnestly call the attention of the

Government and all just citizens to its

statements. He says

:

c The traders, knowing for years be-

fore, that the whites will purchase
lands, sell the Indians goods on credit,

expecting to realize their pay from the

consideration to be paid by the Govern-
ment. They thus become interested

instruments to obtain the consent of the

Indians to the treaty. And by reason

of their familiarity with the language,

and the associations of half-breed rela-

tives, are possessed of great facilities
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to accomplish their object. The per-

sons deputed by the Government to

effect a treaty are compelled to procure
their cooperation, and this they do by
providing that their debts shall be
paid. The traders obtain the concur-

rence of the Indians by refusing to give

them further credit, and by represent-

ing to them that they will receive an
immense amount of money if they sell

their lands, and thenceforth will live at

ease, with plenty to eat, and plenty to

wear, and plenty of powder and lead,

and of whatever else they may request.

After the treaty is agreed to, the

amount of ready money is absorbed by
the exorbitant demands of the traders,

and the expenses of the removal of the

Indians to their reservations !

' After that the trader no longer
looks to the Indian for his pay ; he gets

it from their annuities. He, therefore,

does not use the same means to con-

ciliate their good will that he did when
he was dependent upon their honesty.

Claims for depredations upon white
settlers are also deducted out of their

moneys before they leave Washington,
on insufficient testimony ; and these are

always, when based on fact, double the

actual loss; for the Indian Department
is notoriously corrupt, and the hand
manipulating the machinery must be

crossed with gold ! The ' expenses ' of
obtaining a claim enter into the amount
demanded and allowed. The demand
is not only generally unjust, but, in-

stead of its being deducted from the

moneys of the wrong doer, it is taken

from the annuities of all ! This course

punishes the innocent and rewards the

guilty, because the property taken by
the depredator is of more value than
the slight percentage he loses.

' Many of the stipulations as to estab-

lishing schools and furnishing them
with farming utensils, are never carried

out. Building and supply contracts

are entered into without investigation

at outrageous prices, and goods belong-

ing to the Indians are put into the

traders' stores, and sold to their owners,

and the moneys realized shared by the

trader and the Agent !
'

Bishop Whipple, of Minnesota, in

his appeal for the red man, confirms

this statement beyond doubt or ques-

tion :

' There is not a man in America,' he
says, ' who ever gave an hour's calm re-

flection to this subject, who does not
know that our Indian system is an or-

ganized system of robbery, and has
been for years a disgrace to the nation.

It has left savage men without Govern-
mental control ; it has looked on un-
concerned at every crime against the
laws of God and man ; it has fostered

savage life by wasting thousands of
dollars in the purchase of paint, beads,

scalping knives, and tomahawks ; it

has fostered a system of trade which
robbed the thrifty and virtuous to pay
the debts of the indolent and vicious

;

it has squandered the funds for civili-

zation and schools ; it has connived at

theft ; it has winked at murder ; and
at last, after dragging the savage down
to a brutishness unknown to his fa-

thers, it has brought a harvest of blood
to our door !

'

The Bishop continues

:

' It was under this Indian system
that the fierce, warlike Sioux were fit-

ted and trained to be the actors in this

bloody drama, and the same causes

are to-day, slowly but surely, preparing
the way for a Chippewa war. There
is not, to-day, an old citizen of Minne-
sota who will not shrug his shoul-

ders as he speaks of the dishonesty

which accompanied the purchase of

the lands of the Sioux. It left in savage
minds a deep sense of injustice. Then
followed ten years of savage life, un-
checked by law, uninfluenced by good
example. They were taught by white
men that lying was no disgrace, adul-

tery no sin, and theft no crime. Their
hunting grounds were gone ; the on-

ward march of civilization crowded
them on every side. Their only possi-

ble hope of being saved from starva-

tion was the fidelity with which a

great nation fulfilled its plighted faith,

which before God and man it bad
pledged to its heathen wards. The
people here, on the border, and the rulers

at Washington, know how that faith has

been broken.
1 The constant irritations of such a

system would, in time, have secured

an Indian massacre. It was hastened

and precipitated by the sale of nearly

eight hundred thousand acres of land,

for which they never received onefarthing
;

for it was all absorbed in claims

!

Then came the story (and it was true)

that half of their annuity money had
also been taken for claims. They wait-

ed two months, mad, exasperated,
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hungry—the Agent utterly powerless to

undo the wrong committed at Wash-
ington—and they resolved on savage

vengeance. For every dollar of which
they have been defrauded we shall pay
ten dollars in the cost of the war. It

has been so for fifty years ; it will be
so again. God's retributive justice al-

ways has compelled a people to reap ex- ,

oxtly what they have permitted to be

soicn !
'

These extracts from the Bishop's Plea

confirm what I have stated in the pre-

ceding paragraphs ; and the last sen-

tence—which I have marked in italics

—is well worth the while of every

reader to ponder well.

Mr. Heard dates the commencement

of the massacre to the breaking of a

stray nest of hen's eggs on the prairie,

and what came of the transaction ; but

the date lies farther back than that, so

far as the resolution to seize the first

favorable opportunity for slaughtering

the whites is concerned—and belongs

to the era of the great crimes of our

Government against them, as shown in

the forcible seizure of their lands with-

out their receiving any payment, .even

' a farthing ' for them ; the hucksters,

under the connivance of the Govern-

ment agents, getting the whole of it,

and, in the instance alluded to a while

ago, keeping back from them, as pay-

ment for old debts, about three hun-

dred boxes of the money upon which

they had depended to keep themselves

alive during the winter and the follow-

ing year.

Such enormous crimes were sure to

reap a bloody harvest. The Indian is

no fool, although he can't do addition

and subtraction. He knows when he

is about fairly dealt with, and he knows
when he is mightily plucked. In this

case of the ' old debt payment ' he

knew that he was robbed wholesale,

and through the mouth of Red Iron he

proclaimed the fact to Governor Ram-
sey, in council assembled. Alluding

to this robbery, he said :

' We don't think we owe them so

much. We want to pay all our debts.

We want our Great Father to send

three good men here, to tell us how
much we do owe ; and whatever they

say, we will pay ; and (pointing to the

Indians) that's what all these braves

say ; our chiefs and all our people say

this !

'

At which all the Indians present re-

sponded :

< Ho ! ho !

'

This Red Iron was the principal

chief of the Sissetons, and his indigna-

tion at the wrongs done to his race

made him so ' boisterous ' that Governor

Ramsey was imprudent enough to

break him of his chieftainship. The

scene and its results were by no means

creditable to the Governor. This lat-

ter personage had summoned Red Iron

to meet him at a council, held Decem-

ber, 1852, and he did not turn up as

expected. So, I suppose, he was sent

for, and brought in by the soldiers.

He is described by one who was pres-

ent, as about forty years old, tall and

athletic ; six feet high in his moccasons,

with a large, well-developed head,

aquiline nose, thin, compressed lips,

and physiognomy beaming with intel-

ligence and resolution. He was clad

in the half military, half Indian cos-

tume of the Dacotah chiefs, as he sat

in the council room ; and no one greet-

ed or noticed him. A very poor piece

of revenge ! In a few minutes the

Governor, turning to the chief in the

midst of a breathless silence, by the

aid of an interpreter, opened council.

The Governor asked the chief what

excuse he had for not coming to the

council when he sent for him.

Whereupon Red Iron rose to his feet,

' with native grace and dignity,' says

Mr. Heard, his blanket falling from his

shoulders, and, purposely dropping the

pipe of peace, he stood erect before the

Governor, with his arms folded and his

right hand pressed upon the sheath of

his scalping knife. With the utmost

coolness and self-possession, a defiant

smile playing upon his thin lips, and

his eyes sternly fixed upon his excel-
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lency, the Indian, with a firm voice, re-

plied :

' I started to come, but your braves

drove me back.'

Governor. ' What excuse have you

for not coming the second time when
I sent for you ?

'

Red Iron. ' No other excuse than

I have given you.'

Governor. ' At the treaty, I thought

you a good man ; but since, you have

acted badly, and I am disposed to

break you. I do break you.'

Red Iron looked at the Governor

for a moment with a look of withering

contempt and scorn, and then burst

out in a voice full of derisive mock-

ery.

Red Iron. ' You Tweak me I My
people made me a chief. My people

love me. I will still be their chief. I

have done nothing wrong.'

Governor. ' Red Iron, why did you

get your braves together, and march

around here for the purpose of intimi-

dating other chiefs, and prevent their

coming to council ?

'

Red Iron. ' I did not get my braves

together ; they got themselves together,

to prevent boys going to council to be

made chiefs to sign papers, and to pre-

vent single chiefs going to council at

night, to be bribed to sign papers for

money we have never got.' And then

the inexorable fellow continued, with-

out any regard to his excellency's nerves

or conscience :
{ We have heard how

the M'Dewakantons were served at

Mendota ; that by secret councils you

got their names on paper, and took

away their money. We don't want to

be served so. My braves wanted to

come to council in the daytime, when
the sun shines ; and we want no coun-

cils in the dark. We want all our peo-

ple to go to council together, so that

we can all know what is done.'

The Governor is nothing abashed at

these damaging charges, but returns

once more to the assault.

Governor. ' Why did you attempt

to come to council with your braves,

when I had forbidden your braves com-

ing to council ?

'

To which Red Iron, with the same
masterful, defiant smile upon his ' thin

lips,' answers

:

Red Iron. ' You invited the chiefs

only, and would not let the braves

come too. This is not the way we have

been treated before ; this is not accord-

ing to our customs ; for among Daco-

tahs, chiefs and braves go to council

together. When you first sent for us

there were two or three chiefs here,

and we waited, and we wanted to wait

till the rest would come, that we might

all be in council together, and know
what was done, and so that we might

all understand the papers, and know
what we were signing. When we
signed the treaty, the traders threw a

blanket over our faces, and darkened our

eyes ; and made us sign papers which we

did not understand, and which were not

explained or read to us. We want our

Great Father at Washington to know
what has been done.'

This last speech—whose words hit

like bullets—made the Governor wince,

and he replied, with more sharpness

than wit

:

Governor. ' Your Great Father has

sent me to represent him ; and what I

say, he says. He wants you to pay

your old debts, in accordance with the

papers you signed when the treaty was

made ' [' which we did not understand

;

which were never read nor explained

to us ; which we were forced to sign,'

as Red Iron had just told the Governor !].

' You must leave that money in my
hands to pay those debts. If you re-

fuse to do that, I will take the money

back.'

The Governor was getting deeper

and deeper into the pit which he had

dug for the Indian. This last speech

was most unhappy and impolitic for

the side he was advocating. It put

dreadful weapons into the hands of

Red Iron, which the crafty ' old man
eloquent ' did not fail to use against

his antagonist.
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He makes this manly answer, not at

all abashed in the presence of the chief

magistrate

:

Red Iron. * You can take back your

money ! We sold our land to you, and

you promised to pay us. If you don't

give us the money, I will be glad, and

all our people will be glad ; for we
will have our land back if you don't

give us the money. That paper was

not interpreted or explained to us. We
are told it gives about three hundred

boxes ($300,000) of our money to some

of the traders ! We don't think we owe
them so much. We want to pay all

our debts. We want our Great Father

to send three good men here to tell us

how much we do owe, and whatever

they say, we will pay ; and (pointing

to the Indians) that's what all these

braves say. Our chiefs and all our

people say this.'

And the Indians responded with the

usual ' Ho ! ho !
' of acquiescence.

But the Governor don't see it. A
poor devil of an Indian, according to

his Christian conviction, ought to be

content to pay unaudited, untaxed

bills, wherein the margin is broad

enough for any scoundrel to do his

robberies by tens of thousands. So his

excellency told Red Iron :

Governor. * That can't be done !

'

[Nay, more confounding and appalling

still, he added :]
' You owe more than

your money will pay, and I am ready

now to pay your annuity, and no more

;

and when you are ready to receive it,

the Agent will pay it.'

Red Iron replies in a speech full of

pathos

:

Red Iron. * We will receive our
annuity, but we will sign no papers for

anything else.' [You've swindled us
enough, lied to us deep enough already,

and we have no belief in your words
or agreements.] < The snow is on the
ground, and we have been waiting a
long time to get our money. We are
poor

;
you have plenty. Your fires are

warm; your tepees (wigwams, tents)

keep out the cold. We have nothing
vol, vi.—13

to eat. We have been waiting a long

time for our moneys. Our hunting sea-

son is past, A great many of our peo-

ple are sick for being hungry. We
must die because you won't pay us.

We may die ! but if we do ' [hold on,

reader ! no curses on the white men are

coming next, as one might naturally

expect, either from Christian or heathen

orator, under the circumstances !]
—

' but

if we do,' he continues, ' we will leave

our bones on the ground, that our Great

Father may see where his Dacotah chil-

dren died !
' [He has seen many such

shambles, O thou eloquent Indian!

eloquent to ears of flint and hearts of

granite ! and I never heard that the
4 Great Father ' ever shed a single tear

over them.] He goes on :
' We are

very poor. We have sold our hunting

grounds, and wTith them the graves of

our fathers. We have sold our own
graves.' [Oat of all those hundreds of

thousands of acres, not six feet of earth,

which they could call their own, left

for any one of them !]
' We have no

place to bury our dead, and you will

not pay us the money for our lands.'

I give this interview, and what tran-

spired there, as a sample of the treat-

ment which the Indians were in the

habit of receiving at the hands both

of the General Government and the

State authorities. Not the wisest kind

of treatment, one would think, this

which Red Iron received, taking all the

circumstances into account. The read-

er will be surprised, however, that

Governor Ramsey, not content with
' breaking ' the chief, as he called it

—

the greatest dishonor which he could

inflict upon an Indian of rank—sent

him, when the council broke up, to

the guard house, under an escort of

soldiers ! This impolitic official ought

to have remembered that the fire was

even then ready for the kindling, which
finally burst out in such fearful devas-

tation over his devoted State ; that it

was enough to have cheated the In-

dians, without thus inflaming their al-

ready excited passions, by heaping so
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great an indignity upon the person of

their chief. But he was regardless of

everything except the display of his

own power and authority. No doubt

he thought he was acting for the best,

and that the dirty redskins needed to

be held with a high hand. But it was
bad thinking and doing, nevertheless

;

a most shortsighted and foolish policy,

which came wellnigh, as it was, to an

Indian outbreak.

The braves of Red Iron retired under

the leadership of Lean Bear, a crafty

fellow, eloquent in his way, and now
irreconcilably mad against the whites

;

and when he had led them about a

quarter of a mile from the council house,

they set up a simultaneous yell, the gath-

ering signal of the Dacotah. Ere the

echoes died away, Indians were hurry-

ing from their tepees toward them, pre-

pared for battle. They proceeded to

an eminence near the camp, where moul-

dered the bones of many warriors. It

was the memorable battle ground where

their ancestors had fought, in a Water-

loo conflict, the warlike Sacs and Foxes,

thereby preserving their lands and na-

tionality.

A more favorable occasion, a more
fitting locality for the display of elo-

quence which should kindle the blood

of the Indian into raging fire, and per-

suade him to any the most monstrous

and inhuman deeds, could not have

been chosen even by Indian sagacity.

An old battle ground, where the Sioux

had been victorious over their enemies

;

the whitened bones of the ghastly skel-

etons of their ancestors who fought the

battle, bleaching on the turf, or calling

to them from their graves below to

take God's vengeance in their own
hands ; the memory of the old and new
wrongs inflicted upon them by the

whites ; the infuriating insult just

offered to their favorite chief—all con-

spired with the orator's cunning to

give edge to his eloquence and obe-

dience to his commands.
Governor Ramsey has a good deal

to thank God for, that, stimulated by

Lean Bear's rhetoric, the Sioux did not

that night attack the whites, and make
an indiscriminate slaughter of the pop-

ulation, as they would have done, if it

had not been for the friendly Indians

and half breeds. Perhaps he thought

he was strong enough, for the hour, to

defeat them in any attempt at an out-

break. But it is not strength so much
as strategy which is needed in Indian

warfare. To whip the Indians, we must

become Indians in our plan and con-

duct of battle. The civilization and

mathematics of war, as practised by
cultivated people, are useless in the

wilderness, and all our proud and

boasted tactics are mere foolish toying

and trifling—a waste of time, strength,

and opportunity. No one doubts that

if our troops could meet the Indians in

open field, they would slaughter them

like rats ; but they know better than to

be caught on the open field, except

they are pretty sure of an advantage.

They steal upon you like thieves, shod

with moccasons which have no sound
;

they think it equally brave to shoot a

man from behind a tree as to sabre him
in a hand-to-hand encounter.

It is dreadful to contemplate what an

incarnate fiend we have roused in this

cheated, wronged, and despised Indian.

I tremble to think of it. I tremble

when I remember also what Bishop

Whipple says in the ' Plea,' from which

I have already quoted ; they are words

which ought to be thundered continu-

ally into the ears of the ' Great Father,'

until he compels a total revolution in

our Indian affairs—words which all

settlers in those regions should keep

forever present in their minds ; and,

with the Minnesota massacres still fresh

in their memory, they should be

taught by them never for a moment to

trust an Indian, and never knowingly

to give him just cause for complaint ; to

go always armed ; to organize, in towns,

districts, and counties, the yeomen of

the soil, who must be ready at any

moment, by night or day, to meet the

treacherous, ubiquitous enemy. These
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last will be found of more value than

the ' thundering ' suggestion contained

in the first of these precautionary prop-

ositions. For it is upon themselves

that they must chiefly rely for defence,

these hapless settlers ! and upon no

Government, and no soldiers.

Think of it, our ' Great Father ' at

"Washington ! and you, his unruly chil-

dren, you Senators and Congressmen

!

One of your most loyal citizens in the

State of Minnesota, a Christian bishop,

well acquainted with all the facts, the

dodges, lies, frauds, and all the ins and

outs of your Indian administration, de-

clares, with the fullest solemnity which

his office and functions can give to

words, and with the voice, not of

prophecy, but of logical deduction, that

the same causes which brought about

the Sioux massacre, ' are to-day, slow-

ly BUT SURELY, PREPARING THE WAY
for A Chippewa war !

' "What a

Chippewa war means, those who did

not know in 1861, found out through

the Sioux in 1862 and 1863, to their

perpetual sorrow. Like the Bourbons,

however, our Government either cannot

or will not learn lessons from experi-

ence. If they were compelled to bear

the penalties of their neglect and wan-

ton maladministration of affairs in the

Indian districts, the loss would be

small and the retribution just. But
they sit at ease, far away from the scene

of carnage, and ' get ' nothing but the
* news,' which they read as they would
any other record of human passion and
depravity. It is the innocent settlers

who pay the penalty for the guilt and
transgressions of their rulers.

« It is time somebody, or some vast

numbers, banded as one man, began to

think upon this threatening question,

and to act upon it. It concerns the

faith and honor of this great republic

before all the world, that the wrongs
alluded to should be speedily righted.

We are not, in reality, what our Indian
legislation would almost seem to accuse
and convict us of, a nation of man-
catchers, baiting our trap with fine

farms, and free government, and happy
homes, and abundant prosperity of all

sorts, that so we may inveigle the sim-

ple minded, and then hand them over

to the tender mercies of the Indians

!

God forbid that such crimes should be

ours ! But there is a coloring of truth

about the whole programme. "We in-

vite settlers to populate our vast and
wellnigh boundless wilderness, promis-

ing them protection from enemies

abroad and a happy peace at home

;

and in the same breath we cheat the

savages, and stir them up to hatred

and violence against every white man,

woman, and child in the country. This

is like preaching security and peace

while your lighted match is applied to

the powder barrel. It is a logic which
confutes itself, and needs no sillygism

to prove its lying.

"Why should we not bravely and
manfully, with all the wisdom we pos-

sess, confront and reform the evils and
iniquities of this system ? It is a part

and parcel of the work committed to

our charge, that we shall wisely deal

with this people, until God, by His

own mysterious means and agencies,

removes them finally from the continent

and the planet. There is no room for

the red man where the white man
comes. He must give way. It is des-

tiny, and there is no help for it. He
knows this as well as we do ; and he

gnaws the grim fact with the teeth of

the hopeless damned. But why imbit-

ter him needlessly against us, against

the Government, against the people

among whom he resides, and over

whose dear lives and properties he

holds suspended the scalping knife and

the flaming pine brand ? We are un-

worthy of the sovereign possessions re-

served for us from before the founda-

tions of the world—making the title

deeds, therefore, unusually sound and

wellnigh unquestionable—if we can-

not deal like rational men with the

hordes of savages, whose lands we
have robbed them of, whom we have

reduced to mere pensioners upon our
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caprice—not bounty—and so satisfy

them and their claims that the business

of human life may be carried on safely

in their vicinity and actual presence.
1 Who art thou that saith ' there is a

lion in the way ' ? Rise, sluggard, and

slay the lion ! The road has to be

travelled.'

We are certainly not afraid of any

lion, whether he be red or black ; and,

until lately, ~hoth these monstrous red

and black animals lay in the direct

path of the nation, on which it must

travel or perish. We have pretty well

mauled and knuckled the black animal,

and wellnigh settled with his keepers,

one and all ! but this red lion is of a

different sort, and requires altogether

another kind of treatment. We shall

yet save the bruised and bleeding black

to the service of civilization and hu-

manity. He never was half a bad fellow

at the bottom of his leonine bowels, and

he already takes to white civility and

customs, like an educated, intelligent,

and trusty dog of the ' poor dog Tray

'

sort ! And I, for one, have more than

a sneaking affection for his old black

mug, and a world of hope in his future

behavior^ if we don't spoil him for the

field and for watch and guard at home,

by our infernal ' culture,' as the thing

is called.

Is this red lion a more terrible devil to

combat, or harder to trick into civility,

or more impervious to the injunctions

of the Ten Commandments ? I suppose

it will be said that he is ; that the

black fellow bolted the whole code at

a gobble, and wagged his tail, as if the

feat must surely please his new mas-

ters ; that he had long had the benefit

of civilized cooking, and knew a gentle-

man by his toggery; that, moreover,

he was of a teachable, plastic nature,

and was meant to lie down in due time

upon the hearth rug before the fire, in

any gentleman's sitting room in the

land. It may be true. I believe all

this myself, and a good deal more, about

him ; and I take renewed hope also

for this great republic—which is the

hope of the world !—that it has thus,

at last, tamed him, and fitted him for

exhibition upon a nobler theatre than

that of Barnum.

But the red lion, you say, is untama-

ble—cannot be dealt with successfully

by the wit of white men ; and that it

is best, therefore, to rob him of the

golden apples which he guards, and

which are his only food, and so starve

him out. But you can't deal that way
with the Indian lion, my friend, with-

out feeling the taste of his claws. You
have tried it long enough. Bishop

Whipple says, ' for fifty years '
! And I

ask you how much nearer are you to

the taming of him now, than you were

those ' fifty years ' ago ? Echo an-

swers :
' That's an impudent question !

'

and I reply, so be it ! but you can't

shuffle it off in that way. I have tried

my hand at suggesting how imminent

dangers, calamities, and horrors may
even yet be averted from the Western

settlements ; and if those who urge that

justice shall be done to them, equal to

that which we here render, or try or pre-

tend to render to each other—if those

who urge this are not listened to now,

their plea will be remembered when it

is all too late, and thousands of innocent

people are again murdered, and their

homes laid waste and desolate.

I again say, let no one think by these

statements that I am making a special

pleading for the Indians, or that I

sanction their butcheries. God knows

how far all this is from my thought

or feeling ! I am a white man right

through all the inmost fibres of my
being : too white, I often fear ; for I

find my love of race, and pride of blood

and ancestry, often encroach too far

upon the proper regions of my humani-

ty, and threaten to blear my eyesight to

the fair claims of the inferior races.

But I have to do with a thoughtful,

reflective, and, at the bottom, just and

humane people ; and knowing this, I

felt safe, or nearly so, against all mis-

construction, in this my attempt to show

that the late Indian massacres were not
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instigated merely and solely by the one of our statesmen to me were true :

passion of the Indian for blood, but i Bishop, every word you say of this

that they had deeper, broader, more Indian system is true ; the nation

tangible causes than this, some of which knows it. It is useless
;
you will not

I have briefly hinted at. Woe to them be heard. Your faith is only like that

by whom these butcheries came ! Woe of the man that stood on the bank of

also to them who, knowing what must the river, waiting for the water to run

inevitably result from their foul deal- by, that he might cross over dryshod ! '
*

ings, continued to deal foully with And then he continues, with solemn

the Indian—until the doomsday came ! emphasis and pity :
' All I have to say

I have not put in a single tithe of the is this, that if a nation, trembling on

evidence which I might adduce to the brink of anarchy and ruin, is so

prove my case. It is of no use appeal- dead that it will not hear a plea to re-

ing to the higher powers for redress, dress wrongs which the whole people

' 1 am sick at heart,' says the good admit call for reform, God in mercy

Bishop Whipple ;
' I fear the words of pity us and our children !

'

BURIED ALIVE.

$ Jirge.

" There may be thought,

Though nothing sure, yet much unhappily."

" A document in madness, thoughts and remembrance fitted."

Deep, deep in the tender heart

Make a grave for the joys of the Past

!

Let never a tear fall hot on their bier,

But hurry them in as fast

As we bury the Beautiful out of our sight,

Ere corruption and horror have saddened our light.

Deep, deep in the sinking heart

Make a grave for the dreams of the Past

!

Let the shrill cries of pain still assail thee in vain,

Though they follow so wild and so fast

:

Through the fibres and sinews, and hot, bloody dew
Let the sharp strokes fall piercing, unceasing, and true.

Call, call on the feverish brain

To bring aid to the gasping heart

!

To sustain its quick throbs, to suppress its fierce sobs,

As it must with its idols part

:

While the ruthless spade in the grave it has made
Hurries forever the beautiful Dead !
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Call, call on the tortured soul

To stand close by the sinking heart,

"While the nervous mesh of the writhing flesh,

Shuddering and shivering in every part,

Its strange anguish renews as the hot, bloody dews

Follow the track of the rude spade through.

Call, call on the gifted brain

To send on in the funeral train

Her fair children enwrought from the tissue of thought

—

Though their wailing will all be in vain

—

Yet shrouded in robes of funereal woe
Let them move on to monotones, solemn and slow !

Rouse, rouse the immortal soul

With its hopes and its visions so bright,

To send them in the train with the thoughts of the brain,

Though their vesture seemed woven of light,

To sigh, wail, and weep o'er the pulse-rhythmed sleep

Of the Dead in their living urn !

Heave, heave the weird sculptured stone

;

Press it deep on the throbbing grave !

With a wildering moan leave the Buried alone

In their tomb in the quivering heart

:

While it pours its wild blood in a hot lava flood

Round its beautiful sepulchred Dead.

But my God, they are not at rest

!

Can they neither live nor die ?

See, they writhe in their throbbing grave !

While the nervous mesh of the quivering flesh

Its strange anguish renews as the hot, bloody dews

Follow the track of my Beautiful back

As they rush into life again,

Bringing nought but a sense of pain !

We may bury deep the Past

—

Vain is all our bitter task !

It is throbbing, living still, far beyond all power to kill,

It can never find a rest in a woman's stormful breast,

It can never, never sleep rocked by anguish wild and deep,

It can never quiet lie with shrill sobs for lullaby
;

And since woman cannot part from the idols of her heart,

And as severed life is Hell for the souls that love too well,

Better far the tender form whose lorn life is only storm,

With the coffined dead should seek

To lie down in a dreamless sleep

—

And find rest in the dust with the worm.
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Dig a quiet, lowly grave

In the earth where willows wave !

Round the burning anguish deep wrap the cooling winding sheet,

Shroud the children of the brain, and the soul's high-visioned train

:

Ah, o'er the snowy sleep let no pitying mortal weep,

For the weary seek repose with the worm !

•

Creeping pines and mosses grow
O'er the fragile form below !

Violets, bright-eyed pansies wave o'er the lowly, harmless grave
;

Let the butterfly and bee all the summer flutter free,

O'er the flowers grown from a heart which no wrongs could ever part,

Nor torture e'er remove from the creatures of its love
;

With the wild and feverish brain, and thought's bright but blighted train,

With strong heart, but anguished soul, and pain's weird and heavy dole

—

Let the weary, tired form, whose lost life was only storm,

In the shroud's pure snow

Find release from woe,

Nor hope, nor joy, nor love it e'er again would know !

NEGRO TROOPS.

There was a time not long since

when the serious consideration of a

question like this would have met with

little favor. We remember seeing, in

this city of New York, one genial Oc-

tober day, not very many years ago, a

small company of negro soldiers. They

were marching in Canal street, not in

Broadway, and seemed to fear molesta-

tion even there. The writer was a

schoolboy then, cadet in a military

school (one of the first established of

those excellent institutions), and had,

of course, a particular interest in all

military matters. So he stopped to

look upon these black soldiers—march-

ing with all the more pride (as it

seemed to him) because they marched

under the floating folds of the stars and

stripes. His boy's heart was stirred by

the spectacle, and full of a big emotion

;

but the fashion of the times overpow-

ered the generous impulse, and he

treated the negro soldiers with con-

tempt.

This was in the palmy days of the

old regime. The stifling of that gen-

erous impulse was one of the glories

of the &ld regime. Not a decade of

years went by, and the writer stood

again in the streets of New York city,

and saw another sight of negro soldiers.

It was, indeed, and in all respects, an-

other sight. This time the black men
marched in Broadway ; this time they

feared no molestation. It was a balmy

day in spring, and God's sunshine glis-

tened gladly from the bright bayonets

of United States black soldiers. What
a spectacle it was ! There marched the

retributive justice of the nation—' car-

rying the flag and keeping step to the

music of the Union.' That march was

a march of triumph, and its sublime

watchword was : Liberty and
Union, now and forever, one and
inseparable !

'

What a marvellous change in public

opinion ! Now, negro companies are

treated with respect, negro regiments
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are honored ; because we honor the de-

fenders of our national ensign, which is

the representative and symbol of our

national life. The men who joined so

gallantly in the assault on Port Hud-
son

; who fell so nobly at Milliken's

Bend, in repelling the attack of men
whose blackness was not, like theirs, of

the outside skin, but of a blacker, deep-

er dye, the blackness of treason in their

inner hearts ; the men whose blood

drenched the sands of Morris Island,

and made South Carolina more a sacred

soil than it had ever been before, be-

cause it was blood poured out in de-

fence of the nation's honor, and to

wash out the stain of Carolina's dis-

honor ; these men cannot be contemned

now. They have shown themselves

noble men. They have made for them-

selves a place in American history,

along with their fathers at New Or-

leans, and their grandfathers under

Washington. And the rebel epitaph

of the brave Colonel Shaw, who led

them unflinchingly against the iron

hail of Wagner, is no reproach, but a

badge of honor :
' We have buried him

under his niggers.'

Since that memorable assault, another

State has witnessed the patriotic gal-

lantry of these despised ' niggers ; ' and
in the first Virginia campaign of Lieu-

tenant-General Grant, negroes have

borne an honorable part. There is a

division of them attached to the old

ninth corps, under Burnside, in the

present organization of the Army of the

Potomac. While that noble army was
fighting the battles of the Wilderness,

this division was holding the fords of

the Rapid Ann. When Grant swung
his base away from the river, after the

disaster to his right wing, and moved
upon Lee's flank, the ninth corps, with

its negro division, held an honorable

post in the marching column ; and at

Spottsylvania Court House the corre-

spondents tell us how, with the war
cry of Fort Pillow in their mouths,

these ' niggers ' rushed valiantly to the

assault, and. elicited the highest praise

for their steadiness and courage. Not
less honorable is the record of the negro

troops attached to the cooperating

Army of the Peninsula. The three ex-

tracts from official despatches, which

follow, show what the record is.

May 5th, General Butler telegraphs

to Secretary Stanton :
' We have seized

Wilson's Wharf Landing. A brigade

of Wild's colored troops are there. At
Powhatan Landing two regiments of

the same brigade have landed.'

May 9th, General Butler telegraphs

from Bermuda Landing :
' Our opera-

tions may be summed up in a few

words. With seventeen hundred cav-

alry we have advanced up the Penin-

sula, forced the Chickahominy, and

have safely brought them to our pres-

ent position. These are colored cav-

alry, and are now holding position as

our advance toward Richmond.'

May 25th, the War Department an-

nounced, in a bulletin, that ' General

Butler, in a despatch dated at head-

quarters in the field, at seven o'clock

this morning, reports that Major-Gen-

eral Fitzhugh Lee, lately promoted,

made, with cavalry, infantry, and artil-

lery, an attack upon my po§t at Wil-

son's Wharf, north side of James River,

below Fort Powhatan, garrisoned by
two regiments, all negro troops, Brig-

adier-General Wild commanding, and

was handsomely repulsed. Before the

attack, Lee sent a flag, stating that he

had force enough to take the place, de-

manding its surrender, and in that case

the garrison should be turned over to

the authorities at Richmond as prisoners

of war (!) ; but if this proposition was

rejected, he would not be answerable for

the consequences when he took the

place. General Wild replied :
' We will

try that.' Reinforcements were at once

sent, but the fight was over before their

arrival.'

It has been not unfrequently said

that negroes were cowards and would

not fight. The best answer that can

be made to that charge is the offi-

cial order, hereto annexed, of General
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'Baldy' Smith. It will be remem-

bered that Grant had just accomplished

the transfer of his army from the

swamps of the Chickahominy to the

south side of the James River, and had

immediately thereupon attacked the

earthworks in front of Petersburg. The

time was June—a month later than the

official despatches from Butler already

quoted

:

' To the Eighteenth Army Corps

:

1 The General commanding desires to

express to his command his apprecia-

tion of the soldierly qualities which
have been displayed during the cam-
paign of the last seventeen days. With-
in that time they have been constantly

called upon to undergo all the hard-

ships of the soldier's life, and be ex-

posed to all of its dangers.
4 Marches under a hot sun have ended

in severe battles, and, after the battle,

watchful nights in the trenches gal-

lantly taken from the enemy.
' But the crowning point of the honor

they are entitled to has been won since

the morning of the 15th instant, when
a series of earthworks on most com-
manding positions and of formidable
strength have been carried, with all the
guns and materials of war of the ene-

my, including prisoners and colors.

The works have all been held, and the
trophies remain in our hands.

' This victory is all the more impor-
tant to us as the troops never have been
regularly organized in camps where
time has been given them to learn the
discipline necessary to a well-organized
corps oVarmee, but they had been hastily

concentrated and suddenly summoned
to take part in the trying campaign of
our country's being. Such honor as they
have won will remain imperishable.

' To the colored troops comprising the

division of General HinJcs, the General
commanding would call the attention of
his command. With the veterans of the
Eighteenth Corps they have stormed
the works of the enemy and carried
them, taking guns and prisoners, and
in the whole affair they have displayed
all the qualities of good soldiers.

4 By command of
' W. F. Smith, Major-General.

1 Wm. Russell, Jr.,
'Assistant Adjt.-General.

1
Official : Solon A. Carter,

' Captain and A. A. A.-Gr.'

It may be added that * Baldy ' Smith

has never been known as being particu-

larly partial to the use of negro troops.

He is reported to have said, after the

assault on Petersburg, that the war was

virtually ended, because the negroes

had now shown that they could fight,

and so it was only a question of time.

The man is not to be envied who can

contemptuously disregard this record.

And while we give unstinted honor to

the heroes whose valor has made the

Army of the Potomac immortal in his-

tory, and made its campaign of the Wil-

derness and Spottsylvania a campaign

of glory, let us not forget that negro

troops in that army, and in other armies

in the same campaign, have borne their

part faithfully, and deserve well of the

republic. Nor let us forget the dam-

ning atrocities at Fort Pillow, where

black men in United States uniform

were massacred in cold blood, because

they were willing rather to die freemen

with their white comrades of the

United States army, than live slaves to

rebel masters :
* thus vindicating their

claim to freedom, and reflecting upon
our country's flag the especial honor

which such determined bravery has

ever been awarded among men—re-

minding us of the Three Hundred at

Thermopylae, and the Old Guard at

Waterloo, disdaining to surrender.

So strange are the events of history !

So mysterious is the plan of Provi-

dence, choosing now, as in the days of

the apostle Paul, ' base things of the

world, and things which are despised,

yea, and things which are not, to bring

to nought things that are !
' What a

stinging example of time's revenges, to

be sure, that negroes should have a

part in bringing to nought the rebellion

of negro-holders ! that they should be

found fighting for the very Government

whose power had aided to keep them

* Late Southern newspapers speak of the ob-

stinacy of the garrison at Fort Pillow, and assert

that Forrest would have stopped the massacre at

any time after the capture, if our soldiers had
manifested any disposition to yield.
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in bondage to these negro-holders ! In

face of such facts, will any one impious-

ly declare that fate, or blind chance,

rules the affairs of men !

"We might well pause at this point

to consider the philosophy of revolu-

tions. It would be an interesting study

to investigate the efficient or radical

causes of these singular phenomena of

God's providence—these crises in his-

tory, when ' the fountains of the great

deep are broken up,' and the experience

of centuries is crowded into the limits

of a single year, and we see the old

landmarks all swept away before the

overwhelming tides of a new era. Then
it is that precedents avail us nothing,

and we are driven to lay hold of those

principles of justice and right which

are alone eternal. For in the storm

and wreck of revolution those princi-

ples are our sure beacon lights, shining

on, like the stars, forever. Thus

philosophizing, the question would be :

Have revolutions a fixed law ? Is there

a recurring sequence in the mighty
* logic of events,' that will enable us to

define a formula for the revolutions of

systems in society ? So science has

demonstrated a law for the revolutions

and changes of systems of worlds in

infinite space. Or, are the revolutions

of history, like the volcanic disturb-

ances of our planet earth, in a sort, ab-

normal ? They seem to come, like the

deus ex machina of the Roman poet, to

cut the Gordian knots that perplex

statesmen and bewilder nations. The
affairs of men get so tangled up some-

times, that to prevent anarchy and

chaos, God sends revolutions, which

sweep away the effete institutions and

old, worn-out systems, to replace them
with new and living systems. And
thus there is a perpetual genesis, or

new creation, of the world. Let any

one read Carlyle's vivid description of

the badness of the eighteenth century,
i bad in that bad way as never century

before was, till the French Revolution

came and put an end to it,' and he will

understand something of this question

of revolutions. It suggests the old

scholastic dispute of the free agency of

man, and looks as though, granting

that freedom, it were, after all, too

great a gift for us. For history seems

to teach, as its one grand lesson, con-

firming, as always, the revelation in

Christ, that men cannot take care of

themselves ; and that God leaves them

to their own ways long enough to sat-

isfy them that human agency is inade-

quate to solve the question of reform,

and then, when the times are ripe, He
takes the reins into His own hand, and

starts society anew. It is the patient

process of education by centuries, or

by ages—only to be made perfect in

the millennial age. So it is that the

world moves. It moves by the free

agency of man, kept in its balance by
the guiding hand of God.

I. THE VEXED QUESTION OF THE NEGRO.

Thus it is that the second American

revolution is settling for us the vexed

question of the negro. What should

be done with him, or for him, or to

him, had been the disturbing element

in our political system ever since the

African slave trade expired by limita-

tion of the Constitution in 1808. The
devices of human ingenuity (inspired,

as we fervently believe, by the purest

patriotism) to stave off the inevitable

final settlement of this account, innu-

merable as they were, and only limited

by the predestined decree of Supreme

Benevolence (which is Supreme Jus-

tice), were, at last, exhausted. The

statesmanship of '50 had been out-

grown. The giants of those days had

gone, one by one, to their reward ere

yet the first breaths of the revolution

that has opened the decade of '60.

Nought remained to their lesser asso-

ciates, who still survived, but to bow
reverently before the storm, ' as seeing

in it Him who is invisible.' Such rec-

ognition, indeed, is the measure of

men's patriotism to-day. The man
who so perverts his mind and reason

as to shut out the evidence of the stars
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and his own consciousness (the German

metaphysician's proof of Deity), and

deny that God is, is simply a fool ; and

every reflecting mind is ready to sanc-

tion and adopt the Psalmist's word:
' The fool hath said in his heart, There

is no God.' Equally a fool is he who
shuts his eyes to the overwhelming

facts of the last two years, refusing to

be taught by the Providence behind

them. Such and so vast is the revolu-

tion by which God has intervened in

our history. Such is the Providence

that still guides and guards the nation

ordained by Him to be. Such is the

revolution that has swept away the

slave system, and opened for us a new
path, and given us a new power of

progress.

Now, these views need not make one

a negro-enthusiast. Because the system

of slavery has been swept away, it is

not necessary to assert, as some do, the

negro's equality with the white man in

those things wherein he is plainly not

his equal. Yet there is an equality that

cannot be denied. The negro is cer-

tainly a man, and not a brute animal
;

although so demoralized and corrupt

had grown to be the tone of society

that we have actually heard the opinion

avowed, in all seriousness, that the

negro had no soul. Shylock, in ' The
Merchant of Venice,' pleads for himself

and his Jewish brethren, in one of the

most pathetic passages of even Shaks-

peare's genius, as though the Hebrew
race were considered less tfyan men.

And such, indeed, was nearly the case

in Shylock's time. On the other hand,

the Moor of Venice disdains to plead as

to his superiors. His conscious equality

in presence of the ' grave and reverend

signiors,' gives to his renowned ad-

dress a consummate dignity, unknown
elsewhere in literature. He felt, in-

deed, that his victories under the flag

of the republic entitled him not only

to equality, but especial honor. Is it

not singular that in this nineteenth

century there should be found men
who gladly accord to the Jew, the

descendant of Shem, that of which
they refuse even the possibility to the

dark descendant of Ham ? Surely the

republic of Venice was not so far be-

hind our boasted civilization. Our civ-

ilization still clings to the idea of priv-

ilege. The privilege of caste is only

exchanged for the privilege of color.

Nor need we commit ourselves to

the doctrine of some, who would appear

to think that the negro is to be the

dominant race of the future ; if not in

himself, yet in virtue of his supplement-

ing the composite Anglo-Saxon race,

and thus giving to it a completeness

it is assumed not to have at present.

Such we understand to be the doctrine

of what styles itself Miscegenation. It

would be pertinent, and, perhaps, con-

clusive, to cite on this point the Latin

maxim, De gustibus non disputandum.

There are those who admire a certain

new style of music, of which the melo-

dy is chiefly hidden from the apprecia-

tion of common folk, and which has re-

ceived the title, ' Music of the Future ;

'

looking forward to a time when, per-

haps, men's senses will be preternatur-

ally quickened to comprehend its dis-

cordant harmonies. It is something

akin to that vagary of religious senti-

ment, which, whatever may be its

merits, whatever its satisfaction for a

spiritually illuminated chosen few, is,

nevertheless, beyond the present ken

and comprehension and spiritual com-

pass of most mortals, and may be called

the Religion of the Future. The fatal

defect of all these theories is that they

serve no purpose of utility. Considered

as creations of ideal beauty, they may
charm the fancy and quicken the imagi-

nation, and even exalt the mental habi-

tudes, of a few devotees. Or, allowing

that they are a sort of morning twi-

light vision, they may, we cannot dog-

matically deny, hereafter develop into

a splendid fulness, in the perfect day.

All this may be. But they do not meet

the practical needs of our working life,

the wants of weary men and weary

women.
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So, what we want for the negro is

not a metaphysical theory of his perfect

equality with the white man. Nor, on

the other hand, are we at liberty to say

that he is, by virtue of any physical

conformation and structure, something

inferior to the white man. Neither of

these positions can be sustained. The
one plainly contradicts our observation

and experience ; the other needs the

proof of science that inferiority is de-

termined by physical structure. We
must face the fact of the negro's pres-

ent degraded condition
; and we must

accept the equal fact of his being a

man, with a soul as precious, in the

sight of God, as the soul of his white

brother. For the day when the sub-

lime exordium of the Declaration of

Independence could be stigmatized as

a ' glittering generality,' is gone by.

The basis of our American system of

government, it is no longer doubted, is

the equality of all men before the law,

as the basis of our Christian faith is

the equality of all men before God.

Accepting, then, the two undeniable

facts above named, the question is,

What shall we do now with the negro ?

II. THE NEGRO SLAVE AS A SOLDIER.

Without attempting to discuss this

interesting question in all its various

aspects, we may briefly advert to some

of the problems in the discussion which

would seem to be fairly solved in the

employment of the negro as a United

States soldier.

Thus much is certainly true of the

American negro, and herein he is

doubtless superior to the white man

;

namely, that he is docile, patient, buoy-

ant of spirit, full of affection, and en-

dowed with a marvellous apprehension

of things spiritual. His 'patience is

shown by his long bondage, borne

without serious murmuring ; awaiting

the day of deliverance, confident that

the year of jubilee was to come. This

point is lucidly elaborated in a late

article, of great interest, in The Edin-

burgh Review, said to have been written

by a negro escaped from slavery. The
negro's docility appears in his aptitude

to catch quickly the tone of his mas-

ter's mind, and guide himself by it ; in

the readiness with which he yields to

superior authority—which may or may
not be due to his spirit-crushing bond-
age, but which certainly has in it little

of the stupidity we should expect to

find if such were the case. The buoy-

ancy of his spirit overflows in the per-

petual music of his laugh and song

amid the hard fortunes of his race.

The fulness of his capacity of affection

is attested by his remarkable devotion

to master or mistress, surviving strong

amid all vicissitudes, and rising above
the iniquitous injustice that holds him
in bonds into that exalted triumph of

the apostle's doctrine :
' Be not over-

come of evil, but overcome evil with
good.' As for his readiness to appre-

hend spiritual things, the experience of

every person who has lived at the

South furnishes abundant proof. Who
that has stood on the banks of a South-

ern river, when a negro was baptized,

and heard the loud chorus ofjoy of his

brethren and sisters when the sign of

the Church was put upon him, and seen

the sympathy of eye and hand that

welcomed him to the blessed company,

has not felt that for this poor, despised

race there are riches laid up in that

kingdom ' where neither moth nor rust

doth corrupt, and where thieves do not

break through nor steal ' ? Who that

has stood in a Southern forest on some
Sunday afternoon, in the early South-

ern spring, when the woods are res-

onant with the songs of birds, and

heard a negro congregation of believers

in their meeting-house near by, joining

with all the fervor of their tropical tem-

perament in this glad hymn of nature,

in the immortal verse of Wesley and

Whitfield, has not felt that to the negro

the vision of the New Jerusalem is more

of a reality than has yet been granted

to his worldly favored white brother

and master ? Ah, no one who has wit-

nessed such scenes all the years of his
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childhood and youth, can deny that

among the disciples of Christ are to be

reckoned especially the negro race

;

who bear His blessed cross in our day,

amid the jeers of a sceptical world, just

as in His own day upon earth the negro

Simon of Cyrene bore to the Mount of

Calvary the cross on which the Saviour

died.

What these things prove is just this

:

the negro's capacity for freedom ; his

capacity to know what is the ' perfect

law of liberty,' keeping irresponsible

license in check ;
his absolute freedom

from the bloodthirstiness that seems to

horrify so many unthinking persons,

who affect to fear the consequences of

putting a musket in a negro's hand.

The incontestable points above enumer-

ated show the groundlessness of such

an alleged fear. It needs only to con-

sider them candidly to be disabused on

that score. No one who has seen and

knows the tenderness of the negro to-

ward the children of his master, and

his never-failing respect toward his

mistress, dares say he fears the negro's

savageness. No one who knows the

negro's religious sensibility and his un-

shaken faith in Christ, dares say he

fears. No. Only those fear who know
nothing at all about the negro. They
fear whose creed is given them by
men thirsting for the negro's blood,

that it may be coined into ungodly

gold.

Thus much will suffice for objections

to negro troops, on the ground of their

incapacity. It is seen that the negro is

capable to comprehend the limitations

of liberty
; that his nature is not essen-

tially savage, or, if so, has been softened

and tempered into a gentle docility un-

der the benign influences of civilized

society ; that, above all, his Christian

education has elevated him to a dignity

that despises mean revenge. If further

proof is necessary, the regiments of ne-

gro slaves recruited in Louisiana and
the Carolinas, acquiring a discipline

that has stood them in good stead at

Olustee (day of gloom) and elsewhere

on their native soil, may be cited in

evidence of their capacity.

But what about our rights in the

matter ? For we are considering now
the case of the slaves, not the free ne-

gro ? The proper and sufficient answer

to that question is, What about the

rights of slave-holders ? What rights

of theirs are we bound to respect now ?

They have taken the law into their own
hands, and if they cannot enforce it, is

it any part of our business to aid them ?

Certainly and undoubtedly not. It is

part of the penalty of treason
;
part of

the price they are paying for their ig-

noble thrust at the nation's life ; and a

very light penalty, and cheap price it

is, that they lose their right to hold

slaves. Such rights as they possessed

they held under the Constitution. We
have been willing, for the sake of peace

(bearing in mind the apostle's injunc-

tion, ' If it be possible, as much as lieth

in you, live peaceably with all men
'),

to protect, under the sacred covenant

of the nation, what they called their

rights to property ; albeit not willing

ourselves to touch the ' accursed thing.'

The history of the country is a witness

to our good faith. But plainly the in-

junction of the apostle becomes impos-

sible of obedience when men transform

themselves into fiends, and hang up in

their railway cars, as trophies, the

ghastly skulls of such of us as have

been slain in defence of the national

covenant.* By their own acts the

slaveholders have cancelled our obliga-

tions as to such permissive rights under

the Constitution. We shall not prob-

ably hasten to incur any more, such

obligations. They say that slavery is

the strength of their society. Doubtless

it is. Then, Samson-like, they have

pulled down upon themselves the pil-

lars of their whole fabric, and they

cannot complain if they and all their

rights, immunities, and titles are buried

* The writer's father saw these skulls hang-

ing in the cars on a railway in Georgia, after

first Bull Run, and saw them handed through
the cars amid the jeers of passengers.
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in the ruins. In other words, they

have appealed from the Constitution, or

the law civil, to the sword, or the law

military ; and they must abide the re-

sult of that appeal. Such is a brief

statement of the question of negro

troops, as affecting the slaves of the

South and their traitor masters.

III. THE FREE NEGRO AS A SOLDIER.

There is another phase of the ques-

tion, less difficult of solution than the

preceding, perhaps, but by no means

less important. It is the case of the free

negro, and especially the free negro of

the North. Here again we need not

stop to discuss abstract questions of

equality, nor declare our adherence to

the philosophy of Miscegenation. We
need not stop to consider the nature, or

justice, of the prejudice which prevails

against the negro at the North. It is

undeniable that there is such a preju-

dice. Accepting the undoubted fact,

we see that it shuts nearly every avenue

of honest industry against the man with

a black skin, restricting him to the most

menial offices ; and that it is fostered in

many ways by the conventions and

usages of our society, so as practically

to put him in a worse condition than

his bonded brother at the South—al-

ways except as to his God-given right

to his liberty and labor. Experience

has shown that even this is not always

fully assured to the negro ; and the

July riots of New York indicate the

uncertain tenure of his liberty and life,

even under the protection of equal laws.

What then ? Shall we remand him to

the servitude of the South ? Shall we
enact for him a sort of Napoleonic law

of general safety, to deprive him of the

poor liberty he has—however profitless

the boon may seem to us to be ? Cer-

tainly not. Every instinct of humanity

rises up against so monstrous a sugges-

tion. Yet something very like it has

a place in the legislation of some States

in the American Union.

Then what a Providential solution

of the question is offered in the employ-

ment of the negro as a soldier ! There

cannot surely be any well-founded ob-

jection to it. Such opposition as the

plan has encountered seems to spring

from the same unreasoning prejudice

that keeps the black man out of all de-

cent industries in our free North. It is

that very prejudice which this plan

will overcome. For the first thing to

be done is to raise the negro from his

degradation ; and to do this we must

obviously begin with teaching him a

proper self-respect. This will bear its

fruit in making him respected by others.

No one will say that it is well to foster

a feeling which outlaws any single class

in the community from the respect of

all. This would be to glorify the slave

system of the South, and lay a basis for

possible revolutions. Thus the em-

ployment of the negro as a soldier,

while it must inspire the bondman of

the South with a truer sense of his

worth and capacity, and thus tend to

weaken the foundation of the whole

rebel fabric, will also correct the un-

questioned evil of a growing class

of outlaws in the midst of our society.

And if we clothe the negro in the uni-

form of a soldier of the United States,

the respect of the nation for its brave

defenders wT
ill teach him self-respect

;

at the same time that it will teach the

nation to put a new value upon its idea

of loyalty.

The epitaph commemorative of the

Spartan valor that has made Ther-

mopylae a name forever, serves to show

the conclusion of our whole discus-

sion:

'Go, stranger, and at Lacedaemon tell,

That here, obedient to her laws, we fell.'

For the man who is loyal to his flag will

not quarrel with the color of a com-

rade in arms who has shed blood, red

like his own, in defending that flag

from dishonor
;
just as the man who is

loyal to the altar feels a fellowship for

every one, however humble, who bears

the name of their common Master, and

is made in the image of their common
Father.
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COLORS AND THEIR MEANING.

In order to a due understanding of

the signification of colors, it is neces-

sary we should commence at the foun-

dation. Accordingly I shall begin by

saying that colors are primary, second-

ary, and tertiary.

Primary colors are three : red, yel-

low, and blue.

Red is the color of greatest heat.

Yellow is the color of greatest

light.

Blue is the color of chemical change.

In accordance with this philosophi-

cal truth, we should naturally expect

to find a preponderance of blue rays

from the sun in the spring time, and so

it is.

These rays preponderate at the time

of ploughing, sowing, and germina-

tion.

In the summer time, after the plant

has started from the ground, and re-

quires vigorous leaves to bring it to

perfection ere the cold winter rolls

around once more, we have the yellow

rays. ' Light, more light,' is then the

cry of nature, and as not even length

of days affords this element in sufficient

completeness, the sun darts his bright-

est beams in ' the leafy month of June.'

Later still in the year, after germina-

tion is past and growth perfected, comes

the necessity of heat rays to ripen fruit,

vegetables, and grain, and nature's be-

hests are obeyed in the then prepon-

derance of the red rays. Much of this

effect may be due to the media through

which the sun's rays pass. A sensitized

photographic paper is not colored as

much at an altitude of three miles in

half an hour as is a similar paper upon
the earth's surface in one moment. At
any season of the year, gardeners can

either stimulate or retard germination

as they place a blue or fyellow glass

over the nursling. That the growth of

plants is not due alone to the rays of

the sun we can, without experiment,

convince ourselves, as even ordinary

observers are well aware that upon

some days plants shoot up so rapidly

as to grow almost visibly under their

eyes, and in other conditions of the

atmosphere seemingly remain dormant

for days.

The germinating influence, let it be

due either to peculiar rays alone, or to

atmospheric state, does not contain

much coloring matter. The first spring

flowers are of a pale color ; as summer

advances we have brighter hues, but

not until the approach of fall do we
see Flora in all her gorgeousness of

coloring. The paleness of mountain

and arctic flowers, and the brilliancy

of those of the tropics, point to the

same cause which gives the temperate

zones their brightest flowers when heat

rays preponderate.

As depth of color seems connected

with the red or heat rays ; so perfume

belongs rightfully to the summer blos-

soms ; when light is £he strongest, then

we have our pinks, and roses, and

lilies.

There are also in the spectrum four

secondary colors : orange, green, indi-

go, and violet. The secondary colors

are alternate with the primary in the

spectrum, and are formed by a mixture

of the two primary nearest them—as

orange, formed by a union of red and

yellow
;
green, by a mixture of yellow

and blue ; indigo and violet, of blue and

red. Thus

:

Red,

Orange,

Yellow,

Green,

Blue,

Indigo,

Violet.

Tertiary colors are many more than

both primary and secondary. They are

hues not found in the spectrum. They
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are nature's stepchildren rather than

children, and many of them might not

inappropriately be called children of

art
;
yet although most of them are of

inventions that man has sought out,

they are at best but shades, and must

all look back to the spectrum as their

common parent.

Each of the primary colors forms a

simple contrast to the other two ; thus

blue is contrasted by yellow and by red,

either of which forms a simple contrast

to it ; but as it is a law of color that

compound contrasts are more effective

than simple in the proportion of two to

one, it follows that a mixture of either

two of the primitive colors is the most

powerful contrast possible with the

other.

Red and yellow form orange, the

greatest and the most harmonious con-

trast to blue ; red and blue form violet

or purple, so much admired in contrast

with yellow in the pansy
;
yellow and

blue form green, the contrast to red,

and the color needed to restore the

tone of the optic nerve when strained

or fatigued by undue attention to red.

This is the most common and admira-

ble contrast in the vegetable kingdom
;

the brilliant red blossom or fruit, with

green leaves, as instance the fiery tulip,

the crimson rose, the scarlet verbena,

the burning dahlia, the cherry and ap-

ple trees, the tomato or loveapple of

my childhood, and the scarlet maple

and sumach of our American October.

There are two distinct harmonies of

color : the harmony of contrast, and the

harmony of shading. The former is

the harmony of striking diversities

found in nature, and the other a mel-

lowing of colors, or blending of similar

hues, attributable to art.

From this little synopsis of the effects

and uses of the prismatic colors, we
shall be enabled the better to under-

stand both the ancient and modern
popular ideas as to colors as represent-

atives and correspondences. Colors

have a mental, moral, and physical sig-

nificance—a good and a bad import.

The one to which I shall first direct

your attention is that which most readi-

ly strikes the eye.

BED,

"Which Thoreau called the ' color of

colors,' in the Hebrew signified to

have dominion, and in early art was
symbolical or emblematic of Divine

love, creative power, etc. The word
Adam, we have been taught, signifies

red man ; it does mean ' the blood,'

which, of course, originated ' to be red,'

as a secondary signification. Lanci, the

great interpreter of Sacred Philology at

the Vatican, deems ' The Blusher,' to

be the true meaning of the word Adam.
God created man, male and female cre-

ated He them, and called their name
Adam. A blush, so becoming on the

countenance of feminine beauty, is gen-

erally deemed a sign of weakness when
visible upon a man's face. But if the

above interpretation be correct, a blush

is a man's birthright, which no sense

of false shame should prevent him from

modestly claiming. Red, as signifying

perfection, dominion, fruition, was ap-

propriately the name of our first par-

ents, whether we regard the account

of the creation to be literally under-

stood, as the old theologians believe,

or spiritually and typically, as the

modern ones insist.

Red is the color of what is intense,

be it love or hatred, kindness or cruelty.

It denotes the fulness of strong emo-

tions ; alike the glowing of conscious

love or the blazing of fierce anger,

the fiery ardor of daring and valor, or

the fierce cruelty of hatred and revenge.

Of our own star-spangled banner, we
sing

:

' The red is the blood of the brave.'

The red garments of cardinals, and

especially their red hats, are supposed

to betoken their readiness to spill their

blood for Jesus Christ.

Red is the color of undeveloped ideas.

It is the hue which most quickly at-

tracts the attention of children and
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savages. All barbarous nations admire

red ; many savages paint their faces

vermilion before entering battle, to

which they look forward as the means

of attaining enviable position in their

tribe ; for with barbarians physical

prowess is the only superiority.

Some animals are excited to mad-
ness by the sight of this color. The
bull and the turkey take it as a signal

of defiance, which they rush to meet.

? Come, if you dare,' they read it, and
impetuously hasten to the onset.

When the bloody Jeffreys was in his

bloodiest humor, he wore into court a

red cap, which was the sure death

warrant of those about to be tried.

The death garment of Charlotte Cor-

day was a red chemise—fit emblem of

the ungovernable instincts, the wild

rioting in blood of that reign of terror.

Christ was crucified in a scarlet robe,

and in that color of love and perfec-

tion, perfected his offering of love for

mankind.
YELLOW

Anciently symbolized the sun, the good-

ness of God, marriage, faith, and fruit-

fulness. Old paintings of St. Peter

represent him in a yellow mantle. The
Yenuses were clothed in saffron-colored

tunics ; Roman brides of an early day
wore a veil of an ora%e tinge, called

the Jlameum, a flame—a flame which,

kindled at Hymen's torch, it is to be
hoped was ever burning, never consum-
ing. As every good has its antipodal evil,

so every color has its bad sense, which
is contrary or opposite to its first or

good signification.

In a bad sense, yellow means incon-

stancy, and the aesthetic Greeks, fully

carrying out this meaning, compelled
their public courtesans to distinguish

themselves by mantles of saffron color.

The radical sense of saffron is to fail, to

be hollow, to be exhausted. In tracing:

customs, it is easy to see the bias un-

knowingly received from natural sig-

nifications, significations which take
their rise in the spiritual world. The
8cm Benito or auto-da-fe dress of the
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Spanish Inquisition was yellow, blaz-

oned with a flaming cross ; and, as a

mark of contempt for the race, the

Jews of Catholic Spain were condemned
to wear a yellow cap. Distinguishing

colors in dress have ever been one of

the most common methods of express-

ing distinction of class and differences

of faith, until thence has arisen the

imperative adage :
i Show your colors ;

'

and he who refuses to do so is despised

as a hypocrite or changeling.

Yellow, as a color, finds but few

admirers among modern enlightened

nations ; it is recognized as the color

of shams ; but in China, that country

of contrarities, where printing, fish

breeding, gas burning, and artesian

wells have been known and stationary

for centuries, where almond-shaped

eyes, club feet, and long cues are types

of beauty, where old men laughingly

fly kites, and little boys look gravely

on, where white is mourning, and every-

thing is different from elsewhere—there

yellow is the most admired of colors,

restricted to the use of royalty alone

under penalty of death.

Yellow is the most searching of col-

ors, as indeed it should be from its cor-

respondence with light. It is gaudy,

and does not inspire respect, for it

brings into view every imperfection.

Every defect in form or manner is ren-

dered conspicuous by it, and we invol-

untarily scan the whole person of the

unfortunate and tasteless wearer of it.

BLUE,

In early art, represented truth, honor,

and fidelity, and even at this day we
associate blue and truthfulness. Christ

and the Yirgin were formerly painted

with blue mantles, and blue is espe-

cially recognized as the Yirgin's color.

We can never turn our eyes upward
without seeing truth's emblematical

color. How appropriate that the heav-

ens should be blue ! Of truthfulness

and faithfulness it should be our con-

stant reminder.

Primary blue enters as a compound
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into three other colors of the spectrum

:

green, indigo, and violet. As a primary

color, it is much more rarely seen in

nature than either red or yellow. We
have few blue birds, few blue flowers,

few blue fruits. As one of a compound,

it is oftener found than red. The
grass, the leaves, everywhere proclaim

the marriage of good, as yellow an-

ciently represented, and truth, as blue

symbolized. There is a deep signifi-

cance in the change that has come over

mankind's view of the meaning of the

first of these colors. With the loss of

faith, the tearing apart of truth and

goodness, has come a change of corre-

spondence. Men have everywhere turned

away from the light, though still pro-

fessing to strive for truth.

Each color possesses a character of

its own, which proclaims to the close

observer the peculiar qualities of that

-to which it belongs. The horticulturist

reads the peculiarities of the fruit as

readily by its color as the phrenologist

reads his by his ' bumps.' The red one,

he will tell you, is sour, the white one

sweet, the pale one flat, and the green

•one alkaline ; that one is a good table

apple, this one a superior cider apple
;

and if you further ask the character-

istics of a good cider apple, he will tell

you again it is known by its color, not

only of the skin, but also of the pulp,

and that it can be foretold whether

cider will be weak, thin, and colorless,

or possess strength, or richness, or

color.

The botanist, too, regards color as

indicative of quality, the yellow flower

having a bitter taste and a fixed, un-

fading hue, the black, a poisonous, de-

structive property, etc., etc.

Truth, of which we have seen blue

was the correspondent, is never super-

ficial, and, although apparent truths lie

upon the surface, yet a common adage

locates truth at the bottom of a well.

Seamen acknowledge deep indigo blue

of water to be indicative of profound

depth. Of the three or primitive colors,

the red or heat color, which has been

termed light felt, the yellow or light

color, which has been called heat seen,

and the blue, a color of chemical

change, which is the color of growth,

these correspond in an unknown de-

gree to the love, wisdom, and truth

of the Supreme One ; heat to love, for

love is heat ; light to wisdom, for wis-

dom is light ; and germination and

growth to truth, for by truth souls grow

into wisdom and love. The more we
explore the arcana of nature the more

we will be enabled to discover the cor-

respondence of the natural with the

spiritual world.

WHITE

Is the emblem of light, every white

ray of light containing all the prismatic

colors ; and as it symbolizes innocence

and purity, it is the oolor must appro-

priate for clothing infants, brides, and

the dead. We think of the angels as

clothed in white. At the transfigura-

tion of our Lord and Master, Ids raiment

became shining, exceeding white as

snow, as no fuller on earth can white

them ; and in one of the Evangelists

his raiment is described as at that time

as white as the light, and so our high-

est comparison of whiteness is ' as white

as the light.'

BLACK,

Formed by a combination in equal pro-

portions of the three primitive colors

in equal intensity, is the color of de-

spair. As mourning, it is only suitable

for those who despair of the future of

their friends ; but it is preeminently

unsuitable to be worn for those who
die in Christian faith with a Christian

hope. Despite its gloomy hue, it has

almost become a sacred color among
Christian nations, being worn as the

dress of the priest in his ministerial

office, and doubly hallowed from its

association with the dead.

Black, as an ornamental color, should

be below all others, for artistic effect.

An artistic dressmaker places the dark

or black plaids or stripes beneath the
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others. This natural correspondence is

almost universally recognized among
enlightened nations in clothing for the

feet. They not only look smaller and

more tasteful in black shoes than in

colored, but economy also sanctions

them as more useful. The universal

tendency of the nineteenth century is

to utilitarianism ; the one question

asked is : What is the use ? and in use

is beauty ever found.

Ethnological investigation shows that

black or dark-colored races have in-

variably preceded settlement by the

whites. This is in accordance with the

law of color above laid down, viz., that,

artistically, black is below the other

colors (and now, in order that I may
not be misunderstood, I explicitly say

that because, artistically, black is the

lowest color, it by no means follows

that I deem black or olive or yellow

races subjects for slavery, or unworthy

of social and political rights). In ac-

cordance with the above axiom, savage

and half-civilized races are found to be

at the present day black haired and
black eyed. I will also venture the

assertion that nine tenths of all the

people in the world have black hair.

The Hindoo legend of the eighth in-

carnation of Vishnu under the name of

Crishna, makes him then of a bluish-

black color, which the name Crishna

signifies. His supposititious father,

Wanda, said

:

1 When I named him Crishna, on
account of his color, the priest told me
he must be the god who had taken
different bodies, red, white, yellow,
and black, in his various incarnations,

and now he had assumed a black color
again, since in black all colors are ab-
sorbed.'

Although among Caucasian nations,

and especially in cosmopolitan America,

we do not adduce intellectual superiori-

ty from the shades or degrees of white-

ness, yet it is said of the Moors that

the more the color approaches the Mack,

the handsomer and of more decisive

character are the men.

It is a physiological fact brought to

light partially through the census, that

black-eyed races and black-eyed people

are more subject to blindness than

others. It has also been shown that

black-eyed men are not as good marks-

men as blue-eyed or light-eyed men.

Not only are different races of men
subject to different diseases, but statis-

tics prove that among Caucasian na-

tions, complexion and disease are in

some way connected, as for instance,

consumption is more rife among dark-

haired and dark-eyed people than

others, and more rapid with those dark-

haired and dark-eyed people who have

very fair complexion. As the difference

between golden and black hair lies in

that there is in the one case an excess

of sulphur and oxygen with a defi-

ciency of carbon, and in the other an

excess of carbon and a deficiency of

sulphur and oxygen, it can easily be

seen why such deficiency or excess, if

arising from idiosyncrasy of the sys-

tem, should predispose to dissimilar

diseases. But here a wide field yet lies

open for experimental and physiologi-

cal research.

GREEN.

There is scarcely a color but has

been or is held sacred by some nation

or religion. With Mahommedans green

is the sacred hue. The prophet ori-

ginally wore a turban of that dye, and
the sultan shows due preference for

that color.

The tomb of David, which is in pos-

session of the Mahommedans, and which

was at great hazard visited by a lady

within the past few years, is covered

by a green satin tapestry, and over it

hangs a satin canopy of red, blue, yel-

low, and green stripes, the three primi-

tive and the sacred, compound color.

Green also seems to have been the

sacred color in ancient Peru, virgins of

the sun wearing robes of that hue. The
ancient Mexican priests also, in the

performance of their functions, wore

crowns of green and yellow feathers,

and at their ears hung green jewels.
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Precious stones of a green color were

held in higher estimation by the Aztecs

than any other. When the Spaniards

were first admitted to an audience with

Montezuma, he wore no other ornament

on his head than a panache of plumes

of royal green.

Green comes in the class of second-

ary colors, being a compound of yellow

and blue, and signifies pale, new, fresh,

growing, flourishing (like a green bay

tree), and also unripe, when applied to

either fruits or men, which, as far as

the human is concerned, is a term of

reproach. A person without experience,

either in position, behavior, or use of

anything, is termed green, and laughed

at. They are fresh, new, and, instead

of the admiring exclamation, How
green it is ! as applied to a plant, is the

reproachful one, How green he is !

At different seasons of the year, differ-

ent colors are appropriate in dress.

Light green is the color of freshness,

youth, and spring, and more suitable

to be worn in the spring of the year

and by young persons, than later in the

season or by mature women. Dark
green, like crimson and orange, is a

warmer, more intensified color, with

less of liveliness and freshness.

PUKPLE

Is the type of monarchical enlighten-

ment. With Caucasian nations it has

been the symbolic color of royalty, until

' invest with the purple,' in the course

of ages, comes to mean kingdom, gov-

ernment, power, to rule. Purple is

formed by the union of blue and red,

truth and valor. Happy the people

who are truly governed by truth and
valor ! The Tyrian purple was famous

in Homer's days, and our dreams of

Tyre and its splendor are all colored

by this most gorgeous of dyes, the

manufacture of which from a species

of shell fish gave this ancient city a

celebrity which all its other arts com-
bined could not equal. This was one

of the symbolic colors with which the

high priest's robe was wrought in

figures of pomegranates upon its skirt

;

and when Solomon sent to Hiram, king

of Tyre, for a cunning workman to

assist in building the temple, he did

not fail to require he should be skilled

in purple. During the time of the Ro-

man emperors, the Tyrian purple was

valued so highly that a pound of cloth

twice dipped was sold for about one

hundred and fifty dollars. Even a

purple border about a robe was a mark
of dignity.

VIOLET

Is a color that has often been worn by
martyrs

; formed of a union of red and

blue, it signifies love and truth, and

their passion and suffering. It is the

court mourning color all over Europe,

with the exception of England. It is

the softest of the prismatic colors, and

its very name carries us in thought to

the modest sweet flower which is

Flora's emblem of humility.

Of one of the colors of the spectrum

I have failed to speak, because there

was so little to say. Orange is a bright,

warm color, not quite as intense as red,

still one which the eye does not readily

seek. Its suitableness in dress is con-

fined mainly to children. Upon them
our eye naturally seeks for bright,

warm colors, and rests with a kind of

pleasure upon rich hues. There is

nothing upon which the public taste

requires more education than upon the

arrangement and modification of colors.

Gardeners need it in setting their

plants and putting in their seeds

;

florists, in the arrangement of their

bouquets ; furnishers, in the decoration

of apartments ; and especially the fash-

ion leaders, who decide what colors or

shades must or must not be worn to-

gether. Sometimes hues are conjoined

by them, that, no matter how loudly

proclaimed aufait, the height of style,

or d la ?node, are never artistic, and no

dicta can make them so. A fashion

framer should needs be a natural phi-

losopher, and hold the rudiments of all

science in her grasp. Botany, miner-
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alogy, conchology should walk as

handmaidens to philosophy; optics

should steer the rudder of color's bark

when launched upon the sea of taste.

If, when dressed, the aim is to pre-

sent a light and graceful toilet, light

and delicate shades of color must be

worn ; no crimson, dark green, purple,

or indigo, but rose, light green, azure,

or lavender, with a due admixture of

white, must be the hues chosen. White

serves as an admirable break, and pre-

vents the appearance of violent transi-

tion. It is none the less requisite in

bouquets, where no two shades of the

same color should be allowed without

either white or green as a separator.

Very handsome self-colored bouquets

can be arranged by giving a finish of

the complementary shade. One of the

most beautiful I ever remember to

have seen was scarlet verbenas with a

base of rose-geranium leaves, the whole

set in a small antique green-and-gold

vase.

Although the mature fall of the year

clothes itself in gay colors, it is deemed
an evidence of immaturity for women
in the fall time of life to sport crimson

and scarlet and orange. Sober grays

(which mean old, mature), quiet browm,

and even sombre blacks, are rather what
are looked for. To dress young wThen

people are old, deceives no one. There

is a beauty of age as well as a beauty

of youth. Those who live to be old

have had their share of the former

:

why should they seek to deprive them-

selves of the latter ? Aside from the

appropriateness of color as to age, there

are yet others as to size and complex-

ion. Light-haired men should always

wear very dark cravats, in order to give

tone and expression to the face. Large

women should wear warm colors, if

they wish to create a pleasant impres-

sion. They cannot attain grace by
any aid of color, while they will lose

the dignity they might naturally claim

if they confined themselves to warm,
grave shades.

An unartistic arrangement of light

or drapery in an apartment will to-

tally destroy the harmony of the most

carefully prepared toilet. Rooms can

be toned warm or cold, but, unless some

especial object is sought, neutral tints

should predominate, and violent con-

trasts should be avoided.

Who has failed to notice the fantastic

tricks played at times upon some body

of worshippers, where light to the

church is admitted through stained

glass windows ? A lambent red flame

lighting up the hair of a man's head,

while at the same moment his beard is

blue and luminous. Over the shoulders

of another, the purple mantle of royalty

seems about falling, investing him for

a moment with regal splendors, while

perhaps the cadaverous hue of his next

neighbor's face well fits him to be some

imagined victim of his new majesty's

anger.

Color ranks as one of the earliest

arts. No nation is so low but it makes

some attempt at decorative color, and
we may be well assured it was one of

the earliest, if not the earliest method
employed in transmitting intelligence.

When this country was first discovered,

the Peruvians were making use of small

knotted cords of various colors, termed

quippu, as mediums of records and mes-

sages. Our own North American sav-

ages employed wampum, made from

various colored shells, for a similar pur-

pose. Color played its part in ancient

Egyptian hieroglyphics. It speaks to

the eye sooner than form. A black

flag hoisted upon the battle field pro-

claims louder than words the demoniac

cruelty that reigns, while a white sig-

nifies that submission has been decided

upon. Joseph's coat of many colors

proclaimed the father's favoritism to

his brothers, and worked a mighty

change in the history of the race to

which he belonged. This very instance,

if we possessed no other, would prove

to us the high estimation in which

color was held, and its symbolic mean-

ing:, in the most ancient times.

The ermine is an animal of such
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spotless purity it will tolerate no stain

on its fur, and by this symbolic name
we designate the judge, who should be

stainless, unbiassed, and incorruptible.

The highest art of the florist is put

forth to procure change of color. Self

tulips are valueless beside sports, and

to induce this breaking various meth-

ods are put in requisition, as there is

no sporting of colors from natural

causes among flowers. A green rose, a

blue verbena, are hailed as triumphs,

and secure the propagator an enviable

name either as an amateur or profes-

sional florist.

Perhaps the most curious thing con-

nected with color is that some stars

give colored light ; and in one instance,

in a northern constellation, a double star

gives forth blue rays from one and red

from the other. How our fancy might

be permitted to soar away beyond the

stars themselves in wondering fancies

as to the meaning of this—truth and

love united in a star, not as a com-

pound color, but each retaining its

own hue of blue and red ! What a

happy abode of truthful, loving spirits

we can imagine this the dwelling place !

And may there not here be a symbol

of such a union ?

The art of color is yet in its infancy,

and although Tyrian purple was mag-

nificent and famous, and the highly

prized Turkey red unfading, yet mod-
ern chemical discovery has opened a

wide variety of hues unknown to the

ancients.

Colors obtained from vegetable sub-

stances have been the most numerous,

those from the animal kingdom the

most brilliant, aud from the mineral

the greatest variety from the same sub-

stance. A buff, a blue, and a black, and

again a red, a blue, a purple, and a vio-

let, are produced from the same metal.

The recent discovery of aniline col-

ors, to be extracted from coal refuse,

has given art new, beautiful, and du-

rable shades of red, blue, purple, and

violet. We know but by description

what the lauded Tyrian purple was,

for monopoly caused the art to be lost

;

but for softness, richness, and beauty

of purple we have none to approach

that extracted from this refuse. Nature
means nothing to be lost, and waste

arises from ignorance. She is a royal

mistress when royally represented.

To the mineral kingdom we are in-

debted for most of the mordants which
fix the hues derived from other sources.

That in union is strength is taught by
the most common art.

Much is yet to be learned in regard

to color. Men have understood its

correspondence sufficiently to associate

red and cruelty as its lowest expression,

so that the men of the bloody French

Revolution received an undying name
from the red cap of the Carmagnole
costume—and yellow with shame, for a

ruff of this color on the neck of a wom-
an hanged drove this fashion out of

England—and white with purity, as

the ermine of the judge shows ; al-

though, thousands of years ago, the men
of Tartary and Thibet prized the wool
of the Crimean sheep stained of a pecu-

liar gray by its feeding upon the cen-

tarina myriocejphala, and although mod
ern gardeners deepen the hues of plants

by feeding them judiciously, yet few
attach the requisite importance to color

as history. Writers for the most part

pass silently by this great aid to a cor-

rect understanding of past events.

Color in costume is no less essential to

a true description or representation than

form ; in some instances it is more so.

The color of the silken sails of Cleo-

patra's vessel, as she sailed down the

Cydnus, proclaimed her royalty as no
other could have done.

A fairy could not be depicted with-

out her green robe, or young Aurora

unless tinted with the hues of morn.

Here lies the great fault of all sun

pictures. The distinctive hues of com-

plexion, hair, and eyes are not pre-

served. The flaxen, the auburn, the

brown hair alike take black. Light

eyes and dark are undistinguishable

;

the clearest complexion becomes muddy
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and full of lines if the color of the dress

is such as to throw the shade upon it.

A mixture of colors in dress in which

either two of the primitives predomi-

nate, is a token of barbarism, even if

occurring among so-called enlightened

people.

Color is an exponent of the degree

of civilization.

Red finds its fitness among savage

races, and with undeveloped natures.

Yellow indicates transition from

barbarism to civilization.

Green, advanced civilization.

Purple, monarchical enlightenment,

which is will individualized in but

one.

Modification and harmony are only

with people free to follow taste and

select for themselves. Among the most

enlightened nations these five states are

all found. The highest type, shown by
culture, discovery, art, literature, sci-

ence, equity, and government, exists

with but a few. The mass are civilized,

and continue ' the mass.' It is the nat-

ural tendency of enlightenment to indi-

vidualize. In proportion to genius,

culture, and perseverance, is one set

apart, becomes a leader of the masses,

and should be a teacher of the harmony
and correspondence of color, both by
precept and example.

Strong contrasts are admissible in

what is designed to illustrate particu-

lar things, and especially if to be

viewed from a distance. To me no
sight is ever more beautiful than the

American flag, red, white, and blue, as

the breeze opens every fold and waves

it abroad for the gaze of men ; the

blue signifying a league and covenant

against 0£>pression, to be maintained in

truth, by valor and purity ; the very

color proclaiming to despots and tyran-

nized man that in one land on the

broad face of the earth liberty of con-

science prevails, and freedom of speech

exists. We shall not want to change

it when this war is over. It is the

symbol of an idea which has never yet

found its full utterance. When Liberty

and Union become one and indivisible,

it will be the harmonious exponent of

those grand ideas rooted, budded, blos-

somed, and bearing fruit forevermore.

BATTLE OF THE WILDERNESS.

Oh, how our pulses leaped and thrilled, when, at the dead of night,

We saw our legions mustering, and marching forth to fight

!

Line after line comes surging on with martial pomp and pride,

And all the pageantries that gild the battle's crimson tide.

A forest of bright bayonets, like stars at midnight, gleam
;

A hundred glittering standards flash above the silver stream.

We plunged into the Wilderness, and morning's early dawn
Disclosed our gallant army in line of battle drawn.

An early zephyr fresh and sweet breathed through the forest shade

;

A thousand happy warblers, too, a pleasant music made

;

And modest blossoms bathed in dew the morning light revealed

:

Oh, who could deem those pleasant shades a savage foe concealed ?

With lagging pace the morning hours dragged heavily away,

And yet we wait the coming strife, in battle's stern array.

A solemn stillness reigns around—but hark ! a savage yell,

As if ten thousand angry fiends had burst the gates of hell,
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Now thrills upon our startled ears. By heaven ! the traitors come !

We see their gleaming banners, we hear the throbbing drum.

In solid ranks, their countless hordes from the dense woods emerge, •

And roll upon our serried lines like ocean's angry surge.

Our ranks are silent—on each face the light of battle glows

:

( Ready !
' At once our polished tubes are levelled on our foes.

Now leaps a livid lightning up—from rank to rank it flies

—

A fearful diapason rends the arches of the skies.

The wooded hills seem reeling before that fierce recoil

;

With fire and smoke the valleys like Etna's craters boil

:

From red volcanoes bursting, hissing, hurtling in the sky,

A thousand death-winged messengers like fiery meteors fly :

Within that seething vortex their shattered cohorts reel.

' Fix bayonets !
' At once our lines bristle with burnished steel.

' Charge !
' And our gallant regiments burst through the feu d'enfer.

Before their furious onset the rebel hosts give way

;

And, surging backward, hide again within the forest's shade,

Whose mazes dark and intricate our charging columns stayed.

Now sinks the fiery orb of day, half hidden from our sight

Amid the sulphurous clouds of war dyed red in lurid light

;

And soon the smoking Wilderness with gloom and darkness fills

;

The dense, damp foliage on the sod a bloody dew distils.

Sleepless we rest upon our arms. Dim lights flit through the shade

:

We hear the groans of dying men, the rattle of the spade.

And when the morning dawns at last, resounding from afar

We hear the crash of musketry, the rising din of war.

O comrades, comrades, rally round, close up your ranks again

;

Weep not our brethren fallen upon the crimson plain
;

For unborn ages shall their tombs with freshest laurels twine

;

Their names in characters of light on history's page shall shine :

We all must die ; but few may win a deathless prize of life

—

Close up your ranks—again the foe renews the bloody strife.

Two days we struggled fiercely against our stubborn foes

—

Two days from out the Wilderness the din of conflict rose.

But when the third aurora bathed the eastern sky in gold,

And to our soldiers' anxious gaze the field of death unrolled,

Lo ! all was silent in our front. The rebel hosts had fled,

Abandoning in hasty flight their wounded and their dead.

Come, friends of freedom, gather round, loud shouts of triumph give

:

The field of blood is won at last—let the republic live !

Our country, O our country, our hearts throb wild and high
;

Your cause has triumphed. God be praised ! Freedom shall never die.

Our eagle proudly soars to-day, his talons bathed in gore,

For treason's hydra head is crushed—its reign of terror o'er.

Wake, wake your shouts of triumph all through our mighty land,

From California's golden hills to proud Potomac's strand.

Atlantic's waves exulting Pacific's billows call,

And great Niagara's cataracts in louder thunders fall.

We've stayed the tempest black as night that on our country lowers,

And backward dashed its waves of blood. The victory is ours !
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A light shines from the Wilderness—far up time's pathway streams

—

Through death, and blood, and agony, on Calvary's cross it gleams

;

It lights with radiance divine Mount Vernon's humble tomb,

And sparkles on Harmodius' sword bright flashing through the gloom.

Ho ! slaves of yesterday, arise, now will your chains be riven.

Ho ! tyrants, tremble, for behold a day of vengeance given.

Gaze on our banners stained with blood—think of your brethren slain
;

Say, has not freedom, crushed to earth, sprung forth to life again ?

Freedom, high freedom, friend of man, sheath not thy crimson steel;

Still let thy cannon thunder loud, still let thy trumpet peal

;

Stay not the justice of thy wrath, stay not thy vengeful hand,

Till slavery and treason have been blotted from our land.

TARDY TRUTHS.

Under the heading of ' Tardy Truths

'

The New Nation, of May 7th, republish-

ed a compendium of matter some time

back given to the world by M. Emile

de Girardin, in his paper La Presse, and

in pamphlet form. This matter pur-

ports to have been written by a so-

called ex-commandant in the late Polish

insurrection, a certain M. Fouquet, of

Marseilles.

Poland has no reason to fear truth.

On the contrary, the difficulty has been

to find means to set it forth, avenues to

the public intelligence and sense of jus-

tice, whereby those might be reached

who forget the Latin saying : Audi et

alteram partem. The Poles are willing

to hear reproaches, if such as may be

profited by, or if the self-constituted

judges be conscientious and unpreju-

diced.

But, may we not ask why it is that

many of these so-called truths, pro-

fessedly founded upon personal ac-

quaintance with Polish localities, men,

and institutions, spring from sources

in many respects similar to that of the

recent publication in La Presse, from

individuals who never were in Poland
beyond a few hours spent in Warsaw

—

who have seen nothing of the country,

except as passing in a passenger car

from Kracow to Mohilew, a distance of

about seven hundred miles, traversed in

about twenty-four hours— who never

understood one word of Polish, of Ros-

sian, or of any of the cognate tongues

—who have never conversed freely with

the inhabitants—who may have been

entertained during a few hours by Gov-

ernment employes or by cautious and
distrustful patriots—who were in a

hurry to see St. Petersburg and its ele-

phant, and who learned Polish history

in the Kremlin, in the saloons of some
former prince from the Altay or the

Caucasus, or, at best, in the work of

M. Koydanoff ?

La Presse, in Paris, undertook the

charge of saying things which her frank-

er sisters, Le Nord and La Nation, the

avowed organs of Rossian czarism, did

not venture to propound. M. de

Girardin, whose paper has, since a cer-

tain period, taken a liberalistic, even

socialistic, infection, is a living exampJe

of sundry anomalous eccentricities, such

as Alcibiades, Gracchus, Mirabeau, etc.,

who speak most liberally, and act in a

contrary manner. He seems to have

been adopted by Rossian diplomatists,

and those sanguine of Rossian destiny,
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as a most convenient defender of czarish

ambition—the more so that they found

in him a revealer of things never

thought of by the czar ; as for instance,

liberality and even democracy in Great

Rossia, on the plains of Okka and Pet-

schora.

We might compare M. Fouquet's

account of Poland with Neumann's ac-

count of Kosciusko, or Freneau's of

Washington, but will content ourselves

with referring the reader to better Eu-

ropean sources of knowledge, as the

Breslau Zeitung, Ost Deutsche Zeitung,

Czas, Wiek, La Pologne, etc.

Indeed, it would not be worth our

while to pay any attention to M. Fou-

quet's allegations, had not the Paris

letter of April 4th appeared in the

above-inentioned paper, and were it not

likely to mislead many ignorant of the

facts.

The writer tells us that he has ' ex-

perienced a great temptation to tell

what he has seen,' and to ' expose the

result of experience acquired at his

own cost, with all attendant risk and
danger.' Probably we do not under-

stand the fear of the author of ' Tardy
Truths,' and wish to give no extended

explanation to Ms conclusion :
' A rare

opportunity occurs at present, and he

profits by it.' We have been taught

that we must always have courage to

speak the truth. Surely no great

amount of that noble quality is required

to make accusations in a paper far from

the scene of action, and pronounce a

verdict where there can be no adequate

defence, no judges, only the advantage

of the fashion of the day, and the crav-

ing for problematical benefits and
friendship, to which we must apply

Moore's comparison

:

• Like Dead Sea fruits, that tempt the eye,

But turn to ashes on the lips.'

Let us never be deceived : a free na-

tion in the embrace of absolutism must,

sooner or later, fall a prey to the ca-

joler's hypocrisy and greed.

The correspondent reports that the

Polish Committee in Paris declined to

give him information or furnish means,

and even said that they did not wish
volunteers. All this may readily be
explained by the consideration that a

man who thereafter proved to be so

bitter an enemy was not sufficiently

diplomatic to deceive even the obtuse

perceptions of so undeserving a body
as the author describes said committee.

On the other hand, it would have been

more prudent for the writer to have

said less on this topic, as such hesita-

tion in accepting his services might in-

duce the reader to think that the Poles

were not so anxious for external aid as

he seemed to fancy. We also know
that not only at present in Poland, but

in former ages, and in our own days, in

the happiest of countries, there can be

no revolution, no war, which will not

attract a host of men covetous of rank

or fortune,. Lately, in Poland, by cer-

tainjudicious arrangements, this calami-

ty has been prevented, to the great dis-

satisfaction of many.

No one can doubt or deny that the

interest of various Governments, and

the sense of justice among nations, gave

the Poles a right to expect foreign aid.

The assurances of certain politicians and

statesmen even gave reasonable expecta-

tion of such a result. Such aid would
of course neither be rejected nor treated

with indifference. But the assertion

that the Poles relied solely on such aid

is (in the face of the manifesto of Jan-

uary 22d and July 31st, 1863) either a

proof of ill will, or of entire ignorance

of the resources upon which Poland

was bound to rely, and which could not

be intrusted to the discretion of every

volunteer or pretended well-wisher to

the Polish nation.

Continuing his imputations, the ac-

cuser says he only learned afterward

why seven thousand Parisian workmen,

registered at M. d'Harcourt's commit-

tee, ' were not sent forth.' The prob-

able purport of this reproach is :
t They

were not sent for fear of the introduc-

tion of liberal elements—and the prole-
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tariat—mto Poland.' As to the latter,

we may at once confidently answer

that, were Poland free to-day, the con-

dition, of the laboring class in Western

Europe need not be dreaded for a hun-

dred years to come. As to the liberal

element, does the author indeed think

that Poland has had no Liberalists simi-

lar to Voltaire, La Mennais, Victor

Hugo, L. Blanc, Mazzini, or Hertzen ?

Does he fancy that Modzewski (in the

sixteenth century), Skarga (a Catholic

preacher in the seventeenth), Morsztyn?

Jezierski, Andrew Zamoyski, Hugo
Kollontay, Loyko (in the eighteenth),

Staszye, Lelewel, Mochnacki, Ostrow-

ski, Czynski, Mieroslawski, and a host

of others, contented with the private

good they did, and forced to shun the

jealous watchfulness of suspicious rulers

:—does he, we say, fancy that all these

needed to be inspired by the liberality

of Parisian workmen, or even that all

the aforesaid workmen would apply

themselves to the dissemination of lib-

eral opinions ? It is indeed a great

disadvantage to Polish Liberalists, phi-

losophers, and poets, that they speak

and write in a tongue unknown to the

noble philanthropists of the West. A
greater amount of knowledge would
have saved hasty tourists, veracious lec-

turers, and all-knowing diplomatists

many errors in statement and concep-

tion, and much aversion toward a noble

people, who, if vanquished, will not be

crushed, and will always reserve the

right of protest.

At all events, this last conclusion of

our correspondent leads us to suspect

that he may perchance never have been

in Poland—perhaps never even in Paris

—since this non-sending forth of seven

thousand Parisians was better under-

stood by every gamin du faubourg than

apparently by the sincere narrator of
* Tardy Truths.'

The writer says further, that he ex-

pected to find in Kracow ' activity and
infinite means.' Now, the author and
the confidence of the Poles must have
been quite strangers to one another, or

his imagination must have misled him
farther than was becoming in a man of

knowledge and reflection. He does

not mention the date of his journey,

but we know about the period referred

to. It is true that at that time Kracow
had not yet been declared in a state

of siege by M. Pouilly de Mensdorf,

but, as a personal friend of the Czar,

he had then held Galicia and Kracow
during the past year under a more un-

certain condition than even the decla-

ration of a state of siege would have

produced. Twenty thousand chosen

officers and soldiers, with discretionary

and greatly enlarged powers, and al-

most as many policemen and spies,

with early fed and increasing covetous-

ness for rewards, promotions, and or-

ders, kept constant watch over the an-

cient capital of Poland, the last rem-

nant of Polish nationality which had
been engulfed in the European peace

of 1846.

We may then safely assert that our

author has given us sketches from his

whims and fancies, rather than the ma-
ture results of his judgment, and that

he has also neglected to direct his re-

searches into the history of the past.

It is doubtless true that he was not de-

sired as a volunteer, and that he found

danger only, and not fortune, which,

indeed, we think his own sagacity

might have taught him from the first.

We would be forced to doubt that

any one understood the policy of the

Polish Committee in Warsaw who
should apply the epithet ' mercenary '

to the Polish soldiers. We would not

ask our author how much he gave per

diem to those under his own command :

we have no wish to rival the writ of a

Rossian proclamation which appeared

last winter in Warsaw, in which the

Poles in general, including those who
fought at Orsza, Wielikie Luki, Kirch-

holm, Chocim, Smolensk, Vienna, Zu-

rich, Hohenlinden, Samocierros, Pul-

tusk, Grochow, Iganie, Zyzyny, Opa-

tow, etc., etc., were stigmatized as

poltroons and cowards

!
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It is certainly true that the battles

of late have not represented a file of

twenty thousand men, but to call them

on that account frontier demonstrations,

is to add subtle calumny to ungener-

ous irony ; it is a deviation even from

the very ' tardy truths.' It is an asser-

tion not made in an impartial spirit,

but calculated in favor of, and deter-

minately stated with the intention of

sustaining those who are exerting them-

selves to prove that Minsk, Grodno,

Mohilew, Wolhynia, Podole, Plock,

Augustow, Lithuania, Samogitia, Lief-

land, etc., were ancient dependencies

of Rossia, before she had herself an

existence either in name or fact ! If

the originator of the term frontier

demonstrations would take the trouble

to study the map, he would not be

able to cherish the delusion that his in-

telligent readers could believe that

battles fought near Kowno, Oszmiana,

Upita, Poniewiez, Lida, Ihumen,Dubno,

Pinsk, Mscislaw, etc., were really fron-

tier demonstrations !

This declaration of the letter from

Paris to America would not be of much
service to The Journal of St. Petersburg

or The Invalid, of Moscow, or increase

their exhilaration over the extermina-

tion of the Polish race, the destruction

of Polish principles. There is nothing

more natural than that a rebuke to the

Siecle, Opinion Nationals, Patrie, and

perhaps even others, should follow such

statements—their views undoubtedly

stand in complete opposition to those

held by M. de Girardin, and advocated

in La Presse.

The assertion that the Polish National

Government had no object in view but

to excite and await the intervention of

France ; that Galicia was the principal

focus of the rebellion, and that the un-

known Government had no actual ex-

istence, is, on the one hand, an unskil-

ful attempt to justify the Governments

of Rossia and Austria, and, on the

other, by the ignoring of all the reports

of the Polish National Government—all

its obvious facts, its printed documents,

its acts everywhere known and seen, its

seizures of papers and documents—and
to portray it as a fraud, a myth, a dream

of the imagination, a wild hallucination

of a disordered brain, it suggests to us

the thought that the tardy and present

truths here given us of Poland may
perhaps have the same origin as that

famous description in one of the St.

Petersburg papers, of ' the at last truly

discovered leader of the Polish insur-

rection,' which was but a portraiture

of a certain, not mentioned but easily

guessed, personage in Paris.

We have no reply to make to this re-

proach (we can only wonder that un-

der the circumstances they should ever

have been made) that the Polish volun-

teers were badly armed and illy man-

aged—possibly they might have been

better even in a partisan war. But as

to the want of skill in the officers, in-

cluding such as Skarzynski, Bosak,

Padlewski, we wonder that the writer

or his friend F. could not succeed in

making their talents known and val-

ued, and become at least leaders among
the blind. Of course he had to contend

with cross-eyed jealousy. Yet if, as a

foreigner, and a learned one too, he was,

as he himself informs us, intimately ad-

mitted into various chateaux, it seems

almost impossible he should have had
no opportunity to become major, col-

onel, or even general, since it is well

known, and every foreigner will bear

witness to the fact, that in these cha-

teaux there has always been too much
attention and too great preference

shown to foreigners—a preference, how-

ever, in which the lower classes do not

participate.

As to the easy chateau life led in

Galicia, as in Rossia, we have a remark

to offer. In a country exposed during

five or six centuries to incessant strug

gle against Asiatic craving for Euro-

pean allurements, or, to speak more

definitely, after ninety-four Mongolian

incursions, in which twenty millions of

Polish people were carried off, and

thousands of towns, bourgs, and vil-
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lages were destroyed ; after numberless

wars, plunders, and devastations by

Jazygs, Turks, Muscovites, Crusaders,

Wallachians, Transylvanians, Swedes,

Brandenburgians, etc., etc. ; after a hun-

dred years of the so-called 'paternal

spoliation of Russia, Prussia, and Au-

stria—there could have been no oppor-

tunity, even under Graff Pouilly de

Mensdorf, to build comfortable chateaux

on the mouldering ruins, or for the ac-

cumulation of means for an easy life

under the oppressions of an Austrian

tariff, which exacted that goods manu-

factured in Lemberg should be sent for

inspection to the Vienna custom house

before being exposed to sale. There

are, however, a few very splendid cha-

teaux, like oases in the Desert of Sa-

hara ; they can be counted readily on

one's fingers ; among them few patriots

;

no conspirator, much less an insurgent

or crippled invalid, ever called to ask

hospitality.

The calumny so often repeated, so

urgently insisted upon, that the aim of

the Polish insurrection was inconsist-

ent, foolish, and wicked, might not

perhaps astonish the reader more than

the report of the want of zeal and faith

in the convictions of the Poles, a fact

first revealed to the world in ' Tardy

Truths.' This warning with regard to

the true character of the struggle on
the shores of the Vistula might prove

of service in aiding the discrimination

of the American people, and be useful

in confusing the judgment of the liberal

men and newspapers, which, whether

in G-ermany, Belgium, France, or Eng-
land, are not too much inclined to favor

the cause of Polish independence ; nay,

it would spare France the useless dem-
onstration in the Chambers, made in

consequence of the speech of Novem-
ber 5th. The late efforts of the Poles

are also shown to have been inspired

and incited by, and carried on for the

benefit of, the Catholic clergy, stimu-

lated by fanaticism against the liberal,

civilizing, enlightened, Russo - Greek
Church, a view which might and has

proved very useful to modern lecturers

and letter writers. The warning therein

given might also serve to degrade the

Polish revolution to the level of some
of the slaveholders' rebellion. Let us

reflect but for one single moment on

the parallel attempted to be drawn,

particularly in the New York papers,

after the unfortunate Mexican imbroglio

and subsequent visit of the Rossian

fleet, between things so utterly unlike.

The Poles fought for everything most

dear to the heart of man, for every

right which he can justly claim, for in-

dependence, national existence, the

right to use his own language, for the

integrity of his country ;—the States

of the South had all these in full pos-

session, nay, even the right to pass the

law binding the North. These things

might be shown to be essentially dis-

similar in every respect, but this short

statement is deemed sufficient to show
the futility of the comparison.

Let us now proceed* to say a few

words with regard to the plausible ar-

guments so generally set forth for the

glorification of the Czar, in respect to

the emancipation of the Polish serfs.

The Czar gave in 1864 what had al-

ready been given by the Poles them-

selves in 1863 ; less the soil, which in-

deed never belonged to him, but for

which he exacts payment. Besides, he

has confiscated, without regulations or

laws, the income from forests, rents,

fields, and fisheries, belonging to old

men, women, and children, whose only

crime was that they had been born

Poles, or whom it pleased the hungry

throng of unscrupulous, greedy, and

fanatical officials, unbounded in their

zeal as in their power, to denounce, ac-

cuse, or dislike. We could fully prove

the fact that the greater part of the

peasants are now forced by bayonets to

work for the exacted pay, and most of

them venture to doubt entirely the pro-

priety of the pretended Rossian gift.

This one circumstance makes this gift

in the greater part of Poland and even

of Rossia more burdensome than the
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old state of regulated labor ; for how is

a peasant to procure money in prov-

inces distant from markets, rivers, and

towns ? Under what conditions would
it be possible to obtain it ? And even

in cases where the peasant may be able

to make a sale, the value received for

eight bushels of potatoes will not be

sufficient to buy him a common axe.

How many calves, cows, sheep, horses,

and hogs are brought back from mar-

ket from the impossibility of finding

purchasers, even at the lowest prices ?

Now, by the decree of January 22d, the

Polish National Government gave free-

dom, and land relieved from all claims,

thus executing what was in accordance

with the spirit and wishes of the Poles,

without losing sight of the difficulties

to be encountered. It was their im-

perative duty to satisfy and adjust the

exigencies of the national political

economy. Fortunately, it was found

possible to harmonize the requirements

of the country with the personal inter-

ests of the proprietors. The amount
of land held by them was in general so

large, that even after endowing the

peasant with the allotted portion, con-

siderable would still remain in their

hands. Diminished in extent and value

during the transitional phase, the re-

maining land would necessarily rise

rapidly in value, because the emanci-

pated peasant loould now have the

right to own and buy land. The cal-

culation might be sustained that it

would quintuple in value in the course

of fifty years. Small farms from their

possessions would soon be in the mar-

ket, farms within the range of small

purses and limited means, and the pro-

prietors did not fail to see the advan-

tage which would accrue to them in

the almost unlimited increase of pur-

chasers which would soon be found

among the enfranchised laborers. The
peasants gained freedom, land, and

many advantages, nor were the pro-

prietors ruined in their advancement.

Hence the National Government effected

what the Rossian never intended to do

or ever will achieve : gain and loss were

equalized in the national duty of sus-

taining the country in its progressive

course, stimulating all to labor simul-

taneously to support its public burdens,

to aid in the general advancement.

The real freedom thus gained, in ac-

cordance with the far-sighted policy of

the Polish National Government, opened

wide the door to liberty, trade, com-

merce, and exchange ; a policy which

czarism, even in its most liberal mood,

can never admit, because it would con-

demn itself, and give the death blow

to its own existence. There is another

specialty peculiar to the Rossian Gov-

ernment, never forgotten by those who
live under its rule, viz. : the late eman-

cipation was begun about three years

ago by an ukase of no very decided pur-

port, which was followed by many
others of like uncertain character, ac-

cording with the varying views of those

by whom they were dictated, by the

partisans of emancipation or by those

standing in opposition to it. These

ukases are ranged in their appropriate

numerical titles, and there are at

least five hundred thousand of them

—

whether imperial or senatorial, all le-

gally binding. What memory could

stand such a burden, or what might

legal cavil not find therein ?

It is an easy thing to speak for

Buncombe,' as we say in America ; it

is an easy thing to proclaim measures

when we take no thought of how they

may be carried out ; it is easy to excite

the enthusiasm of the popular lecturer,

always in search of novelty with which

to feed his hearers ; it may be pleasant

to furnish venom to wounded self-

esteem or disappointed and petty am-

bition—but it will be found an exceed-

ingly difficult task to reconcile absolut-

ism with freedom, czarism with liberal-

ism, the division of men into appointed

castes and classes with the existence

of liberty and political equality. We
are assured, not only by the writer of

the letter in question, but by the sages

of New York, that the Polish peasants
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were not willing to fight for Poland,

that they called their countrymen now

in arms against Rossia ' dogs of nobles,'

and ' that it was really their duty to

rise against and denounce their former

masters to Rossia and Austria !

'

If these assertions are true, who then

filled the ranks of the Polish insurgents ?

Who furnished food to those who lived

for months in the depths of forests, the

haunts of mountain gorges ? How was

it possible that without the connivance

of the peasants the insurgents should

pass to and fro, or lie hidden in woods

and fields ? It was stated authorita-

tively that the insurgents were com-

posed principally of Hungarian ref-

ugees, about ten Frenchmen, a few

strangers from other nations, but of the

number of the lesser nobility, men, in

short, in search of shelter and fortune.

A strange fortune, a marvellous shelter

indeed to reward the greed of the am-

bitious— exile, death, and torture!

Were the testimony of such witnesses

to be relied upon, we might well ex-

claim :
' Truth is indeed stranger than

fiction.
7 Yet how is it that we find

among the seven hundred patriots who
were hung so many Poles, less than a half

ofwhom were Catholics, many of whom
were Jews, Protestants, and even Russo-

Greeks of various classes ? Among the

forty thousand known deported, torn

ruthlessly away from their native homes
for centuries, we find nearly five thou-

sand Israelites, ten thousand peasants

(known), and from four to six thousand

of Greek and other creeds. The two

villages near Lida, two in the govern-

ment of Grodno, the hundreds of vil-

lages and thousands of huts near

Dwina, Rzezyca, Mohilew, Witebsk,

burned, razed to the ground by an ex-

cited and hired rabble of Muscovite

Muziks, who had sought and found

hospitality in Poland for hundreds of

years—certainly all these villages and
huts were not inhabited even by the
' lesser nobility.' And it is also certain

that the dwellers were not so cruelly

punished for denouncing the * dogs of

nobles'—an expression, if we are not

mistaken, taken from the vocabulary

of the corporal or subaltern officials,

and which has never reached the four-

teenth class—from which the Rossian

begins to reckon humanity.

The allegation of the existence of

unrooted feudalism in Poland, because

such a system was known to the whole

of Middle Europe, must be accounted

for by the evident ignorance of Polish

history ; and we assure both teachers

and readers, notwithstanding the evi-

dent wish to find it in Poland, that it

was unknown to her, nor could it sub-

sist in the presence of Polish institu-

tions, habits, customs, and geography.

We can scarcely suppose it possible

that our author means to insinuate that

thousands of noble families bought and

transported arms for the purpose of

speculation. Notwithstanding the evi-

dence he had of one such bad business

transaction for the purpose of sustain-

ing and upholding the insurrection,

his frequent intimations of the incor-

rigible and unruly character of the few

Poles left, would almost authorize us

in believing that such was the inten-

tion of the writer when speaking of

the aforesaid arms.

Oh, in the name of common sense,

for the sake of the men whose country

has been torn from them, who may not

speak their mothers' tongue in the land

of their fathers, who are forbidden to

worship in accordance with the dic-

tates of their conscience, whose sacred

homes are desecrated by the presence

of privileged spies, who cannot sit

down in peace in the holy quiet of

evening, because they know that the

morrow may see them dragged off to

unknown and inaccessible dungeons, or

summoned before brutal judges with-

out defenders, where they will find ac-

cusers, but will be allowed to cite no

witnesses ; subjected to witness the

horrible anxiety endured every spring

and fall by Polish fathers and mothers

lest the sons of their love should be un-

expectedly seized in the night and hur-
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ried off over the Caucasus, the Ural, or

to the mouth of the Amour, to serve in

the army of the oppressor for life, or

longer than home memories in such

young bosoms could be expected to

last, with no prospect of reward save

such as may be reckoned in the number

ofjpalkis and pletnis (whips and lashes)
;

sons, whether rich or poor, to be ex-

posed to cavil, cunning, and vindictive-

ness, to the practices of gambling

judges and a profligate soldiery, to a

venal police, to fraudulent employes,

themselves badly paid for service, but

whose extortions and abuses always

meet with approval, a single complaint

against whom would expose the com-

plainant to be sent through that hope-

less gate always open on the route to

Siberia ;—oh, for the sake of common
humanity, say not that men placed in

such situations have, in spite of their

glorious history, no rights, no claims

on human sympathy, no cause to sacri-

fice life even when it has become a

haunting horror

!

Believe not that such complaints are

inventions : the facts are known to every-

body who will look upon them. They

are no slanderous stories, but occur-

rences renewed with every morning,

taking place under all circumstances

and with every transaction patent to

the world. They were appreciated and

described in Prussia, and even in Aus-

tria verified, not long before the last

campaign. Under such circumstances,

what must be thought of the discoveries

and conclusions of writers who assert

that 4 the Polish nation is a mere

chimera ' ? As no individual, mighty

as he may be, can by a blasphemous

word suppress the existence of the

Eternal Father, so neither passion nor

love, favor nor animosity, interest nor

purpose of the most talented or ambi-

tious, can erase at pleasure a nationality

which has a history of over a thousand

years of existence, a nationality proved

by the last hundred years of incessant

struggle for independence with three

giants. This nation has marked its

boundaries with graveyards toward
the Dniester, Dnieper, Niemen, and
Dwina, where rest the beaten hordes of

Batu or Nogays. Can the record be

erased of the power that broke the

sword of the Osmanlis, and was it a

chimera that preserved Western Europe
from such sights as Polowee and Piet-

schiniegs, etc. ? You may perhaps to-

day designate as a chimera the Vienna

saved in 1683, that very Vienna which

in 1815 first conceived the idea of sow-

ing the seeds of distrust between Gali-

cians and Lodomerians—an idea soon

after adopted, perfected, and publicly

propagated by Rossians, who applied

the practice to Lithuanians, Volhyn-

ians, Podolans, Polans, Radymicians,

etc.—an idea now held in the fierce

grasp of Muraview, Anienkow, and

probably at no very distant period to

be recalled to the mind of the origi-

nator.

The gentleman's knowledge of Rus-

sians (the true name is Rossians, the

other being assumed to effect a certain

purpose in Western Europe), Prussians,

and Austrians, to the exclusion of Poles,

proves only that his geographic and

ethnographic researches in Poland went

no farther than those of the ' reliable

gentleman ' who described the Bunker

Hill monument under President La-

fayette.

In addition to the above, let us con-

sult simply the sound of the names of

places, and we can form some idea of

the extent of races and nationalities.

Nowgorocl, Kaluga, Pskow—are Ros-

sian ; Telsze, Szawle, Rosienie

—

Lithu-

anian; Winszpilis, Gielgawa, Libosie

— Courland ; Lublin, Ostrolenka, Plock

—Polish; Wlodrimirz, Zytomirz, Ber-

dyczev— Volhynian. In Austria, are the

inhabitants of Venice, Prague, and

Buda, Austrian ? The name of Prussia

is an old one of Slavonians living at

the mouth of the Vistula, and has no

etymology in the Teutonic language.

Those of Galicia and Lodomeria are

unskilfully disfigured from Halitsh

(Halicz) and Wlodzimir. The name
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of Prussia was assumed by Frederic II.,

margrave of Brandenburg, when he

took the title of king, at the same time

giving solemn oaths never to pretend

to the sovereignty ofDantzick (Gdansk),

Thorn (Torun), etc.

The present empire of Alexander is

not of Russia, but of Rossia, and the

name of Russia is imposed on Polans

near Kiow, on Radymicians near Nowo-
grodek, on Drewlans south of the river

Piipec, etc. ; and we must remember that

Catharine II., in 1764, had solemnly

declared by her ambassadors, Kayser-

ling and Repnin, that she had no right

to Russias or Ruthenias in Poland:
' Declaramus suam Imperatoriam Majes-

tatem Dominam nostram clementissi-

mam ex usu tituli totius Rossiw, nee sibi,

nee successoribus suis neque Imperio

suo jus ullum in ditiones et terras quae

sub nomine Russia a Regno Poloniae

magnoque ducatu Lithuania! possi-

duntur,' etc.

The prediction of the reestablish-

ment of serfdom as a result aimed at in

the present Polish struggle, is not only

rash but preposterous, and has no foun-

dation except in a fixed purpose to di-

rect all sympathy toward Rossia.

The true bondage that tied man in

Poland to the soil, began with the in-

troduction of police, passports, censors

or slcasM, recruiting, conscription, and
taxation, introduced by Prussia, Aus-

tria, and Rossia, as so-called improve-

ments. Poland had more free peasants,

called Ziemianin, Kmiec, Kozak, than

there were in France during the regime

of the Gabeles or Leibeigenschaffc in

Germany. That they entirely disap-

peared after the fall of Poland was
surely not her fault. The peasants on
the estates attached to the clergy of all

denominations, to public schools, to the

crown, and to the nation, were in a

much better condition, materially and
morally, than are at present those in

some parts of Hainault and Thuringen.

Individual abuses by an unconscien-

tious lord were to be seen as well in

Connaught as near Debretschyn, near

vol. vi.—15

the Saone as on the Necker. Times

—

contemporary with independent Po-

land, and hence not very far back

—

beheld these sins against humanity

committed on a larger scale, and in

lands in otherwise happier conditions.

The phrase bonded labor is known un-

der the best institutions. But this

excuses no one. Poland, without any

compulsive cause, in 1764 and 1768,

took these questions into consideration

;

in 1791, was even more explicit ; and

in 1792, Kosciuszko distinctly settled

the condition of the Polish peasant,

and that without opposition from the

Polish nobility—a measure immediately

overruled and suppressed by Prussia

and Rossia, both accusing Poland of

being a dangerous nest of Jacobinism.

In 1807, in the grand duchy of War-
saw, after it was retaken from Prussia,

the condition of the peasantry was far

more clear and protected than even-
1

now promised by the Czar Alexander'

II., and was probably better preserved

than it can be under the crowd of em-

ployes and magistrates, nominally

elected by the peasants, but in fact fm-~

ported from Saratow, Kazan, Penza,

etc., for the purpose of teaching liberty

and Siberian civilization in Warsaw'
and Wilna.

Common sense and the ordinary

rules of logic force upon us the con-

viction that writings of the above

stamp are gotten up to produce certain

effects. Can any be found simple

enough to believe that a whole people

would be aroused, armed, and taught

to what end and how to use the given
1

arms, as was done by the manifesto of

the Polish National Government, Jan-

uary 22d, 1863, only to be deceived,-

and in the end deprived of that for"

which they had fought ? By what
right can bad faith be imputed to land

owners whom experience, a sense of

justice, and even interest, had already

impelled to get rid of a useless and

burdensome relation ? These land

owners, even under the Rossian Gov-
ernment (in 1818), had solemnly beg-
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ged tlie uncle of the present czar, Alex-

ander I., to allow tliem to be freed from

the onerous responsibilities caused by

serfdom under Rossian surveillance and

severity.

The letter from Paris further states,

on what authority we know not, that

the condition of the peasant or serf in

Poland was dreadful until the seven-

teenth century. This is going very far

back, and probably at that period, if

facts could be found to sustain the

writer's allegation, the condition of

bondmen— vilains regardants— boors,

Leibeigenschaft, manans, etc., was not

better elsewhere. But here again we
must differ in opinion, and beg leave to

state, not only to the author of the let-

ter, but to all other self-constituted

authorities, whose knowledge of Po-
land is derived from The London Times,

Chambers's Magazine, M. Hilperding,

Kattow, or M. Morny, etc., that, with
all due respect to their social positions,

we must deny them the title of well-

informed historians and profound

judges of Poland and the Slavonic

spaces/ Up to the seventeenth century,

;
the peasantry (Kmiec, Ziemiamin) had
its representatives in the diet, and could

find entrance into the ranks of the no-

bility, vwhich had no divisions into

rdasses or titular distinctions. Said

nobility had the right to serve their

country during war, and a peasant pro-

viding himself with a horse and suit-

able arms, was not excluded from that

class. They could also take orders

among the clergy, and hence rise to

high dignities in the church. Public

schools in Poland were never shut to

the peasants, nor were any distinctions

therein authorized in favor of one or

other class of pupils. In schools

then they enjoyed all privileges in

.common, and these were great—a sep-

arate jurisdiction, and the facilities of

reaching higher ranks. Kromer, Jan-

icki, Poniatowski, great names in Po-
lish history, can show no other origin

than one nearer to the Ziemianin than

to any other class.

If the current of fashion did not

warp all judgments in favor of Rossia,

the writers of ' Tardy Truths ' from

Paris and elsewhere would have re-

flected a little longer, and would soon

have discovered that the ignorance and
poverty of the Polish peasantry were

not due solely to the Poles themselves.

Polish schools were formerly all com-

pletely free, and each school even had
funds for the poor, called purses, foun-

dations, etc. Rossia, in the last fifty

years, charged as high as $625 for in-

scription alone in the higher classes,

and about $25 for elementary begin-

ners. How could a poor family rise in

prosperity if this school was often the

first cause of losing the favorite son

;

if they did send the child to school

they might lose him as a recruit for the

army or navy, as designated by the

whim of the treacherous teacher and

recruiting officer ; and this did not ex-

empt from public burdens, as they

were still obliged to pay taxes for him
during ten years, and contribute to all

public services, as stations (stoyki),

wagons and teams (rozgony), repairing

and making public and private roads,

extra post service, besides innumerable

services imposed for his own personal

benefit by a spravnik, straptschy, zas-

iedatel, sotnik, etc. Add to this the

thwarting of intercourse and commerce

by every imaginable means under the

system of the famous M. Kankrin.

Could the peasant or the master be-

come wealthy when a measure called

a ton, weighing about eight hundred

and forty pounds, of wdieat brought

the enormous sum of $4.25 ? a load of

hay, drawn by one horse, seventy-five

cents when well paid, and nothing

when wanted by ulans or hussars gar-

risoned in the neighborhood ? A hen,

with a dozen and a half well-grown

chickens, hardly brought enough to pay

the value of the commonest apron.

Such things as these were never

known in ancient Poland, now so unani-

mously accused and condemned by

fashionable philanthropy. Even eighty
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years ago such abuses would have been

vainly looked for. "We remember, in

our younger days, when conversing

with an old sowietnik (counsellor), to

have heard him relate his bewildered

astonishment at the comfort and well-

being in Poland when sent under an

escort of Cossacks to introduce Rossian

improvements. ' What has become of

them ? ' we asked innocently. * Ha !

'

was his naive reply ; S St. Petersburg has

since then grown into a splendid city !

'

Let us call the attention of Russo-

maniacs to the fact that eighty years

ago, soon after the second partition of

Poland, flax in Riga brought eight hun-

dred and seventy florins, while in 1845

it hardly brought two hundred and forty

florins ; and the famous wheat of San-

domir sold, at the first-named period,

at sixty, while in 1856 it brought barely

thirty-five. Yet money now is cheaper

than before 1800.

Did the Polish nobleman, selfish and

wicked as now seems the fashion to

describe him, force the peasant of Sa-

mogitia to servile work, when the lat-

ter had an opportunity of drawing a

good profit from the results of his la-

bor in the neighboring marts of Memel,

Liban, Riga, Mittau, Venden, etc. ?

No, must we answer to our readers.

There might have been seen a boor's

wife dressed in sky blue lined with

fox fur, and drawn to church in a com-
fortable kolaska, by two excellent,

plump, Samogitian ponies ; and neither

did the father of the family exhaust

his strength in night watches or day
labor, as he had twenty teams to dis-

pose of, and could offer to an unex-

pected visitor a broiled chicken with
milk sauce, and a couple of bottles of

brown stout from Barclay, Perkins &
Co., of London. Such prosperity, al-

though then declining, was still to be
found in 1830. Why does it not exist

to-day ? Let this question be answered
by civilizers and democrats from Tam-
bow, Saratow, or Penza, and their jeal-

ous apologists.

Our writer seems to think he has

made a wonderful discovery when he
exultingly exclaims : ' Plow surprised

these pretended liberals would be to

see that their efforts only tend toward
reconstituting a monarchical Poland
(was Poland really monarchical ?—we
may doubt) under the protection of a

feudal and Catholic Church ! ' Such
charges were also made in the eight-

eenth century, and were suggested by
similar motives. I do not feel called

upon to defend the Catholics of Poland.

I would simply retort upon the authors

of such suggestions, by referring to cer-

tain distinguished rabbis, as Heilprin,

Meintzel, Jastrow, etc. ; to Protestants,

as Kouarski, Potworowski, Kassius,

Krolikowski, Czynski, and hosts of

others ; and also to Mohammedans, as

Baranowski, Mucha, Bielak, etc. I can-

not condemn a man because he is a

Catholic, because I have everywhere,

and in every religious community,
found both patriots and traitors to

their country, to their origin, to prin-

ciple, and to their religion. But this

I must say, that of whatever denomi-
nation or sect be the minister or priest,

he has a right to be a faithful son to

his fatherland and race. It happened
that in Poland the Catholic priest

stood opposed to the Rossian pope.

If the latter can be a Rossian patriot,

why should a like sentiment render

guilty a Polish priest ? This animosity

in certain circles proceeds from a par-

tiality to the Rosso-Greek Church,

which, some years ago, during the visit

of the emperor Nicholas to England,

certain ignorant or designing persons

designated as Protestant. By way of

parenthesis, we may add that the Rosso-

Greek Church separated long ago from

the Eastern Greek Church, preserving,

however, all its outward forms. Peter

I. abolished the patriarchate, intro-

duced his own classes and reforms, and

made himself head of the church. He
gave the name of synod to a perma-

nent council, nominated, appointed,

dismissed, controlled, rewarded, and

punished by himself, according to his
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own judgment, passion, or will. The
Grreco-Rossian Church is kept under

the same discipline as the army, and

an offending pope is sent, with the

rank of private, to some remote regi-

ment.

The author of the letter from Paris

somewhat contradictorily asserts that

the women, being superior in Poland,

govern the men, but are themselves

governed entirely by the priests. This

scarcely tallies with strict logic ; but,

for the sake of truth and of a just re-

spect for our mothers, who taught us to

love our country and freedom, who
gave us strength in exile, and faith

through persecution, and who instruct-

ed us how to think, and inspired us

with those noble sentiments, seemingly

denied to the mothers of the ' fashion-

able civilization ' (of St. Petersburg),

among whom there is not one lady

writer—we will thank this writer for

the refutation offered by him to an

impudent slander, emanating from a

contributor to Chambers' Magazine, of

January last. We repeat that we thank

him for his just tribute to Polish wom-
en, however inimical he may be to

the Polish cause, and however much he

may depreciate our sex. Yet it seems

strange that, while accusing Polish

women of being entirely under the con-

trol of the priests, and hence to have

been chiefly instrumental in fomenting

the last insurrection, the author did

not notice, or is purposely silent re-

garding, a fact which, as he appears to

have been longer in a Galician chateau

than elsewhere, must have fallen under

his notice, namely, that in Galicia, the

Polish priest was the most decided op-

ponent to any insurrection. How,
then, could the active Polish women-
patriots be instruments of the action

condemned by the apologists of the

absolute government of Rossia ?

The admonition to France, on the

ground that, after the revolution of

1789, she is committing a contradic-

tory error by showing sympathy to-

ward a revolution gotten up by priests,

is but a consequence of the first judg-

ment, and we may leave to France and

her sense of her own interests to do

what she may think right and profit-

able. "We will simply mention that,

for French glory, and for this error, as

the author calls it, two hundred thou-

sand Poles were slain in Egypt, Italy,

San Domingo, Spain, Germany, Hol-

land, and on the plains of Mozajsk,

Kraslaw, Boryssow, Eylau, Friedland,

etc. The monument seen from the

balcony of the Tuileries has the names

upon it, which we scarcely can suppose

to have been inscribed for the sole

purpose of filling space.

The friends of Poland believe that

they serve the cause of progress by aid-

ing in the reestablishment of the Polish

nation. We presume there are plenty

of men in France who know that dur-

ing the last thirty years Rossia has

spread her dominion in Asia over twice

the area of Germany and France to-

gether, that she is only eighty miles

from Peking, and as far from India as

Vienna is from the Black Sea. More-

over, Asiatic people, always dreaming

of plunder in Europe, once armed with

European Minie rifles and rifled cannon,

may repeat anew the incursions of At-

tila, Tamerlane, Battu, etc. The end

to be gained and the booty will create

the temptation, and offer superior in-

ducements.

The effort to palliate Rossian cruelty,

skilful as it is, by the alleged necessities

of war, by denials, or by asserting it to

be mere revenge for similar atrocities

committed by Poles, must be appre-

ciated according to the sources whence

it emanates. What the letter writer

or similar twelve-hour visitors saw in

Poland, particularly in Kracow, of peo-

ple sharpening knives or preparing

deadly poisons, need here be merely

referred to by saying that in times of

general confusion we have no means to

foresee or to control personal revenge,

and also that we will not here cite

the reports of Polish papers or accounts

of Germans. We will take our data
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from the Moscow Invalid, the czar's

Universal Journal at Warsaw, and the

Journal de Petersbourg. From these

we find it stated that the number of

men hanged in three hundred and sixty-

five days of insurrection was eight hun-

dred and fifty, besides many others

whose names were not given because

it was simpler and more profitable to

ignore their origin, class, and religion.

From Kiow alone Anienkow sent

away fourteen thousand men, chiefly of

Greek or other non-Roman-Catholic

religion, over whom the Catholic priest

had neither control or influence. From
Warsaw, every Saturday during fifty-

two weeks, an average of four hundred

men, women, and children were de-

ported, all separated from their natural

guides and protectors. From Liefland,

north of the Dwina, were sent off, in

one month, thirty-five hundred of the

better educated and comfortable class

of people. A Government paper re-

joices that Polish and Catholic princi-

ples, growing there during five cen-

turies, were in a fair way of extinction,

since, as it itself admits, forty-five thou-

sand men had been transferred to the

governments of Samara, Orenburg,

Kazan, and similar localities. To burn

the villages of Ibanie, Szarki, Hrodki,

Smoloy, Zabolocie, etc., to destroy the

furniture, horses, cattle, and all other

property, to send the inhabitants on
foot, only allowing for the aged and
young children a few small wagons,

far away into a cold, strange, savage

country, without tools, means, etc.

—

was all this done merely as a military

necessity, and was it excusable, or, at

most, merely blamable ?

Now, certain correspondents and lec-

turers, with other gentlemen, deny the

use of the lash or whip on the backs

of women and ladies, because the

American people cannot countenance

such barbarism. To say the least of

such a denial—it is gratuitous. Aus-
tria daily publishes similar judgments
as the result of police court trials. In

Rossia, they are not published, because

the administration of lash, whip, and
scourge is left to the 'paternal discretion

of every sergeant, lieutenant, police

commissary, and district constable, and
is enjoyed by them to their hearts' con-

tent. It is the method employed for

ages by Rossia, and considered as an

indispensable appendage to patriarchal

czarism and its lieutenants. We cannot

wonder at such denials, for their au-

thors have ordinarily been brought up
under a better state of things, and
never learned in their youth the possi-

bility of resort to such practices : the

less also can we wonder when we know
that they met only similar denials in

the higher Rossian society, and when
we consider that such denials came
from a source one is naturally inclined

to respect, when the man denying

seems respectable. How can we fancy

a lie told by a gentleman in golden

uniform, or a lady in a lace dress ? But
if the defenders of the civilization of

Rossia and of the noble manners of its

aristocracy knew all the cruel judg-

ments of Rossian masters, the lewdness,

recklessness, indecency, and shallow-

ness often concealed beneath their arti-

ficial good breeding and apparent cour-

tesy, they would learn that laces may
cover coarse tissues, and gold hide cor-

roded brass. The gaudy dress and
uniform serve but to permit more dar-

ing deeds ; the more they glitter, the

more impunity they confer. Under
every Government, and more especially

under a despotism, subaltern officers

may be sure of impunity to abuse, pro-

vided it is done under the guise of zeal

and devotion.

During the past year we have heard

and read in lectures, newspapers, cor-

respondences, etc., many flattering state-

ments of the beauty of the Rossian

Government, and the czar's liberality

—

and as many accusations and imputa-

tions detrimental to the Polish cause.

Why the same views were not held and
advocated during the Crimean war we
will not ask, but merely hint at. These

statements come from organs whose
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purpose is readily divined. If we turn

to the paper that has opened its col-

umns to the Paris letter, we find close

at hand the advertisement and recom-

mendation of a programme for our own
great country, and the pointing out of

a new Garibaldi for the American

Union. Now, neither said platform nor

Garibaldi would be consistent with the

condemnation, irony, and ridicule flung

upon the champions for one thousand

years of the growing progress, pros-

perity, and Christianity of "Western

Europe.

We of this generation are grown
fixedly into our ancient habits of

thought, and now can make no change

;

but our successors, perchance, may pos-

sibly be reduced to undersign the man-
ifesto of Rossian Liberalism, published

about a year ago in Moscow, and, in

return for false promises and decep-

tions, consent to make common cause

against Germany and the whole of

Western Europe. What American lib-

erties would gain by such an eventuality,

is not for us, nor for to-day, to say.

APHORISMS.—NO. XI.

' A man who has no wants has at-

tained great freedom, and firmness, and

even dignity.'

—

Burke.
' Mad wants and mean endeavors,' as

Carlyle expresses it, ' are among the

signal characteristics and great follies

of our nature.'

But how can we attain to the free-

dom, firmness, and dignity of having

no wants ? Answer : By learning what
our real necessities are, and limiting

our sense of want by such knowledge.

Otherwise there is little hope for us

;

for, as soon as we admit imaginary and
factitious needs, we become the slaves

of mere fancy, the sport of mere hu-

man opinion, and devoid of all true

dignity.

How sublime, as compared with the

ordinary condition of men, is the possi-

bility suggested by Burke ! Freedom,

instead of such slavery as the love of

pleasure occasions, or such as ambition

entails upon men ! Firmness, such as

he has who does not feel compelled to

ask how his conduct may affect the

supply of his wants from day to day !

Dignity, such as we see in every man
who studies the great interests of his

being, regardless of any harm that may

thereby accrue to his earthly estate !

So free, and firm, and dignified may
each be that will.

But no such good is possible for men
who allow their sense of want to be

ruled by the common opinions of men.

If the good at which we aim can be

secured only by the possession of this

world's favors, as they are dispensed

by the wealthy or the powerful, or the

suffrages of the multitude (votes for

office, and the like), then each one be-

comes the servant of his fellow men—

a

servant just as really as if he were hired

to perform any menial office. The par-

ty politician, for example, is just as

fully bound by the will of others as a

coachman or foot servant. For him

neither freedom, firmness, or dignity is

possible. He can do only as others bid

him : he can resist no solicitations to

evil on the part of those whom he

would make his constituents : he has

no dignity above that of a tool, in the

hands, it may be, of a very unworthy

master.

So in all cases where we allow our-

selves to be dependent in such form

and measure that in order to compass

our own ends we must look to the will

and behests of others.
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AN ARMY : ITS OKGIANIZATION AND MOVEMENTS.

THIRD PAPER

Cavalet ! At this word whose

mind does not involuntarily recall pic-

tures of mailed knights rushing upon

each other with levelled lances, and of

the charging squadrons of Austerlitz,

of Jena, of Marengo, of the Peninsula,

and ofWaterloo ? Whose blood is not

stirred with a throng of memories con-

nected with the noble achievements of

the war horse and his rider ? Who
does not imagine a panorama of all

that is gay and glorious in warfare

—

prancing coursers, gilded trappings,

Durnished sabres, waving pennons, and

glittering helmets—rank after rank of

gallant riders—anon the blast of bu-

gles, the drawing of sabres, the mighty

rushing of a thousand steeds, the clash

of steel, the shout, the victory ? The
chief romance of war attaches itself to

the deeds accomplished by the assist-

ance of the power and endurance of

man's noblest servant. Every one has

read so much poetry about valiant

youths, mounted on fiery yet docile

steeds, doing deeds of miraculous prow-

ess in the ranks of their enemies—our

literature is so full of tapestried repre-

sentations of knightly retinues and
charging squadrons—the towering form

of Murat is so conspicuous in the nar-

ratives of the Napoleonic wars—and
history has so often repeated the deeds

of those horsemen who performed such

illustrious feats in the combats of half

a century ago, that we associate with

the cavalry only ideas of splendor and
glory, of wild freedom and dashing

gallantry. But the cavalry service is

far different from such vague and fanci-

ful imaginations. Instead of ease, there

is constant labor ; instead of freedom,

there is a difficult system of discipline

and tactics ; and instead of frequent

opportunities for glorious charges, there

is a constant routine of toilsome duty

in scouting and picketing, with rarely

an opportunity for assisting prominent-

ly in the decision of a great battle, or

of winning renown in overthrowing the

ranks of an enemy by the impetuous

rush of a mass of horses against serried

bayonets.

In many respects cavalry is the most

difficult branch of military service to

maintain and to operate. It is exceed-

ingly costly, on account of the great

loss of horses by the carelessness of the

men, by overwork, by disease, and by

the fatalities of battle. The report of

General Halleck, for the year 1863,

stated that from May to October there

were from ten thousand to fourteen

thousand cavalry in the Army of the

Potomac, while the number of horses

furnished them for the same period

was thirty-five thousand ; adding to

these the horses taken by capture and

used for mounting men, the number

would be sufficient to give each man a

horse every two months. There were

two hundred and twenty-three regi-

ments of cavalry in the service, which,

at the same rate, would require four

hundred and thirty - five thousand

horses. This is an immense expendi-

ture of animals, and is attributable in

part to the peculiarities of the volun-

teer service—such as the lack of care

and knowledge on the part of the offi-

cers, and the disposition of the men to

break down their horses by improper

riding, and sometimes out of mere

wantonness, for the purpose of getting

rid of animals they do not like, for the

chance of obtaining better. A measure

has recently been adopted to remedy

these evils, by putting into the infantry

cavalry officers and men who show

themselves incompetent to take proper

care of their animals, and who neglect

other essentials of cavalry service. The
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provision and transportation of forage

for cavalry horses also constitute items

of great cost.

To attain proficiency and effective-

ness, cavalry soldiers require much,

longer instruction than those of any

other arm. They must become expert

swordsmen, and acquire such skill in

equitation that horse and rider shall

resemble the mythical centaurs of the

ancients— shall be only one individual

in will. The horses should be as thor-

oughly trained as the riders. In Eu-

ropean armies this is accomplished in

training schools. The Governments

keep constantly on hand large supplies

of animals, partly purchased and partly

produced in public stables, and capable

instructors are continually employed in

fitting both men and horses for their

duties.

To insure the provision of proper

horses and to recuperate those which

are sent from the army disabled or sick,

an immense cavalry depot has been

established at Giesboro', near Washing-

ton. Thousands of horses are kept

there ready for service, and as fast as

men in the army are dismounted by the

loss of their animals, they are sent to

this depot. It is one of the most useful

and best-arranged affairs connected

with our service, and has greatly assist-

ed in diminishing the expense attend-

ing the provision of animals, and in in-

creasing the efficiency of our cavalry.

We have had all the difficulties to

contend with resulting from inexperi-

enced riders and untrained horses. No
one who has not beheld the scene, can

imagine the awkward appearance of a

troop of recruits mounted on horses

unaccustomed to the saddle. The sight

is one of the most laughable that can

be witnessed. We have seen the at-

tempt made to put such a troop into

a gallop across a field. Fifty horses and
fifty men instantly became actuated by
a hundred different wills, and dispersed

in all directions—some of the riders

hanging on to the pommels, with their

feet out of the stirrups, others tugging

away at the bridles, and not a few

sprawling on the ground. After a few

months' drills, however, a different

scene is presented, and an old troop

horse becomes so habituated to his ex-

ercises that not only will he perform all

the evolutions without guidance, but

will even refuse to leave the ranks,

though under the most vigorous incite-

ments of whip and spur. An officer

friend was once acting as cavalier to

a party of ladies on horseback at a re-

view, when, unfortunately, the troop in

which his horse belonged happening

to pass by, the animal bolted from the

group of ladies, and took his accus-

tomed place in the ranks, nor could

all the efforts of his rider disengage

him. Finally, our friend was obliged

to dismount, and, holding the horse

by the bit, lack him out of the troop to

his station with the party of ladies—

a

feat performed amid much provoking

laughter.

Cavalry can operate in masses only

when circumstances are favorable—the

country open, and the ground free from

obstructions. Yet it is in masses alone

that it can be effective, and it can tri-

umph against infantry only by a shock

—from the precipitation of its weight

upon the lines, crushing them by the

onset. Before the time of Frederic

the Great, the Prussian horsemen resem-

bled those to be seen at a militia review

—they were a sort of picture soldiers,

incapable of a vigorous charge. He
revolutionized the service by teaching

that cavalry must achieve success by a

rapid onset, not stopping to fire them-

selves, and not regarding the fire of

their opponents. By practising these

lessons, they were able to overthrow the

Austrian infantry. But if the force of

a charge is dissipated by obstructions

on the ground, or is broken by the fire

of the assailed, the effectiveness of cav-

alry, as a participant in the manoeuvres

of a battle field, is entirely destroyed.

The question of the future of cavalry-

is at present one of great interest among
military investigators ; for notwith-
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standing its brilliant achievements

during our civil war, the fact is ap-

parent that its sphere has been entirely-

changed, its old system has become

obsolete, and former possibilities no

longer lie within its scope. Since Wa-
terloo there had not been, until our

war commenced, any opportunity to

test the action of cavalry ; for its opera-

tions in the Crimea and in Italy were

insignificant. The art of warfare had,

meanwhile, in many respects, become

revolutionized by the introduction of

rifled arms. Military men waited,

therefore, with interest, the experience

of the war in this country, to judge

from it as to the part cavalry was to

perform in future warfare.. That ex-

perience has shown that the day in

which cavalry can successfully charge

squares of infantry has passed. When
the smooth-bore muskets alone were

used by infantry, cavalry could be

formed in masses for charging at a dis-

tance of five hundred yards ; now the

formations must be made at the dis-

tance of nearly a mile, and that inter-

vening space must be passed at speed

under the constant fire of cannon and

rifles ; when the squares are reached,

the horses are frightened and blown,

the ranks have been disordered by the

impossibility of preserving a correct

front during such a length of time at

rapid speed, and by the loss of men

;

the charge breaks weakly on the wall

of bayonets, and retires baffled. In-

fantry, before it learns its own strength

and the difficulty of forcing a horse

against a bayonet—or rather to trample

down a man—has an absurd and un-

founded fear of cavalry. This feeling

was in part the cause of the panic

among our troops at Bull Run—so

much had been said about the Black

Horse troop of the rebels. The Water-

loo achievements of the French were

then thought possible of repetition.

Now adays it is hardly probable that

the veteran infantry of either army
would take the trouble to form squares

to resist cavalry, but would expect to

rout it by firing in line. Neither party

in our war has been able to make its

mounted forces effective in a general

battle. Nothing has occurred to paral-

lel, upon the battle field, those exploits

of the cavalry—French, Prussian, and

English—in the great wars of the last

century, extending to Waterloo.

The enthusiastic admirers of cavalry

still maintain that it is possible to re-

peat those exploits, even in face of the

improved firearms now iu use. All

that is necessary, they say, is to have

the cavalry sufficiently drilled. The
ground to be crossed under a positively

dangerous fire is only five hundred or

six hundred yards, and once taught to

continue the charge through the bullets

for this distance, and then to throw

themselves on the bayonets, horsemen

will now, as heretofore, break the lines

of infantry. All very true, if cavalry

to fulfil the conditions named can be

obtained ; but in them lies the diffi-

culty. Occasional instances of splendid

charges will undoubtedly occur in fu-

ture warfare ; but it seems to be an

established fact that the day for the

glory of cavalry has passed. Once the

mailed knight, mounted on his mailed

charger, could overthrow by scores the

poor, pusillanimous pikemen and cross-

bow men who composed the infantry
;

he was invulnerable in his iron armor,

and could ride them down like reeds.

But gunpowder and the bayonet have

changed this ; and now the most con-

fident and domineering cavalryman

will put spurs to his horse and fly at a

gallop, if he sees the muzzle of an in-

fantryman's rifle, with its glittering

bayonet, pointed at him from the

thicket.

Another revolution effected in the

mounted service by the improvements

in arms and the consequent changes of

tactics, is the diminution of heavy and
the increase of light cavalry—that is,

the transfer of the former into the lat-

ter. These two denominations really

include all kinds of cavalry, although

the non-military reader may have been
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puzzled by the numerous subordinate

denominations to be found in the ac-

counts of European warfare—such as

dragoons, cuirassiers, hussars, lancers,

chasseurs, hulans, etc.

Heavy cavalry is composed of the

heavier men and horses, and is usually

divided into dragoons and cuirassiers.

It is designed to act in masses, and to

break the lines of an enemy by the

weight of its charge. Usually, also, it

has had some defensive armor, and is a

direct descendant from the knights of

the Middle Ages. But the cuirasses,

which were sufficient to resist the balls

from smooth-bore muskets, are easily

penetrated by rifles. Consequently the

occupation of this kind of cavalry is

gone, and it is likely to disappear grad-

ually from the service. In this country

we have never had anything except

light cavalry—the only kind adapted

for use in our Indian warfare. This

kind of cavalry is intended to accom-

plish results by the celerity of its move-

ments, and all its equipments should

therefore be as light as possible. The
chief difficulty is to prevent the cavalry

soldier from overloading his horse, as

he has a propensity not only to carry a

large wardrobe and a full supply of

kitchen utensils, but also to ' convey,'

in the language of Pistol, or, in army
language, ' gobble up,' or, in plain Eng-

lish, steal anything that is capable of

being fastened to his saddle.

It is evident that the efficiency of a

cavalry soldier depends as much upon

his horse as upon himself; and it is

requisite, therefore, that the weight

upon the horse should be as light as

possible. The limit has been fixed at

about two hundred pounds for light,

and two hundred and fifty for heavy

cavalry ; but both of these are too much.

A cavalry soldier ought not to weigh

over one hundred and fifty to one hun-

dred and sixty pounds, and his ac-

coutrements not over thirty pounds

additional ; but in practice, scarcely any

horse—except where the rider is a very

light weight— carries less than two

hundred and twenty or two hundred
and thirty pounds. One great cause of

the evils incident to our cavalry service

is the excessive weight imposed on the

horses. The French take particular

pains in this respect ; while in England
the cavalry is almost entirely ' heavy,'

and, though well drilled, is clumsy.

John Bull, with his roast beef and plum
pudding, makes a poor specimen of a

light cavalryman. English officers are

now endeavoring to revolutionize their

mounted service, so as to diminish its

weight and increase its celerity.

The arms of cavalry have been va-

rious, but it is now well settled that its

true weapon is the sabre, as its true

form of operation is the charge. A
great deal of ingenuity has been ex-

pended in devising the best form of

sabre. Different countries have differ-

ent patterns, but the one adopted in

our army is very highly considered. It

is pointed, so as to be used in thrust-

ing ; sharp on one edge for cutting

;

curved, so as to inflict a deeper wound

;

and the weight arranged, by a mathe-

matical rule, so that the centres of per-

cussion and of gravity are placed where

the weapon may be most easily han-

dled. The lance is a weapon very ap-

propriate to light mounted troops, and

is still used by some of the Cossacks

and Arab horsemen. But to wield it

effectively requires protracted training.

For a long time in Europe it was the

chief weapon for horsemen ; with the

knights it was held in exclusive honor,

and continued in use for a consider-

able period after firearms had de-

stroyed the prestige of the gentlemen

of the golden spurs. Prince Maurice,

of Orange, when he raised mounted

regiments to defend the Netherlands

against the Spanish, rejected it, and

since his time it has become obsolete

except in some regiments especially

drilled to it. Such a regiment was

raised in Philadelphia at the commence-

ment of our war, but after eighteen

months' experience the lances were

abandoned. Besides the sabre, cavalry-
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men are armed with pistols or carbines

—the men having the latter being

employed particularly in skirmishing,

sometimes on foot.

The proportion of mounted troops in

an army varies according to the nature

of the country which is the theatre of

military operations. In a level country

it should be about one fourth or one

fifth, while in one that is mountainous,

it should not be greater than a tenth.

As a general rule, improvements in fire-

arms have produced a decrease in the

proportion of cavalry and lessened its

importance. When artillery was intro-

duced, the cavaliers, who composed the

Middle Age armies exclusively, com-

menced to disappear; knighthood

passed out of existence, being super-

seded by mercenary bands. Infantry

gradually assumed importance, which

has constantly increased, until it has

now attained the vast predominance.

This has not only caused a general

diminution of the proportion of cavalry,

but has entailed on the Governments

of Europe the necessity of keeping their

cavalry service always at its maximum,
so that the mounted troops may be per-

fect in their drill; whereas infantry

troops can acquire comparative profi-

ciency in a few months.

We will give a brief description of

the different classes of cavalry, and
close our subject by some remarks on
the operation of this arm of service in

our civil war.

The regiments raised by Prince

Maurice, of Orange, above referred to,

were the first known as cuirassiers, on
account of the cuirasses which they

wore for defence. All defensive armor
is now being laid aside.

Dragoons originally were a class of

soldiers who operated both on foot

and mounted. They are supposed to

take their name from a kind of fire-

arm called a ' dragon.' In modern
practice dragoons are almost entirely

used as cavalry, and rarely have re-

course to any extended service on foot.

The denomination ' dragoons ' has re-

cently been abolished from our ser-

vice.

Carabineers were at first some Basque

and Gascon horsemen in the French

service, whose peculiarly distinguish-

ing characteristic was a skilful use in

the saddle of a short firearm.

Hussars originated in Hungary, tak-

ing their denomination from the word
husz, which signifies twenty, and ar,

pay—every twentieth man being re-

quired by the state to enter into service.

From their origin they were distin-

guished for the celerity of their move-

ments and their devotion to fine cos-

tumes.

The Tiulans were a species of Polish

light cavalry, bearing lances, and tak-

ing their name from their commander

—a nobleman named Huland.

Chasseurs are French regiments, de-

signed chiefly to act as scouts and

skirmishers. The chasseurs oVAfrique

are cavalry which have been trained in

Algeria, and have become exceedingly

expert through conflicts with the

Arabs. The spahis are Arab cavalry,

in the French service, and are such ad-

mirable riders that they will charge

over all kinds of ground, and dash

upon a foe who judges himself secure

amid rocks or trees or ditches.

At the commencement of the war the

rebel cavalry was superior to that fur-

nished by the North. For this there

were many reasons. Southern planta-

tion life had accustomed the aristo-

cratic youth to the saddle, and great

attention was bestowed on the training

of horses. At the North the number
of skilled riders was comparatively.few.

Gradually, however, Northern energy,

endurance, and patient discipline began

to tell, and the time soon arrived when
the Southern cavalry were invariably

driven, especially in sabre charges, tc

which Southerners have great aversion.

At present, on account of the scarcity

of horses, the difficulty of supplying

forage, and the loss of so many gay

youths of the chivalry, the Southern

cavalry has dwindled into such a
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condition as to be no longer formida-

ble.

The service of the cavalry in both

armies during the war has been exclu-

sively as light cavalry—scouting, pick-

eting, raiding, etc. Its combats have

been with forces of its own arm. No
commander has yet succeeded in assist-

ing to determine the issue of a pitched

battle by the charges of his mounted

troops. Our cavalry have rendered,

however, brilliant and invaluable ser-

vices in protecting the rear and flanks

of the armies, and by their magnificent

raiding expeditions into the enemy's

country, destroying his supplies, in-

juring his communications, diverting

his forces, and liberating his slaves.

No sufficient accounts of such expedi-

tions and of the numerous cavalry con-

flicts have been published
;

yet they

are very desirable. They wTould fur-

nish most interesting narratives, and
be a valuable contribution not only to

the history of the times, but to the his-

tory of warfare ; for the operations of

the cavalry in this war constitute a new
era in the history of this branch of

military service. Unless care is exer-

cised to procure such narratives, our

posterity will never know anything of

many battle fields where fought and
fell brave troopers from every North-

ern State.

The chief duties of officers belonging

to the corps of engineers, when connect-

ed with an army acting in the field,

are the supervision of routes of com-

munication, the laying of bridges,

the selection of positions for fortifica-

tions, and the indication of the proper

character of works to be constructed.

Should a siege occur, a new and very

important class of duties devolves on

them, relating to the trenches, saps,

batteries, etc.

Not only is there in Virginia a lack

of good roads, but the numerous streams

have few or no bridges. In many cases

where bridges have existed, one or the

other of the contending armies has de-

stroyed them to impede the march of

its opponents. Streams which have an

average depth of three or four feet are,

however, generally without bridges,

except where crossed by some turnpike,

the common country roads mostly

leading to fords. The famous Bull

Run is an example. There were but

two or three bridges over this stream

in the space of country penetrated by
the roads generally pursued by our

army in advancing or retreating, and

these have been several times destroyed

and rebuilt. The stream varies from

two to six feet in depth—the fords

being at places of favorable depth, and

where the bottom is gravelly and the

banks sloping. Often such streams as

this, and indeed smaller ones, become

immensely swelled in volume by storms,

so that a comparatively insignificant

rivulet might greatly delay the march

of an army, if means for quickly cross-

ing should not be provided. The gen-

eral depth of a ford which a large force,

with its appurtenances, can safely cross,

is about three feet, and even then the

bottom should be good and the current

gentle. With a greater depth of wa-

ter, the men are likely to wet their car-

tridge boxes, or be swept off their feet.

There is a small. stream about three

miles from Alexandria, crossing the

Little River turnpike, which has never

been bridged, and which was once so

suddenly swollen by rain that all the

artillery and wagons of a corps were

obliged to wait about twelve hours for

its subsidence. The mules of some

wagons driven into it were swept away.

Fords, unless of the best bottom, are

rendered impassable after a small por-

tion of the wagons and artillery of an

army have crossed them—the gravel

being cut through into the underlying

clay, and the banks converted into

sloughs by the dripping of water from

the animals and wheels.

A very amusing scene was presented

at the crossing of Hazel River (a branch

of the Rappahannock) last fall, when
the Army of the Potomac first marched

to Culpepper. The stream was at least
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three feet deep, and at various places

four—the current very rapid—the bot-

tom filled with large stones, and the

banks steep, except where a narrow

road had been cut for the wagons.

The men adopted various expedients

for crossing. Some went in boldly all

accoutred ; some took off shoes and

stockings, and carefully rolled up their

trousers ; others (and they were the

wisest) divested themselves of all their

lower clothing. The long column

struggled as best it could through the

water, and occasionally, amid vocifer-

ous shouts, those who had been careful

to roll up their trousers would step

into a hole up to the middle ; others,

who had taken still more precautions,

would stumble over a stone and pitch

headlong into the roaring waters, drop-

ping their guns, and splashing vainly

about with their heavy knapsacks, in

the endeavor to regain a footing, until

some of their comrades righted them
;

and others, after getting over safely,

would slip back from the sandy bank,

and take an involuntary immersion.

Some clung to the rear of the wagons,

but in the middle of the stream the

mules would become fractious, or the

wagon would get jammed against a

stone, and the unfortunate passengers

were compelled to drop off and wade
ashore, greeted by roars of derisive

laughter. On such occasions soldiers

give full play to their humor. They
accept the hardships with good nature,

and make the best of any ridiculous

incident that may happen. At the

time referred to, many conscripts had
just joined the ranks, and cries resound-

ed everywhere among the old soldiers :

' Hello, conscripts, how do you like

this ?
'

' What d'ye think of sogering

now ?
'

' This is nothing. You'll have

to go in up to yer neck next time.'

Generally, when the exigencies of the

march will permit, bridges are made
over such streams, either by the en-

gineers of the army, or detachments
from the various corps which are pass-

ing upon the roads. They are simple

' corduroy bridges,' and can be laid

very expeditiously. Two or three

piers of stones and logs are placed in

the stream, string pieces are stretched

upon them, and cross pieces of small

round logs laid down for the flooring.

The most extensive bridges of this

kind used by the Army of the Potomac

were those over the Chickahominy

in the Peninsular campaign. ' Sum-
ner's bridge,' by which reinforcements

crossed at the battle of Fair Oaks, was
laid in this manner. Of course such

bridges are liable to be carried away
and to be easily destroyed. Some of

the bridges over the Chickahominy

were laid much more thoroughly.

' Cribs ' of logs were piled in cob-house

fashion, pinned together, and sunk ver-

tically in the stream. Then string

pieces and the flooring were laid, the

whole covered with brush and dirt.

Men worked at these bridges up to the

waist in water for many days in succes-

sion.

Military art has devised many expe-

dients for bridging streams, and use is

made of any facilities that may be at

hand for constructing the means of

passage ; but the only organized bridge

trains which move with the army are

those which carry the pontoons. Of
these there are various kinds, made
of wood, of corrugated iron, and of in-

dia rubber stretched over frames. But

the wooden pontoon boats are most in

use. They can be placed in a river

and the flooring laid upon them with

great * rapidity. Several very fine

bridges have been thus constructed

—

among them may be mentioned the one

at the mouth of the Chickahominy,

across which General McClellan's army

marched in retreating from Harrison's

Landing. It was about a mile long,

and was constructed in a few hours.

To cross a river under the fire of an

enemy is one of the most difficult oper-

ations in warfare. Yet it has been fre-

quently accomplished by our armies.

The crossing of the Rappahannock by

General Burnside's army, previous to
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the great battle of Fredericksburg, in

December, 1862, is one of the most re-

markable instances of the kind during

the war. The rebel rifle pits lined the

southern bank, and the fire from them

prevented our engineers from approach-

ing—the river being only about seventy-

five yards wide. For a long time our

artillery failed to drive the rebels away.

About noon of the day on which the

crossing was made, General Burnside

ordered a concentration of fire on Fred-

ericksburg, in the houses of which

place the rebels had concealed their

forces. A hundred guns, hurling shot

and shell into every building and street

of the city, soon riddled it ; but the

obstinate foes hid themselves in the

cellars till the storm was over, and then

emerged defiantly. They were only

dislodged by sending over a battalion

in boats to attack them in flank, when
they retreated, and the bridges were laid.

It is impossible to explain in articles

of this character the mysteries of in-

trenchment and fortification, so that

they will be comprehensible. A few

notes, however, on some of the princi-

pal terms constantly employed, may be

found useful and interesting.

Rifle pits—as the term is now gener-

ally used— are small embankments,

made by throwing up dirt from an ex-

cavation inside. They can be erected

quickly, for it will be seen that those

behind them have the advantage, not

only of the height of the embankment,

but also of the depth of the ditch.

Thus an excavation of two feet would

give a protection of four feet. This

is the ordinary rifle pit, but when time

permits it receives many improve-

ments.

Breastworks are any erections of logs,

dirt, etc., raised breast high, to shelter

the men behind them.

An abatis consists of obstructions

placed in front of a work to form ob-

stacles to a storming party. The most

convenient method of forming it is to

cut down trees and allow them to lie

helter skelter. When there is time, the

trees are laid with the butts toward the

work, and the branches outward—the

small limbs being removed, and the

ends of the remainder sharpened.

A redan is a letter V,

with the point toward - -

the enemy, and is used \/
generally to cover the

heads of bridges, etc.

A lunette is the redan

with flanking wings.

A redoubt is an enclosed

parallelogram.

These works are very imperfect, be-

cause they have exposed points. The
angles are not protected by the fire

from the sides. To remedy this diffi-

culty, the next most usual work is the

star fort, made in

the form of a regu-

lar or irregular star.

It will be perceived

that the fire from

the sides covers the

angles.

The next and still more improved

form of work is the bastioned fort,

which consists of projecting bastions

at the corners, the fire from which en-

filades the ditches.

The following is a diagram of a ver-

tical section of the parapet and ditch

used in all fully constructed field

works

:

ff /

A B is the elope of the banquette.

B C head of the banquette, or place where the

men stand to deliver their fire.

C D the interior slope of the parapet.

D E superior slope of the same.

F G the berme, or place left to prevent the para-

pet from washing down iDlo the ditch.

Gr H the scarp or interior wall of the ditch.

H I the bottom of the ditch.

I K the counterscarp.

LMN the glacis, which, except the abatis near
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the ditch, is left free and open, so as to expose

the assailants to the fire from the parapet.

The proportions and angles of all the lines

given are fixed according to mathematical rules.

The operations of a siege present

many incidents of great interest ; but

we can do nothing more in this article

than illustrate the methods in which

the approaches are made to the works

the capture of which is designed.

When reconnoissances have established

the conclusion that the works of an

enemy cannot be carried by assault, the

lines of the investing army are ad-

vanced as near to them as is compatible

with safety ; advantage is then taken

of the opportunities afforded by the

ground to cover working parties, which

are thrown forward to the place fixed

for the first parallel ; sometimes these

parties can commence their work only

at night. The parallel is only a deep

trench with the dirt thrown toward

the enemy ; and after the excavation

has progressed, the trench is occupied

by parties of troops to resist any sorties

of the enemy, and to prevent attempts

against the batteries established behind

the parallel.

The first parallel being completed,

zigzag excavations are made toward
the front to cover the passage of men
who proceed to dig the second parallel.

Meanwhile the batteries have com-
menced to play, and riflemen have been

advanced in trenches at convenient

places, whose fire annoys the gunners

of the enemy. The second parallel

being made, the batteries are moved

up to it, and the third parallel is pro-

ceeded with in a manner similar to

that used for the second.

We give below a rough diagram of

these operations

:

ABODE is the work of the enemy
to be besieged. The working parties

advance by the zigzag paths M N and
O to the position chosen for the first

parallel, K L. At the proper time they

proceed by the zigzag paths to the sec-

ond parallel, H I, and then to the third,

F G. When this is reached, the ene-

my's work can generally be carried by
storm, unless already evacuated, for

ceteris paribus the advantages generally

lie with the besieging party. The zig-

zags are called boyauz, and they are

dug in the form represented, so that

the bank of earth thrown up may be

always in front of them. Were they in

straight lines this could not be.

The above refers exclusively to the

siege of a field work. The principles

for besieging a walled fort or a fortified

town are the same, but the operations

are much more complicated.
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Popular Edition. Results of Emancipation.
By Augustin Cochin, Ex-Maire and Muni-
cipal Councillor of Paris. Work crowned
by the Institute of France (Academie Fran-

caise). Translated by Mary L. Booth,
Translate! of Count de Gasparin's work
on America, etc. Fourth thousand. Bos-
ton : Walker, Wise & Co., 245 Washington
street. 1864.

A remarkable book, indicative of a new
era in the discussion of social, religious,

political, and economical questions. Pre-

judice, misstatement, and fanaticism are

apparently so opposed to the clear, candid

mind of the author, that he has needed no

effort to avoid them, and in their stead give

us simple truth, broad views of men and

things, and the highest conceptions of duty

and charity, together with the nicest con-

sideration of the rights and material interests,

even the local prejudices and misconceptions,

of our fellow mortals. He shows clearly

that a moral wrong can never long tend to ma~

terial advantage, and that the laws of society

cannot be made ultimately to triumph over

the laws of nature ; neither, in general, can

a wrong be righted without some suffering

by way of expiation.

Although filled with statistical details, the

work cannot fail to be intensely interesting to

the general reader. Lofty, hopeful, rational,

and yet progressive in its tone, it is calculated

to do great good, not only through the use-

ful information and instructive generalizations

it makes known, but also as a model of right

feeling, and consequent good breeding, in

its peculiar sphere.

The chapters upon the sugar question are

wonderfully lucid and convincing. Their

bearing upon mooted points of political econ-

omy recommend them to the study of all

interested in that intricate subject. The dis-

tressing relations necessarily existing between

slavery and religious instruction are also

plainly set forth, and the general conclusion

of the book (that * emancipation ' is not

only possible, but most expedient, and that,

with certain care upon the part of the Gov-

ernment and of slave owners, an imme-

diate and simultaneous liberation is likely to

breed fewer disturbances and less evil than

gradual disenthralment) seems to be rapidly

gaining ground in the convictions of our own

countrymen. The conscience, and prophetio

dreams of priests, women, and poets, have

long given assurance of such results, but the

world, of course, required definite experience

and practical essays before instituting any

extensive course of action in that direction.

' A council held in the city of London iy

1102, under the presidency of St. Anselm,
interdicted trade in slaves. This was eight

hundred years before the same object was
debated in the same city before Parliament.

In 1780, Thomas Clarkson proposed to abol-

ish the slave trade. In 1787, Wilberforce

renewed the proposition. Seven times pre-

sented from 1793 to 1799, the bill seven

times failed. Successively laid over, it tri-

umphed at length in 1806 and 1807. All

the Christian nations followed this memorable
example. At the Congress of Vienna, all

the Powers pledged themselves to unite their

efforts to obtain the entire and final abolition

of a traffic so odious and so loudly reproved

by the laws of religion and nature. The
slave trade was abolished in 1808 by the

American United States; in 1811, by Den-
mark, Portugal, and Chili; in 1813, by
Sweden; in 1814 and 1815, by Holland; in

1815, by France; in 1822, by Spain. In

this same year, 1822, Wilberforce attacked

slavery after the slave trade, and won over

public opinion by appeals and repeated meet-

ings, while his friend Mr. Buxton proposed

emancipation in Parliament. The Emancipa-
tion Bill was presented in 1833. On the

1st of August, 1834, slavery ceased to sully

the soil of the English colonics. In 1846,

Sweden, in 1847, Denmark, Uruguay, Wal-
lachia, and Tunis, obeyed the same impulse,

which France followed in 1848, Portugal in

1856, and which Holland promised to imitate

in 1860. An earnest movement agitated

Brazil.'
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In Poland, the serfdom of the peasants

was never sanctioned by law, but existed in

later times by reason of exception and abuse.

Stanislas Leszczynski, King of Poland, in

1720 raised his voice in favor of the peasant

population; the same principles were in

1768 defended, sword in hand, by the Con-

federation of Bar, discussed in the diets of

1776, 1780, 1788, and finally adopted by

the famous Constituent Assembly of 1791.

Thadeus Kosciuszko (May 7th, 1794), then

Dictator of Poland, issued a document giving

entire personal liberty to all serfs ; and on

the 22d of January, 1863, the members of

the ' National Polish Government ' decreed

that the peasants were not only free, but

were entitled to a certain portion of land,

of which they should be the sole proprietors.

In 1861, Russia emancipated all serfs within

her borders. In the United States, the stern

* logic of events 1 seems to be rapidly bring-

ing about similar results, although indeed
c slavery ' and serfdom ' should never be

mentioned together, being so essentially dif-

ferent ; the one the possession of the man,

the other merely the ownership of his labor

or of a portion of its results.

We cannot better conclude than by giving

the following extract from the Introduction

of M. Cochin, who, by the way, is a man of

good family and ample fortune, an eminent

publicist, and a Catholic of the school of

Lacordaire, Montalembert, Monseigneur d'Or-

leans, and the Prince de Broglie:

* It was once exclaimed, Perish the col-

onies, rather than a principle ! The principle

has not perished, the colonies have not per-
ished.

' It is not correct that interests should
yield to principles; between legitimate in-

terests and true principles, harmony is infal-

lible
; this is truth. Those who look only to

interests are sooner or later deceived in their

calculations
; those who, exclusively occupied

with principles, are generous without being
practical, cease to be generous, for they lead
the cause which they serve to certain destruc-
tion. It is the will of God that realities

should mingle with ideas, and that material
obstacles should compel the purchase of prog-
ress by toil.'

The publishers tell us that, a large demand
for this work having arisen, they have issued

this 'popular edition,' wherein the figures

in the original are given as nearly as pos-

sible in the American currencies, measures,

etc.

vol. vi.—16

Stumbling Blocks. By Gail Hamilton,
Author of ' Country Living and Country
Thinking,' 'Gala Days,' etc. Boston:
Ticknor & Fields. For sale by D. Apple-
ton & Co., New York.

Gail Hamilton's religious position gives

her vast advantages. She is thoroughly or-

thodox, Calvinistic, and Congregational, and

being neither Unitarian nor Catholic, will not

be regarded as one of the ' Suspect ' by the

great community of the so-called evangelical

Christians. But she is a bold, independent

thinker, and spurns the trammels of bigotry

and prescription. No party spirit blinds her

clear vision, no sectarian prejudice vitiates

her statements of the creeds of others, or in-

duces her to veil the faults and follies of those

worshipping in the same church with herself.

Ministers are by no means immaculate saints

in her eyes. Seating herself in the pews, she

preaches better sermons to them than they

are in the habit of giving to their people;

taking possession of their pulpits, she shows

them what might and ought to be done from

that throne of power. Petty vanities, sub-

jective experiences recorded in morbid jour-

nals, religious frames of mind frequently

dwelt upon until the tortured self-watcher

is driven into insanity, fall under her scath-

ing rebuke.

This volume deals chiefly with the short-

comings of the orthodox religious world. Its

faults of temper, its repulsive manners, its

custom of making home unlovely, its distaste

of innocent amusement, its habits of censure,

its self-sufficiency and pharisaical character,

are touched with a caustic but healing power.

Only the hand of a friend could have done

this thing. No point of doctrine is ques-

tioned, no principle of faith invaded, no

charity wounded. She probes in love—her

object is cure. This book is fresh and vigor-

ous, worth thousands of lifeless sermons and

unprofitable religious journals. No prejudice

or falsehood is spared, though it may have

taken refuge in the very sanctuary. Her

every shaft is well directed, every arrow

powerfully sent, every shot strikes the bull's

eye in its centre. Her words are hailstones

rattling fell and fast, but melt into and soften

the heart on which they fall. Delusions dis-

appear, cant and want of courtesy become

odious, shams grow shameful, while all lovely

things bloom lovelier in the light of truth

emanating from this large brain, and poured

through this living heart. We bask in its
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sunshine, growing strong and happy as we

read. Christian fervor and charity, love for

Redeemer and redeemed, for saint and sinner,

cheer us through all these well-deserved de-

nunciations. Her style is clear and rapid,

her matter of daily and urgent import, her

characterizations of classes and types of men

worthy of La Bruyere himself, her satire

melts into humor, her humor into pathos.

She has been attacked by some of the re-

ligious papers, and has herein taken a true

Christian and magnanimous revenge.

Gail ! the clergy should open wide their

hearts to take you in, their gifted child, the

iconoclast within the temple, the faithful

disciple of Christ, the lover of purity and

truth !

We quote the following brave words from

this remarkable book

:

'We sometimes see religious newspa-

pers charging each other with acts which
should exclude the perpetrators from the

fraternity of honest men ; for, through

the medium of religious newspapers, one
church, or one fraction of a church, or

one ecclesiastical body, or one member
of it, accuses another of an act, or a

course of action, which, in sober truth,

amounts to nothing more or less than obvious,

persistent deception, dishonesty and trickery.

. . . . Can such be correct transcripts

of facts? Is it true that a church, or any
body corporate, whose very existence as

such is professedly to cultivate and dissem-

inate the principles of sound morality and
true religion, does fall so far short of the

faith delivered to the saints—does so far

forget its origin, and pervert its aims, as

to violate common law and common honesty,

and persist in its violation, deliberately,

against repeated remonstrances, by sheer

force ? Yet we see no convulsion in the

community. Nothing intimates that a great

grief is fallen upon Israel. Everybody eats,

drinks, and sleeps as usual. The pulpits

still stand, and the law and the gospel are

appealed to from that vantage ground. The
sacramental cup is still raised to devout lips.

The gray heads of the culprits still go in and
out among the people with no diminishing

of honor—no odium is attached to their

persons ; no stigmas to their names. What
a state of things does this argue ! A whole
church plunges into darkness, and the

' Majestic heaven
Shines not the less for that one vanished star.'

' Can we wonder that the world will not let

itself be converted ? To what should it be
converted, if it were willing ? Would it be
an advance for a community that sends its

thieves to prison when it catches them to

merge itself in a community that is content

to print a few columns of expose on the sub-

ject ? If the stream where you wish to drink

is muddy, you will scarcely rind clear waters

by descending. You want to go up, not

down ; up on the high lands where threads

of crystal cleave the gray old rocks, and
gather purity from earth's deep bosom and
the sky's clear blue.

' If it is not so, if the acts only appear dis-

honest because we are looking at one side,

why do we not say so, or why do we say

anything about it ? Every man is to be
held innocent till he is proved guilty. If

there is any standpoint from which we can
view our opponent's position and find it not

dishonest, we ought to mention it. We have
no right to look at him from a standpoint,

and hold him up to view as a criminal, and
ignore another, from which he may be seen

as simply mistaken, or deceived, or blame-
less. Still less have we a right to tike inno-

cent facts and construct upon them a guilty

hypothesis to suit our foregone conclusion.

A right to do it ? It is sin. It is more than

murder. It may rob a man of what is more
precious to him than his life. It attempts

to take away from a man what, taken, would
leave him stripped of his manhood, and a
man's manhood is worth more to him and
his friends than his bone and muscle.'

Ah, Gail, thy keen aim has indeed struck

the pupil of the bull's eye ! If false state-

ments of varying dogmas were held 'aa

criminal as they undoubtedly are,' if they

were never viewed from 'foregone conclu-

sions,' sects would perish in the death of

misconceptions, and warring Christians would

rush into each other's arms with the joy-cry,

' Brothers !
' Through the misstatements of

centuries, the good Protestant minister re-

gards the Catholic priest, ready as he may
be to die for the faith of his fathers, as a

wilful liar, a conscious deceiver, selling the

souls of his flock for a Judas bribe ; while

the equally good priest, in his turn, looks

upon the conscientious minister as a despiser

of authority, an enemy of the Church of

Christ, refusing to hear what he believes

to be its undoubted teachings, a blind man
leading the blind into the pit of perdition.

The men may be both right from the stand-

point of their ' foregone conclusions,' both

wrong from the standpoint of fact. And
so it goes on, through all the lesser sectarian

divisions. Everywhere misstatement, mis-

conception, and smouldering hatred. The

first step to reconciliation among the an-

tagonistic members of Christ's torn body,

would be to put into instantaneous practice

the wise, sound, and just maxims of Gail
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Hamilton. Let us begin it, lovers of truth

and justice

!

The Maine Woods. By Henry D. Thoreau,

Author of ' A Week on the Concord and

Merrimack Rivers,' 'Warden,' 'Excur-

sions,' etc. Boston: Ticknor k Fields.

For sale by D. Appleton & Co., New York.

The first of the papers contained in this

book was published in 'The Union Maga-

zine ; ' the second, * Chesuncook,' came out

in the 'Atlantic Monthly,' in 1858 ; the last

is now for the first time printed. The con-

tents of the volume are as follows: Ktaadn,

Chesuncook, The Allegash and East Branch

;

in the Appendix we have Trees, Flowers, and

Shrubs, List of Plants, List of Birds, Quadru-

peds, Outfit for an Excursion, and a List of

Indian Words. Henry D. Thoreau was an

enthusiastic lover of nature, but no blind

adorer of her loveliness. He knew her in

all her moods, was familiar with all her ca-

prices. He was a man of strong brain, and

of accurate knowledge in such fields as it

pleased him to study. The woods have

never before had such an accurate biog-

rapher, such a true painter. He saw them

with the eye of the poet as well as that of

the naturalist. Scholarship and imagination

roam with him in the primeval forests.

After the most accurate and detailed de-

scription of a moose which had been killed

by his Indian guide, this anti-sentimentalist,

but true forest lover says: 'Here, just at

the head of the murmuring rapids, Joe now
proceeded to skin the moose with a pocket

knife, while I looked on; and a tragical

business it was—to see that still warm and

palpitating body pierced with a knife, to see

the warm milk stream from the rent udder,

and the ghastly naked red carcass appearing

from within its seemly robe, which was made
to hide it.' There is no joy of the hunter

here ! The words are as ' tragical ' and

tender as were those of the melancholy

Jaques. That ' warm milk and rent udder

'

seems to make the stately creature half hu-

man. He proceeds :

'But on more accounts than one, I had
had enough of moose hunting. I had
not come to the woods for this purpose,
nor had I foreseen it, though I had been
willing to learn how the Indian manoeu-
vred • but one moose killed was as good,
if not as bad, as a dozen. The afternoon's
tragedy and my share in it, as it affected the
innocence, destroyed the pleasure of my ad-

venture. This hunting of the moose merely

for the satisfaction of killing him—not even
for the sake of his hide—without making
any extraordinary exertion or running any
risk yourself, is too much like going out by
night to some woodside pasture and shooting

your neighbor's horses. These are God's

own horses, poor timid creatures, that will

run fast enough as soon as they smell you,

though they are nine feet high (often eleven,

with the antlers). . . . You strip off its

hide, because that is the common trophy,

and moreover you have heard it may be sold

for mocassons—cut a steak from its body,

and leave the huge carcass 'to smell to

heaven' for you. It is no better, at least,

than to assist at a slaughter house. This

afternoon's experience suggested to me how
base or coarse are the motives which com-
monly carry men into the wilderness. The
explorers and lumberers generally are hire-

lings, paid so much a day for their labor,

and as such they have no more love for wild

nature than wood sawyers have for forests.

Other white men and Indians who come here

are for the most part hunters, whose object

is to slay as many moose and other wild

animals as possible. But pray, could not

one spend some weeks or years in the solitude

of this vast wilderness with other employments
than these—employments perfectly sweet,

innocent, and ennobling? For one that

comes with a pencil to sketch or sing, a

thousand come with an axe or rifle. What
a coarse and imperfect use Indians and
hunters make of nature ! No wonder that

their race is so soon exterminated. I already,

and for weeks afterward, felt my nature the

coarser for this part of my woodland expe-

rience, and was reminded that our life should

be lived as tenderly and daintily as one
would pluck a flower.'

Again

:

'As I sat before the fire on my fir-

twig seat, without walls above or around

me, I remembered how far on every hand
that wilderness stretched, before you came
to cleared or cultivated fields, and wondered
if any bear or moose was watching the light

of my fire ; for nature looked sternly upon
me on account of the murder of the moose.

^Strange that so few ever come to' the

woods to see how the pine lives and grows
and spires, lifting its ever-green arms to the

light—to see its perfect success ; but most
are content to behold it in the shape of many
broad boards brought to market, and deem
thai its true success. But the pine is no
more lumber than man is, and to be made
into boards and houses is no more its true

and highest use, than the truest use of a

man is to be cut down and made into manure.

There is a higher law affecting our relation

to pines as well as to men. A pine cut down,

a dead pine, is no more a pine than a dead

human carcass is a man. Can he who has
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discovered only some of the values of whale-

bone and whale oil be said to have discovered

the true use of the whale? Can he who
slays the elephant for his ivory be said to

have ' seen the elephant ' ? These are petty

and accidental uses; just as if a stronger

race were to kill us in order to make but-

tons and flageolets of our bones ; for every-

thing may serve a lower as well as a higher

use. Every creature is better alive than

dead, men and moose and pine trees, and
he who understands it aright will rather

preserve its life than destroy it.

4
Is it the lumberman, then, who is the

friend and lover of the pine, stands nearest

to it, and understands its nature best? Is it

the tanner who has barked it, or he who has

boxed it for turpentine, whom posterity will

fable to have changed into a pine at last ?

No ! no ! it is the poet ; he it is who makes
the truest use of the pine—who does not
fondle it with an axe, nor tickle it with a

saw, nor stroke it with a plane—who knows
whether its heart is false without cutting

into it—who has not bought the stumpage
of the town on which its stands. All the

pines shudder and heave a sigh when that

man steps on the forest floor. No, it is the

poet, who loves them as his own shadow in

the air, and lets them stand. I have been
into the lumber yard, the cai'penter's shop,

the tannery, the lamp-black factory, and
the turpentine clearing ; but when at length

I saw the tops of the pines waving and re-

flecting the light at a distance over all the

rest of the forest, I realized that the former
were not the highest use of the pine. It is

not their bones or hide or tallow that I love

most. It is the living spirit of the tree, not
its spirit of turpentine, with which I sympa-
thize, and which heals my cuts. It is as

immortal as I am, and, perchance, may go
to as high a heaven, there to tower above
me still.'

Reader, was not this man a nature lover,

a nature limner, worthy to take his place

among our Giffords, Whittredges, McEntees,

Bierstadts, and Beards? Truly original,

natural, and American, who among our de-

scriptive writers can surpass H. D. Thoreau ?

Primary Lessons for Deaf Mutes. By
J. A. Jacobs, A. M., Principal of the Ken-
tucky Institution for the Education of

Deaf Mutes. New York : John F. Trow,
Printer & Publisher, 50 Greene street, be-

tween Broome & Grand. 1864.

An excellent little work, intended to im-

part some of the rudimentary branches of

learning to that interesting class of our fel-

low beings who can neither speak nor hear.

Every effort made for their instruction should

be cordially welcomed, for sad indeed is

their position, and very difficult the dis-

covery of means to reach and develop their

often very bright intelligence. These les-

sons can be used by parents, guardians, or

elder brothers and sisters, before the deaf-

mute child is old enough to send to a regular

institution. They are divided into two parts,

bound in separate little volumes, and filled

with cuts illustrating the text—or rather, the

text, as is proper in such a work, illustrates

the cuts, which occupy the larger portion of

the book. Teachers cannot but find these

aids of incalculable value.

The Relations of the Industry of Can-
ada with the Mother Country and the
United States. Being a Speech by Isaac
Buchanan, Esq., M. P., as delivered at the

late Demonstration to the Parliamentary
Opposition at Toronto ; together with a
series of Articles in defence of the National
Sentiments contained therein, which origi-

nally appeared in the columns of the
Hamilton Spectator, from the pen of Mr.
Buchanan ; to which is added a Speech de-

livered by him at the Dinner given to the

Pioneers of Upper Canada, at London,
Canada West, 10th December, 1863.

Now first published in complete and col-

lected form, with copious Notes and Anno-
tations, besides an extended Introductory

Explanation, and an Appendix containing

various valuable Documents. Edited by
Henry J. Morgan, Corresponding Member
of the New York Historical Society, and
Author of ' Sketches of Celebrated Cana-
dians.' Montreal : Printed by John
Lovell, St. Nicholas. 1864.

We recommend this book to such of our

readers as may be interested in political

economy, not as sound in theory, but as con-

taining a vast array of facts and giving con-

siderable information with regard to the in-

ternal affairs of our neighbor Canada. The

Reciprocity Treaty comes in for its share of

consideration. Mr. Buchanan is a Protec-

tionist, and uses the arguments of his party

with considerable ability. The question of

annexation is also incidentally touched upon.

We do not know that we can give our read-

ers a better idea of the contents and policy

of this book than by placing the dedication

before them.

' To the leaders of the forthcoming Party
of Order, I dedicate these pages, because I

feel that the province is at the winning or the

losing, and that we shall hereafter have to

hail you as the honored instruments of our
Political and Industrial salvation.

' In Mr. Buchanan's Letter to the Editor
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of the Globe, assuring him publicly that Mr.

Buchanan and all his friends, as in the Past,

so in the Future, would be found opponents

to the death of Annexation, and not its

friends, as that journal basely insinuated,

he states that he is of no party, though re-

luctantly compelled to be in opposition to the

present ministry in consequence of their acts,

Executive as well as Legislative ; but that he

is of a class far more numerous than the
' thick and thin ' adherents of either of the

present soi-disant parties. Those alluded to

by Mr. Buchanan will form anew party— the

Party of Order, which will probably be
called the ' Constitutional Party '—its plat-

form being broad enough to hold all who
value and respect the time-honored Constitu-

tion, whether they be original Reformers or

Conservatives in name. The new Party of

Order will comprise these elements

:

' First. Conservative Liberals, or old Re-
formers, who have been taught by experi-

ence, and are willing now to adopt the word
* Conservative,' at least in its adjective sense.

' Secondly. Liberal Conservatives, or old

Tories, or their descendants, who have also

been taught by experience, and are willing

to adopt the word ' Liberal,' at least in its

adjective sense.
' Thirdly. Conservatives, and Conservative

Liberals, who have unwittingly been mingled
up with the incendiary party, composed of
' Clear Grits ' and ' Rouges.'

'And that in your discussions on the great

question of the Reciprocity Law, now
about to agitate both Canada and the United
States, these pages may be of some service,

is the fond hope of your obedient servant,
' The Editor.'

Family Pride. By the Author of ' Pique.'

Philadelphia : T. B. Peterson & Brothers,

306 Chestnut street.

Family Pride is a novel of still greater

interest than ' Pique.' The plot is well con-

ceived, the characters skilfully developed,

and the attention is fascinated even to the

end. The moral is unexceptionable, the

style fresh and pure. We must however

enter an earnest protest against the manifest

injustice of the closing sentence, where the

talented author has gone out of his way to

find a blot for his book, the only stain upon

his fair pages. It reads thus: 'After a

variety of vicissitudes, she had embraced

the Romish faith: that religion which re-

lieves from all personal responsibility in

spiritual matters; and which teaches that

earthly penance and ascetic observances will

open the gates of heaven to the vilest of

criminals.' We have studied Westminster,

Episcopal, and Catholic catechisms, the teach-

ings in all three of which are that faith in

Christ and sorrow for and renunciation of sin

alone can open the gates of heaven. We
regard it as the duty of a conscientious re-

viewer to point out an erroneous statement

wherever it occurs, whether in regard to the

faith of Protestants, Catholics, Hebrews,

Mohammedans, Fire Worshippers, or any

other classes of men whatsoever. Misstate-

ment has caused an immense deal of blood-

shed and bitterness among Christians. The

walls of Zion must be built of the stones of

truth.

The Tanner Boy, and how he became
Lieutenant-General. By Major Penni-
man. ' The boy is father to the man.'

Fifth thousand. Boston • Roberts Broth-

ers, publishers, 143 Washington street.

1864.

A lively account of the boyhood and sub-

sequent career of one likely to be famous in

American history. The nation's eyes are at

this moment turned hopefully upon the re-

sult of Gen. Grant's campaign in Virginia,

and all will be glad to learn that his pre-

vious life offers so fair and pleasant a record.

One observation, however, we feel called

upon to make to the entertaining Major : the

youth of America should be taught to love,

to live for, and, if need be, to die for their

couutry; hut they should also be taught to

shun narrow exclusiveness and boastful van-

ity. A government of a whole people should

in this respect set a noble example to all

other nations.

The 'Tanner Boy' has already reached

its ' fifth thousand,' and will no doubt be

eagerly read by all the patriotic boys and

girls in the land.

Wax Flowers. J. E. Tilton & Co., Bos
ton. 1864.

This little book contains somewhat over a

hundred pages, and is gotten up in the at-

tractive style for which the publications of

this firm have become noted. A prefatory

chapter sets forth the object of the work, and

the claims of the art. The first part treats

of Wax Fruit, giving the methods of making

moulds and casting therefrom, of preparing

the wax, of coloring the fruit and giving it

the proper outward texture. The second

part describes all the articles and materials

required for making even the most elaborate

of Wax Flowers
;
gives the way of prepar-
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ing the wax, including its formation into

sheets of any required thickness, with all the

minutiae relating to coloring, &c. The text

is clearly and simply written, and by the aid

of ample illustrations everything is made
plain to the learner.

It is wonderful how exquisitely flowers

may be imitated—making one wish a de-

vice for the secreting of the appropriate per-

fumes.

The wax once gathered by bees through many
a bower,

GHows again in the form of a beautiful flower.

The artist in wax enjoys the best of oppor-

tunities for learning Botany, both analytically

and synthetically. A series of models in wax
would make the ocular study of botany

possible throughout the year. The taste for

wax flowers is becoming widely extended,

and high prices are brought by the finest

specimens of the art. Humanity should

heartily welcome an employment which en-

ables many to escape the suicide of the

needle

!

Denise. By the Author of ' Mademoiselle
Mori.' In two vols. New York: James
G. Gregory, 540 Broadway.

There is a strange charm about this book.

The story is common enough, the characters

have nothing original in their conception,

and yet we are fascinated by the detailed

truth of the portraiture from the first page

to the last. The scenes are laid in Farnoux,

a town in the old Provencal districts. The
ancient views and manners are still retained,

and interest us by the force of contrast with

our own. Mademoiselle Le Marchand, an

odd old maid, with a genius for painting, is

really the character of the book. Denise,

the heroine, is quietly and faithfully drawn.

Various picturesque phases of the Catholic

faith are artistically managed, while the faith

itself is not treated with much courtesy.

As a general thing we do not like theologi-

cal novels written from foregone conclusions.

We can imagine however that such a subject

might be made intensely interesting. If a

master mind of perfect impartiality would

give us the effect produced upon two minds

of equal mental power, of equal moral worth,

by Protestantism or Catholicity—such a

study would both interest and instruct. All

religious nicknames should be avoided, aa

offensive both to charity and refined taste.

Episcopalians do not like to be called Angli-

cans ; Friends, Quakers ; Baptists, Hard-

shells ; Unitarians, Pantheists ; nor Catholics,

Romanists. Let us use courtesy to all men,

that so we may have more weight when we
attack erroneous principles.

By all means read Denise ; its studies of

the heart are close and accurate.

EDITOR'S TABLE.

THE CAMPAIGN.

[Furnished by a Friend of the Editor of Thk
Continental.]

Three routes of operation are open to an

army designing to proceed against Rich-

mond : first, along the Orange and Alexan-

dria Railroad to Charlottesville ; second,

along the railroad from Fredericksburg to

Hanover Court House ; and third, by the

way of Fortress Monroe. The first has the

disadvantage of presenting a long line of

communication, constantly exposed to in-

roads from guerillas, and for the purposes

of warfare may be considered as utterly

impracticable. It would not, in fact, be

worth considering, had not some critics of

Gen. Grant's movements absurdly insisted

that he ought to have adopted this route.

The second route is far more advantageous,

and had Gen. Grant's purposes been con-

fined simply to putting his army before the

rebel capital, and lying there to seize such

opportunities as the developments of the

campaign should afford, it might have been

expedient to maintain by this route com-

munications with the Potomac. But the

intentions of our Lieutenant-General were

of a much more comprehensive character.
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While, therefore, following this route in his

march, because it gave the most direct

and shortest line to Richmond, he did not

use the railroad as a means of communica-

tion. His aim was fixed on an ulterior

object. He designed to put his army in

such a position that it should be constantly

assailing Richmond by its presence, al-

though not a gun should be fired. He,

therefore, tried the strength of the rebel

works, in passing, and finding that time

would be spent uselessly in attempting to

overthrow them either upon the north or

the east, he proceeded to the new position

south of the James, and adopted the third

route mentioned for his communication

with the North, having previously used it,

also, for the transportation to the ultimate

scene of conflict of a part of his forces

under Gen. Butler.

Among military men, there have been,

since the commencement of the war, many
advocates for an attack on Richmond from

the position at Petersburg. It has many
advantages. The facilities for transporting

supplies are easy, it isolates the capital of

the Southern government from its south-

ern and eastern connections, it interferes

largely with the internal trade of the con-

federacy, it confines the rebel army in a

narrow space, and it necessitates constant

efforts on the part of the confederate com-

manders to expel the Northern forces, thus

constraining them to leave their works and

become assailants. In fine, the position

affords more opportunities for strategically

investing Richmond than any other which

is accessible to our armies.

A clear perception of these advantages

determined Gen. Grant to adopt the position

at Petersburg. He was aware that Rich-

mond could not be directly invested except

with a very large army. He desired to ac-

complish the results which such an invest-

ment would give. He sought to cut off the

city from its principal channels of communi-

cation—to deprive it of its main resources.

Have these purposes been effected ? At the

time we write it is announced that the army

occupies the railroad leading to Weldon,

thus breaking the communication with North

Carolina ; that our cavalry has destroyed a

portion of the road leading to Lynchburg

;

that the forces operating under Gen. Hunter

have also destroyed portions of the Virginia

Central and the road between Gordonsville

and Lynchburg; they have also damaged

the James River Canal. The only railroad

communication now existing between Rich-

mond and the South is that by way of Dan-

ville. Before this reaches our readers we
trust that the effects of these efforts to iso-

late the capital of the confederacy will

become evident; that the rebel army will

be forced to leave its intrenchments and

meet our brave soldiers in the field, and

that the conflict may have resulted in vic-

tory for the cause of the country and of

freedom.

The various steps of the process by which

the army gained the position at Petersburg

are already well known. From the time

the camps at Culpepper Court House were

broken up, until the lines were established

south of the James river, the series of

movements consisted in masterly marches

by the left, compelling the enemy con-

stantly to fall back from his intrenched

positions to points farther in his rear. Such

movements were not, however, made until

after trials of the enemy in the front, some

of which resulted in splendid partial suc-

cesses. They were, however, not conclu-

sive. The flank movements of our army

belong to that class which are considered

among the most difficult in warfare, requir-

ing great skill in commanders to arrange

their details, and endurance and discipline

in the troops to effect them. It is no easy

matter to change position in the face of a

wary and vigorous enemy, ready to fall upon

any exposed point in the long array of a

marching column. Yet, several times, the

manoeuvre has been skilfully and success-

fully performed, and each time the rebels

have learned it too late to profit by the

chances offered for a surprise.

Hundreds of miles distant from the prin-

cipal point of attraction in Virginia, the

other great army of the Union, under Gen.

Sherman, has also been performing similar

feats—turning by well-directed marches, one

after another, the intrenched positions of

the enemy in the mountainous district of

Georgia. Atlanta, the object of its toils, is

a great centre of railroad communication,

and when our armies obtain possession of it,

the confederacy will experience another

severing stroke, almost as severe as that

which cleft it in twain by the capture of
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Vicksburg and the reopening of the Missis-

sippi. By such strokes the pretentious im-

posture of a Southern nation must be broken

into fragments, even should the armies

supporting it remain for a time organized

and defiant; for, under the appliances of

modern civilization and commerce, the pos-

session of a railroad or internal depot of

trade is almost equivalent to the destruction

of an army.

The campaigns of 1863 produced great

results, as well geographically as in the

capture of men and munitions from the

rebels. At the commencement of the year

they held the Mississippi, they threatened

Kentucky and the borders of the Ohio, they

were able to draw supplies from Tennessee,

Arkansas, and Texas. They were, more-

over, arrogantly defiant toward the North,

and boasted of their ability to march to its

great commercial centres. At the close of

the year they were driven to the confines of

Georgia, they were separated from the trans-

Mississippi region, their boasting had been

brought to humility at Gettysburg. The

objects to be accomplished in the great cam-

paign of 1864 are to drive in upon each

other the two armies which resist our prog-

ress in Virginia and Georgia, and to com-

press the rebellion into the Southern Atlantic

States. This done, the existence of secession

is practically at an end, though it may brag

as loudly as ever and keep on foot its

armies. For without Virginia, and without

the connections of Atlanta, the existence of

an independent government in the South is

impossible : sufficient country would not

remain to support so magnificent an affair.

The loss of Virginia in fact would be the

fatal blow to the rebellion ; for, however

South Carolina may exalt herself, and how-

ever the other States of the South may
aspire, yet it is Virginia which gives tone and

respectability to the Southern confederacy.

It is for this, far more than because it is the

rebel capital, that the capture of Richmond

is desirable.

But should it happen—which fortunately

is not a reasonable surmise—that the objects

of this year's campaign should not be at-

tained, we consider that the Southern con-

federacy exists only in pretence. Should

its ports be to-day opened, should our armies

fall back to their primary bases of opera-

tion, 6hould European Powers formally de-

clare that a slave republic exists, yet the

new nation would be practically a nonentity.

Does any one suppose that the United

States would yield Kentucky, Tennessee,

Missouri, Arkansas, New Orleans, and the

Mississippi ; that the freemen of Western

Virginia would be forsaken ; that Fortress

Monroe and Port Royal would be aban-

doned? How long would a nation so sur-

rounded, so intersected, exist, or how could

it achieve any prosperity, character, and

stability? Constant war, in the effort to

expand and perfect its borders, would be its

necessity; but such a necessity would be its

destruction. There is no possibility of com-

promise or arrangement in the contest in

which we are engaged, except with the par-

allel of the Potomac and the Ohio as the

dividing border ; but such an arrangement

is impossible ; entire reconquest becomes

the imperative; it may be delayed, our

present hopes may be disappointed, but the

march of our armies thus far has trodden

out the life from the Southern attempt at in-

dependence, and any future existence it may

have will be merely muscular paroxysms

—

not the steady, regular, automatic movements

of freedom and spontaneity.

Any notice of the operations of our armies

would be incomplete without tributes to the

ability of commanders and the valor of our

soldiers. In no previous period of the Avar

have these been more strikingly exemplified.

The capacity of man to endure and his ability

to exert himself continuously without ex-

hausting his energy, are very wonderful.

The reader of military history is constantly

struck with this, in perusing accounts of

sieges and marches and battles. War is

always accompanied with a host of terrors

—exposures to heat, cold, and tempests,

inarches through swamps and snows, suffer-

ing by hunger and thirst and fatigue, lying

with bleeding wounds for days and night3

between the lines of friends and foes, toil,

danger, privation, pain, in every form. But

among the memorable campaigns in the his-

tory of war, none is more marked for its in-

cessant activity and the cheerful alacrity

with which every hardship was endured, than

that in which our army marched from the

Rapidan to the James. From Georgia, too,

we have similar accounts of difficulties met

only to be surmounted. Heaven bless our

gallant soldiers everywhere ! A nation's

hopes and prayers are with them. May they

know the soldier's dearest delight—victory!
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OUR DOMESTIC AFFAIRS.

Not of those affairs which are do-

mestic in a broad, national seuse ; not

of any of our home institutions, ' pecu-

liar ' or otherwise ; not of politics in

any shape, nor of railroads and canals,

nor of interstate relations, reconstruc-

tions, amnesty
; not even of the omniv-

orous question, The War, do I propose

to treat under the head of ' Our Do-
mestic Affairs ;

' but of a subject which,

though scarcely ever discussed except

flippantly, and with unworthy levity,

in that broad arena of public journalism

in which almost every other conceiva-

ble topic is discussed, is yet second to

none, if not absolutely first of all in its

bearings upon our domestic happiness.

I refer to the question of domestic
service in our households.

The only plausible explanation of the

singular fact that this important sub-

ject is not more frequently discussed

in public is, undoubtedly, to be found
in its very magnitude. Men and wo-
men whose ' mission ' it is to enlighten

and instruct the people, abound in

every walk of morals. Religion, science,

ethics, and every department of social

economy but this, have their ; reform-
ers.' Before the great problem, How
shall the evils which attend our do-
mestic service be removed ? the stout-

vol. vi.—17

est-hearted reformer stands appalled.

These evils are so multiform and all-

pervading, they strike their roots so

strongly, and ramify so extensively, that

they defy the attempt to eradicate

them ; and they are thus left to flourish

and increase. We have plenty of groans

over these evils, but scarcely ever a

thoughtful consideration of their cause,

or an attempt worth noting to remove
or mitigate them.

This is surely cowardly and wrong.

This great question, which is really so

engrossing that it is more talked of in

the family circle than any other—this

profound and intricate problem, upon
the solution of which the comfort, hap-

piness, and thrift of every household in

the land depend more than upon almost

any other—surely demands the most-

careful study, and the deepest solici-

tude of the reformer and philanthro-

pist. The subject just now is receiving

considerable attention in England, and
the journals and periodicals of that

country have recently teemed with ar-

ticles setting forth the miseries with

which English households are afflicted,

owing to the want of good servants,

But, unfortunately, from none of these

has the writer been able to extract

much assistance in preparing an an-
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swer to the only practical question

:

How are the evils of domestic service

to be remedied ? I quote, however, an

extract from a recent article in The

Victoria Magazine, in order to show

how far the complaints made in Eng-

land of the shortcomings of servants

run parallel with those of our own
housekeepers. It is to be noted that the

writer confessedly holds a brief for the

servants. If the facts are fairly stated,

the relation between a servant in an

English family and her employer differs

widely from the like relation with us :

' The prizes in domestic service are

few, the blanks many. Ladies think
only of the prizes. Needlewomen and
factory girls, when they turn their at-

tention to domestic service, see the
hardworked, underfed scrub lacking
the one condition which goes far to

alleviate the hardest lot, that of per-

sonal liberty. People who have never
known what it is to be subject to the
caprices of a petty tyrant, scarcely ap-

preciate this alleviation at its true val-

ue. They expatiate upon the light

labors, the abundance, the freedom
from anxiety which characterize the lot

of servants in good places, with an
unction worthy of Southern slavehold-

er's. What more any woman can want
they cannot understand. They think
it nothing that a servant has not, from
week to week, and month to month, a
moment that she can call her own, a
single hour of the day or night, of
which she can say, ' This is mine, and
no one has a right to prescribe what I

shall do with it '—that, in most cases,

she has no recognized right to invite

any one to come and see her, and there-

fore can have no full and satisfying

sense of home—that many mistresses

go so far as to claim the regulation of
her dress—that even in mature age and
by the kindest employers she is treated

more as a child to be taken care of than
as a responsible, grown-up woman, able

to think and judge for herself. These
are substantial drawbacks to the lot of
the pampered menial. . . . These
complaints of the readiness of servants

to leave their places are based on the
assumption that they are under obliga-

tions to their employers. In many
cases, no doubt, they are, though prob-
ably least so where gratitude is most
expected. But, at any rate, employers

are also under obligations to them.
When one thinks of all servants do for

us, and how little, comparatively, we
do for them, it appears that the de-

mand for gratitude might come more
appropriately from the other side. It

is an old saying that we value in others

the virtues which are convenient to

ourselves, and this is curiously illus-

trated in the popular ideal o f a good
servant. In the master's estimate—be-
sides the indispensable physical qualifi-

cation of vigorous health—diligence,

punctuality, cleverness, readiness to

oblige, and rigid honesty, of a certain

sort, are essentials.'

We would look long through our

laundries and kitchens for the ' hard-

worked, underfed scrub ' of the above

extract ; and the ' servant who has not

from week to week,' and month to

month, a moment that she can call her

own, a single hour of the day or night,

of which she can say, This is mine,' etc.,

does not belong to so numerous a

class that her sorrows in this respect

invoke commiseration in the public

journals. But great as is the difference

still between English and American

servants, as indicated by the above ex-

tract, the former are in a steadily ' pro-

gressive ' state, and every year brings

them nearer in their condition to the

happy—and, fortunately for the rest of

mankind, as yet anomalous—state of

American domesticdom. An article in

the London Saturday Review thus com-

ments upon this progress

:

' It seems to be too generally forgot-

ten that servants are a part of the social

system, and that, as the social system
changes, the servants change with it.

In the days of our great-grandmothers,

the traditions of the patriarchal prin-

ciple and the subtile influences of feu-

dalism had not died out. ' Servitude

'

had scarcely lost its etymological sig-

nificance, and there was something at

least of the best elements of slavery in

the mutual relation of master and ser-

vant. There was an identification of

interests ; wages were small ; hiring for

a year under penal obligations was the

rule of domestic service ; and facilities

for changing situations were rare and
legally abridged. It was as in married
life ; as the parties to the contract were
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bound to make the best of each other,

tliey did make the best of each other.

Servants served well, because it was
their, interest to do so; masters ruled

well and considerately, for the same
practical reason. Acid to this that

the class of hirers was relatively small,

while the class of hired and the oppor-

tunities of choice were relatively large.

These conditions are now reversed. As
education has advanced, the social con-

dition of the class from which servants

are taken has been elevated, and it is

thought to be something of a degrada-

tion to serve at all. ' I am a servant,

not a slave,' is the form in which Mary
Jane asserts her independence ; and
she is only in a state of transition to

the language of her American cousin,

who observes, ' I am a help, not a ser-

vant.' It is quite true that there are

no good servants nowadays, at least

none of the old type ; and the day is

not perhaps so very distant when there

will be no servants at all.'

The servant classes of France, Ger-

many, and the other Continental coun-

tries, seem to be, to a great extent, free

from the faults that beset those of Eng-

land and America. A recent number
of Bell's Weekly Messenger thus discusses

this difference :

' The truth is that among the Celtic

and Sclavonian families service is felt

to be honorable ; those engaged in it

take it up as a respectable and desir-

able condition. They are as willing to

acknowledge it as the physician, the
lawyer, or the clergyman is to admit
and be proud of their own. A French
female servant, at least away from
Paris, wears a dress which marks at

once what she is. She is not ashamed
of her condition, and nowhere is there
such real attachment between servants
and their employers as in France. In
England, on the other hand, it is diffi-

cult to persuade a young girl to accept
domestic service

;
she requires what she

imagines to be something higher, or

—

to use her own word—more ' genteel.'

If she be a dressmaker, or a shop girl,

or a barmaid, she assumes the title of
' young lady,' and advertises—to the
disgust of all sensible people—as such.
This monstrous notion, which strikes
at the root of all social comfort, and a
great deal of social respectability, is on
the increase among us. It is not quite
so rampant as it is in America, but it is

tending in the same direction. In fact,

our household prospects are not promis-
ing. Since we feel that home cookery
is far from rivalling that of the clubs,

restaurants are being established in the
city equal to those of Paris, and the
cartoon of Punch is daily fulfilled with
a terrible accuracy. ' What has your
mistress for dinner to-day ?

' says the
master of the house, on the doorstep,
his face toward the city. ' Cold mut-
ton, sir.' ' Cold mutton ! Ah ! very
nice

; very nice. By the by, Mary, you
may just mention to your mistress that
I may perhaps be detained rather later

than usual to-day, and she is not to

wait dinner for me.' With these things
before our eyes, we cannot but feel

grateful to any one who will bona Jide
undertake to teach a little plain cook-
ery. The want of this is the cause of
more waste than any other deficiency.

The laboring man marries ; but he
marries a woman who can add nothing
to the comfort of his home ; she sup-
plies him with more mouths to feed,

and she spoils that which is to be put
into them ; she becomes slatternly,

feels her own incapacity, and, finding
that she can do but little of her duty,
soon leaves off trying to do it at all.

As her family increases the discomforts
of her home increase, and the end is

frequently—drunkenness, violence, and
appeals to the police magistrate.'

The writer of the present article pre-

tends to no peculiar fitness for the in-

vestigation of this important subject,

and to no more varied and profound

experience than that which has fallen

to the lot of tens of thousands of others

;

but much observation leads to the con-

viction that the experience of any sin-

gle family extending through a series

of years of housekeeping, may be taken

as a type of that of all families who
have to employ servants ; and if what

shall be advanced in these pages shall

have the effect of stimulating others

more competent to thought upon the

subject, with a view to practical sug-

gestions for the amelioration of the uni-

versal difficulty, much will have been

gained.

The chief evils we have to consider

on the part of servants are, briefly, ig-

norance, wastefulness, untidiness, pert-
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ness, or downright impudence, and

what is called ' independence,' a term

which all housekeepers thoroughly un-

derstand. I leave out of the category

the vices of intemperance and dishon-

esty, which, although lamentably preva-

lent among the class to which we are

accustomed to look for our main sup-

ply of domestics, yet do not belong,

as do the other faults I have named, to

the entire class, and I gladly set them

down as moral obliquities, as likely to

be exceptional in the class under con-

sideration as in any other. With re-

gard to the other specified failings,

every housekeeper will allow that it is

so much the rule for a servant to be

afflicted with the whole catalogue, that

the mistress who discovers her hired

girl to be possessed of a single good
quality, the reverse of any I have

named, as for example, economy, neat-

ness, or a conscientious devotion to the

interests of her employers, although she

may utterly lack any other, fears to

dismiss her, for fear that the next may
prove an average ' help,' and have not

a solitary good point. A girl who
combines all the above-named good
qualities is a rare treasure indeed, and

the possessor of the prize is an object

of envy, wide and hopeless.

In commenting upon the causes

which produce bad servants, I shall

confine myself more especially to those

which develop in them the faults of

wastefulness, impudence, and ' inde-

pendence,' both because every house-

keeper will allow that they are the

most common as well as trying of all,

and because it is only for them, I con-

fess freely, I have any hope of suggest-

ing a remedy. Ignorance of their du-

ties is chronic in all Irish and German
girls when they first go out to service,

and their acquirement of the requisite

knowledge depends very much upon

the amount of such knowledge pos-

sessed by the housekeeper who has the

privilege of initiating them. Untidi-

ness is almost equally universal among
the same classes, and, being a natural

propensity, is extremely difficult of

eradication. It may be stated, how-

ever, that given an average ' green-

horn,' Irish or German, the notable and

tidy housewife will make of her a very

fair servant, as well instructed as her

native intelligence will allow, and, un-

less a downright incorrigible, whose

natural slatternliness is beyond the

reach of improvement, a certainly tol-

erably neat, and possibly a very tidy

servant. And just here I will remark

that it is an unquestionable fact that

the good housekeeper has a much more
encouraging prospect of making a use-

ful servant out of one of these same
' greenhorns ' than of a girl who has

been longer in the country, and who
has nevertheless yet to be ' licked into

shape.' Of course this remark covers

the whole ground, and it is obvious

that to start a girl right in habits of

economy, respectfulness, etc., is quite

as important as to start her right in

any other good habit. It is not neces-

sary to say further that starting right

is not of itself enough : there must ever

accompany the progress of .the servant

in improvement, the watchful eye and

guiding hand of the skilled mistress

and head of the family. I cannot,

within the scope of this article, enter

into the consideration of the important

correlative branch of my subject, which

includes the fitness of housekeepers to

make good servants out of the rough,

to keep good what they so find, or to

improve such as they receive, be they

good or bad. It is obvious that this

fitness presupposes a practical knowl-

edge of the science of housekeeping

—

(how worthy it is to be called a

' science ' !)—and a willingness to accept

and carry out the responsibilities which

devolve upon the mistress of a family.

I admit that very many of those who
keep servants are utterly unfit in many
important senses for the responsibilities

of family economists. Yet I still be-

lieve it possible for even the most in-

experienced housekeepers to adopt and

pursue, in their management of ser-
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vants, one or two cardinal principles

which will save them a vast deal of

vexation. Of these, more hereafter.

The very prevalent pertness and ' in-

dependence ' of servants are due, pri-

marily, unquestionably to the great

demand for them, and the ease with

which situations are procured. This

is not, in my judgment, because the

supply is inadequate ; I do not believe

it is. It is because the frequent chang-

ings of servants by our families places

it in the power of every one of the

former to procure a situation without

the slightest trouble. A girl about to

leave a place has but to inquire for two

or three doors around, to find some

family about to change ' help.' This
' independence ' is also undoubtedly

fostered by a false and exaggerated

idea which these girls imbibe from

their brothers, * cousins,' etc.—the vot-

ing ' sovereigns ' of the land—of the

dignity of their new republican rela-

tion. Most of the ' greenhorns ' "begin

humbly enough, but, after a few

months' tutelage of fellow servants,

and especially if they pass through the

experiences of the ' intelligence offices
'

(of which more anon), they are thor-

oughly spoiled, and become too im-

pudent and ' independent ' for endur-

ance. The male adopted citizen,

fawned upon by demagogues for his

vote, is ' as good as anybody ;
' and

why not Bridget and Katrina ?

JSTow I do not broach the abstract

question of equality : I am willing to

admit that in the eye of our Maker we
are, and before the law ought to be, all

equal—that is to say, ought all to have

an equal chance; but to abolish the

idea of subordination in the employed

to the employer, and to abrogate the

relation of dependence of the servant

upon her or his master or mistress,

would simply be to reverse the teach-

ings of inspiration and nature. As well

say that the child shall be independent

of the parent as that the servant shall

not be subject in all reasonable things

to the master.

It is worthy of remark that this

spirit of insubordination spoken of is

far more rife among girls of Irish birth

who go out to service than among the

Germans, Scotch, or English. Neither

is there among these latter so much
clannishness, or disposition to establish

the feeling under consideration as a class

prejudice and principle of conduct, as

there is among the former. The ab-

sence of such a homogeneity of feeling

among German, English, and Scotch

domestics makes them much more

favorable subjects for the operation

of the rules I propose to suggest for

their improvement.

The clannishness just alluded to is a

very important influence among those

which tend to produce insubordination

and other serious faults among ser-

vants. Every housekeeper must have

observed that a marvellous facility of

intercommunication exists among the

servant classes, and more particularly

among the Irish. There seems to be

some mysterious method at work,

whereby the troubles and bickerings

of each mistress with her ' help ' are

made known through the whole realm

of servantdom. It is no uncommon
thing for a mistress to have minutely

detailed to her by her hired girl the

particulars of some difficulty with a

previous servant, with whom she has

no reason to believe the narrator has

had any intercourse. So frequently

does this happen that many house-

keepers religiously believe that the Irish

servants are banded together in some

sort of a ' society,' in the secret con-

claves of which the experiences of each

kitchen are confided to the common
ear. This belief is not confined to

American housekeepers, but obtains

very extensively in England also. The

arrest and punishment of a woman in

London for giving a good ' character

'

to a dishonest servant, who subsequent-

ly robbed her employer, naturally

caused some excitement in housekeep-

ing circles in that city, and numerous

communications to The Times evinced
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the feeling upon the subject. In one

of these ' A Housekeeper ' boldly as-

serts that there are combinations among

the servants, and that housekeepers

who refuse to give a certificate of good

character are ' spotted,' and find in con-

sequence the greatest difficulty in ob-

taining any servants thereafter. In-

deed, she asserts that in some instances,

so rigorously does the system work,

offending families have been com-

pelled to relinquish housekeeping, and

go into lodgings or abroad, until their

offence was forgotten ! The funda-

mental principle which our housekeep-

ers believe to pervade these societies

is that employers are fair game ; that

the servant has to expect nothing but

to be oppressed, persecuted, over-

worked, ground down, and taken ad-

vantage of at every opportunity, and

that it is her duty, therefore, to hold

the employer at bitter enmity, and to

make the best fight she can.

Now such a belief can scarcely be

termed absurd, and yet it is unques-

tionably groundless. The mysterious

' understanding ' of servants, and their

wide knowledge of each other's ex-

periences, may be explained upon a

perfectly simple and rational theory,

and I think we may venture to reject

the ' society ' hypothesis altogether.

Servant life is as much a world in

itself as political, religious, or art life.

Indeed, its inhabitants are even more

isolated and self-existent than those of

any other sphere, for while the poli-

tician, theologian, and artist are gener-

ally, to some extent, under the influ-

ence of interests and passions other than

those which belong exclusively to their

special walk, the dwellers in kitchens

have but the one all-embracing sphere,

and its incidents, which seem to us so

trivial, are to them as important as the

great events which we think are worthy

of being embalmed in epics or made
imperishable in history. To them the

reproof of the mistress or the loss of

wages for the careless pulverization of

a soup tureen is lawful theme for the

agitation of all servantdom. Martin

Luther had his tussles with pope and

devil, Handel and Gluck had their

wars with the hostile cabals, Henry

Clay had his John Kandolph and An-

drew Jackson—and Bridget and Cath-

arine have their disturbing and absorb-

ing questions of ' wages,' and ' privi-

leges,' and other matters ; and a wrangle

that the mistress forgets in a day, the

maid carefully cherishes in her memory,

and makes it the theme of widest dis-

cussion. Without resorting, then, to

the improbable notion of the existence

of a secret society among the servants,

through which the knowledge of our

difficulties with them is disseminated,

I think the theory above outlined suffi-

ciently explaius what seems so myste-

rious. There can, however, be no ques-

tion that the feeling among servants

generally is unfortunately something

like that alluded to above as the

imaginary inspiration of a hypothetical

society, namely, that employers are op-

pressive, exacting, and utterly selfish
;

and there is certainly a tacit under-

standing that, as between servant and

mistress, it is ' diamond cut diamond ;

'

and the habit domestics have of mak
ing common cause with a sister in

trouble, no doubt practically works as

much evil as if such a society as has

been mentioned really existed. The
girl, confronting her adversary, in mili-

tary phrase, feels a hundred comrades
1 touching her elbow,' and her lip is

wonderfully stiffened thereby. Now it

is needless for me to say that the idea

that these poor girls have, that their

employers are their natural enemies, is

wrong and absurd, and every house-

keeper should endeavor to make this

clear to her servants. If this false idea

could be eradicated, and the true theory

established that the interests of the

employer and employe are identical,

much will have been accomplished to-

ward making better servants.

Among the influences which are at

work to spoil servants, none are more

baleful than the system, as at present
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conducted, of ' intelligence offices.'

These agencies might be and ought to

be among the most useful of our social

institutions : they are, as a class, utterly

worthless, and many of them are posi-

tively dens of thieves. Almost without

exception they are conducted upon the

vicious principle I have just above dis-

cussed, and in them the servant is con-

firmed in her belief that the employing

class is a class of cruel oppressors. The
interest of the employer seems to be held

by the managers of most of these insti-

tutions as absolutely of no account.

The following conversation, which ac-

tually took place in one of these offices,

between its proprietor and an appli-

cant for a domestic, will illustrate, bet-

ter than a lengthy disquisition could

do, the system upon which too many
of these employment agencies are con-

ducted :

Lady. I want a girl for general

housework.

Proprietor. Well, I can suit you,

if you can be suited. Here's a girl,

now, just out of a place, and I can rec-

ommend her (beckoning to one of the

fifty girls who are seated in full hear-

ing of all that passes).

Lady (after a few questions addressed

to the girl, who, of course, can cook,

and bake, and wash and iron, and is

extravagantly fond of ' childer,' etc.,

etc.). Well, there is one thing I am
very particular about. I want a girl

who is honest. The last girl I had from

you I had to discharge for making too

free with my stores for the benefit of

her own family relations.

Proprietor (with an insolent sneer).

Honest ! humph ! that depends upon

what you call honest. Some people

call a girl a thief if she takes a bit of

cake from the pantry without saying,

' By your leave.' (Chorus of giggles

and approbatory nods from the sympa-

thizing audience of fifty.)

The crude notions of the respective

rights of meum and tuum furnished the
1 help ' graduated by such an institu-

tion, may be imagined.

>

Some pains are occasionally taken to

provide a regular customer, whose
patronage it is desirable to retain, with

a good servant, but generally all is fish

that comes to their net. The business

is now in such ill odor that intelli-

gence-office servants are proverbial for

worthlessness and all the worst quali-

ties of the class. I have known a thief,

a drunkard, and a vixen to be sent

from one of these offices in succession,

the victimized housekeeper finally beg-

ging that no more be sent, preferring

to let the retaining fee go, than to be

pestered any further. It is well known
that the more decent and self-respect-

ing of the class of domestics rarely,

now, enter their names upon the books

of intelligence offices. Indeed, such

seldom have occasion to seek places

;

if they do, they usually prefer to ad-

vertise.

In this employment-agency business

a radical reform is needed. A respect-

able and conscientious man at the head
of such an institution, managing it

upon the principle that it is just as

much his interest to furnish the em-

ployer with a good servant as to pro-

vide the servant with a good place,

would be truly a public benefactor.

In this, as in all other kinds of busi-

ness, honesty would be found the best

policy. It is a base imposition to rec-

ommend as good a servant who is

known to be bad, and it is just as dis-

honest to recommend as good one

whose character is totally unknown.

It should be the business of every pur-

veyor of household ' help ' to ascertain,

by rigid investigation, the characters

and qualifications of those who apply

for places ; and they should steadily

refuse -to have anything to do with

any they cannot honestly recommend.

This, we repeat, they would speedily

find their best policy. In this way,

and this only, can they win back the

confidence and patronage of the pub-

lic ; and they would soon find that the

worthless characters who now consti-

tute their main stock in trade, would
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be superseded by a much better class.

There would be another important

benefit to the servants themselves in

such a course. In an office thus con-

ducted, the known necessity of being

able to show a clean record in order

to procure a place, would reform many
a bad servant, who now, knowing that

her twenty-five cents will procure her a

place (and no questions asked by the

agent, so that he need tell no lies), has

no incentive to improvement or good

conduct. There would soon be a rival-

ry among servants as to who should

stand highest upon the roll of merit.

The fault wdiich has been before al-

luded to under the name of ' inde-

pendence,' deserves more special men-

tion than I have yet given it. It is

probably the most exasperating, as it

is the most general of all the failings

of servants. It makes the timid and

sensitive housekeeper a slave in her

own house. No matter how grave may
be the offences of her hired girl, she

must bear them in the meekest silence.

Even the most friendly advice, con-

veyed in the blandest possible tone, is

often declined with freezing dignity

or repelled with tart resentment. The
cook who makes a cinder of your joint,

or sends you up disgusting slops for

coffee, or the laundress between whose

clean and soiled linen you are puzzled

to choose, has almost invariably the re-

ply, uttered with a majestic sternness

that never fails to crush any but a vet-

eran and plucky housekeeper :
' This is

the first time any mistress ever found

fault with my cooking (or washing),

and I have always lived with the lest

families, too.' The cutting emphasis

with which this point of the ' best

families ' is pushed home, is familiar

to nearly every housekeeper. It was
scarcely a departure from sober truth

in the lady who, on being asked if she

kept a hired girl, replied that she had
an Irish lady boarding with her, who
occasionally condescended, when she

had nothing of more consequence to

do, to help a little in the work of the

family. An amusing trifle is going

the rounds of the papers, which well

hits off, and without much exaggera-

tion, the self-assumed prerogatives of

the servant girl of our great cities :

'
' Now, Miss Bradford, I always likes

to have a good, old-fashioned talk with
the lady I lives with, before I begins.

I'm awful tempered, but I'm dreadful
forgivin'. Have you Hecker's flour,

Beebe's range, hot and cold water, sta-

tionary tubs, oilcloth on the floor,

dumb waiter ?
' Then follows her plan-

ned programme for the week :
' Mon-

day I washes. I'se to be let alone that
day. Tuesday I irons. Nobody's to

come near me that day. Wednesday
I bakes. I'se to be let alone that day.
Thursday I picks up the house. No-
body's to come near me that day. Fri-

day I goes to the city. Nobody's to

come near me that day. Saturday I

bakes, and Saturday afternoon my beau
comes to see me. Nobody's to come
near me that day. Sunday I has to
myself.'

'

I have now pointed out some of the

principal faults of servants, and indi-

cated what I believe to be some of the

causes ofthose faults. Alluding, in pass-

ing, to some influences which it seems

to me might be made available in cor-

recting some of these faults, I have yet

to mention what I conceive to be the

most important reason of all for the

general worthlessness of the class un-

der consideration. And in noticing

this I shall necessarily couple with that

notice some suggestions which I firmly

believe, if put into practice, will be

exceedingly beneficial in producing

the reform we all so ardently wish for.

And I feel the less hesitation in saying

this, because they are based upon no

theory of my own devising, but upon
principles which are everywhere recog-

nized and acted upon, except, singu-

larly enough, in the conduct of our

domestic affairs. To be brief, then, I

attribute the greatest of the evils of our

system of domestic service to a want

of business management in our domestic

affairs.

A wife, in the truest sense, is her
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husband's most important business

partner—bis partner in a more com-

plete and comprehensive sense than any

other he can have. It is not, as many

seem to imagine, the business of the

wife to spend the money the husband

earns. She is as much bound to for-

ward the mutual prosperity as he is.

The household is her department of the

great business of life, as her husband's

is the store, the manufactory, or the

office. Her department does not em-

brace the conduct of great enterprises,

bargains, speculations, etc. ;
she has

only to remember and act upon the

brief, simple maxim :
' A penny saved

is a penny earned.' In this way she

can greatly advance the common weal.

If she fails to act constantly upon this

principle, she is an unfaithful and un-

trustworthy partner, and is as much to

blame as if her husband were to neg-

lect his stock, his shipping, his con-

tract, or his clients. Why should the

husband be expected to manage Ms

part of the business upon sound and

correct business principles—system, re-

sponsibility, economy—while his help-

meet is letting hers go at loose ends,

with a shiftlessness which if he should

emulate would ruin him in a year ?

Now what is the principle upon

which every good business man man-

ages his affairs ? "Why, simply that of

sovereignty. In his domain his will is

law, and no employe dare question it.

He has to deal with the male counter-

parts of Bridget and Catharine, as

porters, laborers, sometimes as cooks

and waiters ; but he has no trouble.

The ' independent ' man soon goes out

of the door. If he be a manufacturer,

he does not allow his employes to help

themselves to his stores and material.

He keeps, if he is a sensible man, his

stock under lock and key, and exacts

a rigid accountability in their use.

What is to prevent the introduction of

just such a system of accountability in

the family economy ? ' Why,' say

many housekeepers, ' we would not

dare to lock up our butter, and eggs,

and flour, and sugar ; we could not

keep a girl a day if we doled out our

stores and held our servants responsible

for their economical use.' But, dear,

doubting mesdames, your business part-

ner does this every day, and we should

like to see the clerk or apprentice who
would even ' look black ' at him for

doing it. Perhaps your business part-

ner has to employ girls ; if so, he has

many Irish among them ; don't tliey

stand his manner of doing business,

without grumbling ? If they don't,

they find another shop, that's all. Sup-

pose this case : A manufacturer ofjew-

elry reasons as you do. He says :
' I

cannot keep my hands satisfied unless

I give them free access to my stock of

gold, silver, and diamonds. I must

throw open my tool drawers, so that

they can help themselves ; and I must

not ask how much material this or

that manufactured article has taken to

make.' That man would have to shut

up shop in a year, even if he were not

robbed of a dollar. Now, I ask, is it

fair to expect the husband to be order-

ly, systematic, and business-like, and
to superintend his business himself,

while the wife surrenders her legitimate

affairs to the hands of ignorant and ir-

responsible subordinates ?

But the female partner of the

shrewd man of business, or the plod-

ding, hardworking mechanic, may be

inclined to say, ' I hate business,' and

to think it hard that she should be

called upon to regulate her household

affairs upon any such severe and rigid

rules. But, my dear madam, apart from

the clear fact that it is your duty to

manage your household wisely and

prudently, which we have seen cannot

be done without business system, of

which you must be the head, I assure

you that such a system is neither in-

tricate nor vexatious. It does not ne-

cessarily entail upon you the least par-

ticipation in the actual labor of the

family. It does not absolutely require

your personal presence at the scene of

those labors, although the woman who
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considers it beneath her dignity to go

into her kitchen, has no more business

to undertake to keep house than the

master mechanic, who is too proud to

enter his workshop, has to try to carry

on a shop. The absolutely essential

thing is that yours should be the di-

recting and controlling mind, and that

to you every one in your employ should

be held rigorously responsible. Now
don't tell me that such a system cannot

be introduced with the present race of

servants ; that you would be left half

the time without anybody to do your

work ; that until mistresses can com-

bine to lay down rules for the better

regulation of domestic service,' you

must submit to the present evils. You
are not justified in assuming any of

these things to be so, until you have

honestly and thoroughly tried the ex-

periment in your single household.

To make such a system work, it is of

course necessary that your servants

should be made to understand perfectly

certain facts, which you should take

pains distinctly to announce to every

new domestic you engage. They are

so plainly just and reasonable that the

most captious servant cannot take ex-

ception to them as a matter of princi-

ple. It must depend upon your perse-

vering spirit and firm hand that they

do not fail in practice. First, you

should tell your servant that, employ-

ing them at a stipulated rate of wages,

to do certain work, their time "belongs to

you. Tell them that you insist upon

their being absolutely under your di-

rection and control, that you expect to

grant them all reasonable privileges,

but that they must be regarded as

privileges, and not as rights. Tell them

distinctly that, if you prefer to keep

your stores under lock and key, it is not

because you suspect their integrity, but

because you consider it as your busi-

ness as a housekeeper to know what is

the cost of your living. Tell them that

you are in the habit of keeping an ac-

curate account of your expenses, and

that, in consequence, it is necessary

that you should know of every cent

that is expended. If these facts are

clearly made known and consistently

acted upon, much of the trouble of

managing servants is done away with.

Although the plan of keeping a book
of family accounts only belongs inci-

dentally to the main subject under dis-

cussion, it is so important that I cannot

refrain from a more special mention of

it than is given above. It is the sim-

plest thing in the world, not taking

more than ten minutes on an average

every day. For reference, in case of a

disputed bill, it is invaluable, while its

influence in keeping down expenses is

wonderfully wholesome.

If the affairs of a family are to be

conducted on business principles, the

family account book cannot be neglect-

ed. It would be just as safe and sensi-

ble for the merchant to neglect his

cash book, as for his domestic partner,

who undertakes to do her business

properly, to fail to keep her cash book.

One of the regulations which is pro-

posed above as part of the system of

family management is, in my judg-

ment, as important in its bearing upon

the honesty of the servant as it is

upon the question of economy. I refer

to the keeping the family stores under

the immediate care of the housekeeper.

It is nothing to the discredit of servants

that this is said. More people are hon-

est through circumstances than is gener-

ally supposed. Many a servant is

tempted into habits of pilfering by the

free and unquestioned access she has to

the family stores. I have before used

the case of a man carrying on a busi-

ness and having employe's under him,

to illustrate my subject. Suppose a

merchant or a bank should allow all

their clerks free access to the safe or

till, they knowing no cash account was

kept. If some of these boys or young

men were tempted to steal, would not

the blame lie chiefly at the door of

those who, having it in their power,

yet did not remove the temptation ?

Having now given a few rules for
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the improvement of servants, which are

easily tried, and which I know from

observation of their practical working

are worth a trial by every housekeeper,

I wish to add a few words concerning

the material of which our present sup-

ply of servants consists, and to offer

some observations upon the question

of a prospective supply of possibly a

better material.

It is probably no exaggeration to say

that four fifths of our female servants

are Irish. I have already given several

reasons why this class are more intract-

able and difficult to manage than any

other. To apply the rules I have given

to this class will be more difficult than

to the domestics of any other nation.

But, as I have said, I have seen them
enforced with success even in cases

where an Irish domestic was the sub-

ject. And here let me repeat that al-

most everything depends upon the

starting right. No Irish girl ever yet

went to a new place perfectly sure of

her ground, although they generally

can measure the quality of their mis-

tress during the negotiations which

precede the engagement. In starting

with a new servant, it is emphatically

the first encounter that must decide

who is to be the ruler. Dignity, cool-

ness, and decision, upon the first at-

tempt to ' put on airs,' will generally

bring you off permanent conqueror.

By some housekeepers German do-

mestics are preferred. They are nat-

urally less impulsive and more amena-

ble to control than the Irish. Their

class prejudices are not so violent

;

there is less unity of purpose among
them, and they are, in consequence,

more favorable subjects for the appli-

cation of the rules given than are gen-

erally the Irish. It is, however, diffi-

cult to assimilate the German girls to

American customs. They are not apt

to learn, and great patience is required

in teaching them. The virtues of or-

der and cleanliness seem to be not only

rare in them, but exceedingly difficult

to graft upon them. Their cooking,

especially, is generally execrable. But
once properly trained, they make the

best of servants. They are generally

contented, almost always cheerful and

good tempered, and have little of that

irritating pertness and ' independence '

so characteristic of the Irish domes-

tic.

That branch of the present subject

which relates to the going out to ser-

vice of American women has been pub-

licly discussed somewhat more exten-

sively than any of the others, particu-

larly of late, it having entered largely

into the question of woman's labor,

which has been attracting considerable

attention. It is truly a deplorable

thing that household service is so gen-

erally regarded as a menial employ-

ment, not fit for an American woman
to engage in. Our countrywomen will

do almost anything rather than go out

to service. They will work ten or

twelve hours a day in close, unwhole-

some shops, surrounded by all the un-

sexing and contaminating influences

attending the customary free and easy

commingling of male and female em-

ployes in such places. They will ac-

cept avocations from which the native

delicacy and neatness of an American

girl must revolt. They will put up
with wages which will barely keep

body and soul together, wear the mean-

est clothes, submit to the vilest tyranny

and extortion, rather than enter a po-

sition where they will have but the

natural, wholesome labor of woman to

perform, that of domestic life, accom-

panied by all the pure influences and

comforts of a home. I would be re-

joiced if anything I could say would

be useful in removing this absurd and

injurious prejudice among American

women toward domestic service. There

is surely nothing menial in the work

they would have to do. It is woman's

work all over the world, far more so

than a hundred other occupations they

now eagerly seek. Their repugnance

to the position itself is the sticking

point. This repugnance is based upon
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a chimera. They are, in any position

in which they labor for wages, ' ser-

vants ' in as complete a sense as if they

labored for wages in household em-

ployments. Far be it from me to say

a word to lower that just and honor-

able pride which is the birthright of

the American girl. But in declining

domestic service for that of the shops,

the American girl declines an honest,

reputable, healthful, and every way ele-

vating employment, for, in many cases,

a dwarfing, degrading, wretched sla-

very ; she turns from her natural and

proper sphere to enter a walk of harsh

and degrading experiences, in which it

is not possible she can pass her life. A
word on this latter point : Almost every

young woman expects some day to

marry. Now, I ask, what sort of a fit-

ting can a girl receive in a shop for the

serious business of homekeeping ? The
significance of this word ' homekeep-

ing ' is not a|3parent at a glance. It

means far more than mere ' housekeep-

ing,' although the latter is one of its

most essential elements. A girl of six-

teen is forced to earn her own living.

She chooses to go into a shop. Grant

that she escapes contamination from

the influences heretofore alluded to

;

that her health bears up under confine-

ment, bad air, scanty food, and insuffi-

cient clothing—all of which are ex-

periences too familiar with women who
labor at mechanical employments ;

—

when she reaches a marriageable age,

and takes the important step which is

to ' settle her for life,' what is her con-

dition ? The chances are that she has

become the wife of some hardworking

mechanic, or man of scanty means, who
cannot afford to keep a fine lady in

his domestic establishment. But she

knows no more of the mysteries of

housekeeping than she does of the

Latin kalends. She must keep a ser-

vant, who will waste the common sub-

stance, and keep her husband's nose

perpetually at the grindstone, to the

great wear of mutual comfort and tem-

per. And once more: There is far

more of forecast in young men seeking

wives than they commonly get credit

for. The neat, smart girl, who works

in the shop, may get a good husband

—the young woman who is a notable,

tidy, thrifty housewife, is sure to be

sought after.

I would add a remark upon another

point. American girls are frequently

heard to say they would not object to

going out to service could they be
' treated as one of the family.' No
American girl who respects herself need

fear that in an American family she

will fail to command respect. It should

be remembered that the rigid line

which is drawn in most families be-

tween mistress and servant, is not sim-

ply because such relations exist, but

because there is generally absolutely

nothing in common between them save

sex alone ; no community of nationality,

religious belief, intelligence—nothing

which can excite mutual sympathy, or

move to homogeneity. The American

girl who lives out at service need not

fear that she will occupy a position in

all respects corresponding to that occu-

pied by the great mass of servants.

It is highly probable that we shall

be able hereafter to procure many val-

uable servants from the South. When
freedom shall have taken the place of

slavery, and labor becomes honorable

in that section, many Southern women
will do—as many Northern women al-

ways have done—their own work. In

this way many servants will be set free.

Then, when it becomes necessary to

pay wages to servants, there will be a

swarming out from the kitchens of the

South of Dinah and Phillis et ails., and

many of these superfluous servants will

find their way North. Already out

of the bloody wreck of society at the

South, through the flaming borders of

bayonets and cannon, have drifted into

happy Northern homes thousands of

valuable servants, and they will be fol-

lowed by thousands more, ' when this

cruel war is over.' We cannot judge

of the qualities of colored servants
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from the wretched specimens we have

heretofore had among us. The trained

house-servants of the South are the best

in the world. They are docile, cleanly,

quickwitted, and respectful to humble-

ness.

There have been many projects de-

vised looking to the education of girls

for housekeeping. There was a very

excellent institution in existence ten

years ago in one of the Eastern States,

which combined with the customary

course of intellectual instruction a sys-

tematic training in the mysteries of

housekeeping. The writer has heard

nothing of this school for some years,

and presumes it has failed for want of

support. We train our daughters only

to shine in the drawing room, and the

real graces of life are neglected. Mu-
sic, French, and Italian are very excel-

lent things, but they should stand sec-

ond, not first, in the acquirements which

we should desire for those who are to

be future wives, mothers, and mistresses

of families.* But this is a little apart

from the present subject. The idea of

a school for training girls for house-

keeping, however, suggests a thought

on the expediency of an institution for

the education of servants. Such a

project has frequently been urged as a

most desirable one to be put into opera-

tion, though I am not aware that it has

* The pity of it is that the majority of our
young ladies, on leaving school, know as little of

music, French, and Italian as they can possibly

do of housekeeping.

—

Ed. Con.

ever been tried.* Ofcourse it cannot be

expected that girls wishing to become
servants could enter such an institution

if it cost anything for instruction. But
there can be no question that, purely

as a matter of speculation, such a school

would be a success. If, in one of our

large cities, an institution should be

opened by some one having the requi-

site knowledge, embodying the princi-

ple of our present intelligence offices,

taking young girls and training them
gratuitously, some for cooks, waiters,

nursery maids, laundresses, and a larger

number for what is termed ' general

housework,' it being understood that

in selecting the material the proprietor

had an eye to honesty and intelligence,

it would be an immense success. The
servants graduating from such an insti-

tution would be eagerly sought for,

and would command the highest wages.

The fee for furnishing a servant could

be placed at a much higher rate than

is now paid at intelligence offices, and
would be paid readily, for the employer

would be reasonably confident of secur-

ing a good domestic. Such institu-

tions would go very far toward reme-

dying the evils under which we now
groan, and I trust it will not be many
years before schools for servants will

be among the recognized institutions

of our country.

* The House of the Sisters of Mercy in Kew
York is a worthy commencement in the above-

mentioned direction, and has, so far as we know,

hitherto proved successful.—En. Con.
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^EN NE :

A TALE OF SLATE LIFE IN EOME.

CHAPTER XII.

A week passed away. It was toward

the end of a bright and cloudless day,

and Rome was gradually arousing itself

from its wonted siesta. The heat had

at no time been oppressive, for during

the whole morning a cool breeze had
been gambolling across the Campagna
from the sea ; so that even during the

small hours of the day, the streets had

not been kept free from moving masses

of life. Now that the atmosphere

became still further tempered, fresh

throngs poured forth from all the

smaller passages and alleys, until the

greater arteries of the city swarmed

with eager, animated crowds.

More now than at any other time

during the few weeks that had just

elapsed; for upon the morrow was to

commence the dedication of the great

amphitheatre of Titus, and thousands

of strangers had already poured into

Rome to witness the games, combats,

and pageantry. From the surround-

ing towns and villages—from the cities

of the south—from the confines of the

Alps—even from the farthermost prov-

inces, countless throngs had assembled

to greet an occasion second only to the

grand triumphal entry with the spoils

of Jerusalem.

From her window overlooking the

streets, iEnone surveyed the panorama

of life spread out before her. Upon
the battlements and towers of the

Caesars' house, in full sight over against

the Palatine Hill, floated the imperial

banners, gently waving their folds in

anticipation of the splendors of the

ensuing days ; and round about stood

crowds of strangers, wondering at the

magnificence of the palace architecture,

and the vast compass of its walls, and

straining their eager gaze in the hope

of being able to catch a chance glimpse

of the emperor himself. Farther down
was the now completed Colosseum,

around which other thousands stood

watching the pigmies who, in dark

clusters upon the top and along the

edge, laboriously erected the poles

upon which, in case of need, to stretch

the protecting velarium. This was the

last outward preparation of all ; and

when that was done, everything would
be ready. As one of these poles was
being elevated, he who had hold of the

lower end of it lost his balance, and

fell to the ground. He was lifted up
outside, dead—a shapeless, gory mass.

The crowd shuddered to see that help-

less body falling from such a height

;

but, at the next moment, all sympathy

passed away. The man wore a slave's

dress, and was recognized as belonging

to the praetorian lieutenant Patrocles.

Upon the morrow, if he had lived, he

was to have appeared in the arena as a

retiarius—he would then most likely

have been conquered and slain—it was

merely a day sooner—a victim outside

the walls instead of within—he had
clambered up to overlook the ground

upon which he was to have fought,

and need not thus recklessly have vol-

unteered to aid the regular laborers

—

it was his fate

—

Deus vult—what more

could be said ?

^Enone had not witnessed the fall,

for she had not been looking at palace

or amphitheatre, both of which were

too familiar with her to attract her at-

tention. The one had been for years

the centrepiece of her view—and the

other had grown up arch by arch and

tier by tier so steadily before her eyes

that it seemed as though she could al-

most count its stones. Her gaze wTas

now fixed upon the open space beneath

her window, where the Sacred and Tri-

umphal Walls joined—a space always
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at that hour gay with a phantasmagoria

of shifting life, and at this time more

than ever provocative of curiosity and

attention. Its bordering palaces, al-

ready being hung with lively tapestries

for the morrow—its sparkling foun-

tains—its corners decked with arches

—its pavement thronged with carriages

and horsemen—the crowds of slaves,

beginning in advance to take their

holiday, and affording pleasing con-

trasts as they wound their way in slen-

der currents through the openings in

the throng of their betters—the sol-

diery passing here and there in large

or small detachments—where else in

the world could such a varied scene of

life and animation be presented ?

First before her eyes passed a num-
ber of the praetorian guard, with mar-

tial music, cutting the crowd asunder

like a wedge in their steady march
toward the imperial palace. Then
came the chariot of the African pro-

consul, with liveried footmen in front,

and Nubian slaves, in short tunics and
silver anklets, running beside the

wheels. After that a covered van, toil-

somely dragged along by tired horses

and guarded by armed slaves in livery.

The imperial cipher was emblazoned
upon the dusty canvas screen thrown
over the top, and from within, at in-

tervals, came half-smothered growls

and roars. It was some wTild beast ar-

riving at this late hour from Nubia—

a

contribution from some provincial gov-

ernor—a booty which had cost pounds
of gold, and perhaps the lives of many
slaves, and which was now destined to

perform, in the sanded arena, the com-
bats of the jungle. The crowd, which
had let the African proconsul pass by
with but a careless glance of uninter-

ested scrutiny—for dignitaries were too

common to excite much curiosity

—

pressed tumultuously and with frantic

eagerness around the heavy cage, exult-

ing in each half-stifled roar from within
as though it were a strain of sweet

music—and thus followed the van
until it arrived at the amphitheatre and

passed out of sight through one of the

deep, low arches leading to the tiers

of grated stone cages, already well filled

with the choicest forest spoils of every

tributary country.

Then came a black-bearded horse-

man. The trappings of his steed were

marked with the insignia of distinc-

tion ; and footmen, with staves, ran

before him to clear the way. He sat

with proud and haughty mien—as one

who felt his power and immunity, and
yet with the expression of one aware

that all his rank and state could not

protect him from secret scorn and hate.

Not many looked at him ; for, in that

thronging display of wealth and power,

a single gayly caparisoned horse and
two liveried footmen counted for al-

most nothing. One or twT
o, however,

of those few who study men for their

deeds alone, turned and gazed scruti-

nizingly after him, for he had already

taken rank as one of the historians of

the age. And as he passed farther

along, a group of slaves, whose marked
features denoted Jewish descent, suf-

fered expressions of aversion to break

from them ; some turning their backs

—some gazing up with faces inflamed

with the fiercest intensity of hate

—

while one, less cautious, clenched his

fist and hurled after the rider a hand-

ful of dust and volleys of heavy He-

brew curses. And so the apostate Jo-

sephus passed on, and was gradually

lost to view.

After him, slowdy wending his way
on foot through the crowds, occasion-

ally moving aside to allow others, more

urgent, the privilege of passing him,

and constantly careful not to excite the

impatient wrath of those nearest to

him by a too lively pressure, yet all

the time making sure progress along

his chosen path, came a single figure

—

a white-bearded man, in plain, coarse

tunic and well-worn sandals. Few re-

garded him or even seemed to know
that he was there, except when in their

hurry they found it expedient to jostle

him one side. But in his face gleamed
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an intelligence far beyond what could

be expected from one in his humble

attire ; and as ^Enone watched him, a

suspicion crossed her that the poor,

beggarly dress and the quiet, yielding

mien were assumed to baffle observa-

tion. Soon another person in similar

dress but of fewer years met him. The
two joined hands and looked earnestly

into each other's eyes, and the older

one appeared to mutter a word or two.

What was that word, at which the

younger bent his head with reverent

gesture ? Was it a command or a'

blessing ? Whatever it was, in a second

it was all said. The hands then un-

clasped—the bended head raised with

a startled glance around, as though

with a fear that even such a mere in-

stant of humble bearing might have

betrayed something which should be

kept secret ; and then the two men
parted, and were swallowed up in differ-

ent sides of the concourse.

' I know that person,' said Cleotos.

He had been gazing, for the past min-

ute, out at the same window with

iEnone ; and while attracted by the

humble figure of that old man, he had
noticed that she had been equally ob-

servant.

' You know him, Cleotos ?

'

' They call him Clemens, noble lady.

He is a leader of the Christian sect,

and a person of influence among them.

It was at Corinth that I first saw him,

and it was he who let me copy the

good words which are written upon
my little leaf of parchment. That was

two years ago, but I still recognize him.

What does he here ? Why should he

thus peril his life in public ?

'

' Give me that little scroll, Cleotos,'

said iEiione. ' Let me have it for my
own.'

Cleotos gazed at her for a moment
in dismay. Was she about to use her

authority, and take away from him by

force those few lines, which, though

he understood them so little, had often

served to cheer his heart with their

promises of future rest and joy ? If

so, he must submit ; but of what avail,

then, was all her previous kindness ?

' I ask it not as mistress, but as

friend,' she said, reading his thoughts.

' I ask it because, when you are away,

I shall need some memory of what have

been happy days, and- because I may
then often wish to apply those same

words of comfort to my own soul.

You can make another copy ot the

same, and, in your own land, I doubt

not, can find, with proper search, many
more words of equal value.'

' In my own land ?
' Cleotos repeat-

ed,' as in a dream. But, though her

meaning did not as yet flash upon him,

he knew that she spoke in kindness,

and that she would not ask anything

which he would not care to grant

;

and he drew the little stained parch-

ment from beneath his tunic, and hand-

ed it to her.

' Close, now, the window, Cleotos,

and shut out from sight that giddy

whirl, for I have something to say to

you.'

He closed the window with its silken

blind ; and then, in obedience to her

motion, glided away from before it.

She seated herself upon her lounge, and

he upon his accustomed stool in front

of her.

4 Think not, Cleotos,' she said, after

a moment's silence, ' that I first brought

you hither to become a mere slave. It

was rather done in order that, when the

proper time came, I might set you free.

Had she— Leta— but shown herself

worthy of you, the day might have

come when I could have managed to

free her also, and send you both home
again together. But that cannot be.

You must go alone, Cleotos, but not, I

hope, despairingly. Once again in

your own loved Samos, I know that,

sooner or later, there will be found

some other one to make you forget

what you have suffered here.'

He could no longer doubt her mean-

ing—she was about to give him to lib-

erty again. At the thought the blood

rushed to his heart, and he gasped for
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breath. For the moment, as he gazed

into her face and saw with what sister-

ly sympathy and compassion she looked

upon him, the impulse came into his

mind to refuse the proffered freedom,

and ask only to remain and serve her

for life. But then came such floods

of memories of his native place, which

he had never expected to see again

—

and its hills and streams and well-re-

membered haunts seemed to approach

with one bound so near to him—and

the faces of the loved ones at home
began once again to look so tenderly

into his own—and the thought of

throwing off even the light, silken

chainL which he had been wearing, and

of standing up in the sight of heaven

a free man again, was so grateful to

his soul—what could he do but re-

main silent and overpowered with con-

flicting emotions, and wait to hear

more ?

1 Think not to refuse your liberty,'

she said, as she read his doubts and

perplexities. ' It must not be. No
man has the right to suffer degradation

when he can avoid it. And though I

might continue kind to you, who can

answer for it that I should live to be

kind to the end ? No, no ; from this

instant be a free man again. And, for

the few moments that remain to us,

strive to think of me only as your equal

and your friend.'

Still silent. What, indeed, could

he say ? She knew that he was grate-

ful to her, and that was enough. But
why should he, of all slaves in Rome,
find such kindly treatment ? What
had he ever done to deserve it ? And
—as often before—that puzzled look

of wondering inquiry came over his face

while he gazed into her own. She

noticed it, but now made no attempt to

disguise herself by any forced and un-

natural assumption of haughty pride.

Were he at last to learn the truth, there

could surely no harm come of it.

' You must depart to-night,' she said,

' and before it becomes known that I

am sending you away ; lest, knowing
vol. vi.—18

it, others might claim authority to de-

lay or prevent you. Take this little

purse. It contains a few gold pieces,

which you may need. And here is a

written pass which will lead you to

Ostia. There you will go to the tavern

of the Three Cranes, and inquire for

one Pollio, who has a vessel ready to

sail for Samos. In that vessel your

passage is jDaid. Show him this ring.

It will be a token for him to know you

by. And keep the ring ever afterward,

as a sign that you have a friend left

here, who will often think of you with

pleasure and interest.'

' My mistress,' he said, taking the

ring and placing it upon his finger,

' what have I done that you should be

thus kind to me ?

'

' Nay ; no longer mistress, but friend,'

she said, with a melancholy smile. ' As
such alone let us converse during the

hour that remains, for you must soon

leave me. It may be that when you

arrive at Ostia, the vessel will not be

ready to set sail, nor yet for a day or
two, for its owner spoke to my mes-

senger concerning possible delays. If

so, there will be time for you to look

around you, and think of the days

when you wandered along the shore,

hand in hand with your chosen one.

You will, perhaps, go over those wan-

derings again—along the sands leading

past Druse's olive grove to the altar

of Vesta, or to the—

'

' How know you about Druse's

grove ?
' he cried with a start ; and

again that look of keen inquiry came

into his face. It was but a single .step

now—he stood upon the very border

of the truth. Should she repress him ?

It were hardly worth the while. So

she let him gaze, and, if anything,

softened her features yet more into the

old familiar expression.

' Past Druse's Grove, Cleotos—or to

the smooth rock which the waves

washed at Cato's Point. Do you re-

member, Cleotos, how often we there

sat, you holding me with your arm

while I slid down the sloping side, the
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better to dip my naked feet into the

water ?

'

With a wild sob he seized her hand,

and threw himself at her feet. Near
to the truth as he had been standing,

it seemed at the last to burst upon him
with as much force as though even a

suspicion of it had been a thing be-

fore impossible. And yet, at the same
time, it appeared to him as though he

must have known it all the while
; for

how could he comprehend his blind-

ness ?

' iEnone,' he cried, * send me not

away ! Let me stay here to serve you
forever !

'

' Oh, speak not thus ! ' she said,

touching his lips lightly with her

finger. ' Had you not been about to

go from here, you should never have

recognized me. Forget, now, all that

has ever passed between us ; or rather,

strive to remember it only as a pleas-

ant dream which left us in its proper

time. If the Fates separated us, it was
only because they were wiser than our-

selves. Those bright anticipations of

our youthful love could never have

been fully realized ; and, if persisted

in, might have led only to sorrow and

despair. Let me not blush now at

having revealed myself to you. Think,

for the few minutes that remain to us,

of friendship and of duty alone.'

Raising him up, she placed him be-

side her, and there they talked about

the past and its pleasant recollections.

How the cross miller, who had never

been known to do a kindness to any

one else, had sometimes let them ride

upon his horse—how they had once

rowed together about the bay, and he

had taken her aboard his ship—how
she had stolen away from home each

pleasant evening to meet him, and with

what feeble excuses—and the like.

As the shades of afternoon deepened

and shut out from sight the gilded

cornices and costly frescoes, and all

else that could remind them of present

wealth, and as, each instant, their

thoughts buried themselves still further

in the memories of the past, it seemed

to them, at last, as though they were

again wandering hand in hand upon
the beach, or sitting upon the wave-

washed rock at Cato's Point.

With something wanting, however.

No force of illusion could bring back

to either of them, in all its former com-

pleteness, that sense of mutual inter-

est which had once absorbed them.

Whatever dreams of the past might,

for the moment, blind their perceptions,

there was still the ever-present con-

sciousness of now standing in another

and far different relation to each other.

Though iEnone musingly gazed upon
his face and listened to his voice, until

the realities of the present seemed to

shrink away, and the fancies of other

years stole softly back, and, with in-

voluntary action, her hand gently toyed

with his curls and parted them one

side, as she had once been accustomed

to do, it was with no love for him that

she did it now. He was only her

friend—her brother. He had been

kind to her, and perhaps, if necessary,

she might even now consent to die for

him ; but, with all that, he was no

longer the idol of her heart. Another

had taken that place, and, however

unworthy to hold it, could not now
be dispossessed. And though Cleotos,

likewise, as he looked at her and felt

the gentle pressure of her hand upon
his forehead, seemed as though trans-

ported into the past, until he saw no

longer the matron in the full bloom

of womanhood, but only the young girl

sparkling with the fresh hue and sun-

shine of early youth, yet to him still

clung the perception that there was a

barrier between them. What though

the form of the treacherous Leta may
then have faded from his memory as

completely as though he had never

seen her ? What though iEnone's

pleasant and sympathetic tones may
have again melted into his heart as

warmly as when first whispered at

Ostia ? The smile upon her face—the

winning intonation of her voice—all
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might seem the same ; but he knew
that he must hide within his own
heart all that he had thus felt anew,

and be content with the offered friend-

ship alone, for that not merely her duty

but her altered inclination had sepa-

rated her from him forever.

At last the brief hour came to an

end, and iEnone arose. The sun had

set, and the darkness of night had al-

ready begun to shroud the city. Here

and there, from some of the more

wealthy neighborhoods, faint glimmers

of lamp light shone out and marked
the scenes of solitary study or of festive

gathering, but as yet these indications

were few. Already the chariots and

horsemen who had thronged the

Appian Way had dispersed—a single

rider here and there occupying the

place where so lately gay bands had
cantered, disputing each available

empty space of pavement. The walks

were yet crowded with loiterers, but

of a different class. Patricians and
fair ladies had departed, and left the

course to the lower orders of citizens

and to slaves, who now emerged from

the arches and alleys, and, anticipative

of the morrow's holiday, swarmed in

dusky crowds hither and thither in

search of rude pastime.

' You must go now,' said iEnone,

dropping the curtain which she had
lifted for a moment in order to peer

into the street. ' Stay not for anything

that belongs to you, for I would not

that you should be hindered or de-

layed. You have been here as mine
own property ; and yet, how do I know
that some pretence of others' right

might not be urged for your detention,

if it were known that you were depart-

ing ? Go, therefore, at once, Cleotos,

and may the gods be with you !

'

She held out her hand to him. He
took it in his own, and, for the moment,
gazed inquiringly into her face. Was
this to be their only parting? Nay,
need there be a parting at all % A flush

came into his countenance as he felt

one wild thought and desire burning

into his soul. What if he were to yield

to the impulse which beset him, and

should throw himself at her feet, and
ask her to forget the years which had
separated them, and the trials which
had beset them, and to give up all else,

and depart with him ? Alas ! only

one result could follow such an appeal

as that ! In the vain attempt to gain

her love, he would lose her friendship

also. She would part from him as an

enemy who had taken advantage of her

sisterly affection to inflict an insult

upon her. He knew that this would
surely be the consequence ; but yet, for

the moment, he could scarce resist the

maddening impulse to thus forfeit all

while striving to attain impossibilities.

' Shall we never meet again ? ' he

said, at length, after the hard struggle

to command himself.

'It may be, in after years ; who can

tell ?
' she answered. ' And yet, let us

rather look the truth in the face, and
not delude ourselves with false hopes.

The world is very wide, and the way
from here to your home is far, and the

fatalities of life are many. Dear Cleo-

tos, let us rather make up our minds
that this parting is for ever ; unless it

may be that the gods will let us look

upon each other's faces again in some
future state. But there may be times

when you can write to me, or send

some message of good tidings; and
then—

'

1 Talk not to me of the gods !

' he

interrupted, in a storm of passionate

exclamation. ' What have they ever

done for us, that we should worship or

pray to them ? Why look to them for

blessings in a future state, when they

have done us such evil in the present

life ? Here we were poor and lowly-

together ; and have they not dragged

us apart ? And will they, then, in an-

other life, be the more disposed to let

us see each other's faces—you one of

the nobles of the earth, and I one of its

meanest plebeians ? Is it written in the

temples or by the priests and frracles,

that when the Oaesars are throned in
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Olympus, their lowly subjects shall be

permitted to approach them any nearer

than when here ? How, then, could

we meet each other better hereafter

than now ? Away with all talk about

the gods ! I believe not in them ! If

we part now for this world, it is for

eternity as well !

'

' Oh, say not that !
' she exclaimed.

* And still pray to the gods as of old,

for they may yet bring good out of all

that now seems to us so obscure. Re-

member that to the best of us, this

world offers little but what is mingled

with unhappiness. Take not, there-

fore, away from yourself and me a be-

lief in something better to come.'

' Take, then, with you, a belief in the

God about whom I learned in Greece,

for He it is who tells of comfort here-

after for the poor and oppressed, and
He is the only one who does so,' Cleotos

doggedly answered.
1
It may be—it may be,' she said.

' Who can tell which is right ? We
have so often talked about it, and have

not yet found out. They may both

be the true gods—they may neither of

them be. Ah, Cleotos, my brother, let

us not doubt. It is pleasanter and

safer, too, that we should believe, even

if we extend our faith to a belief in

both. Choose, then, your own, as I

will mine. I must not abandon the

gods in whose worship I have been

brought up ; but when I pray to them,

I will first pray for you. And you—if

you adopt the God of the Christians,

who speaks so much better comfort to

your soul—will always pray to Him
for me. And thereby, if either of us is

wrong, the sin may perhaps be par-

doned, on account of the other, who
was right. And now, once more—and

it may be for ever—dear Cleotos, fare-

well !

'

' Farewell, iEnone, my sister !
' he

said. And he raised her hand and

pressed it to his lips, and was about

turning sorrowfully away, when the

door flew open, and Sergius Vanno

burst into the room.

APHORISMS.— No. XII.

See 'neath the swelling storm,

The willow's slender form

With grace doth ever yield

;

While oaks, the monarchs of the field,

In pride resist the blast,

And prostrate lie, ere it is past

:

But now the storm is o'er,

The willow bows no more

;

While oaks from overthrow
v

No rising ever know.

So with the meek, in strife

Against the storms of life

;

Though often roughly cast,

They stand erect at last

:

But those who will not bend

To what their God doth send,

Are whelmed in lasting woe,

And rising up will never know.
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A GLANCE AT PRUSSIAN POLITICS.

PART I.

[The author of the ensuing article, the topic

of which is just now one of special interest,

is Mr. Charles M. Mead, a gentleman who

has spent the last year in Germany. Having

resided in the family of Professor Jacobi, who
fills the chair of history in the University of

Halle, he has had excellent opportunities for

making himself acquainted with his subject.

Having a natural taste for political studies,

he has investigated it in its many bearings

with calm impartiality, and written upon it

con amove. The conclusion will be given in

our next issue.

—

Editor Continental.]

The struggle now going on in Prus-

sia, whatever may be the issue, must

be regarded as one of immense political

importance. To Americans certainly,

no less than to any other people, is the

character and progress of this struggle

a matter of profound interest. Though
it cannot be said that the contest is

that of revolutionists or even of repub-

licans against a legitimately ruling

monarch, yet the real principles in-

volved in the contest are in substance

those of absolutism and of democracy.

Deep and irreconcilable as is now
the opposition between the two con-

tending elements, all Prussians are

proud of Prussia's history. In order

to a correct understanding of the pres-

ent circumstances of the country, a

brief survey of its previous history is

necessary.

In respect to the national domain,

perhaps no other instance can be found

so striking as that here presented, of a

steady growth of an insignificant terri-

tory, from the first surrounded by pow-
erful nations, to a size which entitles it

to rank among the first Powers of the

earth. Passing over the first few hun-

dred years of her history, during which
period much confusion prevailed as to

boundaries as well as everything else,

we find that as late as 1417 the country

embraced a territory of only about sev-

en thousand eight hundred square

miles, or of about the size of Massa-

chusetts ; whereas its present extent is

about one hundred and twelve thou-

sand square miles, i. e., about as large

as New England, New York, and New
Jersey.

In respect to population, the increase

is proportionally great. In 1417 it was
only one hundred and eighty-eight

thousand five hundred ; now it is over

eighteen millions. As to general cul-

ture, the progress of the nation and its

present relative position in the scale of

civilization leave little for national

pride to wish.

The history of the nation commences
with the conquest of Brandenburg by
the Saxon emperor Henry I., in 927.

He founded the so-called Worth Mark,

and set over it a margrave. The gov-

ernment was administered by mar-

graves until 1411, when, after a century

of anarchy, during which the Mark
was struggled for by many aspiring

dukes, it was delivered over by the em-
peror Sigismund, an almost worthless

possession, to Frederick of Hohenzol-

lern, burggrave of Nuremberg, with the

title of elector.

The house of Hohenzollern is still the

reigning dynasty. In 1701, Frederick

III., who became elector in 1688, se-

cured from the emperor Leopold I. the

title of King Frederick I. Not king

of Brandenburg, since Brandenburg

belonged to the Austrian empire, but

king in Prussia, the name of a Polish

duchy acquired by John Sigismund as

a feudal possession in 1621, but in 1656

made an independent possession by
Frederick William. Not king of Prus-

sia, but in Prussia, because not all the

territory to which that name belonged

was included in the afore-mentioned

cluchy. The rest was not annexed till

1772, so that Frederick the Great was
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the first king of Prussia. And not till

1815 was the name Prussia strictly a

designation of the whole land now so

called.

We cannot stop even to glance at

the political condition of the nation

during the period of the electorate, in-

teresting as it might be, and important

as revealing the sources of subsequent

political developments. Yet in passing,

this at least must be borne in mind,

that there was all the while a struggle

going on between the nobility and the

monarchy, the latter gradually gaining

in strength.

Frederick I., whose vanity led him
to make it his main object to secure

the name of king, did less than his im-

mediate predecessor, the ' great elector,'

toward deepening the foundations of

the monarchy. The most noticeable

feature of his reign was the increase

of the standing army from twenty-five

thousand to fifty thousand. He secured

the title of royalty. It remained for

his son and successor to secure its pow-
er and authority.*

Frederick William I. was the first ab-

solute monarch of Prussia. He was

a man of rough manners and coarse

tastes. Caring little for the pomp of

royalty, he jealously sought to maintain

his hold on the essence of it. JSTo

sooner had he dried the tears shed over

his deceased father, than he dismissed

the larger part of the court attendants,

cut oif unnecessary expenses, inaugu-

rated a simple style of living in the

court, and began to direct his attention

to the improvement of the military and
financial condition of the country.

More than any predecessor, he identi-

fied the office of king with that of

commander-in-chief of the army. His

domineering disposition carried him
so far that he personally scolded and
threatened with blows whoever seemed

* Frederick I. ruled till 1713 ; the succession

since then has been as follows : Frederick Wil-
liam I.. 1713-'40; Frederick II. (the Great), 1740-

'86; Frederick William II., 1786-'97
; Frederick

William III., 1797-1840
; Frederick William IV.,

1840- ?61; William L, 1861.

to him lazy and shiftless, however lit-

tle the matter personally concerned

him. So violent was his temper that,

because his son, afterward Frederick

the Great, displayed more taste for lit-

erature, and less for religion and war-

fare, than he had wished, he became
disgusted with him, threateningly

raised his cane whenever he saw him
;

and, when the prince, exasperated by
constant abuse, formed a plan of escape

to Sinsheim, the king, having discov-

ered it before its execution, was so in-

furiated that, except for the interven-

tion of bystanders, he would have run

him through with his sword. As it

was, at one time he beat him furiously

wTith his cane. Frederick's confidant

was executed before his eyes, and he

himself condemned to a long banish-

ment from the court; and not till he
had shown signs of repentance, was he

readmitted to it and to his father's

favor. Frederick William is famous
for the ' tobacco club ' which he estab-

lished, at whose sessions over the pipe

and the beer he and his friends in-

dulged in the most unrestrained mirth

and freedom ; also for his monomania
concerning ' tall fellows '—a passion

for securing as many regiments as pos-

sible of extraordinarily tall soldiers, for

which he spared no pains, and often

paid little regard to the personal wishes

of the tall fellowT
s themselves. To in-

crease their number, he scoured all

Europe, other monarchs being not un-

willing to secure his good will by pro-

viding him with the coveted men, for

wdiom his almost insane passion made
him willing to give any price. But
the real significance of his reign in re-

lation to Prussia's subsequent history,

is the impulse which he gave to her

military tastes, and his success in estab-

lishing firmly the absolute authority

of the monarch. The power of feudal

lords had already been shattered ; it

required only a strong army and a

strong will to destroy it altogether.

These the king possessed. He reigned

at a time when the obstacles to the
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exercise of unlimited power by the

king were not what they now are, viz.

:

a desire on the part of the people in

general for a constitutional govern-

ment. The most certain way to secure

the esteem of the people was to central-

ize the power in himself, and then exer-

cise that power in the promotion of

the people's material welfare. This the

king did. He laid the foundations of

the still existing system of general

school education. He invited colonists

from abroad to settle in the more un-

cultivated parts of his domains. He
reformed the judiciary. He dimin-

ished the taxes, and yet by his economy
increased the real revenue of the state

from two and a half to seven and a

half millions. Himself disinclined to

become entangled in foreign wars, he

raised the troops and the money with-

out which his son could not have won
the military glory which has given him
the title of the Great.

Frederick William I. established the

absolute monarchy by internal politi-

cal changes and institutions. Freder-

ick the Great secured for it a solid

foundation in the hearts of the people.

The one was thoroughly autocratic in

disposition, and not seldom displayed

this disposition too offensively ; the

other knew how to use his hereditary

power without seeming to care about

it. In fact, under the influence of Vol-

taire and the French liberalism, he

himself learned to cherish very liberal

opinions respecting popular rights.

But practically he was absolute, and
preferred to be so. By his brilliant

military successes in the two Silesian

wars and in the Seven Years' "War he

roused the national enthusiasm for the

royal house to the highest pitch. He
secured for Prussia the rank of a great

Power in Europe. He enlarged her

boundaries, and, notwithstanding his

expensive wars, promoted the general

prosperity of the land. Genial and
kind-hearted, he won the affections of

the people, so that loyalty was easy and
pleasant—none the less so, the more

completely the object of the loyalty

was the king's person.

The reign of Frederick William II.

was not characterized by any special

development in the political condition

of the country. Lacking in energy and
decision, given to self-indulgence, con-

trolled by courtiers and favorite women,
although by the partition of Poland
he increased the national domains, and
by educational measures helped to pro-

mote German literature instead of the

French preferred by his father, he was
yet too inferior to the great Frederick

to be able to uphold the glory of the

royal house. By his disgraceful with-

drawal from the First Coalition and the

Treaty of Basle, by which he yielded

to France all of Prussia lying beyond
the Rhine, he prepared the way for her

subsequent humiliation by Bonaparte.

The long reign of Frederick William

III. is the richest period of Prussia's

history. Here begins that develop-

ment whose progress is now one of the

most noteworthy of our time. The
king, cautious, conscientious, patriotic,

but timid, declined to join the Second

Coalition (1799), hoping thereby to

secure Prussia against the ravages of

war. Prominent Prussians, moreover,

were positively friendly to Napoleon

;

so that, even after the latter had vio-

lated his obligations by marching

through Prussian territory, the king

hesitated a year to declare war. This

was done August 9, 1806 ; but two
months later his army was routed at

Jena ; Napoleon entered Berlin ; the

Prussians were finally defeated at Fried-

land by the French, and at Tilsit, July

9, 1807, the Prussian king was forced

to give up the half of his domains, and

to furnish the conqueror a tribute of

one hundred and forty millions of

francs. For six years Prussia lay pros-

trate at the feet of France. In 1812 he

was compelled to furnish twenty thou-

sand men to join Napoleon's army in

his invasion of Russia. Not till after

the disastrous issue of this invasion did

king or people dare to lift an arm in
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defence of the national independence.

But these years compose just the period

which Prussians love to call that of

Prussia's regeneration. The insolence

of the conqueror united the national

heart. Full of the most flaming pa-

triotism, and not doubting that deliv-

erance would finally come, states-

men and warriors, Stein, Scharnhorst,

Bliicher, Schill, and others, labored un-

weariedly to keep up the spirits of the

people, and prepare them for the coming

War of Liberation. Now for the first

time the cities were invested with the

right to regulate their own internal

affairs. Now for the first time the peas-

ants were delivered from the serfdom

under which they had hitherto suffered.

In short, the whole policy of the Gov-

ernment was determined by the resolu-

tion to inspire the people with a health-

ful, unconstrained, enthusiastic devo-

tion to the national weal, and, as a

means to this end, with zeal for the

king. These efforts were fully success-

ful. When the providential time ar-

rived, and the king issued, February

3, 1813, a call for volunteers, and,

March 17, his famous Aufruf an mem
Volk, all Prussia sprang to arms. In

alliance with Russia, finally also assist-

ed by Austria and Sweden, her troops

were engaged in nine bloody battles

with the French between April 5 and

October 18, the enthusiasm of the peo-

ple and the dogged intrepidity of

Bliicher being at length rewarded by
the decisive victory at Leipsic. The
immediate result of this victory for

Prussia was the recovery of the terri-

tory between the Elbe and the Rhine

ceded to France by the preceding king.

At the congress of Vienna there were

assigned to her in addition all that she

had possessed before the Treaty of

Tilsit, half of Saxony, and an increase

of the former possessions on the Rhine.

Some further acquisitions and cessions

were made at the second Treaty of

Paris, November 2, 1815, since which

time the boundaries of Prussia have

been little changed.

This brief sketch of the so-called

War of Liberation could not have been

avoided in an attempt to describe the

present political condition of Prussia.

The enthusiasm with which the semi-

centennial anniversary of the battle of

Leipsic was celebrated on the 18th of

last October by men of all parties and
sentiments, was a lively evidence of the

profound influence of that war on the

national character. The chief signifi-

cance of the war for Prussia was its in-

fluence in uniting the people in the

pursuit of a common patriotic end. It

was a struggle for national existence

;

and all minor considerations were for

the time forgotten. It tended to break

down the barriers which before had so

effectually separated the higher from

the lower classes. The Government

had need of the hearty aid of all Prus-

sians ; and, in order to secure this, it

was necessary to abandon the invidious

distinctions which, in spite of all pre-

vious reformatory measures, made a

large portion of the people practically

slaves. The sentiment was encouraged,

that whoever was ready to lay down
his life for his country deserved full

protection from his country. The
promise was made that this should

henceforth be the spirit and practice

of the Government.

We are here to mark a twofold in-

fluence on the political sentiments of

the Prussian people springing from the

war against French invasion. On the

one hand, from here dates the first posi-

tive preparations for, and expectations

of, a national representative assembly

—a change from an absolute to a limit-

ed monarchy ; on the other, the per-

fect identification of the interests of the

king with those of the people, com-

bined with a real love for the royal

family, made the people satisfied, after

the restoration of peace, to continue

under the sway of a king in whom,
though his power was unlimited, they

had perfect confidence that he would

use his power with conscientious regard

to their good. To this day the recol-
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lection of those years of pious loyalty, state leads to much hypocritical piety

when every citizen cherished a feeling and selfish loyalty. Yet the general

of filial love and trust toward Frederick fact that the most estimable citizens

William III., is the chief element of are royalists, is not so to be accounted

strength in the conservative party, for. The War of Liberation was a war

Prussia, they say, is what her kings not only against French aggression,

have made her ; the house of Hohen- but against a power whose origin was

zollern has raised her from an insig- to be traced to a contempt not only of

nificant beginning to the rank of a time-honored political customs, but

great Power; under this rule the people also of Christianity itself. Revolutions

have prospered ; no tyranny has dis- and republicanism became associated

graced it ; there is no need of a change

;

with infidelity. It was natural, there-

there is no danger that a continuance fore, that Christians should acquire the

of the former order of things can ever notion that every approximation to-

inure to our hurt
;

gratitude to our ward democracy would involve danger

sovereigns requires us not to attack to the church ; especially as the church

their hereditary prerogatives. ' There and state were united, and the king

is danger of foreigners, especially re- not only professed personal belief in

publicans, not fully appreciating the Christianity, but endeavored to pro-

force of these considerations. To us, mote its interests by his administrative

the fact that one king, or even a series measures. It was to them a touching

of kings, have ruled well, is no proof recollection that their king and the

that they have a divine right to rule
;

Austrian and Russian emperors kneeled

still less, that, when their policy comes together on the battle field of Leipsic

into conflict with the decided wishes to offer to the Lord of hosts their

of the people, they have a right by un- thanks for the victory that he had
constitutional measures to resist the vouchsafed to them. And when two

popular will. But it must be remem- years later the same monarchs united

bered that Prussia, even in the midst themselves in the Holy Alliance, it is

of the present conflict, is thoroughly not strange, whatever may now be

monarchical. No party pretends to thought of their motives, that Chris-

wish any change of the present form tians should have rejoiced at the sight

of government. Patriotism has so long of princes publicly acknowledging their

been associated with simple devotion obligation to rule in the interests of

to the royal house, and the royal house Christianity, and binding themselves

has so uniformly proved itself not un- to promote the religious good of their

worthy of this devotion, that it is no subjects. As republicanism in France

easy matter, especially for those who had appeared in a positively unchris-

by nature are conservative, to be satis- tian form, here monarchism appeared

fied with a change which reduces the in a positively Christian form. Noth-

monarchical office to a merely empty ing was therefore more natural than

hereditary honor. In addition to this, that their devotion to the king—al-

it would be unfair not to recognize ready, for other reasons, hearty and

the fact that the most cultivated and enthusiastic—should be increased as

religious part of the Prussian people they thought they saw in him the surest

belongs to the Conservative party, defender of the church. Instead, there-

This, as a general statement, is, as all fore, of encouraging or wishing a sep-

acknowledge, true. That the excep- aration of church and state—a consum-

tions, however, are very numerous, is mation which it was in the power of

no less true. It is also, doubtless, not leading theologians to procure—they

unjust to assume that the dependence preferred a still closer union. Nor is it

of churches and universities on the to be wondered at that, ever since, men
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of the most earnest piety have made a

defence of the royal prerogatives a part

of their religion, and that some have

gone even so far as to deny that in

Prussia a Christian can be anything but

a Conservative. It cannot but serve to

soften many prejudices against this party

to know that men like the venerable

Professor Tholuck, of Halle, are de-

cided supporters of the Government,

and regard the triumph of the Liberal

party as almost equivalent to the down-
fall of the church. And it may serve

in part to excuse the persistence of the

Government in its course to know that

it is advised so to persist by men who
should be supposed to have the highest

good of the country at heart.

But, on the other hand, as we have

remarked, the seeds of the present Lib-

eral party were sown during this same
period of national disaster, and that,

too, by the royal hand. The regenera-

tion of Prussia is attributed by all to

the indefatigable efforts of the minister,

Baron von Stein, and, after he was de-

posed by command of Napoleon, of his

successor, Count Hardenberg. Their

work, however, consisted not only in

abolishing villanage, the usufruct of

royal lands, serfdom, the exemption

of the nobility from taxation, and the

oppressive monopoly of the guilds ; in

giving to all classes the right of hold-

ing landed possessions and high offices

;

in the reconstruction of the courts ; in

the enfranchisement of the cities ; in

the promotion of general education

;

in relieving military service of many
abuses and severities ;—this was not

all : the king was moved to issue, Oc-

tober 27, 1810, an edict, in which he

distinctly promised to give the*people

a constitution and a national parlia-

mentary representation. A year later

this promise was renewed. ' Our inten-

tion,' says the king, ' still is, as we
promised in the edict of October 27,

1810, to give the nation a judiciously

constituted representation.' That this

promise was not immediately fulfilled

is, considering the condition of the

country, not specially surprising. What-
ever may then have been the Mng^
personal inclinations, there is perhaps

no reason to doubt that he intended to

introduce the constitution as soon as

the return of peace should give him
the requisite means of devoting to the

subject his undivided attention. That
the promise was originally drawn from

him by the urgent influence of his

counsellors, especially Yon Stein and
Hardenberg, there is every reason to

believe. That he should have been

inclined, unsolicited, to limit his own
power, is more than can ordinarily be

expected of monarchs. The bad love

power because it gratifies their selfish

lusts ; the good, who really wish the

weal of their subjects, can easily per-

suade themselves that the more freely

they can use their power, the better it

will be for all concerned. But, for

whatever reasons, the pledge was given
;

yet, though Frederick William reigned

thirty years after giving it, he never

fulfilled the pledge. It may be that,

had he done so, the party divisions

which now agitate the land would not

have been avoided. Conservatives

might have complained that he had
yielded too much to the unreasonable

demands of an unenlightened populace

;

Liberals might have complained that

he had not yielded enough ; at all

events, the opposing principles, of the

divine right of kings, and of popular

self-government, whatever form they

might have taken, would have divided

public sentiment. This may have been
;

but even more certain is it that the

failure on the part of the monarch to

carry out a promise solemnly and re-

peatedly made, a promise which he

never would have made unless believing

that it would gratify his peojile, could

not but lead ultimately to a deep dis-

affection on the part of the people.

His course resembled too much the

equivocating prophecies of the witches

in Macbeth ; he kept the word of

promise to the ear, and broke it to the

hope. It is then not strange that many
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should have found their faith in royalty

weakened, and come to the conclusion

that whatever was to be gained in the

point of popular government must be se-

cured by insisting on it as a right which

the Government nolens volenti should be

required to concede.

Such, in general terms, is the animus

of the two political parties of Prussia.

Turning to a more particular consider-

ation of the historical progress of

events, we find that the first movement

toward a freer development of popular

character was made by Frederick the

Great. Throughout his life he was

inclined, theoretically, to favor a repub-

lican form of government ; and, al-

though he was no friend of sudden

changes, and did not think that the

time had come for a radical change in

Prussia, he yet recognized the truth

that a king's duty is to act as the ser-

vant of the state ; and, in spite of the

sternness with which, in many rela-

tions, he exercised his power, he intro-

duced some changes which may be

regarded as the earnests of a perma-

nent establishment of a constitutional

government. These changes consisted

specially in the increase of freedom

which he allowed respecting the press,

religion, and the administration of jus-

tice. But, as we have seen, nothing

like a real limitation of the royal pow-

er was undertaken until the War of

Liberation seemed to make it a na-

tional necessity. The changes which

Frederick William's ministers made in

the social and political condition of the

people were in themselves of vast and
permanent importance. They were

made under the stimulus of a more or

less clear recognition of the truth of

natural, inalienable rights. Fighting

against a people whose frightful ag-

gressions were the product of this prin-

ciple abnormally developed, they yet

had to borrow their own weapons from

the same armory. Or, if the repub-

lican principle was not at all approved,

the course of the Government showed
that it was so far believed in by the

people that certain concessions to it

were necessary as a matter of policy.

But these changes were yet by no means

equivalent to the introduction of re-

publican elements in the Government.

An approach was made toward the

granting of equality of rights ; but this

was only granted ; the Government was

still absolute
;
strictly speaking, it had

the right, so far as formal obligations

were concerned, to remove the very

privileges which it had given. But
the promise of something more was
given also. Besides the already-men-

tioned renewal of that promise, the

king, June 3, 1814, in an order issued

while he was in Paris, intimated his

intention to come to a final conclusion

respecting the particular form of the

constitution after his return to Berlin.

In May, 1815, he issued another edict,

the substance of which was that provi-

sion should be made for a parliamentary

representation of the people ; that, to

this end, the so-called estates of the

provinces should be reorganized, and
from them representatives should be

chosen, who should have the right to

deliberate respecting all subjects of

legislation which concern the persons

and property of citizens ; and that a

commission should be at once appoint-

ed, to meet in Berlin on the first of

September, whose business should be

to frame a constitution. But this com-

mission was not then appointed, and

of course did not meet on the first of

September. Two years later the com-

missioners were named ; but their work
has never been heard of.

Here is to be discerned a manifest

wavering in the mind of the king re-

specting the fulfilment of his inten-

tions. The German States, taught by

the bitter experience of the late war

the disadvantages of their dismem-

bered condition, and bound together

more closely than ever before by the

recollection of their common sufferings

and common triumphs, saw the neces-

sity of a real union, to take the place of

the merely nominal one which had thus
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far existed in the shadowy hegemony

of the house of Hapsburg. The German

Confederation, essentially as it still ex-

ists, was organized at Vienna by the

rulers of the several German States and

representatives from the free cities,

June 8, 1815. Although there was in

this assembly no direct representation

of the people, it is clear that its delib-

erations were in great part determined

by the unmistakable utterances of the

popular mind. For one of the first

measures adopted was to provide that

in all the States of the Confederacy con-

stitutional governments should be guar-

anteed. Frederick William himself was

one of the most urgent supporters of

this provision. It is therefore not cal-

culated to elevate our estimation of

the openness, honesty, and simplicity

for which this king is praised, and to

which his general course seems to en-

title him, that as late as March, 1818,

in reply to a petition from the city of

Coblenz, that he would grant the

promised constitution, he remarked

that ' neither the order of May 22, 1815,

nor article xiii. of the acts of the Con-

federacy had fixed the time of the

grant, and that the determination of

this time must be left to the free choice

of the sovereign, in whom uncondi-

tional confidence ought to be placed.'

We are to account for this hesitation,

however, not by supposing that he

originally intended to delay the meas-

ure in question so long as he actually

did delay it, but by the fears with

which he was inspired by the popular

demonstrations in the times following

the close of the war. The fact was

palpable, not only that the idea of pop-

ular rights, notwithstanding the miser-

able failure of the French Revolution,

had become everywhere current, but

that, together with this feeling, a desire

for German unity was weakening the

hold of the several princes on their

particular peoples. At this time sprang

up the so-called Deutsche Burschenscliaft,

organizations of young men, whose

object was to promote the cause of

German union. The tri-centennial an-

niversary of the Reformation, in 1817,

was made the occasion of inflaming the

public mind with this idea. The senti-

ment found ready access to the German
heart. It was shared and advocated

by many of the best and ablest men.

As subsidiary to the same movement,

was at the same time introduced the

practice of systematic and social gym-
nastic exercises, an institution which

still exists, and constitutes one of the

most prominent features of the German
movement. Immense concourses of

gymnasts from all parts of Germany
meet yearly to practise in friendly

rivalry, and inspire one another with

zeal for the good of the common father-

land. But the Burschenscliaft in its

pristine glory could not so long con-

tinue. The separate German Govern-

ments were naturally jealous of the

influence of these organizations, and,

though not able to accuse them of di-

rectly aiming at treason and revolu-

tion, were ready to seize the first pre-

text for striking at their power. A
pretext was soon found. A certain Von
Kotzebue, a novelist of some notoriety,

suspected of being a Russian spy, wrote

a book in which he attacked the

Burschenscliaft with great severity. A
theological student at Jena, Karl Sand,

whose enthusiasm in the cause of the

Burschenscliaft had reached the pitch

of a half-insane fanaticism, took it

upon him to avenge the wounded hon-

or of the German name. He visited

Kotzebue at the dwelling of the latter,

delivered him a letter, and, while he

was reading it, stabbed him with a

dagger. Sand was of course executed,

and, though it was proved that the

crime was wholly his own, though the

German Confederation, through a

commission appointed specially for

the purpose of searching all the papers

of the participants in the Burschenschaft

movement, found no evidence of any-

thing like treasonable purposes, yet it

was resolved that these ' demagogical

intrigues ' must cease. The Burschen-
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Bchaft was pronounced a treasonable

association ; its members were pun-

ished by imprisonment or exile. The

poet and professor Arndt and the pro-

fessor Jakn, prominent leaders in the

movement, were not only deposed from

their professorships, but also impris-

oned. The celebrated De Wette was

removed from the chair of theology in

the University of Berlin, simply because,

on the ground that an erring con-

science ought to be obeyed, he had ex-

cused the deed of Sand. In short, the

princes intended effectually to crush the

efforts which, though indirectly, were

tending to undermine their thrones.

Seemingly they succeeded. But they had
only i scotched the snake, not killed it.'

It is easy to see that these develop-

ments must have shaken Frederick

William's purpose. Of all things, the

most unpleasant to a monarch is to be

driven by his subjects. In the present

case he saw not only a loosening of the

loyalty which he felt to be due to him,

but also a positive transfer of loyalty,

if we may so speak, from the Prussian

throne to the German people in gen-

eral. If he should now grant a popu-

lar constitution, he would seem not

only to be yielding to a pressure, but

would be surrendering what he regard-

ed as a sacred right, into the hands of

ungrateful recipients. He therefore set

himself against the popular current,

gave up his former plan, and contented

himself with restoring, in some degree,

the form of government as it had ex-

isted before the establishment of the

absolute monarchy. He gave, in 1823,

to the estates of the provinces, a class

of men consisting partly of nobles and

owners of knights' manors, partly of

representatives of the cities and of the

peasants, the right of advising the

crown in matters specially concerning

the several provinces. Nothing further

was done in the matter of modifying

the constitution during the reign of

Frederick William III., although he

declared his intention of organizing a

national diet.

Comparative quiet ensued till 1830,

when the French revolution, followed

by the insurrection of the Austrian

Netherlands against Holland, and of

Poland against Russia, again stirred

the public mind. But, although the

Polish revolution, on account of its

local proximity and ancient political

relations, threatened to involve Prussia

in war, she yet escaped the danger, and

passed through the excitement with

little internal commotion. But the

existence of disaffection was made
manifest by sundry disturbances in the

chief cities, which, however, were easily

quelled. Suffering under no palpable

oppression, accustomed once more to

peace, seeing no prospect of gaining

any radical change in the form of gov-

ernment except through violent and
bloody measures, which, as experience

had proved, would, after all, be likely

to be unsuccessful, the masses of the

people had little heart for a constant

agitation in behalf of an indefinite and

uncertain good. Those who did con-

tinue the agitation exhibited less of

zeal for German unity and more for

that sort of liberalism which had been

current in France, than had marked

the efforts of the Bursclienschaft. Many
of the leaders were obliged to escape

the country, in order to avoid ar-

rest.

In 1840, Frederick William IV.

ascended the throne. According to

the old custom, he summoned to

Koenigsberg the estates of the prov-

inces of Prussia and Posen to attend the

coronation and take their oaths of-

fealty. On this occasion he inquired

of this body whether they would elect

twelve members of the East Prussian

knighthood, to represent the old order

of lords, and what privileges they

wished to have secured. They replied

that they saw no need of reviving that

order ; and as to privileges, instead of

mentioning any in particular which

they desired to see protected, they

wished them all protected and con-

firmed. They then reminded the king
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of the promise of his father to give the

nation a constitution and a diet. The

king replied that their reasons for de-

clining the first proposal were satis-

factory, but the establishment of a

general representation of the people he

must decline to grant, ' on account of

the true interests of the people in-

trusted to his care.' The dissatisfaction

produced by this reply was somewhat

tempered by the splendor of the coro-

nation ceremonies, and by the hitherto

unknown condescension of the king in

addressing the assembled throng as he

took upon him the vow to be a just

judge, a faithful, provident, merciful

prince, a Christian king, as his ever-

memorable father had been. Person-

ally he was a man of more than ordi-

nary talents and of estimable character.

High expectations could be, and were,

entertained of the success of his reign.

One of his first acts was to release from

prison those who were there languish-

ing for having been connected with the

Burschmschaft. He manifested in his

general policy a mildness and benev-

olence which, had he lived when noth-

ing had ever been heard of a constitu-

tion, would have doubtless secured for

him the uninterrupted love and devo-

tion of his subjects. As it was, it is

probable that his reign would have

been disturbed by no serious outbreak,

had the occasion for disturbance not

come from without.

ASLEEP.

"What, darling, asleep in this sylvan retreat

!

Thy loose tresses sprinkled with rose petals sweet

;

Blown in from the sunlight, some float to thy breast

;

Less fragrant are they than their beautiful nest.

There flutt'ring a moment they rise and they sink,

As quivers a humbird his honey to drink,

Or fond doves a-wooing that shiver their wings,

Or throat of a song bird that throbs while he sings.

These petals at last swoon far down in thy snow,

Whose warm drifts of wonder they only can know
;

And hidden they lie there all rocked by thy breath,

And pressed in soft odors to ravishing death.

Thine eyes their dear curtains now shut from the light,

Sweet veined and blue tinted they round to my sight,

Fair shells of deep oceans ! And sometimes a shell,

When close to your ear, its home secrets will tell

:

But in music so mystic, you cannot guess

The strange tales of Ocean it tries to confess.

So lady, thine eyelids, as skies shut the sea,

Or shells fry to whisper, are whisp'ring to me.
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As glad streams of day 'neath the dawn's glowing tide,

So white keys of laughter thy curving lips hide,

Warm gates of the morning, when morning is new,

And red for the sunshine of smiles to break through !

Thy round arms rest o'er thee so fair and so lone,

Like that white path of stars across the night's zone :

That pathway, when twilight late vanishing dies,

Embraces the earth, though it quits not the skies.

Thus stars kiss the hills, and the trees, and the plain,

Yet never can they kiss the stars back again
;

Though yearning they thirst for those arms of the sky,

They never will taste the wirite home where they lie.

So rivers and oceans with influence sweet,

Their mighty hearts swelling loved Luna to greet,

Strain sobbing their bosoms to hold her dear face,

And thrilled to their depths with her luminous grace,

In tossing waves rapturous rise to her smile.

In vain ! Their coy queen half receding the while,

In slow fainting cadence they sink to the shore,

And hoarse tones of love-hunger moan evermore.

Ah, lady, bright sleeper, my soul, like the sea,

Illumed with thy beauty, is trembling to thee :

I kneel in the silence, and drink in the air

That, fragrant and holy, has toyed with thy hair
;

And hushed in thy presence with worshipping fear—

The breeze even stills when it reaches thine ear

—

My lips dare not whisper in softest refrain

.The trance of my heart in its passionate pain.

Oh, open thine eyes ! let their smile make me brave

—

The Queen e'en of Ocean will look at her slave !

—

Let me drown in their light—deliciously drown,

And lay thy white hand on my head for a crown,

And chrism. And thus regally shrived, might I dare

Exhale the warm infinite incense of prayer

From my deep soul to thine. Nor then couldst thou know
The wealth of the censer. Thou wak'st !—must I go ?
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A CASTLE IN THE AIR.

' I built my soul a lordly pleasure-house,

Wherein at ease for aye to dwell :

I said, ' O soxil, make merry and carouse,

Dear soul, for all is well.'

'

Tennyson.

-

Times are changed. Most people

(i. e., Bostonians) now build their cas-

tles on the ' new land.' * But' I belong

to the old school, and I still build mine

in the air.

The situation has its advantages.

As Miss Gail Hamilton observed, when
I had the pleasure of exhibiting it to

her, it is airy. I need scarcely add

that it is the favorite haunt of those

kindred spirits Ari-osto and Ary Schef-

fer. It is too high ever to be reached

by any unsavory odors from the Back
Bay. Cool in summer it is also, not-

withstanding, remarkably warm in

winter. My castle is quite too retired

for any critics to intrude upon it.

They cannot get at the plan of it even,

unless in the event of its being shown
them by my friend, the editor of a pop-

ular magazine, which is a betrayal too

improbable to enter into my calcula-

tions.

There is no stucco or sham about my
castle. Like a fair and frank repub-

lican, I built it all of pure freestone,

from the doorsteps up to the observa-

tory. This observatory—I will speak

of it while I think of it—holds a tele-

scope exactly like the one at Cam-
bridge, except that the tube has a blue-

glass spectacle to screw on, through

which it does not put out one's eye to

look at the moon.

My workmen never make mistakes

nor keep me waiting. The painters

paint, the upholsterers upholster, and

the carpenters carpent precisely when
and as I wish. I do not have to heat

* Land recently reclaimed from the Back Bay,

near the foot of Beacon street, in which the richer

citizens of Boston are continually building and
furnishing the most showy houses.

myself by running over the town for

straw matting, nor to catch cold in

crypts full of carpets. Everything that

I order comes to my door as soon as I

order.

Every time that I go down Wash-
ington street, I choose something in

the shop windows for my castle—an

engraving at Williams & Everett's, a

mosaic or classic onyx at Jordan's, or

a camel's hair—for a dressing gown, of

course—at Hovey's. It really costs

surprisingly little, and is an agreeable

exercise of taste and judgment. It is

likewise an exercise of benevolence. I

select as many things for my guests as

I do for myself. My castle is never too

full. Little by little my tastes change
;

and little by little, I let most of my old

treasures go to make room for new
ones.

But certain principles always prevail

in my selections. For instance, as my
particular friend, the Reverend George

Herbert, remarked, as he looked about

him on one of his visits to my castle :

' Sober handsomeness doth bear the

bell.' I cannot admit anything gaudy,

needlessly exotic, or impertinently ob-

truding the idea of dollars. Now a

travelled lady, who had heard of my
castle, once offered me for it a buhl

cabinet, of angry and alarming redness

and a huge idol of a gilded trough,

standing on bandy legs, and gorged

with artificial flowers. And I thanked

her for her kind intentions, ordered a

handcart, sent the lumber to auction,

and applied the proceeds to the benefit

of the insane.

Tapestry, however, clever bronzes,

sheathed daggers from Hassam's with

beetles crawling on the hilts, and il-
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luminated, brazen-clasped old tomes

abound at my castle. They come to

me one by one, each bringing with it

its separate pleasure. I have no fancy

for buying up, at one fell swoop, the

whole establishment of some bankrupt

banker or confiscated Russian noble-

man. Instead of slipping at once, like

a 'dishonest hermit-crab, into the whole

investment of somebody else, I rather

choose to come by my own, as I sup-

pose other more happily constituted

shell-fish do, by gradual and individ-

ual accretion or secretion.

My winter parlor looks down Beacon

street. It is lofty, like all the rest of

my apartments, but otherwise small

and snug. The floor is of a dark

wood, polished to the utmost. The
great wood-fire loves to wink at its

own glowing face mirrored in this

floor ; and, when alone, I often skate

upon it. But as I do not wish to see

my less sure-footed friends disposed

about it in writhing attitudes expres-

sive of agony and broken bones, I usu-

ally keep it covered, up to a yard's

breadth from the dark-carved wainscot,

with a velvety carpet, which was wo-

ven for me at Wilton, and represents

the casting scene in the ' Song of the

Bell.' The window curtains are of

velvet, of just the shade of purple that

nestles in the centre of the most splen-

did kind of fuchsia, and have an

Etruscan border and heavy fringes of

gold bullion. The walls are covered

with a crimson velvet paper, of the

hue of the outer petals of that same
fuchsia, with little golden suns shining

over it everywhere. One end of the

room is further lighted up by a por-

trait of the terrestrial fury Etna, in a

full suit of grape vines and an explo-

sion of fiery wrath. Opposite is a

spirited scene, by an artist who shall

be nameless, suggested by a passage in

an interesting sermon by Jonathan

Edwards. The contemplation of the

latter picture, especially, makes a chance

sensation of chilliness a luxury rather

than the contrary.

vol. vi.—19

My tawny Scotch terrier, Wye-I,

always takes up his position on the

purple plush cushion at one side of the

fireplace, and the Maltese cat, Cattiva,

on the crimson one opposite, by in-

stinct, because most becoming sever-

ally to their complexions. The cat

never catches mice. There are no mice

in my castle for her to catch. The dog
is much attached to her. He is con-

sidered remarkably intelligent. In

gratitude for my forbearing to cut off

his tail, he uses it as a brush, watches

the coals, and, when they snap out,

sweeps them up with it. He sometimes,

with a natural sensibility which does

him no discredit, accompanies the per-

formance with the appropriate music

which has earned him his name.

My summer parlor is much larger.

It is paved with little hexagonal tiles,

green, purple, and white alternately, like

a bed of cool violets, with a border of

marine shells in mosaic. The walls are

cloaked as greatly as the Cloaca Maxima
with verdant leaves, light and dark,

through which, here and there, peeps a

rock. There is no arsenic among; them.

The windows look seaward to see the

ships come and go. Venetian blinds,

of the kind that turn up and down,
admit only green light at noon, softer

or brighter according to my mood.

Lace curtains sweep the floor with a

slumberous sound when the sea breeze

breathes in. Some of my visitors might

say that this room was too empty. I

should promptly disagree with them.

To a person of correct taste, not to

speak of a philanthropic bias, it must

be painful to see, in warm weather,

anything which calls up a vision of

warm handmaidens, laborious with

their brooms and clusters. Therefore I

must persist in admitting here little

furniture besides the oriental bamboo
couches and porcelain barrels that £ank

the room, with little daisy-and-moss-

like chenille rugs beside them. One

Canton tepoy holds my aquarium, and

another, beside the most frequented

of the lounges, the last number of the
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most weighty of North American peri-

odicals. If ever I take a nap, it is

here.

In the centre of the room, a white-

marble Egeria, carved by Thorwaldsen,

throws up between her hands a shaft

of cold crystal water, pure as truth,

which spreads into a silvery veil all

around her, and plashes down in a

snowy basin : no place could be more
inviting for a bath. But in the winter

Egeria shows her power of adaptation

by furnishing instead a Geyser of hot

water. Then I turn my scientific

friends in here, when they call upon
me, to make them feel at home.

In the position of Jack Horner, sits

Miss Hosmer's Puck. Opposite is a

mate production, which she never put

on exhibition. It is Ariel, perched

hiding in a honeysuckle, and leaning

slyly out to play on an iEolian harp in

a cottage latticed window.
Over the somewhat frequented couch

of which I have spoken, there is a pic-

ture by Paul Delaroche of

' Sabrina fair

Under the glassy, cool, translucent wave,
In twisted braids of lilies knitting

The loose folds of her amber-dropping hair.'

On the other side hangs another

painting which I prefer, partly per-

haps because even in my castle I was
for a time at a loss how to procure it.

The subject was recommended to me
by Hans Christian Andersen. It is the

story of a beautiful princess. Are not

Danish princesses always beautiful ?

Her numerous brothers were so un-

fortunate as to be laid, by a witch, un-

der a spell of a most inconvenient sort.

Every morning they were turned into

wild swans. Every day they were

obliged to fly over many a league of

gray ocean to • the mainland and back
to their home, an island in the midst

of the sea. At every sunset they re-

sumed their natural shape, and were

princes all night. One day they met
their sister on the shore. They under-

took to carry her back with them.

Her weight made them slower than

usual. A storm came up in the after

noon. There was a sad probability of

the swans being turned into princes

again before they could possibly ' see

her home.'

In my picture, half of the swans are

a plumy raft for her, and row her

through the air with their sweeping

wings. Another relay, more tired, per-

haps, make a canopy over her, and fan

her as they fly. Their outstretched

gaze sees only the island. But the

princess, as she lies facing backward,

sees the danger. In despairing, mo-

tionless silence, she looks at the sink-

ing sun, with no color in her cheeks

but that which he casts upon her. The
red, warning sun looks awfully back,

face to face with her, in the narrowing

strip of blue sky between two horizon-

tal bars of thundering clouds, which

the lightning is beginning to chain to-

gether, that the night may come before

its time, and the enchanted princes

and their sister may drown in dark-

ness.

Church did the water very well, and

Paul Weber the island. Rosa Bonheur

was so kind as to paint the swans—

I

need not say how. But the rest of the

picture was such a perplexity to me
that I could think of nothing better

than to send for Mr. Laroy Sunderland

to call one day when I was out, and

knock up Raphael to draw the princess,

and Salvator Rosa, the clouds, and

Titian to see to the sky and light.

When I came in again, the com-

pleted whole met me as a pleasant sur-

prise.

Not far off" are Land seer's ' Challenge,'

and a few other Arctic pieces of his,

which I look at in July to keep myself

cool. But the chief of my pictures are

in the picture gallery, at the top of my
castle, lighted from above. Connoisseurs

assure me, with rare candor, that the

' Transfiguration,' ' Last Judgment,'

' Assumption of the Virgin,' and so

forth, there, are duplicates rather than

copies of the originals.

In my library there is scarcely a
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single picture to be found, nor a statue,

nor a bust even, except of the duski-

est, self-hiding bronze overhead—only-

some dim, dark engraving, or brown,

antiquated autograph, fading in a little

black frame, or a signet ring hanging

against the book written by the crum-

bled hand that once wore it—only

relics having the power to excite

thought without distracting attention

—unobtrusive memorials of the dead

with whom I am soon to live. Rich,

black, old bookcases, carved all over

in high relief, hold their immortal

works or the records of their undying

deeds. Even the writings of the living

are sparingly admitted here. I stand

on my guard constantly, lest I be en-

slaved by their influence. It is less by

obsequiousness to the Present than by

listening to the admonitions of the

Past, that we may hope to gain a hear-

ing from the Future.

Saints and seraphs, such as they ap-

peared to Fra Angelico, look in upon

me through the stained-glass windows,

that I may always read and study as

if under their holy eyes. Ivy runs

thickly over their deep arched recesses,

and over the stags' heads which sur-

mount them. In winter, little but

painted beams and glow come through

them. In summer, the oriel opens

of an evening to show me the phan-

tom ships that haunt the misty, dreamy

harbor ; and the lattices that look

westerly over the lake-like mouth of

the Charles, are seldom shut against the

sun or moon.

The floor is smoothly paved with

broad, square slabs of freestone, on

which is here or there engraved one or

another illustrious name, like a ' foot-

print on the sands of time,' with a date

of birth and death. Tables that match
the bookcases support portfolios con-

taining allegorical designs by Relszch,

Blake, aud Albrecht Durer. On a

writing desk, that was once Yittoria

Colonna's, a little Parian angel holds

my ink for me, kneeling as if to ask a

blessing upon it, and to entreat me to

blot no pages with it in the souls

whereon I write,

' M^Se fxovffa fxoi

TeVoiT 1 amSbs tjtis v/uLvfjcrei nana..
1

Before the reading chairs, plenty of

tiger and leopard skins lie in wait to

cherish the cool feet of students, but

there is nothing to trip up my own,

along the long diameter of the lorg

oval room, if sometimes the fancy seizes

me to walk up and down there for

hours alone, listening to the ' voices

'

that are not ' from without.'

At the end opposite to the oriel, I

have just had placed an organ, the

twin of the new one at the Music Hall,

except that the faces on the pipes are

beautiful, and do not look as if it hurt

them to pipe. The world may be too

small ; but the organ cannot possibly

be too large. Malibran, Jenny Lind,

or Mrs. Mott usually sings to it of an
evening, accompanied by Franz, Schu-

bert, or Mendelssohn ; or Beethoven

drops in to play one of his symphonies.

Sunday nights, Handel performs upon
it regularly for a choir composed of

Vaughan, Herbert, the minister who
chants ' Calm on the listening ear of

night,' Madame Guyon, and Sarah

Adams. Between their hymns, Robert-

son preaches a sermon and reads from

the liturgy of King's Chapel. This

service is designed as a special ease-

ment to the consciences and stomachs

alike of those oppressed Christians,

whom modern customs and physical

laws impel, of an afternoon, to be din-

ing and digesting precisely at the hours

during wliich their pastors are unac-

countably and unjustifiably in the

habit of preaching.

The books upon the shelves, last

not least, are less numerous than

choice. Among them still are to be

found the most masterly writings of the

most masterly minds in the three

learned professions, and the noblest

treatises on the nobler of the arts and

sciences. There are many ' chronicles

of eld,' which, if not true, as the

Frenchman said, at any rate ' meritent
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bien de Vetre.'' There are such few

fictions as bear the stamp of much in-

dividual thought, character, and ob-

servation. Especially there is a great

deal of biography ; for biography is

the great, all-embracing epic of hu-

manity.

Two suits of armor stand on guard,

one on each side, by each well-assorted

bookcase. I always think it prudent

to warn my incautious visitors that

these are automata, wound up and set

to deal a box with their guantleted

hands on each ear of each disorderly

wight who puts a book where it does

not belong.

Below my library, and beyond my
courtyard, is a boat in which I row
myself out in warm weather to visit my
friends along the coast. When I ply

the oar, the crab-fishery is unproduc-

tive, droughts prevail, and I am not

often upset or drowned.

In my stable are sometimes to be

found, eating unmingled oats, two
tame ponies, Mattapony and Ponia-

towski. They take my invalid ac-

quaintance out on airings in the day-

time, and my lingering guests home at

a reasonable hour in the evening. The
coachman thinks it is good for the

horses to be out in bad weather. He
loves to wash the coach. For my own
use, I keep a large dapple-gray, an

ex-charger of the purest blood. He
has the smoothest canter and the finest

mouth that I ever felt ; but, with de-

cent regard to appearances, and my
private preferences, expressed or un-

derstood, he never fails to prance in a

manner to strike awe and terror into

all beholders, for full five minutes every

time I mount him.

In the common world, I myself am,

I trust, often amiable—always in some

respects exemplary. In my castle, I am
always all that I ought to be—all that

I wish to be. I am as stately as Juno,

as beautiful as Adonis, as elegant as

Chesterfield, as edifying as Mrs. Cha-

pone, as eloquent as Burke, as noble as

Miss Nightingale, as perennial as the

Countess of Desmond, and as robust

as Dr. Windship. I also understand

everything but entomology and numis-

matology
; and if I do not understand

them, the only reason is that, as the

dear little boys say, ' I doe want to.'

The blossom-end of the day I keep

to myself in my castle. I spend all the

mornings alone in the library writing
—calamo currente, like one of the hero-

ines of the author of ' Ohone '—the

most admirable romances and poems
of the age. People very seldom call

to see me. When they do, they go

away again directly on hearing that I

am engaged, without as much as send-

ing in a message. My porter has For-

tunatus's purse, and is giving discreet

largesses, in collusion with the agent

of the Provident Association, to the

less opulent of the beggars who apply

for my pecuniary aid, while I am pro-

viding above for the wants of those

who crave my higher wealth. So that

really the only drawback to the pleas-

ure enjoyed by me at such times, is the

idea of the frightful quarrels which

must arise, as soon as I put anything to

the press, between the booksellers, who
stand ready to contend with one an-

other for the honor of publishing it.

The very first novel I ever completed

led to a duel between the Montague and

Capulet of the trade, in which each

party must have lost his life but for

the strenuous interposition of Noah
Worcester. The fear of a repetition of

that scene is all which withholds me
from more frequently answering the

importunate calls of the public to ap-

pear before them. Matters were simul-

taneously almost as bad between Birket

Foster and Darley. But I made a com-

promise there, by promising that, the

next time I got out an edition, I would

get out another, and that of the two

each artist should illustrate one. Each

eagerly agreed to this arrangement, nat-

urally feeling sure that such a compari-

son would forever establish his own
superiority.

Did I say there was but one draw-
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back to my pleasure ? There is one

move. It is the idea of the monotonous

uniformity with which the Reviews will

eulogize me. They cannot say a word

of commendation beyond what is strict-

ly true, I am fully aware ; and I am
not obliged to read any more of it than

I please. Still it may appear extrava-

gant to the very few yet unacquainted

with the merits of my works.

Of an evening I am usually at home
to visitors ; and three times every win-

ter I give the young people a ball. It

breaks up at twelve. I provide none

but the lightest wines. Nor do I en-

courage the ' round dances.' I really

cannot. Those who do not think it

right to join in them would either do

so against their consciences, or feel left

out and forlorn
;

pretty girls would

get overheated, tumbled, and torn,

and carry about the marks of black

arms on their delicate waists ; and

youths, unsurpassed in the natural

nobleness of their port and presence,

would make ridiculous faces in their

well-founded anxiety lest they should

lose the time or meet with collisions.

But I give them, to make such amends

as I can, plenty of room, pure air, nei-

ther hot nor cold, and flowers in abun-

dance. Soyer furnishes their supper;

Strauss and Labitzky play for them

;

and they are in a measure consoled for

their privations by seeing and hearing

how uncommonly handsome they look

to the end of the evening. The only

qualifications I require for admission to

the entertainment are, that the candi-

dates shall be generally acquainted

with one another, respectable in char-

acter, tasteful in dress, happy and kind

in their looks, and well-mannered

enough to show that they have assem-

bled to give and receive as much inno-

cent pleasure as they can.

Good talkers and good listeners only

are invited to my dinner parties. I

give one every Wednesday. It is a

pleasant thing to look forward to

through the first half of the week, and
to look back upon through the last.

My cook likes it. She is the com-

plement to the unhappy gentleman who
had ' the temperament of genius with-

out genius.' She has the genius with-

out the temperament.

Part of my waiters are the attendant

hands formerly engaged in the service

of the White Cat. They are always

gloved, and never spill nor break any-

thing. Others, who are dumb, carry

everything needed safely to and fro be-

tween table and kitchen.

The walls of my dining room are

hung with portraits of all of my present-

able ancestors, from the time of Apelies

down to that of Copley. There are not

too many of them to leave room for

some Dutch paintings of fruit, game,

and green-grocers' shops, for whets to

the hunger.

My responsibility, with regard to the

banquet, begins and ends with seeing,

as I never fail to do, that each of the

banqueters has a generally agreeable

and peculiarly congenial companion.

As for myself, I maintain that a host

has his privileges ; and I always place

the Reverend Sydney Smith very near

my right hand. On my left, I enjoy a

variety. The Autocrat of the Break-

fast Table is sometimes so kind as to

grace that corner of my dinner table.

So is a gentleman who was once two
years before the mast as an uncommon
sailor ; and so is Sir Lainful, and a

child from a neighboring college town,

whose society is better than that of

most men.

Nothing is more promotive of diges-

tion than laughter. I regret that my
experience does not enable me to speak

quite so favorably of choking. By
means of the latter, my bright career

was, on the very first of this series of

festivities, nearly brought to a prema-

ture close. But as upon that occasion

it was impossible for me to stop laugh-

ing, so likewise was it impossible for

me to stop living. Some sort of action

of the lungs was kept up, and com-

plete asphyxia prevented ; and, hav-

ing smiled myself nearly to death, I
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smiled myself back to life again. Ever

since, my convives, apj>rised of this

mortal frailty of mine, time their

remarks more prudently, and allow

me to take alternately a joke and a

morsel.

Sir Walter Scott always sits at the

farther end of the table. He is the best

talker that I ever heard, but not so

good for dinner as he is for luncheon,

because what he says is too interesting,

and takes away one's appetite ; nor for

supper either, because he makes one

dream. I always contrive that the

more plethoric of my guests shall take

their seats near him.

I could never be tired of Macaulay
;

but he contradicts people, and once

made two ladies cry. They were in-

troduced to me by an author to whom
I owe much enjoyment, Miss Wetherell,

of the State of New York. One was

the bride of the Reverend John Hum-
phreys, and the other Mrs. Guy Carle-

ton. To be sure, I did not see why they

should cry—unless from habit ; but

still, he ought not to have made them.

After dinner, those who show no

signs of having talked themselves out,

are rewarded and encouraged by being

privately invited to prolong their stay,

and meet a few other guests in the

library.

Shakspeare always appears there

among the first, collected and calm, but

whether happy or not, his manner does

not show. With regard both to his

past and present life, his reserve is im-

penetrable. Like a mocking bird, he

utters himself in so many different

strains, that I can seldom make out

which is most his own, except when
he will sing one of his little lyrics

;

when, I must say, I never heard so sweet

and rich a voice but that of Milton on

such occasions, or those of Shelley's

skylark and cloud. But yet, whether

this voice of his own says that the

heart out of which it comes is most

glad or sad, I never can distinguish.

Dante comes with him, as tall, and,

I think, as strong a man ; but ' Pace '

is still upon his lips and not upon his

brow. He complains that heaven is a

melancholy place to him. He has be-

come better acquainted with Beatrice,

and finds her not more beautiful thau

the rest of the angels, and otherwise

rather a commonplace spirit.

To Goethe I usually have myself ex-

cused. To borrow a little slang from

the critics, he ' draws ' uncommonly
well, especially when he draws por-

traits. But I do not care to have my
eye trained much by an artist who has

such an infirmity of color that he does

not know black from white.

Schiller meets with many a welcome,

and rarely a heartier one than when he

brings his Wilhelm Tell or Jungfrau.

I should be glad to ask some of those

who are more intimate with him than

I am, whether he is not a good deal

like three wise men, whose plays Socra-

tes and I used to go to see performed

at Athens, two or three thousand years

ago, when I was there. Further, I

should be glad to ask whether it would

not be better if, in one respect, he were

more like them still. As he at least

has seemed to me to do, they threw the

strength of their invention into two or

three impersonations ; but as he some-

times does, they always—to steal a

term from the nearest grocery—lumped
all the merely necessary and accessary

people, and called them simply ' Chorus.'

Thus the wise men's ingenuities and

our memories were spared the trouble

of assigning and remembering a host

of insignificant names ; and there was

no looking back to the dramatis per-

sona}, or dramatos prosopa, as we called

them then, to find out icho was who.

A Government officer sometimes re-

ports himself at my gates from Rydal,

with a washing tub of ink on castors,

which he pushes about with him wher-

ever he goes, and in which, as in a

Claude-Lorraine mirror, he contem-

plates everything that he can both on

earth and above. He is constantly em-

ployed in fishing in it with a quill for

ideas ; and as often as he catches one,
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even If it is half drowned, my door-

keeper opens to him.

Lady Geraldine was one of my
most constant guests of an evening.

But after her courtship and mar-

riage, she was too apt to bring in her

husband. I received him cordially

enough two or three times, particularly

when he came with ' the good news

from Ghent.' But on other occasions

his conversation was so far from agree-

able, so unintelligible, or, ' not to put

too fine a point upon it,' unedifying,

that at last my porter was obliged to

hand him out for immediate chastise-

ment.* He never came again. I do

not quite see why not ; for,- if others

are willing to take pains for his good,

he certainly should be no less so.

Mrs. Stowe does honor to one of the

most honorable places in the assembly

—her head crowned with an everlast-

ing glory by the spirit of Uncle Tom.
Poor Charlotte Bronte is always

present. She looks happy at last, with

a happiness that is not of this world
;

and if her laurels are but earthly lau-

rels, I often fancy that in the hand
which smoothed her sisters' deathbeds,

I can discern a heavenly palm. There

are not many secular writers whom I

would not turn away, if need were, to

make room for her. If I do not always

admire her characters, I do her mind.

I do not altogether like her stories

;

but I want words to express my appre-

ciation of the way in which she tells

them.

* I was made a convert to that excellent officer,

Corporal Punishment, by the ' happy effects,' as

medical writers say of blisters, thereby brought

about in the case of a divine of tender years, who
had got at his Bible through the medium of Ger-

man (not Luther's).

Taking for his text the first verse of Genesis,

he paraphrased it :
' In the beginning, all things

projected themselves from within outward, and
evolved a Final Cause out of the depths of their

individual consciousness.' As soon as he had got

through his discourse and gratefully asked a

blessing on all that we had 'learned and taught,'

the sexton, who apparently entertained unusually

high and comprehensive views of the duties of

his calling, attended the preacher to the vestry.

Thence presently issued cries indicative not only

of remorse, but of some kind of physical distress.

I may state in this place, as well as

in any, that—an enlightened conserva-

tive in all things—I always hold myself

in readiness to receive, with marked dis-

tinction, intellectual women, who ' keep

to their sphere,' such as Miss Mitchell,

whose sphere is the celestial globe, Miss

Austin, whose sphere is the beau monde,

and Miss Blackwell, whose sphere is

the pill.

Cromwell, or Frederick the Great

either, would have secured a standing

invitation for Carlyle, I dare say ; but

it is impossible for me to overlook his

present state of politics. I have little

doubt that it fell upon him as a Ne-
mesis, in the first place for writing bad
English, and secondly for daring to

' damn with faint praise ' the loyal,

generous, joyous, chivalrous, religious

soldier, Frederick, Baron de la Motte-

Fouque, and prince of romance. When
the latter presents himself for admission

my castle needs short siege. The draw-

bridge falls before the summons ; and
when I see him cross my threshold with
his lovely and noble children, Ondine
and Sintram, I should be almost too

happy, if I were not afraid of his being

affronted by the mischievous humor of

Cervantes.

For Cervantes will make his way in

now and then. It is impossible utterly

to banish so much originality, elegance,

and grace as his, even if the fun which
accompanies them is sometimes too

broad ; and, when he comes to see me,

he is always on his very best behavior.

The two are often connected as intimately as

mysteriously in the discipline of the visible world,

although we are often assured by those who must
know, that they have nothing whatever to do

with each other in the invisible. On the reap-

pearance of the offender, as he meekly wiped his

eyes and passed down the aisle, he was heard, in

a broken voice, inquiring of the deacons where a

Hebrew dictionary could be bought ; and I have

since been credibly informed that before he ar-

rived at maturity he had learned a good deal.

Now anybody can read German ; in fact, a

great many persons seem wholly unable to stop.

But if we do not keep a theological boy to read

our Greek and Hebrew for us, then what do we
keep one for? Or, to make the question intelli-

gible to those among us who speak the Sweden-

borgian tongue, what ' uses does he perform ?

'
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Sir Thomas Browne came once ; but

I thought he talked too much about

himself ; and scarcely anybody seemed

to know him.

Hazlitt brought me a letter of intro-

duction from the Emperor Napoleon.

I was not inclined to think much of

either of them ; but I knew Hazlitt was

a friend of Lamb's ; and I have a re-

gard for Lamb, on account of his re-

gard for his sister. So my porter asked

Mr. Hazlitt to walk in ; and so Mr.

Hazlitt did. Presently I heard him
say, in an aside to Mrs. Jameson, that

women were usually very stupid ; if

not by nature, by education and prin-

ciple. The next time he called I hap-

pened to be rather particularly engaged

in writing a review of him. Nobody
ever heard him say anything after-

ward.

Of course, I single out merely a few

even of the ' representative men and

women ' among my guests, and con-

veniences and luxuries in my establish-

ment. If I told over the tithe of them,

I should become diffuse ; but if there

is any one thing for which, more than

for any other thing, my writings are

remarkable, that one thing * is a thrice-

condensed conciseness—in my castle in

the air.

* Said the pleader to the judge, ' If there is any-

one thing which, more than any other thing,

proves the thing, this thing is that thing 1'

1 "Which thing ? ' said, the judge to the pleader.

THE DEVIL'S CANON IN CALIFOKNIA.

This wonderful ravine is more gen-

erally known under the name of the

Geysers of California, an ambitious mis-

nomer, which associates it with the

graud Geysers of Iceland, and has

given rise to erroneous ideas in regard

to the nature and action of the springs

it contains.

The prevalent idea of a geyser is a

hot fountain, sometimes quiescent, but

at others rising in turbulent eruption.

The mere existence of a hot spring does

not imply a ' geyser,' for, if such were

the case, their number would be very

great, hot springs hi many parts of the

world being frequent if not general ac-

companiments of volcanic action. Un-
questionably, the Geysers of Iceland,

the ' Strokr,' and the spring of the

Devil's Canon, the ' Witches' Cal-

dron,' are the results of volcanic ac-

tion ; but that action differs essentially

in its operation. The ' Strokr ' and

the ' Great Geyser * are intermittent,

and are accounted for by the siphon

theory : the i Witches' Caldron ' is

always full and boiling, and no differ-

ence is seen in it from one year's end

to another.

It is not, moreover, a fountain, but

a basin in the hillside, in which a

black and muddy spring is always

bubbling without overflowing.

The great eruptions of the Icelandic

Geysers are, it has been observed, ac-

counted for by the siphon theory ; in

other words, this theory supposes the

existence of a chamber in the heated

earth, not quite full of water, and com-

municating with the upper air by
means of a pipe, whose lower orifice is

at the side of the cavern and oelow the

surface of the water. The water, being

kept boiling by the intense heat, gen-

erates steam, which soon accumulates

such force as to discharge the contents

of the pond into the air through the

narrow vent, or at least enough to al-

low of the escape of the superfluous

steam. In the Great Geyser of Iceland
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this eruption occurs with tremendous

power, lasting only a few moments,

when, all the volume of water falling

back into the pool, it sinks much below

its ordinary level, and remains quies-

cent for several days, until a fresh crea-

tion of steam repeats the phenomenon.
' The Witches' Caldron,' which is

the ' Great Geyser ' of California, on

the contrary, never rises into the air

;

the subterranean pond of which it is

the safety valve, may be considered to

rise in it, as in a pipe, to the surface.

It is not necessary to suppose a siphon

;

a straight pipe, communicating with

the air, will account for all that is pe-

culiar to this hot spring.

Before attempting to describe the

wonders of the ' Devil's Canon,' it may
be well to give some account of the

Geysers of Iceland, to render this essen-

tial difference in character the more

striking, especially as numerous the-

ories, professing to account for the

Californian phenomena, have been pro-

pounded by the people of that State,

none of which are thoroughly satisfac-

tory to any one who has examined

them attentively.

The following is taken from ' Letters

from High Latitudes,' which appeared

in 1861, and is only one of many ac-

counts by Iceland travellers. Those

interested in these matters will derive

much information from the sketches

of Mr. J. Ross Browne, which have had

many readers through Harper's Maga-

zine. We quote

:

' I do not know that I can give you
a better notion of the appearance of the
place than by saying that it looked as

if for about a quarter of a mile the
ground had been honey-combed by dis-

ease into numerous sores and orifices

;

not a blade of grass grew on its hot,

inflamed surface, which consisted of un-
wholesome-looking, red, livid clay, or
crumbled shreds and shards of slough-
like incrustations. Naturally enough,
our first impulse on dismounting was
to scamper off to the Great Geyser.
As it lay at the farthest end of the
congeries of hot springs, in order to
reach it we had to run the gauntlet of

all the pools of boiling water and scald-

ing quagmires of soft clay that inter-

vened, and consequently arrived on the

spot with our ankles nicely poulticed.

But the occasion justified our eager-

ness.
' A smooth, silicious basin, seventy-

two feet in diameter and four feet deep,

wide at the bottom, as in washing
basins on board a steamer, stood before

us, brimful of water just upon the sim-

mer
;
while up into the air above our

heads rose a great column of vapor,

looking as if it was going to turn into

the Fisherman's Genie. The ground
above the brim was composed of layers

of incrusted silica like the outside of

an oyster shell, sloping gently down on
all sides from the edge of the basin.

' As the baggage train with our tents

and beds had not yet arrived, we fully

appreciated our luck in being treated

to so dry a night ; and having eaten

everything we could lay hands on, we
sat quietly down to chess, and coffee

brewed in geyser water ; when suddenly
it seemed as if beneath our very feet a
quantity of subterranean cannon were
going off: the whole earth shook, and
Sigurdr, starting to his feet, upset the
chess board (I was just beginning to

get the best of the game), and started

off at full speed toward the great ba-

sin. By the time we reached its brim,

however, the noise had ceased, and all

we could see was a slight movement in

the centre, as if an angel had passed

by and troubled the water. Irritated

by this false alarm, we determined to

revenge ourselves by going and tor-

menting the Strokr.
' The Strokr—or the GImrn—you

must knoAV, is an unfortunate geyser,

with so little command over his tem-

per and his stomach that you can get

a rise out of him whenever you like.

All that is necessary is to collect a
quantity of sods, and throw them down
his funnel. As he has no basin to pro-

tect him from these liberties, you can
approach to the very edge of the pipe,

about five feet in diameter, and look

down at the boiling wTater, which is

perpetually seething at the bottom.

In a few minutes the dose of turf you
have administered begins to disagree

with him ; he works himself up into

an awful passion—tormented by the

qualms of incipient sickness ; he groans

and hisses, and boils up and spits at

you with malicious vehemence, until at

last, with a roar of mingled pain and
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rage, lie throws up into the air a col-

umn of water forty feet high, which
carries with it all the sods that have
been chucked in, and scatters them
scalded and half digested at your feet.

So irritated has the poor thing's stom-
ach become by the discipline it has un-

dergone, that long after all foreign

matter has been thrown off, it goes on
retching and spluttering, until, at last,

nature is exhausted, when, sobbing and
sighing to itself, it sinks back into the

bottom of its den. Put into the high-
est spirits by the success of this per-

formance, we turned to examine the
remaining springs. I do not know,
however, that any of the rest are worthy
of any particular mention. They all

resemble in character the two I have
described, the only difference being
that they are infinitely smaller, and of
much less power and importance.

' As our principal object in coming
so far was to see an eruption of the

Great Geyser, it was of course neces-

sary to wait his pleasure ; in fact, our
movements entirely depended upon his.

For the next two or three days, there-

fore, like pilgrims round some ancient

shrine, we patiently kept watch, but he
scarcely deigned to vouchsafe us the

slightest manifestation of his latent

energies. Two or three times the can-

nonading we heard immediately after

our arrival recommenced—and once an
eruption to the height of about ten

feet occurred ; but so brief was its du-
ration, that by the time we were on
the spot, although the tent was not
eighty yards distant, all was over ; as

after every effort of the fountain, the

water in the basin mysteriously ebbed
back into the funnel. This perform-
ance, though unsatisfactory in itself,

gave us an opportunity of approaching
the mouth of the pipe, and looking
down its scalded gullet. In an hour
afterward the basin was brimful as

ever.
' On the morning of the fourth day

a cry from the guides made us start to

our feet, and with one common impulse
rush toward the basin. The usual
subterranean thunders had already
commenced. A violent agitation was
disturbing the centre of the pool. Sud-
denly a dome of water lifted itself up
to the height of eight or ten feet—then
burst and fell ; immediately after which
a shining liquid column, or rather

sheaf of columns, wreathed in robes of
vapor, sprang into the air, and in a
succession of jerking leaps, each higher

than the last, flung their silver crests

against the sky. For a few minutes
the fountain held its own, then all at

once appeared to lose its ascending
energy. The unstable waters faltered

—drooped—fell, ' like a broken pur-

pose,' back upon themselves, and were
immediately sucked down into the re-

cesses of their pipe.
' The spectacle was certainly mag-

nificent ; but no description can give an
idea of its most striking features. The
enormous wealth of water, its vital-

ity, its hidden power, the illimitable

breadth of sunlit vapor, rolling out in

exhaustless profusion—all combined to

make one feel the stupendous energy
of nature's slightest movement.

1 And yet I do not believe that the

exhibition was so fine as some that

have been seen : from the first burst

upward to the moment the last jet re-

treated into the pipe, was no more
than a space of seven or eight minutes,

and at no moment did the crown of

the column reach higher than sixty or

seventy feet above the surface of the

basin. Now early travellers talk of

three hundred feet, which must, of

course, be fabulous ;
but many trust-

worthy persons have judged the erup-

tions at two hundred feet, while well-

authenticated accounts—when the ele-

vation of the jet has been actually

measured—make it to have attained a

height of upward of one hundred feet.'

Such are the peculiar characteristics

of the Geysers of Iceland, differing in

almost every essential point from the

hot springs, so called, in California.

We propose to show that the phenom-

ena of the Devil's Canon appear in

other parts of the world in connection

with some known volcano, which has

at some period in history been in ac-

tive operation, and that there is strong

reason to believe that they can be ex-

plained by the sinking of cold water

into the earth, in a country rich in

salts and minerals, and encountering a

volcanic focus, from which the water is

discharged hot and strongly impreg-

nated with the salts through which it

has passed. It was Humboldt's opinion

that hot springs generally originated

thus, for he says in ' Kosmos '

:

' A very striking proof of the origin

of hot springs by the sinking of cold
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meteoric water into the earth, and by
its contact with a volcanic focus, is

afforded by the volcano of Jorullo.

When, in September, 1759, Jorullo was
suddenly elevated into a mountain
eleven hundred and eighty-three feet

above the surrounding plain, two small

rivers, the Rio de Cuitimba and the

Rio de San Pedro, disappeared, and
some time afterward burst forth again
during violent shocks of an earthquake,

as hot springs, whose temperature I

found, in 1803, to be 186.4° Fahr.'

The most marked characteristics of

the springs of the Devil's Canon are, the

small space in which they are all con-

tained ; the profusion and variety of

mineral salts, and the proximity of

different minerals, almost flowing into

each other, but never mingling ; the

number and different forces of the

steam jets on every side ; and the re-

markable appearance of the soil.

The approach to the Devil's Cafion

is through a section of country bearing

evident traces of volcanic action, and

rich in mineral springs, of which the

most important are those of the Napa
Valley. First among these, at the

greatest distance from the volcano (if

we may be allowed to call it so), is the

soda spring of Napa, a cold spring,

greatly resembling in flavor the water

of the Congress Spring at Saratoga.

Passing up the Napa Valley, we find a

tepid sulphur spring near St. Hellon's,

known as the ' White Sulphur Spring,'

being strongly impregnated with that

mineral, and tasting much like the fa-

mous ' White Sulphur ' of Virginia. Its

waters, however, are slightly warm,
and, although stronger than those of

the ' Warm Springs ' of the Blue Ridge,

a basin as clear and buoyant as that

could easily be made.

This spring is owned by Mr. Alstrom,

of the Lick House, at San Francisco,

and, being in a charming valley, is fast

becoming the most popular watering

place on the Pacific coast. About
twelve miles beyond the Sulphur
Springs are the ' Hot Springs,' which
resemble the description just given of

the Icelandic Geysers—the little gey-

sers—there being the same quaking

bog around them, which emits steam

to the tread, and the surface being

scabby, like an old salt meadow under

a midsummer sun. These waters are

scalding hot, but are pure, excepting a

trace of iron. If they have been ana-

lyzed, the writer has not seen the re-

sults.

The Devil's Canon lies about fifteen

miles beyond the Hot Springs, and in

the heart of a wild, mountainous coun-

try, difficult of access, and barren of

vegetation, except of the most hardy

character, such as the manzanita and

Californian oak. Molten mercury, pure

and rich, is found in the crevices of the

rocks. Quartz and basalt are freely

met with, and on Geyser Peak disin-

tegrating lava.

Here the road attains an elevation of

three thousand feet, and on either

hand are broad and fertile valleys,

with rivers winding through them, the

Russian River valley and the Napa
being the most beautiful beneath, while

before us are gorges and barren hills,

that rise-above each other in picturesque

confusion.

The first view of the Devil's Canon

is obtained from one of these desolate

hills. At our very feet, fully two thou-

sand feet below, seemingly a sheer

descent, rises a little column of smoke
or vapor, and the opposing hills, which

rise abruptly to the height of a thou-

sand feet, seem cleft by a narrow

chasm, the sides of which and the

neighboring hillside seem to have -been

burnt over by fire, and baked of many
colors, like the neighborhood of an old

brick kiln. Any one who has seen the

island of St. Helena will at once recog-

nize it as the same phenomenon which

is famous in the ' Hangings,' the blast-

ed precipice by the side of Longwood
Farm, overhanging the valley which

Napoleon chose for his last resting

place. This striking similarity is all

the more worthy of note from its oc-

curring there in a purely volcanic isl-
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and, every inch of which is decom-

posed or crumbling lava or lava rock.

At the ' Hangings ' the soil has the ap-

pearance of having been slowly roasted,

long after the central fires which pro-

duced the island had lost their energy.

Descending the mountain we find

ourselves on the brink of a precipice,

overhanging a turbulent stream about

two hundred feet below, and facing

the ravine or canon, which contains

these wonders, and which is smoking

incessantly throughout its entire length.

Just at this commanding point a

hotel has been erected, from the portico

of which in the early morning we can

watch the grand columns of vapor op-

posite, before they are shorn of a por-

tion of their splendor by the rising

sun.

It is possible to walk the entire

length of the ravine, surrounded by
jets of steam, and little bubbling

springs of mineral water ; some hissing,

some sputtering, others roaring, and

others shrieking ; the ground being soft

and hot, your stick sinking into the

clayey ooze, and a puff of spiteful steam

following it as withdrawn
;
your shoes

white or yellow, as you tread the chalk

or the sulphur banks, and your feet

burning with the hot breath of the sul-

phur blasts below.

If you are not stifled by the sulphur

fumes above, be thankful ; and when at

last you reach the ' Mountain of Fire '

at the head of the ravine, and look

back upon the perils of your upward
journey, you think of poor Christian

in the Valley of the Shadow of Death.

Bunyan in his dreams never imagined

a more horrible place.

It is a vale of wonders—Nature's lab-

oratory, where chemistry is to be stud-

ied. The name and number of the

springs is ' legion,' Hot Sulphur,

Warm Sulphur, Blue Sulphur, White

Sulphur, Alum, Salt, and nobody knows

all the mineral compounds. You may
stand with one foot in a cold bath and

another in a hot one—if you can. With
one hand you may dip up alum water,

as bitter and pure as chemistry can

compound it, and with the other sul-

phur water, that shall sicken your very

soul. If you have rheumatism, bathe
in the splendid sulphur baths or the

Indian Spring ; if your eyes are weak,
use the eye-water, which beats any ever

charmed by magical incantations.

In the midst of this ravine, into which
so many springs are emptying them-
selves, is a little stream, which, starting

from the head of the canon quite cool

and pure, receives all their mingled wa-
ters, and gradually increases in heat

and abominable taste, until at last it

defies description.

Its stones and the rocks that line its

banks, owing probably to the protec-

tion of the cooler water, are tolerably

firm in texture, all other parts of the

ravine being burned to a powder which
crumbles in the hand, or, when mixed
with water, forms an ooze or clay.

Many of these stones by the sides of

this little stream are banded with col-

ors like the Pictured Rocks of Lake
Superior (to compare great things with

small), and probably from the same
cause. These beautiful cliffs, the

Schwee-archibi-kung of the Indians, are

colored by percolations of surface-wa-

ter, by which the coloring matter of

various minerals and acids is brought

to the face of the precipice, and it is

reasonable to suppose that the drain-

age of the mountains behind the Devil's

Canon, sinking to similar beds of min-

erals, is thrown out by the volcano be-

low in the shape of steam or mineral

springs. It is impossible to drill a

hole two feet deep in the side of the

ravine without provoking a little jet

of steam. Now, Daubeny, who is the

highest authority on volcanoes, states

that the greater part of their ascending

vapor is mere steam, and that in ' Pan-

tellaria (a volcanic island near Sicily)

steam issues from many parts of this

insular mountain, and hot springs gush

forth from it which form together a

lake six thousand feet in circumfer-

ence.'
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Similar jets of steam and hot water

are observed at St. Lucia, near the

crater Oalibou, where also there is a

continual formation of sulphur from the

condensation of the vapors, a phenome-

non which is lavishly displayed in the

Devil's Canon, and in fact around most

known volcanoes. The writer observed

it fully two miles from the active vol-

cano of Kilawea, forming a fine sulphur

bed, and a body of steam so dense that

rheumatic natives of Hawaii were in

the habit of using it as a vapor bath.

The jets of steam in the canon are

of the most curious variety. One,

honored by the name of the ' Devil's

Steamboat,' is quite a formidable

affair, high up on the hillside, and

puffing uninterruptedly, and so power-

fully that the steam is invisible for

at least five feet from the vent. The
ground about it is too soft to permit

approach, and the heat too great to

tempt it. On a frosty morning, just

before sunrise, it is a fine sight. This,

however, is only one of hundreds. It

would be imagined that if they all

came from the same source, they would

puff in some sort of unison—that the

beatings of the mighty heart below

would be felt simultaneously in every

pulse
; but the fact is quite the reverse.

No tune or concord is preserved by any

two in the canon ; one moves with the

quiet regularity of respiration, while

the next is puffing with the nervous

anxiety of a little high-pressure tug

boat. It affords endless amusement to

listen to their endless variety of com-

plaint
;
some are restless, some spite-

ful, and some angry, while others sound

as merrily as a teakettle, or beat a jolly

' rub-a-dub,' ' rataplan,' that makes a

man's soul merry to hear. In fact,

there is a little retreat just out of the

canon, styled the Devil's Kitchen,

where the pot and the saucepan, the

gridiron and the teakettle are visible

to men gifted with imaginations strong

enough to grasp the unseen.

The great feature of the canon, which
has given it the unmerited name of

' Geyser,' is the Witches' Caldron, a

small cavity in the hillside, seemingly

running back into the hill at an angle

of forty-five degrees, filled with villan-

ous black mud in unceasing commo-
tion.

How different from the pellucid ba-

sin of the Great Geyser ! Lord Duf-

ferin tells us that he ' brewed his coffee

in the Geyser water.'

The mud boils like the angry lava-

waves of a volcano ; it is always of a

very high temperature, and occasionally

runs over the rim of the basin, but

never rises violently into the air. It

looks like black sulphur (bitumen),

and has a brimstone smell. Certainly

it is a diabolical pit, and worth com-

ing far to see, but it shows none of the

phenomena which tempt travellers to

Iceland.

It more closely resembles the salses

or mud volcanoes of Central and South

America, and is a phenomenon very

common on the sides of volcanoes. As
far back as the time of Pliny it was
observed that ' in Sicily eruptions of

wet mud precede the glowing (lava)

stream.'

Humboldt recognizes in the ' salses,

or small mud volcanoes, a transition

from the changing phenomena present-

ed by the eruptions of vapor and ther-

mal springs, to the more powerful and

awful activity of the streams of lava

that flow from volcanic mountains.'

Although the recent discovery of the

Devil's Cailon in California makes it

impossible to say at what time, if ever,

this smothered volcano may have been

more active, we have accounts of anal-

ogous phenomena in Central America

and San Salvador, in the Ausoles of

Ahuachapan, near the volcano of Izalco,

which were described in 1576 by Licen-

ciado Palacio, and also in what was

called the ' Infernillo,' on the side of

the volcano of San Vicente, which was

mentioned by the Spanish Conquista-

dores. We also know something of

the subsequent history of these volca-

noes ;
for M. Arago has remarked that
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i The volcano of Izalco is extremely
active. Among its eruptions may be
cited those of 1798, 1805, 1807, and
1825. On the occasion of the last

eruption the course of the river Tequis-
quillo was altered to the extent of sev-

eral kilometres.'

Also :

' The volcano of San Vicente, called

also Sacatecoluca, was distinguished in

1643 by a very violent eruption which
covered all the surrounding country
with ashes and sulphur. In January,

1835, a new eruption of this volcano
destroyed many towns and villages.'

Now let us see what old Palacio says

of the springs on the side of this fear-

ful volcano of Izalco :

' The springs, which the Indians call

' Hell,' are all within the space of a
gunshot across, and each makes a dif-

ferent noise. One imitates the sound
of a fuller's mill ; another that of a
forge, and a third a man snoring. The
water in some is turbid ; in some clear

;

in others red, yellow, and various col-

ors. They all leave deposits of cor-

responding colors. Collectively the
springs form the Rio Caliente, running
underground for a quarter of a league,

and so hot on reaching the surface as

to take the skin off a man's feet.

Double the range of a musket shot

from these springs are others, which
flow from a rock fifteen feet long by
nine feet broad, split in the centre,

sending out with water columns of
smoke and steam, with a fearful sound,
distinguishable for half a league.'

A later visitor has given an account

of the same springs, which may be thus

condensed

:

' Not far from Apaneca and in the

vicinity of the town of Ahuachapan,
are some remarkable thermal springs,

called Ausoles. They emit a dense
white steam from a semi-fluid mass of

mud and water in a state of ebullition,

which continually throws off large and
heavy bubbles. [The mud bubbles of

the Witches' Caldron are quite as ex-

traordinary.] They occupy a consid-

erable space, the largest not less than
one hundred yards in circumference.

In this one the water is exceedingly
turbid, of a light brown color, and
boils furiously. The waters in the

other caldrons vary in color, and form

deposits of the finest clay of every
shade. Steam ascends in a dense
white cloud, shutting out the sun ; the
ground is all hot, soon becoming in-

supportable. In places a little jet of
steam and smoke rises fiercely from a
hole in the hills, while in others boil-

ing water rushes out as if forced from
a steam engine. The water possesses

varying mineral qualities.
' All these springs are on the side of

the volcano Apaneca, one of a cluster

of which Izalco is the most active, and
Santa Anna the mother volcano.'

These accounts would be equally

correct if applied to the Devil's Canon
;

but the following appears to surpass

it in the power of the volcano below.

It is condensed from a description by

the same traveller, whose name cannot

be ascertained

:

' On the north side of the volcano

of San Vicente (a water volcano occu-

pying the geographical centre of San
Salvador, seven thousand feet above
the sea), at the head of a considerable

ravine, and near the base of the moun-
tain, is a place called ' El Infernillo.'

' For the space of several hundred
yards, rills of hot water spring from
the ground, which looks red and
burned, and there are numerous orifices

sending out spires of steam with a fierce

vigor like the escape of a steam engine.

The principal discharge is from an
orifice thirty feet broad, opening be-

neath a ledge of igneous rocks, nearly

on a level with the bottom of the ra-

vine. Smoke, steam, and hot water

are sent out with incredible velocity

for a distance of forty yards, as if from

a force pump, with a roar as of a fur-

nace in full blast. The noise is inter-

mittent (although never ceasing entire-

ly) and as regular as respiration. All

around are salts, crystallized sulphur,

and deposits of clay of every shade.

There is no vegetation in the vicinity,

and the stream for a mile is too hot for

the hand to bear.'

Such a striking similarity in phe-

nomena at so great a distance apart, in

connection with active or dormant

volcanoes, would seem to be enough

to prove the connection in any candid

mind, and utterly refute the idle theory

that all this heat may be produced by

\
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the chemical action of water on beds

of sulphates or phosphates just below

the surface. The temperature of the

water should be sufficient to show that

it comes from great depths. The wri-

ter was unable, from want of a ther-

mometer, to verify the temperatures

of the various springs in the Devil's

Cafion, but was told that they aver-

age 201°, and as most of them were

boiling, it appeared not to be far

from the truth. Since Arago discov-

ered, in 1821, that the deepest artesian

wells were the hottest, it has been ob-

served that the hottest springs are the

purest ; and from their geological sur-

roundings, many are proved to come
from great depths. The Aguas Cali-

entes de las Trincheras, near Puerto

Cabello, issue from granite, at a temper-

ature of 206° ; the Aguas de Comaugillas,

near Guanaxuato, from basalt, at 205°.

To more fully establish the volcanic ori-

gin of the phenomena of California and

Central America, ifsuch a thing were ne-

cessary, it can, however, be shown that

similar phenomena are found around the

crater of a volcano in actual eruption.

A graphic account of ' White Island,'

in the South Pacific, from the pen of

Captain Cracroft, R. N., who visited it

with the Governor of New Zealand, in

H. M. S. Niger, speaks of boiling

springs, * geysers,' and steam-escapes,

in connection with a very remarkable

active volcano.

As very few are acquainted with this

singular island, his description of his

visit is given in full

:

1 Sunday, January 15, 1862.

' This morning we were well inside

the Bay of Plenty, and as the wind de-
clined to a calm, I got steam up, and
stood for White Island, on which there

is a volcano in active operation. The
white cloud of smoke that always
hovers over it was in sight before eight

o'clock, in shape like a huge palm' tree,

and at eleven o'clock, H. E., the gov-
ernor, gladly accompanied me ashore,
with all the officers of the ship that
could be spared from duty.

' As we approached the island, its

aspect was of the most singular and
forbidding description. Except on its

northern face, to which the sulphurous
vapor does not appear to reach, it is

utterly destitute of vegetation : here
and there are a few patches of under-
wood ; but in every other direction the
island is bald, bleak, and furrowed into

countless deep-worn ravines. The cen-

tre of the island has been hollowed out
by the crater of the volcano into a
capacious basin, almost circular, and,

excepting to the south, where there is

a huge cleft or rent, its sides or edges
rise almost perpendicular full eight

hundred feet from the base. After
some trouble, carefully backing in with
the swell, a landing was effected on the
south side, when a most extraordinary
sight was displayed to our view. Be-
fore us, in the hollow of the basin, was
a lake of yellow liquid, smoking hot,

about a hundred yards in diameter, as

near as could be guessed. Around this,

but chiefly toward the north side, were
numerous jets of steam spouting out
of the ground. A strong sulphurous
smell pervaded the atmosphere, and
warned us what was to be expected
from a nearer proximity to the crater

in active operation at the farther end
of the lake, to which, nothing daunted
by its appearance, our party was de-

termined to penetrate. Our advance
was made cautiously ; the surface of
the ground was in some places soft and
yielding, and we knew not to what
brimstone depths an unwary step might
sink us. There were little ravines to

be crossed, which had to be first care-

fully sounded. As we proceeded on the
soft, crustaceous surface, diminutive
spouts of vapor would spit forth, as if

to resent our intrusion. In skirting

the edge of the lake, its temperature
and taste were both tested ; the former
varied with the distance from the seeth-

ing bubbling going on at the extremi-

ty ; in some places the hand could be
kept in, but 130° was the highest regis-

tered, without risk to the thermometer,
by Mr. Lawrenson, assistant surgeon

:

the taste may be imagined, but not de-

scribed !

' Continuing our advance, the roar-

ing and hissing became louder and
louder, as though a hundred locomo-
tives were all blowing off together,

while the steam from the crater and
numerous geysers surrounding it was
emitted in huge volumes, ascending

full two thousand feet in the air. Most
fortunately it was a perfect calm, or

the fumes of the sulphur would alone

have sufficed to stop our progress ; but
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there was also every reason to believe,

judging from the description I have
by me of a former visit, that the vol-

cano was to-day in a more quiescent

state than usual. Everywhere sulphur
was strewed around, and we had only
to enlarge any of the vapor holes to

obtain it in its pure crystallized state.

We were now within a few yards of
the crater—huge bubbles of boiling

mud were rising several feet from the
surface of the lake—the heat and sul-

phurous vapor were almost insupport-
able ; it was evident that no animal
life could long exist here. But before

leaving this caldron, one of the mids,
more venturous than the rest, climbed
up a small; semi-detached hill, and his

example being followed, we beheld a
scene that beggars all description. In
full activity a roaring fountain shot up
into the scorching atmosphere : we
deemed this to be molten sulphur, but
no flame was visible in the daylight

;

stones were thrown in, but they were
projected into the air as high as the
ship's mast-heads. It was a sight never
to be forgotten ; and we retraced our
steps to the boats with the satisfaction

of having been permitted to make a
closer examination of this grand nat-

ural curiosity than any previous visitor.

We saw no indication of either animal
or insect life, and it is not likely that

any can exist on this island. On the

beach, which was composed of large

bowlders, lay the bones*of an enormous
wrhale, and a couple of whale birds

hovered round the boats as they pulled
back to the ship.'

Here we have an account agreeing in

every respect, as far as it goes, with

the appearance of the desolate valley

known as ' Geyser Canon,' the same
' burnt-out ' look of the land, the same

jets of steam, large and small, and
boiling caldrons of mud.

4 The surface of the soil was soft and

yielding,' according to the gallant cap-

tain, and the punching of a stick called

out spiteful little jets of steam. It is

to be regretted, however, that the ob-

servant officer does not acquaint us

with the taste of the waters. Probably

one swallow was enough for him, if it

was sulphur water ; and he does not

even tell us that, so that it is impossi-

ble to say whether the numerous kinds

of salts noticed in California are to be

traced here. His testimony is explicit

that these geysers ' occur on the sides

of a great volcano.*

Thus, in conclusion, it will be seen

how a comparison of all the phenomena
occurring in the ' Devil's Canon '

—

where, without any other positive proof,

* White Island is in the Bay of Plenty, not far

from Auckland, the government seat of New
Zealand, on the more northerly of the two islands

forming the group. According to Mr. George

French Angas, whose Travels in ]S"ew Zealand are

quoted in Dickens's Household Words for October

19, 1850, the neighboring mainland (if the word
may be applied to the principal island) abounds in

hot springs of volcanic origin.

Mr. Angas says :

' I visited the boiling springs which issue from
the side of a steep mountain, called To Rapa.
There were nearly one hundred of them ; they
burst out, bubbling from little orifices in the
ground, which are not more than a few inches in

diameter, and the steam rushes out in clouds
with considerable force : the hillside is covered
with them, and a river of hot water runs down
into the lake. The soil around is a red-and-white
clay, strongly impregnated with sulphur and hy-
drogen gas

;
pyr'tes also occur. Several women

were busy cooking baskets of potatoes over some
of the smaller orifices : leaves and ferns were
laid over the holes, upon which the food was
placed. They were capitally done.
'About two miles from this place, on the edge

of a great swampy flat, I met with a number of
boiling ponds ; some of them of very large di-

mensions. We forded a river flowing SAviftly

toward the lake, which is fed by the snows melt-
ing in the valleys of the Tongariro. In many
places, in the bed of this river, the water boils up
from the subterranean springs below, suddenly
changing the temperature of the stream, to the
imminent risk of the individual who may be
crossing. Along whole tracks of land I heard
the water boiling violently beneath the crust
over which I was'treading. It is very dangerous
travelling, for, if the crust should break, scalding
to death mustensue. I am told that the Rotuma
natives, Avho build their nouses over the hot
springs in that district, for the sake of constant
warmth at night, frequently meet with accidents

of this kind : it has happened that when a party
has been dancing on the floor, the crust has given
way, and the convivial assembly has been sud-
denly swallowed up in the boiling caldron be-

neath ! Some of the ponds are ninety feet in cir-

cumference, filled with a transparent pale-blue
hoiling water, sending up columns of steum.
Channels of boiling water run along the ground
in every direction, and the surface of this calca-

reous flat around the margin of the boiling ponds
is covered with beautiful incrustations of lime
and alum, in some parts forming flat saucer-like

figures. Husks of maize, moss, and branches of
vegetable substances were incrusted in the same
manner. I also observed small deep holes, or

wells, here and there among the grass and
rushes, from two inches to as many feet in diam-
eter,' filled with boiling mud, that rises in large

bubbles as thick as hasty pudding ; these mud
pits sent up a strong sulphureous smell. Al-
though the ponds boiled violently, I noticed small

flies walking swiftly, or rather running on their

surface.
'The steam that rises from these boiling

springs is visible for many miles, appearing liko

the lets of a number of steam engines.'—Vol. ii .,

pp. 113, 114, 115.
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we suspect the existence of a deep-

seated volcano—with similar thermal

springs and jets of steam on the sides

of known volcanoes, in many and dis-

tant parts of the world, either now or at

some recorded time in active operation,

drives us irresistibly to the inference

that the so-called ' Geysers ' are of simi-

lar origin, and only another manifesta-

tion of the dormant energies of the in-

terior of our globe ; now bursting out

in lava flames, as on Hecla or Vesuvius,

and now mildly presenting us with a

tepid bath.

As to the name of geyser being ap-

plied to the Californian phenomena,

we protest against it. A true geyser

is a natural hydraulic machine of mag-
nificent power ; it is a spring, to be

sure, but a mineral spring is not neces-

sarily a geyser, and there is as much
difference between the ' Geysers of Cali-

fornia ' and the Strokr or the ' Great

Geyser,' as there is between a squib

and a musket-shot. Call the springs

ausoles, if you please, like their coun-

terparts of Ahuachapan, or ' give the

devil his due,' and call the place as it

was called by its discoverer.

The Devil's CaKon is not a bad
name for such a diabolical, sulphurous,

hot, and altogether infernal den.

t

FLY LEAVES FROM THE LIFE OF A SOLDIER.

PART I. —SCALES.

We were in the three-months.

There ! I feel as proud of that as one

of the Old Guard would have been in

saying :
' I was of the Army of Italy.'

There is but one three-months (pro-

nounced with the accent strongly rest-

ing on the numeral adverb, after the

Hibernian). All others are spurious

imitations. I refer to the early days

of the war : the dark days that fol-

lowed the first fall of Sumter, when our

Southern friends had just finished the

last volume of the lexicon of slavery,

that for so long a time had defined

away our manhood, our national honor,

and our birthright of freedom, with

such terrible words as ' coercion,' ' se-

cession,' ' fratricidal war,' ' sovereign

States,' and what not ; before we had
begun to look without fear even at the

title page of the new Gospel of Liberty

:

the days when we were mudsills and
greasy mechanics, whose pockets were
to be touched : the days, in short,

when we were still inclined to crawl
upon our bellies, from the preference

arising out of long and strong habit.

vol. vi.—20

Then, you remember, the rebellion wras

to be crushed in sixty days. So the

President issued his proclamation, of

date the 15th of April, a. d. 1881 (and

of the independence of the United

States the first), calling out seventy-

five thousand men for ninety days to

do it.

On the same day we were mustered

into the service as a part of this gigan-

tic force of seventy-five thousand, at

the bare suggestion of whose numbers

the refractory South was confidently

expected to abandon its rash enter-

prise, and kindly resume its sway over

us. Before the awful ceremony known
as ' mustering in,' we were sixty odd

excited young gentlemen, hailing from

and residing in all parts of the country.

After it we were Company N, com-

manded by Captain John H. Pipes, of

the First Regiment of District of Co-

lumbia Volunteers, commanded by Col-

onel Charles Diamond, as the muster

rolls called us,, or the ' American Sharp-

shooters,' as we called ourselves.

Major McDuff mustered us in. He
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did it after this fashion : First he

walked out into the yard of the War
Department, where the company stood

at ' parade rest,' or the nearest militia

approach thereto, waiting to be ab-

sorbed. Then he had us marched

across the yard and halted
; then up it

;

then down it ; then back to the first

position ; then forward in a line a few

paces ; then, by the right flank, into

the back yard, where he left us, at a

' rest,' for two hours and fifty-three

minutes, while he retired into the War
Department building, probably to as-

certain if the thing was regalar. Then,

at the fifty-fourth minute, or there-

about, after the second hour, he caused

us to be marched into our original

position. After gazing at us uneasily

for a few minutes, he proceeded to in-

spect our arms with the utmost care

:

the importance of which manoeuvre

will more fully appear from the fact

that they intended to take us, and did

take many of us, sans lock, stock, or

barrel. Then he told us that we were

—called into the—service—of the

—

United States—for—three months—to

serve in the District—not to go beyond

the District—under any circumstances.

Then he called the roll, so accurately

(never having seen it before) that nearly

all of us recognized our names, and in

hardly more than two and three quarters

the time it would have taken the orderly

sergeant to do it. Then we were told to

hold up our right hands, and a stout

party, well known to all early volun-

teers, stepped forward from wherever

he had been before, and, introducing

himself by exclaiming, in solemn and

cavernous tones, 'The following is

the oath !
' swore us in. Then, after

another short adjournment of half an

hour, we were marched to our barracks.

That was a queer organization, the

1st D. C. Vols., composed as it was of

a cloud of independent companies

—

thirty-five, or thereabout, in all, I think

—all made up of men from everywhere,

largely in the tadpole stage of Union-

ism, and all sworn in for service in the

District, not to go beyond the District.

Early in May they were organized into

eight battalions of four or five com-

panies each, commanded by lieutenant-

colonels, majors, or the senior captains.

Nearly every company occupied its

own separate ' armory ' or barracks, and

all the officers and men lived at home
when not actually on guard or other

duty !

It was an awful feeling that sand-

wiched the gaps of new-born exulta-

tion at finding ourselves real soldiers

—that feeling of a merged identity

;

the individual Smith sold for glory at

$11 per mensem, and lost, lost in an

aggregate : become only a cog in a lit-

tle machine connected with a larger

machine that forms part of the great

machine called an army. One thing

saved us the full horror of this discov-

ery : we were not bothered with corps,

divisions, brigades, or even greatly

with regiments, in those days, and if

individually we were ciphers or merely

recurring decimals, collectively ' our

company ' was of the first importance
;

and this reflection stiffened the breasts

of our gray frock coats, and caused our

scales (we wore scales !) to shine again.

First night. Everybody wants to be

on guard ! Think of that, old soldiers,

and grin. The captain details twice

as many as are necessary, to prevent

clamor. Some of the more enthusiastic

of the disappointed ones offer to stay

at the armory all night, to be on hand

in case of anything happening. We
can never be certain about the enemy's

crossing the Long Bridge, you know.

The company, guard and all, is drilled

vigorously, in squads, for two hours.

Then the unhappy fellows who are to

go home loiter themselves, with many

wistful glances, out of the building.

Then the guard plays euchre, reads,

reads aloud, sings, fences, and drills.

A few sleepy heads lie down in corners

about one a. m., and are not going to

sleep, but nevertheless shortly complain

of being kept awake by the noise.

' Never mind,' growls the meiancuorv
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man of the company ;
' won't hear any

of this to-morrow night. D—d glad

to go to sleep then.' The melancholy

man, now as hereafter, is voted a bore,

but, as I presently discover, turns out to

be pretty nearly right, and achieves the

sad triumph of being able to say, ' Told

you so ; wouldn't believe me ; now
see.'—Daylight. No one has been

asleep, yet, strange to say, everyone

has waked up and found everyone

else snoring. No one waits for reveille,

this first morning. You stretch your-

self, and endeavor to rise. Which is

you, and which the board floor % You
rather think this must be you that has

just got up, because it aches so down
the grain, and its knots or eyes—yes,

they are eyes—are so full of sand.

This must be how Rip Van Winkle felt

after his nap in the Catskills, you
think. You wonder how those fellows

Boyce and Tripp can skylark so on an

empty stomach. Three hours to break-

fast. You police the quarters with

vigor. ' Heavens, what a dust ! Open

the windows, somebody ; and look here,

Sergeant ! the floor hasn't been sprin-

kled.' The sharp, quick tones of the

sergeant of the guard (more like the

sound of a tenpenny nail scratching

mahogany than aught else in nature)

soon set matters right. You think you

have surely swallowed your peck of

dirt that morning, and feel even more

gastric than you usually do on an emp-

ty stomach. You can go home to break-

fast now : but you hear Johnny Todd's

cheery voice sing out :
' Fall in, cock-

tail squad ! ' and march off with a score

of your comrades to the nearest restau-

rant, which, finding just open, the

squad incontinently takes possession

of. You take a cocktail, a whiskey

cocktail, with the edge of the green

glass previously lemoned and dipped

in powdered sugar. ' Ah,' says Todd
to everybody, and everybody, to every-

body else, including Todd, l that goes

to the right place' (slapping it affec-

tionately). Oh, reader, if wearer of

pahnts, did you ever meet with a de-

coction, infusion, or other mixture

whatsoever, vinous, alcoholic, or malt-

ic, with or without sugar, that did not

go to the right place ? And if there

was a fault, wasn't it in the addition

of a trifle too much lemon peel ? The
crowd takes another of the same sort.

You take another. Then you wish you

hadn't.

You go to the office that day, for, in

common with two-thirds of the com-

pany, you are a clerk in one of the De-

partments as well as a soldier ; and

you can think and talk of nothing but

the war. The oldsters quiz your en-

thusiasm unmercifully, and cause your

complexion to assume a red and gob-

bling appearance, and your conversa-

tion to limp into half-incoherent feeble-

ness. Nevertheless everyone is very

kind to you, for you are a great pet

with the old fogies—their prize ' Jack ;

'

and even old Mr. Gruff rasps down his

tones, so that those harsh accents seem

to pat you on the back. Your hand-

writing, usually so firm and easy, qua-

vers a little, and exhibits more of the

influence of the biceps muscle than of

your accustomed light play of the wrist

and fingers. But, you think, it's the

rifle that does it, and are rather proud

of this.

Second night. You rush down after

an early dinner, in rash anxiety to be

drilled. Arriving very red and hot at

the armory, you find bales of straw and

boxes on the sidewalk in front, and

hear dreadful rumors that our armory

is to be taken away ; that we are fo

have regular barracks, and live there

all the time ; that we are to draw ra-

tions, and cook them. Dismay is on

every face. The melancholy man alone

seems not to be jostled from his ha-

bitual sad composure : he explains to

the inquiring, doubting crowd that the

ration consists of ' one and a quarter

pounds of fresh beef or three quar-

ters of a pound of salt beef, pork, or

bacon, fourteen ounces of flour or twelve

ounces of hard bread, with eight pounds

of coffee, ten of sugar, ten of rice or
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eight quarts of beans, four quarts of

vinegar, four pounds of soap, one and

a quarter pounds candles, and two

quarts of salt, to the hundred rations.

But you won't get fresh meat often,

nor yet flour, and I reckon you'll have

to take beans instead of rice pretty

much all the time, now 't South Car'-

lina's out.' We eat salt pork ! or beans

either, except very occasionally. There

began to be serious symptoms of mu-
tiny. Fippany and one or two others

declaimed so violently against the out-

rage, that the more enthusiastic of us

felt bound to use our influence to pre-

vent the spread of a disaffection that

seemed to us highly calculated to em-

barrass the action of the Government

in this crisis. The end of it was that

we marched up to our new quarters,

and, in the excitement of moving in

and receiving our clothing and camp
and garrison equipage, had forgotten

our troubles, when (just as the melan-

choly man discovered that the over-

coats were seven short of the right

• number, that the mess pans all leaked,

and that the quarters were full of fleas)

our orders to move were countermand-

ed, and we marched back again in joy.

There were fewer volunteers for guard

duty that night, and the natural rest

of the sergeant of the guard was undis-

turbed save by the occasional night-

mare of having overslept the hour for

relieving the meek sentinels (not yet

instructed in the art of awakening

drowsy non-commissioned officers by
stentorian alarms, and indeed not yet

knowing accurately the measure of

their ; two hours on '), or by some loud-

er howl than usual from poor Todd
second, who, having continued his

course of eye-opening to the hours when
sober citizens and prudent soldiers in-

cline to close theirs, spent the major

portion of the night in dramatic reci-

tations of the beauties of Shakspeare,

utterly neglectin'g and refusing to ' dry

up,' although frequently admonished

thereto by the growls and eke by the

curses of his comrades.

The next afternoon and evening, in-

cluding in the latter elastic term many
hours more properly claimed by the

night, were spent in confused and

bungling attempts to issue the cloth-

ing and camp and garrison equipage

considerately provided for us by the

Government. First everybody opened

all the boxes at once, and grabbed for

everything. Then everybody put his

things back and petitioned for some-

body else's. ' My overcoat is too big.'

' Mine is too short.' ' Golly ! what
sleeves !

'
' What are these bags for ?

'

' Those things knapsacks ! how you
goin' to fassen 'em ? no straps !

'
' My

canteen has no cork.' . . .
' Silence !

'

roars the captain, and ' Silence !

'

rasps the orderly sergeant, three times

as loudly and six as disagreeably. And
then everybody being ordered to re-

place everything, that a proper system

of distribution may be adopted, half of

us hide our plunder away, and the other

half dump their prizes promiscuously

and in sullenness. ' Here, here !
' barks

Sergeant Files ; • this kind of thing's

played out. There were sixty-five can-

teens ; where's the other sixty ? ' Pres-

ently the confusion unravels a little,

but, after a breathing spell, begins

again worse than ever, when our melan-

choly friend, Smallweed, having signed

the clothing receipt doubtfully, pres-

ently announces, with the air of an in-

jured martyr, that he supposes it's all

right, but he can't find all the things

he signed for. Then everybody franti-

cally examines into this new difficulty,

and discovers that they signed for

everything, and got nothing. Poor

Captain Pipes scratches his head per-

plexedly, and smokes in anxious puffs.

Sergeant Files hustles everybody about,

exposes several shamefaced impostors,

who have more than everything, and

by the timely announcement that Small-

weed's deficiency consists of two over-

coat straps, which are no longer used

in the service, restores comparative

quiet. Smallweed, however, retires up
and shakes his head dubiously, remark-
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ing in an undertone, to a weak-eyed

young man, who stands in mortal awe

of him, that it may be all right, but he

don't see it.

Drills, drills, drills ! For the next

week we have nothing but drills—ex-

cept guard duty. Squad drills, com-

pany drills, drills in the facings, drills

under arms, drills in the morning,

noonday drills, drills at night. Be-

sides these, the office all day, and guard

duty every third night. Talk about the

patriotic days of '76 ! you think—was

there ever anything like this ? In less

than a week everybody is played out

;

everybody, that is, except a lymphatic,

dull-visaged backwoodsman, named
Tetter, who drags through everything

so slowly and heavily, that he can't get

tired, and an old Polish cavalryman,

named Hrsthzschnoffski, or something

of the kind, but naturally called Snuffs-

ky, who knows neither enthusiasm nor

fatigue, who never volunteers for a

duty nor ever begs off from it. Growls

arise. Men pale about the cheeks,

beady in the forehead, and dark under

the eyes, begin to collect in knotlets,

and talk over the situation. ' We en-

listed to fight,' the bolder spirits hint

;

' we came to fight, not to drill and

guard armories. Why don't they take

us out and let us whip the enemy, and
go back to our business ? ' But pres-

ently comes

The 19th of April No drill to-night.

What is that ? A fight in Baltimore ?

Nonsense ! True though, for all that,

as history will vouch. Six regiments

of Massachusetts troops have been at-

tacked in Baltimore by the ' Plugs,'

and cut to pieces. Where was the
' Seventh ?

' we wonder, educated in

the creed of its invincibility and omni-

presence. The Seventh was there too,

and has been massacred. Colonel Lef-

ferts is killed. There is a stir around
the armory door, the knot of idlers

gives way respectfully, and admits a

little man, the pride of the regiment,

always cool, collected, handsome, and
soldierly—Colonel Diamond. He says

half a dozen words in a whisper to the

captain, writes three lines with a pencil

on the fly leaf of an old letter, gives a

comprehensive glance around, in which
we feel he sees everything, salutes ths

captain, and marches briskly, almost

noiselessly, into the street. Smallweed,

the melancholy man, rolls up his blan-

ket, packs his knapsack, combs his hair

sadly, and moans out :
' Detail for the

guard : Private Smallweed. I'm d—

d

if I stand this any longer ! I'll write

to—

'

' Fall in men ; fall in under arms
;

fall in lively now !
' barks the orderly

sergeant. ' Get up here, Snuffsky.

Tetter, don't you mean to fall in at all ?

'

and so on. Volunteers are wanted for

special and perhaps dangerous service.

Perhaps dangerous ! (Quick move-
ment of admiration.) ' Every man will-

ing to go will step two paces to the

front.' The company moves forward

in line, much to the disgust of Sergeant

Files, who finds he must make a detail

after all. Lieutenant Frank, Sergeant

Mullins, Corporal Bledsoe, and twenty

privates are presently detailed, and,

after tremendous preparation and ex-

citement, during which Smallweed dis-

covers that some one has stolen his per-

cussion caps, and is incontinently cursed

by Sergeant Files for his pains, march
off amid the cheers of the disappointed

remainder. We mourn our sad lot at

being left out of the detail, when pres-

ently comes a second detail : Second

Lieutenant Treadwell, Sergeant Ogle,

Corporal Funk, and twenty privates,

of whom you, Jenkins, are one. As
you get ready, you adopt stern resolves,

stiffen that upper lip, and confide a

short message for some one to one of

the survivors, in case, as you proudly

hint, you should not return. The sur-

vivor rewards you with a pressure of

the hand, and a look of wonder at your

coolness.

i Support—arms ! Quick—march !

'

the lieutenant says, almost in a whis-

per, as we leave the building, and are

fairly in the street. Where are we
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going ? "Why do we go down Penn-

sylvania Avenue ? This is not the way
to Long Bridge. Are the enemy at-

tacking the navy yard ? all wonder
;

no one speaks. ' Halt !

' Why, this is

the telegraph office ! and we take pos-

session of it in the name of the United

States. Despatches between Baltimore

and Richmond have passed over the

wires that very evening, and we even

interrupt one with our sword bayonets.

Then we hear the truth about that Bal-

timore business. The Southern opera-

tors and clerks crow over and denounce

us. We feel gulpy about the throat,

and those of us who yet tremble at the

thought of ' fratricide,' wish they were

out of this, until Smallweed effects a

diversion by dexterously, though quite

accidentally, upsetting the longest-

baired, loudest-mouthed operator into

the biggest and dirtiest spittoon. But
worse than this is in store for the un-

lucky sympathizers, for, after thinking

sadly over his feat, the same melan-

choly Smallweed suddenly asks them
what tune the Southern Confederacy

will adopt as its national air. One in-

cautious Georgian suggests ' Dixie,' he

reckons. '
' Spittoon,' I should think,'

says Smallweed mournfully. For which
he is pronounced by the same gentle-

man from Georgia to be a divinely con-

demned fool. How hungry we grew,

a^l how pale and seedy, before the re-

lief came at 8 a. m., with the great

news that the other detail had seized

the Alexandria boat

!

This is the age of seizures. We seize

all the steamers. We seize the railroad.

A train comes in, and we seize the cars.

Then there is a let up : the Confederate

lexicon still at work, flashing out the

last feeble jerks of its poison. We re-

lease the telegraph
; we release the rail-

way ; we release the steamers. One of

the latter, the George Page, goes down
to Alexandria, straightway to become
a ram, terrible to the weak-minded,

though harmless enough in reality.

Then we seize them all again, and, this

time, with the railway—praised be Al-

lah !—a train of cars ! Presently a de-

tachment, envied by the disappointed,

goe3 out from our company on this

train to reconnoitre. Communication

with the great North is cut off. Every

stalk of corn in all Maryland rises up,

in the nightmare that seems to possess

the capital, a man, nay, a ' Southron,7

terrible, invincible, Yankee - hating.

Will relief never come ? Where are

those seventy-five thousand ? Where
is the Seventh ? Officers in mufti are

known to have been sent out to An-

napolis and Baltimore with orders and

for news. Others arrive in Washing-

ton filled with strange and vague tid-

ings of impending disaster. But as yet

these doves have no news save of the

deluge. Presently an early reveille

startles us from our beds of soft plank,

and, as we fall in sleepily, fagged and

exhausted in mind and body by this

work, so new and so trying, we are elec-

trified by the hoarse croak of Sergeant

Files—he too is used up. ' "Volunteers

to go beyond the District,' step two

paces t'the front—H'rch !
' Four men

remain in the ranks. All eyes turn to

this shabby remnant, but they remain

immovable, with the leaden expression

belonging to the victims of the Con-

federate lexicon, that seems to say, un-

accused, ' / am not ashamed.'' These

men are instantly detailed for guard

duty at the armory for the next twenty-

four hours.

The rest of us reach the railway

station shortly after daylight, are told

off into platoons, and embarked on

the train which the hissing engine

announces to be waiting for us. Our

comrades in this adventure are Cap-

tain Hoblitzel's company, the ' Swartz-

Jagers,' brawny mechanics, sturdy Teu-

tons, and all of a size. These are Ger-

mans, remember, not what we call

Hessians ; not the kind that are des-

tined to make Pennsylvania a byword

;

not the kind that advance in clogs

but retreat in seven-league boots. We
part from our German friends with a

rousing cheer, as heartily returned, at
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a bridge which they are to guard.

Then we have the cars to ourselves.

Surely this is the ne plus ultra of rail-

way travelling ; free tickets and a

whole seat to yourself. We are to keep

our rifles out of sight, unless an emer-

gency arises. The funny men play

conductor, announcing familiar stations

in unintelligible roars, and singing out

' Tickets !
' importunately. This is our

first real danger. There is real excite-

ment in this. We all hope there will

be a fight ; all except Smallweed, who
remains melancholy, according to his

wont, save when a sad pun breaks the

surface into a temporary ripple of quiet

smiles. And so, with wild jokes, mad
capers, and loudly shouted songs, we
whirl along, twenty miles an hour, over

bridges, through cuts, above embank-

ments, always through danger and into

danger. Hoot, toot ! shrieks the en-

gine ; the breaks are rasped down ; the

train slowly consumes its momentum
in vainly trying to stop suddenly.

Silence reigns. Every man nervously,

as by instinct, grasps his rifle, half

cocks it, looks to the cap, and thrusts

his head out of the window. A shout

:

1 There they are !
'

' Where ?
' Several

of the more nervous rifle barrels pro-

trude uncertainly from the windows.
4 Steady men, steady ! ' from the clear

voice of Captain Pipes. ' I see them.'

' Three of them.'

on gray clothes,

and—

'

' The Seventh, by !
' rings in

every ear. No matter who said it.

' The Seventh,' every throat shouts.

Then such a cheer, and such another,

and such another after that, and such a

tiger after that, and such other cheers

and such other tigers !—until the train

stops, and, regardless of orders, unheed-

ing the vain protests of the captain or

the curses of the lieutenants, or the

objurgations of Sergeant Files, we rush

madly, pellmell, from the cars. Every-

body shakes hands with the Seventh

man, and with everybody else. He is

thirsty : sixty odd flasks are uncorked

' There they are.'

' One of them has

and jammed at him. Hungry, too ?

The men hustle him into the cars, and
almost into the barrels of pork and

bread, with which we came provided

in quantities sufficient, as we thought

in our simplicity, for a siege, though

really, as I have since found reason to

believe, amounting to less than a thou-

sand rations.

' Where is the Seventh ? ' 'At the

Junction.' We are only a mile from

the Junction. All aboard again, and

we steam up to the Junction, just in

time to see the leading companies file

into the station, from their historical

march—famous from being the first of

the war, twice famous because Win-

throp told its story ; in time to see the

Eighth Massachusetts follow our favor-

ite heroes ; in time to bring the Seventh

to Washington ; in time thus to termi-

nate the dark hours of anxious suspense

and doubt that followed the 19th of

April and the drawing of the first blood

in the streets of Baltimore.

Dulness succeeds this spurt of glory,

and there is nothing more interesting

than guarding the Long Bridge or a

steamboat, alternating with drills,

drills, drills ! We are initiated into

the mystery of the double quick, under

knapsacks and overcoats. Men begin

to be detailed on extra duty. More men
are detailed on extra duty. Doctor*

Peacack makes his appearance. The
sick list becomes an institution. It is

curious to notice how the same men,

detailed for guard, police, or fatigue,

appear on the sick list, and, being ex-

cused by the mild Peacack, straightway

reappear in the ' cocktail squad.' But

a wink, as good as a nod, from the

captain, and the fragrant oil of the

castor bean, prescribed to be taken on

the spot, soon corrects these little dis-

crepancies. The guardhouse becomes

an institution. Todd second is a fre-

quent inmate; he will drink. Swilliams

is another, who takes a drink, and be-

comes insane ; takes another, and be-

comes sick; takes another, and then a

quiet snooze, with his head resting on
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the nearest curb. We call these unfor-

tunates { Company Q ;
' a splendid joke.

The captain drills us as far as ' On the

right, by file, into line,' and apparently

can get no farther. So we think, and

that the first lieutenant knows twice as

much as the captain. And, oh ! how
we come to hate Sergeant Files, and

his hard, carking voice, always rasping

somebody about something ! We have

been in service a month. The city is

full of troops ; the heights back are

covered with camps ; the ' Fire Zouaves

'

have introduced the Five Points to our

acquaintance ; General Blankhed is still

giving passes to go to Richmond
; the

enemy's pickets stare at ours from the

other end of Long Bridge ; nobody is

hurt as yet. Presently comes an order

constituting the ' American Sharp-

shooters,' the 'Fisler Guards,' the

' Union Carbineers,' the ' Seward Ca-

dets,' and the ' Bulger Guards,' a battal-

ion, to be known as the Ninth Battal-

ion (did I say there were only eight ?

no matter) of the First Regiment of

District of Columbia Volunteers, and

to be commanded by Major Johnson

Heavysterne, the beau ideal of a militia

major—fat, pompous, not much ac-

quainted with military, but, to use his

own vocabulary, knowing right smart

in the fish and cheese line. But let me
deal kindly with the honest old soul

;

he meant well, but he had bad luck

;

and he made me, Private William Jen

kins, the writer of these disjointed

phrases, sergeant-major of the battal-

ion. Whereof, kind reader, more anon

;

for here I left off my scales and sewed

on my chevrons. (That is, she did.

Please see Part II.)

THE SACRIFICE.

The blood that flows for freedom is God's blood

!

Who dies for man's redemption, dies with Christ

!

The plan of expiation is unchanged

:

And, as One died, supremely good, for all,

So one dies still, that many more may live.

So fall our saviours on the bloody field,

In deadly swamps, along the foul lagoons,

On the long march, in crowded hospitals,

Of wounds, of weariness, of pain and thirst,

Of wasting fevers and of sudden plagues,

Of pestilence, that lurks within the camp,

Of long home-sickness, and of hope deferred,

Of languishing, in hostile prisons chained

—

And, with their blood, they wash the nation clean,

And furnish expiation for the sin

That those who slay them have been guilty of.

So God selects the noblest of the land :

He culls the qualities that are His own

—

Our courage, patience, love of human kind,

Our strong devotion to the cause of Right,
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Our noblest aspirations for the time

When every man shall stand erect and free,

Self-elevated, God-appointed king

!

Knowing no equals, save his brother men

;

Ruling no lieges, save his own desires
;

The undisputed sovereign of himself,

Owning no higher sovereignty but God.

God culls these qualities, that are Himself

—

These sparks of Deity that live in man

—

And, in man's person, offers up Himself,

A long, perpetual sacrifice for sin.

This is the plan—the changeless plan of Heay n

:

The good die, that the evil may be purged
;

The noble perish, that the base may live
;

The free are bound, that slaves may break their bonds

;

Those who have happy homes are self-exiled,

That other exiles may have happy homes
;

The bravest sons of Freedom's land are slain,

That the oppressed of tyrant realms may live

;

The guilty land is washed in innocent blood
;

And slavery is atoned for by the free.

Oh ! desolate mother, wailing for thy son,

Be comforted. He was a chosen one.

The Lord selected him from other men,

Because the Eternal Eye discerned in him

Some noble attribute, some spark divine,

Some unseen quality, that was from God,

And is a part of God, howe'er obscured

By human weakness, or by human sin

—

Something deemed worthy for the sacrifice

That shall redeem a nation. Weep no more
;

For thou art blessed among womankind !

S T R E C K-V ERSE.

The heart freezes upon the snow- Charitable views are enlarged by tear

capped summit of a mountain of learn- mists,

ing. Thorns form footholds by which to

Lead heads will not answer as plum- reach the rose,

mets to fathom the depths of the In- Looking up to the sun, the sad be-

finite. hold rainbows through their tears.
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THE UNDIVINE COMEDY.—A POLISH DRAMA.

JUbirattb to Sffaxg.

' To be, or not to be, that is the question.'

'To the accumulated errors of their ancestors, they added others unknown to their predecessors

Doubt and Fear ;—therefore it came to pass that they vanished from the face of the earth, and a deep

silence shrouded them forever.'

—

Koran ii. 18.

In offering to the public a translation

of the great drama of Count Sigismund

Krasinski, a statesman and poet of Po-

land, it is not the intention of the trans-

lator to enter upon any detailed analysis

of this widely and justly celebrated

work. Such a dissection would di-

minish the interest of the reader in the

development of the plot, and moreover

pertains properly to the critics, to

whom ' The Undivine Comedy ' is espe-

cially commended. It is so full of ori-

ginal and subtile thoughts, of profound

truths, of metaphysical deductions and

psychological divinations, that it can-

not fail to repay any consideration they

may bestow upon it. A few general

remarks, however, seem necessary to

introduce it, in its proper light, to the

reader.

It was published in 1834, and, al-

though it appeared anonymously, it at

once succeeded in attracting the atten-

tion of the readers and thinkers of Po-

land, Russia, France, and Germany.

Its author is now known to have been

Count Sigismund Krasinski, a member
of one of the most ancient and distin-

guished families of Poland. He was

equally eminent as poet, patriot, and

statesman. He took an active and im-

portant part in the social and political

questions of his day, many of which

are ably discussed in this drama
;
ques-

tions which have so long disturbed the

peace of Europe, and whose solution

is perhaps to be finally given in our

land of equality and freedom.

' The Undivine Comedy ' was not in-

tended for the stage, and, as if to sever

it as widely as possible from all scenic

associations, Count Krasinski makes

no use of the terms ' scenes ' or ' acts.'

This omission gives a somewhat singu-

lar appearance to what is, in fact, a

drama ; the translator has, however,

remained faithful throughout to the

original form. As the hero, the count,

is styled ' The Man ' throughout the

original, the name has been preserved,

in spite of its awkward appearance in

English : the spirit of a poetic work,

full of mystic symbolism, evaporates so

readily in the process of translation,

that no sacrifice of the literal meaning

has been made to grace or elegance.

' The Undivine Comedy,' so called

in contradistinction to ' The Divine

Comedy ' of Dante, is the first purely

prophetic play occurring in the world

of art. Its scenes are indeed all laid

in the time to come ; its persons, actions,

and events are yet to be. The struggle

of the dying Past with the vigorous

but immature Future, forms the ground-

work of the drama. The coloring is

not local, nor characteristic of any

country in particular, because the

truths to be illustrated are of universal

application, and are evolving their own
solutions in all parts of the civilized

world.

The soul of the hero, ' The Man,' is

great and vigorous ; he is by nature a

poet. Belonging to the Future by the

very essence of his being, he yet be-

comes disgusted by the debasing ma-
terialism into which its living expo-

nents, the ' New Men] have fallen, he

loses all hope in the possible progress

of humanity, and is presented to us as

the champion of the dying but poetic

Past. But in this he finds no rest, and

is involved in perpetual struggles and
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contradictions. Baffled in a consum-

ing desire to solve the perplexing reli-

gious and social problems of the day

by the force of his own intellect ; long-

ing for, yet despairing of, human prog-

ress ; discerning the impracticability

and chicanery of most of the modern

plans for social amelioration—he deter-

mines to throw himself into common
life, to bind himself to his race by

stringent laws and duties. The drama

opens when he is about to contract

marriage.

His Guardian Angel, anxious to save

him, tries to lead him, through the

accomplishment of human duties, safely

into that mystic Future, which he had

already vainly tried to find through

the power of his own intellect. The

Angel chants to him :

' Peace be to men of good will.

Blessed is the man who has still a heart

;

he may yet be saved !

' Pure and true wife, reveal thyself

to him. ; and a child be born to their

house !

'

Thus the words once heard by the

shepherds, and which then announced

a new epoch to humanity, open the

drama. It is indeed only ' men of

good will,' men who sincerely seek the

truth, who, in great or new epochs, are

able to comprehend it, or willing to

receive it. And the number of those

who have preserved a heart during the

excitement and passions of such eras,

is always very small, and without it

they cannot be saved, for love and self-

abnegation are the essence of Chris-

tianity.

To instil new life and hope into the

wearied ' Man,' the Angel ordains that

a pure and good woman shall join her

fate with his ; that innocent young
souls shall descend and dwell- with

them. Domestic love and quiet bliss

are the counsel of the heavenly visi-

tant.

Immediately after the simple chant

of the Guardian Angel, the voice of the

Evil Spirit is heard seducing ' The
Man ' from the quiet path of humble

human duties. The glories of the ideal

realm are spread before him ; Nature is

invoked with all her entrancing charms

;

ambitious desires of terrestrial great-

ness are awakened in his soul ; he is

filled with vague hopes of paradisiacal

happiness, which the Demon whispers

him it is quite possible to establish on

earth. In the temptations so cunningly

set before him by the Father of Lies,

three widely-spread metaphysical sys-

tems are shadowed forth : the ideal

or poetic ; the pantheistic ; and the

anthropotheistic (Comte's), which

deifies man. The vast symbolism of

this original drama is especially rec-

ommended to the attention of the

critic.

Abiding by the counsel of the Angel,

our hero marries, thus involving an-

other in his fate. He makes a solemn

vow to be faithful, in the keeping of

which vow he takes upon himself the

responsibility of the happiness of one

of God's creatures, a pure and trusting

woman, wrho loves him wr
ell. A hus-

band and a father, he breaks his oath.

Tempted by the phantom of a long-lost

love, the Ideal under the form of a

' Maiden,' he deserts the real duties he

has assumed, to pursue this Ideal, per-

sonated indeed by Lucifer himself, and

which becomes—true and fearful lesson

for those who seek the infinite in the

human !— a loathsome skeleton as soon

as grasped. From the false and disap-

pointing search into which he had been

enticed by the demon, he returns to

find the innocent wife, whom he had

deserted, in a madhouse. False to

human duties, his punishment came

fast upon the heels of crime.

In the scene which occurs in Bedlam

we find the key which admits us to

much of the symbolism of this drama.

We are conducted into the madhouse

to visit the broken-hearted wife, and

are there introduced into our still-exist-

ing society, formal, monotonous, cold,

and about to be dissolved. Our hero

had himself married the Past, a good

and devout woman, but not the realiza-
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tion of his poetic dreams, "which noth-

ing could have satisfied save the in-

finite. In the midst of this scene of

strange suffering, we hear the cries of

the Future, and all is terror and tumult.

This Future, with its turbulence, blood,

and demonism, is represented as exist-

ing in its germs among the maniacs.

Like the springs of a volcanic moun-

tain, which are always disturbed before

an eruption of fire, their cries break

upon us ; the broken words and shrill

shrieks of the madmen are the clouds

of murky smoke which burst from the

explosive craters before the lava pours

its burning flood. Voices from the

right, from the left, from above, from

below, represent the conflicting reli-

gious opinions and warring political

parties of this dawning Future, already

hurtling against those of the dissolving

Present.

Into this pandemonium, by his deser-

tion of her for a vain ideal, our hero

has plunged his wife, the woman of the

Past, whom he had sworn to make
happy. And it is to be observed that

she was not necessarily his inferior, but,

in the world of heart, superior to him-

self. A true and pure character, feel-

ing its inferiority and anxious to ad-

vance, cannot long remain in the back-

ground ; it has sufficient stamina to

attain the height of self-abnegating

greatness. God sometimes deprives

men of the strength necessary for ac-

tion, bvit He never robs them of the

faculty of progress, of spiritual eleva-

tion. Head and heart throb with the

same pulsation ; the brain thinks not

aright without the healthful heart.

Meanness and grovelling are always

voluntary, and their essence is to resist

superiority, to struggle against it, to

try to degrade it : thus, all the bitter

reactions of the Past against the

changes truly needed for the develop-

ment of the Future, spring from a pri-

meval root of baseness.

An admirable picture of an exhausted

and dying society is given us in the

person of the precocious but decrepit

child, the sole fruit of a sad marriage.

Destined from its birth to an early

grave, its excitable imagination soon

consumes its frail body. Nothing could

be more exquisitely tender, more true

to nature, than the portraiture of this

unfortunate but lovely boy.

After the betrayal of our hero by his

Ideal, the Guardian Angel again ap-

pears to give him simple but sage

counsel

:

4 Return to thy house, and sin no

more !

' Return to thy house, and love thy

child !

'

But vain this sage advice ! As if

driven to the desert to be tempted, we
again meet our hero in the midst of

storm and tempest, wildly commun-
ing with Nature, trying to read in

her changeful phenomena lessons he

should have sought in the depths of

his own soul ; seeking from her dumb
lips oracles only to be found in his

fulfilment of sacred duties ; for only thus

is to be solved the perplexing riddle

of human destiny. ' Peace to men of

good will !

' Roaming through the

wilderness, sad and hopeless, and in his

despair about to fall into the gloomy

and blighting sin of caring for no one

but himself, the Angel again appears,

and again chants to him the divine

lesson that only in self-sacrificing love

and lowly duties, can the true path to

the Future be found :

4 Love the sick, the hungry, the de-

spairing !

' Love thy neighbor, thy poor neigh-

bor, as thyself, and thou wilt be re-

deemed !

'

The reiterated warning is again

given in vain. The demon of ambition

then appears to him under the form of

a gigantic eagle, whose wings stir him

like the cannon's roar, the trumpet's

call ; he yields to the temptation, and

the Guardian Angel pleads no more !

He determines to become great, re-

nowned, to rule over men : political

power is to console him for the domes-

tic ruin he has spread around him, in
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having preferred the dreams of his own
excited imagination, to the love and

faith of the simple but tender heart

which God had confided to him in the

holy bonds of marriage. The love and

deification of self in the delusive show

of military or political glory, is the

lowest and last temptation into which

a noble soul can fall, for individual

fame is preferred to God's eternal jus-

tice, and men are willing to die, if only

laurel crowned, with joy and pride

even in a bad cause.

In the beginning of the third part

of the comedy we are introduced into

the ' new world.' The old world, with

its customs, prejudices, oppressions,

charities, laws, has been almost de-

stroyed. The details of the struggle,

which must have been long and dread-

ful, are not given to us ; they are to be

divined. Several years are surjposed

to have passed between the end of the

second and the beginning of the third

part, and we are called to witness the

triumphs of the victors, the tortures of

the vanquished. The character of the

idol of the people is an admirable con-

ception. All that is negative and de-

structive in the revolutionary ten-

dencies of European society, is skilfully

seized upon, and incarnated in a single

individual. His mission is to destroy.

He possesses a great intellect, but no

heart. He says :
' Of the Mood we shed

to-day, no trace will oe left to-morrow?

In corroboration of this conception

of the character of a modern reformer,

it is well known that most of the pro-

jected reforms of the last century have

proceeded from the brains of logicians

and philosophers.

This man of intellect succeeds in

grasping power. His appearance speaks

his character. His forehead is high

and angular, his head entirely bald,

his expression cold and impassible, his

lips never smile—he is of the same

type as many of the revolutionary lead-

ers during the French reign of terror.

His name is Pancratius, which name,
from the Greek, signifies the union of

all material or brutal forces. It is not

by chance that he has received this

name. The profound truth in which
this character is conceived is also mani-

fested in his distrust of himself, in his

hesitation. As he is acting from false

principles, he cannot deceive himself

into that enthusiastic faith with which

he would fain inspire his disciples. He
confides in Leonard, because he is in

possession of this precious quality.

His monologue is very fine
;
perhaps

it stands next in rank to that of Ham-
let. It opens to us the strange secrets

of the irresolution and vacillation which

have always characterized the men who
have been called upon by fate alone to

undertake vast achievements. In proof

of this, it is well known that Cromwell

was anxious to conceal the doubts and
fears which constantly harassed him.

It was these very doubts and fears

which led him to see and resee so fre-

quently the dethroned Charles, and

which at last drove the conscience-

stricken Puritan into the sepulchre of

the decapitated king, that he might
gaze into the still face of the royal vic-

tim, whose death he had himself effect-

ed. Did the sad face of the dead calm

the fears of the living ?

It is well known that Danton ad-

dressed to himself the most dreadful

reproaches. Even at the epoch of his

greatest power, Robespierre was greatly

annoyed because he could not convince

his cook of the justice and permanence

of his authority. Men who are sent by

Providence only to destroy, feel within

them the worm which gnaws forever

:

it constantly predicts to them, in vague

but gloomy presentiments, their own
approaching destruction.

A feeling of this nature urges Pan-

cratius to seek an interview with his

most powerful enemy, ' The Man ; ' he

is anxious to gain the confidence of his

adversary, because he cannot feel cer-

tain of his own course while a single

man of intellectual power exists capa-

ble of resisting his ideas. In the inter-

view which occurs between the two
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antagonistic leaders of the Past and

Future, the various questions which

divide society, literature, religion,

philosophy, politics, are discussed. Is

it not a profound truth that in the

real world also, mental encounters al-

ways precede material combats ; that

men always measure their strength,

spirit to spirit, before they meet in ex-

ternal fact, oody to oody ? The idea

of bringing two vast systems face to

face through living and highly dra-

matic personifications, is truly great,

suggestive, and original.

But as the Truth is neither in the

camp of Pancratius nor in the feudal

castle of the count, our hero, the victory

will profit neither party !

The opening of the last act is ex-

ceedingly beautiful. No painter could

reproduce on canvas the sublime

scenery sketched in its prologue ; more

gloomy than the pictures of Ruysdael,

more sombre than those of Salvator

Rosa. Before describing the inunda-

tion of the masses, our author natur-

ally recalls the traditions of the Flood.

The nobles, the representatives of the

Past, with their few surviving adhe-

rents, have taken refuge in their last

stronghold, the fortress of the Holy

Trinity, securely situated upon a high

and rocky peak overhanging a deep

valley, surrounded and hedged in by

steep cliffs and rocky precipices.

Through these straits and passes once

howled and swept the waters of the

deluge. As wild an inundation is now
upon them, for the valley is almost

filled with the living surges of the

myriads of the ' New Men,' who are

rolling their millions into its depths.

But everything is hidden from view by
an ocean of heavy vapor, wrapping the

whole landscape in its white, chill,

clinging shroud. The last and only

banner of the Cross now raised upon

the face of the earth, streams from the

highest tower of the castle of the Holy

Trinity ; it alone pierces through and

floats above the cold, vague, rayless

heart of the sea of mist—nought save

the mystic symbol of God's love to

man soars into the unclouded blue of

the infinite sky !

After frequent defeats, after the loss

of all hope, the hero, wishing to em-

brace for the last time his sick and

blind son, sends for the precocious boy,

whose death-hour is to strike before

his own. I doubt if the scene which

then occurs has, in the whole range of

fiction and poetry, ever been surpassed.

This poor boy, the son of an insane

mother and a poet-father, is gifted

with supernatural faculties, endowed

with second or spiritual sight. Entirely

blind, and consequently surrounded by

perpetual darkness, it mattered not to

him if the light of day or the gloom

of midnight was upon the earth ; and

in his rayless wanderings he had made
his way into the dungeons, sepulchres,

and vaults, which were lying far below

the foundations of the castle, and which

had for centuries served as places of

torture, punishment, and death to the

enemies of his long and noble line. In

these secret charnel houses were buried

the bodies of the oppressed, while in

the haughty tombs around and above

them lay the bones of their oppressors.

The unfortunate and fragile boy, the

last sole scion of a long line of ancestry,

had there met the thronging and com-

plaining ghosts of past generations.

Burdened with these dreadful secrets,

when his vanquished father seeks him

to embrace him for the last time, he

shudderingly hints to him of fearful

knowledge, and induces his parent to

accompany him into the subterranean

caverns. He then recounts to him the

scenes which are passing before his

open vision among the dead. The

spirits of those who had been chained,

tortured, oppressed, or victimized by

his ancestors appear before him, com-

plaining of past cruelties. They then

form a mystic tribunal to try their old

masters and oppressors ; the scenes of

the dreadful Day of Judgment pass

before him ; the unhappy and loving

boy at last recognizes his own father
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among the criminals ; he is dragged to

that fatal bar, he sees him wring his

hands in anguish, he hears his dread-

ful groans as he is given over to the

fiends for torture—he hears his mother's

voice calling him above, but, unwill-

ing to desert his father in his anguish,

he falls to the earth in a deep and

long fainting fit, while the wretched

father hears his own doom pronounced

by that dread but unseen tribunal

:

* Because thou hast loved nothing, nor

revered aught hut thyself and thine own-

thoughts, thou art damned to all eternity !
'

It is true this scene is very brief, but,

rapid as the lightning's flash, it lasts

long enough to scathe and blast, break-

ing the darkness but to show the sur-

rounding horror, to deepen into despair

the fearful gloom. Although of the

most severe simplicity, it is sublime

and terrible. It is so concise that our

hearts actually long for more, unwilling

to believe in the reality of the doom
of that ghostly tribunal. It repeats the

awful lessons of Holy Writ, and our

conscience awakes to our deficiencies,

while the marrow freezes in our bones

as we read.

The close of the drama is equally

sublime. Because the ' Truth ' was

neither in the camp of Pancratius nor

the castle of the count, it appears in

the clouds to confound them both.

After Pancratius has conquered all

that opposed him—has triumphantly

gloated over his Fourieristic schemes

for the material well-being of the race

whom he has robbed of all higher faith

—he grows agitated at the very name
of God when it falls from the lips of

his confidant, Leonard: the sound

seems to awaken him to a conscious-

ness that he is standing in a sea of

blood, which he has himself shed ; he

feels that he has been nothing but an

instrument of destruction, that he has

done certain evil for a most uncertain

good. All this rushes rapidly upon
him, when, on the bosom of a crimson

sunset cloud, he perceives a mystic

symbol, unseen save by himself: ' the

extended arms are lightning flashes,

the three nails shine like stars—his

eyes die out as he gazes upon it—he

falls dead to the earth, crying, in the

strange words spoken by the apostate

emperor Julian with his parting breath

:

' Vicisti Galilcee ! ' Thus this grand and

complex drama is really consecrated to

the glory of the Galilean !

The intense melancholy character-

izing every page of this drama, has its

root in the character and intensity of

the truths therein developed, and is

not manifested in artistic declamation,

in highly wrought phrases, or in glow-

ing rhetorical passages proper for cita-

tion. It is as bitter as life ; as gloomy

as death and judgment. The style is

one of utter, almost bald, simplicity.

The situations are merely indicated,

and the characters are to be under-

stood, as are those of the living, rather

from a few words in close connection

with accompanying facts, than from

eloquent utterances, sharp invectives,

or bitter complaints. There are no

highly wrought amplifications of imagi-

native passions to be found in its con-

densed pages, but every word is in

itself a drop of gall, reflecting from its

sphered surface a world of grief, of

agony. The characters pass before us

like shadows thrown from a magic

lantern, showing only their profiles, and

but rarely their entire forms. Flitting

rapidly o'er our field of vision, they

leave us but a few lines, but so true to

nature, so deeply significant, that we
are able to produce from these shifting

and evanescent shadows a complete

and rounded image. Thus we are

enabled to form a vivid conception of

every character—we know the history

of their past, we divine the part they

will play in the future. We know the

friends, the godfather, the priest, in

whom we find an admirable sketch

from a decomposed and dying society.

He who, in a proper state of things,

would have been the representative of

living spiritual principles, is a mere

supernumerary. He makes signs of the
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cross, pronounces accustomed formulas,

but lie never once thinks of examining

into the strange and contradictory re-

lations existing between the husband,

forced by his very being into the Fu-

ture, and the wife, fettered by the con-

ventions and chains of the Past. Nei-

ther does he study, with, an eye en-

lightened by philanthropy and spiritu-

ality, the poor infant, whose mental

restlessness began in the cradle, al-

though his character and destiny seem

to have been comprehended by the

father. The priest, however, remains

cold and indifferent throughout, never

once seeking to render the two beings,

whom he had himself united in a sac-

ramental bond, intelligible to each

other, nor to save the unfortunate boy

brought to him for baptism, the sole

fruit of this unhappy marriage.

Our author also stigmatizes the whole

medical art of our day as a science of

death and moral torture. While the

anguished father tries to penetrate the

decrees of Providence, and in his agony

demands from God how the innocent

and helpless infant can have deserved

a punishment so dreadful as the loss

of sight, the doctor admires the strength

of the nerves and muscles of the blue

eyes of the fair child, at the same time

announcing to his father that he is

struck with total and hopeless blind-

ness. Immediately after the declara-

tion of this fearful sentence, lie turns

to the distressed parent to ask him if

he would like to know the name of this

malady, and that in Greek it is called

dfxavpwais.

Indeed, through the whole of this

melancholy scene, only one human being

manifests any deep moral feeling—

a

woman, a servant ! Falling upon her

knees, she prays the Holy Virgin to

take her eyes, and place them in the

sightless sockets of the young heir, her

fragile but beloved charge. Thus it is

a woman of the people who, in the

midst of the corrupt and dissolving

society, alone preserves the sacred tra-

ditions of sympathy and self-sacrifice.

The cruel tyranny of Pancratius and
the mob, is also full of important les-

sons. From it we gather that despotism

does not consist in the fact of the whole

power being vested in the hands of one

or many, out in the truth that a govern-

ment is without love for the governed,

whatever may oe its constitutional form.

One or many, an assembly of legisla-

tors or a king, an oligarchy or a mob,

may be equally despotic, if love be not

the ruling principle.

With these few remarks, some of

them necessary for a full comprehension

of this subtile and many-sided Polish

drama, we leave the reader to the pleas-

ant task of its perusal.

He will find a full and eloquent crit-

icism, in which its faults and beauties

are ably discussed, in a course of ' Lec-

tures on Sclavonic Literature,' delivered

by the Polish poet Mickiewicz, before

the College of France. Most of the

above remarks have been condensed

from his valuable work.

PART I.

THE IDEAL.

Stars are around thy head—under

thy feet surges the sea—a rainbow for-

ever floats upon the waves before thee

—painting the mists, or melting them

into light—whatsoever thou lookest

upon is thine—the shores, the cities, the

men belong to thee— the heavens are

thine—it seems as if nothing ever equal-

led thy glory !

To alien ears thou chantest airs of

inconceivable rapture—thou weavest

hearts into due with a single touch of

thy fairy fingers, and with a breath

again dividest them—thou forcest tears

—thou driest them with a smile—alas !

the next moment thou frighten est the

wan smile from the quivering lip for a

time—too often, forever !

Tell me, what dost thou thyself feel ?

Of what dost thou think 1 What dost

thou create ?
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The living stream of Beauty flows on

through thee, but thou thyself art not

Beauty

!

Woe to thee ! woe ! the child crying

on the lap of its nurse, the field flower

unconscious of its gift of perfume, have

more merit before the eyes of the Lord

than thou !*****
What has been thy origin, thou emp-

ty shadow, bearing witness to the Light,

yet knowing not the Light, which thou

seest not, and wilt not see !

In anger, or in mockery, wert thou

made ? Who was thy creator.? Who
gave thee thy short and mobile life,

and taught thee such seductive magic,

that thou seemst to glitter for a mo-

ment like an angel before thou sinkest

into clay, to creep like a worm, and be

stifled in thine own corruption ?

Thy beginning is one with that of

the woman.

Tet, alas ! thou sufferest, although

thy agony brings nought to the birth,

and avails thee nothing.

The groans of the lowest beggar are

counted in heaven, compensated amid
the music of angels' harps—but thy

sighs, thy despair, fall into the bottom-

less abyss, and Satan gathers them to-

gether, and joyfully adds them to the

pile of his own lies and delusions—and
the Lord will deny and disown them,

as they have denied and disowned the

Lord!

*p *P -fl* Sf£ S|C

But not for this do I pity thee, spirit

of Poetry, mother of Beauty and Free-

dom ! No. I mourn for the unhappy
souls who are forced to remember or

divine thee upon chaotic worlds des-

tined to destruction—alas ! thou ruinest

only those who consecrate themselves

to thee, who become the living voices

of thy fame !

And yet, blessed is it when thou
takest up thine abode in a man, as God
dwelt in the world, unseen, unknown,

vol. vi.—21

yet everywhere great and mighty, tho

Lord, before whom all creatures bow
and say :

' He is here !

'

Such a man will bear thee like a star

upon his radiant brow ; he will never

turn from thee even for the duration

of a little word ; he will love men, and,

like a man, walk with his brethren.

And he who guards thee not, who is

willing to betray thee, to devote thee

to the idle pleasure of men—from him
thou turnest sadly away, scattering in

pity a few Hiding flowers upon his

head ; he plays with the dying bloom,

and weaves his death-wreath all the

days of his short life.

Thy beginning is one with that of

the woman

!

1 De toutes lea bouffonneries la plus serieuse

est le manage.'

—

Figaro.

Of all jests the most serious is marriage.

Guardian Angel. Peace be to men
of good will

!

Blessed is he among the created who
has still a heart ; he may yet be saved !

Good and true wife, reveal thyself to

him ; and a child be born to their

house I He flies onward.

Chorus of Evil Spirits. Bise

!

rise, spectres and phantoms ! Hover
near him ! Head them and lead them
on, thou, the yesterday-buried idol, the

shadow of the dead love of the Poet I

Bathe thyself anew in the vapors of the

ideal realm ; wreathe thy mouldering

brow with the fair buds of spring ; and

float on before him, thou, once the be-

loved of the Poet

!

Rise, Glory, rise ! Old eagle, well

stuffed and preserved in hell, descend

from thy crumbling perch, unfold thy

gigantic wings whitened in the rays of

the sun, and wave them above the head,

until they dazzle the eyes of the Poet

!

Come forth from our vaults, thou

rotting masterpiece from the pencil of

Beelzebub, thou glowing picture of an

earthly Eden, which has dizzied the

brain of so many philosophers ! Get

the old rents in thy canvas reglued;
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the holes and cracks refilled with var-

nish
;
wrap thyself in the magic webs

of hazy clouds and glittering mists

;

fly to the Poet, and unroll thyself ever

before him

!

And thou, Nature ! surround him
with mountains, cliffs, and seas ; lull

him with golden dawns and crimson

eves ; inweave him in thy magic circle

of azure days and starry nights ; O
mother Nature—closely embrace the

Poet!
*f* sR *te *fe stc

A village. A church. The Guardian Angel is

seen floating and swaying to and fro upon it.

Guardian Angel. If thou keepest

the Holy Vow, thou wilt be my brother

forever before the face of our Heavenly

Father

!

Vanishes.

The interior of the church. "Wax lights blaze

upon the altar—many "witnesses are standing

round it. A Priest is reading the marriage ser-

vice.

The Priest. Kemember, you have

sworn to be true and faithful until

death

!

The Bride and Groom rise—he presses the

hand of the Bride, and conducts her to one of

the relatives. All depart except the Groom ; he
remains alone in the church.

Bridegroom. I have descended to

an earthly betrothal, I have found her

of whom my spirit dreamed.

Curses be upon my head if I ever

cease to love her

!

*****
A saloon filled with people. Music, dancing,

lights, flowers ; the Bride dances—after a few
rounds she remains standing—meets the Groom,
draws apart from the crowd, and leans her head
upon his hreast.

Bridegroom. How beautiful thou
art, my love, in thy exhaustion, with
flowers and pearls falling in soft confu-

sion through the masses of thy wavy
hair, glowing with the rapid motion

of the dance, and blushing with maiden
shame

!

Oh, forever and ever thou shalt be

my living Poem

!

Bride. I will be to thee a true

wife, as my mother taught me, as my

own heart teaches me. But there are so

many men here—there is so much noise

—and it is so hot

—

Bridegroom. Go and join once

more the dance. I will stand here, and

watch thee as thou floatest on, as I

have often gazed in dreams upon the

circling angels.

M
Bride. I will go, since it is thy

wish—but I am very weary.

Bridegroom. I pray thee, love, go.

Music and dancing.

Midnight. The Evil Spirit appears, flying

about in the form of a maiden.

Evil Spirit. It is not long since at

this same hour I coursed the earth

—

the spirits of the lower world now drive

me on; they force me to assume a

holy part.
He flies over a garden.

Ye perfumed flowers ! tear your-

selves from your green stems, and fly

into my hair !

He flies over a graveyard.

Living bloom and fresh charms of

buried maidens, lost here, and floating

vainly about above forgotten graves

—

fly into, and paint my swarthy cheeks

with roseate hues of youth and love !

Under this white stone a fair-haired

girl moulders and festers into wormy
rottenness ; shadows of her lustrous

curls, come—twine round my burning

brow

!

Under this fallen cross, two soft eyes

of heavenly blue are dying in their

sunken sockets—to me ! to me ! the

pure and lambent flame which once

lightened and glimmered through

them !

Behind those iron bars which guard

that vault of kings, a hundred torches

burn to light corruption—a princess

was buried there to-day : ye white and

lustrous robes of costly satin, cornel

fluttering like snowy, downy doveSj

leave to the worms, undraped, the

youthful form—fly through the trellised

grating— and softly fall around ray

scathed and fleshless limbs !
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And now, on ! on ! on !*****
A Bleeping apartment. A night lamp stands

upon a table, and shines upon the face of the hus-

band sleeping beside his wife.

The Man {still sleeping). Ha ! whence

comest thou ? I have neither heard nor

seen thee for months—for years.

As water softly flows, so flow thy feet,

two white waves

!

A holy calm is on thy brow—all that

I have ever dreamed—have ever loved

—unite in thee !

Awaking suddenly.

Where am I ? . . . Ha ! I am
sleeping by my wife—yes, that is my
wife

—

G-azing long upon her.

Ah ! I once thought thou wert my
early Dream—but thou art it not ;

—

after years of time, it has returned to

me—and is not thee, Mary, nor like

thee!

Thou art mild, pure, good— but

she . . .

My God ! what do I see ? Am I

really awake ? •

The Maiden. Thou hast deserted

and betrayed me !
Vanishes.

The Man. Cursed be the hour in

which I married a wife, in which I

deserted the Love of my youth, the

thought of my thought, the soul of my
soul. . . .

Wife (awaking). What is it, Henry ?

Does the day already break ? Is the

carriage at the door ? We have so

much to attend to to-day.

The Man. No : it is only midnight.

Go to sleep—sleep soundly !

Wife. Have you been taken sud-

denly ill, my dear ? Shall I rise and
get anything for you ?

The Man. Sleep, sleep, I pray.

Wife. My dearest, tell me what is

the matter with you ! Your voice

trembles, your cheeks burn with fever.

The Man (jumping out of bed). I only

want fresh air—for God's sake, stay

here ; do not follow me ! Once more I

beg you will not rise !

He leaves hurriedly the chamber.

The Man is seen standing in a garden lighted

by the moon. A gothic church is in the distance.

The Man. Since the bells rang in

my marriage morn, I have dozed away
life like a lump of clay, vegetating

like a peasant, sleeping like a German
boor. The whole world around me
seems asleep in my own image. What
a monotonous existence ! I have visit-

ed relations, gone to shops, seen phy-

sicians, and when a child was born to

me, I went for a nurse.

It strikes two upon the tower clock.

Return to me ! return, O my old and
misty realm, so safely sheltered in the

world ofthought ! Ye shadowy yet love-

ly forms, once wont to throng around

me through the lonely midnight hours,

hear my adjuration, and return ! re-

turn !

He wrings his hands.

O my God ! hast Thou in very

truth sanctified the ties which link two
bodies into one ?

Hast Thou surely said that nothing

should avail to break them, even when
the two souls repel each other ; when
to advance at all, they must move on

upon opposing pathways, while the

two chained bodies stiffen into frozen

corpses ?

And now that thou art again near

me, my all, oh, take me with thee ! If

thou art but a dream, the creation of

an o'erwrought brain, let me too be

but a dream, a cloud, a mist, that I

may be one with thee !

The Maiden. i Remember, you have

sworn to be true until death.'

Wilt thou follow me, if I fly near to

lead thee on ?

The Man. Stay, and melt not like

a dream away ! If thou art beautiful

above all other beauty ; a thought

above all other thoughts—why tarriest

thou no longer than a wish, a fading

vision ?
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The window of the house standing in the gar-

den is opened.

A Female Voice. The chill of the

night air will fall upon your breast,

my dear. Come back, Henry ; it is

fearful to be here alone in this vast

dark room.

The Man. Yes ; in an instant.

The fair spirit has vanished, but she

promised to return for me—and then

farewell house and garden ! and fare-

well wife ! created for the house and

garden, but not for me !

Female Voice. For God's sake,

come in 1 It grows so chill toward

morning.

The Man. But my child—O God !

He leaves the garden.

A large saloon. Two candles stand upon an

open piano. A cradle is near it, in which lies a

Bleeping child. The Man reclines upon a sofa,

covering his face with his hands. The Wife is

seated at the piano.

Wife. I have been to see Father

Benjamin ; he promised to be here day

after to-morrow.

The Man. Thank you.

Wife. I have also sent to the con-

fectioner and ordered cakes and ices,

for I suppose you have invited many
guests to the baptism of our infant.

He is to furnish us with some of those

chocolate confections, with the name
of our son, George Stanislaus, upon

them.

The Man. Thank you.

Wife. God be thanked that the

ceremony is so soon to be completed,

and that our little George will be made
an entire Christian ; for although he has

been already baptized with water, it

always seems to me as if he were want-

ing something.

She goes to the cradle.

Sleep, darling, sleep ! Art thou

dreaming, that thou thus tossest about

thy white arms, and sufferest no cover-

ing to remain around thee ? So now
—that will keep thee warm—lie so !

How very restless my baby is to-day !

What can be the matter with him ?

My darling ! my beautiful ! sleep !

sleep !

The Man (aside). How hot and sultry

it grows ! A storm is rising ; will not

the lightning flash from heaven, and

strike me to the heart

!

Wife. Neither yesterday, nor to-day,

nor for the last week—O God ! it is

now almost a whole month since you

have, of your own accord, addressed a

single word to me—and every one says

I am growing so pale and thin

!

The Man (aside). The hour is here

—

nothing can delay it longer.

(To his wife.)

Indeed, on the contrary, I think you

are looking remarkably well.

Wife. Alas ! it is a matter of per-

fect indifference to you
;

you never

even see me ! When I come near you,

Henry, you turn your head away ; and

if I sit down beside you, you cover

your face with your hands.

I went to confession yesterday, and
carefully thought over all my faults and
follies—but I could not remember in

what way I had so grievously offended

you.

The Man. You have not offended

me.

Wife. O God ! My God !

The Man. I feel it is my duty to

love you.

Wife. You kill me with the words

my duty ! Rather say at once, I do not

love you—then I would at least know all

—the worst

!

She runs to the cradle, and holds up the child.

Forsake him not—your son ! Let

all your anger fall on me alone—love

my child ! my child ! Henry !

She kneels before him with the infant in her

arms.

The Man (raising her gentlyfrom the

ground). Think not ofwhat I have said.

Gloomy moments sometimes come upon

me, confusion—faintness

—
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Wipe. But one word more, I im-

plore ! one promise, Henry ! that you

will never cease to love him !

The Man. Neither him, nor you

—

both shall be dear to me—believe me,

Mary !

He kisses her brow, she embraces him. At
that moment a loud clap of thunder is heard, fol-

lowed by strains of music—the chords grow ever

wilder and more wild.

Wife. Hark ! What is that ?

She presses the child closely to her bosom.

The music ceases.

The Maiden {entering). O my be-

loved, I bring thee joy and peace

:

come, follow me ! Throw off the

earthly fetters which enchain thee, O
my love, and follow me ! I have sought

thee from a new world of endless bliss,

in which night never comes—ah ! I am
only thine

!

Wife. Save me, holy Mother of

God!
This ghost is ghastly pale—its eyes

are dying out—its voice is hollow as

the rolling of the death-hearse with

the corpse

!

The Man. Thy white brow glitters

;

thy fair head is wreathed with flowers,

O beloved

!

Wife. A white shroud hangs in tat-

ters from the shoulders to the feet

!

The Man. Around and from thee

rays the light of heaven ! but once to

hear thy voice—then die !

The Maiden. She who restrains

and impedes thee is but an illusion

;

her life a passing breath ; her love a

dying leaf, to fall with thousands of its

fellows at the first chill breath, lost and
withered—but I will endure forever 1

Wife. Henry—Henry ! hide me !

Oh do not leave me ! the air is filled

with sulphur, heavy with the breath
of the grave

!

The Man. Envy not, nor slander, O
woman of dust and clay ! Behold the
Ideal in which God created you—His
first thought of what you were meant

to be. But following the counsel of the

serpent, you became what you now
are

!

Wife. I will never leave you !

The Man. Beloved, I forsake my
house, my all, and follow thee !

Wife. Henry ! Henry ! Henry !

She falls to the floor in a fainting fit, with the

child in her arms ; loud and repeated claps of

thunder are again heard.

* *

The baptism. Guests. Father Benjamin.

The Godfather and Godmother. The nurse with

the child in her arms ; the Wife seated upon the

sofa. Retainers and servants in the background.

First Guest. I wonder where the

count is hiding.

Second Guest. Perhaps he has been

accidentally detained, or he may be

writing verses.

First Guest. How pale and tired

the countess looks, and as yet she has

spoken to no one.

Third Guest. This christening re-

minds me of a ball which I once at-

tended ; the host had just lost his

whole estate at cards, and was a com-

plete bankrupt, while he continued to

receive his many guests with the cour-

tesy of despair.

Fourth Guest. I left my lovely

princess, and came here, because I

thought to play my part at a gay

breakfast ; but I am disappointed, for

it seems to me that I am, as the Scrip-

ture hath it, in the midst of ' wailing

and gnashing of teeth.'

Father Benjamin. George Stanis-

laus, wilt thou receive holy unction ?

Godfather and Godmother. I re-

ceive it.

A Guest. Look ! look ! the countess

rises from the sofa, and comes slowly

forward as if in a dream !

Another Guest. How she reels arid

totters—poor thing ! She is advancing

to the infant—how deadly pale she

grows

!
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Third Guest. Shall I offer her my
arm ? She looks as if about to faint

—

Father Benjamin. George Stanis-

laus ! wilt thou renounce the devil and

all his works ?

Godfather and Godmother. I re-

nounce them.

A Guest. Hush ! the countess

—

look!

Wife {laying her hand softly on the

head of the infant). Where is thy father,

tell me, George ?

Father Benjamin. I beg that the

ceremony may not be interrupted.

Wife. Bless thee, George ! I bless

thee, my son ! Become a poet, that thy

father may love thee, and never desert

thee, George

!

Godmother. I conjure you, my
dear Mary

!

Wife. Become a poet ! that thus

thou mayst serve thy father, mayst

please him, and then he will forgive

thy mother, and return

—

Father Benjamin. For the love

of God, countess

!

Wife. I curse thee, George, if thou

becomest not a poet

!

She falls to the ground in a fainting fit—the

servants bear her out.

Guests {whispering among themselves).

All this is very extraordinary. What
can have happened here ? We had
better leave the house immediately.

Meanwhile the solemn ceremony is completed

—the crying infant is again placed -in his cradle.

Godfather {standing oy the cradle).

George Stanislaus ! you have just been

made a Christian, and entered into the

pale of human society ; in after years

you will also be a citizen, and, through

the grace of God and the wise training

of your parents, you may become a

great statesman : remember that you

must love your native land ; that it is

noble and beautiful to die for your

country !J Exit all.

^ 5f5 2jC 5jC JjC

A beautiful landscape, diversified with hilla

and forests ; a mountain in the distance.

The Man. That for which I have

so long striven, for which I have so

ardently prayed, is at last almost within

my grasp !

The world of men lies far below me

;

the human pismires there may throng

their ant-hills, and struggle on for

crumbs and flies—may burst with rage

if they fail to find them, or die with

despair if they should lose them. I have

left all to . . .

Voice of the Maiden.

way—through

—

Here—this

She glides rapidly on.

Hills and mountains overhanging the sea.

Clouds, mist, wind, storm.

The Man. Where is she gone ? The
morning breeze dies suddenly away,

the thick mists gather, and the sky

grows dark.

There ! I have gained at last the very

top of this steep peak ;—heavens, what

a frightful abyss yawns before me

!

How moaningly the wind howls up
this rocky pass !

Voice of the Maiden {from a dis-

tance). Come ! to me ! to me ! beloved

!

The Man. Where art thou ? thy

voice is almost lost in the distance.

How can I follow thee through this

abyss ?

A Voice {in his ear). Where are thy

wings ?

The Man. Evil spirit, why dost

thou mock and torture me ? I scorn

thee!

Another Voice. What ! a great,

immortal soul, which in a single mo-

ment should be able to traverse the

boundless space of heaven, to faint and

perish at a cliff on the side of a hill

!

Stout heart ! sublime soul, shuddering,

and imploring thy feet to go no far-

ther ! poor things

!

The Man. Appear ! Take forms

with which I may contend, which may
be overthrown ! If I start or quail
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before you, may she never again be

mine

!

The Maiden {from the other side of

the abyss). Seize my band, and swing

thyself over to me !

The Man. What strange change is

coming over thee ! . . .

The flowers start from thy temples,

tear themselves loose from thy hair,

and when thou touchest them, they

crawl like lizards, and writhe and hiss

like adders

!

The

The Man

AIDEN. My beloved

!

Merciful God ! the wind

has twisted and torn off thy floating

drapery ; it hangs in squalid rags about

thee 1

The Maiden. Why dost thou

linger ?

The Man. The rain drops from thy

heart, and freezes as it falls ;—skeleton

bones look forth from thy bosom !

The Maiden. Thou hast promised,

hast sworn !

The Man. The lightning has burned

out the apples of thine eyes !

Chokus of Evil Spirits. Old Satan,

welcome back to hell ! Thou hast se-

duced and ruined a mighty spirit, ad-

mired by men, a marvel to itself.

Sublime soul, haughty heart—follow

thy beloved

!

The Man. Wilt thou then damn me,

O my God ! because I have believed

that Thy Beauty far surpassed the love-

liness of earth ; because I have left all

to follow it ; and have suffered for it

until I have grown the very jest of

devils ?

Evil Spikit. Hear, brothers, hear

!

The Man. The last hour strikes

!

the storm whirls in black and ever-

widening circles—the sea is breaking

and dashing higher and higher against

the rocks, and as it mounts them, draws
me on— an invisible power urges me
forward—nearer—ever nearer— bands
of men advance from behind upon me

—mount my neck—and plunge me into

the abyss I

Evil Spirit. Rejoice, brothers, re-

joice I He comes

!

The Man. It is vain to struggle;

useless to combat ! the giddy bliss of

the abyss draws me on—my head is

dizzy—the plunge is inevitable—my
brain whirls !—O God !—Thy fiend has

conquered

!

The Guardian Angel (floating over

the sea). Peace, ye waves ! Be still

!

At this very moment of time the holy water

of baptism is poured upon the head of the infant,

George Stanislaus.

Guardian Angel. Return to thy

house : and sin no more !

Return to thy house : and love thy

child

!

The saloon with the piano. The Man enters,

and a servant follows with a light.

The Man. Where is the countess ?

Servant. My lady is ill.

The Man. She is not in her cham-

ber ; I have been there, and found it

empty.

Servant. The countess is not here,

my lord.

The Man. Has she left the castle ?

Where is she to be found ?

Servant. They came for my lady

yesterday, and carried her away.

The Man. Answer at once, and tell

me where they have taken the count-

ess !

Servant. To the madhouse !

He rushes out.

The Man. Hear me, answer me,

Mary !

Ah, I know you are only hiding for

a moment to punish me for my deser-

tion ; but I suffer, Mary !

Mary, my own Mary, in pity speak !

No—it is not so. She is not here,

or she would answer to my cries.

John ! Caroline ! nurse !

The whole house seems deaf and

dumb

!
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But what he has just told me, is not,

cannot be true ; it would be too hor-

rible !

Ah ! I have never wished to wrong
any human being ; I would have made
the whole world happy

;
yet I have

plunged the woman who trusted her-

self to me, the innocent creature whom
I swore to love and guard, into the hell

of those already damned on earth !

I blast all upon whom I breathe

;

and am doomed to destroy myself also !

Hell has only released me for a few

hours, that I might present to men its

living image upon earth !

Upon what a pillow of horror will

she lay to-night her helpless head

!

with what harmonies have I surround-

ed her in the darkness ? — the wild

shrieks and howls of madmen in their

cells

!

I see here there ! that brow so calm,

so innocent, upon which no harsh

thought ever rests, is sunk and buried

in her little hands. Her pure thoughts

wander idly now through space ; they

rove in search of the husband who de-

serted her—and the unfortunate weeps

—and is mad ! mad !

A Voice.

Drama

!

Poet ! thou chant'st a

The Man. Ha ! the voice of my
evil spirit

!

He hurries to the door of the saloon and tears

it open.

Haste ! saddle my Arabian, and bring

me my cloak and pistols !*****
A hilly country. An asylum for the insane,

surrounded by a garden.

The Wife of the Physician. (She

is seen opening a tarred door, and wears

a great lunch of Jceys at her girdle.) Are

you a relation of the countess ?

The Man. I am a friend of the

count's ; he sent me here.

The Wife of the Physician. We
have indeed but little hope of her re-

covery. I am sorry my husband is not

at home ; he could have explained the

whole case to you. She was brought

here in convulsions yesterday— how
very hot it is to-day

!

Wiping the perspiration from her face.

We have a great many patients here,

but none so ill as the countess.

Only think of it—this asylum costs

us two hundred thousand—but you are

growing impatient—tell me, is it true

that the Jacobins seized her husband

at midnight, and thus drove her mad ?

I beg you . . .

A room with a grated window. A bed, a cbair.

The Wife is lying upon a sofa, supported by
pillows.

The Man (entering). I wish to be left

alone with the countess.

The Wife of the Physician (with-

out). My husband will be very angry

if . . .

The Man (closing the door). Leave us

in peace

!

Approaches his wife.

Voice (from the ceiling). You have

chained and fettered God himself!

You have already put one God to death

on the cross ; I am the second, and you
have given me into the hands of the

headsman.

Voice (under the floor). Kneel down
before the King, your Lord !

Voice (from the wall on the left).

The comet tracks its way in fire across

the sky ; the day of wrath already

breaks— the trump of Judgment
sounds

!

The Man. Mary— do you know
me ?

Wife. I have sworn to be true to

you until death.

The Man. Give me your hand,

Mary. Let us quit this dreadful place !

Wife. Yes, but I cannot stand up

—my soul has left my body, and is all

burning, blazing, in my brain.

The Man. I can carry you in my
arms to the carriage, which is waiting
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for you at the door; I want to take

you home, Mary

!

Wife. Yes, we will go home. But

you must wait for me ;
leave me for a

little while, and I will become worthy

of you, Henry

!

The Man. I do not understand you,

Mary.

Wife. Ah ! I have prayed through

weary days and endless nights
; at last

God heard me, and smiled upon me !

The Man. I know not what you

mean, Mary !

Wife. Listen, Henry ! After you

left me, a great change came • upon my
spirit, and I felt what was wanting to

make you love me. I cried to God
unceasingly ; I struck my breast ; I

placed a blessed candle on my bosom
;

I did penance ; I said :
' Lord God be

merciful unto me ! Oh send down
upon me the spirit of Poetry, that I

may be loved !

'

And on the third day I was a Poet

!

The Man. Mary

!

Wife. You will no more despise

me ; no longer leave me to my lonely

evenings ; for I am full of inspiration,

a Poet, Henry

!

The Man. Never 1 never !

Wife. Look upon me ! have I not

grown like yourself? I understand

everything now ; I can explain and de-

scribe all that is : I chant the sea, the

stars, the clouds, battles—yes, stars

—

seas—storms—but battles ? No, I have

never seen a battle. You must take

me to see a battle, Henry. I must

watch men die ! I must see and de-

scribe a corpse—a shroud—the night

dew—the moon—a cradle—a coffin :

Endless space will spread around me,

I will seek the farthest star,

Cleaving swift the air around me,

Searching beauty near and far.

Like an eagle onward cleaving,

All the Past behind me leaving,

3haos dark around me lying,

Through its dimness lightly flying,

Through its infinite ab}r sses,

On through darker worlds than this is,

Farther—farther—ringing—ringing

—

Sounds the curse my soul is singing . . .

The Man. Horrible ! horrible !

Wife {throwing her arms round Mm,
and resting her head on his bosom). My
Henry ! my Henry ! I am so, so happy !

Voice (from below). I have mur-

dered three kings with my own hand
;

ten are still left for the block : a hun-

dred priests still sing mass

—

Voice {from the left). The sun has

lost the half of its glory ; its light is

dying ; the stars have lost their way,

and hurtle each other from their paths

—woe ! woe !

The Man. The Day of Judgment
has already come upon me !

Wife. Do not look so sad, Henry.

Cheer up, you make me again un-

happy ! What is the matter ? I can

tell you something will make you so

glad.

The Man. Tell me what it is. I

will do everything you wish me to do.

Wife. Listen ! Your son will be a

Poet

!

The Man. What are you saying,

Mary?

Wife. The priest, when he bap-

tized him, gave him first the name

:

Poet ; and then : George Stanislaus.

It is I who have done this ; first I

blessed him—then I affixed a curse to

the blessing : I know he will be a

Poet!

Voice (from above). Father, forgive

them
; they know not what they do !

Wife. There is some one above us,

suffering from strange and incurable

madness ; is it not so ?

The Man. Very strange.

Wife. He does not know what he

is saying ; but I can tell you how it

would all be if God should go mad.

She seizes him by the hand.
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All the worlds would go flying about,

up and down, and crash against one

another : every worm would cry out

:

* I am God !
' and then some of them

would die every moment ; they would
all perish one after the other !

All the comets and suns would go

out in the sky I Christ would redeem

us no longer ; He would tear His bleed-

ing hands away from the nails, and

pitch the cross into the bottomless

abyss. It falls

!

Listen ! how this cross, the hope of

millions, goes crashing and hurtling

against the stars ! Hark ! it breaks !

it flies asunder ! the sky grows dark

with the ruined fragments—they fall

like hail, deeper, deeper—a wild storm

surges from them—dreadful

!

The holy Mother of God alone con-

tinues to pray, and the faithful stars,

her servants, which have not yet de-

serted her :—but she too will plunge

where all created things are storm-

ing down, for God is mad—and Christ

has thrown away His Cross !

The Man. Mary, will you not come
home with me to see our child ?

Wife. I have given wings to our

son, and dipped him under the waves

of the sea, that he might take into his

soul all that is beautiful, sublime, and
terrible. He will return to you a

poet, and you will rejoice in him.

Ah me ! ah me !

The Man. Do you suffer, Mary ?

Wife. Some one has hung up a

lamp in my brain—and the light sways

and flickers—I cannot bear it

!

The Man. My beloved Mary, be

calm and tranquil, as you were wont
to be!

Wife. Poets never live long.

She faints.

The Man. Help ! Save her ! Help

!

Several women rush in.

The Wife of the Physician. Pills

—powders—no. She can swallow noth-

ing solid ; a fluid potion is the best.

Margaret, run for the apothecary !

Speaking to the Count.

This is all your fault, and my hus-

band will be very angry.

Wife. Henry, my Henry, farewell

!

The Wife of the Physician. You
are then the count

!

The Man. Mary ! Mary !

Takes her in his arms.

Wife. I am well—happy ! I die

near thee

!

Her head sinks upon his hreast.

The Wife of the Physician. Her
face grows crimson—the blood is rush-

ing to her brain.

The Man. Her pure heart breaks—
nor love nor wrong can ever reach her

more ! O Mary ! Mary !

The Physician enters and approaches the sofa.

Physician. It is all over now : she

is dead

!

SOUND REFLECTIONS.

A TOUCHER. BRIDAL.

What of the common lot of woman What does the world consider a

in the state hymeneal ? Echo : High proper tie ? Echo : Property !

menial

!
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THE CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT.

Our "Wednesday, the fifteenth day of

June, in the year of our Lord one thou-

sand eight hundred and sixty-four, the

following resolution, which had al-

ready passed the Senate, was put upon

its final passage in the House of Kepre-

sentatives as a joint resolution of Con-

gress, to be proposed to the people of

the United States for an amendment to

the Constitution

:

1 Section 1. Neither slavery nor in-

voluntary servitude, except as a punish-

ment for crime, whereof the party shall

have been duly convicted, shall exist

in the United States, or any place sub-

ject to their jurisdiction.
' Section 2. Congress shall have pow-

er to enforce this article by appropriate

legislation.'

The resolution was rejected for fail-

ure of the two-thirds vote required by

the Constitution on a question of

amendment ; the vote standing, yeas

ninety-four, nays sixty-five. Which
vote has definitely determined two

things : first, that the party which calls

itself Democratic is afraid to trust this

question to the people, and so belies its

honored name ; and secondly, that

there is a political element in our coun-

try whose attachment to the slavehold-

ing interest survives the attachment of

the slaveholding interest to the Union.

Is this the best evidence of patriotism ?

Three years ago this summer of 1864,

even after the treason of Southern lead-

ers had precipitated the flagrant South-

ern rebellion, ay, and even after treason

had dared the loyal army of the nation

and flaunted its defiant banner on the

field of battle, the sentiment of a for-

bearing people declared that no inter-

ference with the local establishments

of the treason-infected South would be

permitted. So faithful were we to the

compromises of our fathers ; so loth to

believe in the wicked purpose that had
moved the rebellion. Three years of

desperate resistance to the nation's au-

thority, three years of war, with its

lessons of bitterness, and grief, and
death, and agony worse than death,

have convinced us that no farther com-
promise is possible. Men told us so

before, but we were too devoted to the

Union to believe in a treason that

would not stop short of the nation's

complete dishonor. God be thanked
that we know the issue at last ! Our
conviction has gradually, but how im •

movably, established itself ! And now
the sentiment of the people, no longer

forbearing, but not less just, and based

upon the same unalterable devotion to

the Union, withdraws the pledges of the

past and dictates an amendment to the

Constitution that shall leave no possi-

bility of slaveholding treason hereafter.

That sentiment has found expression in

two mass conventions, representing the

undoubted overwhelming majority of

the people, and it remains now to show
the justice of it. It is accordingly the

purpose of this paper to discuss the

nature of the proposed amendment, and
to state some controlling reasons in fa-

vor of it.

The question, plainly stated, is

:

Ought the Constitution to be amended
so as to abolish slavery throughout the

United States ? Or, in other words,

Ought liberty to become part of the

supreme law of the land ? Ought the

idea of the nation to be now, at last,

incorporated into the law of the nation,

and so made a fixed fact of the nation's

history ?

It should seem that the mere state-

ment of the question suggests the basis

and positive force of the affirmative of

it. For it reminds us at once of the

mighty revolution that has agitated

and aroused it. The progress of a cen-

tury has been crowded into less than a

decade of years. The statesmanship of

1850 (profound and patriotic, as alas

!
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xt is to "be feared, too much of what we
call statesmanship to-day is not) has

been outgrown. Let us not be startled

by the statement. The highest art of

politics is to recognize existing facts.

No thinking person will deny that the

policies of the past are powerless to-day.

We cannot, if we would, unmake the

history of the last ten years. Tempora

mutantur, et mutamur in illis. Or, as a

distinguished and eloquent son of Ten-

nessee lately paraphrased this old max-

im :
' The world moves, and takes us

along with it, whether we will or not.'

Our discussion naturally divides it-

self into two branches : first, as to the

right, or constitutional power, to adopt

the proposed amendment ; and second-

ly, as to the expediency and necessity

of it.

I. THE RIGHT, UNDER THE CONSTITU-

TION, TO ADOPT THE PROPOSED

AMENDMENT.

No characteristic of the American

people is more marked than their re-

gard for law ; and in nothing is that

characteristic more striking than in

their respect for the Constitution, the

supreme law of the land. Whatever

seems to come in conflict with that

supreme law must encounter an irresist-

ible odium. And herein appears the

splendid fruit of the teachings of our

great legists and statesmen, enforced,

as they are, by the hereditary traditions

of our Anglo-Saxon birth-right. It is,

moreover, a standing proof that de-

mocracy is not necessarily radical and

destructive; and so furnishes us with

a complete answer to the assumptions

of English Tories, as in Alison's ' His-

tory of Europe,' that democracy is but

the organized exponent of the self-

willed passions of the multitude.

What thing, indeed, is more wonder-

ful than the tenacity with which con-

scientious men still cling to the doc-

trine (that had once some reason for it)

of constitutional guaranties in behalf

of slavery—an institution that has in-

spired the most monstrous treason of

all history ! What people but the

American would still be hesitating,

after the solemn experience of these

three years, to strike down every possi-

ble support to slavery !

Surely the lesson of the French Rev-

olution, in its trumpet-toned warning

to the nations against a destructive

radicalism, has not been lost upon us.

How ought we to adore the Provi-

dence, guided by whose inspiration (as

with becoming reverence we may be-

lieve) Washington and his supporters

directed our infant republic in the track

of English conservatism, fearful of the

vagaries of the Red Republicanism of

France ! This prudent policy justifies

itself more and more in our experience

;

and to-day the great heart of the people

beats in unison with those Providential

leadings. Therefore it is that the

question, in reference to any measure,

Is it constitutional ? far from exciting

ridicule, as sometimes with superficial

thinkers it has done, is to be recog-

nized as proof of our magnificent con-

trol over the wayward factions of the

hour, and of our abiding trust in the

hardly less than inspired wisdom of

our fathers, to which we thus make our

ultimate appeal. For the Constitution

is the organic law of the nation, and

stands for the firm foundation of our

national life. The indissoluble bond
of the Union, it is itself the palladium

of our liberties. It is, in fine, the

grandest chart of liberty and law, of

justice and political order, which the

world ever saw. The man who dares

knowingly violate its provisions merits

the punishment that followed the sacri-

legious touch of David's servant to the

ark of the covenant—instant death.

In the midst of a fierce conflict with

traitors who set at nought its bind-

ing force, let us beware lest in our zeal

to punish them we be not guilty of

an equal crime

!

We yield, then, to no one in our de-

votion to the Constitution. We will

not allow that any one goes before us

in reverence for it. But we are of those
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who think that the time has come, in

the providence of God, for an amend-

ment to its provisions.

Indeed, the Constitution derives not

the least portion of its claim upon our

tender regard from the fact that it rec-

cognizes the eternal law of progress

;

and, while establishing a government

whose stability should be as enduring

as the principles upon which it is

based, does not assume to declare that

it has exhausted the possibilities of the

future. Guarding against any and

every impulse of popular passion, it

nevertheless leaves scope for the neces-

sary changes of time and circumstance,

which may make the politic statesman-

ship of one period the exploded fallacy

of the next. For of the science of poli-

tics it may be said, as in the glowing-

eulogy of Macaulay upon the philoso-

phy of Bacon :
' It is a philosophy

which never rests, which has never at-

tained its end, which is never perfect.

Its law is progress. &. point which

yesterday was invisible is its goal to-

day, and will be its starting-post to-

morrow.' Political science, indeed, is

only another one of those ' illustrations

of universal progress,' which the genius

of Herbert Spenser has made familiar

to our literature. And therefore it is

that we cannot too much admire the

sagacity of the patriots who framed

our Constitution. It was a sagacity

drawing its inspiration from all his-

tory, which taught, and teaches, that

if progress is attempted to be checked,

it will find vent in volcanic revolution.

Reformation is the watchword of his-

tory : anarchy and destruction the fa
J

:e

of those nations which heed it not.

Thus it was that the principle of

amendment found its way into the Con-

stitution of the United States—a prin-

ciple so just that by it we are enabled

in these bitter days to faithfully with-

stand the usurpation that seeks to jus-

tify itself by appealing to the right of

revolution. For in the principle of

amendment (as has heretofore been

stated in this magazine) the right of

revolution was at the same time recog-

nized and exalted ; and by it a means
of war was made a means of peace, and

so revolution was sought to be fore-

stalled. Nothing but despotism itself

would have disregarded this humane
provision of the Constitution, and
sought a remedy for alleged grievances

that is only justified by despotism.

What, then, is the principle of

amendment in our Constitution, and
what are its provisions ? They are

found in the fifth article, and read

thus :
' The Congress, whenever two thirds

of both Houses shall deem it necessary,

shall propose amendments to this Consti-

tution, or, on the application of the

legislatures of two thirds of the several

States, shall call a convention for pro-

posing amendments, which, in either

case, shall he valid to all intents and pur-

poses, as part of this Constitution, when

ratified by the legislatures of three

fourths of the several States, or by con-

ventions in three fourths thereof, as the

one or the other mode of ratification

may be proposed by the Congress
;
pro-

vided, . . . that no State, without

its consent, shall be deprived of its

equal suffrage in the Senate.'

Can anything be clearer ? And yet

how men have contrived to mystify

the whole question by vague declama-

tion about the rights of States ! As if

those rights of States that were meant
to be protected, were not carefully

guarded by the article itself, and espe-

cially by the proviso ' that no State,

without its consent, shall be deprived

of its equal suffrage in the Senate '

!

As if, too, the rights of the States were

everything, the rights of the Nation

nothing ! It might well be asked,

moreover (as, indeed, a discriminating

writer in The Evening Post has lately

asked), whether the people of the

States have no rights that are to be

considered in this discussion
; whether

there are not certain reserved rights of

the people that have been violated by
many States—rights reserved in the very

constitutions of those States, as well as
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in the Constitution of the United

States ? But let it be noted, as above

intimated, that this fifth article is duly

careful to guard the rights of States.

Three fourths of the States must concur

in the amendment ; and in no event

may a State be unwillingly deprived

of its equal suffrage in the Senate,

which is the distinguishing mark of

the independent equality of all the

States in the Union. On the other

hand, the rights of the States being

thus protected in a manner and degree

which we must suppose to have been

satisfactory to the men who framed

and the States which ratified the Con-

stitution, the article then proceeds to

care for the rights of the Nation, by de-

claring that the amendment duly rati-

fied by three fourths of the States

* shall be valid, as part of the Consti-

tution :
' thus binding all the States,

the three fourths which have ratified

it, and the one fourth which may not

have ratified it. We have here a key

to the motives of the Southern rebel-

lion. The leaders of Southern politics

knew well that an amendment like the

one now proposed must one day come,

and that whenever it should come, ar-

ticle fifth left them no pretext for re-

sistance. So they precipitated their

revolution, and have only hastened that

inevitable day.

But it is objected that the right to

amend the Constitution does not give

us the right to enlarge its powers.

"Why not ? And if not, to what things

does the right of amendment extend ?

Such an interpretation makes article

fifth an absurdity. This objection

springs from the same mischievous

doctrine of State sovereignty, which

has so outraged the patriotic common
sense of the people by the denial of

our right to ' coerce ' a State, and tends

to the same result—nullification and

secession. It is good logic for a con-

federation, but bad logic for a nation,

to say that the articles of its organic

law may not be changed by the will

of the people. And let us not neglect

to observe in the provisions of article

fifth the strong incidental proof that

the Constitution of the United States

was meant to be the basis of a nation,

and not the compact of a confederation.

For how may this article be reconciled

with the theory of a compact ? Three

fourths of the States may concur in

adopting an amendment that shall be

valid as part of the Constitution, which
declares itself to be the supreme law

of the land, over all the States.

This incidental point serves fitly to

introduce the second branch of our dis-

cussion, namely

:

II. THE EXPEDIENCY AND NECESSITY

OF THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT.

For slavery, or, in other words (lest

we seem to offend some), a rebellion in

the interests and for the avowed estab-

lishment of slavery, has struck at the

life of the nation; and in self-defence

the nation must strike down slavery.

If our Government is only the compact

of a confederation, then not only is

there no need, but. we have not the

right to adopt the proposed amend-

ment. For by it an institution fostered

by the legislation of some o f the States

would be overthrown, in defiance of

that legislation. But the right, or con-

stitutional power, of itself implies the

necessity to adopt the amendment
whenever the occasion for it may arise.

The right is made part of the Consti-

tution : the necessity, or expediency,

must be determined by circumstances

outside of the Constitution. We con-

tend that circumstances at present point

to the complete extinguishment of sla-

very as the political necessity of the

period. The time for timid counsels is

past. The day of tenderness for South-

ern prejudices is gone by.

Coming, then, directly to the root

of the matter, we lay down this first

proposition

:

1. The proposed amendment finds

its justification and highest warrant, aa

a measure of political reform, in the

fact of the Southern Confederacy. This
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fact, pure and simple, is the controlling

and abundant necessity for it. We
need not take the ground that slavery

is the cause of the rebellion : though

to the philosophical inquirer it certainly

seems difficult to reach any other con-

clusion. We Americans are so much
under the influence of partisan preju-

dices, so surrounded with the compli-

cations of present and past political

issues, that for us a dispassionate study

of this point is almost, or quite, impos-

sible. But the investigations of impar-

tial and unprejudiced foreigners seem

remarkably to concur in designating

slavery as the moving cause, of the war.

We may cite, for example, the recent

profound review of the slave power by
Professor Cairn es. And surely no per-

son who pauses to reflect upon the in-

herent nature of the slave system as a

labor basis of society, will venture to

deny that such a principle is at war
with the elemental principles of our

Government. No person will deny

that slavery depreciates the dignity of

labor, which is the pride and boast of

our institutions. Nor does it need any

but the logic of common sense to point

out the incongruity of a free govern-

ment resting, even partially, upon a

basis of slave labor.

But all this may be waived. We
may discard all these considerations.

Perhaps it is wise to discard them.

Let us forget our differences of political

opinion in the past, and seek for points

of agreement in the present. Taking

this position, we cannot ignore the fact

of the Southern Confederacy, and that

the avowed basis of it is slavery. It is

a stubborn fact confronting us at the

outset of our inquiry, and, like Ban-

quo's ghost, ' will not down.' Pro-

claiming boldly that free labor is

a mistake, and unblushingly affirming

as a doctrine of social and political

economy that ' capital must own labor,'

the Southern Confederacy challenges

the Christian civilization of the age,

and declares its right to exist as an in-

dependent nation of slaveholders. How

may we explain so monstrous a pre-

tence ? There is but one explanation

that is adequate. It may be stated in

a single word, ambition. The lesson

of our experience is that this malig-

nant system of slavery, the chattel sla-

very of the South, is too great a temp-

tation to the ambition of men. Let us

not disregard it. Political ambition

stands always ready to strike hands

with the devil, and the devil is always

near the conscience of ambitious men.

We have no recourse but to remove
the temptation. The death-knell of

Carthage is well appropriated : Servitude

est delenda. So long as a vestige of the

slavery establishment remains, the

temptation remains—a deadly risk to

our Government. The peril of it is too

great. And this furnishes a complete

answer to the superficial objection that

there is no need of the amendment be-

cause slavery is dead already ; for am-
bition may revive it, and what ambi-

tion may do it will do. In other words,

and to sum up the argument on this

point : Whatever may have been our

individual opinions and beliefs before

the rebellion (variant enough at all

times), the attempted establishment of

a confederacy avowedly based on sla-

very, proves beyond possibility of cavil

that chattel slavery, to which we have

been lenient without limit, is a tempta-

tion too great for the peace of the na-

tion, and therefore the highest interests

of the nation require its removal.

2. The simple fact of the Southern

Confederacy is also the basis of. our

second proposition. For it reveals

clearly the necessity of the proposed

amendment as a thing essential to be

added to the organic law, in order to

carry out the purpose of it. That pur-

pose is thus expressed in the preamble

to the Constitution :
' We, the people

of the United States, in order to form

a more perfect Union, establish justice,

insure domestic tranquillity, provide for

the common defence, promote the general

welfare, and secure the blessings of liberty

to ourselves and our posterity, do ordain
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and establish this Constitution for the

United States of America.' Every one

of the objects therein specified is, in the

baleful light of the rebellion, a plea for

the amendment.

We are aware that this preamble has

heretofore served as a basis for the

stanchest conservatism, and wisely so.

We are of those who have always con-

tended that the ' blessings of liberty '

are best secured by whatever tends

most to strengthen the Union—the

asylum and hope of liberty, without

which liberty, disorganized and unpro-

tected, were a vain show. We are of

that opinion still, and therefore support

the amendment, because we are for

strengthening the Union and making it

i more perfect.' We have not changed :

circumstances have changed. What
was formerly conservatism is now radi-

calism, and radicalism is now the true

conservatism. For the period is one

of transition, a crisis period, when these

two forces, to be of use, must be inter-

fused, and thus become a combined

power of reform.

So long as the cotton and slave-

holding interest could be held in

check and kept measurably subor-

dinate to the supremacy of the Con-

stitution, there was hope that even-

tually the steadily-increasing forces of

free labor would overpower the grad-

ually-decreasing forces of slave labor.

It was believed that by the silent ac-

tion of natural laws freedom would, in

the long run, assert itself superior, and

the ideal of our Government, universal

freedom, would thus at last become a

reality and fact. Such, we have been

taught to believe, was the doctrine of

the statesmanship of 1850. Such was

the underlying argument of Webster's

great 7th of March speech—the endur-

ing monument of his unselfish patriot-

ism, seeking only the good of his whole

country. Such was his meaning when
he declared that the condition of the

territories was fixed by an ' irrepeala-

ble law,' needing no irritating legisla-

tion to assure their freedom.

Contrary to the hopes of our fathers,

the slave system had prospered and
grown strong—chiefly because of the

impetus given to it by the growth of

cotton, as was clearly shown by Web-
ster in the speech just noted. We sup-

pose no candid reader of our history

will deny this point. But the system

had no vital force within itself, and
could not withstand those laws of na-

ture and free emigration to which we
have adverted. It sought protective

legislation, and got it. Still, it was
hampered by limitations, notwith-

standing it had present control of the

cotton growth. So the question of the

slave trade was mooted. Thus it came
to pass that within half a century after

it had expired by limitation of the

Constitution, that monstrous anomaly

of the Christian era was sought to be

revived. And so corrupt had public

sentiment become that the slave trader

captain of the yacht Wanderer could

not be convicted by a jury of his coun-

trymen ofviolating the ordinance of the

nation against this traffic* Will any

one dare affirm that the tone of public

feeling in the South on this subject was

not higher and purer in the time of

Jefferson than in the time of Buchanan ?

To what a depth of moral degradation

the nation might have sunk under the

thus retrogressive influences of ungodly

Mammon, setting God and Christianity

at total defiance, may not easily be

conjectured. But that law of action

and reaction which balances the powers

of nature with such equal justice, holds

good also in the world of mind ; and

in the providence of God the time of

reaction came at last, and the temper

of the nation reverted to its pristine

purity. That time came when defiant

Mammon waxed so bold as to threaten

the nation's life. Under the protective

statutes of Congress, jealously watching

over the local institutions of States,

slavery had grown to be a dominating

* The writer saw the defiant little yacht lying

snug at the Savannah wharf, in October, 1S59

—

after the trial.
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power in the country ; and, bound by

legislation and compromise, and the

strict letter of the Constitution,, the

people could only protest, and bide the

inevitable issue of such arrogant dom-

ination.

Now no longer is slavery dominant.

Its own hand has struck down the pro-

tecting shield of a quasi-constitutional

guaranty, and all men feel that its

condemnation is just. Now there is

1 none so poor to do it reverence.'

Why is this ? It is the uniform course

and consequence of sin. ' Because sen-

tence against an evil work is not ex-

ecuted speedily, therefore the heart

of the sons of men is fully set in them

to do evil.' But God has spoken at

last in a voice that we must heed.

It is the voice of war, a voice of woe

;

the voice of civil war, the chief of woes.

Slavery is now at our mercy. And
mercy to it is to be measured by our

humanity to man and our fear of God.
' The word is nigh thee, even in thy

own mouth.' Servitudo delenda est:

deleta est. Slavery is to be destroyed :

it is already destroyed. Shall we per-

mit it a chance to be revived ? The
way is opened to us, as it was not to

our fathers, to remove the curse from

our borders. "We shall be false to every

inspiration of patriotism if we now fail

to remove it. The time has come to

complete the unity of the Constitution,

and make the ideal purpose of it, as

stated in the preamble, a living fact.

Shall we let the opportunity slip ?

Now, at last, we may ordain a Consti-

tution by which ' a more perfect Union

'

shall ' secure the blessings of liberty to

ourselves and our posterity.'

3. A third reason for the proposed

amendment, not less cogent though
more familiar to our political discus-

sions than the two already named, is

found in article fourth, section second,

of the Constitution :
' Citizens of each

State shall be entitled to all the privi-

leges and immunities of citizens of the
several States.' Everybody knows that
this section of the Constitution has

vol. vi.—22

been heretofore practically a dead let-

ter, albeit as fully a part of the su-

preme law as that other provision in

the same section for the rendition of
' persons held to service.' So every-

body knows equally well the reason

of it. It was a concession to the fierce

passions ofslaveholding politics. From
the very nature of the case there could

not be the same toleration of speech

and press in a Slave State which the

men from a Slave State enjoyed in a

Free State. It was incendiary. So
for half a century there has been this

virtual nullification of one of the justest

compromises of the Constitution
; and

citizens of the United States have, with-

in the limits of the United States, been
tarred and feathered, and burnt, and
hung, and subjected to indignities

without number and without name.
Nobody will probably be willing to say

that such a state of things is worthy
to be continued. The hope of peace-

able relief has for long restrained the

hands of a people educated to an ab-

horrence of war. We have submitted

to a despotism less tolerant than the

autocracy of Russia, or the absolutism

of France—hoping, vainly hoping, for

some change ; willing to forego all

things rather than dissever the Union,

which we have held, and hold, to be^

foremost, because bearing the promise

of all other political blessings
;
pardon-

ing much to a legacy left the South

for which it was not primarily respon-

sible, and ready to second the humane
care of a feeble race, and clinging .to-

the hope of that better time to which
all the signs pointed, when, by force

of freedom, there could be no more

slavery. The time has come, though

sooner and under other circumstances

(alas ! far other circumstances) than

we expected. We need now no longer

give guaranties to the slaveholding

interest. Taking advantage of such

as it had, it has not hesitated to attack

its sole benefactor, and now all our

obligations are at an end. The Con-

gress of the nation may and will take
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care that, secession being stifled, there

shall not henceforth be a nullification

of the least provision of the organic

law, out of mistaken tenderness for the

interest of any section. "We have at

last learned a nobler virtue than for-

bearance, and henceforth either the

Constitution, in all its parts, is to be

supreme, or else the nation must die.

One or other of these things must re-

sult. Let him who can hesitate be-

tween them write himself down a trai-

tor ; for he is one. No patriot can

hesitate. No lover of his country can

falter in a time like this. And if three

years of war have not taught a man
that this is the alternative, that man
does not deserve a country.

4. But there is a more emphatic ex-

pression of our fundamental law than

any yet cited ; which, if left to its

proper working, as now it may be,

strikes at the root of slavery. It is the

fourth section of the fourth article of

the Constitution. ' The United States

shall guarantee to every State in this

Union a republican form of govern-

ment.'

The essence of republicanism is free-

dom. A republic that, like Sparta, per-

mits the enslavement of any portion

of its people, is surely not predicated

upon the true idea of a republic ; and
it is worth while to consider that the

ancient republics found their bane in

slavery, and that the aristocratic repub-

lics of modern times, like Venice, have
perished. Only those republics sur-

vive to-day which, like San Marino,

have free institutions. A republic

is a country where the whole people

is the public, and the state the af-

fair of the whole people. It is a

public affair (as its name imports), a

thing of the public ; and this is not

true of any other than a democracy.

For the essential idea of such a gov-

ernment is expressed in the maxim

:

4 the greatest good to the greatest

number ;
' and in that other maxim

which is part of our Declaration of In-

dependence, that ' government derives

its just powers from the consent of the

governed.' It needs no argument to

show that these maxims are violated

in a country where any portion of the

people are dejDrived of their highest

good—liberty. For what is the object

of government ? To protect men from
oppression. And our republican doc-

trine is that this is best accomplished in

a form of government which gives to

the voice of all men the controlling pow-
er. ' The voice of the people is the voice

of God,' because humanity is of God.
The doctrine. is that the state is made
for the individual, not the individual

for the state
;
just n& our Saviour de-

clared that ' the Sabbath was made for

man, not man for the Sabbath.' These

things being so (and it is not pretended

that they are novel, for they are very

trite), does it not immediately appear

how essentially opposed is slavery to

the idea of a republic ? Therefore

when the Constitution guarantees to

every State a republican form of gov-

ernment, it guarantees to all the people

of every State a voice in its control.

And whatever State disfranchises any

portion of its people violates this pro-

vision of the Constitution.

To the objection that, at the time of

adopting the Constitution, all the States

were Slave States, with a single excep-

tion, and therefore within the meaning

of that instrument slavery and a re-

publican form of government are not

incongruous, there are two answers.

First, it is matter of history that the

framers of the Constitution acted

throughout with reference to the even-

tual abolition of slavery ; as has been

already adverted to in this paper.

Therefore such States as have retained

their slave establishments have done so

in violation of the spirit of this provi-

sion of the Constitution ; while such

States as have since been admitted into

the Union with slave establishments

have been admitted by compromises,

equally in violation of that provision,

but acquiesced in by the whole country,

as the slave establishments of the ori-
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ginal States had been, and therefore

equally binding on our good faith.

We are now no longer bound by any

compromises. "We have kept our

plighted faith strictly and fairly,

though the Slave States have not. Our

duty now is to reconstruct, if we can,

the fabric of the Union. If, in doing

this, we abolish slavery entirely, which

makes impossible the full realization

of this guaranteeing clause, the guaran-

ty will spring into new life and be-

come a power in the law of the land.

Secondly, what is meant by a republican

form of government within the mean-

ing of the Constitution must- be deter-

mined by reference to the Declaration

of Independence, which is the basis of

our Government, and declares the prin-

ciples of it. That Declaration was
promulgated as embodying the doc-

trines of a new age—an age in which
the rights of man should at last be

maintained as against the rights of

royalty and privilege. It is, therefore,

the soundest rule of interpretation to

refer the ambiguities of the organic

law to the declaration that preceded

and introduced it and made it possible.

And so interpreting, will any one say

that slavery is compatible with the

principles of the Declaration of Inde-

pendence ?

In support, moreover, of the view

here taken, may be cited the opinion

of many of our statesmen, as expressed

on the question of admitting new
States into the Union : as, for instance,

when Missouri applied for admission

with a slave constitution. Nor is it

competent to offset this with the opin-

ion of such statesmen as have advo-

cated the doctrine of the Virginia Res-

olutions of State sovereignty ; for they

notoriously disregarded the paramount
supremacy of the Constitution. The
conscientious doubt of others as to

making the exclusion of slavery a con-

dition precedent to admission into the

Union, proves not the incorrectness of
this position, but strengthens it, by
showing that only a controlling love

of the Union caused the doubt, which

originated in a policy that would not

even seem to do injustice to any State.

But whatever may be true as to the

opinions of the fathers and early states-

men of the republic
;
whatever may be

true as to the precise meaning of the

term ' republican form of government

'

in the Constitution ; surely, in the light

of our rebellion, there cannot longer

be a doubt as to the inherent antag-

onism of slavery to the principles of

republican government. The Southern

Confederacy sprang into existence as

an oligarchy of slaveholders, willing

(if need be) to live under a military

despotism (as is the fact to-day, and

will be hereafter if the world should

witness the dire misfortune of its suc-

cess), rather than submit to the search-

ing scrutiny of republican ideas, with

freedom of speech and press and per-

son. And so it is that we recur to the

simple fact of the Southern Confederacy

for the vindication of the proposed

amendment in all its bearings, finding

in that fact the full warrant and justi-

fication of it.

5. There is still another reason for

the proposed amendment, that may be

urged with great force, on the ground

of expediency ; namely, that it would

settle the whole question of reconstruc-

tion in a manner and with an effect

that could not be gainsaid. For,

once incorporated into the fundamental

law, there could not then arise ques-

tions touching the validity of acts by

which slaves are declared freemen.

There would be nothing left to hang a

doubt upon. The Proclamation of

Emancipation as a war measure is un-

doubtedly a proper proceeding ; but as

a means of effecting organic changes,

and as possible to operate beyond the

period of actual war, it is open to many
grave objections. Freedom being thus

made the law of the land, there would

be no longer reason for differences, as

now there are wide differences among
conscientious and capable men, as to the

proper mode of reinvesting the States
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V

usurped by the rebellion with, their

rightful powers as kindred republics

of the nation. Constituent parts of a

common and indivisible empire, those

powers cannot be destroyed by a usurp-

ing rebellion.

But, it is objected, the proposed

amendment destroys certain of those

powers. Yes, it takes away all pre-

tended right to hold slaves. For the

right of slavery is nowhere recognized

in the Constitution. The fact of sla-

very as part of the local establishments

of some States could not be ignored,

although, as is well known, the word
1 slave ' was expressly ruled out of the

Constitution. Hence, the famous pro-

visions for the rendition of ' persons held

to service ' (art. iv. sec. 2), and for the

apportionment of representatives and

direct taxes, ' by adding to the whole

number of free persons . . . three

fifths of all other persons ' (art. i. sec. 2) :

which are the only recognition slavery

finds in our Constitution.

It is true, therefore, that slavery,

never a right, but always a wrong, un-

der the Constitution, as under the law

of nature and revelation, is now to

be no longer recognized even as a fact.

To abolish it by this amendment is to

abolish it entirely throughout the

Union, irrespective of apparent State

rights. The repeal of the Fugitive

Slave Law remits the question of restor-

ing ' persons held to service ' to the safe-

guards of trial by jury, but has no fur-

ther force. To supplement and com-
plete the work of reconstruction, we
need to make impossible the pretence

of a power anywhere within the domain

of the United States to hold a person

in bondage.

To the objection we have just noted,

that certain State rights are thus de-

stroyed, there are two sufficient an-

swers. First, in no State of the Union,

it is believed, does slavery exist by
virtue of positive law. It is the sub-

ject of legislation only as a recognized

fact in society. It exists in Virginia in

violation of the Bill of Eights, which

is part of the organic law of that State,

and, in its essential features, of every

slaveholding State. Therefore to abol-

ish it is both to fulfil the duty of the

United States in guaranteeing to every

State a republican form of government,

and to assert the only true doctrine of

State rights, namely, that the legisla-

tion of a State shall conform to the

fundamental law at once of the State

itself and the nation. And thus the

Bill of Rights of a slaveholding State

will be no longer a mockery, but a

living power. Secondly, the destruction

of this pseudo right of a State to hold

slaves is no cause of complaint—even

supposing it were a legitimate and
proper right.* For, the Constitution

once adopted, the provision for amend-

ment, as part of it, has also been ratified

and adopted ; and therefore, by a fa-

miliar principle of law, the exercise of

that provision may not afterward be

questioned. It is not for the parties

who have once solemnly ratified an

agreement to complain of the carrying

into effect of its terms. They must

forever hold their peace.

Thus, by virtue of the proposed

amendment, all the States of the Union

will become Free States, and there will

be no longer the anomaly of a free na-

tion upholding slavery. It will then,

moreover, have been settled by the

highest authority in the land, that a

republican form of government means,

first of all, freedom ; and so a free con-

stitution will be the unquestionable

condition precedent of the admission

of any State into the Union. This

* In the constitution of the republic of Texas

(1836), it is declared (sec. 9 of General Provisions),

' All persons of color who were slaves for life

previous to their immigration to Texas, and wh©
are now held in bondage, shall remain in the like

state of servitude.'1 But in the constitution of the

State of Texas (1845) there is no such declaration
;

and article i., the Bill of Rights, sec. 1, declares :

' All power is inherent in the people.' The fore-

going provision of the Texan constitution of 1836,

is believed to be the only actual establishment of

slavery in any Southern State, and even that

has been abrogated, as is seen, by the State con-

stitution of 1845. (See Hurd's Law of Freedom

and Bondage, vol. ii.)
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doctrine will seem monstrous to the

believer in State sovereignty as para-

mount to the sovereignty of the nation

:

so it will seem monstrous to the be-

liever in secession and rebellion. But

by the lover of the Union (who alone

is the true patriot in our country) it

will be accepted as a doctrine that adds

another bond of unity to the nation,

and so tends to secure its perpetual

strength.

In fine, the Constitution itself is all

bristling with arguments for this

amendment. Besides the provisions

already quoted, there is the fifth article

of the amendments, declaring that ' no

person shall be deprived of life, liberty,

or property, without due process of

law,' which has flow a significance un-

known before. Oh, how the rebellion

has interpreted for us and commented
upon the provisions of the Constitu-

tion ! In the dread light of its unholy

fires, we see, as never before, how
cursed and doubly accursed a thing is

slavery—making men forget all that is

holiest and sacredest, quenching all their

inspirations of patriotism, and leading

them to sell body and soul for mad am-

bition. How true, alas ! is the poet's

word :
' How like a mounting devil

in the heart rules the unreined ambi-

tion !

'

"We must, therefore, put an end to

slavery. In its whole essence and sub-

stance, it militates against the perpetui-

ty of our national Union. To think of

preserving both, it and the Union is to

shut our eyes wilfully to the facts of the

last half century, and the culminating

condemnation of slavery in the rebel-

lion. A Southern journal (The Nash-

ville Times) has lately said, with great

truth and force :
' Slavery can no more

violate the law of its existence and be-

come loyal and law-abiding than a

stagnant pool can freshen and grow
sweet in its own corruption.' Discard

all other considerations ; say, if we
please, that slavery has nothing to do
with the origin of the war

;
yet we must

recognize the fact of a confederacy

avowedly basing itself on the system

of slavery, and which is in the interest

of slaveholders, and is fostered by the

minions of despotism all over the

world. Then, if we can, let us come
to any other conclusion than the one

suggested in the proposed amendment.

This confederacy in the interest of

slaveholders threatens the life of the

nation. There is a limit to the powers

of the Constitution, and we may not

pass beyond it. But shall we deny

that there is a higher law back of the

Constitution, back of all constitutions

—namely, that ' safety of the people,'

which is ' the supreme law ' ? If we say

that there is no such thing as moral

government in the world ; that a

beneficent God does not sit in the

heavens, holding all nations as in the

hollow of His hand
;

yet we cannot

deny this law of self-preservation.

This law, this higher law of human
society, the law political, in the very

nature of things, demands the amend-

ment.

Above all, let us not ignore the les-

sons of the war. The million graves

of the heroes fallen in defence of our

liberties and laws, are so many million

wounds in the bleeding body of the

nation, whose poor, dumb mouths, if

they had voice, would cry out to Heav-

en against the system which has moved
this foul treason against those liberties

and laws. Let us, then, in the white

heat of this terrible crisis, adopt the

amendment, and stamp on the forefront

of the nation, as its motto, for all time,

those magnificent words of Webster

:

' Liberty and Union, now and forever,

one and inseparable !
' For let us be

well assured that the Southern Confed-

eracy cannot triumph. In the darkest

and most mournful period of the des-

potism of the first Napoleon, when all

hearts were failing, a minister of the

Church of England spoke these words

of the military empire of France, and

they may fitly be spoken of the military

empire of the South to-day :
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' It has no foundation in the moral sound with its fall ; and the same sun
stability of justice. It is irradiated by which now measures out with reluc-

no beam from heaven ; it is blessed by tance the length of its impious reign,

no prayer of man ; it is worshipped will one day pour his undecaying
wTith no gratitude by the patriot heart, beams amid its ruins, and bring forth
It may remain for the time that is ap- from the earth which it has overshad-
pointed it, but the awful hour is on owed the promises of a greater spring.'

*

the Wing When the Universe will re- * Alison's History of Europe, vol. iii. p. 461.

A VERILL'S RAID.

Say, lads, have ye heard of bold Averill's raid ?

How we scoured hill and valley, dared dungeon and blade !

How we made old Virginia's heart quake through and through,

Where our sharp, sworded lightning cut sudden her View !

Three cheers

!

Red battle had trampled her plains into mire
;

The homestead and harvest had vanished in fire
;

But far where the walls of the Blue Ridge arose,

"Were prize for our daring and grief for our foes.

Three cheers

!

There was grain in the garners, fresh, plump to the sight

;

And mill-wheels to grind it all dainty and white
;

There were kine in the farmyards, and steeds in the stall,

All ready, when down our live torrent should fall.

Three cheers

!

And in the quaint hamlets that nestled more far,

Were contrabands pining to know the north star

;

And home guards so loath to leave home and its joys,

But who dreamed not they staid prize for Averill's boys.

Three cheers !

Oh, keen did we grind our good sabres, and scan

Our carbines and pistols, girths, spurs, to a man

!

Then up and away did we dash with a shout,

With cannon and caisson, away in and out.

Three cheers

!

Away in the forest and out on the plain
;

The stormy night gathered, we never drew rein

;

The raw morning cut us, but onward, right on,

Till again the chill landscape in twilight grew wan.

Three cheers

!
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Sleet stung us like arrows, winds rocked us like seas,

And close all around crashed the pinnacle-trees
;

Red bolts flashed so near, the glare blinded our eyes,

But onward, still on, for in front shone the prize.

Three cheers

!

We climbed the steep paths where the spectre-like fir

Moaned of death in the distance ; we ceased not to spur !

Death ! what that to us, with our duty before !

Then onward, still on our stern hoof-thunder bore.

Three cheers

!

We dashed on the garners, their white turned to black

;

We dashed on the mills, smoky veils lined our track
;

We dashed on the hamlet, ha, ha ! what a noise,

What a stir, as upon them rushed Averill's boys !

Three cheers

!

The contrabands came with wide grins and low bows,

And old ragged slouches swung wide from their brows

;

But the home guards ran wildly—then blustered, when found

Not made food for powder, but Union-ward bound.

Three cheers

!

The kine turned to broils at our camp fires—the steeds,

The true F. F. Y.'s, fitted well to our needs
;

They pranced and they neighed, as if proud of the joys

Of bearing, not home guards, but AverilFs boys.

Three cheers

!

We dashed on the rail-track, we ripped and we tore

;

We dashed on the depots, made bold with their store

;

Then away, swift away, for 'twas trifling with fire

;

We were far in the foe's depths, and free to his ire.

Three cheers

!

Fierce Ewell and Early and Stuart and Hill

Launched forth their fleet legions to capture and kill

;

But we mocked all pursuit, and eluded each toil,

And drummed unopposed on their dear sacred soil.

Three cheers !

We swam icy torrents, climbed wild, icy roads

Where alone wolf and woodman held savage abodes
;

We floundered down glary steeps, ravine, and wall,

Either side, where, one slip, and a plunge settled all

:

Three cheers 1

The dark, mighty woods heaved like billows, as o'er

Burst harsh jarring blasts, and like breakers their roar

;

While clink of the hoof-iron and tinkle of blade

Made sprinkle like lute in love's soft serenade.

Three cheers

!
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Oh, footsore and weary our steeds at last grew !

Oh, hungry and dreary the long moments drew !

We froze to our saddles, spur hardly could ply

:

What of that ! we were lucky, and now could but die !

Three cheers !

But we wore through the moments, we rode though in pain
;

Were sure to forget all when camp came again ;

—

So we rode and we rode, till, hurrah ! on our sight

Burst our tents, as on midnight comes bursting the light

!

Three cheers

!

OBSERVATIONS OF THE SUN.

As much interest is manifested for

increased knowledge of solar character-

istics, and as many astronomers and

numerous amateurs are daily engaged

in their investigation, I have thought

that the experience of thousands of

observations and the final advantages

of a host of experiments in combina-

tion of lenses and colored glasses, re-

sulting highly favorably to a further

elucidation of solar characteristics,

would be interesting, especially to such

as are engaged in that branch of in-

quiry.

My experiments have resulted in

two important discoveries. First, by a

new combination of lenses, I prevent

heat from being communicated to the

colored glasses, which screen the eye

from the blinding effects of solar light,

and thus avoid the not infrequent

cracking of these glasses from excess

of heat, thereby endangering the sight

—whereas, by my method, the colored

glasses remain as cool after an hour's

observation as at the commencement,

and no strain or fatigue to the eye is

experienced. Secondly, the defining

power of the telescope is greatly in-

creased, so that with a good three-and-

a-quarter inch acromatic object-glass,

with fifty-four inches focal length

(mine made by Biiron, Paris), I have

obtained a clearer view of the physical

features of the sun than any described

in astronomical works.

In a favorable state of the atmos-

phere, and when spots are found lying

more than halfway between the sun's

centre and the margin, or better still,

if nearer the margin, when the spots

lie more edgeways to the eye, I can see

distinctly the relative thickness of the

photosphere and the underlying dusky

penumbra, which lie on contiguous

planes of about equal thickness, like

the coatings of an onion. When these

spots are nearer the centre of the sun,

we see more vertically into their depths,

by which I frequently observe a third

or cloud stratum, underlying the pe-

numbra, and partially closing the open-

ing, doubtless to screen the underlying

globe (which, by contrast with the

photosphere, is intensely black) from

excessive light, or to render it more

diffusive.* The concentric faculse are

* Imagine an immense sphere enclosed within

two contiguous and equally thin envelopes, and
yet sufficiently thick to show their edges dis-

tinctly when broken ; the outer, a photosphere,

having an intensely bright surface, and the inner,

or penumbra, of a dull gray surface
; while the
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then plainly visible, and do not appear

to rise above the surface of the photo-

sphere (as generally described), but

rather as depressions in that luminous

envelope, frequently breaking entirely

through to the penumbra ; and when
this last parts, forms what are called

* spots.' The delusion in supposing

the faculse to be elevated ridges, ap-

pears to me to be owing to the occa-

sional depth of the faculse breaking

down through the photosphere to the

dusky penumbra, giving the appear-

ance of a shadow from an elevated

ridge. What is still more interesting,

in a favorable state of the atmosphere,

I can distinctly see over the whole sur-

face of the sun, not occupied by large

spots or by faculse, a network of pores

or minute spots in countless numbers,

with dividing lines or faculse-like de-

pressions in the photosphere, separating

each little hole, varying in size, some
sufficiently large to exhibit irregulari-

ties of outline, doubtless frequently

combining and forming larger spots. *

"When there are no scintillations in the

air, the rim 01 margin of the sun ap-

pears to be a perfect circle, as defined,

enclosed hollow space is all dark, with the excep-

tion of an occasional fleecy cloud, floating with-

in, and contiguous to the inner envelope. Now
remove a large irregular piece from the outer,

and a smaller piece from the inner envelope, and
you have an exact idea of the appearance of a

spot ; contrasting the comparative brilliancy of

the photosphere with the penumbra ; their rela-

tive thickness
; the intense blackness within, and

occasional cloud stratum floating beneath the

opening, as seen, under the most favorable cir-

cumstances, with a good telescope.

* The Nasmyth willow-leaf appearance, I think,

IB either the result of imperfect vision, defective

instruments, or unfavorable state of the air, dis-

torting the unvarying result of my observations,

as above described, which have been a thousand
times repeated in our clearer atmosphere, both
on the coast and interior mountain regions. My
observation of a general pore-like character, over
the whole surface of the photosphere of the sun,

is, I think, corroborated by considering the spots,

as usually known and visible with ordinary in-

struments, as merely greater pores of the same
general character.

in outline, as if carved. By interpos-

ing an adjusted circular card, to cut

off the direct rays of the sun, thus im-

provising an eclipse, not a stray ray of

light is seen to dart in any direction

from the sun, except what is reflected

to the instrument, diffusively, from our

atmosphere ; thus proving that the co-

rona, the coruscations or flashes of

light, seen during a total or nearly

total eclipse of the sun by the moon,
are not rays direct from the sun, but

reflections from lunar snow-clad moun-
tains, into her highly attenuated at-

mosphere. Solar light, being electric,

is not developed as light until reaching

the atmosphere of a planet or satellite,

or their more solid substance, which
would explain why solar light is not

diffused through space, and thus ac-

count for nocturnal darkness.

The combination of glasses which
enabled me to inspect the above details

may be stated briefly thus : In the

place of my astronomic eyepiece, I use

an elongator (obtainable of opticians)

to increase the power. Into this I

place my terrestrial tube, retaining only

the field glasses, and using a micro-

scopic eyepiece of seven eighths of an
inch in diameter. Over this I slide a

tube containing my colored glasses, one

dark blue and two dark green, placed

at the outer end of the sliding tube,

one and a half inches from the eye-

glass. The colored glasses are three

quarters of an inch in diameter, and
the aperture next the eye in diameter

half an inch. The power which I usu-

ally employ magnifies but one hundred

and fifty diameters ; and I use the en-

tire aperture of my object glass. This

combination of colored glasses gives a

clear dead white to the sun, the most

desirable for distinct vision, as all

shaded portions, such as spots, however

minute, and their underlying dusky

penumbra, are thus brought into strong

contrasts.
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AN ARMY : ITS ORGANIZATION AND MOVEMENTS.

FO UP TJT PAPER

In previous papers we have briefly

related the history of the art of war as

now practised, stated the functions of

the principal staff departments, and

mentioned some of the peculiar features

of the different arms of military service.

It remains to describe the operations

of an army in its totality—to show the

methods in which its three principal

classes of operations—marching, en-

camping, and fighting—are performed.

The first necessity for rendering an

army effective is evidently military dis-

cipline, including drill, subordination,

and observance of the prescribed regu-

lations. The first is too much consid-

ered as the devotion of time and toil

to the accomplishment of results based

on mere arbitrary rules. The contrary

is the truth. Drilling in all its forms

—

from the lowest to the highest—from

the rules for the position of the single

soldier to the manoeuvres of a brigade

—is only instruction in those move-

ments which long experience has

proved to be the easiest, quickest, and

most available methods of enabling a

soldier to discharge his duties : it is

not the compulsory observance of rules

unfounded on proper reasons, designed

merely to give an appearance of uni-

formity and regularity— merely to

make a handsome show on parade.

Nothing so much wearies and dis-

courages a new recruit as his drill ; he

cannot at first understand it, and does

not see the reason for it. He exclaims

:

' I'm sick of this marching,

Pipe-claying and starching.'

He thinks he can handle his musket

with more convenience and rapidity if

he is permitted to carry it and load it

as he chooses, instead of going through

the formula of motions prescribed in

the manual. Perhaps as an individual

he might ; but when he is only one in a

large number, his motions must be regu-

lated, not only by his own convenience,

but also by that of his neighbors. Very

likely, a person uneducated in the mys-

teries of dancing would never adopt

the polka or schottish step as an ex-

pression of exuberance ; but if he

dances with a company, he must be

governed by the rules of the art, or he

will be likely to tread on the toes of

his companions, and be the cause of

casualties. Military drill is constantly

approaching greater simplicity, as ex-

perience shows that various particulars

may be dispensed with. Formerly,

when soldiers were kept up as part

of the state pageants, they were subject-

ed to numberless petty tribulations of

drill, which no longer exist. Pipe-

clayed belts, for example, have disap-

peared, except in the marine corps.

Frederick the Great was the first who
introduced into drill ease and quick-

ness of execution, and since his day it

has been greatly simplified and im-

proved.

One great difficulty in our volunteer

force pertains to the institution of a

proper subordination. Coming from

the same vicinage, often related by the

various interests of life, equals at home,

officers and men have found it disagree-

able to assume the proper relations of

their military life. The difficulty has

produced two extremes of conduct on

the part of officers—either too much
laxity and familiarity, or the entire

opposite—too great severity. The one

breeds contempt among the men, and

the other hatred. After the soldier

begins to understand the necessities

of military life, he sees that his officers

should be men of dignity and reliabil-

ity. He does not respect them unless

they preserve a line of conduct corre-
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sponding to their superior military po-

sition. On the other hand, if he sees

that they are inflated by their tempo-

rary command, and employ the oppor-

tunity to make their authority need-

lessly felt, and to exercise petty tyran-

ny, he entertains feelings of revenge

toward them. A model officer for the

volunteer service is one who, quietly

assuming the authority incident to his

position, makes his men feel that he

exercises it only for their own good.

Such an officer enters thoroughly into

all the details of his command—sees

that his men are properly fed, clothed,

and sheltered— that they understand

their drill, and understand also that its

object is to render them more effective

and at the same time more secure in the

hour of conflict—is careful and pains-

taking, and at the same time, in the

hour of danger, shares with his men all

their exposures. Such an officer will

always have a good command. We
think there has been a tendency to error

in one point of the discipline of the

volunteer forces, by transferring to

them the system which applied well

enough to the regulars. In the latter,

by long discipline, each man knows his

duty, and if he commits a fault, it is

his own act. In the volunteers, the

faults of the men are in the majority

of cases attributable to the officers.

We know some companies in which

no man has ever been sent to the guard

house, none ever straggled in march-

ing, none ever been missing when or-

dered into battle. The officers of these

companies are such as we have de-

scribed above. We know other com-

panies—too many—in which the men
are constantly straying around the

country, constantly found drunk or dis-

orderly, constantly out of the ranks,

and constantly absent when they ought

to be in line. Invariably the officers of

such companies are worthless. If, then,

the system of holding officers responsi-

ble for the faults of the men, were
adopted, a great reform would, in our

judgment, be introduced into the ser-

vice. It is a well-known fact in the

army that the character of a regiment,

of a brigade, of a division even, can be
entirely changed by a change of com-

manders. A hundred or a thousand

men, selected at random from civil life

anywhere, will have the same average

character ; and if the military organiza-

tion which these hundred or thousand

form differs greatly from that of any

similar organization, it is attributable

entirely to those in command.
Passing to the army at large, the

next matter of prominent necessity to

be noticed is the infusion in it of a

uniform spirit—so as to make all its

parts work harmoniously in the pro-

duction of a single tendency and a sin-

gle result. This must depend upon the

general commanding. It is one of the

marks of genius in a commander that

he can make his impress on all the frac-

tions of his command, down to the sin-

gle soldier. An army divided by dif-

ferent opinions of the capacity or char-

acter of its commander, different views

of policy, can scarcely be successful.

Napoleon's power of impressing his men
with an idolatry for himself and a con-

fidence in victory is well known. The
moral element in the effectiveness of an

army is one of great importance. Prop-

erly stimulated it increases the endur-

ance and bravery of the soldiers to an

amazing degree. Physical ability with-

out moral power behind it, is of little

consequence. It is a well-known fact

that a man will, in the long run, endure

more (proportionately to his powers)

than a horse, both being subject to the

same tests of fatigue and hunger. A
commander with whom an army is

thoroughly in accord, and who shows

that he is capable of conducting it

through battle with no more loss than

is admitted to be unavoidable, can

make it entirely obedient to his will.

The faculty of command is of supreme

importance to a general. Without it,

all other attainments—though of the

highest character—will be unservice-

able.
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However large bounties may have

given inducements for men to enlist as

soldiers, it is undeniable that patriotism

has been a deciding motive. Under the

influence of this, each soldier has en-

tertained an ennobling opinion of him-

self, and has supposed that he would
be received in the character which such

a motive impressed on him. He has

quickly ascertained, however, when
fully entered on his military duties,

that the discipline has reduced him
from the position of an independent

patriot to that of a mere item in the

number of the rank and file. Military

discipline is based on the theory that

soldiers should be mere machines. So

far as obedience is concerned, this is

certainly correct enough ; but disci-

pline in this country, and particularly

with volunteers, should never diminish

the peculiar American feeling of being
' as good as any other man.' On the

contrary, the soldier should be en-

couraged to hold a high estimation of

himself. We do not believe that those

soldiers who are mere passive instru-

ments—like the Russians, for example

—can be compared with others inspired

with individual pride. Yet, perhaps,

our discipline has gone too far in the
4 machine ' direction. To keep up the

feeling of patriotism to its intensest

glow is a necessity for an American
army, and a good general would be

careful to make this a prominent char-

acteristic of the impression reflected

from his own genius upon his com-
mand. Professional fighting is very

well in its place, and there are probably

thousands who are risking blood and
life in our armies, who yet do not cor-

dially sympathize with the objects of

the war. But an army must be ac-

tuated by a living motive—one of pow-
erful importance ; in this war there is

room for such a motive to have full

play, and it is essential that our soldiers

should be incited by no mere abstract

inducements, by no mere entreaties to

gain victory, but by exhibitions of all

the reasons that make our side of the

struggle the noblest and holiest that

ever engaged the attention of a nation.

But we must leave such discussions,

and proceed specifically to the subject

of this paper—the methods of moving
an army.

A state of war having arrived, it de-

pends upon the Government to decide

where the theatre of operations shall be.

Usually, in Europe, this has been con-

tracted, containing but few objective

points, that is, the places the capture

of which is desired ; but in our country

the theatre of operations may be said

to have included the whole South. The
places for the operations of armies hav-

ing been decided on, the Government

adopts the necessary measures for as-

sembling forces at the nearest point,

and accumulating supplies, as was done

at Washington in 1861. A commander
is assigned to organize the forces, and

at the proper time he moves them to

the selected theatre. Now commences

the province of strategy, which is de-

fined as ' the art of properly directing

masses upon the theatre of war for the

defence of our own or the invasion of

the enemy's country.' Strategy is often

confounded with tactics, but is entirely

different—the latter being of an infe-

rior, more contracted and prescribed

character, while the former applies to

large geographical surfaces, embraces

all movements, and has no rules—de-

pending entirely on the genius of the

commander to avail himself of circum-

stances. It is the part of strategy, for

instance, so to manoeuvre as to mislead

the enemy, or to separate his forces, or

to fall upon them singly. Tactics, on

the contrary, are the rules for pro-

ducing particular effects, and apply to

details. The strategy of the command-

er brings his forces into the position

he has chosen for giving battle ; tac-

tics prescribe the various evolutions of

the forces by which they take up their

assigned positions. It was by strategy

that General Grant obtained the posi-

tion at Petersburg ; it was by tactics

that his army was able to march with
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such celerity and precision that the

desired objects were attained.

Marches are of two classes—of- con-

centration and of manoeuvre. The

former, being used merely for the as-

sembling of an army, or conducting it

to the theatre of operations, need but

little precision ; the latter are performed

upon the actual theatre of war, often

in the presence of the enemy, and re-

quire care and skill for their proper

conduct. The details of marches are

of course governed by the nature of the

country in which they are performed,

but so far as practicable they are made
in two methods—by parallel, columns,

or by the flank. The former is the most

usual and the most preferable in many
respects ; indeed, the latter is never

adopted except when compelled by
necessity, or for the purpose of execut-

ing some piece of strategy. A careful

arrangement of all details by com-

manders, and a steady persistence in

their performance on the part of the

troops, are required to permit this class

of marches to be made safely in the

presence of an enemy.

For the use of an army of a hundred

thousand men about to march forward

against an enemy, all the parallel roads

within a space of at least ten miles are

needed, and the more of them there are

the better, since the columns can there-

by be made shorter, and the trains be

sent by the interior roads. Where a

sufficient number of parallel roads ex-

ist, available for the army, it is usual

to put about a division on each—some-

times the whole of a corps—according

to the nature of the country and the

objects to be attained. We will attempt

to illustrate the march of an army by
columns in the following diagram.

Suppose that E and F are two towns

thirty miles apart, and that there are

road connections as represented in the

diagram. The army represented by
the dotted line A B, wishes to move to

attack the army C D. Cavalry, fol-

lowed by infantry columns, would be
sent out on the roads EMN and EGI,

the cavalry going off toward P and K
to protect the flanks, and the infantry

As' 27*

taking position at I and O. Meantime
another column, behind which are the

baggage trains, covered with a rear

guard, has moved to L. If the three

points I, L, and O are reached simul-

taneously, the army can safely establish

its new line, the baggage trains are en-

tirely protected, and the whole country

is occupied as effectually as if every

acre were in possession.

The formation of a marching column
varies according to circumstances, but

is usually somewhat as follows, when
moving toward an enemy :

Skirmishers.

Advance guard.

Brigade of infantry.

Battery of artillery.

Main body of infantry.

* Main body of artillery.

•

* Ambulances and wagon
* trains.

Rear guard.
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The dots representing the ambulances

and wagon trains do not show the true

proportion of these to the rest of the

column, and it cannot be given except

at too great a sacrifice of space. They
occupy more road than all the other

parts of the column combined. With
the advance guard go the engineers

and pioneers, to repair the roads, make
bridges, etc.

The difficulties and dangers attend-

ing a JimiJc march can be made apparent

by a diagram

:

Let A B and C D represent two
armies drawn up against each other in

three lines of battle, on opposite sides

of a stream, E F. The commander of

the army A B, finding he cannot cross

and drive the enemy from their works,

determines, by a flank march to the left,

to go around them, crossing at the

point E. In order to effect this he must
send his trains off by the road I K L to

some interior line, and then slowly un-

fold his masses upon the single road

K E H. By the time the head of his

column is at H the rear has not per-

haps left K, and thus the whole length

of his army is exposed on its side to an

attack by the enemy, which may sever

it into two unsupporting portions.

It will be perceived that to accomplish

such marches with security, they must
be made in secret as far as possible,

until a portion of the marching force

reaches the rear of the enemy
; the col-

umn must be kept compact, and great

vigilance must be exercised. In his

progress from the Rapidan to the Jtiines,

General Grant made three movements
of this character with entire success,

each time putting our forces so far in

the rear of the rebels that they were
compelled to hasten their own retreat

instead of delaying to avail themselves

of the opportunity for attacking.

Besides the topography of the coun-

try, various circumstances influence the

manner in which a march is conducted

—particularly the position of the ene-

my. "When following a retreating foe,

the cavalry is sent in the advance, sup-

ported by some infantry and horse ar-

tillery, to harass the rear guard, and,

if practicable, delay the retreat until

the main army can come up. This

was the case in the peninsula campaign

from Yorktown to the Chickahominy.

Again, the exact position of the enemy
may not be known, or he may have

large bodies in different places, so that

his intentions cannot be surmised. It

is then necessary to scatter the army

so as to cover a number of threatened

points, care being exercised to have all

the different bodies within supporting

distances, and to be on guard against

a sudden concentration of the enemy

between them. This was the case in

the campaign which ended so gloriously

at Gettysburg. The rebels were then

threatening both Harrisburg and Balti-

more, and the two extremities of our

army were over thirty miles apart, so

as to be concentrated either on the

right, left, or centre, as events might

determine. It happened that a collision

was brought on at Gettysburg, and

both armies immediately concentrated

there. The corps on the right of our

army was obliged to march about thirty-

two miles, performing the distance in

about eighteen or nineteen hours, and
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arriving in time to participate in the

second day's battle. As much skill is

evinced by a commander in preliminary

manoeuvring marches and the assign-

ment of positions to the different por-

tions of his army as in the direction of

a battle. Napoleon gained many of his

victories through the effects of such

manoeuvres.

Time is a very important element in

marching. An army which can march
five miles a day more than its oppo-

nent will almost certainly be victorious,

for it can go to his flank, or assail

him when unprepared. Frederick the

Great achieved his successes by im-

parting mobility to his troops, and

Napoleon also was a master of that

peculiar feature in that faculty of

command of which we have before

spoken, that enables a leader to obtain

from his men the maximum amount of

continued exertion. To achieve facility

in marching, all the equipments of the

soldiers should be as light as possible,

and the columns should be encumbered

with no more trains than are absolute-

ly indispensable. Officers of the high-

est class must be prepared to forego

unnecessary luxuries, and to march
with nothing more than a blanket, a

change of clothing, and rations for a

few days in their haversacks.

When a march is contemplated, or-

ders are issued from the general head-

quarters prescribing all the details—the

time at which each corps is to start,

the roads to be taken, the precautions

to be observed, and the points to be

gained. Usually an early hour in the

morning is fixed for the commence-
ment of the march. If not in the im-

mediate presence of the enemy, and a

surprise is not intended, the reveille is

beaten about three o'clock, and the

sleepy soldiers arouse from their beds

on the ground, pack up their tents,

blankets, and equipments, get a hasty

breakfast, and fall into their ranks.

If some commander— perhaps of a

regiment only—has been dilatory, the

whole movement is delayed. Many

well-formed plans have been defeated

by the indolence of a subordinate com-

mander and his failure to put his

troops in motion at the designated

hour. Such a delay may embarrass the

whole army by detaining other por-

tions, whose movements are to be gov-

erned by those of the belated fragment.

At four o'clock, if orders have been

obeyed, the long columns are moving.

Perhaps four or five hours are occupied

in filing out into the road. While the

sun is rising and the birds engaged at

their matins, the troops are trudging

along at that pace of three miles an

hour, which seems so tardy, but which,

persisted in day after day, traverses so

great a distance. Every hour there is

ten or fifteen minutes' halt, enabling

the rear to close up, and the men to

relieve themselves temporarily of their

guns and knapsacks. Soon the heat

commences to grow oppressive, the

dust rises in suffocating clouds, knap-

sacks weigh like lead, and the artillery

horses pant as they drag the heavy

guns. But the steady tramp must be

continued till about eleven o'clock,

when a general halt under the shelter

of some cool woods, by the side [of a

stream, is ordered. Two or three hours

of welcome rest are here employed in

dinner and finishing the broken morn-

ing's nap. After the intenser heat of

the day is past, the tramp recommences,

and continues till six or seven o'clock,

when the place appointed for encamp-

ing is reached. Soon white tents cover

every hill and plain and valley, the

weary animals are unharnessed, trees

and fence rails disappear rapidly to

feed the consuming camp fires, there is

a universal buzz formed from the laugh,

the song, the shout, and the talking of

twenty thousand voices : it gradually

subsides, the fires grow dim, and silence

and darkness fall upon the scene.

Such marching, with its twenty,

twenty-five, or thirty miles a day, is

light compared with the harassing

fatigues of a retreat, before the pursuit

of a triumphant enemy. To accom-
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plish this movement, so as to save the

organization and the material of an

army, without too great a loss of life,

tests in the highest degree the skill of

a commander and the fortitude of the

men. In a retreat, the usual order of

marching is reversed—the trains are

sent in the advance, and the troops

must remain behind for their protec-

tion. Often it happens that they are

obliged to remain in line all day, to

check by fighting the advance of the

enemy, and then continue their march

by night. The dead and wounded
must, to a great extent, be left on the

field ; supplies are perhaps exhausted,

with no opportunity for replenishment
;

the merciless cannon of the enemy are

constantly thundering in the rear, his

cavalry constantly making inroads upon

the flanks. Weary, hungry, exhausted,

perhaps wounded, the soldier must
struggle along for days and nights, if

he would avoid massacre or consign-

ment to the cruelties of a prison. The
rout of a great army—the disorgani-

zation and confusion of a retreat, even

when well conducted—the toil and
suffering and often slaughter—are the

saddest scenes earth can present. Who
can paint the terrors of that winter re-

treat of the French from Moscow ?

Fortunately, in our war we have had
nothing to equal in horrors the retreats

of European armies, but no one who
passed through those trying seven

days' fighting and marching which
closed the Peninsula campaign, can

ever fail to shudder at the sufferings

imposed on humanity by a retreat.

VIOLATIONS OF LITERARY PROPERTY.

THE FEDERALIST. —LIFE AND CHARACTER OF JOHN JAY

Among the rights which are ill pro-

tected by law, and yet of essential im-

portance to the individual and society,

are those of literary property. If any

bequest should be sacred, it is that of

thought, convictions, art—the intellec-

tual personality that survives human
life—and the ' local habitation and the

name ' whereby genius, opinion, senti-

ment—what constitutes the best image

and memorial of a life and a mind, a

character and a career, is preserved

and transmitted. And yet, with all

our boasted civilization and progress,

no rights are more frequently or grossly

violated, no wrongs so little capable of

redress, as those relating to literary

property. Herein there is a singular

moral obtuseness, a want of chivalry,

an inadequate sense of obligation

—

doubtless in part originating in that

unjust legislation, or rather want of

legislation, whereby international law

protects the products of the mind and

recognizes national literature as a great

social interest. Within a few months,

the biography of our pioneer author,*

whose memory his life and character,

not less than his genius, had singu-

larly endeared to the whole range of

English readers—was prepared by a

relative designated by himself, who,

with remarkable tact and fidelity, com-

pleted his delicate task, according to

the materials provided and the wishes

expressed by his illustrious kinsman.

A London publisher reprinted the

work, with eighty pages interpolated,

wherein, with an utter disregard to

common delicacy toward the dead or

self-respect in the living, unauthentic

gossip is made to desecrate the reticent

* 'Life and Letters of "Washington Irving,'

by Pierre M. Irving. New York : G. P. Putnam.
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and consistent tone of the work, per-

vert its spirit, and detract from its har-

monious attraction and truth. A great-

er or more indecent and unjustifiable

liberty was never taken by a publisher

with a foreign work ; it was an insult

to the memory of Washington Irving,

to his biographer and those who cher-

ish his fame.

Not many weeks ago, an eloquent

young divine, who had in no small

degree saved the State of California

to the Union, by his earnest and con-

stant plea for national integrity, died

in the midst of his useful and noble

career : forthwith the publisher of a

Review, in whose pages some of his

early essays had appeared, announced

their republication : in vain the friends

and family of Starr King protested

against so crude and limited a me-
morial of his genius, and entreated

that they might be allowed to glean

and garner more mature and complete

fruits of his pen, as a token of his

ability and his career ; and thus do
justice, by careful selection and well-

advised preparation, to the memory
they and their fellow citizens so tenderly

and proudly cherished : no ; the ar-

ticles had been paid for, the recent

death of the writer gave them a market

value, and the publishers were resolved

to turn them to account, however good
taste and right feeling and sacred asso-

ciations were violated.

Again, one of the few legal works of

American origin which has a standard

European reputation is Wheaton's ' In-

ternational Law.' Its author was emi-

nently national in his convictions
; for-

eign service and patriotic instincts had
made him thoroughly American in his

sympathies and sentiments ; no one

of our diplomatic agents sent home
such comprehensive and sagacious de-

spatches, having in view ' the honor and

welfare of the whole country ; ' and no

one who knew Henry Wheaton doubts

that, were he living at this hour, all

his influence, hopes, and faith would
be identified with the Union cause.

vol. vi.—23

Yet an edition * of his great work hag

lately appeared, edited in an opposite

interest ; and the standard reference on

the law of nations, so honorable to the

legal knowledge, perspicacity, and can-

dor of an American author, goes forth

perverted and deformed by annotations

and comments indirectly sympathetic

with the wicked rebellion now devas-

tating the nation. Can a greater lit-

erary outrage be imagined ? Is it pos-

sible more grossly to violate the rights

of the dead ?

Aware that certain rules apply to the

annotation of legal treatises not recog-

nized in other departments of literature,

and diffident of personal judgment in

this respect, in order to ascertain how
far our sense of this violation of liter-

ary property and reputation was well

founded, how far we were right in as-

serting a partisan aim, we requested

an accomplished lawyer, thoroughly

versed in the literature of his profes-

sion, and experienced as an editor, to

examine this edition of Wheaton, and

state his own opinion thereof: to him
we are indebted for the following clear

and palpable instances of a perverted

use of a standard American treatise,

endeared to many living friends of the

author, and all his intelligent and

patriotic countrymen : of the ' addi-

tions ' to the original by the editor, he

says

:

4
1. They indicate considerable read-

ing and industry, but are far too volu-

minous, and abound in extended ex-

tracts from speeches, state papers, and
statutes, which should have been omit-

ted altogether, or very much abridged.
' 2. They contain no language com-

plimentary to the Administration, little

or nothing in defence of the Govern-
ment—none that can be offensive to

Jefferson Davis ; and, as a whole, they

give the impression that he regards

the Confederate position as being quite

as defensible, on the principles of inter-

national law, as that of the United
States.

' 3. He has no word of censure for

* Elements of International Law. By Henry
Wheaton. Edited by W. B. Laurens. Boston ;

Little, Brown & Co.
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Lord John Russell, and no word of

apology for Mr. Seward. He nowhere
calls the Confederates rebels, and no-

where thinks the conduct of France
suspicious or unfriendly.

' 4. His positions are unquestionably
the same with those of Seymour, Bishop
Hopkins, Professor Morse, Judge Wood-
ward, etc.

' 5. He is everywhere cold— more
willing to wound than bold to strike

;

and yet he fretfully commits himself
before he gets through, in defence of
slavery and extreme Democratic posi-

tions.

' 6. He does not pretend that he was
ever requested by the great author with
whose productions he has taken such
liberties to undertake the editorial

duties.
' His language is so general that one

needs to read it carefully to feel the
full force of what I have said.

' In the preface (page 1-20), he speaks
of ' Spanish American independence,
now jeopardized by out fratricidal con-
test '—fratricidal is indeed a favorite

word ; he uses it in an offensive sense
as regards the United States. Page
99, note, he says of slavery, what is ut-

terly untrue, that ' the Constitution
recognized it as property, and pledges
the Federal Government to protect it.'

The noble act of June 19, 1862, forbid-

ding slavery in United States Terri-

tories, he comments on in this wise :

' This act wholly ignores the decision

of the Supreme Court (meaning the
Dred Scott case) on the subject of sla-

very.' He then inserts the whole act in

the note, only to hold it up to censure—
' testing it by international law ' as

interpreted by him. At page 605 he
denounces that law as ' obnoxious not
only to the principles of international
law, but to the Constitution of the
United States.' His note and extracts,

including long extracts from speeches
of Thomas, of Massachusetts, and
Crittenden, of Kentucky, fill more
than twenty-two pages— reserving a
line or two of text at the top. To say
nothing of the sentiments, such notes

are a shameful abuse of the reputation

and work of Mr. Wheaton, and a per-

version of the duties and rights of an
editor. But a word of the sentiments.

He exhausts himself and the records

of the past in accumulating precedents
to condemn the policy of freeing slaves

as a war measure, or of arming them
in the nation's defence.

'At page 614, in this same note,
speaking 6f the effect of the Proclama-
tion of Emancipation, he says :

' The
attention of publicises may well be
called to the withdrawal of the four
millions of men from the cultivation of
cotton, which is the source of wealth
of the great commercial and manufac-
turing nations of Europe.' That is, he
suggests this as a ground for interfer-

ence in our affairs on the principles of
his international law. He further adds
that this cultivation of cotton is ' by
nature a virtual monopoly of the se-

ceded States ;

' that is, nature pre-
ordained the negroes to be slaves in the
seceded States to raise cotton ; and
hence natural and international law re-

quire emancipation proclamations to
be put down. Did Stephens ever go
farther ? Again, on the same page, he
says :

' The effect on the United States,

in the event of the reestablishw£nt of the

Federal authority,'1 without the Procla-
mation in force, etc., ' would be serious-

ly felt, in its financial bearings,' etc.

—

' abroad as well as at home.' Not sat-

isfied, therefore, with suggesting a jus-

tification of intervention, on the basis

of international law, he appeals to the
cupidity of foreigners as well as natives,

by hinting also that financial ruin may
follow the triumph of Freedom and the
Federal armies. What a shame that
an American editor should use the
great name of Wheaton to give dignity
to such suggestions in foreign coun-
tries ! He then gives—all in the same
interminable note (page 614)—an ex-

tract from The Morning Chronicle, of
May 16, 1860, of which I give you this

delicious morsel :
' No blacks, no cot-

ton, such is the finality.' At page 609,
he speaks of the ' incompatibility of
confiscation of jDroperty with the pres-

ent state of civilization.' At page 609,
he quotes, with evident delight, the
sanctimonious despatch of Lord John
Russell about sinking ships in Charles-

ton harbor, which his lordship calls

a ' project only worthy the times of
barbarism ;

' and the American anno-
tator, who could use page after page to

degrade his own Government for eman-
cipating slaves, of course could not

be expected to refer to any of the prece-

dents that would have silenced Lord
John, and have justified the United
States ; and he therefore passes on with
no reference to them.

' At page 669, Mr. Wheaton says

:

' The validity of maritime captures
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must be determined in a court of the

captor's Government,' etc. This Ameri-
can editor does not so much as allude

to the fact, that while he is writing, the

highways of the ocean are lighted by
the fires of American merchantmen,
plundered, and then burned, without
condemnation of any court, by vessels

fitted out in English ports, in open
violation of the first principles of in-

ternational law, and which have never
been in any port under the jurisdiction

of the piratical Confederacy !

' Some of his indications of sympathy
with the rebellion are quite in excess

of those of Lord John, with whose
views, on the whole, he seems well
enough pleased. For example, at page
254, Lord John is quoted as follows

:

' Has a commission from the so-called

President Davis,' etc. ; but at page 107
and generally, the American editor,

not willing to imply that there is any
doubt about the reality or permanency
of the Confederate concern, nor being
willing to offend its managers, speaks
of ' the President of the Confederate
States,' and ' an act of Congress of the
Confederate States,' etc. ; and when he
reaches page 535, as if to set Lord
John a better example (and I believe
there had been some Confederate vic-

tories about the time he was writing
that note), he says :

' A proclamation
was issued by President Davis, on the
14th of August, 1861, ordering all citi-

zens adhering to the Government of
the United States, etc., to depart from
the Confederate States in forty days.' It

is very evident the author approves
this order as warranted by interna-
tional law, at least according to his

interpretation thereof.
' Need I go farther to satisfy you of the

temper and character of the notes, and
the views of their author ? I can hard-
ly suppress the expression of my indig-
nation that such a use should have
been made of this great national work
—that such an opportunity should have
been lost to say something worthily in

favor of colonization and freedom, and
in vindication of our nation, in its

great struggle with the relics of bar-
barism in its midst, and with the
selfish and ambitious spirits of the Eu-
ropean continent, so ready to take ad-
vantage of our troubles to promote their
own schemes.'

We now come to another and more
generally obnoxious instance of this

use of standard national works for per-

sonal or political objects. The ' Fed-

eralist,' from the circumstances under

which it was written, the influence it

exerted, the events with which it is

associated, the character of the writers,

and the ability manifest both in their

arguments and the style—has long been

regarded as a political classic. It was
the text book of a large and intelligent

party at the time of and long subse-

quent to the adoption of the Constitu-

tion
; and few works of political philos-

ophy, written to meet an exigency and

prepare the way for a governmental

change, have attained so high and per-

manent a rank among foreign critics

and historians. It is evident that such

a work, whoever owns the copyright or

boasts the authorship, has a national

value and interest. To preserve it in-

tact, to keep it in an eligible and ac-

cessible form before the public, is all

that any editor or publisher has a right

to claim. Much has been written as to

the authorship of the respective papers,

and some passages have been variously

rendered in different editions ; but the

general scope and merit of the work,

and the obvious and unchallenged

identity of style and opinion with the

acknowledged authors as regards most

of the articles, make the discussions on

these points of comparative little sig-

nificance to the reader of the present

day, who regards the work as a whole,

seizes its essential traits, and is en rap-

port with its magnanimous tone, so

wholly opposed to petty division of

credit in a labor undertaken from pa-

triotic motives, and by scholars and

gentlemen. Enough that we have here

the reasonings of enlightened citizens,

the views of statesmen, the arguments

whereby the claims of the Constitution

were vindicated. Whoever is familiar

with the history of the period, finds in

this remarkable work a memorable il-

lustration of that rectitude and wisdom

which presided over the early counsels

of the nation, and an evidence of the rare

union of sagacity and comprehensive-
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ness, of liberal aspiration and pruden-

tial foresight, of conscientiousness and

intelligence, which has won for the

founders of the republic the admiration

of the world. In these pages, how
much knowledge of the past is com-

bined with insight as to the future,

what common sense is blent with learn-

ing, what perspicacity with breadth

of view ! Each department of the pro-

posed government is described and

analyzed ; the political history of

Greece, Rome, the Italian republics,

France, and Great Britain examined

for precedents and illustrations
;
pop-

ular objections answered
;
popular er-

rors rectified ; this provision explained,

that clause justified ; the judicial, legis-

lative, and executive functions defined

;

national revenue discussed in all its

relations ; the advantages of our civil

list, of a republic over a democracy in

controlling the effects of faction, are

clearly indicated ; as are those attend-

ing the reservation of criminal and
civil justice to the respective States

:

on the one hand the defects of the old

Confederacy are stated with emphasis

and truth, and on the other, the tran-

scendent benefits of Federal union are

elaborately argued, and economy, sta-

bility, and vigor proved to be its legit-

imate fruits. Of the evils of the old

system, it is said :
' Let the point of

extreme depression to which our na-

tional dignity and credit have sunk, let

the inconvenience felt everywhere from

a lax and ill-administered government,

let the revolt of a part of North Caro-

lina, the memory of insurrection in

Pennsylvania, and actual insurrection

in Massachusetts, declare it.' An unique

distinction of this political treatise is

that while Pericles, Cato, Hume, Mon-
tesquieu, Junius, and other classical and

modern authorities are cited with schol-

arly tact, the most practical arguments

drawn from the facts of the hour and

the needs of the people, are conveyed

in language the most lucid and impres-

sive. To give a complete analysis of

the ' Federalist ' would require a vol-

ume
;
the glance we have cast upon its

various topics sufficiently indicates the

extent and importance of the work.

Not less memorable is the spirit in

which it was undertaken. ' A nation

without a national government,' it is

said, ' is, in my view, an awful spec-

tacle ; ' and elsewhere— ' The establish-

ment of a constitution in times of pro-

found peace, by the voluntary consent

of a whole people, is a prodigy, to the

completion of which I look forward

with trembling anxiety.' ' I dread,'

writes Jay, ' the more the consequences

of new attempts, because I know that

powerful individuals in this and in

other States are enemies to a General

National Government in every possible

shape.' »

Under such a sense of responsibility,

with such patriotic solicitude did

Hamilton, Madison, and Jay plead for

the new Constitution with their fellow

citizens of New York in the journals

of the day, and it is these fragmentary

comments and illustrations which, sub-

sequently brought together in volumes,

constitute ' the Federalist
'

; and well

did they, toward the close of the dis-

cussion, observe :
' Let us now pause

and ask ourselves whether, in the course

of these papers, the proposed Constitu-

tion has not been satisfactorily vindi-

cated from the aspersions thrown upon
it, and whether it has not been shown
worthy of the public approbation and
necessary to the public safety and pros-

perity.' Whatever degree of sympathy
or antagonism the intelligent reader of

the ' Federalist ' may feel, he can

scarcely fail to admit that it is a mas-

terly discussion of principles, and that

the influence it exerted in securing the

ratification of the Constitution in the

State of New York, was a legitimate

result of intelligent and conscientious

advocacy. But the work has other

than merely historical and literary

claims upon our esteem at this hour.

Its principles find confirmation here

and now, in a degree and to an extent

which lends new force and distinction
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to its authors as writers of political

foresight and patriotic prescience.

There are innumerable passages as ap-

plicable to the events of the last three

years as if suggested by them ; there

are arguments and prophecies which

have only attained practical demon-

stration through the terrible ordeal of

civil war now raging around and in the

heart of the republic.

When we saw the announcement of

a new edition * of this national work,

we hailed it as most seasonable and

desirable : when the first volume came

under our notice, our first feeling was

one of gratitude to the editor for hav-

ing taken such care to reproduce the

work with the greatest possible cor-

rectness of text, obtained by. patient

collation of the different editions : re-

garding his labors as those of a disin-

terested historical student, ambitious to

bring before the public a work full of

warning and wisdom for this terrible

national crisis, we at first saw in his

annotations and comments only the

labor of love whereby a standard work
is illustrated and made more emphatic

and complete : but, ere long, we found

a spirit of detraction at work, a want
of sympathy with the tone and a want
of understanding of the motives of the

authors, which made us regret that,

instead of this partisan edition, the

' Federalist ' had not been reissued with

a brief explanatory introduction, and

without note or comment.

Instead of a hearty recognition, we
find a narrow interpretation of these

eminent men : long-exploded slanders,

born of partisan spite, are more in the

mind of the editor than the permanent

and invaluable traits which, to a gener-

ous and refined mind, constitute the

legitimate claims of the work itself

and the authors thereof. Guizot re-

marks :
' In the discussions of the num-

bers ' (the 'Federalist'), 'for all that

combines a profound knowledge of the

great elementary principles of human

* The Federalist. Edited by H. B. Dawson.
New York : C. Scribner.

government with the wisest maxims of

practical administration, I do not know
in the whole compass of my reading,

whether from ancient or modern au-

thors, so able a work.' The Edinburgh

Review says :
' The ' Federalist ' is a

publication that exhibits an extent and

precision of information, a profundity

of research and an acuteness of under-

standing, which would have done hon-

or to the most illustrious statesmen of

ancient or modern times.'

In contrast with these and similar

instances of eminent foreign apprecia-

tion, the editor of this edition of the

' Federalist ' attributes to tact what is

due to truth, represents the people, as

such, as opposed to the Constitution,

and Hamilton, Jay, and Madison ' poor

antagonists ' in combating their ob-

jections ; if so, how does he account

for the remarkable triumph of their

dispassionate exposition and lucid ar-

guments ? In all political and literary

history there are few more benign and

distinguished examples of the practical

efficiency of intelligent, patriotic, and

conscientious reasoning against igno-

rance, prejudice, and partisan misrepre-

sentation. And yet, in the face of this

testimony, by the self-constituted editor

of this national work, Hamilton is de-

scribed as sophistical and disingenuous,

whose object is to deceive rather than

to instruct, to mislead rather than en-

lighten, and whose motives are partisan

rather than patriotic.

Throughout the introduction there

is a spirit of latent detraction ; insinu-

ations against the aims and methods,

if not against the character of the illus-

trious men whose memories are our

most precious inheritance ; we feel that,

however industrious in research and

ingenious in conjecture, the tone and

range of the critic's mind are wholly in-

adequate for any sympathetic insight

as to the nature of the men whose wri-

tings he undertakes to reintroduce to

the public—and this irrespective of any

difference of political opinion : some-

thing more than verbal accuracy and
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patient collation is requisite to inter-

pret the ' Federalist ' and appreciate its

authors ; even a political opponent, of

kindred social and personal traits, would

do better justice to the theme : and a

truly patriotic citizen of the republic,

at such a crisis as the present, could

never find therein an appropriate occa-

sion to magnify political differences at

the expense of national sentiment.

Whatever the literary merit or politi-

cal interest of the ' Federalist,' its

moral value is derived from our faith

in the absolute sincerity and profound

convictions of its authors : not only

does the internal evidence of every

page bear emphatic testimony thereto,

but the correspondence of each writer

as well as of contemporary states-

men, attest the same truth : they re-

garded the condition of the country as

ruinous, and lamented that the fruits

of victory turned to ashes on the lips

of the people, because there was no

homogeneous and vital organization to

conserve and administer the invaluable

blessings won by the sword : against

the suicidal jealousy of State rights as

adequate for prosperous self-reliance

without the bonds and blessings of a

vital National Government, they ear-

nestly directed the most patriotic and

intelligent arguments : of these the
1 Federalist ' is the chief repertory

;

hence its value and interest as a popu-

lar treatise which prepared the way
for the intelligent adoption of the Con-

stitution : yet in this edition the intro-

ductory remarks impugn the sincerity

of the authors, and attempt to revive

the political heresy of extreme State

as opposed to Federal power, which it

is the primary object of the work to

expose and condemn
; and this at a

time when the fatal doctrine is in vogue

as what may be called the metaphysical

apology for the most base and barbar-

ous rebellion against free government

recorded in history. According to this

editor, Chancellor Livingston was ' dil-

atory and uncertain,' Duane sympa-

thized with the Tories in power, Hamil-

ton exaggerated the troubles of the

country and consciously sought to

make his fellow citizens attribute,

against the facts, the depreciated cur-

rency and the dearth of trade to the

weakness of the Confederation—mak-
ing a false issue to effect a political

triumph :
' his plan of operations,' his

' tact,' are referred to as if, instead of

being a true patriot and conscientious

statesman, he was a mere special plead-

er, intriguing and ambitious. Add to

this that, when introducing the ' Fed-

eralist ' to the public in what purports

to be an historical preface, he is silent

on the wonderful fruits of the Consti-

tution therein advocated—and fails to

indicate, as would any candid critic,

the remarkable proofs which time and

experience yield of the practical wis-

dom and patriotic foresight of the men
whose honorable prestige he thus in-

directly seeks to undermine. Jay, we
are told, was regarded ' by the majority

of his fellow citizens as selfish, imprac-

ticable, and aristocratic ; ' he is said to

have been ' induced to undertake ' his

share of the ' Federalist ;

' he speaks of

the small part he actually did write,

without alluding to the fact that ill-

ness withdrew him from work of all

kinds, after his third paper had been

contributed—thus conveying the im-

pression of a lukewarm zeal and even

utter indifference ; whereas not only

do his own words confute the imputa-

tion, but we have Madison's declara-

tion that the idea of the ' Federalist

'

Was suggested by Jay ;
' and it was

undertaken last fall,' he writes to Jef-

ferson, ' by Jay, Hamilton, and myself.

The proposal came from the two for-

mer. The execution was thrown, by
the sickness of Jay, mostly on the two

others.' It is even insinuated by this

editor that Jay confined himself to

topics which could be discussed ' with-

out compromising in the least his gen-

eral political sentiments, and without

obliging him to assent even by implica-

tion to any portion of the proposed

Constitution.' The representative du-
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ties and offices again and again forced

upon John Jay—whether as a writer,

jurist, envoy, or legislator—the evi-

dence of his own letters, and especially

the testimony of his fellow statesmen,

adequately confute such misrepresenta-

tions as we have noted. It is a thank-

less, and, we believe, a superfluous task

to vindicate the manliness, sincerity,

and patriotism of the authors of the

' Federalist ' and their fellow statesmen

;

indeed, their illustrious opponents in

political questions again and again

bore witness to the worth, wisdom, and

integrity of the men, while many dis-

puted the doctrine of the writers : pop-

ular sentiment embalms their fame and

cherishes their memories ; the insinua-

tions of any self-constituted editor can-

not impair the confidence or reverse the

verdict which time has only confirmed

and national growth made more emphat-

ic. On the other hand, such attempts to

diminish the personal authority, by mis-

representing the methods and motives of

these eminent men, as are exhibited in

the whole tone and manner of this edit-

orship of a national work, imply a

perverted sense of the duties of the

hour, an insensibility to the terrible

crisis through which the nation is pass-

ing, that cannot be too severely con-

demned by the patriotic and intelligent

of all parties. Now, if never before,

we should keep bright the escutcheon

of our country's honor, and renew our

love and admiration for the fathers of

the republic and our faith in their

principles.

Scrupulous as firm, Jay acted with

judicial moderation ; he advocated the

last petition before declaring hostility

against Great Britain—desirous of try-

ing every means before accepting the

dread alternative of war ; he insisted

upon a general convention of the States

before deciding upon the new Consti-

tution ; he was loyal until loyalty be-

came an abrogation of free citizenship
;

law and justice with him went hand in

hand with reform, and rectitude, not

impulse, gave consistency to his course.

Such a man lays himself open to fac-

tious criticism far more than reckless

politicians, who are restrained by no

sense of responsibility ; but, on the

other hand, in the last analysis, they

stand forth the most pure because the

most patient, just, and truly patriotic

of representative statesmen.

' Mr. Jay,' says John Adams, ' had
as much influence in the preparatory

measures for digesting the Constitu-

tion and in obtaining its adoption as

any man in the nation ; ' yet according

to this editor of the * Federalist,' he

found therein ' little that he could

commend, and nothing for which he

could labor :

' the same authority de-

clares that he was regarded ' by the

majority of his fellow citizens as

selfish, impracticable, and aristocratic ;

'

while Dr. McVickar justly remarks that

the first thing that strikes us in con-

templating his life is ' the unbroken
continuity, the ceaseless succession of

honorable confidences, throughout a

period of twenty-eight years, reposed

in Jay by his countrymen.'

But instead of dwelling upon such

abortive disparagement, the only im-

portance of which arises from its being

annexed to and associated with a stand-

ard political text- book, let us refresh

our memories, our patriotism, our best

sympathies of mind and heart, by tra-

cing once more the services and delin-

eating the character of this illustrious

man, whose benign image seems to in-

voke his countrymen, at this momen-
tous climax of our national life, to recur

to those principles and that faith which

founded and should now save the re-

public.

Among the French Protestants who
were obliged to seek a foreign home
when the Edict of Nantes was revoked,

was Pierre Jay, a prosperous merchant

of Rochelle, who took up his abode in

England. This statement alone is no

inadequate illustration of the character

of John Jay's paternal grandfather;

sagacity, enterprise, and application

are qualities we may justly infer from
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commercial success ; and when the

fruits thereof were, in no small degree,

sacrificed by adherence to a proscribed

religion, no ordinary degree of moral

courage and pure integrity must have

been united to prudential industry.

Those who believe in that aristocracy

of nature whereby normal instincts are

transmitted, will find even in this brief

allusion to the Huguenot merchant

traits identical with those which in-

sured the public usefulness and endear

the personal memory of his grandson.

The latter's father, Augustus Jay, was

one of three sons. He, with many
others of the second generation of

exiled French Protestants, found in

America a more auspicious refuge than

even the more free states of Europe

afforded. A family who had previously

emigrated to New York, under similar

circumstances, naturally welcomed the

new emigre ; and the daughter of

Bathezan Bayard became his wife.

Their children consisted of three

daughters and one son, who was named
Peter for his grandfather. One of the

prominent names of the original Dutch

colonists of New York is Van Cort-

land ; and Peter Jay married, in 1728,

Mary, a daughter of this race, by whom
he had ten children, of which John,

the subject of this sketch, was the

eighth. Genealogists, who reckon

lineage according to humanity rather

than pride, might. find in the imme-

diate ancestry of John Jay one of those

felicitous combinations which so often

mark the descent of eminent men
among our Revolutionary statesmen.

With the courteous and intelligent pro-

clivities of Gallic blood the conserva-

tive, domestic, and honest nature of

the Hollander united tp form a well-

balanced mind and efficient character.

With the best associations of the time

and place were blended the firmness

of principle derived from ancestors

who had suffered for conscience' sake
;

so that in the antecedents and very

blood of the boy were elements of the

Christian, patriot, and gentleman

;

which phases of his nature we find

dominant and pervasive throughout his

life ; for it is a remarkable fact in the

career of John Jay that by no triumph

of extraordinary genius, by no favor of

brilliant circumstances did he win and

leave an honored name, but through

the simple uprightness and the sound

wisdom qf a consistent and loyal char-

acter—so emphatic and yet unostenta-

tious as to overcome, in the end, the

most rancorous political injustice. His

early training was no less favorable to

this result than his birth. His father

removed to Westchester county, and,

on a pleasant rural domain still occu-

pied by the family, the future jurist's

childhood was passed. At that time

there was a French church at New Ro-

chelle, the pastor of which was an ex-

cellent scholar ; and this gentleman

fitted young Jay for college. He gave

early proofs of a studious turn of mind

and a reticent temperament ; acquiring

knowledge with pleasure and facility
;

and, for the most part, exhibiting a

thoughtful demeanor. In some of his

father's letters, alluding to his child-

hood, he is described as a boy of ' good

capacity,' of ' grave disposition,' and

one who ' takes to learning exceedingly

well.' He attended the grammar school

of the French clergyman until the age

of fourteen, and then entered King's

(now Columbia) College, at that time

under the care of President Johnson.

Here he became intimate with three

youths with whom he was destined to

be memorably associated in after life,

and whose names, with his own, have

since become historical— Gouverneur

Morris, Alexander Hamilton, and Rob-

ert R. Livingston. We can easily

imagine that the diversities of charac-

ter between these remarkable men were

already evident ; the ardor and frank-

ness of Hamilton, the emphatic rhetoric

of Morris and fluent grace of Living-

ston must have singularly contrasted

with the reserve, seriousness, and quie-

tude of Jay
;
yet were they akin in the

normal basis of character—in the love
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of knowledge, in loyalty to conviction,

and that heart of courtesy which har-

monizes the most diverse gifts of mind

and traits of manner ; even then no

common mutual respect must have ex-

isted between them, and difference of

opinion elicited both wit and wisdom.

In a letter to the latter of these young

friends, written soon after, Jay speaks

of himself as ' ambitious ; ' but little in

his subsequent life justifies the idea

;

he had more pride of character—more

need to respect himself—than ambition,

as that word is usually understood

;

excellence more than distinction was

his aim ;—no one of the leaders in the

Revolution sought office less, none ful-

filled its duties with more singleness

of purpose, or escaped from its respon-

sibilities with greater alacrity ; the in-

stincts of John Jay were mainly for

truth, duty, and success, rn the higher

acceptation of the term. What he un-

dertook, indeed, he strove to do well,

but it was from an ideal rectitude and

a pride of achievement more than a

desire to gain applause and advance-

ment ; his ambition was more scholarly

than political or personal. He gradu-

ated with the highest honors on the

fifteenth of May, 1764, and delivered

the Latin salutatory. His family had
gained wealth and position in com-

merce, and it is probable that, with

his clear-sighted perseverance, John

Jay would have been a most successful

merchant ; but his tastes were intellec-

tual ; he determined to study law—at

that period, in this country, when
Blackstone's ' Commentaries ' had not

appeared, before Chancellor Kent had
written, or a law school had been estab-

lished, a discipline so arduous and un-

inviting as to be conscientiously adopt-

ed only by the most self-reliant and

determined.

For a brief period Jay was the law

partner of his friend Livingston, after-

ward the chancellor of the State. The
evidences of his professional career, like

those of so many eminent lawyers, are

inadequate to suggest any clear idea

of his method and ability, except so

far as the respect he won, the practice

he acquired, and the style of those state

papers which are preserved, indicate

argumentative powers, extensive knowl-

edge, and finished style : in a few years

he had become eminent at the bar, and

while in the full tide of success, the

exigencies of public affairs—the dawn
of the American Revolution, called him
from personal to patriotic duties. He
was an active participant in the first

meeting called to protest against the

injustice and oppression of the British

Government, and elected one of the

committee of fifty chosen by the peo-

ple, to decide upon a course of action :

at his instance they recommended the

appointment of deputies from each of

the thirteen colonies. Jay was the

youngest member of the Congress that

met on the 5th of September, 1774, and

was selected as one of the committee

to draft an address to the people of

Great Britain ; in the next Congress he

was one of the committee to prepare

the declaration showing the causes

and necessity of a resort to arms, and

of that appointed to draft a petition to

the king— as a last resort before actual

hostilities ; he also wrote the address

to the people of Canada, Jamaica, and
Ireland. The address to the people of

Great Britain opens thus :

' When a nation, led to greatness by
the hand of liberty, and possessed of
all the glory that heroism, munificence,

and humanity can bestow, descends to
the ungrateful task of forging chains
for her friends and children, and, in-

stead of giving support to freedom,
turns advocate for slavery and oppres-
sion, there is reason to suspect she has
either ceased to be virtuous, or been
extremely negligent in the appoint-
ment of her rulers.'

It concludes as follows :

k It is with the utmost regret that we
find ourselves compelled, by the over-

ruling principles of self-preservation,

to adopt measures detrimental in their

consequences to numbers of our fellow

subjects in Great Britain and Ireland.
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But we hope that the magnanimity
and justice of the British nation will

furnish a Parliament of such wisdom,
independence, and public spirit, as may-
save the violated rights of the whole
empire from the devices of wicked
ministers and evil counsellors, whether
in or out of office ; and thereby restore

that harmony, friendship, and fraternal

affection between all the inhabitants
of his majesty's kingdoms and terri-

tories, so ardently wished for by every
true and honest American.'

These and other state papers, ema-

nating, as Jefferson declared, ' from the

finest pen in America,' won the elo-

quent admiration of Chatham, and, by
their dignified, rational, and well-in-

formed spirit, had a great influence in

securing, at the outset of the moment-
ous struggle, the respect and sympathy
of the wise and conscientious in both

hemispheres, for the people and their

enlightened and intrepid representa-

tives.

As correspondent with the other col-

onies, in all the important discussions

and arrangements, we find John Jay

earnest, sagacious, and indefatigable :

chosen a delegate to the New York
colonial convention, he could not be

present in Congress to sign the Declara-

tion of Independence ; but he reported

the resolutions whereby his State en-

dorsed that memorable instrument

—

her first official act toward American

independence.

In 1774, Jay had married the daugh-

ter of Governor Livingston, of New
Jersey ; and the glimpses which his

correspondence affords of his domestic

life, indicate that in this regard he was
peculiarly blest, not only in the sweet

and dignified sympathies of a family

inspired by tenderness, loyalty, and

faith, but in the freshness and vigor of

his own affections, whereby retirement

became far more clear than the gratifi-

cation even of patriotic ambition in an

official career. His home was indeed

overshadowed by the dark angel, and

the loss of a beloved daughter long

and deeply saddened his heart ; but

there was a daily beauty in the confi-

dence and sympathy of his conjugal

relation—hinted rather than developed

in the freedom of his letters to the

home whose attractions were only in-

creased by absence and distance, in the

respect and love of his sons, and the

tender consideration devoted to his

blind brother ; while, spreading in

beautiful harmony from this sacred cen-

tre, his heart and hand freely and faith-

fully responded to numerous and emi-

nent ties of friendship, associations of

enterprise and philanthropy, and the

humblest claims of neighborhood and
dependants.

His next eminent service was to draft

the Constitution of New York ; subse-

quently amended, it yet attests his pa-

triotism and legal insight ; while his

own illustrations sanctioned its judi-

cial workings : one of the council of

safety and appointed chief justice of

the supreme court, Jay maintained, but

never abused the high authority with

which he was thus invested ; kindness

to political opponents, devoid of all

bitterness, inflexibly just, he was often

compared to the unyielding and self-

possessed characters of antiquity.

When Clinton was preparing to join.

Burgoyne, Jay held his first court at

Kingston— administering justice under

the authority of an invaded State, and
on the very line of an enemy's advance

;

under such circumstances, his uniform

dignity, calmness, faith in the people,

in the cause, and in the result, made a

deep and salutary impression, enhanced

by the courage exhibited in his charge

to the grand jury. In order to serve

as delegate to the Congress over which

he soon presided, Jay resigned the

chief justiceship on the tenth of No-

vember, 1778 ; and signalized his ad-

vent by a logical, seasonable, and cheer-

ing address to the people on the condi-

tion of affairs.

Jay's mind was essentially judicial

:

he had the temperament and taste as

well as the reasoning powers desirable

for legal investigation, and the probity
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and decision of character essential to

an administrator of law. With strong

domestic proclivities and rural taste

—

the conflicts, excitement, and responsi-

bilities of a political career were alien

to his nature ; but the functions of the

higher magistracy found in him a con-

genial representative. Accordingly, it

is evident from his correspondence and

the concurrent testimony of his kindred

and friends, that while as chief justice

his sphere of duty was, however labori-

ous, full of interest to his mind—the

vocation of a diplomatist was oppres-

sive : he undertook it, as he had other

temporary public offices, from conscien-

tious patriotism ; the same qualities

which gave him influence and authority

on the bench commended him specially

to his fellow citizens as a negotiator

in the difficult and dangerous exigen-

cies produced in our foreign relations

by the war with Great Britain. Tact,

sagacity, courage—the ability to com-

mand respect and to advocate truth

and maintain right—dignity of manner,

benignity of temper—devotion to his

country—all the requisites seemed to

combine in the character of Jay, on the

one hand to enforce just claims, and,

on the other, to propitiate good will.

To raise a loan and secure an alliance

in Spain seemed a hopeless task : Jay

undertook it, much to his personal in-

convenience and with extreme reluc-

tance. The history of his mission, as

revealed by his correspondence and
official documents, is a history of vexa-

tions, mortifications, ..and patient, iso-

lated struggles with difficulties, such

as few men would have encountered

voluntarily or endured with equanimi-

ty. The Spanish Government shrank

from a decisive course, feared self-com-

mittal, promised aid, and to concede,

on certain terms, the right of the United

States to navigate the Mississippi. Jay

took council of Franklin, who advised

him not to accede to the terms pro-

posed, but to maintain ' the even good
temper hitherto manifested.' Mean-
time Congress drew on him for the loan

without waiting to hear that it had
been negotiated ; after a small ad-

vance, the Spanish Government de-

clined the loan unless the sole right of

navigating the Mississippi were grant-

ed. Having thus failed to accomplish

the great object, which indeed was un-

attainable except at a sacrifice which

subsequent events have proved would

have essentially interfered with the

prosperous development of the South-

west—Jay, sensitively vigilant of his

country's credit, despite his habitual

prudence, accepted the bill at his own
credit ; boldly assuming the responsi-

bility ; his claims on the Spanish Gov-

ernment were proved ; Franklin remit-

ted twenty-five thousand dollars ; of

the one hundred and fifty thousand

dollars, due December, 1780, only twen-

ty-five thousand was paid by the fol-

lowing April ; his outstanding accept-

ances amounted to two hundred and

thirty-one thousand dollars—the greater

part of which was due in two months.

A more painful situation for a gentle-

man of refinement and honor can scarce-

ly be imagined than that of John Jay

—living without any salary, living on

credit, scarcely recognized by the proud

court to which he had been accredited

;

and yet maintaining his self-respect,

persistent in his aim, courteous in his

manner, faithful to his trust, harassed

by anxiety—patient, true, and patriotic.

As we read the lively and genial letters

of the lamented Irving, when Ameri-

can minister at Madrid seventy years

later, what a contrast to the high con-

sideration and social amenities he en-

joyed, are the humiliations and the

baffled zeal of Jay, when obliged to

' stand and wait,' under circumstances

at once so perplexing and hopeless

!

In March, 1782, the bills were protest-

ed ; but the credit that seemed utterly

destroyed was soon retrieved, though

Jay found himself constrained, by the

instructions of his Government, to yield

the right of navigating the Mississippi

in order to secure the treaty ; having

drawn and presented it, his presence
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was no longer requisite, and he pro-

ceeded to France to act in concert with

Franklin, Adams, Jefferson, and Lee in

negotiating for peace.

In June, 1782, Jay arrived in Paris,

and, with Franklin, for the most part

carried on the negotiations which re-

sulted in the treaty of peace ; it was a

period of ' painful anxiety and difficult

labor :
' Hamilton, Jefferson, and other

of his eminent countrymen recognized

warmly his services and his success

:

he did not altogether agree with Frank-

lin, and was pertinacious in claiming

all respect due to the Government he

represented, assuring the British envoy

that he would take no part in the busi-

ness unless the United States ' were

treated as an independent nation : ' he

drew up such a commission as would
meet his views. While Hamilton gave

Jay full credit for sagacity and hon-

esty, • he thought him suspicious, be-

cause he so far evaded his instructions

as not to show ' the preliminary articles

to our ally before he signed them :

'

this caution, however, arose from Jay's

patriotic circumspection; he excused

himself on the ground that his instruc-

tions ' had been given for the benefit of

America, and not of France,' and argued

justly that there was discretionary

power to consult the public good rather

than any literal directions, the spirit,

aim, and scope thereof being steadily

adhered to. Subsequent revelations

abundantly proved that sagacity rather

than suspicion, and knowledge more

than conjecture justified Jay's course.

There is a letter of Pickering, when
Secretary of State, to Pinckney, when
about to visit France as envoy from the

United States Government, in regard

to which Washington manifests in his

correspondence particular solicitude for

the absolute correctness of its state-

ments : wherein the treachery of the

French Government is demonstrated

from official documents. Jay, during

his residence in Spain, had ample op-

portunity to realize the selfish intrigues

of the Bourbon dynasty, and he had a

better insight as to the real objects of

the French Government, from examin-

ing its policy at a distance and in con-

nection with an ally, than Franklin,

who had been exposed to its immediate

blandishments, and had so many per-

sonal reasons for confidence and hope.

Vergennes, then prime minister, looked

to the relinquishment of the fisheries,

and while France, from animosity to

Great Britain, cheerfully aided us in

the war of the Revolution, it was no

part of her secret purpose to foster into

independent greatness the power which

she befriended from motives of policy

during her own struggle with England.

Jay, therefore, insisted upon a recogni-

tion of our independence on the part

of Great Britain, not as the first article

of the treaty, but as un fait accompli ;

and wisely declined to allow the

French minister, whose plans and views

he so well understood, to see the advan-

tageous terms we made with the for-

midable enemy of France, until those

terms were accepted, and the treaty

signed.

After visiting England and returning

to Paris, having declined an invitation

from the Spanish Government to re-

sume negotiations, and also a tender

from his own Government of the Eng-

lish mission, Jay returned to his native

land with delight, and on landing in

New York, on the 24th of July, 1784,

was received with great honor and af-

fection. Ten years of public life had
so little weaned him from his legal

proclivities that he had determined to

resume practice ; but Congress urged

upon him the important position of

Secretary of Foreign Affairs, which

place he filled with distinguished abili-

ty until the convention to form the

Constitution met. In his correspond-

ence, Jay's views of government are

frankly and clearly unfolded: he had
experienced the manifold evils of in-

adequate authority ; and while he

would have power emanate from the

people, he deeply felt the necessity of

making it sufficient for the exigencies
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of civil society : a strong General Gov-

ernment, therefore, he deemed essential

to national prosperity ;
his theory was

not speculative, but practical, founded

upon observation and experience : it

was sustained by the wisest and best

of his countrymen :
' it was, however,

opposed to a prevalent idea of State

rights, a jealousy of theirsurrender and

infringement ; comparatively few of

his fellow citizens had, by reading and

reflection, risen to the level of the prob-

lem whose solution was to be found

in a charter at once securing all essen-

tial private rights and local freedom,

while binding together, in a firm and

patriotic union, the will and interests

of a continent. Add to these obstacles

the fierce partisan feeling engendered

by the circumstances of the time and
country—fears of aristocratic influences

on the one hand, and sectional intrigues

on the other, and we can easily per-

ceive that the first duty of the enlight-

ened and patriotic was to clear away
prejudices, explain principles, advocate

cardinal political truths, and lift the

whole subject out of the dense region

of faction and into the calm and clear

sphere of reason and truth. According-

ly, Hamilton, Madison, Jay, and others,

by public discussion sought to eluci-

date and vindicate the Constitution

:

by conversation, correspondence, in the

committee room and the assembly,

through reference to the past, analysis

of the present, anticipations of the fu-

utre, John Jay, directly and indirectly

advocated and illustrated the Constitu-

tion. With his gifted coadjutors he

became an efficient political essayist

;

and, though prevented by illness from

contributing largely to the ' Federal-

ist,' he wrote enough to identify him-

self honorably with that favorite Amer-
ican classic of statesmen. His frank-

ness, lucid style, jDerspicuous sense,

made him as effective a writer in his

own manner as the more intrepid Ham-
ilton. When Washington came to

New York to be inaugurated as first

President of the United States, Jay

proffered his hospitality with charac-

teristic simplicity and good sense ; he

received the votes of two States as Vice

President ; at Washington's request he

continued to perform the duties of

Foreign Secretary until Jefferson as-

sumed the office, when, with eminent

satisfaction and in accordance with

Jay's views, the President sent the lat-

ter's name to the Senate as Chief Jus-

tice, thus associating him with his Ad-
ministration.

When Genet's arrival had stimulated

partisan zeal into reckless faction, and
his insulting course widened the breach

between the two political sects, their

representatives were exposed to all the

unjust aspersion and violent prejudice

born of extreme opinions and free dis-

cussions : one party held in high

esteem the principles of the British

constitution, recognized the moral as

well as civic necessity of a strong cen-

tral Government, and dreaded the un-

bridled license of French demagoguism

;

they steadily opposed any identity of

action or responsibility in foreign af-

fairs, cherished self-respect and self-

reliance as the safeguard of the States,

and sustained the dignified and con-

sistent course of Washington : of these,

John Jay was one of the most firm and

intelligent advocates, and hence the

object of the most unscrupulous parti-

san rancor : the name of Monarchist

was substituted for Federalist, of Jaco-

bin for Democrat : on the one hand,

the British minister reproached the

American Government with injustice

to British subjects and interests, con-

trary to treaty stipulations ; on the

other, Genet complained of the ingrati-

tude of the Government, and sought to

array the people against it : England

had not as yet fulfilled her part of the

treaty ; along the frontiers her troops

still garrisoned the forts; the lakes

were not free for American craft, and

no remuneration had been made by

Great Britain for the negroes which her

fleet carried off at the close of the war

:

meantime her warlike attitude toward
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France made still fiercer the conflict of

the respective partisans on this side of

the Atlantic ; American seamen were

impressed ; crowds surrounded the

President's house, clamorous for war

;

and he was only sustained in the Senate

by an extremely small majority, while

the Democratic party were eager for

immediate action against England.

At this crisis, Washington resolved to

try another experiment for conciliation,

and to this end proposed Jay as espe-

cial envoy to Great Britain. His nom-
ination was opposed in the Senate, but

prevailed by a vote of eighteen against

eight. The mission was not desired

by him. Uncongenial as were absence

from home and diplomatic cares, this

exile and duty were, in all private re-

spects, opposed to his tastes and wish-

es ; he foresaw the difficulties, antici-

pated the result, but, once convinced

that he owed the sacrifice of personal

to public considerations, he now, as

before and subsequently, brought all

his conscientiousness and intelligence

to the service of his country. His re-

ception at the court of St. James was
kind and considerate, and his inter-

course with Grenville, then Secretary

of Foreign Affairs, carried on with the

greatest mutual respect. A treaty was

negotiated— Jay obtaining the best

terms in his power : no state paper ever

gave rise to more virulent controversy
;

it became a new line of demarcation, a

new test of party feeling : Hamilton

was its eloquent advocate, Jefferson its

violent antagonist : "Washington doubt-

ed the expediency of accepting it ; and
it passed the Senate by a bare majority.

While in a calm retrospect we acknowl-

edge many serious objections to such a

treaty, they do not account for the in-

tense excitement it caused ; and the cir-

cumstances under which it was exe-

cuted sufficiently explain, while they

do not reconcile us to, the signal ad-

vantages it secured to Great Britain.

She agreed to give up the forts ;—but

this concession had already been made

;

to compensate for illegal captures;

there was a provision for collecting

British debts in America ; and in a

commercial point of view American in-

terests were sacrificed ; it was declared

a treaty wherein a weak power evi-

dently succumbed to a strong : but on

the other hand, public expectation had
been extravagant ': no reasonable Amer-
ican citizen, cognizant of the state of

the facts and of party feeling, could

have believed it possible to secure, at

the time and under the circumstances,

a satisfactory understanding ; and no

candid mind could doubt that a nego-

tiator so patriotic, firm, and wise as

John Jay had earnestly sought to make
the best of a difficult cause, or that he

was ' clear in his great office '—an

office reluctantly accepted. It has been

well said of Jay's treaty that ' now few

defend it on principle, many on policy.'

When its ratification was advised by
the Senate, and it became public, the

whole country was aroused ; all the

latent venom of partisan hate and

all the wise forbearance of patriotic

self-possession were arrayed face to face

in so fierce an opposition that Wash-
ington justly described the period as

' a momentous crisis.' It was denounced

as cowardly ;
it was defended as expe-

dient ; copies were publicly destroyed

amid shouts of exultation : Jay was

burned in effigy ; the Boston Chamber

of Commerce voted in favor of its rati-

fication : Hamilton, under the signa-

ture of ' Camillus,' analyzed its claims,

and deprecated the bitter hostility it

had evoked ; and Fisher Ames, in

pleading for moderation to both par-

ties, in the House of Representatives,

embalmed his patriotic counsel with

such heroic patience and eloquent refer-

ences to his approaching end, that his

speech became one of the standard ex-

emplars of American eloquence.

1 When the fiery vapors of the war
lowered in the skirts of our horizon,'

he observes, ' all our wishes were con-

centred in this one—that we might
escape the desolation of the storm

:

this treaty, like a rainbow on the edge
of the storm, marked to our eyes the
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space where it was raging, and afford-

ed, at the same time, the sure prognos-
tic of fair weather : if we reject it, the

vivid colors will grow pale ; it will be
a baleful meteor, portending tempest
and war.'

And he ends this remarkable speech

in these words

:

' I have thus been led by my feelings

to speak more at length than I had in-

tended. Yet I have perhaps as little

personal interest in the event as any
one here. There is, I believe, no mem-
ber who will not think his chance to

be a witness of the consequences great-

er than mine. If, however, the vote
should pass to reject, and. a sj)irit

should rise, as it will, with the public
disorders, to make confusion worse con-
founded, even I, slender and almost
broken as my hold upon life is, may
outlive the Government and Constitu-

tion of my country. 1

Jay's own remarks on the subject in

his private correspondence, are charac-

teristic alike of his rectitude of pur-

pose and equanimity of soul :
' The

approbation,' he observes, in a letter to

Dr. Thatcher, ' of one judicious and
virtuous man relative to the conduct

of the negotiations, affords me more sat-

faction than clamor and intrigue have

given me concern.'

Before the outbreak of political ani-

mosity on account of the treaty, and
during his absence on that mission,

Jay had been elected Governor of the

State of New York ; had that instru-

ment been published in April instead

of July, he would not have been

chosen ; and yet, despite the fever of

partisan feeling, he made no removals.

At the close of this memorable year,

Washington died : that illustrious man
held no man in greater esteem than

Jay : to him and Hamilton he had sub-

mitted his Farewell Address : when
the former's term of office expired, he

determined to retire ; and did so on
the 1st of July, 1801, declining the re-

appointment as Chief Justice, earnestly

tendered him. He now removed to his

paternal estate at Bedford, in Westches-

ter county, New York, to enjoy long-

coveted repose from public duties.

Thenceforth his life was one of digni-

fied serenity and active benevolence.

The superintendence of his farm, co-

operation in philanthropic enterprises,

the amenities of literature, the consola-

tions of religion, and the graces of hos-

pitality congenially occupied his re-

maining years— years abounding in

respect from his countrymen, and the

satisfactions of culture, integrity, and

faith. He rebuilt the family mansion,

occasionally made visits on horseback

to New York and Albany. Now zealous

in building up a church, and now be-

nignly considerate of a dependant's

welfare—loyal and happy in his domes-

tic relations, interested in the welfare

of both nation and neighborhood, and

preserving his intimacy with the clas-

sics and the Scriptures—the last thirty

years of John Jay's life, in their peace-

ful routine and gracious tenor, reflected

with ' daily beauty ' the sustained ele-

vation of mind and the consistent

kindliness and rectitude of a Christian

gentleman. On the 17th of May, 1829,

he died, crowned with love and honor.

The echoes of party strife had long

died away from his path : the clouds

of party malice had faded from his

horizon : all felt and acknowledged, in

his example and character, the ideal of

an American citizen. Not as a brilliant

but as a conscientious man, not as a

wonderfully gifted but as an admirably

well-balanced mind, not as an excep-

tional hero but as a just, prudent, faith-

ful, and benignant human being—true

to the best instincts of religion, the

highest principles of citizenship, the

most pure aspirations of character—are

cherished the influence and memory of

Jay.

His personal appearance is familiar

to us through the masterly portraits of

Stuart : that in judicial robes has

long been a favorite examplar of this

eminent artist, exhibiting as it does his

best traits of expression and color : al-

though destitute of those vivid tints

which Stuart reproduced with such
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marvellous skill, the keen eyes, fine

brow, aquiline nose, pointed chin, and

hair tied behind and powdered, with

the benign intelligence pervading the

whole, render this an effective subject

for such a pencil : it is a face in which
high moral and intellectual attributes,

dignity, rectitude, and clear perception

harmoniously blend : the lineaments

and outline are decidedly Gallic : one

thinks, in looking at the portrait, not

only of the able jurist, Christian gen-

tleman, and patriot—but also of his

Huguenot ancestor, who fought at

Boyne, urbanely accepted exile rather

than compromise faith, and suffered

persecution with holy patience and

adaptive energy of intellect and char-

acter.

The political opinions of Jay were

obnoxious to a large party of his coun-

trymen ; but had we not so many ex-

amples in history and experience of the

blind prejudice and malicious injustice

generated by faction, it would seem in-

credible, as we contemplate, in the im-

partial light of retrospective truth, his

character and career, that any imagin-

able diversity of views on questions of

state policy, could have bred such false

and fierce misconstruction in reference

to one whose every memory challenges

such entire respect and disinterested

admiration. As it is, the record of his

life, the influence of his character seem

to borrow new brightness from the

evidences of partisan calumny found in

the more casual records of the past.

Singularly intense and complicated is

the history of the jjeriod when Jay's

prominence and activity in the politi-

cal world-were at their height. On the

one hand, the triumph of freedom in

the New World ; on the other, the atro-

cities committed in her sacred name in

the Old : the American and French

Revolutions, considered in regard to

their origin, development, and results,

seem to have brought to a practical

test all principles of government and

elements of civic life inherent in human
society : so that they have since afford-

ed the tests and illustrations of the

most enlightened publicists and states-

men, and now yield the most familiar

and emphatic precedents for political

speculation and faith. In England,

Pitt, Burke, Fox, and Mackintosh rep-

resented, with memorable power, the

oj)posing elements of conservatism and
reform, of social order and revolution,

of humanity and of authority ; while

in America, Hamilton, Adams, Morris,

Jay, and other leading Federalists, re-

pudiated the license and condemned
the encroachments of France, as Jeffer-

son and his followers advocated the

French republic on abstract principles

of human rights and as having legiti-

mate claims upon American gratitude.

No small part of the bitterness exhibit-

ed toward Jay by the latter party arose

from his having testified, with Rufus

King, that Genet intended to appeal

from the Government to the people of

the United States—an audacious pur-

pose on the part of the French envoy,

which excited the just indignation of

every citizen whose self-respect had not

been quenched in the flame of political

zeal : accordingly he, to a peculiar ex-

tent, ' shared the odium which the

French Revolution had infused into

the minds of its admirers :
' partial to

the spirit if not the letter of the Eng-

lish constitution, convinced by the ab-

solute moral necessity of a strong cen-

tral Government, an enlightened and

strenuous advocate of law, a thorough

gentleman, and a sincere Christian

—

his undoubted claim to the additional

distinction of pure patriot did not

save him from the aristocratic imputa-

tions, which professed champions of

popular rights then and there attached

to all men who recognized as essential

to social order and progress, respect for

and allegiance to justly constituted

authorities in government and society :

jealousy of the rights of the people

was the ostensible motive of a political

opposition to Jay, which, at this day

and with all the evidence before us,

seems inexplicable until we remember
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how the mirage of party fanaticism

distorts the vision and perverts the

sympathies of men.

But to a well-poised, clear-sighted,

upright character like his, the storms

of faction seemed innocuous : how
candid is his own confession of faith,

howjust his reasoning, and enlightened

his principles, and patriotic his motives,

as revealed in every act, state and judi-

cial paper, recorded conversation, and

private letter !
' Neither courting

nor dreading public opinion,' he writes

(in his account of the Spanish mission),

' on the one hand, nor disregarding it

on the other, I joined myself to the

first assertors of the American cause,

because I thought it my duty ; and be-

cause I considered caution and neutral-

ity, however secure, as being no less

wrong than dishonorable.' As he had
espoused the cause deliberately, he

served it conscientiously, and met the

difficulties in the way of organizing

the Federal Government with philo-

sophical candor :
' It was a thing,' he

observes, in his first contribution to

the ' Federalist,' ' hardly to be expect-

ed that in a popular revolution, the

minds of men should stop at the happy

mean which marks the boundary be-

tween power and privilege, and com-

bines the energy of government with

the security of private right.'

An sesthetical student and delineator

of character remarks that ' where we
recognize in any one an image of moral

elevation, which seems to us, at the

first glance, unique and transcendent,

I believe that, on careful examination,

we shall find that among his coevals, or

in the very nature of the times, those

qualities which furnish their archetype

in him were rife and prevalent.' *

The highest class of American states-

men and patriots, and especially those

grouped around the peerless central

figure of Washington, afford striking

evidence of the truth of this observa-

tion. A certain spirit of disinterested

* ' Caxtoniana,'

VOL. VI.—24

integrity and devotion, an elevated and
consistent tone of feeling and method
of action alike distinguished them ; and
nothing can be imagined more violently

in contrast therewith than the inade-

quate standard of judgment and scope

of criticism adopted by those who, ac-

tuated by partisan zeal and guided by
narrow motives, apply to such charac-

ters the limited gauge of their own in-

sight and estimation— ' endeavoring to

atone by microscopic accuracy for im-

becility in fundamental principles.'

Hence the foreign publicist of large

research and precise historical knowl-

edge, the scholar of broad and earnest

sympathies, the patriot of generous and

tenacious principles, find in these ex-

emplars of civic virtue objects of per-

manent admiration ; while many of

their self-appointed commentators, en-

trenched in pedantic or political dog-

mas, and devoid of comprehensive ideas

and true magnanimity, fail to recognize

and delight in depreciating qualities

with which they have no affinity, and
whose legitimate functions they ignore

or pervert—for ' Folly loves the martyr-

dom of Fame.' With all due allow-

ance for honest differences of opinion

as to political or religious creeds, for

diversities of taste and education, there

yet remains to the truly humane, wise,

and liberal soul, an instinctive sense of

justice, veneration for rectitude, love

of the beautiful and the true, which

keeps alive their veneration and quick-

ens their higher sympathies despite the

venom of faction and the blindness of

prejudice; and thus causes the elemen-

tal in character to maintain its lawful

sway whatever may be the inferences

of partisan logic or the dicta of per-

sonal opinion. Goethe's invaluable

rule of judging every character and

work of art by its own law is ever

.present to their minds, and they find a

satisfaction in the spontaneous tribute

of love and honor to real genius and

superior worth, all the more grateful

because there is not entire sympathy

of sentiment and creed ; their homage
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and faith are as disinterested as they

are sincere.

An eminent English novelist has in-

dicated with genial emphasis, in one of

his essays, how much more wonderful

as a psychological phenomenon is the

clairvoyance of imagination than that

ascribed to mesmerism : since, by the

former, writers of genius describe with

verisimilitude, and sometimes with a

moral accuracy such as we can scarcely

believe to originate in the creative

mind alone, all the traits and phases

of a scene, an event, or a character, the

details of which are lost in dim tradi-

tion or evaded by authentic history.

Shakspeare is cited as the memorable

example of this intellectual prescience.

There is, however, another species of

foresight and insight whereby the logic

of events is anticipated, and great prin-

ciples embraced before the multitude

are prepared for their adoption ; re-

formers and statesmen are thus in ad-

vance of their age, and through high

ethical judgment and the inspiration

of rectitude, see above the clouds of

sefishness and beyond the limits of ego-

tism, into the eternal truth of things.

It was this wisdom, sustained by, if not

born of, integrity and disinterested-

ness, that distinguished the highest

class of our Revolutionary and Consti-

tutional statesmen, culminating in

"Washington, and in no one of his con-

temporaries more manifest than in

John Jay. We have alluded to the

comprehensive and sagacious scope of

his various state papers and judicial

decisions, based invariably upon the

absolute principles of equity ; and the

same traits are as obvious in his cor-

respondence and occasional writings

:

but recently there was found among
his papers a charge to the grand jury

at Richmond, Virginia, in which are ex-

pressed the most authentic principles of

international drawn from natural law,

at a period and in a country where the

former had not been codified or even

vaguely understood; and so practical

as to be of direct application to the

exigencies of the present hour. At the

root of these convictions was a pro-

found religious faith. No one of the

early American statesmen, for instance,

has left on record a more clear and just

statement of his views of slavery ;

—

that foul blot on the escutcheon of the

republic was ever before the eyes and
conscience of Jay ; he sought not to

evade, but to make apparent its inevi-

table present shame and future conse-

quences, and argued for a prospective

abolition clause in the Constitution.

The events of the last three years are a

terrible and true response to his warn-

ings. ' Till America,' he wrote, ' comes

into this measure (emancipation) her

prayers to heaven will be impious. I

believe God governs the world, and I

believe it is a maxim in His as in our

courts, that those who ask for equity

ought to do it.
1 He set the example in

the manumission of a boy then his legal

property, and was the president of the

first anti-slavery society, bequeathing

the cause to his descendants, who have

faithfully acquitted themselves of the

once contemned but now honored trust,

for three generations ; for his son suc-

ceeded him in the office, his grandson

has been and is its strenuous advocate,

and his great-grandson now confronts

the slaveholding rebels in the Army of

the Potomac. His intelligent and

patriotic fellow citizens realized and

recognized the faith and probky whence

arose his moral courage and his clear

mental vision. ' His life,' says Sullivan,

' was governed by the dictates of an

enlightened Christian conscience.' One

of his last letters was in reply to the

congratulation of the corporation of

New York that he lived to witness the

fiftieth anniversary of our national in-

dependence, and an invitation to join

in its commemoration ; too feeble, from

advanced age, to meet their wishes in

this respect, in gratefully declining he

thus bore testimony to his life-long

convictions :
' The most essential means

of securing the continuance of our civil

and religious liberties is always to re-
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member with reverence and gratitude

the source from which they flow.' We
can readily appreciate the literal truth

of Verplanck's observation, when death

canonized such a character :
' A halo of

veneration seemed to encircle him, as

one belonging to another world, though

lingering among us : the tidings of his

death were received with solemn awe.'

Jay cherished a firm belief in Provi-

dence, confirmed by his long life of

varied experience and thougthful ob-

servation. Proverbially courteous and

urbane, he was, at the same time, in-

flexible in the withdrawal of all con-

fidence when once deceived "or disap-

pointed in character. Clear and strong

in his religious convictions, he was

none the less free from intolerance

;

he enjoyed communion with a Quaker

neighbor as well as correspondence

with clerical friends of different persua-

sions, though himself a stanch Episco-

palian.

Underlying a singularly contained

demeanor and aptitude for calm and
serious investigations, there was a vein

of pleasant humor which enhanced the

charm of his intimate companionship
;

bold, independent, and tenacious in

opinion, when once formed, he was
perfectly modest in personal bearing

and intercourse ; his mind was more
logical than severe in temper, more
vigorous than versatile, judicial in

taste and tone, with more precision

than eagerness ; and his temperament

united the gravity of a cultivated and
thoughtful with the vivacity and ame-

nity of a harmonious and cheerful

nature. Like Washington and Morris,

he was fond of agricultural pursuits

;

and like them, his example as a states-

man seems to acquire new force and
beauty from the long and contented

retirement from official life that evinced

the plenitude of his own resources, and
evidenced how much more a sense of

public duty than political ambition had
been the motive power of his civic

career. It is this which distinguishes

the first-class representative men of our

country from the mere politicians ; we
feel that their essential individuality

of character and genius was superior

to the accidents of position ; that their

intrinsic worth and real dignity re-

quired no addition from fame or for-

tune—that they are nobler than their

offices, superior to their popularity,

above their external relation to the

parties and functions illustrated by

their talents, and made memorable by

their integrity.

A SIGH.

How can I live, my love, so far from thee,

Since far from thee my spirit droops and dies ?

Who is there left, my love, for me to see,

Since beauty is concentrate in thine eyes ?

My only life is sending thee my sighs,

Which, as sweet birds fly home from deserts lone,

Fly swift to thee as each swift moment flies,

Uprising from the current of my moan.

But closed is still thy heart of cruel stone,

And my poor sighs drop murdered at thy feet.

For which, while I in grief do sigh and groan,

New hosts arise to meet a death so sweet.

Ah ! love, give scorn ; for if love thou shouldst give,

How could I love thee in thy sight, and live ?
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THE ANTIQUITY OF MAN.

A PHILOSOPHIC DEBATE.

A. I would like to hear your opin-

ions regarding the antiquity of our

race : geologists are daily becoming

bolder and more unhesitating in their

assertions on the subject ; and we are

fast drifting toward conclusions that

seem to startle the religious world, and

threaten to upset our confidence in that

Book which we have been accustomed

to regard with profoundest reverence.

B. Never, sir, never : the hand of

true science can never rise as the antag-

onist of revelation : revelation, rightly

understood, must ever find in science

a brother, a protector, a friend.

A. How would you maintain your

position, if the geologists should arrive

at a final conclusion on the subject,

and declare positively that men existed

in the world twenty or thirty thousand

years ago ?

B. They have arrived at such a con-

clusion already ; that is to say, they

have, in a stratum which cannot be less

than twenty thousand years old, un-

earthed some skeletons of a mammal
resembling man. But let these skele-

tons resemble ours ever so closely, I,

for one, am not prepared to concede

that these creatures, when they existed,

were men in the sense that we are.

Revelation declares quite explicitly

that the present race is not more than

six thousand years old.

A. What theory, then, must we
adopt respecting these human-shaped

fossils ? Why do you deny that they

were men like us ?

B. Tell me what a human being is,

and I will answer your query.

A. The definition would be a some-

what prolix one.

B. It will be sufficient for our pur-

pose that you admit two points regard

ing the existing race.

A. The first ?

B. That man has a body.

A. Good. The second ?

B. That man is a soul, a spiritual

being.

A. Good.

B. Well, then ; answer me this

:

Were the men whose remains are now
being discovered, of a spiritual nature,

and endowed with minds ? Might they

not rather have been mere mammals,

shaped indeed in the same external

mould as that in which the Creator in-

tended, when the time should come, to

form his masterpiece ; but not as yet

tenanted by that divine nature which

would have entitled him to rank with

the race existing now ?

A. Such questions it is hardly the

province of geology to solve. But it

may fairly be asked, What right have

we to suppose that beings ever existed

who were men only in shape, but who
wTere destitute of the spiritual nature ?

Does the Bible allow us any margin on

which to base such a belief? Do the

sacred writers mention the creation of

two human races, one endowed with

merely an animal nature, the other pos-

sessing a spiritual nature ?

B. Scripture does so in passages

which I shall point out presently. But

first, concede to me this one point, ad-

mitted by many theologians already,

that in the first and second chapters of

Scripture, the term ' day ' has an ambig-

uous meaning—that the days were vast

geological eras.

A. Granted.

B. The first human creation spoken

of by Moses is that mentioned in Gen.

i. 27, where, immediately after record-

ing the creation of the inferior animals,

it is said that ' God created man in his

own image,' etc. Thus the visible and

external creation has received its top

and climax : the animals have found a
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master. After that, we are told that

'the evening and the morning were

the sixth day.' Then the second chap-

ter is opened, and the seventh day is

described as forming a vast interval of

rest.

A. All true.

B. Now look at the seventh verse

of this second chapter. The words are

:

' And the Lord God formed man of the

dust of the ground, and breathed into

his nostrils the breath of life, and he

became a living soul.' Now I regard

this passage as referring to a creation

quite distinct from that of the first

chapter.

A. Theologians have been in the

habit of considering the two passages

as descriptive of the same act.

B. I am aware of it. But by what
right have they done so ? Everywhere

else in Genesis we find events recorded

in chronological order, and there is no

reason why the historian should in this

instance commit the irregularity of

passing from the end of the seventh day

to the beginning of the sixth : it is

certainly much more likely that in the

story of the second chapter and seventh

verse he has passed on to an event

which transpired at the close of the

seventh day, or, still more probably, on
the first day of a new series. And if it

were so, we would thus have, in the

time of this second and spiritual crea-

tion, a beautiful symbol of a more re-

cent first-day's-work, when manifesta-

tion was made of a life far nobler than

Adam's.

A. Your parallel is not without

beauty, and, therefore, not without

weight ; but I cannot see enough of

difference between the two accounts to

warrant the hypothesis that the first

refers to an unspiritual man, the second

to a spiritual. The first account says

that ' man was made in God's image.'

The second says of the man which it

describes, that ' God breathed into his

nostrils the breath of life, and he be-

came a living soul.'

B. We must not attach too much

importance to the term ' God's image.'

The sacred writer might make use of

such an expression merely to show the

excellency of the image or form of the

body of this first human race, whose
frame, relatively to the inferior animals,

was, par excellence, God's image. And
on the whole, the difference between

the two accounts is very wide and very

important. The first passage does not

stand connected with the history of the

present race at all : the second does.

In the former passage the creation of a

race is described, but the individual is

not even named : in the latter we are

not merely told of a race, we are intro-

duced to an individual. His name is

given, and he is connected with the

existing race of mankind by a contin-

uous history. In speaking of the differ-

ence between the two passages, it were

well to consider that, till of late, there

has been no reason to suspect their real

significancy, i. e.
7
to suppose that they

spoke of two creations and two races.

But now that the proofs of a pre-

Adamite race are fast accumulating

upon us, it were well to inquire whether

God's revelation has not anticipated

the story which the strange hiero-

glyphics of his finger are now unfold-

ing. The philologist and the geologist

are each deciphering the same story in

two different books, that are equally

divine. It remains to be seen which

will be the first to read correctly.

A. The account in the second chap-

ter certainly speaks explicitly enough

of the creation of the soul or spirit.

B. Yes ; and observe this : that the

seventh day, a mighty geological era,

has elapsed between the two creations

—a period long enough for the first

race to pass entirely away, leaving be-

hind them as their only memorials a

few skeletons, to be dug up here and

there in the nineteenth century of the

Christian era. When the last specimen

of the anterior race had been long dead,

God created the new man, ' breathed

into his nostrils the breath of life,' and

gave him a mind and a name to dis-
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tinguish him from the former race that posed in the oriental traditions of pre-

had borne the same image. Adamite kings.

A. Of course we cannot expect geol- B. It need not surprise us that there

ogists to discriminate between the two should, among primitive nations, exist

races, seeing they differed only by the some traditionary vestiges of the first

latter having a spiritual nature, while race : and such traditions were prob-

the former had not. ably derived from some very reliable

B. Of course not. source. But be that as it may, I am not

A. Perhaps, then, there is, after all, afraid to trust the settlement of the en-

not so much absurdity as has been sup- tire question to the arbitration of time.

WHO KNOWS?

Who knows but the hope that we bury to-day

May be the seed of success to-morrow ?

We could not weep o'er the coffined clay

If a lovelier life it should never borrow.

Did we know that the worm had conquered all,

That Death had forever secured his plunder,

Not a sigh would escape, not a tear would fall,

For the human heart must burst asunder.

Death mimics life, and life feigns death :

What parts them but a fleeting breath ?

Who knows but the love that in silence broods,

Slinking away to some lonely corner,

May yet, in the change of times and moods,

Sit proudly throned in the heart of the scorner ?

I have seen a haughty soul destroy

The glittering prize that once it bled for

;

I have seen the sad heart leap for joy,

And smiling grant what it vainly plead for

:

True tears the flashing eye may wet,

The lip that curled may quiver yet.

Who knows but the dream that mocks our sleep

With visions that end in a sorrowful waking,

Leaving just enough of brightness to keep

Our souls from despair and our hearts from breaking,

May come in the heat of the midday glare,

Or the afternoon with its gorgeous splendor,

Palpable, real, but not less fair,

With airs as soft and touch as tender ?

Morn breaks on the longest night of sorrow,

And there is more than one to-morrow.
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Linnet's Trial. A Tale. By S. M., Au-
thor of * Twice Lost.' Second Edition.

Loring, publisher, 319 Washington street,

Boston. 1864.

A moral and interesting novel. There is

a fascinating freshness and originality about

it, pervaded by genial humor and strong

common sense, and an utter absence of all

common and clap-trap sensational expedients.

The plot is simple, but well conceived; the

characters consistent and clear cut, the in-

cidental remarks tolerant and full of spirit.

We know no more true and delightful char-

acter-painting than that of Rose. Her shy-

ness, exclusiveness, pettishness, and igno-

rance are delicious in the rosy girl of six-

teen. Her friendship with Linnet, a woman
of imaginative and impassioned stamp, is nat-

ural in conception, and skilfully rendered.

Linnet is expansive and sympathetic, her

sweet and all-pervading influence is the true

charm of the book. The woman of beauty

and genius ripens into the perfect wife,

strengthening weak hands and reviving cour-

age in weary, doubting hearts. ' Linnet is

like an alabaster vase, only seen to perfec-

tion when lighted up from within.'

We heartily recommend ' Linnet ' to all

readers of fiction, who like to study character

through its rainbow sheen.

Phantom Flowers. A Treatise on the Art
of Producing Skeleton Leaves. Boston :

J. E. Tilton & Co. 1864.

A complete treatise on this beautiful art,

in which typography and illustrations are

alike perfect. The directions given are am-

ple and accurate. The contents are : Chap.

1. Anatomy of a Leaf; Green and Dried

Leaves. 2. Preparing the Leaves and Flow-

ers. 3. Bleaching the Leaves and Seed Ves-

sels. 4. Arranging the Bouquets. 5. Il-

lustrated List of Plants for Skeletonizing.

6. Seed Vessels. 7. The Wonders and Uses

of a Leaf. 8. Leaf Printing. 9. Commer-

cial Value of the Art; Preservation of Flow-

ers. We have accurate cuts of the skeleton-

ized leaves of the American Swamp Magno-

lia, Silver Poplar, Aspen Poplar, Tulip

Poplar, Norway Maple, Linden and Weeping

Willow, European Sycamore, English Ash,

Everlasting Pea, Elm, Deutzia, Beech, Hick-

ory, Chestnut, Dwarf Pear, Sassafras, Althea,

Rose, Fringe Tree, Dutchman's Pipe, Ivy and

Holly, with proper times of gathering and

individual processes of manipulation for se-

curing success with each. ' Fanciful though

expressive,' says our author, ' is the appella-

tion of ' Phantom ' or ' Spiritual ' Flowers

;

it was given to the first American specimens

by those who produced them, and it has since

become so general as to be everywhere un-

derstood and accepted as their most appro-

priate name. Referring to the process by

which these flowers are prepared, a Christian

friend beautifully used them as emblems of

the Resurrection, and as illustrating the ideas

—
' Sown a natural body, raised a spiritual

body,' and, ' This corruptible must put on

ineorruption, and this mortal immortality.'

'

All who practise this beautiful and lucra-

tive art with any hope of success, should pur-

chase ' Phantom Flowers,' the result of Jive

years' industrious and intelligent effort.

Poems : With Translations from the German
of Geibeland Others. By Lucy Hamilton
Hooper. Philadelphia: Frederick Ley-
poldt.

These translations are of far more than

ordinary merit. From his 'exceeding and

tender simplicity, Geibel is very difficult to

render aright : a word too much will fre-

quently ruin the stanza in which it may have

been introduced almost necessarily to fill up

the rhythm or consummate the rhyme ; a

single injudicious ornament will spoil the

whole effect of the cadenced emotions of

which his poems consist. We have tried

Geibel, and the songs of Heine, and know

the difficulties ; we heartily congratulate our

authoress on her success. Nor are her own
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poems less beautiful. Musically rh}Tthmed,

delicately worded, and purely felt, they com-

mend themselves to the reader. They do

not soar into the region of abstract thought;

they are without pretension, mysticism, or

effort. She challenges no crown, her range

is limited, but our hearts swell and throb

with the emotions she sings. A single speci-

men will best elucidate our meaning :

BABY LILY.

She was a purer, fairer bud
Than summer's sun uncloses

;

Spring brought her with the violets

;

She left us with the roses.

A little pillow, where the print

Of her small head yet lingers
j

A silver coral, tarnished o'er

With clasp of tiny fingers

;

A mound, the rose bush at the head

Were all too long to measure ;

—

And this is all that Heaven has left

Of her, our little treasure.

O human pearl, so pale and pure

!

little lily blossom

!

The angels lent a little space

To grace a mortal bosom.

The azure heavens bend above,

Unpitying and cruel

;

A casket all too cold and vast

To shrine our little jewel.

We cannot picture her to mind,

An angel, crowned and holy

;

A fair and helpless human thing,

Our hearts still keep her solely.

Sleep, baby, calmly in thy nest

Amid the fading flowers,

The while we strive to learn the words

:

* God's will be done—not ours
!

'

History of the Romans under the Empire.

By Charles Merivale, B. D., late Fellow

of St. John's College, Cambridge. From
the fourth London Edition. W ith a copious

Analytical Index. Vol. IV. New York

:

D. Appleton & Co., 443 & 445 Broadway.

The character of this work is so high and

so widely known that it is only necessary to

remind or inform our readers of the appear-

ance of the fourth volume to awaken their

interest. Merivale succeeds in making his

subject intensely interesting. Beginning

with the anticipations of a constitutional mon-

archy, the indifference of the citizens on

political questions, the legislative measures

to encourage marriage, the efforts of Augus-

tus to revive the national sentiment, this

volume carries us quite through his impor-

tant reign, with all its great events and do-

mestic dramas. We have descriptions of the

nature of life in Rome, places of recreation,

exhibitions of wild beasts and gladiators, the

schools of the rhetoricians, as well as studies

of the authors, Livy, Virgil, Horace, Pro-

pertius, Tibullus, Ovid, each reflecting in his

own way the sentiments of the Augustan

age. It is a complex and important period

of history, and nobly treated by our author.

Brutus and Cassius evoke no false sympathy.

The character of Augustus is closely analyzed,

and the sketch of the Roman dominion, in its

political, social, and intellectual outlines, is

able and interesting.

RECEIVED.

Christian Examiner. No. CCXLIV. July,

1864. Contents : Character and Histor-

ical Position of Theodore Parker; The
New King of Greece; Robert Brown-
ing ; Marsh's ' Man and Nature ;

' Robert
Lowell ; Renan's Critical Essays ; Edward
Livingston ; A Word on the War ; Review
of Current Literature.

North American Review. No. CCIV.
July, 1864. Contents : A Physical The-
ory of the Universe ; The Property and
Rights of Married Women ; The Philoso-

phy of Space and Time; The Constitution,

and it Defects ; The Navy of the United

States ; Our Soldiers ; A National Curren-

cy; The Rebellion: its Causes and Con-

sequences ; Critical Notices.

The Universalist Quarterly. July, 1864.

Contents: When are the Dead Raised?

The Contraband ; Faith and Works

;

Charles the Bold ; In Memoriam : a Trib-

ute to T. Starr King ; General Review

;

Recent Publications; Synopsis of the

Quarterlies.

Boston Review. No. XXII. July, 1864.

Contents: The Relations of Sin and Atone-

ment to Infant Salvation ; The Publication

of Free Descriptions of Vice ; The Rabbis,

the Mischna, and the Talmuds, and their

Aid in New Testament Studies ; Huxley on

Man's Place in Nature ; Teachings of the

Rebellion; Pascal; Short Sermons; Lit-

erary Notices ; The Round Table.
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SOME USES OF A CIVIL WAE,

War is a great evil. We may confess

that, at the start. The Peace Society

has the argument its own way. The
bloody field, the mangled dying, hoof-

trampled into the reeking sod, the

groans, and cries, and curses, the wrath,

and hate, and madness, the horror and
the hell of a great battle, are things no

rhetoric can ever make lovely.

The poet may weave his wreath of

victory for the conqueror ; the historian,

with all the pomp of splendid imagery,

may describe the heroism of the day of

slaughter ; but, after all, and none know
this better than the men most familiar

with it, a great K.ttjle is the most hate-

ful and hellish sight that the sun looks

on in all his courses.

And the actual battle is only a part.

The curse goes far beyond the field of

combat. The trampled dead and dying

are but a tithe of the actual sufferers.

There are desolate homes, far away,

where want changes sorrow into mad-
ness. Wives wail by hearthstones

where the household fires have died

into cold ashes forever more. Like
Rachel, mothers weep for the proud
boys that lie stark beneath the pitiless

stars. Under a thousand roofs—cot-

yol. vi.—25

tage roofs and palace roofs—little chil-

dren ask for ' father.' The pattering

feet shall never run to meet, upon the

threshold, Ms feet, who lies stiffening

in the bloody trench far away !

There are added horrors in civil war.

These forms, crushed and torn out of

all human semblance, are our brothers.

These wailing widows, these small

fatherless ones speak our mother lan-

guage, utter their pain in the tongue

of our own wives and children. Vic-

tory seems barely better than defeat,

when it is victory over our own blood.

The scars we carve with steel or burn

with powder across the shuddering

land, are scars on the dear face of the

Motherland we love. These blackened

roof-trees, they are the homes of our

kindred. These cities, where shells

are bursting through crumbling wall

and flaming spire, they are cities of our

own fair land, perhaps the brightest

jewels in her crown.

Ay I men do well to pray for peace !

With suppliant palms outstretched to

the pitying God, they do well to cry,

as in the ancient litany, ' Give peace in

our time, O Lord !
' Let the husband-

man go forth in the furrow. Let the
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cattle come lowing to the stalls at even-

ing. Let bleating flocks whiten all the

uplands. Let harvest hymns be sung,

while groaning wagons drag to burst-

ing barns their mighty weight of

sheaves. Let mill wheels turn their

dripping rounds by every stream. Let

sails whiten along every river. Let the

smoke of a million peaceful hearths

rise like incense in the morning. Let

the shouts of happy children, at their

play, ring down ten thousand valleys

in the summer day's decline. Over all

the blessed land, asleep beneath the

shadow of the Almighty hand, let the

peace of God rest in benediction

!

' Give peace in our time, O Lord !

'

And yet the final clause to every

human prayer must be ' Thy will be

done !
' There are things better far

than peace. There are things more

loathely and more terrible than the

horror of battle and ' garments rolled

in blood.' Peace is blessed, but if you

have peace with hell, how about the

blessedness ? A covenant with evil is

not the sort of agreement that will

bring comfort. A truce with Satan

is not the thing that it will do to trust.

There are things in this world, with-

out which the prayer for peace is ' a

witch's prayer,' read backward to a

curse.

That is to say, whether peace is good

depends entirely on the further ques-

tion, With whom are you at peace ?

Whether war is evil depends on the

other question, With whom are you at

war ? In one most serious and sub-

stantial point of view, human life is a

battle, which, for the individual, ends

only with death, and, for the race, only

with the Final Consummation. The

tenure of our place and right, as chil-

dren of God, is that we fight evil to the

bitter end. ' The Prince of Peace

'

Himself came ' not to send peace,' in

this war, ' but a sword.'

We may venture, then, to say that

there are some wars which are not all

evil. They are terrible, but terrible

like the hurricane, which sweeps away

the pestilence ; terrible like the earth-

quake, on whose night of terror God
builds a thousand years of blooming

plenty ; terrible like the volcano, whose
ashes are clothed by the purple vin-

tages and yellow harvests of a hundred

generations. The strong powers of na-

ture are as beneficent as strong. The
destroying powers are also creating

powers. Life sits upon the sepulchre,

and sings over buried Death through

all nature and all time. War, too, has

its compensations.

For years, amid the world's rages, we

had peace. The only war we had, at

all events, was one of our own seeking,

and a mere playing at war. Many of

us thought it would be so always. We
believed we had discovered a method
of settling all the world's difficulties

without blows. The peace people had
their jubilee. They talked about the

advance of intelligence, and the soften-

ing power of civilization. They placed

war among the forgotten horrors of a

dead barbarism. They proved that

commerce had rendered war impossi-

ble, because it had made it against self-

interest. They talked about reason

and persuasion, and moral influences.

They asked, ' Why not settle all trou-

bles in a grand world's congress, some

huge palaver and paradise of speech-

makers, where it will be all talk and

voting and no blows ?
' Why not, in-

deed ? How easy to ' resolve ' this

poor, blind, struggling world of ours

into a bit of heaven, you see, and so

end our troubles ! How easy to vote

these poor, stupid, blundering brothers

of ours into angels, in some great par-

liament of eloquent philosophers, and

govern them thereafter on that basis !

Now, resolutions and speeches and

grand palavers are nice things, in their

way, to play with, but, on the whole, it

is best to get down to the hard fact if

one really wants to work and prosper.

And the hard fact is, that Adam's sons

are not yet cherubs, nor their home-

stead, among the stars, just yet an out-

lying field of paradise. It is a planet
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whose private affairs are badly mud-

dled. Its tenants for life are a quar-

relsome, ill-tempered, unruly set of crea-

tures altogether. As things go, they

will break each, others' heads some-

times. It is very unreasonable. I can

see that. But men are not always rea-

sonable. It is not for their own inter-

est. I can see that too. But how often

does interest, the best and highest,

raise an impregnable barrier against

passion or even caprice ?

We must take men as they are, and

the world as we find it, to get a secure

ground for attempting the reformation

of either. And as men are, and as I

find the world, at present, I meet

Wrong, and find it armed to resist

Right. The Wrong will not yield to

persuasion, it will not surrender to rea-

son. It comes straight on, coarse, bru-

tal, devilish, caring not a straw for

peace rhetoric or Quaker gravity, for

persuasion or interest. It strikes

straight down at right or justice. It

tries to hammer them to atoms, and

trample them with swinish hoofs into

the mire. Now what am I to do ? To
stand peaceably by and see this thing

done, while I study new tropes and

invent new metaphors to persuade f Is

that my business, to waste the godlike

gift of human speech on this mad
brute or devil ?

With wise pains and thoughtful la-

bor, I clear my little spot of this stub-

born soil. I hedge and plant my small

vineyard. It begins, after much care,

to yield me some fruit. I get a little

corn and a little wine, to comfort me
and mine. I have good hope that, as

the years go by, I shall gather more.

I trust, at last, my purple vintages may
gladden many hearts of men, my rich

olives make many faces shine. But
some day, from the yet untamed forest,

bursts the wild boar, and rushes on my
hedge, and will break through to

trample down my vineyard before mine
eyes. And I am only to argue with

him. ! I am to cast the pearls of hu-

man reason and persuasion at his feet

to stop him ! Nay, rather, am I not to

seize the first sufficient weapon that

comes to hand, unloose the dogs upon
him, and drive him to his lair again,

or, better, bring his head in triumph,

home ?

It is true, there are wars where this

parable will not apply. There are ca-

pricious wars, wars undertaken for no

fit cause, wars with scarce a principle

on either side. Such have often been

Icing's wars, begun in folly, conducted

in vanity, ended in shame, wars for the

ambition of some crowned scoundrel,

who rides a patient people till he drives

them mad. And even such wars have

their uses. They are not wholly evil.

Alexander's, the maddest wars of all,

and those of his successors, the most

stupid and brutal ever fought, even

they had their uses. Our war with

poor Mexico, even Louis Bonaparte's,

was not wholly evil.

But there are wars, again, that are

not capricious, that are simply neces-

sary, unavoidable, as life, death, or

judgment, wars where the choice is to

see right trampled out of sight or to

fight for it, where truth and justice are

crushed unless the sword be grasped

and used, where law and civilization

and Christianity are assailed by. sav-

agery, brutality, and devilishness, and
only the true bullet and the cold steel

are received in the discussion. These

are the Peoples' wars. In them nations

arm. Generations swarm to their bat-

tle fields. They are landmarks in the

world's advancement. For victories

in them men sing Te Dennis through-

out the ages. The heroes, who fell in

them, loom through the haze of time

like demigods.

On the plains of Tours, when the

Moslem tide, that swept on to over-

whelm in ruin Christian Europe, was

met, and stemmed, and turned by

Charles Martel, and, breaking into

foam against the iron breasts of his

stalwart Franks, was whirled away

into the darkness like spray before the

tempest, the Hammer-man did a work
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that day that, till the end of time, a

world will thank Heaven for, as he

thanked it in the hour of victory.

And when his greater grandson, cre-

ator, guide, and guardian of modern
civilization, paced with restless, ever-

present steps, around the borders of

that small world of light which he had
"built up, half blindly, in the over-

whelming dark, and with two-handed

blows beat back, with the iron mace
of Germany, the savage assaults of

Saracen and Sclave, of black Dane and
brutal Wendt, and smote on till he

died smiting, for order, and law, and
faith, and so saved Europe, and, let us

humbly hope, his own rude but true

soul alive ! are not the thanks of all

the world well due, that Karl der

Grosse was no non-resistant, but a

great, broad-shouldered, royal soldier,

who wore the imperial purple by right

of a most imperial sword ?

There are wars like these, that, as

the world goes, are inevitable. Some
wrong undertakes to rule. Some lie

challenges sovereignty. Some mere

brutality or heathenism faces order,

civilization, and law. There is no

choice in the matter then. The wrong,

the lie, the brutality, the barbarism

rrmst go down. If they listen to reason,

well. If they can be only preached or

lectured into dying peaceably, and

getting quietly buried, it is an excel-

lent consummation. If they do not, if

they try conclusions, as they are far

more apt to do, if they come on with

brute force, there is no alternative.

They must be met by force. They

must get the only persuasion that can in-

fluence them—hard knocks, and plenty

of them, well delivered, straight at the

heart.

Wars so undertaken, under a divine

necessity, and with a divine sadness,

too, by a patient people, whose busi-

ness is not brutal fighting, but peace-

ful working, wars of this sort, in the

world's long history, are scarce evils at

all, and, even in the day of their wrath,

bring compensative blessings. They

may be fierce and terrible, they may
bring wretchedness and ruin, they may
' demoralize ' armies and people, they

may be dreadful evils, and leave long

trails of desolation, but they are none

the less wars for victories in which

men will return thanks while the world

shall stand. The men who fall in such

wars, receive the benedictions of their

kind. The people that, with patient

pain, stands and fights in them, bleed-

ing drop by drop, and conquering or

dying, inch by inch, but never yield-

ing, because it feels the deathless value

of the cause, the brave, calm people,

who so fight is crowned forever on the

earth.

From our paradise of a lamb-like

world this nation was awakened, three

years ago, by a cannon shot across

Charleston harbor. The fools who
fired it knew not what they did, per-

haps. They thought to open fire on a

poor old fort and its handful of a gar-

rison. They did open fire on civiliza-

tion, on order, on law, on the world's

progress, on the hopes of man. There,

at last, we were brought face to face

with hard facts. Talk, in Congress, or

out, was at an end. Voting and bal-

loting, and speech-making were ruled

out of order. We had administered

the country, so far, by that machinery.

It was puffed away at one discharge

of glazed powder. The cannon alone

could get a hearing. The bullet and

the bayonet were the only arguments.

No matter how it might end, we were

forced to accept the challenge. No
matter how utterly we might hate war,

we were forced to try the last old per-

suasive—the naked sword.

I cannot see how any honest and

sensible man can now look back and

see any other course possible. Could

we stand by and see our house beaten

into blackened ruin over our heads ?

Were we to talk ' peace,' and use

' moral suasion ' in the mouth of shot-

ted cannon ? Were we prepared to see

the Constitution and the law, bought

by long years of toil and blood, torn
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to tatters by the caprice of ambitious

madmen? Fighting became a simple

duty in an hour ! There was no escape.

What a pity that so many beautiful

peace speeches (Charles Sumner's very

eloquent ones among the rest !) should

have been proved mere froth and wasted

paper rags by one short telegram !

So the great evil came to us, as it

has come to all nations, a3 we believe

it must come, from what we now see,

to every nation that will be great and
strong. The land, for a time, staggered

under the blow. Men's souls for an

hour were struck dumb, so sudden was
it, so unlooked for. As duty became

clearer, we awaked at last to the fact

that was at our doors. We turned to

deal with it, as the best nations always

do, cheerfully and hopefully. We have

made mistakes and great ones. We
have blundered fearfully. That was to

have been expected. But we have

gone on, nevertheless, steadfastly, pa-

tiently. That was also to have been

expected. For three years and over,

this has been our business. We have

indeed carried on some commerce, and
some manufactures, and some agricul-

ture, but our main work has been fight-

ing. The rest have been subsidiary to

that. And the land groans and pants

with this bloody toil. It clothes itself

in mourning and darkens its streets,

and desolates its homes, and bleeds its

life drops slowly in its patient agony.

But it never falters. It has accepted the

appointed work. It sees no outlook

yet, no chance for the bells to ring out

peace over the roar of cannon, and it

stands at its post bleeding, but wrest-

ling still.

Has there been nothing gained, how-
ever ? For the terrible outlay is there

yet no return ? Has the war been evil

and only evil so far, even granting that

We do not finally succeed, according to

our wish ? The present writer does

not think so. He believes there have
been gains already, and great gains,

not merely the gains that may be sum-
med in the advance of forces, in terri-

tory recovered, in cities taken, in ene-

mies defeated, but gains which, though

not visible like these, are no less real

and vastly more valuable, gains which

add to the nation's moral power, and

educate it for the future. He leaves to

others the consideration of the material

gain, and desires to hint, at least, at

this other, which is much more likely

to be slighted or perhaps forgotten.

He has said enough to show that he

does not like this slaughtering business

in any shape. He is sure that the

sooner it is ended the better. He has

had its bloody consequences brought,

in their most fearful form, to his own
heart and home, but he has a fixed

faith, nevertheless, that any duty, con-

scientiously undertaken, any duty from

which there is no honorable or honest

escape, must, if faithfully performed,

obtain its meet reward. And believ-

ing that this business of war has been

undertaken by the mass of the people

of these United States in all simplicity

of heart and honesty of purpose, as an

unavoidable and hard necessity, he also

believes they will get their honest

wages for the doing it. He believes,

too, that the clay of recompense is not

entirely delayed ; that benefits, large

and excellent, have already resulted to

the nation. He sees already visible

uses, which, to some extent at least,

should comfort and sustain a people,

even under the awful curse and agony

of a civil war. He writes to show

these uses to others, that they too may
take heart and hope, when the days

are darkest.

In the first place, this war is, at last,

our national independence.. To be sure,

we read of a war carried on by our

fathers to secure that boon. They paid

a large price for it, and they got it, and

got all nations to acknowledge they

deserved it, including the great nation

they fought with. It was their 'political

independence only. It secured nothing

beyond that. Morally we were not in-

dependent. Socially we were not inde-

pendent. There was a time, we can
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all remember it, when we literally

trembled before every cockney that

strangled innocent aspirates at their

birth. We had not secured our moral

independence of Europe, and particu-

larly not of our own kindred and peo-

ple. "We literally crouched at the feet

of England, and begged for recogni-

tion like a poor, disowned relation.

We scarcely knew what was right till

England told us. We dare not accept

a thing as wise, proper, or becoming

till we had heard her verdict. What
will England say ? How will they

think of this across the water ? In all

emergencies these were the questions

thought, at least, if not spoken. We
lived in perpetual terror of transat-

lantic opinion. Some cockney came to

visit us. He might be a fool, a puppy,

an intolerable bore, an infinite ass. It

made no difference. He rode our con-

sciousness like a nightmare. He and

his note book dominated free America.
' What does he think of us ? What
will he say of us ? ' We actually grov-

elled before the creature, more than

once begging for his good word, his

kindly forbearance, his pity for our

faults and failures. ' We know we are

wicked, for we are republicans, O serene

John ! We are sinful, for we have no

parish beadle. We are no better than

the publicans, for we have no work-

house. We are altogether sinners, for

we have no lord. It is also a sad truth

that there are people among us who have

been seen to eat with a knife, and but

very few that could say, ' IZbld Hmg-
land,' with the true London aspiration.

But be merciful notwithstanding. We
beg pardon for all our faults. We rec-

ognize thy great kindness in coming

among such barbarians. We will treat

thee kindly as we can, and copy thy

manners as closely as we can, and so

try to improve ourselves. Do not,

therefore, for the present, annihilate us

with the indignation of thy outraged

virtue. Have a touch of pity for us un-

fortunate and degenerate Americans !

'

That supplication is hardly an exag-

geration. It was utterly shameful, the

position we took in this matter of def-

erence to English opinion. No people

ever more grossly imposed upon them-

selves. We had an ideal England,

which we almost worshipped, whose

good opinion we coveted like the praise

of a good conscience. We bowed be-

fore her word, as the child bows to

the rebuke of a mother he reverences.

She was Shakspeare's England, Ra-

leigh's England, Sidney's England, the

England of heroes and bards and sages,

our grand old Mother, who had sat

crowned among the nations for a thou-

sand years. We were proud to claim

even remote relationship with the Isl-

and Queen. We were proud to speak

her tongue, to reenact her laws, to read

her sages, to sing her songs, to claim

her ancient glory as partly our own.

England, the stormy cradle of our na-

tion, the sullen mistress of the angry

western seas, our hearts went out to

her, across the ocean, across the years,

across war, across injustice, and went

out still in love and reverence. We
never dreamed that our ideal England

was dead and buried, that the actual

England was not the marble goddess

of our idolatry, but a poor Brummagem
image, coarse lacquer-ware and tawdry

paint ! We never dreamed that the

queenly mother of heroes was nursing
4 shopkeepers ' now, with only shop-

keepers' ethics, 'pawnbrokers' moral-

ity'!

At last our eyes are opened. To-day

we stand a self-centred nation. We
have seen so much of English con-

sistency, of English nobleness, we have

so learned to prize English honor and

English generosity, that there is not a

living American, North or South, wrho

values English opinion, on any point

of national right, duty, or manliness,

above the idle whistling of the wind.

Who considers it of the slightest conse-

quence now what England may think

on any matter American ? Who has

the curiosity to ask after an English

opinion ?
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This much the war has clone for us.

We- are at last a nation. We have

found a conscience of our own. We
have been forced to stand on our own

national sense of right and wrong. We
are independent morally as well as po-

litically, in opinion as well as in gov-

ernment. We shall never turn our eyes

again across the sea to ask what any

there may say or think of us. We have

found that perhaps we do not under-

stand them. We have certainly found

that they do not understand us. We
have taken the stand which every great

people is obliged to take soon or late.

We are sufficient for ourselves. Our

own national conscience, our own sense

of right and duty, our own public sen-

timent is our guide henceforth. By

that we stand or fall. By that, and

that only, will we consent that men
should judge us. We are a grown-up

nation from this time forth. We an-

swer for ourselves to humanity and the

future. We decide all causes at our

own judgment seat.

And there is another good, perhaps

larger than this, which we have won, a

good which contains and justifies this

moral, national independence : We
have been baptized at last into the

family of great nations, by that red

baptism which, from the first, has been

the required initiation into that august

brotherhood.

It seems to be the invariable law, of

earthly life at least, that humanity can

advance only by the road of suffering.

It is so with individuals. There is no

spiritual growth without pain. Pros-

perity alone never makes a grand char-

acter. Purple and fine linen never

clothe the hero. There are powers and
gifts in the soul of man that only come
to life and action in some day of bit-

terness. There are wells in the heart,

whose crystal waters lie in darkness till

some earthquake shakes the man's na-

ture to its centre, bursts the fountain

open, and lets the cooling waters out

to refresh a parched land. There are

seeds of noblest fruits that lie latent in

the soul, till some storm of sorrow

shakes down tears to moisten, and some

burning sun of scorching pain sends

heat to warm them into a harvest of

blessings.

By trouble met and patiently mas-

tered, by suffering endured and con-

quered, by trials tested and overcome,

so only does a man's soul grow to man-

liness.

Now a nation is made up of single

men. The law holds for the mass as

for the individuals. It took a thou-

sand years of toil, and war, and suffer-

ing, to make the Europe that we have.

It took a thousand years of wrestle for

the very life itself, to build Rome be-

fore. To be sure, we inherited all that

this past of agony had bought the

world. For us Rome had lived, fought,

toiled, and fallen. For us Celt, Saxon,

Norman had wrought and striven.

We started with the accumulated capi-

tal of a hundred generations. It was
perhaps natural to suppose we might

escape the hard necessity of our fathers.

We might surely profit by their dear-

bought experience. The wrecks, strewn

along the shores, would be effectual

warnings to our gallant vessel on the

dangerous seas where they had sailed.

In peace, plenty, and prosperity, we
might be carried to the highest reach

of national greatness.

Nay ! never, unless we give the lie

to all the world's experience ! There

never was a great nation yet nursed on

pap, and swathed in silk. Storms

broke around its rude cradle instead.

The tempests rocked the stalwart child.

The dragons came to strangle the baby

Hercules in his swaddling clothes.

The magnificent commerce, the increas-

ing manufactures, the teeming soil, the

wealth fast accumulating, they would

never have made us, after all, a great

people. They would have eaten the

manhood out of us at last. We were

becoming selfish, self-indulgent, syba-

ritic rapidly. The nation's muscle was

softening, its heart was hardening. If

we were to become a great nation, we
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needed more than commerce, more than

plenty, more than rapid riches, more
than a comfortable, indulgent life. If

we were to be one of the world's great

peoples, a people to dig deep and build

strong, a people whose name and fame

the world was to accept as a part of

itself, we must look to pay the price

inflexibly demanded at eyery people's

hand, and count it out in sweat drops,

tear drops, blood drops, to the last

unit.

We have been patiently counting

out this costly currency for three slow

years. I pity the moral outlook of the

man who does not see that we have

received largely of our purchase.

From a nation whom the world be-

lieved, and whom itself believed, to be

sunk in hopeless mammon worship,

we have risen to be a nation that pours

out its wealth like water for a noble

purpose. Never again will ' the al-

mighty dollar ' be called America's

divinity. We were sinking fast to low

aims and selfish purposes, and wise

men groaned at national degeneracy.

The summons came, and millions leaped

to offer all they had, to fling fortune,

limb, and life on the altar of an un-

selfish cause. The dead manhood of

the nation sprang to life at the call.

We proved the redness of the old faith-

ful, manly blood, to be as bright as

ever.

I know we hear men talk of the de-

moralization produced by war. There is

a great deal they can say eloquently on

that side. Drunkenness, licentiousness,

lawlessness, they say are produced by

it, already to an extent fearful to con-

sider. And scoundrels are using the

land's necessities for their own selfish

purposes, and fattening on its blood.

These things are all true, and a great

deal more of the same sort beside.

And it may be well at times, with

good purpose, to consider them. But

it is not well to consider them alone,

and speak of them as the only moral

results of the war. No ! by the ten

thousands who have died for the grand

idea of National Unity, by the unselfish

heroes who have thrown themselves, a

living wall, before the parricidal hands

of traitors, who have perished that the

land they loved beyond life might not

perish, by the example and the memory
they have left in ten thousand homes,

which their death has consecrated for

the nation's reverence by their lives and
deaths, we protest against the one-sided

view that looks only on the moral evil

of the struggle

!

The truth is, there are war vices and
war virtues. There are peace vices and
there are peace virtues. Decorous quiet,

orderly habits, sober conduct, attention

to business, these are the good things

demanded by society in peace. And
they may consist with meanness, self-

ishness, cowardice, and utter unmanli-

ness. The round-stomached, prosper-

ous man, with his ships, shops, and

factories, is very anxious for the culti-

vation of these virtues. He does not

like to be disturbed o' nights. He
wants his street to be quiet and orderly.

He wants to be left undisturbed to

prosecute his prosperous business. He
measures virtue by the aid it offers for

that end. Peace vices, the cankers that

gnaw a nation's heart, greed, self-seek-

ing luxury, epicurean self-indulgence,

hardness to growing ignorance, want,

and suffering, indifference to all high

purposes, spiritual coma and deadness,

these do not disturb him. They are

rotting the nation to its marrow, but

they do not stand in the way of his

money-getting. He never thinks of

them as evils at all. To be sure, some-

times, across his torpid brain and heart

may echo some harsh expressions, from

those stern old Hebrew prophets, about

these things. But he has a very com-

fortable pew, in a very soporific church,

and he is only half awake, and the

echo dies away and leaves no sign.

He is just the man to tell us all about

the demoralization of war.

Now quietness and good order, so-

ber, discreet, self-seeking, decorous epi-

cureanism and the rest, are not precise-
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ly the virtues that will save a people.

There are certain old foundation vir-

tues of another kind, which are the

only safe substratum for national or

personal salvation. These are courage

—hard, muscular, manly courage—forti-

tude, patience, obedience to discipline,

self-denial, self-sacrifice, veracity of

purpose, and such like. These rough

old virtues must lie at the base of all

right character. You may add, as

ornaments to your edifice, as frieze,

cornices, and capitals to the pillars,

refinements, and courtesies, and gentle-

ness, and so on. But the foundation

must rest on the rude granite blocks

we have mentioned, or your ginger-

bread erection will go down in the first

storm.

And the simple fact is that peace has

a tendency to eat out just these foun-

dation virtues. They are war virtues
;

just the things called out by a life-and-

death battle for some good cause. In

these virtues we claim the land has

grown. The national character has

deepened and intensified in these. "We

have strengthened anew these rocky

foundations of a nation's greatness.

Men lapped in luxury have patiently

bowed to toil and weariness. Men liv-

ing in self-indulgence have shaken off

their sloth, and roused the old slum-

bering fearlessness of their race. Men,

living for selfish ends, have been pene-

trated by the light of a great purpose,

and have risen to the loftiness of hu-

man duty. Men, who shrank from pain

as the sorest evil, have voluntarily ac-

cepted pain, and borne it with a forti-

tude we once believed lost from among

mankind; and, over all, the flaming

light of a worthy cause that men might

worthily live for and worthily die for,

has led the thousands of the land out

of their narrow lives, and low endeav-

ors, to the clear mountain heights of

sacrifice ! "We stand now, a courageous,

patient, steadfast, unselfish people be-

fore all the world. We stand, a people

that has taken its life in its hand for a

purely unselfish cause. "We have won

our place in the foremost rank of na-

tions, not on our wealth, our numbers,

or our prosperity, but on the truer test

of our manhood, truth, and steadfast-

ness. "We stand justified at the bar of

our own conscience, for national pride

and self-reliance, as we shall infallibly

be justified at the bar of the world.

Is this lifting up of a great people

nothing ? Is this placing of twenty

millions on the clear ground, of unself-

ish duty, as life's motive, nothing ? Is

there one of us, to-day, who is not

prouder of his nation and its character,

in the midst of its desperate tug for

life, than he ever was in the day of its

envied prosperity ? And when he con-

siders how the nation has answered to

its hard necessity, how it has borne

itself in its sore trial, is he not clear of

all doubt about its vitality and con-

tinuance ? And is that, also, nothing ?

But besides this education in the

stern, rude, heroic virtues that prop a

people's life, there has been an educa-

tion in some others, which, though ap-

parently opposed, are really kindred.

Unselfish courage is noble, but always

with the highest courage there lives a

great pity and tenderness. The brave

man is always soft hearted. The most

courageous people are the tenderest

people. The highest manhood dwells

with the highest womanhood.
So the heart of the nation has been

touched and softened, while its muscles

have been steeled. "While it has grasped

the sword, it has grasped it weeping

in infinite pity. It has recognized -the

truth of human brotherhood as it never

did before. All ranks have been drawn
together in mutual sympathy. All

barriers, that hedge brethren apart,

have been broken down in the common
suffering.

News comes, to-day, that a great

battle has been fought, and wouuded
thousands of our brothers need aid and

care. You tell the news in any city

or hamlet in the land, and hands are

opened, purses emptied, stores ran-

sacked for comforts for the suffering,
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and gentle women, in hundreds, are

ready to tend them as they would their

own. Is this no gain ? Is it nothing

that the selfishness of us all has been

broken up as by an earthquake, and

that kindness, charity, and pity to the

sick and needy have become the law

of our lives ? Count the millions that

have streamed forth from a people

whose heart has been touched by a

common suffering, in kindness to

wounded and sick soldiers and to their

needy families ! Benevolence has be-

come the atmosphere of the land.

Four years ago we could not have

believed it. That the voluntary charity

of Americans would count by millions

yearly, would flow out in a steady,

deep, increasing tide, that giving

would be the rule, free, glad giving,

and refusing the marked exception, the

world would not have believed it, we

would not have believed it ourselves.

Is this nothing ?

We will think more of each other

also for all this. We will love and

honor each other better. Under the

awful pressure of the Hand that lies

upon us so heavily, we are brought

into closer knowledge and closer sym-

pathy. The blows of battle are weld-

ing us into one. Fragments of all peo-

ple, and all races, cast here by the

waves, and strangers to each other,

with a hundred repulsions and separa-

tions, even to language, religions, and

morals, the furnace heat of our trial is

fusing all parts into one strong, united

whole. We are driven and drawn to-

gether by the sore need that is upon

us, and as Americans are forgetting all

else. The civil war is making us a

people—the American People. We are

no longer ' the loose sweepings of all

lands,' as they called us. We are one,

now, brethren all in the sacrament of a

great sorrow.

And is this nothing ?

And these goods and gains are per-

manent. They do not belong to this

generation only, or to this time exclu-

sively. After all, the nation is mainly

an educator. These things remain, as

parts of its moral influence in mould-

ing and training. And here is their

infinite value. Independence, courage,

patience, fortitude, nobleness, self-sacri-

fice, and tenderness become the nation-

al ethics. These things are pressed

home on all growing minds. Coming
generations are to be educated in these,

by the example of the present. We are

stamping these things, as the essentials

of the national character, on the ages to

come.

A thousand years of prosperity will

have no power of this kind. What is

there in Chinese history to elevate a

Chinaman ? What high, heroic expe-

rience to educate him, in her long cen-

turies of ignoble peace ? The training

power of a nation is acquired always in

the crises of its history. In the day

when it rises to fight for its life, the

typal men, who give it the lasting

models of its excellence, spring forth

too for recognition. The examples of

these days of our own crisis will re-

main forever to influence the children

of our people. We may be thankful,

in our deepest sorrow, that we are leav-

ing them no example of cowardice or

meanness, that we give them a record

to read of the courage, endurance, and

manliness of the men that begat them,

that the stamp of national character

we leave to teach them is one of which

a brave, free people need never be

ashamed, that, in the troubles they

may be called to face, we leave them, as

the national and tried cure for all

troubles, the bold, true heart, the wil-

ling hand, the strong arm, and faith

in the Lord of Hosts. Shiloh, Stone

River, Gettysburg, and the Wilderness,

and a hundred others, are the heroic

names that will educate our grand-

children, as Bunker Hill, Yorktown,

and Saratoga have educated ourselves.

Who will say that a heritage of heroism

and truth and loyalty like this, to leave

to the land we love, is nothing ? Who
can count the price that will sum its

value ?
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Here, at least, are some of the gains

of our civil war. We seek not to pene-

trate the councils of the Omniscient, or

guess His purposes, though we may
humbly hope there are vaster things

than these in store for humanity and

the world as the results of the strug-

gle. Believing that He governs still,

that He reigns on the James, as He
reigned on the Jordan, that He decides

the end, and not President Lincoln or

Jefferson Davis, and not General Grant

or General Lee, we have firm faith that

this awful struggle is no brute fight of

beasts or ruffians, but a grand world's

war of heroes. "We believe He will

justify His government in the end, and

make this struggle praise Him, in the

blessed days that are to come. But we
leave all those dim results unguessed

at, as we leave the purposes of the war
itself unmentioned, and the ends which

justify us in fighting on. Men, by this

time, have made up their minds, once

for all, on these last points. The na-

tion has chosen, and in its own con-

science, let others think as they may,

accepts the responsibility cheerfully.

It is enough to indicate, as we have

done, some real, though immaterial,

results already attained, results which,

to the philosopher or thoughtful states-

man, are worth a very large outlay.

They do not, indeed, remove the horror

of war, they do not ask us not to seek

peace, they do not dry the tears or hide

the blood of the contest, but they do
show us that war is no unmixed evil,

that even honest, faithful war-work is

acceptable work, and will be paid
for.

They declare that, after all, war is a
means of moral training, that ' Car-

nage ' may be, as the gentlest of poets

wrote, ' God's daughter,' that battles

may be blessings to be thankful for in

the long march of time. They bring

to our consciousness, once more, the

fact that a Great Battle, amid all its

horror, wrath, and blood, is something

sacred still, an earthly shadow of that

Unseen Battle which has stormed
through time, between the hosts of

Light and Darkness. They declare

again, to the nation, that old truth,

without which the nation perishes and
man rots, that to die in some good
cause is the noblest thing a man can

do on earth. They bid us bend in

hope beneath the awful hand of the

God of Battles, and do our appointed

work patiently, bravely, loyally, till

He brings the end. They tell us that

not work only, but heroic fighting, also,

is a worship accepted at His seat.

They bid us be thankful, as for the

most sacred of all gifts, that thousands,

in this loyal land of ours, have had the

high grace, given from above,

' To search through all they felt and saw,

The springs of life, the depths of awe,

And reach tlie law within tlie laiv :

i To pass, when Life her light withdraws,

Not void of righteous self-applause,

Nor in a merely selfish cause

—

' In some good cause, not in their own,

To perish, wept for, honored, fcnow?i
t

And like a warrior overthrown I

'

PROVERBS.

Violets and lilies-of-the-valley are All are not lambs that gambol on the

seen in a vale. green.

Family jars should be filled with Ask the ' whys,' and be wise,

honey.
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THE UNDIVINE COMEDY—A POLISH DRAMA.

kbitafeb to Sfarg.

PART II.

1 Da Gemisch von Koth und Feuer I'

1 Thou compound of clay and fire !

'

Why, O child! art thou not, like

other children, riding gayly about on

sticks for horses, playing with toys,

torturing flies, or impaling butterflies

on pins, that the brilliant circles of

their dying pangs may amuse thy

young soul ? "Why dost thou never

romp and sport upon the grassy turf,

pilfer sugarplums and sweetmeats, and

wet the letters of thy picture book from

A to Z with sudden tears ?

Infant king of flies, moths, and grass-

hoppers ; of cowslips, daisies, and of

kingcups ; of tops, hoops, and kites

;

little friend of Punch and puppets;

robber of birds' nests, and outlaw of

petty mischiefs—son of the poet, tell

me, why art thou so unlike a child—so

like an angel ?

What strange meaning lies in the

blue depths of thy dreamy eyes ? Why
do they seek the ground as if weighed

down by the shadows of their drooping

lashes ; and why is their latent fire so

gloomed by mournful memories, al-

though they have only watched the

early violets of a few springs ? Why
sinks thy broad head heavily down
upon thy tiny hands, while thy pallid

temples bend under the weight of thine

infant thoughts, like snowdrops bur-

dened with the dew of night ?

* * * * *

And when thy pale cheek floods with

sudden crimson, and, tossing back thy

golden curls, thou gazest sadly into the

depths of the sky—tell me, infant,

what seest thou there, and with whom
holdest thou communion ? For then

the light and subtile wrinkles weave
their living mesh across thy spotless

brow, like silken threads untwining by

an unseen power from viewless coils,

and thine eyes sparkle, freighted with

mystic meanings, which none are able

to interpret ! Then thy grandam calls

in vain, ' George, George !
' and weeps,

for thou heedest her not, and she fears

thou dost not love her ! Friends and
relations then appeal to thee in vain,

for thou seemest not to hear or know
them ! Thy father is silent and looks

sad ; tears fill his anxious eyes, falling

coldly back into his troubled heart.

The physician comes, puts his finger

on thy pulse, counts its changeful beats,

and says thy nerves are out of order.

Thy old godfather brings thee sugar-

plums, strokes thy pale cheeks, and
tells thee thou must be a statesman in

thy native land.

The professor passes his hand ovei

thy broad brow, and declares thou will

have talent for the abstract sciences.

The beggar, whom thou never pass-

est without casting a coin in his tat-

tered hat, promises thee a beautiful

wife, and a heavenly crown.

The soldier, raising thee high in the

air, declares thou wilt yet be a great

general.

The wandering gypsy looks into thy

tender face, traces the lines upon thy

little hand, but will not tell their hid-

den meaning ; she gazes sadly on thee,

and then sighing turns away ; she says

nothing, and refuses to take the prof-

fered coin.

The magnetizer makes his passes

over thee, presses his fingers on thine

eyes, and circles thy face, but mutters

suddenly an oath, for he is himself

growing sleepy ; he feels like kneeling

down before thee, as before a holy

image. Then thou growest angry, and

stampest with thy tiny feet ; and when
thy father comes, thou seemest to him
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a little Lucifer ; and in his picture of

the Day of Judgment, he paints thee

thus among the infant demons, the

young spirits of evil.

Meanwhile thou growest apace, be-

coming ever more and more beautiful,

not in the childish beauty of rose bloom

and snow, but in the loveliness of won-
drous and mysterious thoughts, which

flow to thee from other worlds; and
though thy languid eyes droop wearily

their fringes, though thy cheek is pale,

and thy breast bent and contracted,

yet all who meet thee stop to gaze,

exclaiming :
' What a little 'angel ! '

If the dying flowers had a living

soul inspired from heaven ; if, in place

of dewdrops, each drooping leaf were

bent to earth with the thought of an
angel, such flowers would resemble

thee, fair child

!

And thus, before the fall, they may,

perchance, have bloomed in Paradise !

A graveyard. The Man and George are seen
Bitting by a grave, over which stands a gothic

monument, with arches, pillars, and mimic
towers.

The Man. Take off thy hat, George,

kneel, and pray for thy mother's soul

!

George. Hail, Mary, full of grace !

Mary, Queen of Heaven, Lady of all

that blooms on earth, that scents the

fields,
#
tliat paints the fringes of the

streams . . .

The Man. Why changest thou the

words of the prayer ? Pray for thy

mother as thou hast been taught to do

;

for thy dear mother, George, who per-

ished in her youth, just ten years ago

this very day and hour.

George. Hail, Mary, full of grace

;

the Lord is with thee ! I know that

thou art blessed among the angels, and
as thou glidest softly through them,

each one plucks a rainbow from his

wings to cast under thy feet, and thou

floatest softly on upon them as if borne

by waves. . . .

The Man. George 1

George. Be not angry with me,

father ! these words force themselves

into my mind ; they pain me so dread-

fully in my head, that I must say

them. . . .

The Man. Rise, George. Such

prayers will never reach God !

Thou art not thinking of thy mother

;

thou dost not love her !

George. I love her. I see mamma
very often.

The Man. Where, my son ?

George. In dreams— yet not ex-

actly in dreams, but just as I am going

to sleep. I saw her yesterday.

The Man. What do you mean,

George ?

George. She looked so pale and

thin!

The Man. Has she ever spoken to

you, darling ?

George. She goes wandering up

and down—through an immense Dark
—she roams about entirely alone, so

white and so pale ! She sang to me
yesterday. I will tell thee the words of

her song

:

' I wander through the universe,

I search through infinite space,

I press through Chaos, Darkness,

To bring thee light and grace;

I listen to the angels' song

To catch the heavenly tone
;

Seek every form of beauty,

To bring to thee, mine own !

' I seek from greatest spirits,

From those of lower might,,

Rainbow colors, depth of shadow,

Burning contrasts, dark and bright

;

Ehythmed music, hues from Eden,

Floating through the heavenly bars

;

Sages' wisdom, seraphs' loving,

Mystic glories from the stars

—

That thou mayst be a Poet, richly gifted from

above

To win thy father's fiery heart, and keep his

changeful love!'

Thou seest, dear father, that my
mother does speak to me, and that I

remember, word for word, what she
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says to me ; indeed I am telling you

no lie.

The Man {leaning against one of the

pillars of the tomb). Mary ! wilt thou

destroy thine own son, and burden my
soul with the ruin of both ? . . .

But what folly ! She is calm and

tranquil now in heaven, as she was

pure and sweet on earth. My poor boy

only dreams. . . .

George. I hear mamma's voice now,

father

!

The Man. From whence comes it,

my son ?

George. From between the two

elms before us glittering in the sunset.

Listen

!

' I pour through thy spirit

Music and might

;

I wreathe thy pale forehead

With halos of light

;

Though blind, I can show thee

Blest forms from above,

Floating far through the spaces

Of infinite love,

Which the angels in heaven and men on the

earth

Call Beauty. I've sought since the day of thy

birth

To waken thy spirit,

My darling, my own,

That the hopes of thy father

May rest on his son !

That his love, warm and glowing,

Unchanging may shine

;

And his heart, infant poet,

Forever be thine !

'

The Man. Can a blessed spirit be

mad ? Do the last thoughts of the

dying pursue them into their eternal

homes ?

Can insanity be a part of immortal-

ity ? ... O Mary ! Mary

!

George. Mamma's voice is grow-

ing weaker and weaker; it is dying

away now close by the wall of the

charnel house. Hark ! hark ! she is

still repeating

:

* That his love, warm and glowing,

Unchanging may shine

;

And his heart, little poet,

Forever be thine !

'

The Man. O God ! have mercy

upon our unfortunate child, whom in

Thine anger Thou hast doomed to

madness and to an early death ! Have
pity on the innocent creature Thou
hast Thyself called into being ! Rob
him not of reason ! Ruin not the liv-

ing temple Thou hast built—the shrine

of the soul ! Oh look down upon my
agony, and deliver not this young an-

gel up to hell ! Me Thou hast at least

armed with strength to endure the diz-

zying throng of thoughts, passions,

longings, yearnings—but him ! Thou
hast given him a frame fragile as the

frailest web of the spider, and every

great thought rends and frays it. O
Lord ! my God ! have mercy !

I have not had one tranquil hour for

the last ten years. Thou hast placed

me among men who may have envied

my position, who may have wished me
well, or who would have conferred ben-

efits upon me—but I have been alone !

alone !

Thou hast sent storms of agony upon

me, mingled with wrongs, dreams,

hopes, thoughts, aspirations, and yearn-

ings for the infinite ! Thy grace shines

upon my intellect, but reaches not my
heart

!

Have mercy, God ! Suffer me to

love my son in peace, that thus recon-

ciliation may be planted between the

created and the Creator ! . . .

Cross thyself now, my son, and come
with me.

Eternal rest be with the dead !

Exit with George

A public square. Ladies and gentlemen. A
Philosophe. The Man.

Philosophe. I repeat to you, that

it is my irresistible conviction that the

hour has come for the emancipation of

negroes and women.

The Man. I agree with you fully.

Philosophe. And as a change so

great in the constitution of society, both

in general and particular, stands so im-

mediately before us. I deduce from
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such a revolution the complete destruc-

tion of old forms and formulas, and

the regeneration of the whole human
family.

The Man. Do you really think so ?

Philosophe. Just as our earth, by

a sudden change in the inclination

of its axis, might rotate more ob-

liquely . . .

The Man. Do you see this hollow

tree ?

Philosophe. With tufts of new
leaves sprouting forth from the lower

branches ?

The Man. Yes. How much longer

do you think it can continue to stand 1

Philosophe. I cannot tell
;
perhaps

a year or two longer.

The Man. Its roots are rapidly rot-

ting out, and yet it still puts forth a

few green leaves.

Philosophe. What inference do

you deduce from that ?

The Man. Nothing—only that it is

rotting out in spite of its few green

leaves ; falling daily into dust and

ashes ; and that it will not bear the

tool of the moulder !

And yet it is your type, the type of

your followers, of your theories, of the

times in which we live. . . .

They pass on out of sight.

A mountain pass;

The Man. I have labored many
years to discover the final results of

knowledge, pleasure, thought, passion,

and have only succeeded in finding a

deep and empty grave in my own
heart

!

I have indeed learned to know most

things by their names—the feelings, for

example ; but I feel nothing, neither

desires, faith, nor love. Two dim fore-

bodings alone stir in the desert of my
soul—the one, that my son is hopelessly

blind ; the other, that the society in

which I have grown up is in the pangs

of dissolution ; I suffer as God en-

joys, in myself only, and for myself

alone. . . .

Voice op the Guahdian Angel.

Love the sick, the hungry, the wretched

!

Love thy neighbor, thy poor neighbor,

as thyself, and thou shalt be redeemed

!

The Man. Who speaks ?

Mephistophiles. Your humble ser-

vant. I often astonish travellers by my
marvellous natural gifts : I am a ven-

triloquist.

The Man. I have certainly seen a

face like that before in an engraving.

Mephistophiles {aside). The count

has truly a good memory.

The Man. Blessed be Christ Jesus !

Mephistophiles. Forever and ever,

amen !

—

{Muttering as lie disappears de-

hind a rock :) Curses on thee, and thy

stupidity

!

The Man. My poor son ! through

the sins of thy father and the madness

of thy mother, thou art doomed to per-

petual darkness—blind ! Living only

in dreams and visions, thou art never

destined to attain maturity ! Thou
art but the shadow of a passing angel,

flitting rapidly over the earth, and

melting into the infinite of . . .

. Ha ! what an immense eagle that is

fluttering just there where the stranger

disappeared behind the rocks !

The Eagle. Hail ! I greet thee !

hail!

The Man. He is as black as night

;

he flies nearer ; the whirring of his vast

wings stirs me like the whistling hail

of bullets in the fight.

The Eagle. Draw the sword of thy

fathers, and combat for their power,

their fame

!

The Man. His wide wings spread

above me ; he gazes into my eyes with

the charm of the rattlesnake—Ha ! I

understand thee !

The Eagle. Despair not ! Yield

not now, nor ever ! Thy enemies, thy

miserable enemies, will fall to dust be-

fore thee

!
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The Man. Going? . . . Fare-

well, then, among the rocks, behind

which thou vanishest ! . . . What-
ever thou rnayst be, delusion or truth,

victory or ruin, I trust in thee, herald

of fame, harbinger of glory !

Spirit of the mighty Past, come to

my aid ! and even if thou hast already

returned to the bosom of God, quit it

—and come to me ! Inspire me with

the ancient heroism ! Become in me,

force, thought, action

!

Stooping to the ground, be turns up and throws
aside a viper.

Curses upon thee, loathsome reptile !

Even as thou diest, crushed and writh-

ing, and nature breathes no sigh for

thy fate, so will the destroyers of the

Past perish in the abyss of nothingness,

leaving no trace, and awakening no

regret.

None of the countless clouds of

heaven will pause one moment in their

flight to look upon the thronging hosts

of men now gathering to kill and

slaughter !

First they—then I

—

Boundless vault of blue, so softly

pouring round the earth ! the earth is

a sick child, gnashing her teeth, weep-

ing, struggling, sobbing ; but thou

nearest her not, nor tremblest, flowing

in silence ever gently on, calm in thine

own infinity !

Farewell forever, O mother nature

!

Henceforth I must wander among men

!

I must combat with my brethren !

A chamber. The Man. George. A Phy-

sician.

The Man. No one has as yet been

of the least, service to him ; my last

hopes are placed in you.

Physician. You do me much

honor.

The Man. Tell me your opinion of

the case.

Geoege. I can neither see you, my
father, nor the gentleman to whom you

speak. Dark or black webs float be-

fore my eyes, and again something like

a snake seems to crawl across them.

Sometimes a golden cloud stands be-

fore them, flies up, and then falls down
upon them, and a rainbow springs out

of it ; but there is no pain—they never

hurt me—I do not suffer, father.

Physician. Come here, George, in

the shade. How old are you ?

He looks steadily into the eyes of the boy.

The Man. He is fourteen years

old.

Physician. Now turn your eyes

directly to the light, to the window.

The Man. What do you say, doc-

tor?

Physician. The eyelids are beauti-

fully formed, the white perfectly pure,

the blue deep, the veins in good order,

the muscles strong.

To George.

You may laugh at all this, George.

You will be perfectly well ; as well as

I am.
To the Man (aside).

There is no hope. Look at the pu-

pils yourself, count ; there ^ not the

least susceptibility to the light ; thei?e

is a paralysis of the optic nerve.

George. Everything looks to me as

if covered with black clouds.

The Man. Yes, they are open, blue,

lifeless, dead !

George. When I shut my eyelids

I can see more than when my eyes are

open.

Physician. His mind is precocious

;

it is rapidly consuming his body. We
must guard him against an attack of

catalepsy.

The Man (leading the doctor aside).

Save him, doctor, and the half of my
estate is yours

!

Physician. A disorganization cannot

be reorganized.

He takes up his hat and cane.

Pardon me, count, but I can remain
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here no longer ; I am forced now to

visit a patient whom I am to couch for

cataract.

The Man. For God's sake, do not

desert us

!

Physician. Perhaps you have some

curiosity to know the name of this

malady ? . . .

The Man. Speak ! is there no

hope?

Physician. It is called, from the

Greek, amaurosis. Exit Physician.

The Man {pressing his son to Ms
heart). But you can still see a little,

George ?

George. I can hear your voice,

father

!

The Man. Try if you can see. Look
out of the window ; the sun is shining

brightly, the sky is clear.

George. I see crowds of forms cir-

cling between the pupils of my eyes and

my eyelids—faces I have often seen be-

fore, the leaves of books I have read

before. . . .

The Man. Then you really do still

see ?

George. Yes, with the eyes of my
spirit—out the eyes of my body have gone

&ut forever.

The Man {falls on his knees as if to

pray ; pauses, and exclaims bitterly :)

Before whom shall I kneel—to whom
pray—to whom complain of the unjust

doom crushing my innocent child ?

He ri6es from his knees.

It is best to bear ail in silence—God
laughs at our prayers—Satan mocks at

our curses

—

A Voice. But thy son is a Poet

—

and what wouldst thou more ?

The Physician and Godfather.

Godfather. It is certainly a great

misfortune to be blind.

Physician. And at his age a very

unusual one.

vol. vi.—26

Godfather. His frame was always

very fragile, and his mother died some-

what—so—so . . .

Physician. How did she die ?

Godfather. A little so . . .

you understand . . . not quite in

her right mind.

The Man {entering). I pray you,

pardon my intrusion at so late an hour,

but for the last night or two my son

has wakened up at twelve o'clock, left

his bed, and talked in his sleep.

Will you have the kindness to follow

me, and watch him to-night ?

Physician. I will go to him imme-

diately
; I am very much interested in

the observation of such phenomena.

Relations, Godfather, Physician, the Man, a

Nurse—assembled in the sleeping apartment of

George Stanislaus.

First Relation. Hush ! hush ! b©
quiet

!

Second Relation. He is awake,

but neither sees nor hears us.

Physician. I beg that you will all

remain perfectly silent.

Godfather. This seems to be a

most extraordinary malady.

George {risingfrom his seat). God !

O God

!

First Relation. How lightly ho

treads

!

Second Relation. Look ! he clasps

his thin hands across his breast.

Third Relation. His eyelids are

motionless ; he does not move his lips
t

but what a sharp and thrilling shriek !

Nurse. Christ, shield him I

George. Depart from me, Dark-

ness ! I am a child of light and song^

and what hast thou to do with me ?

What dost thou desire from me ?

I do not yield myself to thee, al-

though my sight has flown away upon

the wings of the wind, and is flitting

restlessly about through infinite space

:
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it will return to me—my eyes will open

with a flash of flame—and I will see

the universe !

Godfather. He talks exactly as his

mother did ; he does not know what

he is saying. I think his condition

very critical.

Physician. He is in great danger.

Nurse. Holy Mother of God ! take

my eyes, and give them to the poor

boy!

George. My mother, I entreat

thee ! O mother, send me thoughts and

images, that I may create within my-

self a world like the one I have lost for-

ever !

First Relation. Do you think,

brother, it will be necessary to call a

family consultation ?

Second Relation. Be silent

!

George. Thou answerest me not,

my mother

!

O mother, do not desert me !

Physician {to the Man). It is my
duty to tell you the truth.

Godfather. Yes, to tell the truth

is the duty and virtue of a physician !

Physician. Your son is suffering

from incipient insanity, connected with

an extraordinary excitability of the

nervous system, which sometimes occa-

sions, if I may so express myself, the

strange phenomenon of sleeping and

waking at the same time, as in the case

now before us.

The Man {aside). He reads to me
thy sentence, O my God !

Physician. Give me pen, ink, and

paper. He writes a prescription.

The Man. I think it best you

should all now retire ; George needs

rest.

Several Voices. Good night!

good night ! good night

!

George {waking suddenly). Are they

wishing me good night, father ?

They should rather speak of a long,

unbroken, eternal night, but of no good
one, of no happy dawn for me. . . .

The Man. Lean on me, George. Let

me support you to the bed.

George. What does all this mean,

father ?

The Man. Cover yourself up, and

go quietly to sleep. The doctor says

you will regain your sight.

George. I feel so very unwell, fa-

ther : strange voices roused me from

my sleep, and I saw mamma standing

in a field of lilies. . . .

He falls asleep.

The Man. Bless thee ! bless thee,

my poor boy

!

I can give thee nothing but a bless-

ing ; neither happiness, nor light, nor

fame are in my gift. The stormy hour

of struggle approaches, when I must

combat with the fete against the many.

Tortured infant ! what is then to be-

come of thee, alone, helpless, blind,

surrounded by a thousand dangers ?

Child, yet Poet, poor Singer without

a hearer, with thy soul in heaven, and

thy frail, suffering body still fettered

to the earth—what is to be thy doom ?

Alas, miserable infant ! thou most un-

fortunate of all the angels ! my son

!

my son ! He buries his face in his hands.

Nurse {knocking at the door). The

doctor desires to see his excellency as

soon as convenient.

The Man. My good Katharine,

watch faithfully and tenderly over my
poor son

!

Exit.
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THE NORTH CAROLINA CONSCRIPT.

gallabs of% Wivx.

He lay on the field of Antietam,

As the sun sank low in the west,

And the life from his heart was ebbing

Through a ghastly wound in his breast.

All around were the dead and the dying

—

A pitiful sight to see

—

And afar, in the vapory distance,

Were the flying hosts of Lee.

He raised himself on his elbow,

And wistfully gazed around

;

Till he spied far off a soldier

Threading the death-strewn ground.

' Come here to me, Union soldier,

Come here to me where I lie
;

I've a word to say to you, soldier

;

I must say it before I die.'

The soldier came at his bidding.

He raised his languid head

:

' From the hills of North Carolina

They forced me hither,' he said.

4 Though I stood in the ranks of the rebels,

And carried yon traitorous gun,

I have never been false to my country,

For I fired not a shot, not one.

* Here I stood while the balls rained around me,

Unmoved as yon mountain crag

—

Still true to our glorious Union,

Still true to the dear old flag !

'

Brave soldier of North Carolina

!

True patriot hero wert thou !

Let the laurel that garlands Antietam,

Spare a leaf for thy lowly brow I
*

* From an incident narrated in the newspaper account of the battle of Antietam. The reader

will be reminded by it of Mrs. Browning's ' Forced Recruit at Solferino.'
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DOES THE MOON REVOLVE ON ITS AXIS?

As this question has elicited consid-

erable discussion, at various times, the

following may be considered in eluci-

dation.

A revolution on an axis is simply

that of a body turning entirely round

upon its own centre. The only centre

around which the moon performs a

revolution is very far from its own
proper axis, being situated at the cen-

tre of the earth, the focus of its orbit,

and as it has no other rotating motion

around the earth, it cannot revolve

on its own central axis.

A body fixed in position, or pierced

and held by a rod, cannot revolve upon

its centre, and when swung round by

this rod or handle, performs only a rev-

olution in orbit, as does the moon.

The moon, during the process of form-

ing a solid crust, by the constant at-

traction of the earth upon one side,

only, became elongated, by calculation,

about thirty miles (from its centre as a

rpund body) toward the earth ; conse-

quently, by its form, like the body
pierced with a rod, is transfixed by its

gravitation, and, therefore, cannot re-

volve upon its own central axis.

The difference of axial revolution of

a wheel or globe, is simply that the

former turns upon an actual and the

latter upon an imaginary axle, placed

at its centre. Now, by way of analogy,

fasten, immovably, a ball upon the rim

of a revolving wheel, and then judge

whether the ball can perform one simul-

taneous revolution on its own axis, in

the same time that it performs a revo-

lution in orbit, made by one complete

turn of the wheel ; and if not (which

is assuredly the case, for it is fixed im-

movably), then neither can the moon
perform such revolution on its axis, in

the same time that it makes one revo-

lution in orbit; because, like the ball

immovably fixed upon the rim of the

wheel, it, too, is transfixed by gravita-

tion, from its very form, as if pierced

with a rod, whose other extremity is

attached to the centre of the earth, its

only proper focus of motion, and, there-

fore, cannot revolve upon its own cen-

tral axis.

A balloon elongated on one side, and
carrying ballast on that side, would
be like the moon in form, and when
suspended in air, like the moon, too, in

having its heaviest , matter always to-

ward the centre of the earth. Now let

this balloon go entirely round the earth

:

it will, like the moon, continue to pre-

sent the weightiest, elongated side al-

ways toward the centre of the earth ; it,

consequently, like the moon, cannot re-

volve upon its own central axis, as grav-

itation alone would prevent this anom-

aly, in both cases.

As well might it be said that a horse,

harnessed to a beam, and going round

a ring, or an imprisoned stone swung
round in a sling, make each one simul-

taneous revolution on their axes, when
their very positions are a sufficient refu-

tation ! or that the balls in an orrery,

attached immovably to the ends of

their respective rods, and turning with

them (merely to show revolutions in

orbits), perform each a simultaneous

revolution on their axis, when such

claim would be simply ridiculous, since

the only revolution, in each case, ha8

its focus outside of the ball, therefore

orbital only ; and so, too, with the

moon, whose motion is precisely analo-

gous, and prejudice alone can retain

such an unphilosophical hypothesis as

its axial revolution.
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LUNAR CHARACTERISTICS.

The moon, in consequence of its

orbital revolution, having no connect-

ing axial motion, has always presented

but one side to the earth, so that in

process of forming a crust, from its in-

cipient molten state, it became, by the

constant attraction of the earth upon

one side, elongated toward our globe,

now generally admitted to be by calcu-

lation about thirty miles, and proved

by photographs, which also show an

elongation. The necessary consequence

of this constant attraction upon one

side, has been not only to intensify vol-

canic action there, by the continued

effect of gravitation, so long as its in-

terior remained in a molten state, but

from the same reasoning, to confine all

such volcanic action exclusively to this

side of the moon. Thus we have the

reason for the violently disrupted state

which that luminary presents to the

telescopic observer, exceeding any anal-

ogy to be found upon our globe, as

the earth's axial motion has prevented

any similar concentrated action upon
any particular part of its surface, either

from solar or lunar attraction. An-
other marked effect of the elongation

of the moon toward the earth has been
to elevate its visible side high above
its atmosphere (which would have en-

veloped it as a round body), and in

consequence into an intensely cold re-

gion, producing congelation, in the

form of frost and snow, which neces-

sarily envelop its entire visible surface.

These effects took place while yet the

crust was thin and frequently disrupt-

ed by volcanic action, and wrherever

such action took place, the fiery matter

ejected necessarily dissolved the con-

tiguous masses of frost and snow, and
these floods of water, as soon as they
receded from the fiery element, were
immediately converted into lengthened
ridges of ice, diverging from the moun-

tain summits like streams of lava.

Hence many of the apparent lava

streams are but ridges of ice, and in

consequence, depending upon the angle

of reflection (determined by the age of

the moon, which is but its relative po-

sition between the sun and earth), all

observers are struck with the brilliancy

of the reflected light from many of

those long lines of ridges.

The general surface of the moon pre-

sents to the telescopic observer just

that drear, cold, and chalk-like aspect,

which our snow-clad mountains exhibit

when the angle of reflection is similar

to that in which we behold the lunar

surface. In consequence, its mild light

is due to the myriads of sparkling crys-

tals, which diffusively reflect the rays

of the sun.

As an attentive observer of the moon,
I have been much puzzled to know why
none of the hosts of observers, or scien-

tific treatises, have taken this rational

view of such necessary condition of the

moon, deduced from the main facts of

its original formation, here named and
generally conceded. In the place of

which, we still have stereotyped, in

many late editions on astronomy, the

names and localities of numerous seas

and lakes, which advancing knowledge
should long since have discarded.

Besides the above conclusions, which
necessitate a snowy covering to the

moon, none of the planets exhibit that

drear white, except the poles of Mars,

which are admitted to be snow by
all astronomers, as we see them come
and go with the appropriate seasons

of that planet ; whereas the continents

of Mars appear dark, as analogously

they do upon our earth, under the same

solar effulgence. The analogy of sun-

light, when reflected from our lofty

mountains (at say thirty or forty miles

distant) not covered with snow, viewed
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under the most favorable circumstances

of brilliant light and the best angle of

reflection, with no more of intervening

atmosphere, always present sombre

tints ; whether viewed with the unaid-

ed eye or through a telescope. Such

analogy clearly proves that no objects

short of an absolute white could pre-

sent such an appearance as light does

upon lunar objects, viewed with high

powers, in which the same drear white

remains, without any greater concen-

tration of light (as we can see objects

in the moon whose diameter is five

hundred feet) than is presented to our

unaided eye from our own mountain

masses. In viewing the moon with

high powers, there is, in fact, a much
greater amount of visible atmosphere

intervening than can possibly apply in

beholding objects on our earth, at even

a few miles' distance, since ifwe look at

lunar objects with a power of one thou-

sand times, our atmosphere is thus

magnified a thousand times also.

The main physical features of the

visible half of the moon, with a good
telescopic power, present an enormously

elevated table land, traversed, here

and there, with slightly elevated long

ridges, and the general surface largely

pitted with almost innumerable deep

cusps or valleys, of every size, from a

quarter of a mile to full thirty miles in

diameter
;
generally circular and sur-

rounded with elevated ridges, some
rising to lofty jagged summits above

the surrounding plain. These ridges,

on their inner sides, show separate ter-

races and mural precipices, while their

outer slopes display deeply-scarred ra-

vines and long spurs at their base3.

These cusps, or deep valleys, are the

craters of extinct volcanoes, and in

their centres have generally one or two

isolated sub-mountain peaks, occa-

sionally with divided summits, which

were the centres of expiring volcanic

action, similar to those that exist in

our own volcanic regions. Besides

which the Lunar Apennines, so called,

present to the eye a long range of

mountains with serrated summits, on

one side gradually sloped, with terraces,

spurs, and ravines, and the other side

mostly precipitous, casting long shad-

ows, which clearly define the forms of

their summits—all these objects pre-

senting the same dead white every-

where.

Doubtless the farther side of the

moon, which has not been subject to

the same elongating or elevating pro-

cess, nor the above-named causes for

volcanic disruption, presents a climate

and vegetation fitted for the abode of

sentient beings. This side alone pre-

senting an aspect of extreme desolation,

far surpassing our polar regions.

It is generally stated in astronomical

works, that shadows projected from

lunar objects are intensely black, owing,

it is stated, to there being no reflecting

atmosphere ; whereas in my long-con-

tinued habit of observation, those shad-

ows appear no more black than those

on our earth, when they fall on con-

trasting snowy surfaces. The reason

for which, in the absence of a lunar

atmosphere, to render light diffusive,

is the brilliant reflection from snow

crystals, upon all contiguous objects,

which lie in an angle to receive the

same, and in consequence I have often

observed the forms of objects not di-

rectly illuminated by the sun.

The occasional apparent retention of

a star on the limb of the, moon, just

before or after an occultation, seen by

some observers, and thus evidencing

the existence of some atmosphere, is

doubtless clue to the slight oscillations

of the moon, by which we see a trifle

more than half of that body, during

which the atmosphere of its opposite

side slightly impinges upon this.
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A GLANCE AT PRUSSIAN POLITICS.

PART II.

We come now to the beginning of

the present stage in the development

of constitutional government in Prus-

sia. It will have been noticed that

the promises of Frederick William III.

were not that he would grant a strictly

popular constitution. His intention

was that the different estates of the

realm should be represented in the pro-

posed national diet, the constitution

recognizing a difference in the dignity

of the different classes of inhabitants,

and giving to each a share in the na-

tional government proportionate to its

dignity. His son, at his coronation,

promised to maintain the efficiency of

the ordinances of June 5, 1823, and to

secure a further development of the

principles of this (so-called) constitu-

tion. Encouraged by this assurance,

the Liberals labored to secure from him
the full realization of their hopes.

Frederick William IV. was .just the

man with whom such exertions could

be used with good hope of success.

He was intelligent enough to be fully

conscious of the fact and the signifi-

cance of the popular request for a con-

stitution, and, though of course per-

sonally disinclined to reduce his power
to a nullity, he had yet not a strong

will, and had no wish to involve him-

self in a conflict with his subjects. Ac-

cordingly, in 1841, he convoked a diet

in each province, and proposed the

appointment of committees from the

estates, who should act as counsel to

the king when the provincial diets

were not in session. These diets in

subsequent sessions discussed the sub-

ject of a national diet, and proposed

to the king the execution of the order

issued in 1815. At length, February

3, 1847, he issued a royal charter, in-

troducing, in fact, what had so often

and so long before been promised, a

constitution. The substance of the

charter was that, as often as the Gov-

ernment should need to contract a loan,

or introduce new taxes, or increase ex-

isting taxes, the diets of the provinces

should be convoked to a national diet

;

that the committees of the provincial

diets (as aj)pointed in 1842) should be

henceforth periodically, as one body,

convoked ; that to the diet, and, when
it was not in session, to the commit-

tee, should be conveyed the right to

have a deciding voice in the above-

mentioned cases. April 11, 1847, the

diet assembled for the first time ; Jan-

uary 17, 1848, the united committee of

the estates.

How long the nation would have

remained contented with this conces-

sion to the request for a national repre-

sentation under ordinary circumstances,

is quite uncertain. In point of fact,

this constitution hardly lived long

enough to be christened with the name.

Early in 1848 the French Revolution

startled all Europe—most of all, the

monarchs. They knew how inflam-

mable the masses were ; they soon saw

that the masses were inflamed, and

that nothing but the most vigorous

measures would secure their thrones

from overthrow. Frederick William

was not slow to see the danger, and

take steps to guard Prussia against an

imitation of the Parisian insurrection.

On the 14th of March he issued an

order summoning the diet to meet at

Berlin on the 27th of April. Four

days later he issued another edict or-

dering the diet to convene still earlier,

on the 2d of April. This proclamation

is a characteristic document. It was

issued on the day of the Berlin revolu-

tion. It was an hour of the most criti-

cal moment. There was no time for

long deliberation, and little hope for
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the preservation of royalty, unless some-

thing decided was done at once. He
might have tried the experiment of vio-

lently resisting the insurgents
; but this

was not in accordance with his charac-

ter. He preferred rather to resign some-

thing than to run the risk of losing all.

Accordingly he yielded. In this proc-

lamation, after alluding to the occasion

of it, he publishes his earnest desire

for the union of Germany against the

common danger. ' First of all,' he

says, ' we desire that Germany be trans-

formed from a confederation of states

(Staatenbund) to one federal state

(Bundesstaat).' He proposes a reorgan-

ization of the articles of union in which

other representatives besides the princes

should take part; a common army;

freedom of trade ; freedom of emigra-

tion from one state to another; com-

mon weights, measures, and coins

;

freedom of the press—in short, all

that the most enthusiastic advocate of

German unity could have asked. At
the same time was published a law re-

pealing the censorship of the press.

On the 21st of the same month he put

forth an address, entitled ' To my peo-

ple and to the German nation.' In

this, after saying that there was no se-

curity against the threatening dangers

except in the closest union of the Ger-

man princes and peoples under one

head, he adds :
' I assume to-day this

leadership for this time of danger. My
people, undismayed by the danger, will

not abandon me, and Germany will

confidingly attach itself to me. I have

to-day adopted the old German colors,

and put myself and my people under

the venerable banner of the German
Empire. Henceforth Prussia passes

over into Germany.' But all this was

more easily said than done. "What-

ever the German people may have

wished, the other German rulers could

not so easily overcome their jealousies.

The extreme of the danger passed by,

and with it this urgent demand for a

united Germany.

But the diet came together. The

king laid before it the outline of a con-

stitution, the most important provisions

of which were that there should be

guaranteed to all the right to hold

meetings without first securing consent

from the police ; civil rights to all, ir-

respective of religious belief; a na-

tional parliament, whose assent should

be essential to the making of all laws.

These propositions were approved by
the diet, which now advised the king

to call together a national assembly of

delegates, elected by the people, to

agree with him upon a constitution.

This was done ; the assembly met on
the 22d of May, and was opened

by the king in person. He laid be-

fore the delegates the draught of a

constitution, which they referred to a

committee, by whom it was elaborated,

and on the 26th of July reported to

the assembly. The deliberation which
followed had, by the 9th of November,

resulted only in fixing the preamble

and the first four articles. At this

time an order came to the assembly

from the king, requiring the members
to adjourn to the 27th, and then come
together, not at Berlin, but Branden-

burg. The reason of this was that the

assembly manifested too much of an

inclination to infringe on the royal pre-

rogatives, and that its place of meeting

was surrounded by people who sought

by threats, and, in some cases, by vio-

lence, to intimidate the members. The
king was now the less inclined to be,

or seem to be, controlled by such ter-

rorism, as the fury of the revolutionary

storm was now spent ; the militia had

been summoned to arms
; and had not

hesitated to obey the call. The troops,

under the lead of Field-Marshal Wran-
gel, were collected about Berlin. The
majority of the National Assembly,

which had refused to obey the royal

order to adjourn to Brandenburg, and

was proceeding independently in the

prosecution of its deliberations respect-

ing the constitution, was compelled,

by military force, to dissolve. Part of

them then went to Brandenburg, and,
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not succeeding in carrying a motion to

adjourn till December 4, went out in a

body, leaving the assembly without a

quorum. The king now thought him-

self justified in concluding that noth-

ing was to be hoped from the labors of

this body, and therefore, on the 5th of

December, dissolved it.

Some kings, under these circum-

stances, might have been inclined to

have nothing more to do with consti-

tution making. If we mistake not, the

present king, with his present spirit,

would have thought it right to make
the turbulent character of the conven-

tion and of the masses a pretext for

withholding from them the power to

stamp their character on the national

institutions. Such a course might

probably have been pursued. The
king had control of the army. The ex-

cesses of the Liberals began to produce

a reaction. The National Assembly,

during its session in Berlin, after it had

been adjourned by the king, had re-

solved that the royal ministry had no

right to impose taxes so long as the

assembly was unable peaceably to pur-

sue its deliberations, and designed, by

giving this resolution the form of a

law, to lead the people in this manner

to break loose from the Government.

This attempt to usurp authority was
doomed to be disappointed. The as-

sembly, having overstepped its preroga-

tives, lost its influence. The king

found himself again in possession of the

reins of power. It rested with him to

punish the temerity of the people by
tightening the reins, or on his own au-

thority, without the cooperation of any

assembly, to give the nation a constitu-

tion. To take the former course he had
not the courage, even if he had wished

to do so ; besides, he doubtless saw
clearly enough that, though such a

policy might succeed for a time, it

would ultimately lead to another out-

break. He had, too, no great con-

fidence in his power to win toward his

person the popular favor. With all his

talents and amiable traits, he had not

the princely faculty of knowing how
to inspire the people with a sense of

his excellences, and was conscious of

this defect. He chose not unnecessarily

to increase an estrangement which had
already been to him a source of such

deep mortification. He therefore is-

sued, on the 5th of December, imme-
diately after dissolving the National

Assembly, a constitution substantially

the same as that which still exists, with
the statement prefixed that it should

not go into operation until after being

revised. This revision was to be made
at the first session of the two chambers,

to be elected in accordance with an
election law issued on the next day.

The two chambers met February 26,

1849. After a session of two months,

during which the lower chamber

showed a disposition to modify the

constitution more than was agreeable

to the king, the upper chamber was
ordered to adjourn, the lower was dis-

solved, and a new election ordered.

The new Parliament met August 7.

The revision was completed on the last

of January, 1850. On the 6th of Feb-

ruary, the king, in the presence of his

ministers and of both chambers, swore

to observe the constitution. Before

doing so, he made an address, in which

he explained his position, alluding in

a regretful strain to the scenes of vio-

lence in the midst of which the consti-

tution had been drawn up, expressing

his gratitude to the chambers for their

assistance in perfecting the hastily exe-

cuted work, calling upon them to stand

by him in opposition to all who might

be disposed to make the liberty grant-

ed by the king a screen for hiding

their wicked designs against the king,

and declaring :
' In Prussia, the king

must rule ; and I do not rule because it

is a pleasure, God knows, but because

it is God's ordinance ;
therefore, I will

reign. A free people under a free king

—that was my watchword ten years

ago ; it is the same to-day, and shall

be the same as long as I live.' The
ministers and the members of the two
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chambers, after tho king had sworn to

support the constitution, took the

same oath, and in addition one of loy-

alty to the king. The new government

was inaugurated. Prussia had become

a limited monarchy.

It is at this point appropriate to

take a general view of the Prussian

constitution itself. It has been vari-

ously amended since 1850, but not

changed in any essential features

;

without dwelling on these amend-

ments, therefore, we consider it as it

now stands.

As to the king : he is, as such,

wholly irresponsible. He cannot be

called to account for any act which he

does in his capacity as monarch. But
his ministers may be impeached. They
have to assume and bear the responsi-

bility of all royal acts. None of these

acts are valid unless signed by one or

more of the ministers. To the king is

intrusted all executive power ; the com-

mand of the army ; the unconditioned

right of appointing and dismissing his

ministers, of declaring war and con-

cluding peace, of conferring honors and
titles, of convoking the national diet,

closing its sessions, proroguing and

dissolving it. He must, however, an-

nually call the Houses together between

November 1 and the middle of Jan-

uary, and cannot adjourn them for a

longer period than thirty days, nor

more than once during a session, ex-

cept with their own consent. Without

the assent of the diet he cannot make
treaties with foreign countries nor rule

over foreign territory. He has no inde-

pendent legislative power, except so

far as this is implied in his right to-

provide for the execution of the laws,

and, when the diet is not in session, in

case the preservation of the public safe-

ty or any uncommon exigency urgently

demands immediate action. All such

acts, however, must, at the next session

of the Houses, be laid before them for

approval.

The ministry consists of nine mem-
bers, under the presidency of the min-

ister of foreign affairs ; besides him are

the ministers of finance, of war, of jus-

tice, of worship (religious, educational,

and medicinal affairs), of the interior

(police and statistical affairs), of trade

and public works (post office, railroad

affairs, etc.), of agricultural affairs, and
of the royal house (matters relating to

the private property of the royal fami-

ly). The supervision exercised by the

ministry over the various interests of

the land is much more immediate and

general than that of the President's

cabinet in the United States. Now,
however, their authority in these mat-

ters is of course conditioned by the

constitution and the laws. The minis-

ters are allowed to enter either House

at pleasure, and must always be heard

when they wish to speak. On the other

hand, either House can demand the

presence of the ministers.

The legislative power is vested in

the king and the two Houses of Parlia-

ment. The consent of all is necessary

to the passing of every law. These

Houses (at first called First and Sec-

ond Chambers, now House of Lords

and House of Delegates

—

JSerrenJiaus

and Abgeordnetenhaus) must both be

convoked or prorogued at' the same

time. In general a law may be first,

proposed by the king or by either of

the Houses. But financial laws must

first be discussed by the House of Del-

egates ; and the budget, as it comes

from the lower to the upper House,

cannot be amended by the latter, but

must be adopted or rejected as a

whole.

The House of Lords is made up of

various classes of persons, all originally

designated by the king, though in the

case of some the office is hereditary.

They represent the nobility, the cities,

the wealth, and the learning of the land.

Each of the five universities furnishes

a member. The king has the right to

honor any one at pleasure, as a reward

for distinguished services, with a seat

in this body. Of course, as the mem-
bers hold office for life, and hold their
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office by the royal favor, it may gen-

erally be expected to be a tolerably

conservative body, and to vote in ac-

cordance with the wishes of the king.

The House of Delegates consists of

three hundred and fifty-two members,

elected by the j)eople, but not directly.

They are chosen, like our Presidents, by

electors, who are directly chosen by the

people. Two hundred and fifty inhab-

itants are entitled to one elector. Every

man from the age of twenty-five is al-

lowed to vote unless prohibited for

specific reasons. But strict equality in

the right of suffrage is not- granted.

The voters of each district are divided

into three classes, the first of which is

made up of so many of the largest tax-

payers as together pay a third of the

taxes ; the second, of so many of the

next richest as pay another third ; the

last class, of the remainder. Each of

these divisions votes separately, and

each elects a third part of the electors.

The House of Delegates is chosen once

in three years, unless in the mean time

the king dissolves it, in which case a

new election must take place at once.

As to the rights of Prussians in gen-

eral, the constitution provides that all

in the eye of the law are equal. The
old distinctions of classes still exists

:

there are still nobles, with the titles

prince, count, and baron ; but the spe-

cial privileges which they formerly en-

joyed are not secured to them by the

constitution. The king can honor any

one with the rank of nobility ; but the

name is the most that can be conferred.

In most cases the right of primogeni-

ture does not prevail, so that the aris-

tocracy of Prussia is of much less con-

sequence than that of England. The
poverty which so often results from
the division of the estates of nobles has

led to the establishment of numerous
so-called Frauleinstifter— charitable

foundations for such a support of poor
female members of noble families as be-

comes their rank. Many of these insti-

tutions were formerly nunneries. It is

further provided by the constitution

that public offices shall be open to all

;

that personal freedom and the inviola-

bility of private property and dwellings

shall be secured ; that all shall enjoy the

right of petition, perfect freedom of

speech, the liberty of forming organi-

zations for the accomplishment of any

legal object ; that a censorship of the

press can in no case be exercised, and

that no limitation of the freedom of

the press can be introduced except by
due process of law ; that civil and po-

litical rights shall not be affected by
religious belief, and that the right of

filling ecclesiastical offices shall not be-

long to the state. Only i in case of war

or insurrection, and of consequent im-

minent danger,' has the Government a

right to infringe on the above specified

immunities of the citizens and the

press.

The foregoing is all that need be

given in order to convey a general idea

of what the Prussian constitution is.

It is in its provisions so specific and
clear, that one would hardly expect

that disputes respecting its meaning

could have reached the height of bit-

terness which has characterized discus-

sions of its most fundamental princi-

ples. The explanation of this fact is to

be sought in the mode of the introduc-

tion of the constitution itself. The
English constitution has been the

growth of centuries ; the Prussian, of a

day. The latter, moreover, was not,

like ours, the fundamental law of a new

nation, but a constitution designed to

introduce a radical change in the form

of a government which, during many
centuries, had been acquiring a fixed

character. It undertook to remodel at

one stroke the whole political system.

Not indeed as though there had been

no sort of preparation for this change.

The general advance in national cul-

ture, the general anticipation of the

change, as well as the actual approaches

toward it in the administrative meas-

ures of Frederick the Great and Fred-

erick William III., paved the way for

the introduction of a popular element
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in the Government. Nevertheless, the

actual, formal introduction itself was

sudden. The constitution was not, in

the specific form which it took, the re-

sult of experience and experiment.

And, as all history shows, attempts to

fix or reconstruct social systems on

merely theoretical principles are liable

to fail, because they cannot foresee and

provide for all the contingencies which

may interfere with the application of

the theories. Moreover, in the case of

Prussia, as not in that of the United

States, the constitution was not made
by the people for themselves, but given

to them by a power standing over

against them. There was, therefore,

not only a possibility, as in any case

there might be, that the instrument

could be variously interpreted on ac-

count of the different modes of think-

ing and difference of personal interests,

which always affect men's opinions

;

but there was here almost a certainty

that this would be the case on account

of the gulf of separation which, in spite

of all the bridges which often are built

over it, divides a monarch, especially

an absolute, hereditary monarch, from

his subjects. In the case before us, it

is certain that the king conceded more

than he wished to concede, and that

the people received less than they

wished to receive. That they should

agree in their understanding of the

constitution is therefore not at all to

be expected. The most that the well

wishers of the land could have hoped

was that the misunderstandings would
not be radical, and that in the way of

practical experience the defects of the

constitution might be detected and

remedied, and the mutual relations of

the rulers and the ruled become mutu-

ally understood and peacefully ac-

quiesced in.

"What the Prussian Conservatives so

often insist on, viz., that a constitu-

tional government should have been

gradually developed, not suddenly

substituted for a form of government

radically different, is therefore by no

means without truth. "Whether we are

to conclude that the fault has been in

the process not beginning sooner, or

merely in its being too rapid, is per-

haps a question in which we and they

might disagree. On the supposition

that the present state of intelligence

furnishes a sufficient basis for a consti-

tutional government, it would seem as

though the last fifty years has been a

period long enough in which to put it

into successful operation. All that the

present generation know of politics has

certainly been learned within that

time : if the mere practical exercise of

political rights is all that is needed in

order to develop the new system, there

might at least an excellent beginning

have been made long before 1850.

"When we consider, therefore, that the

Government, after taking the initiatory

steps in promoting this development,

stopped short, and rather showed a dis-

position to discourage it entirely, these

clamors of the Conservatives must seem

somewhat out of taste. To Americans

especially, who can accommodate them-

selves to changes, even though they

may be somewhat sudden, such pleas

for more time and a more gradual pro-

cess may appear affected, if not puerile.

It must be remembered, however, that

to a genuine German nothing is more

precious than a process of development.

"Whatever is not the result of a due

course of Entwickelung, is a suspicious

object. Anything which seems to

break abruptly in upon the prescribed

course is abnormal. "Whatever is pro-

duced before the embryonic process is

complete is necessarily a monster, from

which nothing good can be hoped.

The same idea is often advanced by

the Conservatives in another form.

The Liberals, they say, are trying to

break loose from history. A prominent

professor, in an address before an as-

sembly of clergymen in Berlin, defined

the principle of democracy to be this :

' The majority is subject to no law but

its own will ; it is therefore limited by

no historically acquired rights; his-
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tory has no rights over against the sov-

ereign will of the present generation.'

By historically acquired rights is meant

in particular the right of William I. to

rule independently because his prede-

cessors did so. By what right the

great elector robbed the nobles of their

prerogatives, and how, in case he did

wrong in thus disregarding their ' his-

torically acquired rights,' this wrong

itself, by being continued two hundred

years, becomes, in its turn, an acquired

right, is not explained in the address

to which we allude. The principal

fault to be found with such reasoning

as this of the Prussian Conservatives, is

that it is altogether too vague and ab-

stract. There can be no development

without something new ; there can be,

in social affairs, nothing new without

some sort of innovation. Innovation,

as such, can therefore not be condemn-

ed without condemning development.

Moreover, development, as the organic

growth of a political body, is some-

thing which takes care of itself, or rath-

er is cared for by a higher wisdom
than man's. To object to a proposed

measure nothing more weighty than

that it will not tend to develop the

national history, has little meaning, and
should have no force. The only ques-

tion in such a case which men have to

consider is whether the change is justi-

fied by the fundamental principles of

right, be it that those principles have
hitherto been observed or not.

What makes the arguments of the

Conservatives all the more impertinent,

however, is the fact that the question

is no longer whether the constitution

ought to be introduced, but whether,

being introduced, it shall be observed.

This is for the stiff royalists not so

pleasant a question. Prussia is a con-

stitutional monarchy; the king has

taken an oath to rule in accordance

with the constitution. It may be, un-

doubtedly is, true that none of the

kings have wished the existence of

just such a limit to their power ; but

shall they therefore try to evade the

obligation which they have assumed ?

The Conservatives dare not say that

the constitution ought to be violated,

for that would look too much like the

abandonment of their fundamental

principle ; they also hardly venture to

say that they would prefer to have the

king again strictly,absolute, for that

would look like favoring regression

more than conservatism. Yet many
have the conviction that an absolute

monarchy would be preferable to the

present, while the arguments of all

have little force except as they tend

to the same conclusion. The point of

controversy between them and their

opponents is often represented as being

essentially this : Shall the king of Prus-

sia be made as powerless as the queen

of England ? Against such a degrada-

tion of the dignity of the house of

Hohenzollern all the convictions and
prejudices of the royalists revolt. Such
a surrender of all personal power, they

say, and say truly, was not designed by
Frederick William IV. when he gave
the constitution ; to ask the king,

therefore, in all his measures to be de-

termined by the House of Delegates, is

an unconstitutional demand. It is

specially provided that the king shall

appoint and dismiss his own ministers

;

to ask him, therefore, to remove them
simply because they are unacceptable

to the House of Delegates, is to inter-

fere with the royal prerogatives. The
command of the army and the declara-

tion of war belong only to the king

;

to hinder him, therefore, in his efforts

to maintain the efficiency of the army,

or in his purposes to wage war or ab-

stain from it, is an overstepping of the

limits prescribed to the people's repre-

sentatives.

We have here hinted at the principal

elements in the controversy between

the opposing political parties of Prus-

sia. It is not our object to enter into

the details of the various strifes which

have agitated the land during the last

six years, but only to sketch their gen-

eral character. The query naturally
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arises, when one takes a view of the

whole period, which has elapsed since

the constitution was introduced, w7hy

the contest did not begin sooner. The

explanation is to be found in the fact

that until the present king began to

rule, the Liberals in general did not

vote at the elections. It will be re-

membered that the previous king ab-

solutely refused to deal with the assem-

bly which met early in 1849 to consid-

er the constitution, and ordered a new
election. At this election the Liberals

saw that, if they reelected the old

members, another dissolution would

follow, and they therefore mostly staid

away from the polls. Afterward, when
the constitution had been formally

adopted, the Government showed a

determination to put down all liberal

movements ; consequently the Liberals

made no special attempts to move.

The Parliament was conservative, and

so there was no occasion for strife be-

tween it and the king. Not till Wil-

liam I. became regent in place of his

incapacitated brother, in 1859, did the

struggle begin. The policy of the pre-

vious prime minister Manteuffel had
produced general discontent. The
people were ready to move, if an occa-

sion was offered. It is therefore not to

be wondered at that, when the new
sovereign announced his purpose to

pursue a more liberal course than his

brother, the Liberal party raised its

head, and sought to make itself felt.

The new ministry was liberal, and for

a while it seemed as though a new or-

der of things had begun. But this

was of short duration. The House of

Delegates, consisting in great part of

Liberals (or, to speak more strictly, of

Fortschrittsmdnner— Progress men—
Liberal being the designation of a third

party holding a middle course between

the two extremes, a party, however,

naturally tending to resolve itself into

the others, and now nearly extinct)

urged the Government to adopt its

radical measures. The king began to

fear that, if he yielded to all the wishes

of the House, he would lose his proper

dignity and authority. He therefore

began to pursue a different policy : the

more urgently the delegates insisted on
liberal measures, the less inclined was
the king to regard their wishes. He
had wished himself to take the lead in

inaugurating the new era ; as soon as

others, more ambitious, went ahead of

him, he took the lead again, by turning

around and pulling in the opposite

direction. The principal topics on
which the difference was most decided

were the ecclesiastical and the financial

relations of the Government. Although

the constitution provides for the perfect

freedom of the church from the state,

the union still existed, and indeed still

exists. The House of Delegates at-

tempted to induce the Government to

carry out this provision of the consti-

tution. There is no doubt that the

motive of many of these attempts to

divide church and state is a positive

hostility to Christianity. The partial

success which has followed them, viz.,

the securing of charter rights for other

religious denominations than the Evan-

gelical Church (i. e., the Union Church,

consisting of what were formerly Lu-

theran and Reformed churches, but in

1817 united, and forming now together

the established church), has given some

prominence to the so-called Freiege-

meinden, organizations of freethinkers,

who, though so destitute of positive

religious belief that in one case, when
an attempt was made to adopt a creed,

an insuperable obstacle was met in dis-

cussing the first article, viz., on the

existence of God, yet meet periodically

and call themselves religious congre-

gations. There are, moreover, many
others, regular members of the estab-

lished church, who have no interest in

religious matters, and would for that

reason like to be freed from the fetters

which now hold them. There are, how-

ever, many among the best and most

discreet Christians who, for the good of

the church, wish to see it weaned from

the breast of the state. But the great
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majority of tlie clergy, especially of the

consistories (the members of which are

appointed by the Government, me-

diately, however, now, through the

Oberltirchenrath), are decidedly opposed

to the separation ; and, as they speak

for the churches, the provision of the

constitution allowing the separation is

a dead letter. There is no denying

that, if it were now to be fully carried

out, the consequences to the church

might be, for a time at least, disas-

trous. The people have always been

used to the present system ; they would

hardly know how to act on any other.

Moreover, a large majority of the

church members are destitute of active

piety ; to put the interests of religion

into the hands of such men would seem

to be a dangerous experiment. Espe-

cially is it true of the mercantile classes,

of those who are pecuniarily best able

to maintain religious institutions, that

they are in general indifferent to reli-

gious things. This being the case, one

cannot be surprised at the reluctance

of those in ecclesiastical authority to

desire the support of the state to be

withdrawn. Nevertheless it cannot but

widen the chasm between the estab-

lished church and the freethinkers, that

the former urges upon the Government

to continue a policy which is plainly

inconsistent with the constitution, and

that the Government yields to the

urging.

A more vital point in the contro-

versy between the king and the Liber-

als was the disposition of the finances.

The House of Delegates, in the session

lasting from January 14 to March 11,

1862, insisted on a more minute speci-

fication than the ministry had given

of the use to be made of the moneys to

be appropriated. The king at length,

wearied with their importunity, dis-

solved the House, upon which a new
election followed in the next month.

The excitement was great. The Gov-
ernment seems to have hoped for a fa-

vorable result, at least for a diminution

of the Liberal majority. The Minister

of the Interior issued a communication

to all officials, announcing that they

would be expected to vote in favor of

the Government. A similar notifica-

tion was made to the universities, but

was protested against. Most of the

consistories summoned the clergymen

to labor to secure a vote in favor of the

king. But in spite of all these exer-

tions, the new House, like the other,

contained an overwhelming majority

of Progress men. At the beginning

of the new session in May, however,

both parties seemed more yielding than

before. Attention was given less to

questions of general character, more to

matters of practical concern. But at

last the schism developed itself again.

The king had determined to reorganize

and enlarge the army, to which end

larger appropriations were needed than

usual. The military budget put the

requisite sum at 37,779,043 thalers

(about twenty-five million dollars)

;

the House voted 31,932,940, rejecting

the proposition of the minister by a

vote of three hundred and eight to

eleven. A change in the ministry fol-

lowed, but not a change such as would

be expected in England—just the op-

posite. At the dissolution of the pre-

vious House the Liberal ministry had

given place to a more conservative one

;

now this conservative one gave place to

one still more conservative. Herr von

Bismarck became Minister of State.

The House then voted that the appro-

priations must be determined by the

House, else every use made by the Gov-

ernment of the national funds would

be unconstitutional. The king's an-

swer to this was an order closing the

session. A new session began early in

1863. The same controversy was re-

newed. The king had introduced his

new military scheme ; he had used,

under the plea of stern necessity, money

not voted by Parliament. He declared

that the good of the country required

it, and demanded anew that the House

make the requisite appropriation. But

the House was not to be moved. So
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far from wishing an increase of the

military expenses, the Liberal party

favored a reduction of the term of ser-

vice from three to two years. The
king affirmed that he knew better what
the interests of the nation required, and,

as the head of the army, he must do
what his best judgment dictated re-

specting its condition. Thus the ses-

sion passed without anything of con-

sequence being accomplished. The
House of Lords rejected the budget as

it came from the other chamber, and
the delegates would not retreat. Con-

sequently another dead lock was the

result. The mutual bitterness in-

creased. Minister von Bismarck, a man
of considerable talent, but not of spot-

less character, and exceedingly offen-

sive in his bearing toward his oppo-

nents, became so odious that the dele-

gates seemed ready to reject any prop-

osition coming from him, whether

good or bad. They tried to induce

the king to remove him. But this was
like the wind trying to blow off the

traveller's coat. Instead of being

moved by such demonstrations to dis-

miss the premier, the king manifested

in the most express manner his dissat-

isfaction with such attempts of the

House to interfere with his preroga-

tives. One might think that he had
resolved to retain Bismarck out of pure

spite, though he might personally be

ever so much inclined to drop him.

The controversy became more and

more one of opposing wills. May 22,

the House voted an address to the

king, stating its views of the state of

the country, the rights of the House,

etc., and expressing the conviction that

this majesty had been misinformed by

his counsellors of the true state of pub-

lic feeling. The king replied to the

address a few days later, stating that

he knew what he was doing and what

was for the good of the people ; that

the House was to blame for the fruit-

lessness of the session ; that the House

had unconstitutionally attempted to

control him in respect to the ministry

and foreign affairs ; that he did not need
to be informed by the House what pub-

lic sentiment was, since Prussia's kings

were accustomed to live among and
for the people ; and that, a further con-

tinuance of the session being mani-

festly useless, it should close on the

next day. Accordingly it was closed

without the passage of any sort of ap-

propriation bill, and the Government,

as before, ruled practically without a

diet.

We do not propose to arbitrate be-

tween the affirmations of the Conserva-

tives, on the one hand, that the animus

of the opposition was a spirit of dis-

loyalty toward the Government, an un-

principled and unconstitutional striving

to subvert the foundations of royalty,

and introduce a substantially demo-

cratic form of government, and the

complaints of the opposition, on the

other hand, that the ministry was try-

ing to domineer over the House of Del-

egates, and reduce its practical power

to a nullity. We may safely assume

that there is some truth in both state-

ments. Where the dispute is chiefly

respecting motives, it must always be

difficult to find the exact truth. In

behalf of the Conservatives, however,

it may be said that the Liberals have

undoubtedly been aiming at a greater

limitation of the royal power than the

constitution was designed by its au-

thor to establish. Frederick William

IY. proposed to rule in connection with

the representatives of the people. The
idea of becoming a mere instrument for

the execution of their wishes, was odi-

ous to him, and is odious to his succes-

sor. That such a reduction of the

kingly office, however, is desired and

designed by many of the Progress par-

ty, is hardly to be questioned. But,

on the other hand, it is hard to see, in

case the present policy of the Govern-

ment is carried through, what other

function the diet will eventually have

than simply that of advising the king

and acting as his mere instrument,

whenever he lays his plans and asks for
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the money necessary for their execu-

tion. This certainly cannot accord

with the article of the constitution

which declares that the legislative

power shall be 'jointly' (gemeinscliaft-

Uch) exercised by the king and the two

Houses.

It is all the less necessary to consider

particularly the character of the meas-

ures proposed and opposed, and the

personal motives of the prominent

actors in the present strife, inasmuch

as the parties themselves are fighting

n.o longer respecting special, subor-

dinate questions, but respecting the

fundamental principle of the Govern-

ment, the mutual relation which, un-

der the constitution, king and people

are to sustain to each other. From
this point of view it is not difficult to

pass judgment on the general merits of

the case. If we inquire where, if at all,

the constitution has been formally vio-

lated, there can be no doubt that the

breach has been on the side of the

Government. That the consent of the

diet is necessary to the validity of any

act fixing the use of the public moneys,

is expressly stated in the constitution.

That the Government, for a series of

years, has appropriated the funds ac-

cording to its own will, without obtain-

ing that consent, is an undeniable mat-

ter of fact. It is true that the king and

his ministers do not acknowledge that

this is a violation of the constitution,

claiming that the duty of the king to

provide in cases of exigency for the

maintenance of the public weal, au-

thorizes him, in the exigency which the

obstinacy of the delegates has brought

about, to act on his own responsibility.

The Government must exist, they say,

and to this end money must be had

;

if the House will not grant it, we must

take it. That this is a mere quibble,

especially as the exigency can be as

easily ascribed to the obstinacy of the

king as to that of the delegates, may
be affirmed by Liberals with perfect

confidence, when, as is actually the

case, all candid Conservatives, even

vol. vi.—27

those of the strictest kind, confess that

formally, at least, the king has acted

unconstitutionally. And, though in

respect to the financial question, they

may justify this course while confess-

ing its illegality, it is not so easy to do

so in reference to the press law made
by the king four days after closing the

session of the diet. This law estab-

lished a censorship of the press, which

was aimed especially against all at-

tacks in the newspapers on the policy

of the Government, the plea being that

the Liberal papers were disturbing the

public peace and exciting a democratic

spirit. The unconstitutionality of this

act was as palpable as its folly. Only

in case of war or insurrection is any

such restriction allowed at all ; the

wildest imagination could hardly have

declared either war or insurrection to

be then existing. Moreover, even in

case of such an exigency, the king has

a right to limit the freedom of the

press only when the diet is not in ses-

sion and the urgency is too great to

make it safe to wait for it to assemble.

But in this call it is manifest not only

that the king was not anxious to have

the cooperation of the Houses, but that

he positively wished not to have it.

No one imagines that he conceived

the whole idea of enacting the law

after he had prorogued the diet ; cer-

tainly nothing new in the line of pub-

lic danger had arisen in those four

days to justify the measure. Besides,

he knew that the House of Delegates

would not have approved it. It was-,

in fact, directly aimed at their support*

ers. A plainer attack on their consti-

tutional rights could hardly havebeen

made.

But the delegates were sent home,

so that they were now not able to dis-

turb the country by their debates.

The Conservatives rejoiced in this,

seeming to think that the only real evil

under which the country was suffering

was the ' gabbling ' of the members of

the diet. Moreover, the press law, un-

wise and unconstitutional as many of
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the Conservatives themselves consid-

ered and pronounced it, was in force,

so that the editorial demagogues also

were under bit and bridle. It was

hoped that now quiet would be re-

stored. The German diet at Frankfort-

on-tlie-Maine turned public attention

for a time from the more purely in-

ternal Prussian politics. But this was

a very insufficient diversion. In fact,

the course of William I., in utterly re-

fusing to have anything to do with the

proposed remodelling of the articles of

confederation, the object of which was

to effect a firmer union of the German
States, although no Prussian had the

utmost confidence in the sincerity of

the Austrian emperor, yet ran counter

to the wishes of the Liberals, and even

of many Conservatives. The same feel-

ing which fifty years ago gave rise to

the Burschenscliaft displayed itself un-

mistakably in the enthusiasm with

which Francis Joseph's invitation was

welcomed by the Germans in general.

The king of Prussia did not dare to

declare against the proposed measure

itself. Acknowledging the need of a

revision of the articles, he yet declined

to take part in the diet, simply because,

as he said, before the princes them-

selves came together for so important a

deliberation, some preliminary negotia-

tions should have taken place. There

is little reason to doubt, however, that

his real motive was a fear lest, if he
should commit himself to the cause of

German union, he would seem to be

working in the interests of the Liber-

als. For, as of old, so now, the most

enthusiastic advocates of a consolida-

tion of the German States are the most

inclined to anti-monarchical principles

;

naturally enough, since a firm union of

states, utterly distinct from each other,

save as their rulers choose to unite

themselves, while yet each ruler in his

own land is independent of the others,

and each has always reason to be jeal-

ous of the other, is an impossibility.

This jealousy was conspicuous in the

case of Prussia and Austria during the

session of this special diet, in the sum-
mer of 1863. It was shared in Prussia

not only by the king and his special

political friends, but by many of the

Liberals. It was perhaps in the hope
that the national feeling had received

a healthful impulse by the develop-

ments of Austria's ambition to obtain

once more the hegemony of Germany,
that the king soon after dissolved the

House of Delegates, which in June lie

had prorogued. A new election was
appointed for October 20. Most stren-

uous efforts were made by the Govern-

ment to secure as favorable a result as

possible. Clergymen were enjoined

by the Minister of Instruction to use

their influence in behalf of the Govern-

ment. Officials were notified that they

•would be expected to vote for Con-

servative candidates, a hint which in

Prussia cannot be so lightly regarded

as here, since voting there is done villa

voce. But, in spite of all these exer-

tions, the Progress men in the new
House were as overwhelmingly in the

majority as before. On assembling,

they reelected the* former president,

Grabow, by a vote of two hundred and
twenty-four to forty. And the same old

strife began anew.

So little, then, had been accom-

plished by attempts forcibly to put

down the opposition party. Many
newspapers had received the third and

last warning for publishing articles of

an incendiary character, though none,

so far as we know, were actually sus-

pended
; a professor in Konigsberg had

been deposed for presiding at a meet-

ing of Liberals ; a professor in Berlin

had been imprisoned for publishing a

pamphlet against the policy of the

Government. There were even intima-

tions that, unless the opposition yield-

ed, the king would suspend the con-

stitution, and dispense entirely with

the cooperation of the Parliament.

But whether or not this was ever

thought of, he showed none of this

disposition at the opening of the ses-

sion. His speech, though containing
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no concessions, was mild and concilia-

tory in tone. Perhaps he saw that a

threatening course could not succeed,

and was intending to pursue another.

He declared his purpose to suggest an

amendment to the constitution provid-

ing for such cases of disagreement be-

tween the two Houses as had hitherto

obstructed the legislation. This was

afterward done. It was proposed that,

whenever no agreement could be se-

cured respecting the appropriations,

the amount should be the same as that

of the foregoing year. This, however,

was not approved by the House of

Delegates. The same disagreement

occurred as at the previous sessions,

intensified now by the increased de-

mands of the Government on account

of the threatened war in Schleswig-

Holstein. A loan of twelve million

thalers was proposed ; but the House

refused utterly to authorize it unless it

could be known what was the use to

be made of it. This information Min-

ister Bismarck would not give. The
dispute grew more and more sharp.

The old causes of discussion were in-

creased by the fact that Prussia, in

reference to the disputed succession in

Schleswig-Holstein, set itself against

the popular wish to have the duchy

absolutely separated from Denmark
and put under the rule of the prince

of Augustenburg. In fact, in this par-

ticular, whatever may be thought else-

where respecting the merits of the war
which soon after broke out, the policy

of the Government was nearly as odi-

ous to most Conservatives as to the

Liberals. They said, the king should

have put himself at the head of the

national, the German demand for

the permanent relief of their fellow

Germans in Schleswig-Holstein ; he

should have taken the cause out of

the sphere of party politics ; thus he
might have regained his popularity

and united his people. This is quite

possible ; but it is certain that he
did not take this course. He seemed
to regard the movement in favor of

Prince Frederick's claims to the duchy

as a democratic movement. It was so

called by the more violent Conserva-

tives. The king, after failing to take

the lead, could not now, consistently

with his determination to be indepen-

dent, fall in with the crowd ; this

would seem like yielding to pressure.

Besides, he felt probably more than the

Prussian people in general the binding

force of the London treaty. Yet, as a

German, he could not be content to

ignore the claims of the German inhab-

itants of the duchy ; there was, there-

fore, no course left but to make hostile

demonstrations against Denmark. The
pretext was not an unfair one. The
November constitution, by which Den-

mark, immediately after the accession

of the protocol prince, the present king,

Christian IX., proposed to incorporate

Schleswig, was a violation of treaty

obligations. The Danish Government

was required to retract its course. It

refused, and war followed. What will

be the result of it
?
what even the Prus-

sian Government wishes to be the re-

sult of it, is a matter of uncertainty.

Suspicions of a secret treaty between

it and Austria find easy credence, ac-

cording to which, as is supposed, noth-

ing but their mutual aggrandizement

is aimed at. Certain it is that none

even of the best informed pretend to

know definitely what is designed, nor

be confident that the design, whatever

it is, will be executed. Yet for the

time a certain degree of enthusiasm

has been of course awakened in all

by the successful advance of Prussian

troops through Schleswig, and the in-

definite hope is cherished that some-

how, even in spite of the apparent

policy of the Government, the war will

result in rescuing the duchy entirely

from the Danish grasp. Thus, tempo-

rarily at least, the popular mind is

again diverted from internal politics

;

and perhaps the Government was

moved as much by a desire to effect

this diversion as by any other motive.

The decided schism between Prussia
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and Austria on the one hand, and the

smaller German States on the other, a

schism in which the majority of the

people even in Prussia and Austria side

with the smaller states, favors the no-

tion that these two powers dislike

heartily to enter into a movement
whose motive and end is mainly the

promotion of German unity at the ex-

pense of monarchical principles. For,

however much of subtlety may be ex-

hibited in proving that the prince of

Augustenburg is the rightful heir to

the duchy, the real source of the Ger-

man interest in the matter is sympathy

with their fellow Germans, who, as is

not to be doubted, have been in vari-

ous ways, especially in respect to the

use of the German language in schools

and churches, abused and irritated by

the Danish Government. The death of

the late king of Denmark was only

made the occasion for seeking the de-

sired relief. Fifteen years ago the

same thing was done without any such

occasion. But it would be the ex-

treme of inconsistency for the Prussian

Government to help directly and osten-

sibly a movement which, whatever

name it may bear, is essentially a re-

bellion : if there are Germans in Schles-

wig-Holstein, so are there Poles in

Poland.

But, although, for the time being, the

excitement of actual war silences the

murmurs of the Progress party, the

substantial occasion for them is not

removed. On the contrary, there is

reason to expect that the contest will

become still more earnest. Only one

turn of events can avert this : the sep-

aration of Schleswig-Holstein from

Denmark in consequence of the present

war. If this is not the result, if noth-

ing more is accomplished than the res-

toration of the duchy to its former con-

dition, the king will lose the support

of many Conservatives, and be still

more bitterly opposed by the Liberals.

In addition to this is to be considered

that the war is carried on in spite of

the refusal of the diet to authorize the

requisite loan ; that, moreover, after

vainly seeking to secure this vote from

the delegates, Minister Bismarck, in

the name of the king, prorogued the

diet on the 25th of January, 1864, tell-

ing the Delegates plainly that the

money must be had, and accordingly

that, if its use were not regularly au-

thorized, it must be taken by the Gov-

ernment without such authority. His

spirit may be gathered from a single

remark among the many bitter things

which he had to say in the closing

days of the session :
' In order to gain

your confidence, one must give one's

self up to you ; what then would the

ministers in future be but Parliamen-

tary ministers ? To this condition,

please God, we shall not be reduced.'

The spirit of the delegates is ex-

pressed in the question of one of their

number :
' Why does the Minister of

State ask us to authorize the loan, if

he has no need of our consent—if we
have not the right to say No ? ' Bril-

liant successes of the Prussian arms, ac-

complishing substantially the result for

which the German people are all earn-

estly longing, may restore the Govern-

ment to temporary favor, and weaken

the Progress party ; otherwise, as many
Conservatives themselves confess, the

king will have paralyzed the arms of

his own friends.

"What is to be the end of this conflict

between the Prussian Government and

the Prussian people ? Without at-

tempting to play the prophet's part,

we close by mentioning some consider-

ations which must be taken into ac-

count in forming a judgment. Al-

though we have little doubt that the

present policy of the Government will

not be permanently adhered to, we do

not anticipate any speedy or violent

rupture. The case is in many respects

parallel to that of the quarrel between

Charles I. and his Parliaments ; but the

points of difference are sufficient to

warrant the expectation of a somewhat

different result. Especially these

:

Charles had no army of such size and
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efficiency that he could bid defiance to

the demands of his Parliament ; on the

contrary, the Prussian army is, in times

of peace, two hundred thousand strong,

and can, in case of need, be at once

trebled ; moreover, soldiers must take

an oath of allegiance to the king, not,

however, to the constitution. Of this

army the king is the head, and with it

under his control he can feel tolerably

secure against the danger of a popular

outbreak. Again, the English revolu-

tionists had little to fear from Conti-

nental interference ; Prussia, on the

contrary, is so situated that a revolu-

tion there could hardly fail to provoke

neighboring monarchies to assist in

putting it down. There is no such

oppression weighing the people down
that they would be willing to run this

risk in an attempt to remove it.

Again, the Liberals hope, and not

without reason, that they will eventu-

ally secure what they wish by peace-

able means. There is little doubt that,

if they pursue a moderate course, nei-

ther resorting to violence nor threaten-

ing to do so, themselves avoiding all

violations of the constitution, while

compelling the Government, in case it

will not yield, to commit such viola-

tions openly, their cause will gradually

grow so strong that the king will ulti-

mately see the hopelessness of longer

resisting it. Or, once more, even if the

present king, whose self-will is such

that he may possibly persevere in his

present course through his reign, does

not yield, it is understood that the

heir apparent is inclined to adopt a

more liberal policy whenever he ascends

the throne, an event which cannot be

very long distant. Were he supposed

fully to sympathize with his father, the

danger of a violent solution of the diffi-

culty would be greater. But, as the

case stands, it may not be considered

strange if the conflict lasts several years

longer without undergoing any essen-

tial modification.

There is no prospect that the dissen-

sion will be ended by mutual conces-

sions. This might be done, if mutual

confidence existed between the con-

tending parties
; but of such confidence

there is a total lack. So great is the

estrangement that the original occasion

of it is lost sight of. Neither party

cares so much about securing the suc-

cess of its favorite measures as about

defeating the measures of its opponent.

Either the possibility of such a relation

of the king to the Parliament was not

entertained when the constitution was
drawn up, or it is a great deficiency

that no provision was made for it ; or

(as we should prefer to say) the diffi-

culty may have been foreseen and yet

no provision have been made for it,

simply because none could have been

made consistently with Frederick Wil-

liam IV.'s maxim, ' A free people under

a free king '—a maxim which sounds

well, but which, when the people are

bent on going in one way and the king

in another, is difficult to reconcile with

the requirement of the constitution

that both must go in the same way.

In a republic, where the legislature and

chief magistrate are both chosen repre-

sentatives of one people, no protracted

disagreement between them is possible.

In a monarchy where a ministry, which

has lost the confidence of the legisla-

ture, resigns its place to another, the

danger is hardly greater. But in a

monarchy whose constitution provides

that king and people shall rule jointly,

yet both act freely and independently,

nothing but the most paradisiacal state

of humanity could secure mutual satis-

faction and continued harmony. Prus-

sia is now demonstrating to the world

that, if the people of a nation are to

have in the national legislation any-

thing more than an advisory power,

they must have a determining power.

To say that the king shall have the un-

restricted right of declaring and mak-

ing war, and at the same time that no

money can be used without the free

consent of Parliament, is almost fit to

be called an Irish bull. Such mutual

freedom is impossible except when
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king and Parliament perfectly agree in

reference to the war itself. But, if this

agreement exists, there is either no

need of a Parliament or no need of a

king. It makes little difference how
the constitution is worded in this par-

ticular, nor even what was intended by
the author of this provision. "What is

in itself an intrinsic contradiction can-

not be carried out in practice. Wheth-
er any formal change is made in the

constitution or not, a different mode of

interpreting it, a different conception

of the relation of monarch to subject,

must become current, if the constitu-

tion is to be a working instrument.

Prussia must become again practically

an absolute monarchy or a constitu-

tional monarchy like England. Nor is

there much doubt which of these possi-

bilities will be realized. And not the

least among the causes which will has-

ten the final triumph of Liberalism

there, is the exhibition of the strength

of republicanism here, while undergoing

its present trial. When one observes

how many of the more violent Prussian

Conservatives openly sympathize with

the rebels, and most of the others fail

to do so only because they dislike sla-

very ; when one sees, on the other

hand, how anxiously the Prussian Lib-

erals are waiting and hoping for the

complete demonstration of the ability

of our Government to outride the

storm which has threatened its destruc-

tion, the cause in which we are engaged

becomes invested with a new sacred-

ness. Our success will not only secure

the blessings of a free Government to

the succeeding generations of this land,

but will give a stimulus to free prin-

ciples in every part of the globe. If

'Freedom shrieked when Kosciuszko

fell ' at the hands of despotism, a longer

and sadder wail would mark the fall

of American republicanism, wounded
and slain in the house of its friends.

'YE KNOW NOT WHAT YE ASK.'

One morn in spring, when earth lay robed

In resurrection bloom,

I turned away my tear-veiled eyes,

Peeling the glow but gloom,

And asked my God one boon I craved,

Or earth were living tomb.

One autumn morn, when all the world

In ripened glory lay,

I turned to God my shining eyes,

And praised Him for that day,

When asking curses with my lips,

He turned His ear away.
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COMING UP AT SHILOH.

The rain, which had been falling

steadily since shortly after midnight,

ceased at daybreak. The morning

dawned slowly and moodily, above the

wooded hilltops that rose steeply from

the farther bank of the creek close by,

right over against the cornfield, in

which, on the preceding evening, we
had comfortably pitched our camp.

The bugle wound an early reveille

;

then came the call to strike tents,

though one half of the brigade was yet

busy in hurried preparations for break-

fast, and presently the assembly sound-

ed. "We were on the march again by
the time the sun would have liked to

greet us with his broad, level-thrown

smile for ' good morning,' if the sky

had been clear and open enough, in-

stead of covered, as it was on this

damp, chilly April morning, with dull,

sullen masses of cloud that seemed still

nursing their ill humor and bent on

having another outbreak. The road

was heavy ; an old, worn stage-coach

road, of a slippery, treacherous clay,

which the trampings of our advanced
regiments speedily kneaded into a

tough, stiff dough, forming a track that

was enough to try the wind and bot-

tom of the best. For some miles, too,

tlfe route was otherwise a difficult one

—hilly, and leading by two or three

tedious crossings in single file over

fords, where now were rushing turbid,

swollen streams, gorging and overflow-

ing their banks everywhere in the

channels, which nine months out of the

twelve give passage to innocent brook-

lets only, that the natives of these parts

may cross barefoot without wetting an
ankle. Spite of these drawbacks, the

men were in fine spirits ; for this was
the end of our weary march from Nash-
ville, and we were sure now of a few
days' rest and quiet.

A few minutes after midday we

reached Savannah, and were ordered at

once into camp. By this time the sky

had cleared, the sun was shining

brightly, though, as it seemed, with an

effort ; the wind, which had been fresh-

ening ever since morning, was blowing

strong and settled from out the blue

west, and the earth was drying rapidly.

The Sixth Ohio and a comrade regi-

ment of the Tenth Brigade pitched

their tents in an old and well-cleared

camping ground, on a gently sloping

rise looking toward the town from the

southeastward ; a little too far from

the river to quite take in, in its pros-

pect, the landing with its flotilla of

transports and the gunboats which they

told us were lying there, yet not so far

but we could easily discern the smoke
floating up black and dense from the

boats' chimney stacks, and hear the

long-drawn, labored puffs of the escape

pipes, and the shrill signals of the

steam whistles. Altogether our camp-

ing ground was eligible, dry, and pleas-

ant.

It was on Saturday, the fifth day of

April, 1862, that the Fourth division,

being the advance corps of the Army
of the Ohio, came thus to Savannah,

and so was brought within actual sup-

porting distance of the forces under

General Grant at Pittsburg Landing,

twelve miles up the farther bank of the

Tennessee. General Crittenden's divi-

sion encamped that evening three

hours' march behind us. Still farther

in the rear were coming in succession

the divisions of McCook, Wood, and

Thomas. It was well that such rein-

forcements were at hand ; otherwise,

unless we disregarded the best-estab-

lished laws of probabilities in deciding

the question, the Army of the Tennes-

see was even then a doomed one, and

the story of Shiloh must have gone to

the world a sad, tragic tale of the most
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crushing defeat which had ever fallen

upon an army since the days of Water-

loo. No mean service, then, was ren-

dered the national cause, and all which

that cause will stand out as the embodi-

ment of, in all the ages to come, when
Shiloh was saved, and Treason was

forced to turn, faint, and stagger away
from the field to which it had rushed

with a fiend's exultant eagerness, hav-

ing there met only its own discom-

ture. The meed due for that service

is a coronal of glory, that may never,

probably, be claimed as the desert of

any one individual exclusively ; nor is

it likely that the epitaph, enchiselled

upon whose tombstone soever it might

be, ' Here lies the saviour of Shiloh,'

would pass one hour unchallenged.

Yet impartial history can scarcely be at

fault in recognizing as preeminent the

part taken by one officer, in the events,

whose results, at least, permit so much
of eulogy to be written, with other sig-

nificance than merely that of a wretched

burlesque. That officer was General

Nelson, the commander of our own di-

vision. Iron-nerved, indomitable, will-

full, disdainful of pleasing with studied

phrase of unmeant compliment, but

with a great, manly heart beating

strong in his bosom, and a nature

grandly earnest, brave, and true—with

the very foremost of Kentucky's loyal

sons will ever stand the name of Gen-

eral William Nelson.

Our column had marched from Nash-

ville out on the Franklin turnpike,

nearly three weeks previous. General

McCook, as the senior divisional com-

mander, had claimed the advance, and

had held it in our march through that

beautiful, cultivated garden spot of

Middle Tennessee, as far as Columbia,

a distance of nearly fifty miles. Here

the turnpike and the railroad bridges

over Duck river had both been de-

stroyed by the rebels in their forlorn

retreat from the northward. To re-

place the former even with a tottering

wooden structure, was a work of time

and labor. Meanwhile the army waited

wearily, General Nelson chafed at the

delay, and—the rebel leaders Beaure-

gard and Sidney Johnston were concen-

trating their forces at Corinth with

ominous celerity. It was their purpose

to crush, at one blow, so suddenly and
so surely dealt that succor should be

impossible, the National army, which
had established itself on the borders

of one of the southernmost States of

the Confederacy, and was menacing

lines of communication of prime neces-

sity to their maintenance of the de-

fensive line within which those com-

manders had withdrawn their discom-

fited armies. At length, one evening,

on dress parade, there were read ' Gen-

eral orders, headquarters Fourth divi-

sion,' for a march at daylight the next

morning. Some days would yet be re-

quired to complete the bridge, but per-

mission had been wrung from the ' com-

manding general ' to cross the river by

fording, and comically minute the de-

tailed instructions of that order were

for accomplishing the feat.

So on Saturday, the twenty-ninth of

March, we passed over Duck river.

Other divisions immediately followed.

By his importunity and characteristic

energy, General Nelson had thus se-

cured for us the advance for the sev-

enty-five miles that remained of the

march, and, incalculably more than

this, had gained days of precious time

for the entire army. How many hours

later the Army of the Ohio might have

appeared at Shiloh in season to stay

the tide of disaster and rescue the field

at last, let those tell who can recall the

scenes of that awful Sabbath day there

on the banks of the Tennessee.

General Grant had established his

headquarters at Savannah, and there

immediately upon our arrival our com-

mander reported his division. Long be-

fore night, camp rumors had compla-

cently decided our disposition for the

present. Three days at Savannah to allow

the other corps of our army to come

up with us, and then, by one more easy

stage, we could all move together up to
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Pittsburg Landing, and take position

beside the Army of the Tennessee. It

was a very comfortable programme, and

not the least of its recommendations was

the earnest of its faithful carrying out,

which appeared in the unusual regard

to mathematical precision that our offi-

cers had shown in ' laying off camp,'

and the painstaking care they had re-

quired on our part in establishing it.

There was but an inconsiderable

force here, composed for the most part

of new troops from two or three States

of the Northwest. I remember, espe-

cially, one regiment from Wisconsin,

made up of great, brawny, awkward
fellows—backwoodsmen and lumber-

men chiefly—who followed us to Shiloh

on the next evening, and through the

whole of Monday fought and suffered

like heroes, as they were. Our first in-

quiries, quite naturally, were concern-

ing our comrade army, and the enemy

confronting it at Corinth. Varied and

incongruous enough was the informa-

tion that we gleaned, and in some de-

tails requiring a simple credulity that

nine months of active campaigning had
quite jostled and worried out of us. It

seemed settled, however, that our com-

rades up the river were a host formi-

dable in numbers and of magnificent

armament and material; altogether

very well able to take care of them-

selves, at least until we could join them
at our leisure.

There were some things which, if we
had more carefully considered them,

might, perhaps, have abated somewhat
this pleasant conviction of security.

The enemy had lately grown wonder-

fully bold and venturesome—skirmish-

ing with picket outposts, bullying re-

connoitring parties, and picking quar-

rels upon unconscionably slight provo-

cation almost daily. He had even

challenged our gunboats, disputing the

passage up the river in an artillery

duello at the Bluffs, not far above the

Landing, whose hoarse, sullen rumbling

had reached us where we were resting

on that Thursday afternoon, at the dis-

tance of thirty miles back toward Nash-

ville. But, then, on how few fields

had Southern chivalry ever yet ven-

tured to attack ; how seldom, but when
fairly cornered, had its champions

deemed discretion not the better part

of valor ! What other possibility was
there which was not more likely to be-

come an actuality than that the enemy
would here dare to assume the aggres-

sive ? Who that had the least regard

for the dramatic proprieties, could ever

assign to Mm any other part in the-

tragedy than one whose featliest dis-

play of skill and dexterity should be

exhibited in executing the movements
of guard and parry, and whose noblest

performance should be to stand at bay,

resolutely contending upon a hopeless

field to meet a Spartan death ? So we
cast aside all serious thought of imme-
diate danger at Pittsburg Landing, the

sanguine temperaments pronouncing

these demonstrations of a foe who had
shown our army only his heels all the

way from Bowling Green and Fort

Donelson, really diverting from their

very audacity.

At sunset, the Sixth held dress parade

—the first since our march from Colum-

bia ; but I, on duty that day as one of

the ' reserve guard,' was merely a look-

er-on. I was never prouder of the old

regiment ; it went through with the

manual of arms so well—and then

there were so many spectators present

from other regiments. Orders were

given to prepare for a thorough inspec-

tion of arms and equipments at ten

o'clock on the next morning, then

parade was dismissed, and so the day

ended. The wind died away, and the

night deepened, cool, tranquil, starlit,

on a camp ofweary soldiery, where con-

tentment and good will ruled for the

hour over all.

Beautifully clear and calm the Sab-

bath morning dawned, Aj^ril 6th, 1862
;

rather chilly, indeed, for it was yet in

the budding time of spring. But the

sky was so blue and cloudless, the air

so still, and all nature lay smiling so
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serene and fair in the glad sunshine

—

it was a day such as that whereon the

Creator may have looked upon the

newborn earth, and ' saw everything

that He had made, and, behold, it was

very good ;

' a day as if chosen from

all its fellows and consecrated to a

hallowed quiet, the blessedness of pray-

er and thanksgiving, praise and wor-

ship.

Hardly a man in our division, I be-

lieve, bat awoke that morning with a

happy consciousness of long hours that

this day were to be his own, and a

clear idea of just how he should im-

prove them. My programme was the

general one, and simple enough it was.

First, of course, to make ready for in-

spection, and, that ceremony well got-

ten through with, to enact the familiar

performance of every man his own
washerwoman and seamstress : the re-

mainder of the day should be devoted

to the soldier's sacred delight of corre-

spondence—to completing a letter to

Wynne, begun back at Columbia, and

writing home. Out by the smoulder-

ing fire, where the cooks of our mess

had prepared breakfast nearly two

hours before, I was busily at work fur-

bishing with the new dust- fine ashes

the brasses of my accoutrements, when
the boom of cannon burst on the air,

rolling heavily from away to the south-

ward up from what we knewT must be

the neighborhood of the camps at Pitts-

burg Landing. It was after seven

o'clock. The sun was mounting over

the scrubby oak copse behind our

camp, and the day grew warm apace.

Another and still another explosion

followed in quick succession.

What could it mean ? Only the gun-

boats, some suggested, shelling gueril-

las out of the woods somewhere along

the river bank. Impossible ; too near,

too far to the right, for that. It could

hardly be artillery practice merely ; for

to-day was the Sabbath. And the

youngest soldier among us knew bet-

ter than to give those rapid, furious

volleys the interpretation of a formal

military salute. Could ft really be

—

battle ?

Every man almost was out and lis-

tening intently. Louder and fiercer

the reports came, though still irregular.

Now and then, in the intervals, a low,

quick crepitation reached us, an under-

tone that no soldier could fail to recog-

nize as distant musketry. Ominous

sounds they were, portending—what ?

What, indeed, if not actual battle ? If

a battle, then certainly an attack by
the enemy. Were our comrades up at

the Landing prepared for it ?

The first cannon had been fired

scarcely ten minutes, when General

Nelson rode by toward headquarters,

down in the busiest part of the town,

aides and orderlies following upon the

gallop. Presently came orders :

' Three days' rations in haversacks,

strike tents, and pack up. Be ready to

move at a moment's notice. They are

fighting up at the Landing.'

There was no need for further urging.

By ten o'clock every disposition for

the march had been completed. Nearly

three long hours more we waited with

feverish anxiety for the final command
to start, while the roar of that deathly

strife fell distantly upon our ears al-

most without intermission, and a hun-

dred wild rumors swept through the

camp. General Grant had gone up the

river on a gunboat soon after the can-

nonading began. It was not long after

midday when we struck tents, were fur-

nished with a new supply of cartridges

and caps for our Enfields, and waited

several minutes longer. At length,

however, the column formed, and,

though still without orders, except

those which its immediate commander

had assumed the responsibility to give,

the Fourth division was on the march'

for Shiloh. The Tenth brigade had, as

usual, the advance, and, in our regular

turn, the Sixth came the third regi-

ment in the column. We had just

cleared the camping grounds, I well

remember, when General Nelson rode

leisurely down the line, his eye taking
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note with the quiet glance of the real

soldier of every minutia of equipments

and appearance generally. Some na-

tures seem to find in antagonism and

conflict their native element, their chief

good—yet more, almost as much a ne-

cessity of their moral organism as to

their animal being is the air they

breathe. Such a nature was Kelson's.

His face to-day wore that characteris-

tic expression by which every man of

his command learned to graduate his

expectation of an action ; it was the

very picture of satisfaction and good
humor. He wheeled his horse half

around as the rear of our brigade

passed him, and a blander tone of com-

mand I never heard than when, in his

rapid, authoritative manner, he rang

out

:

' Now, gentlemen, keep the column

well closed up ! and passed on toward

the next brigade.

Gentlemen ! how oddly the title

conies to sound in the ears of a sol-

dier

!

From Savannah to the Tennessee,

directly opposite Pittsburg Landing,

is, by the course we took, perhaps ten

miles. The route was only a narrow

wagon-path through the woods and

bottoms bordering the river, and the

wisdom was soon apparent which had
beforehand secured the services of a

native as guide. Most of the latter

half of the distance was through a low,

slimy swamp land, giving rank growth

to an almost continuous forest of syca-

more, cottonwood, and other trees

which love a damp, alluvial soil, whose
massive trunks were yet foul and un-

sightly with filth and scum deposited

by the receding waters at the subsi-

dence of the river's great spring fresh-

et a month before. Stagnant ponds

and mimic lagoons lay all about us and
in our very pathway, some of the deep-

er ones, however, rudely bridged.

Very rapid progress was impossible.

It had already been found necessary to

send our artillery back to Savannah,

up on the transports. The afternoon

wore on, warm and sultry, and the at-

mosphere in those dank woods felt

close, aguish, and unwholesome. Not
a breath of air stirred to refresh the

heated forms winding in long, continu-

ous line along the dark boles of the

trees, through whose branches and leaf-

less twigs the sunlight streamed in lit-

tle broken gleams of yellow bright-

ness, and made a curious checkerwork

of sheen and shadow on all beneath.

Burdened as we were with knapsacks

and twenty extra rounds of ammuni-

tion, the march grew more and more

laborious. But the noise of battle was
sharpening more significantly every few

minutes now, and the men pushed for-

ward. It was no child's game going

on ahead of us. We might be needed.

We were needed. A loud, tumultu-

ous cheer from the Thirty-sixth Indiana

came surging down through the ranks

of the Twenty-fourth Ohio to our own
regiment, and away back beyond to

the Twenty-second and Nineteenth bri-

gades in the rear. ' Forward !
' and

we were off on the double quick. Gen-

eral Nelson was at the head of the col-

umn ; there a courier had met him—so

at least runs the tradition—with urgent

orders to hasten up the reinforcements

:

the enemy were pressing hard for the

Landing. Unmindful of all impedi-

ments—trees and fallen logs, shallow

ponds and slippery mire shoetop deep

;

now again moderating our pace to the

route step to recover breath and

strength ; even halting impatiently for

a few minutes now and then, while the

advance cleared itself from some entan-

glement of the way—so the remainder

of our march continued. It seemed a

long way to the Landing, the battle

dinning on our ears at every step. At

length it sounded directly ahead of us,

close at hand ; and looking forward

out through the treetops, a good eye

could easily discover a dark cloud of

smoke hanging low in mid air, as

though it sought to hide from the light

whence it would have to be brought of heaven the deeds that were beinsr
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done beneath it. Suddenly we de-

bouched into a level cornfield, extend-

ing quite to the river's verge. The
clearing was not a wide one, and the

farther bank of the Tennessee was in

plain sight—the landings, the bluff,

and the woods above stretching away
out and back beyond.

What a panorama ! The river di-

rectly before us was hidden by a nar-

row belt of chaparral and the drift

that had lodged along the banks, but

the smoke stacks of three or four trans-

ports were visible above the weed
stalks and bushes, and the course of one

or two more could be traced by a dis-

tant, trailing line of smoke as they

steamed down toward Savannah. The
opposite bank rises from the river a

steep acclivity, perhaps a hundred and
fifty feet in perpendicular height, down
whose sides of brownish yellow clay

narrow roadways showed out to the

landings below. Cresting the bluff,

woods overlooked the whole, and shut

in the scene far as the eye could follow

the windings of the Tennessee. In

their depths, the battle was raging

with unabated fury. A short distance

up the river, though completely hidden
from view by an intervening bend, the

gunboats were at work, and even our

unpractised ears could easily distin-

guish the heavy boom of their great

thirty-two pounders in the midst of all

that blaze of battle and the storm of

artillery explosions. Glorious old Tyler

and Lexington ! primitive, ungainly,

weather-beaten, wooden craft, but the

salvation, in this crisis hour of the fight,

of our out-numbered and wellnigh

borne-down left. A signal party, sta-

tioned a little above the upper landing

and halfway up the bluff, was commu-
nicating in the mystic language of the

code with another upon our side the

river. What messages were those little

party-colored flags exchanging, with

their curious devices of stripes and
squares and triangles, their combina-

tions and figures in numberless variety,

as they were waved up and down and

to and fro in rapid, ever-shifting pan-

tomime ? The steep bank was covered

with a swaying, restless mass of blue-

uniformed men, too distant to be dis-

tinctly discriminated, yet certainly

numbering thousands. ' Reserves ! ' a

dozen voices cried at once, and the

next moment came the wonder that

our march had been so hurried, when
whole brigades, as it seemed, could

thus be held in idle waiting. We were

soon undeceived.

Out into the cornfield filed the col-

umn, up the river, and nearly parallel

to it, halting a little below the upper

one of the two principal landings.

Here there was a further delaying for

ferriage.

• Stack arms ; every man fill his can-

teen, then come right back to the

ranks !

'

Not to the Tennessee for water

—

there was no time to go so far—but

close at hand, at a pond, or little bayou

of the river ; and, returning to the line

of stacks, a few more long, unquiet

minutes in waiting, speculation, and

eager gazing toward the battle. And
then we saw what was that dark, tur-

bulent multitude over the river : oh,

shame ! a confused rabble, composed

chiefly of men whose places were right-

ly on the field, but who had turned and

fled away from the fight to seek safety

under the coverture of that bluff.

Forward again, and the regiment

moved, with frequent little aggravat-

ing halts, up to the point on the river

where the Thirty-sixth Indiana had al-

ready embarked, and were now being

ferried over. The Twenty-fourth Ohio

crossed at the lower landing. There

were a number of country folk here,

clad in the coarse, rusty homespun

common in the South, whose intense

anxiety to see every movement visible

on the farther side of the river kept

them unquietly shifting their positions

continually. One of these worthies wTas

hailed from our company :

' Say, old fellow ! how's the fight

going on over there ?

'
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He was an old and somewhat dimin-

utive specimen, grizzle haired, and

stoop shouldered, but yellow and with-

ered from the effects of sun and tobac-

co rather than the burden of years.

For a moment he hesitated, as though

guarding his reply, and then,with a side-

long glance ofthe eyes, answered slowly

:

* Well, it aren't hardly decided yet,

I reckon ; but they're a drivin' your

folks—some.'

Evidently he believed that our army

had been badly beaten. The emphatic

rejoinder, ' D—d old secesh !
' was the

sole thanks his information brought

him : the characterization, aside from

the accented epithet, was doubtless a

just one, but for all that his words

were in no wise encouraging.

A minute later we passed a ser-

geant, whose uniform and bright-red

chevrons showed that he was attached

to some volunteer battery. He was
mounted upon a large, powerful horse,

and seemed a man of considerable

ability.

' Do the rebels fight well over there ?

'

demanded a voice from the column a

half dozen files ahead of me.
1 Guess they do ! Anyway, fit well

enough to take our battery from us

—

every gun, and some of the caissons.'

Another soldier met us, unencum-

bered with blouse or coat of any kind,

his accoutrements well adjusted over

his gray flannel shirt, and his rifle

sloped carelessly back over his shoul-

der. His eyes were bloodshot, and his

face, all begrimed with smoke and gun-

powder, wore an expression haggard,

gaunt, and very weary. He was a

sharpshooter, he told us, belonging to

some Missouri regiment, and had been

out skirmishing almost ever since day-

light, with not a mouthful to eat since

the evening before. His cartridges—and
he showed us his empty cartridge-box

—had given out the second time, and
he was ' used up.' In his hat and
clothes were several bullet holes ; but

he had been hit but once, he said, and
then by only a spent buckshot.

' Boys, I'm glad you're come,' he
said. ' It's a fact, they have whipped
us so far ; but I guess we've got 'em

all right now. How many of Buell's

army can come up to-night ?

'

A hurried, many-voiced reply, and

hastening on past a heterogeneous col-

lection of soldiery—couriers, cavalry-

men, malingerers, stragglers, a few of

the slightly wounded, and camp fol-

lowers of all sorts—we quickly reached

the river's brink. The boat was lying

close below. Twenty feet down the

crumbling bank, slipping, or swinging

down by the roots and twigs of friend-

ly bushes, the regiment lost but little

time in embarking. The horses of our

field officers were somehow got on

board, and, with crowded decks, the

little steamer headed for the landing

right over against us. Two or three

boats were there hugging the shore,

quiet and motionless, and there were

still more at the lower landing. One
or two of these the deck hands pointed

out to us as magazine boats, freighted

with precious stores of ammunition,

and the remainder were now, of neces-

sity, being used as hospital boats.

The wounded had quite filled these

latter, and several hundred more of the

day's victims had already been sent

down the river to Savannah. One of

the gunboats, fresh from its glorious

work up beyond the bend, shortly came
in sight, moving slowly down stream,

as though reconnoitring the bank for

some inlet up which its crashing broad-

sides could be poured with deadliest

effect, if the enemy should again ap-

pear in sight.

An informal command to land was

given us presently, but many had al-

ready anticipated it. How terribly

significant becomes the simple mechan-

ism of loading a rifle when one knows

that it is at once the earnest of deadly

battle and the preparation for it ! The

few details which we could gather

from the deck hands concerning the

fight were meagre and unsatisfatory.

They told us of disaster that befell our
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army in the morning, and which it

seemed very doubtful if the afternoon

had yet seen remedied ; and their testi-

mony was borne out by evidences to

which our own unwilling senses were

the sufficient witnesses. The roar of

battle sounded appallingly near, and

two or three of our guns were in vigor-

ous play upon the enemy so close on

the crest of the bluff that every flash

could be seen distinctly. Several shells

from the enemy's artillery swept by,

cleaving the air many feet above us

with that peculiar, fierce, rushing noise,

which no one, I believe, can hear for

the first time without a quickened

beating of the heart and an instinctive

impulse of dismay and awe.

At the landing—but how shall I at-

tempt, in words only, to set that pic-

ture forth ? The next day's fight was

my first experience in actual battle, ex-

cept so much of bushwacking as five

months in Western Virginia had
brought us, but those hours have no

such place in my memory as have the

scenes and sounds of this evening at

the landing. I have never yet seen

told in print the half of that sad, sick-

ening story. "Wagons, teams, and led

horses, quartermaster's stores of every

description, bales of forage, caissons—

•

all the paraphernalia of a magnificently

appointed army— were scattered in

promiscuous disorder along the bluff-

side. Over and all about the fragment-

ary heaps thousands of panic-stricken

wretches swarmed from the river's edge

far up toward the top of the steep ; a

mob in uniform, wherein all arms of the

service and wellnigh every grade—for

even gilt shoulder-straps and scarlet

sashes did not lack a shameful repre-

sentation there—were commingled in

utter, distracted confusion ; a heaving,

surging herd of humanity, smitten with

a very frenzy of fright and despair,

every sense of manly pride, of honor,

and .duty, completely paralyzed, and

dead to every feeling save the most

abject, pitiful terror. A number of

officers could be distinguished amid

the tumult, performing, with violent

gesticulations, the pantomimic accom-

paniments of shouting incoherent com-
mands, mingled with threats and en-

treaties. There was a little drummer
boy, I remember, too, standing in his

shirt sleeves and pounding his drum
furiously, though to what purpose we
could none of us divine. Men were

there in every stage of partial uniform

and equipment ; many were hatless

and coatless, and few still retained

their muskets and their accoutrements

complete. Some stood wringing their

hands, and rending the air with their

cries and lamentations, while others, in

the dumb agony of fear, cowered be-

hind the object that was nearest them
in the direction of the enemy, though

but the crouching form of a comrade.

Terror had concentrated every faculty

upon two ideas, and all else seemed for-

gotten : danger and death were behind

and pressing close upon them ; on the

other side of the river, whither their

eyes were turned imploringly, there

was the hope of escape and an oppor-

tunity for further flight.

Meanwhile, louder than all the din

and clamor else, swelled the roar of

cannon and the sharp, continuous rat?

'tie of musketry up in the woods above.

There, other thousands of our com-

rades—many thousands more they were,

thank God !—were maintaining an un-

equal struggle, in which to further

yield, they knew, would be their inevi-

table destruction. Brave, gallant fel-

lows ! more illustrious record than

they made who here stood and fought

through all these terrible Sabbath

hours need no soldier crave. There

has been a noble redemption, too, of

the disgrace which Shiloh fastened on

those poor, trembling fugitives by the

riverside. That disgrace was not an

enduring one. On many a red and

stubborn battle field those same men
have proudly vindicated their real

manhood, and in maturer military ex-

perience have fought their way to a

renown abundantly enough, and more
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than enough, to cover the derelictions

of raw, untrained, and not too skilfully

directed soldiery.

There was a rush for the boat when

we neared the landing, and some, wad-

ing out breast deep into the stream,

were kept off only at the point of the

bayonet. Close by the water's edge

grew a clump of sycamores. Up into

one of these and far out on a projecting

limb, one scared wretch had climbed,

and, as the boat rounded to, poised

himself for a leap upon the hurricane

deck ; but the venture seemed too

perilous, and he was forced to give it

up in despair. The plank was quickly

thrown out, guards were stationed to

keep the passage clear, and we ran

ashore. Until now there had been few

demonstrations of enthusiasm, but here

an eager outburst of shouts and cheers

broke forth that wellnigh drowned the

thunderings of battle. The regiment

did not wait to form on the beach,

the men, as they debarked, rushing up
the bank by one of the winding road-

ways. The gaping crowd parted right

and left, and poured upon us at every

step a torrent of queries and ejacula-

tions. k

It's no use ; '
' gone up ; '

' cut

all to pieces ; '
' the last man left in my

company ;
'—so, on all sides, smote upon

our ears the tidings of ill. Fewer, but

cheery and reassuring, were the wel-

comes :
' Glad you've come ; ' ' good

for you ;

' 'go in, boys ; '
' give it to

'enl, Buckeyes '—which came to us in

manly tones, now and then from the

lines as we passed.

We gained the summit of the bluff.

A few hundred yards ahead they were
fighting ; we could hear the cheering

plainly, and the woods echoed our own
in response. The Thirty-sixth Indiana

had already been pushed forward to-

ward the extreme left of our line, and
were even now in action. General

Nelson had crossed half an hour earlier.

The junior member of his staff had had
a saddle shot from under him by a

chance shell from the enemy, to the

serious detriment of a fine dress coat,

but he himself marvellously escaping

untouched. Two field pieces were at

work close upon our left, firing directly

over the heads of our men in front

;

only a random firing at best, and I was
glad when an aide-de-camp galloped

down and put a stop to the infernal

din. Amid this scene of indescribable

excitement and confusion, the regiment

rapidly formed. Our knapsacks—were

we going into action with their encum-

brance ? The order was shouted to un-

sling and pile them in the rear, one

man from each company being de-

tailed to guard them. It was scarcely

more than a minute's work, and we
formed again. A great Valkyrian

chorus of shouts swelled out suddenly

along the line, and, looking up, I saw

General Kelson sitting on his big bay

in front of the colors, his hat lifted

from his brow, and his features all aglow

with an expression of satisfaction and
indomitable purpose. He was speak-

ing, but Company B was on the left of

the regiment, and, in the midst of the

storms of huzzas pealing on every side,

I could not catch a single word. Then
I heard the commands, ' Fix bayonets !

trail arms ! forward !

' and at the

double-quick we swept on, up through

the stumps and underbrush which

abounded in this part of the wood, to

the support of the Thirty-sixth Indiana.

A few score rods were gained, and we
halted to recover breath and perfect

another allignment. The firing in our

front materially slackened, and present-

ly we learned that the last infuriate

charge of the enemy upon our left had

been beaten back. We could rest

where we lay, ' until further orders.'

The sun sank behind the rise off to our

right, a broad, murky red disk, in a

dense, leaden-hued haze ; such a sunset

as in springtime is a certain betoken-

ing of rain. By this time cannonading

had entirely ceased, and likewise all

musketry, save only a feeble, dropping

fire upon our right. Those sounds

shortly died away, and the battle for

this day was over. Night fell and
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spread its funereal pall over a field on

which, almost without cessation since

the dawn of daylight, had raged a con-

flict which, for its desperation and

carnage, had yet had no parallel in

American history.

On that field, freely and generously

had been poured of the nation's best

blood, and many a nameless hero had

sealed with his life a sublime devotion

far surpassing the noblest essay of eu-

logy and all the extolments which

rhetoric may recount. Thank God,
those sacrifices had not been wholly

fruitless ! The Army of the Tennessee,

although at most precious cost, had
succeeded in staying those living waves

of Southern treason until the Army of

the Ohio could come up, and Shiloh

was saved. The next day saw those

waves rolled back in a broken, crimson

current, whose ebb ceased only when
the humiliated enemy rested safe within

his fortifications at Corinth.

JEN ONE

A TALE OF SLAVE LIFE IN KOME.

CHAPTER XIII.

With Sergius there was seldom any

interval between impulse and action.

Now, without giving time for explana-

tion, he made one bound to where Cle-

otos stood; and, before the startled

Greek had time to drop the slender

fingers which he had raised to his lips,

the stroke of the infuriated master's

hand descended upon his head, and he

fell senseless at JEnone's feet, with one

arm resting upon the lounge behind

her.
1 Is my honor of so little worth that

a common slave should be allowed to

rob me of it ? ' Sergius exclaimed, turn-

ing to iEnone in such a storm of pas-

sion that, for the moment, it seemed

as though the next blow would de-

scend upon her.

Strangely enough, though she had
ever been used to tremble at his slight-

est frown, and though now, in his an-

ger, there might even be actual danger

to her life, she felt, for the moment, no

fear. Her sympathy for the bleeding

victim at her feet, of whose sad plight

she had been the innocent cause, and

whose perils had probably as yet only

commenced—her consciousness that a

crisis in her life had come, demanding

all her fortitude—her indignation that

upon such slight foundation she should

thus be accused of falsity and shame

—

all combined to create in her an un-

looked-for calmness. Added to this was

the delusive impression that, as nothing

had occurred which could not be ex-

plained, her lord's anger would not be

likely to prolong itself at the expense

of his returning sense of justice. What,

indeed, could he have witnessed which

she could not account for with a single

word ? It was true that within the

past hour she had innocently and

dreamily bestowed upon the Greek

caresses which might easily have been

misunderstood ; and that all the while,

the door having been partly open, a

person standing outside and concealed

by the obscure gloom of the ante-

chamber, could have covertly witnessed
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whatever had transpired within. But

iEnone knew that whatever might be

her husband's other faults, he was not

capable of countenancing the self-im-

posed degradation of espionage. Nor,

even had it been otherwise, could he

have been able, if his jealousy was

once aroused by any passing incident,

to control his impatient anger suffi-

ciently to await other developments.

At the most, therefore, he must merely,

while passing, have chanced to witness

the gesture of mingled emotion and

affection with which Clcotos had bid-

den her farewell. Surely that was a

matter which wTould require but little

explanation.

* Do you not hear me ?
' cried Ser-

gius, glaring with wild passion from

her to Cleotos and back again to her.

' Was it necessary that my honor should

be placed in a slave's keeping ? Was
there no one of noble birth with whom
you could be false, but that you must

bring this deeper degradation upon my
name ?

'

^Enone drew herself up with mingled

scorn and indignation. His anger,

which at another time would have

crushed her, now passed almost un-

heeded ; for the sense of injury result-

ing from his cruel taunt and from his

readiness, upon such slight foundation,

to believe her guilty, gave her strength

to combat him. The words of self-

justification and of reproach toward

him were at her lips, ready to break

forth in unaccustomed force. In an-

other moment the torrent of her indig-

nant protestations would have burst

upon him. Already his angry look be-

gan to quail before the steadfast ear-

nestness of her responsive gaze. But

all at once her tongue refused its utter-

ance, her face turned ghastly pale, and

her knees seemed to sink beneath her.

For, upon glancing one side, she be-

held the gaze of Leta fixedly fastened

upon her over Sergius's shoulder. In

the sparkle of those burning eyes and
in the curve of those half-parted lips,

there appeared no longer any vestige
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of the former pretended sympathy or

affection. There was now malice,

scorn, and hatred—all those expres-

sions which, from time to time, had
separately excited doubt and dread,

now combining themselves into one

exulting glance of open triumph, dis-

dainful of further concealment, since

at last the long-sought purpose seemed

attained. JEnone turned away with a

sickening, heart-breaking feeling that

she was now lost, indeed. It was no

mystery, any longer, that the slave girl

must have listened at the open door,

and have cunningly contrived that her

master should appear at such time as

seemed most opportune for her pur-

poses. And how must every uncon-

scious action, every innocent saying

have been noted down in the tablets

of that crafty mind ! What explana-

tion, indeed, could be given of those

trivial caresses now so surely magnified

and distorted into evidences of degrad-

ing criminality ?

Faint at heart, iEnone turned away
—unable longer to look upon that face

so exultant with the consciousness of

a long-sought purpose achieved. Rath-

er would she prefer to encounter the

angry gaze of her lord. Terrible as

his look was to her, she felt that, at

the last, pity might be found in him,

if she could only succeed in making

him listen to and understand the whole

story. But what mercy or release from

jealous and vindictive persecution

could she hope to gain from the plot-

ting Greek girl, who had no pity in

her heart, and who, even if she were so

disposed, could not, now that matters

had progressed so far, dare to surrender

the life-and-death struggle ? Alas !

neither in the face of her lord could

she now see anything but settled, un-

forgiving pitilessness ; for though, for

an instant, he had quailed before her

gaze, yet when she had, in turn, fal-

tered at the sight of Leta, he deemed

it a new proof of guilt, and his sus-

pended reproaches broke forth with

renewed violence.
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1 Am I to have no answer ?
' he cried,

seizing her by the arm. ' Haying lost

all, are you now too poor-spirited to

confess ?

'

' There is nothing for me to confess.

Nor, if there had been, would I deign

to speak before that woman,' she an-

swered with desperation, and pointing

toward Leta. ' What does she here ?

How, in her presence, can you dare talk

of sin—you who have so cruelly wrong-

ed me ? And has all manliness left

you, that you should ask me to open

my heart to you in the presence of a

slave ; one, too, who has pursued me
for weeks with her treacherous hate,

and now stands gloating over the mis-

ery which she has brought upon me ?

I tell you that I have said or done

nothing which I cannot justify ; but

that neither will I deign to explain

aught to any but yourself alone.'

* The same old excuse ! ' retorted

Sergius. ' No harm done—nothing

which cannot be accounted for in all

innocence ; and yet, upon some poor

pretence of wounded pride, that easy

explanation will not be vouchsafed !

And all the while the damning proof

and author of the guilt lies before

me !

'

With that he extended his foot, and
touched the senseless body of Cleotos

—striking it carelessly, and not too

gently. The effect of the speech and

action was to arouse still more actively

the energetic impulses of iEnone—but

not, alas ! to that bold display of con-

scious innocence with which, a mo-
ment before, she had threatened to

sweep aside his insinuations, and make
good her justification. She was now
rather driven into a passion of reckless

daring—believing that her fate was
prejudged and forestalled—caring but

little what might happen to her—wish-

ing only to give way to her most open

impulses, let the consequences be what
they might. Therefore, in yielding to

that spirit of defiance, she did the

thing which of all others harmed her

most, since its immediate and natural

result was to give greater cogency to

the suspicions against her. Stooping

down and resting herself upon the

lounge, she raised the head of the still

senseless Cleotos upon her lap, and be-

gan tenderly to wipe his lips, from a

wound in which a slight stream of

blood had begun to ooze.

' He and I are innocent,' she said.
1 1 have treated him as a brother, that

is all. It is years ago that I met him
first, and then he was still more to me
than now. He is now poor and in

misery, and I cannot abandon him.

Had he been in your place, and you in

his, he would not have thus, without

proof, condemned you, and then have

insulted your lifeless body.'

For a moment Sergius stood aghast.

Excuse and pleading he was prepared

to hear. Recriminations would not

have surprised him, for he knew that

his own course would not bear investi-

gation, and nothing, therefore, could

be more natural than that she should

attempt to defend herself by becoming

the assailant in turn. But that she

should thus defy him—before his eyes

should bestow endearments upon a

slave, the partner of her apparent guilt,

and with whom she acknowledged

having had an intimacy years before,

was too astounding for him at first to

understand. Then recovering himself,

he cried aloud

:

< Is this to be borne ? Ho, there,

Drumo ! Meros ! all of you ! Take this

wretch and cast him into the prison ! See

that he does not escape, on your lives !

He shall feed the lions to-morrow

!

By the gods, he shall feed the lions

!

Bear him away ! Let me not see him
again till I see his blood lapped up in

the arena. Away with him, I say !

'

As the first cry of Sergius rang

through the halls, the armor bearer ap-

peared at the door ; and before many
more seconds had elapsed, other slaves,

armed and unarmed, swarmed forth

from different courts and passages,

until the antechamber was filled with

them. None of them knew what had
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happened, but they saw that, in some

way, 'Cleotos had incurred the anger of

Lis master, and lay stunned and bleed-

ing before them. To obey was the

work of a moment. The giant Drumo,

stooping down, wound his arm around

the body of Cleotos, hoisted him upon

his broad shoulder, and stalked out of

the room. The other slaves followed.

^E3none, who, in the delirium of her

defiance, might have tried to resist,

was overpowered by her own attend-

ants, who also had flocked in at Ser-

gius's call, and now gently forced her

from the room. And in a- moment
more, Sergius was left alone with Leta.

She, crouching in a dark corner of

the room, awaited her opportunity to

say the words which she dared not say

while he was in this storm of wild pas-

sion ; he, thinking himself entirely

alone, stalked up and down like a

caged tiger, muttering curses upon

himself, upon iEnone, upon the slave,

upon all who directly or indirectly had

been concerned in his supposed dis-

grace. Let it not be forgotten that,

though at first he had acted hastily

and upon slight foundation of proof,

and had cruelly wounded her spirit by
abhorrent insinuations, without giving

time or opportunity for her to explain

herself, she had afterward given way to

an insane impulse, and had so con-

ducted herself as to fix the suspicion of

guilt upon herself almost ineffaceably.

What further proof could he need ?

While, with false lips, she had denied

all, had she not, at the same time,

lavished tender caresses upon the vile

slave ?

Then, too, what had he not himself

done to add to the sting of his dis-

grace ? Convinced of her guilt, he

should have quietly put her away, and

the truth would have leaked out only

little by little, so as to be stripped of

half of its mortification. But he had
called up his slaves. They had entered

upon the scene, and would guess at

everything, if they did not know it

already ! The mouths of menials could

not be stopped. To-morrow all Rome
would know that the imperator Ser-

gius, whose wife had been the wonder

of the whole city for her virtue and
constancy, had been deceived by her,

and for a low-born slave ! Herein, for

the moment, seemed to lie half the

disgrace. Had it been a man of rank

and celebrity like himself—but a slave

!

And how would he dare to look the

world in the face—he who had been

proud of his wife's unsullied reputa-

tion, even when he had most neglected

her, and who had so often boasted over

his happy lot to those who, having the

reputation of being less fortunate, had
complacently submitted themselves to

bear with indifference a disgrace which,

at that age, seemed to be almost the

universal doom !

Frantically revolving these matters,

he raged up and down the apartment

for some moments, while Leta watched
him from her obscure corner. When
would it be time for her to advance

and try her art of soothing ? Not yet

;

for while that paroxysm of rage lasted,

he would be as likely to strike her as

to listen. Once he approached within

a few feet of her, and, as she believed

herself observed, she trembled and
crouched behind a vase. He had not

seen her, but his eye fell upon the vase,

and with one blow he rolled it off its

pedestal, and let it fall shattered upon

the marble floor. Was it simply be-

cause the costly toy stood in his way ?

Or was it that he remembered it had

been a favorite of iEnone ? One frag-

ment of the vase, leaping up, struck

Leta upon the foot and wounded her,

but she dared not cry out. She rather

crouched closer behind the empty ped-

estal, and drew a long breath of relief

as, after a moment, he turned away.

At last the violence of his passion

seemed to have expended itself, and

he sank upon the lounge, and, burying

his face in his hands, abandoned him-

self to more composed reflection. Now
was the time for her to approach. And
yet she would not address herself di-
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rectly to him, but would rather let him,

in some accidental manner, detect her

presence. Upon a small table stood a

bronze lamp with a little pitcher of

olive oil beside it. The wicks were

already in the sockets, and she had

only to pour in the oil. This she did

noiselessly, as one who has no thought

of anything beyond the discharge of

an accustomed duty. Then she lighted

the wicks and stealthily looked up to

see whether he had yet observed her.

The lamp somewhat brightened the

obscurity of the room, sending even a

faint glimmer into the farther corners,

but he took uo notice of it. Perhaps

he may have moved his head a little

toward the light, but that was all.

Otherwise there was no apparent change

or interruption in his deep, troubled

thought. Then Leta moved the table

with the lamp upon it a few paces to-

ward him, so that the soft light could

fall more directly upon his face. Still

no change. Then she softly approached

and bent over him.

What could he be thinking of?

Could he be feeling aught but regret

that he had thrown away years of his

life upon one who had betrayed him

so grossly at the end ? Was he not

telling himself how, upon the morrow,

he would put her away, with all cere-

mony, forever ? And might he not be

reflecting that, JEnone once gone, there

would be a vacant place to be filled at

his table ? Would he not wish that it

should be occupied without delay, if

only to show the world how little his

misfortune had affected him ? And
who more worthy to fill it than the one

whose fascinations over him had made
it empty ? Was not this, then, the

time for her to attract his notice, before

other thoughts and interests could

come between her and him ?

Softly she touched him upon the

arm ; and, like an unchained lion, he

sprang up and stared her in the face.

There was a terrible look upon his fea-

tures, making her recoil in dismay.

JVas that the affectionate gaze with

which she had expected to be greeted ?

Was that the outward indication of the

pleasing resolves with which her eager

fancy had invested his mind ?

Never had she been more mistaken

than in her conceptions of his thoughts.

In them there was for herself not one

kindly impulse
; but for the wife whom

he had deemed so erring, there was
much that was akin to regret, if not to

returning affection. The violence of

his passion had been so exhausting,

that something like a reaction had
come. A new contradiction seemed
developing itself in his nature. This

man, who a few minutes before had
prejudged her guilty, because he had
seen the lips of a grateful slave pressed

against her hand, now, after having
seen her so aroused and indifferent to

reputation as to defend that slave in

her arms, and claim him for at least a

friend and brother, began to wonder
whether she might not really be inno-

cent. She had confessed to nothing

—

she had asserted her blamelessness—she

had never been known to waver from

the truth ; might she not have been

able to explain her actions ? With his

regret for having, in such hasty pas-

sion, so compromised her before the

world that no explanation could hence-

forth shield her from invidious slan-

der, he now began to feel sorrow for

having so roughly used her. Whether
she was false or not—whether or not

he now loved her—was it any the less

true that she had once been constant

and loved by him, and did the memo-
ries of that time, not so very long ago,

bring no answering emotion to his

heart ? Who, after all, had ever so

worshipped him ? And must he now
really lose her ? Might it not be that

he had been made the victim of some

conspiracy, aided by fortuitous ele-

ments ?

It was just at this point, when, in his

thoughts, he was stumbling near the

truth, that the touch of Leta's hand
aroused him ; and in that instant her

possible agency in the matter flashed
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upon him like a new revelation. She

saw the tiger-like look which he fas-

tened upon her, and she recoiled, per-

ceiving at once that she had chosen

an inopportune moment to speak to

him. But it was now too late to re-

cede.
1 Well ?

' he demanded.
* I have lighted the lamp,' she falter-

ed forth. ' I knew not that I should

disturb you. Have you further com-

mands for me ?

'

Still his fierce gaze fixed upon her

;

but now with a little more of the com-

posure of searching inquiry.

' It is you who have brought all this

destruction and misery upon me,' he

said at length. ' From one step unto

another, even to this end, I recognize

your work. I was a weak fool not to

have seen it before.'

4 Is it about my mistress that you
speak ?

' she responded. ' Is it my
fault that she has been untrue ?

'

' If she is false, what need to have

told me of it ? Was it that the knowl-

edge of it would make me more happy ?

And did I give it into the hands of

my own slaves to watch over my hon-

or ? Is it a part of your duty that for

weeks you should have played the spy

upon herself and me, so as to bring her

secret faults to light ?

'

She stood silent before him, not less

amazed at his lingering fondness for

his wife than at his reproaches against

herself.

1 How know I that she is guilty at

all ?
' he said, continuing the train of

thought into which his doubts and his

better nature had led him. * I must
feel all this for certain. How do I

know but what you have brought it

about by some cunning intrigue for

your own purposes ? Speak !

'

For Leta to stop now was destruc-

tion. Though to go on might bring
no profit to her, yet her safety depend-
ed upon closing forever the path of

reconciliation toward which his mind
seemed to stray. And step by step,

shrouding as far as possible her own

agency, she spread out before him that

basis of fact upon which she so well

knew how to erect a false superstruc-

ture. She told him how the intimacy

of iEnone and Cleotos had led her to

keep watch—how ^Enone had once

confessed having had a lover in the

days of her obscurity and poverty

—

how that this Greek was that same

lover—and how improbable it was that

he could have been domiciled in that

house by chance, or for any other pur-

pose than that of being in a situation

to renew former intimacies. She told

how, after long suspicion, she had set-

tled this identity of the former lover

with the slave—and how she had seen

them, in the twilight of that very day,

standing near the window and address-

ing each other endearingly by their

own familiar names. As Sergius lis-

tened, the evident truthfulness of the

facts gradually impressed themselves

upon him ; and no longer doubting

his disgrace, he closed his heart against

all further hope and charity and affec-

tion. The pleasant past no longer

whispered its memories to his heart

—

those were now stifled and dead.

' And what reward for all this do

you demand ?
' he hissed forth, seizing

Leta by the arm. ' For of course you

have not thus dogged her steps day

after day, without expectation of recom-

pense from me.'

Did he mean this—that she was ca-

pable of asking reward ? Or was he

cunningly trying her nature, to see

whether she might prove worthy of the

great recompense which she had prom-

ised herself ? It was almost too much
now to expect ; but her heart beat fast

as she saw or fancied she saw some

strange significance in the gaze which

he fastened upon her. Babbling inco-

herently, she told how she did not

wish reward—how she had done it all

for love of him—how she would be

content to serve him for life, with no

other recompense than his smile—and

the like. Still that gaze was fastened

upon her with penetrating power, more
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and more confusing her, and again she

babbled forth the same old expressions

of disinterested attachment. How it

was that at last he understood her se-

cret thoughts and aspirations, she

knew not. Certainly she had not

spoken, or even seemed to hint about

them. Bat whether she betrayed her-

self by some glance of the eye or tremor

of the voice, or whether some instinct

had enabled him to read her, of a sud-

den he burst into a wild, hollow laugh

of disdain, threw her from him, and
cried, with unutterable contempt

:

' This, then, was the purpose of all

!

This is what you dreamed of ! That

you, a slave—an hour's plaything

—

could so mistake a word or two of

transient love-making as to fancy that

you could ever be anything beyond

what you are now ! Poor fool that

thou art !—Oho, Drumo !

'

The giant entered the room, and

Leta again drew back into the closest

obscurity she could find, not knowing
what punishment her audacity was
about to draw upon her. But worse,

perhaps, than any other punishment,

was the discovery that Sergius had al-

ready forgotten her ; or rather, that he

thought so little about her as to be

able to dismiss her and her pretensions

with a single contemptuous rebuke.

He had called his armor bearer for an-

other purpose than to speak of her.

A new phase had passed over his bur-

dened and excited mind. He could

not endure that solitude, with ever-

present disagreeable reflection. And
since his disgrace must, sooner or later,

be known, he would brave it out by
being himself the first to publish it.

' Is it not to-morrow that the games
begin ?

'

' Yes, master,' responded the armor

bearer.
1 And does it not—it seems to me

that I promised to my friends a ban-

quet upon the previous night. If I did

not, I meant to have done so. Go,

therefore, and bid them at once come

hither ! Tell the poet Emilius—and

Bassus—and the rest. You know all

whom I would have. Let them know
that I hold revel here, and that not one

must dare to stay away ! Tell my
cooks to prepare a feast for the gods

!

Go ! Despatch !

'

The giant grinned his knowledge of

all that his master's tastes would re-

quire, and left the room to prepare for

his errand. And in a moment more

Sergius also departed, without another

thought of the Greek girl, who stood

shrinking from his notice in the shadow

of the farthest corner.

APHORISMS.—NO. XII.

Knowledge and Action.—It is a

common fault of our humanity, when
not sunk too low in the scale of intel-

lect, to seek knowledge rather than at-

tempt any laborious application of it.

We love to add to our stock of ideas,

facts, or even notions of things, provid-

ed moderate pains will suffice
; but to

put our knowledge in practice is too

often esteemed servile, or eschewed as

mere drudgery. Useful activities flatter

pride, and gratify the imagination, too

little. But of what avail, ordinarily, is

the possession of truth, unless as light

to direct us in the ways of beneficent

labor, for ourselves and for our fellow

men ? There are, indeed, objects of

knowledge which elevate the soul in

the mere act of contemplation ; but, in

most cases, if what we learn is brought

into no definite relation to the practice

of life, the acquisition is barren, and

the labor of making it apparently a loss

of time and strength.

This is no censure upon the course

of learning as a process of mental

discipline ; for this in itself is one of

the most productive forms of human
activity.
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EXCUSE.

Song, they say, should be a king,

Crowned and throned by lightning-legions

Only they may dare to sing

Who can hear their voices ring

Through the echoing thunder-regions.

Yet, below the mountain's crest,

Chime the valley-bells to heaven
;

If we may not grasp the best,

Deeper, closer, be our quest

For the good that Fate has given.

Parching in its fever pain,

Many a tortured life is thirsting

For a cooling draught to drain,

Though it flash no purple vein

From the mellow grape-heart bursting.

Must our sun-struck gaze despise

Starry isles in light embosomed ?

Must we close our scornful eyes

Where the valley lily lies,

Just because the rose has blossomed %

Though the lark, God's perfect strain,

Steep his song in sunlit splendor

;

Though the nightingale's sweet pain

With divine despair, enchain

Dew-soft darks in silence tender

;

Not the less, from Song's excess,

Sings the blackbird late and early

:

Nor the bobolink's trill the less

Laughs for very happiness,

Gurgling through its gateways pearly.

Though we reach not heavenly heights,

Where the sun-crowned souls sit peerless,

Let us wing our farthest flights

Underneath the lower lights ;

—

Soar and sing, unfettered, fearless

—

Sings as bubbling water flows

—

Sing as smiles the summer sunny.

Royal is the perfect rose,

Yet, from many a bud that blows,

Bees may drain a drop of honey.
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AMERICAN WOMEN.

A gkeat deal has been said and

Written in this age and country on the

subject of what is technically called

woman's rights ; and, in the course of

such agitation, many good and true

things have been thought out and made
available to the bettering of her condi-

tion, besides many foolish and imprac-

ticable, arising from a too grasping

desire for a wider and more exciting

sphere of effort, as well as from a pal-

pable misapprehension of their own
nature and their legitimate sphere,

which prevails quite extensively among
women. The pioneers of the rights of

woman have done a good work, how-

ever, and may well be pardoned where-

in they have gone beyond what might

be fairly and profitably demanded for

our sex. They have called the public

attention to the subject, and have en-

listed the thoughts and the services of

many earnest men as well as women in

their cause ; thus provoking that in-

quiry which will eventually lead to the

finding of the whole truth concerning

woman, her rights, privileges, duties.

And for this, in common with the pio-

neers in every cause that has for its

object the amelioration and advantage

of any class of human beings, they de-

serve the thanks of all. That there

should be some ultraists, who would
not know where to stop in the extrava-

gant and unsuitable claims they urge,

was to be expected. This should not

blind our eyes to the lawful claims of

woman upon society, nor is it sufficient

to throw ridicule upon a movement
which has, in this day, indeed, borne

its full share of obloquy from the care-

less, the thoughtless, the too conserva-

tive, all of whom are alike clogs upon

the wheel of human progress.

This is not the age nor ours the

people to shun the fair discussion of

any question, much less one which com-

mends itself as of practical importance.

This American people has proved, by
the calm and patient consideration it

has accorded to the advocates of wo-
man's rights, that it has reached that

lofty point in the progress of society at

which woman is regarded as a positive

quantity in the problem which society

is working out, and it marks an era in

the history of the sex, prophetic of the

full enjoyment of all the rights which
are hers by nature, or may be hers by
favor. I think that in this country, at

least, woman has been put upon a very

clear and unobstructed path, with many
encouragements to go on in the high-

est course of improvement of which she

is capable. There seems to be a gener-

al disposition to investigate, and to

allow her the rights she claims—rights

of education, of labor, of property, of a

fair competition in any suitable field

of enterprise
; so that she bids fair to

become as self-supporting, indepen-

dent, and intelligent as she desires. It

is true that much is still said of the

jealousy and selfishness of men, lead-

ing them to monopolize most of the

sources of profitable effort to their own
use, thus cramping the sphere of wo-

man, and making her dependent and

isolated.

Now, it is very much a question with

me whether, after all, the failure, so far,

to secure these fancied rights, is not

quite as much the result of woman's

backwardness and inefficiency as of

man's jealous and greedy monopoly

;

whether the greatest obstacle does not

lie in the adverse opinions prevailing

among women themselves. According

to my observation, as fast as women
have proved themselves adapted to

compete with men in any particular

field, their brothers have forthwith

striven to make the path easy and

pleasant for them.
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But there is a natural and necessary

jealousy excited when women attempt

to go out of the beaten track, and es-

tablish new conditions and resources

for themselves—a jealousy which has

its source in the instinctive feeling of

civilized society, that the standard of

womanhood must not be lowered ; that

its safety and progressive well-being

depend upon the immaculate preserva-

tion of that pure and graceful ideal of

womanhood which every true man
wishes to see guarded with a vestal

precision. And society will pause,

thoughtfully to consider, before the

stamp of its approbation is affixed to

any mode of development by which

that lofty ideal would suffer. Any-

thing which tends in the least to un-

sex, to unsphere woman, by so much
works with a reflex influence on man
and on society, and produces in both

a gradual and dangerous deterioration.

And self-preservation is the first instinct

of society as well as of the individual

being. Man, and the eternal and in-

finite order of the world, require that

woman keep her proper place, and that

she demand nothing which, granted,

would introduce confusion and disorder

among the social forces.

But it is not so much of woman's

rights that I would speak. I am not

afraid but that she will possess these in

due time, as fast as her nature and true

place and mission in the world come

to be more fully understood. I am far

more anxious that she should come into

such more perfect understanding.

Woman has always been a puzzle, an

enigma, to man. When, in the pride

of his anatomical skill, he has essayed

to make her his study, thinking to

master the secret of her curious physi-

cal being, he has been forced to stop

short of his purpose, dumb and blind

in the presence of that wondrous com-

plexity that no science of his own can

master ; and no casuist has yet solved

the why of her equally wonderful and
complex mental and spiritual being.

They have made Reason, cold, critical,

judge, the test ; but the fine, delicate

essence of her real being has always

eluded it. When Love seeks the solu-

tion—the large, generous Love, that is

one day to sit as the judge of all things,

supreme over purblind human Reason

—then she will be understood, for she

will yield to the asking of that all-

seeing One. This will be when the

world is ripe for the advent of woman,
who shall rule through love, the high-

est rule of all. Slowly, slowly, though
surely, is the world ascending, through

the wondrous secret chain of influences

binding her to the moral order of the

universe, to the height of this supernal

law of love ; and there, in that new and
holy kingdom, woman's crown and
sceptre await her.

But who shall say that a glimmer of

this future royal beauty and glory has

yet dawned upon her ?

If man has misunderstood woman,
she has none the less misunderstood

herself. Indeed, her feet have for ages

been treading debatable ground, that

has shaken beneath her through the

clashings of man's ignorance and her

own vague, restless clamors and aim-

lessness. She has felt the stirrings

within of that real being she was crea-

ted, but has never dared to assert her-

self, or, to speak more truly, has only

known to assert herself in the wrong
direction. False voices there have

been without number, but not even yet

has true womanhood been able, in spite

of its irrepressible longings, to utter

that clear, free, elevated speech that

shall yet stir the keenest pulses of the

world.

As it is, the world has nearly out-

grown the petty jealousy, the cool as-

sumption of inferiority, the flippant

criticism of her weaknesses, the insult-

ing catering to her foibles, with which

woman has been accustomed to be

treated, and which have made her ei-

ther the slave, the toy, or the ridicule

of man ; and it is getting to see that

she is at least of as much relative im-

portance as man ; that without her he
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will in vain aspire to rise ; that, by a

law as infallible as that which moves

and regulates the spheres, his condi-

tion is determined by hers ; that wher-

ever she has been a slave, he has been a

tyrant, and that all oppression and in-

justice practised upon her has been

sure in the end to rebound upon him-

self. If there is one thing more than

another which, at any given period and

in any particular nation, has pointed

to the true state of society along the

scale of advancement, it has been the

degree of woman's elevation ; the un-

dercurrents of history have all set

steadily and significantly in the direc-

tion of the truth, which the world has

been slow to accept and make use of,

indeed, that society nears perfection

only in the proportion in which wo-

man has been honored and enfran-

chised ; in which she has had oppor-

tunity and encouragement to work and

act in her own proper and lawful

sphere.

Those who have gone the farthest in

claiming special rights for woman have

generally based their demands upon a

virtual abandonment of the idea of sex,

except in a physical sense. Here is

a primary, fundamental error. There

is unquestionably a sex of mind, of

soul, and he who ignores or denies this

is, it seems to me, studying his subject

without the key which alone will un-

lock it.

Another error which many of the

advocates of woman's rights have fallen

into, is that of assuming that those

conditions are weaknesses, disabilities,

which God and nature have attested to

be her crowning glory and power. Or,

rather, this second error results natur-

ally and most logically from the still

more vital one of assuming that her

sphere is intended to be no way differ-

ent from man's.

And still another, equally false and

mischievous, would place her in antag-

onism to man upon the question of

comparative excellence and of prece-

dence in the scale of being.

A brief analysis of some of the

points of difference between the mind
masculine and the mind feminine will

show the futility of confounding the

two, or of drawing any useless or invid-

ious comparisons. They are as dis-

tinct in their normal action as any two
things can well be. I begin, then, by
dividing our whole conscious human
life into two comprehensive depart-

ments, expressed by the generic terms,

thought—feeling
; rejection—sponta-

neity ; knowledge—emotion
;

percep-

tion—reception ; reason or intellect

—

affection or heart. The intelligent

being unites these conditions—he is

supreme in but one. Man reasons

—

woman feels ; man analyzes—woman
generalizes ; man reaches his conclu-

sions by induction—woman seizes hers

by intuition. There is just the differ-

ence, in h'nd, between a man's mind
and a woman's that there is between

that of a man of genius and a man of

talent. Genius grasps the idea, and

works from it outward ; talent moulds

the form in which the already created

idea may be embodied. Genius is cre-

ative, comprehensive, intuitive, all-

seeing ; talent is acute, one-sided, cu-

mulative, inductive. The men of

genius will ever be found to be gifted

with this womanly quality of mind

—

the power of seizing truth, ideas, with

the heart and soul, through love, rather

than with the understanding, through

reason.

Woman understands faith, or the

taking things on trust ; she has no love

for that logical process of thought

whereby, step by step, man delights to

prove a fact in nature or law with

mathematical precision and certainty.

With the hard details and closely con-

nected steps which make up the body

of any science, mathematical, physical,

or metaphysical, she has no patience.

Her mind is not receptive of formulas

or syllogisms. She comprehends re-

sults, but is incurious as to causes. She

knows what love or benevolence means,

under its triple form of charity, mercy,
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magnanimity, which, like a sea, sur-

rounds the universe ; she has no idea

of law and justice, which are the eter-

nal pillars thereof. If man feels or

loves, it is because his reason is con-

vinced ;
woman's affections go beyond

reason, and without its aid, into the

clear realm of ultimate belief. This is

why there are so few skeptics in reli-

gious things among our sex. Woman's
mental and spiritual constitution ren-

der belief or faith easy and natural.

She is receptive in all the parts of her

being.

I conclude, therefore, that in the

outer world of fact, of demonstration,

of volitions and knowledges, of tangi-

ble proofs and causalities, of positive

and logical effects of reason, of all out-

ward and material processes, man is

supreme ; while in that finer, higher,

more subtile sphere of intuitions, loves,

faiths, spiritual convictions, which

overtop our actual life, and lead it up
from grossness to glory, woman is the

oracle and priestess. In the basic

qualities of our nature man is stronger

—woman, in those which, in grace,

beauty, and sweetness, taper nicely to-

ward its apex.

But are the two spheres therefore at

war ? By no means. Are they at all

independent of each other ? Are they

not rather conjoined indissoluLly ? It

is a fatal mistake which places an an-

tagonism between the two. There

should be between them harmony as

sweet as that which moves the concen-

tric rings of Saturn. Untaught by the

presence and inspiration of woman,
man becomes a cold, dry petrifaction,

constantly obeying the centripetal force

of his being, and adoring self. With-

out his basal firmness and strength,

woman, in whom the centrifugal force

is stronger, remains a weak, vacillat-

ing, impulsive creature, feebly swayed
by the tides of emotion, lacking self-

poise, and aimless and vagrant.

But teach her to reason—man to

feel; open up to her the sources of

knowledge, and cause him to learn the

times of the tides of affection ; culti-

vate her intellect and his heart, and in

the healthy action and reaction conse-

quent upon such a balance of forces,

you have the true relationship estab-

lished between the sexes, the relation-

ship which the Creator pronounced

perfect in the beginning.

It will be seen that while I attribute

to woman a certain superiority both of

nature and function, as to the highest

part of the nature common to both, I

at the same time assert her inferiority

in what may be called its fundamental

attributes, those which lie nearest to

the constant and successful prosecution

of mundane affairs, and, consequently,

I also establish the fact of her absolute

and inevitable dependence in such

sense on man. But do I thus degrade

her, or in effect annul this asserted

superiority ? Because man, and the

strength, amplitude, and stability of

his more practical nature, form a sure

basis upon which she may rest, do I

any the less make her the very crown

and perfection of God's human handi-

work ? Assuredly not. The truth is,

if, instead of making comparison

where, from the nature of the case,

comparison is almost precluded, so

great is the difference between them,

I were to say that each is the comple-

ment or counterpart of the other, and

that, alone, each is but a half sphere,

and imperfectly rounded at that, I

should more nearly approach to ac-

curacy. To make the perfect whole

which the Creator had in His idea, the

two halves must be united. And so I

dignify the oldest of human institu-

tions—marriage. I accord to it the

very perfection of wisdom, beauty,

utility, adaptation. I am aware that

in so speaking I hold to an old-fash-

ioned belief, and tread incontinently,

not only on a notion afloat among some

of the strong-minded of my sex at the

present day, that this institution is

nothing more nor less than an engine of

selfish and despotic power on the one

hand, and of slavish subjection on the
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other ; but on the more moderate idea

that it is not desirable for all women,
nor even for a majority. But I still

think that this state of union is the

most natural, beneficent, satisfying con-

dition possible for all of both sexes

—

the condition most conducive to the

highest, widest, happiest development

of the individual man or woman, espe-

cially the latter, for it is through mar-

riage only, through the beautiful and
sacred wifehood and motherhood which
that institution guarantees in purity

and holiness, that woman's highest na-

ture finds scope and opportunity. And
I make no exceptions. On the con-

trary, I should say that the exceptions

which might occur should invariably

be counted as misfortunes. Not that

many good, true, noble women do not

live and die unmarried. Circumstances,

that inflexible arbiter of human life, as

it often seems, may strangely turn into

wide and unaccustomed channels the

love, the devotion, the energy, the self-

sacrifice, that, in their pure, strong ac-

tion, make woman's best development,

and so the world, the needy people of

the world, humanity at large, may re-

ceive the immediate benediction of it.

Let no woman who, alone it may be,

goes steadfastly on her way of duty

and self-abnegation, think she has lived

in vain because the special lot of wo-
man has been denied her. If not hap-

piness, which comes from content and

satisfaction, yet there is something

higher, diviner still, arising from duty

done and trials endured—blessedness.

But such exceptions do not, I conceive,

invalidate the general fact that mar-

riage was intended to be the channel

for the vast aggregate of human hap-

piness and improvement. I speak of

marriage as it should be, as it might

be, as it will one day be, when men and

women have acquainted themselves

with the laws, physical and spiritual,

which were intended to adjust these

unions between the sexes in a har-

monious manner, according to natural

sympathies and affinities ; laws, infalli-

ble, inherent in the individual consti-

tution, and which, if understood and

enforced, would obviate much of the

sin, misfortune, and misery in the earth.

It is a great and curious question, how
much of the pain, suffering, and evil so

rife among men, is due to the one-

sided, blindfold, inconsiderate, and un-

suitable marriages every day taking

place ; filling the homes of the land

with discontent, bickerings, disorder,

and continual strife, from the jostling

together of antipathetic elements

;

cursing society with the influences de-

rived from character formed and nur-

tured in such pestilent domestic at-

mospheres ; and sending out thousands

of unhealthy, misorganized, wrongly

educated beings, the fruit of these dis-

unions, to work ill both to themselves

and their race. The world has much
yet to learn with regard to the condi-

tions necessary to a true and legitimate

marriage of the sexes. There are thou-

sands of illegal unions that have been

blessed by church and magistrate,

which yet carry only ban in their train.

Whether read literally or not, the old,

old story of the temptation and the

fall has a significance not often dream-

ed of in respect to this question of

marriage. It was a disturbance of the

pure and perfect allegiance of each to

the other, no less than a fall from the

intimate communion of both with the

Father of spirits. And a thicker dark-

ness rests over the means whereby the

institution of marriage may be rescued

from its degradation, and man and

woman be reinstated in the loyalty they

owe to each other, than over the means

by which the creature may make him-

self acceptable to the offended Creator
;

inasmuch as the former is left, without

any special revelation, to the slow pro-

cess of thought among men, to the

workings of experience and the results

of observation. And these laws are

age-long in their evolutions. But when
men and women have learned to look

within themselves, have turned an in-

telligent eye upon the necessities of
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their threefold being, and when they

recognize the God-made laws regulat-

ing these necessities, and have begun

to mate themselves accordingly, the

world will have received a powerful

impulse toward its promised millennial

epoch.

Such, then, being, in brief, the rela-

tion of woman to man, it is necessary

to inquire, as pertinent to my subject,

not so much whether man gives her all

the rights within his own sphere which

she may beneficially claim, but whether

she has yet understood the weight and

significance of her own position in the

scale of being, and has exercised all the

rights consequent therefrom. To know
is far easier than to live according to

knowledge. It is to be feared that

women themselves have but a poor ap-

preciation of the ideal of true woman-
hood. Oh, is it not time this ideal

should be worthily understood ? Has
not poor suffering humanity borne the

burden of its woes long enough, and

will not woman help to lift it from the

tired, stooping shoulders ? For she

may. How ? Simply by working out

her own divinely appointed mission.

And is this not broad and absorbing

enough ? See what are some of its

objects of influence and endeavors.

First, here are the very faintest begin-

nings of intelligent existence to impress

and mould—the embryos of character

to stamp. And who knows how im-

portant this moulding and stamping

may be? To go farther back still:

Who knows what indelible constitu-

tion may be, is, fixed upon the indi-

vidual organism, for better, for worse,

by the authors of its life, that, if evil,

no training, no education, no work of

grace, not even omnipotence, can ex-

punge or alter ? This motherhood of

woman, in its awful sanctity and mys-

tery, in its bearings upon the immor-
tality of personal identity, is a fearful

dignity. Therein consists the first and
chief claim of woman to honor and
reverence. She who has been a mother
has measured the profoundest as well

as the most exalted experience of

which humanity is susceptible. Let

her see to it that she honor herself.

Here is the white and plastic tablet

of the new-born soul. Let woman fear

and tremble to write on that, for the

writing shall confront her forever.

Like the Roman Pilate, what she has

written, she has written. Here are the

purblind human instincts to direct and
culture ; the vagrant, unbridled hosts

of the spontaneous emotions to be tu-

tored and restrained
; the affectic^is and

the tastes to be trained toward the true,

the beautiful, and the good ; the war-

ring passions to be curbed and dis-

ciplined ; in short, the whole glorious

domain of the heart and soul, the moral

and spiritual nature, is to be surveyed,

studied, swayed by that potential agen-

cy which woman possesses in a very

eminent degree— personal influence.

By this agency, informed and vitalized

by love, she becomes the great educa-

tor in the great school of life, in the

family, in society, in the world. Wo-
men do not sufficiently appreciate the

importance of their work as the archi-

tects of character. Character/ That,

after all, is the man, the enduring in-

dividual, the real J, to whom the Cre-

ator has said, Live forever ! Character

is simply what education and habit

make of a person, starting from the

foundation of his inherited organic

idiosyncrasies. It is a result— the

work of time and countless shapings

and impressings. It is not what a man
thinks of himself, nor what others

think of him, but what he really is in

the sight of God, his Maker. This is

what shall come out, at last, from the

obscurations and uncertainties of this

lower atmosphere into the clear, truth-

ful light of eternity ; shall cast off the

devices, the flimsy pretences, the tem-

porary shows, the convenient disguises,

of this mortal life of mixed substance

and shadow, and stand a bare, naked,

unclothed fact of being before itself,

the universe, and God. Alas ! what
multidudes of real dwarfs go out every
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day, ' unhouseled,' into that searching

light of eternity.

To be the builder of a fair and come-

ly character ; to chisel out a work that

shall please the eye of God Himself, in

whose estimation Beauty, being His

own attribute, is a most holy thing

;

to see that work of beauty take its

place in the well-filled gallery of eter-

nity, and to know that it is your own
immortal monument—is this not scope

enough, honor enough, praise and glo-

ry enough ? If women would but rise

to the height of their real mission, and

faithfully and earnestly assume the

rights and fulfil the duties which God
has specially devolved upon them, they

would so lead man and society up to a

higher point that the claims they put

forth need not be discussed for an

hour ; because, then, having proved

their adaptability to make good use

of every lawful right, society, which in

the end always adjusts its forces prop-

erly and instinctively, will have tacitly

fallen into the necessity or the feasibil-

ity of granting them.

Let man erect his scientific formulas,

his schools of philosophy, his structures

of reason and thought ; let him bid

the giant forces of nature go in harness

for his schemes of improvement or ag-

grandizement ; and by all means let

the intellect of woman be cultivated to

comprehend intelligently the marvels

of man's work; let her, if she will,

measure the stellar distances, study

the mechanical principles or the learn-

ed professions, make a picture or write

a book ; and there have been women,
true and noble women, who have done

all these, women who have proved

themselves capable of as high attain-

ments, as keen and subtile thought as

man ; but let her never for such as

these abdicate her own nobler work,

neglecting the greater for the less. If

a woman has a special gift, let her ex-

ercise it ; if she has a particular mission,

let her work it out. Few women,
though, are of this elect class. I do

not despise, but rather encourage, nat-

ural gifts. But I would have women
never forget that it is not for what they

may possibly add to the sum of human
knowledge that the world values them,

primarily. That some man is as likely

to do as not ; but what women fail to

' do in their own peculiar sphere, no man
can possibly do.

When I aver that woman was in-

tended to be a predominant influence

in the world through her moral and

spiritual being, principally, I must not

be understood as depreciating the value

to her of mere subjective knowledge.

So far from this, I believe that her

means of acquiring knowledge of all

kinds should be limited only by her

capacity. The more her intellect is en-

lightened and disciplined, the better

will she be qualified to exert that re-

fining, elevating influence which is ex-

pected of her. There can be no beauty

without the element of strength ; there

can be no love worth the name without

knowledge. Were her sense of justice,

her logical powers, her reflective facul-

ties carefully trained and exercised,

her peculiar womanly graces of soul

would shine with tenfold lustre. I

mean, simply, that knwledge is spe-

cially valuable to her objectively—as a

means, and the best means, to the high-

est end of her being, which is concrete

rather than abstract.

Briefly, I say, then, it is in the great

departments of ethics, of aesthetics,,

of religious and spiritual things, that

woman is a vital power in human

life.

I have thrown out these general pre-

liminary thoughts concerning the na-

ture of woman, and her relations to

man and to society, chiefly with refer-

ence to a phase of the subject which

has not seemed to engage the atten-

tion either of women themselves or of

those who assume to advocate their

cause. It is the important consideration

whether, in a free and republican land,

woman holds any certain and special

relation toward the Government. In

other words, have American women
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any vital share or interest in this grand,

free Government of ours ? With all

the emphasis of a profound conviction,

I answer, Yes. Such a touching and

intimate interest as no women ever had

before in any Government under the

sun. And why ?

Because the principles embodied in and

represented by it have made her what she

is, and they alone can make her what she

hopes to be.

If it be true that the position of

woman in society is a sure test of its

civilization, then is our American so-

ciety already in the van of progress.

Nowhere else in the world is woman so

free, so respected, so obeyed, so be-

loved ; nowhere else is the ideal of wo-

manhood so chivalrously worshipped

. and protected. In the spirit of our

political theory, that no class of society

is to be regarded as permanently and

necessarily disabled from progress and

elevation—to which, in our practice,

we have hitherto made but one wicked

and shameful exception— and under

the influence of the powerful tendency

of our system to i?idividualism, woman
has been allowed a freedom heretofore

unparalleled, and onward and upward

is still the word.

I do not claim perfection for our

system. But I say we have the germs

of the healthiest national development.

All that remains is to carry forward

those germs to maturity, and let them
show their legitimate results unham-
pered. That is what we want, what
we claim. Society here is unformed,

in the rough. We lack the outward

grace and polish belonging only to old

societies. We shall yet attain these,

as well as some other desirable things

;

but I believe that in no other country

in the world is there so much genuine,

delicate, universal devotion manifested

for woman as among the Americans.

Have you seen a boy of fourteen, shy,

awkward, uncouth in manner, rough in

speech, but with a great, tender heart

thumping in his bosom ? And did you
know of the idolatrous worship he

could not wholly conceal for some fair,

sweet, good girl older than himself, a

woman, even—a worship, which was not
love, if love be other than a high and
tender sentiment, but which was capa-

ble of filling his being to overflow with

its glory and richness ? I liken our

American chivalry to this. And it is

this instinctive natural politeness of our

men toward women that, as much as

anything else, keeps us from being rude

and unrefined while yet in our first

adolescence.

I am aware that, hitherto, the South

has laid claim to the lion's share of

this gallant spirit, as it has of many
other polite and social qualities. But

we do not so readily now, as a few

years ago, yield to these Southern as-

sumptions. We know now for just

how much they stand. And we know,

too, in the better light of this hour, that

it is not possible for a very high and
pure ideal of womanhood to be con-

ceived in the atmosphere of a system

which, as slavery does, persistently, on
principle, and on a large scale, degrades

a portion of the sex, no matter how
weak, poor, defenceless. Rather, the

more defenceless the greater is the

wrong, the shame. I am not lauding

that gallantry which stands in polite

posture in the presence of a lady, hat

in hand, and with its selectest bow and
smile, and in the same breath turns to

commit the direst offences against the

peace and purity of womanhood ; but

that true and hearty, though simple

and unostentatious, reverence for the

sex, that teaches men to regard all

women as worthy of freedom, resjDect,

and protection, simply by virtue of

their womanhood. I say not that this

chivalry is a Southern, but that it is an

American trait. As such I am proud

of it.

But does this high and honored

place they hold in the hearts of their

countrymen devolve no corresponding

responsibility upon American women ?

Is it not a momentous inquiry how far

they fall short of the high and com-
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manding standard of thought and ac-

tion demanded Gf them in order to

meet this heavy obligation ? It seems

to me that the time is fully ripe for the

clearer perception of the fact, that be-

cause women are not men, it does not

follow that they are not in an impor-

tant sense citizens. And this, without

any reference to the question whether

they should be permitted to vote and

to legislate ; though, as to the former,

I do not know of a single valid objec-

tion to the exercise of the privilege,

while there are several weighing in its

favor ; and as to the latter, it seems to

me that one single consideration would
forever, under the present constitution

of things, debar her from a share in

direct and positive legislation. It is

as follows : The central idea of all

properly constituted society, without

which society would be an incoherent

chaos, and governments themselves but

the impotent lords of anarchy and

misrule, is tlie home. Of the home,

woman, from the very nature of the

case, is the inspiriting genius, the ever-

present and ever-watchful guardian.

And the home, with its purities, its

sanctities, its retiracies, its reticences,

is far removed from the noise and

wranglings of popular assemblies, the

loud ambitions and selfish chicaneries

of political arenas. The very founda-

tion, pivotal ideas of human nature

would be undermined by such pub-

licity. The value of the home, as the

nursery of whatever is pure, lovely,

holy in the human soul, rests absolute-

ly on the preservation of the modest

purity and grace of woman.

How, then, is woman's influence as a

citizen in a republican land to be exer-

cised, if she be excluded from positive

legislation ? I answer, by the moral

effect of her personal influence in the

formation of mind and character ; by

her work as the great educator in the

home and in society. If hers be not a

moral and spiritual influence, it is none

at all for good. And of all the powers

for good in a republic, this is the

strongest, most beneficent, did woman
rightly comprehend the issue.

The purity, safety, and perpetuity of

a free government rest, ultimately, not

so much on forms of law, on prece-

dents, on the ascendency of this or that

party or administration, but on the in-

telligence, morality, and devotion to

freedom of the people. What should

woman care to legislate, when she may
wield such an engine of power as edu-

cation puts into her hands ; when she

may mould the minds and inspire the

souls of those who are to be the future

legislators ; when she may, even now,

put forth a direct aud immediate in-

fluence upon those who are the legis-

lators of the present time ? For her

influence on society is twofold, direct

and reflex, present and prospective
; it<

is the most powerful known, the most

subtile and secret and determining, viz.,

personal influence.

To this end, therefore, that she may
influence in the right direction, women
need to inform themselves, to acquire

a knowledge of the principles on which

our system rests, and to become thor-

oughly imbued with their spirit. This

will necessitate an acquaintance with

the nature and details of our political

creed, of which our women, especially,

are lamentably ignorant. How many
out of every hundred, do you suppose,

have even read the Constitution, for in-

stance ? You may say that the majori-

ty of men have never studied it either,

even of the voters. I admit the fact'.

There is a terrible lack of information

among even men on public subjects.

But I think this : if women were to

educate themselves and their children,

all whom they influence, indeed, to

make these subjects a matter of per-

sonal interest, instead of regarding them

as foreign matters, well enough for

lawyers and politicians, perhaps, to

understand, or for those who expect

to fill office, but of no manner of im-

portance to a person in strictly private

life, this ignorance would come to an

end. This shifting of personal respon-
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sibility by the great majority is the

bane of our system. The truth .
is, no

one, in a republican government, can

lead an absolutely private career. As

one who exercises the elective franchise,

or one who influences the same, be it

man or woman, there is no dodging the

responsibility of citizenship. A better

state of information on public affairs,

also, will induce a correct conception

of a certain class of ideas which, more

than any others, perhaps, tend to

strengthen, deepen, broaden, solidify

the mental powers—ideas of absolute

law and justice. As I have before said,

the female mind is deficient in this par-

ticular.

To understand their government and

institutions, then, is the first step in

the attainment of the standard de-

manded of American women ; or, in

other words, an increase of political

knowledge—a more thorough political

education.

Another step is, the enlargement and
strengthening of their patriotism. The
former step, too, will conduce to this,

and be its natural consequence. I do

not mean alone that loose and vagrant

sentiment which commonly passes for

patriotism, which is aroused at some
particular occasion and slumbers the

rest of the time ; which is spasmodic,

temporary, impulsive, and devoid of

principle ; but that love of country

founded on knowledge and conviction

;

a living faith of the heart based upon
duty and principle ; and which is,

therefore, all-pervading, abiding, in-

telligent, governing thought and ac-

tion, and conforming the life to the

inner spirit. That sort of patriotism

that lives as well in peace time as in

war time ; that makes the heart throb

as sympathetically in behalf of country

every day in the year as on the Fourth

of July ; that leads us to conform our

habits of life and thought to the spirit

of our institution and policy ; that

makes us as jealous of the honor, the

consistent greatness of our country

when all men speak well of her, as

vol. vi.—29

when her foes are bent upon her de-

struction. This habit of mind is what

I mean, rather than any transient emo-

tion of heart ; an enlightened and ha-

bitual spirit of patriotism.

I give American women all credit

due them for the patriotic temper they

have evinced since this war began. I

say that never have women showed
more loyalty and zeal for country than

the women of the North. Let sani-

tary fairs and commissions, let soldiers'

aid societies from one end of the land

to the other, and in every nook and
corner of it, let our hospitals every-

where attest this heartfelt love and de-

votion on the part of our women. It

is a noble spectacle, and my heart

thrills at the thought of it. We have

many noble ones who will stand in

history along with England's Florence

Nightingale and the ' Mother of the

Gracchi,' those eternally fair and tender

women, fit for the love and worship of

the race. The want is not in the feel-

ing of patriotism, but in the habitual

principle and duty of the same. Since

the war began, the fire has not slack-

ened. But how was it before the war,

and how will it be after it ?

To prove what I say, let me dwell a

moment on two or three of the most

prominent faults of our women, pro-

nounced such by all the world. Of
these, the most mischievous and glar-

ing, the most ruinous in thousands of

cases, is extravagance. Wastefulness is

almost become a trait of our society.

American women, especially, are pro-

fuse and lavish of money in dress, in

equipage, in furniture, in houses, in en-

tertainments, in every particular of life.

Everywhere this foolish and wasteful

use of money challenges the surprise

and sarcasm of the observant foreign

tourist through our country. Perhaps

the largeness and immensity of our

land, its resources and material, as

well as the wonderful national advance

we have already made, tends to culti-

vate in our people a feeling of profu-

sion and a habit of extravagant dis-
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play ; but it is not in sympathy either

with our creed or our profession.

Were the money thus heedlessly ex-

pended made for them by slaves whom
they had from infancy been taught to

regard as created solely to make money
for them to use and enjoy, this extrav-

agant waste of money, while none the

less selfish and inexcusable, would ap-

pear to grow spontaneously out of the

arbitrary rule of slavery ; or, if it had
descended to them by legal or ances-

tral inheritance, there might be some

show of reason for using it carelessly,

though very small sense in so doing.

But in a land where labor is the uni-

versal law ; where, if a man makes
money, he must work and sweat for its

possession
; when fortunes do not arise

by magic, but must be built up slowly,

painfully, at the expense of the nerve

and sinew, the brain and heart of the

builders, and these builders, not slaves,

but our fathers, husbands, brothers

;

when a close attention to money-mak-
ing is rapidly becoming a national

badge, and is in danger of eating out

entirely what is of infinitely more value

than wealth—a high national integrity

and conscience—and of sinking the

immaterial and intellectual in the ma-
terial and sensual ; in such circum-

stances as these, I say, and under such

temptations and dangers, it is a sin, an

unnatural crime, to squander what
costs so dear.

Volumes might be written upon the

frightful consequences of this extrava-

gance in money matters, this living too

fast and beyond their means, of which
American women, especially, are guilty.

Great financial crises, in which colossal

schemes burst like bubbles, and vast

estates are swallowed up like pebbles

in the sea ; commercial bankruptcies,

in which honorable names are bandied

on the lips of common rumor, and

white reputations blackened by public

suspicion ; minds, that started in life

with pure and honest principles, deter-

mined to win fortune by the straight

path of rectitude, gradually growing

distorted, gradually letting go of truth,

honor, uprightness, and ending by en-

throning gold in the place made vacant

by the departed virtues ; hearts, that

wTere once responsive to the fair and

beautiful in life and in the universe,

that throbbed in unison with love,

pity, kindness, and were wont to thrill

through and through at a noble deed

or a fine thought, now pulseless and
hard as the nether millstone ; souls,

that once believed in God, heaven,

good, and had faith and hope in im-

mortality, now worshipping commer-

cial success and its exponent, money,

and living and dying wuth their eager

but fading eyes fixed earthward, dust-

ward !

Oh, it is a fearful thought that wo-

man's extravagant desires and demands

may thus kill all that is best and high-

est in those who should be her nearest

and dearest. Yet, if this wide-spread

evil of wastefulness is to be checked, it

must be begun in the home, and by its

guardian, woman. There is a move-

ment lately inaugurated, looking to re-

trenchment in the matter of unneces-

sary expenditure, which, if it is to be

regarded other than as a temporary ex-

pedient, is worthy of the patriotic en-

thusiasm which called it forth. I al-

lude to the dress-reform movement

made by the loyal women of the great

Northern cities. The spirit of this

movement I could wish to see illus-

trated both during the continuance of

and after the war. It is this economi-

cal habit of mind for the sake of pa-

triotic principle, that I regard as a

great step in the attainment of the de-

sired standard for American women.

Another plain fault of our women,

and one which in a measure is the

cause of the fault above noticed, is the

wild chase after and copying of Euro-

pean fashions. We are accused of

being a nation of copyists. This i3

more than half true. And why we
should be, I cannot understand. Are

wre never to have anything original,

American ? Are we always to be con-
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tent to be servile imitators of Europe

in our art, literature, social life, every-

thing, except mere mechanical inven-

tion ? I am thankful that we are begin-

ning to have an art, a literature, of our

very own. Let us also have & fashion,

that shall be, distinctively, if not en-

tirely, American. There is surely

enough of us, of our splendid country,

our institutions, our theories, our

brave, free people, to build for our-

selves, from our own foundation, and

with our own material. But American

women have yet to inspire society with

this patriotic ambition.

Not what is becoming or suitable to

her, but what is the fashion, does the

American woman buy ; not what she

can afford to purchase, but what her

neighbors have, is too commonly the

criterion. This constant pursuit of

Fashion, with her incessant changes,

this emulation of their neighbors in the

manifold ways in wThich money and

time can Jbe alike wasted, and not the

necessary and sacred duties of home,

the personal attention and effort wThich

the majority of American women have

to give to their household affairs, pro-

duce that lack of time that is offered as

an excuse for the neglect of the duty

of self-culture. This it is which frit-

ters away thought and the taste for

higher things, leaving the mind blank

and nerveless except when thus super-

ficially excited.

This duty of self-culture I would no-

tice as one of the demands of the times

upon American women in the attain-

ment of the proposed standard. A
wide, liberal, generous self-culture, of

intellect, of taste, of conscience, for the

sake of the better fulfilment of the mis-

sion to which, as an American citizen,

every woman in the land is called. We
do not begin to realize this. It is a

great defect in our social system, that,

when a woman has left school and set-

tled down in life, she considers it the

signal for her to quit all mental acqui-

sition except what she may gather

from her desultory reading, and, hence-

forth, her family and her immediate

neighborhood absorb her whole soul

under ordinary circumstances. The
great majority of our countrywomen
thus grow careworn, narrow-minded,

self-absorbed. Now this is not right

—

it is not necessary. A woman's first,

most important duty is in her home

;

but this need not clip the wings of her

spirit, so that thought and affection

cannot go out into the great world, and
feel themselves a part of its restless,

throbbing, many-sided life
;
brain and

heart need not stagnate, even if busy,

work-a-day life does claim her first en-

deavors. Indeed, the great danger to

our women is not so much that they

will become trifling and frivolous, as

that they will become narrow-minded

and selfish.

But these vices of extravagance and
excessive devotion to fashion, of which
I have spoken, are due, largely, to a

still more radical defect in our social

education. I mean its anti-repuulican

spirit. This is our crowning absurdity.

We are good democrats—in theory.

It is a pity that our practice does not

bear out our theory, for the sake of the

homely virtue of consistency. To a

great many otherwise sensible people

our simple republican ways are dis-

tasteful, and they are apt to look with

admiring, envious eyes on the conven-

tional life of foreign lords, not consid-

ering how burdened with forms it is,

and full of the selfishness, the pride and

arrogance of the privileged and titled

few, at the bitter expense of the suffer-

ing, untitled many. The aping of aris-

tocratic pretensions has been a much-

ridiculed foible of American women.

It is certain that American society

needs republicanizing in all its grades.

We have widely departed from the

simplicity of the early days and of the

founders of the republic, in social life,

just as in our political course we had

suffered the vital essence of our organic

law to become a dead thing, and the

whole machinery of the Government to

work reversely to its intention. And
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the cause has been the same in each

case. The spirit of a government and

the theories embodying it are the re-

flection of the social condition of a

given age and people, so that the one

will never be of a higher order than

the other ; while it is, also, equally

true, that the best and most advanced
political theories may be suffered to

languish in operation, or become wholly

dormant, from the influence of social

causes. Thus it was that the demoral-

izing effect of human slavery did, up to

the time of the great shock which the

nation received in the spring of 1801

—

a shock which galvanized it into life,

and sent the before vitiated blood

coursing hotly, and, at last, healthfully

through all the veins and arteries of

the national body— persistently en-

croach alike upon Government and so-

ciety. The slime of that serpent was
over everything in the North as well

as the South, and if it did not kill out

the popular virtue and patriotism as

completely here as there, where it is

intimately interwoven with the life of

the people, the difference is due to that

very cause, as well as to the inextin-

guishable vitality that God has confer-

red on the genius of human liberty, so

that when betrayed, hunted, starved,

outlawed, she yet seeks some impreg-

nable fastness, and subsists on manna
from the Divine Hand. This, then, is

the fourth step in the attainment of

the true ideal of character for American

women

—

tl\e effort to renew society in the

actual simplicity of our republican insti-

tutions. Women, American women,
should hold dear as anything in life

the preservation and purity of those

blessed institutions, guaranteeing to

them as they do all their eminent privi-

leges, and founded as they are on that

emancipating genius of Christianity,

which, through every age, has pointed

a ringer of hope, love, encouragement

to woman as a chief instrument in the

world's promised elevation and en-

franchisement.

While dwelling upon the faults of

American women, I w^ould at the same

time do full credit to their virtues. I

believe that they occupy as high a

place as any women in the world, even

a higher. But I trust that they will

rise to the height of the demands
which the changed times and the exi-

gencies of the situation are pressing

upon them, and will continue to press.

This war has clearly and forcibly elimi-

nated truths and principles which the

long rule of the slave power had well-

nigh eclipsed ; it has been a very spear

of Ithuriel, at whose keen touch men
and principles start up in their real, not

their simulated character. During its

three years of progress, the national

education has been advanced beyond

computation. When it is over, things,

ideas, will not go back to the old

standpoint. Then will arise the new
conditions, demands, possibilities. If

there is one truth that has been un-

mistakably developed by the war, it is

the controlling moral power and sanc-

tion which a free government derives

from woman. And this has been shown

not only in the influence for good which

the loyal women of the North have

contributed for the aid of the Govern-

ment, but with equal power in the in-

fluence for evil which the Southern

women have exerted for its destruc-

tion. I suppose it is true that this war
for slavery has received its strongest^

fiercest continuing impulses from the

women of the South. Nothing could

exceed the enthusiasm, the persistency,

the heroic endurance, the self-sacrifice

they have manifested. Only had it

been in a good cause !

Just here let me say a word in behalf

of these Southern women. There is a

disposition on the part of the Northern

public, forming their opinion from the

instances of fierce spite and vinclictive-

ness, of furious scorn and hatred, which

have been chronicled in the reports of

army correspondents and in the sensa-

tion items of the newspapers, to regard

them as little short of demons in fe-

male shape. All this is naturally work-
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.ing a corresponding dislike and ill-feel-

ing among the masses North. To such

I would say : These Southern sisters

are not demons, but made of the same

flesh and blood, and passions and af-

fections as yourselves. The difference

between you is purely one of circum-

stances and training, of locality—above

all, of education and institutions. It

is as true that institutions are second na-

ture as that Tidbit is.

The peculiar faults of Southern wo-

men they share with their Northern

sisters, only in a vastly enhanced de-

gree ; and besides these, they have

others, born of and nurtured by that

terrible slavery system under whose

black shadow they live and die. Their

idleness, their lack of neatness and or-

der, their dependence, their quick and

sometimes cruel passions, their unrea-

son, their contempt of inferiors, their

vanity and arrogance, their ignorance,

their lightness and superficiality, are

all the outgrowth of its diabolical in-

fluences. They are, in fact, no more

idle, thriftless, passionate, or super-

cilious, than Northern women would

be in similar circumstances. It is too

much the habit among the unreflecting,

in judging of the Southern masses in

their hostile attitude toward their law-

ful Government, to give less weight

than it deserves to the necessary and

inevitable tendency upon the mind and

character of such an institution as

African slavery ; and to let the blame

be of a personal and revengeful nature,

which should fall most heavily on the

sin itself, the dire crime against God
and society, against himself and his

fellow man, which the individual is all

his life taught is no crime but a posi-

tive good. This slavery is woman's

peculiar curse, bearing almost equally

with its deadly, hideous weight on the

white woman of the dominant class as

upon the black slave woman. And yet

how deluded they are ! If that curse

does come to an utter end in the South,

as it surely will, I shall hail, as one of the

grandest results of its extinction, next

to the justice due the oppressed people

of color, the emancipation of the white

women of that fair land, all of them,

slaveholders and non-slaveholders, from

an influence too withering and deadly

for language to depict. Oh, when shall

that scapegoat, slavery, with its failures

and losses and shortcomings, its frauds

and sins and woes, be sent off into the

wilderness of non-existence, to be heard

from nevermore ? God speed the

hour

!

But with all their faults, they have

many and shining virtues. Though
the ideal of a Southern woman com-

monly received at the North and

abroad, is not true to the life, being

neither so perfect nor so imperfect as

their eulogists, on the one hand, and

their detractors, on the other, would
fain make it to be, there is yet much,

very much, to elicit both love and ad-

miration in her character.

The Southern female mind is pre-

cocious, brilliant, impressible, ardent,

impulsive, fanciful. The quickness of

parts of many girls of fifteen is aston-

ishing. I used often to think, what

splendid women they would make,

with the training and facilities of our

Northern home and school education.

But, as it was, they went under a cloud

at seventeen, marrying early, and ei-

ther sinking into the inanition of plan-

tation life, or having their minds dissi-

pated in a vain and frivolous round of

idle and selfish gayeties. I compare

their intellects to a rich tropical plant,

which blossoms gorgeously and early,

but rarely fruitens. The Southern

women are, for the most part, a capable

but undeveloped race of beings. With
their precocity, like the exuberance of

their vegetation, and with their quick,

impassioned feelings, like their storm-

freighted air, always bearing latent

lightning in its bosom, they might be-

come a something rich, rare, and ad-

mirable ; but, never bringing thought

up to the point of reflection ; never

learning self-control, nor the necessity

of holding passion in abeyance ; never
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getting beyond the degrading influence

of intercourse with a race whose stolid-

ity and servility, the inevitable result

of their condition, on the one hand, are

both the cause and effect of the habit

of irresponsible power and selfish dis-

regard of right fostered in the ruling

class, on the other—what could be ex-

pected of them but to become splendid

abortions ?

There is another consideration in

connection with the excessive war

spirit they have evinced, which may
help to account for it. I have often

had occasion to notice the habit the

educated class of Southern women have

of conversing familiarly with their

male friends and relatives on political

subjects, and to contrast it with the

almost total reticence of Northern wo-

men on subjects of public interest.

This, of course, induces a more im-

mediate and personal interest in them,

and the more intimate one's interest in

a subject, the more easily enthusiasm

is aroused toward it.

Now, the very head and front, the

bone and marrow of Southern politics

for more than three decades, has been

—slavery, and plans for its aggrandize-

ment and perpetuation. That has been

the ulterior object of all the past vocif-

erations about State rights and Southern

rights. Slavery is country, practically,

with them, and as it lay at the root of

their society, and its check or its ex-

tinction would, in their false view, over-

turn society itself, it was easy for the

scheming, cunning leaders of the slave

faction to adroitly transfer this enthu-

siasm, and to raise the wratchword,

which never yet among any people has

been raised in vain, Tour homes and

firesides I When ever did women hear

that cry unmoved ?

"When country, that grand idea and

object of human, hope, pride, and affec-

tion, had degenerated into a section

;

and when a false and miserable institu-

tion, from its very nature terribly inti-

mate with the life of society, became

the most substantial feature of that

section ; what wTonder if the war has

at last, whatever it might have been at

first, come to the complexion of a con-

test for home and fireside with the

masses of the people, with the majority

of the Southern women ?

The magnificent dreams and projects,

too, of a great slave empire, that should

swallow up territory after territory, and
astonish the world with its wealth,

power, and splendor, which were fused

into life in the brains of the great apos-

tles of slavery and secession, had their

influence on minds which, like the

minds of the Southern women, have a

natural, innate love for the gorgeous,

the spendid, the profuse, and showy;
minds ambitious of, and accustomed

to, rule, and impatient of control

;

minds already glozed over with the in-

fluence of the lying assertion, proved

to their uncritical, passionate judgment
by all the sophistical arguments of

wdiich their religious and political

guides were capable, that slavery is the

very best possible condition for the

black man, and the relation of master

the only true and natural one for the

white. I say, I do not wonder at the

Southern women so much. I pity them
infinitely. Just think what they have

been educated to believe, and then say

if there is not something sadly splendid

in the very spirit of endurance, of de-

fiance, of sacrifice, however wrong and
mistaken, they have shown. I pity

them profoundly, for they are drinking

to the lees the cup of suffering, of dep-

rivation, of humiliation, of bitter loss,

and stern retribution. And the end is

not yet. Deeper chagrin and humilia-

tion must be theirs ; more loss, more

devastation, more death, and ruin, be-

fore their proud hopes and visions are

utterly crushed out of life. Oh, are

they not being educated, too, as well as

we of the North ?

When I think of all the grace, love-

liness, and generosity of the many
Southern women I have known and

loved ; when I recall the admirable

qualities which distinguished them, the
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grace of manner, the social tact and ad-

dress, tlie intellectual sprightliness, the

openness and hospitality of soul, the

kindliness and sympathy of heart, the

Christian gentleness and charity
; I can

but say to my Northern sisters, These

deluded women of the South would, in

themselves, be worthy of your esteem

and love, could the demon of secession

and slavery once be exorcised. And I

believe that when it is, and the poor,

rent South sits clothed and in her right

mind, subdued through sheer exhaus-

tion of strength, and so made fit for the

healthy recuperation that is one day to

begin, the cause of our beloved coun-

try, and of humanity through this

country, will have no more generous

or loving supporters, ay, none so en-

thusiastic and devoted as they. I

glory in the anticipation of the time

when the ardent, impulsive, demon-

strative South shall even lead the cold-

er North in the manifestation of a gen-

uine patriotism, worthy of the land and

nation that calls it forth. We shall

then have gained a country, indeed, in-

stead of being, as heretofore, several

sections of a country.

The consistent moulding of society

in the spirit of our political ideas is

essential to securing us the respect of

the world, and to vindicating the prin-

ciples themselves, on which having

built, they are our sole claim to such

honor and respect. As long as we fail

so to do, we may be the wonder, and

we are likely to be the jest of the on-

looking world, but we never can be

what we ought to be, its admired and
beloved model. It seems to me there

is less danger now than formerly of our

failure in this important respect. The
dangers, the expenses, the burdens,

and losses of this fearful civil war will

surely create in the hearts of the people

everywhere, North and South, a revivi-

fied if not a new-born love for, and ap-

preciation of, republican principles,

and will teach them where the most
insidious danger to them lies ; not from
open foes, foreign or domestic ; not

from anything inherent in those free

principles ; but from a cause exceed-

ingly paradoxical : a democratic people

leaving to a party, to a section, the

Government which should be their

very own ; the virtue and intelligence

of the nation absenting themselves

from the national councils, thus mak-
ing way for corruption and fraud to

enter in an overwhelming flood ; one

half of the nation rocking its conscience

to sleep with the false lullaby of com-

mercial greatness and material pros-

perity, and the other, left to do the

governing, with seemingly no con-

science at all, going to work with Sa-

tanic directness and acuteness, to under-

mine the principles thus left without a

guardian, and to inject the black blood

of slavery into the veins of the body
politic, till the name democracy became

a misnomer the most wretched, a sar-

casm the most touching. I do not

imagine we shall ever again go back to

that. It must be that, in future, the

American people will grow into the

habit of demanding that an enlighten-

ed, patriotic statesmanship shall rule,

instead of an unprincipled clema-

goguism. Also, that they will attend

to it that better men are sent to Wash-
ington

; men chosen because they rep-

resent most nearly the great national

ideas and interests, which the people

will require shall absorb legislation

rather than any sectional institution

whatever ; and not because, primarily,

they are the subservient idols of this

or that party. It must be that, here-

after, party will be less and the nation

more. Of course, parties will exist,

necessarily ; but if this great American

people, having carried on to perfect

success this war against a stupendous

rebellion, and having gone through the

school of knowledge and experience it

has been to them, can again settle

down into the mere political jobbery

into which governmental affairs had

deteriorated before the earthquake of

war stirred up the dregs of things, it

would be an instance of fruitless ex-
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penditure of means and life, and of

self-stultification, too pitiful for words

—such an instance as the world has not

yet seen, thanks to the ordained pro-

gression of the world.

When peace returns to the land once

more ; when the fierce fever of blood

and strife is quelled ; when the vague

fears and uncertainties of this period

of transition are over, and the keen

pangs and bloody sweat of the nation's

new birth are all past—what will be

the position of this American people ?

I tremble to contemplate it. It will be

much like what I imagine the condi-

tion of a freed, redeemed soul to be,

just escaped the thraldom, perplexity,

and sin of this lower life, and entered

on a purer, higher, freer plane of exist-

tence. Then comes reconstruction, re-

organization, a getting acquainted with

the new order of things, and the new
duties and experiences to which it will

give rise ; then will be discoveries of

new truths, and new applications of

old ; old errors and superstitions have

been renounced, and facts and princi-

ples which have long lain in abeyance,

smothered under a weight of neglect

and unappreciation, will start into

fresh magnitude. And, withal, will

come a sense of the reality and security

there is in this great change, and of

infinite relief and blessedness therein,

such as I suppose attends every change

from a lower to a higher condition,

from darkness to light, from cloud,

mystery, and trouble, to the white air

of peace and the clear shining of the

sun of knowledge.

Then, think of the career that lies

ahead of this regenerated nation. This

war, fearful and costly as it is, was

needed, to rouse men and women to

the conviction that there is something

more in a people's life than can be

counted in dollars and cents ;
and that

their strength consists not alone in

commercial superiority or material de-

velopment, but, principally, in virtue,

justice, righteousness. It was needed,

to give the lie to that impious and in-

fidel assumption of the South that

Cotton is Icing, and to prove that the

God of this heaven-protected land is a

true and jealous God, who will not

give his glory to Baal. It was needed,

to arrest the nation in the fearful me-
chanical tendency it was assuming,

whereby it was near denying the most
holy and vital principles of its being

;

and it was needed, to warm and quick-

en the almost dead patriotism of the

masses, and to educate them anew in

the high and pure sentiments they had
suffered to be forgotten, and, in forget-

ting which, many another nation has
gone to irretrievable decay and ruin.

I trust in God that this people have
not suffered many things in vain, and
that the time is dawning when we shall

be a nation indeed, a Christian nation,

built upon those eternal ideas of truth,

justice, right, charity, holiness, which
would make us the ideal nation of the

earth, dwelling securely under the very

smile and benediction of Jehovah.

In this time of which I speak, the

people will see that to be a nation we
must not be merely servile imitators of

Old World ideas, but must develop our

own American ideas in every depart-

ment of government and society
; thus,

eventually, building up a national

structure which shall, which need,

yield to none, but may take precedence

of all.

We are too young, as yet, to have

become such a nation, with its distinc-

tive and separate features, each clearly

marked and self-illustrating ; but not

too young to understand the necessity

of working out our own special plan of

civilization. As the American nation

did not follow the course of all others,

by mounting from almost impalpable

beginnings up through successive

stages to an assured position of na-

tional influence and greatness ; so need

we not imitate them in waiting for

gray hairs to see ourselves possessed of

a distinct national character. As we
did not have to go through the slow,

age-long process of originating, of de-
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veloping ideas, principles, but took

therri ready made, a legacy from the

experience of all the foregoing ages;

and as our business is to apply these

ideas to the problem we are set to

solve, not for ourselves alone, but for

the world's peoples, for aggregate hu-

manity, so should we be neither lag-

gard nor lukewarm in fulfilling this

high trust, this ' manifest destiny.' In

the developing of our special American

ideas we have a great work before us

—a work but begun, as yet. There is

an American art—an American litera-

ture—an American society, as well as

an American Government, to be shaped

out of the abundant material we pos-

sess, and compacted into the enduring

edifice of national renown. For what

is national character, but ideas crystal-

lized in institutions ? Until we have

done this—given permanency to our

special ideas in our institutions—we
are a nation in embryo ; our manhood
exists only in prophecy.

To assist in this mighty work is the

duty and privilege of American wom-
en. What higher ambition could

actuate their endeavors— what no-

bler meed of glory win their aspira-

tions ?

O ye women, dear American sisters,

whoever you are, who have offered up
your husbands, sons, brothers, lovers,

on the red altar of your country, that

so that country may be rescued from

the foes that seek her honor and life
;

who have labored and toiled and spent

your efforts in supplying the needs of

her brave defenders ; whose hearts and

prayers are all for the success of our

holy cause ; who are glad with an in-

finite joy at her successes, and who are

sorry with profoundest grief at her de-

feats
; complete, I implore you, the sac-

rifice already begun, and give to your

regenerated country, in the very dawn
of the new day which is to see her start

afresh upon the shining track of na-

tional glory, yourselves, your best ener-

gies, and affections. Love liberty

—

love justice— love simplicity— love

truth and consistenc}7
. . See to it that

the cause of republican freedom suffer

not its greatest drawback from your

failure to lead society up to the point

to which you have the power to edu-

cate it. By your office as the natural

leaders and educators of society ; by
your mission as the friends and helpers

of all who suffer ; by your high privi-

lege as the ordained helpmate of man
in the work, under God and His truth,

of evangelizing the world, and lifting

it out of its sin and sorrow ; by your

obligations to the glorious principles

of Christian republicanism ; and by
your hopes of complete ultimate en-

franchisement, I adjure you. The
world has need of you, the erring, sin-

struck world. Your country, even now
struggling in the throes of its later

birth, has desperate need of you. Man
has need of you ; already are being

woven between the long-estranged sexes

new and indissoluble bonds of union,

—sympathies, beautiful, infinite, death-

less ; and, with a pleased and tender

smile of recognition across the conti-

nent, he hails you helper I Your era

dawns in sad and sombre seeming, in-

deed, in a land deluged with fraternal

blood ; but yours are all who need, all

who sin, all who suffer. Shall the

progress of humanity wait upon your

supineness, or neglect, or refusal ? Or
shall the era now beginning, through

you speedily culminate into the bright,

perfect day of your country's redemp-

tion, and thus lead progress and salva-

tion throughout the nations of the

earth ? Never were women so near

the attainment of woman's possibilities

as we American women ; never so near

the realization of that beautiful ideal

which has ever shaped the dreams and
colored the visions of mankind, mak-
ing Woman the brightest star of man's

love and worship.

Will she realize the dream—will she

justify the worship ? That is the ques-

tion that concerns her now.
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A WE E N'S S N a.

It is not often in these dark days

that I can sleep as I used to do before

the flood came and swept away all that

my soul held dear ; but last night, I

was so weary in body with a long jour-

ney, that I fell asleep as soon as my
head touched the pillow, and slept on

until the early morning sun came in

through the open window, and woke
me with its gentle touch. The air was

sweet with spring fragrance, and the

first sound that came to my awakened

ears was the song of a little wren, a lit-

tle wren who sang even as to-day in

the days of my youth and joy, whose

nest is built over the window that was

so often a frame for that clearest-loved

face. The song brought with it the

recollection of all the little songster had
outlived—the love, hope, and fear that

had sprung up and grown and died,

since I had first heard his warbling.

And I broke into those quiet tears that

are now my only expression of a grief

too familiar to be passionate.

To-day is the first of June—a year

to-day since all was over !

Three years ago, this very day, was

to have been my wedding day. June

and its roses were made for lovers, as

surely as May, with its May flowers and

little lilies, is the month of Mary the

Blessed. I had always wished to be

married in June, and circumstances

combined to render that time more con-

venient than any other. My love affair

had been a long one, and had met with

no obstacles. Our families had always

been intimate, and I remember Mm a

"boy of fourteen, when he first came to

live in the house opposite. At sixteen

he went to West Point, and when he

came home in his furlough year, I was

fifteen. We were both in Washington

until August ; it was a long session

;

his father was in Congress, and so was

mine. Edward Mayne had nothing to

do that summer, and I never had much
to occupy me

; we saw each other every

day, and so we fell in love. The heads

of both families saw all, smiled a little,

and teased a good deal ; but no one

interfered. My mother said it gave me
occupation and amusement, and helped

me to pass the long summer evenings,

which I thought charming, and every

one else thought a bore. It was called

a childish flirtation, and when he went
back to the Academy, and I to school,

the thing dropped out of notice, and

was soon forgotten.

But not by us. We remembered

each other, and, each in our different

lives, we were constant to our early

love. And so it came to pass that,

when he came back again, after gradu-

ating, we were very glad to see each

other ; the old intercourse was renewed,

and the old feeling showed itself strong-

er for the laj)se of years. No one in-

terfered with us ; the intimacy between

our families had continued, and when
we went to the seaside for the hot

months, the Maynes went to the same

place ; and in August Edward had a

leave, and came down to join them.

I think he would have come if they

had not been there, but that makes no

difference now. One moonlit night, at

the end of August, with the waves at

our feet sounding their infinite secret,

I promised to marry him ; and as we
parted that night at the door of our

cottage, I looked at the silver-streaked

waters, and said to him that neither

the broad sea of death nor the stormy

sea of life should ever part my soul

from his. I have kept my word.

So we were engaged to be married,

and were as happy as two young lovers

ought to be. Both families were de-

lighted, my father only stipulating that

the marriage should not take place im-

mediately. But that we felt no hard-
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ship, as Edward was stationed in

Washington ; and everything in the

future looked as bright as everything

in the past had ever been. We wTere

sure of a happy winter, and hoped for

a gay one, and we had both, though

the cloud that had first appeared when

the little wren began his summer song,

had grown larger and darker day by

day, until the signs of storm were no

longer to be overlooked, and the fear-

ful prophesied that the day of peace

was over. Still I never dreamed of the

difference it would make to me.

New Year's Eve it was decided that

wTe should be married on the first of

June. As the clock struck twelve, and

the last footfall of the old year died

away, Edward put out his hand to

take mine, and said

:

' A happy New Year it will surely

be to us, my Laura, for wTe shall spend

more than half of it together ; ' and I

echoed his ' happy New Year ' without

a dread. I knew the storm was coming

;

I feared its fury ; but I thought my-
self too secure, too near a haven to be

lost ; how could I know that the brave

ship was destined to go down in sight

of land ?

And yet I might have known it.

For I came from the North, which was,

and is my home
; and he was a South-

ern man. His family owned property

and slaves in Georgia ; and, though
Mr. Mayne' s political career had pre-

vented their living there much, they

considered it their home. One of the

sons, who was married, lived on the

plantation, and managed it well ; the

slaves were comparatively happy, and
there were strong ties between them,

their master and his family. My sis-

ter, who was delicate, had spent a win-

ter in Florida, and I had accompanied
her there. On our way home we paid
a visit to the Mayne plantation

; my
sister enjoyed herself very much there,

and was pro-slavery from that time
; I

was then sixteen, and had always hated
it, and what with my fears of snakes,

and my dislike of the black servants,

whom I thought either inefficient or

impertinent, and my unconquerable

liking for freedom, I was not so fasci-

nated. Edward Mayne himself did not

like a planter's life, and he thought

slavery an evil, but an evil inherited

and past curing. He argued that the

disease was not mortal and endurable,

and that it would kill the country to

use the knife. His youngest sister and
I were the only two who ever discussed

the subject ; she talked a great deal of

nonsense, and probably I did, too
; and

as she always lost her temper, I thought

it wiser to let the subject drop, espe-

cially as I did not think about it a

great deal, and it annoyed Edward to

have any coolness between Georgy and
me, and he himself never discussed the

topic. We were both very young and
very happy, too young and thought-

less to care much for any great ques-

tion, so we sang our little song of hap-

piness, and its music filled our ears

until it was no longer possible not to

hear the tumult of the world without.

The first day of January was our last

day of perfect peace. Those who had
not thought of the question before had
now to answer what part they meant

to take. People discussed less what

States would secede, and more what
they would themselves do, and many
who are now most firm on one side or

the other were then agitated by doubt

and indecision. Events did not tarry

for individual minds. We all know
the story now ; I need not repeat it.

Still my future seemed unchanged, and

I went to New York the third of Jan-

uary to order my wedding clothes, but

I stayed only three or four days ;
I was

restless for the continued excitement

of Washington. The day I came back

Mississippi seceded, and with it went

Mr. Davis. I heard him make that

farewell speech which so few listened

to unmoved, and at which I cried bit-

terly. I went to say good by to him,

though I could not say God speed, for

already I was beginning to know that

I had principles, and wdiich side they
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were on. As we parted, lie said, in

that courteous way that has made so

many bow at his shrine :

' We shall have you in the South

very soon, Miss Laura,' and I did not

say no ; hut the mist lifted suddenly

before my eyes, and I saw the rock on

which my life was to split, and that no

striving against the stream would avail

me aught. Still I said nothing, and the

days flew swiftly by on restless wings
;

days so full of excitement that they

seemed to take years with them in their

flight.

It was a lovely morning in February

;

the air had already a May softness in

it, and the crocuses were bright in the

grounds of the Capitol, when Edward
and I went to take our favorite wralk,

and there, in sight of the broad river

which is now a world-known name of

division, he told me he had made up

his mind to leave the army ; that there

might be fighting, and he could not

fight against his own people, whom he

believed to be in the right ; that he

thought it more honorable to resign at

that moment than to wait until the

hour of need. I could not oppose him,

for I knew he thought he was doing

his duty. I remembered how different

his opinions were from mine, and that

his whole system of education had

trained him in dissimilar ideas of right

from those held in the North. Georgia

was his country, for which he lived,

and for which he thought he ought to

die, if need were. The shackles of in-

herited prejudices trammelled his spirit,

as they might have trammelled the

spirit of a wiser man, who could have

shaken them off in the end ; but my
lover wTas not wide-minded, and had
not the clear sight that sees over and

beyond these petty lives of ours that

are as nothing in the way of a great

principle and a God-bidden struggle

;

his eyes saw only what they had been

taught to see—his home, in its green-

ness and beauty, not the dank soul-

malaria, to which, alas ! so many of us

are acclimated.

He resigned, and his resignation was
accepted without delay or difficulty, as

were all resignations in those days.

The spring began to break in all its

glory, and the grass grew green in Vir-

ginia, on fields that were trampled and
bloody before that battle summer was
over. The little wren sang again its

song. This year a song of promise

—

of promise never to be fulfilled !

For the news of Sumter came, and
the North rose with a cry, and my
heart leaped up within me with a thrill

stronger and deeper and more master-

ful than any mere personal feeling can

ever give ; a feeling that rules my soul

to-day even as.it ruled in that first ex-

cited hour.

Edward went South, and I let him

go alone. I could not, I would not go

with him. I had no sympathy, no ten-

derness, scarcely forgivenness for the

men who had brought the evil upon

us. We parted lovers, hoping for days

of peace, and sure of reunion when
those days should come ; and every

night and every morning I prayed for

him ; but first I prayed for the safety of

my country, and the victory of our

cause.

Time crept on. The battle of Bull

Run was fought ; he was engaged in

it, and for many, many days I never

knew whether he was living or dead.

In the autumn I heard he had been

ordered West, and that winter was a

time of anxious days and restless nights.

I never heard from him, and I did not

think it fair to write ; occasionally I

heard of him through an aunt of his,

who lived in Maryland, but she was

gall and bitterness itself on the politi-

cal question, and never let me know
anything she could possibly keep from

me. So my life passed in fruitless

wondering and bitter suspense ;
I never

saw a soldier without thinking of Ed-

ward, and my dreams showTed him to

me wounded, ill, or dying. No
;
the

dead may make their voices heard

across the gulf that parts us from them,

but not the absent, or his soul would
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have heard my ' exceeding loud and

bitter cry,' and hearing, must have

come.

I must not dwell on this. The days

rolled on, and spring brightened the

air, the grass was green again, the dy-

ing hope in my heart revived, and I

listened again to the wren's song, and

thought it yet promised a summer for

my life. But that was the year of the

Peninsular campaign, and the dying

leaves fell on the graves of our bravest

and brightest, and the autumn wind

sighed a lamentation in our ears, and

our hearts were mourning . bitterly for

the defeats of the summer, and no less

bitterly for the dear-bought glory of

Antietam. And winter came again

:

hope fled with the swallows, and my
youth began to leave me.

In the late autumn I went to New
York, to pay a visit to a friend. One

night I went with my brother to the

theatre. The play was stupid, and the

entr'actes were long. In the middle of

the second act, while some horrible

nonsense was being talked upon the

stage, I looked around the theatre, and

saw no face I had ever seen before,

when a lady near me moved her fan,

and, a little distance beyond her, I saw

—with a start I saw—the face that was

never long absent from my thoughts.

Changed and older, and brown and

bearded ; but I knew him ; and he

knew me, and smiled ; and there was

no doubt in my mind. I was not even

surprised. But to the sickness of sud-

den joy soon succeeded the sickness of

apprehension. What brought him
there ? And what would be done to

him if he were discovered ? How could

I see him and speak to him ? Oh !

could it be possible that we might not

meet more nearly ! I wonder I did not

die during that quarter of an hour. I

turned and looked at my brother ; his

eyes were fixed upon the stage, and he

was as curiously unmoved as if the

world were still steady and firm be-

neath my feet.

I did not look at Edward again ; I

feared to betray him ; and the green

curtain fell, and my brother said, if I

did not mind being left alone for a few

minutes, he would go. He left me, and

Edward came to me, and once more I

saw him, and once more I heard his

voice. He stayed only one moment,

only long enough to make an appoint-

ment with me for the next morning,

and then he left the theatre. The

people around us thought probably

that he was a casual acquaintance, if

indeed they thought about it at all

;

and when my brother came back, he

found me looking listless and bored,

and apologized for having been de-

tained.

I had—and still have, thank God !

—

a friend in whom I trusted ; to her I

had recourse, and it was by her help

that I was enabled to keep my appoint-

ment. Only those who have known
the pain of such a parting can ever

hope to know the joy of such a meet-

ing. I would like to make the rest of

this as short as possible. Edward had
run the blockade to see me ; he had
been to Washington, had stayed there

three days, had heard of my absence,

obtained my address, and followed me
to New York ; he had waited until

twilight, when he had come to look at

the house where I was staying ; as he

was walking slowly on the opposite

side of the street, he had seen me come

out with my brother, and had followed

us to the theatre. He had trusted to

his long beard and the cropping.of his

curly head as the most effectual dis-

guise, and so far no one had recognized

him. The only people who had known
of his being in Washington were the

friends with whom he stayed, the tailor

who had sold him his clothes, who had

a son with Stuart's cavalry, and the

girl, my old school friend, who had

given him my address, whom he went

to see in the dusk hours of the after-

noon, and who had hospitably received

him in the coal cellar—which struck

me, at the moment, as an infallible

method of arousing suspicion. He
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wanted me to return with him, or to

marry him and follow him by flag of

truce ; he was sure Providence had
made his way smooth on purpose to

effect our union. His arguments were

perhaps not very logical, but they al-

most convinced me of what I wished

to believe. I was willing to bear the

anger of my family, but could not

think of again undergoing the wear

and tear of separation. I promised to

let him know my decision early the

next morning ; I think I should have

gone with him, but that evening we
were telegraphed to return to Washing-

ton—my father had been stricken down
by apoplexy ; and my brother and I

went home in the night train. Edward
knew the reason, for he read my fa-

ther's death in the morning's news-

paper.

Three weeks afterward I had a letter

from Edward Mayne by flag of truce
;

that was the week before Fredericks-

burg ; and then the agony again began.

It did not last very long. In the early

spring came Chancellorsville, and there-

Edward was slightly wounded and

taken prisoner ; he was removed to

the hospital at Point Lookout ; his

aunt went to nurse him, but I did not

go ; he was doing very well, and I

thought it was wiser not. And one

day in May—ah ! that day !—I was

looking out of my window, and I see

now the blue sky, the little white

clouds, the roses, and the ivied wall

that I saw when my mother came in

and said Mrs. Daingerfield had come to

take me to Edward, who was very ill

and anxious to see me. I remember

how the blood seemed to sink away

from my heart, and for a moment I

thought I was going to die ; but in

another moment I knew that I should

live. I was eager and excited, and not

unhappy, from that time until the end

was at hand.

I had never been in a hospital before,

and there was a long ward full of men,

who all looked to me as if they were

dying, through which I passed to reach

the room in which Edward Mayne lay

alone. He heard me coming, and, as I

opened the door, he raised himself in

bed and put out his hand to me. . . .

That night the dreadful pain left

him, and his aunt said he seemed

brighter and more hopeful ; but when
the surgeon saw him in the morning,

he shook his head. When the sun

set, Edward knew that he should never

again see its evening glories. Into that

dark, still room came a greater than

Solomon, and as the dread shadow of

his wings fell on my life, I hushed my
prayers and tears. We sat and watched

and waited ; and there came back a

feeble strength into the worn frame,

and he told us what he wished. He
said that perhaps he had been wrong,

but he had thought himself right ; at

least, he had given his life for his faith,

and soon, soon he would know all.

Then he asked them to leave him alone

with me for a little while, and when
they came back into the room, nothing

remained of him but the cast-off mor-

tality. The sun was rising in the east,

but his soul was far beyond it ; and

the sunlight came in and kissed the

quiet pale face, that looked so peaceful

and so happy there could be no lamen-

tation over it.

That day came his parole ; the parole

which wTe had so exerted ourselves to

obtain that he might go home to get

well ; and now it had found him far

beyond the captivity of bar or flesh—

a

freed spirit, ' gone up on high.'

The kindness of the Government in-

duced us to ask one more favor, which

was granted us. They let us take him
home to Washington and bury him in

the place he had always wished to be

buried in ; and some Confederate pris-

oners were given permission to attend

his funeral. So he was buried as a

soldier should be buried, borne to the

grave by his comrades, and mourned

by the woman dearest to him. He lies

now on the sunniest slope in that green

graveyard, where the waters rush near

his resting place, and the trees make a
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shade for the daisies that brighten

above him.

He died as the sun rose on the first

of June ; we buried him early on the

morning of the fifth. That night I left

Washington, glad that it was to be no

longer my place of residence, glad that

my family would soon follow me to

make another home where I could be

stung by no associations. The old

house passed into the hands of my
elder sister, who is married to a Con-

gressman from the West. But during

this winter I have been so often home-

sick, and this early spring has been so

chill and bleak compared with the

May days of Washington, that I was

fain to come back for a brief hour

;

and I have chosen to come in these last

May days, that the first of June might

find me here, true to the memory of the

past.

There is nothing left of the old

days ; the place is changed from what

it once was ; the streets swarm with,

soldiers and strange faces ; the houses

are used by Government, or are dwelt

in by strangers ; there is scarcely a

trace in this Sodom of the Sodom be-

fore the flood. No, there is nothing

left for me now, of the things I used to

know, except the little wren, whose

song broke my heart this morning

;

and there is nothing here for me to

care for, except that young grave in

Georgetown, whose white cross bears

but the initials and the date. I must

now try to make myself a new life else-

where, and to-morrow I go forth, shak-

ing off the dust that soils my garments
;

hoping for the promise of the rainbow

in this storm—and sure of the strength

that will not fail me. O world ! be

better than thy wont to thy poor,

weary child ! O earth ! be kindly to a

bruised reed ! O hope ! thou wilt not

leave me till the end—the end for which
I wait.

W RD-S TILTS

If the reader is so favored as to pos-

sess a copy of the ' Comparative Physi-

ognomy ' of Dr. James W. Redfield

(a work long out of market, and which

never had much of a sale), he may find

in a chapter concerning the likeness

between certain men and parrots some

wise remarks on ridiculous eccentrici-

ties in literature. ' In inferior minds,'

says the Doctor, ' the love of originality

shows itself in oddity.' ' There is many
a sober innovator,' he continues, far-

ther on, ' whose delight it is to ponder
'

' O'er many a volume of forgotten lore,'

that he may not be supposed to make
use of the humdrum literature of the

day ; who introduces obsolete words
and coins new ones, and makes a patch-

work of all languages ; makes use of

execrable phrases, and invents a style

that may be called his own.' The

Doctor compares these writers to par-

rots.

Now it is a well-known peculiarity

of parrots that they have a passion for

perching themselves in places where

they will be on a level with the heads

of the superior race whose utterances

they imitate. The perch a parrot af-

fects is almost always an altitude of

about six feet, or the height of the

tallest men. They feel their inferiority

keenly if you leave them to hop about

on the floor. It occurs to us that noth-

ing could please a parrot more, if it

could be, than a pair of stilts on which

it could hop comfortably.

The literary parrot, more fortunate

than his feathered fellow, finds stilts in

words—obsolete words, such as men do

not use in common intercourse with

their fellows. Modern rhymesters more
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and more affect tliis thing. Every day-

sees some outre old word resurrected

from its burial of rubbish, and set in

the trochaics and spondees of love songs

and sonnets. Dabblers in literature,

who would walk unseen, pigmies among
a race of giants, get on their word-

stilts, and straightway the ear-tickled

critics and the unconsciously nose-led

public join in paeans of applause. Sage

men, who do not exactly see through

the thing, nod their heads approvingly,

and remark :
' Something in that fel-

low !
' And the delighted ladies, prone

as the dear creatures often are to be

pleased with jingle that they don't un-

derstand, exclaim :

' A'n't he delightful !

'

The lamented Professor Alexander

once produced a very excellent poem,

which contained only words of a single

syllable, forcibly illustrating the power
of simple language. We should be

glad to reproduce it here, by way of

contrapose to our own accompanying

poem, but cannot now recall it to mem-
ory in its completeness. Any child,

who could talk as we all talk in our

families, could read and understand

fully the poem to which I refer. But

ask any child to read the lines we have

hammered out below, and tell you

what they mean ! Nay, ask any man
to do it, and see if he can do it. Prob-

ably not one in a hundred usual read-

ers, could ' read and translate ' the

word-stilts with which we have tram-

melled our poetic feet, except with the

aid of patient and repeated communion

with his English dictionary. There

are, however, no words employed here

which may not be found in the stand-

ard dictionaries of our tongue.

To it:

THE POET IlSTVOKETH HIS MUSE.

Come, ethel muse, with fluxion tip my pen,

For rutilant dignotion would I earn
;

As rhetor wise depeint me unto men :

A thing or two I ghess they'll have to learn

Ere they percipience can claim of what I'm up

To, in macrology so very sharp as this

;

Off food oxygian bid them come and sup,

Until, from very weariness, they all dehisce.

THE POET SEEKETH THE READER'S
FORBEARANCE.

Delitigate me not, reader mine,

If here you find not all like flies succinous

;

My hand is porrect—kindly take't in thine,

While modestly my caput is declinous
;

Nor think that I sugescent motives have,

In asking thee to read my chevisance.

I weet it is depectible—but do not rave,

Nor despumate on me with look askance.

Existimation greatly I desire;

'Tis so expetible I have sad fears

That, excandescent, you will not exquire

My meaning ; see, I madefy my cheek with

tears,

On my bent knees implore forbearance kind

;

Be not retose in haught; I know 'tis sad,

But get your "Webster down, and you will find

That he's to blame, not I—so don't get mad !

THE POET COMMENCETH TO SING.

The morning dawned. The rorid earth upon,

Old Sol looked down, to do his work siccate,

My sneek I raised to greet the ethe sun,

And sauntering forth passed out my garden

gate.

A blithe specht sat on yon declinous tree

Bent on 'delection to its bark extern;

A merle anear observed (it seemed to me)

The work, in hopes to make owse how to

learn.

A drove of kee passed by ; I made a stond,

For fast as kee how could my old legs travel?

But—immorigerous brutes !—with feet im-

mund
They seemed to try my broadcloth garb to

javel.

The semblance of a mumper then I wore,

Though a faldisdory before I might have

graced

;

EftsoonsI found, when standing flames before,

The mud to siccate, it was soon erased.

If we should turn our attention stu-

diously to this line of literary effort, we

feel encouraged to believe that our suc-

cess in a field of late so popular would

be marked, and that we should obtain

a degree of fame herein, beside which

that of the most shining light in the

stilted firmament would pale its ray.

But so long as God gives us the glori-

ous privilege of emulating the stars, we
shall not seek to win a place among

the ' tallow dips ' of parrot-poetry.
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A GREAT SOCIAL PROBLEM.

My dear Continental :

When the meteorological question

was despatched, ladios have long had

a habit of calling upon their servants

to furnish them with small talk ; high

wages, huge appetites, daintiness, lazi-

ness, breakage, impertinence, are fruit-

ful topics which they daily treat ex-

haustively ; always arriving at the

hopeless conclusion :
' Did you ever

hear of anything like it ? ' and ' I won-
der what we are coming to !

'

Is it not possible that we may be

coming to—no servants at all ? To me
the signs seem to point that way. Cob-

bett said that in America public ser-

vant means master : he might add, if

he were writing now, and so does pri-

vate servant. Each house is divided

against itself into two camps ; hostile,

though perhaps not in open war with

each other : and Camp Kitchen has the

advantage of position. Above stairs

uneasy sits the employer, timid, concil-

iating, temporizing ; seeing as little as

he can, and overlooking half he sees

;

ready to change his habits and to sub-

due his tastes to suit the whims of the

memigos pagados, as the Spaniards call

them, he has under his roof. Below
stairs lounge the lordly employes (a*

charming newspaper neologism for

hotel waiters, street sweepers, and rail-

way porters), defiant, aggressive, and
perfectly aware -that they are masters

of the situation. Daily they become

more like the two Ganymedes of Grif-

fith's boarding house : he called them

Tide and Tide—because they waited

on no man. They have long ceased to

be hewers of wood and drawers of wa-
ter, and yet they accomplish less than

before the era of modern improvements.

It appears to be a law of domestic

economy that work is inversely as the

increase of wages. Nowadays, if a

housekeeper visits a prison, he envies
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the whiteness of the floors and the

brightness of the coppers he sees there,

and thinks, with a sigh, how well it

might be for his subscalaneans, if they

could be made to take a course of neat-

ness for a few months in some such an
institution.

Vain wish ! The future is theirs,

and they know it. Their services will

become gradually more worthless, until

we shall find them only in grand estab-

lishments : mere appendages kept for

fashion and for show ; as useless as the

rudimental legs of a snake, which he

has apparently only to indicate the dis-

tinguished class in animated nature

he may claim to belong to. We shall

live to say, as Perrault sang :

' J'apereus l'ombre d'un cocher

Tenant l'ombre d'une brosse

Nettoyant l'ombre d'un carrosse.'

Alas ! I fear that even these shadows
of servants will one day vanish and dis-

appear from us altogether.

Time was when classes in society

were as well defined as races still are.

The currents ran side by side, and never

intermingled. Some were born to fur-

nish the blessings of life, and others to

enjoy them. Some to wTait, and others

to be waited upon. The producing

class accepted their destiny cheerfully,

believed in their ' betters,' and were

proud to serve them. The last eighty

years have pretty much broken down
these comfortable boundary lines be-

tween men. The feudal retainer, who
was ready to give his life for his lord,

the clever valet, wTho took kicks and

caning as a matter of course when his

master was in liquor or had lost at

cards, even the old family servants, are

species as extinct as the Siberian ele-

phant, or the cave bear, or the dodo.

And now the advance of the Union

armies southward has destroyed the
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last lingering type of trie servant post

:

the faithful black.

In this country there never was much
distinction of classes. The unwilling-

ness of New England help to admit of

any superiority on the part of their

masters has furnished many amusing

stories. Later, when the Irish element

penetrated into every kitchen, farm-

yard, and stable, floating off the native

born into higher stations, service be-

came limited to immigrants and to ne-

groes. But the immigrant soon learned

the popular motto, ' I'm as good as

you are,' and only remained a serving

man until he could save enough money
to set up for himself: not a difficult

matter in the United States
; and never

so easy as at this moment. The de-

mands of the Government for soldiers

and for supplies threaten us with a labor

famine in spite of the large immigra-

tion. In Europe labor is scarce and
in demand. Commerce, manufactures,

colonization have outrun the supply.

Wages have doubled in England and

in France within the last twenty years,

and are rising. With increase of wages

comes always decrease of subordina-

tion. The knowledge of reading, now
becoming general, and exercised almost

exclusively in cheap and worthless

newspapers, and the progress of the

democratic movement, which for good
or for evil is destined to extend itself

over the whole earth, make the work-

ing classes restless and discontented.

They chafe under restraints as unavoid-

able as illness or death. What floods

of nonsense have we not seen poured

out about the conflict between labor

and capital ? It is the old fable over

again : the strife of the members against

the belly.

Gradually has sprung up the feeling

that it is degrading to be a servant ; a

terrible lion in the path of the quiet

housekeeper in search of assistants.

There may arise some day a purer and

a wiser state of society, wherein the re-

lation of master and man will be satis-

factory to both. A merchant exercises

a much sharper control over his clerk

than over any servant in his house, and
it is cheerfully submitted to. The sol-

dier, who is worse paid and worse fed

than a servant, is a mere puppet in the

hands of his officers, obliged to obey

the nod of twenty masters, and to do

any work he may be ordered tq^ with-

out the noble privilege of ' giving no-

tice ; ' and yet there is never any diffi-

culty in obtaining a reasonable supply

of soldiers—because clerks and soldiers

do not think themselves degraded by
their positions, and servants do. It

may be a prejudice, but it is one which

drives hundreds of women, who might

be fat and comfortable, to starve them-

selves over needlework in hovels ; and

often to prefer downright vice, if they

can hope to conceal it, to virtue and

a home in a respectable family. Any
logic, you perceive, is quite powerless

against a prejudice of this size and

strength.

But is it altogether a prejudice ? Is

it not a sound view of that condition

of life. ?

I confess that it has long been a mat-

ter of surprise to me that men should

be found willing to hire themselves out

for domestic service in a country where

bread and meat may so easily be ob-

tained in other ways, and where even

independent manual labor is so often

considered derogatory to the dignity
1 of the native born. To do our dirty

work that it disgusts us to do for our-

selves, to stand behind our chairs at

table, to obey our whims and caprices,

to have never a moment they can call

their own, to keep down their temper

when we lose ours, to be compelled to

ask for permission to go out for a

walk, seems to me a sad existence even

with good food and wages.

The fact is, my clear Continental,

that the relation between master and

servant has to be readjusted to suit the

times. Indeed it is readjusting itself.

We see the signs, although we may
not perceive their significance. Our

life is a dream. I use this venerable
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saying in another sense than the one

generally intended by it : I mean that

we live half our lives, if not more, in

the imagination ; and that the imagi-

nation of every-day people is a dream

made up of feelings brought together

from the habits, theories, and preju-

dices of the past of all lands and all

nations of men. The reality that was

once in them has long since been out

of them
;
yet these vague and shadowy

fancies are all-powerful and govern our

actions. So that morally we go about

like maskers in the carnival, dressed in

the old clothes of our ancestors. With
this difference, that most of us do not

see how shabby and threadbare they

are, and how unsuited to our present

wants. And the few who do see this

have an inbred fondness for the old

romantic rags, and wear some of them
in spite of their better judgment. Our
moneyed class cling in particular to the

dream of an aristocracy, and love to

look down upon somebody. The man
who made his fortune yesterday calls

to-day's lucky fellow a nouveau riche

and a parvenu. The counter jumper

who has snatched his thousands from

a sudden rise in stocks, is sure to in-

vest some of his winnings in the tatters

of feudalism, sports a coat of arms on

his carriage, has liveries, talks of his

honor as a gentleman, and expects from

his servants the same respect that a

baron of the Middle Ages received from
his hinds. It is a dream of most base-

less fabric. John and Thomas, with

their dislike of the word servant, their

surliness and their impudence, swing too

far, perhaps, in the other direction, but

they are more in unison with the spirit

of the age than their masters. I have

seen an ardent democrat, who had
roared equal rights from many a stump,

furious with the impertinence of a

waiter, whose answer, if it had come
from an equal, he would scarcely have

noticed. And was not the waiter a

man and a fellow voter ? What dis-

tinction of class have we in this coun-

try ? It is true that the property qual-

ification we have discarded in our po-

litical system we have retained as our

test of social position. Indeed, no ab-

stract rights of man can make up the

difference between rich and poor. But

Fortune is nowhere so blind nor so

busy in twirling her wheel ; and our

two classes are so apt to change places,

that frequently the only difference be-

tween the master and the footman who
stands behind him, is the difference of

capital. And Europe is treading the

same democratic path as ourselves,

limping along after us as fast as her

old legs will carry her. The time will

come when the class from which we
have so long enlisted recruits for our

batteries de cuisine will find some other

career better suited, to their expanded

views.

What then ? Do you suggest that

we may lay a hand upon the colored

element, after the example of our hon-

ored President ? But

' While flares the epaulette like flambeau

On Corporal Cuff and Ensign Sambo,'

can you expect either of these distin-

guished officers to leave the service of

the United States for ours ? What
with intelligent contrabandism, eman-

cipation, the right of suffrage, and the

right to ride in omnibuses, we fear that

their domestic usefulness will be sadly

impaired.

Oh for machinery ! automaton

flunkies, requiring only to be wound
up and kept oiled ! What a house-

keeping Utopia ! Thomson foreshad-

owed a home paradise of this kind

when he wrote the ' Castle of Indo-

lence :

'

' You need but wish, and, instantly obeyed,

Fair ranged the dishes rose and thick the

glasses played.'

But as yet invention has furnished no

reapers and mowers for within doors.

We have only dumb waiters
;

poor,

creaking things, that break and split,

like their flesh-and-blood namesakes,

and distribute the smell of the kitchen

throughout the house. Heine once pro- «
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posed a society to ameliorate the con-

dition of the rich. He must have

meant a model intelligence office. I

•wish it had been established, for we
may all need its aid.

What are we to do when we come to

the last of the servants ? Darwin says

that the Formica rufescens would perish

without its slaves ; we are almost as de-

pendent as these confederate ants. Our

social civilization is based upon ser-

vants. Certainly, the refinements of

life, as we understand it, could not exist

without them, and it is difficult to see

how any business of magnitude could

be carried on. Briareus himself could

not take care of a large country place,

with its stables, barns, horses, cattle,

and crops, even if Mrs. B. had the same

physical advantages, and was willing

to help him. Must we tempt them

back by still larger salaries, or increase

their social consideration, telling them,

as a certain clergyman once said of his

order, that ' they are supported, and

not hired ' ?—changing the word help,

as we have servant, into household

officer or assistant manager, or adopt

a Chinese euphemism, such as steward

of the table or governor of the kitchen ?

Fourier does something of this kind

;

in his system the class names of young

scullions are cherubs and seraphs ! Or

shall we adopt the cooperative plan of

Mill and others, and offer John an in-

terest in the family—say, possibly, the

position of resident son-in-law aftei

ten years ofhonesty, sobriety, and indus-

try—with a seat at table in the mean
while ? Or must all the work be done

by women, and a proprietor have to

seal his Biddies more sanctorum in

Utah ? Or might not poor relations,

now confessedly nuisances, be made
useful in this way ? Some marquis

asked Sophie Arnould why she did

not discharge her stupid porter ? ' I

have often thought of it,' she answered,
' onais que voulez vous, c'est mon pereS

These resources failing, we must

drop to the simplest form of existence :

hut, hovel, or shanty ; where my lord

digs and is dirty, and her ladyship,

guiltless of Italian, French, and the

grand piano, cooks, scrubs, darns, and

keeps the peace between the pigs and

the children. Or else we must come

to socialism, in the shape of Brook

Farm communities, or phalansteres a la

Fourier, or, worse than either, to mam-
moth hotels. American tastes incline

that way. There we may live in huge

gilded pens, as characterless as sheep

in the flock, attended upon by waiters,

chambermaids, and cooks, who will

have a share in the profits, and conse-

quently will be happy to do anything

to increase the income of their house.

I see no other remedy, and I offer

this great social problem to the serious

thoughts of your readers.

Yours ever, G. V.

APHORISMS.—NO. XIII.

It was a frequent exclamation of

Herder the Great :
' Oh, my life, that

has failed of its ends !
' and many of

us, no doubt, find ourselves disposed

to indulge in the same lament. But it

deserves careful attention ; no man's

life fails of its true end unless through

some grievous moral fault of his own.

The true end of life is that we may
' glorify God, and enjoy Him forever.'

How this may be attained, as far as

outward circumstances or activities are

concerned, we can hardly judge for

ourselves : but there is one sure test

;

and that is in the duties of our station.

If we honestly perform them, and espe-

cially as under the teachings of the

gospel of Christ, there can be no real

and permanent failure. We shall have

done what we were set to do upon the

earth ; and with this we may well be

content.
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OUR GREAT AMERICA.

The republican government of the

United States, when first originated by

the fathers of the commonwealth, was

regarded by the old fossil despotisms

with secret dread and a strange fore-

boding ; and neither the ridicule which

they heaped upon it, nor the profess-

ed contempt wherewith its name was

bandied from throne to throne, could

wholly mask their trepidation. They
looked upon it, in the privacy of their

chambers, as the challenge of a mighty

rebellion of the people against all

kingly rule and administration ; they

saw in it the embodiment of those pop-

ular ideas of freedom, equality, and

self-government, which for so many
centuries had been struggling for ade-

quate utterance in England and France,

and they knew that the success of this

sublime experiment must eventually

break asunder the colossal bones of the

European monarchies, and establish

the new-born democracy upon their

ruins.

That they saw truly and judged

wisely in these respects, the history of

modern Europe, and the current revo-

lutions of our time, bear ample testi-

mony. There is no luck nor chance in

human events, but all things follow

each other in the legitimate sequences

of law. The American republic is no

bastard, but a true son and heir of the

ages ; and sprang forth in all its bra-

Very and promise from the mammoth
loins of the very despotism which dis-

owns and denounces it.

"We have a full and perfect faith in

the mission of this republic, which

breaks open a new seal in the apoca-

lypse of government, and unfolds a new
phase in the destiny of mankind. Feu-

dalism has had a sufficient trial, and,

on the whole, has done its work well.

After the dismemberment of the Roman
Empire, we do not see how it was pos-

sible for society to have assumed any

other form than that of kings and
princes for rulers, and the people for

passive and more or less obedient sub-

jects. It was a great problem to be

resolved how society should exist at

all, and history gives us the solution

of it. Despotism in politics and au-

thority in religion was the grand, pri-

mal, leading, and executive idea of it.

What learning and culture existed was

confined to the guild of the ecclesias-

tics, and they, for the most part, ruled

the rulers as well as the people, by
virtue of their intelligence. It required

many centuries to usher in the dawn
of unfettered thought, and generate

the idea of liberty. And when at

last the epoch of Protestantism arrived,

and Luther, who was the exponent and

historical embodiment of it, gathered

to its armories the spiritual forces then

extant in Europe, and overthrew there-

with the immemorial supremacy of

kings and priests over the bodies and

souls of men, he made all subsequent

history possible, and was the planter

of nations, and the founder of yet un-

developed civilizations.*

* A doubtful assertion. "We, the children of

the Puritans, and educated in their views and
prejudices, have still many lessons to learn in the

school of charity. It was not ' Luther who ren-

dered subsequent history possible,' but the ever

onward growth of humanity itself. Luther had

no broader views of liberty of conscience than

the church with which he struggled. Mr. Hallam

says :
' It has been often said that the essential

principle of Protestantism and that for which the

struggle was made, was something dift'erent from

all Ave have mentioned : a perpetual freedom

from all authority in religious belief, or what

goes by the name of private judgment. But to

look more nearly at what occurred, this perma-

nent independence was not much asserted, and

still less acted upon. The Reformation was a

change of masters, a voluntary one, no doubt, in

those wlw had any choice, and in this sense an

exercise, for the time, of their personal judg-

ment. But no one having gone over to the Con-

fession of Augsburg or that of Zurich, was
deemed at liberty to modify these creeds at

his pleasure. He might, of course, become an

Anabaptist or Arian, but he was not the less a

heretic in doing so than if he had continued in
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It would, however, be by no means

difficult, were it in accordance with

our present design and purpose, to show

that the first germ of republican liber-

ty sprang into life amid the sedges and

savage marshes of uncultivated ages,

far remote even from the discovery of

America, and trace it through succes-

sive rebellions, both of a political and

religious character, from and before the

times of WyclifFe, down to Oliver

Cromwell and George Washington ; for

all through English history it has left

a broad red mark behind it, like the

auroral pathway of a conqueror. The
first man who prayed without book,

and denied the authority of the church

over the human soul, as the brave Lol-

lards did, was the pioneer of Protest-

the Church of Rome. By what light a Protestant

•was to steer, might be a problem which at that

time, as ever since, it would perplex a theologian

to decide : but in practice, the law of the land

which established one exclusive mode of faith,

was the only safe, as, in ordinary circumstances,

it was, upon the whole, the most eligible guide.'

Speaking, in another place, of the causes which
brought about the decline of Protestantism, etc.,

Mr. Hallam says :
' We ought to reckon also

among the principal causes of this change, those

perpetual disputes, those irreconcilable animosi-

ties, that bigotry, above all, and persecuting

spirit, which were exhibited in the Lutheran and

Calvinistic churches. Each began with a com-

mon principle—the necessity of an orthodox

faith. But this orthodoxy meant nothing more
than their own belief as opposed to that of their

adversaries ; a belief acknowledged to be fallible,

yet maintained as certain ; rejecting authority

with one breath and appealing to it in the next,

and claiming to rest on sure proofs of reason and

Scripture, which their opponents were ready

with just as much confidence to invalidate.'

Luther was one of the many reformers who,

feeling the necessity of freedom for themselves,

never dream of according it to others. His self-

hood, his 'me,' was masterful, and led him far

astray from the inevitable logic of his perilous

position. His 'I-ness' was so supreme that he

mistook his own convictions for the truths of the

Most H'gh— a common mistake among re-

formers 1
' He did not feel the sovereignty of man

with regard to his fellow man, his positive and

inalienable right to deal with his God alone in

matters of faith and religious conviction. The
golden rule of our Master, ' Do as you would be

done by,' seems simple and self-evident, and yet

it is a late fruit in the garden of human culture.

Mr. Roscoe says :
' "When Luther was engaged

in his opposition to the Church of Rome, he as-

serted the right of private judgment with the

confidence and courage of a martyr. But no

antism and the father of all the births

which ushered this mighty epoch upon
the stage of the world ; Protestantism,

which means so much and includes so

many vast emprises—establishing for

freedom so grand a battle ground, and

for philosophy and learning so wide

and magnificent a dominion.

The same spirit which made non-

conformists of the first seekers and
worshippers of God apart from the

churches and cathedrals of Rome, in

the sublimer cathedrals of nature, when
the Roman hierarchy was master of

Europe—made republicans also of the

first rebels who resisted the tyranny of

kings. Political and religious liberty

are the two sides of the democrat idea,

and have always marched hand in hand

sooner had he freed his followers from the chains

of papal domination, than he forged others in

many respects equally intolerable; and it was
the employment of his latter years to counteract

the beneficial effects produced by his former la-

bors.'

Any system which saps the foundation of

religious liberty, which forces itself between

man and his Maker, cannot guarantee to us one

of the main objects of all free governments

—

security in the pursuit of happiness. The Ref-

ormation did not give us religious freedom, there-

fore it did not give or suggest to us our demo-
cratic institutions. All that is true and pure in

them springs from the very heart of Christianity

itself. ' Where the spirit of the Lord is there is

liberty.' Much of the manifestation of the phi-

losophy of freedom depends on individual charac-

ter. Pope Alexander III., a. d. 1167, writes :

'Nature having made no slaves, all men have an

equal right to liberty.' Luther, in 1524, says to the

German peasants :
' You wish to emancipate your-

selves from slavery, but slavery is as old as the

world. Abraham had slaves, and St. Paul estab-

lished rules for those whom the laws of nations

reduced to that state.' Many of our modern
priests reecho these sentiments 1 Guizot says :

'The emancipation of the human mind and abso-

lute monarchy triumphed simultaneously.' The
truth is we want a philosophical history of the

Reformation, written neither from a Catholic,

Protestant, nor infidel point of view, that we may
rightly estimate what we lost, what gained in

its wild storms. In judging this, we should not

quite forget that it was the Catholic Lord Balti-

more and Catholic colonists of Maryland who in

1648 first proclaimed on these shores the glorious

principle of universal toleration, while the Puri-

tans were persecuting in New England and the

Episcopalians in Virginia. 'Nothing extenuate

nor aught set down in malice,' should be the rule

of our souls. Humanity means eternal Progress,

and its path is onward.—Ed. Con.
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together. They culminated in England

during the Commonwealth, and be-

came thenceforth the base and dome

of popular government.

The republic of America was born

of this idea, and is the last great birth

of Protestantism, big already with the

destinies of mankind. Here, upon this

mighty platform, these destinies, as we
believe, have to be wrought out by
their final issues, and close the drama

of human development. All things are

possible for America under the. be-

neficent institutions and laws of the

republic, now that the hideous skeleton

of black slavery is to pollute the soil

no more nor make brother war against

brother any more on account of it ; and

at no distant period the awful conflict

which at present shakes the earth with

the thunder of its clashing and embat-

tled hosts, shall give lasting place to

the interchanges of commerce and the

peaceful enterprises of civil life.

It was impossible that American so-

ciety could hold together with this ac-

cursed African vulture eating at its

heart. Nor could the aristocratic idea

of the South, which slavery had inter-

woven through every fibre of the peo-

ple, through all the forms of its social

condition, and into all its State laws

and institutions, exist side by side with

the democratic idea of the North, with-

out an inevitable conflict sooner or

later. The present war is but a renewal

of the old battles which make up the

sum of history, between liberty and
despotism, civilization and barbarism.

No one can doubt in whose hands will

be the victory ; and happy will the

result be for future generations.

Hitherto we have exhibited to the

world the amazing spectacle of a re-

public which, proclaiming the freedom

and equality of every one of its sub-

jects, holds four millions of men in a

terrible and appalling bondage. So

frightful a mockery of freedom, perpe-

trated in her great name, and sanction-

ed by tradition and the authority of

law, could not, ought not, be suffered

to grin its ghastly laughter in the face

of the world. And when the hour was
ripe, and the doomsday of the mon-
strous iniquity was proclaimed aloud

by the dreadful Nemesis of God, the

people of the free North clothed them-

selves in the majesty of the nation, and

rose as one man to sweep it from the

soil in whirlwinds of fire and wrath.

Slavery has been an unmitigated

curse to America in every one of its

aspects ; and especially to the South,

out of which it has eaten, with its re-

vengeful and retributive teeth, all the „

vitalities and grandeurs of character

which belong to the uncorrupted Anglo-

Saxon race. It has destroyed all the

incentives to industry, all self-reliance,

and enterprise, and the sterner virtues

and moralities of life. It has put

a ban upon trade and manufactures,

and a premium upon indolence. The
white population— the poor white

trash, as the very negroes call them

—

are ignorant, brutal, and live in the

squalor of savages. It has driven litera-

ture and poetry, art and science, from

its soil, and robbed religion of all its

humanity and beauty. Worse than

this, if worse be possible, it has dark-

ened with the shadow of its apparition

the minds of the Southerners them-

selves, and defaced their highest attri-

butes—confounding within them the

great cardinal distinctions between

right and wrong, until, abandoned by
Heaven, they were given over to their

own lusts, and to a belief in the lie

which they had created under the yery

ribs of the republic.

We do not speak this as partisans,

nor in any spirit of enmity against the

South as a political faction. It is the

fact which concerns us, and which we
deal with as history, and not here and

now in any other sense. Nor do we
blame the Southern aristocracy for

riding so long on the black horse,

which has at last thrown and killed

them. For proud and insolent as they

have ever shown themselves in their

bearing toward the North, they were
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in reality mere pawns on the chess-

board of Fate, necessary tools in work-

ing out the game of civilization on this

continent. Who can calculate the sum
of the divine forces which the institu-

tion of slavery, and its blaphemous re-

version of the commands of the Deca-

logue, and all its cruel outrages and

inhuman crimes, have awakened in the

souls of the freemen of the North ?

The loathsomeness of its example and

the infernal malice of its designs against

liberty and truth, righteousness and
justice, and whatsoever holy principles

in life and government the saints, mar-

tyrs, and apostles of the ages have won
for us, by their agony and bloody

sweat upon scaffolds and funeral pyres

—regarding them as a cheap purchase,

though paid for by such high and cost-

ly sacrifices—these appalling instances,

we say, have at last produced so pow-
erful a reaction in the national mind
that millions of men have marshalled

themselves into avenging armies to rid

the earth of their presence.

That, too, was fated and necessary,

and a part of the predestined pro-

gramme. The nation could not pro-

gress with this corrupting monster in

its pathway ; and the battle between

them has not come an hour too soon.

The monster must be exterminated,

and that, too, without mercy and

without compassion, as the sworn and

implacable enemy both of God and
man. Otherwise this glorious country,

which has so long worn the garland

and surging robe of liberty, will be-

come a dungeon of desolation from the

Atlantic to the Pacific, resounding only

with the shrieks of mandrakes and the

clank of chains.

This obstruction removed, there is,

as we said above, no height of great-

ness which the American people may
not reach. Then, and then only, shall

we begin to consolidate ourselves into

a nation, with a distinct organon of

principles, feelings, and loyalties, to

which the mighty heart and brain of

the people shall throb and vibrate in

pulsations of sublime unity. At pres-

ent we are only a people in the mak-
ing, and very few there are calling

themselves Americans who have any
idea of what America is and means in

relation to history. By and by we
shall all apprehend the riddle more
wisely, and be more worthy of the

great name we bear.

In the meanwhile it is no marvel that

we are not a homogeneous people.

Our time has not come for that, and
may yet lie afar off in the shadowy
centuries. Consider how and through

what alien sources we have multiplied

the original population of the associ-

ated colonies as they existed when our

fathers raised them to a nationality.

There is not a nation in all Europe, to

say nothing of Asia and the islands,

which is not represented in our blood

and does not form a part of our lineage.

It is true that the old type predomi-

nates, and that we have the virtues and

the vices of the Anglo-Saxons in us

;

but we are far too individual at pres-

ent, and Celt and Dane and Spaniard

and Teuton, and all the rest of our

motley humanities, will have to be

fused into one great Anglo-American

race, before we can call ourselves a dis-

tinct nation. It took England many
centuries to accomplish this work, and
fashion herself into the plastic form and

comeliness of her present unity and
proportion. We, who work at high

pressure and make haste in our beget-

tings and growth, can scarcely hope to

make a national sculpture at all com-

mensurate with the genius of the people

and the continent, in one or two or even

half a dozen generations ; for we cannot

coerce the laws of nature, although it is

quite certain, from what we have done,

that we can perform anything within

the range of possible achievement.

We have all the elements within and

around us necessary to constitute a

great people. We started on our ca-

reer with a long background of experi-

ence to guide and to warn us. We
saw what Europe had done for civiliza-
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tion with her long roll of kings and

priests, her despotic governments, and

her unequal laws—the people in most

cases ciphers, and in all cases ignorant

and enslaved—with no room for expan-

sion, and little or no hope of political

or social betterment ; every inch of lib-

erty, in every direction, which they had

gained, wrung from their oppressors

piecemeal, in bloody throes of agony.

Our fathers had not the best materials

out of which to build up a republic

;

neither, in all cases, were they themselves

sufficiently ripe for the experiment.

They had the old leaven of European

prejudice largely intermingled in their

minds and character. They could not

help, it is true, their original make, nor

the fashioning which their age, time,

and circumstances had put upon them.

All this has to be taken into the esti-

mate of any philosophical judgment

respecting their performances. But

they had learned from the past to trust

the present, and to span the future with

rainbows of hope. They stood face to

face with the people, and each looked

into the others' eyes and read there the

grounds and sureties of an immortal

triumph. Instead, therefore, of resting

the supreme power of government in

the hands of a person, or a class, mak-
ing the former a monarch, and creating

the other an aristocracy, those grand

magistrates and senators of human lib-

erty who framed the Constitution of

the new American Nation, made the

nation its own sovereign, and clothed

it with the authority and majesty of

self-government.

A venture so daring, and of an au-

dacity so Titanic and sublime, seemed

at that time and long afterward to re-

quire the wisdom and omnipotence of

gods to guide it over the breakers, and

steer it into the calm waters of intel-

ligent government. All the world, ex-

cept the handful of thinkers and enthu-

siasts scattered here and there over

Europe, was against it, mocked at its

bravery and aspirations, and sincerely

hoped and believed that some great

and sudden calamity would dissolve it

like a baleful enchantment. But the

hope of the republic was in the people,

and they justified the fathers and the

institution.

Here, therefore, was opened in all

the directions of human inquiry and
action a new world of hope and prom-

ise. The people were no longer bound
by old traditions, nor clogged by any

formulas of state religions, nor ham-
pered by the dicta of philosophical au-

thority. Their minds were free to choose

or to reject whatever propositions

were presented to them from the wide

region of speculation and belief. The
Constitution was the only instrument

which prescribed laws and principles

for their unconditional acceptance and
guidance

;
and this was a thing of their

own choice, the charter and seal of

their liberties, to which they rendered

a cheerful and grateful obedience.

With this mighty security for a plat-

form, they pursued their daily avoca-

tions in peace, trusting their own souls,

and working out the problem of repub-

lican society, with a most healthy un-

consciousness. Sincere and earnest,

they troubled themselves with no social

theories, no visions of Utopia, nor

dreams of Paradise and El Dorados,

leaving the spirit which animated them
to build up the architecture of its own
cultus, with an unexpressed but perfect

faith in the final justice and satisfac-

tion of results. •

Religion, therefore, and politics—lit-

erature, learning, and art—trade, com-

merce, manufactures, agriculture—and

the amenities of society and manners,

were allowed to develop themselves in

their own way, without reference to rule

and preconcerted dogmas. Hence the pe-

culiarities which mark the institutions of

America—their utter freedom from cant

and the shows and pageantry of state.

Rank, titles, and caste were abolished

;

and the enormous gulfs wrhich separate

the European man from the European

lordling were bridged over by Equali-

ty with the solid virtues of humanity.
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"What a stride was here taken over

time and space, and the historic re-

cords of man, in the fossil formations

of the Old World during the ante-

American periods ! It had come at

last, this long-prophesied reign of

Apollo and the Muses, of freedom and

the rights of man. Afar off, on the

summits ofimaginative mountains, were

beheld, through twilight vistas of night

and chaos, the proud ruins of dead

monarchies, and the cruel forms of ex-

tinct tyrannies and oppressions, crown-

ed and mitred no more ; whose man-

dates had once made the nations trem-

ble, and before whose judgment seats

Mercy pleaded in vain, and justice

muffled up her face and sat dumb and

weeping in the dust. Over the wolds

of their desolation hyenas prowled,

snuffing the noisome air as for a living

prey
;

ghouls and vampyres shrieked

in hellish chorus, as they tore up for-

gotten graves ; and all manner of hate-

ful and obscure things crawled famil-

iarly in and out of palaces and holy

places, as if they were the ghosts of

the former inhabitants ; and, high

above them all, in the bloody light of

the setting sun, wheeled kites and
choughs and solitary vultures ; owls

and dismal bats flitting, ever and anon,

athwart the shadows of their grim pro-

cessions.

No matter that this vision was in

reality but the symbolism of imagina-

tion and poetry, that Europe was not

dead, but alive with the struggling vi-

talities of good and evil, and all those

contending forces out of which Ameri-

can freedom was born—the vision it-

self was not the less true, either as feel-

ing or insight ; for Europe was now
literally cut adrift from America, and

the hopes and aspirations of the young

republic were entirely different from

hers, and removed altogether from the

plane of her orbit and action.

The liberalists and thinkers of the

age expected great things from a peo-

ple thus fortunately conditioned and

circumstanced. For the first time in

modern history a genuine democratic

government was inaugurated and fairly

put upon its trial. The horizon of

thought was now to be pushed back

far beyond the old frontiers into the

very regions of the infinite ; and a uni-

versal liberty was to prevail throughout

the length and breadth of the land.

No more dead formalities, nor slavish

submissions, but new and fuller life,

self-reliance, self-development, and the

freest individuality. Gladly the people

accepted the propositions and princi-

ples of their national existence. Not a

doubt anywhere of the result ; no falter-

ing, no looking back ; but brave hearts,

everywhere, and bold fronts, and con-

quering souls. Before them, through

the mists of the starry twilight, loomed

the mountain peaks and shadowy seas

of the unventured and unknown future

;

and thitherward they pressed with un-

daunted steps, and with a haughty and

sublime defiance of obstructions and

dangers ; fearing God, doing their best,

and leaving the issue in His hands.

We know now, after nearly a hun-

dred years of trial, what that issue in

the main is, and whitherward it still

tends. During that little breathing

time, which, compared with the life of

other nations, is but a gasp in the rec-

ord, what unspeakable triumphs have

been accomplished ! Nearly a whole

continent has been reclaimed from the

savage and the wild beasts, and the

all-conquering American has paved the

wilderness, east, west, north, and south,

with high roads—dug canals into its

hidden recesses, connected the great

Gulf with the far-off West by a vast

network of railways and telegraphs—
planted cities and villages everywhere,

and fashioned the routes of civiliza-

tion ; bound Cape Race to the Crescent

City and the A^antic to the Pacific,

sending human thoughts, winged with

lightning, across thousands of miles of

plains and mountains and rivers, and

making neighborly the most distant

peoples and the most widely sundered

States of the mighty Union. Let any
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man try to estimate the value of this

immense contribution to human history

and happiness ; let him try to measure

the vast extent of empire which it

covers, and sum up the mighty expen-

diture of physical and intellectual labor

which has conquered those savage

wilds, and converted them into bloom-

ing cornfields and orchards
;
which has

built these miraculous cities by the sea,

and made their harbors populous with

native ships and the marine of every

nation under heaven ; those busy in-

land cities, the hives of manufacturing

industry and the marts of a commerce

which extends over all the regions of

civilization, from the rising to the set-

ting sun ; those innumerable towns of

the great corn-growing districts ; those

pleasant hamlets and pastoral homes

which fringe the forest, and girdle the

mountains as with the arms of human
affection and the passion of love ; those

mills on the far-off rivers, whose creak-

ing machinery and revolving wheels are

the prelude of a yet unborn, but rapidly

approaching civility, and whose music,

heard by the right ears, is of the di-

vinest depth and diapason, and in full

concord with the immeasurable orches-

tra of triumph and rejoicing which the

nation celebrates in the perpetual

marches of her starry progress.

No man can compass this vast do-

minion, and no intellect can plumb its

soundings or prophesy of its upshot.

Who could have foretold what has al-

ready happened on this continent, had
he stood with the Pilgrim Fathers on
Plymouth Rock, that memorable day
of the landing ? Looking back to that

great epoch in American history, we
have no dim regions of antiquity to

traverse, no mythic periods as of Mem-
non and the Nile, but a mere modern
landscape, so to speak, shut in by less

than two centuries. And yet what un-

speakable things are included in that

brief period ! If we have made such

vast strides and so rapid a develop-

ment in those few years of our na-

tional life, with the heterogeneous and

unmalleable materials with which we
had to deal, converting the filth of Eu-
rope into grass and flowers for the dec-

oration of the republic, what may we
not achieve hereafter, when this dread-

ful war is over, and the negro question

is adjusted, and the sundered States

are reunited, and the Western wilder-

ness is clothed with the glory of a per-

fect cultivation, and the genius of the

people, no longer trammelled by South-

ern despotism, shall have free room to

wing its flight over the immeasurable

future ?

There will be no likeness, in any

mirror of the past, to the American civ-

ilization that is to be. New manners,

customs, thinkings, literature, art, and
life, will mark our progress- and attest

the mission of the nation. We are fast

outgrowing the ideas and influences of

that brave company of Puritans out of

whose loins our beginning proceeded
;

and already each man goes alone, in-

sular, self-reliant, and self-sustained.

We owe the Puritans a large debt, but

it is altogether a pretty fiction to call

them the founders of American civiliza-

tion. They helped to lay in the foun-

dation stones of that early society, and
kept them together by cementing them
with their love of religious truth and
liberty, so far as they understood these

primal elements of a state ; and we are

likewise their debtors for the integrity

which they put into their laws and
government. But it is too high a de-

mand to claim for them that they were

the founders of the republic, and- the

originators of those great ideas which

are embodied in our institutions and

literature.

They came to this country with no

very enlarged notions, either of religion

or freedom, although they were perfectly

sincere in their professions of regard

for both ; and it was this very sincerity

which gave solidity and permanence to

their colonies. We suppose we may
repeat what history has made notorious

respecting them, that they were, both

in belief and civil practice, very narrow
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and limited in their outlooks—by no

means given to intellectual speculations

—and with but little faith in the intel-

lect itself—which, indeed, was pro-

scribed as a sort of outlaw when it

stood upon its own authority, outside

the pale of their church. The religion

which they established had its origin

in the reign of Elizabeth, and was a

sort of revived Lollardism, which last

dated as far back as Wycliffe, long be-

fore the Reformation. They thought

they could worship God in conven-

ticles, and in the great open-air cathe-

drals of nature, with quite as much
purity of motive and heavenly accept-

ance as in regularly consecrated church-

es, and that the right of praying and

preaching was inalienable, and secured

to all godly men by the charter and

seal of Calvary.

They had no idea, however, of non-

conformity which was not based upon

an orthodox creed, upon their creed, as

they subscribed it on Plymouth Rock.

They fled from persecution themselves,

and sought freedom for themselves in

the barren regions of our dear and now
hospitable New England ; and they, in

their simplicity and good faith before

God, sought to organize a system of

civil and religious polity which should

incrust all future generations, and har-

den them into a fossil state ofperpetual

orthodoxy.

They were a stern, implacable race,

these early fathers, in all that related

to belief, and the discipline of moral

conduct ; and we owe many of the

granite securities which lie at the bot-

tom of our social life and government

to this harsh and unyielding sternness.

It held the framework of the colonies

together until they were consolidated

into the United States, and until the

modern culture of the people relaxed

it into a universal liberty of thought

and worship.

The Puritans, however, had no no-

tion of such a result to their teachings

and labors ; and would have looked

with pious horror upon them if they

could have beheld them in some Agrip-

pa's mirror of the future.

The truth—unpalatable as it may be

—is simply this about the Puritans

:

they were narrow-minded, bigoted,

and furious at times with the spirit of

persecution ; sincerely so, it is true,

and believing they did God service;

but that does nof alter the fact. They
had no conception of the meaning of

liberty—and especially of religious lib-

erty as a development of Protestantism.

Their idea of it was liberty for them-

selves—persecution to all who differed

from them ; and this, too, for Christ's

sake, in order that the lost sheep might

be brought back, if possible, to their

bleak and comfortless folds. They

could not help it ; they meant no

wrong by it, and the evil which they

thus did was good in the making, and

sprang from the bleeding heart of an

infinite love.

We like them, nevertheless ; and

cannot choose but like them, think-

ing it generous and loving to invest

them with as much poetry as we can

command from the wardrobes of the

imagination. But wre can never for-

give them—in critical moods—for their

inhuman, although strictly logical per-

secution of Roger Williams, the found-

er of Rhode Island, who represented

in his person all the liberal-thoughts-

men, both in religion and speculation,

then existing on this continent.

This man of capacious intellect and

most humane heart w7as hunted by
them out of the associated colonies, as

if he had been some ferocious beast of

prey, because he differed from them in

his religious opinions ; and this drove

him to found a state in accordance

with the most liberal interpretation of

Christianity. He had more than once,

by his influence with the Indians, saved

them from a general massacre ; but

their theological hate of him was so in-

tense that they would not allow him to

pass through their territories on a ne-

cessary journey ; and once, on his re-

turn from England, where he had been
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negotiating with ministers for their

benefit, they capped the climax of their

bigoted ingratitude by refusing him

permission even to land on their soil,

lest his holy feet should pollute it.

It is a little too much, therefore, to

say that all our ideas of liberty and re-

ligion have sprung from this stout race

of persecutors. They were pioneers for

us, but nothing more. Our progress

has been the untying of their old cords

of mental oppression, and the undoing

of many things which they had set up.

This was so much rubbish to be moved
out of the path of the nation, and by no

means aids to its advancement, except

as provocatives. What we now are, we
have become by our own culture and

development, and by the inflowing of

those great modern ideas which have

affected all the world, and helped to

build up its civilization into such state-

ly proportions.

Puritanism, as it then existed in its

exclusive power, is, to all intents and
purposes, dead upon this continent.

The form of it still lingers in our midst,

it is true, and in the Protestant parts

of Europe its ritual survives, and pious

hearts, which would be pious in spite

Of it, still cling to its dead corpse as

if it were alive, and kindle their sacred

fires upon the altar of its wellnigh

forsaken sanctuaries. We should count

it no gain to us, however—the extinc-

tion of this old and venerable faith

—

if we had no high and certain assur-

ance that a nobler and sublimer reli-

gion was reserved for our consolation

and guidance. We cannot afford, in

one sense, to give up even the sem-

blances and shows of religion, and these

will survive until the new dayspring

from on high shall supersede the ne-

cessity of their existence. ' Take care,'

said Goethe, in some such words as

these, ' lest, in letting the dead forms

of religion go, you sacrifice all rever-

ence and worship, and thus lose reli-

gion itself !

' There is great danger of

this in the transition state of human
thought and speculation which marks

the present crisis of American history.

We are not a religious people, and

shall not present any development of

that sort until the intellectual reaction

which has set in among us against the

old modes and organons of belief has

exhausted the tests of its crucibles, and

reduced the dross to a residuum of

gold which shall form the basis of

a new and sacred currency, accepta-

ble to all men for the highest inter-

changes.

In the mean while we must work out

the problem of this religion of the

future in any and all ways which lie

open to us—doubting nothing of the

final issues. The wildest theories of

Millerites, Spiritists, Naturalists, and

Supernaturalists, are all genuine prod-

ucts of the time, and of the spirit of

man struggling upward to this solu-

tion—blindly struggling, it is true, but

gradually approaching the light of the

far-off truth, as the twilight monsters

of geology gradually approached the

far-off birth of man, who came at last,

and redeemed the savage progressive,

the apparent wild unreason of the ter-

restrial creation.

It is more than probable that this

great fratricidal war with Trhich we
are now struggling, will prove, in its

results, of the very highest service to

the nation, and make us all both better

and wiser men than we were before.

We have already gained by it many
notable experiences, and it has put our

wisdom, and our foolishness also, to

the test. It has both humbled and ex-

alted our pride. It has cut away from

the national character all those inane

excrescences of vanity and brag which

judicious people everywhere, who were

friendly to us, could not choose but

lament to see us exercise at such large

discretion. It has brought us face to

face with realities—the most terrible

the world has ever beheld. It has

measured our strength and our weak-

ness, and has developed within us the

mightiest intellectual and physical re-

sources. All the wit and virtue which
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go to make up a great people have

been proven, in a hundred times and

ways during the war, to exist in us.

Courage, forethought, endurance, self-

sacrifice, magnanimity, and a noble

sense of honor, are a few of the virtues

which we have cropped from the bloody

harvest of the battle field.

It is true that wicked men are among
us—for when did a company, godly or

otherwise, engage in any work, and
Satan did not also fling his wallet over

his shoulder and set out with them for

evil purposes ofhis own ?—but, after all,

these are but a small minority, and
their eiforts to ruin the republic, and
bring defeat and dishonor upon the

Federal arms, have not yet proved to

be of a very formidable nature. These,

the enemies of America, though her

native-born sons, the people can afford

to treat with the contempt which they

merit. For the rest, this w7ar will

make us a nation, and bind us together

with bonds as strong as those of the

old European nationalities. It will

make us great, and loving patriots also
;

and root out from among us a vast

amount of sham and political fraud, to

the great bettering of society.

We shall have reason in many ways

to bless its coming and its consequences.

It was indeed just as necessary to our

future national life and happiness as

the bursting out of a volcano is to the

general safety of the earth. It will

destroy slavery for ever, and thus re-

lieve us from the great contention

which has so long and so bitterly occu-

pied the lives of our public men and

the thoughts of the world. In reality,

we have never yet given republicanism

a fair trial upon this continent. With

that dreadful curse and crime of slavery

tearing at its heart and brain, how was

it possible for equality and self-govern-

ment to be anything else but a delu-

sion and a mockery? This cleared

out of our pathway, and we have

enough virtue, intelligence, and wealth

of physical resources in the land to

realize the prophecy and the hope of

all noble thinkers and believers on the

planet, and place America first and fore-

most among the nations—the richest,

the wisest, the best, and the bravest.

LONGING.

The corruption of a noble disposition

is invariably from some false charm of

fancy or imagination which has over-

mastered the mind with its powerful

magic and carried away the will cap-

tive. It is some perverted apprehen-

sion or illusory power of the infinite

which causes a man who has once fallen

a prey to any strong passion to devote

all his energies, thoughts, and feelings

to one object, or to surrender himself,

heart and soul, to the despotic tyranny

of some favorite pursuit. For man's

natural longing after the infinite, even

when showing itself in his passions and

feelings, cannot, where genuine, be sat-

isfied with any earthly object or sensual

gratification or external possession.

When, however, this pursuit, keeping

itself free from all delusions of sense,

really directs its endeavor toward the

infinite, and only to what is truly such,

it can never rest or be stationary. Ever

advancing, step by step, it ever rises

higher and higher. This pure feeling

of endless longing, with the dim mem-

ories of eternal love ever surging

through the soul, are the heaven-

ward-bearing wings which bear it

ever on toward God. Longing is

man's intuition of eternity !

—

Schle-

gel.
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THE LESSON OF THE HOUR

i.

Strong in faith for the future,

Drawing our hope from the past,

Manfully standing to battle,

However may blow the blast

:

Onward still pressing undaunted,

Let the foe be strong as he may,

Though the sky be dark as midnight,

Remembering the dawn of day.

ii.

Strong in the cause of freedom,

Bold for the sake of right,

"Watchful and ready always,

Alert by day and night

:

With a sword for the foe of freedom,

From whatever side he come,

The same for the open foeman

And the traitorous friend at home.

ni.

Strong with the arm uplifted,

And nerved with God's own might,

In an age of glory living

In a holy cause to fight

:

And whilom catching music

Of the future's minstrelsy,

As those who strike for freedom

Blows that can never die.

IV.

Strong, though the world may threaten,

Though thrones may totter down,

And in many an Old World palace,

Uneasy sits the crown :

Not for the present only

Is the war we wage to-day,

But the sound shall echo ever

When we shall have passed away.

v.

Strong—'tis an age of glory,

And worth a thousand years

Of petty, weak disputings,

Of ambitious hopes and fears :
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And we, if we learn the lesson

All-glorious and sublime,

Shall go down to future ages

As heroes for all time.

Yi.

Strong—not in human boasting,

But with high and holy will,

The means of a mighty Worker

His purpose to fulfil

:

O patient warriors, watchers

—

A thousandfold your power

If ye read with prayerful purpose

The Lesson of the Hour.

THE SCIENTIFIC UNIVERSAL LANGUAGE: ITS CHARAC-
TER AND RELATION TO OTHER LANGUAGES.

AB TICLE ONE.

THE ORIGIN OF SPEECH,

The Continental for May con-

tained an article, written by Stephen

Pearl Andrews, entitled : A Universal
Language : its Possibility, Scien-

tific Necessity, and Appropriate
Characteristics. Although then

treated hypothetically, or as something

not impossible of achievement in the

future, a Language constructed upon

the method therein briefly and gener-

ally explained, is, in fact, substantially

completed at the present time. It is

one of the developments of a new and

vast scientific discovery—comprising

the Fundamental Principles of all

Thought and Being, and the Law of

Analogy—on which Mr. Andrews has

bestowed the name of Universology.

The public announcement of this dis-

covery, together with a general state-

ment of its character, has been recently

made in the columns of a leading lit-

erary paper

—

The Home Journal.

Although the principle involved in

the Language discussed in the article

referred to is wholly different from that

upon which all former attempts at the

construction of a common method of

lingual communication have been

based ; and although such merely me-

chanical inventions were therein dis-

tinguished from a Language discovered

as existing in the nature of things ; sev-

eral criticisms, emanating from high

literary quarters, indicate that there is

still much misunderstanding as to the

real nature of a Universal Language

framed upon the principles of Analogy

between Sense and Sound. This mis-

understanding seems most prevalent in

respect to the two points relating di-

rectly to the practical utility of such a

Lingual Organ. It is assumed that a

Language so constituted must be whol-

ly different in its material and struc-

ture from any now existing, and that

the latter would have to be abandoned

as soon as the former was adopted. It
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is supposed, therefore, that in order to

introduce the Scientific Universal

Language, the people must be induced

to learn something entirely new, and to

forsake for it their old and cherished

Mother-tongues. The accomplishment

of such an undertaking is naturally re-

garded as highly improbable, if not

impossible.

It is also supposed that every word

of the Language is to be determined

in accordance with exact scientific for-

mulas ;—a process which, if employed,

would, as is conceived, give a stiff, in-

flexible, monotonous, and cramped

character to the Language itself; and

would be wanting in that profusion of

synonymes which gives an artistic and

life-like character to the lingual growths

of the past.

Both of these objections arise, as we
shall hereafter see, from an erroneous

impression of the nature of Language

based on Analogy, coupled with a

misconception of the real character and

constituents of existing Languages. It

is the purpose of the present papers

to correct these false notions. In order

to do so—and, what is essential to this,

to present a clear exposition of the true

character of the Language under con-

sideration, and of its relations to the

Lingual Structures of the past and
present—it is necessary to give a pre-

liminary examination to the fundamen-

tal question of the Origin of Speech.

By means of this examination we shall

come to understand that the existence

and general use of a Universal Lan-

guage with the elements of which Na-
ture has herself furnished us, would not

involve the abrupt or total abandon-

ment of the Tongues now commonly
employed

; but, on the contrary, while

preserving all that is substantially valu-

able in each, would enable us to acquire

a knowledge of them with a facili-

ty which Comparative Philology, as

now developed, lays no claim to im-

part.

How, then, did Language originate ?

In setting out to answer this question,

vol, vi.—31

Professor Max Miiller says, in his Lec-

tures on the Science of Language :
*

* If we were asked the riddle how
images of the eye and all the sensations

of our senses could be represented by
sounds, nay, could be so embodied in

sounds as to express thought and to

excite thought, we should probably
give it up as the question of a mad-
man, who, mixing up the most hetero-

geneous subjects, attempted to change
color and sound into thought. Yet
this is the riddle we have now to solve.

' It is quite clear that we have no
means of solving the problem of the

origin of language historically, or of ex-

plaining it as a matter of fact which
happened once in a certain locality

and at a certain time. History does

not begin till long after mankind had
acquired the power of language, and
even the most ancient traditions are si-

lent as to the manner in which man
came in possession of his earliest

thoughts and words. Nothing, no
doubt, would be more interesting than
to know from historical documents the
exact process by which the first man
began to lisp his first words, and thus
to be rid forever of all the theories on
the origin of speech. But this knowl-
edge is denied us ; and, if it had been
otherwise, we should probably be quite

unable to understand those primitive
events in the history of the human
mind. We are told that the first man
was the son of God, that God created
him in His own image, formed him of
the dust of the ground, and breathed
into his nostrils the breath of life. These
are simple facts, and to be accepted a3

such ; if we begin to reason on them,
the edge of the human understanding
glances off. Our mind is so constituted

that it cannot apprehend the absolute
beginning or the absolute end of any-
thing. If we tried to conceive the first

man created as a child, and gradual-
ly unfolding his physical and mental
powers, we could not understand his

living for one day without supernatural

aid. If, on the contrary, we tried to

conceive the first man created full-

grown in body and mind ; the concep-
tion of an effect without a cause, of a

full-grown mind without a previous

* Lectures on the Science of Language, de-

livered at the Royal Institution of Great Britain,

in Apri], May, and June, 1SC1, by Max Miiller,

M. A. From the second London edition, revised.

New York : Charles Scribner, 124 Grand street.

1S62.
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growth, would equally transcend our
reasoning powers. It is the same with
the first beginnings of language. Theo-
logians who claim for language a divine

origin, . . . when they enter into any
details as to the manner in which they

suppose Deity to have compiled a dic-

tionary and grammar in order to teach

them to the first man, as a schoolmaster
teaches the deaf and dumb, . . .

have explained no more than how the

first man might have learnt a language,

if there was a language ready made
for him. How that language was
made would remain as great a mystery
as ever. Philosophers, on the contrary,

who imagine that the first man, though
left to himself, would gradually have
emerged from a state of mutism and
have invented words for every new con-

ception that arose in his mind, forget

that man could not, by his own power,
have acquired the faculty of speech,

which is the distinctive character of

mankind, unattained and unattainable

by the mute creation. It shows a want
of appreciation as to the real bearings

of our problem, if philosophers appeal

to the fact that children are born with-

out language, and gradually emerge
from mutism to the full command of
articulate speech. . . . Children, in

learning to speak, do not invent lan-

guage. Language is there ready made
for them. It has been there for thou-

sands of years. They acquire the use

of a language, and, as they grow up,

they may acquire the use of a second
and a third. It is useless to inquire

whether infants, left to themselves,

would invent a language. . . . All

we know for certain is, that an English
child, if left to itself, would never be-

gin to speak English, and that history

supplies no instance of any language
having thus been invented. . . .

' Speech is a specific faculty of man.
It distinguishes man from all other

creatures ; and if we wish to acquire

more definite ideas as to the real nature

of human speech, all we can do is to

compare man with those animals that

seem to come nearest to him, and thus

to try to discover what he shares in

common with these animals, and what
is peculiar to him, and to him alone.

After we have discovered this we may
proceed to inquire into the conditions

under which speech becomes possible,

and we shall then have done all that

we can do, considering that the instru-

ments of our knowledge, wonderful as

they are, are yet too weak to carry us
into all the regions to which we may
soar on the wings of our imagination.'

As the result of a comparison of the

human with the animal kingdom, Pro-

fessor Midler remarks that, ' no one can

doubt that certain animals possess all

the physical acquirements for articulate

speech. There is no letter of the al-

phabet which a parrot will not learn

to pronounce. The fact, therefore, that

the parrot is without a language of his

own, must be explained by a difference

between the mental, not between the

physical faculties of the animal and

man ; and it is by a comparison of the

mental faculties alone, such as we find

them in man and brutes, that we may
hope to discover what constitutes the in-

dispensable qualification for language,

a qualification to be found in man alone,

and in no other creature on earth.'

Of mental faculties, the author whose

ideas we are stating, claims a large

share for the higher animals. ' These

animals have sensation, perception, mem-

ory, trill, and intellect, only we must re-

strict intellect to the comparing or in-

terlacing of single perceptions.' But

man transcends in his mental powers

the barriers of the brute intellect at a

point which coincides with the starting-

point of language. And in this coinci-

dence Professor Midler endeavors to

find a sufficiently fundamental explana-

tion of the problem of the origin of

language.

In reference to this point of coinci-

dence, he quotes Locke as saying that,

' the having of general ideas is that

which puts a perfect distinction be-

twixt man and brutes, and is an excel-

lency which the faculties of brutes do

by no means attain to,' and then adds :

' If Locke is right in considering the

having of general ideas as the distin-

guishing feature between man and
brutes, and, if we ourselves are right

in pointing to language as the one pal-

pable distinction between the two, it

would seem to follow that language is

the outward sign and realization of
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that inward faculty which is called the

faculty of abstraction, but which is

better known to us by the homely
name of reason.

' Let us now look back to the result

of former lectures. It was this : After

we had explained everything in the

growth of language that can be ex-

plained, there remained in the end, as

the only inexplicable residuum, what
we called roots. These roots formed
the constituent elements of all lan-

guages. . . . What, then, are these

roots ?

'

Two theories have been started to

solve this problem : the Onomatopoet-

ic, according to which roots are imita-

tions of sounds ; and the Interjectional,

which regards them as involuntary

ejaculations. Having discussed these

theories, and taken the position that,

although there are roots in every lan-

guage which are respectively imitations

ofsounds and involuntary exclamations,

it is, nevertheless, impossible to regard

any considerable number of roots, and

much less, all roots, as originating from

these sources, the distinguished Philol-

ogist announces as the true theory, that

every root ' expresses a general, not an

individual, idea ;
' just the opposite of

what he deems would be the case if the

Onomatopoetic and Interjectional the-

ories explained the origin of speech.

Some paragraphs are then devoted

to the examination of the merits of a

controversy which has existed among
philosophers as to

' whether language originated in

general appellations, or in proper
names. It is the question of the
primum cognition, and its consideration
will help us perhaps in discovering the
true nature of the root, or the primum
appellatum. Some philosophers, among
whom I may mention Locke, Condil-
lac, Adam Smith, Dr. Brown, and, with
some qualification, Dugald Stewart,

maintain that all terms, as at first em-
ployed, are expressive of individual
objects. I quote from Adam Smith.
* The assignation,' he says, ' of particu-

lar names to denote particular objects,

that is, the institution of nouns sub-
stantive, would probably be one of the
first steps toward the formation of lan-

guage. . . . The particular cave
whose covering sheltered them from
the weather, the particular tree whose
fruit relieved their hunger, the particu-

lar fountain whose water allayed their

thirst, would first be denominated by
the words cave, tree, fountain, or by
whatever other appellations they might
think proper, in that primitive jargon,

to mark them. Afterward, when the
more enlarged experience of these sav-

ages had led them to observe, and their

necessary occasions obliged them to

make mention of, other caves, and other
trees, and other fountains, they would
naturally bestow upon each of those
new objects the same name by which
they had been accustomed to express

the similar object they were first ac-

quainted with.'

'

This view of the primitive formation

of thought and language, is diametri-

cally opposed to the theory held by
Leibnitz, who maintained that l general

terms are necessary for the essential

constitution of languages.' ' Children,'

he says, ' and those who know but

little of the language which they at-

tempt to speak, or little of the subject

on which they would employ it, make
use of general terms, as thing, plant,

animal, instead of using proper names,

of which they are destitute. And it is

certain that all proper or individual

names have been originally appellative

or general.'

Notwithstanding the contradictory

and seemingly antagonistic nature of

these positions, Professor Miiller shows

that they are not irreconcilable.

' Adam Smith is no doubt right,

when he says that the first individual

cave which is called cave, gave the

name to all other caves ; . . . and
the history of almost every substantive

might be cited in support of his view.

But Leibnitz is equally right when, in

looking beyond the first emergence of
such names as cave, town, or palace, he
asks how such names could have arisen.

Let us take the Latin names of cave.

A cave in Latin is called antrum, cavea,

spelunca. Now antrum means really

the same as internum. Antar, m San-

skrit means oettceen or within. Antrum,
therefore, meant orginally what is with-
in or inside the earth or anything else.
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It is clear, therefore, that such a name
could not have been given to any indi-

vidual cave, unless the general idea of

being within, or inwardness, had been
present in the mind. This general

idea once formed, and once expressed

by the pronominal root an or antar, the

process of naming is clear and intelli-

gible. The place where the savage
could live safe from rain and from the

sudden attacks of wild beasts, a natural

hollow in the rock, he would call his

within, his antrum; and afterward
similar places, whether dug in the

earth or cut in a tree, would be desig-

nated by the same name. . . . Let
us take another word for cave, which
is cavea or cdverna. Here again Adam
Smith would be perfectly right in main-
taining that this name, when first given,

was applied to one particular cave, and
was afterward extended to other caves.

But Leibnitz would be equally right in

maintaining that in order to call even
the first hollow cavea, it was necessary
that the general idea of hollow should
have been formed in the mind, and
should have received its vocal expres-

sion cav. ...
v The first thing really hiow?i is the

general. It is through it that we know
and name afterward individual objects of
which any general idea can be predicated,

and it is only in the third stage that these

individual objects, thus known and named,
"become again the representatives of whole

classes, and their names or proper names
are raised into appellatives.'1

The italics in the last paragraph are

my own.

But the name of a thing, runs the

argument, meant originally that by

which we know a thing. And how do

we know things ? Knowing is more

than perceiving by our senses, which

convey to us information about single

things only. ' To know is more than to

feel, than to perceive, more than to re-

member, more than to compare. We
know a thing if we are able to bring

it, and [or ?] any part of it, under more

general ideas.' The facts of nature are

perceived by our senses ; the thoughts

of nature, to borrow an expression of

Oersted's, can be conceived by our rea-

son only. The first step toward this

real knowledge is* the ' naming of a

thing, or the making a thing know-

able ; ' and it is this step which sepa-

rates man forever from all other ani-

mals. For all naming is classification,

bringing the individual under the gen-

eral
; and whatever we know, whether

empirically or scientifically, we know
it only by means of our general ideas.

Other animals have sensation, percep-

tion, memory, and, in a certain sense,

intellect ; but all these, in the animal,

are conversant with single objects only.

Man has, in addition to these, reason,

and it is his reason only that is con-

versant with general ideas.

' At the very point where man parts

company with the brute world, at the

first flash of reason as the manifestation

of the light within us, there we see the

true genius of language. Analyze any
word you like, and you will find that

it expressed a general idea peculiar to

the individual to which the name be-

longs. What is the meaning of moon ?

—the measurer. What is the meaning
of sun ?—the begetter. . . .

' If the serpent is called in Sanskrit

sarpa, it is because it was conceived
under the general idea of creeping, an
idea expressed by the word srip. But
the serpent was also called ahi in San-

skrit, in Greek echis or echidna, in Latin

anguis. This name is derived from
quite a different root and idea. The
root is ah in Sanskrit, or anh, which
means to press together, to choke, to

throttle. Here the distinguishing

mark from which the serpent was
named was his throttling, and ahi

meant serpent, as expressing the general

idea of throttler. It is a curious root

this anh, and it still lives in several

modern words. In Latin it appears as

ango, anxi, ancium, to strangle, in

angina, quinsy, in angor, suffocation.

But angor meant not only quinsy or

compression of the neck ; it assumed a

moral import, and signifies anguish or

anxiety. The two adjectives angustus,

narrow, and anxius, uneasy, both come
from the same source. In Greek the

root retained its natural and material

meaning ; in eggys, near, and echis, ser-

pent, throttler. But in Sanskrit it was
chosen with great truth as the proper

name for sin. Evil no doubt presented

itself under various aspects to the hu-

man mind, and its names are many

;

but none so expressive as those derived

from our. root anh, to throttle. Anhas
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in Sanskrit means sin, but it does so

only because it meant originally throt-

tling—the consciousness of sin being
like the grasp of the assassin on the

throat of his victim. . . . This an-

has is the same word as the Greek agos,

sin. . . . The English anguish is

from the French angoisse, the Italian

angoscia, a corruption of the Latin an-
gustice, a strait. . . . Md in Sanskrit
means to measure, from which we had
the name of the moon. Man, a deriva-

tive root, means to think. From this

we have the Sanskrit manu, originally

thinker, then man. In the later San-
skrit we find derivatives, such as

mdnava, mdnusha, manushya, all ex-
pressing man. In Gothic we find both
man and mannishs, the modern German
mann and mensch. 1

And now we are brought by the au-

thor of The Science of Language to the

great question to which the foregoing

is merely preparatory, to the funda-

mental consideration of Philological

research :
' How can sound express

thought ? How did roots become the

signs of general ideas ? How was the

abstract idea of measuring expressed

by md, the idea of thinking by man ?

How did gd come to mean going, sthd

standing, sad sitting, da giving, mar
dying, char walking, Jcar doing ? ' Here

is his answer :

' The four or five hundred roots

which remain as the constituent ele-

ments in different families of lan-

guages are not interjections, nor are

they imitations. They are phonetic

types, produced by a power inherent in

nature. They exist, as Plato would
say, by nature ; though with Plato we
should add that, when we say by na-

ture, we mean by the hand of God.
There is a law which runs through
nearly the whole of nature, that every-

thing which is struck rings. Each sub-

stance has its peculiar ring. We can
tell the more or less perfect structure

of metals by their vibrations, by the
answer which they give. Gold rings

differently from tin, wood rings differ-

ently from stone ; and different sounds
are produced according to the nature
of each percussion. It was the same
with man, the most highly organized
of nature's works. Man, in his primi-
tive and perfect state, was not only en-

dowed, like the brute, with the power
of expressing his sensations by inter-

jections, and his perceptions by onoma-
topoieia. He possessed likewise the
faculty of giving more articulate ex-

pression to the rational conceptions of-

his mind. That faculty was not of his

own making. It was an instinct, an
instinct of the mind as irresistible as

any other instinct. So far as language
is the production of that instinct, it

belongs to the realm of nature. Man
loses his instincts as he ceases to want
them. His senses become fainter when,
as in the case of scent, they become
useless. Thus the creative faculty

which gave to each conception, as it

thrilled for the first time through the
brain, a phonetic expression, became
extinct when its object was fulfilled.

The number of these phonetic types must
have been almost infinite in the begin-
ning, and it was only through the same
process of natural elimination which
we observed in the early history of
words, that clusters of roots, more or
less synonymous, were gradually re-

duced to one definite type.'

Professor Max Muller occupies a

commanding position in the foremost

rank of the students of Philology. His

work on The Science of Language, from

which the preceding discussion of the

Origin of Speech is taken, is, so far as

I am aware, the latest volume treating

of the problem in question which has

issued from what is commonly regard-

ed as high authority in the department

of Language. It is to that volume,

therefore, that we are to look for the

last word of elucidation which the

Comparative Philologist can furnish

respecting it. And it is for this reason

—in order that we might have before us

the results of the latest research of the

schools— that the exposition of the

Origin of Language given in the work

referred to has been so fully stated.

Where, then, does this explanation

of the problem leave us ? Does it go

to the bottom of the matter ? Is it suffi-

ciently distinct and satisfactory ? In

brief, does it give us any clear under-

standing of the Origin of Speech ?

Does it not rather leave us at the cru-

cial point of the whole inquiry, with
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the essence and core of the subject un-

touched and shrouded in mystery ?

Some indefinite hundreds of roots, ob-

tained, it is assumed, by means of some

indescribable and unknown mental in-

stinct ! This is the sober and content-

ed answer of Philology to the investi-

gator who would know of the Sources

of Language, and its constituent ele-

ments. . But of the component parts

of these roots—the true and funda-

mental constituent elements of Speech,

without a knowledge of which there

can be no basic and conclusive compre-

hension of the meaning of roots—and
of the nature of the method by which
these elements become expressive of

thoughts or ideas, there is no word.

Language, as it now rests in the hands

of the Comparative Philologists, is in

the same state that Chemistry was
when Earth, Air, Fire, and Water
were supposed to be the ultimate con-

stituent elements of Matter, ere a single

real ultimate element was known as

such. But Chemistry, as a science, had
no existence prior to the discovery of

the simple constituents of Physical cre-

ation. In like manner, a Science of

Language must be founded on a knowl-

edge of the nature and meaning of the

simple elements of Speech. Until this

knowledge is in our possession it is

only on the outskirts of the subject

that we are able to tread. Roots are,

it is true, the actual bases of Language,

so far as its concrete, working, or syn-

thetical structure is concerned ; in the

same sense that compound substances

are the main constituents found in the

Universe as it really and naturally ex-

ists. But, although the proportion of

simple chemical elements, in the real

constitution of things, is small, as com-

pared with that of compound sub-

stances
;
yet it is only by our ability to

sej)arate compound substances into these

elements that we arrive at an under-

standing of their true character and

place in the realm of Matter. So it

is only by our ability to analyze roots

—the compound constituents of Lan-

guage—into the prime elements which

have, except rarely, no distinctive and

individual embodiment in it, that we
can hope to gain a clear comprehension

of the nature of Language itself, or of

its most primitive concrete or com-

posite foundations.

Comparative Philology furnishes us

with admirable guidance—so far as it

goes. But we do not wish to stop at

the terminus which it seems to consid-

er a satisfactory one. The final answer

it offers us, we do not regard as final.

We gladly accept the analysis of Lan-

guage down to its Boots. But we wish

to analyze Roots also. That the Moon
derives its name from being regarded

as the Measurer of time ; and Man,

from the notion of thinking ; that an

(anh) is a widely-diffused root, signify-

ing pressure; and that gd denotes

going ; with similar expositions, is val-

uable information, and takes us a great

way toward the goal of our seeking.

But the question of questions relating

to Language is not answered by it.

Why should the abstract idea of meas-

uring be expressed by md ; and that

of thinking by man f How did an

come to signify pressure ; and gd,

going ? Is there any special relation-

ship between these roots and the ideas

which they respectively indicate ? Or

was it by chance merely that they were

adopted in connection with each other ?

Might da just as meet have been taken

to denote doing, and Tear, giving, as

vice versa ? Has the root an any dis-

tinguishing characteristics peculiarly

fitting it to suggest choiring or pressure f

Or might that notion have been equally

well expressed by sthd ?

It is at this fundamental stage of the

investigation, whence a true Science of

Language must take its departure, that

the labors and disclosures of Compara-

tive Philology cease ;
leaving the prob-

lem of the Origin of Language involved

in the same state of unintelligibility

with which it has always been surround-

ed. It is j ust at this point, however, that

the Scientific Universal Language
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previously noticed begins its develop-

ments. By means of its assistance we

may hope, therefore, to arrive at a sat-

isfactory solution of the problem in

question, and, through this solution, at

a clear understanding of the more spe-

cific objects of our present inquiry.

Before approaching this main object

—

the exposition of the general character

of the New Scientific Universal

Language and its relations to existing

Tongues—and still in aid of that pur-

pose, I must offer some further com-

ments upon the excerpts already made
from ' The Science of Language ; ' and

upon a few other points which remain

to be extracted from that work.

Of the four or five hundred roots

which remain, the insoluble residuum

(so thought by Professor Mi'iller) of

Language, after eliminating the im-

mense mass of variable and soluble

material, he says : 1. That ' they are

phonetic types produced by a power in-

herent in human nature ; ' 2. ' Man, in

his primitive and perfect state, was not

only endowed like the brute with the

power of expressing his sensations by

interjections, and his perceptions by
onomatopoieia [mere imitation of

sound]. He possessed likewise the power

ofgiving more articulate expression to the

rational conceptions of Ms mind.'' The
italics here are, again, my own, intro-

duced for more emphasis and more

ready reference to the central thought

of the writer. 3. ' That faculty was not

of his own making. It was an instinct,

an instinct of the mind, as irresistible

as any other instinct. So far as lan-

guage is the production of that in-

stinct, it belongs to the realm of na-

ture. Man loses his instincts as he

ceases to want them. His senses be-

come fainter when, as in the case of

scent, they become useless. Thus the

creative faculty which gave to each

conception, as it thrilled for the first

time through the brain, a phonetic ex-

pression, became extinct when its ob-

ject was fulfilled.' 4. ' The number
of these phonetic types [root-syllables]

must have been almost infinite in the

beginning, and it was only through

the same process of natural elimination

which we observed in the early history

of words, that clusters of roots more or

less synonymous, were gradually re-

duced to one definite type.'

Professor Mtiller, in stopping with

root-syllables (to the number of four

or five hundred), as the least or ulti-

mate elements to which Language

can be reduced, has, naturally enough,

and along with all Comparative Phi-

lologists hitherto, committed the er-

ror of insufficient analysis ; an error

of precisely the same kind which the

founders of Syllabic Alphabets have

committed, as compared with the work
of Cadmus, or any founder of a verit-

able alphabet. The true and radical

analysis carries us back in both cases

to the Primitive Individual Sounds, the

Vowels and Consonants of which Lan-

guage is composed.

It is clear enough that the analysis

must be carried to the very ultimate

in order to reach the true foundation

for an effective and sufficient alphabetic

Representation of Language. Precisely

the same necessity is upon us in order

that we may lay a secure and adequate

foundation for a True Science of Lan-

guage. This will explain more fully

what was meant in a preceding para-

graph, when it was stated that the la-

bors of Mr. Andrews begin, in this de-

partment of Language, just where the

labors of the whole school of Compara-

tive Philologists have ended. He first

completes the analysis of Language, by

going down and back to the Phonetic

Elements, the ulterior roots, the Vowels

and Consonants of Language. Then

by putting Nature to the crucial test,

so to speak, to compel her to disclose

the hidden meaning with which each

of these absolute (ultimate) Elements of

Speech is inherently laden, he discovers

—what might readily be an d priori

conception— that these Elements, and

not any compound root-syllables what-

soever, are the true ' Phonetic Types,'*
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representative in Nature of ' the na-

tional Conceptions of the human mind.'

The ultimate Rational Conceptions

of the Human Mind are confessedly,

among all Philosophers of the Mind,

not four or five hundred, but like

the Alphabetic Sounds of Language,

a mere handful in number. Pre-

cisely how many they are and how
they are best distributed has not been

agreed upon. Aristotle classed them

as Ten. Kant tells us there are Twelve

only of the Categories of the Under-

standing. Spencer, while finding the

Ultimate of Ultimates in the idea of

Force alone, admits its immediate ex-

pansion into this handful of Primitive

Conceptions, but without attempting

their inventory or classification. The dis-

coverer of Universologt, first settling

and establishing the fact that the Ele-

ments of Sound in Speech are the nat-

ural Phonetic Types, equal in number

to the inventory of the Primitive Ra-

tional Conceptions of the Human Mind,

is then enabled to work the new dis-

covery backward, and, by the aid of

the classifications which Nature her-

self has clearly introduced among these

Sounds (into Vowels, Consonants, Li-

quids, etc.), to arrive at a classification

of all the Primitive Rational Concep-

tions, which cannot fail to be com-

pletely satisfactory and final. The same

discovery leads, therefore, to the recon-

struction of the Science of Language,

on the one hand, and of Ontology, the

Science of the highest Metaphysical do-

main, on the other.

But, again, it is one of the demon-

strations of Univeusology that all

careers, that of the development of the

Human Mind among others, pass

through three Successive Stages corre-

spondential with each other in the dif-

ferent domains of Being. As respects

the Mind, these are : 1. Intuitional (or

Instinctive) ; 2. Intellectual (or Reflec-

tive) ; and 3. Composite (or Integral).

It is another of these demonstrations

that the Intuitional ( Unismal) develop-

ment of Mind, and the Intellectual

(Duismal), proceed in opposite courses

or directions ; so that the highest In-

tellectual development reaches and in-

vestigates in its own way just those

questions with which the Intuitional

development (' Instinct,' as Professor

Muller denominates it) began ; and
which, in the very earliest times, it dis-

posed of in its appropriate way as if

finally.

By this means, the road having been

passed over completely in both direc-

tions, the way is prepared for the inau-

guration of the third or Integral Stage,

which consists in putting the road in-

telligently to all its possible uses.

To apply these statements to the in-

stance before us, for the elucidation

both of the statements themselves and

of the matter to be expounded ; it is the

test labor of the highest Intellectual de-

velopment to come back upon precisely

those recondite points of knowledge

which the nascent Intuition of the race

felt or ' smelt ' out blindly
;
and, by the

sight of the Mind's eye, to arrive more

lucidly at the understanding of the

same subject. Not that the nature of

the Understanding by any two senses

or faculties is ever the same ; but that

each has its own method of cognizing

the same general field of investigation.

It is the re-investigation, intellectually,

of the Relationship of the (true, not the

pseudo-) Phonetic Types with the Fun-

damental Rational Conceptions of the

Human Mind, which is the first step

taken by Mr. Andrews, in laying the

basis for the new and coming stage of

the development of the Science of Lan-

guage.

It is the completion of this Intellec-

tually Analytical process which offers

the point of incipiency for the new and

immense Lingual Structure of the fu-

ture, and the ultimate virtual unifica-

tion of Human Speech. It may be quite

true, as Professor Muller affirms, that

the Instinctual Development of Lan-

guage—by which we mean the whole

Lingual History of the Past, with the

exception of our present very imperfect
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Scientific nomenclatures— has never

proved adequate to the introduction

of a single new root, since the ' In-

stinct ' exhausted itself, as he says, in

the nascent effort. But it is a pure

assumption, when he supposes, for that

reason, that the informed Human In-

tellect of the Future will not be com-

petent to constitute thousands of them.

It is just as legitimate as would have

been the assumption in the infancy of

Chemistry, that because Nature never

synthetized in her laboratory more than

a few simple salts, the modern chemist

would never be able to produce any

one of the two thousand salts now
known to him. This kind of assump-

tion is the common error of the ex-

pounders of existing science, as con-

trasted with the bolder originality of

discoverers.

Bat, again, though it is true that the

Intuitional (or Instinctual) faculty of

man has, in a manner, declined, as in

the case of the sense of Smell, while the

Intellect (the Analogue of the Eye) has

been developed, still it is assuming too

much to say that it utterly fails us

even yet. It remains, like the sense of

Smell, an important helper even in our

present investigations. Professor Mill-

ler should not, because he may happen

to have a cold, affirm that nobody
smells anything any more. To explain

what I mean in this respect, the follow-

ing extract may serve as a text

:

' It is curious to observe how apt we
are to deceive ourselves when we once
adopt this system of Onomatopoieia.
"Who does not imagine that he hears in

the word 'thunder' an imitation of

the rolling and rumbling noise which
the old Germans ascribed to their god
Thor playing at nine-pins ? Yet thun-

der is clearly the same word as the

Latin tonitru. The root is tan, to

stretch. From this root tan we have
in Greek tonos, our tone, tone being
produced by the stretching and vibrat-

ing of cords. In Sanskrit the sound
thunder is expressed by the same root

tan ; but in the derivatives tanyu, tan-

yatu, and tanayitnu, thundering, we
perceive no trace of the rumbling noise

which we imagined we perceived in

the Latin tonitru and the English thun-
der. The very same root tan, to
stretch, yields some derivatives which
are anything but rough and noisy.

The English tender, the French tendre,

the Latin tener are derived from it.

Like tenuis, the Sanskrit tanu, the Eng-
lish thin, tener meant originally what
was extended over a larger surface,

then thin, then delicate. The relation-

ship betwixt tender, thin, and thunder
would be hard to establish if the ori-

ginal conception of thunder had really

been its rumbling noise.
' Who does not imagine that he hears

something sweet in the French sucre,

sucre ? Yet sugar came from India,

and it is there called 'sarhhara, which
is anything but sweet sounding. This
'sarlchara is the same word as sugar ; it

was called in Latin saccharum, and we
still speak of saccharine juice, which is

sugar juice.'

It may appear, on a closer inspection

at this point, that it is Professor Muller

who is deceived, and not the common
verdict, both in respect to the question

whether such words as thunder, sucre,

etc., really do or do not have some in-

herent and organic relation in the Hu-
man Mind to the ideas of rumbling

noise and sweetness respectively ; and

in respect to the value and signifi-

cance of the fact. He has, it would
seem, confounded two separate and dis-

tinct questions. 1st. Is there such a

relation between the sound and the

sense ? and 2d. Were these words in-

troduced into speech because of that

resemblance ?

In respect to the latter of these ques-

tions, Professor Miiller's answer, so far

as the word thunder is concerned, is

rather in favor of an affirmative answer

than against it. So far from its being

' hard to establish the relationship be-

twixt tender, thin, and thunder,"
1 on the

hypothesis that ' the original concep-

tion of thunder had really been its

rumbling noise ;
' it is just as easy to

establish this relationship as it is to

show the connection between the root

tan, to stretch, and its derivatives

tonos, tone, tendre, tener, tliin, and deli-

cate ;—an undertaking which Professor
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Miiller finds no difficulty whatever in

accomplishing.

The idea of stretching signified by the

original root tan has no direct or imme-

diate connection with any of the con-

ceptions expressed by the derivative

words. But by stretching an object

it is diminished in breadth and depth,

while it increases in length; hence it

becomes thinner; so that the Mind
readily makes the transition from the

primitive conception of stretch to that

of thinness, indicated by the English

word, and by the Sanskrit tanu, and

the Latin tener, tenuis. Thinness, again,

is allied to slimness, slenderness, fineness,

etc. ; ideas which are involved in the

conception of delicate, and furnish an

easy transition to it.

But it is also from the notion of

stretching, though in a still less direct

manner, that we gain an idea of sound

as conveyed by musical tones ;
' tone,'

as Professor Miiller remarks, * being

produced by the sketching and vibrating

of cords.' Still further : if we cause a

heavy piece of cord to vibrate, or, what
is better, the bass string of a vio-

lin or guitar, or strike a very low key

on the piano, and pronounce the word
tone in a full voice at the same time,

the remarkable similarity of the two

sounds thus produced will be clearly

apparent. Thus the root tan, to stretch,

becomes also expressive of the idea of

sound as seen in the words tonos, tone,

tonitru, thunder, etc. But what is espe-

cially to be noticed is this : that in

those derivatives of tan, to stretch,

which are not indicative of ideas of

sound (as tenuis, thin, etc.), the sounds

of the words do not cause us to imagine

that we hear the imitation of noise

;

while in those derivatives which are

expressive of it, we not only imagine

that we do hear it, but, in the case of

tonos and tone at least, have an instance

in which we know that the word em-

ployed to convey the idea is a proxi-

mately perfect representation of the

sound out of which the idea arose.

Even in tanyu, tanyatu, and tanayitnu,

thundering, in which Professor Miiller

affirms that ' we perceive no trace of

the rumbling noise which we imagined

we perceived in the Latin tonitru and

the English thunder '— although he

seems to admit that it is perceptible in

the Sanskrit word for thunder express-

ed by the same root tan—the reason

why we cannot trace it may be because

of the terminations, which, as it were,

absorb the sound that is there, although

less obviously, in the tan, or shade it

off so that it becomes diluted and hard-

ly traceable.

Yowel Sounds are so fluctuating and

evanescent that they go for compara-

tively little in questions of Etymology.

Tan is equivalent to T—n ; the place

of the clash being filled by any vowel.

T is readily replaced by th or d, and n

by ng ; as is known to every Philologi-

cal student. The object, which in

English we call tin, and its name, are

peculiar and important in this connec-

tion, as combining the two ideas in

question : 1st, that of outstretched sur-

face or thinness ; and, 2d, that of a per-

sistent tendency to give forth just that

species of sound which we call, by a

slight shade of difference in the form

of the word, a din. The Latin tintin-

nabulum, a little bell, and the English

tinkle, the sound made by a little bell,

are among the words which are readily

recognized as having a natural relation

to a certain trivial variety of sound.

The English ding-dong and ding-dong-

oell are well-known imitations of sound

;

and are, at the same time, etymologi-

cally, mere modifications of the root

under consideration. As tone and strain

or stretch are related in idea, as seen in

the case of musical notes or tones, is it

not as probable that the original root-

word of which tan, ton, tliun, tin, din,

ding, dong, etc., are mere variations,

took its rise from the imitation of

sound, as it is that the fact of strain or

stretch was the first to be observed and

to obtain the name from which, after-

ward and accidentally, so to speak,

were derived words which confessedly
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have a relation in their own sound to

other and external sounds, as in the

case of thunder, musical tone, the sheet

of tin, and the bell ? Is it not, in fact,

more probable ?

In respect to the question whether

sucre and sucre were introduced into

Language because of their resemblance

to the idea of sweetness, Professor

Midler gives a valid negative answer.

He shows that the word is derived from

the Sanskrit 'sarMara, ' which,' as he

says, ' is anything but sweet sounding.'

The question whether the words un-

der consideration (sucre, sucre) are really

sweet-sounding words, Professor Midler

decides by implication in the affirma-

tive, and, perhaps, quite unconsciously,

by the very act of contrasting them

with another word which, as he affirms,

is not at all sweet sounding.

But this is by far the more important

point than that of the mere histori-

cal genesis of the word ; and a point

which really touches vitally the whole

question of the nature and Origin of

Language.

How should any word be either

sweet-sounding or not sweet-sounding ?

Sound is a something which has no

taste, and sweetness is a something

which makes no noise. Now the very

gist and crux of this whole question of

Language consists in confounding or

not confounding a case like this with

mere Onomatopoieia, or the direct and

simple imitation of one sound by an-

other. All that Professor Muller says

against the Origin of Language in this

' bow-wow ' way is exceedingly well

said ; and it is important that it should

be said. But unconsciously he is now
confounding with the Bow-wow, some-

thing else and totally different ; and

something which is just as vital and

profound in regard to the whole ques-

tion of the origin and true basis of the

reconstruction of Language, as the thing

with which he confounds it is trivial

and superficial.

The point is so important that I beg
the reader's best attention to it, in or-

der that he may become fully seized of

the idea.

I can imitate very closely the buzz

of a bee, by forcing the breath through

my nearly-touching teeth. A mimic
can imitate the natural sounds of many
animals, and other sounds heard in

Nature. This mere imitation is what
Lingual Scholars have dignified by the

high-sounding and rather repulsive

technicality, Onomatopoieia. In the

early and simple period of Lingual

Science much has been made, in striv-

ing to account for the Origin of Lan-

guage, of this faculty of imitation, and
of the fact that there are undoubtedly

certain words in every language con-

sisting of such imitations. It is

against this simple and superficial

theory that Professor Muller has argued

so well. But in these words sucre,

sucre, incautiously included by him as

instances of the same thing, we are in

the presence of a very different prob-

lem. To imitate one sound by another

sound is a mere simple, external, and

trivial imitation ; onomatopoieia, and

nothing more than that. But to imi-

tate a sound by a taste, or to recognize

that such an imitation has occurred, is

a testimony to the existence of that

recondite and all-important echo of like-

ness through domains of Being them-

selves the most unlike, which we call

Analogy.

That we do recognize such analogy

or correspondence of meaning, that Pro-

fessor Muller himself does so, is admit-

ted when he tells us that another form

of the words in question is 'not at all

sweet-sounding.' It is not in this per-

ception, therefore, that wre deceive our-

selves, but only in supposing that these

particular words came to mean sugar,

because they were sweet-sounding. That

there is this perception of the analogy

in question is again confessed by the

fact that we have the same feeling in

respect to the German siisse, sweet

;

while the English words sugar and

sweet, notwithstanding any greater

familiarity of association, do not con-
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vey tlie same ideas in the same marked
degree. The words mellifluous (honey-

flowing) and melody (honey-sound) are

themselves standing witnesses in be-

half of the existence of the same per-

ception. The fact that we instinctually

speak of a sweet voice, is another wit-

ness.

If, then, there is an echo of likeness

(real analogy) between these two un-

like spheres of Thought and Being,

Sound and Taste, may there not be pre-

cisely a similar echo through other and

all spheres ; so that there shall be a

Something in Number, in Form, in

Chemical Constitution, in the Proper-

ties of Mind, in Ultimate Rational Con-

ceptions, in fine, that echoes to this

idea, which, by a stretch of the powers

of Language, we call sweet, both in re-

spect to Sound and Taste ? May it

not have been precisely this Something

and the other handful of primitive

Somethings, each with its multitudi-

nous echoes, that the Nascent Intuition

of the race laid hold of and availed it-

self of irreflectively for laying the foun-

dations of Speech ? Again, may it not

happen that the Reflective Intellect

should in turn discover intelligently (or

reflectively) just that underlying system

of Analogy which the primitive In-

stinct was competent to appreciate un-

intelligently ; and, by the greater clear-

ness of this intelligent perception, be

able to elevate the Science of Language,

and found it upon a new and construc-

tive, instead of upon this merely in-

stinctual plane ? To all these ques-

tions the Universologists return an

affirmative answer. They go farther,

and aver that this great intellectual

undertaking is now fully achieved,

and is only awaiting the opportunity

for elaborate demonstration and pro-

mulgation.

A word further on this subject. To
pronounce the words sucre, sucre, susse,

the lips are necessarily pinched or

perked up, in a certain exquisite way, as

if we were sucking something very grat-

ifying to the taste. This consideration

carries us over to the further analogy

with shapes or forms, and, hence, with
the Organic or Mechanical production

of sounds ; another grand element, the

main one, in fact, of the whole investi-

gation.

Among the infinite contingencies of

the origin and successive modifications

of words, it is very possible that the

word 'sarldiara, although meaning sugar

in a particular tongue, may not have
primarily related to its property of

sweetness ; and that, therefore, its

phonetic form should not be accordant

with that property. It may have meant
the cane-plant, for instance, before its

sweetness was known. Then it is pos-

sible that a derivative and modified

form of the same word should happen

to drift into that precise phonetic form

which is accordant with that property.

But the marvel, and the point of im-

portance is, that so soon as this hap-

pens, the ' instinct ' of the race, even

that of Professor Miiller himself, re-

mains good enough to recognize the

fact. ' Who does not imagine,' he says,

' that he hears something sweet in the

French sucre, sucre ? ' But why do we
all imagine that we hear what does not

exist ? The uniformity of the imagina-

tion proves it to be a real perception.

If the universal consciousness of .man-

kind be not valid evidence, where shall

we hope to find it ?

The consideration of Analogy as ex-

isting between the Ultimate Elements

of Sound and Ultimate Rational Con-

ceptions will be the subject of the next

paper.
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FLOWER ODORS.

There is a sheltered nook in a cer-

tain garden, where, on a sunny spring

morning, the passer-by inhales with

startled pleasure the very soul of the

' sweet south,' and, stooping down, far

in among brown and crackling leaves,

lo the blue hoods of English violets !

The fragrance of the violet ! What
flower scent is like it ? Does not the

subtle sweetness—half caught, half

loa4 upon the wind—at times sweep

over one a vague and thrilling tender-

ness, an exquisite emotion, partly grief

and partly mild delight ?

The violet is the poet's darling, per-

haps because its frail breath seems to

waft from out the delicate blue petals

the rare imaginings native to a poet's

soul.

May it not be that thus, in the elo-

quence of perfume, it is but rendering

to him who can best respond thereto, a

revelation of its inner essences ?—show-

ing, to him who can comprehend the

sign, a reason wThy it grows.

Is this too fanciful ? Certainly the

violet was not made in vain—and in

the Eternal Correspondence known to

higher intelligences than our own, there

surely must exist a grand and beautiful

Flower lore, wherein each blossom has

an individual word to speak, a lesson

to unfold, by form and coloring, and,

more than all, by exhaled fragrance.

Doubtless there is a mystery here too

deep for us in this gross world to

wholly understand ; but can we not

search after knowledge ? Would we
not like to grasp an enjoyment less

merely of the senses from the gerani-

um's balm and the mayflower's spice ?

And notice here how strongly asso-

ciation binds us by the sense of smell

—

the sense so closely connected with the

brain that, through its instrumentality,

the mind, it is said, is quickest reached,

is soonest moved. So that when per-

fumes quiver through us, are we oftenest

constrained to blush and smile, or

shrink and shiver. Perhaps through

perfumes also memory knocks the loud-

est on our heart-doors ; until it has

come to pass that unto scented hand-

kerchief or withering leaf has been

given full power to fire the eye or

blanch the cheek ; while from secret

drawers one starts appalled at flower

breaths, stifling, shut up long ago.

The sprays themselves might drop un-

heeded down—dead with the young
hopes that laid them there—but the

old-time emotion wraps one yet in that

undying — ah, how sickening ! — fra-

grance.

So in the very nature of the task pro-

posed is couched assistance, since thus

to the breath of the flowers does asso-

ciation lend its own interpretation,

driving deep the sharpest stings or

dropping down the richest consolation

through the most humble plants. But
is this the end of the matter ? Is there

not, apart from all that our personal

interest may discover, in each flower

an unchanging address all its own

—

an unvaried salutation proffered ever

to the world at large ? Why is a pas-

sion wafted through a nosegay ? What
purifies the air around a lily ? And
why are bridal robes rich with orange

blooms ?

Surely poetry and tradition have "but

here divined certain truths, omnipotent

behind a veil, and recognized their

symbols in these chosen blossoms ?

But if the flowers are truly types,

how should they be interpreted ?

There are hints laid in their very

structure and outer semblance, hints

afforded also by art and romance from

time immemorial ; and all these, sug-

gestions of the hidden wisdom, must be

gathered patiently and wrought out to

a fuller clearness, through careful at-

tention to the intuitions of one's own
awakened imagination.
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But what expression can be found

for the soul of a flower—for the eva-

nescent odor that floats upon us only

with the dimmest mists of meaning ?

In a novel of a few years since, a

people dwelling in Mid Africa are de-

scribed as skilled in the acts of a sin-

gular civilization, and especial mention

is made of an instrument analogous to

an organ, but which evoked perfumes

instead of musical sounds. A curious

idea, but possibly giving the nearest

representation to be made of the effect

of odor : by its help, then, by regard-

ing flowers as instruments whose fra-

grant utterances might be as well con-

veyed in music, we may be able to

translate aright the effluence that stirs

beyond the reach of speech.

Let us now try to distinguish, if only

for a pleasant pastime, some few favor-

ite strains in those wonderful, unheard

melodies with which our gardens

ring.

Hear first the roses. The beautiful

blush rose, opening fresh and rosy on

a dewy June morning, echoes gleefully

the birds' ' secret jargoning.'

The saffron tea-rose is an exotic of

exotics, and the daintiest of fine ladies

bears it in her jewelled fingers to the

opera, and there imbues it with the

languid ecstasy of an Italian melody.

The aroma, floating round those creamy

buds, vibrates to the impassioned agony

of artistic luxury—to the pleasurable

pain that dies away in rippling undu-

lations of the tones.

But the red rose is dyed deep with

simpler passion. War notes are hers,

but not trumpet tongued, as they pour

from out the fiery cactus. No ; it is as

if a woman's heart thrilled through

the red rose to sadden the reveille for

country and for God !—an irrepressible

undertone of mourning surging over

the anguish that must surely come.

Love songs belong, too, to the dam-

ask rose, but love still set to martial

chords, wrung, as it were, from heroes'

wives, in a rapture of patriotic sacri-

fice.

The white roses are St. Cecilia's, and
swell to organ strains ; all but that

whitest rose, so wan and fragile, which
haunts old shady gardens, and never

seems to have been there when all things

were in their prime, but to have blos-

somed out of the surrounding decay

and fading loveliness. From its bowed
head falls drearily upon the ear a low
lament over the departed life it would
commemorate.

With roses comes the honeysuckle

—the real New England one—brimful

of nutmeg
;
and the sweetbriar, piquant

with a ISAllegro strain left by Mi#on.
Then the laburnum, which, dripping

gold, drips honey likewise, and the lo-

cust clusters, and the wistaria, dropping
lusciousness.

These are all joy-bells evidently, out-

bursts of the bliss of nature, but the

garb of the wistaria is more sober than

her brilliant sisters, whose attire is

bright and shining.

There are flowers that seem set to

sacred music. Lilies, white and sweet,

which, from the Lily of the Annuncia-

tion to the lily of the valley, are hal-

lowed by every reverent fancy
; for

' In the beauty of the lilies

Christ was born across the sea.'

And the little white verbena, which

recalls, in some mystic way, the old

Puritan tune, ' Naomi,' whose words of

calm submission are so closely inter-

woven with one's earliest religious

faith.

But in contrast to this meek north-

ern saint of a flower, there is a south-

ern flush of oleander bloom, that pours

out hymns of mystical devotion, over-

flowing with the exuberant vitality,

glowing with the intense fervor, of the

Tropics.

There are flowers, also, the burden

of whose odorous airs is sensibly of this

world only, earthy, sensuous. Such

are the cape jessamine and the narcis-

sus, alike glistening in satin raiment,

and alike distilling aromatic essence.

Something akin to the waltzes of
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Strauss, one might fancy, is the music

suited to their mood.

And the night-blooming cereus—that

uncanny white witch of a creature,

with its petals moulded in wax or

ivory, its golden-brown leaf-sheathings,

and its unequalled emerald (is it a tint,

or is it but a shadow ?) far down within

the lovely cup, with that overpowering

voluptuous odor, burdening the atmos-

phere, permeating the innermost fibres

of sensation, steeping the soul in leth-

argy ! What more fit exponent can

there be for this weird plant's expres-

sion than the song of the- serpent-

charmer, the singing which can root

the feet unto the ground and stay the

flowing of the impetuous blood ?

But carnations have a wide-awake

aspect, which brings one back to every-

day life again. Their pleasant pun-

gency is like a bugle note. They seem

glad to start the nerves of human
beings.

The tulips have taken the sun home
to them. Deep down in their hearts you

smell it, while you listen to a cheery

carol welling up from the comfort

warm within.

The pond lilies likewise breathe

forth the inspiration of the sun. And
they chant in their pure home thanks-

givings therefore, happy songs of

chaste praise.

These are flowers which look their

fragrance ; but there are those that

startle by the contrast between their

outer being and their inner spirit.

What an intoxicating draught the

obscure heliotrope offers ! One thinks

of Heloise in the garments of a nun.

The arbutus, also, and the dear daphne-

cups, plain, unnoticeable little things,

remind one of the nightingales, so in-

significant in their appearance, so peer-

less in their gushes of delicious breath.

The demure Quaker is like the pecu-

liar fragrance of the mignonette. It is

hard to believe so many people really

like mignonette as profess to do so, it

has such a caviare - to - the - general

odor. The popular taste here would

seem really guided by a fashion of fas-

tidiousness. But the lemon verbena—

•

which, if not a flower, is so high-bred

an herb that it deserves to be consid-

ered one—one can easily see why that

is valued. What a refined, spirituelle

smell it has ? Hypatia might have

worn it, or Lady Jane Grey— or bet-

ter still, Mrs. Browning's Lady Geral-

dine might have plucked it in the

pauses of the ' woodland singing ' the

poet tells of.

Nature is very liberal in all things

;

and we have coarse and disagreeable

flower odors, supplied by peonies,

marigolds, the gay bouvardia, and a

still more odious greenhouse flower—

a

yellowish, toadlike thing, which those

who have once known will never for-

get, and for which perhaps they can

supply a name. If odor be the flow-

er's expression of its soul, what rude

and evil tenants must dwell within

those luckless mansions !

But if a flower's soul speaks through

odor, what of scentless blossoms ? Are

they dumb or dead ? Some may be

too young to speak—as the infantile

anemones, daisies, and innocents.

Perhaps some are thus most meet for

symbols of the dead ; the stately, frozen

calla, which seems a fit trophy, bound
with laurel leaves, to lay upon a sol-

dier's bier ; and the snow-cold camelia,

whose stony sculpturing is the very

emblem for those white features whence

God has drained away the life.

But, camelias warmed with color,

fuchsias, abutilons, the cultivated azalia

(the wild one has a scent), asters, and

a host of other loved and lovely flowers

—why are they deprived of language ?

Perhaps they have a fragrance, felt

by subtler senses than we mortals own.

But, at least, if they must now appear

as mute, we may yet hope that in a

more spiritual existence we shall be-

hold their very doubles, gifted with a

novel charm, a captivating perfume,

we cannot conceive of here. For in

the vast harmony of the universe one

cannot believe there can be any floral
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instruments whose strings are never to

be awakened.

It has been but the pastime of a half

hour that we have given to the flower

odors, when an ever-widening field for

speculation lies before us. But imagi-

nation droops exhausted, baffled by the

innumerable enchanting riddles still to

solve. And this must now suffice.

If it serve to excite any dormant

thought in the more ingenious mind of

another—if it be able to call out the

learned conceits of some scholar, or the

delicate symbolisms of some dreamer, it

has done its work.

The hand that has thus far guided

the pen, to dally with a subject all the

dearer because so generally disregarded,

will now gladly yield it to the control

of a fresher fancy, a truer observation.

LOCOMOTION.
The utilitarian spirit of the age is

strikingly exhibited in the intense de-

sire to diminish the quantity of time

necessary to pass from one spot of the

earth's surface to another, and to com-

municate almost instantaneously with

a remote distance. The great triumphs

of genius, within the last half century,

have been accomplished within the

domain of commerce. And in contem-

plating the progress which has ensued,

it is a cause of humiliation that, as in

the case of other great discoveries, so

many centuries have elapsed, during

which the powers of steam, an element

almost constantly wTithin the observa-

tion of man, were, although perceived,

unemployed. But reflection upon the

nature of man, and his slow advance-

ment in the great path of fact and

science, will at once hush the expression

of our wondering regret over the past,

while a nobler occupation for the mind
offers itself in speculation upon the fu-

ture. The plank road, the canal, the

steamboat, and the railway, are all the

productions of the last few years. At
the close of the last century, with the

exception of a few military roads in-

herited from the Romans, and the

roads of the same description con-

structed by Napoleon, the means of

communication between distant parts

was almost entirely confined to inland

seas and the larger rivers. It is for

this reason that the maritime cities and

provinces attained such disproportion-

ate wealth.

The invention of chariots, and the

manner of harnessing horses to draw
them, is ascribed to Ericthonius of

Athens, b. c. 1486. The chariots of the

ancients were like our phaetons, and

drawn by one horse. The invention

of the chaise, or calash, is ascribed to

Augustus Csesar, about a. d. 7. Post-

chaises were introduced by Trajan

about a. d. 100. Carriages were known
in France in the reign of Henry II.,

a. d. 1547 ; there were but three in

Paris in 1550 ; they were of rude con-

struction, Henry IV. had one, but it

was without straps or springs. A strong

cob-horse (Jiaquenee) was let for short

journeys ; latterly these were harnessed

to a plain vehicle, called coche-a-haque-

nee : hence the name, hackney coach.

They were first let for hire in Paris, in

1850, at the Hotel Fiacre. They were

known in England in 1555, but not the

art of making them. When first man-

ufactured in England, during the reign

of Elizabeth, they were called whirli-

cotes. The duke of Buckingham, in

1619, drove six horses, and the duke

of Northumberland, in rivalry, drove

eight. Gabs are also of Parisian origin,

where the driver sat in the inside ; but

the aristocratic tastes of the English

suggested the propriety of compelling

the driver to be seated outside. Omni-

buses also originated in Paris, and were
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introduced into London in 1827, by an

enterprising coach proprietor named
Shillaber. They were introduced into

New York, in 1828, by Kipp & Brown.

Horse railroads were introduced into

New York, in 1851, upon the Sixth

Avenue.

In 1660 there were but six stage

coaches in England ; two days were oc-

cupied in passing from London to Ox-

ford, fifty-four miles. In 1669, it was
announced that a vehicle, described as

the flying coach, would perform the

whole journey between sunrise and sun-

set. It excited as much interest as the

opening of a new railway in our time.

The Newcastle Oourant, of October 11th,

1812, advertises 'that all that desire

to pass from Edinborough to London,

or from London .to Edinborough, or

any place on that road, let them repair

to Mr. John Baillie's, at the Coach and
Horses, at the head of Cannongate,

Edinborough, every other Saturday

;

or to the Black Swan, in Holborn,

every other Monday
; at both of which

places they may be received in a stage

coach, which performs the whole jour-

ney in thirteen days, without any stop-

page (if God permit), having eighty

able horses to perform the whole stage

—each passenger paying £4 10s. for the

whole journey. The coach sets out at

six in the morning.' And it was not

until 1825 that a daily line of stage

coaches was established between the

two cities, accomplishing the distance

in forty-six hours. And even so late

as 1835 there were only seven coaches

which ran daily.

In 1743, Benjamin Franklin, post-

master of Philadelphia, in an advertise-

ment, dated April 14th, announces
' that the northern post will set out for

New York on Thursdays, at three

o'clock in the afternoon, till Christmas.

The southern post sets out next Mon-
day for Annapolis, and continues going
every fortnight during the summer sea-

son.' In 1773, Josiah Quincy, father

and grandfather of the mayors of that

name, of Boston, spent thirty-three

vol. vi.—32

days upon a journey from Georgetown,

South Carolina, to Philadelphia. In

1775, General Washington was eleven

days going from Philadelphia to Bos-

ton ; upon his arrival at Watertown
the citizens turned out and congratu-

lated him upon the speed of his jour-

ney ! Fifty years ago the regular mail

time, between New York and Albany,

was eight days. Even as late as 1824,

the United States mail was thirty-two

days in passing from Portland to New
Orleans. The news of the death of

Napoleon Bonaparte, at St. Helena,

May 5th, 1821, reached New York on

the fifteenth day of August.

Canals were known to the ancients,

and have been used, in a small way, by
all nations, particularly the Dutch.

But the world did not awake to their

importance until 1817, when the State

of New York entered upon the Erie

Canal project, which was completed in

1825. The introduction of steamboats

for river navigation, and of locomotives

upon railways, have superseded canals,

and invested them with an air of an-

tiquity. It was not until 1807 that

Robert Fulton put his first vessel in

operation on the Hudson River.

To the American steamship Savan-

nah, built by Croker & Fickett, at

Corlear's Hook, New York, is univer-

sally conceded the honor of being the

first steam-propelled vessel that ever

crossed the Atlantic ocean. She was
three hundred and eighty tons bur-

den, ship-rigged, and was equipped

with a horizontal engine, placed be-

tween decks, with boilers in the hold.

She was built through the agency of

Captain Moses Rogers, by a company
of gentlemen, with a view of selling

her to the emperor of Russia. She

sailed from New York in 1819, and

went first to Savannah ; thence she

proceeded direct to Liverpool, where

she arrived after a passage of eighteen

days, during seven of wmich she was

under steam. As it was nearly or quite

impossible to carry sufficient fuel for

the voyage, during pleasant wTeather
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the wheels were removed, and canvas

substituted. At Liverpool she was
visited by many persons of distinction,

and afterward departed for Elsinore, on

her way to St. Petersburg. She was
not, however, sold as expected, and

next touched at Copenhagen, where

Captain Rogers was offered one hun-

dred thousand dollars for her by the

king of Sweden ; but the offer was de-

clined. She then sailed for home, put-

ting into Elsington, on the coast of

Norway. From the latter place she

was twenty-two days in reaching Sa-

vannah. On account of the high price

of fuel, she carried no steam on the

return passage, and the wheels were

taken off. Upon the completion of the

voyage, she was purchased by Captain

Nathaniel Holdredge, divested of her

steam apparatus, and run as a packet

between Savannah and New York.

She subsequently went ashore on Long
Island, and broke up. Sixty thousand

dollars were sunk in the transaction.

Captain Rogers died a few years ago

on the Pee Dee river, North Carolina.

He is believed to be the first man that

ran a steamboat to Philadelphia or

Baltimore. The mate was named
Stephen Rogers, and was living a few

years ago at New London, Connecti-

cut.

The first railway in England was be-

tween Stockton and Darlington ; and

the first locomotive built in the world

was used upon that road, and is still in

existence, being preserved at Darling-

ton depot, upon a platform erected for

the purpose ; the date 1825 is engraved

upon its plate. The first railway char-

ter in the United States was granted

March 4th, 1826, to Thomas H. Perkins

and others, ' to convey granite from the

ledges in Quincy to tidewater in that

town.' The first railway in the United

States upon which passengers were

conveyed, was the Baltimore and Ohio,

which was opened December 28, 1829,

to Ellicott's Mills, thirteen miles from

Baltimore. A single horse was at-

tached to two of Winan's carriages,

containing forty-one persons, which

wTere drawn, with ease, eleven miles per

hour. The South Carolina Railway,

from Charleston to Hamburg, was the

first constructed in the United States

w7ith a view to use steam instead of ani-

mal power. The first locomotive con-

structed in the United States was built

for this road. It was named the Best

Friend, and afterward changed to

Phoenix. It was built at the West
Point foundery by the Messrs. Kemble,

under the direction of E. L. Miller, Esq. ,

Its performance was tested on the 9th

December, 1830, and exceeded expec-

tations. To Mr. Miller, therefore, be-

longs the honor of planning and con-

structing the first locomotive operated

in the United States. This road was
the first to carry the United States

mail, and, when completed, October

2d, 1833, one hundred and thirty-seven

miles in length, was the longest rail-

way in the world. The number of

miles of railway in operation in the

United States, at the present time, is

thirty-two thousand ; and the number

of passengers conveyed upon them in

1863 was one hundred millions. Rail-

ways did not cross the Mississippi river

until 1851. The number of miles of

railway in the world is seventy-two

thousand ; and the amount of steam-

boat tonnage is five millions of tons.

Yet more astonishing than the rail-

way is the magnetic telegraph, whose

exploits are literally miraculous, anni-

hilating space and time. The extremi-

ties of the globe are brought into im-

mediate contact; the merchant, the

friend, or the lover converses with

whom he wishes, though thousands of

miles apart, as if they occupied the

same parlor ; and the speech uttered in

Washington to-day may be read in San

Francisco three hours before it is de-

livered. Could the wires be extended

around the globe, we should be able to

hear the news one day before it oc-

curred.
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Naomi Torrente : The History of a Woman.
By Gertrude F. De Vingut. 'Every
dream of love argues a reality in the world
of supreme beauty. Believe all that thy

heart prompts, for everything that it seeks,

exists.'

—

Plato. New York : John Brad-
burn (late M. Doolady), publisher, 49
Walker street.

Who could look on the fair high face, fac-

ing our title page, and have the heart to

criticize the revelations of its soul ? Naomi

is a book of feeling, passion, and consid-

erable, if not yet mature, power. It is dedi-

cated to Sr. Dn. Juan Clemente Zenea, editor

of La Charanga, Havana. Our authoress

says in her dedication :
' It is to you, there-

fore, and those who like you have deeply felt,

that the history of a woman's soul-life will

prove more interesting than the mere narra-

tive of the chances and occurrences that

make up the every- day natural existence.'

Naomi is a woman of artistic genius and

passionate character, becalmed in the stagna-

tion of conventional life, who, throwing off

the fetters of an uncongenial and inconsid-

erate marriage, attempts to find happiness

and independence in the cultivation of her

own powers. She is eminently successful as

prima donna, is brilliant and self-sustained

—

but fails to attain the imagined happiness, the

Love-Eden so fervently sought.

Margaret and Her Bridesmaids. By the

Author of ' The Queen of the Country,'

'The Challenge,' etc. 'Queen Rose of the

Rosebud garden of girls.'— Tennyson. Lor-

ing, publisher, 314 Washington street,

Boston. 1864.

A novel of domestic life, in which the plot,

apparently simple, is yet artistic and skil-

fully managed. The thread of life of the

bridesmaids is held with that of the bride,

the development of character, distinctly

marked in each, progresses through a series

of natural events, until the young people

reach the point of life when impulse settles

into principle, amiability into virtue, gen-

erosity into self-abnegation, and we feel that

each may now be safely left to life as it is,

that circumstance can no longer mould cha-

racter, and are willing to leave them, certain

they will henceforth remain true to them-

selves, and to those whose happiness may
depend upon them, whatever else may betide.

The bride is a pure, sweet, generous woman,

but the character of the book is decidedly

Lotty. Childish
,
petite, and indulged, she is

yet magnanimous, brave, and self-sacrificing
;

fiery, fearless, and frank, she is still patient,

forbearing, and reticent ; we love her as

child, while we soon learn to venerate her as

woman. She and her docile bloodhound,

Bear, form pictures full of magic contrast,

groups of which we never tire. The cor-

diality and heartiness of her admiring rela-

tives, the Beauvilliers, are contagious; we

live for the time in their life, and grow

stronger as we read. The book is charming.

Its moral is unexceptionable, its characters

well drawn, its plot and incidents simple and

natural, and its interest sustained from be-

ginning to end.

Enoch Arden, etc. By Alfred Tennyson,
D. C. L., Poet Laureate. Boston : Ticknor

& Fields. 1864.

Tennyson has so many devoted admirers,

that this volume cannot fail to receive due

attention. The principal poem therein,

Enoch Arden, is one of touching pathos and

simplicity. Three children, Enoch Arden,

Philip Ray, and Annie Lee, grew up together

on the British coast a hundred years ago.

Both youths loved Annie : she loved and mar-

ried Enoch. They live happily together un-

til three children are born to the house : then

poverty threatens, and Arden leaves home to

provide for the loved ones. He is cast away

on an island, is not heard from for ten years,

and Annie reluctantly consents to marry

Philip, who has been a father to her children

during their long orphanage. Arden returns

at last to his native village, so old, gray, and
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broken, that no one recognizes him. He
hears how true his wife had been to him un-

til all hope had died away, and how Philip

cared for her peace, and cherished his chil-

dren. The wretched man resolves to bear

his grief in silence, and never to bring agony

and shame to a peaceful home by disclosing

his return. He does this in a spirit of Chris-

tian self-abnegation, lives near the uncon-

scious darlings of his heart, earns his frugal

living, Avatching round, but never entering

the lost Paradise of his youth. He dies, and

only at the hour of death, reveals to Annie

how he had lived and loved. The theme of

this tale has often been taken before. It has

been elaborated with passion and power in

the 'Homeward Bound' ofAdelaide Procter,

a poetess too little known among us.

There is great purity of delineation and

conception in Enoch Arden. The characters

stand out real and palpable in their statuesque

simplicity. There is agony enough, but nei-

ther impatience nor sin. The epithets are

well chosen ; but the usual wildering sensuous-

ness of Tennyson's glowing imagery is sub-

dued and tender throughout the progress of

this melancholy tale.

* Aylmer's Field,' about the same length, is

a poem of more stormy mould. It hurls

fierce rebukes at family pride, and just cen-

sures at tyrannical parents.

The volume contains many shorter poems,

some of which are already familiar to our

readers.

Azarian : An Episode. By Harriet Eliza-
beth Prescott, Author of ' The Amber
Gods,' etc. Boston : Ticknor & Fields.

We like 'Azarian ' better than any work we

have yet seen from Miss Prescott. Ruth

Yetton, the heroine, is so truly feminine, she

might serve as a type of half our innocent

maidens from sixteen to twenty. Azarian is

real and drawn to the life, a hero who has his

counterpart in every civilized city ; a man of

savoir-vivre, glittering and attractive, but

selfish, inconsequent, frivolous, and deadly to

the peace of those who love him. Miss Pres-

cott's style is elaborate and florid, frequently

of rare beauty, always giving evidence of

culture and scholarship. Do we find fault

with the hundred-leaved rose ? Her fancy is

luxuriant, of more power than her imagina-

tion. Her descriptions of flowers in the vol-

ume before us are accurate and tenderly

beautiful. She knows them all, and evidently

loves them well. Nor are the fragile blos-

soms of the trees less dear to her. She reads

their secrets, and treasures them in her heart.

She paints them with her glowing words, and

placing our old darlings before us again, ex-

ultingly points out their hidden charms.

The Forest Arcadia of Northern New
York : Embracing a View of its Mineral,

Agricultural, and Timber Resources. Bos-
ton : Published by T. 0. H. P. Burnham.
New York: Oliver S. Felt. 1864.

The author of this pleasant, unpretending

little book visited the ' great wilderness of

Northern New York, which lies in St. Law-

rence county, on the western slope of the

Adirondack Mountains. It forms part of an

extensive plateau, embracing an area of many
thousand square miles, and is elevated from

fifteen to eighteen hundred feet above the

sea. The mineral resources of the plateau

are of great value, immense ranges of mag-

netic iron traverse the country, and there are

indications of more valuable minerals in a

few localities. Of its agricultural importance

too much cannot be said. The soil is rich

and strong, peculiarly adapted to the grazing

of cattle. The climate is that of the hill

country of New England.'

The reader will see from this extract of

what the book treats. The volume is plea-

santly and simply written, imparts considera-

ble information with respect to the region

which it describes, is redolent of spicy forest

breath, and brings before us Indian, deer,

and beaver.

Rhode Island in the Rebellion. By Ed-
win W. Stone, of the First Regiment
Rhode Island Light Artillery. Providence

:

George H. Whitney. 1864.

'These Letters were written amid camp

scenes and on the march,' says our author,

' under circumstances unfavorable to literary

composition, and were intended for private

perusal alone. Portions of them appeared in

the Providence Journal, and were received

with a favor alike unexpected and gratifying.

Numerous requests having been made that

they should be gathered upas a Rhode Island

contribution to the history of the War of the

Rebellion, the author, with unaffected dis-

trust of himself, has yielded to the judgment

of others. While the aim has been to show

the honorable position of the State in an un«
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happy war, it has also been the design to pre-

sent a comprehensive view of the consecutive

campaigns of the Army of the Potomac, with

the fortunes of which several of the Rhode

Island regiments and most of the batteries

have, for longer or shorter periods, been

identified.'

It is a noble record for Rhode Island, and

a valuable contribution to the history of the

war. It deals with facts, not politics or pre-

judices. We think every loyal State should

prepare such a volume. A simple and relia-

ble statement of what she has herself done, a

sketch of her heroes of all ranks and parties,

ofher batteries, regiments, and companies, of

her commandants and the battles in which

her troops bore part, should be therein con-

tained. This would lead to noble emulation

among the States struggling for a common

cause, and would be of great value both to

State and general history. We look upon

this book as a beginning in the right way.

Such national records of nobly borne suffer-

ing and deeds of glory would be truly Books

of Honor.

Robinson's Mathematical Series : Arith-

metical Examples ; or, Test Exercises for

the Use of Advanced Classes. New York

:

Ivison, Phinney, Blakeman & Co., 48 &
50 Walker street. Chicago : S. C. Griggs

& Co., 89 & 41 Lake street. 1864.

This book was issued to meet the demand

in advanced schools for a larger number of

carefully prepared and practical examples for

review and drill exercises than are furnished

from ordinary text books, and may be used

in connection with any other books on this

subject. ' The examples are designed to test

the pupil's judgment ; to bring into use his

knowledge of the theory and applications of

numbers; to cultivate habits of patient in-

vestigation and self-reliance ; to test the truth

and accuracy of his own processes by proof

—

the only test he will have to depend on in the

real business transactions of after life ; in a

word, to make him independent of all text

books, of written rules and analyses.'

A Latin Grammar for Schools and Col-
leges. By Albert Bareness, Ph. D.,

Professor in Brown University, Author
of ' A First Latin Book,' ' A Second Latin

Book,' ' A First Greek Book,' etc. New
York: D. Appleton & Co., 443 & 445
Broadway.

Prof. Harkness's Grammar will be wel-

comed both by teacher and student. Our

author is a man of great experience in the

subjects of which he treats, and we doubt not

he has supplied a general want in the work

before us, and furnished a true grammar of

the Latin tongue, worthy of adoption in all

our educational institutions.

Rita: An Autobiography. By Hamilton
Aide, Author of ' Confidences,' ' Carr of

Carrlyon,' ' Mr. and Mrs. Faulconbridge,'

etc. Boston : Published by T. 0. P. Burn-
ham. New York : Oliver S. Felt.

This novel is the autobiography of a young

English girl, thrown by her father, a man of

high birth, but worthless character, into the

vicious influences of corrupt English and

French society. The story is one of a con-

stant struggle between these base examples

on the one hand, and a strong sense of right

and justice on the other. The plot is origi-

nal and quite elaborate, and the interest well

sustained. The character of the unprin-

cipled, heartless, gambling father is well

drawn, as well as that of the weak but self-

sacrificing mother. Some of the scenes

evince considerable power.
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Readers of The Continental, your servant

and faithful caterer has been a sad idler

and vagrant for the last month, thinking

more of his own pleasures than ofyour needs

and requirements. Forgive him, he is again

a working bee and seeking honey for your

hives. Have patience, irate correspondents

;

we have absconded with no manuscripts, and

are again at our desk to give bland answers

to curt missives.

We have been among the Adirondacks
;

congratulate us right heartily thereon ! We
have traversed pathless primeval forests of

larches, balsams, white pines, and sugar

maples ; we have floated upon lakes lovely

enough to have mirrored Paradise ; we have

clambered down waterfalls whose broken

drops turned into diamonds as they fell

;

have scaled mountains and seen earth in its

glory, and looked clear up into the infinite

blue of the eye of God.

We have seen the gleaming trout, change-

ful as a prisoned rainbow, lured from his

cool stream ; and the poor deer chased from

his forest home by savage dogs and cruel

men, driven into crystal lakes, lassoed there

with ropes, throats cut with dull knives, and

backs broken with flying balls. Immortal

Shakspeare ! had thy lines no power to

awaken pity for frightened fawn and flying

doe ? Did they not see

' The wretched animal heave forth such groans

That their discharge did stretch his leathern

coat

Almost to bursting ; while the big round tears

Coursed one another down his innocent nose

In piteous chase ?

'

Alas, ' poor hairy fool !
' why should they

seek thee in thy mountain homes ?

We have sat by the side of fair fragile

country girls, and heard the experiences of

the stout pioneers of civilization. We have

tried to keep step with city maidens, shorn

of ridiculous hoops and trailing trains. We
have known them trip up the great sides of

Tahawus, press through the trunked and

bouldered horrors of Indian Pass, float over

Lake Placid, and scale the long steep slide

up the crest of White Face. Lovely as

dreams and light as clouds, no toil stayed

them, no danger appalled
;
panther, wolf, and

bear stories were told in vain by lazy brothers

and reluctant lovers ; on they went in their

restless search for beauty, their Turkish dress

and scarlet tunics gleaming through the trees,

to the delight of the old mountain guides,

who chuckled over their Camilla-like exploits,

and laughed, as they plucked the fragrant

boughs for their spicy couch? over the igno-

rance and awkwardness of their lazy city

beaux. These fair Dians shoot no deer, nor

lure the springing trout. We blessed them

as they went their thymy way.

We have sat in the hut of the farmer, the

skiff of the oarsman, the parlor of the host of

the inn ; tried wagons, stages, and buck-board

conveyances ; we have disputed no bill, been

subjected to no extortion, and, save the death

of the ' hairy fools,' known no sorrow. We
have sat by the grave of old John Brown,

seen the glorious view from his simple home,

heard his strange generosity extolled by hia

political enemies, and think we understand

better than of old the sublime madness of his

fanaticism. We have returned to our labor

with a new love of country, a deeper sense of

responsibility, of the worth of our institutions,

and of the glory yet to be in 'Our Great

America.' What a land to live and die for !

Every drop of martyr blood poured upon it

but makes it dearer to the heart.

PEERLESS COLUMBIA.

A National Song.

God of our Fathers,

Smile on our land !

Lo, the storm gathers

—

Stretch forth Thy hand !

Chorus.—Shield us and guard us from moun
tain to sea

!

Make the homes happy where man
hood is free

!
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Brave is our nation,

Hopeful and young

;

High is her station

Countries among.

Chorus.—Holy our banner ! from mountain to

sea

Floating in splendor o'er homes ever

free.

Proud is our story,

Written in light

;

Stars tell its glory,

Victory, might.

Cliorus.—Peerless Columbia! from mountain

to sea

Throbs every pulse through the heart

of the free.

Up with our banner

!

Hope in each fold

—

Stout hearts will man her,

Millions untold.

Chorus,—Millions now greet her from moun-

tain to sea,

Hope of the toil-worn ! blest Flag of

the free

!

The following thoughts on some of the uses

subserved by Art, are from the pen of the

Rev. J. Byington Smith. There is so much
truth in their suggestions, that we heartily

commend them to our readers.

ART AS A MEANS OF HOME-CULTURE.

BY J. BYINGTON SMITH.

Art is closely allied to nature in giving

impress to character. The scenery by which

a people is surrounded, will modify and al-

most control its mode of being. The soft,

rich landscapes of Italy enervate, while the

rough mountainous country of the North im-

parts force and vigor. Mountains and seas

are nature's healthful stimulants. Man grows

in their vastness and is energized in their

strength. Whatever may be the scenery of

a people, it will mirror itself in the mind, and

stamp its impress upon character.

Art reproduces nature, arranging its illim-

itable stores in closer unity, idealizing its

charms, and bringing into nearer view its

symmetry and beauty. Bearing its lessons

from afar, it colors the glowing canvas and

chisels the stone to awaken the impressions

it designs to make on the human soul. Thus

art, like nature, becomes a means of culture.

When the Lombards wished to give hardi-

hood and system to the enervated body and

enfeebled mind of the people, they covered

their churches with the sculptured represen-

tation of vigorous bodily exercises, such as

war and hunting. In the great church of

St. Mark, at Venice, people were taught the

history of the Scriptures by means of image-

ry ; a picture on the walls being more easily

read than a chapter. Such walls were styled

the poor man's Bible.

A picture reveals at a single glance that

which we would be otherwise forced to glean

by a slow process from the scattered material

furnished by the printed page ; hence the de-

light taken in illustrations, the importance of

pictorial instruction for the young, and the

almost universal demand for the illustrated

publications of the day.

The teaching of art through painting,

sculpture, and engraving, finds its way into

our homes, and while lessons may be duly

read from books and then laid aside, the les-

sons in the niche or on the wall repeat them-

selves hour by hour, and day by day, looking

even into the pure eyes of infancy, and aiding

in the formation of the character of every

child subjected to their ceaseless influence.

Their power is none the less because they

never break the home-silence ; they mould

the young life and stamp their impress upon

it. How important then that all such objects

should be chosen, not only as treasures of

artistic beauty, but for their power to elevate

and ennoble character.

How often will you find in the room of the

scholar, the studio of the artist, the picture

or bust of some old master in art or letters,

as if the occupant were conscious of the in-

centive such presence offered to his own
efforts—the guardian genius of the spot.

In the study of one of the old divines

might have been seen a painted eye, gazing

forever down upon him, to render him sen-

sible of the presence of the All-Seeing—to

stamp the ' Thou God seest me ' upon the

very tablets of his heart.

A child is not so readily tempted into sin

when surrounded by pure and beautiful im-

agery, or when gentle loving eyes are look-

ing down upon him. On the other hand, the

walls of the degraded are lined with amorous

and obscene images, that vicious habits and

debased tastes may find their suitable incen-

tives.

A window shade bearing the design of a

little girl issuing, basket in hand, from the
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door of a humble cottage, to relieve the

wants of a poor blind beggar, will certainly

take its place among the early developments

of the children growing up under its influ-

ence, and in their simple charity they may be

found, basket in hand, looking out for real

or fancied beggars. Such lessons are never

lost. In a parlor which I often frequent is a

picture of a Sabbath scene : an aged grand-

sire is seated by a table on which lies an open

Bible, a bright-eyed boy is opposite, his

father and mother on either side, a little shy

girl is on the knee of the old man, all are

listening reverently to the holy Word of God,

books and a vase of gay flowers are on the

table, green boughs fill the great old-fashion-

ed fireplace. The whole picture wears an

air of serenity and calm happiness, and is an

impressive plea that we remember and keep

holy the Sabbath day '—and we verily believe

that such a picture will do more to influence

our children to love the Sabbath, than any

amount of parental restraint or lectures on

moral obligation.

There is another picture in the same quiet

room :
' The Mother's Dream.' She is worn

with watching, and lies dreaming beside the

couch of the child. Eays of light open a

bright pathway into the skies, while an angel

is bearing the spirit child along it up to

heaven. We think such a picture is worth

more to familiarize childhood with death and

resurrection, and will leave a sweeter and

more lasting impression upon the young soul,

than the most learned dissertation or sim-

plest explanation.

Landscape painting exerts a mellowing in-

fluence, and leads to the observation and love

of nature, while historical pictures stimulate

research, and nerve the mind to deeds of he-

roism and virtue.

The influence of pictures in forming char-

acter and shaping the course of life is illus-

trated with peculiar power in the history of

the sons of a quiet family in the interior, who
all insisted upon going to sea. The parents

were grieved that none of their boys would

remain at home to care for the homestead,

and be the comfort of -their declining years.

They expressed their disappointment to a

friend then on a visit to them, and wondered

what could have induced the boys, one after

the other, to embrace a life so full of

storm and danger. Directly over the open

fireplace hung a picture of a vessel with flut-

tering, snowy sails, tossing^atid rocking amid

the bright, green, yeasty waves. The friend

saw it, read the mystery, and quietly inquired

how long it had been there. ' Since we com-

menced housekeeping,' was the unconscious

reply. Not wishing to wound them, he was

silent, and concealed his thoughts in his own
breast, but the solution of the choice of life

in the absent ones was clear enough to him

:

that picture had sent them off, one -after anoth-

er, to sea.

How careful we should then be in surround-

ing youth and childhood with pure, elevating

objects of art, as means of constant home-cul-

ture ! We know we shall be told, 'This is all

very good, but we cannot afford it.' Let us

reason together. Can you not deduct some-

thing from your elaborate furniture, your ex-

pensive dress, and devote it to models, litho-

graphs, or paintings ? Subtract but the half

from these luxuries and devote the su

designs of art, and you will contribute doubly

to the attractiveness and pleasantness of '

home. Where we cannot hope to possess the

original masterpiece, we may have photo-

graphic or lithographic copies, which are with-

in the compass of very humble means. You
will freely toss away five dollars jn useless

embroidery or surplus furniture, and it would

buy you a lithograph of Raphael's immortal

picture, giving the results of a whole age of

artistic culture, or a photograph of Chenpv'a

Madonna and Child, bearing the very p

of the original, or a plaster cast of noble stat-

uary, the original of which could not be
-'

tained for any namable sum—and yeT>

say you cannot afford works of art ! >-

There is surely nothing you can afford bet-

ter than to make your home attractive, and

to introduce therein every available means
of mental and moral culture. If you cannot

afford to make home lovely, others will suc-

ceed in making dangerous places attractive to

your children. There are spots enough kept

light and picturesque, perilously fascinating

to those whose homes boast no attractions.

It will likely cost you far more in money,

more surely in heart-anguish and sorrow, to

have your children entertained in these places

full of snares, where corrupt art lavishes her (

designs with unsparing hand, to vitiate the

young imagination and debase the mind,

than to exalt her in her chaste and ennobling

power in the sanctuary of your homes, as

one of the means of home-culture, stimulat-

ing to virtue and stamping the character

with genuine worth.
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THE PROGRESS OF LIBERTY IN THE UNITED STATES.

There are three classes of persons in

the loyal States of this Union who pro-

claim the present civil war unneces-

sary, and clamor for peace at any price

:

first, a .multitude of people, so ig-

norant of the history of the country

that they do not know what the con-

flict is about ; secondly, a smaller class

of better-informed citizens, who have

no moral comprehension of the inevi-

table opposition of democracy and
aristocracy, free society and slave so-

ciety, and who believe sincerely that

a permanent compromise or trade can

be negotiated between these opposing

forces in human affairs ; thirdly, a

clique of demagogues, who are trying

to use these two classes of people to

paralyze the Government, and force it

into a surrender to the rebels on such

terms as they choose to dictate : their

separation from the United States, or

recall to their old power in a restored

and reconstructed Union.

It will be my purpose, in this article,

to show the complete fallacy of this

notion, by presenting the facts concern-

ing the progress of the different por-

tions of our country in the American
idea of liberty during the years preced-

ing this war. The census of 18G0, if

voi,. vi.—33

honestly studied, must convince any

unprejudiced man, at home or abroad,

that the Slave Power deliberately

brought this war upon the United

States, to save itself from destruction

by the irresistible and powerful growth

of free society in the Union. This wax
had the same origin and necessity of

every great conflict between the people

and the aristocracy since the world

began.

Every war of this kind in history

has been the result of the advancement

of the people in liberty. Now the

people have inaugurated the conflict

against the aristocracy, either in the

interest of self-government, or an im-

perial rule which should virtually -rest

upon their suffrage. Now the aristoc-

racy has risen upon the people, who
were becoming too strong and free, to

conquer and govern them through re-

publican or monarchical forms of so-

ciety. There has always been an irre-

pressible conflict between aristocracy

and democracy ; in timers of peace car-

ried on by all the agencies of popular

advancement ; but in every nation

finally bursting into civil war. And
every such war, however slow its prog-

ress, or uncertain its immediate conse-
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quence, lias finally left the mass of the

people nearer liberty than it found them.

The northern Grecian states repre-

sented the cause of the people ; and

the oriental empires the cause of the

few. These little states grew so rapid-

ly that the despots of Asia became

alarmed, and organized gigantic expe-

ditions to destroy them. At Marathon

and Salamis, the people's cause met

and drove back the mighty invasion
;

and two hundred years later, under the

lead of Alexander, dissolved every Asi-

atic empire, from the Mediterranean to

the Euphrates, to its original elements.

Julius Caesar destroyed the power

of the old Roman aristocracy in the in-

terest of the people of the Roman em-

pire. Under the name of ' The Republic,'

that patrician class had oppressed the

people of Rome and her provinces for

years as never was people oppressed

before. After fifty years of civil war,

Julius and Augustus Caesar organized

the masses of this world-wide empire,

and established a government under

which the aristocracy was fearfully

worried, but which administered such

justice to the world as had never be-

fore been possible.

The religious wars of the sixteenth

and seventeenth centuries, which in-

volved the whole of Europe for eighty

years, were begun by the civil and re-

ligious aristocracy of Europe to crush

the progress of religious and civil lib-

erty among the people. These wars

continued until religious freedom was

established in Germany, Holland, and

Great Britain, and those seeds of polit-

ical liberty sown that afterward sprang

up in the American republic.

The English civil wars of the seven-

teenth century were begun by the king

and great nobles to suppress the rising

power of the commons, and continued

till constitutional liberty was practi-

cally secured to all the subjects of the

British empire.

The French Revolution was the re-

volt of the people of France against

one of the most cruel and tyrannical

aristocracies that ever reigned ; and

continued, with brief interruptions, till

the people of both France and Italy

had vindicated the right to choose their

emperors by popular suffrage.

During the half century between the

years 1775 and 1825, every people in

North America had thrown off the

power of a foreign aristocracy by war,

and established a republican form of

government, except the Canadas, which

secured the same practical results by
more peaceful methods.

The historian perceives that each of

these great wars was an inevitable con-

dition of liberty for the people, and

has exalted their condition. In all

these struggles there were the same

kinds of opponents to the war : the ig-

norant, who knew nothing about it

;

the morally indifferent, who could not

see why freemen and tyrants could not

agree to live together in amity ; and

the demagogues, who were willing to

ruin the country to exalt themselves.

But we now understand that only

through these red gates of war could

the peoples of the world have marched

up to their present enjoyment of liber-

ty ; that each flaming portal is a tri-

umphal arch, on which is inscribed

some great conquest for mankind.

The present civil war in the United

States is the last frantic attempt of this

dying feudal aristocracy to save itself

from inevitable dissolution. The elec-

tion of Mr. Lincoln as President of the

United States, in 18G0, by the vote

of every Free State, was the announce-

ment to the world that the people

of the United States had finally and

decisively conquered the feudal aris-

tocracy of the republic after a civil con-

test of eighty years. With no weapons

but those placed in their hands by the

Constitution of the United States, the

freemen of the republic had practically

put this great slave aristocracy under

their feet forever. That portion of the

Union which was controlled by the

will of the whole people had become

so decidedly superior in every attribute
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of power and civilization, that the

slave aristocracy despaired of further

peaceful resistance to the march of lib-

erty through the land. Like every

other aristocracy that has lived, it drew

the sword on the people, either to sub-

due the whole country, or carry off a

portion of it, to be governed in the in-

terests of an oligarchy.

This great people was not plunged

into civil war by unfriendly talking,

or by the unfriendly legislation of the

Northern people, or by the accidental

election of Abraham Lincoln as Presi-

dent. Nations do not go to war for hard

words or trifling acts of unfriendliness or

accidental political changes ; although

these may be the ostensible causes of

war—the sparks that finally explode

the magazine. There was a real cause

for this rebellion

—

the peaceful, constitu-

tional triumph of the people over the

aristocracy of the republic, after a strug-

gle of eightu years. If ever a great

oligarchy had . good reason to fight, it

was the Slave Power in 1880. It found

itself defeated and condemned to a

secondary position in the republic,

with the assurance that its death was
only a question of time. It is always a

good cause of war to an aristocracy

that its power is abridged ; for an aris-

tocracy cares only for itself, and hon-

estly regards its own supremacy as the

chief interest on earth. This Slave

Power has only done what every such

power has done since the foundation

of the world. It has drawn the sword

against the inevitable progress of man-

kind, and will be conquered by man-

kind. It is waging this terrible war,

not against Northern Abolitionists, or

the present Administration, tut against

the United States census tables of 1860
;

against the mighty realities of the

progress of free society in the republic,

which have startled us all ; but with

which no class of men were so well ac-

quainted as Mr. Jefferson Davi s and his

associates in rebellion.

There has always been a conflict in

our country between this old slave

aristocracy and the people. The first

great victory of the people was in the

war of the Kevolution. That war was

inaugurated and forced upon the coun-

try by the masses of the people of the

New England and Middle States. The
aristocracy of the South, with their as-

sociates in the North, resisted the

movement to separate the people from

the crown of Great Britain, till resist-

ance was impossible, and then came in,

to' some extent, to lead the movement
and appropriate the rewards of success.

But the free people of the North

brought on and sustained the war.

Massachusetts was then the fourth

province in population ; but she sent

eight thousand more soldiers to the

field during those bloody eight years

than all the Southern States united.

Virginia was then the empire State of

the Union, and Rhode Island the least

;

but great, aristocratic Virginia fur-

nished only seven hundred more sol-

diers than little, democratic Rhode
Island. New England furnished more

than half the troops raised during the

Revolution
;
and the great centres of

aristocracy in the Middle and Southern

States were the stronghold of Toryism

during the war. Indeed, a glance at

the map of the Eastern and Middle

States reveals the fact that the head-

quarters of the 'peace party' in the

Revolutionary and the present war are

in precisely the same localities. The
' Copperhead ' districts of New York,

New Jersey, and Pennsylvania are the

old Tory districts of the Revolution.

The Tories of that day, with the mass

of the Southern aristocracy, tried to

' stop the war ' which was to lay the

foundations of the freedom of all men.

The Tories of to-day are engaged in

the same infamous enterprise, and their

fate will be the same.

Had the ' Slave Power been united in

1776, we should never have gained our

independence. But it was divided.

Every State was nominally a Slave

State ; but slaveholders were divided

into two classes. The first was led by
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Washington, Jefferson, Madison, and

other illustrious aristocrats, North and

South ; and, like the Liberal lords of

Great Britain, threw their influence on

the side of the people. This party,

very strong in Virginia, very weak in

the Carolinas, dragged the South

through the war by the hair of its

head ; and compelled it to come into

the Union. It also resolved to abolish

the Slave Power, and succeeded in con-

secrating the whole Northwestern ter-

ritory to freedom as early as 1790. The
opposition party had its headquarters

at Charleston, was treasonable or luke-

warm during the war, and refused to

come into the Union without guaran-

tees for slavery.

The result of the whole struggle was,

that the people of the thirteen colonies,

with the heij) of a portion of their aris-

tocracy, severed the country from

Great Britain, and established a Gov-

ernment by which they, the people,

believed themselves able, in time, to

control the whole Union, and secure

personal liberty in every State. For
' the compromises of the Constitution '

mean just this : that our National Gov-

ernment was a great arena on which

aristocracy and democracy could have

a free fight. If the aristocracy beat,

that Government would be made as des-

potic as South Carolina ; if the democ-

racy triumphed, it would become as

free as Massachusetts. That was what

the people had never before achieved :

a free field to work for a Christian de-

mocracy. God bless the sturdy people

of New England and the Middle States

for this ! God bless George Washing-

ton and Thomas Jefferson, John Mar-

shall and the liberal gentlemen of the

Old Dominion, for helping the people

do it. They did not win the victory,

as many have supposed ; but they

bravely helped to lead the people of the

Free States to this great military and

civil achievement. Virginia was richly

paid for the service of her aristocracy.

But history tells us who did the work,

and how nobly it was done.

The republic was now established,

with a Constitution which might be

made to uphold a democratic or an

aristocratic government, as either par-

ty should triumph. The Slave Power,

forced half reluctantly into the Union,

now began to conspire to rule it for its

own uses. All that was necessary, it

thought, was to unite the aristocracy

against the people. And this work

was at once well begun. The first

census was taken in 1790, and the last

in 1860. This period divides itself,

historically, into two portions. The

thirty years from 17G0 maybe regarded

as the period of the consolidation of the

Slave Poicer, and its first distinct appear-

ance as a great sectioned aristocracy in

1820, in the struggle that resulted in

the ' Missouri Compromise.'' The forty

years succeeding 1820 may be called

the period of the consolidation of free-

dom to resist this assault, and the fined

triumph of democracy in 1860, oy the

election of a President.

The first thirty years was a period

of incessant activity by the slave aris-

tocracy. It incurred a nominal loss in

the abolition of slavery in eight Eastern

and Middle States, and the consecration

of the great Northwestern territory to

freedom
; out of which three great Free

States had already been carved ; mak-

ing, in 1820, eleven Free States. But

it had gained by the concentration of

its power below the line of the Ohio

and Pennsylvania boundary, the divi-

sion of the territory belonging to the

Carolinas, and the Louisiana purchase

;

whereby it had gained five new Slave

States ; making the number of Slave

States equal to the Free—eleven. It

put forward the liberal aristocracy of

Virginia to occupy the Presidential

chair during thirty-two of the thirty-

six years between 1789 and 1825 ; thus

compelling Virginia and Maryland to

a firm alliance with itself. It had ma-

noeuvred the country through a great

political struggle and a foreign war,

both of which were chiefly engineered

to secure the consolidation of the slave
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aristocracy. In 1820 its power was ex-

tended in eleven States, containing

four hundred and twenty-four thousand

square miles, with one hundred and

seventy-nine thousand square miles of

territory sure to come in as Slave States

;

and the remainder of the Louisiana

purchase not secure to liberty. It had

a white population only seven hundred

thousand less, while its white and black

population was a million more than all

the Free States.

The North was barely half as large

in area of States : two hundred and

seventy thousand square miles, with

only one hundred thousand square miles

in reserve of the territory dedicated to

liberty. "With an equality of rej^resen-

tation in the Senate of the United

States, and a firm hold of all the

branches of the Government, the pros-

pect of the oligarchy for success was

brilliant. In every nation the aristocra-

cy first gets possession, organizes first,

and proceeds deliberately to seize and

administer the government. The peo-

ple are always unsuspicious, slow, late

in organizing, and seem to blunder into

success or be led to it by a Providence

higher than themselves. In this Gov-

ernment the slave aristocracy first con-

solidated, and in 1820 appeared boldly

on the arena, claiming the superiority,

and threatening ruin to the republic

in the event of the failure of their

plans. It had managed so well that

there was now no division in its ranks,

and for the last forty years has moved
forward in solid column to repeated

assaults on liberty.

The people, as usual, did not suspect

the existence of this concentrated pow-
er till 1820. They made a brave mi-

litia fight then against the aristocracy,

and compelled it to acknowledge a

drawn battle by the admission of Maine

to balance Missouri, and the establish-

ment of a line of compromise, which

would leave all territory north of 35°

30' consecrated to freedom. The Slave

Power submitted with anger, intend-

ing to break the bargain as soon as it

was strong enough, and continued on
its relentless struggle for power. It

determined to gain possession of the

Senate of the United States ; make it

a house of nobles ; control through it

the foreign policy, the Executive, and
the Supreme Court ; and, with this ad-

vantage, reckoned it could always man-
age the House of Representatives and
govern the nation. The key to all the

political policy of the Slave Power
through these last forty years is this

endeavor to capture the Senate of the

United States, and hold it, by bringing

in a superior number of Slave States.

So well did it play this card that, till

1850, it maintained an equality of sena-

torial representation, and, by the help

of Northern allies and the superior po-

litical dexterity of the aristocracy, con-

trolled our foreign policy ; kept its own
representatives in all the great courts

of Europe
; made peace or war at will

;

managed the Executive through a veto

on his appointments
; and endeavored

to fill the Supreme Court with men in

favor of its policy, while the House of

Representatives never was able to pass

a measure without its consent. Under
the past forty years' reign of the Slave

Power, the Senate of the United States

has been a greater farce in the republic

than the crown and House of Lords

in the British empire. Indeed, so well

did this aristocracy play its part, that

it was supposed by the whole world to be

the American Government ; and the news

that the people of the United States

had refused, in 1860, to register its

behests, was received abroad with the

same astonishment and indignation as

if there had been a revolt of the subjects

of any European nation against their

anointed rulers.

But spite of these great advantages

at the outset—spite of its incredible

political activity and admirable concen-

tration, the slave aristocracy was finally

defeated by the people. How this was

done is the most interesting narrative

in modern history. Never has the in-

trinsic superiority of a democratic over
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an aristocratic order of society been so

magnificently vindicated as during the

last forty years of our national career.

During that period the free portion of

this Union has grown to an overwhelm-

ing superiority over the slave portion,

and compelled the slaveholders to draw

the sword to save themselves from ma-

terial and providential destruction.

This period of forty years may be

regarded as that of the consolidation of

the people. The first thirty years of it

was the era of their industrial and so-

cial consolidation ; the last ten years has

been the period of their political union

against the Slave Power.

An aristocracy always exhibits the

uttermost pitch of human policy in its

career, and amazes and outwits society

by its marvellous display of executive

ability. But the people are always

moved by great supernatural forces that

are beyond their comprehension, often

disowned or scorned by them, but which

mould their destiny and lead them to

a victory spite of themselves. The
people always grow without conscious

plan or method, and rarely know their

own strength. But there are always a

few great men who represent their des-

tiny, and, often against their will, di-

rect them in the path to liberty. His-

tory will record the names of three

great men who, during the last forty

years, have been the most notable fig-

ures in this consolidation of the people

in this republic ; three men that the

implacable hatred of the Slave Power
has singled out from all other Northern

men as special objects of infamy
; men

who represent the industrial, moral,

and political phases of the people's

growth to supremacy. Each came

when he was wanted, and faithfully

did his work ; and their history is the

chronicle of this advance of liberty in

the republic.

The first of these men was Be Witt

Clinton, of New York. No Northern

man so early discovered the deep game
of the Slave Power as he. He was the

ablest statesman of the North in the

days when the aristocracy of the South

was just effecting its consolidation. He
was a prominent candidate for the Pres-

idency, and was scornfully put down
by the power that ruled at Richmond.
The slaveholders knew him for their

clear-headed enemy, and drove, him
out of the arena of national poli-

tics. Never was political defeat so au-

spicious. Cured of the political ambi-

tion of his youth, Mr. Clinton turned

the energies of his massive genius to

the industrial consolidation of the North.

He saw that all future political tri-

umph of liberty must rest on the tri-

umph of free labor. He anticipated

the coming greatness of the North-

west, and boldly devoted his life to the

inauguration of that system of internal

improvements which has made the

Northern States the mighty, free indus-

trial empire it now is. Within the

period of ten years lying nearest 1820,

the people, under the lead of Clinton

and his associates, had brought into

active operation the three great agencies

of free labor—the steamer, the canal,

the railroad
;
while our manufacturing-

industry dates from the same period.

This was the providential movement
of a great people, organizing a method
of labor which should overthrow the

American aristocracy. Of course the

people did not know what all this

meant ; thousands of the men who were

foremost in organizing Northern indus-

try did not suspect the end
; but De

Witt Clinton knew. The wiseacres of

the city of New York nicknamed his

canal ' Clinton's Ditch.' It was the

first ditch in that series of continental

'parallels ' by which the people of the

North have approached the citadel of

the Slave Power. They have dug in

those vast intrenchments for forty years,

to such purpose that in 18G0 the great

guns of free labor commanded every

plantation in the Union. Pardon them,

then, O lieutenant-generals of the

slavery forces, if they still think well

of the spade that has dug their high-

way to power. The Northern spade is
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a slow machine—but it will yet shovel

the slave aristocracy into the Gulf of

Mexico as sure as God lives !

Glance over this field of industrial

and material growth in the free portion

of the Union, as it appeared in i860.

At that time the Free States had in-

creased to nineteen, while the Slave

States were fifteen, containing eight

hundred and seventy - five thousand

square miles. The people had nine

hundred and fifty thousand square miles

organized into free-labor States, with

eight vast Territories, containing one

million square miles, an area, equal to

twenty-four States as large as New
York. In this vast extent of States

and Territories, including two thirds

the land of the Union, there were not a

hundred slaves. The Government holds

all those States and Territories to-day.

Look at the position and value of

these possessions of freedom. In 1850

liberty secured the great State of Cali-

fornia, and in 1860 the State of Kansas.

These States insure the possession of

the whole Pacific coast, the entire min-

eral wealth of the mountains, the In-

dian Territory, and the vast spaces of

Northwestern Texas to freedom, and

open Mexico to Northern occupation.

In the East, freedom had already se-

cured the best harbors for commerce

;

in the Northwest, the granary of the

world ; the inexhaustible mineral

wealth of Lake Superior, and the navi-

gation of thousands of miles upon the

great inland seas that separate the re-

public from the Canadas. From the

Northern Atlantic and the Pacific it

commanded the trade of Europe and

Asia. This region embraces the best

climates of the continent for the habita-

tion of a vigorous race of men, and

contains all the elements of imperial

power.

Freedom had secured, in 1860, a pop-

ulation of twenty millions, while the

Slave Power had reached but twelve

millions, one third of wdiom were

slaves. From 1850 to 1880 the Union
gained almost as much in population

as the entire census of 1820 ; and of

that gain the North secured forty-one

and the South but twenty-seven per

cent. The slave population increased

but twTenty-three per cent. At this

rate of increase the year 1900 will see a

population of one hundred millions in

the Union, of whom nine millions will

be negroes, and a vast majority of the

white population located in territory

now free. Between 1820 and 1880 five

million emigrants reenforced the Union,

of which the North received the greater

portion. Between the war of 1814 and

1880, Great Britain and Ireland sent to

us more people than inhabited the

thirteen States that formed the Union,

and of this immigrant population there

wras an excess of nine hundred and fifty

thousand men— a nation poured in

upon the great, free North, to reenforce

the people.

Already was this increase of free

population telling upon slave labor in

Slave States. Even in the Gulf cities

Sambo was fast receding before the

brawny arms of Hans and Patrick.

Northwestern Texas was becoming a

new Germany. Western Virginia,

Maryland, Missouri, and Delaware

were rapidly losing in slave labor;

wdiile along the border had grown up a

line of ten cities in Slave States, con-

taining six hundred thousand people,

of whom less than ten thousand were

slaves. This line of cities, from Wil-

mington, Delaware, to St. Louis, Mis-

souri, was becoming a great cordon of

free-labor citadels ; supported in the

rear by another line of Free Border-

State cities, stretching from Phila-

delphia to Leavenworth, containing

nine hundred thousand ;
thus massing

afree 'population of one million five hun-

dred thousand in oorder cities that over-

looked the land of despotism.

Then consider the growth of free

agriculture. In 1860 the South had a

cotton and rice crop as her exclusive

possession. Already the Northwest

was encroaching upon her sugar culti-

vation. Against her agriculture, mainly
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supported by one great staple, which

can also be cultivated all round the

globe, the free North could oppose every

variety of crop ; several of greater value

than the boasted cotton. In all the

grains, in cattle and the products of

the dairy, in hay, in fruits ; in the su-

perior cultivation of land ; in the vastly

superior value of land
;
in agricultural

machinery, probably representing a

labor force equal to all the slaves—the

superiority of freedom was too evident

for discussion. The value of agricul-

tural machinery in the Free States had

trebled between 1850 and 1860. The

Homestead Law was the fit result of

this vast advance of free labor, and has

sealed the destiny of every present and

future Territory of the Union.

Then contemplate the vast expansion

of manufacturing industry, of which

nine tenths belong to the Free States.

In ten years from 1850 to 1860, this

branch of labor had increased eighty-six

per cent., reaching the enormous sum

of $2,000,000,000 ;
$60 for every inhab-

itant of the Union. A million and a

half of people were engaged as opera-

tives therein, supporting nearly five

millions—one sixth the whole popula-

tion of the Union ; while fully one

third our population may be said to

directly and indirectly live by manu-

factures.

The increase of iron manufactures in

ten years was forty-four per cent. ; the

coal mines reached a treble yield in

ten years; $10,000,000, of clothing

were produced in 1860. The lumber

trade had increased sixty-four per cent,

in ten years, reaching $100,000,000.

Flouring mills showed sixty-five per

cent, increase, reaching $225,000,000

;

spirits, $24,000,000 ; cotton manufac-

tures had increased seventy-six per cent,

in ten years, reaching $115,000,000

;

woollens had increased sixty-seven per

cent. ; boots and shoes walked up to

$76,000,000, and leather to $63,000,000.

The fishermen of New England in-

creased mightily. The gold of Cali-

fornia, the copper of the Northwest, the

salt of New York and Michigan had

reached colossal proportions. "Who-

ever studies the manufacturing statistics

of the North for the past ten years will

be at no loss to know why the manu-

facturers of Great Britain are willing to

sever the Slave States from the Union,

to gain a customer it was thus sup-

plying in 1860.

Now add to this array of agriculture,

manufactures, extent of territory, and

excess of population, the superiority of

the Free States in commerce. The

tonnage of the Union was twenty-six

millions in 1860, the fourth of which

was the growth of the ten years pre-

vious. Out of the one thousand and

seventy-one ships built in 1860, the

' nation ' of South Carolina produced

one steamer and one schooner ! Con-

template the money power of the city

of New York, the vast capital invested

in trade, in banks, insurance, and the

like, in the North. The slave aristoc-

racy was becoming imprisoned in a

vast web of financial dependence—

a

wTeb that war and wholesale repudi-

ation of debts alone could break

through.

In 1860 there were in the Union 30,-

600 miles of railroad, costing $1,134,-

452,909, four times the extent of 1850.

In 1850 only one line of railroad con-

nected the Atlantic with the Mississip-

pi. Now, of the eight great railroad

and canal routes connecting the sea

coast with this valley, six run through

the Free States ; transportation on these

avenues costs but one tenth the old

methods. Governor Letcher declares the

Baltimore and Ohio Kailroad has ' aboli-

tionized' Northern and Western Vir-

ginia, and the Southern rebellion has

been especially savage on railroads.

Whoever would understand one secret of

the consolidation of the people should

study the railroad map of the North-

ern States, and contrast it with the

South. It was a fine tribute to the

value of the railroad that the first use

the people made of their new political

supremacy in 1860 was to pass the bill
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for connecting the Atlantic and Pacific

by the iron rail and the telegraphic

wire.

This vast advancement in free labor,

from 1820 to 1850, was fitly closed in

1850 by the annexation of California to

the roll of the Free States, securing to

liberty the gold mines and the Pacific

coast. It is impossible to comprehend

all the consequences of this step. It

was the decisive industrial triumph of

the people over the slave aristocracy.

The Slave Power went mad over the

defeat, andfor the last ten years has vir-

tually abandoned tlie rivalry of industries,

and turned to violence, breaking of com-

promises, forcible seizure of the ballot

box, repudiation of debts, stealing of

arms, and finally cruel war, as if lying

and robbing, in the long run, could

upset free and honest industry. After

the loss of California and - the Pacific

coast, the struggle for the Territories

was but a preliminary skirmish of the

war for the conquest and desolation of

the Union. The people had waged the

battle of liberty with the gigantic agencies

of material prosperity for forty years,

and the aristocracy teas completely in their

power.

For this material superiority of the

free-labor States inevitably inured to

the advantage of liberty. In vain did

every new Free State, year after year,

vote with the Slave Power ; in vain did

every great railroad and manufacturing

corporation of the North obey the po-

litical behests of the lords of the plan-

tations ; in vain was the mercantile

aristocracy of all the great cities the

fast friend of the slave aristocracy ; and

vainly did almost the entire immigrant

population fall politically into its con-

trol. All this was as nothing against

the irresistible natural tendency of free

labor. The Irishman who voted against

the negro was breaking his chain with

every blow of his pick. The Wall-

street banker, the great railroad king,

the cotton manufacturer, who railed

against abolitionism like mad, were

condemning the slave aristocracy every

day they lived. There is a divine law

by which the work of freemen shall

root out the work of slaves ; and no

law enacted by the will of Northern

doughfaces could repeal this statute

of nature. These Northern friends

of the aristocracy supposed themselves

to be helping their ambitious allies

by their political support. But the

slaveholders knew how fallacious was

this aid. They saw that the North

was gaining a huge superiority to the

South ; that the people were slowly

consolidating ; that when the free-la-

bor interest did finally concentrate, it

would carry every Northern interest

with it, and, when the pinch came, no

Northern party or statesman could or

would help them do their will. They

carefully sifted all offers of aid from

such quarters, and having used every

Northern interest and institution and

party till it wTas squeezed dry of all its

black blood, they turned their backs

haughtily on the white sections of the

Union, plundered friend and foe alike,

and flew into civil war, out of spite and

rage at the census of 1860 ; in other

words, declared war against the provi-

dence of God as manifested in the prog-

ress of free society. They have fought

well ; at first, perhaps, better than we
;

but when General Lee ' flanks ' the in-

dustrial decrees of the Almighty, and

Stuart ' cuts the communications ' be-

tween free labor and imperial power,

they will destroy this republic—and

not till then.

But was this great material gain of

the people to be accompanied by a

corresponding spiritual advancement ?

Was man to become the chief object of rev-

erence in this tconderfully expanding in-

dustrial empire ? If not, all this prog-

ress was deceptive, and nobody could

predict how soon our very superiority

should be turned to the advantage of

that aristocracy which had perverted

so many things in the republic.

It could not be denied that the Free

States were making wonderful strides,

during these forty years, in mental cul-
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tivation and power. The free industry

of the North was an education to the

people, and nowhere has so much pop-

ular intelligence been carried into the

business of life as here. This period

also witnessed the organization of the

free school everywhere outside of New
England, its home ; the daily press, the

public lecture, the creation of an Amer-
ican literature, all Northern ; the growth

of all institutions of learning and means

of intellectual and artistic cultivation

unparalleled in any other age or land.

No wTell-informed person could also de-

ny the astonishing progress in furnish-

ing the means of religious instruction,

the multiplication of churches, great

ecclesiastical organizations, and philan-

thropic leagues. Notwithstanding the

apparent absorption of the North in its

material prosperity, no people ever was

so busy in furnishing itself with the

means of spiritual improvement ; and
though a population of several millions

of ignorant and superstitious foreigners

was throwTn in upon it during these

eventful years, it came out at the end

the most intelligent people, the best

provided with the apparatus of reli-

gion, that was ever known.

But there wTas one element yet want-

ing to assure the right usage of all this

wealth of material, intellectual, and

ecclesiastical power. This was what

the slaveholding aristocracy saw at

once to be the fatal omen for their

cause, and nicknamed ' Abolitionism.'

Abolitionism, as recognized by the Slave

Power, is nothing more nor less than the

religious reverence for man and his nat-

ural rights. This moral respect for the

nature and rights of all men has always

encountered the peculiar scorn of aris-

tocracies, and no men have been so

bitterly persecuted in history as those

who represented the religious opposi-

tion to despotism. The Hebrew aris-

tocracy in old Palestine called this sen-

timent ' atheism ' in Jesus Christ, and

crucified Him. The pagan aristocracy

called it a - devilish superstition ' in

the early Christians, and slaughtered

them like cattle. The priestly and
civil absolutism of the sixteenth cen-

tury called it ' fanaticism ' in the Dutch
and German reformers, and fought it

eighty years with tire and rack and
swTord. The church and crown nick-

named it ' Puritanism,' and persecuted

it till it turned and cut off the head of

Charles the First, and secured religious

liberty. The slave aristocracy stigma-

tized it
l Abolitionism,' and let loose

upon it every infernal agency in its

power.

One great man, yet alive, but not yet

recognized as he will be, was the rep-

resentative of this religious reverence

for the rights of man. Lloyd Garrison

has been, for the last twenty-five years,

the best-hated man in these Northern

States, not because he failed to see just

how a Union of Free and Slave States

could endure ; not because of any vis-

ionary theory of political action or the

structure of society he cherished
; but,

strangely enough, because he stood up

for man and his divine right to freedom.

This was wdiat the aristocracy hated in

him, and this is what, with inexpressi-

ble rage, it saw gaining in the North.

It truly said that our education, out

arts, our literature, our press, oui

churches, our benevolent organizations,

our families, all that was best in North-

ern society, even our politics, were being

consolidated by this ' fanaticism,' ' Puri-

tanism,' ' Abolitionism '—otherwise, by

reverencefor man and his right tofreedom.

It grew, however, almost as fast as

the material power of the North—this

moral conviction of the divine right

of man to liberty
;
grew so fast, that in

1880, South Carolina glanced over the

November election returns, saw the

name of Abraham Lincoln at the head,

shrieked, ' The North is abolitionized I
''

and rushed out of the Union, with ten

other Slave States at her heels, while

four more were held back by the strong

arm of the national power. The North

is not yet ' abolitionized,' but every

volley fired at liberty by the Slave

Power these last three years, has killed
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a lover of slavery, and made an Abo-

litionist ; as the juggler fires his pistol

at your old black hat, and, when the

smoke clears up, a white dove flut-

ters in its place. If the Slave Power

shoots at us long enough, we shall all

become Abolitionists, and all learn to

love our fellow man and protect him in

the enjoyment of every right given him
by God

!

Thus had the Free States, the people's

part of the Union, gone up steadily to

overshadowing material, intellectual,

moral power. But up to 1850 this

mighty growth had got no fit expres-

sion in State or national politics. Ail

the great parties had mildly tried to

remonstrate with the slave aristocracy,

but quieky recoiled as from the mouth
of a furnace. A few attempts had
been made to organize a party for free-

dom, but nothing could gain foothold

at Washington. A few noble men had
lifted their voices against the rampant

tyranny of the slaveholders : chief

among these was John Quincy Adams,

the John the Baptist crying in the

desert of American partisan politics

the coming of the kingdom of Heaven !

But when the people had come up to

a consciousness of their consolidated

power, and the reverence for human
right was changing and polarizing

every Northern institution — in the

fierce struggle that ushered in and suc-

ceeded the admission of California, be-

tween 1843 and 1856—this Northern

superiority culminated in a great po-

litical movement against slavery. This

movement assumed a double form—posi-

tive, in the assertion that the Slave Power

should he arrested ; negative, in the assertion

that the people should have their own icay

with it. The Republican party said : The

slave aristocracy shall go no farther. The
• Popular Sovereignty ' party, or Dou-

glas Democracy, said : The people shall

do what they choose about this mat-

ter. Now the people were already

the superior power in the republic,

and were rapidly growing to hate the

Slave Power; so the slaveholders,

saw that the Northern Democracy,

with their war cry of popular sovereign-

ty, might in time be just as danger-

ous to them as their more open ene-

mies. They repudiated both forms of

Northern politics, and tied the execu-

tive, under James Buchanan, and the

Supreme Court, under Judge Taney, to

their dogma : The right of the aristocracy

is supreme. Slavery, not liberty, is the

law of the republic.

The great leaders of these Northern

parties were Stephen H. Douglas and
William H. Seward. Mr. Douglas was
the best practical politician, popular

debater, and magnetizer of the masses,

the North has yet produced. He was

the representative of the blind power

of the North, and stood up all his life,

in his better hours, for the right of

the people to make the republic what
they would. But the representative

statesman of the era is the Secretary of

State. The whole career of Mr. Sew-

ard is so interwoven with the history

of the political consolidation of the

people against the Slave Power, that

the two must be studied together to be

understood. Nowhere so clearly and
eloquently as in the pages of this great

philosophical statesman can be read

the rapid growth of that political

movement that in twelve years captured

every Free State, placed a President in

the chair, and then, with a splendid

generosity, invited the whole loyal

people to unite in a party of the Union,

knowing that henceforth the Union meant

the people and liberty against the aristoc-

racy and slavery. And only in the

light of this view can the course of this

man and his great seeming opponent,

but real associate, be fitly displayed.

Douglas had taught the people of the

North that their will should be the law

of the republic. Seward had told them

that will should, be in accordance with the

' higher law ' of justice and freedom.

Like men fighting in the dark, they

supposed themselves each other's ene-

mies, while they wTere only commanders

of the front and rear of the army of
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the people. Both appeared on the

national arena in the struggle of 1850,

and soon strode to the first place. The

Slave Power repudiated Seward and his

' higher law ' of justice and liberty at

once. They tolerated Douglas and his

' popular sovereignty ' ten years longer,

when they found it even a more dan-

gerous heresy, and threw him over-

board.

In the election of 1860 there were

but two parties—the two wings of the

people's army, under the patriots Lin-

coln and Douglas ; the two wings of

the slave host, under the traitors Breck-

inridge and Bell. Of course the peo-

ple triumphed. Had Douglas been

elected instead of Lincoln, the Slave

Power would not have stayed in the

Union one hour longer. It was not

Lincoln, out the political supremacy of

the people, they resisted. The Free States

had at last consolidated, never to re-

cede, and that wras enough. Hence-

forth no party could live in the North

that espoused the cause of this rebel

aristocracy. Whoever was Governor

or President, Democrat, Republican,

Union, what not, the people's party

was henceforth supreme, and the aris-

tocracy, with all its works of darkness,

was second best.

The political victory of 1860 was vir-

tually complete. For the first time in

eighty years had the people concen-

trated against the Slave Power. The
executive was gained, placing the army,

navy, appointments, and patronage in

the hands of the President, the people's

representative by birth and choice. The
North had a majority of eight in the

Senate and sixty-five in the House of

Representatives, insuring a control of

the foreign policy and the financial

affairs of the republic ; while the Su-

preme Court, the last bulwark of des-

potism, could be reconstructed in the

interest of the Constitution. It is true

the people did not appreciate the mag-
nitude of the victory, or realize what it

implied. They would probably have

made no special use of it at once, and

the aristocracy might have outwitted

them again, as they had for three quar-

ters of a century past. But the slave-

holders knew that now was just the

time to strike. If they waited till the

people understood themselves better,

and learned how to administer the

Government for liberty, it would be too

late. They still had possession of the

executive, with all the departments,

the Supreme Court, army, and navy, for

four precious months. This was im-

proved in inflicting as much damage
on the Government as possible, and or-

ganizing a confederacy of revolted

States. The people did not believe

they would fight, and offered them va-

rious compromises, everything except the

thing they desired—unlimited power to

control the republic. The aristocracy

knew that no compromises would do

them good which proposed anything

less than a reconstruction of the Union

which wTould insure their perpetual

supremacy. They even doubted if this

could be effectually accomplished in a

peaceful way. The people must first

be subdued by arms, their Union de-

stroyed, and brought to the verge of

anarchy by this mighty power, backed

by the whole despotism of Europe

;

tnen might they be compelled to ac-

cept such terms as it chose to dictate.

It waited no longer than was necessary

to complete its preparations, and open-

ed its guns in Charleston harbor. When
the smoke of that cannonade drifted

away, the people beheld with con-

sternation the Slave Powers arrayed in

arms, from Baltimore and St. Louis to

New Orleans and the Rio Grande, ad-

vancing to seize their capital and over-

throw the republic.

Having conquered the aristocracy by

its industry, education, religion, and

politics—driven it from every position

on the great field of American society

in an era of peace—the people slowly

awoke to the conviction that they must

now conquer it on the field of arms.

They were slow to come to that con-

viction. Their ablest leaders were not
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war-statesmen, and did not comprehend

at once the full meaning of the. war.

They called it a ' conspiracy,' a ' rebel-

lion,' an ' insurrection,' a ' summer

madness,' anything but what it was

—

the American slave aristocracy in arms to

subdue the people of the United States,

with every other aristocracy on earth wish-

ing it success. But the people did not

refuse the challenge. In April, 1861,

they rushed to the capital, saved their

Government from immediate capture or

dispersion, and then began to prepare,

after their way, for—they hardly knew
what—to suppress a riot or wage a civil

Avar.

In every such conflict as this the

aristocracy has a great advantage, espe-

cially if it can choose its own time to

begin the war. Never was an oligarchy

more favored in its preparations than

ours. Since 1820 it had contemplated

and prepared for this very hour. It

had almost unlimited control over fif-

teen States of the Union. Society was
constructed in all these States on a

military basis, the laboring class being

held in place by the power of the

sword. An aristocracy is always pre-

ceded by military ambition ; for all sub-

ordinate orders of its people have ac-

quired the habit of respect for rank

and implicit obedience to superiors, so

essential to success in war. When the

war broke out, the Slave Power was
ready. Its arms and ammunition and
forts were stolen ; its military organiza-

tions had been perfected in secret soci-

eties ; its generals were selected—its

president perhaps the best general of

all ; its military surveys were made,

every Southern State mapped, and

every strategical point marked ; its

subordinate officers, in which the real

efficiency of an army consists, had been

educated in military schools kept by
such teachers as Hill and Stonewall

Jackson. It had a full crop of cotton

as a basis for finance. Its government

was practically such a despotism as

does not exist in the world. At the

sound of the first gun in Charleston,

the aristocracy sprang to arms ; in a

fortnight every strategical point in fif-

teen States was practically in its pos-

session, and Washington tottered to its

fall.

The people, as the people always are,

were unprepared for war. Their entire

energies had been concentrated for

forty years in organizing the gigantic

victory of peace which they had just

achieved. When they woke up to the

idea that there was yet another battle

to be fought before the aristocracy

would subside, they began to learn the

art of war. And never did the people

begin a great war so unprepared. The
j;>eople of Europe have always had mili-

tary traditions and cultivation to fall

back upon in their civil wars. The
North had no military traditions later

than the Revolution, for no war since

that day had really called forth their

hearty efforts. Three generations of

peace had destroyed even respect for

war as an employment fit for civilized

men. There were not ten thousand

trained soldiers in all the nineteen

States in April, 1861. There were not

good arms to furnish fifty thousand

troops in the possession of the National

or loyal State Governments. Most of

the ablest military men of the North
had left the army, and were engaged in

peaceful occupations. Halleck was in

the law; McCleilan, Burnside, Banks,

on the railroad ; Mitchel and Sigel

teaching schoolboys ; Hooker, Kearny,

McCall, Dix, retired gentlemen ; Fre-

mont digging gold ; Rosecrans manu-

facturing oil, and Grant in a tanyard
;

•

and so on to the end of the chapter

;

wdiile Scott, the patriot hero, who was

but once defeated in fifty years' service,

was passing over into the helplessness

of old age. Of course such a people did

not realize the value of military educa-

tion, and fell into the natural delusion

that a multitude of men carrying guns

and wearing blue coats is an army
;

and any ' smart man ' can make a col-

onel in three months. There was not

even a corporal in the Cabinet, and Mr.
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Lincoln's military exploits were con-

fined to one campaign, in the war of

1812, and one challenge to fight a

duel. There were not ten Northern men
in Congress who could take a com-

pany into action. In short, we had the

art of war to learn ; even did not know
it was necessary to learn to fight as to

do anything else ; especially to fight

against an aristocracy that had been

studying war for forty years.

For more than three years have the

people of the United States waged this

gigantic war thus precipitated upon

them by their aristocracy to arrest the

irresistible growth of modern society

in the republic. Every year has been

a period of great success, though our

peaceful population, unacquainted with

war, and often ignorant of the vast

issues of this conflict, have often in-

clined to despondency. Of course the

aristocracy fought best, at first, as every

aristocracy in the world has done.

With half our number of better dis-

ciplined troops, better commanded and

mano3uvred, and the great advantage

of interior lines, supported by railroad

communications, and possessing in Vir-

ginia, perhaps, the most defensible re-

gion in the Union, they held our Army
of the Potomac at bay for two years

;

have thrice overrun Maryland and the

Pennsylvania border, and yet hold their

fortified capital ; while every step of

our victorious progress in the South-

west has been bitterly contested. Yet

this wax of martial forces has been

strangely like the long, varied war of

materia], moral, and political forces of

which it is the logical sequel.

The Union navy won the earliest

laurels in the war. The navy has been

the right arm of the people in all ages.

The Athenian navy repelled the inva-

sion of Greece by the Persian empire.

Antony, Pompey, Csssar, the people's

leaders in Rome, built up their youth-

ful power upon the sea. The Dutch

and English navies saved religious and

civil liberty in the sixteenth' century
;

and all the constitutional Governments

that now exist in Europe came out of

the hold of a British man-of-war. The
United States, in 1812, extemporized a

navy that gained us the freedom of the

seas. And now the navy has led the

way in the war for the freedom of the

continent. The aristocracy felt, in-

tuitively, the danger of this arm of de-

fence, and discouraged, scattered, and
almost annihilated our naval powder be-

fore they entered upon the war. When
we learn that our active navy, in April,

1861, consisted of one frigate, too large

to sail over the bar of Charleston har-

bor, and one two-gun supply ship ; and

that in the three successive years it

has shot up into a force of five hundred

vessels ; that our new ironclads and

guns have revolutionized the art of

naval warfare ; that we have established

the most effective blockade ever knowm
along two thousand miles of dangerous

coast ; have captured Port Royal and

New Orleans, aided in the opening of

the Mississippi and all its dependencies

which we now patrol, penetrated to

the cotton fields of Alabama, occupied

the inland waters of North Carolina

and Virginia, seized every important

rebel port and navy yard save four, and

destroyed every war ship of the enemy
that has ventured in range of our can

non, we are pronouncing a eulogy of

which any people may be proud. One
year more will swell this maritime

power to a force amply sufficient to

protect the coast of the whole republic

from all assault of traitors at home or

their friends abroad.

But the army ofthe Union has not been

content to remain permanently behind

the navy. Even in the first year of the

conflict, when it was only a crowd

of seventy-five thousand undisciplined

militia, contending against a solid body

of well-disciplined and commanded
forces, it wrested two States from the

foe, and baffled his intentions for the

capture of all our great border cities.

But since the opening of the campaign

of 1862, the real beginning of war by

the North, we have conquered from the
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aristocracy and now hold fast in Slave

States- an area of two hundred thousand

square miles, inhabited by four millions

of people—a district larger than France.

Three years ago, every Slave State was

virtually in the grasp of the rebels, and

the Union was really put upon the de-

fensive to protect freedom in the Free

States and the national capital. Now,

by a masterly series of campaigns in

the West and Southwest, ranging from

the Alleglianies to the Gulf, in which

we have never lost a decisive battle,

we have saved all the Territories of the

United States, cut the ' Confederacy

'

in two equal parts, holding the west-

ern division at our mercy, opened the

Mississippi and all its tributaries, and

crowded the rebellion into the five

States nearest the Atlantic coast. In

the east we have fought a score of bat-

tles with the most formidable army

ever marshalled on this continent, com-

posed of the flower of the rebel sol-

diery led by their best generalship,

and, spite of frequent repulses, have

forced it from the Potomac and below

the Rappahannock to the James, away

from the smell of salt water, holding

firmly every seaport from Washington

to Wilmington, North Carolina, and a

belt of land and water commanding
the approach to the interior of every

Atlantic State. The military force of

the rebellion is rapidly being crowded

into one army, not exceeding two hun-

dred and fifty thousand men, against

which the mighty power of the Union

can be marshalled in overwhelming

array. I know well enough that the

decisive moment will really come when
we confront that desperate and veteran

host, on which the fate of aristocratic

government upon this continent de-

pends. But we shall then have a great

army of veterans, marshalled under

commanders fit to lead them in the

name of liberty and the people.

It is not strange it has taken us three

years to find who can fight among us.

The Germans fought fifty years against

religious despotism before they found

Gustavus Adolphus to lead them to

victory. The English fought ten years

before Cromwell took command of his

Ironsides. The French blundered ten

years before the ' little corporal ' led

the army of the republic over the Alps

to dethrone half the monarchy of Eu-

rope. The people had but one great

general in the Revolutionary War. Un-

til 1860 the aristocracy had furnished

the only great American commander.

But great generals have now appeared

among the people ; and if we fight

stoutly and treat men fairly, our com-

mander will appear when his army of

veterans is ready.

The aristocracy at first moved armies

faster than the people, for the same

reason that the Tartars, the Cossacks,

the Arabs, the Indians, and all semi-

barbarians move more rapidly in war

than a civilized people. A semi-bar-

barous oligarchy fights because it loves

war ; a civilized people fights to estab-

lish civilization and peace. The South-

ern army carries little along, lives on

the food and wears the dress of the

semi-savage, and overruns vast spaces,

leaving a smoking desolation and a

ruined society. The Northern army

moves slowly, because it carries Ameri-

can civilization in its knapsack and

baggage wagons, organizes republican

society as it goes, and prepares to hold

for liberty all it has gained. The peo-

ple's army has paved the way for liber-

ty and a democratic order of society

over two hundred thousand square

miles, among four millions of people', in

three years. New Orleans, Nashville,

Memphis, Beaufort, Alexandria, every

slave city in our possession, is being

made over into a free city.

The army goes slow because it is

only the people's pioneer to level the

mountains and fill up the valleys, and

construct the highway of liberty from

the Potomac to the Rio Grande. The

Secretary of State has well said :
' The

war means the dissolution of slave society.

It was entered into with the distinct

understanding that it was the last ex-
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pedient to save the negro oligarchy

from ruin, and every day it goes on its

thundering course it more emphatically

pronounces its doom. The war for the

Union is the people's final contest for

liberty, a contest in which they will be

victorious, as in the strife of industry,

morals, and politics. The people, like

John Brown's soul, are ' marching on '

to dissolve the slave oligarchy and

establish democracy. The people now
possess three fourths the territory,

population, and wealth of the republic.

There are yet some six million black

and white people in the South to rescue

from their masters, who now use them

against us. They are being prepared

for Union with us by this war. The

poor white man will be made better,

more intelligent, more ambitious even,

by service in the rebel army, and on

the return of peace wT
ill become the

small farmer of a free soil. The black

men will be raised, in due time made
freemen, and start as a free peasantry

on a new career. A hundred thousand

slaveholders, with their families, not

more than one million of people in all,

will hate the Union permanently. They

will be defeated, we hope and believe,

and disorganized as a social and politi-

cal power, and the people rule in every

State they have cursed by their ambi-

tion for the last fifty years.

We do not prophesy just when or

how the people will triumph. The

victory, we believe, will come ; but

whether all at once, or through tem-

porary revulsions of purpose and alter-

nate truce and war, whether finished

by arms or yet cast again into the arena

of politics, whether by occupying all

this three millions of square miles of

territory or gaining on despotism year

by year, nobody knows. The Slave

Power has not yet played its trump

card. It has a hundred devilish re-

sources yet to foil us. It may yet try

to use the negroes it still holds against

us by emancipation. It may yet drag

us into a war with Europe, and Sara

toga and Lake Erie and Plattsburg,

and Long Island and Trenton and
Bunker Hill, and Detroit and New
Orleans may yet be fought over again.

But we have seen how, for the last forty

years, the people of the United States

have strode on toward supremacy, led

by a Power they did not always recog-

nize, and sometimes scorned, but led to

victory spite of themselves.

There has indeed been a Divine In-

telligence guiding the destiny of our

republic by the ' higher law ' of the prog-

ress of free society toward a Christian

democracy. We do not think the

Peace Party will be able to abolish that

' higher law,' as certain of our poli-

ticians expect. We believe God Al-

mighty is shaping a free and exalted

civilized nation out of this republic, by

a law of progress which we did not

make and cannot repeal. We may
postpone that nation by our folly and

sins, but it must be made. Through

labor and education, and religion and

arts, and politics and war, it ' marches

on to supremacy

—

the people's nation.

And when it is established it will be

the controlling nation of this continent,

one of the firmest powers on the earth,

the terror of every aristocracy, and the

joy and hope of every people on the

round globe.
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THE UNDIVINE COMEDY—A POLISH DRAMA.

gcbicaicJr ia pnrg.

PART III

•II fut administre,parceque le niais demandait

tin pretre, puis pendu a la satisfaction generale,'

etc., etc.—Rapport du citoyen Gaillot, commis-

eaire de la sixieme cliambre, an III., 5 prairial.

1 The sacraments were administered to him,

because the fool demanded a priest ; he was
hung to the general satisfaction. 1—Report of

citizen Gaillot, commissary of the sixth session^

3d year, 5th prairial.

A song ! a new song !

Who will begin it ? Who will end

it?

Give me the Past, clad in steel,

barbed with iron, floating in knightly-

plumes ! With magic power I would

invoke before you gothic towers and

castellated turrets, bristling barbacans

and mighty arches, baronial halls and

clustered shafts ; I would throw around

you the giant shadows of vaulted

domes and of revered cathedrals : but

it may not be ; all that is with the

Past : the Past is never to return !

Speak, whosoever thou mayst be,

and tell me in what thou believest

!

It is easier to lose thy life than to in-

vent a faith ; to awaken any belief in

it!

Shame upon you all, great and small,

for all things pursue their own course

in defiance of your schemes ! You may
be mean and wretched, without hearts

and without brains, yet the world has-

tens to its allotted destiny
; it hurries

you on whether you will or no, throws

you in the dust, tosses you into wild

confusion, or whirls you in resistless

circles, which cease not until they grow
into dances of Death ! But the world

rolls on— on ; clouds and storms arise

and vanish ; then it grows slippery

—

new couples join the dance of Death

—

they totter—fall—lost in an abyss of

blood—for it is slippery—blood—hu-

vol. vi.—34

man blood is gushing everywhere, as

if the path to peace led through a

charnel house !

Behold the crowds of people throng-

ing the gates of the cities, the hills, the

valleys, and resting beneath the shad-

ows of the trees ! Tents are spread

about, long boards are placed on the

trunks of fallen trees or on pikes and
sticks to serve as tables ; they are cov-

ered with meat and drink, the full

cups pass from hand to hand, and, as

they touch the eager mouth, threats,

oaths, and curses press forth from the

hot lips. Faster and faster fly the cups

from hand to hand, beaded, bubbling,

glittering, always filling, striking, tink-

ling, ringing, as they circle among the

millions : Hurrah ! hurrah ! Long
live the cup of drunkenness and joy !

* sjs * * ifc

How fiercely they are agitated ; how
impatiently they wait ! They murmur,
they break into riotous noise !

Poor wretches ! scarcely covered with

their miserable rags, the seal of weary

labors deeply stamped upon their sun-

burnt faces set with uncombed, brist-

ling hair, the sweat starting from their

rugged brows, their strong and horny

hands armed with scythes, axes, ham-
mers, hatchets, spades !

Look at that broad youth with the

pickaxe ; at the slight one with the

sword. Here is one who holds aloft a

glittering pike ; another who bran-

dishes a massive club with his brawny
arm ! There under the willows a boy

crams cherries into his mouth with the

one hand, and with the other punches,

the tree with a long, sharp awl. Wo-
men are also there, wives, mothers,

daughters, poor and hungry as the

men. Not a single trace of womanly
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beauty, of healthful freshness upon
them ; their hair is disordered and

sprinkled with the dust of the high-

ways, their tawny bodies scarcely cov-

ered with unsightly rags, their gloomy

eyes seem fading into their sockets,

only half open as if gluing together in

very weariness : but they will soon be

quickened, for the full cup flies from

lip to lip, they quaff long draughts

:

Hurrah ! hurrah ! Long live the cup

of drunkenness and joy !

Hark ! a noise and rustling among
the masses! Is it joy, or is it grief?

Who can read the meaning of a thing

so monstrously multiform !

A man arrives, mounts a table, ha-

rangues and sways the multitude. His

voice drags and grates upon the ear,

but hacks itself into sharp, strong

words, clearly heard and easily under-

stood ; his gestures are slow and light,

accompanying his words as music,

song. His brow is high and strong,

his head is entirely bald
;
thought has

uprooted its last hair. His skin is

dull and tawny, the blood never tinges

its dingy pallor, no emotion ever paints

its secrets there, yellow wrinkles form

and cross between the bones and mus-

cles of his face, and a dark beard, like

a black wreath, encircles it from tem-

ple to temple. He fastens a steady

gaze upon his hearers, no doubt or hes-

itation ever clouds his clear, cold eye.

When he raises his arm and stretches it

out toward the people, they bow before

him, as if to receive, prostrate, the

blessing of a great intellect, not that of

a great heart ! Down, down with the

great hearts ! Away, away with old

prejudices ! Hurrah ! hurrah ! for the

words of consolation ! Hurrah for the

license to murder !

H« H= * * *

This man is the idol of the people,

their passion, the ruler of their souls,

the stimulator of their enthusiasm. He
promises them bread and money, and

their cries rise like the rushing of a

storm, widening and deepening in eve-

ry direction :
' Long live Pancratius !

Hurrah ! Bread and money ! Bread

for us, our wives, our children ! Hur-

rah ! hurrah !

'

5jC >ji 5jJ rjc 5j£

At the feet of the speaker, leaning

against the table on which he stands,

rests his friend, companion, and dis-

ciple. His eye is dark and oriental,

shadowed by long and gloomy lashes,

his arms hang down, his limbs bend
under him, his body is badly formed

and distorted, his mouth is sensual and

voluptuous, his expression is sharp and

malicious, his fingers are laden with

rings of gold—he joins the tumult, cry-

ing with a rough, hoarse voice :
' Long

live Pancratius !
' The speaker looks

at him carelessly for a moment, and

says :
' Citizen, Baptized, hand me a

handkerchief !

'

Meantime the uproar continues ; the

cries become more and more tumultu-

ous :
' Bread for us ! Bread ! bread !

Long live Pancratius ! Death to the

nobles ! to the merchants ! to the rich !

Bread ! bread ! Bread and Wood

!

Hurrah ! hurrah !

'

A tabernacle. Lamps. An open Tbook lies on

a table. Baptized Jews.

The Baptized. My wretched breth-

ren ; my revenge - seeking, beloved

brethren ! let us suck nourishment from

the pages of the Talmud, as from the

breast of our mother ; it is the breast

of life from which strength and honey

flow for us, bitterness and poison for

our enemies.

Chorus of Baptized Jews. Jeho-

vah is our God, and ours alone ; there-

fore has He scattered us in every land !

Like the coiled folds of an enormous

serpent, He has wreathed us everywhere

round and through the adorers of the

cross ; our lithe and subtile rings pass

round and through our foolish, proud,

unclean rulers.

!
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Let us thrice spew them forth to de-

struction ! Threefold curses light upon

them

!

The Baptized. Rejoice, my breth-

ren ! the Cross of our Great Enemy is

already more than half hewn down ; it

is rotting to its fall ; it is only stand-

ing on a root of blood : if it once

plunge into the abyss it will never rise

again. Hitherto the nobles have been

its sole defence, but they are ours

!

ours !

Chorus of Baptized Jews. Our
work, our long, long work of cen-

turies, our sad, ardent, painful work is

amost done !

Death to the nobles—let us thrice

spew them forth to destruction

!

Threefold curses light upon them !

The Baptized. The might of Israel

shall be built upon a liberty without

law or order, upon a slaughter without

end, upon the pride of the nobility, the

folly of the masses. The nobles are

almost destroyed ; we must drive the

few still left into the abyss of death,

and scatter over their livid corpses the

ruins of the shattered cross in which

they trusted !

Chorus op Baptized Jews. The
cross is now our holy symbol ; the wa-

ter of baptism has reunited us with

men ; the scorning repose upon the

love of the scorned !

The freedom of men is our cry ; the

welfare of the people our aim
; ha ! ha

!

the sons of Christ trust the sons of

Caiaphas !

Centuries ago our fathers tortured

our Great Enemy to death ; we will

again torture him to death this very

day—but He will never rise more from

the grave which we prepare for Him !

The Baptized. Yet a little space,

a little time, a few drops of poison, and

the whole world will be our own, my
brethren

!

Chorus op Baptized Jews. Jeho-

vah is the God of Israel, and of it

alone.

Let us thrice spew forth the nations

to destruction ! Threefold curses light

upon them

!

Knocking is heard at the door.

The Baptized. Take up your

work, brethren ! And thou, Holy

Book, away from sight—no unclean

look shall soil thy spotless leaves

!

Who is there ? Hides the Talmud.

Voice {without). A friend. Open

in the name of freedom.

The Baptized. Quick to your

hammers and looms, my brethren !

He opens the door.

Enter Leonard.

Leonard. Well done, citizens. You
watch, I see, and whet your swords for

to-morrow.

—

{Approaching one of the

men :) What are you making here in

this corner ?

One op the Baptized. Ropes.

Leonard. You are right, citizen, for

he who falls not by iron must hang !

The Baptized. Citizen Leonard, is

the thing really to come off to-mor-

row ?

Leonard. He who thinks, feels,

and acts with the most force among us,

has sent me to you to appoint an inter-

view. He will himself answer your

question.

The Baptized. I go to meet him.

Brethren, remain at work. Look well

to them, citizen Yankel.

Exit with Leonard.

Chorus op Baptized Jews. Ye
ropes and daggers, ye clubs and bills,

the works of our hands, ye will go

forth to destroy them !

The people will kill the nobles upon

the plains, will hang them in the for-

ests, and then, having none to defend

them, we will kill and hang the peo-

ple ! The Despised will arise in their

anger, will array themselves in the

might of Jehovah : His Word is Re-

demption and Love for His people

Israel, but scorn and fury for their ene-

mies !
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Let us thrice spew tliem forth to de-

struction : threefold curses fall upon

them !

^J ;js ifc He ^s

A tent. A profusion of flasks, cups, and
ns. Pancratius alone.

Pancratius. The mob howled in

applause but a moment ago, shouted in

loud hurrahs at every word I uttered.

But is there a single man among them

all who really understands my ideas,

or who comprehends the end and aim

of that path upon which we have en-

tered, or where the reforms will termi-

nate which have been so loudly inau-

gurated within the last hour ? ' Ah !

fervidum imitatorum pecus !

'

Enter Leonard and the Baptized Jew.

Do you know Count Henry ?

The Baptized. I know him well

by sight, great citizen, but I am not

personally acquainted with him. I re-

member once when I was approaching

the Lord's Supper, he cried to me,
' Out of the way

!

' and looked down
upon me with the arrogant look pecu-

liar to the nobles—for which I vowed
him a rope in my soul.

Pancratius. Prepare to visit him
early to-morrow morning, and an-

nounce to him that it is my wish to

confer with him alone.

The Baptized. How many men
will you send with me on this embassy ?

I do not think it would be safe to un-

dertake it without a guard.

Pancratius. You must go alone,

my name will be sufficient guard, and

the gallows on which you hung the

baron yesterday, your shield.

The Baptized. Woe is me !

Pancratius. Tell him I will visit

him to-morrow night.

The Baptized. And if he should

put me in chains or order me to be

hung ?

Pancratius. You would die a

martyr for the freedom of the people !

The Baptized. I will sacrifice all

for the freedom of the people.

—

{Aside.)

"Woe is me !

—

{Aloud.) Good night,

citizen.
Exit the Baptized.

Leonard. Pancratius, why this de-

lay, these half measures, these con-

tracts, this strange interview ? When
I swore to honor and obey you, it was

because I believed you to be a hero of

extremes, an eagle flying even in the

face of the sun directly to its aim ; a

brave man ready to venture all upon

the cast of a die.

Pancratius. Silence, child !

Leonard. Everything is ready

;

the baptized Jews have forged arms

and woven ropes ; the masses clamor

for immediate orders. Speak but the

word now, and the electric sparks will

fly, the millions flash into forked light-

nings, kindle into flame, and consume

our enemies !

Pancratius. You are young, and

the blood mounts rapidly into your

brain ; but will the hour of combat

find you more resolute than myself ?

Leonard. Think well what you are

doing. The nobles, weak and ex-

hausted, have fled for refuge to the

famous fortress of the Holy Trinity,*

and await our arrival, as men wait the

knife of the guillotine.

Forward, citizen, attack them with-

out delay, and it is over with them for-

ever !

Pancratius. It can make no differ-

ence ; they have lost the old energy of

their caste in luxury and idleness. To-

morrow or the next day they must fall,

what matter which ?

Leonard. What and whom do you

fear, and why do you delay ?

Pancratius. I fear nothing. I act

but in accordance with my own will.

Leonard. And am I to trust it

blindly ?

* A renowned fort in Polish history. It stood

on the old battle field between Turkey and Po.

land, between Eui'ope and Asia.
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Pancratius. Yes. Blindly.

Leonard. You may betray us,

citizen

!

Pancratius. Betrayal rings forever

from your lips like the refrain of an

old song.

But hush ! not so loud—if any one

should hear us . . .

Leonard. There are no spies here
;

and what if some one should hear us ?

Pancratius. Nothing ; only five

balls in your heart for having ventured

to raise your voice a tone too high in

my presence. {Approaching close to him.)

Leonard, trust me, and be tranquil

!

Leonard. I confess I have been too

hasty, but I fear no punishment. If my
death could help the cause of the

down-trodden masses, I would cheer-

fully die.

Pancratius. You are full of life,

hope, faith. Happiest of men, I will

not rob you of the bliss of existence.

Leonard. What do you say, citi-

zen ?

Pancratius. Think more ; speak

less
; the time will come when you will

fully understand me !

Have you collected the provisions for

the carousal of the millions ?

Leonard. They have all been sent

to the arsenal under guard.

Pancratius. Has the contribution

from the shoemakers been received ?

Leonard. It has. Every one gave
with the greatest eagerness ; it amounts
to a hundred thousand.

Pancra-Aus. They must all be in-

vited to a general festival to-morrow.

Have you heard nothing of Count
Henry ?

Leonard. I despise the nobles too

deeply to credit what I hear of him.

The dying race have no energy left ; it

is impossible they should dare or ven-

ture aught.

Pancratius. And yet it is true

that he is collecting and training his

serfs and peasants, and, confiding in

their devotion and attachment to him-

self, intends leading them to the relief

of the fortress of the Holy Trinity.

Leonard. Who can oppose us ?

The ideas of our century stand incor-

porated in us !

Pancratius. I am determined to

see Count Henry, to gaze into his eyes,

to read the very depths of his brave

spirit, to win him over to the glorious

cause of the people.

Leonard. An aristocrat, body and

soul

!

Pancratius. True : but also a

Poet

!

Good night, Leonard, I would be

alone.

Leonard. Have you forgiven me,

citizen ?

Pancratius. Sleep in peace : if I

had not forgiven you, you would ere

this have slept the eternal sleep.

Leonard. And will nothing take

place to-morrow ?

Pancratius. Good night, and

pleasant dreams !

Leonard is retiring.

Ho, Leonard !

Leonard. Citizen general ?

Pancratius. You will accompany

me day after morrow on my visit to

Count Henry.

Leonard. I will obey.
Exit Leonard.

Pancratius. How is it that this

man, Count Henry, still dares to resist

and defy me, the ruler of millions ?

His forces will bear no comparison

with mine ; indeed he stands almost

alone, although it is true that some

hundred or two of peasants, confiding

blindly in his word and clinging to

him as the dog clings to his master,

still cluster round him—but that is all

folly, and can amount to nothing.

Why, then, do I long to see him, long

to win him to our side ? Has my spirit

for the first time encountered its equal ?
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Can it progress no farther in tile patli

in which he stands to oppose me ? His

resistance is the last obstacle to be

overcome—he must be overthrown

—

and then ? . . . and then ! . . .

O my cunning intellect ! Canst thou

not deceive thyself as thou hast de-

ceived others ? . . .

Shame ! thou shouldst know thine

own might ! Thou art thought, the in-

telligence and reason of the people

—

the ruler of the masses—thou control-

lest the millions, so that their will and

giant force is one with thine—all au-

thority and government are incarnated

and concentrated in thee alone—all

that would be crime in others is in thee

fame and glory—thou hast given name
and place to unknown and obscure

men—thou hast given faith and elo-

quence to beings who had been almost

robbed of moral sentiment—thou hast

created a new world in thine own
image, and art thyself its god ! and

yet . . . and yet . . . thou art

wandering in unknown wastes, and

fearest to be lost thyself—to go astray !

Thou knowest not thyself, nor of

what thou art capable ; thou rulest

others^et doubt'st thyself—thou know-

est not what thou art—whither thou

goest—nor whence thou earnest ! No
. . . no . . . Thou art sublime

!

Sinks upon a chair in silent thought.

A forest, with a cleared hill in its midst, upon

which stands a gallows ; huts, tents, watchfires,

barrels, tables, and crowds of men. The Man
disguised in a dark cloak and red liberty cap,

and holding the Baptized Jew by the hand.

The Man. Remember

!

The Baptized {in a whisper). Upon
my honor, I will lead your excellency

aright. I will not betray you.

The Man. Give but one suspicious

wink, raise but a finger, and my bullet

finds its way to your heart ! You may

readily imagine that I attach no great

value to your life when I thus lightly

risk my own.

The Baptized. Oh woe ! You

press my hand like a vice of steel.

What is it you wish me to do ?

The Man. Appear to the crowd as

if I were an acquaintance—treat me as a

newly arrived friend.

What kind of a dance is that ? -

The Baptized. The dance of a

free people.

Men and women dance, leap, and sing round
the gallows.

Their Chorus. Bread ! meat

!

work ! wood in winter, rest in summer

!

Hurrah ! hurrah !

God had no compassion upon us

:

Hurrah ! hurrah !

Kings had no compassion upon us :

Hurrah ! hurrah !

The nobles had no compassion upon
us : Hurrah ! hurrah !

We renounce God, kings, and nobles

:

Hurrah ! hurrah ! hurrah !

The Man {to a maiden). I am glad

to see you look so gay, so blooming.

The Maiden. I am sure we have

waited quite long enough for such a

day as this ! I have washed dishes

and cleaned knives and forks all my
life, without ever having heard a kind

word spoken to me : it is high time I

too should begin to eat, to dance, to

make merry. Hurrah ! hurrah !

The Man. Dance, citizeness !

The Baptized. For God's sake, be

cautious, count ! You may be recog-

nized ; let us go !

The Man. If any one should recog-

nize me, you are lost. We will mingle

with the throng.

The Baptized. A crowd of ser-

vants are sitting under the shade of

this oak.

The Man. Let us approach them.

First Servant. I have just killed

my first master.

Second Servant. And I am on the

search for my baron. Your health,

citizens !

Valet de Chambre. In the sweat
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of our brows, in the depths of humilia-

tion, licking the dust from the boots

of our masters, and prostrate before

them, we have yet always felt our

rights as men : let us drink the health

of our present society !

Chorus of Servants. Here's to

the health of our citizen President

!

one of ourselves, he will lead us to

glory !

Valet de Chambre. Thanks, citi-

zens, thanks

!

Chorus of Servants. Out of dark

kitchens, dressing rooms, and ante-

chambers, our prisons of old, we rush

together into freedom : Hurrah !

We know the ridiculous follies, pee-

vishness, and perversity of Our masters
;

we have been behind the shows and

shams of glittering halls : Hurrah !

The Man. Whose voices are those

I hear so harsh and wild from that lit-

tle mound on our left ?

The Baptized. The butchers are

singing a chorus.

Chorus of the Butchers. The
cleaver and axe are our weapons ; our

life is in the slaughter house ; we know
the hue of blood, and care not if we
kill cattle or nobles !

Children of blood and strength, we
look with indifference upon the pale

and weak ; he who needs us, has us

;

we slaughter beeves for the nobles

;

the nobles for the people !

The cleaver and axe are our arms

;

our life is in the slaughter house

:

Hurrah for the slaughter house ! the

slaughter house ! the slaughter house !

the slaughter house !

The Man. Come ! I like the next

group better ; hono rand philosophy are

at least named in it. Good evening,

madame

!

The Baptized. It would be better

if your excellency should say, ' citizen-

ess,' or ' woman of freedom.'

Woman. What do you mean by the

title, ' madame ? ' From whence did

it come ? Fie ! fie ! you smell of

mould

!

The Man. Pardon my mistake !

Woman. I am as free as you, I am
a free woman ; I give my love freely to

the community, because they have ac-

knowledged my right to lavish it

where I will

!

The Man. And have the community
given you for it these jewelled rings,

these chains of violet amethysts ? . . .

O thrice beneficent community !

The Woman. No, the community
did not give them to me ; but at my
emancipation I took these things se-

cretly from the casket of my husband,

for he was my enemy, the enemy of

freedom, and had long held me en-

slaved !

The Man. Citizeness, I wish you a

most agreeable promenade !

They pass on.

Who is this marvellous-looking war-

rior leaning upon a two-edged sword,

with a death's head upon his cap, an-

other upon his badge, and a third upon

his breast ? Is he not the famous

Bianchetti, a condottiere employed by

the people, as the condottieri once

w ere by the kings and nobles ?

The Baptized. Yes, it is Bianchet-

ti ; he has been with us for the last

eight or ten days.

The Man (to Bianchetti). What is

General Bianchetti considering with so

much attention ?

Bianchetti. Look through this

opening in the woods, citizen, and you

will see a castle upon a hill : with my
glass I can see the walls, ramparts,

bastions, etc.

The Man. It will be hard to take,

will it not ?

Bianchetti. Kings and devils ! it

can be surrounded by subterranean pas-

sages, undermined, and . . .

The Baptized (winking at BiancheU

ti). Citizen general . . .
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The Man (in a whisper to the Bap-

tized). Look under my cloak how tlie

cock of my pistol is raised !

The Baptized (aside). Ok woe !

—

(Aloud.) How do you mean to con-

duct the siege, citizen general ?

Bianchetti. Although you are my
brother in freedom, you are not my con-

fidant in strategy. After the capitula-

tion of the castle, my plans will be

made public.

The Man (to the Baptized). Take

my advice, Jew, and strike him dead,

for such is the beginning of all aristoc-

racies.

A Weaver. Curses ! curses ! curses

!

The Man. Poor fellow ! what are

you doing under this tree, and why do

you look so pale and wild ?

The Weaver. Curses upon the

merchants and manufacturers ! All

the best years of my life, years in which

other men love maidens, meet in wide

plains, or sail upon vast seas, with free

air and open space around them, I have

spent in a narrow, dark, gloomy room,

chained like a galley slave to a silk

loom !

The Man. Take some food ! Empty
the full cup which you hold in your

hand

!

Weaver. I have not strength

enough left to carry it to my lips ! I

am so tired ; I could scarcely crawl up

here—it is the day of freedom ! but a

day of freedom is not for me—it conies

too late, too late !

—

(He falls, and gasps

out :) Curses upon the manufacturers

who make silks ! upon the merchants,

who buy them ! upon the nobles, who
wear them ! Curses ! curses ! curses !

He -writhes on the ground and d'.es.

The Baptized. What a ghastly

corpse

!

Tee Man. Baptized Jew, citizen,

poltroon of freedom, look upon this

lifeless head, shining in the blood-red

rays of the setting sun ! Where are

now your words and promises ; the

equality, perfectibility, and universal

happiness of the human race ?

The Baptized (aside). May you

soon fall into a like ruin, and the dogs

tear the flesh from your rotting corpse !

— (Aloud.) I beg that your excellency

will now permit me to return, that I

may give an account of my embassy !

The Man. You may say that, be-

lieving you to be a spy, I forcibly de-

tained you.

—

(Looking around him.)

The tumult and noise of the carousal is

dying away behind us ; before us there

is nothing to be seen but fir and pine

trees bathed in the crimson rays of sun-

set.

The Baptized. Clouds are gather-

ing thick and fast over the tops of the

trees : had you not better return to

your people, Count Henry, who have

been waiting so long for you in the

vault of St. Ignatius ?

The Man. Thank you for your ex-

ceeding care of me, Sir Jew ! But

back ! I will return and take another

look at the festival of the citizens.

Voices (under the trees). The chil-

dren of Ham bid good night to thee,

old Sun !

Voice (on the right). Here's to thy

health, old enemy ! Thou hast long

driven us on to unpaid work, and

awaked us early to unheeded pain

!

Ha ! ha ! When thou risest upon us

to-morrow, thou wilt find us with fish

and flesh : now off to the devil, empty

glass

!

The Baptized. The bands of peas-

ants are coming this way.

The Man. You shall not leave me.

Place yourself behind this tree trunk,

and be silent

!

Chorus of Peasants. Forward,

forward, under the white tents to meet

our brethren ! Forward, forward, un-

der the green shade of the beeches, to

rest, to sleep, to pleasant sunset greet-

ings !

Our maidens there await us; there
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await us our slaughtered oxen, the old

teams of our ploughs !

A Yoice. I am pulling and drag-

ing him on with all my strength—now
he turns and defends himself—down

!

down among the dead !

Voice of tide Dying Noble. My
children, pity ! pity !

Second Voice. Chain me to your

land and make me work without pay

again—will you !

Third Voice. My only son fell un-

der the blows of your lash, old lord
;

either wake him from the dead, or die

to join him !

Fourth Voice. The children of

Ham drink thy health, old lord ! they

beg thee for forgiveness, lord !

Chorus of Peasants {passing on out

of sight). A vampire sucked our blood,

and lived upon our strength :

We have caught the vampire, he shall

escape no more

!

By Satan, thou shalt hang as high as

a great lord should !

By Satan, thou shalt die high, high

above us all

!

Death to the nobles ; tyrants were

they all

!

Drink, food, and rest for us
;
poor,

weary, hungry, thirsty, naked !

Your bodies shall lie like sheaves

upon our fields ; the ruins of your cas-

tles fly like chaff beneath the flail of

the thresher

!

Voice. The children of Ham will

dance merrily round their bonfires

!

The Man. I cannot see the face of

the murdered noble, they throng so

thickly round him.

The Baptized. , It is in all proba-

bility a friend or relation of your ex-

cellency !

The Man. I despise him, and hate

you!

Poetry will sweeten all this horror

hereafter. Forward, Jew, forward !

They disappear among the trees.

*J* H* *T- H* *p

Another part of the forest,

which watch fires are burning,

people bearing torches.

A mound upon
A procession of

The Man {appearing among them icith

the Baptized). These drooping branches

have torn my liberty cap into tatters.

Ha ! what hell of flame is this throw-

ing its crimson light into the gloom,

and leaping through these heavily

fringed walls of the forest ?

The Baptized. We have wandered

from our way while seeking the pass

of St. Ignatius. We must retrace our

steps immediately, for this is the spot

in which Leonard celebrates the so-

lemnities of the New Faith !

The Man. Forward, in the name
of God ! I must see these solemnities.

Fear nothing, Jew, no one wT
ill recog-

nize us.

The Baptized. Be prudent ; our

lives hang on a breath !

The Man. What enormous ruins are

these scattered around us ! This pon-

derous pile must have lasted centuries

before it fell !

Pillars, pedestals, capitals, fallen

arches—ha ! I am treading upon the

broken remnants of an escutcheon. Bas-

reliefs of exquisite sculpture are scat-

tered about upon the earth ! Heavens !

that is the sweet face of the Virgin

Mother shining through the heart of

the darkness ! The light flickers, I can

see it no more. Here are the slight-

fluted shafts of a shrine, panes of color-

ed glass with cherub heads, a carved

railing of bronze, and now, in the light

of yonder torch, I see the half of a

monumental figure of a reclining

knight in armor thrown upon the burnt

and withered grass : Where am I,

Jew?

The Baptized. You are passing

through the graveyard of the last

church of the Old Faith ; our people

labored forty days and forty nights

without intermission to destroy it ; it

seemed built for eternal ages.

The Man. Your songs and hymns,
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ye new men, grate harshly on my
ears !

Dark forms are moving forward in

every direction, from before us, behind

us, and from either side
; lights and

shadows, driven to and fro by the

wind, float like living spirits through

the throng.

A Passer-by. I greet you, citizens,

in the name of freedom !

Second Passer-by. I greet you in

the name of the slaughter of the no-

bles S

Third Passer-by. The priests chant

the praise of freedom ; why do you not

hasten forward ?

The Baptized. We cannot resist

the pressure of the throng ; they drive

us on from every side.

The Man. Who is this young man
standing in front of us, mounted upon

the ruins of the shrine ? Three flames

burn beneath him, his face shines from

the midst of fire and smoke, his voice

rings like the shriek of a maniac ; and

his gestures are rapid and eager ?

The Baptized. That is Leonard,

the inspired and enthusiastic prophet

of freedom. Our priests, our philoso-

phers, our poets, our artists, with their

daughters and loved ones, are standing

round him.

The Man. Ha, I understand
;
your

aristocracy ! Point out to me the man
who sent you to seek an interview with

me.

The Baptized. He is not here.

Leonard. Fly to my arms ; cling

to my lips ; come to me, my beautiful

bride ! Independent, free, stripped of

the veils of hypocrisy, full of love, un-

trammelled from the chilling fetters of

prejudice, come to me, thou chosen one

of the lovely daughters of freedom !

Voice of a Maiden. I fly to thee,

beloved one

!

Second Maiden. Look upon me !

I stretch forth my arms to thee, but

have sunk fainting among the ruins

;

I cannot rise, and have only strength

left to turn to thee, beloved !

Third Maiden. I have outstripped

them all ; through cinders and ashes,

flame and smoke, I fly to theej be-

loved !

The Man. With long, dishevelled

hair far floating on the wind, with

snowy bosom panting with wild ex-

citement, she clambers up the smoking

ruins to his arms !

The Baptized. Thus is it every

night.

Leonard. Tome! tome! my bliss,

my rapture ! Lovely daughter of free-

dom, thou tremblest with delicious,

god-like madness !

Inspiration, flood my soul ! Listen

to me, all ye people, for now will I

prophesy unto you !

The Man. Her head sinks on his

bosom ; she faints in his arms.

Leonard. Look upon us, ye people !

we offer you an image of the human
race, freed from trammels, and risen

into new life from the death of forms.

We stand upon the ruins of old dog-

mas, of old gods
;
yea, glory unto us,

for we have torn the old gods limb

from limb !

They have rotted into dust ; our

spirits have conquered theirs ; their

very souls have fallen into the abyss

of nothingness !

Chorus of Women. Happy among
women is the bride of the prophet

:

we stand below and envy her glory !

Leonard. I announce to you a new
world ; to a new god I have given the

heavens ; to the god ,of freedom and of

bliss, the god of the people ; every of-

fering of their vengeance, the piled

corpses of their oppressors, be his fit-

ting altar ! The old tears and agonies

of humanity will be forever swept away
in an ocean of blood !

We now inaugurate the perpetual

happiness of men ; freedom and equali~

ty belong of right to all

!
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Damnation and the gallows to him

who would reorganize the Past ; to

him who would conspire against the

common fraternity !

CnoRUS of Men. The towers of su-

perstition, of tyranny, of pride, have

fallen, have fallen ! To him who would

save one stone from the old buildings

—damnation and death !

The Baptized {aside). Ye blas-

phemers of Jehovah, I thrice spew you

forth to destruction !

The Man. Keep but thy promise,

Eagle, and I will build on this very

spot and upon their bowed necks a new
temple to the Son of God, the Merci-

ful

!

A CONFUSED CRY FROM MINGLING
Voices, Freedom ! Equality ! Bliss

!

Hurrah ! hurrah !

Chorus of the New Priests.

Where are the lords, where are the

kings, who lately walked the earth

with crown and sceptre, ruled with

pride and scorn ?

First Murderer. I killed King

Alexander.

Second Murderer. I stabbed King

Henry.

Third Murderer. I murdered King
Immanuel

!

Leonard. Go on without fear ; mur-

der without a sting of conscience !

Remember that you are the Elect of

the Elect ; the Holy among the Holy
;

the brave heroes and blessed martyrs

of equality and freedom !

Chorus of Murderers. We go in

the darkness of night ; we move in the

gloom of the shadow ! With the dag-

ger firmly clutched in our unsparing

hands, we go, we go !

Leonard (to tlie Maiden). Arouse

thee, my beautiful and free !

A loud clap of thunder is heard.

Reply to the living god of thunder :

raise high the hymn of strength ! Fol-

low me all, all ! Let us once more

trample under our feet the ruined tem-

ple of the dead God !

The Maiden. I glow with love to

thee and to thy god ! I will share my
love with the whole world : I glow !

I glow !

The Man. Some one blocks the

way ; he falls upon his knees, raises his

joined hands, struggles, sighs, sobs

The Baptized. He is the son of a

famous philosopher.

Leonard. What do you demand,
Herman ?

HERMxiN. High priest, give me the

Sacrament of Murder

!

Leonard (to the Priests). Give me
the oil, the dagger, and the poison !

—

(To Herman.) With the sacred oil once

used to anoint kings, I now anoint thee

to their destruction !

The arm once used by knights and
nobles, I give thee now for their de-

struction !

I hang upon thy breast this flask of

poison, that where the sword cannot

reach, it may gnaw, corrode, and burn

the bowels of the tyrants !

Go, and destroy the old race in all

parts of the world !

The Man. He is gone ! I see him,

at the head of a band of assassins, cross-

ing the crest of the nearest hill.

The Baptized. They turn, they

approach us, we must move out of

their way

!

The Man. ]STo. I will dream this

dream to its end !

The Baptized (aside). I thrice

spew thee forth to destruction !

—

(To the

Man). Leonard might recognize me,

your excellency. Do you not see the

knife glittering upon his breast ?

The Man. Wrap yourself up in my
cloak. What ladies are those dancing

before him you call Leonard ?

The Baptized. Princesses and

countesses who have forsaken their hus-

bands.
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The Man. Once my angels ! !

The people now surround him on

every side, I can see him no longer, I

only know by the retreating music

that he is going farther from us. Fol-

low me, Jew, we can see him better up

here !

He clambers up the parapet of a •wall.

The Baptized. Woe ! woe ! We
will certainly be discovered.

The Man. There, now I can see

him again ! Ha ! other women are

with him now, pale, confused, trem-

bling, following him convulsively ; the

son of the philosopher foams and bran-

dishes his dagger ; they are stopping

by the ruins of the North Tower.

They remain standing for a moment,
they climb upon the ruins, they tear

them down, they pull the shrine apart,

they throw coals upon the prostrate

altars, the votive wreaths, the holy

pictures ; the fire kindles, columns of

smoke darken all before me : Woe to

the destroyers ! Woe !

Leonard. Woe to the men who still

bow down before the dead God !

The Man. Dark masses of the peo-

ple turn and drive upon us.

The Baptized. O Father Abraham !

The Man. Old Eagle of glory, is

it not true that my hour is not yet

come ?

The Baptized. We are lost

!

Leonard {stopping immediately in

front of Count Henry). Who are you

with that haughty face, citizen, and

why do you not join in the solemni-

ties ?

The Man. I hastened here when I

heard of the revolution ; I am a mur-

derer of the Spanish league, and have

only arrived to-day.

Leonard. Who is that man hiding

himself in the folds of your mantle ?

The Man. He is my younger broth-

er. He has taken an oath to show his

face to no one, until he has at least

killed a baron.

Leonard. Of whose murder can you
yourself boast ?

The Man. " My elder brothers conse-

crated me only two days before my de-

parture, and . . .

Leonard. Whom do you think of

killing ?

The Man. You in the first place,

if you should prove false to us !

Leonard. For this use, brother,

take my dagger

!

Hands it to him.

The Man. For such use my own
will suffice me, brother !

Many Voices. Long live Leonard !

Long live the Spanish murderer

!

Leonard. Meet me to-morrow in

the tent of Pancratius, our citizen gen-

eral.

Chorus op Priests. We greet thee,

stranger, in the name of the Spirit of

Liberty : we intrust to thy hand a

share of our emancipation !

To men who combat without ces-

sation, who kill without pity or weak-

ness, who work for freedom by day,

and dream of it by night, will be at

last the victory !

They pass on out of sight.

Chorus of Philosophers. We have

wakened the human race, and torn

them away from the days of child-

hood ! We have found truth, and

brought it to light from the womb of

darkness ! Combat, murder, and die

for it, brethren !

The Son of the Philosopher {to

the Man). Brother and friend, I drink

your health out of the skull of an old

saint ! May we soon meet again !

A Maiden {dancing). Kill Prince

John for me !

Second Maiden. Count Henry for

me !

Children. Bring us back the head

of a noble for a ball.

Other Voices. Good fortune guide

your daggers home !
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Chorus of Artists. On these sub-

lime old ruins we build no temples

more ; we paint no pictures, mould no

statues for forgotten shrines; our

arches shall be formed of pointed pikes

and naked blades ;
our pillars built of

ghastly piles of human skulls
;
the cap-

itals of human hair dyed in gushing

streams of crimson blood ; our altar

shall be white as snow, our god will

rest upon it, the cap of liberty : Hur-

rah ! hurrah !

Other Voices. On ! on ! the morn-

ing dawn already breaks !

The Baptized. They will soon catch

and hang us
; we are but one step from

the gallows.

The Man. Fear nothing, Jew, they

follow Leonard, and observe us no

longer. I see with my own eyes, I un-

derstand with my own mind, and for

the last time before it engulfs me, the

chaos now generating in the abyss of

Time, in the womb of Darkness, for my
own destruction, for the annihilation

of my brethren !

Driven on by madness, stung by

despair, my thoughts awake in all their

strength. . . .

O God ! give me again the power

which Thou didst not of old deny me,

and I will condense this new and fear-

ful world, which does not understand

itself, into one burning word, but which

one word will be the Poetry of the en-

tire Past

!

Voice est the Air.

chant'st a drama !

Poet, thou

The Man. Thanks for thy good
counsel

!

Revenge for the desecrated ashes of

my fathers—malediction upon the new
races ! their whirlpool is around me,

but it shall not draw me into the gid-

dying and increasing circles of its

abyss ! Keep but thy promise, Eagle
;

Eagle of glory !

Jew, I am ready now for the vault

of St. Ignatius

!

The Baptized. The day dawns ; I

can go no farther.

The Man. Lead me on until we
strike the right path ; I will then re-

lease you !

The Baptized. Why do you drag

me on through mist, through thorns

and briers, through ashes and embers,

over heaps of ruins ? Let me go, I en-

treat !

The Man. Forward ! forward ! and

descend with me !

The last songs of the people are dy-

ing away behind us ; a few torches here

and there just glimmer through the

gloom !

Ha ! under those hoary trees droop-

ing with the night dew, and through

this curdling, whitening vapor, see you

not the giant shadow of the dead Past ?

Hark ! hear you not that wailing

chant ?

The Baptized. Everything is

shrouded in the thickening mist ; at

ever}' step we descend, deeper, deeper

!

Chorus of Wood Spirits. Let us

weep for Christ, the persecuted, mar-

tyred Jesus !

Where is our God ; where is His

church ?

The Man. Unsheathe the sword—to

arms ! to arms !

I will restore Him to you ; upon

thousands and thousands of crosses

will I crucify His enemies !

Chorus of Spirits. We kept guard

by day and night around the altar and

the holy graves ; upon untiring wings

we bore the matin chime and vesper

bell to the ear of the believer ; our

voices floated on the organ's peal ! In

the glitter of the stained and rainbow

panes, the shadows of the vaulted

domes, the light of the holy chalice,

the blessed consecration of the Body of

our Lord—was our whole life centred !

Woe ! woe ! what will become of us ?

The Man. It is growing lighter;

their dim forms fade and melt into the

red of morn

!
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The Baptized. Here lies your way

:

this is the entrance to the Pass.

The Man. Hail ! Christ Jesus and

my sword ! (He tears off ilie liberty

cap, throws it upon the ground, and casts

pieces of silver upon it.) Take together

the Thing and the Image for a remem-
brance !

The Baptized. You pledge your

word to me for the honorable treat-

ment of him who will visit you at mid-

night ?

The Man. An old noble never re-

peats or breaks a promise !

Hail ! Christ Jesus and our swords !

Voices {from the depths of the Pass).

Mary and our swords ! Long live our

lord, Count Henry !

The Man. My faithful followers, to

me—to me !

Aid me, Mary, and Christ Jesus !

* * * * %

Night. Trees and shrubbery. Pancratius,

Leonard, and attendants.

Pancbatius (to his attendants). Lie

upon this spot with your faces to the

turf, remain pericctly still, kindle no
fires, beat no signals, and, unless you
hear the report of firearms, stir not un-

til the dawn of day !

Leonard. I once more conjure you,

citizen

!

Pancratius. Lean against this tall

pine, Leonard, and pass the night in

reflection.

Leonard. I pray you, Pancratius,

take me with you ! Kemember, you
are about to intrust yourself alone with
an aristocrat, a betrayer, an oppres-

sor . . .

Pancratius (interrupting him, and
impatiently gesturing to him to remain

behind). The old nobles seldom broke

a plighted promise

!

*****
A vast feudal hall in the castle of Count Henry.

Pictures of knights and ladies hang upon the

Avails. A pillar is seen in the background bear-

ing the arms and escutcheons of the family.

The Count is seated at a marble table upon which
are placed an antique lamp of wrought silver, a

jewel-hilted sword, a pair of pistols, an hour-

glass, and clock. Another table stands on the

opposite side, with silver pitchers, decanters, and

massive goblets.

The Man. At the same hour, sur-

rounded by appalling perils, agitated

by foreboding thoughts, the last Bru-

tus met his Evil Genius.

I await a like apparition. A man with-

out a name, without ancestors, with-

out a faith or guardian angel ; a man
who is destroying the Past, and who
will, in all probability, establish a new
era, though himself* sprung from the

very dust, if I cannot succeed in cast-

ing him back into his original nothing-

ness—is now to appear before me !

Spirit of my forefathers ! inspire me
with that haughty energy which once

rendered you the rulers of the world !

Give me the lion heart which erst

throbbed in your dauntless breasts

!

Give me your peerless dignity, your

noble and chivahic courtesy ! .

Rekindle in my wavering soul your

blind, undoubting, earnest faith in

Christ and in His church : at once the

source of your noblest deeds on earth,

your brightest hopes in heaven ! Oh,

let it open for me, as it was wont to

do for you ; and I will struggle with

fire and sword against its enemies

!

Hear me, the son of countless genera-

tions, the sole heir of your thoughts,

your courage, your virtues, and your

faults

!

The castle bell sounds twelve.

It is the appointed hour : I am pre-

pared !

An old and faithful servant, Jacob, enters,

fully armed.

Jacob. My lord, the person whom
your excellency expects is in the castle.

The Man. Admit him here.

Exit Jacob.

He reappears, announcing Pancratius, and
again retires.

Pancratius. Count Henry, I salute

you ! The word ' count ' sounds

strangely on my lips.
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He Beats himself, throws off his cloak and lib-

erty cap, and fastens his eyes on the pillar on

which hang the arms and shield.

The Man. Thanks, guest, that you

have confided in the honor of my
house ! Faithful to our ancient forms,

I pledge you in a glass of wine. Your

good health, guest

!

He takes a goblet, fills, tastes, and hands it to

Pancratius.

Pancratius. If I am not mistaken,

this red and blue shield was called a

coat of arms in the language of the

Dead ; but such trifles have vanished

from the face of the earth. He drinks.

The Man. Vanished? With the

aid of God, you will soon look upon

them by thousands !

Pancratius. Commend me to the

old noble ! always confident in him-

self, though without money, arms, or

soldiers
;
proud, obstinate, and hoping

against all hope ; like the corpse in the

fable, threatening the driver of the

hearse at the very door of the charnel

house, and confiding in God, or at least

pretending to confide in Him, when

confidence in himself is no longer even

possible !

Pray, Count Henry, give me but one

little glimpse of the lightning which is

to be sent from heaven, for your espe-

cial benefit, to blast me and my mil-

lions ; or show me at least one angel

of the thousands of the heavenly hosts,

who are to encamp on your side, and

whose prowess is so speedily to decide

the combat in your favor !

He empties the goblet.

The Man. You are pleased to jest,

leader of the people ; but atheism is

quite an old formula, and I looked for

something neio from the new men !

Pancratius. Laugh, if you will, at

your own wit, but my faith is wider,

deeper, and more firmly based than

your own. Its central dogma is the

emancipation .of humanity. It has its

source in the cries of despair which rise

unceasingly to heaven from the hearts

of tortured millions, in the famine of

the operatives, the grinding poverty of

the peasants, the desecration of their

wives and daughters, the degradation

of the race through unjust laws and

debasing and brutal prejudices—from

all this agony spring my new formulas,

the creed which I am determined to

establish :
' Man has a birthright of hap-

piness.'' These thoughts are my god,

a god which, will give bread, rest,

bliss, glory to man !

He fills, drinks, and casts the goblet from him.

The Man. I place my trust in that

God who gave power and rule into the

hands of my forefathers !

Pancratius. You trust Him still,

and yet through your whole life you

have been but a plaything in the hands

of the Devil

!

But let us leave such discussions to

the theologians, if any such still linger

upon earth :—to business, Count Henry,

to stem facts !

The Man. What do you seek from

me, redeemer of the people, citizen-

god ?

Pancratius. I sought you, in the

first place, because I wished to know
you ; in the second, because I desire to

save you.

The Man. For the first, receive my
thanks; for the second, trust my
sword !

Pancratius. Your God ! your

sword ! vain phantoms of the brain !

Look at the dread realities of your sit-

uation ! The curses of the millions are

upon you ; myriads of brawny arms

are already raised to hurl you to de-

struction ! Of all the vaunted Past

nothing remains to you save a few feet

of earth, scarcely enough to offer you a

grave. Even your last fortress, the

castle of the Holy Trinity, can hold out

but a few days longer. Where is your

artillery ? Where are the arms and

provisions for your soldiers ? Where
are your soldiers ? and what depend-

ence can you place on the few you still

retain ? You must surely know there
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is nothing left you on which to hang a

single hope !

If I were in your place, Count Henry,

I know wThat I would do !

The Man. Speak ! you see how
patiently I listen !

Pancratius. Were I Count Henry,

I would say to Pancratius :
' I will dis-

miss my troops, my few retainers ; I

will not go to the relief of the Holy

Trinity—and for this I will retain my
title and my estates ; and you, Pancra-

tius, will pledge your own honor to

guarantee me the possession of the

things I require.'

How old are you, Count Henry ?

The Man. I am thirty-six years old,

citizen.

Pancratius. Then you have but

about fifteen years of life to expect, for

men of your temperament die young

;

your son is nearer to the grave than to

maturity. A single exception, such as

yours, can do no harm to the great

whole. Remain, then, where you are,

the last of the counts. Rule, as long as

you shall live, in the house of your

fathers ; have your family portraits re-

touched, your armorial bearings re-

newed, and think no more of the

wretched remnant of your fallen order.

Let the justice of the long-injured peo-

ple be fulfilled upon them ! {He Jills

for himself another cup.) Your good

health, Henry, the last of the counts !

The Man. Every word you utter is

a new insult to me ! Do you really

believe that, to save a dishonored life,

I would suffer myself to be enslaved

and dragged about, chained to your

car of triumph ?

Cease ! cease ! I can endure no

longer ! I cannot answer as my spirit

dictates, for you are my guest, sheltered

from all insult while under my roof by

my plighted honor !

Pancratius. Plighted honor and

knightly faith have, ere this, swung

from a gallows ! You unfurl a tattered

banner whose faded rags seem strangely

out of place among the brilliant flags

and joyous symbols of univeral humani-

tarian progress. Oh, I know you, and

protest against your course ! Full of

life and generous vigor, you bind to

your heart a putrefying corpse ! You
court your own destruction, clinging

to a vain belief in privileged orders, in

worn-out relics, in the bones of dead

men, in mouldering escutcheons and

forgotten coats of arms—and yet in your

inmost heart you are forced to ac-

knowledge that your brother nobles

have deserved their punishment, that

forgetfulness were mercy for them !

The Man. You, Pancratius, and

your followers, what do you deserve ?

Pancratius. "Victory and life ! I

acknowledge but one right, I bow to

but one law, the law of perpetual prog-

ress, and this law is your death war-

rant. It cries to you through my lips :

1 Worm-eaten, mouldering aristocracy !

full of rottenness, crammed with meat

and wine, satiated with luxury—give

place to the young, the strong, the

hungry !

'

But I will save you, and you alone !

The Man. Cease ! I will not brook

3
Tour arrogant pity !

I know you, and your new world
; I

have visited your camp at night, and

looked upon the restless swarms upon

whose necks you ride to power ! I saw

all : I detected the old crimes peering

through the thin veils of new draperies,

shining under new shams, whirling to

new tunes, circling in new dances—but

the end was ever the same which it

has been for centuries, which it will

forever be : adultery, license, theft,

gold, blood !

But I saw you not there
;
you were

not with your guilty children
;
you

know you despise them in the depths

of your soul ; and if you do not go

mad yourself in the mad dances of the

blood-thirsty and blood-drunken peo-

ple, you will soon scorn and despise

yourself

!
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Torture me no more !

He rises, moves hurriedly to and fro, then seats

himself under his escutcheon.

Pancratius. It is true my world is

in its infancy, unformed and undevel-

oped ; it requires food, ease, material

gratifications ; but it is growing, and

the time will come

—

(He rises from his

chair, approaches the count, and leans

against the pillar supporting the escutch-

eons)— tlie time will come wlien my
world will arrive at maturity, will at-

tain the consciousness of its own
strength, when it will say, I am

; and

there will be no other voice on earth

able to reply, ' I also am !

'

The Man. And then ?

Pancratius. A race will spring

from the generation I am now quick-

ening and elevating, stronger, higher,

and nobler than any the world has yet

produced ; the earth has never yet seen

such men upon her bosom. They will

be free, lords of the globe from pole to

pole ; the earth will be a blooming

garden, every part of her surface under

the highest culture ; the sea will be

covered with floating palaces and

argosies of wealth and commerce ; a

universal exchange of commodities will

carry civilization, mutual recognition,

and comfort to every clime
;
prosper-

ous cities will crown every height, and

expand their blessings of refinement

and culture o'er every plain ; earth will

then offer happy and tranquil homes to

all her children, she will be one vast

and united house of blissful industry

and highest art

!

The Man. Your words and voice

dissemble well, but your pale and rigid

features in vain struggle to assume the

generous glow of a noble enthusiasm,

which your soul cannot feel.

Pancratius. Interrupt me not

!

Men have begged on bended knees be-

fore me for such prophecies.

The world of the Future will possess

a god whose highest fact will not be

his own defeat and death upon a cross

;

a god whom the people, by their own
vol. vi.—35

power and skill, will force to unveil his

face to them ; a god who will be torn

by the very children whom he once

scattered over the face of the earth in

his anger, from the infinite recesses of

the distant heavens in which he love3

to hide ! Babel will be no more, all

tribes and nations will meet and under-

stand their mutual wants, and, united

by a universal language, his scattered

children, having attained their majority,

assert their right to know their crea-

tor, and claim their just inheritance

from a common father :
' the full pos-

session of all truth !
'

The god of humanity at last reveals

himself to man !

The Man. Yes, He revealed Him-

self some centuries ago ; through Him
is humanity already redeemed.

Pancratius. Alas ! let the re-

deemed delight in the sweetness of

such redemption ! let them rejoice in

the multiplied agonies which have in

vain cried to a Redeemer for relief dur-

ing the three thousand years which

have elapsed since His defeat and
death !

The Man. Blasphemer, cease ! I have

seen the Cross, the holy symbol of His

mystic love, standing in the heart of

the eternal city, Rome ; the ruins of a

power far greater than thine were

crumbling into dust around It ; hun-

dreds of gods such as those you trust

in, wTere lying prostrate on the ground,

trampled under careless feet, not even

daring to raise their crushed and

wounded heads to gaze upon the Cru-

cified. It stood upon the seven hills,

stretching its mighty arms to the east

and to the wrest, its holy brow glittering

in the golden sunshine ; men wistfully

gazed upon its perfect lesson of self-

abnegating Love ; it won all hearts, it

RULED THE WrORLD !

Pancratius. An old wife's tale,

hollow as the rattling of these vain

escutcheons ! {He strikes the shield.)

These discussions are in vain, for I

have read all the secrets of your yearn-
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ing heart ! If you really wish to find

the infinite which has so long baffled

your search ; if you love the truth, and

are willing to suffer for it ; if you are

a man, created in the image of our com-

mon humanity, and not the impossible

hero of an old nursery song—listen to

me ! Oh, let not these rapidly fleeting

moments, the last in winch you can

possibly be saved, pass in vain ! The

race renews itself, man of the Past ; and

of the Mood we shed to-day, no trace will

he found to-morrow ! For the last time

I conjure you, if you are what you once

appeared to be, a man, rise in your

former might, aid the down-trodden

and oppressed people, help to emanci-

pate and enlighten your fellow men,

work for the common goc d, forsake

your false ideas of a personal glory,

quit these tottering ruins which all

your pride and power cannot prevent

from crumbling o'er you, desert your

failing house, and follow me !

The Man. O youngest born of

Satan's brood !

—

{He paces up and down

the hall, spealdng to himself :) Dreams,

dreams, beautiful dreams—but their

realization is impossible ! Who could

achieve them ? Adam died in the

desert—the flaming sword still guards

the gates—we are never more to enter

Paradise t In vain we dream !

Panckatius {aside). I have driven

the probe to the core of his heart ; I

have struck the electric nerve of Poet-

ry, which quivers through the very

base of his complicated being !

The Man. Progress of humanity
;

universal happiness ; I once believed

them possible ! There—there— take

my head—my life—if that were possi

—

. . . {lie sighs, and is silent for a

moment.) It is past ! two centuries

ago it might have been—but now . . .

But now I have seen and know there

will be nothing but assassination and

murder—murder on either side—noth-

ing can satisfy now but an unceasing

war of mutual extermination !

Panceatitjs. Woe then to the van-

quished ! Falter not, seeker of uni-

versal happiness ! Cry but once with

us :
' Wee to the oppressors of the people !

y

and stand preeminent o'er all, the First

among the Victors !

The Man. Have you already ex-

plored all the paths in the dark and

unknown country of the Future ? Did
Destiny, withdrawing at midnight the

curtains of your tent, stand visibly be-

fore you, and, placing her giant hand
upon your scheming brain, impress

upon it the mystic seal of victory ? or

in the heat of midday, when the world

slept, and you alone were watching,

did she glide pale, pitiless, and stern

before you, and promise conquest, that

you thus threaten me with defeat and

ruin ? You are but a man of clay as

fragile as my own, and may be the vic-

tim of tie first well-aimed ball, the first

sharp thrust of the sword ! Your life,

like mine, hangs on a single thread,

and you have no immunity from

death !

Pancratius. Dreams ! idle dreams

!

Oh do not deceive yourself with hopes

so vain, for no bullet aimed by man
will reach me, no sword will pierce me,

while a single member cf your haughty

caste remains capable of resisting the

task which it is my destiny to fulfil.

And what doom soever may befall me,

after its completion, count, will be too

late to offer you the least advantage.

{The clock strikes.) Hark ! time flies

—

and scorns us both !

If you are weary of your own life,

save at least your unfortunate son !

The Man. His pure soul is already

saved in heaven : on earth he must

share the fate of his father.

His head sinks heavily, and remains for soma

time buried in his hands.

Pancuatius. You reject too all

hope for him? . . . {Pauses.) Nay
— you are silent— you reflect— it is

well : reflection becomes him who

stands upon the brink of the grave !
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The Man. Away ! away ! Back

from the passionate mysteries now

surging through the depths of my soul

!

Profane them not with a word ; they

lie beyond your sphere !

The rough, wide world belongs to

you ; feed it with meat ; flood it with

wine ; but press not into the holy se-

crets of my heart ! Away ! away from

me, framer of material bliss !

Panckatius. Shame upon you, war-

rior, scholar, poet, and yet the slave of

one idea and its dying forms ! Thought

and form are wax beneath my plastic

fingers 1

The Man. In vain would you seek

to follow my thoughts
;
you will never

understand me, for all your forefathers

were buried in a common ditch, as

dead things, not as men of individual

character and bold distinctive spirit.

,(He points to the portraits of his an-

cestors.) Look upon these pictures

!

Love of country, of family, of the home

hearth, feelings at war with all your

ideas, are written in every line of their

firm brows—their spirit lives entire in

me, their last heir and representative.

Tell me, O man without ancestors,

where is your natal soil ? You spread

your wandering tent each coming eve

upon the ruins of another's home, every

morning roll it up again that it may
be unrolled anew at night to blight

and spoil ! You have not yet found a

home, a hearth, and you will never find

one as long as a hundred men live to

cry with me :
' Glory to ourfathers !

'

Pancratius. Yes, glory to your

fathers in heaven and upon earth ; but

it will repay us to look at them a little

more closely. (He points to one of the

portraits.) This gentleman was a fa-

mous Starost ; he shot old women in

the woods, and roasted the Jews alive :

this one with the inscription, ' Chan-

cellor,' and the great seal in his right

hand, falsified and forged acts, burned

archives, stabbed knights, and sullied

the inheritance with poison ; through

him came your villages, your income,

your power. That dark man played at

adultery with the wife of his friend.

This one, with the golden fleece on his

Spanish cloak, served in a foreign land,

when his own country was in danger.

This pale lady with the raven ring-

lets carried on an intrigue with a hand-

some page. That one with the lustrous

braids is reading a letter from her gal-

lant ; she smiles, as well she may, for

night approaches, and love is bold.

This timid beauty with the deep

blue e\es and golden curls, clasping a

Roman hound in her braceleted arm,

was the mistress of a king, and soothed

his softer hours.

Such is the true history of your un-

broken, ancient, and unsullied line

!

But I like this jolly fellow in the green

riding jacket ; he drank and hunted

with the nobles, and employed the peas-

ants to run down the tall deer with the

hounds. Indeed, the ignorance, stupid-

ity, and wretchedness of the serf were

the strength of the noble, and give

convincing proof of his own intellect.

But the Day of Judgment is ap-

proaching : I promise you that none

of your vaunted ancestors, that nought

of their fame shall be forgotten in the

dark award.

The Man. You deceive yourself,

son of the people ! Neither you nor

your brethren could have preserved

existence, had not our noble ancestors

nourished you with their bread, and

defended you with their blood. In

times of famine, they gave you grain,

and when the plague swept over you

with its hot breath of death, they built

hospitals to receive you, found nurses

to take care of you, and educated phy-

sicians to save you from the grave.

When from a herd of unformed brutes

they had nurtured you into human
'beings, they built schools and churches

for you, sharing everything with you

save the dangers of the battle field, for

war they knew you were not formed to

bear. As the sharp lance of the pagan

was wont to recoil, shattered and riven,

from the glittering armor of my fa-
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tliers, so recoil your vain words as they

strike the dazzling record of their long-

consecrated glory. They disturb not

the repose of their sacred ashes. Like

the howlings of a mad dog, who froths,

bites, and snaps as he runs, until he is

driven out of the pale of humanity, so

fall your accusations, dying out in their

own insanity.

But it is almost dawn, and time you

should depart from the halls of my an-

cestors ! Pass in safety and in freedom

from their home, my guest

!

Pancratius. Farewell then, until

we meet again upon the ramparts of

the Holy Trinity. And when your

powder and ball shall be utterly ex-

hausted %

The Man. We will then approach

within the length of our swords. Fare-

well !

Pancratius. We are twin Eagles,

but your nest is shattered by the light-

ning ! {lie takes up Jus cloak and lioerty

cap.) In passing from your threshold,

I leavf. the curse, due to decrepitude,

behind me. I devote you and your son

to destruction !

The Man. Ho ! Jacob !

Enter Jacob.

Conduct this man in safety through

my last post on the hill

!

Jacob. So help me God the Lord !

Exit Jacob with Tancratiua.

DEATH IN LIFE.

In some dull hour of doubt or pain,

Who has not felt that life is slain

—

And while there yet remain

Long years, perhaps, of joyless mirth,

Ere earth shall claim its kindred earth,

Such years were nothing worth

But that some duty still demands

The sweating brow, the weary hands ?

And so Existence stands

With an appeal we cannot shun,

To make complete what Life begun,

With toil from sun to sun.

And so we keep the sorry tryst,

With all its fancied sweetness missed

—

Consenting to exist

When Life has fled beyond recall,

And left us to its heir in thrall,

With chains that will not fall.
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Belated stars were waning fast

As through an open gate I passed,

And crossed a meadow vast

—

And, still descending, followed still

The path that wound adown the hill

And by the ruined mill

—

Till in its garden I espied

The cottage by the river side

Where dwelt my promised bride.

Beneath the porch no lantern flared,

No watch dog kept his faithful ward,

The window blinds were barred.

Entering with eager eye and car,

And ushered by the phantom Fear,

I stood beside the bier

Of one who, passing hence away,

Left something more than lifeless clay,

As twilight lingers after day,

The pulseless heart, the pallid lips,

The eyes just closed in death's eclipse,

The fairy linger tips

So lightly locked across the breast,

Seemed to obey the sweet behest

By angels whispered—Rest

!

That beauty had been mine alone,

Those hands had fondly pressed my own,

Those eyes in mine had shone.

The open door was banged about,

As wailing winds wTent in and out

With sigh and groan and shout.

And darkly ran the river cold,

Whose swollen waters, as they rolled,

A tale of sorrow told.

I could not choose but seek that stream,

Whose sympathetic moan did seem

The music of a dream.

O River, that unceasing lay

Charms each fair tree along thy way,

Until it falls thy prey !

O endless moan within my heart,

Thy constancy has made me part

Of what thou wert and art

!
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And while I stood upon the brink,

And tried to think, but could not think,

Nor sight with reason link

—

A form I had not seen before

Came slowly down the dismal shore

;

A sombre robe she wore,

And in her air and on her face

There was a sterner kind of grace,

Heightened by time and place

—

A sort of conscious power and pride,

A soul to substance more allied

—

Than that of her who died.

With scarce a semblance of design,

Toward me her steps she did incline,

And raised her eyes to mine

So sweetly, so imploringly,

I scarcely wished, and did not try,

To put their pleading by,

And, ere a movement I had made,

Her hand upon my arm she laid,

And whispered : I obeyed.

While one into the darkness sped,

I followed where the other led
;

Yet often turned my head,

As one who fancies that he hears

His own name ringing in his ears

Shouted from far-off spheres.

Oh ! bliss misplaced is misery !

I love the life I've lost, but, see !

The life that's here loves me.

And while I seem her willing slave,

My heart is hid in weeds that wave
Above a distant grave.
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M N N E :

A TALE OF SLAVE LIFE IN KOME,

CHAPTER XXV.

In an hour from tliat time the ban-

queting hall of the palace was prepared

for its guests. Silken couches had been

drawn up around the table. Upon it

glittered a rich array of gold and silver.

Between the dishes stood flasks of rare

wines. Upon the buffet near by were

other wTines cooling in Apennine snow.

Tall candelabras in worked and twisted

bronze stood at the ends and sides of

the table, and stretched overhead their

arms hung with lamps. .From the

walls were suspended other lamps,

lighting up the tapestries and frescoes.

At one end of the hall, richly scented

spices burned upon a tripod. "With a

readiness and celerity for which the

Vanno palace was famous, a feast fit for

the emperor had been improvised in a

few minutes, and nothing was now
w7anting except the guests.

These now began to drop in one by
one. The poet Emilius—the comedian

Bassus—the proconsul Sardesus—others

of lesser note ; but not one who had
not a claim to be present, by reason of

intimate acquaintance or else some pe-

culiarly valuable trait of conviviality.

In collecting these, the armor bearer

had made no mistake : and knowing
his master's tastes and intimates, he

had made up the roll of guests as dis-

creetly as though their names had been

given him. One he had met in the

street—others he had found at their

homes. None to whom he gave the

invitation was backward in accej)ting

it upon the spot, for there were few

places in Rome where equal festal grat-

ification could be obtained. To have

been called to the house of Sergius

Vanno and not to have gone there,

was to have lost a day to be forever

regretted. None, therefore, who had
been spoken to, among that club of

congenial spirits, was absent. Of those

who did not come, one was sick and

two were at their country villas. These,

however, were lesser lights, valuable

by themselves, perhaps, but of no ac-

count in comparison with others who
had come

; and therefore their absence

was scarcely noticed.

Sergius stood at the door receiving

his guests as each arrived. lie had
arrayed himself in his most festive cos-

tume, and had evidently resolved that

whatever might happen on the morrow,

that night at least should be passed in

forgetfulness and unbridled enjoyment.

Even now his face wras flushed with the

wine lie had taken in anticipation, in

the hope of giving an artificial elation

to his spirits. But it seemed as though

for that time the wine had lost its ac-

customed charm. Although at each

greeting he strove to wreathe his face in

smiles, yet it was but a feeble mask,

and could not hide the more natural

appearances of care and gloom which

rested upon his features ;
and while his

voice seemed to retain its old ring of

joyous welcome, there was an under-

tone of sad discordance. As the

guests entered and exchanged greetings

with their host, each, after the first

moment, looked askant at him, with

the dim perception that, in some way,

he was not as he was wont to be ;
and

so, in a little while, they sank, one by

one, into a troubled and apprehensive

silence. He, too, upon his part, looked

furtively at them, wondering whether

they had yet heard the thing that had

befallen him. It was but a short time

ago, indeed, and yet in how few min-

utes might the unrestrained gossip of

a slave have spread the ill tidings !

For the moment, Sergius recoiled from

the difficult task of entertainment which

he had taken upon himself. Why, in-
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deed, had he called these men around

him ? How could he sit and pledge

them in deep draughts, and all the

time suspect that each one knew his

secret, and was laughing about it in his

sleeve ? And if they knew it not, so

much the worse, for then he must tell

the tale himself. Was it not partly for

this purpose that he had assembled

them ? Far better to speak of it him-

self—to let them see how little he re-

garded the misfortune and the scandal

— to treat it as a brave jest—to give

his own version of it—than to have the

matter leak out in the ordinary way,

with all conceivable distortions and

exaggerations. But how, in fact, could

he tell it ? Was there one among them

who would not, while openly c:mmis-

erating him, laugh at him in the heart ?

Did there not now sit before him the

lieutenant Plautus, who, only a month
before, had met with a like disgrace,

and about whom he had composed de-

risive verses ? Would not the lieuten-

ant Plautus now rejoice to make retal-

iatory odes ? Would it not be better,

then, after all, to forbear any mention

of the matter, and, letting its announce-

ment take the usual chance course, to

devote this night, at least, to unbroken

festivity ? But what if they already

knew it ?

Thus wandering in his mind from

one debate to another, and ever, in a

moment, coming back to his original

suspicion, he sat, essaying compli-

mentary speeches and convivial jests,

and moodily gazing from face to face,

in a vain attempt to read their secret

thoughts. He was wrong in his sus-

picions. Not one of them knew the

reason of the burden upon his mind.

All, however, perceived that something

had occurred to disturb him, and his

moody spirit shed its influence around,

until the conversation once again flag-

ged, and there was not one of the party

who did not wish himself elsewhere.

The costliest viands and wines spread

out before them were ineffective to

produce that festive gayety upon which

they had calculated.

' By Parnassus !
' exclaimed the poet

Emilius, at length, pushing aside his

plate of turbot, and draining his goblet.

' Are we to sit here, hour after hour,

winking and blinking at each other

like owls over their mice ? Was it

merely to eat and drink that we have

assembled ? Hearken ! I will read that

to you which will raise your spirits, to

a certainty. To-morrow the games and

combats commence in the arena of the

new amphitheatre. Well ; and is it

known to you that I am appointed to

read a dedicatory ode before the em-

peror and in honor of that occasion ?

I will give you a pleasure, now. I will

forestall your joy, and let you hear

what I have written. And be assured

that this is no small compliment to your

intelligence, since no eye hath yet

looked upon a single verse thereof.'

With that the poet dragged from his

breast his silken bundle, and carefully

began to unwind the covering.

' You will observe,' he said, as he

brought the precious parchment to

light, and smoothed it out upon the

table before him, ' you will observe

that I commence with an invocation to

the emperor, whom I call the most il-

lustrious of all the Caesars, and liken

to Jove. I then congratulate the spec-

tators, not only upon the joy of living

in his time, but also upon being there

to bask in the effulgence of—'
' A truce to such mummery !

' cried

Sergius, suddenly arousing from his

spiritual stupor and bursting into a

shrill laugh. ' Do we care to listen to

your miserable dactyls ? Is it not a

standing jest through Rome that, for

the past month, you have daily read

your verses to one person after an-

other, wTith the same wretched pre-

tence of exclusive favoritism ? And
do we not know that no warrant has

ever been given to you to recite a sin-

gle line before the emperor, either in

or out of the arena ? We are here to
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revel, not to listen to your stale aphor-

isms upon death and immortality. Ho,

there, more wine ! Take off these

viands, which already pall upon us !

Bring wine—more wine !

'

The guests were not slow to respond

to the altered mood of their host ; for

it was merely the reflection of his sullen

gravity that had eclipsed their own vi-

vacity. The instant, therefore, that he

led the way, the hall began to resound

with jest and laughter. The poet, with

some humiliation, which he endeavored

to conceal beneath an affectation of

wounded dignity, commenced rolling

up his manuscript, not before a splash

of wine from a carelessly filled flagon

had soiled the fair-written characters.

More flasks were placed upon the table

by ready and obedient hands— and
from that moment the real entertain-

ment of the evening commenced.

Faster than any of his guests, as

though care could be the better drown-

ed by frequent libations, Sergius now
filled and refilled his flagon ; and

though the repeated draughts may not

have brought forgetfulness, yet, what

was the nearest thing, they produced

reckless indifference. No longer should

the cloud which he had thus suddenly

swept away from his brow be suffered

to remain. Was he not master in his

own house ? If woman deceives, was

that a reason why man should mourn
and grow gray with melancholy ?

What though a random thought might

at times intrude, of one who, in the

next room, with her head against the

wall, lay in a half stupor, listening to

the ring of goblets and the loud laugh

and jest? Had she not brought it all

upon herself? He would fill up again,

and think no more about it ! And
still, obedient to his directing tone,

the guests followed him with more and
more unbridled license, until the hall

rang with merriment as it had never

rung before.

Then, of course, came the throwing
of dice, which, at that time, were as

essential a concomitant of a roystering

party as, in later centuries, cards be-

came. Nor were these the least attrac-

tion of the feasts of Sergius ; for though

the excellence of his viands and wines

was proverbial, the ease with which he

could be despoiled at the gambling

table was not less so. Already he was

known to have seriously crippled his

heritage by continued reverses, spring-

ing from united ill luck and want of

skill ; but it was as well understood

that much still remained. And then,

as now, the morality of gambling waa

of a most questionable character—in-

vited guests not thinking it discredit-

able to unite in any combinations for

the purpose of better pillaging their

host. This seemed now the general

purpose ; for, leaving each other in

comparative freedom from attack, they

came forward one by one and pitted

their purses, great and small, against

Sergius, who sat pouring down wine

and shaking the dicebox, while he

called each by name, and contended

against him. The usual result fol-

lowed ; for, whether owing to secret

signs among the players, or to superior

skill, the current of gold flowed but

one way, from the host to his guests.

For a while he bore the continued ill

luck with undiminished gayety, deem-

ing that in meeting their united prow-

ess he was doing a brave thing, and

that, whatever befell him, he should

remember that in character of host, he

must consent to suffer. But at length

he began to realize that his losses had

been carried far enough. He had never

suffered so severely in any one evening

before. Even his duty to them as their

host did not demand that he should

completely ruin himself, and he began

to suspect that he had half done so al-

ready. With a hoarse laugh he pushed

the dice away, and arose.

4 Enough — quite enough for one

night,' he exclaimed. ' I have no more

gold, nor, if I had, could I dare to con-

tinue, with this ill run against me.

Perhaps after another campaign I may
meet you again, and take my revenge

:
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which, if the Fates are just, must one

day or another be allotted me. But

not now.'

He thought that he was firm in his

refusal, but his guests had not yet done

with him. It needed but gentle vio-

lence to push him back again upon his

seat, and to replace the dicebox in his

hand.
k Art weary, or afraid to continue ?

'

said the praetorian captain. ' Well, let

there be one more main between u?,

and then we will end it all. Listen ! I

have won this night two hundred ses-

tertia. "What is the worth of that

quarry of yours to the south of the

Porta Triumphalis ?

'

' Three hundred sestertia—not less,'

responded Sergius.
4 Nay, as much as that ?

' rejoined

the captain, carelessly throwing down
his own dice. ' Then it is useless to

propose what I was about to. I had
thought that as the quarry had been

well worked already, and was now
overrun with fugitive slaves and Naza-

renes, and the like, to ferret out whom
would require half a legion, I could

offer to put the two hundred sestertia

against it, so that you might chance to

win them back. But it is of little con-

sequence.'

Sergius sat for the moment nervously

drumming upon the table. He knew
that the other was purposely dispar-

aging the property and trying to tempt

him into an unequal stake ; and yet he

suffered himself to be tempted. The
luck might this time be with him. It

were worth while to try it, at least. If

he lost, it would be but one more buf-

fet of fortune, And if he won, how
easily would those two hundred sester-

tia have been regained, and what a

triumph over the one who had enticed

him ! And therefore they threw—five

times a piece ; and after a moment of

breathless excitement, the play was de-

cided in favor of the captain.
4 The quarry is mine, therefore,' he

said, endeavoring to assume a noncha-

lant air of indifference. ' Would you

still win it back, Sergius ? And the

sestertia also ? Well, there is that

vineyard of yours on the slope of Tivoli,

which—

'

' Stay !
' exclaimed the proconsul

Sardesus, who, of all the party had not

as yet touched the dicebox. ' Let this

be enough. Will you plunder him en-

tirely ? Have you no regard for my
rights over him ? Do you not know
that to-morrow, at the amphitheatre,

Sergius and I are to match gladiators

against each other for a heavy wager,

and that I expect to win ? Hov, then,

will I get this money, if you now strip

him of all that he owns ?

'

Probably the proconsul felt no fear

about collecting what he might win,

and spoke jestingly, and with the sole

intention of putting a stop to a system

of pillage which seemed to him already

too flagrant and unscrupulous. But

his words were too plain spoken not to

give offence at any time, more particu-

larly now that all present were heated

with excitement ; and the usual conse-

quence of disinterested interference en-

sued. The other guests, in no meas-

ured language, began to mutter their

displeasure at the insinuations against

themselves ; while the host, for whose

benefit the interruption had been in-

tended, resented it most strongly of all.

He needed no counsel, but was well

able to take care of himself, he inti-

mated. And he remembered that he

had entered into some sort of a wager

about the result of a gladiatorial com-

bat, and he had supposed that no one

would have doubted his ability to pay

all that he might lose therein. It was

proper, at least, to wait until there had

been some precedent of the kind proved

against him. No one, so far, had found

him wanting. And the like.

1 And yet,' he continued, as after a

moment of reflection he began to real-

ize the value of the wager, and hov/ in-

convenient it would be to lose, and

that he had not yet succeeded in mak-
ing any preparation for the contest,

' when I tell you that I have not yet
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found a gladiator to my mind, you will

not force this match upon me to-mor-

row ? You will forbear that advan-

tage, and will consent to postpone our

trial to another time ?

'

The proconsul shrugged his shoul-

ders.

' Was it in the bond,' he said, ' that

one should await the convenience of

the other ? Has there not been time

enough for each to procure his man ?

This wager was made between us

months ago, Sergius—before even you

went into the East.'

' And it was while I was . there,' ex-

claimed Sergius eagerly, ' that I found

my man—a Rhodian, with the fore-

head, neck, and sinews of a bull. He
could have hugged a bull to death al-

most. Having him, I felt safe, for who
could you obtain to stand up against

him ? But in an evil hour, not over a

month ago, this play actor here—this

Bassus—by a stupid trick gained him
from me. What, then, have I been

able to do for myself since ? I have

sought far and near to replace him, but

without success
; and had made up my

mind, if you would not postpone the

trial, to pay up the forfeit for not ap-

pearing, and think no more about it.

But by the gods ! I will, even at this

late hour, make one more attempt.

Harkee, Bassus ! Whenever I have

asked you about this Rhodian, you have

said that you have sold him ; and, for

some low reason, you have refused to

tell who owns him now. Tell me, now,
to whom you sold him, so that I can

purchase him at once ! Tell me, I say

;

or there will be blood between us!

'

1 What can he say>' interrupted the

proconsul, ' but that he sold his Rho-
dian to me, the day thereafter ? You
do well to praise him, Sergius. Never
have I seen such a creature of brawn
and muscle. And with the training I

have given him, who, indeed, could

overcome him ? You will see him to-

morrow, in the arena. You will see

how he will crush in the ribs of your
gladiator, like an egg shell.'

Sergius gave vent to a groan of min-

gled rage and despair.

' And you will not postpone this

trial 1 ' he said. ' WiN you, then, take

up with an offer to play off that Rho-

dian against ten of my slaves ? No ?

Against twenty, then ? What else

will tempt you ? Ah, you may think

that I have but little to offer to play

against you, but it is not so. I have

no gold left, and my last quarry ia

gone. But I have my vineyards and

slaves in plenty. What say you, there-

fore ?

'

' Tush ! Beseech him not !

' inter-

rupted Emilius, to whom the mention

of vineyards and slaves gave intimation

of further spoils. ' Do you not see

that he shakes his head ? And do you
not know his obstinacy ? You could

not move him now were you to pay him
in full the amount of the forfeit. It is;

not the gold that he longer cares for,

but the chance to distinguish himself

by the exhibition of the slave of great-

est strength and prowess. So let that

matter go for settled. Rather strive,

in some other manner, to win the money
with which to pay your forfeit. This

t

with good luck, you may do—a little

here and a little there—who knows ?

Perhaps even I can help you. Have I

not won fifty sestertia from you ? I wiD
now wager it back against a slave.'

' Against any slave ?

'

' By Bacchus, no ! I have enough
of ordinary captives to suit me, and
care but little for any accession to . the

rabble of them. But you have one

whom I covet— a Greek of fair appear-

ance and pleasing manners—fit not for

the camp or the quarries, but of some
value as a page or cupbearer. It was
but lately that I saw him, writing at

your lady's dictation, and I wished for

him at onec. Shall we play for him ?
'

' No ! a thousand times, no !
' ex-

claimed Sergius, striking the table so

heavily with his open hand that the

dice danced and the flagons shook.

' Were you to offer me thrice his value

—to pay off my forfeit to Sardesus to.
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the last sestertium—to gain me back my
quarry and my vineyards—all that I

have lost—I would not give up that

slave. My purpose is sweeter to me
than all the gold you could offer, and

I will not be cheated out of it. That

slave dies to-morrow in the amphithe-

atre—between the lion's jaws !

'

' Dies ? In the arena ?
' was the

astonished exclamation.
4
Is there aught wonderful in that ?

'

Sergius fiercely cried. ' Have you

never before known such a thing as a

master giving up his slave for the pub-

lic amusement ? And let no man ask

me why I do it. It may be that I wish

revenge, hating him too much to let

him live. It may be that I seek to be

a benefactor like ethers, and furnish en-

tertainment to the populace at my own
expense. It is sufficient that I choose

it. Will not any other slave answer,

Emilius ?

'

4 Nay, no other will do,' remarked

the poet, throwing himself carelessly

back, with the air of one dismissing a

fruitless subject from his mind. ' This

was the only one whom I coveted. For
any other I would not care to shake

the dicebox three times, though I

might feel sure to win.'
4 Will you offer the same to me, Ser-

gius ?
' eagerly cried the comedian.

I I also have won heavily from you.

Will you play any other slave than

this page against fifty sestertia ?

'

For his only answer, Sergius seized

the dice, and began impatiently to rat-

tle them. The eyes of Bassus sparkled

with anticipated victory.
4 You hear ?

' he cried, to all around

him. ' Against my fifty sestertia he

will stake any of his slaves excepting

this Greek page ?

'

4 They all hear the terms,' retorted

Sergius. ' Now throw !

'

4 Whether male or female ?
' contin-

ued Bassus, still looking around to see

that all understood.
4 Are they fools ? Can they not hear ?

Will you throw or not ?
' shouted Ser-

gius.

In a wild delirium of excitement, the

comedian began the game, and in a

few minutes it was concluded. Then
he leaped from his seat, crying out

:

4

1 have won ! And there can be no
dispute now ! You all heard that he
gave the choice of his slaves, whether
male or female ?

'

4 Fool !
' sneered Sergius, throwing

himself back. 4 What dispute can
there be ? Do you think that I would
deny my word ? And do you suppose

I did not know your aims, cunningly as

you may think you veiled them ?

Would I have given up Leta to you, if

she had been of any further value to

myself ? By the gods ! had you waited

a while, I do not know but what I

would have made her a present to you

;

not, however, to oblige you, but to

punish her !

'

The comedian listened in chopfallen

amazement. Already it seemed to him
that his prize had lost half its value.

4 Be at rest, though,' Sergius contin-

ued, in a contemptuous tone. 4 1 have

merely tired of her, that is all. Her
eyes are as bright and her voice as

silvery as ever. She may not ever come
to love you much, but she will have

the wit to pretend that she does ; and

if she makes you believe her—as you

doubtless will—it will be all the same

thing to you. Who knows, too, with

what zeal she may worm herself into

your affection, under the guidance of

her ambition ? For, that she has am-

bition, you will soon discover. By
Bacchus ! since you have no wife or

household to fetter your fancies, it

would not surprise me wTere you to suc-

cumb to her wiles, and to make of her

your wife. You may recline there and

smile with incredulity ; but such things

have been done before this, and by men
who would not condescend to look

upon one in your poor station. Yes, I

will wager that, in the end, you will

make of her your wife. Well, it would

be no harm to you. She will then de-

ceive you, of course ; but what of that?

Have not better men submitted to that
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inevitable lot? Yes, she will deceive

you; and then will smile upon you,

and you will believe her word, and be

again deceived. But you will have

only yourself to blame for it. I have

warned you in advance.'

CHAPTER XV.

As the shouts of laughter elicited by

the host's remark rang through the

hall, drowning the muttered response

of the comedian, Leta glided softly and

rapidly from behind the screen of tap-

estry which veiled the open doorway.

There, crouching out of sight, she had

remained concealed for the last hour

—

watching the revellers through a crev-

ice in the needlework, and vainly hop-

ing, either in the words or face of Ser-

gius, to detect some tone or expression

indicative of regretful thought or rec-

ollection of herself. When at last her

name had been mentioned, for a mo-

ment she had eagerly held her breath,

lest she might lose one syllable from

which an augury of her fate could be

drawn. Then, repressing, with a vio-

lent effort, the cry of despair which rose

to her lips, upon hearing herself thus

coolly and disdainfully surrendered as

the stake of a game of dice, and with

less apparent regret than would have

been felt for the loss of a single gold

piece, she drew the folds of her dress

closely about her and passed out.

Out through the antechamber—
down the stairway—and into the cen-

tral court ; no other purpose guiding

her footsteps than that of finding some

place where she could reflect, without

disturbance, upon the fate before her.

In that heated hall she must have died;

but it might be that in the cool, open
air, she could conquer the delirium

which threatened to overwhelm her,

and could thus regain her self-control.

If only for five minutes, it might be

well. With her quick energy and pow-
er of decision, even five minutes of cool,

deliberate counsel with herself might
suffice to shape and direct her whole
future life.

Hardly realizing how she had come
there, she found herself sitting upon
the coping of the courtyard fountain.

The night was dark, for thick clouds

shut out the gleam of moon and stars.

No one could see her, nor was it an

hour when any one "was likely to be

near. From one end to the other the

court was deserted, except by herself.

No light, other than the faint glow

from the windows of the banquet hall

upon the story above her. No sound

beyond the sullen splash of the water

falling into the marble basin of the

fountain. There was now but little to

interfere with deliberate reflection.

What demon had possessed the Fates

that they should have brought this lot

upon her ? It could not be the destiny

which had been marked out for her

from the first. That had been a differ-

ent one, she was sure. Her instinct had

whispered peace and success to her.

Such were the blessings which should

have been unravelled for her from off

the twirling spindle ; but some malig-

nant spirit must have substituted an-

other person's deserved condemnation

in place of her more kindly lot.

That she had failed in attaining the

grand end of her desires was not, of

itself, the utmost of her misfortune.

She had aimed high, because it was as

easy to do that as to accept a lowr
er

object of ambition. She had taken hex

course, believing that all things are

possible to the energetic and daring,

but, at the same time, fully realizing

the chances of failure. But to fail had

simply seemed to her to remain where

she was, instead of ascending higher

—

to miss becoming the wife of the im-

perator, but to continue, as before, the

main guide and direction of his

thoughts, impulses, and affections.

And now, without previous token

or warning, had come upon her the

terrible realization that she had not

only gained nothing, but had lost all,

and that the fatal chance which had
fettered her schemes, had also led to

her further degradation. Thrown aside
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like a broken toy—with a jeering con-

fession that she had wearied her posses-

sor—with a cool, heartless criticism

upon her character, and with cruel

prophecies about her future—gambled
for with one whose sight filled her with

abhorrence — and, when won, made
over to him as a bone is tossed to a

dog—what more bitterness could be

heaped upon her ?

But there was now no use in mourn-
ing about the past. What had been

done could not be altered. Nor could

ehe disguise from herself the impossi-

bility of ever regaining her former po-

sition and influence. Those had passed

away forever. She must now look to

the future alone, arid endeavor so to

shape its course as to afford herself

fiome relief from its terrors. Possibly

there might yet be found a wTay of

escape.

Should she try to fly ? That, she

knew, could not be done—at least,

alone. The wrorld was wide, but the

arm of the imperial police was long

;

and though she might, for a little while,

wander purposelessly hither and thither,

yet before many hours the well-directed

efforts of a pursuer would be sure to

arrest her. She could die— for in every

place death is within reach of the reso-

lute ; but she did not wish to die. For

one instant, indeed, she thought of the

Tiber, and the peace which might be

found beneath its flow—but only for

an instant. And she almost thanked

the gods in her heart that it had not

yet gone so far with her as that.

Burying her face in her hands, she

sat for a moment, endeavoring to ab-

stract her thoughts from all outward

objects, so as the more readily to deter-

mine what course to adopt. But for a

while it seemed as though it was im-

possible for her to fix her mind aright.

Each instant some intruding trifle in-

terfered to distract her attention from

the only great object which now should

claim it. A long-forgotten incident of

the past would come into her mind

—

or perhaps some queer conceit which

at the time had caused laughter. She
did not laugh now, but none the less

would she find herself revolving the

merits of the speech or action. Then,

the soft fall of the water into the foun-

tain basin annoyed her, and it occurred

to her that it might be this which pre-

vented undivided reflection. Stooping

over, therefore, and feeling along the

edge of the basin, she found the vent

of the pipes, and stopped the flow. At
once the light stream began to dimin-

ish and die away, until in a moment
the water was at rest, except for the

few laggard drops which one by one

rolled off the polished shoulders of the

bronze figures. These gradually all

trickled down, and then it seemed as

though at last there must be silence.

But the murmur of the evening breeze

among the trees intervened ; and, far

more exasperating than all, she could

now hear the bursts of merriment which

rang out from the banqueting room
overhead. Therefore, once more put-

ting her hand into the basin, she turned

on the flow, and the gentle stream

again sprang from the outstretched cup

and fell down, deadening all lesser

sounds.

Then Leta looked up at the sky,

overspread with its thick pall of clouds,

and wondered vacantly whether there

would be rain upon the morrow, and

if so, whether the games appointed for

the new amphitheatre would take place.

But she recovered herself with a start,

and again buried her face in her hands.

What were games and combats of that

kind to her ? She was to enter upon a

different kind of struggle. She must

reflect— reflect!—and when she had

reflected, must act

!

For ten minutes she thus remained
;

and now, indeed, seemed to have

gained the required concentration of

thought. No outward sound disturbed

her. Once a Nubian slave, who had
heard the stoppage of the fountain's

flow, emerged from beneath an arch-

way, as though to examine into the

difficulty. Finding that the water was
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still playing as usual, he imagined that

he must have been mistaken, gave ut-

terance to an oath in condemnation

of his own stupidity, slowly walked

around the basin, looked inquiringly

at Leta, and, for the moment, made as

though he would have accosted her

—

and then, changing his mind, with-

drew and walked back silently into

the house. Still she did not move.

At length, however, she raised her

head and stood upright. Her eyes now
shone with deep intensity of purpose,

and her lips were firmly set. Some-

thing akin to a smile flickered around

the corners of her mouth, betraying

not pleasure, but satisfaction. She

had evidently reflected to some pur-

pose, and now the trial for action had
arrived.

' Strange that I should not have

thought of it before,' she murmured
to herself. Then stepping under the

archway wThich led from the courtyard

into the palace, she reached up against

the wTall and took down two keys

which hung there. Holding them
tightly, so that they might not clink

together, she glided along, past the

fountain—through the clump of plane

trees—keeping as much as possible in

the deeper shadows cf arch and shrub-

bery—and so on along the whole

length of the court, until she stood by
the range of lov/er erections which
bounded its farther extremity. Then,

fitting one of the keys into an iron

door, she softly unlocked it.

Entering, she stood within a low
stone cell. It was the prison house of

the palace, used for the reception of

new slaves, and for the punishment of

such others as gave offence. It was a

long, narrow apartment, paved with

stone and lighted by a single grated

aperture set high in the wTall upon the

courtyard side. The place was of suffi-

cient dimensions to hold fifty or sixty

persons, but, in the present case, there

wras but one tenant—Cleotos. Not
even a guard was with him, for the

strength of the walls and the locks were

considered amply sufficient to prevent

escape.

Cleotos was sitting upon a stone

bench, resting his head upon his right

hand. At the opening of the door he

looked up. He could not see who it

was that entered, but the light tread

and the faint rustle of a waving dress

sufficiently indicated the sex. If it had

been daylight, a flush might have been

seen upon his face, for the thought

flashed upon his mind that it might be

iEnone herself coming to his assistance.

But the first word undeceived him

;

and he let his head once more fall be-

tween the palms of his hands.

' Cleotos,' whispered Leta, c
it is L

I have come to set you free.'

' It is right,' he said, moodily. ' All

this I owe to you alone. It is fit that

you should try to undo your work.'

' Could I foresee that it would come

to this ?
' she responded, attempting

justification. ' How was I to know
that my trivial transgression would

have ended so sorrowfully for you ?

But all that is easily mended. You
have money, and a token which will

identify you to the proper parties.

There is yet time to reach Ostia before

that ship can sail.'

' How knew you that I had gold—or

this signet ring ; or that there was a

ship to sail from Ostia ?
' he exclaimed

with sudden fierceness. ' You, then,

had been listening at the door ! And
having listened, you must have known
with what innocence we spoke togeth-

er ! And yet, seeing all this, you called

him to the spot and left him to let his

eyes be deceived and his heart filled

with bitter jealousy, and have played

upon his passion by wicked misrepre-

sentation, until you have succeeded in

bringing ruin upon all about you ! I

see it all now, as clearly as though it

wrere written upon a parchment rolled

out before me ! To think that the

gods have beheld you doing this thing,

and yet have not stricken you dead !

'

' I have sinned,' she murmured, seiz-

ing his hand and bending over, so that
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a ready tear rolled down upon it. He
felt it fall, but moved not. Only a few

days before, her tears would have moved
him ; but now his heart was hardened

against her. He had found out that

her nature was cruel and not easily

moyed to repentance, and that, if emo-

tion was ever suffered to overcome her,

it was tolerated solely for some crafty

design. The falling tear, therefore.

simply bade him be upon his guard

against deceit, lest once again she

might succeed in weaving her wiles

about him. Or, if she really wept with

repentance, he knew that it was not

repentance for the sin itself, but rather

for some baffled purpose.

'Go on,' he simply said.

' I have sinned,' she repeated, still

clinging to his hands. ' But, O Cleo-

tos ! when I offer to undo my work

and set you free, you will surely for-

give me ?

'

' Yes, it is right that you should re-

pair the mischief you have caused,' he

repeated ;
' and I will avail myself of it.

To-night, since you offer to set me free,

and claim that you have the power to do
so—to-night for Ostia ; and then, then

away forever from this ruthless land !

But stay ! What of our mistress ? I

will not go hence until I know that she

is safe and well.'

' She is well,' responded Leta, fearful

lest the truth might throw a new ob-

stacle before her plans. ' And all is

again right between her lord and her-

self, for I have assured him of her in-

nocence.'

' Then, since this is so, there is no

motive for me to tarry,' he said. He
believed her, and was satisfied ; not

that he esteemed her worthy of belief,

but because it did not seem to him pos-

sible that such a matter as a grateful

kiss upon a protecting hand could re-

quire much explanation. ' I would like

well once more to see her and bid her

fare -/ell, and utter my thanks for all

her kindness
; but to what purpose ?

I have done that already, and could do
and say no more than I have already

clone and. said. There remains, there-

fore, nothing more than to fulfil her

commands, and return to my native

home. But tell her, Leta, that my last

thought was for her, and that her mem-
ory will ever live in my heart.'

' I cannot tell her this,' slowly mur-

mured Leta, ' for I shall not see her

again. I—I go with you.'

Cleotos listened for a moment in per-

plexed wonderment, and then, for his

sole answer, dropped her hand and

turned away. She understood him as

well as though he had spoken the

words of refusal.

1 You will not take me with you,

then ; is it not so ?
' she said. ' Some

nice point of pride, or some feeling of

fancied wrong, or craving for revenge,

or, perhaps, love for another person,

tells you now to separate yourself from

me ! And yet you loved me once.

This, then, is man's promised faith !

'

' You dare to talk to me of faith and

broken vows !
' he exclaimed, after a

moment of speechless amazement at her

hardiness in advancing such a plea.

' You, who for weeks have treated m©
with scorn and indifference—who have

plotted against me, until my life itself

has been brought into danger—who,

apart from all that, cast me off when
first we met in Rome, telling me then

that I was and could be nothing to you,

yes, even that our association from the

first had been a mistake and a wrong !

Yes, Leta, there was a time when I

truly loved you, as man had never then

done, or since, or ever will again ; but

impute not to me the blame that I can-

not do so now.'

' I was to blame,' she said ; and it

seemed that this night must be a night

of confession for her, in so few things

could she justify herself by denial or

argument. ' I acknowledge my fault,

and how my heart has been drawn from

you by some delusion, as powerful and

resistless as though the result of magic.

But when I confess it freely, and tell

you how I now see my duty and my
heart more clearly, as though a veil of
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error had been drawn away, and when,

after all, I find no forgiveness in.your

heart, said I not truly that man's faith

cannot be trusted ? Am I not the same

Leta as of old ?

'

' The same as of old ?
' he exclaimed.

' Can you look earnestly and truthfully

into your soul, and yet avow that you

are the pure-hearted girl who roamed

hand in hand with me only a year ago,

in our native isle, content to have no

ambition except that of living a humble

life with me ? And now, with your

simple tastes and desires swept away

—

with your soul covered with love of

material pleasures as with a lava crust

—wrapt up in longing for Rome's most

sinful, artificial excesses—having, for

gold or position or power or ambition,

or what not, so long as it was not for

love, given yourself up a willing victim

to a heartless master—do you dare,

after this, to talk to me of love, and

call yourself the same ?

'

' And are you one of those who be-

lieve that there can be no forgiveness

for repentant woman ?

'

' Of forgiveness, all that can be de-

sired ; but of for^etfulness, none. There

is one thing that no man can forget

;

and were I to repulse the admonitions

of my judgment, and strive to pass that

thing by, who would sooner scorn me
than yourself? Let all this end.

Know that I love you not, and could

never love you again. Your scorn, in-

difference, and deceit have long ago

crushed from my heart all the love

it once held. Know further, that if I

did still love you, my pride would con-

demn the feeling, and I would never

rest until I had destroyed it, even were

it necessary to destroy myself rather

than to yield.'

' These are brave words, indeed !

'

she exclaimed, taunted by his rebuke

into a departure from her assumption

of affection. ' But they better suit the

freeman upon his own mountain side

than the slave in his cell. Samos is

still afar off. The road from here to

Ostia has not yet been traversed by
vol, vi.—36

you in safety. Even this door between

you and the open street has not been

thrown back. And yet you dare to

taunt me, knowing that I hold in my
hand the key, and, by withdrawing it,

can take away all hope from you. Do
you realize what will be your fate if

you remain here—how that on the

morrow the lions and leopards of the

amphitheatre will quarrel over your

scattered limbs ?

'

' Is this a threat ? ' he cried. ' Is it

to tell me that if I do not give my love

where my honor tells me it should not

be given, I must surely die ? So, then,

let it be. I accept the doom. One-

year ago, I would have cheerfully fought

in the arena for your faintest smile.

Now I would rather die there than

have your sullied love forced upon

me.'

Without another word he sat down
again upon the stone bench. Even in

that darkness she could note how reso-

lute was his expression, how firm and

unyielding his attitude. She had

roused his nature as she had never seen

it before. She had not believed that a

spirit which she had been accustomed

to look upon as so much inferior in

strength to her own, could show such

unflinching determination ; and for

the moment she stood admiring him,

and wondering whether, if he had al-

ways acted like that, he might not

have bound her soul to his own and

kept her to himself through all tempta-

tion and trial. Then, taking the other

key, she unlocked the door in the rear

wall of the cell, and threw it open.

The narrow street behind the court was

before him, and he was free to go.

' I meant it not for a threat,' she

said. ' However low I 1;- ty sink, I

have not yet reached the pass of wish-

ing to purchase or beg for affections.

Why I spoke thus, I know not. It maj
be that I thought some gratitude might

be due me for rescuing you. But I

cannot tell what I thought. Or it

might have been that words were ne-

cessary for me, and that I used the first
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that came. But let that pass. Know
only that your safety lies before you,

and that it is in your power to grasp

it. And now, farewell. You leave me
drifting upon a downward course,

Cleotos. Sometimes, perhaps, when
another person is at your side, making

your life far happier than I could have

made it, you will think kindly of me.'

' I think kindly of you now, Leta,'

he said. ' Whatever love I can give,

apart from the love which I once asked

you to accept, is yours. In everything

that brotherly affection can bestow,

there will be no limit to my care and

interest for you. Nay, more, you shall

now go away from hence with me

;

and though I cannot promise more

than a brother's love, yet with that for

your guide and protection, you can

reach your native home in peace and

security, and there work out whatever

repentance you may have here begun.'

' And when we are there, and those

who have known us begin to ask why,

when Cleotos has brought Leta back in

safety, he regards her only as a sister

and a friend, and otherwise remains

sternly apart from her, what answer

can be given which will not raise sus-

picion and scorn, and make my life a

burden to me ? No, Cleotos, it cannot

be. Cruel as my lot may be here, I

have only myself to answer for it, and

it is easier to hide myself from notice

in this whirl of sin and passion than

if at home again. And whatever may
henceforth happen to me, the Fates are

surely most to blame. How can one

avoid his destiny ?

'

' The Fates do not carve out our des-

tiny,' he said. ' They simply carry into

relentless effect the judgments which

our own passions and weaknesses

pronounced upon ourselves. O Leta !

have you considered what you are re-

solved upon encountering ? Do you

not know that some day this master of

yours vail tire of you, and fling you to

some friend of his—a soldier, actor, or

what not—that as the years run on and

your beauty fades, you will fall lower

and lower ? Have not thousands like

yourself thus gone on, until at last, be-

coming old and worthless, they are left

to die alone upon some island in the

Tiber ? Pray that you may die a bet-

ter death than that !

'

' It is a sad picture,' she answered.
' It is not merely possible, but also

probable. I acknowledge it all. And
yet, if I saw it all unrolled before me
as my certain doom, I do not know
that I would try to shun it. Already

the glitter of this world has changed

my soul from what it was, and I am
now too feeble of purpose to spend long

years in retrieving the errors of the

past. There came into my heart a

thought— a selfish thought—that you

might forget what has gone before

;

and then it seemed that I might suc-

ceed in winning back my peace, and so

shun the fate which lies before me.

But you cannot forget. I blame you

not
;
you are right. You have never

spoken more truly than when you said

that I would have despised you if you

had yielded. Therefore, that hope is

gone ; and now I must submit to the

destiny which is coming upon me.'

' But, Leta, only strive to think

that—

'

' Nay, what is the use ? Rather let

me throw all regrets away, and strive

not to think at all. Why not yield

with a pleasant grace to the current,

when we know that, in the end, strug-

gle as we may, it will surely sweep us

under ?

'

' Leta— dear Leta—

'

' Not a wTord, dear Cleotos ;
it must

not be. From this hour I banish all

human affections from my heart, as I

banish all hope. Could you remain

here, you would see how relentless

and fierce my nature will grow. Plots

and schemes shall now. be my amuse-

ment ; for if I must be destroyed,

others shall fall with me. This must

be the last tender impulse of my life.

I know not why it is, but I could now
really weep. Cleotos, forgive me ! I

came hither, loving you not, but hop-
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ing to beguile you into receiving me
again. I have failed, and I ought to

hate you for it ; and yet I almost

love you instead. It is strange, is it

not?'
' But, Leta— '

' How my heart now feels soft and

tender with our recollections of other

days ! Do you remember, Cleotos, how
once, when children, we went together

and stole the grapes from Eminides's

vine ? And how, when he would have

beaten you, I stood before you, and

prevented him ? Who would then have

thought that, in a few years, we should

be here in Rome—slaves, and parting

forever ? We shall never again togeth-

er see Eminides's vineyard, shall we ?

'

4 O Leta—my sister—

'

' There, there ; speak not, but go at

once, for some one comes near. Tarry

no longer. If at home they ask after

me, tell them I am dead. Farewell,

dear Cleotos. Kiss me good-by. Do
not grudge me that, at least. And may
the gods bless you !

'

He would still have spoken, would

have claimed a minute to plead with

her and try to induce her to leave the

path she was pursuing, and go with

him. But at that instant the voice of

some one approaching sounded louder,

and the tones of Sergius could be dis-

tinguished as he tried to troll forth the

catch of a drinking melody. There

was no time to lose. With a farewell

pressure of her arm about Cleotos's

neck, Leta pushed him through the

aperture into the dark back street ; and

then, leaving the keys in the iock3,

turned baefc. into the garden, and fled

toward the house.

CREATION.

The primary characteristics of crea-

tion are aggregation, producing all

existing forms ; and dissolution, in

which the parts suffer disintegration,

their varied elements entering into new
combinations. The active powers pro-

ducing such normal condition of mat-

ter, which is ceaseless motion, are com-
prehended in attraction for aggrega-

tion, and repulsion for dissolution, al-

ternately. This power of combining

atoms and dissolving their connection

is electric, which is only possessed by
that element, in its dual character of

attraction and repulsion
; and thus we

may reasonably assume that electricity

is the material wherewith creative

energy manifests its power in the varied

combinations, dissolutions, and recon-

structions which comprise all animate
and inanimate existences. This same
cosmical power, electricity, holds all

worlds in their normal relations, and is

the source of light and heat, as well as

the connecting link, through our elec-

tric nerve cords, by which our minds

alone commune with the outer world,

in direct contact with our bodily senses,

and hence becomes the medium of all

our knowledge.

ELECTRICITY AS THE SOURCE OF
LIGHT, HEAT, GRAVITATION, AND
THE ORIGIN OP ALL GLOBES, NEB-
ULAE, AND COMETIC MATTER.

If space were wholly devoid of mat-

ter, all globes, or other masses of mat-

ter, would be dissipated into it, or

d priori could not have been formed

from it. The material interchange,

passing through space, between globes,

in all stages of formation, such as light,

heat, and gravitation, could not be con-
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ducted through a vacuum, as their

very presence would be destructive of

vacuity. Materiality would be dissi-

pated or absorbed in an attempted pas-

sage through vacuity ; therefore, as we
know that light, heat, and gravitation

are, necessarily, material, space is but

diffused materiality, at its minimum of

etheriality. Globes moving in their

orbits and on their axes must thus

meet with resistance : this, together

with the internal motion of their con-

tained elements, necessarily excites the

constant production of electricity, in its

dual character of attraction and repul-

sion, according to its well-known laws;

and this double character, alone pos-

sessed by electricity, when concen-

trated produces material affinity, with

reciprocal attraction and repulsion, in

all its atoms, thus forever preventing

entire solidity or entire separation of its

parts. Such condensation of matter

by electric action, is the origin of heat

and the variety produced by incan-

descence, which, therefore, accounts for

the formation of globes from the ma-
terials in space, and their sustentation

in orbit.

As motion is the normal condition

of matter, and is the producer of elec-

tricity, therefore electric action, concen-

trated in space, necessarily gathers

cometic and nebulous matter from

space, the materials, through incan-

descence, for future globes, with orbits

contracting in proportion to condensa-

tion, its maximum of attraction. As
material space is boundless, so the cre-

ation of globes is endless therein,

through electric action, by producing

gradual centres of material condensa-

tion, the mere whirlpool specks in in-

finite space.

Revolving bodies, gaseous, fluid, or

solid, thus impress or charge the cen-

tres of their motion, by superinduced

attraction, with electricity, as their

Leyden jars. So, too, the central body,

or primary of a system, so overcharged

with electricity by its revolving second-

aries, becomes positively electrified or

repellant to all such revolving bodies

;

and thus the producers and accumu-

lator are mutually attractive and re-

pellant of each other.

The planets, by their lightning speed

in orbits and on their axes, being pro-

ducers, and the sun the recipient or

accumulator of electricity ; the latter,

as the centre of our revolving system,

is the Leyden jar, and thus becomes

the overcharged positive source and

dispenser of electric light and heat to

the surrounding planets.

The planets, as producers, are always

negatively electric, tending toward the

accumulator, the sun
;
while the latter,

as the accumulator, being overcharged,

is positively electric, and repels. The
sun being the greater body, the planets'

negative electric attraction for it must

always yield to the greater mass and

tend toward the sun
; while that great

body, overcharged with accumulated

positive electricity, is fully capable of

repelling such tendency of the lesser

revolving planets tov/ard it. Attrac-

tion or gravitation with the planets,

and repulsion (instead of centrifugal

force) with the sun, forever and inex-

haustibly retain the various bodies, of

each system, in their respective orbits.

As motion is the normal condition of

matter, eternally producing electric ac-

tion, and when centralized evolving

light and heat; so light and heat are as

inexhaustibly eternal as motion, and

may thus be demonstrated as electric.

The same principle of action applies to

all individual globes of each separate

system, conjointly ; and collectively, the

different systems mutually attract and

repel each other, proportionate to mass

and the weakened forces of distance,

thus preserving a cosmical harmony

throughout creation, forever forbid-

ding collision or destruction of indi-

vidual globes.

This theory will be found to corre-

spond with the well-known laws of po-

sitive and negative electric action ; as

well as illustrative of the influence of

electric light on vegetable production
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—the only artificially produced light,

capable of imparting a healthy growth

and color— which, I think, clearly

proves it to be of the same character

as solar light. It is also corroborative

of much that is inexplicable, except in

the identity of electricity with solar

effulgence, as the source of light, heat,

and gravitation, as well as substituting

repulsion for centrifugal force, and

must forever disprove the theory of

solar light being the result of mere

metallic incandescence, or any other

equally exhausting combustion. The
latter theory, with such supposed ex-

pedients in nature, to carry out the

mighty design of creation, belittles the

subject by its transitoriness, and is,

therefore, unworthy the conception of

modern generations.

PHENOMENA OF HAZE, FOGS, AND CLOUDS.

The predominant haze, which gener-

ally envelops the landscape and red-

dens the sun and moon during long

droughts, is usually ascribed to smoke
from burning woods and forests, per-

vading the air. I have observed a

similar prevalent haze, connected with

other extensive droughts than the one

from which the country is now (August)

suffering, and have invariably heard

the same vague and inadequate cause

assigned. Observation proves conclu-

sively, that the assigned is not the

true general cause (although it has its

purely local effect), as with winds, for

days together, in opposite quarters

from local fires on mountain or plain,

such widespread districts remain en-

veloped in haze, although hundreds of

miles distant. Neither over such dis-

tricts was there any odor as from smoke
pervading the atmosphere (except tem-

porarily from some neighboring chim-

neys, which the then heavy air kept

near the earth), nor felt by the eyes,

which very perceptibly smart when ex-

posed to smoke. It is impossible, with

varying winds, that mere local fires

should spread smoke so uniformly as

to comprise most of the area of the

drought, which on this occasion ex-

tended from our great western lakes to

the Atlantic seacoast ; and anomalous-

ly, too, that it should have continued

so long after a rain had extinguished

those fires.

I should assign a very different cause

for this phenomenon. Rain drops are

negatively electric, while suspended

moisture, such as fog, displays itself in

the form of vesicles or globules, dis-

tended by the presence and prevalence

of positive eletricity, which refracts the

rays of light from so many myriad sur-

faces, that all objects are thus, neces-

sarily, obscured to the eye. During

droughts, when haze prevails, positive

electricity in the air becomes in excess,

which is heating, and therefore serves

still more to subdivide, as well as to

expand or distend the floating moisture

in the atmosphere (of which it is never

entirety deprived) into infinitesimal

vesicles, or globules, like minute soap

bubbles, and thus from such an infin-

ite number of refracting surfaces is

produced the haze, as well as the ob-

scuration of the landscape and the

reddened disks of the sun and mooa,

by the absorption of their heat or red

rays, so characteristic of great droughts.

This same infinitesimal vesicular condi-

tion of suspended moisture, is also the

sufficient cause of there being no depo-

sition of dew on such occasions, except

where a local change of electric condi-

tion cools the air, thus temporarily

clearing the atmosphere, and permit-
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ting a local deposition of the previ-

ously suspended moisture, in the form

of dew.

All fogs are due to this same cause, as

well as that which, in extreme wintry

cold, overhangs the open water, as it

yields its comparative heat to the air.

The formation and suspension of

clouds, in all their varied characteris-

tics, have the same origin. That

highly attenuated haze which invests

the distant landscape, particularly

mountains, with its magical purple

hue, is due to the same, but still more
ethereal interposition of infinitesimal

globules of suspended moisture. In

corroboration of this being the true

explanation of the phenomena of haze,

fogs, etc., is the fact, that as soon as

clouds prevail, denoting an electric

change in the atmosphere, all haze im-

mediately disappears, or becomes em-

braced in the larger vesicles or globules,

forming clouds.

FLY LEAVES FROM THE LIFE OF A SOLDIER.

PART II. —CHEVRONS.

She sewed them on upside clown.

Please to remember that this was in

May, 1861 (or was it 1851 ? it seems a

long time ago), when a young lady of

the most finished education, polished to

the uttermost nine, could not reason-

ably be expected to know what a ser-

geant-major was, much less the partic-

ular cut and fashion of his badge of

rank. I told her, exultingly, that I

was appointed sergeant-major of our

battalion. ' What's that ?
' she in-

quired, simply enough. I explained.

The dignity and importance of the

office was scarcely diminished in her

mind by my explanation
; and, indeed,

I thought it the grandest in the army.

Who would be a commissioned officer,

when he could wear our gorgeous gray

uniform, trimmed with red, the sleeves

wellnigh hidden behind three broad

red stripes in the shape of a V, joined

at the top by as many broad red arcs,

all beautifully set off by the lithe and

active figure of Sergeant-Major William

Jenkins ? As for Mary, who protested

that she never could learn the differ-

ence between all these grades, or make
out the reason for them, she was for her

part convinced that not even the colo-

nel himself, certainly not that fat Ma-

jor Heavysterne, could be grander, or

handsomer, or more important than

her William. So I forgave her for sew-

ing on my chevrons upside down, al-

though it was at the time an infliction

grievous to be born, inasmuch as the

fussy little quartermaster-sergeant was
thereby enabled to get a clay's start of

me in the admiration and envy of our

old company. How they envied us, to

be sure ! But I had one consolation :

Oates' were all straight; mine were

arched. And she sewed mine on. His

were done by Cutts & Dunn's bandy-

legged foreman.

There never was such a uniform as

ours. Not even the ' Seventh ' itself

—

incomparable in the eyes of the tiiree-

months'— could vie in grand and sol-

dierly simplicity, we thought, with the

gray and red of the 9th Battalion, Dis-

trict of Columbia Volunteers. Gray

cap, with a red band round it, letters

A S, for 'American Sharpshooters'

(Smallweed used to say he never saw

it spelt in that way before, and to ask

anxiously for the other S), gray single-

breasted frock coat, with nine gilt but-

tons, and red facings on the collar and
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cuffs. Gray pantaloons, with a broad

red stripe down the outer seam. The

drummers sported the most gorgeous

red stomachs ever seen, between two

rows of twenty little bullet buttons.

The color rendered us liable to be mis-

taken for the rebels, it is true
;
but this

source of anxiety to the more nervous

among us was happily prevented from

leading to any unfavorable results by

the fatherly care displayed by poor old

General Balkinsop, under whose pro-

tection we were sent into the field, in

always keeping at least a day's march

from the enemy !

When we non-commissioned staff

officers were first promoted, we felt

badly about leaving our companies

;

wanted to drill with them still, and so

on. But this soon wore off under the

pressure of new duties. For my part,

I soon found that the adjutant, Lieu-

tenant Harch, regarded it as quite a

natural arrangement that the sergeant-

major should attend to the office du-

ties, while the adjutant occupied him-

self exclusively with what he wTas

pleased to style the military part of

tbe business ; meaning thereby, guard

mounting every morning and Sunday
morning, inspection once a week, mak-
ing an average of, say, twenty minutes

work per diem for the adjutant, and
leaving the poor sergeant-major enough
to occupy and worry him for ten or

eleven hours. ' Sergeant-major, publish

these orders,' Lieutenant Harch would
say, in tones of authority exceeding in

peremptory curtness anything I have

ever heard since from the commander
of a grand army ; and then, scraping a

match—my match—upon the wall, he

would begin attending to his ' military

duties ' by lighting a cigar—my cigar

—and strolling up the avenue, on ex-

hibition, preparatory to going home to

dine, while the fag remained driving

the pen madly, kindly assisted some-

times by Quartermaster-Sergeant Gates,

until long after the dinner hour of the

non-commissioned staff. I think the

company commanders must sometimes

have doubted (unless they carefully re-

frained from reading orders, as I have

sometimes thought probable) whether

the adjutant could write his name ; for

all our orders used to be signed :

' By order of Major Johnson Heavy-
sterne : Frederick Harch,

1st Lieutenant and Adjutant,

By William Jenkins, Sergeant-Major.'

Now, if the printer sets this up prop-

erly, you will see that, even at that ear-

ly day, we knew too much to adopt

the sensation style of signing .orders

which some officers have since learned

from the New York Herald, thus

:

By command of

Major-General BULGER

!

Washington Smith, A. A.-G-.

In those days there was but little of

that distinction of ranks which has

come to be better observed now that

our volunteers have grown into an

army. You see, the process of forming

an army out of its constituent element

follows pretty much the fashion set

by that complex machine the human
animal : the materials go through all

the processes of swallowing, digestion,

chylii'action, chymifaction, absorption,

alteration, and excretion ; bone, muscle,

nerve, sinew, viscera, and what not,

each taking its share, and discarding

the useless material that has only

served, like bran in horse feed, to give

volume and preJiensiMlity to the mass.

Our non-commissioned staff messed

with the major, who was as jolly a

bachelor as need be, of some forty-nine

years of growth, and thirty of butcher-

ing, that being his occupation. The

adjutant, being newly married to a

gaunt female, who, I hope, nagged him

as he us, preferred to take his meals at

home. Smallweed, who had somehow

got made quartermaster, couldn't go

old Heavysterne, he said, and so kept

as long as he could to his desultory

habits of living as a citizen and a

bachelor. So our mess consisted of

the major, who exercised a paternal

care over the rest of us, superintend-
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ing, indeed often joining in, our

amusements and discussions, our quar-

rels and makings up ; of Quartermas-

ter-Sergeant Oates, who knew all about

everything and everybody better than

anybody, and was always ready to

ventilate his superior knowledge on

the slightest provocation, and who, as

Smallweed, now Lieutenant Smallweed,

used to say, ' would have made a d—

d

elegant quartermaster- sergeant, if he

hadn't had a moral objection to issu-

ing anything ;

' of Chaplain Bender, a

sanctified-looking individual of promis-

cuous theology and doubtful morals

(the funny men used to speak of him
irreverently as Hell Bender) ; of the

battalion commissary, Lieutenant Fip-

pany, an unmitigated swell ; of Com-
missary-Sergeant Peck, a stumpy little

fellow, full of facts and figures, and al-

ways quiet and ready ; of the writer,

Sergeant-Major Jenkins, or Jinkens as

my name used to be mispronounced,

infinitely to my disgust ; and lastly,

semi-occasionali y, of the sutler, Mr.

Cann. The surgeon, old Doctor Pea-

cack, ran a separate mess, consisting

of himself, the assistant surgeon, Dr.

Launcelot Cutts, and hospital steward

Spatcheloe.

The drum-major, Musician Tappit,

having refused to be mustered in, and

the War Department having presently

refused to let us have any musicians at

all, used to appear only on parades,

gorgeous in his gray uniform and orna-

mental red stomach, disappearing with

exemplary regularity, and diving into

his upholsterer's cap and baize apron

upon the slightest prospect of work or

danger. I don't think it was ever my
bad fortune to eat more unpleasant

meals than those eaten at our mess ta-

ble. The officers, excepting the major,

but specially including the chaplain,

used to insist on being helped first and

excessively to everything ; also on in-

viting their friends to dine on our

plates, there being no extra ones ; also

on giving us the broken chairs, one in

particular, that was cracked in a romp

between the chaplain and the adjutant,

and that pinched you when you sat on

it. Then Lieutenant Harch was always

playing adjutant at the dinner table,

settling discussions ex cathedra in a

sharp tone, and ordering his compan-

ions to help him to dishes, as thus

:

1 Sergeant-Major, p'tatoes !
'

' Oates,

beef !

'
' Hurry up with those beans !

'

To be monosyllabic, rude to his supe-

riors and equals, and overbearing to

his inferiors in rank, this fledgling sol-

dier—our comrade of a few days since,

and presently the subordinate of most

of us, through standing still while we
went ahead—used to think the perfec-

tion and essence of the military system.

And then that smug-faced, smooth-

tongued, dirty-looking chaplain, with

his second-hand shirt collars and slop-

shop morality—was it whiskey or

brandy that his breath smelt oftenest

of? He was the first chaplain I had

seen, and I confess his rank breath,

dirty linen, and ranker and dirtier hy-

pocrisy, gave me a disgust toward his

order that it took long months and

many good men to obliterate.

The best part of May we spent in

drilling and idling and grumbling, and

some of us, not so hard worked as Ser-

geant-Major Jenkins, in the true mili-

tary style of conviviality, usually ter-

minating in an abrupt entry in the

orderly book, opposite the name of the

follower of Bacchus, ' Drunk ;
two ex-

tra tours guard duty ;

' or ' Drunk

again ; four extra tours knapsack drill.'

Now, the knapsack drill, as practised

by well-informed and duty-loving ser-

geants of the guard, simply consists in

requiring the delinquent to shoulder,

say, for two hours in every six, a knap-

sack filled with stones, blankets, or

what not, until it weighs twenty, thir-

ty, or perhaps forty pounds, according

to the nature of the case and the offi-

cer who orders the punishment.

Quartermaster-Sergeant Oates and I

went up, one afternoon, with Lieuten-

ant Smallweed, Corporal Bledsoe of

our old company, and two or three
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others, to see the famous ' Seventh

'

drill, out at Camp Cameron, which I

suppose nearly everybody knows is sit-

uated about a mile and a half north of

the President's house, on the 14th-

street road, and just opposite to a one-

horse affair that used to call itself ' Co-

lumbian College,' but which, after

passing through a course of weak semi-

religio-secessionism, gradually dried up,

leaving its skin to the surgeon-general

for a hospital. The afternoon we se-

lected to visit Camp Cameron turned

out to be an extra occasion. General

Thomas, the adjutant-general of the

army, was to present a stand of colors

to the ' Seventh ' on behalf of Mr. Sec-

retary Cameron, on behalf of some

ladies, I think. Ladies ! I admire you

very much, for the very many things

wherein you are most admirable, but

why, oh ! why, in the name of the im-

mortals, will you, why will you present

flags ? Don't do it any more, please.

They are always packed up in a box

and left somewhere almost as soon as

your handkerchiefs have ceased waving,

your soprano hurrahs ceased ringing

;

or else they are given to some pet offi-

cer for a coverlet. They cost a great

deal of money ; they oblige the poor

soldiers to endure a mort of flatulent

oratory at a parade rest ; and they

force the poor colonel, in a great per-

spiration, to stumble through a few

feeble, ineffectual, and disjointed words

of thanks, which he committed to

memory last night from the original,

written for him by the adjutant or the

young regimental poet, but of which

he has forgotten almost every other

word. The wise old Trojan says,

speaking of the horse (I get my quota-

tions from the newspapers, you may be

sure) :

'Timeo Danaos, et dona ferentes ;

'

implying that he is opposed to going

into that speculation in wooden horse-

flesh, because he fears the Greeks, even

when they bring gifts. Just so, I fear

the ladies, especially when they present

flags. Remember Pundi's advice to

young persons about to be married ?

< Don't I
'

The Seventh, after going through

the usual evening parade, and a few

simple manoeuvres, formed square, fa-

cing inward, with General Thomas and

the oil-skin sausage that contained the

new colors, and all the regimental offi-

cers, in the centre. General Thomas's

feeble pipes sounded faintly enough

for about half an hour, during which
time no man in the ranks heard more
than a dozen words. Then Colonel

Lefferts responded in a few inaudible,

but no doubt very appropriate remarks.

Then ' the boys,' seeing that the time

had come, cheered lustily, after the hy-

pothetical manner of the rocket. But
there was one thing we did hear,

standing on tiptoe, and straining every

ear. The Seventh was to go some-

where. The crisis of the war had
come. The Seventh was going to shoot

at it. Their thirty days were almost

out ; but they were going to be shot

at, just like any of us three-months

men.

To leave their canned fruits, and

milk, and fresh eggs, and board floors,

and a stroll on the avenue in the after-

noon, and go where glory waited for

them ! Happy, happy gray-breasts !

We wandered enviously round the ex-

cited camp, and talked with our

friends. Many wTere the rumors, ap-

palling to us in those days, when we
were yet unused to camp ' chin.' The
regiment was to go to Harper's Ferry.

Johnston was there. They would hang
him if they took him. They were to

march straight to Richmond. One

man of the ' Engineer Company ' was go-

ing to resign, he said, because his com-

pany had to remain to guard the camp.

They were to take two days' rations

and forty rounds of cartridges per man
—ball cartridges. Forty rounds of ball

cartridges and two days' work ! Surely,

we thought, the days of the rebellion

are numbered. And then, chewing

the bitter cud of the reflection that the

war would almost certainly be ended
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before we got a chance at the enemy,

we wandered sadly back to our quar-

ters, Smallweed growling horribly all

the way. Our ' headquarters ' we find

in a great state of excitement. We find

the orderly and Major Heavysterne dis-

cussing the prospects of the rebels be-

ing able to hold out a month, and Col-

or-Sergeant Hepp and the adjutant

both trying to decide the dispute.

Hepp thinks they can't do without

leather, and the adjutant thinks the

want of salt must fetch them in a few

weeks. Thinks? Decides! What-
ever may be doubtful, this is certain.

Everybody seems strangely excited.

We tell them our news. ' Tell us

some'n do'n know !
' rasps Lieutenant

Harch ;
' our b'ttalion's goin', too

;

get ready, both of, quick ! Small-

weed, where in the h— have you been ?

I've had to do all your work.' We
were to go at nine o'clock at night. It

was then eight. Whither ? No one

knew. The chaplain comes in, with

symptoms of erysipelas in his nose, and

a villanous breath, to tell us, while we
—the quartermaster-sergeant and I

—

are packing our knapsacks and leaving

lines of farewell for those at home and

at other people's homes, that the major

has imparted to him in confidence the

awful secret that we are bound for

Mount Vernon, to remove the bones of

Washington. This gives us something

terrible to think of as we march down,

in quick time (a suggestion of that ad-

jutant, I know), to the Long Bridge,

and during the long delay there, spent

by commanding officers in pottering

about and gesticulating. By com-

manding officers ? There is one there

who does not potter, standing erect

—

that one with the little point of fire

between his fingers that marks the

never-quenched cigarette—talking to

Major Heavysterne in low and earnest

tones, but perfectly cool and clear the

while. That is our splendid Colonel

Diamond, as brave and good a soldier

as ever drew sword, as noble and true

a Christian as ever endured persecution

and showed patience. They are dis-

cussing a plan for crossing the river in

boats, landing at a causeway where the

Alexandria road crosses Four Mile

Run, and so cutting off the impudent

picket of the enemy's cavalry that

holds post at the Virginia end of the

Long Bridge. The battalion com-
manders are evidently dazzled by the

brilliancy of the moonlight and the

colonel's scheme, for it soon becomes

apparent that they haven't the pluck

and dash necessary to render such an

operation successful. Even we young
soldiers, intent upon the awful idea of

resurrecting Washington's bones, and
little dreaming then of becoming the

pioneers of the great invasion, could

see the hitch. Presently the major got

a definite order, and beckoning to us

of the battalion staff, began to cross

the bridge. Dusky bodies of troops,

their arms glistening in the moonlight,

had been silently gliding past us while

the discussion progressed. Most of

them seemed to have halted on the

bridge, we found as we passed on, and

to have squatted down in the shade of

the parapet, gassing, smoking, or nap-

ping. It was nearly midnight. We
had got to the middle of the causeway,

and found ourselves alone, bathed in

silence and moonlight and wonder,

when up dashed a horseman from the

direction of the Virginia side. He
stopped, and peered at us over his

horse's neck. ' O'Malley, is that you ?

'

says the major, seeing it is an Irish

officer belonging to Colonel Diamond's

staff. ' Yes,' says the caj}tain, ' and

who the devil are you ?
'

' Major

Heavysterne. Won't you please ride

back and send my battalion forward ?

You'll find the boys standing on the

draw. Cap'n Bopp, of the Fisler

Guards, is the senior officer, I believe.'

But the Irishman was off, with an oath

at the major's stupidity in forgetting

to order his men forward. Presently

the battalion came creeping up, silently

enough, I thought, but the adjutant

made the excuse of a casual ' ouch

'
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from a man on whose heels Hrsthzsch-

noffski had casually trodden, to shriek

out his favorite ' Stop 'at talken' !

'

' Do you command this battalion ?

'

asks Captain Pipes, sternly ; and

straightway there would have been a

dire altercation, but for the major's

gentle interference. The bridge began

to sway and roar under our steps. We
were on the draw. Clinging to the

theory of Washington's bones, I peered

over the draw, in the hope of seeing a

steamer ; there was nothing there but

the sop and swish of the tide. Per-

haps we were not going to -Mount Ver-

non at all !
' Halt ! Who are these

sleeping beauties on the draw ? Ah !

these are the Bulgers. ' Say, Bulger,' I

ask of one of them, ' who's ahead of

you ?
'

' A'n't nobody,' he replied in-

dignantly, as who should say, Who can

be ahead of the invincible Bulger

Guards. Nobody ! Here was great

news. '

' Orr'd h'rch ! ' drones the major,

in low tones ; and ' Owa h'mp,' sharply,
'

' Orrrr 'lumen,' gruffly, repeat the cap-

tains. On we go, breaking step to

save the bridge, surprise and fluttering

in our hearts. A'n't nobody ahead !

Now we are on the hard dirt, the sa-

cred soil, of the pewter State, mother

of Presidents, the birthplace of Wash-
ington, the feeding ground of hams,

but otherwise the very nursery and
hive of worthlessness, humbug, sham,

and superstition. Virginia, that might

have been the first, and proudest, and
most enlightened State in the Union,

that is the last and most besodden State

in or half out of it— But while my
apostrophe runs on, the bit between its

teeth, the head of our little column
muffles its tread on the sacred soil it-

self, dirtying its boots in the sacred

mud, the roar of the bridge ceases, the

last files and the sergeant-major run

after them to close up, in obedience to

the sharp mandate of the major, and
the invasion is begun. No man spoke

a word ; no sound was audible save the

distant hum and cracking of the city,

the cry of a thousand frogs, and the

muffled tramp of our advancing foot-

steps. I thought the enemy, if any

were near, must surely hear the car-

tridges rattle in my cartridge box as

we double-quicked to close up, and I

put my hand" behind me to stop the

clatter. If any enemy were near, in-

deed ! There seemed an enemy behind

every bush, a rebel in every corner of

the worm fence. I am in the rear of

the column, I thought, and my heart

went thump, bump, and my great cen-

tral nervous ganglion ached amain.
' Sergeant-major,' whispers Major Hea-

vysterne ;
' Sergeant-major,' barks the

adjutant. ' Fall out four files and keep

off to the right, and about fifty paces

in advance of the battalion, and exam-
ine the ground thoroughly. Report

any signs of the enemy.' The ache

grew bigger, and T perspired terribly

as I inquired, in tones whose tremor I

hoped would be mistaken for ardor,

whether any one was ahead of us. ' No
one except the enemy,' laughed the

major, quietly. No one except the

enemy ! Fifty paces from any one ex-

cept the enemy, by my legs, each pace

a yard !
' The ground to the right is

all water, and about seven feet deep,' I

reported joyfully, having ascertained

the fact. ' Then go fifty yards ahead,

as far to the right as you can get, and

keep out of sight,' were our new orders.

I thought we would keep out of sight

well enough ! We were going up hill

—up the hill on which Fort Runyon
now stands. Here is a shanty. What
if it should be full of the enemy, and

we but four poor frightened men, with

our battalion hidden by the turn in the

road. Mechanically I cocked my rifle

and opened the door, and strained my
eyes into the darkness. Nobody. I

let down the hammer again.

Fear had oozed out of my fingers'

ends, in lifting the latch, just as valor

did from those of Bob Acres, and Jen-

kins was himself again. We jobbed

our bayonets under the lager-beer coun-

ter, to provide for the case of any lurk-

ing foe in that quarter. Just here the
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road forked. Sending two of us to

the right, the rest kept on the Alexan-

dria. ' Look there,' chatters Todd sec-

ond between his teeth, wafting in my
face a mingled odor of fear and gin

cocktails. ' Where ?
' ' Why there ! on

top of the hill—a horse.' ' Is that a

horse ?
' ' Yes.' ' A man on him, too S

'

' Two of 'em !
' Click, click, click, from

our locks. We creep on and up stealth-

ily. We are scarcely thirty yards dis-

tant from the two horsemen, when a

man darts out from the left-hand side

of the road behind us—two men

—

three ! We are surrounded. Todd
second would have fired, but I held

him back. ' Who's that ? ' I whispered
;

* speak quick, or I fire ! ' ' Can't you
see, you d—d fool,' barks out our surly

adjutant, who, unknown to us, had
been leading a similar scout on the op-

posite side of the road. Click, click,

from up the hill. The enemy are go-

ing to shoot. An awful moment. We
steady our rifles and our nerves ; all

trace of fear is gone ; nothing remains

but eagerness for the conflict that

seems so near, and with a bound, with-

out waiting for orders, we move quick-

ly up the hill. Lieutenant IIarch moves

his men out into the road, where the

bright moonlight betrays, perhaps mul-

tiplies, their number ; the horsemen

spring to their saddles, and are off at a

clattering gallop, to alarm Alexandria.

' Don't shoot !
' shrieks the adjutant

;

our rifles waver ; the hill hides the fly-

ing picket ; the chance is lost
;

pres-

ently all Alexandria will be awake,

and a beautiful surprise frustrated. As

we peer into the moonlit distance from

the top of the hill now almost spaded

away and trimmed up into Fort Run-

yon, feeling the solemnity of the occa-

sion impressed upon us with dramatic

force by all the surroundings—by our

loneliness, by our character as the har-

bingers of the advance of the armies of

American freedom and American na-

tionality, and by the recent flight of

the first squad of the enemy whom we
had met with hostile purpose : as we

dreamily drink in all these and many
other vague ideas, up comes our bat-

talion, and occupies the hill, the major

sending off a company to hold the

bridge where the road crosses the ca-

nal and forks to Arlington and Fair-

fax Court House. Presently there pass

by us regiments from Michigan, New
York, New Jersey, and it may be from

other States which I forget. Some
turn off to the right, to settle on the

hill which is now scooped into Fort

Albany
; others press forward to Alex-

andria, the bells of which town very

soon begin to ring a frightened peal of

alarm and confusion. "We move out a

half mile farther and halt, our night's

work being over, and other things in

store ; the moonlight wanes, and growTs

insensibly into a chilly daylight, pres-

ently reddened by the sun of to-mor-

row. All this seems to us to have oc-

cupied scarcely half an hour, but it is

broad day again for certain, and surely

we are a mortally tired and aching bat-

talion as we march* back listless, hot,

sleepy, and gastric, over the Long

Bridge, to our armory, there to fall

asleep over breakfast in sheer exhaus-

tion, and to spend the remainder of the

day in a dry, hard series of haps, not

the least refreshing— such as leave you

the impression of having slept in hot

sand. As we—the quartermaster-ser-

geant and I—stroll down the avenue

that afternoon according to our wont,

we hear the news of Ellsworth's death,

of the occupation of Alexandria by our

forces, and of the flight of the enemy's

handful of silly, braggadocio Virginia

militia, hastily collected to brag and

drink the town safe from the pollution

of the vile Yankee's invading foot.

Ah ! V'ginia ; as thou art easily pleased

to sing of thy sister-in-law, Ma'yland,

• ' The taairahnt's foot is awn thai sho','

and will be likely to remain thar a

right tollable peert length of time, I

expect.

Nothing but bridge guarding in the

festering swamp on the Virginia side
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of the Potomac, varied by multiplying

details for extra duty as clerks in all

imaginable offices, falls to our lot until

the 10th of June, when, after a number

of rumors, and many dark forebodings

as to what the District men would do,

we are finally ordered into the field as

a part of the Chickfield expedition,

originally designed for the capture of

Dregsville, I believe ; an object which

may have been slightly interfered with

by its detailed announcement about a

week beforehand in one of the Phila-

delphia papers. The expedition con-

sisted of the First, Third,- Fifth, and

Ninth Battalions of District of Colum-

bia Volunteers, the First New Hamp-
shire, the Ninth New York, and the

Seventeenth Pennsylvania, which would

call itself the First. I think four other

regiments from the same State did the

same thing, it being a cardinal prin-

ciple with them, perhaps, that each

regiment was to claim two different

names and three different numbers,

and that at least four other regiments

were fiercely to dispute with it each

name and each number : for example,

there was the

First Pennsylvania Artillery, calling "i

itself the ....
First Pennsylvania Militia, Infantry,

calling itself the

First Pennsylvania Volunteers, Infan-

try, calling itself the .

First Pennsylvania Volunteers, Infan-

try, calling itself, and called by

the Governor, the .

And for another example there was a

regiment which called itself the ' Swish-

tail Carbines,' after a beastly ornament

in the hats of its men ; the ' Shine

Musketoons,' after their lieutenant-col-

onel ; the ' 289th Pennsylvania Volun-

teers,' after the State series of numbers,

which began with 286 or thereabout

;

and the ' First Regiment of the Penn-

sylvania Volunteer Reserve Corps,

Breech-Loading Carbineers,' and doubt-

less by other names, though I don't re-

member them.

Besides this tremendous host—we
had never seen so large a force togeth-

er a>

<D fcC

J

er, and thought it the most invincible

of armadas—we had a battery of artil-

lery, composed of three or four differ-

ent kinds of guns, as the fashion was

in the good old days of our company

posts, wherefrom we were just emerg-

ing in a chrysalis state, and also two

companies of cavalry ; one a real live

company of regulars, commanded by

Captain Cautle, of the Third Dragoons,

the other led by Captain (he called

himself major, and his company a bat-

talion) Cutts, formerly and since an en-

terprising member of the firm of Cutts

& Dunn, who made my uniform, and

who will make your clothes, if you

wish, my dear reader, and charge

you rather less than three times their

value, after the manner of Washington

tailors ; which charge will appear

especially moderate when you remem-

ber that the clothes will almost fit, and

won't wear out so very soon after all,

as is the way with Washington clothes.

Indeed, as the tactics say, ' this remark

is general for all the deployments ;

' and

the same may as well be said of all

bills and things made in the great city

of sheds, contractors, politicians, dust,

and unfinished buildings. But is this

a description of Washington ? We are

at Chickfield, where the loyal Mary-

land farmers come to us to protect

their loyalty, to charge a dollar a pan-

el for old w7orm fences thrown down by
' the boys,' to sell forage at double

prices, to reclaim runaway negroes, and

to assure us of the impossibility of sub-

jugating the South. And here, in the

peaceful village of Chickfield, the ob-

ject of our expedition having been

happily frustrated by the newspapers,

we enjoy our ease for a week or ten

days, and our first camp experiences.

Oh ! that first experience of unboxing

tents smelling loudly as of candle

grease, of finding the right poles, of

vainly endeavoring to pitch them

straight, of hot and excited officers

rushing hither and thither in a flurry,

trying to instruct the different squads

in their work, and straightway frus-
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trated by the thick heads, or worse, by
the inevitable suggestions of those re-

markably intelligent corporals, who
seem to consider themselves as having

a special mission direct from heaven

to know everything except how to do

what they are bid. And oh ! the first

camp cookery, when everything is over-

done except what is underdone
; when

the soup is water, and the coffee

grounds, and the tea (we had tea in

the three-months !) senna ! And after

a day of worry, hurry, confusion, and
awful cooking, the first rough sleep,

with a root running across your ribs,

and a sizable gravel indenting the

small of your back ! How the team-

sters talk all night, and the sentinels

call wildly, incessantly, for the corporal

of the guard ! How you dream of be-

ing hung on a wire, as if to dry, with

your head on a jagged rock ; of an

army of sentinels pacing your breast,

ceaselessly engaged in coming to an
' order arms ;

' of millions of ants

crawling over and through you ; of

having your legs suddenly thrust into

an icehouse, and a brush fire built

under your head ; of black darkness,

in. which you fall down, down, down,

down — faster, faster, faster ! — till

crash ! you bump against something,

and split wide open with a thunder-

ing roar, which gradually expands into

the sound of a bugle as you awake to

renewed misery, and are, as Mr. Sawin

says, ' once more routed out of bed by
that denied reveille.'

Presently there comes an order for us

to march to Billsburg, and there join

the army of the Musconetcong, com-

manded by that dauntless hero, Major-

General Robert Balkinsop. Of course

we march in a*hurry, as much as pos-

sible by night, ' without baggage,' as

the orders say—meaning with only lico

wagons to a company. The other bat-

talions of D. C. Vols, stay behind and

loaf back to Washington, there to be

mislaid by Major-General Blankhed,

who is so preoccupied with issuing

and affixing his sign manual to passes

for milk, eggs, and secessionists, to

cross and recross Long Bridge, that

the war must wait for him or go ahead

without him. We go on to glory, as

we suppose (deluded three-months !),

and march excitedly, with all our legs,

fearing we shall be too late. As we
near Billsburg, we can hear the since

familiar tick—tack, pip—pop—pop of a

rattling skirmish, and the vroom—
vroom of volley firing. Anxiously, ea-

gerly—no need for the colonel to cry

' Step out lively ! '—we press forward,

with all the ardor of recruits. Re-

cruits ! Hadn't we been a month in

service, and been through one great in-

vasion already ? There they are ! See

the smoke ? Where ? On top of that

hill ! Halt ! Our battalion deploys as

skirmishers with a useless cheer. We
close up. We load with ball cartridge,

and most of us, on our individual re-

sponsibility, fix bayonets ; it looks so

determined—nothing like the cold

steel, we think. Slowly, resolutely, we
advance. An aid comes galloping

back. We crowd round him. The
colonel looks disgustedly handsome.

What does he say ? Pshaw ! It's only

the 284th Pennsylvania, part of Gene-

ral Balkinsop's body guard, discharg-

ing muskets after rain. Only three

soldiers, a negro, a couple of mules,

and an old woman, have been hurt so

far, and ' the boys ' will be through in

an hour or so more !

Well, as we were sent for in a hurry,

of course we waited a week. How
General Balkinsop manoeuvred the

great army of the Musconetcong ; what

fatherly, nay, grandmotherly care he

took to keep us out of danger ; how
cautiously lie spread his nets for the

enemy, and how rapidly he left them

miles behind ; how we killed nothing

but chickens, wounded nothing but

our own silly pride, and captured noth-

ing but green apples and roasting ears

;

all this, and more, let history tell.

The poor old general kept us safe, at

all events ; and if the enemy, with half

our numbers, was left unharmed a^ r1
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allowed quietly and leisurely to move just after that awful 21st of July, 1861.

off and swell his force elsewhere, and When I awoke from my delirium, and

so whip us in detail, what of it ? had got as far as tea, toast, and the

Didn't we save our wagon train ? And door of the hospital, they told me of

isn't that, as everyone knows, the high- the great uprising cf the people, of

est result of strategy ? General McClellan's appointment to

And then came the battle (the hat- command the Army of the Potomac, of

tie!) of Bull Run, with its first glow- how ' our boys' had reenlisted for the

ing, crowing accounts of victory, and war, and of how I, no longer Sergeant-

its later story of humiliation and Major William Jenkins, was to be ad-

shame ! Ah! let me shut up the jutant of the regiment, and might now
page ! My heart grows sick over this take off my chevrons, and put on my
mangy, scrofulous period of our nation- shoulder straps.

al disease
;
give me air

!

She sent them to me in a letter.

Luckily for me, I had a raging fever Wait a month, and I'll tell you.

THE FIRST FANATIC.

When Noah, hewed the timber

Wherewith to build the ark,

Outside the woods one shouted

—

4 That wild fanatic !

—

hark !
'

And when he drew the beams

And laid them on the plain,

One said, ' He has no balance,

He surely is insane.'

And when he raised the frame,

One clear, sunshiny day,

' Poor fool of one idea,''

A smiling man did say.

When he foretold the flood,

And stood repentance teaching,

They sneered, ' You radical,

We'll hear no ultra preaching !

'

And when he drove the beasts and birds

Into the ark one morn,

They shouted, ' Odd enthusiast !

'

And laughed with ringing scorn.

When he and all his house went in,

They gazed, and said, ' Erratic !

'

1 A pleasant voyage to you, Noah !

You canting, queer fanatic !

'
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SKETCHES OF AMERICAN LIFE AND SCENERY.

V.—THE ADIRONDACS.

This interesting mountain region

embraces the triangular plateau lying

between Lake Champlain and the St.

Lawrence, Lake Ontario and the Mo-

hawk. The name was formerly restrict-

ed to the central group containing the

highest peaks, but is now applied

to the various ranges traversing the

northeastern counties of the State of

New York. The loftiest points are

found in the County of Essex and the

neighboring corners of Franklin ; but

the surfaces of Clinton, St. Lawrence,

Herkimer, Hamilton, Warren, and

Washington are all diversified by the

various branches of the same mountain

system. The principal ranges have a

general northeasterly and southwesterly

direction, and are about six in number.

They run nearly parallel with one an-

other, and with the watercourses flow-

ing into Lake Champlain, namely, Lake

George and Putnam's Creek, the Bo-

quet, Au Sable, and Saranac Rivers.

Recent surveys made by, or under the

direction of, Professor A. Guyot, will

doubtless furnish us with more accurate

information regarding ranges and meas-

urements of heights than any wTe can

now refer to. So far as we have been

able to learn from the best authorities

within« our reach,* the situation and

names of the most prominent ranges are

as follows : The most southerly is that

known as the Palmertown or Luzerne

Mountains, and embraces the highlands

of Lake George, terminating at Mount
Defiance, on Lake Champlain. This

range has also been called Black Moun-

tain range and Tongue Mountains. The

second range, the Kayaderosseras, ends

in the high cliff overlooking Bulwagga

Bay. The third, or Schroon range, ter-

minates on Lake Champlain in the

* New York State Gazetteer.

high promontory of Split Rock. It

borders Schroon Lake, and its highest

peak is Mount Pharaoh, nearly 4,000

feet above tidewater. The fourth, or

Boquet range, finds its terminus at Pe-

rou Bay, and contains Dix Peak (5,200

feet). Nipple Top (4,900 feet), Raven
Hill, and Mount Discovery. The fifth

or Adirondac range (known also as

Clinton or Au Sable) meets Lake

Champlain in the rocks of Trembleau

Point, and embraces the highest peaks

of the system, namely, Mount Tahawus
(Marcy), 5,379 feet, and Mounts Mc-In-

tire, McMartin, and Samda-no-na, all

above 5,000 feet in elevation. The series

next succeeding on the northwest, does

not consist of a single distinguishable

range, but of a continuation of groups

which may be considered as a sixth

range, under the name of Chateaugay or

Au Sable. Its highest points are Mount

Seward (5,100 feet), and Whiteface,

nearly 5,000 feet in height. We have

also seen noticed as distinguishable a

ridsre still exterior to the last men-

tioned, as Chateaugay, i. e., the range

of the St. Lawrence.

The above-named ranges are not al-

ways clearly defined, as cross spurs or

single mountains sometimes occupy the

entire space between two ridges, redu-

cing the customary valley to a mere

ravine. The usual uncertainty and re-

dundancy of nomenclature common to

mountain regions, adds to the difficulty

of obtaining or conveying clear ideas

of the local distribution of elevation

and depression. On the northern slope,

the three rivers, Boquet, Au Sable

(with two branches, East and West),

and Saranac, furnish to the traveller

excellent guides for the arrangement

of his conception? regarding the gen-

eral face of the country. To the south,

the same office is performed by the va-
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rious branching headwaters of the

Hudson.

These mountains are granitic, and

the river bottoms have a light, sandy

soil. The Au Sable well deserves its

name, not only from the bar at its

mouth, but also from the sand fields

through which it chiefly flows. Steep,

bare peaks, wild ravines, and stupen-

dous precipices characterize the loftier

ranges. The waterfalls are numerous

and beautiful, and the lakes lovely be-

yond description. More than one hun-

dred in number, they cluster round the

higher groups of peaks, strings of glit-

tering gems about the stately forms of

these proud, dark-browed, Indian beau-

ties—mirrors wherein they may gaze

upon the softened outlines of their

haughty heads, their wind-tossed rai-

ment of spruce fir, pines, and birch.

In the lowest valleys the oak and

chestnut are abundant, but as we leave

the shores of Lake Champlain and as-

cend toward the west, the beech and

basswood, butternut, elm, ash, and ma-

ple, hemlock and arbor vitae, tamarack,

white, black, and yellow pines, white

and black birch, gradually disappear,

until finally the forest growth of the

higher portions of the loftier summits

is composed almost exclusively of the

various species of spruce or fir. The

tamarack sometimes covers vast plains,

and, with the long moss waving from

its sombre branches, looks melancholy

enough to be fancied a mourner over

the ring of the axe felling noble pines,

the crack of the rifle threatening exter-

mination to the deer once so numer-

ous, or the cautious tread of the fisher-

man under whose wasteful rapacity the

trout are gradually disappearing. We
have reason to be thankful that all are

not yet gone—that some splendid speci-

mens are left to tell the glorious tale

of the primeval forest, that on the more

secluded lake shores an occasional deer

may yet be seen coming down to drink,

and that in the shadier pools the wary
and sagacious prince of fishes still dis-
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ports himself and cleaves the crystal

water with his jewelled wedge,

Berries of all sorts spring up on the

cleared spots ; the wide-spreading juni-

per, with its great prickly disks, covers

the barer slopes ; the willow herb, wild

rose, clematis, violet, golden rod, aster,

immortelle, arbutus, harebell, orchis,

linnaaa borealis, mitchella, dalibarda,

wintergreen, ferns innumerable, and

four species of running pine, all in due

season, deck the waysides and forest

depths.

The climate is intensely cold in win-

ter, and in the summer cool upon the

heights, but in the narrow sanely val-

leys the long days of June, July, and

August are sometimes uncomfortably

hot. The nights, however, are ordina-

rily cool. Going west through the mid-

dle of the region, from Westport to

Saranac, a difference of several weeks

in the progress of vegetation is percep-

tible. Long after the linnsea had

ceased to bloom at Elizabethtown, we
found its tender, fragrant, pink bells

flushing a wooded bank near Lake

Placid. Good grass grows upon the

hillsides, and in the valleys are found

excellent potatoes, oats, peas, beans,

and buckwheat. The corn is small,,

but seems prolific, and occasional fields

of flax, rye, barley, and even wheat,

present a flourishing appearance. Lum-
ber, charcoal, and iron ore of an excel-

lent quality are, however, the present

staples of this mountain region. Bears

and panthers are found in some seclu-

ded localities, and the farmer still

dreads the latter for his sheep. The

wolves are said to kill more deer than

the hunters. The otter and beaver are

found among the watercourses, and

the mink or sable is still the prey of

the trapper. The horses are ordinarily

of a small breed, but very strong and

enduring.

The men are chiefly of the Vermont

type, most of the original settlers hav-

ing come from the neighboring State.

The school house, court house, church,
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and town hall are hence regarded as

among the necessary elements of life to

the well-ordered citizen. Honest deal-

ing, thrift, and cleanliness are the rule,

and the farm houses are comfortable

and well cared for. The men look in-

telligent, and the women are handsome,

although, indeed, too many pale or sal-

low complexions give evidence of sed-

entary habits, and of the almost uni-

versal use of saleratus and hot bread.

The families of many farmers far in

among the mountains rarely taste fresh

meat, but subsist chiefly upon salt pork,

fish, fresh or salted, as the season will

permit, potatoes, wheat, rye, and In-

dian meal, with berries, dried apples,

perhaps a few garden vegetables, plen-

ty of good milk, and excellent butter.

Eggs, chickens, and veal are luxuries

occasionally to be enjoyed, and, should

one of the family be a good shot, veni-

son and partridge may appear upon the

bill of fare. Bright flowers ornament

the gardens, and gay creepers embower
doors and windows. Along the more

secluded roads are the log cabins of the

charcoal burners, said cabins contain-

ing, if apparently nothing else, two or

three healthy, chubby, pretty children,

and a substantial cooking stove, of

elaborate pattern, recently patented by

some enterprising compatriot.

Among the most remarkable features

of these mountains are the ' Passes,' an-

swering to Gaps, Notches, and Cloves

in other parts of the Union. They afford

means for excellent roads from end to

end of the mountain region, and are, in

addition, eminently picturesque. The
two most noteworthy are the Indian

and Wilmington Passes ; the first too

rugged for the present to admit of a

road ; and the latter containing the

beautiful Wilmington Fall. Many of

the mountains have been burned over,

and the bare^ gaunt-limbed timber, and

contorted folds of gray, glittering rock,

afford a spectral contrast to the gentler

contours of hills still clad in their nat-

ural verdure, bright or dark as decidu-

ous or evergreen trees preponderate.

The variety of form is endless ; long

ridges, high peaks, sharp or blunt, sud-

den clefts, great bare slides, flowing

curves, convex or concave, serrated

slopes crowned with dark spruce or

jagged as the naked vertebra) of some
enormous antediluvian monster, stimu-

late the curiosity and excite the imagi-

nation o'f the beholder. There is an es-

sential difference in the character of the

views obtained, whether looking from

the south or the east. In the former

case, the eye, following the axes of the

ranges, sees the mountains as a cross

ridge of elevated peaks ; and in the lat-

ter, where the sight strikes the ranges

perpendicularly to their axes, one, or,

at most, two ridges are all that can be

seen from any single point.

This region may be approached from

Lake Champlain by way ofTiconderoga,

Crown Point, Port Henry, Westport,

and Port Kent, the two latter places

being the nearer to the higher peaks

;

or from the lake country in Hamilton

County, by wray of Racket and Long

Lakes.

The night boat for Albany, June

27th, 1864, was crowded with passen-

gers fleeing from pavements, summer

heats, and stifling city air, to green

fields, cool shadows of wooded glens,

or life-giving breezes from mountain

heights. True, there were some wmo,

like Aunt Sarah Grundy, bitterly la-

mented the ample rooms and choice

fare of their own establishments, and

whose idea of a ' summer in the coun-

try ' was limited to a couple of months

at Saratoga or Newport, with a fresh

toilette for each succeeding day ; but

even these knew that there were at both

places green trees, limpid waters,

whether of lake or ocean, and a wide

horizon wherein to see sunsets, moon-

rises, and starlight. Aunt Sarah went

to Newport ; she found there fewer of
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such persons as she was pleased to des-

ignate as 'rabble,' and the soft, warm

fogs were exactly the summer atmos-

* phere for a complexion too delicate to

be exposed to the fervent blaze of a

July sun.

But the majority were not of Aunt

Sarah's stamp. They were men, wea-

ried with nine months' steady work, ea-

ger for country sports, for the freedom

of God's own workhouse, where labor

and bad air and cramped positions

need not be synonymous ; or women,

glad to escape the routine of house-

keeping, the daily contest with Bridget

or Katrine, with Jean, Williams, or

Priscilla. There were young girls, with

round hats and thick boots, anxious to

substitute grassy lanes or rocky hill-

sides for the flagstones of aveuues

;

lads, to whom climbing of fruit trees

and rowing boats wTere pleasant remi-

niscences of some foregone year ; and

finally, children, who longed for

change, and whose little frames need-

ed all the oxygen and exercise their

anxious parents could procure for

them.

Such, doubtless, was a large portion

of the precious freight of our ' floating-

palace,' whose magnificence proved to

us rather of the Dead- Sea-apple sort,

as we had arrived upon the scene of

action too late to procure comfortable

quarters for, the night, and, in addi-

tion, soon after daybreak found Our-

selves aground within sight of Albany,

and with no prospect of release until

after the departure of the train for

Whitehall. At a few moments past

seven, we heard the final whistle, and

knew that our journey's end was now
postponed some four and twenty hours.

We afterward learned that by taking

the boat to Troy we would have run

less risk of delay, as the Whitehall and

Rutland train usually awaits the arrival

of said boat. At nine o'clock we
reached Albany, and one of our num-
ber spent a dreary day, battling with

headache and the ennui of a little four

year old, who could extract no amuse-

ment from the unsuggestive walls of a

hotel parlor. About five in the after-

noon we left for Whitehall, where we
purposed passing the night. This

movement did not one whit expedite

the completion of our journey, but

offered a change of place, and an ad-

ditional hour of rest in the morning, as

the lake-boat train from Whitehall was

the same that left Albany shortly after

seven.

We found Whitehall a homely little

town, in a picturesque situation, on the

side of a steep hill, past which winds

the canal, and under which thundered

the train that on the following morn-

ing bore us to the lake, where the

pleasant steamboat ' United States

'

awaited her daily cargo. The upper

portion of Lake Champlain is very nar-

row, and the channel devious ; the

shores are sometimes marshy, some-

times rocky, and the bordering hills

have softly swelling outlines. Our day

was hazy, and the Green Mountains of

Vermont seemed floating in some spe-

cies of celestial atmosphere suddenly

descended upon that fair State. We
passed the Narrows (a singular, rocky

cleft, through which flows the lake),

and soon after came to Ticonderoga,

with its ruined fort and environing

hills.

After leaving Crown Point, the lake

becomes much wider, and at Port Hen-

ry spreads out into a noble expanse

of water. Behind Port Henry,- the

Adirondac peaks already begin to form

a towering background. Westport,

however, has a still more beautiful sit-

uation. The lake there is very broad,

the sloping shores are wooded, the

highest peaks of the Green Mountains

are visible to the east and northeast,

and the Adirondack rise, tier after tier,

toward the west.

On the boat were wounded soldiers

going to their homes. Poor fellows

!

They had left their ploughs and their

native hills, to find wounds and fevers
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in Virginia. When one looked upon

the tranquil lake and halo-crowned

mountains, it seemed almost impossible

that the passions of evil men should

have power to draw even that placid

region into the vortex, and hurl back

its denizens scarred and scathed, to

suffer amid its beauty. And yet were

these men the very marrow and kernel

of the landscape, the defenders of the

soil, the |3atriots who were willing to

give themselves that their country

might remain one and undivided, that

the ' home of the brave ' might indeed

be the ' land of the free.'

At Westport we left the boat, and

found the stage to Elizabethtown, a

iuckboard, already crowded with pas-

sengers. An inn close at hand fur-

nished us the only covered wagon we
chanced to see during our ten weeks'

sojourn among the Adirondacs. The
drive to Elizabethtown (eight miles)

was hot and dusty, for we faced the

western sun, and the long summer
drought was just then commencing to

make itself felt. Nevertheless, there

was beauty enough by the wayside to

make one forget such minor physical

annoyances. As the road rose over the

first hills, the views back, over the lake

and toward those hazy, dreamy-looking

Vermont mountains, seemed a leaf from

some ancient romance, wherein faultless

knights errant sought peerless lady

loves wTith golden locks flowing to their

tiny feet, and the dragons were all on

the outside, dwellers in dark caverns

and noisome dens. In our day, I fear,

we have not improved the matter, for

the dark caverns seem to have passed

within, and the dragons have been

adopted as familiars.

By and by, on some arid spots, ap-

peared the low, spreading juniper,

winch we had previously known only

as the garden pet of an enthusiastic

tree fancier. And thus, perhaps, the

virtues which here we cultivate by un-

ceasing care and watchfulness, will,

when we are translated to some wider

sphere, nearer to the Creator of all,

burst upon us as simple, natural gifts

to the higher and freer intelligences

native to that sphere.

Raven Hill is the highest point be-

tween Westport and Elizabethtown.

It is a beautifully formed conical hill,

rising some twenty-one hundred feet

above the sea level, and contributing

the cliffs on the northern side of the

' Pass,' through which leads the road

into the valley of the Boquet, that

vale known formerly as the ' The Pleas-

ant Valley,' in which was Betseytown,

now dignified into Elizabethtown.

Does an increase in civilization and re-

finement indeed destroy familiarity,

render us more strange one to another,

even, through much complexity, to our

own selves ? The southern side of the

Pass is formed by the slope of the

' Green Mountain,' once so called from

its beautiful verdure, now, alas ! burnt

over, bristling with dead trees and bare

rocks, and green only by reason of

weeds, brambles, and a bushy growth

of saplings. The view, descending from

the summit of the Pass into the Pleas-

ant Valley, is charming. The Boquet

runs through green meadows and culti-

vated fields, while round it rise lofty

mountains—the ' Giant of the Valley '

(alias ' Great Dome ' or ' Bald Peak '),

being especially remarkable, with its

summits, green or bare, round or

peaked, glittering with white scars of

ancient slides. To the west lies the

Keene Pass, a steep, rocky gateway to

the Au Sable River and the wonders

beyond. This view of the descent into

the Pleasant Valley is even more strik-

ing from a road passing over the hills

some five miles south of Elizabeth-

town. The vale is narrower, the point

of view higher, and the opposite moun-

tains nearer and more lofty. The
Giant of the Valley rises directly in the

west, and Dix's Peak closes the vista to

the south. On a semi-hazy afternoon,

with the sunlight streaming through

in broad pathways of quivering glory,
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it would be difficult to imagine a more

enchanting scene.

There are in Elizabethtown two inns,*

one down by the stream, a branch of

the Boquet, and the other up on the

' Plain,' near the court house. The

latter has decidedly the advantage in

situation. Both are owned by the same

landlord, and are well kept. We ar-

rived in the midst of court week, and

found every place filled with lawyers,

clients, witnesses, and even, behind the

bars of the brick jail, we could see the

prisoners, more fortunate than their

city compeers, in that they breathed

pure air, and could look out upon the

everlasting hills, solemn preachers of

the might and the rights, as well as

the mercy of their Creator.

From two to three miles from the

Valley House is the top of Raven Hill,

seemingly a watchtower on the out-

skirts of the citadel of the Adirondacs.

The ascent is easy, and the view pano-

ramic, embracing Lake Champlain and

the Green Mountains, Burlington and

Westport, the bare, craggy hills to the

north, the higher ranges to the west,

with the abrupt precipices of the
4 Keene Pass ' and the lofty ' Dome '

and ' Bald Mountain,' Dix's Peak to

the south, a clear lake known as ' Black

Pond ' among the hills toward Moriah,

and at the base the Pleasant Valley

with the winding Boquet River.

Near the lower hotel is Wood Moun-

tain, about half as high as Raven Hill,

and offering a view somewhat similar,

although of course not so extended.

The distance to the top is but little

over a mile, and the pathway, although

somewhat steep, is very good.

A visit to the iron mines and works

at Moriah can readily be made from

Elizabethtown. The distance is from

twelve to fourteen miles. One of the

mines is quite picturesque, being cut

* During the past season, the Mansion House,
on the Plain, was not opened until near the close

of the summer. We understand it is to be hence-
forth a permanent ' institution.'

into the solid rock, under a roof sup-

ported by great columns of the valua-

ble ore. The workmen, with their

picks and barrows, passing to and fro,

as seen from the top of the excavation,

look like Germa'n pictures of tiny

gnomes and elves delving for precious

minerals. The yield from the ore is

about eighty per cent., and of very

superior quality. The return road

passes down the hill, whence is the

splendid view of the 'Valley' before

mentioned.

A delightful excursion can also be

made to ' Split Rock,' about nine miles

up the valley of the Boquet. The lit-

tle river there, in two separate falls,

makes its way through a rocky cleft.

The basins of the upper, and the singu-

larly winding chasm of the lower fall,

are especially worthy of observation.

At Split Rock we first made any ex-

tensive acquaintance with a costume

which threatens to be immensely popu-

lar among the Adirondacs, namely, the

Bloomer, and in the agility displayed

by some of its fair wearers we beheld

the results likely to spring from its

adoption as a mountain walking dress.

Our private observation was, that mod-
erately full, short skirts, without hoop

of course, terminating a little distance

above the ankle, and worn with clocked

or striped woollen stockings, were more
graceful than a somewhat shorter and

scantier skirt, with the pantalette ex-

tending down to the foot. The formei

seems really d la paysanne, while the

latter, in addition to some want of

grace, suggests Bloomer, and the many
absurdities which have been connected

with that name. It is a great pity that

a sensible and healthful change in walk-

ing attire should have been caricatured

by its own advocates, and thus rendered

too conspicuous to be agreeable to

many who would otherwise have adopt-

ed it in some modified and reasonable

form.

Near New Russia, about five miles

from Elizabethtown, is a brook flow-
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ing among moss-covered stones and

rocks, overhung by giant trees of the

original forest ; and just out of Eliza-

bethtown is a glen, through which

pours a pretty stream, making pleasant

little cascades under the shadow of a

less aged wood, and within a bordering

of beautiful ferns, running pines, and
bright forest blossoms. We should also

not neglect to mention Cobble Hill, a

bold pile of rocks, rising directly out of

the plain on which a portion of the

town is situated.

But we had heard of the ' Walled

Rocks of the Au Sable,' and Elsie and

I could not rest until our own eyes had

witnessed that they were worthy of

their reputation. We left Elizabeth-

town at half past six in the morning,

our team a fast pair of ponies, belong-

ing to our landlord. The previous

days had been warm and obstinately

hazy, but for that especial occasion the

atmosphere cooled and cleared, and

lent us some fine views back toward

the Giant of the Valley and the Keene

Pass. The first ten miles of road were

excellent. We then crossed a little

stream known as Trout Brook, a tribu-

tary of the Boquet, and, by a some-

what rough and stony way, began to

ascend the high land separating the

Boquet from the Au Sable. This

ridge includes the ' Poke a Moonshine '

Mountain, a rude pile of rocks, burnt

over, and with perpendicular preci-

pices of some three or four hundred

feet, facing the road which winds along

the bottom of the declivity. This cleft

thus becomes another ' Pass,' and, with

the huge rocks fallen at its base, offers

a wild and rather dreary scene. To
the north, near the foot of the moun-
tain, are two ponds, Butternut and

Auger, which wind fantastically in and

out among the hills. As we descended

the ridge, we looked toward Canada,

far away over rolling plains and hil-

locks, and soon after reached the sandy

stretch of the basin of the Au Sable, in

the midst of which is Keeneville,

twenty -two miles from Elizabeth -

town.

By the wayside we passed a solitary,

grave, the mound and headstone in a

patch of corn and potatoes. Was the

unknown occupant some dear one

whom the dwellers in the humble cabin

near by were unwilling to send far

away from daily remembrance, or were
they too poor to seek the shelter of the

common graveyard, or, again, had the

buriers of that dead one followed to the
' land of promise,' or departed to some
other far country, leaving this grave

to the care or rather carelessness of

stranger hands, and did the snowy
headstone recall no memory of past

love to the laborer who ploughed his

furrow near that mound, or to the chil-

dren who played around it ?

Ah ! thus, not only in the mystical

caverns of beauty, poetry, and romance

are hidden the graves of buried hopes,

but even amid the corn and potatoes

of daily life rise the ghostly head and

foot stones of aspirations dead and put

away out of sight, dead in the body, in

daily act, but living yet in spirit, and

influencing the commonplace facts to

which they have yielded the field, per-

meating the everyday routine with the

ennobling power of lofty desires, and
keeping the wayworn traveller from

sinking into the slough of materialism

or the quicksands of utter weariness.

The man who in his youth dreamed of

elevating his kind by a noble employ-

ment of the gifts of genius, may find

that genius apparently useless, a hin-

drance even to prosperity, but he can

nevertheless sow along his way seeds

of beauty not lost upon the thinking

beings about him, and bearing fruit

perhaps in some future generation. The
woman whose reveries have pictured

her a Joan of Arc, leading her country's

armies to victory, and finally yielding

her life in the good cause, may sew for

sanitary commissions, and, nursing in

some hospital, dropping medicines,

making soups and teas, die of some
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deadly fever, a willing sacrifice to her

country.

Later in the day we saw the corn

and potatoes growing up to the very

verge of an exquisite waterfall, reckless

strength and glorious poetry side by

side with patient utility and humble

prose. This union seemed not strange

and unnatural, as did that of the soli-

tary grave with the active labor of

supplying the living with daily food,

the grave the more lonely that the liv-

insc with their material wants encircled

it so closely.

Keeseville is a manufacturing town,

situated upon the Au Sable, which here

breaks through a layer of Potsdam

sandstone, and presents a series of most

interesting and wonderful falls and

chasms. About a mile below the vil-

lage is the first Ml of eighty feet. The

river has here a large body of water,

and falls in fan shape over a rapid de-

scent of steps. It takes a sharp turn, so

that without crossing the stream, a fine

view can be obtained of the dancing,

glittering sheet of foam. About half

a mile below is Birmingham, another

manufacturing town, which has done

its best, but without entire success, to

destroy the beauty of the second fall,

immediately below the bridge, said

bridge being erected upon natural piers

at the sides and in the centre of the

stream.

Here begins a chasm which contin-

ues for the distance of about a mile and

a half. Wonderfully grand are these

Walled Rocks of the Au Sable, through

which rushes the river, pent up between

literally perpendicular walls, a hundred

or more feet in height, and from eleven

to sixty or eighty feet apart, generally

from twelve to fourteen. The water

sometimes rushes smoothly and deeply

below, and sometimes falls over ob-

structions, roaring, and tumbling, and
foaming. The turns in the river are

very sudden, and there are great cracks

and gullies extending from top to base,

pillars of rock standing alone or lean-

ing against their companions. Occa-

sionally, looking down one of these

clefts, one sees nothing but the rock

walls with a foaming, rapid rushing

below. At one of these most remark-

able points, a rude stairway has been

constructed, by which the traveller can

descend to the bottom, and, standing

by the water's edge, look up to the top

of this singular chasm. The walls

finally lower, and the river flows out

into a broad basin, whence it ere long

finds its way into Lake Champlain.

The banks are wooded with pines, hem-

locks, spruce, arbor vitse, beech, birch,

and basswood, and the ground is cover-

ed with ferns, harebells, arbutus, linnsea,

mitchella, blue lobelia, and other wild

flowers.

There is an excellent inn, the Adiron-

dac House, in Keeseville. Our atten-

tive host told us of Professor Agassiz,

and the fiery nature of his speculations

regarding the probable history of the

sandstone, whose strata, laid as at Tren-

ton Falls, horizontally, layer above lay-

er, add such interest and beauty to the

stupendous walls, with their unseen,

water-covered depths below, and their

graceful wreaths of arbor vitse nodding

and swaying above.

He also told us a tale of the war of

1812, when a bridge, known as the

' Iii2:u Bridge,' crossed the Au Sable at

the narrowest point, some eleven feet

in width. A rumor was abroad that

the British wrere about to march up

from Plattsburg ; whereupon the

bridge, consisting of three beams, each

nine inches wide, was stripped of its

planking. A gentleman had left his

home in the morning, and, ignorant of

the fate of the bridge, returned quite

late at night. Urging his steed for-

ward, it refused to cross the bridge, and

not until after repeated castigation

would it make the attempt. The cross-

ing was safely accomplished, and the

rider suspected nothing amiss until he

reached home and was asked how he

had come. ' By the High Bridge,' was

his reply ;
whereupon he was informed

that the planking had been torn away,
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and lie must have crossed upon a

string piece nine inches wide, hanging-

some hundred feet above the surface of

the water. His sensations may be

imagined.

A venturesome expedition had also

been essayed by our host, in the shape

of a voyage down the chasm in a boat.

We presume he went at high water,

when the rapids would be less danger-

ous.

Keeseville is only four miles from

Port Kent, a steamboat landing on

Lake Champlain nearly opposite Bur-

lington, and the Adirondacs may then

be approached in several ways. A stage

runs three times per week from Keese-

ville through Elizabethtown and
Schroon River to Schroon Lake. North
Elba and Lake Placid are some thirty-

six miles distant, and may be reached

by a good road through the Wilming-
ton Pass. Saranac is somewhat farther,

but readily accessible. Strong wagons
and good teams are everywhere to be

found, and the only recommendation

we here think needful to make to the

traveller is to have a good umbrella, a

thick shawl or overcoat, and as little

other baggage as he or she can possibly

manage to find sufficient. Trunks are

sadly in the way, and carpet bags or

valises the best forms for stowage un-

der seats or among feet.

LOIS PEARL BERKELEY

The fiery July noon was blazing over

the unsheltered depot platform, where

everybody was in the agony of trying

to compress half an hour's work into

the fifteen minutes' stop of the long

express train. The day was so hot

that even the group of idlers which

usually formed the still life of the pic-

ture was out of sight on the shady side

of the buildings. Hackmen bustled

noisily about ; baggage masters were

busier and crosser than ever ; there was

the usual melee of leave-takings and

greetings. With the choking dust and

scalding glare of the sun, the whole

scene might have been an anteroom to

Tophet.

From the car window, Clement Moore,

brown, hollow cheeked, and clad in

army blue, looked out with weary eyes

on all the confusion. Half asleep in

the parching heat, visions of cool,

green forest depths, and endless ripple

of leaves, of the ceaseless wash and

sway of salt tides, drifted across his

brain, and rapt him out of the sick,

comfortless present. But they van-

ished like a flash with the sudden ces-

sation ofmotion, and the reality of his

surroundings came back with a great

shock. Captain George, coming in

five minutes after with a glass of iced

lemonade in one hand and a half dozen

letters in the other, found necessary so

much of cheer and comfort as lay in

—

' Keep courage, Clement, old fellow,

it's only a few hours longer now.'

And then he fell to reading his epis-

tles, testifying his disapprobation of

their contents presently by sundry

grunts, ending finally in a ' Confound

it
!

' given explosively and an explana-

tion :

' Too bad, Moore ! Here am I taking

you home to get well in peace and

quiet, and Ellen has filled the house up
with half a dozen girls, more or less.

Writes me to come home and be ' made
a lion of ;

' as sensible as most women !

'

And the grumble subsided. He broke

out again shortly :
' Louise Meller—Lois

Berkeley—Susy— ' the other names were
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drowned in the rattle of the starting

train. The captain finished his letters,

and Clement Moore took up his broken

dreams, but this time with a new ele-

ment.

Lois Berkeley. With the name came

back a fortnight of the last summer

—

perfect bright days, far-off skies filled

with drifting fleets of sunny vapor,

summer green piled deep over the

land, the gurgle of falling waters, the

shimmer of near grain fields, deep-hued

flowers glowing in the garden borders,

all the prodigality of splendor that

July pours over the world. And float-

ing through these memories, scarce rec-

ognized, but giving hue and tone to

them like a far-off, half-heard strain of

music— a woman's presence. By some

fine, subtile harmony, such as spirits rec-

ognize, all the summer glow and depth

of color, as it came back to him, came

only as part of an exquisite clothing

and setting for a slender figure and

dark face. All the dainty adaptations

of nature were but an expression, in a

rude, material way, for those elegances

and fitnesses which surrounded her,

and which were as natural to her very

existence as to the birds and flowers.

Only a fortnight, and in that fortnight

every look and word of hers, every de-

tail of dress, even to the texture of the

garments she wore, were indelibly fixed

in his memory. She was so daintily

neat in everything, nothing soiled or

coarse ever came near her. Careless,

too, he thought, remembering how,

coming through the parlor in the even-

ing dusk, he had entangled himself in

the costly crape shawl left trailing

across a chair, of the gloves he had
picked up fluttering with the leaves

on the veranda, and the handkerchiefs

always lying about. Perhaps Clement

Moore was over critical in his fancies

about ladies' dresses, and felt that in-

ner perfect cleanliness and refinement

worked itself out in such little matters

as the material and color and fit of gar-

ments, and all the trifles of the toilet.

A soiled or rumpled article of attire

showed a dangerous lack of something

that should make up the womanly
character. He had not reduced all

these unreasonable men's notions to a

system by which to measure femininity.

He did not even know he had them.

An excessive constitutional refinement

and keenness of perception made him
involuntarily look for such scrupulous

delicacy as belonging of course to every

woman he was thrown in contact with.

He had always been disappointed, at

first with a feeling of half disgust with

himself and others, that his dreams were

so different from the reality. It drove

him apart from the sex, and gained

him the reputation of being shy or ill

natured. After finding that disap-

pointments repeated themselves, he ac-

cepted them as the natural order of

events, let his fancies go as the beau

ideal that he was to seek for through

life, and became the polished, unim-

pressible man of society.

But this little Yankee girl had of a

sudden realized his ideal. Something

in their first meeting, momentary
though it was, and strange according

to conventional notions, struck the

chord in his heart that was waiting

silent for the magic fingers that knew
the secret of waking it. If he had
fancied that those fingers would never

come, or coming, never find it, that

something in his unhappy birth set him
apart with that strange pain of yearn-

ing as his portion in life, and so had
tried to forget or choke the want under

commonplace attachments and ties, he

was no worse than, nor different from,

the rest of humanity. But all humani-

ty does not meet trial as unflinchingly

and honorably—does not put tempta-

tion out of its way as purely and hon-

estly as did this undisciplined life. It

is hard to take at once the path that

duty orders : we linger to play with

possibilities, shed some idle tears, waste

life before the necessity, and go back

to everyday work weakened and scar-

red and aching. And once or twice in

a lifetime that black, hopeless never
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drops down, not the less grievous and

inexorable because simply a moral ob-

ligation.

Well, only babies cry for the moon.

Anything clearly impossible and out

of our reach we very soon cease sighing

for. Men do not cherish a passion

which they recognize as utterly hope-

less ; and Clement Moore, being a man,

and moreover an honorable one, put

this summer idyl out of his head and

heart with all despatch. ' All blunder-

ing is sin.' If he had blundered in al-

lowing it to take such hold of his life,

he expiated the sin bravely. Sympa-

thies bud and blossom with miraculous

quickness in this tropical atmosphere

of affinity. He did not know till the

excitement of actual presence was over,

and he had time to think soberly, in

the dead blank and quiet that follow-

ed, how it had grown to be a part of

his very existence. But whether that

part was to be just a pleasant remem-

brance through the dusty and hot years

before him, or whether it was to go

deeper and wring his heart with bit-

terest sense of loss, he did not quite

realize. At any rate there was a risk

in dwelling on it. He had no more

right to be running that risk than he

had to be trifling with a cup of dead-

liest poison ; and so he shut away all

the golden-winged fancies that had

sprung into life with those long, fervid

days. Shut them away and sealed

their prison place. If they were dead,

or pleading for freedom in his still mo-

ments, he never asked nor thought. He
came back from his lounging summer
trip with a certain new, strange drive

of purpose in him never seen before.

The many events that had crowded

themselves into the next year did not

smother his prisoners. He never saw

their corpses or thought of them sneer-

ingly, and by that sign knew they ex-

isted still. But dust and all the deso-

lation of desertion gathered about the

hidden chamber that he never recurred

to now. Still he kept away from its

neighborhood ; at first setting a guard

of persistent physical action. He was
always reading or writing or going

somewhere with a kind of hidden,

misty aim in his most objectless jour-

neys. After—as the necessity for such

occupation wore away, and he lapsed

back into the old listless ways of dream-
ing—his thoughts were always busy
with the future

; never now did he in-

dulge in those wayward dreams of old.

They had a dangerous tendency to take

a certain forbidden way. Finally, this

self-control became a habit, and he

scarcely felt its necessity. The ' might
have been ' never came back more
poignantly than as a vague, shadowy
regret, that gave everything a slightly

flat and unpalatable taste. But he did

not take life any less fully, or with any

abatement of whatever earnestness was

in him.

Men are not patient under sickness,

at least not that unquestioning, unre-

sisting patience which most women and

the lower animals show. Those espe-

cially who are usually well and robust

are a trial to the flesh and spirit of

those about them. Moore was not the

wonderful exception. His first few

weeks in the hospital were not so bad

;

but when the actual racking pain was

over, and nothing remained but that

halting of the physical machinery to

which we never give a thought during

perfect action—the weakness hanging

leaden weights to every limb, the un-

wonted nervousness and irritability,

the apparently causeless necessity for

inaction—he was anything but a re-

signed man. Captain George, getting

his furlough and carrying him off, was

blessed from the deepest heart of the

ward nurses. He had a kind of feeling

that this his first illness wTas a matter

in which the universe should be con-

cerned, and with that fretful self-exag-

geration came that other unutterable

yearning that attends the first proof

that we are coheirs with others to the

ills flesh is heir to, weary homesick-

ness and childish desire for sympa-

thy.
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So now, weakened physically with

that strange new heartsickness, paralyz-

ing his will and giving freer scope to

his feverish impatience, George's care-

less words had rolled away the stone

from the sepulchre, and its prisoners

were free. Not dead, not having lost a

shade of color from their wings, they

nestled and gleamed through his heart,

filling the summer day with just such

intangible perfect witchery as those

other days had been fall of. Perhaps,

too, time and absence had heightened

the charm. Imagination has such a

way of catching up little scenes and

words and looks, and, without altering

one of the facts, haloing them with

such a golden deceptive atmosphere,

adding, day by day, faintest touches,

that they grow by and by into a some-

thing wholly different. So that fort-

night came back to him, an illuminated

poem, along rich strains of music, mak-

ing every nerve thrill with the pleasure-

pain of its associations.

And by degrees, as the tide of sensa-

tion thinned itself, lying back with

closed eyes, while the long train swept

on through the torrid day, separate pic-

tures came before his inner sight. Just

as keen and clear were they as when
they first fell on his vision. He had

not blurred nor dimmed their outlines

with frequent recalling and suggestions

of difference.

A narrow strip of gray sand, ribbed

with the wave wash to the very foot of

the reddish brown bowlders that bound-

ed it. Standing thereon a slender wo-

man's figure, clad in quiet gray. The

face was turned toward him—a dark,

unflushed face, with calm, fixed mouth,

and clear gray eyes under straight-

drawn brows and long, separate lashes.

Fine, lustreless, silky hair was pushed

back into a net glittering with shining

specks under the narrow - brimmed
straw hat. A face full of a waiting

look, not hopeful nor expectant, simply

unsettled and watchful, yet fresh, and
rounded with the dimples and child-

like curves of eighteen. Whatever of

yearning and unrest the years had

brought lingered only about the shad-

owy eyes and fine mouth. There were

no haggard nor worn outlines, and a

baby's skin could not have been softer

and finer.

At her feet crisped the shining ripples

of the incoming tide. Far beyond,

calm and burnished, stretched the sum-

mer sea into the dreamy distance,

where the white noon sky, stricken

through with intensest light and heat,

dropped down a palpitating arch to

meet it. And in all the dazzle of blue

and white and silver and bare shining

gray, she stood, a straight, slender,

haughty little figure, as indefinite of

color as all the rest ; all but a narrow

strip of scarlet at her throat, falling in

a flaming line to her waist. The shim-

mering atmosphere seemed to pant

about her ; and through the high noon,

over the still waters and sleeping shore,

hummed the peering strains of a weird

little song. She was singing softly

:

' For men must work and women must weep,

And the sooner 'tis over the sooner to sleep.'

In the long parlor, the leaf ghosts

that had all day long been flitting in,

were darkening with the sunset and
filling the room with twilight dimness.

Deep in a crimson couch and haloed

with the last brightness, lay the long,

white outlines of a reclining figure. A
handful of Japan lilies burned against

the pure drapery, and another handful

of tea violets lay crushed in the fleecy

handkerchief on the floor. Against the

cushions the exquisite contour of the

sleeping face showed plainly. Coolest

quiet sphered the whole figure; not a

suggestion of anything but slowest

calm grace disturbed its repose. But

with the hushing rustle of leaves with

the summer murmur flowing in, seemed

to come also the deep monotone of the

waves, when this inanimate statue was

striking out at his side through the

rattle and rush of the surf, the wide

eyes filled with fierce light, the whole

face fixed and stern with the strain of
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heart muscle, toward the helpless shape

shooting out on the undertow. He
had not seen her after, and, coming to

seek her that night with words of com-

pliment and thanks, he was met by this

white vision that had absorbed all the

fire and force of the afternoon into its

blankness.

A depot platform—long afternoon

shadows fell over the pretty country

station—standing alone in the woods.

The small, temporary bustle about the

waiting train was not discordant with

the dreamy, restful look of the whole

picture. Then the culminating hurry,

the shriek and rattle of the starting

train—a little figure poising itself for

an instant on the car step—a face flush-

ed a little, and dark eyes brightened

with a flash of surprised recognition—

a

quick gesture of greeting and farewell,

and then she was gone into the purple

shades of evening.

Once again he had seen her, but from

afar off, in the glare and heat of a

crowded assembly room. The face was

a little thinner now, and the eyes were

looking farther away than ever. The
blood-red light of rubies flashed in the

soft lace at her throat and wrists, and

dropped in glittering pendants against

the slender neck. She was talking

evidently of a brilliant bouquet of

pomegranates and daphnes that lay in

her lap, swinging dreamily the dainty,

glittering white fan. And while he

looked, she drew away the heavy bro-

cade she wore, from under a careless

tread—a slight, slow motion, wholly

unlike the careless sweeps of other

women. The imperious nature that

thrilled her even to the tips of the long

fingers, manifested itself, as inborn na-

tures always do, under the deepest dis-

guises, in just this unconscious, most

trifling of acts ; and, remembering the

gesture, he asked, with words far light-

er than the tone or feeling :

' As much of a princess as ever ?

'

And Captain George answered :

' As much of a princess !
' both un-

mindful that no word had been spoken

to token who was in the thought of

each.

Very trifling things these were to re-

member. Very likely he had seen

scores of far more graceful and memor-
able scenes ; but just these trifles, com-

ing back so vividly, proved to him, as

nothing else could have done, with

what a keen, intense sympathy every

word and look of hers had been noted.

The spoken words roused him. In

the ride that followed, twenty different

persons and things came into their

talk ; but never once the princess.

That, arousing himself again from his

half-dreamful lapse from the old guard-

ed habit, was put away steadily and

quietly. His battle had been fought

once. He was not to wTeaken his vic-

tory with fancies of the ' might have

been.' He had not been tempted,

through all these months ; he would

not tempt himself, now that real trial

was so near at hand. Man as he was,

if escape had been possible, he would

have fled. But there was nothing to

do but to go forward, and he called up

that old, mighty, intangible safeguard

of honor. The matter was settled be-

yond any question of surprise— he must

avoid the long, sapping days of contact,

the wasting, feverish yearnings of ab-

sence coming after.

Flying over miles and miles of the

summer land, heaped with the red

tangled sweets of clover fields, belted

with white starry mayweed, blue with

marshy growth of wild flag, with hazy

lines of far-off hil's, fading into purple

depths of distance, and near low ones

lying green and calm close beside them,

with brown clear brooks, famous trout

streams, after the New England fash-

ion, went running across their way, the

old home pride leaped up in George's

eyes and voice, and even Moore forgot

his weariness, and talked with a flash

of the old, careless spirit.

The hack that brought them to their

destination left them, deep in the sum-

mer night, at the foot of the long ave-

nue of elms — going up which, with
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slow steps, on a sudden the house broke

on them, ablaze with lights, athrob

with music, whereat there was a renew-

al of explosive utterances, and the cap-

tain led his friend to the rear of the

house to insure a quiet entrance.

From the dark piazza, where he

waited while George summoned some

one to receive them, he caught, through

the long, open casement, the vista of

the parlors, with their glitter and con-

fusion of light drapery and glimpses

of bright faces and light forms, and

softened hum of voices, as the dancers

circled with the music. And through

it all, straight down toward him, float-

ing in one of the weird Strauss waltzes,

came the princess, swathed in some-

thing white, airy, wide-falling. The
same dark, unflushed face, the same

wide, far-looking eyes, and fixed mouth,

the same silky falling hair, but cut

short now, and floating back as she

moved. It was only for a moment: the

perfumed darkness that seemed to

throb with a sudden life of its own, the

great, slow, summer stars above him,

the wailing, passionate music that came
trembling out among the heavy dew-

wet foliage, the dark, calm earth about

him, and the light and color and giddy

motion that filled the gleaming square

before him, struck in on his senses with

staggering force ; and then she swayed

out of his sight, and Mrs. Morris came

forward with words of cheer and wel-

come.

That night, lying sleepless after the

music was hushed and the wheels had

done rolling away from the door, as if

material enough for all fever fancies

had not been given, backward and for-

ward through the corridor a woman's

garments trailed with light rustle, and

a low voice hummed brokenly the

waltz he had heard. Ceasing by and

by in a murmur of girls' voices, and the

old-remembered air, sung softly :

'For men must work and women must weep,

Though storms be sudden and waters deep.'

After that many days went by un-

marked. His wound, aggravated by
fatigue, racked him with renewed pain

;

and when that was over, vitality was
at too low an ebb for anything but the

most passive quiet. Before listless, un-

noting eyes drifted the crystal morn-

ings, the golden hours steeped deep

in summer languors, the miracles of

sun-settings and star-filled holy nights.

From his window he saw and heard

always the ocean, blue and calm, lap-

ping the shore with dreamy ripple in

bright days—driving ghostly swirls of

spray and fog down the beach in

stormy, gray ones. The house itself

seemed set in the deepest haunt of sum-

mertime. Great trees, draped in the

fullest growth of the year, rippled waves

of green high about it. All day long

the leaf sounds and leaf shadows came
drifting in at the windows. Perfectest

hush and quiet wrapped its occasional

faint strains of music, or chime of voices

came up to him, but did not break the

silence. A place for a well soul to find

its full stature, for a tired or sick one

to gather again its lost forces. And
by slow degrees the life held at first

with so feeble a grasp came back to

him.

By and by there came a day when,

from his balcony, he witnessed a depar-

ture, full of girls' profuse adieux, and

then the hush of vacancy fell on the

wide halls and airy rooms of the great

house. That evening, with slow steps,

he came down the staircase. In the

twilight of the parlors showed dimly

outlined a drift of woman's drapery,

and the piano was murmuring inar-

ticulately. Outside, on the broad stone

doorstep, showed another drift, resolv-

ing itself into the muslins of Miss

Nelly Morris, springing up with glad

words of welcome as his unsteady frame

came into view. Before half the pro-

tracted and vehement hand shaking

was over, Moore turned at a soft rustle

behind him, and Nelly found her in-

troduction forestalled. Moore hoped,

with his courtliest reverence, that Miss

Berkeley had not forgotten him.
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She made two noiseless steps for-

ward, and put out a small, brown
hand. He took it in his left, with a

smiling glance of apology at the sling-

fettered right arm. It was not often

that Miss Berkeley's broad lids found

it worth their while to raise themselves

for such a wide, clear look as they al-

lowed with the clasp. And then Nelly

broke in :

' Then you two people know each

other. Grand! And I've been won-
dering these two weeks what to do
with you ! Why didn't you tell me,

Leu ?

'

' How was I to identify Mr. Moore
with ' George's friend from the army ' ?

Mr. Moore remembers he was on debat-

able ground last summer.'

Her soft, slow speech fell on his

hearing like the silver ripple of water,

clear and fine cut, but without a bit

of the New England incisiveness of

tone that filled his delicate Southern

ear with slight, perpetual irritation.

i But I've made my calling and elec-

tion sure at last. I was transformed

into a mudsill and Northern hireling

last spring.'

' In spite of the transformation, I rec-

ognized you as soon as you spoke. I

was not quite willing to be forgotten,

you see, by any one who wore the glori-

fying army cloth.'

They were out on the veranda now.

Nelly was gazing with pitiful eyes at

the sleeve fastened away, while the

wasted left hand drew forward a great

wicker chair into the circle of the

moonlight. He caught the look :

' Not so very bad, Miss Nelly ; not

off, you see, only useless for the present ;

'

and he took a lowly seat at her side,

near the- princess's feet.

' You are guiltless of shoulder straps.

You might have obtained a commis-

sion, I think. Why didn't you, I won-

der,' she said speculatively.

' Because I knew nothing of military

matters, for one thing, and hadn't the

assurance to take my first lesson as

lieutenant or captain.'

Miss Berkeley's white lids lifted

themselves again.

' More nice then wise, sir. Others do
it,' was Nelly's comment.

' Yes, but I haven't forgotten the old

copy-book instructions, ' Learn to obey

before you command,' and began at

the beginning. I've taken the first step

toward the starred shoulder straps '

—

he wore the corporal's stripes— ' and am
hopeful.'

' You'll never attain to them, you
lazy Southron. Tell us about your

camp life.'

' There's very little to tell. Drill,

smoke, loaf—begging your pardon for

the rough expression of a rough fact

—

drill again. As one day is, so is an-

other ; they're all alike.'

' Well, tell us about your getting

wounded, then, and the fight. George

will not get wounded himself, in spite

of my repeated requests to that effect.'

And so Moore fought his battle over

again, in the midst of which Miss

Berkeley dropped out of the talk, fold-

ed some soft brilliant net over her

light dress, and went down the walk
leading to the shore, and he did not

see her again that night.

After that he spent much of his time

below stairs. Much alone
; there were

walks and rides in which he could take

no part. Despite of George's predic-

tion, he had peace and quiet, and gath-

ered strength hourly. Whatever of

graciousness he had seen or fancied in

Miss Berkeley's manner in that first

unexpected meeting had all vanished.

A subtile, unconquerable something

shut her out from all friendliness of

speech or action. She went about the

house in her slow, abstracted way, or

in her other mood, with sudden dart-

ing motions like a swallow, or dreamed

all day beside the summer sea, coming

back browner and with mistier looks

in her gray eyes, but always alone and

unapproachable. So that in half a

dozen days he had not received as

many voluntary sentences from her.

But one morning the clouds had
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gathered black and heavy. The sea

fogs had pitched their tents to land-

ward, and their misty battalions were

driving gray across the landscape.

Dim reaches of blank water lay be-

yond, weltering with an uneasy, rock-

ing motion against the low, dark sky.

White, ghostly sea birds wheeled low,

a fretful wind grieved about the house,

and a New England northeast storm

was in progress. She was standing at

the window, looking out with eyes far-

ther ay/ay than ever over the haze-

draped sea. Some fine, heavy material,

the same indistinct hue as -the day

outside, fell about her in large, sweep-

ing folds. A breath of sudden, pene-

trating perfume struck across his senses

as he approached her. ' And gray

heliotrope !
' he said ; but the helio-

trope vanished as she turned and dis-

played the blaze of carnations at her

throat, and the gleam of crimson silk

under the jaunty zouave.

' Lois Pearl Berkeley,' he read from

the golden thimble he had nearly

crushed under foot. He half wondered

if she would know what it was. He
never saw her do anything. She was

never ' engaged,' nor in haste about

any occupation. The perfect freedom

from the universal Yankee necessity of

motion, with which the brown, small

hands fell before her, was as thoroughly

a part of her as the strange Indian

scent which clung to everything she

touched, and sphered her like the at-

mosphere of another world. He never

could associate the idea of any kind of

personal care-taking with her dainty

leisure, more than with the lilies of the

field, though they never appeared in as

many graceful arrays as she.

' Yes, mine, thank you,' she said,

and composedly dropped it into its

place in the most orderly of useless

conglomerations of silken pockets and
puzzling pigeon holes. He watched
her fingers, and then looked back at

her.

' Lois—such an odd name for you

—

such a quaint, staid Puritan name.'

' And I am neither quaint nor staid

nor Puritan. Thank you. Yes, my
mother must have had recollections of

her New England home strong on her

when she gave it me, down on the

Louisiana shores. It always sounded

even to me a little strange and frigid

among such half-tropical surroundings.'

As she spoke a sudden pang of utter

weariness and longing seized him. A
rush of the boyish malady of homesick-

ness, concentrated from all the dreary

months of his long absence, and none

the less poignant because it was invol-

untary. The wide, cool, shadowy halls

of his mother's house, always aglow

with blossoms and haunted with their

odors, all the superficial lotus-charm of

Southern life—and he had lived it su-

perficially enough to catch all its poet-

ry—rose before him. It caught away
his breath and choked sudden tears

into his eyes. Came and went like a

flash— for before she had done speaking

a sudden new bond of sympathy put

away the stranger forevermore, and he

was no longer alone.

' Then you are Southern born too,'

he said, with a quick step forward, and
involuntarily outstretched hand. Hers

dropped into it.

' Yes, I am hardly acclimated yet.

I shiver under these pale Northern

skies from August till June. O my
Louisiana, you never made ' life a bur-

den ' with such dark, chill days, and

sobbing, cruel winds !
' She turned to

the windows. A sudden uncontrollable

quaver of impatience and longing ran

through her speech and hurried the

words with unusual vehemence.
' I thought you must have liked the

day, since you robed yourself in its

haze and mist.' He laid his hand

lightly on her gray drapery with rever-

ent touch.

' And /thought my carnations would

redeem that. Since they didn't— ' and

she tossed the whole bright, spicy

handful on the table.

In a vase on the mantle, gray, pas-

sionate, odorous blooms wTere massed
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loosely about a cluster of fragile, in-

tense day lilies, and a clash of purple

and crimson trailed with the fuchsias

over its edge, and gleamed up from

the white marble ledge. He went to

the vase, shook out the fuchsias, and

laid the residue in her lap.

' Heliotrope, finally,' he said.

She brushed it lightly away with a

half shudder.

' Not that. I don't like heliotrope.

Its perfume is heart-breaking, hopeless.

It belongs in coffins, about still, dead

faces. If it had a voice, we should hear

continual moans. It would be no
worse than this, though.'

' You will wear the lilies then, unless

the heliotrope scent clings to them too,'

he said, gathering up the obnoxious

flowers.

' Yes, if it doesn't jar your ideal to

see them worn against such a stormy

day dress. To me they are the perfec-

tion of summer. No color could be

more intense than this spotless white-

ness. There !
' Fastening them, the

brittle stems snapped, and the flowers

fell at her feet. ' No flowers for me
to-day, of your choosing at least.

Practically, lilies have such an uncom-
fortable way of breaking short off.'

A broad, bright ribbon lay drawn
through ' Charles Anchester ' on the

table. She knotted it carelessly at her

throat.

' That will do for the now ; but, O
my carnations, how your mission failed !

'

hovering over them a minute.
1 Then you are not satisfied with the

New England mean of perfection, in

everything, mentally, morally, and

meteorologically ?
' going back to the

weather again.

' Satisfied ! I'd exchange this whole

pale summer for one hour of broad,

torrid noonlight. Deep, far-off tropi-

cal skies, great fronds of tropical foli-

age, drawing their sustenance from the

slowest, richest juices of nature, gor-

geous depths of color blazing with the

very heart of the sun, deep, intoxicat-

ing odors poured from creamy white

or flaming flower chalices, and always

the silver-sprayed wash of the blue sea.

I remember that of my home. It is

months and months since I have seen a

magnolia or jasmine.'

Fate sent Miss Morris to the parlor

just then, luckily enough, perhaps,

and the first clash of rain from the com-

ing storm struck the windows sharply.

Miss Berkeley shivered
; a gray shadow

swept up over her face, and absorbed

all the gleam and unrest. She moved
off with her book to a window ; shut

herself out from the room, and into the

storm, with a heavy fall of curtains

;

and Nelly's voice rippled through a

tripping, Venetian barcarole.

It stormed all the next day, and
when twilight came, it rained still with

desperation. A narrow sphere of light

from the flame low down in its alabas-

ter shade held the piano, and through

the warm scented gloom that filled the

rest of the parlor thrilled echoing

chords. Moore, coming in, stopped in

the dimness to listen. A troubled un-

certainty made itself felt through the

strains, a sudden discordant crash jar-

red through the room, and the per-

former rose abruptly. He came for-

ward.
' O my prophetic soul, magnolias !

'

said Nelly, from her lounge, just out-

side the lighted circle.

It had just come from him, the light,

exquisite basket he held filled with

great, pink, flushed magnolia blooms.

Nelly raved in most fashionably extrav-

agant adjectives. Lois looked at it

with hungry eyes, but motionless and

speechless. He laid it before her on

the table, and turned away. She stood

for a moment looking gravely down on

it, then buried her face among the cool

petals with a sudden caressing motion.

Looking up again shortly, ' Thank you,'

she said simply to the giver chatting

carelessly.

A broad illumination flooded the

other end of the parlor a minute after,

and the chess board came into requisi-

tion. If Miss Morris found little skill
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necessary to discomfit her opponent,

and wondered thereat, she could, not

see, as he saw, a dark face, bowed on

tropic blooms, flushed with unwonted

glad color, lips apart and aquiver, wide

eyes lustrous with purple light, shining

through the tears that gathered in

them.

Then the piano began, played dream-

ily, irregularly, with slender, single

threads of tune, and frequent pauses,

as if the preoccupied mind let the list-

less fingers fall away from the keys.

They gathered up finally all the broken

strains into a low, slow-moving har-

mony. Through it Moore heard the

soft lap of waves, the slow rock of

Pacific tidal swells, flowing and ebbing

and flowing again through flaming

noons, about half-submerged bits of

world, palm-shaded, sun-drenched, or

swaying white with moonlight under

purple midnights, holy with the clear

burning stars : heard the gurgle and

ripple of filling streams, deepening into

the wide flow of mighty rivers, bearing

in their calm sweep the secrets of a

zone—of ice-choked springs, of the dead

stillness of Northern forests, and the

overgrowth and passionate life of end-

less summers.

The red and white combatants now
held truce over a queen check, while

the players sat silent, listening.

Suddenly, through the murmur and

rhythmic flow of water sounds, struck

shrill and sharp the opening strains of

a march—not such marches as mark
time for dainty figures crowding ball-

room floors, but triumphant, cruel,

proud, with throbbing drum-beat

—

steadying the tramp of weary feet over

red battle fields. Its unswerving hur-

ry, its terrible, calm excitement, brought

before his vision long blue lines—the

fixed faces sterner than death, with

steady eyes and quickened breath—the

nervous clutch of muskets, as the rattle

of small arms and boom of cannon came
nearer and nearer, the fluttering silken

banners, the calm sunshine, and sweet

May breath—and the quick, questioning

vol. vi.—38

note of a meadow lark dropped down
through the silence of the advancing

column. As the maddening music

stormed and beat about him, his heart

throbbed audibly, and the rushing cur-

rents of his fiery Southern blood sound-

ed in his ears. Honor, prudence, reso-

lution, everything was swept away in

the lava tide of excitement. Before

him he saw the crown of his life. All

heaven and all earth should not stop

him short of it. He rose and began

crossing the room, with heavy, resolute

tread. In the dimness, the player was

hardly visible ; he would assure him-

self of her mortality at least. A sud-

den, fierce hunger for sight and touch

thrilled him.

Midway he stopped. The music

dropped with a shock from its fiery

enthusiasm. Was it only an echo, or

an army of ghosts crossing a dim field,

long since fought over—the steady

tramp, tramp, the pendulum of time?

Unutterably wailing, pitiful, it sent

plaintive, piercing cries up to the calm,

dead heavens. All the fearful sights

he had seen rose before him. Upturned

lay faces calm in death as in a child's

sleep, with all camp roughnesses swept

away in that still whiteness ; strong

men's, with that terrible scowl of bat-

tle or the distortion of agonized death

on them—mangled and crushed forms

—

all the wreck of a fought battle, terrible

in its suggestive pathos. It sank away
into the minor of water voices, softr

monotonous, agonizing in its utter

passivity, a brilliant arpeggio flashed

up the keys like a shower of gold, and
Miss Berkeley rose with white face and

trembling breath, and Nelly was alone

in the room, sobbing nervously in her

armchair.

The storm passed that night, with

great swayings of trees, and dash of

broad raindrops, and piled up broken

masses of fleecy wdiite clouds, tossed

about by the rough, exultant Septem-

ber wind. Bright days followed, mel-

lowing with each one to sunnier, calm-

er perfection. Moore passed them in
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his own room. That night had torn

away all the disguises that he had put

upon his heart. He knew now that he

loved this woman—knew it with such

a bitter sense of humiliation as such

proud spirits writhe under when honor

turns traitor and betrays them to the

enemy. ' Lead us not into temptation.'

If it meant anything in the old habit

of child's prayer which clung to him

yet, it meant that he should put him-

self out of its way, since he had proved

himself too weak to meet it. His in-

born honesty let him build no excuses

for his failure. He saw, and acknowl-

edged with a flush of scorn and curl-

ing lip, his own treachery to himself in

his hour of need. That he had not

committed himself—that his self-be-

trayal was only known to self—was no

merit of his— simply a circumstance.

And circumstances seemed mighty in

their influence upon him, he thought,

with a feeling of deepest contempt.

All pride and self-reliance were taken

out of him. Absence, at least, would

be a safeguard, since it would render

harmless such impulses as those of that

night. However much he might sin in

yearning, she should never know, never

be exposed to the risk of being drawn

into his guilt and pain. He had come

at last to the place where all the old

delicate pride was merged in the one

anxious fear that she should suffer. He
would go away the next day ; he would

not see her again—never see her volun-

tarily—putting away fiercely the sudden

pang of yearning : not that he came at

once to such a conclusion.

Honor, pride, self-respect, having

failed him once, were not easily re-

called to their allegiance. His was no

feeble nature, to sin and repent in an

hour. He fought over every inch of

his way, and came out at last conquer-

or, but scarred and weary and very

weak in heart, and distrustful of him-

self.

They had gone to ride that afternoon

—he had seen them drive away. He
would go down and make the neces-

sary arrangements for his departure.

And so it happened that he stood an

hour before sunset in the parlor. A
sudden heart sickness drove the blood

from his lips with the wrench of re-

membrance. It did not strengthen him
to meet her, cool and royal, in filmy

purple, putting out her hand with

frank friendliness, and with a new
quaver of interest in her voice. Those

fatal magnolias : all the outside world

seemed pressing nearer these two stran-

gers in a strange land.

' How pale you are ! You have been

ill again.'

' No,' he said, almost harshly. ' You
like tiger lilies,' lifting a stem crowded

with the flaming whirls.

' Like them 1 yes—don't you ? As I

like the fiery, deafening drum-roll and

screaming fife, and silver, sweet bugle-

calls. Think where they found these

wide, free curves of outline—that fla-

ming contrast of color. Indian skies

have rounded over them, Indian suns

poured their fervor into their hearts.

In the dejDth of forest jungles the vel-

vet-coated tiger has shaken off their pet-

als—glittering, deadly cobras crushed

them in their slow coils
;

gorgeous-

winged birds and insects swept them

in their flight.'

Some new mental impulse sent a

rare, faint flush to the olive cheeks, and

filled the uplooking clear eyes with

light. This purple-clad shape, with

fiery nasturtiums burning on the breast

and filling the air with their peculiar

odor, with the barbaric splendor of ti-

ger lilies reflecting their lurid glare

about her as she stood, bore no more

likeness to the ordinary haughty

woman than fire to snow. He would

have liked to have crowned her with

pomegranate blossoms—have dropped

the silvery sheen of ermine under her

feet, and have knelt there to worship.

She moved away impatiently, trailed

her noiseless drapery through the room

once or twice, and came back to the

window, where he stood looking out.

Before them lay the sea, calm in a
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sheen of blue, gathering faint amethys-

tine vapors, that the sunset would light

up in a miracle of bronze and purple

and rose.

' You should have been with us last

night ! A soft, rushing south wind

filled all the air with whispers, and

drew up a veil of lace round the hori-

zon, very high up in the east. Stars

were few ; the new moon dropped ten-

der, faint beams down into the gray

mist and grayer water that broke in

ripples of white fire against the dark

in the west, and mingled with the mys-

tery in the east. I want to' go again.

Mr. Moore, I can manage a boat ; will

you go with me ?

'

With every minute he saw his hard-

earned victory slipping away. With

every minute his reeling sense lost foot-

hold in the strange, new fascination of

her excited presence. Will rallied to a

last effort; he muttered some broken

excuse, that she must have thought an

assent, for she dropped a soft, white,

clinging shawl over her shoulders,

slipped the tie of the jaunty hat be-

neath her chin, and he could only fol-

low her as she slid through the flicker

of shade and sunshine down to the

beach, where the summer sea washed

lazily.

Low in the west and northwest lay

piled ominous clouds ; white, angry

thunder heads began showing them-

selves.

' A grand sunset for to-night, and a

shower perhaps. We shall be back be-

fore it breaks.'

A small boat—a frail thing of white

and gilding—floated at anchor. Lois

shook out the sail in her character of

manager, seated herself at the helm,

and they drifted out. No word was
spoken ; the light in her eyes grew
brighter and brighter ; the scarlet

curves of her mouth more and more in-

tense. Sitting with face turned away
from the west, she did not see, as he

did, the rising blackness. The wind
freshened, skimming in fitful gusts over

the waves, and the little craft flung off

the spray like rain. Away off in the

shadow of the cloud the water was
black as death, a faint line of white

defining its edge. Was she infatuated ?

As for him, he grew very calm, with a

kind of desperation. Better to die so,

with her face the last sight on earth

—

his last consciousness her clinging

arms, sinking down to the dark, still

caverns beneath—than to live out the

life that lay before him. He leaned

forward and looked over into the green

depths of the sea. Sunshine still struck

down in rippling lines, a golden net-

work. Soft emerald shadows hung far

down, breaking up into surface rifts of

cool dimness as the waves swung over

them.

Her hat had fallen back ; her whole

face was alive with a proud, exultant

delight in the exhilarating motion.

Higher and higher rose the veil of

cloud, and the blackness in the water

was creeping toward them. Sea birds

wheeled low about them, with their

peculiar quavering cry, and a low swell

made itself felt. Miss Berkeley turned

her head ; a sudden look of affright

blanched her face to deadliest white-

ness. A hand's breadth of clear sky

lay beneath the sun, and down after

them, with the speed of a racer, came
that great black wave. Before it the

blue ripples shivered brightly ; behind it

the angry water tossed and seethed. In

its bosom, lurid, phosphorescent lights

seemed to flit to and fro. Its crest was
ragged and white with dashes of foam.

She took in the whole in a second's

glance, and made a movement to bring

the boat's head up to the wind. As
the white face turned toward him, a

quick instinct of self-preservation seized

him, and he sprang up to lower the

sail. Something caught the halliards.

His left arm was of little service ; l:i.s

right hung useless at his side. She

reached forward—one hand on the til-

ler—to help him. The rim of the storm

slipped up over the sun—a sudden flaw

struck them— the rudder flew sharp

round, wrenched out of her slight
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hold—the top-heavy sail caught the full

force of the blow, surged downward
with a heavy lurch, and the gale was

on them. A great blow, and swift

darkness, then fierce currents rushing

coldly past him ; strange, wild sounds

filling his ears ; and when his vision

cleared itself, he saw Lois, unimpeded

by her light drapery, striking out for

the sunken ledge, half a dozen yards

away, over which the spray was flying

furiously. He ground his teeth with

impatience as his nerveless arm fell

helpless ; but he reached her side at

last. A narrow shelf, with barely suffi-

cient standing room for two. Great,

dark waves, with strange lights flash-

ing through them, whirled blinding

deluges high above their heads, as he

held her close. With the instinct of

the weaker toward the stronger, she

grasped and clung to him
;
and the

fierce exultation that thrilled through

his veins with actual contact, made
him strong as a giant. And then, close

on the gale, came the rain, beating

down the waves with its heavy pour.

In the thunder and tramp of the storm

no human voice could have made it-

self audible, if speech had been needed.

The storm passed as suddenly as it

had risen. Through a rift in the

clouds a dash of blood-red light burst

over the troubled waters, and with it

a sudden quiet fell about them. They

were to have their ' grand sunset

'

finally.

' We are too far from the mainland

to reach it without help
; no boats are

likely to pass this way after this storm

;

the tide is at its lowest now ; it rises

high over this ledge.'

In his quiet voice a half-savage tri-

umph made itself heard. This near-

coming fate, that he believed inevit-

able, put away completely all claims

of that world that lay behind him

—

shut out everything but their own in-

dividuality. Time had narrowed to a

point ; all landmarks were swept away.

Miss Berkeley's face had lost none of

its whiteness ; but the pallor was not

of fear. The great eyes burned star-

like, and the mouth was like iron.

She looked up as his even tones fell on

her ear. Something in his gaze fixed

hers
; through fearless, unveiled eyes,

the soul looked straight out to his.

What he saw there dazzled and blind-

ed him. He caught her up to his heart

suddenly and fiercely. His lips crush-

ed hers in a long, clinging kiss, that

seemed to drink up her very life. For

them, the brightness that for others is

dissipated over long years of the fu-

ture, was concentrated into the single

intense moment of the present—this

one moment, that seemed to burst into

bud and blossom, the fruition of a life-

time. The sky lifted away and poured

down fuller floods of light ; the air vi-

brated with strange, audible throbs.

When he released her, she did not

move away. Never again, though they

lived out a century, could the past be

quite what it had been before ; through

it they had come to this, the crowning

perfection of their lives. Through the

future would run the memory of a ca-

ress in which—she was not a woman
who measured her gifts—she had dis-

solved all the hope and promise of that

future for him. Desperation was no

small element in the whirl. Only into

the eternities could he carry the now

pure and loyal. It had nothing to do

with time ;
only through the shadow

of the coming death had he attained

to it.

The fancy that had always haunted

him with her peculiar name and dainty

presence, prompted the ' Marguerite !

'

She was not a woman to whom peo-

ple give pet names. A rested, loving

smile gleamed over her face, and her

lips sought his again.

' My darling !

'

' Mine !
' and then time drifted on,

unbroken by the speech which would

have jarred the new, perfect harmony.

Neither thought—the life currents that

had met so wildly and suddenly, left

space in their full, disturbed flow, for

just the one consciousness of delirious,
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satisfying love. While the fiery sunset

paled, he held the little drenched figure

close, her warm breath flowing across

his cheek.

Out of the gathering dimness shore-

ward, came a hail. It struck him with

an icy chill that death could never

have brought. She raised her head,

listening. The longing and temptation

to hold her to his breast, and sink

down through the green, curling-

waves, came back stronger than ever.

Only so could he hope to keep her.

That inexorable future of time reaching

out to grasp him back again, would

put them apart so hopelessly. His

voice was hoarse—broken up with the

heart wrench.
' Marguerite, will you die here with

me, or go back again to the life that

will separate us ?

'

She did not understand him. Why
should she ? Did she not love him,

and he her ? and what could come be-

tween them ? For her a future burst

suddenly into hope with that faint

call. In it lay untried, unfathomable

sources of happiness.

Another breathless kiss—this time

crowded with the agony of a parting

for him—and then, as the hail came

again, nearer and more distinct, the

white shawl, that still clung about her,

floated in the air as a signal.

They lifted her into the rescuing

boat shortly, white and breathless, and

wrapped her in heavy shawls. Not

senseless, lying against his breast, the

dark eyes opened once to meet his, and

the pallid face nestled a little closer to

its resting place. He could not tell if

the time were long or short, before

Nelly's voice broke on his ear.

' Only a comedy, instead of the tra-

gedy which mother is arranging up at

the house !

'

The half-hysterical quaver broke into

the woman's refuge of tears, and sobs

with that ; and Moore gave up his bur-

den to stronger arms.

' Up at the house,' Mrs. Morris, bu-

sied with her blazing fires and multitu-

dinous appliances for any stage of dis-

aster, met them with the quiet tears

that mothers learn to shed, and the

reverent ' Thank God !
' that comes of-

tenest from mothers' lips.

And the bustle being over, he looked

reality and duty straight in the face.

The man was in no sense a coward

—

flinch w7as not in him. He came out

on the upper balcony two hours later,

with the face of a man over whom ten

years more of life had gone heavily. A
dozen steps away sat Marguerite—the

white heart of a softened glow of

light. She came out at his call quiet

and stately, but with a kind of shy

happiness touching eye and cheek

with light and flame. At sight of her,

all the mad passion in his heart leaped

up—a groan came in place of the words

he had promised himself. He strode

away with heavy, hard footfalls. Not
strange, since he was trampling Satan

and his own heart under his feet. He
came back again, quickly, eagerly, as a

man forcing himself forward to a mor-

tal sacrifice, who feels that resolution

may fail. The words that came finally

were half a groan, half an imprecation,

hissed through clenched teeth.

' Three years ago, a Louisiana lady

promised to be my wife. She is not

dead ; the engagement is not broken.'

There were no words beyond the

plain statement of facts that he had
any right to use—harsh and brutal

though they seemed. Seen in the earth-

light that had broken on him with that

rescuing hail, he had acted the coward

and villain. If she thought him so, he

had no right to demur.

There was no need of other words.

The eyes, after their first terrified

glance, had fixed themselves out on the'

night, and then the lids fell, and the

wondering, stunned look changed

slowly into one of perfect comprehen-

sion. Not a muscle moved. The pres-

ent, leaping forward, laid before her

the future, scorched and seared, be-

yond possibility of bloom again. She

looked into it with just the same atti-
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tude—even to the tapering fingers laid

lightly on the railing—as five minutes

before she had dreamed over a land of

promise. He, looking down on her

white face—whiter in the silver pow-

der of the moonlight—saw a look of

utter, hopeless quiet settle there—such

quiet as one sees in an unclosed coffin,

such marble, impassive calm, neither

reproachful nor grieving, as covers

deadly wounds—settle never again to

rise till Death shall sweep it off. Some
lives are stamped at once and forever

;

and faces gather in an hour the look

that haunts them for a lifetime.

Then he knew that no one ever bears

the consequences of a sin alone. On
this woman, for whom he would have

gone to death, he had drawn down the

curse. He was powerless to help her
;

all that he could give—the promise of

lifelong love and tenderness—was itself

a deadly wrong—would blast his life in

giving, hers in receiving. In the min-

utes that he stood there, gazing into

her face, all the waves and billows of

bitterest realization of helplessness went
over his heart.

She turned to go away. ' Marguer-

ite !
' The man's despairing soul, his

bitter struggles and failures, atoned for

in this last agony, made itself utterance

in that one cry. She turned back,

without looking up ; even his eager

gaze could not force up the heavy lids.

Then, with that sweet, miraculous

woman's grace of patience and pity,

she put out her hand, and as he bowed
his head "over it, touched her lips to

his cheek with quick, light contact,

and glided away.

Earliest morning shimmered lances

of gray, ghostly light on the horizon,

and across the sea to the waiting

shore. They struck grayest and ghost-

liest on a high balcony, where a

woman's figure crouched, swathed in

damp, trailing drapery, with silky, fall-

ing hair about a still face, and steadfast

eyes that had burned just as steadfast-

ly through the long hours gone by.

Great, calm stars, circling slowly, had

slipped out of sight into the wTaves;

the restless, grieving ocean had swayed

all night with heavy beat against the

beach ; mysterious whisperings had

stirred the broad summer leaves, heavy

with dew and moonlight ; faint night

noises had drifted up to her, leaving

the silence unrippled by an echo ; till

the old moon dropped a wasted, blood-

red crescent out of sight, and the

world, exhausted with the passion of

the yearning night, shrouded itself in

the gloom and quiet that comes before

the dawn.

To the wTatcher, w'ho, with strained,

unconscious attention, had taken in

every change of the night, the promise

of the day came almost as a personal

wrong. That the glare of the sunshine

should fall on her pain—that the ne-

cessity for meeting mere acquaintances

with the same face as yesterday should

exist, now that her life lay so scorched

and sere before her, filled her with re-

bellious impatience.

But wdien, with the growing light,

the first sounds of household waking

came to her, she rose wearily, and

went, with tired, heavy steps to her

own room. And Nelly, coming in

half an hour later, with an indefinite

sense of uneasiness, found an older face

than last evening's on the pillow, with

harder lines about the mouth, and with

a wearier droop of the eyelids. The

voice, too, that answered her good

morning, had a kind of echoing dreari-

ness in it. But such traces are not pat-

ent to many eyes or ears, and Nelly did

not realize them.

There are a few women, mostly of

this dark, slender type, who bear these

wrenching heart agonies as some ani-

mals bear extremest suffering of body-
not a sound or struggle testifies to pain

—receiving blow after blow without

hope or thought of appeal—going off

by and by to die, or to suffer back to life

alone. Not much merit in it, perhaps

—a passive, hopeless endurance of an

inevitable torture ; but such tortures

warp or shape a lifetime. Rarely ever
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eyes that have watched out such a night

see the sun rise with its old promise.

Clement Moore, coming slowly back

to life after a fortnight of delirium,

found the woods ablaze with October,

and Miss Berkeley gone. Another

fortnight, and he was with his regi-

ment. Captain George—off on some

scouting expedition—was not in camp
to meet him. But stretched out on the

diy turf a night or two after, through

the clash of the band on the hillside

above broke Captain George's sonorous

voice, and straightway followed such a

catalogue of questions as dwellers in

camps have always ready to propound

to the latest comer from the north-

ward. Concluding finally with

—

1 And you didn't fall in love with
1 the princess '

?
' Poor Captain George !

The prodigious effort ought to have

kept the heart throb out of his voice,

though it didn't. Moore's quick ear

caught it (sympathy has a wonderfully

quickening effect on the perceptions

sometimes), and he took refuge in a

truth that in no wray touched the past

few months—feeling like a coward and

traitor meanwhile, and yet utterly help-

less to save either himself or his friend

from coming evil. Another item added

to retributive justice.

1
I thought you knew '—flashing the

diamond on his hand in the moonlight
—

' somewhere beyond the lines yonder

a lady wears the companion to this—or

did, last spring.'

And George's spirits rose immensely

thereupon.

The old, miserable monotony of camp
life began again. It wore on him, this

machine-like existence, this blind, un-

questioning obedience, days and nights

of purposeless waiting, brightened by
neither hope nor memory. He had
hated it before ; now he loathed it

with the whole strength of hi 5 unrestful

soul. But it did him good. Brought
face to face with his life, he met the

chances of his future like the man he

was, and at last, out of the blackness

and desolation, came the comfort of

conquering small, every-day tempta-

tions, more of a comfort than we are

willing to admit at first thought.

This bare, unbroken life cuts straight

down to the marrow of a man. Stripped

of all conventionalities, individuals

come out broadly. The tru/} metal

shows itself grandly in this, strange,

impartial throwing togethei of social

elements—this commingling *-,n one lev-

el of all ranks and conditions of men in

the same broad glare of ever-'-day trial,

unmodified by any of socr.pty's false

lights. The factitious barrxers of rank

once broken over, all early associations,

whether of workshop or coitege, go fac

nought, or, rather, for wL-vt they aze

worth. The man gravitates to Ills-

proper place, whether he oiakes him-

self known with the polish-id sentences

of the school, or in terse, sinewy, work-

man's talk. And through the months

Moore learned to respect numanity as

it showed itself, made gent-er to every

one, driven out from himsHf, perhaps,

by the bitterness and darkness that cen-

tred in his own heart. It was a new
phase of life for him, but he bated his

haughty Southern exclusiveness to meet

it. Before, he had kept himself aloof

as far as the surroundings allowed from

those about him—now, his never-fail-

ing good nature, his flow of song and

story, his untiring physical endurance,

all upborne by a certain proud delicacy

and reticence, made him a general fa-

vorite. But he hailed as a relief the

long, exhausting marches that' came

after a while. Bodily weariness stood

in the place of head or heart exercise,

and men falling asleep on the spot

where they halted for the night, after a

day in the clinging Virginia mud, had

little time for the noisy outbreaks that

filled the evenings in days of inaction

So he did his private's duty bravely,

with cheery patience, relieving many a

slender boy's arms of his gun, helping

many another with words of cheer as

he slumped on at his side, always with

some device for making their dreary-

night- stops more endurable.
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Thanksgiving came and went. George

went home on furlough. Moore refused

one, and ate the day's extra allowance

oftough beefand insipid rice with much
fought-against memories of his New
England festivals. The winter went

on. Christmas days came. The man's

brown face was getting positively thin-

ner with homesick recollections of the

Southern carnival. This brilliant, ready

spirit, who never grew sour nor selfish

under any circumstances, actually spent

two good hours, the afternoon before

Christmas day, in a brown study, and

with a suspicious, tightened feeling in

his throat, and mistiness in his eyes.

Coming in at nightfall from his picket

duty, tired and hungry, Jim Murphy,

stretching his long length before the

fire, rose on his elbow to find half a

dozen epistles he had brought down to

camp that day.

' Yer letthers, Musther Moore.' Jim,

even with his sudden accession of inde-

pendence as an American citizen, paid

unconscious deference to the world-old

subtile difference between gentleman

and 'rough,' and used the title invol-

untarily.

He opened them sitting by the same

fire, munching his hard tack as he read.

Murphy, watching him, saw his lips

quiver and work over one bearing half

a dozen postmarks—a letter from his

mother, conveyed across the lines by

some sleight-of-hand of influence or

pay, and mailed and remailed from

place to place, till weeks had grown
into months since it was written. Non-

committal as it had need to be—filled

with home items to the last page

—there his heart stood still, to bound

again furiously back, and his breath •

came sharp and hot. He rose blinded

and staggering. Jim Murphy, seeing

how white and rigid his face had
grown, came toward him, putting out

his hand with a dumb impulse of sym-

pathy, not understanding how the

shock of a great hope, springing full

grown into existence, sometimes puts

on the semblance of as great a loss.

Private Moore's application for a fur-

lough being duly made, that night was

duly granted.

' Just in time—the last one for your

regiment !

' said the good-natured offi-

cial, registering the necessary items.

In another hour he was whirling

away, and in early evening two days

later he stepped out into the clear

moonlight and crisp air of a Northern

city.

A New England sleighing season

wT
as at its height. The streets were

crowded with swift-flying graceful ve-

hicles, the air ringing with bell music

and chimes of voices. Out through

the brilliant confusion he went to the

quiet square where the great trees laid

a dark tracery of shadow upon the

snow beneath. No thought , of the ac-

cidents of absence or company, or any

of the chances of everyday life, had
occurred to him before. A carriage

stood at the door. He almost stamped

with impatience till the door opened

and he was admitted. The change to

the warm, luxurious gloom of the par-

lors quieted him a little, but he paced

up and down with long strides while

he waited. The strong stillness that

he had resolutely maintained was

broken down now with a feverish rest-

lessness.

She came at length—it seemed to him

forever first—with the rustle and shim-

mer of trailing lengths of silk down
the long room. A fleecy mist covered

neck and arms, and some miracle of a

carriage wrapping lay white and soft

about her face. She did not recognize

him in the obscurity ; his message of

' a friend ' had not betrayed him. But

his voice, with its new, proud hopeful-

ness, its under vein triumphant and

eager, struck her into a blinding, giddy

whirl, in which voice and words were

lost. It passed in a moment, and he

was saying, ' And I am free now—hon-

orably free—and have come where my
heart has been, ever since that month

on the seaside. Most gracious and sov-

ereign lady,'—he broke into sudden, al-
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most mirthful speech, dropping on one

knee with a semblance of humility

proved no mockery by the diamond

light in the brown eyes and the rever-

ent throb that came straight from his

heart to his lips and broke up his

voice.

She bent over him as he knelt, and

drew her cool, soft hands across his

forehead and down his face, and her

even, silvery syllables cut like death :

' Mr. Moore, last night I promised to

marry your friend, Captain Morris.'

For the space of a minute stillness

like the grave filled the room, and then

all the intense strain of heart and nerve

gave way, as the bitter tide of disap-

pointment broke in and rolled over his

future ; and without word or sound he

dropped forward at her feet.

She knelt down beside him with a

low, bitter cry. It reached his dulled

sense ; he rose feebly.

' Forgive me ; I have not been myself

of late, I think
; and this—this was so

sudden,' and he walked away with

dull, nerveless tread.

On the table, near her, lay her hand-

kerchief. It breathed of heliotrope.

Her words came back to him :
' Only in

coffins, about still, dead faces.' He
stopped in his walk and looked down
on her. Forever he should remember
all that ghostly sheen of silvery white

about a rigid face with unutterably sad

fixed mouth and drooping lids. He
thrust the fleecy handful into his

breast.

' I may keep this ?
' and took per-

mission from her silence.

' Good-by ; ' the words came through

ashy lips, a half sob. She knelt as im-

passive as marble, as cold and white.

He waited a moment for the word or

look that did not come, turned away,

the hall door fell heavily shut, and he

was gone.

Fifteen minutes after, Miss Berkeley

was whirling to the house where she

was to officiate as bridesmaid, and
where she was haughtier, and colder,

and ten times more attractive than ever.

Private Moore, waiting for the mid-

night return train, found life a grim

prospect.

Three weeks after, a summons came
from the captain's tent. George had
just returned from his own furlough,

and this was their first meeting. Even
while their hands clasped, his new,

happy secret told itself.

' Congratulate me, Clement Moore !

You remember Lois Berkeley ? She

has promised to be Lois Berkeley Mor-

ris one day !
' and, with happy lover's

egotism, did not notice the gray shade

about his hearer's lips.

Various items of news followed.

' A truce boat goes over to-morrow,'

remembering the fact suddenly ;
' there

will be opportunity to send a few let-

ters ; so, if you wish to write to that

lady ' beyond the lines '
'

—

The voice that replied was thin and

harsh :

' Miss Rose declined alliance with a
' Yankee hireling,' and was married last

October.'

Honest George wrung his friend's

hand anew, and heaped mental ana-

themas on his own stupidity for not

seeing how haggard and worn the dark

face had grown—anathemas which

were just enough, perhaps, only he

hardly saw the reason in quite the

right light. But he spared all allu-

sions to his own prospects thereafter,

and finding that Moore rather avoided

than sought him, measured and forgave

the supposed cause by his own heart.

At length came a time when a new
life and impulse roused into action even

that slowly moved great body, the offi-

cers of the Potomac. Army, and that

much-abused and sorely tried insignifi-

cant item, the army itself. On every

camp ground reigned the confusion of

a flitting. All the roads were filled

with regiments hurrying southward,

faces growing more and more haggard

with fatigue and privation, weak and

slender forms falling from the ranks,

cowards and traitors skulking to the

rear, till at length on the banks of the
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river stood an army, hungry, footsore,

marchworn, but plucky, and ready for

any service that might be required of

them, even if that service were but to

* march up the hill and then march
down again '—what was left of them.

An atom in the moving mass of blue,O 7

Clement Moore shared the pontoon

crossing, was silent through the storms

of cheers that greeted each regiment

as they splashed over and up the

bank, and, drawn up in line of battle

at last, surveyed the field without a

pulsation of emotion. Other men about

him chafed at the restraint ; he stood

motionless, with eyes a thousand miles

away. And when the advance sound-

ed, and the line started with a cheer,

no sound passed his lips. A half-un-

conscious prayer went up that he might

fall there, and have it over with this

life battle, that had gone so sorely

against him. He moved as in a

dream. The whirl and roar of battle

swept around and by him ; he charged

with the fiercest, saw the blue lines

reel and break only to close up and
charge again, took his life in his hand
a dozen times, and stood at length

with the few who held that first line

of rifle pits, gazing in each other's faces

in the momentary lull, and wondering

at their own existence. Then came a

shock, shivers of red-hot pain ran

through every nerve, and then—blissful,

cool unconsciousness. Captain George,

galloping by, with the red glare of bat-

tle on his face, saw the fall, and halted.

A half dozen ready hands swung the

body to his saddle. For a little the

tide of battle eddied away, and in the

comparative quiet, George tore down
the hill to a spring bubbling out under

the cedars.

The darkness that wrapped the

wounded man dissolved gradually.

The thunder and crash of guns, the

mad cheers, the confusion of the bands

withdrew farther and farther, and

drifted away from his failing senses.

He was back in his Southern home

;

the arm under his head was his moth-

er's ; and he murmured some boyish re-

quest. Jasmine and clematis oppressed

him with their oversweetncss ; over-

head the shining leaves of the magno-
lia sw7ung v/ith slow grace. So long

since he had seen a magnolia, not since

that evening—a life time ago, it seem-

ed ; the sight and fragrance fell on

him as her cool touch did that last

time. The heart throbs choked him
then ; he was choking again. ' Water,

mother—a drink !
' and something wet

his lips and trickled down his throat,

not cool and swTeet as the rippling wa-

ter he longed for, and he turned away
with sickly fretfulness ; but a new
strength thrilled through, his limbs.

He opened his eyes ; a face, battle-

stained, but tear-wet like a woman's,

bent over him.

' O Clement, dear old fellow, do

you know me ?

'

He smiled faintly, with stiffening

lips. ' Yes, I know. I've prayed for

it, George. I couldn't live to see her

your wife. Good-by, dear boy. Tell

mother— ' He wandered again. ' Kiss

me, mother—now Lois, my Marguerite.

Into thy hands, O Lord— ' A momentary

struggle for breath, and then Morris

laid back the grand head, and knelt,

looking down on the beautiful face,

over which the patient strength of per-

fect calm had settled forever.

' So that was it, after all,' he said,

bitterly. ' Fool not to see ; and he wTas

worth a generation of such as I."

He turned away, tightened his sad-

dle girths, cast a look on the pande-

monium before him, looked back with

one foot already in the stirrup.

' I sha'n't see him again in this hell,

even if I come out of it myself.' And
going back, with gentle fingers he re-

moved the few trinkets on the body.

In an inner pocket of the blouse he

found a small packet. He opened it

on the epot. A lady's handkerchief,

silky fine, white as ever. JSTo need of

the delicate tracery in the corners to'

tell him whose. The perfume that

haunted it still called back too vividly
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that evening when he had wondered

at and loved her more for the strange,

perfect calm that chilled a little his

outburst of happiness. He folded it

back carefully, touched his lips as a

woman might have done to the cold

forehead, and mounted, plunging up

the hill to the fight that had recom-

menced over the trench. Later in the

day, the ball that fate moulded for

Captain George found him. He gave

one lowr

,
pitiful cry as it crashed

through his bridle arm, and then a

merciful darkness closed about him.

Two months after, white and thin,

with one empty sleeve fastened across

his chest, he stood where another had

stood waiting for the same woman.

Through the window drifted in the

early spring fragrance ; a handful of

early spring flowers lay on the table.

A soft rustle and slow step through the

hall, and he rose as Lois came in. She

glanced at the empty sleeve with

grave, wide eyes, and sat down near

him. He would not have known the

face before him, it had so altered ; the

hair pushed back from hollow, blue-

veined temples, the sharpened, angular

outlines, and an old, suffering look

about the mouth and sunken eyes.

Few words were spoken—nothing

beyond the most commonplace greet-

ings. Then she said

:

' I should have come to you, but I

have been ill myself ; near death, I be-

lieve,' she added, wearily.

She gave the explanation with no

throb of feeling. She would have

apologized for a careless dress with

more spirit once.

He rose and laid a packet before

her.

• A lady's handkerchief—yours, I

think. I was with him when he died,

though his body was not found after-

ward. I was hurt myself, you know,

Dnd could not attend to it,' he said,

deprecatingly.

She did not touch it, looking from it

up to him with eyes filled with just

such a grieved, questioning look as

might come into the eyes of some ani-

mal dying in torture. He could not

endure it. He put out his white,

wasted left hand.
' My poor child !

' She shivered,

caught her breath with a sob, and,

burying her face in the pillows of a

couch, gave way to her first tears in an

agony of weeping. And he sat apart,

not daring to touch her, nor to speak

—wishing, with unavailing bitterness,

that it had been he who was left

lying stark and still beneath the ce-

dars.

The storm passed. She lay quiet

now, all but the sobs that shook her

whole slight frame. He said, at last,

very gently :

' If I had known—you should have

told me. He was my best friend.' His

voice trembled a little. ' I know how
I must seem to you. His murderer,

perhaps ; surely the murderer of your

happiness.' A deeper quaver in the

sorrowful tones. 4
It is too late now,

I know ; but if it would help you
ever so little to be released from your

promise—

'

There was no reply.

' You are free. I am going now.' He
bent over her for a breath, making a

heart picture of the tired face, the

closed eyes, and grieved mouth. Only

to take her up for a moment, with

power to comfort her—he would have

given his life for that—and turned

away with a great, yearning pain

snatching at his breath. In the hall

he paused a moment, trying to think.

A light step, a frail hand on his arm, a

wistful face lifted to his.

' Forgive me ; I have been very un-

kind. You are so good and noble. I

will be your wife, if you will be any

happier.'

He looked down at her pityingly.

' You are very tired. Shall you say

that when you are rested again ? Re-

member, you are free.'

' If not yours, then never any

one's.'

His arm fell about her, his lips
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touched her forehead quietly ; he led

her back to her couch, and arranged

her pillow, smiling a little at his one

awkward hand.
' I shall not see you again before I go

back, unless you send for me.'

She put out her hand and touched

the bowed face quicky and lightly

;

and v/ith that touch thrilling in his

veins he went away.

Through Chancellorsville, Gettys-

burg, and the Charleston siege, Captain

George, no longer captain, now twice

promoted for cool bravery, has borne a

charmed life—a grave, calm man, re-

membering always a still face, ' pa-

thetic with dying.'

Out from the future is turned toward

him another face, no less pathetic in its

unrest of living. The soldiers in the

Capital hospitals, dragging through the

weary weeks of convalescence, know
that face well. For hours of every day

she goes about busied with such volun-

tary service as she is permitted to do.

She sees tired faces brighter! at her com-

ing—is welcomed by rough and gentle

voices. Always patient, ready, thought-

ful, she is ' spending ' herself—waiting

for the end.

THE SCIENTIFIC UNIVERSAL LANGUAGE: ITS CHARAC-

TER AND RELATION TO OTHER LANGUAGES.

AR TICLE TWO.

CORRESPONDING FIRST DISCRIMINATIONS IN THOUGHT AND
LANGUAGE.

The purpose of these papers, as an-

nounced and partially carried forward

in the preceding one, is to explain the

nature of the New Scientific Univer-

sal Language, a component part of

the new Science of Universology, and

to exhibit its relation to the Lingual

Structures hitherto extant. For this

purpose we entered upon the necessary

preliminary consideration of the funda-

mental question of the Origin of

Speech. We found that the latest de-

velopments of Comparative Philology

upon this subject, as embodied in Prof.

Mailer's recent work, ' Lectures on the

Science of Language,' brought us no

farther along to the goal of our inves-

tigation than Compound Roots—one-,

two-, three-, four-, five- (or more) letter

Roots-—some four or five hundred of

which are the insoluble residuum which

the Philologists furnish as the Ultimate

Elements of Language. It was point-

ed out that these Roots are not, how-
ever, the Ultimate Elements of Lan-

guage, any more than Compound Sub-

stances are the Prime Constituents of

Matter ; and that, as Chemistry, as a

Science, could begin its career, only

after a knowledge of the veritable Ulti-

mate Elemeuts of the Physical Consti-

tution of the Globe was obtained, so a

True Science of Language must be based

upon an understanding of the value

and meaning of the True Prime or Ul-

timate Elements of Speech—the Vowels

and Consonants.

It is with the exposition of the na-

ture of these Fundamental Constituents

of Language, and of their Correspon-

dential Relationship or Anology with

the Fundamental Constituents of

Thought, the Ultimate Rational Con-

ceptions of the Mind, that the New
Universal Language begins its de-

velopments. Through its agency we
may hope to find, therefore, a satisfac-

tory solution to the problem of the

Origin of Speech, which Comparative

Philology abandons at the critical
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point, and so to be able to pass to the

consideration of the more specific ob-

jects of our present inquiry.

Universology establishes the fact

that there is Analogy or Repetition of

Plan throughout the various Depart-

ments of the Universe. It demon-

strates, in other words, that the same

Principles which generate, and the

same Laws which regulate, the Phe-

nomena of the Universe as a whole,

fulfil the same functions in connection

with the Phenomena of every one of

its parts. The Mathematical, Psycho-

logical, or any other specific Domain is,

therefore, an expression or embodiment

of the same System of Principles and

Laws, with reference to both Generals

and Details, which is otherwise exhibit-

ed in Mechanics, Physics, Chemistry,

and elsewhere universally; just as the

same Architectural Plan may be vari-

ously employed in constructions of dif-

ferent size, material, color, modes of or-

namentation, etc. ; and may be modified

to suit the requirements of each indi-

vidual construction. To every Ele-

mentary Form of Thought there is, con-

sequently, a corresponding and related

Law of Number, of Form, of Color, of

Chemical Constitution, and of Oral

Sound or Speech. Every Basic Idea,

to state it otherwise, peitaining to the

Universe at large or to any of its Divis-

ions, has its counterpart or double in

every other Division. Or, to express it

yet another way : the manifold, di-

verse, and unlike Appearances or Phe-

nomena which the Universe presents to

our understanding, are not radically

and essentially different ; but are the

same Typal Ideas or Thoughts of God
or of Nature, arrayed in various garbs,

and, hence, assuming varying presenta-

tions. The Numerical Unit, the Geo-

metrical Point, the Written Dot, the

Globule, the Chemical Atom,, the Physi-

cal Molecule, the Physiological Granule,

the Tod or Iota, the least Element of

Sound, are, for example, Identical

Types, differently modified or clothed

upon in accordance with the medium
through which they are to be phenom,-

enally presented. It is with this Echo

or Repetitory Relationship, existing

between all the Domains of the Uni-

verse, but more particularly as exhibit-

ed between the two Domains of Ideas

and Language, that we are at present

concerned.

It is sufficiently obvious that Anal-

ogy should be sought for first, in the

Generals of any department under ex-

amination, and, subsequently, through

them, in the Particulars. In respect to

the two Domains now under special

consideration, this relation is between

the Fundamental Elements of Thought,

including those called by the Philoso-

phers the Categories of the Under-

standing, and the Fundamental Ele-

ments of Language. In pointing out

the Correspondence subsisting between

the Elements of these two Domains, I

shall use, partly by way of condensa-

tion, and partly by copious extracts,

the Elaborate Expositions contained in

the yet unpublished text books of Uni-

versology. And, as what follows re-

lating to this subject will consist, al-

most wholly, of this material, I do

not deem it essential to encumber the

page with numerous and unnecessary

quotation marks. It is advisable to

caution the Reader, however, that as

my present purpose is explanation and

illustration only, and not formal de-

monstration, what is about to be given

will be mostly in the nature of- mere

statement, unaccompanied by any other

evidence of its truthfulness than may
be found in the self-supporting reason-

ableness of the statements themselves.

It was the basic and axiomatic prop-

osition of Hegel's Philosophy, that the

first discrimination of Thought and

Being in any sphere is into two factors,

a Something and a Nothing;—that

which constitutes the main or predomi-

nant element of the Conception or Cre-

ation, and that which we endeavor to

exclude from contemplation or activity,
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but which, nevertheless, by virtue of

the impossibility of perfect or absolute

abstraction, inevitably becomes a minor

or subordinate element in the Idea or

the Act which may be engaging the

attention. Something and Nothing are

also averred to be equal factors in the

Constitution of Thoughts or Things, be-

cause both are alike indispensable to

the cognition of either ; because, in

other words, it is only by the presence

of the Nothing as a background or con-

trasting element, that the Something has

an independent or cognizable existence.

If there were no blank space, for in-

stance, there could be no Moon, rela-

tively, or so far as our ability to per-

ceive it is concerned. For the Moon
is, in this illustration, a Something

which is visible to us, and of which we

have a knowledge, only by reason of

the fact that it is surrounded by and

contrasted with that which is not

Moon, and which, in reference to the

particular aspect under consideration

is, therefore, a Nothing ; though it in

turn may be a Something or main object

of attention in some other viewT or con-

ception, where some other factor shall

be the Nothing.

That this Relationship of Antithesis

and Rank existed, as between the Con-

stituents of some Thoughts or Things,

was known from the earliest times,

and gave rise to the terms Positive

and Negative, expressive of it. But

Hegel was the first—of modern Philoso-

phers, at least—to point out its neces-

sarily Universal and fundamental char-

acter, and to assume it as the starting

point in the development of all Philos-

ophy and Science.

So far as concerns the investigation

of the Universe from the Philosophical

point of view (which is the less precise

and definite aspect), Hegel is right in

affirming that the first discrimination

of all Thought and Being is that be-

tween Something and Nothing. But he

is wrong in regarding the starting-

point or first differentiation of Science

as being identical with that of Philoso-

phy. Science considers, primarily and

predominantly, the more exact and

rigorous relations of Phenomena ; and

the existence of an exact and definite

point of departure in Thought and Be-

ing, more fundamental, from the Scien-

tific or rigorously precise point of view,

than that of Hegel, is the initiatory

proposition of Universology.

A full explanation of the nature of

this Starting-point is not, however, in

place here. And as the discrimination

into Something and Nothing serves all

the purposes of our present inquiry, a

single word respecting the character of

the Universological Point of Departure

in question is all that it is now neces-

sary to say concerning it.

This Starting-point of Thought and

Action has reference to the Ideas of

Oneness (Primitive Unity) and Twoness

(Plurality), These conceptions -give

rise to two Primordial Principles, which

form the basis of the development of

Universology, and which are funda-

mental in every Department of the

Universe and in the Universe as a

whole, namely : The Principle of Unism

(from the Latin units, one), the Spirit

of the Number One, the Principle of

Undifferentiated, Unanalyzed, Agglomer-

ative Unity ; and The Principle of Du -

ism (from the Latin duo, two), the Spir-

it of the Number Two, the Principle of

Differentiation, Analysis, Separation,

Apartness, or Plurality, typically em-

bodied in Two, the first division of the

Primitive Unity, and especially repre-

sentative of the Principle of Disunity,

the essence of all division or plurality.

One, in the Domain of Number, and

Unism, in the Department of Primor-

dial Principles, correspond, it must be

added, with The Absolute (the Undiffer-

entiated and Unconditioned), as one

of the Aspects of Being ; while Two, in

the Domain of Number, and Duism,

among Primordial Principles, are allied

with The Relative (the Differentiated

and Conditioned), of which latter Do-

main Something and Nothing are the

two Prime Factors. The distinction
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between One and Two, or their analo-

gous Aspects of Being, Absolute and

Relative, is, therefore, prior to that be-

tween Something and Nothing, because

Something and Nothing are two terms

of The Relative (Two), which has first

to be itself discriminated from The Ab-

solute {One) before it can be sub-di-

vided into these two factors.

While the nature of this discrimina-

tion into Something and Nothing may be

sufficiently intelligible to the student

of Metaphysics, it may not be so to the

Reader unaccustomed to Philosophical

Speculation. For the purpose, there-

fore, of rendering it somewhat clearer, I

will point out the manner in which it

exhibits itself in respect to the Consti-

tution of the External World and else-

wise.

The Totality of all material objects

and substances is the Positive Material

Universe. This is contained in Space,

which is the Negative Material Uni-

verse. Compoundly the two, Matter

and Space, are the whole Material Uni-

verse, as to the Parts or Constituent

Factors of which it consists.

Theoretically, and in one, and by no

means an unimportant sense, the Zero-

Element or Nothing-side of the Universe

or of a given Department of Being, is

one whole half, or an equal hemisphere

of the Totality of Being. Thus, for

example, Zero (0) in the usage of the

Arabic Numbers, while it is represent-

ed in an obscure way merely by a sin-

gle figure below the nine digits, yet

stands over, in a sense, against all the

digits, and all their possible combina-

tions, as equal to them all in import-

ance. For it is by means of this Zero

(0) that the One (1) for instance, be-

comes 10, 100, 1000, etc. ; and that all

the Positive Numbers acquire their

relative values, according to the places

or positions in space which they oc-

cupy.

In another sense, liowever, the Nega-

tive Ground of Being, in the Universe

at large, or in any given Domain,

quickly sinks out of view, and Positive

Being becomes the whole of what is

commonly regarded. It is in this sense

that, ordinarily, in speaking of The
Digits of Number, the Zero is left out

of the count.

In the same manner, when speaking

or thinking of the Material Universe,

while the notion of Space is ever pres-

ent, and is, in the absolute sense, an

equal half of the whole conception,

still it is Matter, the total congeries of

objects and substances in Space, of

which we mainly think ; the Space, as

such, being understood and implied, but

subordinated as a mere negative adjunct

of the positive idea.

In strictness, Matter and Space are so

mutually dependent on each other, that

either without the other is an impossi-

ble conception. The notion of Space

permeates that of Matter; passing

through it, so to speak, as well as sur-

rounding it ; so that it needs no proof

that Matter cannot be conceived of as

existing without Space. Bat, on the

other hand, Space is only the negation

of Matter ; the shadow, as it were, cast

by Matter ; and, so, dependent on Mat-

ter for the very origin of the idea in

the mind.

If Sjyace, therefore, be the analogue

of Nothing ; Matter, wholly apart from

Space, is only a theoretical Something,

really and actually as much a Nothing

as Space itself, when abstractly consid-

ered in its equally impossible separation

from Matter. But Matter, completely

separated from Space, is the exact ex-

ternal analogue of the Something op-

posed to the Nothing of abstract Meta-

physical Thinking. Here, then, is a

lucid exposition, by virtue of these

analogies, of the famous Metaphysical

Axiom of Hegel, which, at its announce-

ment, threwT all Europe into amaze-

ment :

Something = (equal to) Nothing.

It is the logic of this statement that

all Reality or Relative Being is a pro-

duct of two factors, each of which is a

Nothing. The strangeness of this prop-
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osition will disappear when it is recog-

nized that these two Nothings are mere

aspects or sides of presentation of the

Product, which is itself the only Reality.

In respect to the Real Being, these two

sides are Nothings. But, as appearances

or ideal views of the Reality under the

process of analytical abstraction in the

mind, they are so far Somethings as to

receive names and to be treated of and

considered as if they were Realities.

Reality in the Absolute aspect, the as-

pect of Undifferentiated Unity, (Unis-

mal), contains these two factors inter-

blended and undiscriminated. In the

Relative aspect, that of Duality, (Duis-

mal), it is the compound of these two
factors separated and distinguished.

Finally, in the Integral aspect of Com-

pound Unity (Trinismal), it consists of

the Unisonal and the Duismal aspects

contrasted—the only real state, or pos-

sible condition of actual existence. And
this is the Type of all Reality or Real

Existence in every department of Being

in the Universe.

But practically and ordinarily, these

strictly analytical views of the ques-

tion of existence are abandoned. Real-

ity, compounded, as we have seen that

it is when viewed in this way, of a

Positive and a Negative Factor, is as-

sumed as itself a Simple Element and

set over against the grand residuum of

Negation in the Universe of Being.

This is what Kant, less analytical than

Hegel, has done, when, in distributing

the Categories of Thought, he has con-

trasted Reality with Negation.

This is, as if, in respect to the Exter-

nal Material World, we were to divide

Matter—the Planets, for example, first

assigning to them the portions of Space

which they bodily and respectively fill

as if it were a part of themselves—from

the remaining ocean or grand residuum

of Space which surrounds them and in

which they float. This residuum of

Space would then be spoken of as

Space, and the Planetary Bodies, along

with and including the spaces which they

fill, would be spoken of as Matter.

This is a kind of division, less analyti-

cal, but more convenient, obvious, and

practical, than the other which would

attempt to separate the whole of Space

from the Matter within Space. It is in

this more practical manner that we or-

dinarily think of the division of the

Heavens into the Domains of Matter

and Space.

Between Reality, then, including a

subordinate portion of Space—the con-

tent and volume of the Planet—and

the grand ocean of Space, outlying and

surrounding the Planet, there is Limit-

ation, the outline of the Planet, the

Limit or dividing surface between the

space within it and the space without.

It is this Congeries of the Aspects of

Being which Kant denominates Qual-

ity, as a name of a Group of the Cat-

egories of the Understanding ; and

which he divides into

1. Reality.

2. Negation.

3. Limitation.

He then treats Reality as synony-

mous with the Affirmative (Positive),

and Negation as synonymous with the

Negative; although, as wTe have seen,

this Affirmative is not strictly equiva-

lent to the Something of Hegel, nor this

Negative to his Nothing. For Reality we
may, in a general sense, put Substance,

and for Limitation we may put Form.

Omitting Negation which repeats the

Nothing, as Reality repeats the Some-

thing, it may now be said that the next

Grand Division of the Elements of Uni-

versal Being (after that into Something

and Nothing) is into

1. Substance.
) _ g ExiSTENCE .

2. Form.
)

That is to say: The Relative (The

Domain of Cognizable Being) is first

made known to us through the differ-

entiation and discrimination of the two

Factors Something and Nothing which

lie undifferentiated and indistinguish-

able in The Absolute (The Primitive

Ground of Being). The Relative then

subdivides into i. Substance (Reality),
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and, 2. Form (Limitation), which re-

unite to constitute that actualized Be-

ing which we denominate Existence.

Or, tabulated, thus

:

THE ABSOLUTE (The Primitive

Ground of Being)

contains undifferentiated and in-

distinguishable the two factors

SOMETHING and NOTHING
WHICH CONSTITUTE THE FIRST TERMS

AND DISCRIMINATIONS OF

THE RELATIVE (The Domain of

Cognizable Being)
;

which itself divides into

SUBSTANCE (Reality) and FORM
(Limitation),

the prime constituents of

EXISTENCE.

To comprehend the vast importance

of these discriminations, it is necessary

to understand that precisely those

Principles of Distribution which are

applicable to the Universe at large are

found to be applicable to every minor

sphere or domain of the Universe ; in

the same manner as the same Geomet-

rical Laws which prevail in the largest

circle prevail equally in the smallest.

It is the prevalence of Identical Prin-

ciples in dinerse spheres which is the

source of that Universal Analogy

throughout all spheres that lies at the

basis of Universologt, and gives the

possibility of such a Science. The na-

ture of this Analogy, as well as the

value of the discriminations them-

selves, will be more clearly seen by
glancing at corresponding discrimina-

tions in other spheres.

In the Constitution of the External

World, Something is represented, as we
have seen, by the solid and tangible sub-

stance which we call Matter, and Noth-

ing by the Expanse of Space.

In the Science of Acoustics, Sound,

the pure Phonos, is the Something, the

Reality, as it is denominated by Kant,

the Positive Factor of Speech. Silence

is the relative Nothing, the Negation,

so called by Kant, the Negative Factor

vol. vi.—39

of Speech. The Silences, or Intervals

of Rest which intervene between

Sounds (and also between Syllables,

Words, Sentences, and still larger di-

visions of Speech), are only so many
successive reappearances of this nega-

tive element. Silence, the Nothing of

Sound, is, in fact, in the most radical

aspect of the subject, one entire half or

hemisphere or equal Factor of the

whole of Speech or Music. Josiah

Warren, the author^of a work entitled

' Music as an Exact Science,' is the only

writer I have noticed who has had the

discrimination distinctively to recognize

Silence as one of the Elements of the

Musical Structure.

Impliedly it is, however, always so

recognized. The Silences intervening

between tones tumioise, or in respect to

altitude, are, in Musical Nomenclature,

denominated Intervals. Timeioise Si-

lences, or those which intervene be-

tween Tones rhythmically considered,

are called Bests. The Intervals of Silence

between Syllables and Words, in Oral

Speech, are represented in the printed

book by what the Printer calls Spaces,

which are ~blarik or negative Types in-

terposed between the positives Types

expressive of Sounds. This term Space

or Spaces carries us to the analogous

Total Space or Blank Space and inter-

vening reaches of Space between the

Planets, Orbs or Material Worlds, the

former the corresponding Nothing of

the total Material Universe of which

these worlds are the Something ; as 'ex-

hibited in the demonstrations of Uni-

versologt.

In the Domain of Optics, covering

the Phenomena of Light, Shade and

Color, Light is the Positive Factor or

Something, and Darkness the Negative

Factor or Nothing. Light is, there-

fore, the analogue of Sound, and Bare-

ness the analogue of Silence. That is

to say, each of these two, Silence and

Darkness, denote the absence, the lack,

the want or the negation of the oppo-

site and Positive Element or Factor.

So in Thermotics, the Science of
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Heat, Heat itself is the Positismus or

Something of the Domain ; and Cold

the Negatismus or Correlative Nothing.

Heat is, consequently, the analogue of

Sound and Light; while Cold is the

analogue of Silence and Darkness.

In respect to the Domain of Mind,

Positive Mental Experiences (Feelings,

Thoughts, and Volitions, including self-

consciousness) are the Positive Factor,

the Something of Mentality. Inexperi-

ence, the lack of mental exercitation,

hence Ignorance, is the Negative Factor,

or Nothing. The Correspondential Rela-

tionship or Analogy existing between

this Domain of the Universe and others

already mentioned is testified to in a re-

markable manner by our use of Lan-

guage. We denominate the want of

Feeling Gold or Frigidity—in respect to

the Mind or the individual character.

The absence of Thought and Knowl-
edge, or, in other words, Intellectual

Barrenness, is called Parhiess or Obscur-

ity of the Mind. While the lack of

Will or Purpose in the Mind is said to

be the absence of Tension or Strain (the

great Musical term) ; and the Stillness or

quiet hence resulting may be appropri-

ately designated as the Silence of the

Mind ; Musical Silences being, as

pointed out above, technically termed

Rests.

With this superficial exhibition of

the most radical aspect of the Echo of

Idea or Repetition of Type which sub-

sists between all the departments of the

Universe, I pass to the more specific

consideration of this Analogy as con-

cerning the Domain of Thought and

the Domain of Language.

Setting aside from our present con-

sideration Silence, the Negative factor

or Negatismus of Language, and fixing

our attention upon Sound, the Positive

factor or Positismus of Language, we
discover it to be composed of two con-

stituents, Vowels and Consonants.

The Vowel is the Substance, the Real-

ity of Language, and the Consonant is

the Form, the Limitation.

By Vowel sound is meant the free or

unobstructed, and as such unlimited

flow ofthe vocalized or sounding breath.

Vowels are defined in the simplest wa}r

as those sounds which are uttered with

the mouth open ; as a (ah) in Father, o

in roll, etc.

Consonants are, on the contrary,

those sounds which are produced by
the crack of commencing or by ob-

structing, breaking, or cutting off the

sounding.breath, by completely or par-

tially closing the organs of speech ; as,

for instance, by closing the lips, as

when we pronounce pie, bj, mj, etc.

;

or by pressing the point of the tongue

against the gums and teeth, as when
we say tie, die, etc. ; or by lifting the

body of the tongue against the hard

palate or roof of the mouth, as when
we give the 7j or hard g sound, as in

rac£, ra^7, or in any other similar way.

Consonants are, therefore, the breaks

or limitations upon the otherwise un-

broken and continuous vocality, voice,

or vocalized breath. In other words,

as already said, Vowel-Sound is the Ele-

mental Substance, and Consonant-Sonid

the Elemental Form of Language, or

Speech. (By Vowels and Consonants

are here meant, the Reader should

closely observe, Vowel-Sounds and Con-

sonant-/^??^, as produced by the Or-

gans of Speech,, and as they address

themselves to the Ear, distinguished

and wholly apart from the letters or

combinations of letters by which they

are diversely represented to the Eye in

different languages.)

By a valid but somewhat remote an-

alogy, the Fo?c^-Sounds of Language

may be regarded collectively as the

Flesh, and the Consonant-Sounds as the

Bone or Skeleton of the Lingual Struc-

ture. Flesh is an Analogue or Corre-

spondential Equivalent of Substance.

Bone or Skeleton, which gives outline

or shape to the otherwise soft, collaps-

ing, and lumpy flesh-mass of the Hu-

man or Animal Body, is an Analogue

of Correspondential Equivalent of Lim-

itation or Form ; as the framewTork of

a house is the shaping or form-giving
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factor or agent of the entire struc-

ture.

Foio^-Sounds are soft, fluent, change-

ful, and evanescent. One passes easily

into another by slight deviations of

pronunciation, resulting from trivial

differences in National and Individual

condition and culture ; like the Flesh

of the animal, which readily decays

from the Bony Skeleton, while the last

remains preserved for ages as a fossil.

The Vowel-Sounds so readily lose

their identity, that they are of slight

importance to the Etymologist or Com-

parative Philologist, who is, in fact,

dealing in the Paleontology of Lan-

guage.

The Consonants are, on the contrary,

the Fossils of Speech ; bony and perma-

nent representatives of Framework, of

Limitation, ofForm. Consonant-Sounds

are also sometimes denominated' Artic-

ulations. This word means joinings

or jointings. It is from the Latin arti-

culus, a Joint, and is instinctually ap-

plied to the Consonant-Sounds in ac-

cordance with their analogy with the

Skeleton of the Human or Animal Sys-

tem.

By an easy and habitual slide in the

meaning of Words, a term like Joint is

sometimes used to denote the break or

opening between parts, and sometimes

to denote one of the parts intervening

between such breaks ; as when we
speak of a joint of meat, meaning there-

by what a Botanist would signify by

the term Internode, the stretch or reach

or shaft of bone extending from one

joint (break) to another, with the meat

attached to it.

Consonants have, in like manner, a

double aspect as Articulations or Joints.

In a rigorous and abstract sense, the

Consonant has no sound of its own. It

is simply a break or interruption of

Sound. Etymologically, it is from the

Latin con, with, and sonans, sounding
;

as if it were a mere accessory to a

(vowel) Sound ; the Vowels being, in

that sense, the only sounds. In this

sense, the Consonants are analogous

with the mere cracks or openings called

joints, which intervene between the

bones of the Skeleton. In other words,

they are no sounds, but mere nothings
;

the analogy, in that case, of Abstract

Limitation.

Practically, on the contrary, the Con-

sonant takes to itself such a portion of

the vocalized or sounding breath which

it serves primarily to limit, that it be-

comes not merely a sound ranking v/ith

the Vowel ; but the more prominent

and abiding sound of the two. It is in

this latter sense, that it is the Analogue

of the Bone.

In Phonography, as in Hebrew and

some other Languages, the letters rep-

resenting the Consonant-Sounds only

are written or printed ; the Vowel-

Sounds being either represented by

mere points added to the Consonant

characters, or left wholly unrepresent-

ed, to be supplied by the intelligence

of the Reader. The written words so

constructed, represent the real words

with about the degree of accuracy

with which a skeleton represents the

living man ; so that the meaning can

be readily gathered by the practised

reader, by the aid of the context. In

Phonography, the Consonant-Sounds,

which are simple straight or curved

lines, are joined together at their ends,

forming an outline shape, somewhat

like a single script (written) letter, of

our ordinary writing. These outline

words are then instinctually and tech-

nically called Skeleton-words, from- the

natural perception of a genuine Scien-

tific Analogy.

Consonants constitute, then, what

may be denominated the Limitismus

(Limiting Domain) of Language. The
Limit is primarily' represented by the

Line (a line, any line) ; then by the

Line embodying Substance as sea/m^

ridge, bar, beam, shaft, or bone; and,

finally, by a System of Lines, Shafts

or Bones which may then be jointed

or limited in turn among themselves,

forming a concatenation of Lines, Bars

or Shafts, the framework of a machine
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or house or other edifice, or the ideal

columnar and orbital structure of the

Universe itself. All these conceptions

or creations belong to the practical

Limitismus, the Form Aspect or Frame-

work of Being in Universals and in

Particulars in every Sphere and De-

partment of the Universe.

The Limitismus of Being so defined

then stands over against or contrasted

with the Substancismus (Substance-Do-

main) of Being which embraces the

Substances, Materials or Stuffs of crea-

tion of whatsoever name that infill the

interstices of the Framework or are laid

upon it, and constitute the richness and

fulness and plumpness of the Structure,

as the Flesh does of the Body.

The wholeness or Integrality of the

structure then consists of the compos-

ity of these Two (Limitismus and Sub-

stancismus), as the wholeness of the

Body consists of the Flesh and the

Bone. The Consonants being the Lim-

itismus, and the Vowels the Substancis-

mus of Language ; the Two united and

coordinated comprise the Trinismal In-

tegrality or Integralismus of Speech.

The Vowels denote, then, Reality, as

distinguished from Limitation, or, what

is nearly the same thing, Substance, as

distinguished from Form.

There are in all Seven (7) ; or if we
include one somewhat more obscure

than the rest, a kind of semi-tone, there

are Eight (8) full-toned, perfectly dis-

tinct and primary Vowel-Sounds, which

constitute the Fundamental Vowel

Scale of the Universal Alphabet. Their

number and nature is governed by the

Mechanical Law of their organic pro-

duction in the mouth. And the num-

ber can only be increased by interpos-

ing minor shades of sound, as we pro-

duce minor shades of color by blending

the Seven (7) Prismatic Colors. The

new Sound will then belong, in pre-

dominance and as a mere variety, to

one of these Seven (7) Primary Sounds.

These Seven (7) Sounds constitute

the Leading Vowel-System of all Lan-

guages ; with certain irregularities of

omission in the Vowrel-Syptem of some

Languages.

By the addition of Five (5) equally

leading Diphthongs (or Double Vowels)

the number of leading Vowel repre-

sentations is carried up to Twelve (12)

or Thirteen (13)—which may then be

regarded as the Completed Funda-

mental Vowel Scale of the Universal

Lingual Alphabet.

There are, in like manner, Seven (7)

—

or Eight (8)

—

Leading Realities of the

Universe, and of every Minor Sphere
or Domain of Being in the Uni-

verse, which correspond with, echo or

repeat, and are therefore the Scientific

Analogues of, these Seven (7) Leading

Vowel-Sounds, as they occur among the

Elements of Speech.

In representing the Vowel-Sounds, it

is better, for numerous reasons, to use

the letters with their general European

Values, than it is to conform to their

altered or corrupted English Values.

For instance, the Vowel i (i) is pro-

nounced in nearly every language of

Europe, and in all those languages

which the Missionaries have reduced

to writing, as we pronounce e or ee, or

as i in machine, or p^'que ; e (e) is pro-

nounced as we enunciate a in paper

;

and a is reserved for the full Italian

sound of a (ah), as in father ; u is pro-

nounced like oo, as in German, Spanish,

Italian and many other languages.

The Seven (7) Vowels in question

are then as follows :

1. i, i (ee in fee\).

2. e, e (a in mate).

3. a, a (a in fa-ther).

4. o, o (aw in awful).

5. u, u (u in cwrd).

6. o, o (o in na-ble).

7. u, u (oo in Fool).

These sounds are produced in the

middle, at the back, and at the front

of the mouth respectively. These lo-

calities, and something of the nature

of the sounds themselves, as slender or

full, will be plainly illustrated by the

annexed figure

:
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3. Front-

Mouth.

1. Middle-

Mouth.

2. Back-

Mouth.

The following description of the or-

ganic formation or production of these

sounds now becomes important.

The Towel-Sound i (ee) is the most

slender and condensed of the Vowel-

Scale. It is produced at the middle

or central part of the mouth, by forcing

a slight, closely-squeezed current of

Sounding Breath, through a small,

smooth channel or opening made by
forming a gutter or scoop of the flattened

point of the tongue ; while, at the same

time, the tongue is applied at the

edges to the teeth and gums. This

sound has, therefore, an actual form
resembling that of a thread or line ; or

still better, like that of a wire drawn
through one of the iron openings by
means of which wire is manufactured.

It resembles also a slight, smooth,

roundish stream of fluid escaping

through a tube or trough.

This sound has relation, therefore,

in the first place, to Centrality or Cen-

tre ; and then to Length (or Line).

which is the First Dimension of Exten-

sion. The i-sound continued or pro-

longed gives the idea of Length. But

broken into Least Units of the same

quality of Sound, we have individual-

ized Vowel-Sounds of this quality, each

one of which is a new Centre ; like the

successive Points of which a Line is

composed.

An individual sound, i, has relation,

therefore, to Centre and to Point gen-

erally. As such it stands representa-

tively for the Soul or Identity or Cen-

tral Individuality of Being—for that

which gives to anything its distinctive

character, as existing in the Point or

the Unit, or the Atom, or in any Indi-

vidual Object or Thing from the Atom
up to a World and to the Universe as

a whole. Identity is, perhaps, the best

single term furnished by our Language

to signify this basic idea. Individual-

ity approximates the meaning. It is

the pivotal notion of Being itself, and

has relation, therefore, to Ontology,

the Science of Abstract Being. Essence

and Essential Being are terms which may
also be used in defining it. The

Reader should understand, however,

that with reference to this Sound, as

to those to be hereafter considered,

there is no term or terms in any Lan-

guage which will indicate their mean-

ing exactly. The analysis of Ideas upon

which Universology is based is more

fundamental than any which has pre-

ceded it. Its Primary Conceptions are,

therefore, broader and more inclusive

than any former ones which existing

terms are employed to denote. In ex-

plaining the meaning of these First

Elements of Sound, then, as related to

the First Elements of Thought, all that

is now attempted is to convey as clear

a notion of this meaning as is possible

with our present terminology ,without

any expectation that the precise mean-

ing intended will be at once or entirely

apprehended.

The sound e^ (a in m«te) is likewise

a slender, abstract-like, middle-mouth

sound ; but differs from i in the fact

that it is produced by flattening the

opening for the Sounding Breath in-

stead of retaining it in a roundish posi-

tion. The angles of the mouth are

drawn asunder, as if pointing outward

to the sides of the head, and the sound

is, as it were, elongated in the crosswise

direction, as if a stick or a quill were

held in the teeth, the extremities ex-

tending outward to the sides. A line,

in this direction, is the measurer of

Breadth, which is the Second Dimen-

sion of Extension, crossing the Length-

line represented by i at right angles.

Side-wise-ness is synonymous with Re-

lation, as one of the Sub-divisions of

Reality, or, in other words, of the Real-

ities of Being. Re-lation is, etymolo-

gically, from the Latin re, back or re-

flected, and latus, side ; that which

mutually and reciprocally re-sides the

/
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Centre, or furnishes it with sides or

icings. The Vowel-Sound e (a in mate)

is, therefore, the Analogue or Corre-

sponding Representative or Equivalent

in the Domain of Sound of that Fun-

damental Conception which, in respect

to Thought, is denominated Relation,

in respect to Position Collaterality or

Sideness, and in respect to Dimension

Breadth or Width.

The Sound A (a in father) is made
farther back in the mouth, with the

mouth stretched quite open, and is the

richest and most harmonious of the

Vowel Sounds—the Queen of the Vow-
els. It is the Italian A, the sound most

allied with Music and Euphony, and

yet a sound which is greatly lacking in

the English Language.

The English Reader must guard

himself from confounding the Vowel-

Sound of which we are here speaking,

with the Consonant r, the alphabetical

name of which is by a lax habit of

pronunciation made to be nearly iden-

tical with this Vowel-Sound
;
while for

this beautiful and brilliant and leading

Vowel in the Alphabet of Nature we
have no distinct letter in English, and

reckon it merely as. one of the values or

powers of the Letter A, to which we
ordinarily give the value of e (a in

mate, ai in pain).

This Vowel a (ah, a in father) is

made with the mouth so open that the

form of its production suggests the in-

sertion of a stick or other elongated

object in a perpendicular direction to

retain the jaws in their position
; a

practice said sometimes to be resorted

to by the Italian Music Teacher, in or-

der to correct the bad habit of talking

through the teeth, common among his

English pupils.

This height and depth involved in

the Sound of the Vowel a (ah) relates

it to Thickness, the Third Dimension

of Extension ; as the Sound I is related

to Length, the First of these Dimen-
sions, and the Sound e to Breadth, the

Second of them.

Thickness is again related to richness

and sweetness, tofulness •dixlfatness, as of

the good condition of an Animal in flesh,

or of rich and productive soils. And
these ideas are again related to wealth or

to riches generally ; and, hence, again to

Substance. The objects of wealth are

called goods, and a wealthy man is said

to be a ' man of substance.'
1 a (ah) is

the representative or pivotal Vowel

;

that one which embodies most com-

pletely the* Vowel Idea. Its inherent

meaning is especially, therefore, that

of Substance or Reality, which is, in

a more general way, as we have seen.

the meaning of all the Vowels. The
most real, tangible, sensible substance

from an ordinary point of view being

Matter, this Vowel-Sound allies itself

also with Matter or Materiality as con-

trasted with Spiritual Substance.

There is, it must now be observed, a

flattened variety of a (ah), which will

here be represented by the same letter

italicized, thus, a, a, which is the so-

called flat sound of a (ah) as when
heard prolonged in mare, pear, etc., or

when stopped, in man, mat, etc. This

sound is intermediate in position be-

tween e and A (ah). That is to say, it

is produced farther back in the mouth

and with the mouth somewhat more

open than when we say e, and not so

far back as when we say a (ah) ; and

with the mouth less open. As con-

trasted with the a (ah), it is a thin, flat,

and slightly unsatisfactory and disa-

greeable sound, analogically related to

the natural semitonefa of the Diatonic

Scale of Musical Tones. This Sound

signifies accordingly, Thinness, At-

tenuated Matter, the Ghost or Spirit

of Nature, related to Odic Force, Mag-

netisms, Electricity, etc. : still not, how-

ever, Spirit in the sense of Mind, or in

the Religio-Spiritual sense of the word.

This is the exceptional or bastard

Vowel-Sound which has but an imper-

fect or half claim to be inserted in the

Leading Vowel Scale. When inserted,

its natural position is between the E

and the a (ah), although for certain

reasons it sometimes changes position
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with the A (ah), following instead of

preceding it.

The next two Vowel-Sounds, o (aid in

awful), and u (u in c^rd), are somewhat

like the a (a in m>ire), exceptional or

bastard Sounds. They are unheard in

many Languages, and unrecognized as

distinct sounds in many Languages

where they are, in fact, heard. Yery

few Languages have distinct Letter-

Signs for them. In using the Roman
Alphabet, I am compelled to adopt a

contrivance to represent them ;
which

is, as in the case of the a, to print them

in italic types, for which, when the re-

mainder of the word is in italic, small

capitals are substituted, thus : Oful

(awful) ; f7rgent ; or, in case the whole

word is intended to be italicized, for

the sake of emphasis, oful, urgent. In

script or handwriting, the italic Letter

is marked by underscoring a single

line, and the small capital by under-

scoring two lines.

(aw) is the fullest of the Vowel-

Sounds. It is made with the mouth
still farther open than when we say A

(ah), and somewhat farther back ; or,

rather, with the cavity enlarged in all

directions, and especially deepened.

The mouth is stretched in all ways to

its utmost capacity, giving a hollow,

vacant effect to the voice, instead of

the rich, mellow and substantial sound

of the A (ah). The Sound so produced

is, nevertheless, on the one hand, a

broader quality of the a (ah), and

there is a strong tendency on the part

of the a (ah) to degenerate into it, as

when the uneducated German says

Yaw for Ja (yah). On the other hand,

this sound has something of the qual-

ity of o. It is, therefore, intermediate

in quality between A (ah) and o. In

respect to meaning, it is the Type, An-

alogue, Equivalent, or Representative

of Volume or Space, whether filled or

unfilled by Substance. That is to say,

it is the Analogue of Space, not in the

sense in which we formerly regarded

Space as the negation of Matter
; but in

the sense of Infinite Dimensionality, or

of Dimensionality in all directions, as a

vague generalization from the three

special dimensions Length, Breadth,

and Thiclcness. It is, therefore, round
or ball-like, and huge, and, in respect

to the nature of the tone, vague and
vacant.

Space as mere nothing has no Letter-

Sign in the Alphabet ; but is represent-

ed by the blank types or spaces used

by the printer to separate his syllables

and words, as shown heretofore. Space

as a Department of Reality, as one of

the Realities of the Universe, a bastard

or semi-Reality it is true, but neverthe-

less, belonging to that Domain, is de-

noted by the Vowel-Sound o (aw).

The Sound u (uh, u in cwrd), the

fifth of the Scale, is called among Pho-

neticians, the Natural Vowel. It is

the simple, unmodulated or unformed

vocal breath permitted to flow forth

from the throat or larynx with no ef-

fort to produce any specific sound.

It is the mere grunt, a little prolonged
;

the unwrought material out of which
the other and more perfect Vowel
Sounds are made by modulation, or, in

other words, by the shapings and
strains put upon the machinery of ut-

terance. The Hebrew scheva, the French

eu and e mute, are varieties of this

easily-flowing, unmodulated, unstable,

unsatisfactory sound. Like the o (aw),

this sound u (uh) has a vacant, un-

finished, and inorganic character as a

sound, while yet, from its great fluency,

its frequent occurrence tends, more

than that of any other sound, to give

to Language that conversational flu-

ency, rapidity and ease which are

especially characteristic of the French

Tongue. From this same easy laxity

of its nature all the other Vowel
Sounds tend, in English particularly,

when they are not accented, to fall

back into this Natural Vowel ; as in

the following instances : Roman, broken,

mirth, martyr, Boston, card, etc. ; words

which we pronounce nearly Romzm,
broken, mwrth, martj;r, Boston, c^rd,

etc.
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This Sound, as to inherent meaning,

is, by its alliance with the idea of flux,

flow and continuity, the Type, Ana-

logue, Equivalent or Representative

in the Domain of Oral Sound of that

Fundamental Conception which, in re-

spect to Idea, we denominate Time
;

and of Stream-like or Car-rental Being

of all kinds.

Space, denoted by o (aw), has relation

to the Air as an atmosphere, and to

the Ocean of Ether in filling the Great

Spheral Dome of Empyrean or Firma-

ment. The Vowel-Sound u (uh) has a

similar relation to Fluidity or Liquidi-

ty, and, hence, to Water as a typical

fluid, to the Ocean Flux or Tide, to the

Flowing Stream, etc. This Time-like

idea is uni-dimensional or elongate in a

general or fluctuating sense ; not specifi-

cally, like i. It is in view of this char-

acteristic, that it is broadly and pri-

marily contrasted with the Spacic sig-

nificance of o (aw), which is ornni-

dimensional.

The two remaining Yowel-Sounds,

the o and u (oo), repeat the o (aw) and

u (uh), in a sense, but in a new and

more refined stage or degree of develop-

ment. The sound o is made at the

front mouth—the locality the most

openly in sight of any at which Sound
is produced—by rounding the lips into

an irregularly—circular, face-like, or

disk-like presentation. The o Sound

so produced denotes Presence, as of an

object by virtue of its reflection of

Light ; and, hence, Light, Clearness,

Purity, Reflection.

The u (oo in fool) is an obscured or

impure pronunciation of the o. The
lips are protruded as if to say o ; but

not being sufficiently so for the pro-

duction of the pure Sound, the Sound
actually given is mixed, or made tur-

bid or thick. The u-Sound denotes

accordingly Betiracy, Obscurity, Shade,

Turbidity, Mixedness, or Impurity, as of

Colors in a dim light, or as of Mate-

rials in a slime or plasma, etc.

Metaphysically, o denotes Pure
Theory, the Abstract ; and u (oo) sig-

nifies the Actual or Practical, the

Tempic, the Concrete (the Temporal or

Profane), which is always mixed with

contingency.

Other Yowel-Sounds, shades more or

less distinct of some one of these Lead-

ing Sounds, are interspersed by nature

between these diatonic Sounds, like the

half tones and quarter tones in Music.

Two of these French en and e muet

modifications of u (uh) have been men-

tioned. Eu is modulated at the lips, and

e muet at the middle mouth, but both

have the general character of u (uh).

The French U is a modification of the

u (oo), of the Scale just given, but made
finer, and approximating i (ee). The

Italian O is a modification of o (aw).

These four are the Leading Semi-tone

Sounds
;
which along with a carry the

Scale from Seven (7) diatonic up to

twelve (12) chromatic. As they will

be passed over for the present with

this mere mention, the points of the

Scale at which they intervene will not

be now considered.

Discarding these minor shades of

Sounds, the Leading Scale of Vowel-

Sounds is augmented from Seven (7) or

Eight (8) to Twelve (12) or Thirteen

(13), by the addition of the following

five (5) Diphthongs or Double Vowels.

In respect to the quality of Sound, they

are pronounced just as the Vowels of

which they are composed would be if

separated and succeeding each other.

To make the Diphthong long, the two

Sounds are kept quite distinct. To
make it short, they are closely blended

;

as, au (ah-oo), long ; au (ahoo), short.

With no diacretical mark they are pro-

nounced ad libitum, or neither very long

nor short.

The following are the five (5) Diph-

thongs which complete the Vowel

Scale

:

The iu is composed of the first Vowel

i (ee) and the last u (oo). The i-sound,

so placed before another Vowel-Sound,

tends readily to be converted into or

more properly to prefix to itself the

weak Consonant-Sound represented in
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English by Y (in German and Italian

by J) ; thus yiu for iu. The whole of

the three Sounds so involved (a real

Triphthong) are represented by the

English U long—which is never a sim-

ple Vowel-Sound—as in union, pro-

nounced yioonyun.

This Diphthong iu (or yiu) denotes

Conjunction, Conjuncture, Event (the two

ends meeting) ; and also Coupling or Uni-

tion ; a central point between extremes.

The next and the most important of

the Diphthongs (except ad) is ai, com-

pounded of the third (a) and the first

(i) of the simple Vowel-Sounds. It is

pronounced very nearly like the Eng-

lish long i, as in pine, fine, etc., which

is not a simple Vowel ; but is com-

pounded of the two simple Vowels

above mentioned (a and i, ahee) in a

very close union with each other ; or,

as it were, squeezed into each other.

The Tikiwa (Tee-kee-wah) combina-

tion (this is the name of the Scientific

Universal Language), ai, is not ordi-

narily quite so close, and when pro-

nounced long, is quite open, so that

each Vowel is distinctly heard (ah-ee).

This Diphthong ai may be regarded

as embracing and epitomizing the low-

er or ground wing or half of the Simple

Vowel-Scale (i e a a) ; its meaning is,

therefore, that of Basic or Substantial

Reality ; the Ground of Existence.

Contrasted with this is the next Diph-

thong, Oi (aw-ee), compounded of the

fifth (p) and the first (i) Vowel-Sounds.

It is the Sound of oy in boy. The i con-

tained in this Diphthong may be regard-

ed as standing in the place of u at the

other extremity of the Scale. This

last Sound has a tendency to return

into i through the French slender IT,

illustrating the Principle of the Contact

of Extremes. The Diphthong Oi may,

therefore, be viewed as embracing and

epitomizing the upper or ethereal wing
or half of the Simple Vowel Scale

(p u o u) ; its meaning is, therefore,

that ofAerial or Ascending Reality
;

Loftiness or Loft.

Next there occurs a Diphthong oi,

pronounced as the same letters in the

English word going, which has a half

claim to be ranked with the Leading

Diphthongs. It is sometimes reckoned

into, and sometimes out of, the Scale

—

like a among the Simple Vowels. It3

meaning is that of Frontness, Pros-

pect.

Finally, the great Focal Diphthong,

that which includes and epitomizes the

whole Vowel Scale, is ait (ah-oo), com-

pounded of the third Vowel-Sound (a)

and the Seventh (or Eighth) u. It is

the sound heard in our, or in the Span-

ish causa. The meaning of this Su-

preme Diphthong and general Vowel

Representative is Universal Reality.

It stands practically in the place of all

the Vowels, in the Composition of

Words of an inclusive meaning. That

is to say, it integrates in its significa-

tion, all that is inherently signified by
all the other Vowels.

While, however, atj is practically and

usually the Representative, Analogue

or Equivalent, in the Domain of Lan-

guage, of Universal Reality among the

Elements of Being, this is so- only in

practice. Theoretically, the Diphthong

best adapted to represent this Idea is

ao ; the a and the o being, in a su-

preme sense, the two most prominent

or leading Vowels. But it is a little

difficult to retain the Organs of Utter-

ance in the position which they must

assume in order to pronounce these

two Vowel-Sounds in conjunction. The
organs readily and naturally slide into

the easier position in which they utter

axt. This is correspondential with the

difficulty always experienced in ad-

hering to Pure Theory (o) ; and the

natural tendency to glide from it, as

ground too high for permanent occu-

pation, into the more accommodating

Domain of the Practical (u).

The Full Scale of Vowel Sounds

coupled with the Full Scale of the

(Indeterminate) Realities of Universal

Being is, therefore, as follows :
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1. Sounds.

1. i, i (ec as in feel).

2. e., e (a .as in mate).

3. ^, a (a as in mare).

4. a, a (a as in fa-ther).

5.
}

(aw as in awful).

6. y, u (u as in curd).

7. o, o (o as in noble).

8. u, u (oo as in fool).

9. iu, iu (Yiu), (u in union, use).

10. ai, ai (ah-ee, i in fine).

11. oi, <?i (aw-ee, oy in boy).

12. oi, oi (o-ee, oi in going).

13. au, au (ou in our).

2. Realities of Being.

Entity or Identity (Centre, Least Element,

Essential Being, Individuality).

Kelation (Sideness, Collaterality, Adjec-

tivity).

Unsttbstantiality (Thinness, Gliost, Appa-

rition).

Substance (Thickness, Materiality, Rich-

ness, Goodness).

Space (Volume, Expansion).

Time (Flux, Flow).

Light (Reflection, Purity, Clearness, Theory).

Shade (Retiracy, Turbidity, Mixture, Prac-

tice).

Conjunction (Event, Joining).

Basic Reality (Ground of Existence).

Aerial or Ascending- Reality (Loft, Lofti-

ness).

Frqntness, Prospect.

Universal Reality.

The Vowels and Diphthongs of this

Basic Scale may be Long or Short,

without any change of quality. This

difference is indicated by diacritical

marks, which, it is not now necessary to

exhibit.

In addition to these merely quantita-

tive differences in the Vowel-Sounds,

there is a corresponding difference of

Quality, which produces a Counter-

Scale of Vowel-Sounds ; an echo or

repetition of the Basic Scale through-

out its entire length. This new Scale

is a Series of Sounds predominantly

short in quantity. They are called by

Mr. Pitman the Stopped Vowels. (In

German they are denominated the Sharp

Vowels.) These Sounds are nearly al-

ways followed by a Consonant-Sound

in the same syllable, by which they are

stopped or broken abruptly off, and the

purity of their quality as Vowels affect-

ed, or disturbed.

It is not essential for our present pur-

pose to give a detailed list of these

Vowels ; more especially as every Reader

will readily recall them ; as i, in pin
; e,

in pEt ; A in pAt ; o, in not ; u, in hut
;

o, in stone, coAt ; u, in full.

In respect to the Vowel Diphthongs,

the Stopped Sounds are not materially

different from the short quantities of

the corresponding Full ones ; and no

effort need be made to distinguish the

two former varieties of Sound. The
same is true of the Short and Stopped

Sounds of a (ah). But the difference

is very marked in the remaining Seven

(7) Simple Vowels ; the Stopped Sounds

of which are given above. For the or-

dinary purposes of Language it is not

necessary to distinguish these Stopped

Sounds by any diacritical mark. But

in the short Root-Words, where a dif-

ference of meaning depends upon the

difference between the full and stopped

Vowel, the so-called gram accent is em-

ployed to denote the stopped quality,

as pique, pick, for example, written

thus : pik, pik.

The meaning of the Stopped Vowel-

Sounds is merely the broken or frac-

tionized aspect of the same ideas which

are symbolized by the corresponding

Full Vowel-Sounds.

The nature and meaning of the Vow-
els being thus explained with sufficient

amplitude for the uses now in view, we
are prepared to advance, in a subse-

quent paper, to the consideration of

the individual Consonant-Sounds, their

character and inherent signification.
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THE TWO PLATFORMS.

It was tlie opprobrium of the Re-

publican party in the Presidential cam-

paign of 1880, that the Southern States

were not, in any but a limited degree,

represented in its ranks ; and so it was

called a sectional party. The Presi-

dential campaign of 1804 is not less

remarkable, on the other hand, because

the party which now appropriates the

honored name of Democratic seems to

ignore the crime of rebellion on the

part of those Southern States, and thus

invites an even more obnoxious appel-

lation. History will record with amaze-

ment, as among the strange phenomena

of a war the most wicked of all the

wicked wars with which ambition has

desolated the earth (phenomena that

will perplex men and women of loyal

instincts and righteous common sense

to the latest day), the resolutions of

the Chicago Convention of 1864.

It is the purpose of this article to

consider as dispassionately as may be,

those Chicago resolutions, as well as

the ones previously adopted at Balti-

more
;
desiring to look at them both

from the standpoint of a patriotism

which loves the whole country as one

indivisible nation—the gift of God, to

be cherished as we cherish our homes
and our altars.

A convention called of all those,

without respect to former political

affinities, who believed in an uncom-
promising prosecution of the war for

the Union till the armed rebellion

against its authority should be sub-

clued and brought to terms, met at

Baltimore on the 7th of June last, and
nominated Abraham Lincoln, of Illi-

nois, for reelection as President, and
Andrew Johnson, of Tennessee, for

election as Vice-President. The con-

vention, with exceeding good sense,

and obedient to the just and patriotic

impulses of the people, disregarded all

party names of the past, and called it-

self simply a National Union Conven-

tion. Two months later, and on the

29th of August last, obedient to the

call of Democratic committees, a con-

vention met at Chicago, composed

of men whose voices were for peace,

and nominated for President General

George B. McClellan, of New Jersey,

and for Vice-President George H. Pen-

dleton, of Ohio. This convention took

the name of Democratic, indicating

thereby not the idea of the equal rule

of all the people, as the name imports,

but the traditions and policies of those

degenerate days before the war, when
Democracy had strangely come to mean
the rule of a few ambitious men. In

other words, it ignored the crime of

those men (who have sacrificed their

country to their ambition), and assumed

that the country could also overlook

the crime. It supposed the people

ready to strike hands with rebellion

and elevate the authors of rebellion to

power again.

Perhaps the difference between the

two conventions may be concisely

stated thus : The Chicago Convention

was for peace first, and Union after-

ward ; the Baltimore Convention for

Union first, then peace. Let us see.

THE CHICAGO PLATFORM.

We suppose that no one will think

us wanting in fairness when we charac-

terize the Chicago Platform as one of

peace.* If there is any reproach in the

term, it surely is not the fault of those

who take men to mean what they say.

* It is presumed that every one is familiar

with the two platforms, as they are so easily ob-

tained, and it is, therefore, not deemed necessary

to encumber the pages of the Magazine with
inserting them in full.
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Indeed, it is simply the truth to de-

clare that the general impression on

the first publication of it confirmed

the view we have taken, and that even

among the supporters of the convention

there were many who proclaimed their

confident expectation that General Mc-

Clellan, if he should accept the nomi-

nation, would disregard the platform,

and stake his chances on his own more

warlike record. We will not stop to

consider in this place whether that ex-

pectation has been fulfilled. It suffices

for our present purpose to remind our

readers that the great doctrine of the

Democratic party of former days was

expressed in the motto, ' Principles, not

men ; ' and that the rigid discipline of

the party has always required the nom-

inee to be the mere representative of

the platform—its other self, so to

speak : as witness the case of Buchanan,

who declared himself, following the ap-

proved formulas of his party, no long-

er James Buchanan, but the Cincinnati

Platform. It ought also to be borne in

mind, that General McClellan's letter

of acceptance does not, in terms, repu-

diate the platform, and is not neces-

sarily inconsistent with it.

The first one of the six resolutions

that constitute the Chicago Platform,

has the sound of true doctrine. ' Un-

swerving fidelity to the Union under

the Constitution,' is the duty of every

citizen, and has always been the proud

war-cry of every party ; and they who
swerve from it are subject not simply

to our individual censure, but to the

sanction of our supreme law. The just

complaint against this platform is,

that, while thus proclaiming good doc-

trine, it overlooks the departure there-

from of a large portion of the people,

misled by wicked men. When we look

at the other resolutions, the first one

seems all ' sound and fury, signifying

nothing.'

Nor will we withhold what of ap-

proval may possibly be due, in strict

justice, to the sixth and last resolu-

tion ; although the approval can only

be a limited one. No one can overlook

the entire lack in that resolution of cor-

dial sympathy with the sacred cause

of nationality, to which the brave heroes

of the war have given their lives and
fortunes. It restricts itself to a simple

recognition of the ' soldiery of our

army,' as entitled to ' sympathy,' with

a promise of ' protection ' to them, ' in

the event of our attaining power.' It

ignores the navy, and passes by the

gallant heroes who on sea and river

have upheld the flag of our country

with a lustre that pales not before the

names of Paul Jones, and Perry, and

Decatur. Moreover, the sympathy ' ex-

tended to the soldiery ' is the sympathy

not of the American people, but of ' the

Democratic party.' Surely, this phrase

was ill conceived. It has a touch of

partisan exclusiveness that is sadly out

of place. But the resolution is unpar-

tisan and patriotic in another respect

that deserves notice. It extends the

' sympathy of the Democratic party to

the soldiery of our army,' without

making any discrimination to the

prejudice of the negro soldiers ; and

thus commits the ' Democratic party,'

with honorable impartiality, to the
1 care and protection ' of all ' the brave

soldiers of the Republic'

With these criticisms upon the first

and sixth resolutions, we proceed to

record our total disapprobation of the

remaining four. In all candor, we con-

tend that those four resolutions are a

surrender of the national honor, and a

violation of the national faith. They
are unworthy the old glory of the

Democratic party. For what is the

purport of them ? Is it condemnation

of a rebellion that has ' rent the land

with civil feud, and drenched it in fra-

ternal blood ' ? Is it to stimulate the

heroism of those whose breasts are

bared to the bullets of traitors in Vir-

ginia and Georgia, and who have
' borne aloft the flag and kept step to

the music of the Union ' these three

years and a half in unwearied defence

of the nation ? Ah, no ; they declare
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the war a ' failure '
! The second reso-

lution is the keynote of the platform,

reciting ' that after four years (three

years and a half) of failure to restore

the Union by the experiment of war, . . .

justice, humanity, liberty, and the pub-

lic welfare demand that immediate

efforts oe made for a cessation of hostili-

ties.'' Upon this resolution there can

be no better comment than the remem-

brance of Donelson and Pea Ridge,

Pittsburg Landing and Vicksburg,

Murfi'eesboro' and Chattanooga, Antie-

tam and Gettysburg ; not to speak of

that splendid series of battles from the

Wilderness to Petersburg, which at last

has brought the rebel general to bay

;

nor of the glorious victories, since the

Chicago Convention, at Mobile and

Atlanta, and in the Shenandoah Val-

ley. It can never be forgotten that on

the fourth of July, 1883, Governor Sey-

mour, in a public discourse at the

Academy of Music, in New York, drew

a deplorable picture of the straits to

which the nation was at last reduced,

with the enemy marching defiantly

across the fertile fields of Pennsylvania,

and men's hearts failing them for fear

of danger, not alone to the political

capital, Washington, but also to the

financial capital, New York ; and that,

even while the words fell from the

speaker's lips, that defiant enemy, al-

ready beaten, was rapidly retreating

before the magnificent old Army of the

Potomac at Gettysburg : while victo-

rious Grant had already broken the

left of the rebel line, and was cele-

brating the nation's anniversary in the

triumph of Vicksburg. Even so, let

it never be forgotten that the delegates

who adopted this second resolution, so

burdened with despair, had scarcely

reached their homes, ere the stronghold

of the Southern Confederacy, which,

ever since the war was begun, has been

boastfully proclaimed the key of its

military lines, and as impregnable as

Gibraltar, fell before the unconquerable

progress of the armies of the West,
under General Sherman : and thus the

rebel centre, as well as left, had been

broken, and only the rebel right, at

Richmond, yet remains to the Southern

army.

In further answer to the discourag-

ing language of this resolution, let us

offset the following terse and compre-

hensive statement of what has been ca-

complished in the course of the na-

tion's ' experiment of war.' It is copied

from The Evening Post of a recent date,

and the writer supposes the soldiers to

speak thus :

1 We have not failed ; on the con-

trary, we have fought bravely and
conquered splendidly. In proof of our
words we can point to such trophies as

few wars can equal and none surpass.

Besides defending with unusual vigi-

ance and completeness two thousand
miles of frontier, in three years we have
taken from the enemies of the Union,
by valor and generalship, thirty com-
plete and thoroughly furnished for-

tresses ; we have captured over two
thousand cannon ; we have reconquered
and now hold nearly four thousand
miles of navigable river courses ; we
have taken ten of the enemy's principal

cities, three of them capitals of States
;

in thirty days last summer we captured
sixty thousand prisoners ; we have
penetrated more than three hundred
miles into the territory claimed by the

enemy ; we have cut that territory

into strips, leaving his armies without
effectual communication with each

other ; the main operations and inter-

ests of the war, which were lately con-

centrated about Baltimore, Paducah,
and St. Louis, have been transferred,

by our steady and constant advance, to

the narrow limits of the seaboard Slave

States ; we hold every harbor but one,

of a coast six thousand miles long.

And whatever we have taken we hold
;

we have never turned back, or given

up that which we once fairly pos-

sessed.'

It has, however, been fittingly re-

served for the chief of the rebellion

himself to give the full and complete

answer to this dishonorable complaint

of failure. Not a month after the

meeting of the Chicago Convention,

and on the 23d of September last, Jeff.

Davis uttered these words, in a public
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speech, at Macon, Geo. :
' You have not

many men between eighteen and forty-five

left. . . . Two-thirds of our men
are absent, some sick, some wounded,

but most of them absent without learn.

. . . In Virginia the disparity of

numbers is just as great as it is in Geor-

gia.''

But let it be granted that after these

three years and a half of war, and hav-

ing accomplished such unquestionably

important results, the Union is not yet

restored, what then ? Is that a reason

for giving up now ? Our fathers fought

the British seven years without flinch-

ing ; and under the indomitable leader

God had given them, they would have

fought seven years longer with equal

determination. Are we less determined

than they were ? Are we such degen-

erate sons that we are willing to give

up the legacy they left us, at half its

original cost ? There Is just the same

reason that we should yield the con-

test now as there was in 1861 that we
should yield it then

;
neither more nor

less. The integrity of the nation, the

perpetuity of our institutions, the safe-

ty, honor, and welfare of the people are

still at stake.

If it is true that 'justice, humanity,

liberty, and the public welfare demand
that immediate efforts be made for a

cessation of hostilities,' then those same

holy principles were assailed when the

war was begun. If the United States

Government was the assailant, it did

wrong, and has continued doing wrong
ever since ; and not a century of such

wrong-doing can make the war just

and right on our part. This brings us

face to face with the question, Who
began the war ? Who, in this contest,

has assailed the -principles of 'justice,

humanity, and liberty ' ? Who has at-

tacked the ' public welfare ' ? Has it

been the United States Government ?

Let us revert to the occasion of the

war. Confining ourselves to what all

parties admit—even the rebels them-

selves—the immediate occasion of the

war was the election of a President

distasteful, for whatever cause, to the

Southern leaders. Abraham Lincoln

was elected President of the United

States under the organic law of the

nation, in strict accordance with all its

modes and requirements, and none

ever disputed the fairness of the elec-

tion. That organic law is the Consti-

tution, to which the South is bound
equally with the North. The men of

the Chicago Convention, who have re-

called to our minds its high supremacy,

neglected to express their opinion of

those who, immediately on the election

of President Lincoln, contemptuously

spurned it, and have sought these three

years and a half to overthrow it and

destroy the Union which it upholds.

Every sentiment of 'justice' was

outraged when wicked sedition thus

without cause reared its head against

the covenant of the nation. Every in-

stinct of ' humanity ' was stilled by the

traitors who surrounded a gallant gar-

rison of seventy men with a force of ten

thousand, and opened fire on the he-

roes who stood by the flag that had

been the glory and defence of both for

more than half a century. ' Liberty,'

in all its blessed relations of home, and
country, and religion, was struck at

when blind ambition thus set at defi-

ance the power of the Union, to which

liberty owes its life on this continent,

and its hopes throughout the world.

The constitutional liberty that is the

glory of our civilization, the liberty

regulated by law that is the pride of

our institutions, was attacked by those

who at Montgomery fiercely defied the

Constitution and laws. And what
shall we say of the constitution which

these traitors to their country and hu-

manity affected to establish, instead of

that, the heritage of their and our

Washington and his compeers, which

had made our country powerful among
nations, and blessed it with equal laws

and equal protection to all ? What
shall we say of the constitution that

ordained slavery as the corner stone of

a new confederacy, to teach mankind
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the .folly of Christian civilization, and

bring back the ' statelier Eden ' of the

dark ages ? To which party in this

terrible strife of brothers does ' liberty '

look for protection to-day ? Which
of the two armies of brothers now ar-

rayed against each other on the plains

of Virginia and Georgia, is fighting

for the principle of order, which is the

' public welfare ' ? Let these questions

be answered, and then it will appear

how much reason there is in the declar-

ation that ' liberty, justice, humanity,

and the public welfare ' demand the

' cessation of hostilities.' On the con-

trary, these very principles demand

that the war be continued without

abatement till they are guaranteed safe

residence and sure protection under the

United States Constitution.

But, it is objected, you ignore the

basis on which this ' cessation of hos-

tilities ' is proposed, namely, ' the Fed-

eral Union of the States.' There is a

word to be said in reference to this

clause which will illustrate the high-

toned patriotism of some of the con-

vention which adopted it. There was

an alteration in the wording of the res-

olution, and some of the papers printed

it accordingly, ' the basis of the Federal

States.
1 The editor of the New York

Fresmaii's Journal (a paper which zeal-

ously supports the Chicago platform

and all peace measures, and is called

Democratic), being requested to explain

which version was correct, said, in a

late issue of his journal, that in the

original draft of the resolution ' it was

not the bold doctrine of ' Federal States ;

'

it was the delusion and snare of a Fed-

eral ' Union,' ' and that therefore the

latter must be taken as the correct ver-

sion.

Replying to the above objection, we
say that we neither ignore this ' delu-

sion and snare ' of the Federal Union

as the basis of the proposed peace, nor

those other words in the fourth resolu-

tion, ' that the aim and object of the

Democratic party is to preserve the

Federal Union and the rights of the

States unimpaired.' The question is,

how possibly to reconcile the demand
for an immediate ' cessation of hostili-

ties ' with this great anxiety to pre-

serve the Federal Union ? For the

Federal Union can only be preserved

by subduing the armed rebellion that

menaces it. Anything short of the ab-

solute and thorough defeat of the

Southern armies must lower the dig-

nity of the nation, and weaken and

subvert the foundations of the Union.

Thus far, by the grace of G-od and our

right arm, the Constitution and Union

are preserved, and so long as they ' still

stand strong,' the basis of settlement

remains ; and whenever the rebels are

tired of trying their strength against

them, the nation stands ready to wel-

come them back, as penitent prodigals.

It is not we who are unreconciled to

them : it is they who refuse to be rec-

onciled to us. If the illustration offend

no weaker brother, we may say that,

like the ever-surrounding love of God,

the Federal Union is still watching

over the rebels, and is only waiting

the first symptom of their returning

conscience to run and fall on their

necks and kiss them, and bring them

in peace to the home they so foolishly

left. They are striving to destroy the

Constitution and the Union. We op-

pose them. Let us consider what,

under these circumstances, ' a cessation

of hostilities ' means.

In the first place, how are hostilities

to cease, unless the power that controls

the Southern armies so wills it ? That

power is a military despotism. It has

usurped all other power within the

limits of the rebellion, and the United

States Government is seeking to over-

throw it, in order that the Constitution

may be restored, in all its benignity, to

the people of the South, whom the

usurpation has deprived of it. Is it,

then, for the United States Government

to propose to the authors of this usurp-

ation to cease seeking its total over-

throw ? The question recurs, more-

over, what ' cessation ' have we to pro-
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pose ? It is for them to ofter to yield :

they are the aggressors, threatening the

life of the nation. Is any among us so

base he would have peace with dishon-

or ? A nation cannot submit to be dis-

honored before the world—for its hon-

or is its life. Yet what sort of peace

would that be which we should thus

begin by seeking ? It is far from per-

tinent to cite, as some have done, the

example of Napoleon on this point

:

> even supposing that civil war were, in

respect of this thing, the same as war

between independent nations. For Na-

poleon never proposed suspensions of

hostilities except in his own extremity,

and as a convenient means to extricate

himself from difficulties which he had
the art of concealing from his adversa-

ries. Are we in extremity, that this

example of Napoleon should be sug-

gested in support of the Chicago plat-

form ?

As to how our overtures might be

received at Richmond, we are no longer

left any excuse for doubting. The oft-

repeated assurances of all who have fled

from the rebel tyranny since the war
was begun, are, at length, confirmed by

the authoritative declaration of Jeff.

Davis himself. It is a declaration pro-

mulgated not only by Colonel Jaquess

and Mr. G-ilmore, in the account given

by the latter of their recent visit to

Richmond, but also by Mr. Benjamin,

the rebel Secretary of State, in a circu-

lar letter written for the purpose of

giving the rebel account of that visit.

We are told by the rebel chief himself,

that as preliminary to any negotiations,

the independence of the Southern Confed-

eracy must lie first acknowledged,. Why
does not the Chicago platform suggest

a way of avoiding this difficulty ?

Why has it left the country in uncer-

tainty on a question so vital ?

But, in the second place, suppose it

were possible to have a ' cessation of

hostilities ' without this preliminary

acknowledgment of the Confederate

independence, and that the war might

be at an absolute stand still for a defi-

nite season, are we fully aware of the

risks attending this measure ? For the

Chicago platform has left them out of

sight. A cessation of hostilities ' is

an armistice
; and there is no such thing

known in the authorities on interna-

tional law, or in history, as ' a cessation

of hostilities ' distinct from an armis-

tice. In defining the incidents of war,

Wheaton speaks of a ' suspension of hos-

tilities oy means of a truce, or armistice?

and uses the three terms interchange-

ably. In other words, whatever ' ces-

sation (or suspension, as it is called in

the books) of hostilities,' there may oc-

cur between the parties to a war, it is

known among men and in history as an

armistice, which is also the technical

term for it. There would be no need

to enlarge upon this point, if it had

not been made already the basis of fal-

lacious appeals to popular ignorance.

Now, the incidents of an armistice are

well defined, giving to both parties,

besides the advantage of time to rest,

full liberty to repair damages and

make up losses of men and material

;

and it is perfect folly, or worse, to talk

of ' a cessation of hostilities ' without

giving to the rebels these important

advantages. But the controlling con-

sideration in reference to this whole

thing, and which every person ought

to ponder carefully, is the effect of the

proposed ' cessation of hostilities ' upon

our neutral neighbors. On this point

the doctrine of international law is

thus stated by the distinguished French

writer, Hautefeuille, ' the eminent ad-

vocate of neutral rights,' as he is justly

called by the American editor of

Wheaton, and whose works on neutral

relations are always cited with respect,

and recognized as authority.

' The duties imposed on neutrals by
the state of war belong essentially to

the state of war itself. From the mo-
ment it ceases, for whatever cause, even
temporarily, the duties of neutrals like-

wise cease ; as to them, peace is completely

restored during the suspension of arms.

They resume then all the rights which
had been modified by the war, and can
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exercise them in their full extent dur-

ing the whole time fixed for the dura-

tion of the truce, if this time has been
limited by the agreement ; and until

the resumption of hostilities has been
officially announced to them, if it has
not been limited.' *

Can language be clearer ? It will

not do to treat it lightly. It is a state-

ment of what international law is on this

point from an authority ; and the rea-

sons for the doctrine are clear and in-

controvertible. Neutrality depends on

the fact of war ; when, for any cause,

that fact no longer exists, neutrality

ceases likewise, of course. • It is only

the application of a well-known maxim
of law, that when the reason of a rule

fails, the rule itself fails. Let there be
' a cessation of hostilities,' then, as

proposed in the Chicago platform, and
how long would it be before rebel ships

of war from English ports would be

ready to desolate our coast, destroy

our shipping, raise the blockade, and
give to the rebellion the aid and suste-

nance it must have ere long or perish ?

There is still another difficulty in the

way of suspending hostilities, which it

is well for us not to ignore. If we pro-

pose to the rebels ' a cessation of hos-

tilities,' does not the question immedi-

ately become one of negotiation be-

tween separate Governments ? Have we
not in that moment, and in that thing,

then recognized the Southern Confed-

eracy as a separate and independent

Power ? For does not ' a cessation of

hostilities ' presuppose parties of equal

sovereignty on both sides ? Indeed, The
London Times of a recent date already

declares that ' it would concede to the

South a position of equality.' Such
a concession cannot, for a moment, be
thought of. For the very question at

issue is our constitutional supremacy.

When that is yielded, all is yielded.

The exchanging of prisoners, and the

numerous like questions that perpetu-

ally arise in the progress of war, are

matters of common humanity, that de-

Des Droits des Nations Neutres,' t. i.,

p. SOI
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pend upon their own law. They are

totally independent of the questions at

issue between the parties belligerent

;

and our dealings with the South, in

reference to such matters, cannot be

construed into a recognition of its sep-

arate independence. If we consent to

treat with the rebel chiefs, however, in

regard to the very question involved in

the war, how can we longer compel the

non-interference of foreign Powers ?

If ice acknowledge the authority of

Jeff. Davis to speak for the Southern

people, we cannot then take offence if

other nations acknowledge him as the

representative and head of a new Gov-

ernment.

Such and so great are the conse-

quences of a ' cessation of hostilities,'

which the Chicago platform proposes

to the serious consideration of the

American people.

It thus appears how irreconcilable

are the expressions in that platform in

regard to the preservation of the Fed-

eral Union, with the clearly announced

determination to propose immediately
' a cessation of hostilities.' They are

vague generalities, and can have no

other purpose than to catch the popu-

lar ear so as more effectually to deceive

the popular heart. That this is not a

harsh judgment, consider how the four

resolutions that treat of the war ail

hinge upon the proposition to suspend

hostilities. For they concern them-

selves with what ? With condemna-

tion of the rebellion, its authors, and

objects, suggesting, at the same time,

how more effectually to bring upon it

its righteous retribution ? Far from

it. Indeed, a stranger to all that has

passed in our country during the last

three years, would suppose, from a

study of these resolutions, that the

United States Government had usurped

the power of a despotism, and that all

who are not arrayed in open rebellion?

against its authority were groaning un-

der the yoke of a tyrant. The platform

throughout ignores the one supreme

question that is before the people to-day.
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That one question is, Shall we maintain

the integrity of the nation ? It is vain

to introduce other issues ; they must

abide the event of arms. The old max-

im that in the midst of war the laws

are silent, is not to be condemned.

For our laws are of no avail, the nation

cannot enforce them, so long as armed

rebellion threatens its existence. With
the nation, all its laws, principles, vital

forces, are equally menaced and im-

perilled ; and they are, in virtue of that

very fact, in abeyance, in order that

they may be saved. It is said that the

Constitution is not suspended because

of rebellion, and this is the basis of

much declamation, both in the Chicago

platform and elsewhere, against the ex-

ercise of extraordinary powers on the

part of the President. But the Consti-

tution authorizes the suspension of the

writ of habeas corpus, that great writ of

right which is the bulwark of our

Anglo-Saxon liberty, ' when in cases of

rebellion or invasion the public safety

may require it
;

' and confers upon

Congress full power to legislate for the

defence of the nation, making it then

the duty of the President to ' take care

that the laws be faithfully executed.'

What more is needed as a warrant for

extraordinary power ? The Chicago

Convention has appealed to the Con-

stitution, and in that has done wisely.

But what is the Constitution ? It is

the organic law of the nation. In vir-

tue of it the nation exists, and by the

supreme warrant of it the nation main-

tains its existence against parricidal

treason. Under the Constitution all

power is granted to the public authori-

ties to quell insurrection ; and the

grant of a power, by one of the first

principles of law, as also of common
sense, implies every essential incident

to make the grant effectual.

In support of these views it is perti-

nent to cite the authority of an ap-

proved text writer on municipal law,

whose book has appeared since they

were first written, and who has elabo-

rately investigated the points involved.

The result of his patient and thorough

study is stated in these propositions :

' That no civil power resides in any de-

partment of the Government to interfere

with the fundamental, personal rights

of life, liberty, and property, guaran-
teed by the Constitution ; that a war-
like power is given by the Constitution
to the President temporarily to disre-

gard these rights by means of the mar-
tial law ; that under the sanction of
this species of law, the President and
his subordinate military officers may,
within reasonable limits, suspend the

privilege of the writ of habeas corpus,

cause arrests to be made, trials and
condemnations to be had, and punish-

ments to be inflicted, in methods un-
known to the civil procedure, but are

responsible for an abuse of the power

;

and that the martial law, as a necessary

adjunct of military movements, may be
enforced in time of invasion or rebellion,

wherever the influence and effect of

these movements directly extends.' *

These conclusions of the laT
»v are

worthy to be considered carefully in

view of the solemn resolutions of the

Chicago platform, that ' military neces-

sity ' and the ' war power ' are ' mere

pretences ' to override the Constitution.

It remains to say, with reference to

the third and fifth resolutions of this

platform, that they are chargeable with

an equal and common ignorance : the

third, in ignoring the necessity of the

presence of the military at the elections

referred to, in order that disloyalty and

treason might not openly defy the au-

thority of the nation ; the fifth, in ig-

noring two things, first, the monstrous

baseness of the rebel treatment of our

prisoners, who have been starved alive,

with a refinement of cruelty reserved

for this Christian age, and practised

only by the Christian chivalry of the.

South ; and secondly, the rebel refusal

to exchange prisoners man for man

;

* § 716 of ' An Introduction to Municipal Law.'

by John Norton Pomeroy, Esq., Professor of Law
in the New York University Law School. The

whole chapter from which the extract is taken is

worthy of diligent perusal, and the writer regrets

that want of space alone prevents his quoting

more fully from Professor Pomeroy 1 s lucid expo-

sition of the doctrine of martial law under qui

Constitution.
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the - resolution seeking, moreover, to

charge upon the United States Govern-

ment the fault of both these rebel vio-

lations of humanity. It may be asked,

moreover, in further reference to the

third resolution, if the convention really

meant to pledge itself to revolution ;

*

and why, if the President, as chief of

1 the military authority of the United

States,' should be guilty of any abuses,

the proper remedy is not by impeach-

ment, as provided in the Constitution ?

The language of this resolution is grave-

ly suggestive, and cannot be too closely

criticised. It seems to shadow forth

some dark design, which surely is in

harmony with the whole tone of hos-

tility to our Government that pervades

the platform. Taken, moreover, in

connection with the fact that the Chi-

cago Convention declared itself a per-

manent body, subject to the call of the

chairman, this criticism does not seem

unreasonable ; for permanent conven-

tions have generally been the begin-

ning of revolution.

THE BALTIMORE PLATFORM.

The Baltimore platform consists of

eleven resolutions ; and we may perceive

at a glance the important respect in

which it differs from the one adopted at

Chicago. That confines itself to criti-

cism and censure of those who are striv-

ing to uphold the Constitution and

the Union against an armed rebellion,

which it does not so much as by a

single word condemn. This declares

the purpose of the people ' to aid the

Government in quelling by force the

rebellion now raging against its au-

thority ; ' so that its power shall be felt

throughout the whole extent of our ter-

ritory, and its blessings be restored to

every section of the Union.

It is impossible to overlook this es-

* The third resolution is, ' That the direct in-

terference of the military authority of the United
States in the recent elections held in Kentucky,
Maryland, Missouri, and Delaware, was a shame-
ful violation of the Constitution, and the repeti-

tion of such acts in the approaching election icill

be held as revolutionary, and resisted with all the

means and power vnder our control.'
1

sential distinction of the two platforms.

The one is full of the captious com-

plaint of partisanship, intent on power,

and oblivious of the highest duty of

patriotism in this hour of the country's

need ; the other recognizes no higher

duty now than the union of all parties

for the sake of the Union. The one

vainly cries peace when there i3 no

peace ; the other thinks not of peace

except in and through the Union, with-

out which there cannot be peace.

Above all, the one takes us back to the

former times of purely party strife, and

seeks to revive the political issues of

the past ; the other, leaving ' the dead

past to bury its dead,' keeps pace with

the living present, and looks forward

to a future of glory in a restored and re-

generated Union. For it is folly to sup-

pose there can ever again be ' the Union

as it was.' This is a superficial phrase,

which it is marvellous that any reflect-

ing person can delude himself with.
1 The Constitution as it is ' is the motto

that condemns it ; for under the Con-

stitution we are to have f a more per-

fect Union,' as our fathers designed,

and so stated in the Constitution itself.

We are to have a constitutional Union
in which every right guaranteed by the

Constitution shall be maintained ; and

this was not so in ' the Union as it was.'

Thus it is that the Baltimore j)lat-

form, after pledging the people to

maintain ' the paramount authority of

the Constitution and laws of the United

States,' and approving the ' determina-

tion of the Government not to com-

promise ' this authority, but holding

out the same Constitution and laws as

our only and the sufficient ' terms of

peace ' to all who will accept them,

proceeds to take notice of what none

but the wilfully blind fail to perceive,

the changed aspect of the slavery ques-

tion. It is impossible to hold the same

position to-day in regard to this vexed

question as in the days before the war.

As an element of the joolitics f this

country its aspect is wholly changed,

and there is no sort of consistency in
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upholding our opinions of four years

ago in reference to it. We do well to

remember that consistency is not ob-

stinacy. It is not an absolute, but a

relative thing, and takes note of all the

new elements which are ever entering

into public affairs. The criterion of

one's political consistency in our coun-

try is unfaltering devotion to the Union.

If the measures he advocates look al-

ways to its paramount authority, his

record is truly and honorably inconsist-

ent. On the other hand, he who for-

gets the end of his labors in the ardor

of seeking to save the means, is charge-

able with the grossest inconsistency.

What, therefore, consists with the per-

petuity and strength of the Union ? is

the question which the American pa-

triot proposes to himself.

It is in reference to this question

that the Baltimore Platform challenges

comparison with the one adopted at

Chicago. For guided by the experi-

ence of the past four years (the culmi-

nation of fifty years' experience), and
noting without fear the facts which
that experience has revealed as in the

clear light of midday, it declares that

slavery is inconsistent with the exist-

ence of the Union. Does anybody de-

ny it ? Men tell us that the Union and

slavery have heretofore, for more than

half a century, existed together, and
why may they not continue to exist in

harmonious conjunction for the next

half century ? We are asked, more-

over, with sarcastic disdain, if our wis-

dom is superior to that of the fathers.

Our wisdom is not, indeed, superior to

that of the fathers of the republic, but

it would be far beneath it, and we
should be unworthy sons of such fa-

thers, if we undertook to carry out, in

1864, the policies and measures of

1764. The progress of affairs has de-

veloped the antagonism that was only

latent before, but which, nevertheless,

some of the wisest of our fathers fore-

saw ; and it is now very clear that there

is a terrible antagonism (no longer la-

tent; between slavery and the princi-

ples that underlie the Constitution.

The time has come to vindicate the

wisdom of the Constitution by utterly

removing what seeks to disgrace and
destroy it—as it were a viper in the

bosom of the nation.

We must show that our Government
is strong enough not only to control,

but also destroy, the interest which ar-

rays itself in arms and war against it.

It is useless, surely, to deny that the

Southern Confederacy means slavery.

Over and over again the Southern jour-

nals have asserted, and Southern poli-

ticians have said, that free labor was a

mistake, and that slavery was the true

condition of labor. That these are the

deliberate convictions of the Southern

leaders, and these the doctrines on

which the Montgomery constitution is

based, no reflecting person can hesitate

to believe ; and the boastful declara-

tion of the rebel vice-president, that

slavery was the corner stone of the

rebel confederacy, serves to confirm

our conclusion beyond possibility of

doubt. What these things prove is

nothing more nor less than that the

Union with such an element in it to feed

the ambition of politicians with, as this

slavery has shown itself to be, is hence-

forth impossible. For we see now that

for the sake of slavery the slaveholding

leaders are willing to destroy the Gov-

< rnment. Who can complain if the

basis of their rebellious scheme is anni-

hilated ? The answer to those who
say, Touch tenderly the institutions of

the South, is, Nay, but let them first

cease their rebellion. Therefore, so

long as the rebellion lifts its unblush-

ing front against the Government, so

long it is the duty of every lover of the

Government, in the language of the

third resolution of this platform, to

' uphold and maintain the acts and

proclamations by which the Govern-

ment, in its own defence, has aimed a

death blow at this gigantic evil.'

But that makes us Abolitionists, says

the reader. Be it so. Are we not

willing to be Abolitionists for the sake
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of saving the Constitution and the

Union ? And if, despising our proffers

of ' the Constitution as it is,' which we

have now held out to them for three

years and a half, the rebels continue to

defy the authority of the Government,

who can complain if we proceed to

adopt an amendment to the Constitu-

tion that shall leave no possibility of

slaveholdiug treason hereafter ? Sure-

ly none but themselves. Let them,

then, come back and vote against it

;

for three fourths of all the States must

concur in such an amendment before it

can become part of the Constitution.

Ah, the leaders of the Southern rebel-

lion know full well how the great

masses at the South would vote on such

a measure ! Let us be ready, then,

acting not for ourselves alone, but also

for our deluded brethren of the South,

who are to-day the victims of a mili-

tary usurpation the most monstrous

the world ever saw, to put the finish-

ing stroke to the scheme of this Con-

federate rebellion by adopting the pro-

posed amendment.

The fifth resolution commits us to

the approval of two measures that have

aroused the most various and strenu-

ous opposition, the Proclamation of

Emancipation and the use of negro

troops. In reference to the first, it is

to be remembered that it is a war meas-

ure. The express language of it is

:

' By virtue of the power in me vested

as commander-in-chief of the army and

navy of the United States in time of

actual armed rebellion against the au-

thority and Government of the United

States, and as a fit and necessary war

measure for suppressing said rebellion.''

Considered thus, the Proclamation is

not merely defensible, but it is more

;

it is a proper and efficient means of

weakening the rebellion which every

person desiring its speedy overthrow

must zealously and perforce uphold.

Whether it is of any legal effect beyond
the actual limits of our military lines,

is a question that need not agitate us.

In due time the supreme tribunal of the

nation will be called to determine that,

and to its decision the country will

yield with all respect and loyalty. But

in the mean time let the Proclamation

go wherever the army goes, let it go

wherever the navy secures us a foot-

hold on the outer border of the rebel

territory, and let it summon to our aid

the negroes who are truer to the Union

than their disloyal masters ;
and when

they have come to us and put their

lives in our keeping, let us protect and

defend them with the whole power of

the nation. Is there anything unconsti-

tutional in that ? Thank God, there is

not. And he who is willing to give

back to slavery a single person who
has heard the summons and come with-

in our lines to obtain his freedom, he

who would give up a single man, wom-
an, or child, once thus actually freed,

is not worthy the name of American.

He may call himself Confederate, if he

will.

Let it be remembered, also, that the

Proclamation has had a very important

bearing upon our foreign relations. It

evoked in behalf of our country that

sympathy on the part of the people in

Europe, whose is the only sympathy we
can ever expect in our struggle to per-

petuate free institutions. Possessing

that sympathy, moreover, we have had

an element in our favor which has kept

the rulers of Europe in wholesome

dread of interference. The Proclama-

tion relieved us from the false position

before attributed to us of fighting sim-

ply for national power. It placed us

right in the eyes of the world, and

transferred men's sympathies from a

confederacy fighting for independence

as a means of establishing slavery, to a

nation whose institutions mean con-

stitutional liberty, and, when fairly

wrought out, must end in universal

freedom.

We are to consider, furthermore, that

from the issuing of the Proclamation

dates the organization of negro troops

—a measure that is destined to affect

materially the future composition, as it
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is believed, of our regular army. This

is ' the employment as Union soldiers

of men heretofore held in slavery,
1

which the fifth resolution asks us to

approve. Can we not approve it ? The
fighting qualities of the despised ' nig-

gers ' (as South Carolina chivalry terms

the gallant fellows who followed Co-

lonel Shaw to the deadly breach of

Wagner, reckless of all things save the

stars and stripes they fought under)

have been tested on many battle fields.

He whose heart does not respond in

sympathy with their heroism on those

fields, while defending from disgrace

his country's flag, need not approve.

The approval of the country will be

given, nevertheless. There can be

nothing better said on this point than

President Lincoln's own words, as re-

ported lately by Judge Mills, of Wis-

consin, to whom the President uttered

them in conversation. They cover also

the question of the Proclamation, and

will fitly conclude our discussion of

these two important measures :

' Sir,' said the President, ' the
slightest knowledge of arithmetic will

prove to any man that the rebel armies
cannot be destroyed with Democratic
strategy. It would sacrifice all the

white men of the North to do it. There
are now in the service of the United
States near two hundred thousand able-

bodied colored men, most of them un-
der arms, defending and acquiring
Union territory. The Democratic strat-

egy demands that these forces be dis-

banded, and that the masters be con-

ciliated by restoring them to slavery.

The black men who now assist Union
prisoners to escape, they are to be con-

verted into our enemies in the vain
hope of gaining the good will of their

masters. We shall have to fight two
nations instead of one.

• You cannot conciliate the South
if you guarantee to them ultimate suc-

cess ; and the experience of the present
war proves their success is inevitable if

you fling the compulsory labor of mil-

Ions of black men into their side of the
scale. Will you give our enemies such
military advantages as insure success,

and then depend on coaxing, flattery,

and concession to get them back into

the Union? Abandon all the posts

now garrisoned by black men, take two
hundred thousand men from our side

and put them in the battle field or

corn field against us, and we would be
compelled to abandon the war in three

weeks.
' We have to hold territory in incle-

ment and sickly places; where are the

Democrats to do this ? It was a free

fight, and the field was open to the war
Democrats to put down this rebellion

by fighting against both master and
slave, long betore the present policy

was inaugurated.
' There have been men base enough

to propose to me to return to slavery

the black warriors of Port Hudson and
Olustee, and thus win the respect of

the masters they fought. Should I do
so, I should deserve to be damned in

time and eternity. Come what will,

I will keep my faith with friend and
foe. My enemies pretend I am now
carrying on this war for the sole pur-

pose of abolition. So long as I am
President, it shall be carried on for the

sole purpose of restoring the Union.

But no human power can subdue this

rebellion without the use of the eman-
cipation policy, and every other policy

calculated to weaken the moral and
physical forces of the rebellion.

' Freedom has given us two hundred
thousand men raised on Southern soil.

It will give us more yet. Just so much
it has subtracted from the enemy

;
and

instead of alienating the South, there

are now evidences of a fraternal feeling

growing up between our men and the

rank and file of the rebel soldiers. Let

my enemies prove to the country that

the destruction of slavery is not neces-

sary to a restoration of the Union. I

will abide the issue.'

Surely these are words of exceeding

good sense. They are full of a feeling

of the speaker's responsibility to God

and his country ; and the man who

cares not for his responsibility to God,

may well be distrusted by his country.

Is he who speaks these words of patri-

otism a tyrant and usurper ? Are not

the words convincing proof that Presi-

dent Lincoln is honest and faithful and

capable ? And if he thus meets those

three requirements of Jefferson's com-

prehensive formula, let us not refuse

the language of the platform :
' That

we have full confidence in his deter-
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ruination to carry these and all other

constitutional measures essential to the

salvation of the country into full and

complete effect.'

The remaining six resolutions of this

platform deserve the general remark,

that they declare with no uncertain

sound the views of the Baltimore Con-

vention in reference to vital questions

of public policy ; whereas, the Chicago

Convention has not even alluded to

those questions. That in this hour of

the country's crisis, in this life struggle

of the nation with foes both open and

secret, there should be ' harmony in the

national councils ;
' that men once

clothed in the uniform of United States

soldiers become entitled to ' the full

protection of the laws of war,' as form-

ing part of the nation's defenders when
those who ought to be its defenders

have joined in an unholy sedition to

destroy its life ; that ' foreign immigra-

tion,' deserves especial encouragement

at a time when the demands of the

army leave the places of home labor

without adequate means of refilling

them ; that a Pacific Railroad, uniting

the extreme Western portion of the

Union with all the other sections, and

thus bringing within nearer reach of

our California and Oregon countrymen

all the advantages and facilities of the

Government, while at the same time

binding more closely the ties that make
us one people with the "West equally

with the South ; and that the nation's

faith with all its creditors must be

strictly kept, be the cost what it may
;

all these are duties which the terrible

emergency of the hour only makes
more imperative and exacting of fulfil-

ment than ever before.

The eleventh and last resolution

commits the country anew to the Mon-
roe Doctrine. In view of the great

crime that is enacting in Mexico, where

a foreign power has assumed to change

the Government of that afflicted coun-

try at its own arbitrary will, the dec-

laration that we have not abandoned
the doctrine is appropriate and neces-

sary. It is a warning that our eyes are

not closed to the schemes on foot for

the suppression of republican govern-

ment on this continent. While our

present necessity compels us, a3 of

course, to act with great circumspec-

tion, yet it would be unbecoming our

dignity to quietly ignore the spoliation

of Mexico. It is often said that Presi-

dent Lincoln, in his letter accepting the

Baltimore nomination, has repudiated

this resolution. These are his words :

' While the resolution in regard to

the supplanting of republican govern-
ment upon the Western Continent is

fully concurred in, there might be mis-

understanding were I not to say that

the position of the Government in rela-

tion to the action of France in Mexico,
as assumed through the State Depart-
ment, and indorsed by the convention,

among the measures and acts of the
Executive, will be faithfully maintained
so long as the state of facts shall leave

that position pertinent and applica-

ble.'

It is not fair to say that this is a re-

pudiation of the resolution, or of the

Monroe Doctrine, until it is first shown

that the Government ' through the State

Department,' has already repudiated

the doctrine. The time for the enforce-

ment of that doctrine has not yet come,

and this seems to be the position that

has been assumed by the Government.

It certainly is the position of common
sense and patriotism.

The candid reader has now before

him a brief exposition of the two plat-

forms, and of the doctrines and bear-

sing of each. It is believed that nothing

has been extenuated ;
nor, on the other

hand, has aught been here set down in

malice. Let every one study the plat-

forms and try conclusions for himself;

then say whether the foregoing discus-

sion could well have shaped itself dif-

ferently. The sum of the whole matter

seems to be, War and Union, or Peace

and Disunion. If we have Union, it can

only be now through war. We must
1 seek peace with the sword.' The rebels
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have appealed from the civil law to

the military law, from the Constitution

to the sword ; let us not shrink from

the ordeal. No revolution to perpetu-

ate oppression can hope for the favor

of a God of justice.

There are two platforms in this Pres-

idential campaign, representing the two
parties into which the voters will be

divided. But there is a third party,

without platform and without vote,

which has, nevertheless, interests at

stake transcending even ours. Let the

calmly considered words of an impartial

English journal,* which wishes well

to our country, speak, in conclusion,

on behalf of that third party :

' There are three parties to the Ameri-
can war. There are the slaves, the
bondsmen of the South, whose flight

was restrained by the Fugitive Bill,

and whose wrongs have brought about
the disruption ; there are the Confed-
erates, who, when Southern supremacy
in the republic was menaced by the
election of Abraham Lincoln, threw off

their allegiance ; and there are the
Government and its supporters, who
are striving to restore the integrity of
the Union. These are the three parties

;

and as the war has gone on from year
to year, the cause of the negro has
brightened, and hundreds of thousands
of the African race have passed out of
slavery into freedom. They flock in

multitudes within the Federal lines,

and take their stand under the Consti-

tution as free men. Abandoned by
their former masters, or flying from
their fetters, the chattels become citi-

zens, and rejoice. No matter what
their misery, they keep their faces to

the North, and bear up under their

privations. Every advance of the na-

tional army liberates new throngs, and
they rush eagerly to the camps where
their brethren are cared for. The ex-

odus, continually going on, increases in

volume.
' Such are the colored freedmen, the

innocent victims of the war, the slaves

whom it has marvellously enfranchised
;

such are the dusky clouds that flit o'er

the continent of America and settle

* London Inquirer.

down on strange lands—the harbingers
of a social revolution in the great re-

public of the West. More than fifty

thousand are formed into camps in the
Mississippi Valley, and not fewer in
Middle and East Tennessee and North
Alabama. It is a vast responsibility
which is cast upon the Government
and the people of the North, a sore and
mighty burden ; and proportionate are
the efforts which have been made to
meet the trying emergency. The Gov-
ernment finds rations for the negro
camps, provides free carriage for the
contributions of the humane, appoints
surgeons and superintendents, enlists

in the army the men who are suitable,

and, as far as possible, gives employ-
ment to all. Clothing and other ne-

cessaries are forwarded to the camps
by the ton by benevolent hands, and
books for the schools by tens of thou-
sands. All along the banks of the Mis-
sissippi, from Cairo to New Orleans,

and in Arkansas and Tennessee, the
aged and infirm fugitives, the women
and children, are collected into colored
colonies, and tended and taught with
a care that is worthy of a great and
Christian people. All that can work
are more than willing to do so ; they
labor gladly ; and among old and
young there is an eager desire for edu-
cation. Books are coveted as badges
of freedom ; and the negro soldier car-

ries them with him wherever he goes,

and studies them whenever he can. It

is a great work which is in progress
across the Atlantic. Providence, in a
manner which man foresaw not, is solv-

ing a dark problem of the past, and
we may well look on with awe and
wonder. There were thousands of
minds which apprehended the down-
fall of the ' peculiar institution.' There
were a prophetic few, who clearly per-

ceived that it would be purged away
by no milder scourge than that of war.

But there were none who dreamed that

the slaveholder would be the Samson
to bring down the atrocious system of
human slavery by madly taking arms
in its defence ! Yet so it was ; and the

Divine penalty is before us. The wrath
of man has worked out the retributive

justice of God. The crime which a
country would not put away from it

has ended in war, and slavery is a
ruin.'

Literary Notices unavoidably postponed until the ensuing issue of The Continental.
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Before the enlightenment derived

from the sad experiences of onr present

civil contest, upon the incidents of pro-

tracted warfare, probably most persons

conceived of war as a scene of constant

activity—a series of marches, battles,

and sieges, with but few intervals of

repose. History records only the ac-

tive portions of war, taking but little

account of the long periods consumed

in the preliminary processes of organi-

zation and discipline, in the occupation

of camps and cantonments, in the sta-

tionary watches of opposing armies, ly-

ing in the front of each other, both too

weak for aggressive movements, but

each strong enough to prevent such

movements on the part of its opponent.

Such matters, if noticed at all, are re-

corded in a few sentences, making no

impression on the reader. Novels of

the ' Charles O'Malley ' class have also

given incorrect ideas. Every page re-

lates some adventure—every scene

gleams with sabres and bayonets. Our
three years' experience has taught us

that the greater portion of an army's

existence is spent in inactivity ; that
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campaigning is performed only through

one half of the year, and of that time

probably not over one third is occupied

in progressive movements. In the cam-

paign of 1861, the only marches of the

Army of the Potomac were to the bat-

tle field of Bull Run and the retreat.

In 1862, after a march of fifteen miles

to Fairfax Court House and returning;

the army was transferred to Fortress

Monroe and moved to Yorktown, where

some weeks were passed in the trench-

es ; it then proceeded up the Peninsu-

la, and laid a month before Richmond

;

retreated to Harrison's Landing, and

laid another month ; returned to Fort-

ress Monroe, and was shipped to the

vicinity of Washington, marched for

about a month, fought at Antietam,

and then laid in camp a month ; moved
to Warrenton and remained a fort-

night
;

proceeded to Fredericksburg

and continued in camp all winter, ex-

cept making the short movements which

led to the battle of December, and the

ineffective attempt to turn the rebel

left, known as the ' mud march.' In

all this long campaign, from March to
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December, a period of nearly nine

months, spent in various operations,

more than five months were passed, in

stationary camps—most of the time oc-

cupied, it is true, in picketing, en-

trenching, and other duties incident

to positive military operations in prox-

imity to an enemy, but very different

from the duties connected with march-

ing and fighting. The campaign of

1863 comprised a still smaller period

of active movements. Commencing in

April with the battle of Chancellors-

ville, it continued till the march to

Mine Run in October—seven months

;

but considerable more than half the

time was spent in camps at Falmouth,

"Warrenton, and Culpepper. The great

campaign now in progress has con-

sumed (at the time this article is writ-

ten) three months, commencing after a

six-months' interval of inaction, and
already half the time has been spent in

the trenches at Petersburg.

Since so large a portion of the time

of an army is passed in camps, that

branch of military science which gov-

erns the arrangement of forces when
stationary, is one of considerable im-

portance. It is in camps that armies

are educated, that all the details of or-

ganization are systematized, that the

morale of troops is cultivated, that a

round of laborious though monotonous

duties is performed. Nothing is so

trying to the temper of the individuals

composing an army as a long season in

a stationary camp; nothing has more

effect for good or for evil upon the army
in the aggregate, than the mode in

which the time, at such a season, is oc-

cupied. The commander who does not

exercise care to have his camps pitched

in the proper localities, to insure the

observance of hygienic rules, and to

keep his men employed sufficiently in

military exercises, will have discon-

tented, unhealthy, and indolent troops.

The words ' camps ' and ' canton-

ments ' are frequently used in the news-

papers without any discrimination

;

shut thev denote two entirely different

methods of sheltering troops. A camp
is defined to be the place where troops

are established in tents, in huts, or in

bivouac ; while cantonments are inhab-

ited places which troops occupy for

shelter when not put in barracks. Of
camps there are several kinds, accord-

ing to the purposes to be effected by
their establishment, such as the nightly

camps while upon the march, camps of

occupation, camps in line of battle, &c.

Cantonments are most frequently used

when, during the winter, or other con-

siderable period of inactivity, it is ne-

cessary to distribute an army over a

large district of country, so as to guard

a number of points. We have not had
any instance of cantonment, properly

speaking, during the present war ; but

in Europe this method of disposing

troops is frequently adopted.

The scenes ensuing upon the arrival

of an army corps at its camping ground

for a night, after a day's march, are very

lively, often amusing, and sometimes

present picturesque effects. Where the

country traversed by the army is known
to the commander, he is able to desig-

nate the nightly camps of the different

corps with precision ; if, on account of

ignorance of the country, this cannot

be done, places are approximately indi-

cated upon the information given by

maps or extracted from the inhabit-

ants, or procured by reconnoitring

parties. Usually, however, the com-

mander possesses considerable topo-

graphical information, procured by his

officers in the advance with the cavalry

and light troops, so that he can fix the

nightly camps in such a manner that

the various corps shall all be upon the

same line, and lie within supporting

distances. The vicinity of streams is

invariably selected for a camp, if other

circumstances permit. When a corps

arrives within a mile or two of its des-

tination, the commander sends forward

some of his staff officers (accompanied

by a cavalry guard, if the country is

suspicious), and these officers select the

different localities for the camps of the
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divisions, of the artillery, the cavalry,

and the trains, care being taken to

give all equal facilities for wood and

water, and at the same time to take

advantage of the features of the coun-

try for military purposes, such as the

guarding of roads in all directions, the

establishment of the picket line, &c.

The leading division arrives perhaps at

5 p. m., and its commander is shown to

the locality assigned him. He imme-

diately distributes the ground to the

brigades, and the troops, as fast as they

arrive, filing into the designated spots,

occupy but a few moments in the ne-

cessary formalities by which disorder

is prevented ; then each man quickly

spreads his little tent upon the place

which in the military order belongs to

him, a general din of cheerful voices

arises, a unanimous rush is made to the

water, cooking fires are kindled in all

directions, and in ten minutes a scene

of (it may be) utter desolation becomes

full of life and activity. For a couple

of hours the columns continue to file

in, until all the hillsides are covered

with tents. Then, far into the night,

is heard the braying of mules, the

shouts of drivers, and the rattling of

wheels, as the heavy wagon trains toil

to the place of rest. All through the

evening prevails that peculiar, cheerful

din of a camp, as peculiar and charac-

teristic as the roar of a great city

;

gradually the noises decline, the bugles

and drums sound the tattoo, the fires

grow dim, and the vast mass of hardy,

resolute humanity is asleep—all except

the two or three score of sick and dy-

ing men, wasted by fever, who have

been jolted all day over the rough

roads in the ambulances, and now
groan and writhe in delirium upon
their narrow stretchers in the camp
hospitals.

Camps designed to cover and guard

a country, are constructed when the

army has not sufficient strength to ad-

vance, or when the season prevents, or

some other cause interferes with the

prosecution of hostilities, while at the

same time it is necessary to occupy a

portion of the hostile territory. We
have had numerous examples of this

kind of camps—indeed, our armies oc-

cupy them generally while lying inac-

tive during the winter. The character

of the ground must always determine

the shape and features of such a camp,

but unless peculiar modifying circum-

stances dictate otherwise, the general

form is that of the arc of a circle.

This, with extensions at the sides to

cover the flanks, and a rear guard, is

the best for protection. The extent of

this kind of camp is governed by cir-

cumstances, but is much greater, gen-

erally, than would be supposed. The
camp of an army of 100,000 men, de-

signed to cover any considerable dis-

trict of territory, in a country where

hills and rivers assist in giving protec-

tion, might have a front (including

flanking parties of cavalry) of from 80

to 50 miles, and a depth of from 10 to

20 ; besides a continuous chain of forces

in the rear, guarding communications

with the base of supplies, from 10 to

50 miles distant.

Camps in line of battle are generally

established when opposing armies, ly-

ing in proximity, must be on the alert

for attacks. They cover but little more

ground than is required for the manoeu-

vres of the force, and are so arranged

that, in case of probable conflict, the

troops can assume immediately the for-

mations of battle. Such camps are ar-

ranged in two or three lines, adapted

to the natural features of the country

for defence, ^he approach of the ene-

my having been communicated from

the outposts, the tents are rapidly

struck, the baggage loaded and sent to

the rear, and in an hour the army is

free from all encumbrances, and ready

to meet the advancing foe. Usually,

when armies lie in contact, expecting

battle, the troops bivouac—no tents

being pitched except at the headquar-

ters of superior commanders, and at

other places sufficiently in the rear to

be free from immediate danger. The
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troops may be obliged to remain thus

for a day. or two, no fires being permit-

ted in the advanced lines, so that their

positions may not be indicated.

The season for the suspension of ac-

tive hostilities having arrived, it is ne-

cessary for the commander of an army

to select some place in which his forces

can remain for the winter—where they

will have sufficient facilities for fuel

and water, where their health can be

preserved, where they can be protected

against surprises or annoyance, where

the country can be covered and guarded,

and where the supplies can be drawn

with security from the base of opera-

tions. After a due consideration of all

the intelligence that can be obtained

upon these points, the commander is-

sues his general directions, the various

corps move to their designated posi-

tions, and preparations for the habita-

tions of the winter are made. Each

corps commander, either personally or

by his staff officers, makes a survey of

his ground, and assigns the positions

of his divisions. If within a few miles

of the enemy, he throws detachments

of observation toward the front, and

then proceeds to establish his picket

line, usually some three or five miles in

advance of his main line. Precautions

for security being thus adopted, more

minute inspections of the ground are

made, so that unhealthy positions may
be avoided. The troops, being placed,

immediately proceed to clear the sites

of their respective encampments, and

wagons are set to work to bring in logs

with which huts may be constructed.

In about a week thousands of diminu-

tive log houses arise, roofed with the

shelter tents of the soldiers, or, when
the occupants have sufficient handicraft

ability, with rough shingles. Shelters

are erected, as far as possible, for the

animals, generally being nothing more
than frameworks covered with pine

brush. If there are lumber mills in

the vicinity, they are set to work, and

boards sawed for floors to the tents

and hospitals. The adjacent forests

now begin to disappear rapidly, leav-

ing nothing but an unsightly array of

stumps ; for a regiment is entitled to

about two hundred cords of wood per

month as fuel, and in a well-wooded

country, where the men can conveni-

ently cut for themselves, much more is

consumed. Every regiment requires,

therefore, about eight or ten acres of

woodland per month. An army of a

hundred regiments will, in the course

of a winter, denude several square miles

of trees, so that (in the proportion

which woodland generally bears to

that which is cleared) a space of coun-

try equal to a county may be stripped

of its timber. The men, having made
themselves comfortable, are now called

on to form working parties, and put

the roads leading to the depots and

the various camps in good order, gen-

erally corduroying them, so as to be

passable during the winter ; bridges

are made over streams, drainage per-

fected, «fec. In a few weeks, the chief

portion of the labor of preparing a

winter's camp is completed.

The sanitary regulations for camps

are very stringent and comprehensive.

The suggestions of experience as to the

details by which the diseases incident

to camp life can be prevented, are em-

bodied in orders, and it is the duty of

the medical officers and of the inspect-

ors to see that they are observed. For

instance, it is not permitted to have

the floors of the huts lower than the

external ground, and the men are re-

quired to keep pine boughs between

their blankets and the earth. The

method in which a camp shall be

drained, and the offal disposed of, is

prescribed. The cleanliness of the men

is enforced. A rigorous system of re-

ports upon these and many other par-

ticulars exists, so that negligences are

corrected.

The military occupations which re-

lieve the monotony of camp life are

drilling and picketing. It is in the

latter that officers and men find change

and freedom, though it often involves
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severe exposure. The ordinary detail

for this duty in a corps averages per-

haps eight hundred to one thousand

men, who are changed usually every

three days. If the country be well set-

tled, some opportunities are presented

during that interval for intercourse

with the ' natives ; ' but in Virginia, it

must be confessed, the attractions of

this kind are few. The secession ladies

are not over well disposed to any wear-

ers of Yankee uniforms, and though

many of them are willing to bestow a

few soft words in exchange for tea,

coffee, and sugar, they are not liberal

of- social courtesies. The young man
who joins our armies expecting to real-

ize for himself the love adventures he

has seen recorded in novels, will find

the Southern ladies less given to ro-

mance than the damsels of Spain or

Mexico. They are inclined, also, to be

treacherous, as the fate of several gal-

lant officers, who have gone stealthily

beyond the lines to spend an evening

with fair rebel sirens, and found them-

selves delivered to guerillas, has

shown. Nevertheless, the experience

of others never warns an adventurous

youth, and opportunities frequently

arise for practical jokes. During the

winter of 1862-'3, while the army was

encamped on the Rappahannock, an

officer was fascinated by the charms

of a fair widow who resided just be-

yond the lines, and frequently made
evening visits to her. His compan-

ions, being aware of this, formed a par-

ty, on a bitter January night, and pro-

ceeding to the widow's house, sur-

rounded it, and sending within some

who were strangers to him, they an-

nounced themselves as belonging to the

rebel army, and captured the enamored

lover, blindfolded, led him out, and

mounted him. Crestfallen and moody
with thoughts of his disgraceful situa-

tion, cursing, perhaps, the wiles of the

enchantress, to whom he attributed it,

he was made to ride many weary miles,

and then, being dismounted, and the

bandage removed from his eyes, lie

found himself at his own camp, where

he was greeted with uproarious laugh-

ter.

The duties incident to picketing and

outpost stations are so important that

several works by distinguished authors

have been written concerning them, but

most of the rules are of too technical a

character for recital in these papers.

The friends of soldiers will, however,

take interest in some general state-

ments. The picket line consists of

three portions—first, the stations of the i

main guard ; second, some distance in

advance of these, the picket stations

;

and third, some two hundred yards in

advance of these, the stations of the

sentinels. If the country is open and
hilly, the latter need not be posted

closely together, but in a wooded coun-

try they must be quite numerous. It

is their duty not to allow any person

to pass their line ; and if a force of the

enemy, too strong to be resisted, ap

proaches, they fall back on the pickets.

These should be stationed where they

can command the main avenues of ap-

proach, and offer resistance to the ad-

vanced parties of the enemy. After

such resistance becomes useless, the va-

rious pickets fall back on the grand

guard, which offers a more determined

contest. The advance of the enemy

should by these means have been de-

layed for a couple of hours, affording

time for the troops to get under arms

and take the order of battle.

The following diagram exhibits the

general arrangement of picketing :

Let the line A B present a chain

of sentinels on a mile of picket front,

CDa line of picket stations, and E the
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grand guard. The whole force of men
may perhaps be three hundred, of

whom two thirds will remain at E,

posted advantageously upon some emi-

nence protected in part by a stream

and commanding an open country.

The remaining one hundred will be

distributed among the picket stations

and thrown forward as sentinels. The
whole arrangement is supervised by an

officer of rank—usually a colonel. With
a disposition like the above in front of

every division in an army, it is ob-

viously impossible for any considerable

force of an enemy to approach without

detection.

One of the greatest practical difficul-

ties our armies have experienced has

been connected with the system of

picketing. The South having been

greatly impoverished in those portions

traversed by the contending armies,

and the people entirely destitute of

luxuries, there are innumerable appli-

cations from residents outside of the

pickets for admission within the lines,

in order to trade with officers, for the

purpose of procuring in return articles

from our well-supplied commissariat.

Various other necessities of the people

appeal for a modified degree of rigor

in regard to picket arrangements, so

that our armies are never free from the

presence of rebel inhabitants, traversing

them in all directions. Perfectly famil-

iar with the country, they are able to

detect any weakly guarded places, and

undoubtedly, in frequent instances, after

receiving the kindest treatment, return

to their homes conveying such informa-

tion to guerillas as enables these prowl-

ers to penetrate through by-roads and
seize animals and straggling soldiers.

As a precaution against such annoy-

ances, a very judicious arrangement was
made last winter by the provost mar-

shal general of the Army of the Poto-

mac. He established certain points on

the picket line at which traffic might

be conducted, and forbade admission

to citizens. Some rigorous system like

this is very necessary.

The social life of camps is, however,

the topic of chief interest. The ques-

tion is often asked, Is the life of a sol-

dier demoralizing ? The answer must

be, ' Yes,' but not for the reasons gen-

erally supposed. The opportunities

for vice and dissoluteness are really less

than at home. The hundred thousand

men in an army use less liquor than

the same number of men in a city. In

fact, liquor is nearly inaccessible to the

soldier when on the march. For other

kinds of vice the temptations are few.

The demoralization arises from the ter-

rible monotony of a prolonged camp,

which produces listlessness, indolence,

and a devotion to small amusements

;

deranges and reverses the whole system

of active life, as it is seen at home

;

renders a man uncouth ; disqualifies

soldiers for anything else than the trade

of war. To the officer in his tent and

to the soldier in his log hut, while the

cold rains are beating without, and the

ground is knee deep with mud, there is

a constant temptation to find amuse-

ment in cards. Gambling thus becomes

a pastime too generally adopted. The

books sent to the army are not always

of the character best adapted to the

circumstances. Moral essays and tracts

will not be very eagerly sought for by

men whose principal object is to kill

time. The reading matter needed is

the kind afforded by the periodicals of

the day, unobjectionable novels, biog-

raphies, works of travel, etc.

Camp life has, however, its pleasures,

and it must not be supposed that all

succumb to its enervating influences,

or that any great number yield them-

selves entirely to its demoralizing ef-

fects. The period of military service

among our volunteers is too short to

permit its full influence to be expe-

rienced, and the connections of our sol-

diers with their homes too intimate to

allow them to subside completely into

the routine veterans, whose social, men-

tal, and moral nature is altogether lost

and absorbed in the new and artificial

military nature imposed on them.
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War collects many characters of pe-

culiar idiosyncrasies, and jumbles them

strangely together, so that curious

associations are produced. In any col-

lection of men upon a staff or in a regi-

ment, gathered from different localities,

will be found characters of the most

opposite and incongruous elements.

There will be the youth who has never

before travelled beyond his own village,

and is full of small anecdotes of the

persons who have figured in his little

world ; and the silent and reserved

man of middle age, who, if he can be

induced to talk, can tell of many a wild

scene in all quarters of the world in

which he has been a participant, since

he stealthily left his native home, a boy

of sixteen. There are men who have

passed through all the hardships of

Life, who have been soldiers in half a

dozen European armies, or miners in

California and Australia, or sailors
; and

men who have always had wealth at

their disposal, and spent years in for-

eign travel, viewing the world only un-

der its sunniest aspects. There are

many officers grown gray while filling

subordinate capacities at posts on the

Western prairies and mountains, who
can relate many interesting anecdotes of

their companions—the men now promi-

nent in military affairs ; and there are

officers of high rank, recently emerged

from civil life, who flourish prodigious-

ly in self-glorification upon their brief

warlike experience. There are brave

men, and men whose courage is sus-

pected
;
quiet men, and men of opinion-

ated perversity
;
quick-witted men, and

men whose profound stupidity makes
them continual butts for all kinds of

practical jokes ; refined, educated, poeti-

cal men, and men of boorish habits.

In short, any camp presents such speci-

mens of humanity as would be furnished

if all the ingredients of character and
experience that compose the world
had been collected in a huge pepper
box and sprinkled miscellaneously

throughout the army.

In such associations there are of

course many occasions for extracting

interesting and comical conversation

and incident. Jokes of all kinds are

constantly on the wing, and no one can

consider himself safe from collision

with them. Kidiculous nicknames be-

come attached—no one knows how—to

the most dignified characters, and alto-

gether usurp the places of the genuine

cognomens. No person possesses the

art of concealment to such a degree that

all his foibles and weaknesses will

escape observation in the companion-

ship of a camp ; and when discovered,

the treatment of them is merciless just

in proportion to the care with which

they had been hidden. All preten-

sions will be penetrated, all disguises

unmasked. Every man finds himself

placed according to his exact status,

no matter how well contrived his ar-

rangements for passing himself off for

more than his par value. Many an

officer, whom the newspapers delight

to praise, because he is over courteous

to correspondents, and takes precau-

tions to have all his achievements pub-

lished, has a camp reputation far differ-

ent from that by which he is known to

the public.

Opinions of all kinds flourish in the

army as vigorously as in the outer

world. There are ardent theorists of

the progressive order, full of schemes

for radical reforms, and old fogies be-

lieving in nothing except what they

lament to see is fast becoming obsolete.

There are students and practical, men,

authors and mechanics, editors, lawyers,

doctors, clergymen, school teachers, ac-

tors, artists, singers, and representatives

of all kinds of trades and avocations.

All are now on the same platform, and,

for a time, class distinctions disappear

beneath the assimilating conditions of

the new profession. Political strifes

occur, but are rarely virulent. Gener-

ally the association together of men
holding different political views, in a

common cause, and subject to the same
dangers, is tacitly accepted as the occa-

sion for an armistice. But politics of
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all kinds are represented. There are

of course Abolitionists, Republicans,

Unionists, and War Democrats ; but,

strangely enough, there are also Cop-

perheads, Peace Democrats, peace-at-

any-price men, and even secession sym-

pathizers. Why extremists of the latter

classes should have joined the army
voluntarily cannot be surmised ; but

there they are, and, moreover, they do

their duty. There are some traits of

original manhood so strong that even

the poison of treasonable politics can-

not overcome thern.

The daily routine of camp life in a

regiment can be told in a few words.

The plan of a regimental camp as laid

down in the army regulations is gener-

ally conformed to, with some varia-

tions recommended by the character of

the camping ground. The following

diagram exhibits the plan :
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In our armies the full allowances

of camp equipage are not permitted.

Field and staff officers have only three

wall tents, and company officers only

the same shelter tents as the men. The

trains very rarely encamp with the

regiments. The tents of the men front

LT. CL. Lieutenant-colonel.

CL. Colonel.

ADJT. Adjutant.

SURG. Surgeon.

on streets from fifteen to twenty feet

wide, each company having a street of

its own, and there is much competition

as to the adornment of these. Many
regimental camps are decorated with

evergreens in an exceedingly tasteful

manner — particularly during warm
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weather— chapels, arches, colonnades,

etc., being constructed of rude frame-

works, so interwoven with pine boughs

that they present a very elegant ap-

perance.

The daily life of a camp is as fol-

lows : At an hour appointed by orders,

Varying according to the season of the

year, the camp is roused by the reveille.

The old notion that soldiers should be

waked before daybreak in all seasons

and all weathers has fortunately been

exploded, and the reveille is not gener-

ally sounded in winter till six o'clock.

In pleasant weather the men are formed

upon the color line, where they stack

their arms. Breakfast is the next mat-

ter in order : after that the mounting

of the guard for the day and the detail

of detachments for picket and other

duties. The prisoners are put to work
in cleaning up the camp, and squad

drills occupy the morning. About noon

the dinner call is sounded ; then come

more drills and in the latter part of

the afternoon the dress parade of the

regiment. This closes the military la-

bors of the day. In the evening there

are schools for instructions in tactics,

and the time is passed in any amuse-

ments that may offer themselves.

About half past eight the tattoo is

beaten, when every one, not absent on

duty, must be in camp ready to answer

to h,is name ; and shortly after, the beat

of taps proclaims that the military day

is ended, and lights must be extin-

guished—a regulation not very strictly

enforced. Thus pass the days of camp
life.

Very different are those assemblages

of huts down among the pine for-

ests of Virginia from the pleasant

villages, the thriving towns, and the

prosperous cities of the North—very

different the life of the soldier from

that which he enjoyed before rebellion

sought to sever the country which
from his cradle he had been taught to

consider ' one and inseparable.'

APHORISMS.—NO. XIV.

A Query for the Thoughtful.—
May we not justly say that spirit, every-

where, in its various degrees, rules over

matter, setting its forces at defiance for

the time, and yet never interfering with

their continued operations ?

This seems a great law of the uni-

verse. The power of life, wherever

guided by will, whether in beast or

man, or even where we can only ven-

ture to speak of instinct, thus asserts

its superiority. Within its appointed

range, the laws of the material world
are evidently subject to its control.

Iron may be firmly held together by
the attraction of cohesion : but man
wills its severance, and it is effected.

ISTor does it contravene the general

assertion here made, that we act by

opposing one natural force to another.

The rising of the sledge hammer, to

fall with a force more than its own, is

just as much against the laws of matter

as the breaking of the iron beneath its

blows.

All power, so far as we can judge, is

spiritual

—

i. e., originates in spirit, and
is exerted in obedience to will, or to

something equivalent.

Nor, again, will it avail an objector

to say that spirit is also under law as

well as matter. The 'laws of the one

sphere, at all events, are not those of

the other. They may have their rela-

tions, but they are not those of equality.

Spirit is sovereign—matter subject

;

or, if in any case it should be other-

wise, it is from some weak refusal of

the spirit to assert its own power.
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A TALE OF SLAVE LIFE IN ROME.

CHAPTER, XVI.

Gliding softly beneath the shrub-

bery, and beneath one of the side col-

onnades, Leta gained the house unper-

ceived, passing Sergius, who loitered

where she had been sitting, upon the

coping of the fountain basin. His

friends had departed, bearing away
with them his gold and much else that

was of value ; and he, with the con-

sciousness of evil besetting him on

every side, had morbidly wandered out

to try if in .the cool air he could com-

pose his thoughts to sobriety. As he

sat rocking to and fro, and humming
to himself broken snatches of song,

Leta stood under one of the arches of

the court, glowering at him, and half

hoping that he would lose his balance

and fall into the water behind. It was

not deep enough to drown him, but if

it had been, she felt in no mood to res-

cue him. In a few moments, however,

the fresh breeze, partially dissipating

the fumes of the wine which he had

drunk, somewhat revived him ; making

him more clearly conscious of his mis-

fortunes, indeed, but engendering in

him, for the instant, a new and calmer

state of feeling, which was not sobrie-

ty, but which differed from either his

former careless reckessness or madden-
ing ferocity. And in this new phase

of mind, he sat and revolved and re-

revolved, in ever-recurring sequence,

the things that had befallen him, ancj,

his changed position in the world.

Alone now, for she, iEnone, had left

him. Left him for a stripling of a

slave—a mere creature from the public

market. What was the loss of gold

and jewels and quarries to this ! And
how could he ever hold up his head

again, with this heavy shame upon it

!

For there could be no doubt ;—alas !

no. Had he not seen her press a kiss

upon the slave's forehead ? Had she

not tenderly raised the menial's head
upon her knee with caressing pity ?

And, throughout all, had she attempt-

ed one word of justification % Yes,

alone in the world now, with no one to

love or care for him ! For she must
be put away from him forever ; she

must never call him husband more.

That was a certain thing. But yet

—

and a kindly gleam came into his face

for the moment—even though guilty,

she might not be thoroughly and utter-

ly corrupt. If he could, at least, be-

lieve that she had been sorely tempted

—if he could only, for the sake of past

memories, learn to pity her, rather than

to hate ! And tins became now the

tenor of his thoughts. In his deep re-

flection of a few hours before, he had

tried to believe that she was innocent.

Now, circumstances of suspicion had

so overwhelmed her, that he could not

think her innocent ; but lie could have

wished to believe her less guilty, and

thereby have cherished a kindly feel-

ing toward her.

Rising up, and now for the first time

seeing Leta, as she still stood under the

archway and watched him, he tottered

toward her ; and, incited by this new
impulse of generous feeling, he pleaded

to her—humbling his pride, indeed,

but in all else, whether in word or ac-

tion, clothing himself with the grace-

ful dignity of true and earnest manli-

ness.

* Tell me,' he said, ' whether you

know aught about her which can calm

my soul and give me the right to think

better of her. You cannot make me
believe that she is innocent—I do not

ask it of you. That hope is past for-

ever. But it may be that you can re-

veal more than you have yet mentioned

to me. You have watched her, I know.
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Perhaps, therefore, you can tell me that

she struggled long with herself, before

she abandoned me. Even that assur-

ance will help me to think more pity-

ingly of her. Remember that there

was a time when I loved her ; and, for

the sake of that time, help me to feel

and act generously toward her.'

As Leta gazed upon him, and saw

how his late imperiousness had given

place to earnest, sorrowful entreaty, she

hesitated for the moment how to an-

swer him. There is, perhaps, a latent

sympathy in the hardest heart ; and

despite her resolve to become at once

lost and unpitying, some sparks of ten-

der feeling, kindled into life by her

parting with Cleotos, yet glimmered in

her breast. Cleotos having gone away,

she felt strangely lonesome. Little as

she had regarded him when present, it

now seemed as though, in separating

from him, she had lost a portion of her

own being. Certainly with him had
departed the last link that bound her

to her native land ; and though she

never expected to return thither, yet

it was not pleasant to feel that she had

been cut asunder from all possibility

of it. Now, for the moment, she was

in the mood to look around her for a

friend to lean upon ; and it might be

that she could find that friend in Ser-

gius, if she would consent to let her

vengeance sleep, and would forbear to

pursue him with further machinations.

His love, to be sure, was gone from

her, never to be restored ; but, after all,

might it uot be better to retain his

friendship than to incur his hate ?

And if she were now to make full dis-

closure of the past, and ask his pardon,

who could estimate the possible limits

of the forgiveness and generosity which,

in his newly found happiness, he might

extend to her ? And then, now that

her plans had failed, what need of in-

flicting further misery upon those who,
in their former trust, had lavished

kindnesses upon her ? And once more
her thoughts reverted to Cleotos

; and
with that feeling of utter loneliness

sinking into her heart, and making her

crave even to be thought well of by
another, she reflected how that friend

of her youth would not fail to ask the

blessing of the gods upon her, if ever,

in his native home, he were to hear

that she had acted a generous part,

and, by a few simple and easily spoken

words, had swept away the web of mis-

chief which her arts had woven.
' What can I say ? ' she exclaimed,

hesitatingly, as she met the pleading

look which Sergius fastened upon
her.

4 Say the best you can ; so that,

though I can never forgive her, I may
not think more harshly of her than I

ought. Can I forget that I loved her

for years before I ever met yourself;

and that, but for you, I might be lov-

ing her still ? Can I forget that it was

not for my own glory, but for hers, that

I tore myself away from her and went

to these late wars, hoping to win new
honors, only that I might lay them at

her feet ? Night after night, as I lay

in my tent and gazed up at the sky, I

thought of her alone, and how that the

stars shone with equal light upon us

both ; and I nerved my soul with new
strength, to finish my task with dili-

gence, so that I might the more quick-

ly return to her side. And then, Leta,

then it was that I met yourself; and

how sadly and basely I yielded to the

fascinations you threw about me, you

too well know. It was not love I felt

for you ; think it not. My passion for

you was no more like the calm affection

with which I had cherished her, than

is the flame which devours the village

like the moonlight which so softly falls

upon and silvers yonder fountain. But,

for all that, it has brought destruction

upon me. And now—

'

' And now, Sergius ?

'

' Now I am undone by reason of it.

From the first moment your ensnaring

glance met mine, I was undone, though

I then knew it not. Then was my pure

love for her obscured. Then, impelled

by I know not what infernal spirit, be-
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gan my downward course of deceit,

until at last I almost learned to hate

her whom I had so much loved, and
met her, at the end, with but a simu-

lated affection ; caring but little for

her, indeed, but not—the gods be

thanked !—so far gone in my selfish

cruelty as to be able to wound her

heart by open neglect in that hour of

her joy. Whatever I may have done

since then, that day, at least, her hap-

piness was undimmed, How gladly

would I now give up all the honors I

have gained, if I could but restore the

peace and quiet of the past ! Bemem-
bering all this, Leta, and how much of

this cruel wrong is due to you, can you
not have pity ? I know that she would
never have been exposed to this temp-
tation but for my own neglect of her,

and but for the fact that you had am-
bitious purposes of your own to work
out. Nay, I chide you not. Let all

that pass and be forgotten. I will be

generous, and never mention it again,

if you will only tell me how far your
arts, rather than her own will, have led

her astray. It cannot harm you now to

freely utter everything. The time for

me to resent it is past. I have no

further power over you, or the will to

exercise it if I had.'

A moment before, and she had been

on the point of yielding to the unac-

customed pity that she began to feel,

and so make full disclosure. But now,

as, almost unconsciously to himself,

Sergius spoke of her baffled hopes and
vaguely hinted at her altered position

toward himself—a change of which he

believed her to be yet ignorant—her

fount of mercy became instantly sealed

up, and her nearly melted heart again

turned to flint. Yes, she had almost

forgotten her new destiny. But now
at once 'appeared before her, with all

the vividness of reality, the banquet

hall, ringing with the shrill laughter of

the heated revellers, as, with the dice

box, they decided her future fate.

Like a flash the softened smile fled

from her face, leaving only cold, vin-

dictive defiance pictured there. And as

Sergius, who had been led on from ut-

terance to utterance by the increasing

signs of compassion he read in her,

saw the sudden and unaccountable

change, he paused, in mingled wonder-

ment and dismay ; and, with the con-

viction that his hopes had failed him,

he put off, in turn, his own softened

mien, and glaring back defiance upon
her, prepared for desperate struggle.

' You speak of my new ownership

—of the actor Bassus ?
' she exclaim-

ed.

' You know it, then ?
' cried he.

1 You have played the spy upon us ?

'

' Know it ?
' she repeated. ' When,

in your wild revelling, your raised

voices told me how heedlessly you

were bringing ruin upon yourself with

the dice, would I have been anything

but a fool not to have remembered that

I, too, being your property, might pass

away with the rest ? Was it not fit,

then, that I should have stolen to the

screen and listened ? You thought to

keep it secret, perhaps, until Bassus

should send to take me away from

here ; for you imagined that I might

attempt escape. But you do not know
me yet. Am I a child, to kick and

scream, and waste my strength in un-

availing strife against a fate that, in

my heart, I feel must sooner or later be

submitted to ? Not long ago—it mat-

ters not how or when—I could have

avoided it all, but would not. Now
that I have sacrificed that chance, I

will go to my doom with a smile upon

my lips, whatever heaviness may be in

my heart ; for, having chosen my path,

I will not shrink from following it.

Thus much for myself. And as for

you, who have tossed me one side to

the first poor brute who has begged for

me, and even at this instant have taunt-

ed me with the story of baffled hopes,

does it seem becoming in you to appeal

longer to me, as you have done, for

comfort ?

'

No answer ; but in the angry, heated

glare with which he faced her, could
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be seen the new fury which was rising

within him—all the more violent, per-

haps, from the late calm that had pos-

sessed him.
' And yet, for the sake of the past, I

might even be willing to comfort you,

if it were possible,' she continued, cast-

ing about in her mind for new tortures

with which to rack him, and now sud-

denly struck with an inward joy, as her

ever-ready invention came to her aid.

' Yes, if I knew aught of good to tell,

I would mention it, for the memory of

other days. But how can I speak with

truth, unless to recapitulate new de-

ceits and wiles which she has practised

upon you, and of which, may the gods

be my witness ! I would have told you

before, but dared not ? You say that

you have never loved me, Sergius Van-

no. It is well. But if you had done

so, I would have been faithful to you

to the end. You say that you loved

her, and that, but for your own false-

hood, she would not have strayed from

you. Poor dupe ! to believe that, for

all that meek, pale face of hers, she

cannot resolve, and act, and mask her

purposes as cunningly as any of the

rest of her sex ! Shall I tell you more ?

Do you dream that, while you have

been revelling, she has been idly whim-
pering in her chamber ? Had you
watched outside with me, you might

have known better. Look above your

head, Sergius, to where the prison keys

are wont to hang, and tell me where
they are now !

'

More from mechanical instinct than

from any actual purpose of mind—for

he did not, at the first instant, fully

comprehend her meaning—Sergius fol-

lowed the motion of her hand, and

gazed at the wall above his head ; then

passed his fingers along until he touch-

ed the empty nail—then looked back
inquiringly at her.

' The keys are gone, are they not ?

'

she said. ' Fool ! to lock up one party

to a fault, and yet let the other one go
free ! Do you suppose that during

your carousing with your boon com-

panions, she would fai1 to succor him
for whose sake she has already lost so

much ?

'

Still he gazed at Leta with a look of

puzzled inquiry, which now began,

however, to be disturbed by an expres-

sion of painful doubt. Then suddenly,

ascertaining that the keys were really

gone, her meaning flashed upon him

;

and dropping his hand with a wrathful

exclamation, he turned and strode into

the palace. E'ot, perhaps, with full

conviction of the truth of the sugges-

tion so artfully arrayed before him.

But he would at least prove its truth

or falsity ; and, with that suspicion

fastened upon his bewildered and un-

reasoning mind, to doubt was almost

to believe, and crossing the ante-cham-

ber to iEnone's room, he burst in upon

her.

She had fallen into a troubled sleep

—lying dressed upon the outside of

her couch, as, in her agony of mind,

she had first thrown herself down. The
unspent tears still trembled upon her

eyelids. Beside her lay the little fold-

ed parchment which Cleotos had given

her. She had taken it out to read,

hoping, but scarcely believing, that she

would now be able to experience the

truth of what she had been told about

the earnest words there written being

divinely adapted to give peace to a

troubled heart. But her sorrow was

too deep to be healed by phrases

whose spirit could, of necessity, be so

imperfectly comprehended by her ; and

the writing had slipped unheeded from

her light grasp.

As her husband now entered, she

awoke and sat upright, in frightened

attitude, not knowing what fate was

about to befall her.

' Where is he ? What have you done

with him ? ' Sergius cried, seizing her

by the arm.

She did not answer, not knowing, of

course, wherefore the question was put

to her, or what it concerned. Yet,

perceiving that she was again suspect-

ed of some act of which she wras inno-
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cent, she would have asked for mercy

and pardon, if time had been given

her. But even that was denied her.

Hardly, indeed, could she draw a

breath, when she felt that a new thread

was woven in the web of misconception

which surrounded her. For, at that

moment, her husband's eye fell upon

the forgotten parchment ; and picking

it up, he opened it, gave one hasty

look, and then tossed it aside. "What

need, now, of further proof ? Was not

that the slave's writing, recognizable at

a glance ? Words of love, of course !

And she had gone to sleep fondly

holding them in her hand, as a treasure

from which she could not be parted for

an instant. Words not freshly written,

either, for the parchment was yellow

and discolored. So much the worse,

therefore
;
for did it not prove a course

of long-continued deception ? Could

there be any doubt now ? Yes, a long

deceit. And this was she for whom, in

his simplicity, he had but a moment
before been framing excuses, in the

effort to convince himself that her fault

had been one of impulse, rather than

of cool deliberation ! This was she in

whose behalf he had weakly lowered

himself to plead to his own cast-off

slave for extenuating evidences ! And
once more grasping her by the arm, he

lifted her from the couch, and, followed

by Leta, hurried her across the room
into the outer hall, into the court yard,

past the fountain, and so onward until

they stood before the prison house.

There, seeing the inner door open, the

outer door swinging loosely inward,

with the key yet remaining in its lock,

and the captive fled, Sergius deemed
her new crime fully proved, and again

turned madly upon her.

' Where is he ? What have you done

with him ? Am I to be thus balked

of my vengeance ? Is it to be endured

that, while I entertain my friends, you

should steal off so treacherously, and

thus complete the dishonor you have

brought upon me ?

'

' I have not—done dishonor—to my

lord !

' she gasped with difficulty, for

she was almost speechless from the

rapidity with which he had hurried

her along, and his close grasp upon her

arm pained her. ' Let me but speak—

I

will explain—I know not how—

'

' No falsehoods—no pleadings to

me !
' he cried. ' It will avail you

nothing now. What more proof do I

need ? Is not the whole story written

out plainly before my eyes ? Have you

not stolen away to release him, prefer-

ring his safety and favor to my honor

or your own ? If not, where is he ?

Escaped me, by the gods ! Escaped

me, after all ! Fool that I have been,

to leave that key within your meddling

reach !

'

Overborne by his violence, not of

words merely, but of gesture, iEnone

had, little by little, shrunk from before

him as he spoke, until she had uncon-

sciously passed through the open door-

way, and into the narrow street be-

yond. Leta and he still remained

within the building, standing beside

the swinging door. There was even

now but a single pace between iEnone

and himself, and it was scarcely likely

that such a trifling distance could re-

assure her. It was more probably

something in his tone or action which

now gave her courage to meet his im-

putation. Whatever the nature of the

inspiration, she now suddenly drew

herself up, as though indued with new

strength, and answered him with some-

thing of the same recklessness of spirit

with which once before during that

day she had cast aside all fear of mis-

construction, and, with the sustaining

consciousness of innocence and justice,

had defied him.
' Escaped you ? ' she cried ;

' I thank

the gods for it ! I did not set him

free, but I would have done so, had I

known how. He was my friend—my
brother. Would I have left him, do

you think, to suffer torture and death

for simple kindnesses to me, when, with

one turn of a key, I could have released

him ? Would I let the memory of
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other days so completely pass from my
mind as to—

'

How, at that instant, happened the

door to close ? Was it owing to the

wind, or to a skilful and concealed

touch of Leta's hand, or to some un-

conscious pressure of Sergius against

it ? The cause matters little. It was

enough that, of a sudden, the loosely

hanging door swung round on its

creaking hinges into its place, fasten-

ing itself securely with a spring bolt as

its edge touched the lintel, and leaving

iEnone shut out alone in the dark street

upon the other side.

Upon the instant, Sergius sprang

forward to reopen the door. Con-

vinced of her perfidy, and madly lash-

ing himself into yet further fury with

the consciousness of his wrongs, it wras.

as yet not in his mind that even by ac-

cident such a forced separation as this

should befall her. His hand was upon

the bolt—in another second it would

have been drawn back—when his fur-

ther action was arrested by a few lowly

uttered words of Leta.

Not spoken to him, for, in his pres-

ent state of mind, he was more than

ever morbidly jealous of any interfer-

ence or attempted control, and would

most surely have disregarded them.

But spoken as though to herself, in a

kind of whispered soliloquy, softly

muttered, but yet with utterance suffi-

ciently distinct to reach his watchful

ear.

' Ah, she will not regard that,' were

the words, ' for of course she will know
where to rejoin him.'

Sergius started as the new idea im-

pressed itself upon him. Could this be

true, indeed ? Why not ? Was it

likely that the wife would have re-

leased the slave whom she loved, and

not have told him where they could

meet again ? That, surely, would be

too foolish an oversight, for it would

be throwing away all the benefits at-

tending the escape. It were hardly

possible that any trust could have

been reposed in the prospect of future

chance interviews, for that would be

but a slender hope to lean upon. In

that boiling, seething world of Rome,

now more than ever disturbed by the

inroads of strangers eagerly looking

forward to the excitements of the am-

phitheatre, it would be in vain to make
even deliberate and careful search for a

lost slave, unless some clew should be

left behind. Yes, she must surely have

that clew ; and doubtless she purposed

to use it as soon as daylight came.

Let her go now, therefore. It were

idle to call her back only for new flight

in a few hours hence.

Still with his hand resting upon the

bolt as these reflections passed through

his mind, Sergius glanced keenly at

Leta, as though possessed with some

dim suspicion that she had meant her

words to be overheard. Then, feeling

reassured by her composed attitude, he

turned away, muttered something to

himself the import of which she could

not catch, dropped his hand from the

undrawn bolt to his side, stood for a

moment in a kind of maze of confu-

sion, and finally left the prison, and

staggered through the garden to the

house.

CHAPTER XVII.

Stunned and confused by her sudden

exclusion, and naturally believing that

it was the result of deliberate action

upon her husband's part, iEnone now

felt all her sudden inspiration of cour

age deserting her, and sank half faint-

ing; against the outside wall. For a

moment it seemed to her like a dream.

She could realize suspicion, harsh lan-

guage, and even cruel treatment within

a certain limit, for these were all within

the scope of her late experience ; but

it was hard to comprehend this un-

looked-for and apparently deliberate

excess of degradation. But gradually

the mist cleared away from her be-

wildered mind, and she recognized the

reality of what had befallen her. Still,

however, her thoughts could not at

once grapple with the overwhelming
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sense of the indignity and suffering

cast upon her. She could not doubt

that she had been expelled from her

lord's house—cast out unprotected and
friendless in the midst Of night, with

undeserved reproaches. But, for all

that, a delusive hope clung to her. He
could not mean that this should last.

It was but an impulse of sudden anger.

He would repent of it in a moment, and
would call upon her to return to him.

He would shed tears of bitter shame,

perhaps, and would beg that she would
forgive him. And she would be fool-

ish enough to do so, she felt, at the

very first pleading word from him

;

though at the same time feeling that

her own self-respect should prompt her

to show more lasting resentment. If

thus easily forgot the past, what securi-

ty could she feel that, in some future

transport of rage, he might not repeat

the act ? But for all that, she felt that

she would weakly too soon forgive

him.

Sliding her trembling hand down
the damp wall, she found along its foot

a ledge of stone more or less project-

ing in different sections, in accordance

with the architectural requirements of

the building. Seating herself upon the

widest portion of this ledge, she now
waited to hear the key again turned in

the lock and the door swung open upon
its creaking hinges, and to see loving

arms extended with repentant words
of self-reproach. Once or twice she

fancied that she heard the key softly

fitted into its place, but it was only the

abrasion of two contiguous branches

of a plane tree overhead. Once again

she felt certain that she heard the

sound of persons approaching through
the garden, but it was the voice of men
in the street—two slaves coining around

the corner and drawing near, speaking

some harsh northern dialect which she

knew not. As the men approached,

she endeavored to shrink out of sight

behind a perpendicular projection of

the wall, and nearly succeeded. They
had passed, indeed, before they noticed

her. Then they turned and gazed cu-

riously at her ; and one of them made
some remark, apparently of a jesting

nature, for they both laughed. Then
again they turned and moved on out

of sight without attempting further

molestation.

But the incident alarmed her, and
caused her to realize yet more vividly

than before the exceeding unprotected-

ness of her situation. These men had
not sought to injure her, but how could

she answer for the next who might ap-

proach ? It was a lonely, dark street,

narrow, and comparatively seldom

used, and but little built upon, being

mainly flanked by garden walls. Upon
the side where she sat there were no

buildings at all, excepting low prison

houses for slaves, similar to that be-

longing to the Vanno palace—for the

street ran along an inner slope of the

Ceelian Mount and parallel to the Tri-

umphal "Way, and thus naturally served

as a rear boundary to the gardens of

the palaces and villas which fronted

upon the latter avenue. This very lone-

liness, therefore, added to her insecuri-

ty ; for though it was possible that no

®ne else might pass by for hours, there

was the equal chance that if any one

came with evil intent, she might be

murdered before help could be sum-

moned. And at a time when the

broadest streets were never entirely

safe even for armed men, a weak wo-

man, with tempting jewelry upon her

person, might well shudder at being

left alone in a narrow alley.

Slowly and painfully— for the night

was cool, and she had now been sitting

long in one position—iEnone raised

herself and stood up, looking hither and

thither for some place of refuge. She

had now waited more than an hour,

and if her husband had been inclined

to recall her from her exclusion, his re-

pentance would scarcely have tarried

so long. His anger was generally

fierce, but of short duration
; could it

be that in this case his sense of injury

was so great as to make him more un-
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reasoning than usual ? Her heart sank

yet lower with a new weight of de-

spair ; but again hope whispered alle-

viation. He had been drinking deeply

—she said to herself—and had not

clearly comprehended what he had
done. And afterward he had probably

forgotten all about it, and had fallen

off into sleep. Upon the morrow he

would be himself again. Perhaps he

would not then remember the outrage

he had committed against her. Cer-

tainly his anger would not still burn

when corrected by returning reason.

She must therefore endeavor to gain

access again to the palace, and there

avoid his presence, until the morrow
brought to him fresher reflection and a

better inclination to listen to explana-

tion.

And accordingly she commenced her

departure from her hiding place, and

slowly crept along the blank flanking

wall of the little street, hoping soon to

gain the palace front. At first it seemed

a very easy thing to do so. Though she

had never before been in that portion

of the city, she knew enough of its

geography to feel certain that if she

followed the street in either direction,

she could not fail to come to some in-

tersecting alley, through which she

could reach the Triumphal Way. Once

there, the route was familiar to her,

and she could arrive at her home in a

few minutes. But as she advanced, she

found that what had appeared to be an

easy stroll, seemed converted into a

toilsome and perplexing journey. Con-

fused and terrified, the coolness neces-

sary to pursue in safety even so short a

route began to fail her. At times she

imagined that she heard strangers ap-

proaching, and then it became needful

to conceal herself again, as well as she

could, behind projections or in recesses

of the wall. Then, when once more
venturing out, the shadows of the wall

itself or of neighboring buildings would
terrify her into seeking other conceal-

ments. And once, after having resumed
her course, she discovered that she had
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mistaken the direction, and was re-

tracing her steps.

At last, after a journey of nearly an

hour, during which she had only ad-

vanced as far as a resolute person might

have gone in a few minutes, she reached

an intersecting street leading to the

Triumphal Way. It was a wider pas-

sage than that which she was leaving,

and this fact added to her dismay. For

though she had at first feared the nar-

rower street for its loneliness, yet now
that she had so far glided through it

in safety, she had begun to feel some-

what reassured, and in turn dreaded

the more open channels, since they

would naturally be more frequented.

It was, therefore, with new trepidation

that, upon turning the corner, she saw,

in the broader street before her, signs

of movement and life. The street hap-

pened to be a favorite thoroughfare

from tke Triumphal Way, across the

Ccelian Mount, and, in consequence,

was never, perhaps, entirely deserted.

Now that the whole city was throbbing

with anticipations of the morrow's fes-

tivities, there were more persons wake-

ful and wandering about with feverish

expectation than usual. Moreover, it

was a street which abounded with

drinking shops, and these were now all

open, in spite of the lateness of the

hour, and appeared to be thronged with

customers. One of these shops stood

upon the corner where iEnone had
halted. A faint light burned over the

doorway to m^rk the locality ; and
through the open passage she could

see a crowd of ill-conditioned, rough-

looking men, appearing, in the dinii

light, more rough and uncouth than

they really were. Here were mingled 1

together artisans of the lower orders,

slaves and professional gladiators, all

drinking and singing together in close

fraternity. For a moment iEnone

paused and hesitated, not daring to

pass on. If she could reach the farther

side without attracting observation, it

would be but one step gained, for

there were many other drinking shops-
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glimmering in the distance along the

whole street, and each one had its

special crowd of noisy customers. To
escape one peril seemed only to run

into another. Then, as she deliberated

and alternately put her foot forward

and withdrew it again in a fruitless

attempt to muster courage to run the

gauntlet, two men emerged" from the

wine shop, and staggered toward her

—a slave and a gladiator, linked arm

in arm, and singing a wild song in

discordant keys. Both appeared to be

under the influence of wine, though in

different degrees ;
for while the former

had set no bounds to his license, the

latter had somewhat restrained his

propensities, in view of the demands

upon his strength which the morrow's

work would surely make. Seeing

these men reel toward her, iEnone

turned and fled, without knowing, or,

for the moment, caring, in which di-

rection she went. The men had not at

first seen her, but, as they now caught

sight of her flying figure, they set up a

drunken whoop, and attempted to fol-

low. All in vain ; for ere they had

advanced many paces, their weakened

limbs betrayed them, and they sank

powerless upon the ground, and, for-

getting the pursuit, rolled over loving-

ly in each other's arms. Meanwhile,

iEnone, not daring to look back, and

not knowing that the chase had ended,

still fled in wild terror, until at last her

breath failed her, and she tottered

helpless into the shade of the nearest

wall.

She was now lost indeed. How
long she had been running, or in which

direction, how many divergences she

had taken, or how many narrow alleys

threaded, she knew not. She simply

realized that she was in a portion of

the city where she had never been be-

fore, and from which extrication seem-

ed impossible, so dark and narrow and

winding seemed the passages in every

direction. Far narrower and darker,

indeed, than the lane hehind the palace,

;and without its protecting solitude.

In place of high garden walls, the

whole route seemed lined with miser-

able tenements, the refuge of the low-

est of the Roman population. There,

crowded together in close communica-

tion, wrere the rabble of poorer slaves

and beggars, all equally marked with

rags and filth.

In all this there was one comfort.

However thronged the tenements along

the side might be, the street itself

seemed deserted, nor fould iEnone any

longer hear the sound of pursuit. That,

at least, she had escaped, and now
again she took partial courage as she

reflected that with moderate caution

she might yet be able to extricate her-

self. There must be some outlet to

that neighborhood of squalid misery

;

and take whichever wTay she might,

she could scarcely fail, at the end, to

emerge into some more reputable re-

gion.

Again the sound of two persons ap-

proaching restrained her, and caused

her to shrink into a corner until they

might pass. Unlike the others, these

men had not been drinking, but ad-

vanced gravely and steadily, with a

slow, deliberate pace, indicative of

weighty reflection. These, also, were

slaves ; and before they emerged into

sight from the surrounding darkness,

iEnone could distinctly mark the low,

plotting whisper with which they

spoke, occasionally rising, from excess

of emotion, into a louder key. As
they came opposite to her, they paused

—not seeing her, but simply seeming

to be arrested by the vehemence of

their debate ; and again their words

sank nearly into a whisper.

' Tell me why I should not do so ?
'

hissed the nearest, a man of gigan-

tic proportions and development of

strength. ' Why should I not leap out

of the arena where these men place me
to play a fool's part ; and scrambling

over the ranges of seats, plunge this

dagger into his heart ? Ye gods

!

were I once to begin to clamber up, no

force could stop me from reaching him,
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were lie at the very topmost range

!

And I will—why not ?

'

' You would gain but an instant's

revenge,' said the other, striving to

soothe him, ' and you would lose—

'

' What ? My life, would you say ?
'

retorted the first. ' I know it. I know
well, that before I could strike him

fchrice, I would myself be beaten down,

a corpse. But one blow from me would

be sufficient for him. Ay, though I

used not ray knife at all, but only my
hardened fist. Would it not be a fine

revenge, say you, thus to kill him ? It

was on account of my strength of arm

that he laid toils for my capture, and

for that alone he most valued me. Why
not, then, prove its quality upon him-

self ? With a single blow I could crush

in his proud head like an egg shell.

Then let them kill me—I care not.'

' And yet the life once lost by you

cannot be gained again,' responded

the other.

' O feeble-minded !
' said the first,

with disdain. ' Have I ever so dearly

cared for life that I should thus guard

it at the expense of honor ? While I

was a free man, in my native Rhodes,

with my wife and children around me,

did I not then risk my life among the

very first ? And am I likely to value it

the more now that I am a slave, with

wife torn from me and sent I know
not where, with children slain one by
one, as the only means of capturing me,

with the accursed livery of the arena

placed upon me that I may administer

to their gaping appetite for blood ?

Can all this make me love my life more

than I have ever loved it before ?

'

' But wait—only wait. There will

come a time—

'

' Ay, ay ; there will come a time is

wmat all say, and will continue to say,,

and yet the time comes not. There is

never any time like the present. All

around me are thousands of men, once

free and now chained into slavery—and
chained, perhaps, more through their

own indolence than by the power
of their masters ; and yet they lie su-

pine, and call upon each other to wait

!

And to-morrow there will be a thou-

sand such in the arena, and instead of

rising up together in their strength,

they will fight only with each other.

What might not that thousand accom-

plish, wrere they to act together in brave

and earnest revolt ? What chance

would a few hundred pampered pre-

•torians have of staying the flood ?

There, seated in fancied security upon
their benches, will be the emperor, the

court, the nobles, and tflie most wealthy

of the empire. In one hour of action,

wre could sweep these away like chaff,

together with all else that is held most

worthy of place and power in the whole

empire ! And yet these thousand slaves

wT
ill not rise up together with me, and

it will not be done !

'

The head of the Hercules dropped
upon his chest with a gesture of de-

spair.

' You say truly,' responded the other.

' It will not be done, for the}'- will not

act with yon. And what can you do
alone ?

'

1 Nothing—nothing ; I see it all. I

am powerless/ murmured the first.

.

' Well, I will be patient, and dissimu-

late. I will do as you request, Gorgo.

I will restrain myself. As for this man
—this imperator—why should I there

wreak my vengeance upon him ? It

would only be giving to the rest of the

people an unlooked-for sight—a newer

pleasure, that is all. I will therefore

act the part of a good and faithful

slave—will kiss the rod held over me
—and will duly serve my master by

slaying my adversary, whoever he may
be, and thus winning that store of gold

pieces which have been laid out as the

stake of my life. And then—then I will

go home to my kennel and my bones.

But this I swear, by the immortal gods !

that I will follow this man from house

to forum, wherever he may go, until I

find a proper chance to strike him
down in secret like a dog. You were

right. I must not lose my life to kill

him, when I can so easily slay him and
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yet live to slay other men as bad as he. cried the other, striking his hand re-

My life is for other things. And when sponsively into the outstretched palm

the time comes that I can raise the before him. And the two men again

standard of insurrection, will you took up their walk, and passed on until

then—

'

they were swallowed up in the dark-

' Then I will be with you heart and ness and their voices, growing more

soul forever, until our freedom is built and more indistinct, were finally

up on the ruins of this accursed Rome !

'

hushed.

THE VISION.

INSCRIBED TO TEACHERS TO CONTRABANDS IN THE SOUTH.

Lo ! a picture came before me
Of a million broken chains,

Lying cankered with old blood-drops

Which had oozecl from tortured veins,

Reddening the fleecy cotton

Snowed upon the Southern plains.

And the picture's tints grew deeper,

Redder, blacker, as I gazed,

And my weak knees smote together,

And my eyes grew dim and glazed,

At the vision's spectred horrors

From the graves of vengeance raised.

For, where liveoaks and magnolias

Gloom the earth with densest shades,

Where the snake and alligator

Lurk in endless everglades,

Where the cloud-lace-fretted sunset

Lingering, longest night evades,

Where the eagle builds his eyrie

Nearest to the fervid skies,

Where the buzzard swoops to fatten

On the prey that lingering dies,

Where the bloodhound's hellish baying

Stills the hunted bondman's cries,

>There uprose, all ghostly shadowed,

Hosts of wasted, haggard forms
;

And their wild eyes glared and glittered

Like heaven's fire in dark-browed storms,

And with outstretched arms toward me

They came rushing in thick swarms.
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And I saw upon their foreheads

Letters where the irons burned,

And their backs left gashed and harrowed

Where the lash for life-blood yearned,

And their lank limbs, fester-eaten,

Showed where gnawing shackles turned.

There were gaunt and frenzied mothers

With wan children in their arms,

There were youths, and there were maidens,

Curses, tears, and wild alarms,

There were auction blocks and hammers

Where were bartered beauty's charms.

Ah ! my heart grew chill within me,

And my 'frighted blood congealed,

As my soul's eye raised the shadows

Which like curtains half concealed

Deeper horrors, depths of anguish

Left till God's day unrevealed !

And my soul went up in sighing

To God's ear :
' And Thou dost know,

High and Holy ! men are devils,

Earth, like hell, is drowned in woe ?

'

Came an answer :
' Hark ! my war-blast

Dealing sin a staggering blow !

'

* Father ! though the chains be broken,'

Cried my soul, ' the wounds remain,

Deeper than the irons w^ore them,

'Neath the brow within the brain,

'Neath the body in the spirit

!

Peals Thy war-blast not in vain ?

4 How shall knowledge, how shall virtue

Dwell with ignorance and sin ?

Where is found that earthly saintship

Can consort with devils' din ?

"Who the saintly self-denying

Through hell's door would look within

* E'en to save the devils' victims,

Snatch them from the cooling flames,

Kiss with love their long-charred spirits,

Breathe new souls into their names,

Wing them to the climes supernal,

And to angels' loud acclaims ?

'

Then came answer :
' Lo ! I call them,

Ministers of love, I call !

'
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Then I waited in the silence,

With God waited over all,

Till I knew how He forgetteth

No one worthy, great or small.

For I saw from where the ocean

Drifts its rhythms to the beach,

From where mountain snows eternal

Far toward heaven as stainless reach,

From where gold and russet harvests

Of God's 'whelming bounty teach,

From where all are always freemen,

From where colleges and schools

Free the mind from Old-World trammels,

Unfit men for tyrants' tools,

From where firesides and altars

Govern hearts with golden rules,

Came, as flowers come in spring-time

Dropt from Winter's icy hand,

Came to cheer, to teach, to brighten

—

God's commissioned, shining band
;

Came with hands and hearts o'erilowing

To renew the Southern land !

And I watched how spirit-anguish

Songs and smiles soon soothed, allayed,

And how soul-wounds touched by kindness,

As by Christ, could heal and fade,

And how darkness fled affrighted

Where these angels wept and prayed.

And my soul went up in praising

To God's ear :
' Yea, Thou dost know,

High and Holy ! men are devils,

Earth, like hell, is drowned in woe

;

But Thy war-blast, in Thy mercy,

Hath dealt sin a staggering blow !

'
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THE UNDIVINE COMEDY—A POLISH DRAMA.

gbbitafeji) to JUnrjr.

PART IV.

' Bottomless perdition.'

—

Milton.

Fog and cloud ! Nothing can be

seen from the bastions of the castle of

the Holy Trinity, to the right or to

the left, in front or in the rear, but

dense, motionless, snowy mist ; a spec-

tral image of that deluge-Tvrath which,

as it rose to sweep o'er earth, once

broke against these stern, steep cliffs

and beetling peaks of rock : no trace

is to be seen of the buried valley, for

the ghostly waves of the cold, white

sea of foam shroud it closely in their

stifling veils ; the glowing face of the

crimson sun shines not as yet upon
earth's winding sheet of silent, clinging,

pallid vapor.

The tower of the castle stands upon

a bold and naked granite peak. Built

of the strong rock from which it soars

by the giant labor of the now dying

Past, it seems during the lapse of cen-

turies to have grown up from its stony

heart, as the human breast grows from

the broad back of the Centaur. A sin-

gle banner streams above its lofty tur-

ret, the only banner of the Cross now
raised on earth ; the symbol of God's

mystic love alone floats high enough

to pierce into the unclouded blue of

the stormy sky t

The white and sleeping mist grad-

ually awakens ; the sighing and howl-

ing of the bleak winds are heard above

;

the vapor palpitates in the first rays of

the coming sun, and a drifting ice-floe

of curdling clouds drives wildly o'er

this quickening sea of fog and foam.

Other voices, human voices, mingle

with the Wails and sobs of the passing

storm : borne upward on the ghastly

waves of the spectral cloud sea, they

break against the walls of the granite

castle.

The pallid shroud of mist is suddenly

riven, and through the walls of the

chasm torn through the heart of the

white foam, glimpses are seen of the

abyss below.

How dark it looks in the depths

!

A sea of heads in wild commotion

surges there ; the valley swarms with

human life as ocean's slimy sands with

creeping things that writhe and sting.

The sun ! the sun ! He mounts

above the rocky peaks ; the pallid va-

pors rise in blood and melt in gold, and

as they roll and lift into the sky, more

and more distinctly grow upon the

view the threatening swarms of men
still gathering below.

The quivering mist rolls into crimson

clouds and scales the craggy cliffs ; it

dies softly away into the blue depths

of the infinite sky. The valley glitters

like a sea of light, throws back the

dewy sunshine in a dazzling glare, for

every hand is armed With sharp and

sparkling blades and points of steel

—

and millions are seen pouring into its

depths, numberless as they will pour

into the vale of the Last Judg-

ment.

A cathedral church in the castle of the Holy
Trinity.

Lords, senators, dignitaries are seen seated on
either side, each under the banner of a king or

knight. Bands of nobles stand behind the ban-

ners. The Archbishop is in front of the high
altar, a choir of stoled Priests kneel behind and

around it. The Man appears, pauses a few mo-
ments on the threshold of the church, then ad-

vances slowly up the aisle to the Archbishop,

holding a banner in his hand.

Chorus of Priests. O God of our

fathers ! we, Thy last priests, pray in

the last church of Thy Son now stand-

ing upon earth for the faith of our an-

cestors ! Deliver us from our enemies,

O Lord our God !
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First Count. See with what pricle

Count Henry regards us.

Second Count. As if the whole uni-

verse were at his feet.

Third Count. And yet he has done

nothing but cut his way through the

camp of the peasants at night

!

First Count. He left one hundred,

nay, it is reported, two hundred of their

men dead upon the place of combat.

Second Count. Let us object to his

appointment as general-in-chief.

The Man (kneeling at the feet of the

Archbishop). I lay my trophy at thy

feet 1

Archbishop (giving him a sword).

Gird this sword upon thee : it was once

consecrated to Saint Florian !

Many Voices., Long live Count

Henry ! Vivat !,,. vivat

!

Archbishop. And thus sealing thee

with the sign of the cross, I commit to

thy hands the sole command of this,

our last fortress and refuge upon earth.

It is the universal wish that thou

shouldst assume the rank of general-in-

chief.

Many Voices. Long live our gen-

eral ! Vivat ! vivat

!

A Voice. I will not give my con-

sent to the appointment

!

Many Voices. Away with the ob-

jector ! Long live Count Henry !

The Man. If any one present have

just cause to reproach me, let him pro-

claim it openly, and not hide himself

in the crowd !

He pauses ; no one responds.

I accept this sword from thy hands,

most reverend father ; and may God
send me an early and sudden death if

I fail to deliver thee !

Chorus of Priests. Gift him with

power, O God ; and let Thy Holy

Spirit descend upon him ! Deliver us

jfrom our enemies, O Lord !

The Man. Let us all, princes, knights,

and nobles, take a solemn oath to de-

fend the glory and fame of our fathers !

Let us swear that though hunger and
thirst may lead us to death, they shall

not force us to dishonor !

Let us vow that no suffering shall

induce us to capitulate, to yield one of

our just rights, or to sacrifice any of

the duties due to our Creator ! Swear

!

Many Voices. We swear.

The Archbishop elevates the Cross, they kneel

and pledge their faith.

Chorus op Priests. The perjured

Thou wilt punish in Thy wrath, O
God !

The faint-hearted Thou wilt punish

in Thy wrath, O God !

The traitor Thou wilt punish in Thy
wrath O God !

The Man (drawing his sword). Keep
the oath, and I promise glory—for vic-

tory, pray to God !

He leaves the church, surrounded and followed

by bands of knights, nobles, etc.

A courtyard in the castle of the Holy Trinity.

The Man, counts, barons, princes, noblemen.

A Count (leading the Man aside).

"What—is all irretrievably lost ?

The Man. Not all, unless your cour-

age fail before the time.

The Count. Before what time ?

The Man. Before death !

A Baron (leading him off on the other

side). It is reported that you have seen

and spoken with our dreadful foe,

Count Henry. If we should fall into

his hands, will he have the least com-

passion upon us ?

The Man. To tell you the truth,

such compassion as our fathers never

dreamed could be shown to them :
' the

gallows I
'

The Baron. We must guard against

that to the utmost of our power !

The Man. What says your excel-

lency ?

Prince. I must speak a few words
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alone with. you. (He draws Count

Henry aside.) It is all very well to

encourage our people, but you must

surely be aware that we cau hold out

no longer.

The Man. What else is left us,

prince ?

Prince. As you have been appoint-

ed chief, it is for you to propose the

terms of capitulation.

The Man. Not so loud . . .

Prince. Why not ?

The Man. Because your excellency

would thus forfeit your own life ! (He

turns to the men thronging around him.)

He who speaks of surrender will be

punished with death

!

Baron, Count, and Prince (to-

gether.) He who speaks of surrender

will be punished with death !

All. With death! With death!

Vivat ! vivat

!

Exejint.

% %: 5ji % :fc

The gallery of the tower. The Man. Jacob.

The Man. Where is my son, Jacob ?

Jacob. He is in the north tower, •

seated on the threshold of the old vault

aud dungeon, singing strange songs

of prophecy.

The Man. Man the Leonoren bas-

tion as strongly as possible, stir not

from the spot, and make constant use

of the best glass to observe what move-
ments are going on among the forces

of the besiegers.

Jacob. So help me God the Lord !

It were well to give a glass of brandy

to our troops to keep up their sinking

courage.

The Man. If necessary, open the

cellars of our counts and princes.

Exit Jacob.

The Man (mounting some feet higher,

and standing under the banner upon a

small terrace). With the whole power
of my eyes I trace your plans

; with the

concentrated hatred of my soul I sur-

round you, my enemies ! No longer

with a single voice, or with a vain en-

thusiasm, am I to meet you ; but with

the sharp swords and strength of men
governed by my will I seek our last

encounter !

It is a noble thing to be the leader

in this contest ; to look even from the

bed of death, if so it must be, upon the

strange power added to my own single

arm through the many wills subjected

to my rule ; and glorious to gaze thus

down upon you, my enemies, lying far

below in the abyss and crying up to me
from the depths, as the damned cry up
to heaven !

Yet a few hours more of time, and

then I, with thousands of the miserable

wretches who have forgotten and re-

nounced their God, will be no more

forever—but come what will, one day

of life at least is left me—I will enjoy

it to the utmost—I will rule—combat

—live ! Is this my last song ?

The sun sets behind the cliffs ; sinks

in a long, dark shroud of vapor—on

every side his rays pour blood into the

valley. Foreshadow of my bloody

death, I greet thee with a more sincere

and faithful heart than I was wont to

salute the allurements of pleasure, de-

ception, enchantment, love, in the past

days of my youth !

Not through low intrigue, through

cunning skill, through laborious effort,

have I attained the fulfilment of my
wishes ; but suddenly and unlooked

for, as I have ever dreamed I would !

Ruler over those who were but yes-

terday my equals, I have reached the

aim of my ambition : I stand on the

very threshold of the eternal sleep !

* * * * *

A hall in the castle lighted with torches
;

George reclining upon a bed ; the Man enters,

and places his weapons upon a table.

The Man. Let a hundred men keep

guard upon the bulwarks, the remain-

der may repose after our long and ex-

hausting combat

!

Yoice (without). S<9 help me God
the Lord

!
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The Man. You must have been

frightened, George, with the noise of

our attack, the firing of musketry, the

cries of the soldiers !

But keep up your courage, my child

;

we shall not be taken to-day, nor to-

morrow.

George. I have indeed heard it all

distinctly, but it is not that which

strikes terror to my heart ; the thunder

of the cannon Hies on and is here no

longer—it is something else that haunts

me, that appals me, father !

The Man. You fear for me, George ?

George. No. I know your hour has

not yet struck.

The Man. A heavy weight has

fallen from my heart to-day, for in the

plain below, scattered like autumn

leaves, lie the corpses of our foes, foiled

in their fierce attack.

Come, George, we are alone, come !

tell me all thy thronging thoughts ; I

will listen to thee once more as of old

in our own home !

George (hurriedly). Follow me,

then—follow me, father ! A dreadful

trial—sentence—is reechoed here every

night. Oh come with me !

He goes to a door in the wall hidden by a

heavy fall of tapestry, and opens it.

The Man. George ! where art thou

going ? Who has made known to thee

this secret passage into endless vaults

covered with eternal darkness ? to this

black charnel house, where moulder the

bones of earlier and countless victims 1

George. Where thine eye, accus-

tomed to the sunshine, has no power to

pierce, my spirit presses forward.

Gloom roll on to gloom—and dark-

ness gather unto darkness !

lie enters the door, followed by his father, and

rapidly descends into the vault.

Along, vaulted, subterranean dungeon. Grates,

bars, chains, and broken instruments of torture.

The Man, with a torch in his hand, stands at the

base of a great block of granite, on the top of

which stands George.

The Man. Come down to me,

George, I implore !

George. Hearest thou not these

voices ? Seest thou not these forms ?

The Man. All is still as the grave

—and almost as dark. The light of

the torch is instantly swallowed up by
the damp chill gloom around us !

George. Listen ! Ever nearer !

ever clearer ! One after another they

are slowly filing on from the depths of

the narrow vaults—they are solemnly

seating themselves below, far in the

background
; behind thee, father !

The Man. Thy madness is my
damnation ! Thy mind is wandering,

my poor child : thou art destroying the

strength which I now so sorely need !

George. I see their pale and stately

forms as they collect for fearful judg-

ment ! I see the prisoner approach the

dreadful bar, his tall form seems . . .

I cannot discern his features—they float

and flow like morning mist ! Hark !

Chorus of Voices. We, once

chained, beaten, tormented, choked

with dust and broken with stones,

through the Power now given to our

hands, proceed in our turn to sentence !

We too will judge and torture ; try

and condemn
;

Satan himself will de-

light to assume the execution of our

sentence.

The Man. George, what dost thou

see ?

George. The prisoner ! the prison-

er, father ! He wring his hands—

O

father ! father !

A Voice. With thee dies out the

accursed race ; all its power, all its

passions, all its pride, have joined in

thee to perish !

Chorus op Voices. Because thou hast

loved nothing—revered nothing save thy-

self and thine own thoughts—thou art

condemned—art damned to all eternity I

The Man. I see nothing, but I hear

from every side—above—below—sighs
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and wails—judgment, threatening, and

eternal doom

!

George. The prisoner ! he raises

his haughty head as thou dost, father,

when thou art angered ! He answers

with proud words, as thou dost, when
thou scornest—father !

Chorus of Voices. In vain ! thou

plead'st in vain ! there is no redemp-

tion for him more, in earth or heaven !

A Yotce. Yet another day of pass-

ing earthly glory, of all share in which

thine ancestors have robbed me and

^my brethren—and then thou fallest for-

ever—thou, with thy brethren !

Your burials will be, as once were

ours, without the toll of holy knells,

without tears, sobs, or wailing mourn-

ers, without friends, without relations,

and you will die transfixed upon the

same rock of universal human pain !

The Man. I know you, wretched

ghosts ! wandering stars amid the an-

gelic hosts

!

He goes forward into the darkness.

George. Father ! go not into that

fearful gloom ! Father ! in the name
of Jesus Christ—I implore—I conjure

thee—father !

The Man {turning toward Ms son).

Whom do you see below ? Speak, and

tell me truly, George !

George. The prisoner—he is thy-

self, my father !

He is white as snow—gagged

—

chained—they drag him on—they tor-

ture thee, my father

!

I hear thy gasping breath — thy

groans—thy sobs ! (He falls upon Ms
Tcnees.) Forgive me, father ! My
mother shines through the dark—and

commands me to . . .

He falls back in a fainting fit.

The Man (catching the falling boy in

Ms arms). This alone was wanting !

Ha ! my own, my only child has led

me to the brink of hell

!

Mary—inexorable spirit ! God ! !

And thou, second Mary, to whom I

have so often prayed !

Here then is the beginning of eternal

darkness, eternal torture ! . . .

Back ! back into life ! one day of

glory is at least still left me ! First

must I combat with my fellow men

—

and then for my eternal struggle !

Chorus op Spirits (dying away in

the distance). Because thou hast loved

nothing, revered nothing, save thyself and

thine own thoughts—tliou art damned to

all eternity !

A large hall in the castle of the Holy Trinity
;

arms and armor hang upon the walls, with va-

rious G-othic ornaments. The Man ; women,
children, some old men, and nobles are kneeling

at his feet. The Godfather stands in the centre

of the hall, and crowds of men are in the back-

ground.

The Man. No, no. By my son—
by the memory of my wife—never

!

never

!

Voices of Women. Have mercy
upon us ! Hunger gnaws our bowels

;

our children die of famine ; fear is

upon us day and night ; have pity

upon us !

Voices op Men. It still is time !

Listen to the herald—dismiss not the

envoy

!

Godfather. I regard not your re-

proaches, Count Henry, for my whole

life has been that of a good citizen.

If I have assumed the office of am-

bassador, which I am at this moment
fulfilling, it is because I understand the

age in which we live, and estimate our

times aright.

Pancratius is, if I may so express

myself, the representative of the peo-

ple . . .

The Man. Out of my sight, old

man !

—

(Aside to Jacob?) Bring a de-

tachment of soldiers hither

!

Exit Jacob.

The women rise from their knees weeping and
sobbing, and the men draw back a few paces.

A Baron. We are all lost, and
through you alone, Count Henry !

Second Baron. We renounce all

further obedience.
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A Prince. Let us arrange for our-

selves the terms of the surrender of this

castle with the worthy envoy !

Godfather. The great man who
sent me here secures life to you all, if

you will enter into a league with him
and acknowledge the justice of the

struggle of the century.

Many Voices. We acknowledge it.

The Man. You have sworn to me,

and I have sworn to you, to die upon

these walls ; I intend to keep my oath,

and you shall be true to yours. You
are all to die with me !

Ha ! can you indeed still wish to

live?

Ha ! ask the spirits of your fathers

why, when living, they were guilty of

such continuous oppression, and why
they ruled with so much cruelty !

—

(To a Count.) Why have you, count,

oppressed your serfs ?

—

{To another.)

Why have you passed your youth in

cards and dice, and your life in the

land of the stranger?

—

(To another.)

Why have you crept before the great,

and scorned the lowly ?

—

(To one of the

women.) Why did you not bring up

your sons to defend you ? As knights

and soldiers, they might then have

Berved you now ; but you have prefer-

red dealings with Jews and lawyers

:

call upon them, then, for life and safe-

ty.

—

(He rises and extends his arms

toward them.) Why hasten ye thus to

shame ? why wrap your last hours iu

shrouds of infamy ?

On with me, ye knights and nobles !

On, where bayonets glitter, swift balls

whistle

!

Oh seek not the accursed gallows pre-

pared for you by the New Men ; be-

lieve me, the masked and silent hang-

man stands waiting to throw the rope

of shame around your high-born

throats !

A Voice. He speaks the truth—to

our bayonets !

Another Voice. We die of hun-

ger ; there is no more food !

Voices of Women. Our children I

Your children ! Mercy !

Godfather. I promise you safety

—

safety of life and limb . . .

The Man (approaching the Godfather,

and seizing him oy the shoulder). Sacred

person of the herald, go ! Go, and
hide thy gray hairs in the tents of Jews

and low mechanics, that I may not dye

them in thine own base blood !

Jacob enters with a division of armed men.

Take aim at this brow, furrowed

with the folds of idle learning ! Aim
at this liberty cap, which trembles on

the brainless head before. every breath

from the lips of a man !

The Godfather escapes.

All cry, toith one oreath : Bind Count

Henry ! Deliver him up to Pancra-

tius !

The Man. Wait but a single mo-

ment, lords ! (Re goes from one soldier

to another.) Do you remember when
we climbed a mountain's rocky slope, a

savage wild beast closely tracked our

steps, and when you, frightened, fell

into a yawning chasm, I rescued you,

and saved your life ? You were most

grateful then. Have you forgotten it ?

—Jerome, we once were cast away
upon the Danube's craggy shore ; we
braved the waves, and saved our lives

;

we were bold swimmers, and we helped

each other well !—Christophe, Hierony-

mus, you sailed with me upon the

wild Black Sea ; we were young sailors

then !

—

(To others.) When the fire de-

stroyed your homes, who built your

cottages anew ?

—

(To others.) You fled

to me from cruel lords, and I redressed

your wrongs.

—

(Addressing himself to

the men generally.) Reflect, and choose !

. . . Speak ! will you arm with me
to battle for our rights, or will you leave

me here to die alone—with haugh-

ty smiles upon my stiffening lips, be-

cause, among so many men, I found no

single man ?

The Men. Long live Count Henry !

we desert him not—vivat

!
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The Man. Let the remaining meat

and brandy be shared among them

;

then upon the walls !

Soldiers. Meat and brandy, and

then upon the walls !

The Man. Go with them, Jacob,

and in an hour be ready to renew the

fight

!

Jacob. So help me God the Lord.

Women. We curse thee, Count Hen-

ry, in the name of our innocent chil-

dren !

Other Voices. We, for our fathers

!

Other Voices. We, for our wives !

The Man. And I breathe curses on

all craven souls

!

* *

The wall of the fortress of the Holy Trinity.

Troops are lying scattered about. Broken rocks

and stones strew the ground, mingled with pikes

and guns ; soldiers are running to and fro ; the

Man leans against a bulwark, and Jacob stands

beside him.

The Man {putting his sword into its

slieath). There can be no greater pleas-

ure than to play at danger when we al-

ways win ; and when the time comes

to lose, one cast of the die, and all is

over !

Jacob. Our last broadside has driven

them back for the moment, but I see

them below there, gathering to renew

the storm ; however, all is vain, for

since the world a world was, no one

has ever escaped his destiny !

TnE Man. Are there any cartridges

left ?

Jacob. Neither balls nor grape-

shot : everything has its end !

The Man. Bring then my son to

me ; I would embrace him once more !

Exit Jacob.

The smoke from the jDOwder lias

dimmed my eyes ; it seems to me as if

the valley were swelling up to my feet,

and again sinking back to its place

;

the Kocks crack, and cross each other

at a thousand angles, and my thoughts

wander, flicker, quiver in the most fan-

tastic forms. (Seats himself upon a

toall.) It is not worth the trouble to

be a man—nor even an angel ; the

highest archangel must feel, after some

centuries of existence, as we do after a

few years of our fleeting life, utter

weariness in his soul, and long, as we
do, for mightier powers ! Either one

must be God—or nothing . . .

Enter Jacob witli George.

Take some of the men with you, go

through the castle, and drive all before

you upon the walls !

Jacob. Counts, princes, bankers ?

Exit Jacob.

The Man. Come to me, my dearest

son ! place thy thin hands in mine,

while I press my lips upon thy pure

forehead ; thy mother's brow was once

as white and smooth !

George. Before thy men took up
their arms to-day, I heard mamma's
voice ; her wxords came floating to me
as soft and sweet as perfumed air ; she

said to me :
' George, thou wilt come to

me this very evening, and sit doicn oeside

me?

The Man. Did she name me to

thee?

George. She said :
' This very even-

ing I expect my son?

The Man (aside). Is my strength to

fail me, when I have almost reached

the end of the weary way ? No, God
will not permit it ! For one moment's

fiery madness, I will be thy prisoner to

all eternity !

—

(Aloud). Oh, my son !

forgive—forgive the fatal gift of life !

We part ; and knowest thou for how
long a time ?

George. Take me with thee, father,

and leave me not ! I love thee ; oh,

leave me not, my father—and I will

draw thee on with me !

The Man. Our paths are widely

sundered. Amid the choirs of happy

angels thou wilt forget thy father

—

thou wilt bring me down no drop of

cooling dew. O George ! George ! my
son ! my son !
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George. What dreadful cries ! I

tremble, father. Louder and louder,

nearer and nearer comes the thunder

of the cannon
; the last hour—the pro-

phesied—draws near !

The Man. Jacob ! quick—quick

—

here !

A band of counts and princes cross the court-

yard. Jacob follows with the soldiers.

A Yoice. You give us broken arms,

and force us to the combat

!

Another Voice. Henry, have mer-

cy on thyself

!

Third Voice. Weak, wearied, fam-

ished, drive us. not upon the walls !

Fourth Voice. Where do they drive

us ? where ?

The Maw. To death !—{To George,

folding him in his arms.) With this

embrace I would fain bind thee to my
heart forever, George ! Alas ! I know
our paths are widely sundered : it may
not be, my son ! my son !

Struck by a ball, George sinks dying in his

arms.

Voice {from above). To me ! to me !

pure spirit ! Up to me, my son !

The Man. Ha ! to my aid, soldiers !

{He draws Ms sioord, and holds it before

the lips of the wounded boy.) The blade

is crystal clear ; no moisture dims the

cold and glittering steel ! Breath and

life already gone ! O George, my son !

Ha ! they are upon me ! On ! on !

They are at last but a sword's length

from me ! Back ! Back ! into the

abyss, ye sons of freedom. Back !

Rushing on of men, confusion, struggle.

Another part of the wall of the castle. Men in

the distance in line of battle. Jacob is seen

stretched out upon the wall : the Man, sprinkled

with blood, hastily approaches him.

The Man. Faithful old man, what

has happened to you ?

Jacor. May the devil reward you

in hell for your obstinacy, and my dy-

ing agonies !

So help me God the Lord ! Dies.

The Man {throwing away Ms sword).

I will need thee no longer, sword of

my fathers ! My son is in heaven—the

very last of my retainers lies dead at

my feet—the craven nobles have desert-

ed their cause
; already they kneel be-

fore the victor, and sue and howl for

mercy ! {Looking in every direction

around Mm.) There still is time ; as

yet the enemy are not upon me ! I

will steal a moment's rest before . . .

Ha ! the New Men scale the northern

tower ; they shout ' Count Henry '

—

they seek him in every direction !

Here I am ! here I am ! here I am !

But you are not to pronounce sentence

upon me ; the dead have already given

in their verdict. I go to meet the judg-

ment and justice of my God ! {He

clambers up a steep cliff jutting out over

the abyss.) I see thee, my eternity, as

thou rapidly floatest on to meet me,

black with the shadows of eternal

night ! shoreless, limitless, infinite

!

And in the midst of thy rayless gloom,

like a burning sun, eternally shining,

but illumining nothing, I see my God !

{He takes some step>s foricard, and stands

on the brink of the precipice.) Ha ! they

run, the New Men—they see me now

!

Jesus ! Mary ! O Poetry ! be cursed

by me, as I shall be to all eternity !

Up, ye strong arms ! cut through these

waves of air

!

He springs into the abyss.

* * * h> #

The courtyard of the castle. Pancratius, Leon-

ard ; Bianchetti stands at the head of a regi-

ment of soldiers. The remaining princes and

counts, accompanied by their wives and children,

file in before Pancratius.

Pancratius. Your name ?

A Count. Christopher von Volsa-

gen.

Pancratius. You have pronounced

it for the last time ! And yours ?

A Prince. Wladislaus, Lord of

Schwarzwald.

Pancratius. It shall be heard on

earth no more ! And yours ?
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A Baron. Alexander von Goclal-

berg.

Pancratius. It is already erased

from the list of the living. Go !

Bianchetti (to Leonard). They have

repulsed us for two long months
;
their

arms are wretched, and their accoutre-

ments utterly worthless.

Leonard. Are there many of them

left ?

Pancratids. They are all given

over to you for execution, that their

blood may flow as an example to the

world. But if there is one among
them who can tell me where Count

Henry hides, he shall have his life for

his information

!

Many Voices. He vanished from

our sight at last.

The Godfather. Great Pancratius,

I appear as mediator between you and

your prisoners ; spare these citizens of

noble birth, because they have given

up to you the keys and strongholds of

the castle of the Holy Trinity !

Pancratius. I have conquered by

my own strength, and need no media-

tor. You will yourself take charge of

their immediate execution !

The Godfather. My whole life has

been that of a good citizen. I have

frequently given proof of true pa-

triotism. "When I joined your cause,

Pancratius, it was not with the inten-

tion of leading my own noble brethren

to— ...
Pancratius (interrupting Mm). Seize

the old pedant ! away with him ! let

him join his noble brethren !

The soldiers surround the Godfather and the

prisoners.

Where is Count Henry ? Has no one

seen him, dead or living ? A purse of

gold for Henry, if only for his corpse !

A division of soldiers descend the wall from
above.

The Leader of the Division. Cit-

izen general ! by the command of Gen-

eral Bianchetti, I stationed myself, with

my detachment, on the west side of the

bulwark ; upon our entrance into the

fort on the third bastion to the left, I

observed a man standing, unarmed, but

bleeding and wounded, by a dead

body. I cried immediately to my men :

' Hasten your steps, we must reach

him ! ' but before we could approach

him, he ascended a steep cliff over-

hanging the valley, stood for a moment
on a sharp and jutting point of rock,

and fixed his haggard eyes upon the

depths below. I saw him, then, extend

his arms like a swimmer about to make
a sudden plunge ; he threw himself for-

ward with all his force ; I saw him a

moment in the air, and we all heard

the noise made by the fall of the body

as it pitched and fell from rock to rock

into the abyss below.

This is the sword which we found

but a few steps from the spot on which

we first observed him.

He hands a sword to Pancratius.

Pancratius (examining the sword).

Drops of blood stain the handle, but

here are the arms of his house ! It is

the sword of Count Henry !

He alone among you all has kept his

plighted faith ; to him be endless glo-

ry—to you, traitors, the guillotine !

General Bianchetti, you will see that

the fortress of the Holy Trinity is razed

to the ground, and will also superin-

tend the execution of the prisoners !

Leonard !

He withdraws with Leonard.

A bastion on the north tower. Pancratius,

Leonard.

Leonard. You require repose after

so many sleepless nights
;

you look

wearied and exhausted with ceaseless

labor.

Pancratius. The hour of rest has

not yet struck for me, and the last sigh

of the last of my enemies marks the

completion of but half my task. Look

upon these heavy mists, these swamps,

these desert plains ;
they stand between

me and the realization of my plans.
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Every waste on earth must be peopled,

rocks removed, lakes and rivers every-

where connected ; a portion of the soil

must be awarded to every human be-

ing ; the teeming hosts of the living

must far outnumber the multitudes

who have perished ; life and universal

prosperity must fill the place of death

and ruin, before our work of general

destruction can be at all atoned for. If

we are not to inaugurate an era of so-

cial and widespread happiness, our

work of havoc and devastation will

have been worse than vain !

Leonard. The God of Freedom
will give us power for gigantic tasks.

Pancratius. What ! You speak

of God! Do you not see that it is

crimson and slippery here—that we are

stending deep in human gore ?

Whose blood is this beneath ou*r

feet?

There is nothing behind us save the

court of the castle ; no one is near us.

I know that we are quite alone, and

yet, Leonard, I feel there is another

here !

Leonard. I see nothing but this

bloody corpse.

Pancratius. It is the corpse of his

faithful old servant—that is only a

dead body ; but a spirit haunts this

spot, and stands beside me ;
this cap—

see, Ms arms are embroidered upon it

;

Count Henry's shield ; look, Leonard !

there is the jutting rock o'erhanging

the abyss—upon this very spot Ms
great heart broke !

Leonard. How pale you grow,

Pancratius !

Pancratius. Look up ! It is there

!

above you ! Do you not see it ?

Leonard. I see nothing but a bro-

ken mass of clouds drifting down, and
surging o'er the top of yonder craggy

peak o'erhanging the abyss, which is

turning crimson in the setting sun.

Pancratius. A fearful symbol burns

upon it

!

Leonard. Lean upon me ! How
ghastly pale you grow !

Pancratius. Millions of men obey-

ed my will ; where are they now ?

Leonard. Do you not hear their

cries ? They ask for you, their saviour.

Look not on yon steep cliff; your

eyes are dying in their sockets as you

gaze upon it

!

Pancratius. He stands there, mo-

tionless ; three nails are driven in

Him ; three stars ; His outstretched

arms are lightning flashes !

Leonard. Who ? Where ? Re-

vive !

Pancratius. Galilee Yicisti !

He falls dead in the arms of Leonard.

SELF-SACRIFICE.

That for which man offers up his

blood or his property, must be more

valuable than they. A good man does

not fight with half the courage for his

own life that he shows in the protec-

tion of another's. The mother, who
will hazard nothing for herself, will

hazard all in the defence of her child
;

in short, only for the nobility within

us—only for virtue—will man open his

veins and offer up his spirit ; but this

nobility—this virtue—presents different

phases: with the Christian martyr, it

#s faith ; with the savage, it is honor

;

with the republican, it is liberty.—
Analect.
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SHANGHAI: ITS STREETS, SHOPS, AND PEOPLE.

China has always been looked upon

by Europeans and described in both

ancient and modern works as ' the un-

changing country,' and it is a common

fallacy that the China of to-day is

exactly what it was a thousand years

ago ; that foreign trade and intercourse

have had and can have no effect upon

the manners or ideas of the people, and

that the descriptions we read of Chinese

towns and their inhabitants, written

twenty years ago, would answer for the

same places to-day. In a measure this

is true, but it is not true of the cities

which have been opened to foreign

trade, or in fact of any of the Chinese

cities where foreigners have been set-

tled since the war of 1857 and treaties

of 1858.

Since that time the progress of

Shanghai, Foo-Chow, Amoy, and Hong-

Kong (which last, however, is purely a

British colony) has been amazing, and

men who visited China ten years ago

would not recognize these places. In-

deed, it is not unlikely, with the rapid

extension of Chinese trade, and the re-

moval of the prejudices of the people,

that the history of Chinese cities, like

those of the Western States and Cali-

fornia, will have to be rewritten every

ten years to be at all correct.

This is peculiarly the case in respect

to Shanghai, which, from an insignifi-

cant place, almost unknown in the

western world, has sprung up to an im-

portance in trade surpassing that of

any city on the China coast. It has,

from its proximity to the tea district,

and easy communication with the vast

country watered by the Yang-tze river,

taken almost without an effort the

great trade that once centred in Can-

ton, and every year shows a greater

amount of tonnage in the Woosung
river, and larger exports of tea, silk,

and cotton.

vol. vi.—43

Aj)proaching the entrance to the

Woosung river from the Pacific, the

waters of the Yang-tze are plainly dis-

cernible at sixty to seventy miles from

its mouth, and when near the point

where the ship's head is turned from

the broad current of the great river

into that of the Woosung, a thick, yel-

low mud rolls out with the tide, and

discolors the water as far as the eye

can reach. It is like the waters of the

Nile or the Mississippi, turbulent in the

great tideways, and heavy wTith the

coloring matter of the soil it has washed
for thousands of miles. It is evident

that we are approaching a great com-

mercial city, although for miles we can

see only a low coast, well cultivated,

but without signs of a town. The
number of ships and steamers passing

in and out on a fine day would remind

a New Yorker of the fleet that is al-

ways beating through the Narrows, or

is to be seen from the heights of Never-

sink. In the three hours it took us to

run from the light-ship to the anchor-

age at Woosung, no less than seven

large steamers passed us, outward

bound.

The tide in the Yang-tze and its

branch, the Woosung, runs wTith tre-

mendous force, having a rise and fall

of eighteen feet at spring tides, . and

few ships are able to proceed beyond

Woosung with a single tide, Shanghai

lying twelve miles above. They an-

chor among a fleet of native junks

from the trading places on the Yang-

tze, bound to the same port, and await-

ing a change of tide, which the Chinese

sailors celebrate by a great hubbub on

the poops of their unwieldy-looking

vessels, with tom-toms and other in-

struments of the same nature. This

fleet of junks and sampans is a carious

sight to the stranger approaching the

China coast for the first time, and, with
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a ramble through the filthy village of

Woosung, occupies the time which the

tides compel him to spend there.

The junks give proof that if there

have been great changes in the trade

of China and in the appearance of the

cities where foreigners have established

themselves, there certainly has been

none in the mode of ship building, and
in the thousand curious and uncouth

ways of working, acting, and living

which have been for generations hand-

ed down from father to son, and which

are at the present time in no ways al-

tered from what they were a thousand

years ago. IsTo people in the world are

slower in admitting the ideas of foreign

nations, or in taking advantage of the

most obvious improvements daily be-

fore their eyes ; and, although the im-

provements introduced by English and
Americans in steamers and vessels

adapted for the navigation of their

rivers are so far acknowledged by them
as to lead to the discontinuance of

junk building to a marked extent, yet

the vessels they now build are of the

same uncouth, clumsy, and expensive

shape as the first they ever put on the

stocks.

Their anchors are still of wood, and
occujDy the greater part of the vessel

before the foremast ; and, instead of

cables, they still have immense coils of

rough rope like a hair lariat. The
sails are still of bamboo mats, although

occasionally a piece of good American
or English duck is to be seen, stretched

on bamboos in the style of the old-

fashioned square sail, and once, on the

river Mm, we saw a native pilot-boat

rigged with the regular fore-and-aft

cut, her sails having evidently been

fashioned by a foreign hand.

Out of hundreds of junks moored in

the Woosung river it was impossible

to find one without the great staring

eye under what is called, by courtesy,

the bows, and not a few of them had
the open mouth of a dragon, with ugly

teeth, painted under it, near the water-

line, the corners being drawn down,

and the eye (from their desire that it

should see ' all ways at once ') hav-

ing a horrid squint. This gave to the

boat a lugubrious expression—if such

a term may be allowed—ludicrous in

the extreme ; and with fifty or a hun
dred junks drawn up in squadrons,

squinting and making faces at each

other, nothing more thoroughly Chinese

could well be imagined.

Conspicuous among this fleet were

the timber vessels, which were so loaded

as to be able to move only with the

tide. The art with which their lading

was tied to the vessels, so as to pre-

serve their shape while stretching far

over the water on either side, was ad-

mirable
; and, out of fifty timber junks,

all seemed to be loaded in precisely the

same manner. This was accomplished

by laying the ends of the poles, tied in

fagots, toward the bows, while their

smooth, round butts were exposed to

the action of the tide. The sticks being

of uniform length and thickness, taper-

ing evenly, and about twenty feet long,

it was easy to arrange their fagots so

as to give them the swelling lines of a

ship, and enable the junk to breast the

storms of the coast without damage to

her cargo.

Woosung, itself, is a place of no in

terest whatever—a filthy village, with a

market place on the river ;
the remains

of old forts in its neighborhood, and

extensive rice and cotton fields about

it, presenting the only points worthy

of note.

There is an old Joss house on the

outskirts of the village, occupied by

the French as a barracks, or ' garrison

of occupation for the protection of the

coast,' as a cadaverous old soldier told

us, manned by twenty-six soldiers,

without earthworks or protection of

any kind. They constitute the 'for-

eign population' of Woosung, and

might as well be drafted to some more

healthy locality for any good that they

can do. Such as we saw looked like

men just recovering from cholera or

yellow fever.
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While lying at Woosung waiting for

the tide to change, we were frequently

reminded that we could not be far from

a great commercial entrepot of the

world, by seeing five or six large ships,

of one thousand tons each, rush past

with the tide in as many hours, tea-

laden and bound to Europe ; but none

of our company were prepared for what

we saw as we first rounded the point

where a good view of Shanghai is ob-

tained, and saw, in the brilliant light

of a harvest moon, the dense forest of

masts that filled the river. I have seen

the mass of shipping in the Pool at

London, and in the Mersey at Liver-

pool, in the East river at New York, and

the Delaware at Philadephia, in Bos-

ton and San Francisco harbors, and in

all the other ports of China, and among
them all Shanghai holds no mean rank.

The summer of 1863, from peculiar cir-

cumstances, the dullness of freights else-

where, and the depredations of the Ala-

bama and other piratical cruisers,

called to the China coast, and espe-

cially to Shanghai, as fine a fleet of

clippers as was to be found in any port

of the world ; and on that bright mid-

summer night we found them an-

chored in three parallel rows, crossing

the channel of a river half a mile wide,

and stretching for a mile and a half, if

not two miles, up and down before

Shanghai.

Interspersed among these ships of all

nations whose flags are known on the

seas, were steamers of all sizes, from

the little tugboat to the large steamers,

like the Poyang of fifteen hundred tons,

plying on the Yang-tze and between
the ports on the China sea, the Yellow

sea, and in Japan. Of these, no less than

seventy-one belong to or trade with
Shanghai, and at that time there could

not have been less than forty in port.

Beyond the vessels at anchor in the

stream, the space to the very banks of

the river was filled up and covered by
a cloud of Chinese junks, sampans, and
river boats of every class and name.
We were before one of the great

cities of the world, or one that is yet

to be known as among its most flourish-

ing. The moonlight was reflected from

a long row of stately buildings, palaces

in extent and noble proportions, which

lined the bank of the river for more

than a mile. These were the residences

and mercantile houses of the merchants,

the public buildings, and the ' foreign

concessions ' in general, as they are

called. Beyond them could be seen

the dim, turreted outlines of the Chi-

nese city, now closed and hushed for

the night, but seemingly of vast extent.

The first and overruling impression

here, as in all European settlements on

the China coast, except Canton and

Swatow, was the grand scale on which

everything was done. The residences

or hongs of the merchants seemed

planned by liberal minds, and exe-

cuted by as liberal hands. Space and

money are not spared, and to obtain

coolness and comfort in so hot a cli-

mate, the ceilings of rooms are made
very high, few of the houses having

more than two stories. Generally the

material is the small, over-baked and

dark-colored brick of the Chinese,

overlaid with stucco ; but occasionally

a house is seen built of stone, one or

two of the largest and most valuable

being entirely of granite. Generally

these hongs stand in spacious enclo-

sures, or compounds, filled with rare

tropical trees and the bamboo so com-

mon in China.

The finest residences are on the river

bank or Bund, as it is commonly called

;

but the city stretches for several squares

back from the river, being densest in

the English Concession. The American

quarter, Hong- Que, although not as

well filled with fine houses, is the next

in importance, while the French Con-

cession, nearest to the great city within

the walls, is meanly built, and has more

of the native element than either of the

others. For, although it is contrary to

Chinese law for any native to hold

property in any of the foreign posses-

sions, in practice large numbers of
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Chinamen rent tenements from their

foreign owners, and even own them,

the property standing, for convenience'

sake, in the name of some foreign resi-

dent in trust. Thus there has gradu-

ally grown up around and upon the

concessions a large Chinese city, be-

lieved by many to contain almost as

large a population as the city within

the walls. This is not incredible when
we consider that the excesses of the

Tae-Pings in Soo-Chow, a large city

about thirty miles from Shanghai,

have driven vast numbers of its inhab-

itants to the latter place, which, being

already densely crowded, has over-

flowed its walls, and, as the presence

of Europeans has made Shanghai, as it

were, a city of refuge for the exiles,

they have naturally crowded around

the foreign settlement. In this manner
the population of Shanghai and its

environs has been prodigiously aug-

mented within the last two years, and
from a place of six hundred thousand

inhabitants, it has become one of more
than a million of people. It is ex-

tremely difficult to obtain even an ap-

proximate estimate of the population

of a Chinese city. The estimates of the

Chinese are totally unreliable, varying

sometimes in the most ridiculous man-

ner, and generally being preposterous-

ly exaggerated, while the estimates of

strangers or foreigners, unacquainted

with the marvellous abundance of hu-

man life in very small spaces, as it is

seen in China, are very rarely correct.

For instance, it is not uncommon to

find that residents of this city differ as

much as a million of people in their

views of its population, their estimates

ranging from nine hundred thousand

to two million. It is not unlikely that

a medium between these two extremes

will prove to be correct, the figure

twelve hundred thousand appearing to

be the favorite at present among those

conversant with the great changes of

the last year.*

* Sir Frederick Bruce, in a recent report to the

Foreign Office, says :

Unfortunately this vast increase in so

short a period has led to great mor-
tality among the Chinese, from the

dense crowding it has occasioned, and
in the summer months they are severe

sufferers from Asiatic cholera, which
rages among them with shocking mor-
tality. The air, even of the foreign

concessions, becomes tainted by the

foul miasma rising from the Chinese

city, and no part of Shanghai can be
esteemed healthy in the months of
July and August. A more perfect sys-

tem of drainage in the foreign conces-

sions will probably lessen the mortali-

ty among Europeans, and it is pleasing

to note that this matter is now receivingO
the attention which should have been

given to it years ago ; but no system

of laws or attempts at organizing bet-

ter sanitary arrangements can seeming-

ly be successful among the Chinese

themselves. Large sums of money are

now appropriated annually for these pur-

pases, according to their own account,

but the mandarins embezzle it, the work
is left undone, and the filth and horri-

ble stench of a Chinese city is inde-

scribable ; it is something monstrous.

Europeans and Americans, accustomed

to their own cleanly cities, cannot con-

ceive of it. New York streets have an

unenviable notoriety on the "Western

continent for their dirty condition, but

New York is a garden of roses com-

pared with a genuine Chinese city, such

as Shanghai within the walls. Even
the Chinese, who might be supposed to

be accustomed to it, carry little bags

of musk to their noses as they ride

through in their sedans ; and half the

Chinese women one meets in Shanghai

hold the nostril with the forefinger and

thumb, with a grace and dexterity only

acquired by long practice.

Mr. Fortune, the celebrated botanist

'The growth of Shanghai is wonderful,: its

population is estimated at 1,500,000, and it bids

fair to become soon the most important city of
the East. The Chinese flock to it on account of
the security it enjoys ; and the silk manufacture,
which was destroyed by the Taiping occupation
of Soochow and ITangehow, is taking root at

Shanghai.'—Fekin, 30th. April, 1863.
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and- indefatigable Chinese traveller,

gives to Tient-sin the glory of being

the filthiest and most noisome of

Chinese cities, although he mentions

Shanghai with high honor. Canton,

from which Europeans have mainly de-

rived their ideas of China, is compara-

tively a clean and neat place, far su-

perior to the more northern cities.

To descend from generalities to par-

ticulars. The smells are a horrible com-

pound, worse than in Coleridge's ' City

of Cologne.' First and foremost are

the sewers, which are all open, the de-

posits of the night-soil of" the city,

with convenient wells at every corner

and in niches in the walls. At these

are to be found, at all hours, men with

buckets slung on bamboos, filling them

for transportation in these primitive

open vessels to the farmers, who use

the compost on their fields. These

wretches, with their vile burdens, are

met at every turn, and pass through

the streets and roads in long files, load-

ing the air with abominations. No
attention is paid to the wells and sew-

ers until they overflow, and, as chance

may direct, the coolies take their loads

from the most convenient.

This is a terrible nuisance, but it

is hardly worse than the odors which
arise from the innumerable cook shops,

and from the peripatetic bakeries at

every corner. What they are cooking,

no man knows, but if not dog chow-

chow, it is sure to be fried in some

vegetable oil that sends up a mighty

vapor, hiding the cooks and rolling

into the narrow street, where it scarcely

finds vent between the overhanging

eaves of the houses. The sickening

smell of the castor bean seems every-

where. Occasionally the sight and pow-
erful odor of hard-boiled and rotten

goose eggs, split open to show that

they are either rotten or half hatched,

attract the Chinese epicure. The oily

cakes and crullers that the wandering

baker is frying for a group of children,

powerfully offend European olfactories,

although so tempting to the half-naked

brats. Many different and offensive

odors come from these greasy cook

shops, but the offence in almost every

instance can be traced home to the

vegetable oils, greasy and rancid, which

seem to pervade all Chinese cookery,

as it is seen in the streets of the cities.

Many of the dishes, but for this oil,

would be quite tempting ; and such as

have tasted them in the houses of the

rich, assure us that they are not so bad

as they smell. The much-talked-of

edible bird's-nest soup is really a fine

dish. The substance, after it is pre-

pared, all the dirt and feathers being

separated from it, is as clean and pure

as isinglass, which it greatly resembles

in appearance. Great care is taken to

make it pure before it is sold for use,

and in the shops at Canton it may be

seen in every stage of manufacture.

Their ducks and geese are fine birds,

and, with excellent pork, and their

never - failing rice, are the favorite

dishes of such as can afford them;

which, by the way, they really know
how to cook—an art that is very little

understood in England or America.

Dog chow-chow, kittens, rats, and

mice, with crickets and locusts, are only

eaten by the vilest of the vile—poor

wretches, who must support themselves

and families on a pittance of about

fifteen or twenty dollars a year.

Of course there are many things in

their way of cookery, and in their tastes

for such articles as sharks' fins, fish

maws, ~beche-de-mer, etc., which are re-

volting to an educated stomach ; but

in their way the Chinese are quite as

dainty as the most fastidious of other

lands, and in fine vegetables, fish, and
fruits they enjoy as much variety and

evince as discriminating a taste as any

people in the world. Their fish are

sold in the markets alive, and taken

from the tanks as selected by the pur

chaser. Their way of drinking tea will

be found, after familiarity, superior to

ours, for when milk is not used the finer

aroma of the leaf is obtained. Indeed,

they are very particular in regard to the
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quality and decoction of their tea, to-

tally refusing the poisonous green teas

that are consumed in such quantities

in England, and especially in America.

They know, too, how to draw it,

and just at the right moment the boil-

ing water is poured upon the leaf, and,

without allowing it to simmer by the

fire, as we do, long enough to get the

flavor of the stalks and stems, they

drink it off as soon as the boiling wa-

ter has fairly acted upon the delicate

leaves. English tea-drinkers, who like

to mix a green and a black tea, and

allow it to steam for a quarter of an

hour to make it strong, complain that

Chinese tea is mere dishwater, just as

the man accustomed to get boozy on

brandy, made ' fiery ' with sulphuric

acid, has no taste for the light

French wines. A Chinaman colors his

green tea with Prussian blue for his

foreign customers, who like a bright,

pretty color ; but he is too wise to

drink it. This process of coloring we
have seen, publicly, in the tea factories

of Shanghai ; and the disgust with

which the manufacturer denied that he

ever drank his own wares, was too

strong to be assumed. ' No good,' was
his only reply.

Despite the filth and many disagree-

able things to be encountered in a walk
or ride through a city like Shanghai,

it is one of the most interesting places

imaginable in which to spend an hour

or two on a summer morning.

In the heat of the day, at midsum-
mer, it is dangerous in China, and espe-

cially to a new comer, to be exposed

even to the reflected rays of the sun,

and many a poor fellow has lost his

life by neglect or contempt of the cau-f

tions of his more experienced friends

not to be in the sunshine between the

hours of 10 a. m. and 4 p. m. More
than ordinary precaution is necessary

in times of cholera, owing to the pecu-

liar electrical condition of the atmos-

phere, in which any exertion or expo-

sure is often fatal to one recently ar-

rived on the coast. All excursions to

the city are therefore, of necessity,

made in the morning or late in the

afternoon. The gates are opened at

daybreak, and the early visitor is al-

most certain to be unpleasantly re-

minded of the prevalence of cholera by
the number of dead bodies lying in the

streets. They are those of coolies, or

poor persons, who have died during

the night, and having no friends, the

public authorities must take them
wherever they chance to die, and pro-

vide for their burial. In August, 1863,

at a time when the cholera was not

particularly virulent, the deaths were

supposed to be five hundred a clay,

principally among the poor, who, from

insufficient food, miserable lodging in

the streets and porticoes of temples,

and constant exposure in the day to

the direct rays of the sun, to say noth-

ing of the filth and foul air of the city,

were peculiarly exposed to the ravages

of disease. Another sign of the pres-

ence of cholera, and an odd one, was

the number of persons passing with

necks disfigured by perpendicular

parallel bars, as if branded by hot

irons. This curious remedy is applied

for any pain in the stomach, however

slight, even for sea sickness, and the

marks are made with strong pincers.

By the Chinese it is thought very effi-

cacious, although on what theory it is

difficult to understand.

Entering the city from the north

gate, after crossing the ditch that sep-

arates the walls from the French Con-

cession, we find ourselves in close and

extremely narrow streets, with shops

opening upon them, neither glass nor

any partition separating them from

passers by. The same arrangement is

quite common in our own streets for

fruit-sellers' shops, toy stores, and news-

paper and periodical stands. But in-

stead of one or two attendants at a

stand, in China we find a dozen, in

summer time naked from the waist up-

ward, emaciated by opium smoking,

and having a sickly look painful to

see. Most of the shops have a carved
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railing and a counter facing the . street,

the ends of which are ornamented by

grotesque shapes of dogs and gilded

idols. A figure of a pug-nosed dog

with bandy legs is very common. At

the first glance it would be supposed

that this was one of those nondescripts

the Chinese are so fond of devising, but

a closer examination shows that the

figure is an admirably life-like copy of

an odd dog, common to Pekin, pug-

nosed and bandy-legged, and no doubt

his form will be recognized in many of

the grotesque, awkward-looking figures

of which ivory carvings abound in all

countries where Chinese curiosities are

to be found.

Standing on the counter is generally

a roll of joss-sticks wound spirally

around a wire frame, and always burn-

ing to the tutelary idol of the shop, for

the sake of good luck. It is the duty

of one of the boys to see that this coil

of joss-stick is always lighted—a very

convenient arrangement for tobacco

smokers strolling through the streets.

Another custom which they have, and

which is also supposed to bring success

to the shopkeeper, is to encourage the

swallows to build under the eaves and

among the bamboo rafters. Three or

four of these nests of swallows, with

broods of twittering young ones, may
often be observed in a single shop, neat

stretchers of cotton cloth or bamboo
being built under the nests, to prevent

any possible damage to the goods.

The birds seem quite at home amid all

the hubbub ; and the kind care which

protects them amid a semi-barbarous

people is one of those traits of a com-

mon humanity—of kindness to the

helpless—which marks the common
origin of the most civilized and most

barbarous of the human race. The
streets of Shanghai are not divided

among the trades, as in Canton, but

shops of all kinds occur in every crook-

ed lane and alley -way. Principal

among them are the cookshops, some
of which are evidently restaurants on a

large scale, for they are filled, from

morning till night, with half-naked

coolies, eating indescribable dishes, of

which rice is the great staple, and sip-

ping tea. They all sit at little tables,

built for two, or at round tables, seat-

ing half a dozen. In the country and
in the suburbs these last are drawn out

into the open air at sunset, and are oc-

cupied by parties faking their tea in a

social maimer. The roads around

Shanghai are full of such parties en a

warm summer's eve.

After the cookshops, the confec-

tioners' attract the traveller's eye.

An immense amount of sweetmeats is

consumed by the people, and the con-

fectioners' shops are proportionally

numerous. They are distinguished by
copper caldrons sunk in their counters,

which are kept always hot and full of

molasses. With a ladle like a milk-

man's pint measure, they bring up the

sweet mass for their customers, and
their stalls are always crowded. Not
only are these established shops well

patronized, but an immense quantity

of candy and preserved fruits is sold by
the wandering peddlers, who manufac-

ture and dispose of their good things

wherever they find customers. Pre-

served lychee, a fruit that looks like a

small prune, and like it is stewed in

sirup, is a great favorite ; and the coo-

lies in the foreign quarters, while rest-

ing under their burdens, are not back-

ward in disposing of a saucer of sweet-

meats obtained from the nearest ped-

dler. These sweetmeats, of all kinds,

are esteemed very good by Europeans,

and no doubt are quite the same as

we receive from China put up iu big-

bellied blue jars ; but as sold in the

streets, the lack of cleanliness in the

entire outfit of the shop, and the neces-

sity of using the dishes and China

spoons from which one can see the

neighboring coolies gobbling their pur-

chases, holding the dishes up to their

very noses, would deter any man of or-

dinary fastidiousness from attempting

an immediate experiment to establish

their identity.
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After eating, we must rank shaving

as the second among Chinese employ-

ments. They all wear the cue, even

to the infant in arms, whose mother

shaves its head at three months old,

and ties up the tiny cue with a red

ribbon, and from that day to the day

of his death the child and man must

be periodically shaved ; for, of course,

no man can shave his own head. Great

is the barber in China, and vast his field

of operations among four hundred

millions of people ! They shave their

subjects everywhere, even sitting on a

stone in an open field, and at all hours

of the day their shops are full. It is in

the neatness of his ' shave ' and the

glossiness of his rich black cue that

the Chinese dandy is distinguishable.

Men who cannot afford to shave every

day, allow the hair to grow until the

head (always excepting the part which

has never known the razor or the

shears) resembles that of a fire zouave

just after enlistment, or a penitentiary

prisoner ; while the exquisite has his

head shaved with the sharpest razor,

giving a bluish cast or frame for his

yellow face. Occasionally the size or

thickness of
1

the tail appears to be un-

satisfactory, and a larger surface is

spared from the knife. The refractory

hairs growing out in this supplementary

patch surround the genuine cue with

a halo an inch or two in height. Lots

of these apostolical-looking Chinese

are to be met with in every street,

and, as they rarely wear hats, they have

a very comical appearance. This ques-

tion of hats is another of curious im-

port among this curious people. A
Chinese gentleman rarely wears one in

the streets, his mode of travel being in a

sedan, and his fan or umbrella answer-

ing all purposes of protection from the

sun. A mandarin, on the contrary,

wears in the ball of his cap his badge

.of office, and the time even when he

changes his winter for his summer hat

is regulated by the Board of Rites. The
poor coolie is troubled by no such form-

ality, and wears a great umbrella-like

head covering, that he perches on a

little bamboo tower, six inches above

his crown, tying down the whole con-

cern by a string that passes behind his

ears. When at leisure, he wears his

long cue trailing to his feet ; when
busy, it is snugly coiled around his

head and out of sight under his hat.

The gentleman and mandarin, on the

contrary, never ties up the cue, its

flowing grace, like his long finger nails,

being a badge of his superior condition

in being above manual labor. No won-
der, then, that they attach so much im-

portance to the pigtail, and that the man
who dresses it daily is so useful a char-

acter in the community. His tools are

unlike anything a civilized barber

uses, and his razor, if its uses were not

explained, would hardly be recognized

by the name. It is a thick, broad in-

strument, shaped more like a cook's

cleaver than any instrument known to

other nations
; but it does its work well

in the hands of a good operator. After

the head is shaved, it is washed with

warm water in an old-fashioned brass

barber's basin, such as was in use in

England two hundred years ago, and,

after having had the few straggling

hairs on lip and chin removed, the pa-

tient (for truly he deserves the name)
goes through the torture of having all

stray hairs extracted from the inner

coating of the nose and ears, an absurd

and barbarous custom that often leads

to permanent injury of the latter or-

gans. Ifhe chances to have ophthalmia,

the barber considers that his eyes need

cleaning, and proceeds to wipe out the

inner side of the eyelid with his instru-

ment, of course to their serious injury.

In the ophthalmic hospitals of Chinese

cities European physicians have found

this practice a fruitful cause of many
diseases of the eyes, but no remon-

strances can induce the people and

their barbers to give it up.

The mustache, as well as the pigtail

of immoderate length, is a badge of a

certain dignity, for no man is allowed

to cultivate it until he reaches a certain
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age, and it is an error to suppose that

Asiatics are totally devoid of beard,

for the old fellows among them sport

grisly beards and mustaches of respect-

able length, and altogether have quite

a venerable look. On the stage the

emperor and mandarins are represented

as bearded like Turks. Indeed the ex-

cessive length of their horse-hair mus-

taches, reaching to their girdles, shows

what esteem the people attach to a

long, flowing beard.

On first landing in China, the impres-

sion given by so many long-tailed and

petticoated men is like the memory of

a dream wherein one has seen animals

walking like men ; and, although cus-

tom makes the sight familiar, a China-

man always appears an odd creature,

especially when he passes the end of

his pigtail under his left shoulder and

gently caresses it or twists the final

braid. A comical sight, to be seen al-

most every day in Hong-Kong, is a

sepoy policeman leading some Chinese

culprit to the lockup : the sepoy, tall

and erect, with fierce mustaches, lean

as a tiger, and with a warlike air,

leading along the meek Chinaman by

the end of his pigtail, John Chinaman
following at about two paces behind,

just at the end of his natural tether.

We have already alluded to the gro-

tesque appearance of an infant a few

months old, with close-shaved head,

and pigtail two inches long, tied up

with a gay ribbon. When the young-

ster is four years old, and his pigtail

has reached the dignity of seven inches,

it is duly braided, and constitutes his

only dress. Then, being armed with a

basket, he is sent out in this primitive

and absurd costume to pick chips.

After the barbers, in order of import-

ance among the Chinese shopkeepers,

come the coffin makers, and they are

very important men indeed, in a coun-

try where the worship of ancestors is

carried to a degree unknown elsewhere

in the world. Their coffins are of all

sizes and degrees of finish, but of one

Invariable shape. Some of those seen in

Shanghai cost as much as one thousand

taels, equal to $1,500 in American gold.

They are extremely massive, more like

miniature junks than the shape we are

accustomed to associate with the idea

of a coffin, the head being higher than

the foot, and the lines of the sides swell-

ing gently with very little taper. The
boards of the sides and headpiece are

at least three inches thick, elaborately

carved, and gilded in Chinese characters.

The colors are various, black and red

predominating. As the body is kept

in this massive shell for several months

after decease, and in the house of the

nearest relative, the good sense of mak-
ing the walls of extra thickness and

strength is very apparent. Even after

it is laid in the tomb, in many parts of

the country, the style of sepulture al-

lows the coffin to be seen, and it is even

exposed to the weather in some cases.

Customs differ greatly, however, in dif-

ferent parts of the country. In the

fiat region about Shanghai, the tombs

are found mostly around the little

streams flowing into the Yang-tze, or

the ocean. The coffins are placed in

the open fields, a few shovelfuls of

earth are thrown around them, and

they are left undisturbed, for the high

weeds and the accumulations of cen-

turies to form mounds around them.

A few regularly constructed tombs

are to be found, but they are rare.

In the hill country bordering the

China sea, in the province of Foh-Kien,

and elsewhere on the coast, when the

nature of the land will allow, extensive

tombs are hollowed out in the sides of

the hills, and the coffins are deposited

out of sight. Here a whole family re-

poses, it may be, in one of these majes-

tic tombs (for, seen from a distance, they

have a picturesque and imposing ap-

pearance). The popular shape is that

of a horseshoe or half moon, the circle

being toward the summit of the hill.

This portion of the tomb is raised like

a crown, and facing it is an altar, with

Chinese characters engraven on its pil-

lars, where the offerings of the relatives
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or worshippers are placed. Before this

is a place like a court, railed off and

flanked, it may be, by smaller altars on

either side, facing other entrances.

where the less venerated members of

the family are interred. In front of the

whole are two high posts, the meaning

or use of which, if they have any at all,

we are not acquainted with.

On these altars are burnt the paper

offerings sent to their departed friends,

the manufacture and sale of which oc-

cupy a numerous and important class

of shops in the great cities. These of-

ferings are generally of gilt and silver

paper, in the form of clothes, horses,

houses, and other conveniences of which
their friends showed their appreciation

on earth, and which, by a subtile

process of reasoning, they imagine that

they can transmit to them in this cheap

and ingenious manner — simply by

burning these paper effigies at the altars

by the tombs ! One of the most inge-

nious and economical of these contri-

vances, whereby, with a subtlety of ar-

gument worthy of the great trafficker

in indulgences, Tetzel, who so raised

Martin Luther's ire, they manage
cheaply to transmit funds to heaven, is

the paper dollar, strings of which are

sold in the shops, looking exceedingly

like goodly bunches of the silvery

onion. It is worthy of a people who
are so niggardly in all their transac-

tions, who have a copper currency that

would sink any man with a fortune in-

vested in it, and who cheat all that

come in contact with them, that they

should cheat their departed friends

with these remittances, a bundle of

which are to be obtained for a few

cash, and on reaching the other world

are understood to pass for a little for-

tune. In the ordinary affairs of life it

is their habit to put three prices on

everything they have to sell, and in

their dealings with heaven they put

their own valuations, amounting to an

advance of several thousand per cent.,

on all their offerings. Could anything

be more thoroughly in character ?

There is, however, a certain degree

of respect paid to the memory of de-

parted friends, and an attachment to

the soil where lie the bones of their

ancestors, that, in as far as it is harm-

less, is entitled to our respectful con-

sideration. It gives a domestic, settled

character to the people, that is worthy

of all praise, and should raise them in

our estimation, from whatever cause it

may spring. It is well known that

they show the highest respect to the

aged, and that those who emigrate to

foreign lands show the greatest anxiety

that after death their remains should

be sent back to their own country.

Ships from San Francisco are often

largely freighted with the coffins of de-

ceased Chinamen ; and it is worthy of

note that few or none of these belong

to men born in Shanghai, the Chinese

seen in other lands coming almost ex-

clusively from Canton, Ningpo, and

Amoy. The northern and middle pop-

ulation of China is not by nature so

restless a class as that of the south, and

has borne this character since Euro-

peans have been at all acquainted with

the Chinese.

The three kinds of shops to which

allusion has been made, those of the

cooks, the barbers, and the undertakers,

comprise more than one half of all in

Shanghai ; but besides these are almost

as many varieties of trades as we are ac-

customed to in other more civilized

countries. Bankers sit behind their

counters, keeping watch over tons of

copper cash, neatly threaded in strings

of one thousand each, and pay checks

and make loans with the same regu-

larity as in cities boasting their supe-

rior civilization. Nor are the resources

of these native bankers to be despised.

On proper security native and foreign

merchants have been known to obtain

loans of several hundred thousand dol-

lars from one banker. Many of their

daily operations are for very consider-

able amounts, and are adjusted in

credits or in silver. Although they

are cursed with as abominable a cur-
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rency as any nation in the world, they

do not appear to experience any great

difficulty in settlements, every mer-

chant having his balance, and weigh-

ing off the proper amount of silver,

larger payments being made in sycee.

This want of a currency arises from

their utter lack of confidence in the

coinage of their own country. No
currency that the Imperial Government

might issue, not like the copper cash,

or tsien, incapable of adulteration,

would be above suspicion ; and while

the shameless system of mandarin plun-

der and fraud continues, it is hopeless

to expect a proper currency in China,

unless the foreigners interfere or obtain

the control in this part of the national

affairs which they already have over

the customs and the army. A uniform

currency, superior to the wretched,

worthless cash, is the crying need of

China. The Mexican, or chop dollar,

becomes sadly depreciated after long

circulation, by the clippings and innu-

merable marks put upon it, so that it

will not pass outside of China, nor

does it long remain out of the pot of

the sycee melter. The American half

dollar and quarter and the English

shilling are daily becoming more pop-

ular for the smaller transactions of the

shops, and the notes of the local banks

possess considerable circulation in their

respective cities ; but what is needed

more than anything else is an abun-

dance of small silver coinage for the

daily ordinary transactions. The Mex-

ican mint is quite inadequate to supply

so vast and insatiable a country as

China, which should have a currency

of its own. No doubt much larger

quantities of silver will continue to

reach China directly from California,

within the next few years, in the shape

of bars. The great impetus which the

late wild speculations in silver shares

is likely to give to the development of

the Washoe mines, is almost certain

within a very few years to so largely

increase the yield of California silver as

to rival in amount the immense prod-

uce of her gold mines. Careful surveys

and the actual yield of mines, such as

the Gould & Curry, and Hale & Nor-

cross on the Comstock lead, prove

that the ore is there in large quantities,

and the stimulus has now been applied

which will rapidly bring it to light.

With the increasing facilities between

San Francisco and Heng-Kong the

bulk of this must go to China direct,

instead of the roundabout course by

which it has reached the East through

London. But these are questions that

hardly attract attention at present in

Shanghai, or among the Shanghai

bankers, whose shops we were talking

of as met with here and there in the

open street.

Next to one of these respectable,

long-tailed gentlemen we found a first-

class apothecary, whose shop and mode
of business were widely different from

those of one of the guild at home.

The ceilings were swarming with swal-

lows, whose chattering rivalled that of

the folks below, conspicuous among
whom was a fat, greasy old chap, in the

dignity of a gray mustache and a mon-
strous pair of colored spectacles, the

glasses of which were an inch and a

half in diameter, rimmed with horn,

and tied by a string to his ears. He
was gravely busy in compounding a

prescription on a piece of paper large

enough to cover the side of a chest of

tea, and closely written over with

Chinese characters. We lounged by

his side as he put up packet after

packet of dried roots and simples,

tasting many of them with his consent.

Calamus and liquorice were among
them, and camphor, too. Each packet

was of the size of a pound paper of

Stuart's candy (any child can tell you

what size that has), and when the en-

tire prescription was filled, the unfor-

tunate sick man became possessed of no

less than twenty-three of these pack-

ages, enough to keep famine from his

door for a week at least, to judge from

their bulk. They filled a goodly bas-

ket. It was not one man alone who
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carried away such a heap of medicines

;

but before each applicant, as the pre-

scriptions spread on the counter were

ticked off, rose a pile of similar pack-

ages, which bid fair to become as high

as that which had excited our curiosity.

All these drugs were put up neatly in

the light-yellow paper we are accus-

tomed to see. round our packs of fire-

crackers, and as neatly sealed with a

little gum arabic. Indeed, it is shrewd-

ly suspected by Father Hue, from this

prodigious liberality of drugs, that the

physicians feel bound to give a man
all he pays for, in the hope that out of

a multitude of remedies some may
chance to suit his case. The foreign

residents of Shanghai aver that the

doctors take contracts to cure their pa-

tients in a certain time, and if unsuccess-

ful at the stipulated day, their patients

relieve their minds by a little elegant

abuse of their physician, and take the

contract to the next in their neighbor-

hood.

It is not uncommon to see their den-

tists wandering through the streets

with rows of old fangs suspended from

their necks like necklaces, trophies of

their skill ; and every dead wall in the

city has its vermilion posters, advertis-

ing some great quack medicine, so that

it is quite evident that the science of

medicine has reached that pitch of re-

finement where a host of quacks can

ply their arts with as much success as

among the western barbarians.

Heaven save us, though, from a

Chinese doctor ! Mechanical surgery

is his forte ; for a stomach ache he will

pinch your neck ; for a broken rib he

will nearly crack the bones of your

arm, and if you faint under this he will

hang you up by your heels to restore

the circulation.

According to the diagrams published

in the books on medicine, the knowl-

edge of anatomy possessed by the fac-

ulty in China is very slight, and entire-

ly erroneous ; and in all their cures it

is very probable that nature, unassisted

except by rest and fasting for a season,

does the work. They certainly are

able to give her very little help.

It is noticeable, however, as a proof

of the high esteem in which the people

hold the science, that the shops of the

chemists and apothecaries are kept by
a superior class of people, more intelli-

gent in appearance than their neigh-

bors, and holding a higher rank.

Of the lower trades there are innu-

merable shops, the variety of which is

almost bewildering. Every art and
manufacture has its minute subdi-

visions, and one meets, at every step,

signs of the superior civilization of the

people in their admirable division of

labor. Silk looms are working in the

open streets, shoemakers and tailors

are each plying their art in their nar-

row shops. In one they manufacture

little paper offerings for the gods, in

another the g;ods themselves, in the

next their worshippers are supplied

with joss-sticks or gayly colored can-

dles of tallow, mounted on slim sticks,

that they may be stuck in the sand be-

fore the divinity. Here you will find

a printer hard at work taking impres-

sions on their delicate paper ; next a

bookbinder, who sews the leaves with

withes of paper, while iu the next

shop you can procure the almanac for

the year, months before it is required.

In August, 1863, they were selling

copies of the almanac for 1864. Prob-

ably this work has the largest circula-

tion of any in the world, hanging, as it

does, in every house. The only excep-

tion may be the Bible, which, it is to

be hoped, will yet be as widely circu-

lated in China as it is among the other

nations of the world.

Numbers of the people are engaged

in the delicate carving we so much ad-

mire in the ivory toys scattered through-

out Europe and America, and a vast

number of people in preparing the

hanging screens with curious devices,

quaint pictures, and sentences from

Confucius, which are found in almost

every house of the better class. They

have a great fondness for the proverbs
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and wise sayings which are thus kept

always before their children, like the

very good rules and aphorisms we see

on the walls of our Sunday schools.

A good example of the minute sub-

division of the Chinese trades is seen

in the shops devoted exclusively to the

sale of camel's-hair pencils, and others

for that of the little squares of red

paper, covered with hieroglyphics,

which we receive on a pack of fire-

crackers, aud which constitute its

' chop.'

Jewellers' shops contain very little

interesting to a foreigner—most of the

rings and brooches are trashy articles of

jade-stone, a greenish stone which re-

sembles agate or cornelian in opaque-

ness. The armlets are of silver, and

of the same substance are the large

thin circles worn by the women of Foh-

Kien in the ear and resting on the

shoulder. Pins for the fantastic pyra-

mid they erect with their rich black

hair are rather pretty, but are gener-

ally ornamented with false pearls. For

pearls the Chinese have a passion, but

it requires a judge of the article to pur-

chase any from them, nine tenths of

those in the shops being fictitious.

Seed pearls are also used by them as

medicines. In the back streets it is

not uncommon to find places where

they make them, and others where

artists are engaged in cutting and pol-

ishing on the lathe the few precious

stones they possess. Rock crystal is

one of their favorites, and from it they

cut beautiful vases and goblets that are

sometimes as clear as glass. In this,

however, they are surpassed by the

Japanese, whose crystal globes cannot

be distinguished from the most perfect

glass. They also cut vases and carve

odd figures in an arsenical stone, of

reddish color, with a grain like granite,

which is little known in other coun-

tries.

In Shanghai the shops for the sale

of china and porcelain-ware do not

present as fine an assortment as those

of Canton, where vases costing fabulous

sums are to be seen, but they are rich

with the peculiar pottery of Soo-Chow.

Just at present the display of this ware

is not as fine as usual, owing to the

occupation of that city by the Tae-

Pings, but enough remains on hand to

show its beauty and general usefulness.

Chinese porcelain ware is as well known
in every civilized country of the world

as in China itself, and has ceased to be

a curiosity unless when intelligently

viewed in its historical character, for

all these quaint scenes scattered over

the magnificent vases we receive illus-

trate some event in Chinese history, or

some custom which obtains anions the

people.

When evening approaches and the

shops are lit up with lanterns, the nu-

merous and brilliant lantern ware-

houses attract the attention : some of

the goods they display (and at night-

fall they light every lantern in the

shop) are extremely beautiful and
costly ; all kinds are to be obtained,

from the fine hall-lamp of painted

glass to the sixpenny lantern to be

carried in the hand. At night these

gay lights give much animation to

the busy streets. Having gone across

Shanghai from the south gate to

the French Concession one dark

night, after the city gates were closed,

a good opportunity of seeing the in-

terior of a Chinese city after night-

fall (which few foreigners care to

avail themselves of) presented itself.

The people were slowly closing their

shops for the night. Here and there a

shopkeeper was counting his cash, and
calculating at his counter with the help

of the abacus
; many of them were sit-

ting at the doors of their houses, smok-

ing in the evening air ; the barbers

were still at work preparing their cus-

tomers for the night. Like Washing-

ton Irving, these may have considered

a good clean shave the best soporific.

Here and there a citizen of the better

class was to be seen picking his way by

the light of a lantern, held by a boy, and

twice we met sedan chairs containing
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women, preceded by a lantern bearer.

The passage of two sedans in these nar-

row streets is a difficult and unpleas-

ant process, the bearers generally man-

aging to grind your snins against a

wall. At night it is still more difficult

to avoid contact, and the coolies are

incessantly shouting, in a sing-song

voice, to prepare the way. As it was,

in the narrower streets we passed be-

tween files of dusky figures and black,

inquisitive eyes, ranged on either side

to barely allow passage. The cook-

shops were deserted, and the attendants

busy in putting out the fires ; only the

places where lanterns or candles were

sold seemed to be doing an active

trade, although it had scarcely struck

nine. At ten o'clock no doubt all were

asleep, for hosts of beggars and poor

wretches were snoring by the roadsides.

The most picturesque groups passed in

this evening stroll were those on the

bridges, where, by the light of tallow

candles, men and boys were gambling

and fighting crickets. Although prob-

ably there was not another European

or American within the walls of the

city, the passage was as safe as if made
at noonday, guarded by a file of sol-

diers.

A visit to Shanghai would be incom-

plete if the traveller failed to inspect

the numerous and very curious temples,

and to contrast them with the church,

edifices erected in the heart of the city

by the Protestant missionaries. There

is one without the walls, in the French

Concession, where all the instruments

of torture, the devilish devices of hea-

then cruelty, are to be seen, a horrid

spectacle. The largest of the temples,

however, is within the walls, approach-

ed through a wide court, with a foun-

tain (not in use) in the centre. This

court is crowded with fortune tellers,

conjurors, and gamblers of every kind.

Some of these gentry play a game very

much, like thimble-rigging, in which

copper cash appears under different in-

verted teacups. Every man who ap-

proaches the idol draws from among

the fortune tellers a stick or a piece of

paper, from the figure on which he is

supposed to tell whether his prayer

will succeed, or the work he contem-

plates prove lucky. Entering the

shrine, it is difficult to see for a few

moments, so gloomy is the place and
so grimy every object with the smoke
of joss offerings from time immemorial.

A kind of altar faces the worshippers,

with a box of sand, in which are stuck

the burning joss-sticks. Before this is

a cushion, on which they prostrate

themselves, telling their beads, as they

recite their prayers inaudibly, and bow-
ing to the earth at intervals of a few

minutes. Behind the altar are the

idols. These hideous figures are twice

the size of life, and of frightful shape

and features, the principal god being

in a tent-like shrine, which permits

only a glimpse of his grim features in

the background. On his right hand is

the figure of a man with the beak of an

eagle, and on his left a very grotesque

divinity, with a third eye, like that of

the Cyclops, in the centre of his fore-

head. These two figures, again, are

supported by gigantic guardians, one

on either side, who have nothing abso-

lutely monstrous about them, being

distinguished by their saturnine expres-

sion. That to the right hand bears a

striking likeness to Daniel Webster's

stern and well-known features. The
deep-set eye and compressed lip were

those of the great expounder.

A heavy cloud from the burning

candles and paper offerings filled the

air, and the smell of candle snuff min-

gled with that of incense. A high rail-

ing separated the worshippers from the

idols, but the priests were quite indif-

ferent and not at all exclusive ; so, pass-

ing around and without removing our

hats, we made a close inspection of the

respected carvings. A nearer view did

not increase their attractions, so, pass-

ing up a flight of stairs, we entered a

room where the bonzes were busy pray-

ing for rain and apparently going

through a species of litany with open
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books in their hands. Our entrance

stopped proceedings for a minute or

two, but they soon resumed, quite in-

differently, singing and drawling as

though it were tedious, tiresome

work.

They were all good-looking men, in

the prime of life, dressed in scarlet and

embroidered robes of much richness.

Unlike the rest of the people, they nei-

ther shaved nor wore the cue. We
found them drawn in a line before the

altar, from which they were separated

by a screen : an open porch at their

back let in light aod air. Each priest

had before him a little table with a

fancy gilt screen upon it, and as they

slowly proceeded with their drawl, at

convenient intervals, each made a slight

bow behind his screen, his head touch-

ing it. As they did this with the reg-

ularity of drilled soldiers, and to the

pounding of a tom-tom, they evidently

were chanting in chorus, although the

ear would have failed to distinguish it.

The tom-toms and wooden drums were

beaten at the pleasure of the parties in

charge : nothing like time was apparent

to any but a Chinese ear.

The idol was a little gilt figure, about

six inches high, with the body of a

beast and the head of a man. His pe-

culiarity was the possession of a sup-

plementary eye, which, as his natural

pair squinted horribly, no doubt was
very useful. His position was on a lit-

tle table surrounded by tall candles

;

whether they were borrowed from the

Roman Catholics or the Catholics bor-

rowed the eustom from them is a ques-

tion for the student of church history.

Before the idol was placed another

table with ten elegant bowls, scarcely

larger than our teacups, rilled with the

choicest fruits and grains that the mar-

ket afforded. Each article was perfect

of its kind. Rice, tea, the nelumbium,

and agaric, a species of fungus, were

among them. Just then the country

being in great want of rain, the priests

were trying the coaxing process, and
tempting the god with the best chow-

chow to be had ; but the next day they

got out of patience, and were to be met

parading him through the dusty streets,

exposed to a fierce sun, for the pur-

pose of giving him to understand that

the heat was quite as disagreeable as

they had represented it.

Their arguments for this proceeding

are extremely logical : they say that

Joss, in his cool temple, laughs at them,

and is disposed to think that they are

humbugging him ; therefore, ifthey give

him two or three hours of good skin-

roasting in the sun, he will be much
more likely to come to terms, to avoid

a repetition of the process. As they

do this every day until rain comes, it is

of course seen in a short time, if they

are patient, that it never fails in the

end.

Indeed, it is quite common to meet

in all the large cities processions of

priests, followed by the rabble, who
are giving ' Joss an airing.' The emi-

nently practical object of these mum-
meries argues very little genuine respect

for the deity, an inference that has

often been drawn by missionaries from

other points in their treatment of their

idols.

Their worship of them, such as it is,

is almost universal. Every house has

its shrine and altar, and even in the

porches of foreign residents in the quar-

ters occupied by the Chinese servants,

one sometimes (athougli not often) sees

a little figure in a niche, with a tiny

joss-stick before it. Every junk and

sampan has its tutelary idol. A little

shrine of bamboo of the size of a com-

mon birdcage is built for it, sometimes

fixed and sometimes movable. The

interior of this was gilded once, but the

gilt is worn and tarnished by smoke

and water. It has doors that open

when the joss-sticks are to be burnt

before the toy figure that presides on a

miniature throne. A sampan whose

owners are too poor to supply them-

selves with decent clothing, will be

sure to have its tawdry baby-house and

doll idol, and it frequently has in addi-
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tion a roll of paper, four feet by one,

like a window curtain, with a gay pic-

ture of Joss, in -a scarlet dress, in the

act of dancing, and generally in a very

absurd posture for such a respectable

character.

Every evening at sunset there is a

prodigious hubbub from the junks on

the Woosung, made with tom-toms,

drums, and other unmelodious instru-

ments, which are vigorously beaten for

ten or fifteen minutes, to bring good

luck, and propitiate the devils, or

frighten them away for the night.

From the shore, the rapid motions of a

dozen arms on the high poop of each

junk, tossed aloft in the dusk, and the

discordant, harsh sounds that come

from so many vessels at once, arrest the

attention of the stranger, and once seen

and heard, are never forgotten.

The pagodas, so often mentioned in

accounts of the Chinese empire, ap-

pear to be more numerous in the moun-
tainous districts, where they add great-

ly to the picturesque charm of the

scenery, and are believed to be con-

nected with the religious ceremonies

of the people. In the fiat country

around Shanghai they are not to be

met with ; at least it was not our for-

tune to see any during our brief stay.

The only structure like a tower, if we
except the turrets on the city walls and

watch towers erected within the past

few years, when the Tae-Pings have

threatened the city, is a tall, white

monument, rising to the height of

twenty feet, and without inscription

or distinguishing mark of any kind.

It looks like a fine, white tomb, higher

and more ambitious than usual, and

truly it is a ' whited sepulchre '
! Baby

Tower, it is called by the foreign resi-

dents, for it is filled with the bones of

infants—not such as have died a nat-

ural death, as Bayard Taylor asserts,

but which have been thrust into this

horrid monument of heathen cruelty

when but a few hours old. Humanity
shudders at the thought ! These daz-

zling white baby towers, with their

mockery of purity, their object known
to all men, and openly inviting, as it

were, the most unnatural and heartless

of murders, are among the most hid-

eous spectacles to be met with in a

heathen land. True, a river or a pond
will be pointed out to you in other

parts of China, or in India, where ba-

bies are daily drowned like puppies or

kittens ; but they do not affect the

mind with such a horror as these pal-

j^able structures, erected with the best

skill of their architects for this express

purpose. The water closes over the

murdered infant, and no trace of the

crime remains ; but here is a tower—

a

high tower—with deep foundations,

filled with the bones of murdered babes

that have been accumulating for gen-

erations.

No wonder that Christian mothers,

resident in the East, cannot speak of

them or see them without a shudder,

and never willingly pass them in their

drives. Who knows but they might
hear, if they approached the tower, the

wail of some poor infant just thrown
in, or meet its father returning from

his cruel errand !

At Shanghai the Baby Tower stands

on the southwest side of the city,

without the walls, but at Foo-Chow,

where the crime of infanticide is still

more prevalent, they use no baby tow-

ers, but have provided ponds for this

express purpose. It is the saddest part

of this great national crime of the

Chinese, that it is sanctioned by the

mandarins, and viewed as a disagree-

able necessity, not as a crime.

It has been the fashion of late years

to deny the existence of this abomina-

tion ; the doubters, wise in their own
conceit, insisting that the crime is too

great for human nature.

Human nature, unfortunately, has

proved but a frail barrier to crime of

this character in all parts of the world,

and the facts of Chinese infanticide are

indisputable. The witnesses are too

numerous, the crime is too public, and

the evidences of it too notorious to
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deny, its existence. The children de-

stroyed are girls ; the most common
methods of destroying them are : 1st, by

drowning in a tub of water ; 2d, by

throwing into some running stream

;

3d, by burying alive. The last-named

mode is adopted under the hope and

with the superstitious belief that the

next birth will be a boy. The excuse

is that it is too expensive to educate a

girl, but if some friend will take the

child to bring up as a wife for a little

boy, the parents will sell or give away
the infant rather than destroy it. The
regular price is two thousand copper

cash, or $2, for every year of their lives

;

for sometimes a girl will be saved for a

year or two, and then sold for a wife

or slave. Many instances have come
to the notice of missionaries where

large families of girls have been de-

stroyed. There is one woman now em-

ployed as a nurse in a missionary's

family at Fuh-Chow, who says that her

mother had eight girls and three boys,

and that she was the only girl permit-

ted by her father to live. We never

heard of an instance of a boy's being

destroyed at birth. There is a village

about fifteen miles from Fuh-Chow,

which is swarming with boys, but

where girls are very scarce. The peo-

ple account for it themselves by al-

leging the common practice of killing

the girls at birth, a practice which

is indulged in by the rich as well as by

the poor.*

* Civilized nations profess to look with abhor-

rence on the Chinese crime of infanticide, and to

believe that the statements of travellers and mis-

But to enter into all the particulari-

ties of Chinese life which attract the

attention at Shanghai as in other cities,

would be to compile an account of

China and her customs.

The points of real importance to be

considered in connection with Shang-

hai, which is fast becoming the com-
mercial centre of Chinese exports, are

the extent to which foreigners have an

sionaries are incredible; but a careful examination
of the mortuary tables of London, Paris, New
York, Dublin, Moscow, and other cities, will

show that infanticide is far more common than
supposed. It is a crime easily hidden and hard
to trace. Take the foundling hospitals as a
guide to Borne approximate estimate of tha
amount of infanticide in France. "We find that

she has upwards of 360 hospitals ; that in Paris

alone, in five years, from 1819 to 1823, 25,277

children were received, of whom eleven thir-

teenths died, and that the annual number of en-

fans trouves ranges from 3,800 to 4,500. Thcso

children, but for the hospital, would have been
murdered. Who can tell how many are thrown
into the sewers of Paris ? A recent writer states

the number at 10,000, but we deem this an exag-

geration. It is significant that the percentage of

births and deaths in all France is less for tho

births and greater for the deaths than in Eng-

land. These tables we annex.

It ia still more significant that the returns of

foundling hospitals, from widely diii'erent coun-

tries, show that these institutions, however chari*

table and humane their object, are to be viewed
as conveniences for murdering an infant with-

out the actual violence at which humanity re-

volts. The proportion of abandoned children

who live is so exceedingly small, that aban-

donment of a child to a foundling hospital ia

scarcely less than murder. If the child live, it

may be viewed, almost, as a direct act of Provi-

dence.

Of 62,000 children brought into the Paris

foundling hospitals, 52,500 died.

In Dublin, 19,420 children were received in ten

years, of whom 17,440 died.

In Moscow, 37,000 children were received in

twenty years, of whom 35,000 died.

COMPARATIVE VIEW OF MOVEMENT OF POPULATION OF

England. France.

1860. 1881. 1860. 1861.

19,902,918

170,156
684,048
422,721

20,119,496

163,706
693,406
435,114

35,597,461
290,657
95:3,315

782,764

36,752,565
283,642

Births T 987.830
848.174

Percentage. Percentage.

.855
3.437

2.124

.814

3.461
2.163

.794 1 .772

Births 2 605 2.688

Deaths 2.139 1 2.308
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influence on the people in modifying digious prejudices of the Chinese to

their habits, increasing their knowl- appreciate the noble zeal of the mis-

edge, and dispelling their prejudices, sionaries. The course of trade and

The growth of European influence and much more correct notions of the pow-

the complete opening of the Chinese er and objects of the Western nations,

empire, in which immense advances and the firmness with which they

have been made in the last three years, use the former to secure the latter, are

will, in time, it is to be hoped, lead to unquestionably breaking up with rude-

the diffusion of the Christian religion, ness the ridiculous ideas of the Chinese

a work attended with such gigantic concerning their own importance and

difficulties, at the present day, that one superior wisdom. If once they can be

cannot sufficiently admire the courage, made learners in good earnest, the bat-

patience, and faith which actuate mis- tie is half won, for none doubt their in-

sionaries to this empire. No represen- telligence. European influence, alone,

tations of these difficulties which reach has effected great changes in five years,

the Christian world have done justice and European and Chinese combined

to them, for it is necessary to observe may, in the five years to come, work

the heartlessness, self-conceit, and pro- out still greater reforms.

ON HEARING A 'TRIO

' All thoughts, all passions, all delights,

Whatever stirs this mortal frame,'

Thrilled through the wildering harmonies

That from the music came.

All soothing sounds of nature blent,

In wonderful accord,

With pleadings, wild and passionate,

From human hearts outpoured.

The wailings of the world's sad heart,

Oppressed with social wrongs,

In mournful monotones were mixed

With sounds of angel songs.

The falling of a nation's tears

O'er Freedom's prostrate form,
,

Dew droppings sweet from starry spheres,

Swift-rushing wings of storm.

The voices of Time's children three

—

Past, Present, Future, blent

In that wild ' trio's ' harmony,

Thrilled each fine instrument.

And, at the sound, my soul awoke,

And saw the dawning clear

Of Freedom's coming day illume

Earth's clouded atmosphere !
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THE IDEAL MAN FOR UNIVERSAL IMITATION; OR, THE
SINLESS PERFECTION OF JESUS.

(A POSITIVE REPLY TO STRAUSS AND RENAN.)

The first impression which we receive

from the life of Jesus, is that of perfect

innocency and sinlessness in the midst

of a sinful world. He, and He alone,

carried the spotless purity of childhood

untarnished through his youth and

manhood. Hence the lamb and the

dove are his appropriate symbols.

He was, indeed, tempted as we are,

but he never yielded to temptation.

His sinlessness was at first only the

relative sinlessness of Adam before the

fall, which implies the necessity of trial

and temptation, and the peccability, or

the possibility of the fall. Had he been

endowed with absolute impeccability

from the start, he could not be a true

man, nor our model for imitation ; his

holiness, instead of being his own self-

acquired act and inherent merit, would

be an accidental or outward gift, and

his temptation an unreal show. As a

true man, Christ must have been a free

and responsible moral agent ; freedom

implies the power of choice between

good and evil, and the power of dis-

obedience as well as obedience, to the

law of God. But here is the great fun-

damental difference between the first

and the second Adam : the first Adam
lost his innocence by the abuse of his

freedom, and fell by his own act of dis-

obedience into the dire necessity of sin

;

while the second Adam was innocent

in the midst of sinners, and maintained

his innocence against all and every

temptation. Christ's relative sinless-

ness became more and more absolute

sinlessness by his own moral act, or the

right use of his freedom in the perfect

active and passive obedience to God.

In other words, Christ's original possi-

bility of not sinning, which includes

the opposite possibility of sinning, but

excludes the actuality of sin, was

unfolded into the impossibility of sin-

ning, which can not sin because it will

not. This is the highest stage of free-

dom, where it becomes identical with

moral necessity, or absolute and un-

changeable self-determination for good-

ness and holiness. This is the freedom

of God and of the saints in heaven,

with this difference : that the saints at-

tain that position by deliverance and

salvation from sin and death, while

Christ acquired it by his own merit.

In vain we look through the entire

biography of Jesus for a single stain or

the slightest shadow on his moral char-

acter. There never lived a more harm-

less being on earth. He injured no-

body, he took advantage of nobody*

He never spoke an improper word, he

never committed a wrong action. He
exhibited a uniform elevation above

the objects, opinions, pleasures, and

passions of this world, and disregard

to riches, displays, fame, and favor of

men. ' No vice that has a name can be

thought of in connection with Jesus

Christ. Ingenious malignity looks in

vain for the faintest trace of self-seek-

ing in His motives ; sensuality shrinks

abashed from His celestial purity

;

falsehood can leave no stain on Him
who is iucarnate truth ; injustice is

forgotten beside His errorless equity

;

the very possibility of avarice is swal-

lowed up in His benignity and love

;

the very idea of ambition is lost in His

divine wisdom and divine self-abnega-

tion.'

The apparent outbreak of passion in

the expulsion of the profane traffickers

from the temple is the only instance on

the record of his history which might

be quoted against his freedom from

the faults of humanity. But the very

effect which it produced, shows that,
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far from being the outburst of passion,

the expulsion was a judicial act of a

religious reformer, vindicating in just

and holy zeal the honor of the Lord of

the temple. It was an exhibition, not

of weakness, but of dignity and majes-

ty, which at once silenced the offend-

ers, though superior in number and

physical strength, and made them sub-

mit to their well-deserved punishment

without a murmur, and in awe of the

presence of a superhuman power. The

cursing of the unfruitful fig tree can

still less be urged, as it evidently was a

significant symbolical act, foreshadow-

ing the fearful doom of the impenitent

Jews in the destruction of Jerusalem.

The perfect innocence of Jesus, how-

ever, is based not only, negatively, on

the absence of any recorded word or act

to the contrary and his absolute ex-

emption from every trace of selfishness

and worldliness, but, positively, also on

the unanimous testimony of John the

Baptist and the apostles, who bowed be-

fore the majesty of his character in un-

bounded veneration, and declare him
4
just,' ' holy,' and ' without sin.' It is

admitted, moreover, by his enemies

:

the heathen judge Pilate, and his wife,

representing, as it were, the Roman law

and justice, when they shuddered with

apprehension and washed their hands

to be clear of innocent blood ; by the

rude Roman centurion, confessing under

the cross, in the name of the disinter-

ested spectators, ' Truly, this was the

Son of God ;
' and by Judas himself,

the immediate witness of his whole

public and private life, exclaiming in

despair :
' I sinned in betraying inno-

cent blood.' Even dumb nature re-

sponded in mysterious sympathy, and

the beclouded heavens above and the

shaking earth beneath united in pay-

ing their unconscious tribute to the di-

vine purity of their dying Lord.

The objection that the evangelists

were either not fully informed concern-

ing the facts, or mistaken in their esti-

mate of the character of Christ, is of

no avail. For, in addition to their

testimony, we have his own personal

conviction of entire freedom from sin

and unworthiness, which leaves us only

the choice between absolute moral puri-

ty, and absolute hypocrisy : such hypoc-

risy would, indeed, be both the greatest

miracle and the greatest moral mon-
strosity on record.

The very fact that Christ came for

the express purpose of saving sinners,

implies his own consciousness of per-

sonal freedom from guilt and from all

need of salvation. And this is the un-

mistakable impression made upon us

by his whole public life and conduct.

He nowhere shows the least concern for

his own salvation, but knows himself

in undisturbed harmony with his Heav-

enly Father. While calling most ear-

nestly upon all others to repent, he

stood in no need of conversion and re-

generation, but simply of the regular

harmonious unfolding of his moral

powers. While directing all his fol-

lowers, in the fourth petition of his

model prayer, to ask daily for the for-

giveness of their sins as well as their

daily bread, he himself never asked

God for pardon and forgiveness, except

in behalf of others. While freely con-

versing with sinners, he always does

so with the love and interest of a Sa-

viour of sinners. This is an undeniable

historical fact, no matter how you

may explain it. And to remove every

doubt, we have his open and fearless

challenge to his bitter enemies :
' Which

of you convinceth me of sin \ ' In this

question he clearly exempts himself

from the common fault and guilt of the

race. In the mouth of any other man,

this question would at once betray

either the height of hypocrisy, or a de-

gree of self-deception bordering on

madness itself, and would overthrow

the very foundation of all human good-

ness ;
while from the mouth of Jesus

we instinctively receive it a3 the tri-

umphant self-vindication of one who
stood far above the possibility of suc-

cessful impeachment or founded sus-

picion.
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The assumption that Christ was a

sinner, and knew himself such, al-

though he professed the contrary and

made upon friends and enemies the im-

pression of spotless innocency, is the

most monstrous deception that can

well be imagined. ' If Jesus was a sin-

ner, he was conscious of sin, as all sin-

ners are, and therefore was a hypocrite

in the whole fabric of his character

;

realizing so much of divine beauty in

it, maintaining the show of such unfal-

tering harmony and celestial grace, and

doing- all this with a mind* confused

and fouled by the affectations acted for

true virtues ! Such an example of suc-

cessful hypocrisy would be itself the

greatest miracle ever heard of in the

world'

It is an indisputable fact, then, both

from his mission and uniform conduct

and his express declaration, that Ghrist

knew himself free from sin and guilt.

The only rational explanation of this

fact is, that Christ was no sinner. And
this is readily conceded by the greatest

divines—even those who are by no

means regarded as orthodox. The ad-

mission of this fact implies the further

admission that Christ differed from all

other men, not in degree only, but in

kind. For although we must utterly

repudiate the pantheistic notion of the

necessity of sin, and must maintain

that human nature, in itself consid-

ered, is capable of sinlessness, that it

was sinless, in fact, before the fall, and

that it will ultimately become sinless

again by the redemption of Christ

;

yet it is equally certain that human
nature, in its present condition, is not

sinless, and never has been since the

fall, except in the single case of Christ,

and that for this very reason Christ's

sinlessness can only be explained on

the ground of such an extraordinary

indwelling of God in him as never took

place in any other human being, before

or after. The entire Christian world,

Greek, Latin, and Protestant, agree in

the scriptural doctrine of the universal

depravity of human nature since the

apostasy of the first Adam. Even the

modern and unscriptural dogma of the

Roman Catholic Church, of the free-

dom of the Virgin Mary from hered-

itary as well as actual sin, can hardly

be quoted as an exception ; for her sin-

lessness is explained in the papal deci-

sion of 1854 by the assumption of a

miraculous interjDosition of divine fa-

vor, and the reflex influence of the

merits of her Son. There is not a sin-

gle mortal who must not charge him-

self with some defect or folly, and
man's consciousness of sin and unwor-

thiness deepens just in proportion to

his self-knowledge and progress in vir-

tue and goodness. There is not a sin-

gle saint who has not experienced a

new birth from above, and an actual

conversion from sin to holiness, and

who does not feel daily the need of re-

pentance and divine forgiveness. The
very greatest and best of them, as St.

Paul and St. Augustine, have passed

through a violent struggle and a radi-

cal revolution, and their whole theo-

logical system and religious experience

rested on the felt antithesis of sin and
grace.

But in Christ we have the one soli-

tary and absolute exception to this uni-

versal rule, an individual thinking

like a man, feeling like a man, speak-

ing, acting, suffering, and dying like

a man, surrounded by sinners in

every direction, with the keenest

sense of sin and the deepest sym-

pathy with sinners, commencing his

public ministry with the call :
' Re-

pent, for the kingdom of heaven is at

hand ; ' yet never touched in the least

by the contamination of the world,

never putting himself in the attitude

of a sinner before God, never shedding

a tear of repentance, never regretting a

single thought, word, or deed, never

needing or asking divine pardon, never

concerned about the salvation of his

own soul, and boldly facing all his

present and future enemies in the abso-

lute certainty of his spotless purity be-

fore God and man

!
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HIS ABSOLUTE HOLINESS.

A sinless Saviour surrounded by a

sinful world, is an astounding fact in-

deed, a sublime moral miracle in his-

tory. But this freedom from the com-

mon sin and guilt of the race is, after

all, only the negative side of his char-

acter, which rises in magnitude as we
contemplate the positive side, namely,

absolute moral and religious perfection.

It is universally admitted, even by

deists and rationalists, that Christ

taught the purest and sublimest system

of ethics, which throws all the moral

precepts and maxims of the wisest men
of antiquity far into the shade. The
Sermon on the Mount alone is worth

infinitely more than all that Confucius,

Socrates, and Seneca ever said or wrote

on duty and virtue. But the difference

is still greater if we come to the more
difficult task of practice. While the

wisest and best of men never live up
even to their own imperfect standard

of excellency, Christ fully carried out

his perfect doctrine in his life and con-

duct. He both was and did that which
he taught ; he preached his own life,

and lived his own doctrine. He is the

living incarnation of the ideal standard

of virtue and holiness, and is universally

acknowledged to be the highest model
for all that is pure and good and noble

in the sight of God and man.

We find Christ moving in all ordi-

nary and essential relations of life, as a

son, a brother, a friend, a citizen, a

teacher, at home and in public. We
find him among all classes of society,

with sinners and saints, with the poor

and the wealthy, with the sick and the

healthy, with little children, grown
men and women, with plain fishermen

and learned scribes, with despised pub-

licans and honored members of the

sanhedrim, with friends and foes, with

admiring disciples and bitter persecu-

tors ; now with an individual, as Nico-

demus or the woman of Samaria, now
in the familiar circle of the twelve,

now in the crowds of the people.

We find him in all situations, in the

synagogue and the temple, at home
and on journeys, in villages and the

city of Jerusalem, in the desert and on

the mountain, along the banks of Jor-

dan and the shores of the Galilean Sea,

at the wedding feast and the grave, in

Gethsemane, in the judgment hall, and

on Calvary. In all these various rela-

tions, conditions, and situations, as

they are crowded within the few years

of his public ministry, he sustains the

same consistent character throughout,

without ever exposing himself to cen-

sure. He fulfils every duty to God, to

man, and to himself, without a single

violation of duty, and exhibits an en-

tire conformity to the law, in the spirit

as well as the letter. His life is one

unbroken service of God, in active and

passive obedience to His holy will—one

grand act of absolute love to God and

love to man, of personal self-consecra-

tion to the glory of his Heavenly

Father and the salvation of a fallen

race. In the language of the people

who were ' beyond measure astonished

at his works,' we must say, the more

we study his life :
' He did all things

well.' In a solemn appeal to his Heav-

enly Father in the parting hour, he

could proclaim to the world that he

had glorified him in the earth, and fin-

ished the work he gave him to do.

UNITY OP VIRTUE AND PIETY.

The first feature in this singular per-

fection of Christ's character which

strikes our attention, is the perfect

harmony of virtue and piety, of mo-

rality and religion, or of love to God
and love to man. He is more than

moral, and more than pious ; he is holy

in the strict and full sense of the word.

There is a divine beauty and perfection

in his character, the mere contempla-

tion of which brings purity, bright-

ness, peace, and bliss to the soul.

Piety was the soul of his morality,

and lifted it far above the sphere of le-

gality or conformity to law. Every

moral action in him proceeded from
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supreme love to God, and looked to

the temporal and eternal welfare of

man. The groundwork of his charac-

ter was the most intimate and uninter-

rupted union and communion with his

Heavenly Father, from whom he de-

rived, to whom he referred, everything.

Already in his twelfth year he found

his life element and delight in the

things of his Father. It was his daily

food to do the will of Him that sent

him, and to finish his work. To Him
he looked in prayer before every im-

portant act, and taught his disciples

that model prayer which, for simpli-

city, brevity, comprehensiveness, and

suitableness, can never be surpassed.

He often retired to a mountain or soli-

tary place for prayer, and spent days

and nights in this blessed privilege.

But so constant and uniform was his

habit of communion with the great Je-

hovah, that he kept it up amid the

multitude, and converted the crowded

city into a religious retreat. His self-

consciousness was at every moment
conditioned, animated, and impregnat-

ed by the consciousness of God. Even
when he exclaimed, in indescribable

anguish of body and soul, and in vica-

rious sympathy with the misery of the

whole race :
- My God, my God, why

hast thou forsaken me !
' the bond of

union was not broken, or even loos-

ened, but simply obscured for a mo-

ment, as the sun by a passing cloud,

and the enjoyment, not the possession

of it, was withdrawn from his feelings

;

for immediately afterward he com-

mended his soul into the hands of his

Father, and triumphantly exclaimed

:

1 It is finished !
' So strong and com-

plete was this moral union of Christ

with God at every moment of his life,

that he fully realized for the first time

the idea of religion, whose object is to

bring about such a union, and that he
is the personal representative and liv-

ing embodiment of Christianity as the

true and absolute religion.

With all this, the piety of Christ was
no inactive contemplation, or retiring

mysticism and selfish enjoyment ; but

thoroughly practical, ever active in

works of charity, and tending to regen-

erate and. transform the world into the

kingdom of God. ' He went about

doing good.' His life is an unbroken

series of good works and virtues in

active exercise, all proceeding from the

same union with God, animated by the

same love, and tending to the same

end, the glory of God and the happi-

ness of man.

COMPLETENESS AND UNIVERSALITY OP

HIS CHARACTER.

The next feature we would notice, is

the completeness or pleromatic fulness

of the moral and religious character of

Christ. While all other men represent

at best but broken fragments of the

idea of goodness and holiness, he ex-

hausts the list of virtues and graces

which may be named. His soul is a

moral paradise full of charming flowers,

shining in every variety of color, under

the blue dome of the skies, drinking in

the refreshing dews of heaven and the

warming beams of the sun, sending its

sweet fragrance around, and filling the

beholder with rapturous delight.

History exhibits to us many men of

commanding and comprehensive ge-

nius, who stand at the head of their

age and nation, and. furnish material

for the intellectual activity of whole

generations and periods, until they are

succeeded by other heroes at a new
epoch of development. As rivers gen-

erally spring from high mountains, so

knowledge and moral power rises and

is ever nourished from the heights of

humanity. Abraham, the father of the

faithful ; Moses, the lawgiver of the

Jewish theocracy ; Elijah, among the

prophets ; Peter, Paul, and John among
the apostles ; Athanasius and Chrysos-

tom among the Greek, Augustine and

Jerome among the Latin fathers

;

Thomas Aquinas and Duns Scotus

among the schoolmen ; Leo I. and

Gregory VII. among the popes ; Luther

and Calvin in the line of Protestant
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reformers and divines ; Socrates, the

patriarch of the ancient schools of

philosophy ; Homer, Dante, Shak-

speare, and Milton, Gothe and Schil-

ler in the history of poetry, among

the various nations to which they be-

long ; Raphael among painters ; Charle-

magne, the first and greatest in the

long succession of German emperors

;

Napoleon, towering high above all the

generals of his training ; Washington,

the wisest and best as well as the first

of American presidents, and the purest

and noblest type of the American char-

acter, may be mentioned as examples

of those representative heroes in history

who anticipate and concentrate the

powers of whole generations. But they

never represent universal, but only sec-

tional humanity ; they are identified

with a particular people or age, and

partake of its errors, superstitions, and

failings, almost in the same proportion

in which they exhibit its virtues. Mo-

ses, though revered by the followers of

three religions, was a Jew in views,

feelings, habits, and position, as well

as by parentage ; Socrates never rose

above the Greek type of character

;

Luther was a German in all his virtues

and faults, and can only be properly

understood as a German ; Calvin,

though an exile from his native land,

remained a Frenchman ; and Washing-

ton can be to no nation on earth what

he is to the American. Their influence

may and does extend far beyond their

respective national horizons, yet they

can never furnish a universal model for

imitation. We regard them as extra-

ordinary but fallible and imperfect

men, whom it would be very unsafe to

follow in every view and line of con-

duct. Very frequently the failings and

vices of great men are in proportion to

their virtues and powers, as the tallest

bodies cast the longest shadows. Even

the three leading apostles are models

of piety and virtue only as far as they

reflect the image of their Heavenly Mas-

ter, and it is only with this limitation

, that Paul exhorts his spiritual children

:

• Be ye followers of me even as I am
also of Christ.'

What these representative men are to

particular ages or nations, or sects or

particular schools of science and art,

Christ was to the human family at

large in its relation to God. He and
he alone is the universal type for uni-

versal imitation. Hence he could, with-

out the least impropriety, or suspicion

of vanity, call upon all men to forsake

all things and to follow him. He
stands above the limitations of age,

school, sect, nation, and race. Al-

though a Jew according to the flesh,

there is nothing Jewish about him
which is not at the same time of gen-

eral significance. The particular and

national in him is always duly subor-

dinated to the general and human.

Still less was he ever identified with a

party or sect. He was equally removed

from the stiff formalism of the Phari-

sees, the loose liberalism of the Saddu-

cees, and the inactive mysticism of the

Essenes. He rose above all the preju-

dices, bigotries, and superstitions of

his age and people, which exert their

power even upon the strongest and oth-

erwise most liberal minds.

Witness his freedom in the observ-

ance of the Sabbath, by which he

offended the scrupulous literalists,

while he fulfilled, as the Lord of the

Sabbath, the true spirit of the law in

its universal and abiding significance

;

his reply to the disciples, when they

traced the misfortune of the blind man
to a particular sin of the subject or his

parents ; his liberal conduct toward the

Samaritans, as contrasted with the in-

veterate hatred and prejudices of the

Jews, including his own discij)les at

the time ; and his charitable judgment

of the slaughtered Galileans whose

blood Pilate had mingled with their

sacrifices, and the eighteen upon whom
the tower in Siloam fell and slew them.

' Think ye,' he addressed the children

of superstition, ' that these men were

sinners above all the Galileans, and

above all men that dwelt in Jerusalem,
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because they suffered such things ? I

tell you, uay : but except ye repent, ye

shall all likewise perish.'

All the words and all the actions of

Christ, while they were fully adapted

to the occasions which called them

forth, retain their force and applicabil-

ity undiminished to all ages and na-

tions. He is the same unsurpassed and

unsurpassable model of every virtue to

the Christians of every generation,

every clime, every sect, every nation,

and every race.

HARMONY OF ALL GRACES AWD
VIRTUES.

It must not be supposed that a com-

plete catalogue of virtues would do

justice to the character under consid-

eration. It is not only the complete-

ness, but still more the even proportion

and perfect harmony of virtues and

graces apparently opposite and contra-

dictory, which distinguishes him specif-

ically from all other men. This feature

has struck with singular force all the

more eminent writers on the subject.

It gives the finish to that beauty of ho-

liness which is the sublimest picture

presented to our contemplation.

He was free from all one-sidedness,

which constitutes the weakness as well

as the strength of the most eminent

men. He was not a man of one idea,

nor of one virtue, towering above all

the rest. The moral forces were so

well tempered and moderated by each

other, that none was unduly promi-

nent, none carried to excess, none al-

loyed by the kindred failing. Each

was checked and completed by the op-

posite grace. His character never lost

its even balance and happy equilibri-

um, never needed modification or re-

adjustment. It was thoroughly sound,

and uniformly consistent from the be-

ginning to the end.

"We cannot properly attribute to him
any one temperament. He was neither

sanguine, like Peter, nor choleric, like

Paul, nor melancholy, like John, nor

phlegmatic, as James is sometimes,

though incorrectly, represented to have

been ; but he combined the vivacity

without the levity of the sanguine, the

vigor without the violence of the

choleric, the seriousness without the

austerity of the melancholic, the calm-

ness without the apathy of the phleg-

matic temperament.

He was equally far removed from the

excesses of the legalist, the pietist, the

ascetic, and the enthusiast. With the

strictest obedience to the law, he moved
in the element of freedom ; with all the

fervor of the enthusiast, he was always

calm, sober, and self-possessed ; not-

withstanding his complete and uniform

elevation above the affairs of this

world, he freely mingled with society,

male and female, dined with publicans

and sinners, sat at the wedding feast,

shed tears at the sepulchre, delighted

in God's nature, admired the beauties

of the lilies, and used the occupations

of the husbandman for the illustration

of the sublimest truths of the kingdom
of heaven. His virtue was healthy,

manly, vigorous, yet genial, social, and

truly human, never austere and repul-

sive, always in full sympathy with

innocent joy and pleasure. He, the

purest and holiest of men, provided

wine for the wedding feast, introduced

the fatted calf and music and dancing

into the picture of welcome of the

prodigal son to his father's house, and

even provoked the sneer of his ad-

versaries that he ' came eating and

drinking,' and was a ' glutton ' and a

' winebibber.'

His zeal never degenerated into pas-

sion or rashness, his constancy into ob-

stinacy, his benevolence into weakness,

nor his tenderness into sentimentality.

His unworldliness was free from in-

difference and unsociability, his dignity

from pride and presumption, his affa-

bility from undue familiarity, his self-

denial from moroseness, his temperance

from austerity. He combined child-like

innocence with manly strength, all-

absorbing devotion to God with un-

tiring interest in the welfare of man,
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tender love to the sinner with uncom-

promising severity against sin, com-

manding dignity with winning humili-

ty, fearless courage with wise caution,

unyielding firmness with sweet gentle-

ness.

He is justly compared with the lion

in strength and with the lamb in meek-

ness. He equally possessed the wisdom
of the serpent and the simplicity of the

dove. He brought both the sword

against every form of wickedness, and

the peace which the world cannot give.

He was the most effective, and yet the

least noisy, the most radical, and yet

the most conservative, calm, and pa-

tient of all reformers. He came to

fulfil every letter of the law, and yet

he made all things new. The same

hand which drove the profane traffick-

ers from the temple, blessed little chil-

dren, healed the lepers, and rescued the

sinking disciple ; the same ear which

heard the voice of approbation from

heaven -was open to the cries of the

woman in travail ; the same mouth
which pronounced the terrible woe on

hypocrites and condemned the impure

desire and unkind feeling as well as

the open crime, blessed the poor in

spirit, announced pardon to the adul-

teress, and prayed for his murderers

;

the same eye which beheld the mys-

teries of God and penetrated the heart

of man shed tears of compassion over

ungrateful Jerusalem, and tears of

friendship at the grave of Lazarus.

These are indeed opposite, yet not

contradictory traits of character, as lit-

tle as the different manifestations of

God's power and goodness in the tem-

pest and the sunshine, in the towering

alps and the lily of the valley, in the

boundless ocean and the dewdrop of

the morning. They are separated in

imperfect men, indeed, but united in

Christ, the universal model for all.

chkist's passion.

Finally, as all active virtues meet in

him, so he unites the active or heroic

virtues with the passive and gentle.

He is equally the highest standard of

all true martyrdom.

No character can become complete

without trial and suffering, and a noble

death is the crowning act of a noble

life. Edmund Burke said to Fox, in

the English Parliament :
' Obloquy is a

necessary ingredient of all true glory.

Calumny and abuse are essential parts

of triumph.' The ancient Greeks and
Romans admired a good man strug-

gling with misfortune as a sight worthy

of the gods. Plato describes the right-

eous man as one who, without doing

any injustice, yet has the appearance

of the greatest injustice, and proves his

own justice by perseverance against all

calumny unto death
;
yea, he predicts

that if such a righteous man should

ever appear, he would be ' scourged,

tortured, bound, deprived of his sight,

and, after having suffered all possible

injury, nailed on a post.' No wronder

that the ancient fathers saw in this

remarkable passage an unconscious

prophecy of Christ. But how far is

this ideal of the great philosopher from

the actual reality, as it appeared three

hundred years afterward ! The great

men of this world, who rise even above

themselves on inspiring occasions, and

boldly face a superior army, are often

thrown off their equilibrium in ordi-

nary life, and grow impatient at trifling

obstacles. Only think of Napoleon at

the head of his conquering legions and

at the helm of an empire, and the same

Napoleon after the defeat at Waterloo

and on the island of St. Helena. The
highest form of passive virtue attained

by ancient heathenism or modern secu-

lar heroism is that stoicism which meets

and overcomes the trials and misfor-

tunes of life in the spirit of haughty

contempt and unfeeling indifference,

which destroys the sensibilities, and is

but another exhibition of selfishness

and pride.

Christ has set up a far higher stand-

ard by his teaching and example, never

known before or since, except in ini-
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perfect imitation of him. He has revo-

lutionized moral philosophy, and con-

vinced the world that forgiving love to

the enemy, holiness and humility, gen-

tle patience in suffering, and cheerful

submission to the holy will of God is

the crowning excellency of moral great-

ness. ' If thy brother, 1 he says, ' tres-

pass against thee seven times in a day,

and seven times in a day turn again to

thee, saying, I repent ; thou shalt for-

give him.' ' Love your enemies, bless

them that curse you, do good to them

that hate you, and pray for them that

despitefully use you and persecute you.'

This is a sublime maxim, truly, but still

more sublime is its actual exhibition in

his life.

Christ's passive virtue is not confined

to the closing scenes of his ministry.

As human life is beset at every step by

trials, vexations, and hindrances, which

should serve the educational purpose

of developing its resources and proving

its strength, so was Christ's. During

the whole state of his humiliation he

was ' a man of sorrows and acquainted

with grief,' and had to endure ' the con-

tradiction of sinners.' He was poor,

and suffered hunger and fatigue. He
was tempted by the devil. His path

was obstructed with apparently insur-

mountable difficulties from the outset.

His words and miracles called forth

the bitter hatred of the world, which

resulted at last in the bloody counsel

of death. The Pharisees and Saddu-

cees forgot their jealousies and quarrels

in opposing him. They rejected and
perverted his testimony ; they laid

snares for him by insidious questions
;

they called him a glutton and a wine-

bibber for eating and drinking like

other men, a friend of publicans and

sinners for his condescending love and

mercy, a sabbath breaker for doing

good on the sabbath day ; they charged

him with madness and blasphemy for

asserting his unity with the Father,

and derived his miracles from Beelze-

bub, the prince of devils. The com-

mon people, though astonished at his

wisdom and mighty works, pointed

sneeringly at his origin
; his own coun-

try and native town refused him the

honor of a prophet. Even his brothers,

we are told, did not believe in him,

and in their impatient zeal for a tem-

poral kingdom, they found fault with

his unostentatious proceeding. His

aj)ostles and disciples, with all their

profound reverence for his character

and faith in his divine origin and mis-

sion as the Messiah of God, yet by their

ignorance, their carnal Jewish notions,

and their almost habitual misunder-

standing of his spiritual discourses,

must have constituted a severe trial of

patience to a teacher of far less su-

periority to his pupils.

To all this must be added the con-

stant sufferings from sympathy with

human misery as it met him in ten

thouand forms at every step. What a

trial for him, the purest, gentlest, most

tender hearted, to breath more than

thirty years the foul atmosphere of

this fallen world, to see the constant

outbursts of sinful passions, to hear the

great wail of humanity borne to his

ear upon the four winds of heaven, to

be brought into personal contact with

the blind, the lame, the deaf, the para-

lytic, the lunatic, the possessed, the

dead, and to be assaulted, as it were,

by the concentrated force of sickness,

sorrow, grief, and agony !

But how shall we describe his pas-

sion, more properly so called, with

which no other suffering can be com-

pared for a moment ! There is a lonely

grandeur in it, foreshadowed in the

word of the prophet :
' I have trodden

the winepress alone, and of the peojDle

there was none with me.' If great

men occupy a solitary position, far

above the ordinary level, on the sub-

lime heights of thought or action, how
much more then Jesus in his sufferings

;

he, the purest and holiest of beings !

The nearer a man approaches to moral

perfection, the deeper are his sensibili-

ties, the keener his sense of sin and evil

and sorrow in this wicked world.
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Never did any man suffer more inno-

cently, more unjustly, more intensely,

than Jesus of Nazareth. Within the

narrow limits of a few hours we have

here a tragedy of universal significance,

exhibiting every form of human weak-

ness and infernal wickedness, of ingrat-

itude, desertion, injury, and insult, of

bodily and mental pain and anguish,

culminating in the most ignominious

death then known among the Jews and

Gentiles, the death of a malefactor and

a slave. The government and the peo-

ple combined against him who came

to save them. His own disciples for-

sook him ; Peter denied him
; Judas,

under the inspiration of the devil, be-

trayed him. The rulers of the nation

condemned him, rude soldiers mocked
him, the furious mob cried :

' Crucify

him !
' He was seized in the night,

hurried from tribunal to tribunal, ar-

rayed in a crown of thorns, insulted,

smitten, scourged, spit upon, and hung
like a criminal and a slave between two

robbers and murderers

!

How did Christ bear all these little

and great trials of life, and the death

on the cross ?

Le'; us remember first, that, unlike

the icy stoics in their unnatural and

repulsive pseudo-virtue, he had the

keenest sensibilities and the deepest

sympathies with all human grief, that

made him even shed tears at the grave

of a friend and in the agony of the

garden, and provide a refuge for his

mother in the last dying hour. But

with this truly human tenderness and

delicacy of feeling, he ever combined

an unutterable dignity and majesty, a

sublime self-control and imperturbable

calmness of mind. There is a solitary

grandeur and majesty in his deepest

sufferings, which forbids a feeling of

pity and compassion on our side as in-

compatible with the admiration and

reverence for his character. We feel

the force of his words to the women
of Jerusalem, when they bewailed him
on the way to Cavalry :

' Weep not for

me, but weep for yourselves and your

children.' We never hear him break

out in angry passion and violence, al

though he was at war with the whole
ungodly world. He clearly and fully

foresaw and repeatedly foretold his

sufferings to his disciples.

And yet never murmured, never ut-

tered discontent, displeasure, or resent-

ment. He was never disheartened, dis-

couraged, ruffled, or fretted, but full of

unbounded confidence that all was well

ordered in the providence of his Heav-

enly Father. His calmness in the tem-

pest on the lake, when his disciples

were trembling on the brink of destruc-

tion and despair, is an illustration of

his heavenly frame of mind. All his

works were performed with a quiet

dignity and ease that contrasts most

strikingly with the surrounding com-
motion and excitement. He never

asked the favor, or heard the applause,

or feared the threat of the world. He
moved serenely like the sun above the

clouds of human passions and trials

and commotions, as they sailed under

him. He was ever surrounded by the

element of peace, even in his parting

hour in that dark and solemn night,

when he said to his disturbed disciples:

' Peace I leave with you, my peace I

give unto you : not as the world giveth,

give I unto you. Let not your heart be

troubled, neither let it be afraid.' He
was never what we call unhappy, but

full of inward joy, which he bequeathed

to his disciples in that sublimest of all

prayers, ' that they might have his joy

fulfilled in themselves.' With all his

severe rebuke to the Pharisees, he never

indulged in personalities. He ever

returned good for evil. He forgave

Peter for his denial, and would have

forgiven Judas, if in the exercise of

sincere repentance he had sought his

pardon. Even while hanging on the

cross, he had only the language of pity

for the wretches who were driving the

nails into his hands and feet, and pray-

ed in their behalf :

l Father, forgive

them, for they know not what they do.'

He did not seek or hasten his martyr-
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dom, like many of the early martyrs

of the Ignatian type, in their morbid

enthusiasm and ambitious humility,

but quietly and patiently waited for

the hour appointed by the will of his

Heavenly Father.

But when the hour came, with what

self-possession and calmness, with what

strength and meekness, with what

majesty and gentleness did he pass

through its dark and trying scenes !

A prisoner before Pilate, who repre-

sented the power of the Roman empire,

he professes himself a king of truth,

and makes the governor tremble before

him. Charged with crime at the tri-

bunal of the high priest, he speaks to

him with the majesty and dignity of

the judge of the world. And in the

agony of death on the cross he dis-

penses a place in paradise to the peni-

tent robber. In the history of the pas-

sion, every word and act are unutter-

ably significant, from the agony in Geth-

semane, when, overwhelmed with the

sympathetic sense of the entire guilt of

mankind, and in full view of the terri-

ble scenes before him—the only guilt-

less being in the world—he prayed that

the cup might pass from him, but im-

mediately added, ' Not my but thy

will be done,' to the triumphant ex-

clamation on the cross, ' It is finished !

'

Even his dignified silence before the

tribunal of his enemies and the furious

mob, when ' as a lamb dumb before his

shearers he opened not his mouth,' is

more eloquent than any apology. Who
will venture to bring a parallel from

the annals of ancient or modern sages,

when even a Rousseau confessed :
' If

Socrates suffered and died like a phi-

losopher, Christ suffered and died like

a God !
' The passion and crucifixion

of Jesus, like his whole character,

stands without a parallel, solitary and

alone in its glory, and will ever con-

tinue to be what it has been for these

eighteen hundred years, the most sacred

theme of meditation, the highest exem-

plar of suffering virtue, the strongest

weapon against sin and Satan, the deep-

est source of comfort to the noblest and
best of men.

summary— Christ's character the
greatest moral miracle in his-

TORY.

Such was Jesus of Nazareth— a true

man in body, soul, and spirit, yet differ-

ing from all men, a character absolutely

unique and original, from tender child-

hood to ripe manhood moving in un-

broken union with God, overflowing

with the purest love to man, free from

every sin and error, innocent and holy,

teaching and practising all virtues in

perfect harmony, devoted solely and

uniformly to the noblest ends, sealing

the purest life with the sublimest death,

and ever acknowledged since as the

one and only perfect model of good-

ness and holiness ! All human great-

ness loses on closer inspection ; but

Christ's character grows more and more

pure, sacred, and lovely, the better we
know him.

No biographer, moralist, or artist

can be satisfied with any attempt of

his to set it forth. It is felt to be in-

finitely greater than any conception or

representation of it by the mind, the

tongue, and the pencil of man or angel.

We might as well attempt to empty
the waters of the boundless sea into a

narrow well, or to portray the splendor

of the risen sun and the starry heavens

with ink. No picture of the Saviour,

though drawn by the master hand of a

Raphael or Dtirer or Rubens—no epic,

though conceived by the genius of a

Dante or Milton or Klopstock, can

improve on the artless narrative of the

gospel, whose only but -all-powerful

charm is truth. In this case certainly

truth is stranger and stronger than fic-

tion, and speaks best itself without

comment, explanation, and eulogy

Here and here alone the highest per-

fection of art falls short of the histori-

cal fact, and fancy finds no room for

idealizing the real. For here we have

the absolute ideal itself in living reali-

ty. It seems to me that this considera-
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tion alone should satisfy the reflecting

mind that Christ's character, though

truly natural arid human, must be at

the same time truly supernatural and

divine.

Even Gr6.th.e-, the most universal and

finished, but at the same time the most

intensely worldly of all modern poets,

calls Christ ' the Divine Man,' the
1 Holy One,' and represents him as the

pattern and model of humanity. Thomas
Carlyle, the great hero-worshipper,

found no equal in all the range of an-

cient and modern heroism ; he calls

his life a ' perfect ideal poem,' and his

person ' the greatest of all heroes,'

whom he does not name, leaving ' sacred

silence to meditate that sacred matter.'

And Ernest Kenan, the celebrated

French orientalist and critic, who views

Jesus from the standpoint of a panthe-

istic naturalism, and expels all mira-

cles from the gospel history, calls him
' the incomparable man, to whom the

universal cons' 'ence has decreed the

title of Son of God, and that with jus-

tice, since he caused religion to take a

step in advance incomparably greater

than any other in the past, and prob-

ably than any yet to come

;

' and he

closes his ' Life of Jesus ' with the re-

markable concession :
' Whatever may

be the surprises of the future, Jesus will

never de surpassed. His worship will

grow young without ceasing ; his le-

gend will call forth tears without end

;

his sufferings will melt the noblest

hearts ; all ages will proclaim that

among the sons of men there is none

born greater than Jesus.'

The whole range of history and fic-

tion furnishes no parallel to such a

character. There never was anything

even approaching to it before or since,

except in faint imitation of his exam-

ple. It cannot be explained on purely

human principles, nor derived from any

intellectual and moral forces of the age

in which he lived. On the contrary,

it stands in marked contrast to the

whole surrounding world of Judaism
and heathenism, which present to us

the dreary picture of internal decay,

and which actually crumbled into ruin

before the new moral creation of the

crucified Jesus of Nazareth. He is the

one absolute and unaccountable excep-

tion to the universal experience of man-

kind. He is the great central miracle

of the whole gospel history, and all his

miracles are but the natural and neces-

sary manifestations of his miraculous

person, performed with the same ease

with which we perform our ordinary

daily works.

In vain has infidelity, in ever-chang-

ing shapes and forms, assailed the ever-

lasting foundation of this greatest and

sublimest character that ever blessed

or will bless the earth. He arises

brighter and stronger from every fiery

ordeal of criticism, and stands out to

every beholder as the greatest benefac-

tor of the race and the only Saviour

from sin and ruin.

Yes ! he still lives, the Divine Man
ai ^arnate God, on the ever fresh

and self-authenticating record of the

Gospels, in the unbroken history of

eighteen centuries, and in the hearts

and lives of the wisest and best of our

race. Jesus Christ is the most certain,

the most sacred, and the most glorious

of all facts, arrayed in a beauty and

majesty which throws the ' starry heav-

ens above us and the moral law within

us ' into obscurity, and fills us truly

with ever-growing reverence and awe.

He shines forth with the self-evidencing

light of the noonday sun. He is too

great, too pure, too perfect to have

been invented by any sinful and erring

man. His character and claims are

confirmed by the sublimest doctrine,

the purest ethics, the mightiest mira-

cles, the grandest spiritual kingdom,

and are daily and hourly exhibited in

the virtues and graces of all who yield

to the regenerating and sanctifying

power of his spirit and example. The

historical Christ meets and satisfies our

deepest intellectual and moral wants.

Our souls, if left to their noblest im-

pulses and aspirations, instinctively
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turn to him as the needle to the mag-

net, as the flower to the sun, as the

panting hart to the fresh fountain. We
are made for him, and ' our heart is

without rest until it rests in him.' He
commands our assent, he wins our ad-

miration, he overwhelms us to humble

adoration and worship. "We cannot

look upon him without spiritual bene-

fit. We cannot think of him without

being elevated above all that is low

and mean, and encouraged to all that

is good and noble. The very hem of

his garment is healing to the touch
;

one hour spent in his communion out-

weighs all the pleasures of sin. He is

the most precious and indispensable

gift of a merciful God to a fallen world.

In him are the treasures of true wis-

dom, in him the fountain of pardon

and peace, in him the only substantial

hope and comfort of this world and
that which is to come. Mankind could

better afford to lose the whole litera-

ture of Greece and Rome, of G®d '

... jj

and France, of England and America,

than the story of Jesus of Nazareth.

Without him, history is a dreary waste,

an inextricable enigma, a chaos of facts

without meaning, connection, and aim

;

with him it is a beautiful, harmonious

revelation, the slow but sure unfolding

of a plan of infinite wisdom and love :

all ancient history converging to his

coming, all modern history receiving

from him his higher life and impulse.

He is the glory of the past, the life of the

present, the hope of the future. We
cannot even understand ourselves with-

out him. According to an old Jewish

proverb :
' The secret of man is the

secret of the Messiah.' He is the great

central light of history as a whole, and

at the same time the light of every

soul ; he alone can solve the mystery

of our being, and fulfil our intellectual

desires after truth, all our moral aspira-

tions after goodness and holiness, and

the longing of our feelings after peace

and happiness.

Not for all the wealth and wisdom
of this world would I weaken the faith

of the humblest Christian in his Divine

Lord and Savioui ; buti.if, by the grace

of God, I could convert a single scep-

tic to a child-like faith in him, who
lived and died for me and for all, I

would feel that I had not lived in vain.

I

APHORISMS.—NO. XV.

' Men,' saith my Lord Bacon, ' think

to govern words by their own reason :

but it also happens that words throw

back their force upon the understand-

ing ; ' and thus, we may justly add,

often distort our thoughts, and lead us

to very erroneous conclusions.

This is apparently the case with the

word motive, in speaking of human vo-

litions. A motive power in mechanics

is one that produces motion ; and
hence the application of the word to

the occasion or reason of any particular

act of choice, with the all but inevitable

fallacy of confounding the idea of a

mechanical force with that of an in-

fluence upon the mind. That there is

some analogy must be admitted ; but

that there is such similarity as is often

assumed, we are obliged to deny. The

almost total difference between a me-

chanical power and a thought or de-

sire—between a material and spiritual

subject of operation—is too apt to be

left out of the account.
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SKETCHES OF AMERICAN LIFE AND SCENERY.

V T .—T O SARANAC AND BACK.

Few indeed are the pleasures that

can be compared with the keen enjoy-

ment of travel in a new and beautiful

country, where every sense is stimu-

lated by the purest and most aromatic

of atmospheres, and where rocks, trees,

rivers, lakes, and skies offer every possi-

bility of combination imaginable under

the structural conditions of the region.

The life of the scout and the pioneer is

a constant succession of pleasant sur-

prises and unanticipated adventure
;

every hilltop promises a new picture,

every dawn and sunset an additional

novelty for that gallery, longer than the

Louvre, and fuller than the Vatican, of

which memory holds the key and is

sole warden. Hardship and even dan-

ger are enclosed in surroundings so

beautiful, so fresh and invigorating,

that they seem only to add zest to the

pursuit, to give dignity and signifi-

cance to an occupation which might

perhaps otherwise be stigmatized as

mere selfish vagabondage. Oh, the free-

dom of the wild woods ! the rest to the

soul of the shadowy forest and flower-

strewn turf! The wind may toss the

locks, the sun brown the skin, and

the brambles tear the garments, but

there are none to cavil, none to count

the gray hairs or the freckles, or see

that said garments are of last year's

fashioning. If the eyes look kindly,

the peering squirrels will be content,

and if the voice be gentle, the birds

will ask no more, except, perhaps, a

crumb or two from the slender stock

of woodsman's fare. The deer and the

trout will not question our philosophy,

knowing instinctively, as we do, that

there is a great God who made us all,

and who ever encompasseth us with a

love surpassing every created concep-

tion. They will only ask of our good

will, and that our absolute need be the

limit of our tax upon their lives. With
the sky for roof, and the beech and the

pine for friends and teachers, the body
has time to strengthen, and the con-

science and inner self to grow steadily

upright, that they may overtop trifles,

rise to the height of heavenly inspira-

tions, and hence win power to with-

stand the surging floods of bewildering

human passion. When men meet such

souls, they are amazed at their calm-

ness and simplicity, and dimly guess

that the Ail-Powerful, through His cre-

ated universe, has been whispering to

them secrets of strength, perseverance,

patience, and charity.

But this subject is boundless as its

origin, and we must now to the par-

ticulars of a personal experience,

which, if limited, may yet be of service

to others desirous of journeying in the

same region.

Having made a thorough acquaint-

ance with the environs of Elizabeth-

town, Elsie and I could no longer re-

sist the blandishment of the blue moun-

tains ever beckoning us westward

through the rocky portal of the Keene

Pass. July 13th, at six a. m., we start-

ed in the weekly stage for Saranac,

thirty-six miles distant. The morning

was bright ; a few low clouds hung

about the tops of the higher hills, and

the wind blew from the east, a direc-

tion which here, contrary to our expe-

rience near the seaboard, by no means

implies rain. So great is the distance

of the Adirondac plateau from the sea,

so numerous its ranges, and so great

the elevation of the ridges lying be-

tween it and the ocean, that we found

our ordinary weather calculations all

come to nought, east winds blowing

for days without a drop of rain, and
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western breezes bringing clouds and

moisture.

The road to Keene winds along a

branch of the Boquet River, on which

are one or two quite pretty falls, with

consequent mills ; it ascends continually

until it reaches the foot of the steep

rocks forming the Keene Pass. The

views back over the Boquet Valley and

toward the Green Mountains 'of Ver-

mont are very lovely, and those ob-

tained in descending the western slope

of this, the Boquet range, are magnifi-

cent. Soon left behind are the high

cliffs and the steep slide, where a gath-

ering avalanche of rocks and earth

swept through a forest, carrying off a

great belt of timber, wherewith to strew

the little valley, and block the road

and stream below. The rugged moun-

tains on either hand have been burnt

over, and send up into the blue ether

bare, white, foot-enticing peaks. At

the base of the western declivity lies

the valley of the East Branch of the

Au Sable, and beyond, the great Adi-

rondac range, overtopped by White-

face and Mount Tahawus. We greeted

these giants with due reverence, hoping

for a nearer acquaintance, for only their

extreme summits are visible from that

point, Whiteface bold and peaked, Ta-

hawus round and indistinct. The
great ridge, hiding all but their heads,

is here jagged or flowing, steep, and

dark with spruce and pine. It rises

like an impassable wall ; of a clear

morning, a frowning barrier of granite

and forest ; of a hazy afternoon, the

shining, glowing rampart of some ce-

lestial city.

The village of Keene is a straggling

collection of dwellings, with an inn, a

post office, and a store or two. It lies

in the intervale bordering the East

Branch of the Au Sable, and is twelve

miles from Elizabethtown.

Thus far, our only fellow traveller

had been a school girl, going home for

the summer vacation. At Keene our

number was increased by the addition

of another damsel, with accompani-

vol. vi.—45

ment of two hounds, Spart and Prince,

bound for Saranac. When first fas-

tened behind the open wagon (our

stage), they began a vigorous quarrel,

which struck us very much as a matri-

monial squabble, both tied, and neither

having a fair chance for a free fight.

Our driver, an excellent specimen of

the upright and intelligent man of

Northern New York, cracked his whip,

increased the existing merriment by

calling out, ' Wal, dogs, hev ye done

fightin' ? ' and started up the long de-

clivity leading over the Adirondao

range, through Pitch-off Mountain (an-

other pass), to the plains of North

Elba. The hill is a long one, the cliffs

of the mountain pass exceedingly pic-

turesque, and the black tarn under the

beetling crags suggestive of Poe's

' House of Usher.' Long, however,

ere we reached this point, Spart had

gnawed through his rope, and was

trotting beside the wagon. Our driver

vainly endeavored to refasten him. Al-

though mild of visage, and apparently

good-natured, he showed so formidable

a set of teeth, that it was thought pru-

dent to desist, and trust to his follow-

ing his companion, who still trotted

along, coughing and choking, and al-

most stifled by our own dust, blown

after us by the east wind. After this

attempt, Spart evidently played shy of

our whole party, and, having raced

ahead during a few miles, finally dis-

appeared in the woods, probably at-

tracted by the scent of game.

We reached North Elba (twelve

miles from Keene) about noon, and

there stopped to dine at Scott's, a

place widely and favorably known to

travellers in that section of country.

Round the plain of North Elba tower

the very highest peaks of the Adiron-

dacs ; Tahawus (Marcy), Colden, Mcln-

tire, and the beautiful gateway of the

Indian Pass to the south, and to the

north tlie scarred sides of Whitefaoe

and the bold forms of the mountains

bordering the Wilmington notch.. De-

scending the plain into the village, we
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came to the West Branch of the Au
Sable, which rises in the Indian Pass,

and flows past the former dwelling of

John Brown. The little wooden tene-

ment is in full view from the road,

and stands in the midst of the clearing

made by old John himself, with the

aid of his sons. His grave is in the

garden near the house, beside a huge

rock. The place is of his own selec-

tion, and is now visited by many who,

while reprehending the means taken by

the gray-haired enthusiast for the ac-

complishment of his designs, cannot

but rejoice that the final freedom of

every human being within the limits

of our country seems so probable a re-

sult of the present struggle. The neigh-

bors—even those of opposing politi-

cal creeds—give John Brown an excel-

lent character for integrity and char-

itable deeds. His family have all left

the region, and are, I believe, scattered

through the great "West.

Crossing the Au Sable, we soon came

to the tamarac forests and whortleberry

plains, so characteristic of the tract be-

tween that river and the Saranac lakes.

We had left the arbor vit3e and the juni-

per with the Boquet range, the beech and

maple with the valleys and the lower

portions of the Adirondac, and now
found ourselves chiefly amid birches,

yellow and white, spruce firs, and in-

terminable stretches of fantastic tama-

rac. The hills lower as we reach the

lake region proper, and, while still pic-

turesque, the Saranacs can boast no

near mountains such as skirt Lake

Placid and the two ' Ponds of the Au
Sable.' Tahawus and Whiteface are

indeed visible from the Saranac waters,

but far away, and shorn of much of

their grandeur. The lakes themselves

are elevated some twelve hundred feet,

perhaps, above the level of the sea, and

the climate is correspondingly bracing

and delightful. There are at Saranac

two inns, at either of which the travel-

ler can make himself very comfortable.

At six o'clock p. m., we found ourselves

at the house immediately upon the

lake, and, after an excellent supper,

were ready for a row upon the clear,

shining water. The evening was de-

lightful, the sun just setting, the low,

wooded shores (rising beyond into

higher hills) flooded with golden light,

the temperature elysian, our oarsman

broad browed, broad shouldered, and
athletic, our boat one of the fairy craft,

sharp at both ends, and light as pos-

sible, borne by guides over portages

from lake to lake, and the whole scene

as placidly beautiful and reposeful as

the most vivid imagination could de-

sire. War, contention, suffering, even

the law, trade, politics, or any acute

state of feeling, seemed incomprehen-

sible excrescences upon the normal

state of man's being, which there, in-

deed, appeared to be an endless float-

ing over placid waters, with the tink-

ling of oars and the even song of

birds for all needful sounds, and those

long, low, slanting rays of golden light

forever stealing through half-closed

lids, and steeping the nerves and brain

and tired senses in long dreams of

peace and quietude—dreams without

the wearisomeness of monotony or the

shock of awaking.

Night, however, came at last, and

with it forgetfulness ; morning, too,

came in due season, and with it, the

daily call for active thought and exer-

tion.

From Saranac, by means of boats,

guides, and camping out, delightful

excursions can be made through the

lakes, the two Saranacs, Round, Long,

and Racket Lakes, .and the Racket

River. This region has been much
travelled and often described.

Our faces, however, must be turned

eastward, and the following day found

us again in our wagon, en route for

Placid Lake. To reach this, we left

the return stage about two miles west

of North Elba, and walked northward

two miles through open country and

some beautiful woodland, until we

came out upon Bennet's Pond, on

whose shore stands the pleasant farm*
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house wliere we intended to pass the

night. The owner and his family were

absent, but we found a smiling little

handmaiden, who brought us a cooling

draught, and an antique whaler, who
offered to show us the way to Lake

Placid and give us a row.

Placid Lake is a beautiful, clear

sheet of water, about five miles long

and two or three wide. It is divided

down the centre by three islands,

charmingly wooded. The surrounding

mountains are high, and at the north-

easterly end rises Whiteface, nearly, if

not quite, 5,000 feet in height, the low-

er portion clad in deciduous trees, the

middle in spruce, and the upper rising-

bare and white, with a great slide of

many hundred feet extending from the

top toward the lake, and marking out

the steep pathway by which the ascent

must be made. Bennet's Pond is about

a mile and a half long, and half a mile

broad. Bennet is a contraction of

Benedict— Benedictus— Blessed—and

never, surely, did blue expanse of lim-

pid crystal better merit the appellation

—Lake of the Blessed. Its shores are

gently sloping, and beyond the nearer

hills rise the giant summits of the

highest peaks. These two sheets of

water are within a quarter of a mile of

each other, but have no communica-

tion, and are divided by a ridge of

land, chiefly cleared, from whose top

the view is as beautiful as any view

from the same elevation to be obtained

in America. To the north lies Lake
Placid, with its shining wTaves, its isl-

ands, and the stately Whiteface ; and

to the south, the heaven-reflecting Lake
of the Blessed, crowned by the noble

dome of Tahawus, and his splendid

retinue, Golden, McMartin, Mclntire,

Wallface, Dial Mountain, Nipple Top,

and Moriah. To the east and west are

wooded hills, completing the panora-

ma, and enclosing a scene as enchant-

ing as any single one the writer ever

looked upon.

The following day our host, who
had meantime returned, drove us down

through the Wilmington Pass to Upper
Jay, and thence through Keene to the

Keene Flats, a distance in all of be-

tween twenty and twenty-five miles.

The Wilmington Pass, though not

so rough and rugged as its far-famed

rival, the Indian Pass, is far more beau-

tiful, and quite as majestic. The great

cliffs overhanging the road, and the

swift Au Sable, the fine rapids, and the

fall of over a hundred feet, the noble

views of Whiteface and the dark, steep

peaks rising round it, all combine to

render this one of the most impressive

mountain chasms we have ever visited.

After passing through the defile, we
left the West Branch of the Au Sable,

and crossed a low ridge to Upper Jay,

where we again came upon the East

Branch, and ploughed our way through

heavy sands to Keene, where we dined,

and whence the road up the valley to

the Keene Flats becomes firmer and
less tedious. The way was bordered

by rich fields of grass and grain, pota-

toes in abundance, flax in pale azure

flower, and acres blue with the beauti-

ful campanula or harebell. At the inn

in Keene we met our rebellious friend

Spart, who, having tired of his chase,

had returned to his former headquarters.

Toward the ' Flats,' five miles above

Keene, the intervale grows narrower,

and the bordering mountains become
loftier, wilder, and correspondingly

more grand. Dix's Peak towers above

the southern extremity of the valley.

We passed the night at a comfort-

able farmhouse, there being no inn at

the ' Flats,' and the following morning
were driven back to Elizabethtown,

with the increased store of information,

health, and admiration for the Adiron-

dac country we had amassed during

our three and a half days' scouting ex-

cursion.

MOUNT TAHAWUS.

The beginning of August found us

once more housed under the neat roof

of our farmer host at the Keene Flats,
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and not only Elsie and myself, but also

sundry friends, drawn thither by our

praise of the beauty of the land and the

fineness of the air. There were the

brilliant M. W. C, learned in all philo-

sophical lore, and with feeling and

imagination sufficient to furnish out

half a dozen poets ; the staid but ener-

getic M. T., whose portrait in our gal-

lery occupies a conspicuous place in

the small niche devoted to model

women ; the gay and witty A. I.,

whose blue eyes imperil so many
hearts, but whose frank, keen speech

quickly puts to rout all popinjays and

useless danglers ; also E. B. C. (our

Diogenes), a faithful knight from Cais-

sa's thoughtful train, a rapid walker

and sharp thinker ; and last, a merry

little four-year-old, whose quaint say-

ings are heeded and treasured as if

emanations from Delphos or Dodona.

Our Orpheus had gone to Saranac.

Our purpose was to visit the Au Sa-

ble Ponds, with the waterfalls in their

neighborhood, and to ascend Mount

Tahawus ; but alas ! for weather ! The

haze settled down so thickly that the

nearest hills were undistinguishable.

A violent thunder storm came, but

brought no relief. Desperate, we
thought we might at least see the

ponds and the falls, and early one hazy

morning started off with strong wagon,

stout horses, and careful driver. The

distance to the Lower Pond is seven

miles—three excellent, and four so exe-

crable that nearly all our party pre-

ferred walking to the jolting over

rocks and stumps and ploughing

through rich, deep forest mould, digni-

fied by the name of driving. This is a

new road, just opened, and the inten-

tion is, we believe, to work it into bet-

ter shape as rapidly as possible. The

intervale ceases at the end of the first

three miles, where the road leaves the

Au Sable and winds up a hill to the

last clearing, whence the view to the

blasted, riven sides of Mount Moriah,

towering opposite, is wonderfully

grand. Thousands of acres of bare

rock, scarred and lined, and apparent-

ly nearly perpendicular, form the west-

ern slope of that gaunt giant. The
road soon after passes the cabin of one

of the oldest pioneers of the region,

crosses Gill Brook, on which are some
charming cascades, and, through a no-

ble forest of beech, basswood, maple,

birch, and some evergreens, finds its

way to the lofty shores of the Lower
Pond. Arrived there, the haze was
thicker than ever, giving to view only

the sparkling waters at our feet, and

the nearest mountains, whose craggy

sides overhang the lake. To cap the

climax, a fishing party had carried off

both boats, so that a nearer acquaint-

ance with the Lower Pond was impos-

sible, and the Upper could not be seen

at all—these ponds forming no excep-

tion to the general Adirondac rule,

that any sheet of water navigable for

boats requires no road upon its bank.

And indeed, a road round this Lower

Pond would be a considerable under-

taking, the shores are so steep and

high, the rocks often rising perpen-

dicularly from the water. Crossing the

great dam at the outlet, our guide led

us through tangled patches of magnifi-

cent wild raspberries, ' through brake

and through briar,' to the opening of a

narrow gorge through which poured a

small stream. Climbing up over the

rocks and bowlders, we soon reached

the end of the chasm, where we were

enchanted by the spectacle of the most

fairy-like and peculiar waterfall we had

ever beheld. The Cascade Brook here

falls over a precipice of about 150 feet.

The little stream at this point makes a

right-angled turn, and thus is built up

an opposing wall of equal height. The

chasm is so deep and narrow, that the

water, descending in a silvery veil,

seems flowing from the clouds. A
heavy fringe of trees bordering the

top, adds to the mystery and the ap-

parent elevation. The campanula, as

is usual with this delicate blossom,

hangs out its blue bells and slender

foliage from every jutting cornice and
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earth-filled cranny. Below, the water

has worn away a series of steep, narrow

steps, and. comes leaping and foaming

down, as if a magic wand had touched

the rocks, and at each touch a spring-

ing fountain had gushed forth.

On our way back to the ' Flats,' we
went a mile off the main roacl, to visit

another fall on Roaring Brook. The

precipice here is some 250 feet in

height. A great slide has bared the

rock for many yards on either side of

the fall, which has worn deep grooves

for its passage, and clings to the face

of the mountain, as if it feared t*> lose

itself amid the savagery of the sur-

rounding desolation. Here, as in all

the neighboring region, are plainly vis-

ible the terrible effects of the great

freshet of October 1st, 1856. We were

told that, in the vicinity of this fall,

neither the heavy rain nor the rushing

waters could for a time be heard, only

the rattling and battering of stones, as

if the Titans had again taken to pelt-

ing the poor earth with whatever of

rock and bowlder they could lay their

hands upon. The State dam at the

outlet of the lower Au Sable broke

down, and the freed lake rushed out

through the valley, over the meadows,
carrying away bridges, dams, mills,

houses, and whole fields of earth, with

their crops. The Au Sable River rose

three feet in fifteen minutes, and many
persons perished before aid could reach

them. Bowlders, rocks, trees, stumps,

and timber were whirled along by the

boiling flood. Bowlders of six feet in

diameter were afterward found lying

twenty feet above the bed of a brook

where trout had been caught before the

freshet. They had been brought down
stream some forty rods, and piled one

above another. The effects of the rise

were felt all the way to the mouth of

the river, the high stone bridge at

Keeseville being the only one on the

whole course left standing, and that, to

this day, bearing a stone inscription

marking the almost incredible height

to which the water rose on that event-

ful first of October. The inhabitants

of the region sued the State for dam-
ages ; but as the dam had been con-

structed in consequence of a petition

of sundry of those inhabitants, for the

purpose of running logs down the river

at all seasons, the court decided that

the State was not responsible for the

consequences. John's Brook, which
flows into the Au Sable near the farm-

house at which we stayed, bears wild

marks of this desolating freshet ; in-

deed, one can scarcely credit the fact

that the pretty little stream and
smoothly purling river could ever have

met in such desperate conflict as is

evidenced by the scars and rifts still

existing near their confluence.

This John's Brook, by the way, is

the shortest route up Mount Tahawus,

the entire distance from the ' Flats

'

being only ten miles. As the greater

number of visitors, however, desire to

see the Au Sable Ponds en passant, no

path has been ' bushed out,' and that

mode of ascent is practicable only for

hunters or woodsmen familiar with the

region.

At length a ' wind blew out of the

north, chilling and killing ' that terri-

ble haze, and rendering the prospect

of a distant view at least possible. Ta-

hawus loomed up before the mind's eye

clear and majestic. Such an invitation

being irresistible, the little party were

soon ready for their journey, said party

consisting of Elsie, E. B. C, and Lucy

D., with three guides—an old pioneer,

short, slight, weather-beaten, and sun-

browned, a younger aspirant for scout-

ing honors, tall, handsome, and athlet-

ic, and a novice, making his first ascent

of the kingly mountain, but offering a

pair of broad shoulders that promised

to do good service in the bearing of the

necessary packs. Each guide carried

his own axe, blanket, and provisions,

and, in addition, his share of our united

baggage, which consisted of a thick

Mexican blanket, four shawls, two
heavy and two lighter, a woollen cap,

a water-proof cloak with hood, one
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overcoat, two loaves of bread, a small

piece of salt pork, a little can of butter,

two or three pounds of maple sugar, a

little bag of cornmeal, two pounds of

crackers, trie same quantity of choco-

late, some tea, a small tin pail, a frying

pan, three tin saucers, three knives,

forks, and spoons. A pint of brandy

and the same of whiskey were carried

in flasks to meet emergencies of cold

or weariness, and a canteen for water

was also taken to serve as a pitcher,

and to bear that refreshing element to

heights where no springs could be

hoped for. It will be seen that we had

reduced our appliances to the small-

est quantity compatible with proper

warmth and nourishment, and the pos-

sibility of being detained out several

days, perhaps, by stress of weather.

We had at first thought india-rubber

blankets indispensable, but having been

advised against their use as conducive

to rheumatism, and, besides, finding

them difficult to procure, we started

without, and certainly never missed

them. The garments worn on such an

excursion should, as far as practicable,

all be woollen, and. the shoes moder-

ately thick, but not too heavy. A light

umbrella will be found a useful addi-

tion in case of sudden rain or very hot

sun. Each person will carry such toilet

arrangements as he or she may deem
necessary, only let them be as light as

possible, every ounce on such a tramp

soon becoming a matter of serious con-

sequence.

"We left the farmhouse at half past

six in the morning, and drove in the

wagon as far as the road was good,

three miles, namely, to the last cabin

on the way to the Au Sable Ponds.

There our guides shouldered their

packs, and our party was increased by
the addition of ' Uncle David,' another

ancient pioneer, who was to row us up
the Lower Pond in a large Albany-built

boat kept by him for that purpose. He
talks of building a moderate-sized tene-

ment at the lower end of the lake, for

the accommodation of travellers. I

doubt not it would be well patron-

ized.

Now, our Diogenes does not use the

lantern of his wit so much to seek out

a thoroughly honest man, as to discov-

er the honesty and goodwill pertaining

to each individual specimen of the

genus homo. The consequence is a series

of pleasant results, people usually show-

ing him whatever of good may be in

them, and esteeming him proportion-

ately. As Uncle David was discussing

the amount of furniture required for

his intended caravansary, he paused to

ask if feather beds w®uld be thought

a necessity. Diogenes replied that

' every goose needing feathers could

bring them on his own back,' which
shaft took immensely, as proved by the

loud guffaws and low chuckles that

echoed through the beautiful forest

whose branches shaded us from the

August sun. His reputation as a wit

of the first water was firmly established,

and every pun and jest thereafter suc-

ceeding was crowned by the halo of

this first success.

The four miles to the Pond were

speedily and gayly accomplished, and
there we took boat to cross the lake,

Uncle David rowing us, and the good-

humored, broad-shouldered ' novice,'

the scow to be used for our return, in

case we were not back at the time then

supposed probable. ' Bill's ' rowing

was the source of much merriment, the

strokes proving powerful, but the

course amusingly devious. So little

does it take to entertain people in the

woods, who have laid aside grim be-

havior and questioning philosophies,

and have for the nonce become veri-

table children of nature, knowing that

this earth is beautiful and that God is

good, and caring for little else.

The Lower Au Sable Pond is from

one to two miles long, its banks are

craggy, steep, and high, the general

impression grand and somewhat deso-

late. The dam, by raising the water,

has destroyed many of the trees along

the shore, and filled the upper portion
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with driftwood, which blocks the

channel and is altogether unsightly.

There is a winter road, a mile in length,

cut through the forest from the Lower

to the Upper Pond. This road is so

overgrown that in summer it is a mere

pathway. The Upper Pond reached,

we again embarked in a light boat, our

young athlete rowing. Uncle David

bad quitted us at the upper lake. This

row was not necessary, the path to

Tahawus, or Mount Mercy, as our

guides called it, turning off at a right

angle from the lower end of the upper

lake, but was taken to show us the in-

expressibly lovely Upper Pond, and

transport us to certain bark shanties

presumed to offer excellent facilities for

dining purposes. The lake is about

two miles long, and one broad. Its

shores are gently sloping, and wooded

with splendid trees of the primeval

forest, beech, birch, maple, and spruce.

The soil is excellent, and the wild flow-

ers and mosses are luxuriant and abun-

dant. The steep rocks circling the

Lower Pond are visible through a cleft,

the singular, jagged ridge known as

the Gothic Mountains is in full view,

the sharp peak of the Haystack lifts its

bare top far into the skies, the North

River Mountain crowns the south, and

graceful waving lines of wooded hill

complete the circle ; the clear water

gives back the most wonderful reflec-

tions, and those ' ladies of the forest,'

the white birches, could ask no more

transparent mirror. There is nothing

to mar the effect of the whole, no drift-

wood, no burnt patches, no ragged-

looking clearing— all is harmonious and

entirely satisfactory.

Our dinner was a light one. Indeed,

our experience was, that while we re-

quired a substantial breakfast and sup-

per, but little was needed in the mid-

dle of the day, and that little better

cold than warm.

Returning in the boat to the end of

the lake, we struck into the pathway
to Tahawus, a track of hunters, marked

by sable traps; and here began work

in earnest. The pioneer took the lead,

sweating and grumbling under his

load, for the day was warm, and the

sun but little over an hour past the

meridian. Fortunately, he was not a

very rapid walker, making only from

two to two and a half miles per hour,

so there was no danger of fatigue to

any of the party, except to our Di-

ogenes, who measures weariness by time

and not by miles, walking more easily

eight miles in two hours than in four.

On and up we went, ascending a gen-

tle declivity until we came to a brook

said to be two miles from the boat

landing. There we cooled, rested, and

drank of the fresh, clear water, before

commencing the steep ascent of the

Bartlett Mountain, a spur of the Hav-

stack, needful to be crossed before

reaching the actual foot of Tahawus.

The ascent is some three quarters of a

mile, and the descent on the other side

about as far, but not nearly so steep or

considerable. Thus, three and a half

miles of walking, through a dense for-

est, with no view out except an occa-

sional glimpse of the Haystack, the

Skylight, or the side of Tahawus,

brought us from the lake to the basin

of the ' Mount Marcy stream.' The
sun was still high in the heavens, and

the bark shanties in the ' basin ' having

fallen in, rendering the construction of

new ones imperatively necessary, we
concluded to push on and build our

camp somewhat nearer the top.

Descending the Bartlett Mountain,

we made our first acquaintance with

the renowned ' black fly ' of the Adiron-

dacs. We had heard so much of this

pest, and seen so little of him, that we
began to think his existence somewhat

mythical, in short, a traveller's tale,

invented by men to keep women from

venturing beyond the well-beaten track

of ordinary journeying. At this, our

second halt, however, he assaulted us

so vigorously that we were glad to take

refuge in the smoke of a smudge our

guides had lost no time in making.

For the benefit of the uninitiated, we
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may here explain that a smudge is a

fire of leaves or sticks slightly damp-
ened to make a denser smoke, and in-

tended as a safeguard against the at-

tacks of black flies, midges, and mos-

quitoes, the two latter nuisances ap-

pearing in the evening, when the flies

have finished their day's work. We
saw the creatures, and found them
somewhat troublesome (especially when,

later in the day, they insisted upon
spreading in with bread and butter),

but suffered no pain or even incon-

venience from their bite. This may
have been owing to the lateness of the

season, or to the non-inflammatory con-

dition of our blood. Pests they are

said to be, and doubtless are ; but we
think their general prevalence has been

exaggerated, and they will be found

chiefly beside watercourses, near lakes,

and on damp, marshy ground. Fisher-

men are especially annoyed by them.

If we intended to camp out for the

mere pleasure of that kind of life, we
would choose the season when the flies

are supposed to have disappeared ; but

if we had any special object in view,

such as the ascent of some particular

mountain, or the sight of any remark-

able natural feature of the land, we
would not suffer ourselves, at any sea-

son, to be deterred by fear of the flies.

Certain districts and certain conditions

of atmosphere are doubtless especially

favorable to their development, but

the refuge, a thick smudge, is always

at hand, or, if that be objected to, the

traveller can try the recipe of an old

hunter at the Adirondac Iron Works
(where the creatures are said to be par-

ticularly rampant), namely, a coating

•of grease mixed with essence of penny-

royal. We fear we would prefer the

results of a vigorous attack to the use

••of this latter safeguard ; but no one

knows what he may do until he is well

tried.

A short distance above the ' basin '

we came to a final halt, in a splendid

spruce forest, and near a little stream,

that necessary accompaniment of a

camping ground. It was feared lest

the season was so far advanced that the

spruce bark would no longer peel ; but
our tall young aspirant speedily tested

the question by a few vigorous, well-

directed strokes of his axe, and soon a

great circle of bark, six feet high and
nine feet in breadth, stood ready for

use. Five other pieces, rather less in

size, were found sufficient to furnish

the sides and roof of our hut, which
was made by cutting down two stout

young saplings to supply the crotched

stakes for the triangular front, and a

third, to serve as ridge pole, extending

back into the gently sloping bank of

dry turf covered with, dead spruce

leaves. We were a mile and a half

from the top of Tahawus, and had en-

tered the great belt of spruce forest en-

circling the middle regions of the

mountain ; deciduous trees, with the

exception of a few birches, had already

been left behind. Round these stakes

were arranged the great layers of bark,

making a perfectly water-tight cabin,

with open doorway, and large enough

to give comfortable shelter to as many
as four persons. The enclosed space

was then covered with soft moss, and

a thick layer of spruce twigs laid

wrong side up. Over this spicy floor-

ing we spread our gayly-striped blan-

ket, and then sat down within our sub-

stantial wigwam to enjoy the blaze and

crackle of the bright fire of great logs

that had been kindled a few feet from

the entrance.

A similar edifice, somewhat less im-

posing as to size and detail, was then

constructed for the use of the guides.

These operations employed our three

men with their axes the greater part

of two hours. Supper was the next

matter under consideration, and was

deftly prepared by ' Sid,' the aspirant,

who proved himself an excellent cook.

Our bill of fare consisted of hasty pud-

ding (corn mush), eaten with butter

and maple sugar (a dish for a king,

and therefore well suited to sundry of

the sovereign people, only Elsie and I,
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having no vote, cannot in any sense be

called sovereign), bread and butter,

crackers, and toast. Our guides, in

addition, ate a slice of raw pork. Di-

ogenes tried it, but pronounced it rath-

er too much like candles to be very

palatable south of Labrador or Kam-

tschatka.

Supper over, the sun had set, and

the only work that remained for the

twilight was the gathering of the fuel

to feed the fires during the coming

night.

Daylight faded away, the moon rose,

and the gay chat by the fireside being

exhausted, a silence, profound, and un-

broken save by the crackling flames,

fell upon the quiet, gray old forest.

By and by the fire died down, and not

a single sound could be heard, not the

rustle of a bough, the tinkling of the

stream, or the stirring of any forest

creature. The moon sailed over the

treetops, and a ghostly dreaminess

lulled every sense, not to sleep, but to

languid repose. Fatigue, thus far,

there had been none, but physical and

mental excitement plenty, and hence

the writer's sleep during her first night

of camping out lasted about one half

hour. She watched the careful guides,

how each one rose once during the

short night to feed the fires, the elder

one alert, the two younger drowsy and

but half awake ; her mind wandered

with Humboldt and Bonpland to South

America, with Dr. Kane to the Arctic

zone, with Winthrop over the Rocky
Mountains, with Dr. Livingstone to

Central Africa, and with Father Hue
to Tartary and Thibet. The busy, con-

fined life of a city seemed an absurdity,

the woods the only rational place for

human beings to dwell in, and spruce

boughs the only bed suitable to the

dignity of mankind.

Morning broke, and. with the dawn
the guides wrere up preparing break-

fast. Bill of fare : Salt pork, first par-

boiled to extract the brine, then drained

off and fried cvisp, bread and butter,

toast, crackers, and tea, with maple su-

gar, but without milk. Our little tin

pail served alike to draw water, boil

hasty pudding, and make tea. But al-

though the day had dawned and the

sun risen, the light was feeble, and the

elder guide shook his head ominously.

' Indeed,' said he, ' it won't be much
use to go on up, for the Haystack looks

so blue that durrCd haze must have

come back again, and you'll have no

view from Mercy to-day.'

' Well, it can't be helped, but we'll

try it anyhow !
' was the unanimous

response.

We were a mile and a half from the

top of Tahawus, having already entered

the great belt of spruce encircling the

middle regions of the mountain, and

having left behind all deciduous trees

except a few birches. The forest here

is especially grand, the original wTood

still remaining, tall, w7ide of girth,

dark, and sturdy. The girdled trees

standing near our camp looked at us

reproachfully in the morning light ; ten

giants doomed to death to furnish a

night's covering to six pigmies ! Our

fires, too, were they safe, or might they

not run along the inflammable turf and

perhaps destroy acres of beautiful, pre-

cious timber ?

But time pressed, ' the dishes were

washed,' and we must away. All the

heavy articles were left in the camp,

and nothing taken up with us except a

light lunch, a canteen of water, and

the shawls needed to protect against

the winds on the top. The little stream

crossed, the ascent began quite steeply.

xl half mile of walking brought us out

of the wood, and to the foot of the

great slide, a bare, sloping rock, some

thousand feet in height. Up this slide,

either on the rock, or beside it, through

the bushes and the spruce trees, wrhich

soon become low and shrubby, leads

the pathway, not difficult, but some-

what fatiguing, from its steepness. In-

deed, the whole wTay up is so excellent

one wonders so high a mountain can be

ascended with so little exertion or ac-

tual climbing. In places, the moss is
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some six inches thick, and the feet,

worn with stony ways, sink into it as

if there to find lasting repose ; but

Excelsior is the cry, and the top of the

slide the next goal to be won.

Meantime the haze had been turning

into mist, and great clouds were gath-

ering on the bare, rocky head of the

mountain. The slide passed, the path

winds through dense, low spruce

growth, and, the last steep cliffs grad-

ually overcome, the extreme limit of

tree vegetation (four thousand eight

hundred feet) is passed, and the remain-

ing rocky slope offers no growth except

a few hardy plants, such as sandwort,

grasses, and several varieties of moss

and lichen.

The summit is broad, and, although

in part composed of broken rocks, is

quite compact in structure. Its general

form is rounded and dome-like.

But the view ?

Here we were among the clouds, the

wind blowing freshly, and the mists

sweeping past, obscuring every object

below. In this wind lay our hope, and
scarcely less in the mists, for they

might be the means of dispersing the

haze. There went a rift, a patch of

blue sky—and there a bit of green

mountain ! Then again all was leaden,

damp, and cold. We seemed to have

reached the Ultima Thule, to be the

sole living creatures in some far-away

corner of an earth gone back to chaos

and mysterious twilight. Again a

break, and again appeared a stretch of

dark fir -covered mountain tops, an

avalanche-riven peak, a bright, green

field, or a corner of some far-away blue

water. This hide-and-go-seek between

landscape and mist lasted some half

hour, when the clouds all rolled away,

and left us with bright sunlight and

the most glorious view our eyes had

ever rested upon. The extreme dis-

tance was still hazy, but the nearer

wilderness of forest and mountain was

wild and grand enough to have satis-

fied the most fastidious. The elder

guide, who had stood some dozen times

on the summit, missed the bits of Lake
Champlain and some dim outlines of

hills and waters that ought to have

been visible, but we were quite content

with the sharp ridge of the Haystack

and its deep chasm, the bold and beau-

tiful lines of the Gothic Mountains, the

stern, scarred face of Moriah, the dis-

tant, still cloud-capped Dix's Peak, the

pleasant valley of the Au Sable, the

Camel's Hump, the Schroon Mountains,

the Boreas Waters, Mud and Clear

Ponds, the hills about Lake George,

Mounts Seward and Sandanona, Lake
Sanford, Mounts Mclntire, McMartin,

Golden, Whiteface, Bennet's Pond, the

plains of North Elba, the Skylight,

with its singular rock whence is de-

rived its name, and an infinity of peaks

of every possible form, all gathered

about us as doing homage to the state-

ly monarch, the comely and benignant

giant, Tahawus.

The sun was warm, and, sheltered by

a rock to screen us from the west wind,

we found a single shawl all-sufficient

covering. Diogenes produced from his

capacious pocket sundry lemons, which,

added to some maple
.
sugar, a block

of chocolate, and a few crackers, fur-

nished a delightful repast. We had
reached the top of the mountain about

nine o'clock. By eleven the clouds

again began to thicken, and grew so

dark upon their under edges that we
feared rain. Mclntire had collected a

murky company that threatened with

the rumble of heavenly artillery. Wish-

ing to descend the slide before a com-

ing rain should render it slippery, we
took a last look, and hastened away

down the rocky slope, through the

shrubby spruces, to the top of the

slide, where great stones, flung down

the bare, sloping rock, bounded and re-

bounded until they plashed into the

marshy pool, one thousand feet below.

Stopping only long enough at our

camp to gather up our ' traps,' and to

inscribe its name, ' Tahawus,' with a

tiny sketch from Elsie, and a chess

problem from E. B. C, upon the
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1 barked ' side of a spruce, we hurried

down to the ' Mount Marcy stream,'

over the Bartlett Mountain, on to the

Upper Pond. The thunder rumbled

all around us, and we had several light

showers. Just as we reached the lake,

the storm burst in all its fury. By the

aid of our' shawls and umbrellas we
managed to keep dry until a lull came

and we could row to the bark shanties,

where we purposed passing the night.

It was only half past three, and we
might have returned to the ' Flats

'

that evening, but we did not care to

walk through the wet woods in the

rain, and, besides, desired a still further

acquaintance with the beautiful Upper
Pond.

The three bark huts on the shore of

the lake had been recently erected and

used by a hunting and fishing party.

They proved perfectly water tight, and

a bright fire of green logs soon dried

all dampness out of our garments. Our
supper that night was quite elaborate,

both pork and hasty pudding entering

into its composition. The rain con-

tinued to descend, and pattered softly

as we disposed ourselves to rest.

That repose was sweet and unbroken,

save by a characteristic ' Te-he-he,' and
' Good morning, good morning !

' ut-

tered in the high but feeble voice of

the elder guide as he came to mend the

decaying fire. A reference to our

watches showed the hour to be but one

past midnight. It must have been a

profound yearning for human sympathy

that had induced our courteous and

considerate guide thus to awaken us.

Sleep, however, soon again took up her

broken threads, and so firmly reknit

their ravelled edges, that the web need-

ed the morning dew and the approach-

ing glories of a brilliant sunrise once

more to break and give freedom to the

prisoned senses.

Our pioneer, who loved every peak

and pond in the neighborhood with

the affection of a discoverer, took ad-

vantage of the charming morning to

row us all round the lake, to show us

the pretty inlet with its beaver dam,

and help us gather the singular leaves

of the pitcher plant, and the beautiful,

fragrant white water lilies riding at

anchor in the lucent stream.

We soon after took up our line of

march for the Lower Pond, where we
found ' Uncle David,' with his sturdy

wife and pretty, chubby children,

awaiting our arrival. Rowing rapidly

down the lake, we took our last Mount
Marcy lunch beside the outlet, and,

early in the afternoon, returned to the

Plats. The time devoted to the excur-

sion was thus a little over two and a

half days. Going and returning we
had driven six miles, rowed four miles

(exclusive of our visits to the Upper

Pond), and walked somewhat over

twenty- one. There had been no fa-

tigue and no difficult climbing. In-

deed, it would be no very 'serious mat-

ter to go one day and return the next.

And hence we advise all travellers in

that region with sound lungs, moderate

strength, and any love for forest life

and magnificent scenery, to make the

ascent. They will assuredly bring

home with them a host of pleasant

memories, and many new and enchant-

ing pictures for that precious gallery

already mentioned.
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TIDINGS OF VICTORY

When David's winning son rebelled,

They smote the traitor low,

And thought the monarch would rejoice

At riddance of his foe.

But in his chamber all alone

That kingly head was bowed,

And for the erring Absalom

His father wept aloud.

The ministers astonished stood

At such a burst of grief!

The traitor's death alone could bring

Their sovereign sure relief.

Back to their tents in sullen gloom

The faithful warriors flee
;

While still he cried, 'My son ! my son !

Would I had died for thee !

'

My country's wilful erring sons,

Disloyal men, but brave,

Such tears of anguish now she sheds

Above the traitor's grave !

Amid the pealing notes of joy

For glorious victory won,

Is heard Columbia's piercing cry,

4 O Absalom, my son !

'

Ye faithful men whose crimson blood

*In her defence is shed,

Upbraid her not if thus she weep

Above the guilty dead !

Her noble heart is true to you,

But generous as brave,

She mourns in royal grief apart

For those she could not save.
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THE ESTHETICS OF THE ROOT OF ALL EVIL.

It behooves every man, toiling along

this dusty roadway of life, to seize upon
something which he may study and

elaborate, that at the end of his journey

he may look back and content himself

it has not been utterly in vain to him-

self and his fellow pilgrims. A man
with a mania, or, as the Greeks have it,

a man with a madness, is the true world-

advancer. This madness,"when cultured,

ripens into talent ; if original and in-

born, we call it genius, and the subtile

anatomists of the French schools prove
it by telling us that the brains of ge-

niuses are diseased. The healthy oyster

ministers only to the palate. It is the

diseased oyster that secretes the pearl

for Miss Shoddy's necklace. It is the

diseased brain that shines through the

ages, lights men on to new epochs in

knowledge, and advances the race to

the millennial perfection. Immortal
Jean Paul, picturing himself in Schop-
pe, knew this. For what is all of

Sehoppe's eloquent and matchless buf-

foonery, compared with his wise ora-

cles, in the mad conflicts with his other
1
1,' whom he saw in the mirror of his

diseased brain ?

Therefore, let every man have his

madness, to which he may give his

leisure and his thoughtful hours. Let
it grow upon him, until it becomes a

strong, controlling, natural element, as

Mozart grew into music and Haydon
into painting, and is ingrained into

his very habit and method of life ; for

it is only thus and then he becomes a

master, fitted to lead the van in the

world's march. Only, let it be a praise-

worthy madness, and one the develop-

ment of which will secure for himself
some new fund of knowledge, and add
to the store of his fellow men.

It was somewhat in this vein I looked
upon a dingy skilling species, with its

rudely crossed hammers—a rough coin,

bold, sturdy, and rigid as the ol d Norse

character itself which formed the initial

of my cabinet—a cabinet which has

given to me new ideas of the low-brow-

ed Roman and elegant Greek ; has ad-

mitted me to the arcana oftheir fascinat-

ing mythology ; Las whispered strange

tales of a mummy's perfumed sleep in

the shadow of the awful, eternal

Sphynx ; has taken me to the fall of

Grenada, and, bridging over the dark

lapse of the ages, has emerged with

the resurrection of art into the bloody

days of early English history—the grim

Puritanic times, when good old John

Hull, the mintmaster, regulated the

finances or' the colonies, and filled his

own pockets with pine-tree shillings

and sixpences ; the horrors of Danton

and Marat ; marking faithfully each

historic change from orient to Occident,

and culminating in that latest triumph

of the engraver's cunning skill—the

Philadelphia Sanitary Fair medal,

commemorating for our children and

children's children the magnificent

benefactions of the people and the self-

devotion of the Commissions— Chris-

tian and Sanitary—the angels of mercy

and charity, scattering blessings in the

furrows of war.

The utile and the dulce of the study

of numismatics are shown, in many

ways. Caraccio, Aretine, and Raphael

studied the figures on the old oboli

and drachmas. So did Le Brun. Ru-

bens was the most conscientious coin

and medal gatherer of his time, and

applied them sedulously to the further-

ance of his divine gifts. .Petrarch found

time between his sonnets to Laura to

make the first classified collection on

record, which he presented to the em-

peror of Germany, with his well-known

and remarkable letter. Alphonso, king

of Naples, visited all parts of Europe

gathering coins in an ivory casket.
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The splendid Cosmo de' Medici com-

menced a cabinet which formed the

nucleus of the Florentine collection.

Matthias Corvinus, king of Hungary,

made a cabinet, and Francis I. of

France laid the foundation of the Paris

collection—the finest in the world.

All artists recognize the value of coins,

medals, and medallions. From them

they get the model faces and heads of

the Greek and Roman, the copies of

lost statues, the folds of the chlamys

and the graceful sweep of the toga, the

eagles and ensigns, rams and trophies,

the altars, idols, and sacrifices, the

Olympian games, and the instruments

of music, mathematics, and mechanics.

They reveal the secrets of a thousand

antiquated names and ceremonies,

which but for the engraver's chronicle

must have been utterly lost.

Coins throw additional light upon

history. They illuminate the dark pas-

sages, clear away the obscurities, and

bridge over the gaps. Hugo, in ' Les

Miserables,' says men solidified their

ideas in architecture before the printed

page came from the brain of 'Faust.

He might have added, they wrote their

histories upon these bits of gold, silver,

iron, brass, and bronze. Vaillant wrote

the chronicles of the kings of Syria

from a jar of medals, as Cuvier would

build up the mastodon and give you

the monster's habits from a tooth or a

tibia. The Roman denarii give the

best idea of Caesar's well in the forum.

The Epidaurian coins with the snake

of iEsculapius tell in brief characters

how the Roman senate sent an embassy

to the great father of medicine to come

and heal them of the plague. The mi-

gration of the Phocian colony to Asia

Minor is succinctly told in the <&a>xv, or

seal, which followed the early May-

flower stamped upon one of the earliest

of the Grecian coins. The late coins

of the Grecian series, with the portraits

of Alexander, Ptolemy, Seleucus, Ly-

simachus, and others, have lent to the

historian a fresh and life-like picture

of those stern days, and have been

silent but incontrovertible witnesses of

the truth of the records which have

come down to us. Cymbeline, of

Shakspeare, dates back to the Cuno-
belin of an ancient Saxon coin, struck

before Boadicea's time. Who would
have known of the Grecian domination

in Bactria, long after Alexander's time,

but for a casual traveller who found

the fact, together with a lost language,

upon a series of coins unearthed in that

part of Asia ? The coins of Alexander

fix the capture of Egypt ; those of

Vespasian, the capture of Judea ; and

those of Trajan, the capture of Parthia.

They were the ' brief chroniclers of the

time '—Stantonian bulletins, announ-

cing each fresh conquest.

The coins of the ancient day—for our

modern productions can hardly claim

the credit—blend artistic grace and

beauty. Upon them art made its first

and some of its best essays. A cabinet

of Grecian and Roman coins is a com-

pact history of art from its inception

to its meridian in the culmination of

Grecian splendor—and since that time,

if we may believe Ruskin, we only ap-

proximate, or what, is worse, degrade.

The gradual decline of art and the de-

cay of the empire are traceable on the

Roman series. You may follow the

downward steps, until it becomes near-

ly**extinct, to revive, after a period of

stagnation, in a new feeling in the

quaint but strong and rugged Gothic,

the beautiful development of which

may be seen in the coinage of modern

Europe from the fifth to the fifteenth

century. The Farnesian Hercules, the

Venus de' Medici, the Apollo Belvidere,

and the famous equestrian Marcus Au-

relius make their appearance upon the

ancient medals. Undoubtedly many of

the magnificent designs of Grecian

medals in particular are but the types

of Protogenes and Apelles, as Houdin's

model cast of Washington has been

photographed, as it were, upon the

Wright medal. The grand Byzantine

school of art is nowhere better brought

out than on the coins of that period.
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The details of Constantine's coins are

found in the ivory dyptics and those

splendidly illuminated Gospel vellums

which art-despising monks kneeled

upon from the seventh to the tenth

century, and which art-loving monks,

even in the middle of the nineteenth

century, used in the decoration of

their monastery halls at Mount Athos.

I come to a phase in the study of

numismatics which to many will seem

paradoxical—the romance of coins

—

and pick out here and there a few inci-

dents, which I shall string together, not

heeding closely chronological sequence.

One of the' saddest pictures in all

history is the first mention that is made
of money. Sarah was dead, and Abra-

ham was sojourning among strangers

in a strange land. He mourned for his

wife, and stood up before the sons of

Heth, and begged of them to intercede

with Ephron, the Hittite, for the cave

of Machpelah, as a burial place. Ephron
liberally offered him the cave and the

field, but the patriarch insisted upon
payment ; whereupon the Hittite an-

swered :
' My lord, hearken unto me

;

the land is worth four hundred shekels

of silver ; what is that betwixt me
and thee ? Bury, therefore, thy dead.'

Abraham weighed the ' four hundred
shekels of silver current (money) with
the merchant,' and the field and the

trees and the caves were Abraham's,

and Sarah was buried. The first use

of money is the last, and the cave of

Machpelah, typical of the last resting

place of all men, is the most important

because the most imperative use of

money. He that hoards and he that

squanders, Croesus and Lazarus, at the

end of life, provided they have money
enough to purchase their caves ofMach-
pelah, have fortune enough, and more
than enough, for they may not carry

gold and silver with them through the

valley of the Shadow. We buy and
sell, we loan and speculate, we hoard
our shining wealth as Croesus hoarded
the golden sands of Pactolus in the

treasury of Delhi, but when we come

to the cave of Machpelah, we leave it at

the entrance, and go into the darknes3

unencumbered.

The earliest and standard specimen

of Roman coinage was the as, subdi-

vided almost indefinitely, and originally

weighing a pound. This ponderous

coin subserved a purpose which our

penny does to-day. It had upon the ob-

verse the double-headed Janus, and

upon the reverse the keel of a ship,

rudely done, but answering the require-

ments of the light, juvenile gambling

known as pitching coppers. Capita

aut navem, ' Heads or the ship,' the

Eoman boys cried, as Young America

cries now, ' Heads or tails.' It is an

eminently conservative custom, and

Master Freddy, as he tosses his new
bronze cent, may summarily answer

paternal reproof by showing that Mas-

ter Tullius, two thousand years ago,

pitched the as his father coined, and,

for aught we know, grew to be a wise

emperor and a great man.

Judea is represented upon several

coins of the time of Titus and Vespa-

sian by the figure of a woman with

flowing hair and bared breasts, seated

lipon the ground in a posture of sor-

row and captivity, above her the wide-

spreading branches of the palm, and

"behind her a stalwart Roman soldier

in mail, leaning upon his spear. Thus
exactly did the Roman engraver fol-

low out upon these coins the language

of the Scriptures. The Psalmist de-

scribes this posture in the lamentations

of the Jews over their captivity. ' By
the waters of Babylon we sat down
and wept.' Still more remarkable is

it that the prophet, in a passage fore-

telling this identical captivity, likens

Judea to a woman sitting upon the

ground wrapped in sorrow.

It is not often that coins have been

used as vehicles of wit or for plays

upon words, but there are examples

upon record. Some of the German

coins represent in the legends the years

in which they were minted. A coin

of Gustavus Adolphus also is an excel-
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lent illustration of this practice. The

legend is :
' ChristVs DVX ergo

trIVMpliVs.' Take the capitalized let-

ters or numerals from the words, and

arrange them in their proper order,

and you have 1G27, the year in which

the coin was struck. Upon a coin of

Trio Lucretius, a member of the Lucre-

tia gens, who would have remained un-

known to this day but for his coin,

a case of punning by means of types

occurs. The obverse has the head of

Apollo
; the reverse, the crescent moon

and seven stars, or rather triones—fhe

constellation of the Ursa Major. The
sun and moon refer to the family name,

while the triones are an allusion to the

surname. Pope Urban VIII., with ex-

ecrable taste and questionable wit,

upon repairing certain roads, struck a

medal with the legend : Beati qui cus-

todiunt meas vias, ' Blessed are they

who keep my ways.' The ' speaking

types ' of the ancient Grecian coins are

very curious. The coinage of Rhodes
has a rose for a type, which flower

bears the same name as the island.

The coins of Side have a pomegranate,

in Greek, side (<nSr)) ; Melos, the apple,

in Greek, melon (ur]\ov) ; Ancona, in

Italy, the elbow, in Greek, ancon (aynop)
;

Cardia, the heart, in Greek, cardia

\Kaphia).

The coins of Constantine the Great,

306 a. d., will always remain of pecu-

liar interest, as connected with the

early history of Christianity. Constan-

tine, after forcing his brother-in-law,

Licinius, from his Eastern dominions,

built Constantinople, and made Chris-

tianity the state religion. The principal

emblem upon his coins is the Labarum,

or sacred banner, bearing the mono-

gram of Christ — the letters X and

P—being the initials of XPI2TOY, the

angles of which are occupied by the

first and last letters of the Greek alpha-

bet, Alpha and Omega, in allusion to

Christ's declaration in Revelation. A
rarer type of Constantine's coins has

the monogram, and the legend, In hoc

signo vinces. The signum was the vision

of a beautiful cross in the heavens,

which was presented to the view of

Constantine, near Milan, during his

march against Maxentius. To this

cross he attributed both his victory and
conversion. These Christian emblems
remained upon the coins of his succes-

sors until the reign of Julian the Apos-

tate, who removed them and substi-

tuted pagan emblems. Nor do they

again appear until the accession of

Michael Rhangabe (811-813), when
the bust and sometimes the full length

of Christ is on the obverse, with the

nwibus, and the legend, Jesus Ohristus

nicaitof) rex regnantium. Upon the

reverse, the emperor, with a singular

degree of boldness, is seated by the

side of the Virgin, the two holding

aloft the banner of the cross.

We come to more modern coins.

England and Ireland were in continual

trouble about the standard of coinage.

On the accession of Mary, she declared

the intention of restoring the old

standard of silver coinage, viz., 11 oz.

2 dwt. fine, to 18 dwt. alloy; but, in-

stead of that, the new coinage was a

pennyweight lower than that of Ed-
ward. Nor did it mend matters that

her handsome face and Philip's were

on the obverse. The wits of the day

had many a joke over it ; and Butler's

sarcastic pen could not omit the oppor-

tunity of writing

:

' Still amorous, fond, and billing,

Like Philip and Mary upon a shilling.'

The first manifestation of displeasure

betwreen the mother country and the

colonies was with Massachusetts, of

course. The old Bay State was as im-

patient toward masters then as later

in the Revolution against George,

and still later with the slaveholders.

Charles II. was displeased with the

colonists for coining money, which he

considered his royal prerogative, and

intimated to Sir Thomas Temple that

they must be punished, and the busi-

ness stopped. Sir Thomas was consid-

erable of a wag, and showed the king
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one of honest John Hull's shillings, on

the reverse of which was the pine tree.

The king asked him what sort of a tree

that was. Upon which Sir Thomas re-

plied that, of course, it was the royal

oak, which had saved his majesty's

life. The king smiled at the courtier's

wit ; but it is not reported that he al-

lowed Hull to continue the coinage.

The proverbial misfortunes of Ireland

have attended even her coinage, and

her troubles in that direction com-

menced as early as the reign of Henry

VIII. He coined sixpences for Ireland

worth only fourpence in England.

Mary issued base shillings and groats

for Ireland, and Elizabeth issued still

baser ones, while she purified the coin-

age of England. James I. struck cop-

per farthings of two sizes, that if they

failed in England, they might be used

in Ireland for pence and halfpence.

Charles I. established a mint in Dublin,

but, in the confusion attendant upon
his death, the Irish lost it. Cromwell

gave them tokens in place of coins of

the realm ; and James II. base silver

money, made principally from brass

cannon, and even this alloyed stuff

was gradually diminished in size.

White metal followed, then lead, and

finally tin. George I. granted a patent

to William Wood in 1787 for coining

pence and halfpence for Ireland, but he

coined them of smaller size than was
stipulated in the patent. Dean Swift,

with his merciless satire, drove them
out cf Ireland, and his majesty, having

no use for them in England, sent them
to his American colonies. Circulating

media were scarce here at that time,

and anything in the shape of coins was
welcome. George II. did better for

Ireland, and gave her honest coins. In

1760 the famous voce populi halfpenny

appeared, a company of gentlemen in

Dublin having obtained permission to

issue them. There was a bit of quiet

revenge in this halfpenny. The head
of the sovereign, though apparently

done in the usual manner of the king's

portrait, was in reality a portrait of the

vol. vi.—46

Pretender. The coins attained a con-

siderable circulation before the trick

wa . discovered, and then they were

suppressed.

Coins have figured in sermons.

Bishop Latimer, on the 8th of March,

1549, delivered the following sarcastic

sermon. On a previous occasion he

had spoken jestingly of the new cur-

rency of Edward VI. For this he wTas

accused of sedition, which charge he

answered thus

:

' Thus they burdened me even with

sedition. And wot ye what ? I chanced

in my last sermon to speak a merry

word of a new shilling, to refresh my
auditory, how I was like to put away
my new shilling for an old groat. I

was therein noted to speak seditiously.

. . . I have now gotten one more

fellowe, a companion of sedition ; and

wot you who is my fellowe ? Esay

(Isaiah) the prophet. I spake but of

a little prettie shilling ; but he speak-

eth to Jerusalem after another sort, .and

was so bold as to meddle with their

coynes. ' Thou proud, thou haughty

city of Jerusalem. Argentum tuum

versum est in scoriam ; ' thy silver is

turned into what ? into testious scori-

am, into dross.' Ah ! seditious wretch !

what had he to do with the mint ?

Why should he not have left that mat-

ter to some masters of policy to re-

prove ? Thy silver is dross ; it is not

fine ; it is counterfeit ; thy silver is

•turned ; thou hadst no silver. What
pertained that to Esay ? Marry, he

replied a piece of diversity in that pol-

icy ; he threateneth God's vengeance

for it.

' He went to the root of the matter,,

which was covetousness, which became

him to reprove ; or else that it tended

to the hurt of poore people ; for the

naughtiness of the silver wTas the occa-

sion of dearth of all things in the

realm. He imputeth it to them as a

crime. He may be called a master of

sedition indeed. Was not this, a sedi-

tious fellowe, to tell them this, even to

their faces ?

'
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The three-farthing piece struck in

Elizabeth's reign is often mentioned in

the poets. Shakspeare has an allusion

to it in King John. He introduces the

bastard Falconbridge, ridiculing the

personal appearance of his legitimate

elder brother, having just before com-

pared him to a half-faced groat

:

* Because he hath an half face, like my father,

With that half face would he have all my
laud.'

Farther on, he says he would not

have such a person (body)

:

' My face so thin,

That in mine ear I durst not stick a rose,

Lest meu should say, Look where three far-

things goes;'

alluding to the rose which was on both

the obverse and reverse of the coin.

Beaumont and Fletcher, in the ' Scorn-

ful Lady,' show the difference between

the penny and three-farthing piece,

and inform us of a knavish trick then

practised, to impose upon ignorant

people the lesser as the greater coin.

Lovelass, speaking of Morecraft, the

usurer, says :
' He had a bastard, his

own toward issue, whipt and thin

cropt, for washing out the rose in three

farthings to make them pence.'

In England, during the reign of

George III., an act was passed to amend
an act of the 51st of the king, respect-

ing the gold coin and the notes of the

Bank of England. By this act the pro-

visions of the former statute were ex-

tended to Ireland, and the notes of the

bank there were placed upon the same

basis as those of the Bank of England.

"While this act was passing the House,

the following epigram appeared in the

public papers

:

BANK NOTES AND GUINEAS.

Bank notes, it is said, once guineas defied

To swim to a point in trade's foaming tide;

But ere they could reach the opposite brink,

Bank notes cried to gold :
' Help us, cash us,

we sink !

'

That paper should sink, and guineas should

swim,

May appear to some folks a ridiculous whim

;

But before they condemn, let them hear this

suggestion :

In pun making, gravity's out of the ques-

tion.

There is a romantic incident in the

early history of Massachusetts, which

has been often told. Money was scarce,

and in 1652 the General Court passed a

law for the coinage of sixpences and

shillings. Captain John Hull was ap-

pointed the mintmaster, and was to

have one shilling in every twenty for

his labor. All the old silver in the

colony, wornout plate, battered tank-

ards, buckles, and spoons, and especial-

ly the bullion seized by the buccaneers

then sailing the Spanish Main (for all

was honest that came to Hull's melting

pot), was brought in for coinage, and

the mintmaster rapidly grew to be the

millionnaire of the colony, and suitors

came from far and wide for the hand of

his daughter. Among them was Sam-
uel Sewall, who was the favorite of

the plump and buxom miss. Hull,

the mintmaster, roughly gave his con-

sent :
" Take her," said he, " and you

will find her a heavy burden enough."

The wedding day came, and the cap-

tain, tightly buttoned up with shillings

and sixpences, sat in his grandfather's

chair, till the ceremony was concluded.

Then he ordered his servants to bring

in a huge pair of scales. ' Daughter,'

said the mintmaster, ' go into one side

of the scales.' Mrs. Sewall obeyed, and

then the mintmaster had his strong-

box brought in, an immense iron-

bound oaken chest, which the servants

were obliged to drag over the floor.

Then the mintmaster unlocked the

chest, and ordered the servants to fill

the other side of the scales with shil-

lings and sixpences. Plump Mrs. Sew-

all bore down hard upon her side of

the scales, but still the servants shov-

elled in the bright, fresh pine-tree shil-

lings, until Mrs. Sewall began to rise.

Then the mintmaster ordered them to

forbear. ' There, son Sewall,' said the

magnanimous old money maker, ' take

these shillings for my daughter's por-
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tion. Use her kindly, and thank

Heaven for her
; for it is not every wife

that is worth her weight in silver.'

And Master Sewell took Mistress Sew-
all and thirty thousand pounds (not

avoirdupois, but sterling).

The liberty cap was first used as an
emblem by the committee of safety

organized at Philadelphia early in

1775. At a meeting on the 31st of

August of that year, it was resolved by
the committee that Owen Biddle pro-

vide a seal fbr the use of the board,

about the size of a dollar, with a cap
of liberty, with this motto :

' This is

my right, and I will defend it.' Upon
the first cent issued by the United
States Mint for circulation, in 1793, the

cap appears. This cap is the Phrygian
cap, and all nations recognize it as the

badge of liberty. When Spartacus rose

at the head of his fellow slaves against

their Roman masters to obtain liberty,

his followers were distinguished by this

cap. Though their effort was unsuccess-

ful, the principle of liberty still exists,

to be fought for until the last manacle
is struck from the last slave. And man-
kind has recognized that early struggle

for freedom by adopting the cap as one
of the attributes of the goddess of free-

dom.

The freaks of currency are singular.

The early Greeks bartered with cattle
;

hence we derive pecunia (money) from
pecus (the flock). Cowry shells have
bought slaves on the African coast,

and wampum answered for money with
the Indian. The Carthaginians, Fred-
erick II. at the siege of Milan, Philip I.

and John the Good, kings of France,

used stamped leather, the latter insert-

ing a silver nail in the centre. St.

Louis, of France, issued the black coin

made of billon. The Anglo-Saxons
used rings, torques, and bracelets. Ho-
mer says the Greeks carried on their

traffic with bars and spikes of brass.

Salt is the money of Abyssinia, and
codfish in Iceland. In Adam Smith's
day, the Edinburgh workmen bought
bread with nails, and drank from

foaming tankards paid for with spikes.

Marco Polo found mulberry-bark money
in China, stamped with the sovereign's

seal, which it was death to counterfeit,

as was the case also with the Continen-

tal currency of our own country. The
first families of Virginia, now fighting

for the ideas of aristocracy and labor

owned by capital, are the lineal and

quite recent descendants of shiploads

of women exported from the crowded

capitals of Europe, with little regard

to character or condition, and bought

at so many pounds of tobacco per

head. The cannon used by James II.

in his desperate struggle for the throne,

were melted up and coined into the fa-

mous gun money ; and the bells of Paris

which tolled over the horrors of the

guillotine, in the bloody days of Robes-

pierre, met a similar useful end. Charles

I., with a Vandal hand, melted up the

plate of the aristocracy and the almost

inestimable relics of Oxford into siege

pieces. In 1641, Massachusetts enacted

that wheat should be received in pay-

ment of debts ; and during the French

Revolution, the convention, upon the

motion of Jean Bon Saint Andre, dis-

cussed the propriety of making wheat

the standard of value.

From coins to wealth is but a step.

The ancients surpassed the moderns in

splendid wealth and lavish extrava-

gance. Seneca, writing superb trea-

tises in favor of poverty, was worth

nearly five millions of dollars. Lentu-

lus, the astrologer, made his black arts

yield him over three millions. The de-

lighted heirs of Tiberius found nearly

thirty-six millions in his coffers, and in

less than a year Caligula spent the

whole of it. Milo's debts were Titanic,

amounting to six millions. Csesar had

a list of creditors whose name was le-

gion, before he obtained any public

office ; but he was soon enabled to

present Curio with six hundred thou-

sand dollars, Lucius Paulus with four

hundred thousand, and Servilia, the

mother of Brutus, with a trifle of a

pearl worth over thirty thousand.
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Mark Antony's house was sold to Mes-

sala for over half a million, and Scau-

rus's villa was burned at a loss of over

twelve millions. Otho spent over four-

teen millions in finishing the wing of a

palace commenced by Nero. One of

Caligula's dinners cost a million dol-

lars ; and one of Heliogabalus's break-

fasts, twenty-seven thousand dollars.

(Esopus, the actor, swallowed a pearl

worth eleven thousand dollars, and

Apicius, the gourmand, ate over seven-

ty-seven millions during his worthless

life, and then committed suicide, be-

cause he was reduced one day to only

a hundred thousand dollars in his

purse.

I hold in my hand a huge iron token

which Ptolemy struck in commemora-

tion of his conquest of Egypt, and by
its side the new two-cent piece of the

United States, fresh and sparkling from

the Mint at Philadelphia. The one an-

tiquated, rude, corroded, and begrimed

in its long conflict with time, and the

other bright and vivid, its field and
exergue unmarred, its emblems and le-

gends clear and sharp. The coin of

Ptolemy has a history. The obverse

gives us undoubtedly the head of Jupi-

ter, the cloud bearer, rugged, mas-

sive, stern, iron featured, taurine neck,

hair in great serpentine coils and

shocks ; the reverse, a magnificent

spread eagle, and the inscription in

Greek, Basileus Ptolemaion. Ptolemy,

flushed with the victory he had won
for Alexander, issued it over two thou-

sand years ago. After subserving the

purposes of Athenian barter, some

swarthy Egyptian obtained it ; but

our friend the Egyptian, in time, was

gathered to his fathers. He was em-

balmed, and slept in the shadow of the

Pyramid, where his royal predecessors

were sleeping, and by the side of the

eternal Sphynx, whose riddle he could

not read in life. Perhaps death un-
sealed the mystery of those stony lips

to him. The token was placed in the
mummy case upon the Egyptian's lips,

perhaps as Charon's toll. But, in that

event, evidently our friend the Egyp-
tian never crossed over the black river

of Death, but is still wandering—

a

miserable shade—along its banks, seek-

ing rest, and finding none. Token and
Egyptian remained in their tomb while
Thebes flourished and decayed, Tyre
and Siclon crumbled into ruins, Rome,
mistress of the world, cowered beneath
the scourge of Goth and Vandal and
Hun, and the earth was eclipsed in the

night of the ages. Still the Pyramids
towered toward heaven, the Sphynx
gazed on with calm, earnest eyes, Mem-
non made music of welcome to the

sun, and our token sealed the shrivelled

silent lips of the Egyptian. The world
emerged from its night. Dante and
Aquinas, Copernicus and Galileo, Lu-
ther and Melanchthon, Gutenberg and
Faust, Kant and Schlegel, Bacon, Leib-

nitz and Newton, Watt and Morse, tore

away the seals before our token saw the

light. It came forth into a new world

by the hand of a missionary, preaching

a religion founded three hundred years

after it closed the lips of the Egyptian.

The heathen god was upon its field, but

the Christian religion had set aside the

old mythology of which it was a rep-

resentative. I turn from this relic of

the past to the coin of the present, and
upon the latter I find the acknowledg-

ment of that religion, and of depend-

ence upon its immutable Author :
' In

God we trust ;
' and from this legend I

augur deliverance from the troubles

that beset us, the vindication of out-

raged laws, the Union of dissevered

fragments, the return of peace to our

distracted land, the integrity of the

Republic.
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MIRACLES.

People refuse to believe in mira-

cles because they esteem them incred-

ible : how, then, do they believe in

existence—in the being of anything?

Is it credible—to human reason, I

mean—that anything should be with-

out a cause ? Nothing, so far as we
can judge, ever comes to oe without an

efficient cause—something that goes

before, with power to bring that which

comes after.

But existence is an indisputable fact

:

we must believe it, whether we can or

not.

Oh yes, one may say, but there is an

infinite Being from all eternity, and He
has produced all other forms of exist-

ence.

Very well : but if that be so, do not

let us trouble ourselves about what are

called miracles. They come very easily

after the creation of light—the creation

of sun and moon and stars ; or even of

nebulous matter, so constituted that by
its revolution in space it may generate

these wondrous orbs.

But there is a difficulty, it seems,

about laws—natural laws : we are not

to suppose that they will ever be vio-

lated. But there is another law above

all these
; all at least of the inanimate

world, i. e., that the forces of brute

matter are subject to the will, or what-

ever is analogous to will, in any living

creatures. The law of gravitation is

one of the most universally operative

;

but every bird rising upon its wings,

every dog in its leaps, yea, the grass-

hopper springing from the earth, sets

this law at defiance. Almost every

common law of matter is set aside by
the ingenuity of man, as put forth by
that most truly spiritual faculty, the

will.

Are we then to suppose that the

Almighty has so tied his power to

agencies purely material that He can

never perform an act except under their

regulation ? This would leave Him
with no discretional power whatever

—with no such liberty even as that

which He has bestowed upon every

creature that has will, or anything like

it. Is this the idea of a God infinite

in power, as in wisdom and goodness ?

Are we to think that the Almighty has

just for once set a universe in motion,

and forever withdrawn Himself from

all meddling with its affairs ? He per-

mits us to control the electric power

:

but is never permitted to direct a thun-

derbolt upon the guilty, or to turn one

aside from any path it might incline to

pursue

!

Miracles ! Is it then so much more

wonderful that water should be turned

into wine, than that a little water and
a little earth, under the rays of the sun,

should be turned into the beautiful

flowers and luscious fruits of our gar-

dens and orchards ? These same ele-

ments are even now maturing gapes,

which, with a little management, under

merely natural forces, directed by a

human will, may produce wine fit for

the wedding feast of a king.

Or, in another line of thought, we
may ask, Is it much more difficult to

call back a living soul and unite it

again to its former body than in any

wTay to produce that soul at first ?

These and the like considerations

apply to the subject of prayer, and the

special favors which it is believed to

bring. We men are perpetually turning

the forces of nature where we please,

and for the most special purposes : can

we for a moment imagine that the Al-

mighty has less of this power of con-

trol than we ?
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—

Ed. Con.]

The succession of days and years and

centuries is noted in calendars ; but it

is great events, constituting historical

epochs, that mark the progress and des-

tiny of our race. Decisive battles, vast

reforms, civil or religious, great scien-

tific discoveries or mechanical inven-

tions, dynastic changes, political revolu-

tions, the union or dismemberment of

states, the birth or death of republics,

the rise or fall of empires—these are

the deep notches in the groove of time,

the mighty landmarks in the pathway

of humanity. It is the fate of the

American Union, involving the liberty

of our country and mankind, that is to

be decided in our approaching Presiden-

tial election. How paltry are all party

questions in the presence of an issue so

transcendent as this ! How dare we
mingle old party names or conflicts

with such a question, when the life of

the Union is trembling in the balance

!

The maintenance of the Union is the

one majestic question, and the Union

party, in name, and in fact, is the only

one that should exist, until this great

issue is decided. Then, when the Union

is rescued fro#i present and future peril,

we may exhume the past, use old party

names, or discuss old party issues, but

until then to unfold a party banner, and

revive old party prejudices, is treason

to our country and mankind. It is not

Democrats alone, or Republicans alone,

as separate parties marshalled against

each other, that can save the Union.

During this struggle for the Union, wo
do not hear of Democratic or Republican

admirals or generals, divisions or regi-

ments
; no, we have only one great

Union army, discarding all party names
or symbols, and fighting only for and

under the banner of the Union. It is

then a grave objection to the Chicago

McClellan Convention, that, in such a

crisis as this, it summoned only a Demo-
cratic Convention, and appealed only

to the Democratic party to save the Gov-

ernment. As well might we summon
only a Democratic army to fight the

battles of our country, as conduct such

an election as this under any old party

name and banner. Thousands of Repub
licans as well as Democrats, together,

under the banner of the Union, fight

now the battles of their country. Thou-

sands of Republican as well as Demo-
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cratic soldiers sleep in their bloody

shrouds, or lie wounded on beds of

agony ; but who dare ask to what party

they belonged ? It was an unholy am-

bition, stimulated by party leaders, a

thirst for office and emoluments, that

rallied under an old party name at

Chicago, when the whole people should

have been summoned to the rescue.

And wrho met in council at Chicago ?

Was it the friends of the Union ? No,

it was Democrats, as they called them-

selves, whether unionists or disunion-

ists. Avowed disunionists constituted

a large and influential portion of the

Convention (profaning the name of

Democrats) that met together at Chi-

cago. Who were Vallandigham and

Harris and Long and many other of

their compeers, who not only met to-

gether at Chicago, but some of whom
were received with shouts of applause,

and resolutions moved by some of them
unanimously adopted. It was a meet-

ing of loyal men and disloyal, peace and

war men, unionists and disunionists.

Every disunionist is a traitor. He is

for the overthrow of the Bepublic, upon

the demand of rebels in arms against

the Government. Every peace man
now on the Chicago McClellan platform

is a disunionist and a traitor, because he

knows, in his inmost soul, that no peace

can be obtained but upon the ultimatum

of Jefferson Davis, now officially pro-

claimed by him through the secre-

tary of state to foreign Governments,

namely, the severance of the Union,

and the establishment throughout the

South of a separate slave-ho ding em-

pire. Most of these peace men openly

avow their disunion doctrines, while

others attempt to conceal their trea-

son, under the transparent mask of an
" armistice," a " cessation of hostilities,"

and an ultimate " convention of the

States," ignominiously declaring, at the

same time, by their platform resolutions

at Chicago, that to suppress the rebel-

lion by war has2>roved afailure. What
truly loyal man, by voting tor their can-

didates, will indorse at the polls such a

platform as this ? It is a surrender of

our country's honor—it is a capitulation,

upon the demand of Southern traitors,

whose hands are dripping with the

warm life blood of our sons and broth-

ers, and who now boldly and defiantly

pledge themselves to foreign Govern-

ments, as they always had declared to

us, that they will have no peace unless

based upon disunion. Did a Democratic

Convention ever before receive avowed
Disunionists and traitors among it** num-
ber? Did it ever before trail in the

dust the glorious flag of our country?

Did it ever agree before, that our ban-

ner should be torn down from half the

States and territory of the Union, and

replaced by a foreign standard, having

upon it but one emblazonry—the divinity

and perpetuity of Slavery ? And shall we
treat with the Confederate authorities

on this basis ? IsTo
; while we will gladly

treat with States and people desiring to

return to the Union, writh Jefferson Davis

and his Cabinet brandishing over our

heads the two-edged sword of Slavery

and disunion, we will, in the emphatic

words of General Jackson, " negotiate

only from Hie mouths of our cannon.'''

General Jackson was, in truth, the

father and founder of the Democratic

party. Prior to his first nomination in

1823, in the election of Jefferson, Mad-

ison, and Monroe, the parties ^ ore

known as Federal and Kepublican. In

the fall of 1823, I united with a few

friends in calling, at Pittsburg, Pennsyl-

vania, the fiest Democratic meeting, by

which General Jackson was nominated

as the Democratic candidate for the

Presidency of the United States. I

offered the resolutions in his favor

adopted by that meeting, calling the

Democratic State Convention of Penn-

sylvania which confirmed that nomina-

tion in March, 1824. I attended that

Convention, as a delegate from Pitts-

burg, and Wrote the address of the Con-

vention to the Democracy of the State

and of the Union on that momentous

occasion. I supported General Jackson

for the Presidency in 1823 (my first
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vote), 1824, 1828, and 1832, and uni-

formly adhered to the Democratic party

until after the rebellion of 1861.

During the great nullification and se-

cession question of South Carolina, on

the first Monday of January, 1833, at

Natchez, Mississippi, I made the open-

ing speech, then published, against nul-

lification and secession, in favor of

if necessary to maintain the" warr

Union- -in favor of " coercion, to put

vdown rebellion in any State. The Le-

gislature of Mississippi indorsed that

speech, and passed resolutions declaring

nullification and secession to be treason,

and, upon that issue, I was elected by

the Legislature to the Senate of the

United States. If Mississippi, under

the influence of Jefferson Davis, and

other traitor leaders, has since that

period abandoned those principles, she

cannot expect me to follow her, and

thereby surrender opinions which I

have uniformly maintained and advo-

cated throughout my life, but more
especially from 1833 until the present

period. Mississippi (whose prosperity

I would restore by bringing her back

to the Union) indorsed those opinions

when she elected me to the Senate of

the United States over an avowed and

distinguished secessionist (George Poin-

dexter), after a contest of unexampled

violence, personal and political, extend-

ing from January, 1833, to January,

163li.

It was on that occasion that General

Jackson wrote his celebrated letter in

favor of my election and sustaining my
political course. It was after the adop-

tion of the secession ordinance by
Carolina, that General Jackson sent our

war vessels to Charleston to hold and

blockade the harbor, and our troops,

under the illustrious Scott, to maintain,

by force, if necessary, the authority of

the Federal Government over the forts

commanding the city of Charleston.

Let us suppose that the rebels had then

shot down our flag, captured our forts,

made war upon the Union, and proceed-

ed to dissolve it by force—let us sup-

pose that a committee from any conven-

tion had. then dared to nominate General

Jackson for the Presidency upon such

a platform as that adopted at Chicago,

proposing an armistice and cessation of

hostilities until a National Convention

could be assembled, accompanied by the

declaration that the rebellion could not

be crushed by war, who doubts what
would have been the course of that de-

voted patriot ? He would have stamped

the disgraceful and treasonable resolu-

tions under his feet, and indignantly

scouted the traitors who offered them.

And now this McClellan Convention at

Chicago professes to represent the Dem-
ocratic party. As Jefferson was the

founder of the old Republican party,

Jackson was the father of the Dem-
ocratic party. Now, with perhaps one

exception, is there a single member of

that Convention (assuming the name
of • Democratic ') that (like myself)

supported General Jackson in 1823,

1824, 1828, and 1832, and uniformly

adhered to the Democratic party until

after the rebellion of 1861 ?

"What right had that Convention to

assume the name of Democracy, while

trampling upon the advice of the found-

er of the party, and all its great and

vital principles? How dare they offer

an ' armistice ' and ' the cessation of

hostilities' to rebels in arms against

their country, especially when the so-

called rebel government had again and

again declared that they would nego-

tiate upon no terms, except the ac-

knowledgment of their independence,

and the definitive dissolution of the

Union? But, above all, how dare they

record the disgraceful and treasonable

falsehood, that the war to suppress the

rebellion had failed, and ask the free-

men of America to indorse at the polls

such a declaration?

And has, indeed, all the blood of

patriots shed in defence of the Union in

this war, been poured out in vain ? Ye
patriot soldiers! now in the field, say,

are you unable or unwilling to suppress*

the rebellion ? S:iy it not only in words,
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but.answer the foul accusation by your

votes in the approaching Presidential

election.

The Chicago McOlellan Convention

says that the war is a failure, and that

therefore there must be an armistice and

a cessation of hostilities. AVill not your

answer at the polls be this: 'It is a

foul and treasonable falsehood ?

'

And is this war for the Union indeed

a failure? Let our many and well-

fought battles upon the ocean and the

land answer the question. Let a coun-

try nearly as large as waif of Europe,

taken from the rebels since the war
commenced, respond. Let Shiloh, and

Donelson, and Gettysburg and Vicks-

burg, and Port Hudson, and Few
Orleans, and the Mississippi from its

source to its mouth, answer. Why, this

wretched calumny had scarcely been

uttered by the McOlellan Convention,

when Sherman, the great commander,

and his army had washed out the accu-

sation in the blood of the vanquished,

and unfolded our banner at Atlanta, the

grand military strategic centre of Geor-

gia, never to be recalled. And while

the shouts of the great victory in Geor-

gia were still sounding in our ears,

Oppequan responded to the thunders of

Atlanta, and the Jaeroic Sheridan, after

a decided victory, was driving the rebel

army from the valley of Virginia. Was
Sherman's campaign from Memphis and
Nashville to Chattanooga, and from

Chattanooga to Atlanta, a failure ? Why,
that campaign is unsurpassed in history.

Was Grant's Potomac advance a failure ?

What, the hero of the great campaign

of the West, terminating with the cap-

ture of Vicksburg and its garrison,

not know, or do his duty! Was the

victory of the Wilderness a failure, or

the destruction in successive battles of

one third of Lee's army, together with

the seizure of the great Weldon Railroad,

or the repulse there of the Confederate

attack—were these failures ? Recollect,

Grant was Lieutenant-General, subor-

dinate only to the President and Secre-

tary of War, in planning the whole

campaign, and, while too much credit

cannot be given to the heroic Sherman
and noble Sheridan, and their gallant

armies, yet, it must be remembered,

that their great victories and strategic

military movements are but a part of

Grant's plan

—

concentrating the three

armies of the Potomac, the Shenandoah,

and the West, so as to seize and hold

all the roads connecting with Richmond,

and capture the Confederate army and

government.

And now as to our navy. Were the

gallant deeds of Admiral Porter at

Vicksburg, on the Mississippi River, the

Arkansas, and the Red River, failures?

Were the destruction of the forts protect-

ing New Orleans and the capture of that

city by the illustrious Farragut failures ?

Were the capture or destruction by

that gallant man, aided by General Gran-

ger, of the forts commanding the Bay of

Mobile, together with the occupation of

its harbor by our fleet—and the destruc-

tion there of the Confederate navy

—were these failures ? Were the cap-

ture of the forts and city of Pensacola,

of all the Florida forts, and the fortifica-

tions commanding Savannah— the de-

feat of the Merrim ac and Tennessee—

the destruction of the Alabama—the

capture of Port Royal, and of the forts

which commanded it—were these fail-

ures ? No ; the war is not a failure.

It is a glorious and trancendent success.

Already the whole Southern and South-

western coast is ours. The whole of the

Mississippi is ours, with far more than

a thousand miles of its course from

Columbus to its mouth, and even to a

considerable extent up the Mississippi

and Missouri, which had been once in

the hands of the enemy. Chesapeake

Bay is ours, and all its tributaries, from

the Potomac to the James River. The

whole coast of North and South Caro-

lina, of Florida, Alabama, Mississippi,

Louisiann, and Texas, with vast por-

tions of the interior, including many im-

pregnable positions, is ours. Tennessee,

one of the seceded States, is now
wholly ours. Kentucky is loyal. Mis-
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souri is ours, and has abolished Sla-

very. Maryland is ours, and has, I

believe, uprooted Slavery also. Our

whole Territorial domain, greater in

extent than one half of Europe (and

about Slavery in which this contest

began), is now wholly ours. Not a

rebel flag floats within its limits. When
before were such mighty conquests

achieved within so short a period?

Why, the conquests of Alexander, of

Caesar and Napoleon covered no such

extent of territory. And, ' we take no

steps backward." Where our flag now
is once unfolded in any part of rebel-

dom, there it continues to float, and will

float forever. What are we to negotiate

about ? Is it as to giving up the Mis-

sissippi and its tributaries, together

with New Orleans, Vicksburg, and

Tennessee ? Is West Virginia, which

has been admitted as a new Free State,

to be surrendered ? Are Fortress Mon-
roe and the Chesapeake to be abandon-

ed? Is the rebel flag to float at Alex-

andria, and on the heights of Arling-

ton
; and are rebel cannon to be planted

there, in sight of and to command the

very capital of the Union f Are we to

insult loyal Kentucky, Missouri, Mary-

land, and Delaware, by negotiating

about them ? Are we to give back

Western to Eastern Virginia ? Where
is the line of division to be run, and

what armies would be strong enough

to maintain peace upon the border ?

What portion of the mighty Territories

uniting us with the Pacific are to be

surrendered ? Are we to turn over to

the cruel despotism of their bloody and

relentless masters, the millions of loyal

people of the South, to whom we have

given the most sacred pledge of the

protection of the Union ? And, last of

all, are the two millions of slaves, as

Jefferson Davis complains, who have

been emancipated by the constitutional

war proclamation of President Lincoln,

are they to be remanded to Slavery,

including the thousands who have so

gallantly fought in our defence ? And
as to Slavery, or what, if any, may be

left of it, when the war is over, are we
to abandon the unquestionable right to

abolish it, as Mr. Lincoln and his friends

propose, by a constitutional amend-

ment ? Is Jefferson Davis to come back

again as Senator from Mississippi ? Are
the traitors Cobb and Thompson to take

their places in the McClellan Cabinet*

Is Toombs, of Georgia, (as he boasted)

to call the roll of his slaves on the Bos-

ton Common? Slavery, we know, was
the sole cause of the war. It was

Slavery that fired the first gun at Sum-
ter, and demanded to rule or ruin the

country. It was in the name of Slavery

that the South seceded ; and it was to

extend and perpetuate Slavery, as a

blessed and divine institution, that they

avowedly framed the Confederate con-

stitution. In the debates of Congress

of 1860-61, in the proceedings of the

Committee of 1833, in the acts of the

Peace Congress, in the various seces-

sion ordinances, by the very terms of

the Confederate constitution, Slavery

was the sole cause of this war upon the

Government. Slavery was and is our

great enemy, and shall we not destroy

it ? Slavery was the sole cause of the

war, and shall it not be eradicated?

When the patient calls for a physician,

he seeks for the source of the disease,

so as not merely to alleviate present

pain, but to remove the cause, and pre-

vent relapses or successive attacks. If

he deals only with palliatives, to assuage

for a brief period the present suffering,

when he can remove the cause, and re-

store the patient to permanent and per-

fect health, he is but a quack and an

impostor.

The party supporting Mr. Lincoln is

composed of men of all the old parties.

Its candidate for the Presidency is from

the North, and belonged to the late

Eepublican party. Its candidate for the

Vice Presidency, a brave, loyal, Union -

loving man, is from the South, and be-

longed (like myself) to the old Demo-

cratic party. But the Baltimore Con-

vention, in the spirit of true nationality

and patriotism, discarded all old party
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names or issues. It acted only in the

name of the Union, and as one great

Union party, and asked all patriots,

dismissing for the present all old party

names or issues, to unite with it for the

salvation of the Union.

My first objection, then, to the organi-

zation against Mr. Lincoln is, that it is

a mere party organization, arrayed un-

der an old party name, and inarching

under an old party banner. In the

midst of a great contest like this, when
all old party names and prejudices

should be forgotten, and when Demo-
crats and Eepublicans should be united

as brethren in the one grand effort to

suppress the rebellion, the Chicago

McClellan Convention reopens old party

strifes, renews old party issues, and,

denouncing Eepublicans, assumes the

name and professes to represent the

Democratic party. It was the banner

of the Union that was raised by the

Convention at Baltimore, and the sal-

vation of the Union, with its rescue

from present and future perils, the sup-

pression of the rebellion, with the re-

moval of the cause, constituted the only

issues presented by that Convention to

the people of the loyal States of all

parties.

It was far otherwise at Chicago. It

was a mere assemblage of partisans,

some for, and some against the Union,

in the search of power and emoluments.

It was the flag of the Union that was
given to the breeze at Baltimore. It was
the flag of a party that was unfolded

at Chicago. 'For the Union'' was
written on the flag of the one

—

; For
the Democratic party ' was inscribed

on the standard of the other. It was
said that the Baltimore Convention has

made the abolition of Slavery one of its

issues; but, as well might it be objected

that it had made the prosecution of the

war, or the maintenance of the army
or navy, part of its creed. The Eman-
cipation Proclamation of the President

had its whole constitutional force as a

war measure to save the Union, and,

its such, it was adopted by Mr. Lin-

coln as ex-officio commander-in-chief

of the army and navy of the United

States.' That it was, as a war meas-

ure, perfectly constitutional, I have

never doubted, and so declared in an

article published at the time in Toe Con-
tinental Magazine. It is the duty of

all persons, not aliens, to unite with the

President in suppressing a rebellion.

Slaves, in the relation which they occupy

to the National Government under the

Federal Constitution, are ' persons."1 As
persons, they are thrice named in the

Constitution, and by no other name
whatever. Especially, under the clause

providing for direct taxation, they are

enumerated as persons, not valued as

property. The term 'person' is used

more frequently in the Constitution

than any other, and it is applied ex-

pressly to slaves, and to the whole

people of the United States, including

the President and Yice President, who
are designated therein as persons. This

very question, whether slaves are per-

sons or property under the Constitution,

arose in the great case of Groves vs.

Slaughter, when, in 1841 (with a single

dissenting opinion, that of Judge Bald-

win), after the fullest argument on both

sides, it was unanimously decided by

the Supreme Court of the United States

that slaves, in the relation which they

hold to the National Government under

theFederalConstitution, arepersons only,

and not property. Were it otherwise,

Massachusetts could not forbid the in-

troduction of slaves from the South for

sale there as merchandise ; for Massa-

chusetts could not prohibit the intro-

duction of the cotton or any property

of the South for sale as merchandise

within her limits, for that would have

been a prohibition of the exports from
State to State, which is forbidden by

the Federal Constitution. My own
elaborate argument before the Court,

as one of the counsel in that case, will

be found in the appendix to the first

edition of the 15th volume of Peters's

Reports. Kb persons, the President has

a right to call for the aid of all residing
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m the United States, except aliens, to

suppress the rebellion. He has a right

to call for the services of the loyal or

rebel masters for such a purpose, as

well as for the service of their slaves.

It cannot be denied, that the master?,

whether rebel or loyal, may be called

and even forced by conscription into

the army to suppress the rebellion.

Would it not then be strange if the

master could exempt his slaves from

similar services ? The only right of the

master recognized by the Constitution,

is to the ' service or labor ' of his slaves.

But he has a right equally strong to his

own service or labor
;

yet both must

yield to the paramount right of the

Government to the services of both or

either to suppress the rebellion. There

is not a single word in the Federal Con-

stitution which, either by inference or

express declaration, exempts slaves,

more than any other persons, from the

call of the Federal Government to aid

in suppressing a rebellion. Such is

the construction given by the South to

the so-called Confederate constitution,

which is much more stringent than ours

in that respect, for it recognizes slaves

as property
;

yet, the rebel authorities,

the rebel congress and government,

force slaves, even by conscription, to

perform military duty—to dig the

trenches—to make the earthworks—to

erect the barracks and arsenals—to

help to make the cannon, small arms,

and powder, and vessels of war—to con-

struct the fortifications—to transport

the provisions, munitions, and cannon

for their armies, together with the tents

and military equipage—to raise the food

indispensable for the support of their

military forces—and, of course, they

would, if they dare, put arms in their

hands to meet us on the battle field.

It is clear, then, not as a confiscation

of property (which is also constitutional

under certain circumstances), but as

persons, that we have a right to the ser-

vice of the slaves as well as of their

masters to suppress the rebellion. But

it is only by emancipation (with com-

pensation for loss of their services by

loyal men) that the slaves can be called

into our army, and used to suppress the

rebellion. A call by the President for

the slaves to serve in our armies, to risk

their lives and shed their blood for the

Union, accompanied by the declaration

that they were still slaves, and, upon
the termination of the war, such as sur-

vived would be restored to their mas-

ters, with whom their wives and chil-

dren must still remain in bondage,

would be an atrocious crime, as well as

the climax of all absurdities. No ; it

is only by emancipation that the ser-

vices of the slaves can or ought to be

obtained for the suppression of the

rebellion. The Emancipation Proclama-

tion then of the President, with com-

pensation to loyal masters, is most clear-

ly constitutional during the continuance

of the war, and as a war measure to

suppress the rebellion and save the

Union, and such must be the decision of

the Supreme Court of the United States,

to wrhich tribunal the President has

properly submitted the final arbitra-

ment of the constitutional question. It

is true, when the rebellion is crushed,

the President can issue no new emanci-

pation proclamation. But neither can

he then recall or modify the one already

issued ; and if he had the powrer to

recall the proclamation, it would be an

act of perfidy unparalleled in the history

of the world. The nation would be so

utterly disgraced by such bad faith as

would be involved in the revocation of

the Emancipation Proclamation, as to

earn the contempt of all honest and

honorable men, and the loss of sympa-

thy of the industrial classes and work-

ing men of Europe, whose rulers would

then no longer fear to recognize or aid

the South. It was the magnificent up-

rising of the working classes of England

in favor of the Union, that alone saved

both countries from a bloody and disas-

trous war.

The Emancipation Proclamation be-

ing, as we have seen, clearly constitu-

tional, as a war measure, with a view
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to save the Union, was it, as such, wise

and expedient ? We have seen that the

rebel South, even by conscription, when
necessary, nsed slaves for military pur-

poses, and those not used directly in

that way are required to raise bread-

stuffs and provisions (instead of cotton),

to supply the Confederate army. In-

deed the debates of Congress for many
years past, will show that the South

boasted, not vainly, of their great mili-

tary strength, because they declared

that, while the slaves would be used in

raising provisions to supply their forces,

the whole white population capable of

bearing arms could then be called into

the field. This constituted, as they de-

clared, their great military strength.

And is it not then a most important

war measure, to deprive them of that

all-powerful and efficient weapon :

which, we have seen, can only be done

by emancipation? Now, let us suppose

that while we refuse the use of the

colored race, whether bond or free, in

aid of the war, they are used for that

purpose by the South, what would be

the result ? By the census of 1860, the

whole population of the United States

was 31,445,080, of which there were

white, 26,975,575; free colored, 487,-

996; slaves, 3,953,760; total, of colored,

4,441,756, of which there were in the

seceded States 3,653,110, and in the

loyal States, 788,446. Add the whites

in the seceded States, 5,449,463, would
thus make the whole population of

those States, by the census of 1860,

9,102,573. In the loyal States, the

whole population was 22,342,507; of

which 21,553,861 were white, and 788,-

646 colored. Now then, if the colored

race, as we have seen, in the seceding

States, are used for war purposes by
thein and not by us, the relative number
of opposing forces would be as fol-

lows: Loyal States, 21,553,861 ; seceded

States, 9,102,573 ; difference in favor of

the Loyal States, 12,451,288. Now, to

begin the process, add to the whites in

the Loyal States the free colored,

and the total number is 22,342,507;

seceded States, 9,102,573 ; differ-

ence in favor of the Loyal States,

13,239,934. Continuing the process, if

we deduct by the emancipation policy

the whole colored population of the

seceded States, the result would be,

Loyal States, 22,342,507 ; seceded

States, 5,449,463. But if, concluding

the process, by the emancipation policy

we not only deduct the colored race

from the aid of the South, but add it in

aid of the Loyal States, the result

would be, Loyal States, 25,995,617;

seceded States, 5,449,463 ; difference in

favor of Loyal States, 20,456,154. Thus

the policy opposed to emancipation and

to the use of the colored race' by us in

the war, makes the difference in our

favor as against the South only 12,451,-

288, whereas the difference in our favor

by the emancipation policy of the Presi-

dent is 20,546,154. Deduct from this

the above 12,451,288 ; final difference,

8,094,866. Thus we see that, by the Pres-

ident's policy, there is, in effect, a gain to

the Loyal States equivalent to more than

eight millions of people, more than

200,000 of whom are already soldiers

in the Union army, all of whom must

be disbanded if Mr. Lincoln's policy was

erroneous. Will any say that a policy

which makes a difference in the relative

forces of the two contending parties of

more than eight millions of people in

favor of the North, and which has

already increased our army 200,000, is

not a most important war measure, aid-

ing us to suppress the rebellion and

save the Government? and, therefore,

it is a policy eminently calculated to

preserve and perpetuate the Union.

Indeed, it is this measure which ren-

ders the maintenance of the Union cer-

tain, and, without it, the Union is sub-

jected to great peril.

As, then, the emancipation policy of

the President is not only wise, benefi-

cent, and constitutional, but renders cer-

tain the preservation of the Union,

while that of his opponents subjects it

to imminent peril, I go for the reelec-

tion of Mr. Lincoln. I go for him as a
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Union man, and because his emanci-

pation policy will certainly save the

Union ; and I go against his opponent,

because, however loyal he may be, and

however sincere his desire to save the

Union, practically he is a disunionist,

because, independent of the Chicago

McClellan platform, his anti-emancipa-

tion and anti-negro policy subjects the

Union to imminent peril. Now, with

me, in this, as in all preceding elections,

the preservation and perpetuation of

the Union constituted the great trans-

cendent question, involving the liberty

of our country and mankind, and I can

give no vote which subjects it to the

slightest peril. Save the Union, and all

else will be added in time (including the

ultimate downfall of Slavery, which I

predicted and advocated in January,

1844), has been the doctrine of my life.

To that doctrine I still adhere, but sup-

port the President's emancipation policy

now, because it is the most efficient, if

not the only means of saving and per-

petuating the Union. I opposed eman-

cipation when it was unconstitutional as

& peace measure, and because I knew it

would cause civil war, invite foreign in-

tervention, and endanger the Union. I

support emancipation now, because it is

constitutional as a war measure, greatly

diminishes the clanger of foreign inter-

vention, and insures the maintenance

and perpetuity of the Union. I support-

ed Judge Douglas and opposed the elec-

tion of Mr. Lincoln in 1860, because I

believed it would imperil the Union.

While always denying that his election

would justify disunion, I feared that the

rebellion would be the result. In voting

against Mr. Lincoln in 1860, I did so to

save the Union from peril. In voting

for him now, it is to suppress the re-

bellion and maintain the Union. It is

not for Mr. Lincoln as a man (however

worthy he may be), that I now vote

—

I vote for principles—I vote for the

Union—and in supporting him, I vote

for the best, if not the only means to

maintain and perpetuate the Union.

But there is another principle of vital

importance involved in this election.

The South, under the banner of Slavery,

proceeded to secede from the Union,

immediately after the result of the Pres-

idential election of 1860 was made
known. South Carolina seceded in

December, 1860. Mississippi followed

early in January, 1861, and the Cotton

States all followed during that and the

succeeding month of February. Now,
Mr. Lincoln was not and could not be

inaugurated as President until March,

1861. The South did not and would

not wait for his inaugural address of

that date to know, under the new con-

dition of affairs, what would be the

policy of his Administration. They did

not and would not wait for any meas-

ures of his Administration, much less

any act of the Government or of Con-

gress, but proceeded to secede merely

because Mr. Lincoln had been constitu-

tionally elected to the Presidency by

the people of the United States. Such

an act was an overthrow of the great

fundamental principle of all free gov-

ernment, namely, that the majority

shall govern under the forms of the

Constitution. It was an attack upon

the right of suffrage, an assault upon

the ballot box and the great principle of

an elective President, as provided in

our Constitution, and which lies at the

very basis of free institutions. That

principle is the vital element of our ex-

istence. It is ' the casing air ' of liber-

ty. Take it away, and freedom in-

stantly expires. The right of suffrage is

the great American right of every citi-

zen, rich or poor, humble or exalted.

It is the great palladium of our liberty.

It is a Government, like a mighty pyra-

mid, reposing on its broad and immova-

ble base, the will and affections of the

people. It is the people's Government,

and therefore the people maintain it,

and with us two millions of volunteers

have rushed to its support. Therefore,

while it is the best Government in

peace, it is the strongest in war. But se-

cession because of the election of a

President, is not only war upon the
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Union, but war upon the elective fran-

chise, the great fundamental principle

of free government, and without

which it is but a fleeting shadow.

Democrats—people of all parties—my
countrymen, while yon are asked now
by the Chicago Convention to vote

against Mr. Lincoln, you would nullify

by that very vote the right of suffrage,

because, what is that suffrage worth,

what is your vote but an empty form, if

it may not elect your President? But

if, because the minority who have voted

against you,dissatisfied with your choice,

can rebel, make war upon you, because

you thus voted, and set up another

President for that minority by force of

arms, what is that but to say that the

majority shall not rule ; that the right

of suffrage shall be nullified ; that the

Constitution, under which that vote

was given, shall be overthrown? This

is what the rebellion has done in at-

tempting to destroy the Eepublic,

merely because of the election of Mr.

Lincoln. This arrogant and insolent

slave-holding oligarchy -would not even

wait to hear what the President of your

choice would say. They treated the

President of your choice, and therefore

they treated you and the Constitution

under which you acted, with scorn and
defiance. So long as you would act

with them, so long as the Northern par-

asites would adhere to the Southern
upas tree of Slavery, so long as the
' mudsills ' of the North, as they arro-

gantly called you, would obey the orders

of their Southern masters, so long as you
would be their slaves, they would per-

mit the President to be inaugurated.

But so soon as you elected a President

against their dictation, then your suffra-

ges should be nullified by the rebellion

of a minority against the majority. What
i3 this but to say, that the majority

shall not elect a President, and thus

render the right of suffrage an empty
form, striking at the fundamental prin-

ciple of free government, and substitu-

ting the bayonets of the minority for the

lallots of the majority of the people?

Freemen of America, is it possible that

by voting against Mr. Lincoln now
because of the Southern rebellion,

you will thus declare that the election

of a President by the people is not to bs

maintained, but that his reelection is to

be defeated, and that his authority, as

your President and as your representa-

tive, is therefore never to extend over

the whole United States, because a re-

bellious minority oppose it by force of

arms ? This is one of the transcendent

issues involved in this contest. It is in

fact the great question whether the ma-

jority shall rule or the minority—

whether self-government is an unreal

mockery, or whether it is indeed a God-

given right of man, born in the image of

his Maker. You voted that Mr. Lincoln

should be President of the whole United

States. That was your decision at the

ballot box. Has it been obeyed? No:
an arrogant slave-holding minority has

rebelled against it, and, within the boun-

daries of the area occupied by that mi-

nority, has suppressed your election by

the bayonet, and substituted Jefferson

Davis, one of the rebel leaders, in place

of Abraham Lincoln. Within the limits

of that rebellion, the power, under the

Constitution, which you devolved upon

Abraham Lincoln, has been nullified by

force of arms, and now, if you abandon

the war, or defeat his reelection, your

choice will have been nullified, and he

never will have exercised throughout

the United States the power given to

him by your suffrages under the Consti-

tution. Now the party in the North

thus acquiescing in this destruction of

the right of suffrage, dares to assume

the sacred name of Democracy, which

you know is but Anglicized Greek,

meaning the power of the people. Shade

of the immortal Jackson! the father

and founder of the Democratic party,

burst the cerements of the Hermitage,

and blast with the thunders of New Or-

leans the wretched traitors who thus

dare to profane the sacred name under

which you were chosen President of the

United States.
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But there is another grave objection

to the McOlellan platform adopted at

Chicago. It is its intentional ambiguity.

The Convention was composed of

unionists and disunionists, of peace and

war Democrats, as they style them-

selves, and the platform was adapted to

suit the views of both these parties in

and out of the Convention. It was a

platform upon which the temple of Ja-

nus was to be closed, but with side

doors at either extremity, into one of

which the peace men with their olive

branches should enter, and the war
men in full military array in the other,

and the lion and the lamb meet

together in the centre in cordial agree-

ment. But, it appears that the war
men in this case were only asses in

lions
1

skins, for in the compromise be-

tween antagonistic principles and candi-

dates, the peace men got far the better

of the bargain. "While there were some

vague and glittering generalities in favor

of the Union, they were connected with

conditions which rendered the destruc-

tion of the Union certain, namely, an

armistice and cessation of hostilities, ac-

companied by the false and flagitious

declaration, calculated to encourage the

enemies of our country at home and

abroad, namely, that the war to suppress

the rebellion was a failure. Remember,

soldiers, that the McClellan platform

declares that your battles are failures

;

that your blood has been shed in vain

;

that your arms can never crush the re-

bellion ; that you are inferior in courage

to the slave-holding rebels ; that you

must admit your defeat, throw down
your muskets, return in disgrace to your

homes, disband the army, lay up the

navy, recall Generals Grant, Sherman,

Sheridan, Meade, and Gilmore, and Ad-

mirals Farragut, Porter, Dupont, Davis,

and Winslow, and leave it to the civil-

ians of Chicago, Vallandigham, Har-

ris, Long, Pendleton, and others, to

negotiate a peace.

Now what is an armistice ? It is de-

fined to be a suspension of the war for

* limited period. There may be condi-

tions added, but none are named in the

McClellan Chicago platform. Of course,

then, it means a cessation of hostilities

by land and sea. Indeed, the platform

is weaker than this, for it proposes di-

rectly a 'cessation of hostilities,' not

by land only, or by sea only, but,- of

course, by both, as the words are general,

Now then, the blockade of the rebel

ports, and the capture or destruction

of blockade runners and their cargoes,

is war upon the ocean. This blockade,

then, is to be abandoned during the

armistice, for there is to be a cessation

of hostilities upon the ocean and the

land.

During this interval of peace, when
there is to be no blockade of the South-

ern ports, what is to follow ? By their

own accounts and estimates, the Con-

federates have within their limits, in

cotton (at present prices), tobacco, and

naval stores, a value exceeding one bil-

lion of dollars in gold. Now then, so

soon as the armistice was agreed upon,

the war upon the ocean, including the

blockade, having ceased, the whole of

this cotton, tobacco, and naval store®,

would be shipped to Europe, or partly

to Nassau, on the way to Europe, and

this enormous amount realized by the

Confederate government in gold. We
know what tremendous disasters have

been produced by the cotton famine in

England, France, and other countries.

Now, the first effect of such shipments

would be the total ruin of all our man-

ufactures of cotton and other textile

fabrics. But another still more serious

result would follow. We know that

Louis Napoleon is the bitter enemy of

the Union ; we know that he has again

and again declared that we could not

suppress the rebellion; that he has

earnestly thrice endeavored to persuade

the British Government to unite with

him in acknowledging the independence

of the South—twice through efforts

made directly upon the British Cabi-

net, and once through Eoebuck and

Lindsay, members of the House of Com-

mons, to induce it by a parliamentary
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vote to compel the British Ministry to

unite with the Emperor in ackn . fl-

edging the independence of the South.

That Louis Napoleon is our bitter ene-

my, is proved also by the French-

Mexican war, in which England, and

even Spain, separated from him. It is

proved also by the diplomatic corre-

spondence of Jefferson Davis, and by

his friendly and approving recognition

of the establishment of the French

Imperial Government in Mexico. It is

further proved by Louis Napoleon's

own letter, in which he declared, that

one of the objects of the Mexican war

was the establishment of the equilib-

rium of1 the Latin race upon the

American continent. It is further

demonstrated by the proceedings of

the French in Mexico, and especially re-

cently at Matamoras, in the mutual aid

given and. received by the French and

Confederate forces. Now, what is the

meaning of establishing the equilibrium

of the Latin race on the ''American

continent ' ? In the first place, it means

European military intervention ; in the

second place, it means to embrace not

only Mexico, but the whole Latin race

on the American continent. By the

Latin race is included all Spanish Amer-

ica. It means, then, in the future, if

our Government is overthrown, that

all Spanish America, from the northern

boundary of Mexico to Cape Horn, is to

be consolidated into one great Power
under imperial sway. It means to in-

clude in this vast empire the command
of the Isthmus of Tehauntepec, the route

by Central America (about which Louis

Napoleon has written so much), by Hon-
duras and Chiriqui, but more especially

the Panama, as also the Atrato routes.

In the great future, whoever com-

mands these routes, especially together

with that of the Isthmus of Suez, which

I visited a few months since, and

which Louis Napoleon has nearly com-

pleted, will command the commerce of

the world, and, as a consequence, ulti-

mately control the institutions of the

world. Such are the tremendous prob-
vol. vi.—47

lems teeming in the brain of Napoleon

the Third, and all, as he believes, depend-

ing upon the destruction of the Ameri-

can Union. I speak of what I know
from a residence now of nearly two

years in Europe. Thus it is that Louis

Napoleon intends to bring us within

the centrifugal gravitation of the Eu-

ropean balance of power. This won-

derful man proposes to extend this

system from the old continents to the

new, embracing both, and thus hold in

his grasp the equilibrium—the balance

of power of the world. We may well

imagine what that equilibrium will be

when Napoleon the Third shall hold

the balance in his hands. Already he

has considerable possessions (insular

and continental) in North and South

America, and Mexico, under Maximil-

ian, is substantially a French depend-

ency. He holds Algiers. He is colo-

nizing Egypt (as I myself saw this

year) by his railroads and canals. He
has seized and colonized Cochin China

and Annam. He has made Italy a de-

pendency on the bayonets of France.

Now then, under these circumstances,

when the blockade shall have termi-

nated, and Jefferson Davis, who is quite

as ambitious and even more talented

than Louis Napoleon, shall hold in his

hand more than a billion of dollars'

worth of Southern products ready for

immediate shipment, may he not, and

will he not say, through his most able

and adroit diplomatic representative ail

Paris, ' Eecognize the independence o£

the South, and all these products shalh

be shipped for sale in France, and to

French manufacturers,' and thus enable

France to crush for the present the

cotton manufacturers of all the Best of.

the world. It is well known in Paris

that Mr. Slidell is upon terms of the

most intimate association with Louis

Napoleon, and has thoroughly convinced

him that we cannot suppress .tine rebel*

lion. Is it not, then, clear, anxious as

Napoleon is for the success of the South,

that he would, in the event; of McClel-

lan's election, at once recognize. Souths
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era independence. Indeed, it is the

boast of the Confederate leaders in Eu-

rope, since the adoption of the platform

at Chicago, that, upon the election of

their candidates, without waiting four

months for the inauguration in March

next, Napoleon will at once recognize

the Confederate government. Indeed,

I do not doubt, from the circumstantial

evidence (although I do not know the

fact), that there is already a secret un-

derstanding between Jefferson Davis

and Napoleon the Third to recognize

the independence of the South upon the

election of the Chicago candidates.

Why wait four months, until the 4th of

March next, when the American peo-

ple, by indorsing the Chicago platform,

shall have declared for peace, with the

additional announcement in that plat-

form, that the war for the suppression

of the rebellion has failed ?

If, indeed, that war has failed, and

we cannot thus suppress the rebellion,

it would not only be the right, but, upon

the principles of international law, the

duty of every foreign power to acknowl-

edge Southern independence. Thus is

it that the Chicago McClellan platform

invites recognition. "What is the mean-
ing of the recognition of the independ-

ence of the South by France, under such

•circumstances? It means wae. It

means, in the first place, commercial

treaties stipulating great advantages in

favor of France, and perhaps other

Powers. It means, of course, the over-

throw of the blockade, so as to carry

out those treaties. It means conditions

destructive of our interests, and favora-

ble to the recognizing Powers. It

means advantages and discriminations

in tariffs and tonnage duties, and navi-

gation privileges, which would exclude

us from Southern ports, including New
Orleans and the mouth of the Missis-

sippi, and deprive us of the markets of

the South. Such a recognition, then,

with its attendant consequences, means

war—war not only with France, but

probably with England and Spain, and

iother Powers. Doubtless, upon the

election of the Chicago candidates, Na-

poleon would again ask the Ministry of

England to unite with him in recogniz-

ing the independence of the South, and

to participate in the benefits of the pro-

posed commercial treaties. Who can

say that England, under the dangers

and sacrifices incurred by a refusal,

would again decline the offer ?

It is clear, then, that the election of

the Chicago candidates involves the

most imminent peril of war with

France, if not with England, both acting

then in alliance with the Confederate

government. That my country even

then would accept the contest rather

than the dishonor and ruin of disunion,

I do believe ; but who can predict

the result of such a conflict? My
countrymen, we are speedily approach-

ing the very edge of a dark and perilous

abyss, into which we may be soon

plunged by the election of the Chicago

candidates. I implore you not to make
the dread experiment. You must

know that there will be no recognition

of the independence of the South by

France or England, or any other Power,

ifAbraham Lincoln should be reelected

in November next. The American

people will then have loudly pro-

claimed, through the ballot box, that

they can and will subdue the rebellion

by force of arms ; and that they will

continue to negotiate from the mouths

of our cannon, until the Southern

armies shall have been dispersed and

vanquished. Upon the news of the re-

election of Mr. Lincoln reaching Europe,

the Confederate stock, now waiting

the success of the Chicago candidates,

will fall, like Lucifer, to rise no more.

American securities, including those of

the Federal and loyal State Govern-

ments, of railroads, and other com-

panies with real capital, will all be im-

mensely appreciated. The difference

in favor of our country, including the

rise in greenbacks, would be equivalent

in a few months to hundreds of millions

of dollars. Nor is it only our stocks

that will rise at home and abroad, but
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the national character will be im-

mensely exalted. The friends of our

country and liberty in Europe, includ-

ing the grand mass of the people, will

echo back the exultant shouts of free-

dom as they roll on from the Pacific to

the Mississippi, from the Mississippi to

the lakes, and, bounding from the glad

Atlantic, are carried by steam and

lightning to the shores of Europe. The

fetters of American Slavery will be

broken by such a result, and man—im-

mortal man, of whatever race or color,

born in the image of his Maker, will

emerge from chatteldom, ' and rise to

the dignity of our common humanity.

There is one point still remaining of

vast importance. It is the question of

Slavery, so far as it yet lingers within

our borders. "Without entering upon
other aspects of that case, we call atten-

tion to the proposed amendment for the

purpose of abolishing Slavery on the

recommendation of Congress and the

ratification of three fourths of the

States, as provided in the Federal Con-

stitution. This is recommended by Mr.

Lincoln, and it is a plank in the Balti-

more platform. It passed the Senate by
a more than two-thirds vote, but was
defeated, hy the Democrats, by a vote of

69 to 94, in the House, thus failing to

receive the two-thirds majority of both

Houses of Congress as required by the

Constitution. If, as has been hereto-

fore shown, Slavery is the great enemy
of the Union, and was the sole cause of

the rebellion, why not extirpate the

cause of the war ? Why not remove
what may remain of Slavery after the

war is ended, by the proposed amend-
ment, as recommended by Mr. Lincoln ?

This is a war and a Union measure, cal-

culated to crush the rebellion, to main-

tain the Union, and to prevent any
future effort to effect its overthrow.

This measure, which would settle finally

and forever the Slavery question, will

succeed at an early period, if Mr. Lin-

coln should be reelected. But this

measure the Democrats oppose, and
desire to keep open the Slavery question,

for no object that can be perceived,

except to renew the old party alliance

between Slavery South and its Northern

supporters, with a view to party tri-

umphs. If General McClellan succeeds,

Slavery, so far as it still exists, will be

cherished, maintained, and perpetuated.

The viper will be warmed into life again,

and although it might perhaps recoil for

the present, it would only be to strike

at some future period with greater force

and venom at the life of the Republic.

These men tell us they are for the

Union as it was. Are they for the re-

vival of such scenes as were perpetrated

by Brooks in the American Senate?

Are they for the Kansas frauds and

murders and forgeries, including the

forgery of a constitution? Are they

for the right of secession, or, while

they dispute the right of a State to se-

cede, do they deny with Buchanan and

Pendleton the right of the Government

to prevent its secession ? Are they

against secession, but against coercion

also ? Are they against rebellion, but

opposed to its overthrow by force ?

Throughout the South, under the Union

as it was, there was no freedom of

speech or of the press, on any question

connected with Slavery. Are they for

the sale, under the Union as it was, even

of free negroes into perpetual bondage ?

Are they for the denial of the rights of

Northern citizens throughout the

South ? Above all, are they for the

renewal of the African slave trade, as

notoriously occurred in 1859 (during

the Administration of Buchanan), at Sa-

vannah, in Georgia, when the wretched

victims, just stolen from their native

homes in Africa, were carried to Savan-

nah, and there, in defiance of the Fed-

eral Constitution, openly distributed by

sale among the boasted chivalry of the

South ? If the Chicago candidates and

their party are for these things—if they

are for the Union as it was in these re-

spects, I am against them. I am for the

Union (as clearly intended by the fa-

thers and founders of the Government)

as it will be when Slavery (its great,
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and, in fact, its only domestic foe) shall

have been entirely extinguished. While

I am for the extinction of Slavery as a

Union and as a war measure, I am con-

soled by the reflection that, while it

will secure the perpetuity of the Union,

it will vastly increase our wealth and

power, and advance all our industrial

and material interests. For several

years past I have examined this ques-

tion, and, in various essays, published

at home, but more especially abroad,

have proved by official statistics, from

the censuses of 1850 and 1860, that,

under the system of free labor and free

schools which exist in the North, as

compared with the South, the product

of the Free States is $217 per capita, and

that of the slaveholding States $96 per

capita. Also, that the lands of the South

are worth $10 per acre, and of the North

$25 per acre. It was further proved by

me, in those essays, by the same official

data, that, exactly in proportion to the

number of slaves is the decreased pro-

duction per capita in the Slave States
;

that of South Carolina, with 402,406

slaves and 291,388 whites, being $QQper

capita, and of Delaware, with 90,589

whites and 1,798 slaves, being $143 per

capita; wThile that of Massachusetts,

wTith her sterile soil and severe climate,

and far inferior natural advantages, was

$235 per capita ; and the same rule was

also shown to hold in counties of the

same Slave States, those counties with

few slaves always producing more per

capita than those having many. The
result was, as shown by the census,

that if the production of the South in

1859 had been equal per capita during

the same year to that of the Free States,

the additional value of the Southern

products would have been $1,531,631,-

000 in 1859, and in the aggregate of the

decade from 1859 to 1869, $17,873,539,-

511, exclusive of the addition from the

annual reinvestment of capital. The
addition, then, to the value of the pro-

ducts of the South in a single year,

caused by the substitution of free for

slave labor, would be nearly equal to

our whole present national debt, while

in the aggregate of the ten years suc-

ceeding it would be nearly ten times

greater than the whole national debt,

thus leaving us far richer after the next

census, as a consequence of increased

production, notwithstanding the na-

tional debt, than if the rebellion had
never occurred. Thus is it that the

ways of Providence are justified to

man, and that Slavery chastises its own
advocates, while its overthrow brings

increased wealth and safety and hon-

or and happiness and prosperity to

the country. While I do not advocate,

then, the abolition of Slavery in defi-

ance of the Constitution, because it

would make us more wealthy and
powerful, more honored, happy, and

prosperous, yet I rejoice that in sup-

porting emancipation, as Mr. Lincoln

does, as a Union and as a war measure,

the overthrow of this accursed institu-

tion will be attended with countless

benefits to my country and mankind.

Suppress the rebellion by the over-

throw of the Southern armies, and re-

establish the Government throughout

all our wide domain upon the broad

and eternal foundations of freedom,

truth, and justice, then neither domes-

tic traitors nor foreign despots will

ever dash against its adamantine base.

There it will stand, and stand forever,

the mighty continental breakwater be-

tween the continents of Asia and of

Europe, against which the breakers of

internal faction, and the waves of des-

potic power would dash in vain. To
that home of the oppressed, to that asy-

lum of genuine and universal freedom,

millions from the Old World would

then come, and unite with us in

strengthening and maintaining a Gov-

ernment based upon the rights of hu-

manity, and sustained by the affections

of the people. While our physical force

and accumulating wealth wTould thus

be rapidly and vastly augmented, our

moral power would be increased in a

still grander ratio. Then the cry of ty-

rants, that self-government is a phan-
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torn, and republics a failure, would

cease to oppress the listening ear of

humanity. Then the chains would

soon fall everywhere from the limbs of

the slave. Then the reactionary and

feudal party of Europe, now so loudly

proclaiming republics a failure, while

exulting over the anticipated fall of

the American Union, would retire dis-

comfited from the contest, while the

rights of man would be immensely

promoted, and civilization advance, at

a single bound, more than in the lapse

of many centuries. The great liberal

party of England, headed by those im-

mortal champions Bright and Cobden,

would rouse like giants refreshed from

their slumber, and carry the flag of the

vote by ballot and extended suffrage

triumphantly throughout the British

realm, while Ireland, oppressed Ireland,

would then receive the fullest justice.

Then, indeed, all past differences be-

tween England and America would be

sunk forever in fraternal concord, and
the peace of the world be maintained.

Then Napoleon the Third, who keeps

an army of 600,000 men as a standing

menace to Europe and the world, and

who has just, for the present, and for

the present only, extinguished in blood

the freedom of Mexico, must abandon
his ambitious projects, or shiver his

diadem upon the adamantine rock of

popular freedom.

But there are complaints from the

so-called Democratic party that the

President, and especially the Secretary

of State, have surrendered the Monroe
doctrine, and abandoned Mexico to her

fate. There is no truth in this accusa-

tion. The President and the Secretary

of State, as regards the future, are

wholly uncommitted on this question,

unless, indeed, it be for Mexico, by an-

nouncing that the people of the loyal

States are unanimously in her favor. I

say they are uncommitted for the fu-

ture, and the real objection to their

course is this : that they have not grat-

ified the South and its Northern allies,

by engaging, ere this, in a war with

France, so as to bring her vast forces

in aid of the Confederate government.

Indeed, Mr. Seward is cursed everywhere

by the Confederates and their allies

throughout Europe for preventing a war,

at this time, on the Mexican question,

between France and the United States.

' There is a time for all things,' and, as

I have said before, our only question

now, is the salvation of the Union ; and

when that is secured, will be the prop-

er period to consider other subordinate

questions, foreign or domestic. No
man can speak with more feeling on

this question than myself, for it is a

well-known fact that I earnestly op-

posed, as a member of the Cabinet of

Mr. Polk, the Mexican treatv of 1848,

among other reasons, upon the sugges-

tion then made by me, that if we aban-

doned Mexico, it would subject us to

the danger of European interference

there (just as it has occurred) by force

of arms. That treaty was carried by a

constitutional majority of only three

votes, mainly through the instrument-

ality of Mr. Calhoun, who was against

the invasion of Mexico, and for ' mas-

terly inactivity, 7 resting on the banks

of the Rio Grande, because he knew (as

declared in my Texas letter of January,

1844) ' Slavery never could cross the Rio

Grande,' and that, as a consequence, all

of Mexico which we would permanent-

ly hold, as we ought to have done,

from Texas to Tehuantepec, would,

Mexico having abolished Slavery, have

become Free States. I believed also

that the permanent occupation and

annexation of Mexico would have for-

ever settled all the dangers of the Sla-

very question, because it would have

flanked the Slave States of the South-

west, by many powerful Free States ad-

jacent on the Southwest, containing

already seven millions of people, most

of whom were of the colored race, and

who would have fought to the last

against the reestablishment of Slavery.

Yet, strong and decided as is my op-

position to the course of Napoleon on

the Mexican as well as the Confederate
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question, I believe that the policy of

Mr. Lincoln and Mr. Seward on this

question has been marked by great

courage, devoted patriotism, and the

highest statesmanship. I am not for

mingling this or any other question of

foreign or domestic policy with the

maintenance of the Union, but have

only answered the assaults of adversa-

ries on the Mexican and other subordi-

nate issues. This, however, I must

say : that the treaty with Mexico, by
which we abandoned that country,

having been ratified, I am opposed to

any violation of its provisions. While

I adhere to the opinions expressed at

the time by me against that treaty

;

while I am opposed to forcing Mexico

into our Union, I believe that Napoleon

the Third, unwittingly, by his invasion,

has caused Mexico soon to gravitate,

by the overwhelming wish of her peo-

ple, into the arms of the great Repub-
lic. Thus is it that the French invasion

will have settled forever in our favor the

question of the American equilibrium.

I have published the views expressed

in these letters on consultation with no
one. They are my own individual

opinions, and I only am responsible for

them. It is quite possible that the Ad-
ministration may differ from some of

them, but I am just as independent of

the Administration as they are of me.

I am not, and never was, a Republican

of 1856 or 1860, and while I have been

falsely charged in Europe with aban-

doning my free-trade principles, in con-

sequence of the constant and earnest

support given by me to Mr. Lincoln, it

must be remembered that a majority of

his Cabinet of 1863 had been Democrats,

and supported the Tariff of 1846. But
the Tariff is a very subordinate ques-

tion, compared with the salvation of

the Union. Besides, if the Tariff of

1846 was changed, it was not until the

2d of March, 1861, and the change was
caused intentionally, by the previous

withdrawal of the Senators and Repre-

sentatives of the seceded States from

both Houses of Congress.

I have another answer to this charge.

I was for the free list of the Tariff of

1842, as distinctly stated in my first

annual Treasury report, so as to increase

our exports, especially of dyed cotton

goods, thereby producing a correspond-

ing augmentation of our imports and

revenue. That portion of the act of

1846 was defeated by Mr. Calhoun,

much to my regret, injury, and annoy-

ance.

Besides, the South, by its rebellion,

and by thus forcing on us an enormous

Federal debt, has rendered impossible

for many years any other Tariff but that

which will bring the largest revenue.

Until this debt is paid, we must have

the highest Tariff for revenue, and it

can be so arranged as, while yielding,

when the Union is restored, at least

$150,000,000 annually in gold, at the

same time to furnish all incidental aid

to American industry that could be de-

sired.

I have thus far discussed the ques-

tion as confined to the contest between

the respective candidates for the Presi-

dency of the United States. But let

those who think of supporting General

McClellan for the Presidency remem-

ber that, in sustaining him, they must

necessarily vote for Mr. Pendleton for

the Vice Presidency. McClellan and

Pendleton are the Siamese twins of

Chicago, inseparable, and all who vote

for the one, vote at the same time for

the other. No voter can cast his

suffrage in this contest, except by

voting for an electoral ticket, and the

same electors for General McClellan

who may be chosen in any State, are

to vote for Mr. Pendleton for the Vice

Presidency. In other words, if General

McClellan is chosen President, Mr.

Pendleton is elected at the same time

to the Vice Presidency of the United

States. Now, recollect, that the Vice

President not only presides over the

Senate of the United States, and gives

the casting vote in that body, but that,

in case of the death of the President,

the Vice President becomes President
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of the United States. Now, two

Presidents of the United States, within

the last twenty-three years, have died

during their term of office (Harrison

and Taylor), and one of them within a

month after his inauguration. In both

these cases, the Vice Presidents chosen

on the same electoral ticket with the

President, reversed the policy of the

President elect. Tyler reversed the

policy of Harrison, and Fillmore re-

versed the policy of Taylor. Why may
not the same thing again occur, if Mr.

Pendleton, by the death of General

McClellan, should succeed him as Pres-

ident ? This renders an inquiry into

the course and views of Mr. Pendleton

a question of vital importance.

Now, Mr. Pendleton, as his votes and

speeches show, is against the war for

the Union, and has declared the coer-

cion of a seceding rebel State not only

' impracticable,'' but ' unconstitutional.'

His words are, in his speech in Con-

gress of the 18th January, 1861, after

most of the Cotton States had seceded :

4 Sir (he then said) the whole scheme

of coercion is impracticable. It is con-

trary to the genius and spirit of the

Constitution.' In accordance with these

anti-coercion and anti-war views, he

continued to vote against the prosecu-

tion of the war, and against all the

great measures passed for that purpose.

He further then said, ' If your differ-

ences are so great that you cannot or

will not reconcile them, then, gentle-

men, let the seceding States depart in

peace ; let them establish their govern-

ment and empire, and work out their

destiny according to the wisdom which

God has given them.' This is exactly

the doctrine of Jefferson Davis, and of

all the rebel leaders :
' Let us alone.'

Let us alone, while we overthrow the

Government and dissolve the Union

;

let us alone, while we seize the mouth
of the Mississippi, and tear down or

shoot down the flag of the Union from

every fort of the South. This is their

language, and the Chicago Convention

might just as well have nominated

Jefferson Davis as George H. Pendle-

ton as their candidate for the Vice

Presidency of the United States. Such

a nomination of an avowed disunionist

shows the true spirit of the Chicago

Convention, and that all their general

expressions of devotion to the Union

were mere empty sounds, calculated to

secure votes, but utterly false and hyp-

ocritical ; for, while indulging in these

pharasaical expressions of love for the

Union, they nominate, at the same
time, as their candidate for the Vice

President, an avowed secessionist and
disunionist. We have nothing to do
with the abstract opinions or wishes of

Mr. Pendleton as regards the Union.

Jefferson Davis repeatedly, and up to

the very period of secession, expressed

quite as much devotion to the old flag

and to the Union as Mr. Pendleton.

But Mr. Davis soon became the head
of the rebellion which Mr. Pendleton

declares we ought not, and have no

constitutional power, to suppress by
force. For all practical purposes, then,

Mr. Pendleton is just as much a seces-

sionist and disunionist as Jefferson Da-

vis. Nor can it be alleged that Mr.

Pendleton has changed these views.

On the contrary, as late as this year he

voted in Congress against the test resolu-

tion of Green Clay Smith, of Kentucky,

declaring ' that it is the political, civil,

moral, and sacred duty of the people to

meet the rebellion, fight it, crush it,

and forever destroy it.' Now then, the

Chicago Convention, with a full knowl-

edge of these votes and speeches, nom-
inated Mr. Pendleton for the Vice Pres-

idency, and contingently for the Presi-

dency of the United States. They knew
full well that Mr. Pendleton had de-

clared the effort to crush the rebellion

impracticable and unconstitutional, and

that, therefore, if the power they pro-

posed to give him were ratified by his

election, he could, and under his oath

of office to support the Constitution, he

must, disband our armies, terminate

the war, and permit the dissolution of

the Union to be consummated ; or he
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might repeat his own words of 1861

:

Let the seceding States depart in

peace ; let them establish their gov-

ernment and empire, and work out

their destiny according to the wisdom

which God has given them.' It is,

then, a sufficient objection to the Chi-

cago candidates that Mr. Pendleton, one

of the candidates, inseparably connect-

ed with General McClellan on the

same electoral ticket, is, as we have

seen, opposed to the war, and for all

practical purposes as much a secession-

ist and disunionist as Jefferson Davis.

This being clear, if General McClellan

is really for the war to save the Union,

by crushing the rebellion, he must re-

fuse to run on the same electoral ticket

with Mr. Pendleton ; and if he does not,

the people and history will assign to

him the same position. He cannot

lend his name to aid the election of

Mr. Pendleton on the same ticket with

himself, and profess devotion to the

Union.

There is yet another point on which

I would say a word. It is this : From
the proceedings of the Canada Confed-

erates, and their Northern allies, and

the outgivings of the Richmond press,

I conclude that their last suggestion is

this : two or more confederacies, North-

em, Southern, Middle, New England,

Northwest, Mississippi, and Pacific.

They are to be united by free trade be-

tween them all, and by an alliance

offensive and defensive. That is, when-

ever any one of these confederacies go

to war, we are to join them in the con-

flict. Namely, if the Southern Confed-

eracy wishes to conquer and annex

Cuba or Porto Rico, or to conquer and

extend slavery to Central America, and

war follows, we are to join them in the

war, and sustain them with our blood

•and treasure. If so, the temple of

•Janus will never be closed on our con-

tinent, and war will be our normal con-

dition—a war not declared by us, or

in our own interest, but by the South,

as a foreign government. Such an alli-

ance is visionary, ruinous, and imprac-

ticable. It is simply a scheme to secure

Southern independence.

Then, as to the free trade to be se-

cured by treaty between the several

confederacies. Recollect that each of

these nations is to be foreign and inde-

pendent, and to have its separate trea-

ties with foreign Powers. How long

would such treaties and such an alli-

ance last ? Why, the flag of the

South would scarcely float over the

mouth of the Chesapeake and Missis-

sippi, before the conflict with us of

views and measures would begin,

nursed and promoted by foreign Pow-
ers, where each of the new confedera-

cies would have its separate ministers,

representing distinct and discordant

interests. When have such alliances or

treaties lasted even for half a century ?

Where are all the leagues of antiquity

or of modern Europe ? Where are all

such leagues and treaties even of the

last century ? Where is our own alli-

ance with France of 1778 ? Where all

such alliances and treaties even of the

first half of the present century ? They
are all extinguished. Experience proves

—the voice of history proclaims—that

treaties or alliances between indepen-

dent Powers are always of short dura-

tion, being soon swept before the gust

of contending passions, or melted in

the crucible of conflicting interests.

Where is the celebrated alliance and

treaty of 1814 and 1815 of Vienna, be-

tween the great European Powers, es-

tablishing forever, by a congress, the

balance of European power ? Is there

a single clause now in force ? Where
is the clause securing France to the

Bourbons, and guaranteeing her forever

against the reign of any of the Bona-

parte family ? Where are the states

whose independence was forever guar-

anteed by those treaties ? Where are

Parma and Modena and Tuscany?

Where is Lombardy, where the Ro-

magna, Naples, and the Two Sici-

lies ? Where are the duchies of Lauen-

burg, Schleswig, and Holstein, and

where the treaty of 1852 in regard to
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them ? All, all have passed away, just

as would our proposed treaties or

alliances. The first war would sweep

them out of existence. No, my coun-

trymen ; as Washington, the father of

his country, most truly told us in his

Farewell Address :

l To the efficacy

and permanency of your Union, a Gov-

ernment for the whole is indispensable.

No alliance, however strict between the

parts, can be an adequate substitute

;

they must inevitably experience the

infractions and interruptions which all

alliances, in all time, have experienced/

Washington thus foresaw and warned

us against this most insidious proposi-

tion to divide our country into separ-

ate confederacies, no matter how strict

the alliances between them might be

;

and let us adopt his counsels.

Is it not strange, while Italy and

Germany seek, in Italian and German
unity, relief from the ruin and oppres-

sion of so many independent states and

governments, and are each making ad-

vances to that great consummation,

that we are asked to adopt the reac-

tionary policy, and separate glorious

"Union into distinct confederacies, soon

to be followed by grinding taxation,

by immense standing armies, and per-

petual wars ?

And now then, my countrymen, I

bring this letter to a close, imploring

you to give no vote which will subject

the Union to the slightest peril. Come,

then, my friends, of. all parties, come,

Republicans, and Whigs, and Demo-
crats, and Irish and German and na-

tive citizens, trampling under our feet

all past issues, and all old party names

and prejudices, and, standing on the

broad basis of principle, let us vote,

not for men or parties, but for the sal-

vation and perpetuity of the Union.

R. J. Walker.

--

GENIUS.
Far out at sea the wave was high,

While veered the wind and flapped the sail

;

We saw a snow-white butterfly

Dancing before the fitful gale,

Far out at sea !

The little creature, which had lost

Its mate, of danger little knew

;

Settled awhile upon the mast,

Then fluttered o'er the waters blue,

Far out at sea !

Away it danced with shimmering glee,

Now dim, distinct, now seen, now gone :

Night comes, with wind and rain, but he
No more shall dance before the morn,

Far out at sea

!

He dies unlike his mates, I ween,
Perhaps not sooner or more crossed

;

But he has known, and felt, and seen

A wider, larger hope, though lost

Far out at sea

!
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The American Conflict: A History of

the Great Rebellion in the United States

of America, 1860-64: Its Causes, In-

cidents, and Results : Intended to Exhibit

especially its Moral and Political Phases,

with the Drift and Progress of Amer-
ican Opinion respecting Human Slavery

from 1776 to the close of the War for

the Union. By Horace Greeley. Illus-

trated by Portraits on Steel of Generals,

Statesmen, and other Eminent Men ; Views
of Places of Historical Interest ; Maps,
Diagrams of Battle Fields, Naval Actions,

etc., from official sources. Vol. I. Hart-
ford : Published by 0. D. Case'& Co.

Chicago: Geo. & E. W. Sherwood. 1864.

It is not our intention here to enter into

any critical analysis of the volume before us,

but rather to give the reader an idea of what

he may find within it, in the words of Mr.

Greeley himself. It is inscribed to Mr.

Bright, under the following dedication :
' To

John Bright, British Commoner and Chris-

tian Statesman, the Friend of my Country,

because the Friend of Mankind, this Record

of a Nation's Struggle up from Darkness

and Bondage to Light and Liberty, is re-

gardfully, gratefully inscribed by the Au-

thor.'

Mr. Greeley says in his preface :
' No one

can realize more fully than I do that the

History through whose pages our great-

grandchildren will contemplate the moment-

ous struggle whereof this country has re-

cently been and still is the arena, will not

and cannot now be written ; and that its au-

thor must give to the patient, careful, crit-

ical study of innumerable documents and

letters, an amount of time and thought

which I could not have commanded, unless

I had been able to devote years, instead of

months only, to the preparation of this vol-

ume. I know, at least, what History is, and

how it must be made ; I know how very far

this work must fall short of the lofty ideal.'

l What I have aimed to do, is so to

arrange the material facts, and so to embody
the more essential documents, or parts of

documents, illustrating those facts, that the

attentive, intelligent reader may learn from

this work, not only what were the leading

incidents of our civil war, but its causes, in-

cidents, and the inevitable sequence where-

by ideas proved the germ of events.' ....
'My subject naturally divides itself into two

parts : I. How we got into the war for the

Union ; and II. How we get out of it. I have

respected this division in my cast of the

present work, and submit this volume as a

clear elucidation of the former of these

problems, hoping to be at least equally sat-

isfactory in my treatment of the latter.'

'I shall labor constantly to guard

against Mr. Pollard's chief error—that of

supposing that all the heroism, devotedness,

humanity, chivalry, evinced in the contest,

were displayed on one side ; all the cow-

ardice, ferocity, cruelty, rapacity, and gen-

eral depravity, on the other. I believe it to

be the truth, and as such I shall endeavor to

show, that, while this war has been signalized

by some deeds disgraceful to human nature,

the general behavior of the combatants on

either side has been calculated to do honor

even to the men who, though fearfully mis-

guided, are still our countrymen, and to ex-

alt the prestige of the American name.'

The sale of the work before us has been

immense. Such has been the demand for

Vol. I. of ' The American Conflict,' that the

publishers have found it impossible to sup-

ply the demand, even with regard to agents

and subscribers. The subscription list al-

ready numbers 50,000, although but one

fourth of the Free States have been can-

vassed.

Leading heads of chapters are : I. Our

Country in 1782 and in 1860. II. Slavery

in America prior to 1776. III. Slavery in

the American Revolution. IV. Slavery Un-

der the Confederation. V. The Convention

of 1787 and the Federal Constitution. VI.

Slavery after 1787. VII. Missouri—The

Struggle for Restriction. VIII. State Rights

—Resolutions of '98. IX. Abolition—Its

Rise and Progress. X. The Churches on

Slavery and Abolition. XL The Pro-Slavery

Reaction—Riots. XII. Texas and her An-

nexation to the United States. XIII. The

Mission of Samuel Hoar to South Carolina.
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XIV. War with Mexico—Wilmot Proviso.

XV. The Struggle for Compromise in 1850.

XVI. The Era of Slave Hunting—1850-'60.

XVII. The Nebraska-Kansas Struggle.

XVIII. Case of Dred Scott in the Supreme

Court. XIX. Our Foreign Policy—Monroe

—Cuba. XX. John Brown and his Raid.

XXI. The Presidental Canvass of 1860.

XXII. Secession Inaugurated in South Caro-

lina. XXIII. The Press and the People of

the North Deprecate Civil War. XXIV. At-

tempts at Conciliation in Congress. XXV.
Peace Democracy at the North and Peace

Conference at Washington. XXVI. The

Union versus the Confederacy. XXVII.

The Pause before the Shock. XXVIII.

Siege and Reduction of Fort Sumter. XXIX.
The Nation Called to Arms—and Responds.

XXX. Secession Resumes its March. XXXI.
The Opposing Forces in Conflict. XXXII.

West Virginia Clings to the Union. XXXIII.

The War in Old Virginia. XXXIV. First

Session of the Thirty-Seventh Congress.

XXXV. The Rebellion and War in Missouri.

XXXVI. War on the Seaboard and the

Ocean. XXXVII. Kentucky Adheres to the

Union. XXXVIII. The Potomac—Ball's
Bluif. Notes and Analytical Index.

This work demands an extended review,

and the readers of The Continental may
again hear of it. Meantime the most varied

estimates will be formed of its merits ; as

various as the political tenets held by its

readers.

It is illustrated, containing Heads of Pres-

ident and Cabinet, Eminent Opponents of

the Slave Power, Confederate Chieftains,

Union Generals, Confederate Generals,Union

Naval Officers, Plans of Battles, etc., etc.

Down in Tennessee, and Back by Way
of Richmond. By Edmund Kirke, Au-
thor of ' Among the Pines,' ' My Southern
Friends,' etc. New York : Carleton, pub-
lisher, 413 Broadway. 1864.

The author of this work, having been

familiar with the South in days more tran-

quil, had ' a desire to study the undercur-

rents of popular sentiment, and to renew his

acquaintance with former friends and Union

prisoners,' and so visited the Southwest in

May last : the present volume thus originat-

ed. We cannot very readily discern how
much of this work is fact, how much fiction.

We have the Union scout, the poor white,

the negro, and other elements belonging

both to the romance and reality of Southern

life in these days of struggle. Are the ex-

quisitely simple and heart-touching thoughts

and expressions which fall from the lips of

the poor white or scout, actually true, or are

they the coinage of Mr. Kirke's own vivid

fancy ? Notwithstanding the hideous jargon

in which they occur, if real they evince a

high soul, even in the midst of ignorance, and

are the gems of the work. The book ends

with a detailed account of the author's in-

troduction to Colonel Jaques, and their sub-

sequent visit to Richmond, an episode in our

history quite as curious as the Sanders and

Greeley conference at Clifton House, and

one which has excited quite as wide an in-

terest. Mr. Kirke says of the poor whites

:

{ I have endeavored to sketch their charac-

ters faithfully—extenuating nothing and

setting nothing down in malice—that the

reader may believe what I know, that there

is not in the whole North a more worthy,

industrious, loving class of people than the

great body of poor Southern Whites. Take

the heel of the man-buying and woman-
whipping aristocrat from off their necks,

give them free schools, and a chance to

rise, and they will make the South, with its

prolific soil, its immence water power, and

its vast mineral wealth, such a country as

the sun never yet looked upon, and this

Union such a Union as will be the light of

nations and the glory of the earth
!

'

Poems of the War. By George H. Boker.
Boston: Ticknor & Fields. 1864. New
York : for sale by D. Appleton & Co.

Mr. Boker has attained, what his more

elaborate efforts sometimes lack, fire, con-

centration, and energy, in these ' Poems of

the War.' We thank him heartily that he

has taken the glories of our country and the

sufferings and deeds of our dauntless sol-

diers as his theme. Patriotism has inspired

him, and the ever well-tuned chords of his

lyre ring out with bolder and more soul-

stirring melody than of old. ' On Board the

Cumberland,' ' The Sword Bearer,' ' The

Ballad of New Orleans,' ' Crossing at Frede-

ricksburg,' 'The Black Regiment,' 'In the

Wilderness,' are truly national poems, and

should be read at every hearthstone in our

land. We quote the closing lines from
' Upon the Hill before Centreville '

:

' Oh, let me not outlive the blow

That seals my country's overthrow !
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And, lest this woful end come true,

Men of the North, I turn to you.

Display your vaunted flag once more,

Southward your eager columns pour!

Sound trump and fife and rallying drum;
From every hill and valley come !

Old men, yield up your treasured gold

;

Can liberty be priced and sold?

Fair matrons, maids, and tender brides,

Gird weapons to your lovers' sides;

And, though your hearts break at tbe deed,

Give them your blessing and God-speed
;

Then point them to the field of fame,

With words like those of Sparta's dame !

And when the ranks are full and strong,

And the whole army moves along,

A vast result of care and skill,

Obedient to the master will,

And our young hero draws the sword,

And gives the last commanding word
That hurls your strength upon, the foe

—

Oh, let them need no second How I

Strike, as your fathers struck of old,

Through summer's heat and winter's cold
;

Through pain, disaster, and defeat

;

Through marches tracked with bloody feet

;

Through every ill that could befall

The holy cause that bound them all

!

Strike as they struck for liberty !

Strike as they struck to make you free !

Strike for the crown of victory !

'

While we honor our brave soldiers and

their glorious deeds, let us also honor their

bards,

' Nor suffer them to steal,

Unthanked, away, to weep beside the harp,

Dejected, prayerful, while the fields are won.'

Broken Lights : An Inquiry into the Present
Condition and Future Prospects of Re-
ligious Faith. By Frances Power Cobbe.
Boston : J. E. Tilton & Co. 1864.

A book of decided ability, however much
we may regret the conclusions arrived at by

its author. Contents of Part I. are : The

Present Condition of Religious Faith. Chap-

ter I. The Great Problem. II. The Solu-

tions of the Problem, Historical and Ration-

al, Palasologian and Neologian. Under the

head of Palseologian we have The High

Church Solution, the Low Church Solution

;

under Neologian we have the First Broad

Church Solution, the Second Broad Church

Solution. We have then the Solutions of

the Parties Outside the Church, Bishop Co-

lenso on the Pentateuch, and Renan's ' Vie

de Jesus.' Part II. gives us ' The Future

Prospects of Religious Faith.' Under the

head of Rational, we have the Rationalist

Solution of the Problems, The Faith of the

Future, Theoretic Theism, and Practical

Theism.

Our author is of the school of Theodore

Parker, a Theist. 'Three great principles—

the absolute goodness ofGod ; the final sal-

vation of every created soul ; and the divine

authority of conscience—are the obvious

fundamental canons of the Faith of the

Future.' We continue our quotations:

' God will not leave us when all our puny

theologies have failed us, and all our little

systems shall have had their day and ceased

to be. We shall yet praise Him who is the

light of life, even though the darkness may
seem to gather round us now. Christianity

may fail us, and we may watch it with

straining eyes going slowly down from the

zenith where once it shone ; but we need

neither regret that it should pass away, nor

dread lest we be left in gloom. Let it pass

away—that grand and wonderful faith ! Let

it go down calmly and slowly, like an orb

which has brightened half our heaven

through the night of the ages, and sets at

last in glory, leaving its train of light long

gleaming in the sky, and mingling with the

dawn. Already up the East there climbs

another Sun.' Again :
' The faith, then, for

which we must contend—the faith which

we believe shall be the religion of future

ages—must be one founded on the Original

Revelation of Consciousness, not on the

Traditional Revelation of Church or Book

—

a faith, not resting for its sole support on

the peculiar History of one nation, but

based on the nature of man, and corrobo-

rated by the whole history of humanity.'

' The view which seems to be the

sole fitting one for our estimate of the char-

acter of Christ, is that which regards him

as the great REGENERATOR of Human-

ity. His coming was to the life of humanity

what Regeneration is to the life of the indi-

vidual. He has transformed the Law into

the Gospel. He has changed the bondage

of the alien for the liberty of the sons of

God. He has glorified Virtue into Holiness,

Religion into Piety, and Duty into Love.'

What a perpetual stumbling block in the

way of all unbelief is the marvellous charac-

ter of Christ ! We may strive to throw away

the record, but He remains a living force
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within the soul forever. The Theist would

miss Him even in his certain heaven !

We think we have given, in the few short

extracts above, enough to enable our read-

ers to perceive the standpoint from which

this work is written. It is a clear state-

ment of the dogmas held, the reasons for

their adoption, and the hopes of what is

styled the Church of the Future. Of the

ability of many of its adherents there can

be no doubt. The contest is upon the

children of Faith. Let them meet it with

candor, fairness, prayer, love, profound

biblical and scientific erudition, and may
God comfort us with His eternal truth!

Dramatis Persons. By Robert Browning.
Boston: Ticknor & Field. New York:
for sale by D. Appleton & Co.

This book has been already reviewed by

the English critics, who are always appre-

ciative of Browning's merits, and tender to

his faults. It is as wilful as its predecessors,

as unintelligible, as fragmentary, its rhythm

as distorted and broken, its diction as pecu-

liar, its sequences as disconnected. Yet we

think it shows gleams of higher poetic talent

than anything he has yet published. It con-

tains eighteen poems. • A Death in the Des-

ert' is an imaginary portrayal of the death

of St. John in his old age in a cave, to which

he had been taken by some faithful adhe-

rents to save him from persecution. It is a

sketch of power and originality. St. John

is supposed to speak :

' If I live yet, it is for good, more love

Through me to men : be nought but ashes

here

That keeps awhile my semblance, who was

John

—

Still when they scatter, there is left on earth

No one alive who knew (consider this !)

—Saw with his eyes and handled with his

hands

That which was from the first the Word of

Life.

How will it be when none more saith ' I saw ? '

'

Very original and very disagreeable in its

highly wrought and subtile Realism is

' Caliban upon Setebos, or Natural Theology

in the Island,' a study from Shakspeare's

' Tempest.' It is a curious exposition of the

philosophy of such a being. At the close,

when Caliban, who speaks in the third per-

son, is beginning to think of Setebos, * his

dam's god,' as not so formidable after all, a

great storm awakes, which upsets all his

reasoning, and makes him fall flat on his

face with fright

:

'What, what? A curtain o'er the world at

once !

Crickets stop hissing ; not a bird—or, yes,

There scuds His raven that hath told Him all

!

It was fool's play, this prattling ! Ha ! The

wind

Shoulders the pillared dust, death's house o'

the move,

And fast invading fires begin ! White blaze

—

A tree's head snaps—and there, there, there,

there, there,

His thunder follows ! Fool to gibe at Him !

Lo ! 'Lieth flat and loveth Setebos !

'Maketh his teeth meet through his upper lip,

Will let those quails fly, will not eat this

mouth

One little mess of whelks, so he may 'scape !

'

' Mr. Sludge, the Medium,' one of the

longer poems, is intended, according to ru-

mor, to demolish Mr. Home, and includes

some sharp thrusts at various persons who

still patronize him after having found him

guilty of fraud.

The story runs that a lady and gentleman

of eminence, devout spiritualists, residing at,

Rome, confessed to Mr. Browning that dur

ing Mr. Home's stay at their house they once

forbade his putting his hand under the table,

and the spirits wouldn't rap, and Home burst

into tears, and confessed that on that occasion

only he had deceived them ; that on one

other occasion he had put phosphorus on the

tips of wires and stretched them from the

roof of their house to represent certain spiri-

tual apparitions. 'And what did you say,

how did you act, upon the discovery ?
' asked

Mr. Browning. ' Oh,' replied the lady, ' I

rebuked him severely ; told him plainly how

shameful it was that one who had been so

supernaturally gifted should act so, and told

him that he ought to repent.' 'And he still

remained with you, and—'
' Oh, yes, we are

perfectly sure that everything was genuine

afterward.' Upon which the poet was so

disgusted that he vented his indignation in

Mr. Sludge.'

Fireside Travels. By James Russell

Lowell. ' Travelling makes a man sit

still in his old age with satisfaction, and

travel over the world again in his chair

and bed by discourse and thoughts.'—

The Voyage of Italy, by Richard Lasseh,

Gent Boston: Ticknor & Fields. 1864.
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New York : for sale by D. Appleton power of the eye. When the enormous
* C°* number of species is considered, the advan-
Mr. Lowell says, in his short preface : tage of such a chart may be readily imaginedj

« The greater part of this volume was print- It may be used as an introduction by the
ed ten years ago in Putnam's Monthly teacher, or side by side with any text book,
and Graham's Magazine. The additions We heartily recommend it to notice,

(most of them about Italy) have been made

up, as the original matter was, from old let- Perce's Magnetic Globes. A very in-

ters and journals written on the spot. My genious invention is here offered to the pub-

wish was to describe not so much what I lie through Mr. J. F. Trow, of 50 Greene

went to see, as what I saw that was most un- street, New York. It consists of a hollow

like what one sees at home. If the reader Globe made of soft iron, and Magnetic Ob-

find entertainment, he will find all I hoped jects, representing the races of mankind, ani-

to give him.' mals, trees, light-houses, are supplied with

And a churl he surely were if he find it it, which, adhering to the surface, illustrate

not ; for a right pleasant book it is to read— clearly the attraction of gravitation, the

genial and full of the real Lowell humor, rotundity of the earth, its diurnal motion,

almost as characteristic as Jean Paul's, der the changes of day and night, and many

einzige. « Cambridge Thirty Years Ago ' will other things very difficult to make intelli-

carry many of our most distinguished men gible to children. Teachers will find this

hack to the sunny days of youth, while the globe and its magnetic objects of incalcula-

boys of to-day will be delighted to know how We value in affording facilities for striking

it fared with them then and there. Con- illustrations of principles, problems, and

tents : Cambridge Thirty Years Ago ; A various terrestrial phenomena.

Moosehead Journal ; Leaves from My Jour- SIZES AND PRICES,

nal in Italy and Elsewhere ; At Sea ; In the No. 1. Library, 12 inches in diameter, re-

Mediterranean ; Italy; A Few Bits of Ro- volving brass meridian $22 00

M . No. 2. Library, 12 inches, plain stand 16 00
man Mosaic. No _ 3 student,

B) 5 in^es, revolving brass

There is no use in praising a book of meridian 5 00

Lowell's ; everybody knows, reads, and loves No. 4. Student's, 5 inches, plain stand 3 50

limi< jSTo. 5. Primary, 3 inches, " " 2 50

Suitable Magnetic Objects accompany

Simonson's Circular Zoological Chart, each Globe.

A Directory to the Study of the Animal
Kingdom. Published by Schermerhorn, Christus Judex. A Traveller's Tale. By
Bancroft & Co., 130 Grand street, New Edward Roth. Philadelphia: Frederick

York, and 25 North Fourth street, Phila- Leypoldt. 1864.

aelpnia. ^ singular romance, interwoven of the

This chart must prove a valuable guide art life of the Old, and the forest life of the

to the teacher, and a great aid to the student New World. The main character is the

of Natural History. It appears to have been Great Stone Face) already immortalized by

carefully compiled from modern standard the lamented Hawthorne. It is here presented

works, and is divided and subdivided as ac- to us under a new aspect, and while we think

curately as the limited space allows. It is a that even those grand old rocks fail to em-

vast aid to the memory, showing at a glance body the glorious ideal of a Christus Judex,

the classification of the animal kingdom
;

we must acknowledge the pleasure we have

and, bringing together the various groups of derived from the fanciful descriptions and

animals on one page, it stamps its compli- pleasant associations offered us in this dainty

cated lesson on the mind through the rapid little volume.
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Christmas is again upon us, dear readers
;

we may almost hear the gathering chime of

its happy bells upon the frosty air. It is a

time when even strangers may hold com-

mune ; let us take advantage of it, and learn

to know something of each other. But are

we indeed strangers ? It is true that we

stand as abstract impersonalities, as disem-

bodied spirits, unknown even by name to

one another. Yet have we held relations

which we cannot shake off even if we would.

' The most obscure of literary men ' we may

be, yet has your kind smile often cheered us

as we labored to place before you the wants,

wishes, tastes, views, hopes, and aims of our

common country. Caterer as we are for

you, through us and the handywork of our

skilful printer have our able writers spun

their golden threads through heart, mind,

and soul. Contributors, readers, and editor

are alike linked in these glittering spiritual

meshes, and can never be quite the same as

if the web had never held them for its pass-

ing moment in its light zone of thought. For

ideas generate duties, knowledge stimulates

action, and to act in a world of doubt may

well be onerous. "We frankly confess to you

that a dread responsibility has cast a deep

shadow upon all our moments since the com-

mencement of our intercourse with you.

Our butterfly hours were then past : we

grew into work-a-day bees—if only we have

stored some honey in your hives to pay

us for the lost idlesse of our dreamy sum-

mers ! If it ' is greatly wise to talk with our

past hours, and ask them what report they

bear to Heaven ' when spent only for our-

selves, it is a solemn thing to call them back,

and ask them what report they bear to

Heaven for the thousands to whom they have

ministered. "We spread the table lovingly

before you: what if there should be some-

thing in yourselves to turn our healthful

food to poison ? On marches The Conti-

nental with its light and heavy freight of

winged words and thoughts, striding from

monthly stepping-stone to stepping-stone on

the long route of Time. Stepping-stones in

Time are they now truly, but as we gaze they

seem to grow into Eternity, and tW buds

which twine their glow around them ripen

slowly into ever-living fruit in the strange

clime of the Everlasting Now to which we

are all hastening.

How clear that Christmas chime upon the

frosty air

!

Eeader, is it too much to hope that in

spite of all our short-comings, we have yet

been loyal to your better hours, and faithful

in the field given us to sow for the heavenly

Reapers ? "We have labored to interest,

amuse, and instruct you for the last eighteen

months: have you learned in that time to

trust us as we have learned to care for you ?

Do you know us loyal patriots and true Chris-

tians, even if of a broad and all-unsectarian

faith ? If we are too frank, it is because we

are certain that truth can never contradict

itself, that nature must be one with revela-

tion, that he errs who fears the crucible of

the savant or would hold science in leading

strings. The Continental seeks the light,

condemns to silence no new Galileo, tortures

no creative Kepler, has no fires for heretics,

and nothing worse than an incredulous

smile for the shivering witches and me-

diums, the muscular demons of modern

spiritualism. It rejects no scientific investi-

gation honorably pursued, for all paths lead

back to the Maker of the Universe, and the

honest seeker must find Him at the end of

his route. That God is our Father, that we

are made in His triune image, that Christ is

our elder Brother, the great Regenerator of

our race, is surely the ever open, ever mys-

tic secret of the universe !

We have travelled on together through a

gloomy year. The air has been sad with

sighs, dim with tears, restless with great

sobs of human anguish. But we are drift-

ing into calmer swells on the great Time-

Ocean, and the crimson year of '64 is almost

past. The dwellers of the Valley already

look for the morning star, while those upon

the Hilltop hail the auroral light of '65. En-
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shrined in and sparkling through its golden

glow two mystic figures gleam ; the star of

the morning pales before their splendor. The

one is god-like in her majesty, sublime

through conquered suffering, the awful smile

of the Crucified seems shining through the

features transfigured since He wore them,

and the cross glitters in all the glory of Self-

sacrifice on her broad breast. She wears a

girdle blue as if woven from the depths of

heaven, and as we gaze we see great opals

with veiled hearts of fire form into quaint

old runic letters upon it, and the God-word

LOVE flashes down the secret of her inner

life upon us. She is still young as when she

woke in Paradise, and, seeing the End, is not

yet weary with her long journey of Exile.

Brighter gates than those of Eden stand un-

barred before her ! In her right hand she

holds unrolled, that all may read, the great

Magna Charta of universal Human Eights,

and even at this distance we may see EMAN-
CIPATION upon its broad margin. We
know the once sad spirit now, no longer sad

}

the radiant Genius of Humanity.

Her vigorous arm is round a younger and

less solemn form, a form of wildering beauty,

whose gold hair glitters like a nimbus in the

level rays of morning ; with an irresistible

impulse we take her into the innermost folds

of our hearts, we feel her to be our own ;

our banner in her right hand sways and tosses

on the fresh breeze, its stars, round which

new suns are ever clustering, throw their

dazzling light upon her, and the young

eagles turning from the sun throng around

her to drink the splendor from her brighter

brow. The long streamers from her girdle

float athwart the sky, their wavy lines, red,

white, and blue, quiver with delight as

the wild zephyrs caress them, thrilling the

air with shifting play of passionate color.

Ha ! what miracle is this ?—whatsoever light

may fall upon them, under what angle so-

ever we may see them, asNvere it magically

woven into their warp and woof, we read the

word now gi^aven on our hearts

—

Union !

Her left hand holds closely clasped to her

heart a great urn, glowing as it were an im-

mense ruby—ah ! we need no words to tell

us what the young spirit clasps so fondly to

her breast

—

wefeel it is the dust of the holy

dead, who gave their lives on the red battle

field that she might live : their very ashes

glow with living fire ! Her white feet rest

on the sacred graves of Shiloh, Antietam,

Murfreesboro', Gettysburg, Vicksburg, Look-

out Mountain, the Wilderness, Atlanta,

Winchester, and Cedar Creek, from which

she has newly risen in her young strength

and ever-growing glory.

She is the brilliant Spirit of our Nation !

the new hope of all People ! Her career is

ever onward with the Genius of Humanity

into the enchanted realm of the happy

Future. No chains are in her white hands

now. The tired laborer rests as she smiles

upon him ; the bay of the bloodhound and

sharp crack of the lash cease in the white

cotton field ; the Indian buries his tomahawk,

no longer wounding the still ear of the for-

est with his shrill war whoop ; the maiden

walks fearlessly free, for all men are now her

brothers ; shielding her sanctity ; the wife is

happy, for the husband has won her esteem,

and it is no shame to crown him with her

love ; and cherub-children sport around,

lovely and happy as the heaven-seraphs.

Peace to our glorious dead ! Eternal honor

to the martyrs of freedom ! From the sharp

agonies of their true hearts springs now first

to conscious birth the vigorous Spirit of our

Nation. We never knew aright how very

dear to us she was until the traitors tried to

tear her limb from limb because her heart

was open to all made in the image of their

God—because she knew the sacred worth of

man.

How near those Christmas chimes peal on the

frosty air

!

And if we will but think of it, a Nation-

ality is always of slow growth, of gradual

development. It, like man himself, is born

in pain and anguish. It is indeed a living

member of the Grand Man of which Human-

ity is composed. Since the forty years

wandering of the children of Israel in the

desert, how much suffering has been endured

to hold it sacred ! The history of the pres-

ent time is but a record of fierce struggles

to achieve or hold a Nationality. Poland

has hung on the cross of her great enemy for

centuries rather than yield its sanctity. He

has torn and scattered its quivering mem-

bers, blotted it out in blood from the names

known on earth, it has been murdered, and

fed upon by three great Christian Powers

('Oh, the pity of it !')—Catholic Austria,

Protestant Prussia and Greek-Churched Rus-
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sia^-but it is not dead: it lives in all the

energy of self-abnegating suffering on the

mountains of Causasus, the steppes of Asia,

the frozen plains of Siberia, in the depths of

Russian mines, the darkness of Russian

prisons, and it still will live until the last

Pole is laid in the last grave of his heroic

but unfortunate race. Such is its vitality

when once truly born. Denmark turns pale

and shivers as she feels it may be torn from

her ;
' Italia, with the fatal gift of beauty for

her dower,' the fair land where fairer Juliets

breathe the enamored air, art—crowned and

genius-gifted, writhes in agony until it may

be her own ; Greece long bled for it ; and

the brave and haughty Magyar, to whom a

courser fleet and the free air are necessities

of daily life, braves and bears prisons,

chains, and poverty, in the hope of its at-

tainment. What is this precious Nationality ?

Like all basic elements, it is difficult to de-

fine. It is not a State, a Constitution, nor

is it made by man at all. An able writer in

TJie North American Review for October

says :
' It may be said, in general, to be the

sum of the differences, geographical, his-

torical, political, and moral, which separate a

people as a community from every other—of

those differences which modify the character

of each individual, and the results of which

are combined in the traits of national char-

acter. The consciousness of its existence is

developed slowly, and it is long before the

sentiment of Nationality—the true founda-

tion of patriotism—gains force over the

hearts and convictions of a people. But this

sentiment, when it has once taken root, is

one of the most powerful of those by which

human conduct is affected. It is a sentiment

of the highest order, lifting men out of nar-

row and selfish individualism into a region

where they behold their duties as members

one of another, as partakers of the general

life of humanity—the inheritors of the past,

the trustees of the future.'

'What is planetary humanity?' says

Krasinski. ' It is the entirety and unity of

all the powers and capacities of the human

spirit expressed visibly on the earth through

harmony and concord, the love of its mem-
bers, that is of the various nationalities. As

all the members of the human body are the

visible and various parts of the invisible hu-

man I, which connects and rules them all, so

the visible nationalities must in their variety

yol. yi.—48

and harmonious unity become in some future

time the living members of a universal hu-

manity. The world knows to-day to what

point its history is tending : it knows it is

governed by the wisdom of God, and that its

end is the Humanity, the entire universality

brought into perfect accord with the will of

God, knowing and executing the laws given

it by God. But the means to this end, the

instruments, the living members, are the

Nationalities, in which all the varieties of

the human race have their fairest bloom,

their most precious flower. What the tones

are in the musical chord they are in hu-

manity, eternal variety in eternal harmony

and concord. It is impossible to conceive

Humanity without them ; it would then be

unity without variety, consequently no prop-

er unity at all, a mere lifeness oneness. States

are of human creation, an aggregative col-

lection of small parts ; but nationalities are

made by God alone, and therefore not states

without nationalities, but states forming na-

tionalities, belong to the coming union of

universal humanity, and pass into the Chris-

tian order. States have risen before this to

destroy a nationality, dividing and quarter-

ing it for the profit of some selfish ideal,

tearing asunder a living, palpitating organ-

ism, murdering a visible member of the

Universal Humanity. He is but a child who

calls this merely a political crime : it is a

crime of the very deepest dye, a crime

against the Humanity itself, against religion,

where the daring criminals, striding over all

lower spheres, break into the circles of the

living God. To tear asunder a state of

merely human creation, generated only by
human interests and passions, would be ai

political crime, but to wish to dismember

and murder a God-given nationality, when

the realization of the idea of humanity oni

the planet cannot be filled without it,, is a?

rebellion against the eternal truth of God

—

it is a sacrilege ! The recognition of such

violation were participation ; opposition to*

such impiety is religion !

'

Our very origin teaches us union. We
have sprung from so many races that it is

throbbing in our very life-pulse, and is writ-

ten on the red tablets of oui* hearts*. It runs

and dances in our blood, tingles along our

nerves, colors our thoughts, tones our emo-

tions, and determines our affections. All the

old and bitter European animosities die in.
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us, for its Peoples are fused in our one life

pulse. A little child of our own household

now unites in the sacred oneness of American

life, English, Scotch, Irish, Welsh, Dutch,

German, French, Saxon, Bohemian, and

Polish nationalities. What lessons we have

in our multiform descent, if we will but heed

them ; what inner teachings of sympathy and

love, if we will b*ut learn them ! Distinc-

tive nationalities, giving such beautiful vari-

ety to the earth, here join in the individual,

imparting the greatest complexity and vari-

ety to internal character. Such nationalities,

still existing unimpaired abroad, are here

formed into one of unequalled breadth and

grandeur ; their scattered rays of light are

here concentrated into one great focus; the

blood of the various Peoples pours through

one great heart, and the common gifts,

hopes, creeds of the separated and warring

nations meet in the holy mystery of one

grand national life. Here, indeed, is the

widest variety in the closest unity, the life

of the warring Past melting into that of the

myriad-pulsed Present, the certain hope of a

harmonious Future.

The maturity and highest powers of other

nations being necessary as its germs, what

-wonder that our nationality should be the

latest born on earth, or that in view of the

Abroad love stirring in its soul, because of its

(manifold descent, its first articulate accents

should be all men are born free and

equal ! This is a union in the laboratory

of assimilative nature, such as has never be-

fore been dreamed of, vital and all embra-

cing, weaving into one palpitating mesh the

very fibres of being itself. The union of long-

jarring nations is consummated, perfected in

us, and shall not we, the children of all

climes, be one in our own marvellous nation-

ality '? 'Divide and conquer'' is old strategy,

but despots and tyrants strike in vain at this

wondrous mingling of all Peoples in one

great PEOPLE, where the People are the

Sovereigns ; for this UNION is spun in the

loom of Eternal Destiny, throbs in each link-

ing life-pulse, is knit into our very nature,

and kindles in the close unity and sanctity of

our national life under the creative breath

' of God himself. Palsied be the hand armed

i to strike the multitudinously mingled life of

i Humanity as it circles through our glorious

SUnion

!

' * Peace on earth, good will to men, 1

chime out the Christmas bells from old

Trinity !

It is this struggle to preserve our nation-

ality intact which has sanctified . our war,

from the red heart of which has grown a

patriotism which, glowing like a central sun,

burns away all the dross of our earlier ma-

terialism, gives us self-reliance, and frees us

at last from our long tutelage to the Old

World. And never had patriotism a more

solid ground than ours, since the power,

growth, and safety of our nationality are the

progress, happiness, and prosperity of hu-

mauity itself. Everything that breathes the

breath of human life, however opposed to it

now, is really benefited by our growth. As
a Government we stand first upon the earth

;

the first utterance of our brave lips being

—

all men are born free and equal. Sublime,

bold, and living words; blessed be the lips

which-uttered them ! And we are beginning

to fulfil the inspired ideal. Alas ! Ave have

suffered too much from permitting an evil

germ to grow up side by side with this great

annunciation, to fall speedily again into a

like error. It has taken down into the dust

our best and dearest, saddened almost every

hearthstone in the land, and, saddest of all,

wrought ruin on the Southern soul, mad-

dening our brethren there into modern

Cains, armed against the sacred life of their

and our nationality. For what cause did

Cain kill his brother? 'Because,' says St.

John, ' his own works were evil, and his

brother's just.' We will surely save it, but

that done, we have an arduous task before

us. Christianity and love must take the

place of expediency, machiavelism, and cun-

ning diplomacy in the sphere of politics. We
see the smile of scorn upon the lips of the

doubter ; he deems the thing impossible. So

he would have pronounced our noble record

of the last three years, three years ago. Nay,

it is already half accomplished, since we

now know it must be done. The black man

free, the red man must at last receive atten-

tion. The protection of our laws must be

thrown around him
;
justice must guide our

future dealings with him, and sorrow for all

the fearful ills we have wrought upon him

must awaken larger sympathy, and elicit

tender mercy. The race are dying out

among us : let us at least soothe their part-

ing hours. And let the Government look well

to its avaricious agents. Our people are
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generous, and mean to be just; that is not

enough: they must take the proper means,

and see that their beneficent intentions are

carried out with regard to this wretched

remnant. It is not possible that a race so

full of wild natural eloquence, of graceful

imagery, of tender metaphor, of stern en-

durance, can be utterly lost and depraved.

Be it our noble task to try to save these

wild children of the forest, while throwing

the most complete protection around our

brave frontier population. Our nationality

is now fully born—on our banner is inscribed

the equal rights of humanity. Our mission

is revealed to us—it is that labor shall be

elevated, and that equal justice be the law

of actual life.
' That the human race is in a

real sense one—that its efforts are common,

and tend to a joint result, that its several

members may stand in the eye of their

Maker, not only as individual agents, but as

contributors to this joint result—is a doctrine

which our reason, perhaps, finds something

to support, and which our heart readily ac-

cepts.' This Christmas peal rings to us as it

has never rung before : let it awaken our

consciousness of what God means us to be

upon this planet, and touch our heart. It

has at last reached the ear of the eman-

cipated African, after pealing nearly nine-

teen hundred years for the more favored part

of humanity ; and, thanks to the mercy of

God and our own manhood, the most oppress-

ed of the brethren of Christ may now feel

themselves men. The dark wife, in her new
right to be faithful, is at last a woman ; her

dusky children are now her own, and cannot

be torn from her arms at the dictates of one

who has bought at the human auction block

the right to torture the body and soul. Is

not humanity newborn among us? Is the

negro of the accursed race of Ham ? It is

we who curse, not God, whose very name is

Love ! Well may our Christmas bells ring

on so merrily, for our age is great and glo-

rious. It is a pupil of the entire Past, the

heir of all its knowledge, the inheritor of all

its wisdom. The Future is its own. The

sphere of politics must be redeemed from the

demons of expediency and interest which have

so long ruled there ; it is to be vitalized and

purifiedfrom all iniquity. It is an Augean
stable we have to clean, but Hercules was

one, and we are many. The People are at

last sovereign* Every man who works for

humanity has God upon his side ; he cannot

fail, for the might of Omnipotence is with his

puny arm. This is the task now set before

us : it lies directly in our onward path—we
cannot take a step really in advance until it

is achieved. If we fail now, all is lost. Our

dead heroes will not rest in their graves un-

til the task is done, and their young lives will

have been a vain sacrifice. This crimson

year is dying fast ; bury with it all past

wickedness ! May our long civil war die

out with its knell, the corpse of Slavery be

laid in its bloody grave, and the vain at-

tempts of assembled despots to destroy our

glorious nationality perish forever ! Bury

with this blood-red year all malice and un-

charitablenesSj all sectarian suspicion and

distrust, all partisan political violence and

hatred, and let the new year ring in one

faith, one hope, one country undivided and

indivisible. Our Union means all this, and

a great many things more which it has not

yet entered into the heart of man to con-

ceive. We can effect wonders if we will, for

the individual effort makes the universal

all. Who would prove recreant in such a

cause? Come! it is pleasant to work for

humanity ; fatigue itself seems sweet, the

strength of the race nerves the individual

arm, labor grows into prayer, human sym-

pathy and communion become godlike and

open heaven. We are none of us so little

that we can do nothing ; we are all necessary

to the good of the whole. The highest indi-

viduality and freedom should generate the

widest social love and charity. No labor is

really irksome that helps the masses of our

fellow men. If we have the Promethean fire,

let it burn to light and warm them. The

race is one, nor can we be happy while its

members suffer. The moment we have done

one duty faithfully, another and a higher

awaits us. To be condemned to work only for

ourselves were the true hell, the self-kindled

fire of everlasting torture ! We are the

children of the nineteenth century, have

been nourished upon the humane laws of this

noble country, we are sons of God, brothers

of Christ, heirs of glory, immortals. Let us

assume the majesty of our being, drape our-

selves in our heaven-woven robes of love,

open our hearts to the poor and wretched,

instruct the ignorant, reclaim the vicious,

bear each other's burdens, frown on vice, give

up our petty vanities, cease our frivolous
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excuses that we have no influence, when

every one of us has an immortal in charge,

use our strength to forbid oppression,

whether of individuals or nationalities. Then

might the day seen by the prophets, sung

by poets, and believed in by devout hearts,

dawn upon this planet before the blessed

'65 were tolled to rest.

"A man shall be more precious than

gold, ay, than the finest of gold."

" The fool shall no more be called prince,

nor the deceitful great."

" And He shall judge among many peo-

ple, and rebuke strong nations afar off; and

they shall beat their swords into plough-

shares, and their spears into spades ; nation

shall not take sword against nation ; neither

shall they learn war any more.

" And every man shall sit under his own
vine and fig tree, and there shall be none to

make them afraid."

" I will give my laws into their mind, and

I will write them in their heart ; and I will

be their God ; and they shall be my people."

Peace on earth, good will toward men,

still peal the Christmas bells, until the

frosty air seems quivering with the new joy

of humanity.

Fair voyage through the realms of Space,

the universe of stars, the passionate throbs

of Time, with thy precious human freight,

lovely Planet, cradling our dead in thy

green bosom, and uniting the living in one

great nation ; and may the brighest sunshine

fall upon thy flowers until thy young Immor-

tals are all landed in the Port of Heaven !

COR UNUM, VIA UNA.'

GOD BLESS OUR NATIVE LAND!

From every clime, and name, and race,

The thronging myriads came,

A mighty Empire's bounds to trace,

A wilderness to tame

!

Chorus—From mountain peak to sea-girt

shore,

Let Freedom's noble band

Uplift the song thrills each heart's

core:

God bless our native land!

Columbia's plains are broad and fair,

Each coast an ocean laves,

Vast lakes and streams fleet navies bear

Upon their sun-lit waves. Chorus.

Her mountains towering meet the skies,

Her vales are clad in green,

Her leafy forests proudly rise,

Pure gold her grain's bright sheen. Chorus.

United flows our mingled blood,

And Freedom guards the land,

While linked in closest brotherhood,

Invincible we stand

!

Chorus.

Unfurl our banner ! Let it wave

From every plain and crag

!

Its beacon light our fathers gave,

—

All hail ! our glorious flag !

Chorus—From mountain peak to sea-girt

shore,

Let Freedom's noble band

Uplift the song thrills each heart's

core:

God bless our native land

!
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